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EDITORIAL

The year 2020 brought new challenges for the whole of mankind. The sudden outbreak of 
COVID-19 disrupted the way we live and work, paving the way for new norms to be defined, 
deliberated and practiced. The virus continues to spread uncontrollably around the world; 
as of 9 December 2020, 68,747,287 people have been infected globally with 1,566,690 unfor-
tunate deaths (WHO, 2020). Many businesses were at the receiving end of the crisis, impact-
ing the economy at a national and global level. The adverse effects of the ongoing crisis will 
be long lasting, challenging both the public and private sector. The World Trade Organiza-
tion (WTO) has predicted that major economies will lose around 2.4 to 3.0 percent of their 
gross domestic product (GDP) during 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. At this stage, we 
hope for the early arrival and availability of vaccines throughout the world to be able to go 
back to the normal way of living, bringing customers back to the market places and reviving 
the economies.

The current issue of the Skyline Business Journal is a selective collection of five articles and 
three research notes, addressing some of the major issues in business and management, 
including the recent COVID-19 challenge. The first article examines how marketing ethics 
(honesty, transparency, and autonomy) affect organizational competitiveness (market 
share) in the banking industry in Nigeria. The study recommends that the banks should 
place more emphasis on transparency and honesty in order to achieve and sustain organiza-
tional competitiveness and in meeting up with customers' expectations. The second article 
investigates the impact of organizational justice on job performance among academic staff 
in three public universities in Iraq. The study presents quite a few interesting recommenda-
tions on how the university academics may work effectively with their superiors. The third 
article investigates the impact of growth, liquidity, non-debt tax shield, profitability, size 
and tangibility on financial leverage with reference to the Bombay Stock Exchange listed 
Indian auto ancillary firms. Addressing the marketing challenges of the organizations, the 
fourth article investigates the impact of promotional and word-of-mouth variables on 
consumer buying behavior in the fast-emerging economy of the Sultanate of Oman. Article 
five of this issue explores the relationship between taxation and economic growth in Nigeria 
in the last four decades, with interesting findings and implications for the public sector, 
particularly in the areas of economy diversification.

This issue also presents three thought provoking research notes on COVID-19, addressing 
the three major areas viz. state policy and planning; ethnic conflicts and geopolitics; and 
education amidst COVID-19 times. In the first research note it is argued that the measures 
that have been taken by governments around the world in respect of their tourism indus-
tries, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, are sufficiently significant and long-term to 
warrant a re-appraisal of the role of the state in tourism. The second research note elabo-
rates on trends of global travel and the tourism sector before and during the COVID-19 
pandemic, concerning the ethnic conflicts and geopolitics happening around the world. In 
the third and last research note, an interesting deliberation is made on the dynamics in 
academics and consumer research in a post-COVID-19 scenario.
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I am sure that the readers will find all the articles and research notes informative and 
useful. I am grateful to the entire team of the Skyline Business Journal for bringing up this 
excellent work. My sincere thanks and wishes to the esteemed Editorial Board members 
and distinguished reviewers for their support and guidance enabling us to complete this 
issue in a timely manner. At the end, I wish to convey my heartiest wishes to all the readers 
for referring to and citing the Skyline Business Journal in their academic researches and 
writings.
 
Prof. (Dr.) Mohammad In’airat, 
Editor- In-Chief
Skyline Business Journal



MARKETING ETHICS AND COMPETITIVENESS: 
A STUDY OF DEPOSIT MONEY BANK IN NIGERIA

Abstract

Introduction

Keywords: Marketing ethics, honesty, transparency, autonomy, and competitiveness

Practicing ethics in marketing means applying standards of fairness, or moral rights 
and wrongs, to marketing decision making, behavior, and practice in the organization. 
The study seeks to examine how marketing ethics (honesty, transparency, and autonomy) 
affect organizational competitiveness. The survey research design was adopted to 
produce and present an accurate description of variables relevant to the study. Three 
Deposit Money Bank were selected, which are Zenith Bank Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. Ltd 
and Guaranty Trust Bank Plc. The population of the three Deposit Money Bank based on 
their financial statements as at March 2020 is 28.3 million (First Bank, 10 million; 
Zenith Bank, 6.5 million and GTBank, 11.8 million). The sample size is 400 at 95% 
confidence level and 5% margin based on Taro Yamane formula. The primary source of 
data was used through a self- structured administered questionnaire to the respondents. 
The study employed regression in the estimation of models. Findings revealed that hones-
ty, transparency, and autonomy have a positive, significant, and combined effect on 
organizational competitiveness. The study recommends that banks should take emphasis 
more on transparency and honesty to achieve and sustain corporate competitiveness and 
in meeting up with the customers' expectations.  

One of the ways in which an organization 
could influence ethics is by explicitly and 
formally differentiating between right 
from wrong. Practicing ethics in market-
ing means applying standards of fairness 
and moral rights and to marketing 
decision making, behaviour, and practic-
es in the organization. The purpose of 
marketing ethics is to create a long term 
sustainable competitive advantage. 
Organizations that develop this advan-
tage are able to satisfy the needs of both 

customers and the organization.
The functional area most closely related 
to ethical abuse in firms is marketing. 
This is because marketing is the function 
of business charged with communicating 
and openly satisfying customers (Volle, 
2013). Some organizations are using 
marketing ethics as a key selling point 
because more customers consider an 
organization's ethical reputation when 
making purchasing decisions. Not 
employing ethical marketing practices 

may lead to dissatisfied customers, bad 
publicity, lack of trust, lost business, or 
sometimes, legal action. Marketing 
ethics plays a critical role in forming, 
maintaining, and sustaining long-term 
customer relationships.
Customers are active in the changing 
business environment, i.e. economic, 
liberalization, increased competition, 
availability of more options, more empha-
sis on quality, etc.  The issue of ethics and 
how it affects firms' performance has 
been extensively measured and estab-
lished in the literature. But there is a 
dart of literature on the specific effects of 
marketing ethics on organization competi-
tiveness. According to Klapalova (2011), 
competitiveness shows how the firm will 
be defined in the long run and how such 
firms will outperform its rivals.  
Various studies have looked into the 
effect of marketing ethics on and how it 
affects organizational outputs. Henry 
and Richard (2017) opine that marketing 
ethics is a reliable driver of healthcare 
performance while Peter (2018) is of the 
view that marking ethics drives the 
performance of small and medium enter-
prises in the developing economy. The 
studies of Dincer and Dincer, (2014), 
Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and 
Abdallah (2016), Emad, Yoshifumi, 
Abdullah, and Basmanomar (2014) all 
point to the fact that marketing ethics 
could be adopted to increase organization-
al efficiency and performance. However, 
Muhammad et al., (2016) suggest that 
the effect of marketing ethics should be 
examined across all industries in order to 
establish its overall impact and evalua-
tion while the study of Khairnar, (2016) 
suggests an empirical investigation into 
the interaction between marketing ethics 
and firms’ performance. To the best of the 
researchers’ knowledge, there is a scarci-
ty of literature on how marketing ethics 
influences competitiveness in the 
banking sector.
In comparison, the dimensions of trans-
parency, honesty, and autonomy have 
been employed in explaining marketing 

in existing literature (Muhaamad et al., 
2016; Henry & Richard, 2017; Abdulna-
sir, 2018 ). Pankaj (2019) opines that if 
empirically investigated, these dimen-
sions could influence firm competitive-
ness and overall performance. Therefore, 
the kernel of this study is to examine how 
marketing ethics (honesty, transparency, 
and autonomy) affect organizational 
competitiveness (market share) in the 
banking industry. Based on the aforemen-
tioned, the following research hypotheses 
were formulated;
H01: Transparency do not significantly 
affect organizational competitiveness
H02: Honesty does not contribute signifi-
cantly to organizational competitiveness
H03: Autonomy does not have a positive 
effect on organizational competitiveness
H04: Combined effect of the dimensions 
of marketing ethics on organizational 
competitiveness  

Literature review
2.1 Marketing Ethics
Ethics generally means human conduct 
which may be good or bad, moral or 
immoral. Ethical conduct refers to the 
behaviour which is generally accepted by 
society for the right living. Behaving 
ethically implies doing what is morally 
right (Okafor, 2011; Riley, 2012). Accord-
ing to Abiodun and Oyeniyi (2014), ethics 
is based on broad principles of integrity, 
transparency, accountability, responsibil-
ity, and fairness, and focuses on internal 
stakeholder issues such as product 
quality, customer satisfaction, employee 
wages and benefits, and local community 
and environmental responsibilities.
Marketing ethics is described as the field 
applied ethics that deals with the ethical 
principles behind the function and regula-
tion of marketing (Majtán & Dubcová, 
2008). Thus, ethics can be applied to each 
element of the marketing mix, namely, 
product, price, distribution, and promo-
tion. Ferrell (2007) indicates that market-
ing ethics is an organizational responsibil-
ity and is essential in maintaining 
long-term beneficial relationships and 

establishing mutual trust with custom-
ers. Ethical marketing is not a hard and 
fast list of rules but a comprehensive set 
of guidelines to assist companies as they 
evaluate new marketing strategies.
Marketing ethics should be considered 
from an individual and organizational 
perspective. From the individual perspec-
tive, personal values and moral philoso-
phies are the keys to ethical decisions in 
marketing. Honesty, fairness, responsibil-
ity, and citizenship are assumed to be 
values that can guide complex marketing 
decisions in the context of an organiza-
tion. From an organizational perspective, 
organizational value, codes, and training 
is necessary to provide consistent and 
shared approaches to making ethical 
decisions (Ferrell, 2005).

2.2 Elements of marketing ethics
There are various dimensions of market-
ing ethics employed in different studies 
(Pankaj, 2019; Muhammend et al., 2016; 
Ferrell, 2005). However, the marketing 
ethics dimensions considered in this 
study are transparency, autonomy, and 
honesty. These measures, according to 
Abdulnasi (2018), are robust and 
adequately integrates the concept of 
ethics. Transparency according to 
International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development (2012) opined that 
achieving effective business required 
business activities to be transparent and 
this necessitated access to the customer's 
information to increase transparency in 
the business transaction environment. 
Transparency is an attribute of corporate 
culture that is revealed through the 
behaviours of an organization's leaders, 
employees, and stakeholders. Honesty is 
a crucial characteristic of a business 
because it sets the tone for the kind of 
culture that the firm is set to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects.  Autonomy is 
the consideration of the customer in the 
decision-making process. By considering 
the customers' collective opinions and 

recommendations, the firm is able to 
evaluate and determine the effects of its 
product and services.

2.3. Organisational Competitiveness
The term organizational competitiveness 
has been defined in the literature in differ-
ent ways. Porter (2008) is of the opinion 
that competitiveness is the capacity of a 
firm to outperform its rivals in a given 
business environment. Lall (2001) posits 
that when a firm becomes a benchmark in 
the industry, it is said to be competitive. 
Depperu and Cerrato (2017) argue that 
competitiveness can be looked at from 
two perspectives, either as a driver of 
performance or an outcome variable.  
Competitiveness assumes that a compa-
ny's strategy combines its internal skills 
with external opportunities to provide a 
source of sustainable competitive advan-
tage through which it can achieve specific 
objectives, such as the profits generated 
by market share.   

In the ever-evolving business environ-
ment today, agility, adaptability, flexibili-
ty and dynamic capabilities, are becom-
ing more prominent sources of competi-
tiveness (Bates, 2012).  Depperu and 
Cerrato (2017) are of the opinion that the 
sources of competitiveness and firm 
performance, should be measured with 
quality, price, marketing, design, manage-
ment and flexibility.  Similarly, D' Cruz 
(2012) opines that firm competitiveness 
should be measured as the ability of the 
firm to produce, market, and design 
superior products superior to those 
offered by competitors in relation to both 
price and non-price qualities. According 
to Oral and Kettani (2009), measuring 
competitiveness in terms of market 
characteristics such as technology, 
price-quality, quantity, delivery period, 
design and functionality shows the 
degree to which the competitors and the 
firm strive to meet customers' expecta-
tions. These measures also show how 
dynamic the market is consistent. Past 
performance signals the existence of a 

competitive advantage, but it does not 
provide enough information about the 
sustainability of that advantage 
(Jayachandran & Varadarajan, 2006). 
The measure of competitiveness implies 
the definition of the context to which such 
measure is referred, as well as the level of 
analysis. In line with the literature, this 
study adopts competitiveness as an 
outcome that is measured by the market 
characteristics. The specific market 
attributes adopted in this study are 
technology and price.

Theoretical Review
Normative
The theory that underpinned this study 
is normative. The normative approach 
advocates the acceptance of a "core set of 
principles" or "moral maxims" to help 
guide marketers in ethical decision 
making according to Murphy, Laczniak, 
and Prothero, (2012). Normative market-
ers focus less on what organizations do 
and instead emphasize "what can be" i.e. 
what organizations ought to consider to 
evaluate better and improve their ethical 
behaviour (Laczniak & Murphy, 2006). 
According to Hunt (1991), normative 
marketing is defined as attempting to 
prescribe what marketing organizations 
or individuals ought to do or what kinds 
of marketing systems a society ought to 
have. It is believed that normative 
approaches are critical because not only 
do they help marketers gain a better 
knowledge of how individuals make 
ethical decisions in an organization, but 
they also provide a vision for ethical 
decision making and corporate cultures 
within the marketing field. 

Marketing Ethics and Competitiveness: 
The Nexus 
Pankaj (2019), worked on marketing 
ethics: enhancing firm valuation and 
building competitive advantages. It is one 
of the organizational drivers enhancing 
Customer Lifetime Value (CLV). The 

CLV of a customer represents the amount 
the customer will contribute to the 
bottom line of the firm over the span of 
the business relationship with them. 
Ethical marketing is practices that 
emphasise transparent, trustworthy, and 
responsible personal and organizational 
marketing policies and actions that exhib-
it integrity as well as fairness to consum-
ers and other stakeholders. The ethical 
reputation of the organization results in 
customer trust, which in turn leads to 
satisfaction and commitment to the organ-
ization and hence builds competitive 
advantages. Research provides various 
marketing ethics frameworks and valua-
tion matrix along with numerical illustra-
tions to understand how marketing 
ethics helps organizations in improving 
overall performance and ultimately, firm 
valuation.

Abdulnasi (2018), appraise the market-
ing ethics practices of small business and 
their effect on consumer purchase inten-
tion: an empirical investigation from 
Addis Ketema Sub-city. Marketing ethics 
is the subset of business ethics, which 
deals with the systematic study of how 
moral standards are applied to market-
ing decisions, behaviours and institu-
tions. The researcher first collected data 
from consumers and used both qualita-
tive and quantitative types of research to 
know the effect of unethical marketing 
practice of cloth shops on consumers' 
purchase intention. In the process of 
collecting data, the researcher took 291 
small-sized cloth shop consumers using a 
Time Location sampling technique. After 
data collection, it was analysed using 
descriptive statistics techniques, like 
tables and percentages, mean, standard 
deviations, graphs, frequency and logistic 
regression (inferential statistics). The 
result of this study showed that 
small-sized cloth shops in Addis Ketema 
sub-city exhibit unethical marketing 
practices in the area of product and price 

ethics. Additionally, it was found that 
consumers have purchase intention even 
if firms' behaviour was found to be unethi-
cal. Finally, the researcher concluded 
that the unethical practice of marketers 
might lead to consumers' lack of 
confidence in the market and recommend-
ed awareness programs, strengthening 
consumer protection act as well as the 
establishment of consumer associations 
in the area.

Peter (2018), study the ethical practices 
of small and medium-sized enterprises in 
developing countries: A literature analy-
sis. The study aims at evaluating the 
aspects of business ethics, the signifi-
cance of business ethics to SMEs, ethical 
dilemmas, and challenges of SMEs, 
particularly in developing countries, and 
suggests strategies to address ethical 
dilemmas and challenges. In identifying 
the work, peer-reviewed articles in recent 
journals were analysed thereof. It is clear 
that business enterprises can no longer 
afford to disregard business ethics. There 
are continuous business failures as a 
result of unethical practices, especially 
those associated with employees and top 
executives. The work has added to the 
body of existing literature on the ethical 
practices of SMEs in developing 
countries. As such, SME owners and 
managers can use the findings in the 
study to design ethical policy frameworks 
and guidelines to improve their reputa-
tions and competitiveness. 

Henryand Richard (2017), work on the 
assessment of ethical behaviour on organ-
izational performance in the Kenyan 
Public Health Sector. Ethical behaviour 
if not practised, has the ability to reduce 
organization performance which may be 
caused by disagreements, lawsuits, poor 
service delivery, poor time management, 
client dissatisfaction, and corruption, 
among others. The unethical behaviour 
which might affect organizational perfor-

mance was measured through arrogance, 
absenteeism, neglect, ignorance, alcohol 
consumption, and smoking. The authors 
were opined that an organization's ability 
to bring forth ethical behaviour has a key 
asset that is difficult for competitors to 
imitate. The study was based on Social 
Learning Theory by Albert Bandura 
(1977), the theory posits that people learn 
from one another by observation, imita-
tion, and modelling. The study was 
conducted in Baringo District Hospital, 
Kabarnet, Rift- Valley Province through a 
mixed approach method with a survey 
research design. A primary source of data 
was used along with a census inquiry on 
all the staff in the facility and 174 
returned their questionnaires. Descrip-
tive statistics and content analysis for 
ordinal and nominal data were used 
respectively. The result showed that 
neglect, absenteeism, poor time manage-
ment, client dissatisfaction, disputes and 
corruption were common in the sector. It 
was recommended that government 
should support, there should training of 
staff, and strict enforcement of the Public 
Officer Ethics Act (2003) be duly imple-
mented to curb the vices. 

Khairnar (2016) examined the effect of 
marketing innovations and ethics. The 
paper takes a close look at the various 
ethical issues involved in marketing 
innovations and what organizations are 
doing about unethical practices. It was 
observed that the concept of ethics is very 
vague, abstract and unstructured. The 
definition of ethics varies, and there is no 
universally accepted definition because 
ethics is dependent on moral standards, 
and moral standards depend on the value 
system, and that value systems depend 
on individual background. From this, it 
was believed that the ethical practices of 
people are different. Marketing innova-
tions strategy was measured from the 
marketing mix (4P's), which is seen as an 
important task for any marketer as they 

play a crucial role in the framing of strate-
gies. It was concluded that successful 
executives are those who can effectively 
manage an ethical working environment, 
balance stakeholder value and build and 
maintain their personal expertise. 
Marketing managers must make efforts 
to verify that their choices and action 
serve the best interest of all related 
customers, organizations and society. It 
was then recommended that if an organi-
zation does the ethical practices, they will 
stand in the market for years with a clear 
image and brand name, but if otherwise, 
the acceptance and non- acceptance of the 
product is totally in the hands of the 
end-user.

Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and Abdal-
lah (2016) study the marketing ethics and 
relationship marketing - an empirical 
study that measures the effect of ethics 
practices application on maintaining 
relationships with customers. Four 
elements of marketing ethics were identi-
fied in the study, which are honesty, 
autonomy, privacy and transparency. The 
study utilised a sample of 360 respond-
ents adopting a quantitative approach; 
the study was conducted on telecommuni-
cation sector subscribers which revealed 
that the elements of marketing ethics 
such as feedback, transparency and priva-
cy among others had a strong influence 
and affected organisation's ability to 
maintain long term relationships with 
customers. It is recommended that the 
result will enable marketers not only to 
analyse the importance of adopting 
ethical practices in their strategies but 
also to inspire the relative relevance of 
these practices as perceived by custom-
ers. 

Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, and 
Basmanomar (2014), study the impact of 
business ethics in the competitive advan-
tage (in the Cellular Communications 
Companies operating in Jordan). A 

questionnaire was designed and adminis-
tered to collect data and distribute to staff 
through poll views, a simple random 
sample of 192 staff in managerial levels 
such as supreme, middle and supervisors 
in the Cellular Communications Compa-
nies operating in Jordan. SPSS was used 
for data analysis. The result shows that 
there is a significant effect of business 
ethics (independence, objectivity, hones-
ty, integrity, fairness and transparency) 
on competitive advantage (cost reduction, 
innovation and renewal) in the Cellular 
Communications Companies operating in 
Jordan. 

Dincer and Dincer (2014) appraise the 
study on an overview and analysis of 
marketing ethics. In today's business 
world, in addition to general decisions, 
managers must also make judgments 
concerning what is ethical to do. The 
authors observed that is not an easy task 
especially for marketing professionals as 
marketing is the visible interface with not 
only customers but with all other stake-
holders, it is essential for marketers to 
take into consideration the marketing 
ethics. Marketing ethics should be exam-
ined from an individual, organizational, 
and societal perspective.

Methodology
The study examines the effect of market-
ing ethics on organizational competitive-
ness. The survey research design was 
adopted to produce and present an 
accurate description of variables relevant 
to the study. Authors with similar 
objectives also employed this survey 
research design (Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdul-
lah, and Basmanomar, 2014, Abdulnasi, 
2018; Peter, 2018). For the purpose of this 
study, three Deposit Money Bank (DMBs) 
were selected, which are Zenith Bank 
Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. Ltd and Guaran-
ty Trust Bank Plc because they are the 
most capitalised financial institutions in 
Nigeria (Stock Exchange Market, 2019). 

The target overall customer population of 
these three Deposit Money Bank based on 
their financial statements as at March 
2020 is 28.3 million (First Bank, 10 
million; Zenith Bank, 6.5 million and 
GTBank, 11.8 million). Using the Taro 
Yammne sample size estimator, at 95% 
confidence level and 5% margin based, a 
sample size of 400 was arrived at. The 
primary source of data was used through 
a self- structured administered question-
naire to the respondents. Face and 
construct validity were employed to 
determine the reliability and validity of 
the instruments. The Cronbach alpha of 
0.873, 0.768, 0.812 and 0.798 was 
achieved for transparency, honesty, auton-
omy and competitiveness, respectively. 
The study employed linear regression to 
estimate the model through the aid of 
SPSS version 23.0.  

Model specification
The model aggregates the elements of 
marketing ethics; it examined how these 
elements jointly affect the organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
of Zenith Bank Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. 
Ltd and Guaranty Trust Bank Plc in 
Nigeria. The model addresses the main 
objective of the study, which is to examine 
the effect of marketing ethics on the 
organizational competitiveness of DMBs 
in Nigeria.
The model specification is stated below:
The theory underpinning this study is the 
Normative Approach Theory. Hinged on 
the study of Oyeniyi (2014) and Klapalova 
(2011), it is expected that there will be a 
positive interaction between marketing 
ethics and banks' competitiveness.

Model 1 
OC=f(T)_________________________(1)
OC=β_0i+β1Ti〖+μ〗_i------(2)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
T is Transparency

β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
transparency will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of trans-
parency should have a positive sign.

Model 2 
OC=f(H)_________________________(3)
OC=β_0i+β1Hi〖+μ〗_i------(4)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
H isHonesty
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The A' priori expectation, it is expected 
that honesty will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of hones-
ty should have a positive sign.
Model 3 
OC=f(A)_________________________(5)
OC=β_0i+β1Ai〖+μ〗_i------(6)
Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
A is Autonomy
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
autonomy will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of auton-
omy should have a positive sign.
Model 4
OC=f(ME)
OC=f(T,H,A)_________________________(7
)
OC=β_0+β1Ti+〖β2Hi+β3Ai+μ〗_ i  
------(8)
Where:
OC represents Organizational Competi-
tiveness

ME represents Marketing Elements
β 0 is the constant term
β1, β2, are the coefficient of the estima-
tor.
β1, β2, > 0
T= Transparency
H= Honesty
A= Autonomy
μis the error term
For the apriori expectation, it is 
expected that transparency, honesty, 
and autonomy will all have a positive 
effect on organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs in Nigeria; hence the 
parameters of transparency, honesty 
and autonomy should all have a 
positive sign.

Results and Findings

TABLE 1 HYPOTHESIS 1  TRANS-
PARENCY DOES NOT SIGNIFI-
CANTLY AFFECT ORGANIZATION-
AL COMPETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 
2019

The result from table 1 reveals that 
there is a positive but non-significant 
relationship (β=0.543) between trans-
parency and competitiveness. The 
coefficient of determination (R2 
=0.295) reveals that 29.5% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by 
transparency. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B=0.516) shows that for 
every unit increase in transparency, 
competitiveness increases by 0.516 
units. The t value (t-value= 24.682, 
p=0.000) establishes that transparen-
cy is a significant predictor of competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the null hypothe-
sis is rejected while the alternative 

TABLE 2 HYPOTHESIS 2 HONES-
TY DOES NOT CONTRIBUTE SIGNIFI-
CANTLY TO ORGANIZATIONAL COM-
PETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 2 reveals that there 
is a negative but non-significant relation-
ship (β= -0.748) between honesty and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.55.9) reveals that 
55.9% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by honesty. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B= -0.733) shows that for every 
unity decreases in honesty, competitive-
ness decrease by -0.733 units. The t value 
(t-value= 22.000, p=0.000) establishes 
that honesty is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 3 HYPOTHESIS 3 AUTONOMY 
DOES NOT HAVE A POSITIVE EFFECT 
ON ORGANIZATIONAL COMPETITIVE-
NESS.  

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 3 reveals that there 
is a negative but significant relationship 
(β= -0.560) between autonomy and compet-
itiveness. The coefficient of determination 
(R2 =0.314) reveals that 31.4% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by autono-
my. The unstandardised coefficient (B= 
-0.523) shows that for every unity 
decrease in autonomy, competitiveness 

decreases by -0.523 units. The t value 
(t-value= 13.652, p=0.000) establishes 
that autonomy is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 4 HYPOTHESIS 4 COMBINED 
EFFECT OF THE DIMENSIONS OF 
MARKETING ETHICS ON ORGANIZA-
TIONAL COMPETITIVENESS

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 4 reveals that there 
is a positive and significant relationship (β
=0.762) between market ethics and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.580) reveals that 
58% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by market ethics. The unstand-
ardised coefficient (B=0.741) shows that 
for every unit increase in market ethics, 
competitiveness increases by 0.741 units. 
The t value (t-value= 27.214, p=0.000) 
establishes that market ethics is a signifi-
cant predictor of competitiveness. There-
fore, the null hypothesis is rejected while 
the alternative hypothesis is accepted.

Discussion of findings
Finding reveals that transparency signifi-
cantly affects organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs. Hence, transparency is an 
attribute of corporate culture that is 
revealed through behaviours of an organi-
zation's leaders, employees and stakehold-
ers. Thus, organizational competitiveness 
in Deposit Money Banks increases 
because transparency contributes 

effectively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The findings support the explanation of 
Muhammad et al. (2016) and Dincer and 
Dincer (2014), who established that the 
dimensions of marketing ethics are 
critical in driving organizational perfor-
mance. The findings establish that trans-
parency is a driver of competitiveness. 
Firms should be more transparent in 
nature as this has been revealed to 
account for higher variation in organiza-
tional competitiveness and will enable the 
deposit money banks to meet up with 
customers' expectations.

In the analysis of the second hypothesis, 
honesty as a measure of marketing ethics 
significantly affects organizational compet-
itiveness in DMBs. Hence, honesty should 
be adopted as a vital characteristic of a 
business because it sets the tone for the 
kind of culture that the firm sets to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects. The findings 
corroborate the study of Khairnar, (2016), 
who suggests that if a firm is honest, it 
will operate effectively in the market both 
in the long and short run.

The analysis of Hypothesis 3 shows that 
autonomy significantly affects organiza-
tional competitiveness in DMBs, although 
such infect was seen to be negative. Hence 
it can be inferred from the study that in 
applying the autonomy model in the firm’s 
operation, deposit money banks will have 
to take precautions. Organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
decreases because autonomy contributes 
negatively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The opinion and recommendations of the 
customers might have a negative effect on 
the firm's competitiveness. This position is 
strengthened by the works of Henry and 

Richard (2017) and Peter (2018) who are 
of the view that of marketing ethics dimen-
sions are not properly evaluated, they 
could lead to the negative performance of 
organizations.
   
The combined effect of marketing ethics 
elements significantly affects competitive-
ness in deposit money banks. The study 
further revealed that ME elements have a 
combined adjusted coefficient of determi-
nation of 0.580 (Adj. R2= 0.580), which 
implied that ME elements account for 
58.0% variation in the organizational 
competitiveness.  This is consistent with 
the study by Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, 
and Basmanomar, (2014); Pankaj (2019). 
Furthermore, Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria should adopt the normative 
approaches theory. This is because the 
findings of the study reveal that the accept-
ance of a core set of principles or moral 
maxims (transparency and honesty) will 
guide marketers in achieving competitive-
ness through an increase in their market.  
Marketers should be more normative in 
their approach as this will enhance their 
utilisation of ethical practices and 
improve their firm performance (Laczniak 
& Murphy, 2006). 

Conclusion and recommendation
The study examined the effect of market-
ing elements on organizational competi-
tiveness in Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria. The study recognised and 
employed three components of marketing 
elements (ME) as used by various 
scholars. These three components are 
transparency, honesty and autonomy. The 
study employed a survey research design 
by administering structured question-
naires to customers of deposit money 
banks in Nigeria. Three hypotheses were 
formulated, and the ordinary least square 
was employed in estimating the regres-
sion models. The findings reveal that 
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ethics that has a positive and significant 
effect on firm competitiveness in the 
banking industry. The results further 
demonstrate that honesty and autonomy 
have negative individual but significant 
impact on organizational competitiveness.  
The study establishes the combined 
effects of these elements of marketing 
ethics have a significant effect on competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the study confirms 
that marketing ethics is a significant 
driver of competitiveness in the banking 
industry. The study recommends that 
deposit money banks should emphasis 
more on transparency and honesty in 
order to achieve and sustain organization-
al competitiveness and in meeting up with 
the customers' expectations. The study 
also suggests that organizations should 
correctly evaluate the components of 
marketing ethics, which could bring about 
competitiveness. This is because if market-
ing ethics dimensions are not adequately 
evaluated, they could lead to hinder the 
growth and competitiveness of the organi-
zation. The acceptance of core principles 
or moral maxims (transparency and hones-
ty) will guide marketers in achieving 
competitiveness through an increase in 
their market share.  Marketers should be 
more normative in their approach as this 
will enhance their utilisation of ethical 
practices and improve their firm perfor-
mance.

Limitations of the study and scope 
for further research
The study looked into how marketing 
ethics affect competitiveness in the 
banking sector using the dimensions of 
transparency, honesty and autonomy in 
the banking sector. There is a need to 
expand these dimensions based on 
existing literature and determine their 
effect in other sectors while using other 
outcome measures of performance. This 

will increase the available literature on 
the concept of ethics and performance.
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One of the ways in which an organization 
could influence ethics is by explicitly and 
formally differentiating between right 
from wrong. Practicing ethics in market-
ing means applying standards of fairness 
and moral rights and to marketing 
decision making, behaviour, and practic-
es in the organization. The purpose of 
marketing ethics is to create a long term 
sustainable competitive advantage. 
Organizations that develop this advan-
tage are able to satisfy the needs of both 

customers and the organization.
The functional area most closely related 
to ethical abuse in firms is marketing. 
This is because marketing is the function 
of business charged with communicating 
and openly satisfying customers (Volle, 
2013). Some organizations are using 
marketing ethics as a key selling point 
because more customers consider an 
organization's ethical reputation when 
making purchasing decisions. Not 
employing ethical marketing practices 

may lead to dissatisfied customers, bad 
publicity, lack of trust, lost business, or 
sometimes, legal action. Marketing 
ethics plays a critical role in forming, 
maintaining, and sustaining long-term 
customer relationships.
Customers are active in the changing 
business environment, i.e. economic, 
liberalization, increased competition, 
availability of more options, more empha-
sis on quality, etc.  The issue of ethics and 
how it affects firms' performance has 
been extensively measured and estab-
lished in the literature. But there is a 
dart of literature on the specific effects of 
marketing ethics on organization competi-
tiveness. According to Klapalova (2011), 
competitiveness shows how the firm will 
be defined in the long run and how such 
firms will outperform its rivals.  
Various studies have looked into the 
effect of marketing ethics on and how it 
affects organizational outputs. Henry 
and Richard (2017) opine that marketing 
ethics is a reliable driver of healthcare 
performance while Peter (2018) is of the 
view that marking ethics drives the 
performance of small and medium enter-
prises in the developing economy. The 
studies of Dincer and Dincer, (2014), 
Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and 
Abdallah (2016), Emad, Yoshifumi, 
Abdullah, and Basmanomar (2014) all 
point to the fact that marketing ethics 
could be adopted to increase organization-
al efficiency and performance. However, 
Muhammad et al., (2016) suggest that 
the effect of marketing ethics should be 
examined across all industries in order to 
establish its overall impact and evalua-
tion while the study of Khairnar, (2016) 
suggests an empirical investigation into 
the interaction between marketing ethics 
and firms’ performance. To the best of the 
researchers’ knowledge, there is a scarci-
ty of literature on how marketing ethics 
influences competitiveness in the 
banking sector.
In comparison, the dimensions of trans-
parency, honesty, and autonomy have 
been employed in explaining marketing 

in existing literature (Muhaamad et al., 
2016; Henry & Richard, 2017; Abdulna-
sir, 2018 ). Pankaj (2019) opines that if 
empirically investigated, these dimen-
sions could influence firm competitive-
ness and overall performance. Therefore, 
the kernel of this study is to examine how 
marketing ethics (honesty, transparency, 
and autonomy) affect organizational 
competitiveness (market share) in the 
banking industry. Based on the aforemen-
tioned, the following research hypotheses 
were formulated;
H01: Transparency do not significantly 
affect organizational competitiveness
H02: Honesty does not contribute signifi-
cantly to organizational competitiveness
H03: Autonomy does not have a positive 
effect on organizational competitiveness
H04: Combined effect of the dimensions 
of marketing ethics on organizational 
competitiveness  

Literature review
2.1 Marketing Ethics
Ethics generally means human conduct 
which may be good or bad, moral or 
immoral. Ethical conduct refers to the 
behaviour which is generally accepted by 
society for the right living. Behaving 
ethically implies doing what is morally 
right (Okafor, 2011; Riley, 2012). Accord-
ing to Abiodun and Oyeniyi (2014), ethics 
is based on broad principles of integrity, 
transparency, accountability, responsibil-
ity, and fairness, and focuses on internal 
stakeholder issues such as product 
quality, customer satisfaction, employee 
wages and benefits, and local community 
and environmental responsibilities.
Marketing ethics is described as the field 
applied ethics that deals with the ethical 
principles behind the function and regula-
tion of marketing (Majtán & Dubcová, 
2008). Thus, ethics can be applied to each 
element of the marketing mix, namely, 
product, price, distribution, and promo-
tion. Ferrell (2007) indicates that market-
ing ethics is an organizational responsibil-
ity and is essential in maintaining 
long-term beneficial relationships and 

establishing mutual trust with custom-
ers. Ethical marketing is not a hard and 
fast list of rules but a comprehensive set 
of guidelines to assist companies as they 
evaluate new marketing strategies.
Marketing ethics should be considered 
from an individual and organizational 
perspective. From the individual perspec-
tive, personal values and moral philoso-
phies are the keys to ethical decisions in 
marketing. Honesty, fairness, responsibil-
ity, and citizenship are assumed to be 
values that can guide complex marketing 
decisions in the context of an organiza-
tion. From an organizational perspective, 
organizational value, codes, and training 
is necessary to provide consistent and 
shared approaches to making ethical 
decisions (Ferrell, 2005).

2.2 Elements of marketing ethics
There are various dimensions of market-
ing ethics employed in different studies 
(Pankaj, 2019; Muhammend et al., 2016; 
Ferrell, 2005). However, the marketing 
ethics dimensions considered in this 
study are transparency, autonomy, and 
honesty. These measures, according to 
Abdulnasi (2018), are robust and 
adequately integrates the concept of 
ethics. Transparency according to 
International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development (2012) opined that 
achieving effective business required 
business activities to be transparent and 
this necessitated access to the customer's 
information to increase transparency in 
the business transaction environment. 
Transparency is an attribute of corporate 
culture that is revealed through the 
behaviours of an organization's leaders, 
employees, and stakeholders. Honesty is 
a crucial characteristic of a business 
because it sets the tone for the kind of 
culture that the firm is set to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects.  Autonomy is 
the consideration of the customer in the 
decision-making process. By considering 
the customers' collective opinions and 

recommendations, the firm is able to 
evaluate and determine the effects of its 
product and services.

2.3. Organisational Competitiveness
The term organizational competitiveness 
has been defined in the literature in differ-
ent ways. Porter (2008) is of the opinion 
that competitiveness is the capacity of a 
firm to outperform its rivals in a given 
business environment. Lall (2001) posits 
that when a firm becomes a benchmark in 
the industry, it is said to be competitive. 
Depperu and Cerrato (2017) argue that 
competitiveness can be looked at from 
two perspectives, either as a driver of 
performance or an outcome variable.  
Competitiveness assumes that a compa-
ny's strategy combines its internal skills 
with external opportunities to provide a 
source of sustainable competitive advan-
tage through which it can achieve specific 
objectives, such as the profits generated 
by market share.   

In the ever-evolving business environ-
ment today, agility, adaptability, flexibili-
ty and dynamic capabilities, are becom-
ing more prominent sources of competi-
tiveness (Bates, 2012).  Depperu and 
Cerrato (2017) are of the opinion that the 
sources of competitiveness and firm 
performance, should be measured with 
quality, price, marketing, design, manage-
ment and flexibility.  Similarly, D' Cruz 
(2012) opines that firm competitiveness 
should be measured as the ability of the 
firm to produce, market, and design 
superior products superior to those 
offered by competitors in relation to both 
price and non-price qualities. According 
to Oral and Kettani (2009), measuring 
competitiveness in terms of market 
characteristics such as technology, 
price-quality, quantity, delivery period, 
design and functionality shows the 
degree to which the competitors and the 
firm strive to meet customers' expecta-
tions. These measures also show how 
dynamic the market is consistent. Past 
performance signals the existence of a 

competitive advantage, but it does not 
provide enough information about the 
sustainability of that advantage 
(Jayachandran & Varadarajan, 2006). 
The measure of competitiveness implies 
the definition of the context to which such 
measure is referred, as well as the level of 
analysis. In line with the literature, this 
study adopts competitiveness as an 
outcome that is measured by the market 
characteristics. The specific market 
attributes adopted in this study are 
technology and price.

Theoretical Review
Normative
The theory that underpinned this study 
is normative. The normative approach 
advocates the acceptance of a "core set of 
principles" or "moral maxims" to help 
guide marketers in ethical decision 
making according to Murphy, Laczniak, 
and Prothero, (2012). Normative market-
ers focus less on what organizations do 
and instead emphasize "what can be" i.e. 
what organizations ought to consider to 
evaluate better and improve their ethical 
behaviour (Laczniak & Murphy, 2006). 
According to Hunt (1991), normative 
marketing is defined as attempting to 
prescribe what marketing organizations 
or individuals ought to do or what kinds 
of marketing systems a society ought to 
have. It is believed that normative 
approaches are critical because not only 
do they help marketers gain a better 
knowledge of how individuals make 
ethical decisions in an organization, but 
they also provide a vision for ethical 
decision making and corporate cultures 
within the marketing field. 

Marketing Ethics and Competitiveness: 
The Nexus 
Pankaj (2019), worked on marketing 
ethics: enhancing firm valuation and 
building competitive advantages. It is one 
of the organizational drivers enhancing 
Customer Lifetime Value (CLV). The 

CLV of a customer represents the amount 
the customer will contribute to the 
bottom line of the firm over the span of 
the business relationship with them. 
Ethical marketing is practices that 
emphasise transparent, trustworthy, and 
responsible personal and organizational 
marketing policies and actions that exhib-
it integrity as well as fairness to consum-
ers and other stakeholders. The ethical 
reputation of the organization results in 
customer trust, which in turn leads to 
satisfaction and commitment to the organ-
ization and hence builds competitive 
advantages. Research provides various 
marketing ethics frameworks and valua-
tion matrix along with numerical illustra-
tions to understand how marketing 
ethics helps organizations in improving 
overall performance and ultimately, firm 
valuation.

Abdulnasi (2018), appraise the market-
ing ethics practices of small business and 
their effect on consumer purchase inten-
tion: an empirical investigation from 
Addis Ketema Sub-city. Marketing ethics 
is the subset of business ethics, which 
deals with the systematic study of how 
moral standards are applied to market-
ing decisions, behaviours and institu-
tions. The researcher first collected data 
from consumers and used both qualita-
tive and quantitative types of research to 
know the effect of unethical marketing 
practice of cloth shops on consumers' 
purchase intention. In the process of 
collecting data, the researcher took 291 
small-sized cloth shop consumers using a 
Time Location sampling technique. After 
data collection, it was analysed using 
descriptive statistics techniques, like 
tables and percentages, mean, standard 
deviations, graphs, frequency and logistic 
regression (inferential statistics). The 
result of this study showed that 
small-sized cloth shops in Addis Ketema 
sub-city exhibit unethical marketing 
practices in the area of product and price 

ethics. Additionally, it was found that 
consumers have purchase intention even 
if firms' behaviour was found to be unethi-
cal. Finally, the researcher concluded 
that the unethical practice of marketers 
might lead to consumers' lack of 
confidence in the market and recommend-
ed awareness programs, strengthening 
consumer protection act as well as the 
establishment of consumer associations 
in the area.

Peter (2018), study the ethical practices 
of small and medium-sized enterprises in 
developing countries: A literature analy-
sis. The study aims at evaluating the 
aspects of business ethics, the signifi-
cance of business ethics to SMEs, ethical 
dilemmas, and challenges of SMEs, 
particularly in developing countries, and 
suggests strategies to address ethical 
dilemmas and challenges. In identifying 
the work, peer-reviewed articles in recent 
journals were analysed thereof. It is clear 
that business enterprises can no longer 
afford to disregard business ethics. There 
are continuous business failures as a 
result of unethical practices, especially 
those associated with employees and top 
executives. The work has added to the 
body of existing literature on the ethical 
practices of SMEs in developing 
countries. As such, SME owners and 
managers can use the findings in the 
study to design ethical policy frameworks 
and guidelines to improve their reputa-
tions and competitiveness. 

Henryand Richard (2017), work on the 
assessment of ethical behaviour on organ-
izational performance in the Kenyan 
Public Health Sector. Ethical behaviour 
if not practised, has the ability to reduce 
organization performance which may be 
caused by disagreements, lawsuits, poor 
service delivery, poor time management, 
client dissatisfaction, and corruption, 
among others. The unethical behaviour 
which might affect organizational perfor-

mance was measured through arrogance, 
absenteeism, neglect, ignorance, alcohol 
consumption, and smoking. The authors 
were opined that an organization's ability 
to bring forth ethical behaviour has a key 
asset that is difficult for competitors to 
imitate. The study was based on Social 
Learning Theory by Albert Bandura 
(1977), the theory posits that people learn 
from one another by observation, imita-
tion, and modelling. The study was 
conducted in Baringo District Hospital, 
Kabarnet, Rift- Valley Province through a 
mixed approach method with a survey 
research design. A primary source of data 
was used along with a census inquiry on 
all the staff in the facility and 174 
returned their questionnaires. Descrip-
tive statistics and content analysis for 
ordinal and nominal data were used 
respectively. The result showed that 
neglect, absenteeism, poor time manage-
ment, client dissatisfaction, disputes and 
corruption were common in the sector. It 
was recommended that government 
should support, there should training of 
staff, and strict enforcement of the Public 
Officer Ethics Act (2003) be duly imple-
mented to curb the vices. 

Khairnar (2016) examined the effect of 
marketing innovations and ethics. The 
paper takes a close look at the various 
ethical issues involved in marketing 
innovations and what organizations are 
doing about unethical practices. It was 
observed that the concept of ethics is very 
vague, abstract and unstructured. The 
definition of ethics varies, and there is no 
universally accepted definition because 
ethics is dependent on moral standards, 
and moral standards depend on the value 
system, and that value systems depend 
on individual background. From this, it 
was believed that the ethical practices of 
people are different. Marketing innova-
tions strategy was measured from the 
marketing mix (4P's), which is seen as an 
important task for any marketer as they 

play a crucial role in the framing of strate-
gies. It was concluded that successful 
executives are those who can effectively 
manage an ethical working environment, 
balance stakeholder value and build and 
maintain their personal expertise. 
Marketing managers must make efforts 
to verify that their choices and action 
serve the best interest of all related 
customers, organizations and society. It 
was then recommended that if an organi-
zation does the ethical practices, they will 
stand in the market for years with a clear 
image and brand name, but if otherwise, 
the acceptance and non- acceptance of the 
product is totally in the hands of the 
end-user.

Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and Abdal-
lah (2016) study the marketing ethics and 
relationship marketing - an empirical 
study that measures the effect of ethics 
practices application on maintaining 
relationships with customers. Four 
elements of marketing ethics were identi-
fied in the study, which are honesty, 
autonomy, privacy and transparency. The 
study utilised a sample of 360 respond-
ents adopting a quantitative approach; 
the study was conducted on telecommuni-
cation sector subscribers which revealed 
that the elements of marketing ethics 
such as feedback, transparency and priva-
cy among others had a strong influence 
and affected organisation's ability to 
maintain long term relationships with 
customers. It is recommended that the 
result will enable marketers not only to 
analyse the importance of adopting 
ethical practices in their strategies but 
also to inspire the relative relevance of 
these practices as perceived by custom-
ers. 

Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, and 
Basmanomar (2014), study the impact of 
business ethics in the competitive advan-
tage (in the Cellular Communications 
Companies operating in Jordan). A 

questionnaire was designed and adminis-
tered to collect data and distribute to staff 
through poll views, a simple random 
sample of 192 staff in managerial levels 
such as supreme, middle and supervisors 
in the Cellular Communications Compa-
nies operating in Jordan. SPSS was used 
for data analysis. The result shows that 
there is a significant effect of business 
ethics (independence, objectivity, hones-
ty, integrity, fairness and transparency) 
on competitive advantage (cost reduction, 
innovation and renewal) in the Cellular 
Communications Companies operating in 
Jordan. 

Dincer and Dincer (2014) appraise the 
study on an overview and analysis of 
marketing ethics. In today's business 
world, in addition to general decisions, 
managers must also make judgments 
concerning what is ethical to do. The 
authors observed that is not an easy task 
especially for marketing professionals as 
marketing is the visible interface with not 
only customers but with all other stake-
holders, it is essential for marketers to 
take into consideration the marketing 
ethics. Marketing ethics should be exam-
ined from an individual, organizational, 
and societal perspective.

Methodology
The study examines the effect of market-
ing ethics on organizational competitive-
ness. The survey research design was 
adopted to produce and present an 
accurate description of variables relevant 
to the study. Authors with similar 
objectives also employed this survey 
research design (Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdul-
lah, and Basmanomar, 2014, Abdulnasi, 
2018; Peter, 2018). For the purpose of this 
study, three Deposit Money Bank (DMBs) 
were selected, which are Zenith Bank 
Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. Ltd and Guaran-
ty Trust Bank Plc because they are the 
most capitalised financial institutions in 
Nigeria (Stock Exchange Market, 2019). 

The target overall customer population of 
these three Deposit Money Bank based on 
their financial statements as at March 
2020 is 28.3 million (First Bank, 10 
million; Zenith Bank, 6.5 million and 
GTBank, 11.8 million). Using the Taro 
Yammne sample size estimator, at 95% 
confidence level and 5% margin based, a 
sample size of 400 was arrived at. The 
primary source of data was used through 
a self- structured administered question-
naire to the respondents. Face and 
construct validity were employed to 
determine the reliability and validity of 
the instruments. The Cronbach alpha of 
0.873, 0.768, 0.812 and 0.798 was 
achieved for transparency, honesty, auton-
omy and competitiveness, respectively. 
The study employed linear regression to 
estimate the model through the aid of 
SPSS version 23.0.  

Model specification
The model aggregates the elements of 
marketing ethics; it examined how these 
elements jointly affect the organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
of Zenith Bank Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. 
Ltd and Guaranty Trust Bank Plc in 
Nigeria. The model addresses the main 
objective of the study, which is to examine 
the effect of marketing ethics on the 
organizational competitiveness of DMBs 
in Nigeria.
The model specification is stated below:
The theory underpinning this study is the 
Normative Approach Theory. Hinged on 
the study of Oyeniyi (2014) and Klapalova 
(2011), it is expected that there will be a 
positive interaction between marketing 
ethics and banks' competitiveness.

Model 1 
OC=f(T)_________________________(1)
OC=β_0i+β1Ti〖+μ〗_i------(2)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
T is Transparency

β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
transparency will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of trans-
parency should have a positive sign.

Model 2 
OC=f(H)_________________________(3)
OC=β_0i+β1Hi〖+μ〗_i------(4)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
H isHonesty
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The A' priori expectation, it is expected 
that honesty will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of hones-
ty should have a positive sign.
Model 3 
OC=f(A)_________________________(5)
OC=β_0i+β1Ai〖+μ〗_i------(6)
Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
A is Autonomy
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
autonomy will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of auton-
omy should have a positive sign.
Model 4
OC=f(ME)
OC=f(T,H,A)_________________________(7
)
OC=β_0+β1Ti+〖β2Hi+β3Ai+μ〗_ i  
------(8)
Where:
OC represents Organizational Competi-
tiveness

ME represents Marketing Elements
β 0 is the constant term
β1, β2, are the coefficient of the estima-
tor.
β1, β2, > 0
T= Transparency
H= Honesty
A= Autonomy
μis the error term
For the apriori expectation, it is 
expected that transparency, honesty, 
and autonomy will all have a positive 
effect on organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs in Nigeria; hence the 
parameters of transparency, honesty 
and autonomy should all have a 
positive sign.

Results and Findings

TABLE 1 HYPOTHESIS 1  TRANS-
PARENCY DOES NOT SIGNIFI-
CANTLY AFFECT ORGANIZATION-
AL COMPETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 
2019

The result from table 1 reveals that 
there is a positive but non-significant 
relationship (β=0.543) between trans-
parency and competitiveness. The 
coefficient of determination (R2 
=0.295) reveals that 29.5% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by 
transparency. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B=0.516) shows that for 
every unit increase in transparency, 
competitiveness increases by 0.516 
units. The t value (t-value= 24.682, 
p=0.000) establishes that transparen-
cy is a significant predictor of competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the null hypothe-
sis is rejected while the alternative 

TABLE 2 HYPOTHESIS 2 HONES-
TY DOES NOT CONTRIBUTE SIGNIFI-
CANTLY TO ORGANIZATIONAL COM-
PETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 2 reveals that there 
is a negative but non-significant relation-
ship (β= -0.748) between honesty and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.55.9) reveals that 
55.9% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by honesty. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B= -0.733) shows that for every 
unity decreases in honesty, competitive-
ness decrease by -0.733 units. The t value 
(t-value= 22.000, p=0.000) establishes 
that honesty is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 3 HYPOTHESIS 3 AUTONOMY 
DOES NOT HAVE A POSITIVE EFFECT 
ON ORGANIZATIONAL COMPETITIVE-
NESS.  

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 3 reveals that there 
is a negative but significant relationship 
(β= -0.560) between autonomy and compet-
itiveness. The coefficient of determination 
(R2 =0.314) reveals that 31.4% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by autono-
my. The unstandardised coefficient (B= 
-0.523) shows that for every unity 
decrease in autonomy, competitiveness 

decreases by -0.523 units. The t value 
(t-value= 13.652, p=0.000) establishes 
that autonomy is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 4 HYPOTHESIS 4 COMBINED 
EFFECT OF THE DIMENSIONS OF 
MARKETING ETHICS ON ORGANIZA-
TIONAL COMPETITIVENESS

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 4 reveals that there 
is a positive and significant relationship (β
=0.762) between market ethics and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.580) reveals that 
58% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by market ethics. The unstand-
ardised coefficient (B=0.741) shows that 
for every unit increase in market ethics, 
competitiveness increases by 0.741 units. 
The t value (t-value= 27.214, p=0.000) 
establishes that market ethics is a signifi-
cant predictor of competitiveness. There-
fore, the null hypothesis is rejected while 
the alternative hypothesis is accepted.

Discussion of findings
Finding reveals that transparency signifi-
cantly affects organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs. Hence, transparency is an 
attribute of corporate culture that is 
revealed through behaviours of an organi-
zation's leaders, employees and stakehold-
ers. Thus, organizational competitiveness 
in Deposit Money Banks increases 
because transparency contributes 

effectively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The findings support the explanation of 
Muhammad et al. (2016) and Dincer and 
Dincer (2014), who established that the 
dimensions of marketing ethics are 
critical in driving organizational perfor-
mance. The findings establish that trans-
parency is a driver of competitiveness. 
Firms should be more transparent in 
nature as this has been revealed to 
account for higher variation in organiza-
tional competitiveness and will enable the 
deposit money banks to meet up with 
customers' expectations.

In the analysis of the second hypothesis, 
honesty as a measure of marketing ethics 
significantly affects organizational compet-
itiveness in DMBs. Hence, honesty should 
be adopted as a vital characteristic of a 
business because it sets the tone for the 
kind of culture that the firm sets to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects. The findings 
corroborate the study of Khairnar, (2016), 
who suggests that if a firm is honest, it 
will operate effectively in the market both 
in the long and short run.

The analysis of Hypothesis 3 shows that 
autonomy significantly affects organiza-
tional competitiveness in DMBs, although 
such infect was seen to be negative. Hence 
it can be inferred from the study that in 
applying the autonomy model in the firm’s 
operation, deposit money banks will have 
to take precautions. Organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
decreases because autonomy contributes 
negatively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The opinion and recommendations of the 
customers might have a negative effect on 
the firm's competitiveness. This position is 
strengthened by the works of Henry and 

Richard (2017) and Peter (2018) who are 
of the view that of marketing ethics dimen-
sions are not properly evaluated, they 
could lead to the negative performance of 
organizations.
   
The combined effect of marketing ethics 
elements significantly affects competitive-
ness in deposit money banks. The study 
further revealed that ME elements have a 
combined adjusted coefficient of determi-
nation of 0.580 (Adj. R2= 0.580), which 
implied that ME elements account for 
58.0% variation in the organizational 
competitiveness.  This is consistent with 
the study by Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, 
and Basmanomar, (2014); Pankaj (2019). 
Furthermore, Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria should adopt the normative 
approaches theory. This is because the 
findings of the study reveal that the accept-
ance of a core set of principles or moral 
maxims (transparency and honesty) will 
guide marketers in achieving competitive-
ness through an increase in their market.  
Marketers should be more normative in 
their approach as this will enhance their 
utilisation of ethical practices and 
improve their firm performance (Laczniak 
& Murphy, 2006). 

Conclusion and recommendation
The study examined the effect of market-
ing elements on organizational competi-
tiveness in Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria. The study recognised and 
employed three components of marketing 
elements (ME) as used by various 
scholars. These three components are 
transparency, honesty and autonomy. The 
study employed a survey research design 
by administering structured question-
naires to customers of deposit money 
banks in Nigeria. Three hypotheses were 
formulated, and the ordinary least square 
was employed in estimating the regres-
sion models. The findings reveal that 
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transparency is the only dimension of 
ethics that has a positive and significant 
effect on firm competitiveness in the 
banking industry. The results further 
demonstrate that honesty and autonomy 
have negative individual but significant 
impact on organizational competitiveness.  
The study establishes the combined 
effects of these elements of marketing 
ethics have a significant effect on competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the study confirms 
that marketing ethics is a significant 
driver of competitiveness in the banking 
industry. The study recommends that 
deposit money banks should emphasis 
more on transparency and honesty in 
order to achieve and sustain organization-
al competitiveness and in meeting up with 
the customers' expectations. The study 
also suggests that organizations should 
correctly evaluate the components of 
marketing ethics, which could bring about 
competitiveness. This is because if market-
ing ethics dimensions are not adequately 
evaluated, they could lead to hinder the 
growth and competitiveness of the organi-
zation. The acceptance of core principles 
or moral maxims (transparency and hones-
ty) will guide marketers in achieving 
competitiveness through an increase in 
their market share.  Marketers should be 
more normative in their approach as this 
will enhance their utilisation of ethical 
practices and improve their firm perfor-
mance.

Limitations of the study and scope 
for further research
The study looked into how marketing 
ethics affect competitiveness in the 
banking sector using the dimensions of 
transparency, honesty and autonomy in 
the banking sector. There is a need to 
expand these dimensions based on 
existing literature and determine their 
effect in other sectors while using other 
outcome measures of performance. This 

will increase the available literature on 
the concept of ethics and performance.
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One of the ways in which an organization 
could influence ethics is by explicitly and 
formally differentiating between right 
from wrong. Practicing ethics in market-
ing means applying standards of fairness 
and moral rights and to marketing 
decision making, behaviour, and practic-
es in the organization. The purpose of 
marketing ethics is to create a long term 
sustainable competitive advantage. 
Organizations that develop this advan-
tage are able to satisfy the needs of both 

customers and the organization.
The functional area most closely related 
to ethical abuse in firms is marketing. 
This is because marketing is the function 
of business charged with communicating 
and openly satisfying customers (Volle, 
2013). Some organizations are using 
marketing ethics as a key selling point 
because more customers consider an 
organization's ethical reputation when 
making purchasing decisions. Not 
employing ethical marketing practices 

may lead to dissatisfied customers, bad 
publicity, lack of trust, lost business, or 
sometimes, legal action. Marketing 
ethics plays a critical role in forming, 
maintaining, and sustaining long-term 
customer relationships.
Customers are active in the changing 
business environment, i.e. economic, 
liberalization, increased competition, 
availability of more options, more empha-
sis on quality, etc.  The issue of ethics and 
how it affects firms' performance has 
been extensively measured and estab-
lished in the literature. But there is a 
dart of literature on the specific effects of 
marketing ethics on organization competi-
tiveness. According to Klapalova (2011), 
competitiveness shows how the firm will 
be defined in the long run and how such 
firms will outperform its rivals.  
Various studies have looked into the 
effect of marketing ethics on and how it 
affects organizational outputs. Henry 
and Richard (2017) opine that marketing 
ethics is a reliable driver of healthcare 
performance while Peter (2018) is of the 
view that marking ethics drives the 
performance of small and medium enter-
prises in the developing economy. The 
studies of Dincer and Dincer, (2014), 
Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and 
Abdallah (2016), Emad, Yoshifumi, 
Abdullah, and Basmanomar (2014) all 
point to the fact that marketing ethics 
could be adopted to increase organization-
al efficiency and performance. However, 
Muhammad et al., (2016) suggest that 
the effect of marketing ethics should be 
examined across all industries in order to 
establish its overall impact and evalua-
tion while the study of Khairnar, (2016) 
suggests an empirical investigation into 
the interaction between marketing ethics 
and firms’ performance. To the best of the 
researchers’ knowledge, there is a scarci-
ty of literature on how marketing ethics 
influences competitiveness in the 
banking sector.
In comparison, the dimensions of trans-
parency, honesty, and autonomy have 
been employed in explaining marketing 

in existing literature (Muhaamad et al., 
2016; Henry & Richard, 2017; Abdulna-
sir, 2018 ). Pankaj (2019) opines that if 
empirically investigated, these dimen-
sions could influence firm competitive-
ness and overall performance. Therefore, 
the kernel of this study is to examine how 
marketing ethics (honesty, transparency, 
and autonomy) affect organizational 
competitiveness (market share) in the 
banking industry. Based on the aforemen-
tioned, the following research hypotheses 
were formulated;
H01: Transparency do not significantly 
affect organizational competitiveness
H02: Honesty does not contribute signifi-
cantly to organizational competitiveness
H03: Autonomy does not have a positive 
effect on organizational competitiveness
H04: Combined effect of the dimensions 
of marketing ethics on organizational 
competitiveness  

Literature review
2.1 Marketing Ethics
Ethics generally means human conduct 
which may be good or bad, moral or 
immoral. Ethical conduct refers to the 
behaviour which is generally accepted by 
society for the right living. Behaving 
ethically implies doing what is morally 
right (Okafor, 2011; Riley, 2012). Accord-
ing to Abiodun and Oyeniyi (2014), ethics 
is based on broad principles of integrity, 
transparency, accountability, responsibil-
ity, and fairness, and focuses on internal 
stakeholder issues such as product 
quality, customer satisfaction, employee 
wages and benefits, and local community 
and environmental responsibilities.
Marketing ethics is described as the field 
applied ethics that deals with the ethical 
principles behind the function and regula-
tion of marketing (Majtán & Dubcová, 
2008). Thus, ethics can be applied to each 
element of the marketing mix, namely, 
product, price, distribution, and promo-
tion. Ferrell (2007) indicates that market-
ing ethics is an organizational responsibil-
ity and is essential in maintaining 
long-term beneficial relationships and 

establishing mutual trust with custom-
ers. Ethical marketing is not a hard and 
fast list of rules but a comprehensive set 
of guidelines to assist companies as they 
evaluate new marketing strategies.
Marketing ethics should be considered 
from an individual and organizational 
perspective. From the individual perspec-
tive, personal values and moral philoso-
phies are the keys to ethical decisions in 
marketing. Honesty, fairness, responsibil-
ity, and citizenship are assumed to be 
values that can guide complex marketing 
decisions in the context of an organiza-
tion. From an organizational perspective, 
organizational value, codes, and training 
is necessary to provide consistent and 
shared approaches to making ethical 
decisions (Ferrell, 2005).

2.2 Elements of marketing ethics
There are various dimensions of market-
ing ethics employed in different studies 
(Pankaj, 2019; Muhammend et al., 2016; 
Ferrell, 2005). However, the marketing 
ethics dimensions considered in this 
study are transparency, autonomy, and 
honesty. These measures, according to 
Abdulnasi (2018), are robust and 
adequately integrates the concept of 
ethics. Transparency according to 
International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development (2012) opined that 
achieving effective business required 
business activities to be transparent and 
this necessitated access to the customer's 
information to increase transparency in 
the business transaction environment. 
Transparency is an attribute of corporate 
culture that is revealed through the 
behaviours of an organization's leaders, 
employees, and stakeholders. Honesty is 
a crucial characteristic of a business 
because it sets the tone for the kind of 
culture that the firm is set to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects.  Autonomy is 
the consideration of the customer in the 
decision-making process. By considering 
the customers' collective opinions and 

recommendations, the firm is able to 
evaluate and determine the effects of its 
product and services.

2.3. Organisational Competitiveness
The term organizational competitiveness 
has been defined in the literature in differ-
ent ways. Porter (2008) is of the opinion 
that competitiveness is the capacity of a 
firm to outperform its rivals in a given 
business environment. Lall (2001) posits 
that when a firm becomes a benchmark in 
the industry, it is said to be competitive. 
Depperu and Cerrato (2017) argue that 
competitiveness can be looked at from 
two perspectives, either as a driver of 
performance or an outcome variable.  
Competitiveness assumes that a compa-
ny's strategy combines its internal skills 
with external opportunities to provide a 
source of sustainable competitive advan-
tage through which it can achieve specific 
objectives, such as the profits generated 
by market share.   

In the ever-evolving business environ-
ment today, agility, adaptability, flexibili-
ty and dynamic capabilities, are becom-
ing more prominent sources of competi-
tiveness (Bates, 2012).  Depperu and 
Cerrato (2017) are of the opinion that the 
sources of competitiveness and firm 
performance, should be measured with 
quality, price, marketing, design, manage-
ment and flexibility.  Similarly, D' Cruz 
(2012) opines that firm competitiveness 
should be measured as the ability of the 
firm to produce, market, and design 
superior products superior to those 
offered by competitors in relation to both 
price and non-price qualities. According 
to Oral and Kettani (2009), measuring 
competitiveness in terms of market 
characteristics such as technology, 
price-quality, quantity, delivery period, 
design and functionality shows the 
degree to which the competitors and the 
firm strive to meet customers' expecta-
tions. These measures also show how 
dynamic the market is consistent. Past 
performance signals the existence of a 

competitive advantage, but it does not 
provide enough information about the 
sustainability of that advantage 
(Jayachandran & Varadarajan, 2006). 
The measure of competitiveness implies 
the definition of the context to which such 
measure is referred, as well as the level of 
analysis. In line with the literature, this 
study adopts competitiveness as an 
outcome that is measured by the market 
characteristics. The specific market 
attributes adopted in this study are 
technology and price.

Theoretical Review
Normative
The theory that underpinned this study 
is normative. The normative approach 
advocates the acceptance of a "core set of 
principles" or "moral maxims" to help 
guide marketers in ethical decision 
making according to Murphy, Laczniak, 
and Prothero, (2012). Normative market-
ers focus less on what organizations do 
and instead emphasize "what can be" i.e. 
what organizations ought to consider to 
evaluate better and improve their ethical 
behaviour (Laczniak & Murphy, 2006). 
According to Hunt (1991), normative 
marketing is defined as attempting to 
prescribe what marketing organizations 
or individuals ought to do or what kinds 
of marketing systems a society ought to 
have. It is believed that normative 
approaches are critical because not only 
do they help marketers gain a better 
knowledge of how individuals make 
ethical decisions in an organization, but 
they also provide a vision for ethical 
decision making and corporate cultures 
within the marketing field. 

Marketing Ethics and Competitiveness: 
The Nexus 
Pankaj (2019), worked on marketing 
ethics: enhancing firm valuation and 
building competitive advantages. It is one 
of the organizational drivers enhancing 
Customer Lifetime Value (CLV). The 

CLV of a customer represents the amount 
the customer will contribute to the 
bottom line of the firm over the span of 
the business relationship with them. 
Ethical marketing is practices that 
emphasise transparent, trustworthy, and 
responsible personal and organizational 
marketing policies and actions that exhib-
it integrity as well as fairness to consum-
ers and other stakeholders. The ethical 
reputation of the organization results in 
customer trust, which in turn leads to 
satisfaction and commitment to the organ-
ization and hence builds competitive 
advantages. Research provides various 
marketing ethics frameworks and valua-
tion matrix along with numerical illustra-
tions to understand how marketing 
ethics helps organizations in improving 
overall performance and ultimately, firm 
valuation.

Abdulnasi (2018), appraise the market-
ing ethics practices of small business and 
their effect on consumer purchase inten-
tion: an empirical investigation from 
Addis Ketema Sub-city. Marketing ethics 
is the subset of business ethics, which 
deals with the systematic study of how 
moral standards are applied to market-
ing decisions, behaviours and institu-
tions. The researcher first collected data 
from consumers and used both qualita-
tive and quantitative types of research to 
know the effect of unethical marketing 
practice of cloth shops on consumers' 
purchase intention. In the process of 
collecting data, the researcher took 291 
small-sized cloth shop consumers using a 
Time Location sampling technique. After 
data collection, it was analysed using 
descriptive statistics techniques, like 
tables and percentages, mean, standard 
deviations, graphs, frequency and logistic 
regression (inferential statistics). The 
result of this study showed that 
small-sized cloth shops in Addis Ketema 
sub-city exhibit unethical marketing 
practices in the area of product and price 

ethics. Additionally, it was found that 
consumers have purchase intention even 
if firms' behaviour was found to be unethi-
cal. Finally, the researcher concluded 
that the unethical practice of marketers 
might lead to consumers' lack of 
confidence in the market and recommend-
ed awareness programs, strengthening 
consumer protection act as well as the 
establishment of consumer associations 
in the area.

Peter (2018), study the ethical practices 
of small and medium-sized enterprises in 
developing countries: A literature analy-
sis. The study aims at evaluating the 
aspects of business ethics, the signifi-
cance of business ethics to SMEs, ethical 
dilemmas, and challenges of SMEs, 
particularly in developing countries, and 
suggests strategies to address ethical 
dilemmas and challenges. In identifying 
the work, peer-reviewed articles in recent 
journals were analysed thereof. It is clear 
that business enterprises can no longer 
afford to disregard business ethics. There 
are continuous business failures as a 
result of unethical practices, especially 
those associated with employees and top 
executives. The work has added to the 
body of existing literature on the ethical 
practices of SMEs in developing 
countries. As such, SME owners and 
managers can use the findings in the 
study to design ethical policy frameworks 
and guidelines to improve their reputa-
tions and competitiveness. 

Henryand Richard (2017), work on the 
assessment of ethical behaviour on organ-
izational performance in the Kenyan 
Public Health Sector. Ethical behaviour 
if not practised, has the ability to reduce 
organization performance which may be 
caused by disagreements, lawsuits, poor 
service delivery, poor time management, 
client dissatisfaction, and corruption, 
among others. The unethical behaviour 
which might affect organizational perfor-

mance was measured through arrogance, 
absenteeism, neglect, ignorance, alcohol 
consumption, and smoking. The authors 
were opined that an organization's ability 
to bring forth ethical behaviour has a key 
asset that is difficult for competitors to 
imitate. The study was based on Social 
Learning Theory by Albert Bandura 
(1977), the theory posits that people learn 
from one another by observation, imita-
tion, and modelling. The study was 
conducted in Baringo District Hospital, 
Kabarnet, Rift- Valley Province through a 
mixed approach method with a survey 
research design. A primary source of data 
was used along with a census inquiry on 
all the staff in the facility and 174 
returned their questionnaires. Descrip-
tive statistics and content analysis for 
ordinal and nominal data were used 
respectively. The result showed that 
neglect, absenteeism, poor time manage-
ment, client dissatisfaction, disputes and 
corruption were common in the sector. It 
was recommended that government 
should support, there should training of 
staff, and strict enforcement of the Public 
Officer Ethics Act (2003) be duly imple-
mented to curb the vices. 

Khairnar (2016) examined the effect of 
marketing innovations and ethics. The 
paper takes a close look at the various 
ethical issues involved in marketing 
innovations and what organizations are 
doing about unethical practices. It was 
observed that the concept of ethics is very 
vague, abstract and unstructured. The 
definition of ethics varies, and there is no 
universally accepted definition because 
ethics is dependent on moral standards, 
and moral standards depend on the value 
system, and that value systems depend 
on individual background. From this, it 
was believed that the ethical practices of 
people are different. Marketing innova-
tions strategy was measured from the 
marketing mix (4P's), which is seen as an 
important task for any marketer as they 

play a crucial role in the framing of strate-
gies. It was concluded that successful 
executives are those who can effectively 
manage an ethical working environment, 
balance stakeholder value and build and 
maintain their personal expertise. 
Marketing managers must make efforts 
to verify that their choices and action 
serve the best interest of all related 
customers, organizations and society. It 
was then recommended that if an organi-
zation does the ethical practices, they will 
stand in the market for years with a clear 
image and brand name, but if otherwise, 
the acceptance and non- acceptance of the 
product is totally in the hands of the 
end-user.

Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and Abdal-
lah (2016) study the marketing ethics and 
relationship marketing - an empirical 
study that measures the effect of ethics 
practices application on maintaining 
relationships with customers. Four 
elements of marketing ethics were identi-
fied in the study, which are honesty, 
autonomy, privacy and transparency. The 
study utilised a sample of 360 respond-
ents adopting a quantitative approach; 
the study was conducted on telecommuni-
cation sector subscribers which revealed 
that the elements of marketing ethics 
such as feedback, transparency and priva-
cy among others had a strong influence 
and affected organisation's ability to 
maintain long term relationships with 
customers. It is recommended that the 
result will enable marketers not only to 
analyse the importance of adopting 
ethical practices in their strategies but 
also to inspire the relative relevance of 
these practices as perceived by custom-
ers. 

Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, and 
Basmanomar (2014), study the impact of 
business ethics in the competitive advan-
tage (in the Cellular Communications 
Companies operating in Jordan). A 

questionnaire was designed and adminis-
tered to collect data and distribute to staff 
through poll views, a simple random 
sample of 192 staff in managerial levels 
such as supreme, middle and supervisors 
in the Cellular Communications Compa-
nies operating in Jordan. SPSS was used 
for data analysis. The result shows that 
there is a significant effect of business 
ethics (independence, objectivity, hones-
ty, integrity, fairness and transparency) 
on competitive advantage (cost reduction, 
innovation and renewal) in the Cellular 
Communications Companies operating in 
Jordan. 

Dincer and Dincer (2014) appraise the 
study on an overview and analysis of 
marketing ethics. In today's business 
world, in addition to general decisions, 
managers must also make judgments 
concerning what is ethical to do. The 
authors observed that is not an easy task 
especially for marketing professionals as 
marketing is the visible interface with not 
only customers but with all other stake-
holders, it is essential for marketers to 
take into consideration the marketing 
ethics. Marketing ethics should be exam-
ined from an individual, organizational, 
and societal perspective.

Methodology
The study examines the effect of market-
ing ethics on organizational competitive-
ness. The survey research design was 
adopted to produce and present an 
accurate description of variables relevant 
to the study. Authors with similar 
objectives also employed this survey 
research design (Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdul-
lah, and Basmanomar, 2014, Abdulnasi, 
2018; Peter, 2018). For the purpose of this 
study, three Deposit Money Bank (DMBs) 
were selected, which are Zenith Bank 
Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. Ltd and Guaran-
ty Trust Bank Plc because they are the 
most capitalised financial institutions in 
Nigeria (Stock Exchange Market, 2019). 

The target overall customer population of 
these three Deposit Money Bank based on 
their financial statements as at March 
2020 is 28.3 million (First Bank, 10 
million; Zenith Bank, 6.5 million and 
GTBank, 11.8 million). Using the Taro 
Yammne sample size estimator, at 95% 
confidence level and 5% margin based, a 
sample size of 400 was arrived at. The 
primary source of data was used through 
a self- structured administered question-
naire to the respondents. Face and 
construct validity were employed to 
determine the reliability and validity of 
the instruments. The Cronbach alpha of 
0.873, 0.768, 0.812 and 0.798 was 
achieved for transparency, honesty, auton-
omy and competitiveness, respectively. 
The study employed linear regression to 
estimate the model through the aid of 
SPSS version 23.0.  

Model specification
The model aggregates the elements of 
marketing ethics; it examined how these 
elements jointly affect the organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
of Zenith Bank Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. 
Ltd and Guaranty Trust Bank Plc in 
Nigeria. The model addresses the main 
objective of the study, which is to examine 
the effect of marketing ethics on the 
organizational competitiveness of DMBs 
in Nigeria.
The model specification is stated below:
The theory underpinning this study is the 
Normative Approach Theory. Hinged on 
the study of Oyeniyi (2014) and Klapalova 
(2011), it is expected that there will be a 
positive interaction between marketing 
ethics and banks' competitiveness.

Model 1 
OC=f(T)_________________________(1)
OC=β_0i+β1Ti〖+μ〗_i------(2)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
T is Transparency

β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
transparency will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of trans-
parency should have a positive sign.

Model 2 
OC=f(H)_________________________(3)
OC=β_0i+β1Hi〖+μ〗_i------(4)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
H isHonesty
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The A' priori expectation, it is expected 
that honesty will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of hones-
ty should have a positive sign.
Model 3 
OC=f(A)_________________________(5)
OC=β_0i+β1Ai〖+μ〗_i------(6)
Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
A is Autonomy
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
autonomy will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of auton-
omy should have a positive sign.
Model 4
OC=f(ME)
OC=f(T,H,A)_________________________(7
)
OC=β_0+β1Ti+〖β2Hi+β3Ai+μ〗_ i  
------(8)
Where:
OC represents Organizational Competi-
tiveness

ME represents Marketing Elements
β 0 is the constant term
β1, β2, are the coefficient of the estima-
tor.
β1, β2, > 0
T= Transparency
H= Honesty
A= Autonomy
μis the error term
For the apriori expectation, it is 
expected that transparency, honesty, 
and autonomy will all have a positive 
effect on organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs in Nigeria; hence the 
parameters of transparency, honesty 
and autonomy should all have a 
positive sign.

Results and Findings

TABLE 1 HYPOTHESIS 1  TRANS-
PARENCY DOES NOT SIGNIFI-
CANTLY AFFECT ORGANIZATION-
AL COMPETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 
2019

The result from table 1 reveals that 
there is a positive but non-significant 
relationship (β=0.543) between trans-
parency and competitiveness. The 
coefficient of determination (R2 
=0.295) reveals that 29.5% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by 
transparency. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B=0.516) shows that for 
every unit increase in transparency, 
competitiveness increases by 0.516 
units. The t value (t-value= 24.682, 
p=0.000) establishes that transparen-
cy is a significant predictor of competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the null hypothe-
sis is rejected while the alternative 

TABLE 2 HYPOTHESIS 2 HONES-
TY DOES NOT CONTRIBUTE SIGNIFI-
CANTLY TO ORGANIZATIONAL COM-
PETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 2 reveals that there 
is a negative but non-significant relation-
ship (β= -0.748) between honesty and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.55.9) reveals that 
55.9% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by honesty. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B= -0.733) shows that for every 
unity decreases in honesty, competitive-
ness decrease by -0.733 units. The t value 
(t-value= 22.000, p=0.000) establishes 
that honesty is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 3 HYPOTHESIS 3 AUTONOMY 
DOES NOT HAVE A POSITIVE EFFECT 
ON ORGANIZATIONAL COMPETITIVE-
NESS.  

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 3 reveals that there 
is a negative but significant relationship 
(β= -0.560) between autonomy and compet-
itiveness. The coefficient of determination 
(R2 =0.314) reveals that 31.4% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by autono-
my. The unstandardised coefficient (B= 
-0.523) shows that for every unity 
decrease in autonomy, competitiveness 

decreases by -0.523 units. The t value 
(t-value= 13.652, p=0.000) establishes 
that autonomy is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 4 HYPOTHESIS 4 COMBINED 
EFFECT OF THE DIMENSIONS OF 
MARKETING ETHICS ON ORGANIZA-
TIONAL COMPETITIVENESS

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 4 reveals that there 
is a positive and significant relationship (β
=0.762) between market ethics and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.580) reveals that 
58% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by market ethics. The unstand-
ardised coefficient (B=0.741) shows that 
for every unit increase in market ethics, 
competitiveness increases by 0.741 units. 
The t value (t-value= 27.214, p=0.000) 
establishes that market ethics is a signifi-
cant predictor of competitiveness. There-
fore, the null hypothesis is rejected while 
the alternative hypothesis is accepted.

Discussion of findings
Finding reveals that transparency signifi-
cantly affects organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs. Hence, transparency is an 
attribute of corporate culture that is 
revealed through behaviours of an organi-
zation's leaders, employees and stakehold-
ers. Thus, organizational competitiveness 
in Deposit Money Banks increases 
because transparency contributes 

effectively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The findings support the explanation of 
Muhammad et al. (2016) and Dincer and 
Dincer (2014), who established that the 
dimensions of marketing ethics are 
critical in driving organizational perfor-
mance. The findings establish that trans-
parency is a driver of competitiveness. 
Firms should be more transparent in 
nature as this has been revealed to 
account for higher variation in organiza-
tional competitiveness and will enable the 
deposit money banks to meet up with 
customers' expectations.

In the analysis of the second hypothesis, 
honesty as a measure of marketing ethics 
significantly affects organizational compet-
itiveness in DMBs. Hence, honesty should 
be adopted as a vital characteristic of a 
business because it sets the tone for the 
kind of culture that the firm sets to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects. The findings 
corroborate the study of Khairnar, (2016), 
who suggests that if a firm is honest, it 
will operate effectively in the market both 
in the long and short run.

The analysis of Hypothesis 3 shows that 
autonomy significantly affects organiza-
tional competitiveness in DMBs, although 
such infect was seen to be negative. Hence 
it can be inferred from the study that in 
applying the autonomy model in the firm’s 
operation, deposit money banks will have 
to take precautions. Organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
decreases because autonomy contributes 
negatively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The opinion and recommendations of the 
customers might have a negative effect on 
the firm's competitiveness. This position is 
strengthened by the works of Henry and 

Richard (2017) and Peter (2018) who are 
of the view that of marketing ethics dimen-
sions are not properly evaluated, they 
could lead to the negative performance of 
organizations.
   
The combined effect of marketing ethics 
elements significantly affects competitive-
ness in deposit money banks. The study 
further revealed that ME elements have a 
combined adjusted coefficient of determi-
nation of 0.580 (Adj. R2= 0.580), which 
implied that ME elements account for 
58.0% variation in the organizational 
competitiveness.  This is consistent with 
the study by Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, 
and Basmanomar, (2014); Pankaj (2019). 
Furthermore, Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria should adopt the normative 
approaches theory. This is because the 
findings of the study reveal that the accept-
ance of a core set of principles or moral 
maxims (transparency and honesty) will 
guide marketers in achieving competitive-
ness through an increase in their market.  
Marketers should be more normative in 
their approach as this will enhance their 
utilisation of ethical practices and 
improve their firm performance (Laczniak 
& Murphy, 2006). 

Conclusion and recommendation
The study examined the effect of market-
ing elements on organizational competi-
tiveness in Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria. The study recognised and 
employed three components of marketing 
elements (ME) as used by various 
scholars. These three components are 
transparency, honesty and autonomy. The 
study employed a survey research design 
by administering structured question-
naires to customers of deposit money 
banks in Nigeria. Three hypotheses were 
formulated, and the ordinary least square 
was employed in estimating the regres-
sion models. The findings reveal that 
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transparency is the only dimension of 
ethics that has a positive and significant 
effect on firm competitiveness in the 
banking industry. The results further 
demonstrate that honesty and autonomy 
have negative individual but significant 
impact on organizational competitiveness.  
The study establishes the combined 
effects of these elements of marketing 
ethics have a significant effect on competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the study confirms 
that marketing ethics is a significant 
driver of competitiveness in the banking 
industry. The study recommends that 
deposit money banks should emphasis 
more on transparency and honesty in 
order to achieve and sustain organization-
al competitiveness and in meeting up with 
the customers' expectations. The study 
also suggests that organizations should 
correctly evaluate the components of 
marketing ethics, which could bring about 
competitiveness. This is because if market-
ing ethics dimensions are not adequately 
evaluated, they could lead to hinder the 
growth and competitiveness of the organi-
zation. The acceptance of core principles 
or moral maxims (transparency and hones-
ty) will guide marketers in achieving 
competitiveness through an increase in 
their market share.  Marketers should be 
more normative in their approach as this 
will enhance their utilisation of ethical 
practices and improve their firm perfor-
mance.

Limitations of the study and scope 
for further research
The study looked into how marketing 
ethics affect competitiveness in the 
banking sector using the dimensions of 
transparency, honesty and autonomy in 
the banking sector. There is a need to 
expand these dimensions based on 
existing literature and determine their 
effect in other sectors while using other 
outcome measures of performance. This 

will increase the available literature on 
the concept of ethics and performance.
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One of the ways in which an organization 
could influence ethics is by explicitly and 
formally differentiating between right 
from wrong. Practicing ethics in market-
ing means applying standards of fairness 
and moral rights and to marketing 
decision making, behaviour, and practic-
es in the organization. The purpose of 
marketing ethics is to create a long term 
sustainable competitive advantage. 
Organizations that develop this advan-
tage are able to satisfy the needs of both 

customers and the organization.
The functional area most closely related 
to ethical abuse in firms is marketing. 
This is because marketing is the function 
of business charged with communicating 
and openly satisfying customers (Volle, 
2013). Some organizations are using 
marketing ethics as a key selling point 
because more customers consider an 
organization's ethical reputation when 
making purchasing decisions. Not 
employing ethical marketing practices 

may lead to dissatisfied customers, bad 
publicity, lack of trust, lost business, or 
sometimes, legal action. Marketing 
ethics plays a critical role in forming, 
maintaining, and sustaining long-term 
customer relationships.
Customers are active in the changing 
business environment, i.e. economic, 
liberalization, increased competition, 
availability of more options, more empha-
sis on quality, etc.  The issue of ethics and 
how it affects firms' performance has 
been extensively measured and estab-
lished in the literature. But there is a 
dart of literature on the specific effects of 
marketing ethics on organization competi-
tiveness. According to Klapalova (2011), 
competitiveness shows how the firm will 
be defined in the long run and how such 
firms will outperform its rivals.  
Various studies have looked into the 
effect of marketing ethics on and how it 
affects organizational outputs. Henry 
and Richard (2017) opine that marketing 
ethics is a reliable driver of healthcare 
performance while Peter (2018) is of the 
view that marking ethics drives the 
performance of small and medium enter-
prises in the developing economy. The 
studies of Dincer and Dincer, (2014), 
Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and 
Abdallah (2016), Emad, Yoshifumi, 
Abdullah, and Basmanomar (2014) all 
point to the fact that marketing ethics 
could be adopted to increase organization-
al efficiency and performance. However, 
Muhammad et al., (2016) suggest that 
the effect of marketing ethics should be 
examined across all industries in order to 
establish its overall impact and evalua-
tion while the study of Khairnar, (2016) 
suggests an empirical investigation into 
the interaction between marketing ethics 
and firms’ performance. To the best of the 
researchers’ knowledge, there is a scarci-
ty of literature on how marketing ethics 
influences competitiveness in the 
banking sector.
In comparison, the dimensions of trans-
parency, honesty, and autonomy have 
been employed in explaining marketing 

in existing literature (Muhaamad et al., 
2016; Henry & Richard, 2017; Abdulna-
sir, 2018 ). Pankaj (2019) opines that if 
empirically investigated, these dimen-
sions could influence firm competitive-
ness and overall performance. Therefore, 
the kernel of this study is to examine how 
marketing ethics (honesty, transparency, 
and autonomy) affect organizational 
competitiveness (market share) in the 
banking industry. Based on the aforemen-
tioned, the following research hypotheses 
were formulated;
H01: Transparency do not significantly 
affect organizational competitiveness
H02: Honesty does not contribute signifi-
cantly to organizational competitiveness
H03: Autonomy does not have a positive 
effect on organizational competitiveness
H04: Combined effect of the dimensions 
of marketing ethics on organizational 
competitiveness  

Literature review
2.1 Marketing Ethics
Ethics generally means human conduct 
which may be good or bad, moral or 
immoral. Ethical conduct refers to the 
behaviour which is generally accepted by 
society for the right living. Behaving 
ethically implies doing what is morally 
right (Okafor, 2011; Riley, 2012). Accord-
ing to Abiodun and Oyeniyi (2014), ethics 
is based on broad principles of integrity, 
transparency, accountability, responsibil-
ity, and fairness, and focuses on internal 
stakeholder issues such as product 
quality, customer satisfaction, employee 
wages and benefits, and local community 
and environmental responsibilities.
Marketing ethics is described as the field 
applied ethics that deals with the ethical 
principles behind the function and regula-
tion of marketing (Majtán & Dubcová, 
2008). Thus, ethics can be applied to each 
element of the marketing mix, namely, 
product, price, distribution, and promo-
tion. Ferrell (2007) indicates that market-
ing ethics is an organizational responsibil-
ity and is essential in maintaining 
long-term beneficial relationships and 

establishing mutual trust with custom-
ers. Ethical marketing is not a hard and 
fast list of rules but a comprehensive set 
of guidelines to assist companies as they 
evaluate new marketing strategies.
Marketing ethics should be considered 
from an individual and organizational 
perspective. From the individual perspec-
tive, personal values and moral philoso-
phies are the keys to ethical decisions in 
marketing. Honesty, fairness, responsibil-
ity, and citizenship are assumed to be 
values that can guide complex marketing 
decisions in the context of an organiza-
tion. From an organizational perspective, 
organizational value, codes, and training 
is necessary to provide consistent and 
shared approaches to making ethical 
decisions (Ferrell, 2005).

2.2 Elements of marketing ethics
There are various dimensions of market-
ing ethics employed in different studies 
(Pankaj, 2019; Muhammend et al., 2016; 
Ferrell, 2005). However, the marketing 
ethics dimensions considered in this 
study are transparency, autonomy, and 
honesty. These measures, according to 
Abdulnasi (2018), are robust and 
adequately integrates the concept of 
ethics. Transparency according to 
International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development (2012) opined that 
achieving effective business required 
business activities to be transparent and 
this necessitated access to the customer's 
information to increase transparency in 
the business transaction environment. 
Transparency is an attribute of corporate 
culture that is revealed through the 
behaviours of an organization's leaders, 
employees, and stakeholders. Honesty is 
a crucial characteristic of a business 
because it sets the tone for the kind of 
culture that the firm is set to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects.  Autonomy is 
the consideration of the customer in the 
decision-making process. By considering 
the customers' collective opinions and 

recommendations, the firm is able to 
evaluate and determine the effects of its 
product and services.

2.3. Organisational Competitiveness
The term organizational competitiveness 
has been defined in the literature in differ-
ent ways. Porter (2008) is of the opinion 
that competitiveness is the capacity of a 
firm to outperform its rivals in a given 
business environment. Lall (2001) posits 
that when a firm becomes a benchmark in 
the industry, it is said to be competitive. 
Depperu and Cerrato (2017) argue that 
competitiveness can be looked at from 
two perspectives, either as a driver of 
performance or an outcome variable.  
Competitiveness assumes that a compa-
ny's strategy combines its internal skills 
with external opportunities to provide a 
source of sustainable competitive advan-
tage through which it can achieve specific 
objectives, such as the profits generated 
by market share.   

In the ever-evolving business environ-
ment today, agility, adaptability, flexibili-
ty and dynamic capabilities, are becom-
ing more prominent sources of competi-
tiveness (Bates, 2012).  Depperu and 
Cerrato (2017) are of the opinion that the 
sources of competitiveness and firm 
performance, should be measured with 
quality, price, marketing, design, manage-
ment and flexibility.  Similarly, D' Cruz 
(2012) opines that firm competitiveness 
should be measured as the ability of the 
firm to produce, market, and design 
superior products superior to those 
offered by competitors in relation to both 
price and non-price qualities. According 
to Oral and Kettani (2009), measuring 
competitiveness in terms of market 
characteristics such as technology, 
price-quality, quantity, delivery period, 
design and functionality shows the 
degree to which the competitors and the 
firm strive to meet customers' expecta-
tions. These measures also show how 
dynamic the market is consistent. Past 
performance signals the existence of a 

competitive advantage, but it does not 
provide enough information about the 
sustainability of that advantage 
(Jayachandran & Varadarajan, 2006). 
The measure of competitiveness implies 
the definition of the context to which such 
measure is referred, as well as the level of 
analysis. In line with the literature, this 
study adopts competitiveness as an 
outcome that is measured by the market 
characteristics. The specific market 
attributes adopted in this study are 
technology and price.

Theoretical Review
Normative
The theory that underpinned this study 
is normative. The normative approach 
advocates the acceptance of a "core set of 
principles" or "moral maxims" to help 
guide marketers in ethical decision 
making according to Murphy, Laczniak, 
and Prothero, (2012). Normative market-
ers focus less on what organizations do 
and instead emphasize "what can be" i.e. 
what organizations ought to consider to 
evaluate better and improve their ethical 
behaviour (Laczniak & Murphy, 2006). 
According to Hunt (1991), normative 
marketing is defined as attempting to 
prescribe what marketing organizations 
or individuals ought to do or what kinds 
of marketing systems a society ought to 
have. It is believed that normative 
approaches are critical because not only 
do they help marketers gain a better 
knowledge of how individuals make 
ethical decisions in an organization, but 
they also provide a vision for ethical 
decision making and corporate cultures 
within the marketing field. 

Marketing Ethics and Competitiveness: 
The Nexus 
Pankaj (2019), worked on marketing 
ethics: enhancing firm valuation and 
building competitive advantages. It is one 
of the organizational drivers enhancing 
Customer Lifetime Value (CLV). The 

CLV of a customer represents the amount 
the customer will contribute to the 
bottom line of the firm over the span of 
the business relationship with them. 
Ethical marketing is practices that 
emphasise transparent, trustworthy, and 
responsible personal and organizational 
marketing policies and actions that exhib-
it integrity as well as fairness to consum-
ers and other stakeholders. The ethical 
reputation of the organization results in 
customer trust, which in turn leads to 
satisfaction and commitment to the organ-
ization and hence builds competitive 
advantages. Research provides various 
marketing ethics frameworks and valua-
tion matrix along with numerical illustra-
tions to understand how marketing 
ethics helps organizations in improving 
overall performance and ultimately, firm 
valuation.

Abdulnasi (2018), appraise the market-
ing ethics practices of small business and 
their effect on consumer purchase inten-
tion: an empirical investigation from 
Addis Ketema Sub-city. Marketing ethics 
is the subset of business ethics, which 
deals with the systematic study of how 
moral standards are applied to market-
ing decisions, behaviours and institu-
tions. The researcher first collected data 
from consumers and used both qualita-
tive and quantitative types of research to 
know the effect of unethical marketing 
practice of cloth shops on consumers' 
purchase intention. In the process of 
collecting data, the researcher took 291 
small-sized cloth shop consumers using a 
Time Location sampling technique. After 
data collection, it was analysed using 
descriptive statistics techniques, like 
tables and percentages, mean, standard 
deviations, graphs, frequency and logistic 
regression (inferential statistics). The 
result of this study showed that 
small-sized cloth shops in Addis Ketema 
sub-city exhibit unethical marketing 
practices in the area of product and price 

ethics. Additionally, it was found that 
consumers have purchase intention even 
if firms' behaviour was found to be unethi-
cal. Finally, the researcher concluded 
that the unethical practice of marketers 
might lead to consumers' lack of 
confidence in the market and recommend-
ed awareness programs, strengthening 
consumer protection act as well as the 
establishment of consumer associations 
in the area.

Peter (2018), study the ethical practices 
of small and medium-sized enterprises in 
developing countries: A literature analy-
sis. The study aims at evaluating the 
aspects of business ethics, the signifi-
cance of business ethics to SMEs, ethical 
dilemmas, and challenges of SMEs, 
particularly in developing countries, and 
suggests strategies to address ethical 
dilemmas and challenges. In identifying 
the work, peer-reviewed articles in recent 
journals were analysed thereof. It is clear 
that business enterprises can no longer 
afford to disregard business ethics. There 
are continuous business failures as a 
result of unethical practices, especially 
those associated with employees and top 
executives. The work has added to the 
body of existing literature on the ethical 
practices of SMEs in developing 
countries. As such, SME owners and 
managers can use the findings in the 
study to design ethical policy frameworks 
and guidelines to improve their reputa-
tions and competitiveness. 

Henryand Richard (2017), work on the 
assessment of ethical behaviour on organ-
izational performance in the Kenyan 
Public Health Sector. Ethical behaviour 
if not practised, has the ability to reduce 
organization performance which may be 
caused by disagreements, lawsuits, poor 
service delivery, poor time management, 
client dissatisfaction, and corruption, 
among others. The unethical behaviour 
which might affect organizational perfor-

mance was measured through arrogance, 
absenteeism, neglect, ignorance, alcohol 
consumption, and smoking. The authors 
were opined that an organization's ability 
to bring forth ethical behaviour has a key 
asset that is difficult for competitors to 
imitate. The study was based on Social 
Learning Theory by Albert Bandura 
(1977), the theory posits that people learn 
from one another by observation, imita-
tion, and modelling. The study was 
conducted in Baringo District Hospital, 
Kabarnet, Rift- Valley Province through a 
mixed approach method with a survey 
research design. A primary source of data 
was used along with a census inquiry on 
all the staff in the facility and 174 
returned their questionnaires. Descrip-
tive statistics and content analysis for 
ordinal and nominal data were used 
respectively. The result showed that 
neglect, absenteeism, poor time manage-
ment, client dissatisfaction, disputes and 
corruption were common in the sector. It 
was recommended that government 
should support, there should training of 
staff, and strict enforcement of the Public 
Officer Ethics Act (2003) be duly imple-
mented to curb the vices. 

Khairnar (2016) examined the effect of 
marketing innovations and ethics. The 
paper takes a close look at the various 
ethical issues involved in marketing 
innovations and what organizations are 
doing about unethical practices. It was 
observed that the concept of ethics is very 
vague, abstract and unstructured. The 
definition of ethics varies, and there is no 
universally accepted definition because 
ethics is dependent on moral standards, 
and moral standards depend on the value 
system, and that value systems depend 
on individual background. From this, it 
was believed that the ethical practices of 
people are different. Marketing innova-
tions strategy was measured from the 
marketing mix (4P's), which is seen as an 
important task for any marketer as they 

play a crucial role in the framing of strate-
gies. It was concluded that successful 
executives are those who can effectively 
manage an ethical working environment, 
balance stakeholder value and build and 
maintain their personal expertise. 
Marketing managers must make efforts 
to verify that their choices and action 
serve the best interest of all related 
customers, organizations and society. It 
was then recommended that if an organi-
zation does the ethical practices, they will 
stand in the market for years with a clear 
image and brand name, but if otherwise, 
the acceptance and non- acceptance of the 
product is totally in the hands of the 
end-user.

Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and Abdal-
lah (2016) study the marketing ethics and 
relationship marketing - an empirical 
study that measures the effect of ethics 
practices application on maintaining 
relationships with customers. Four 
elements of marketing ethics were identi-
fied in the study, which are honesty, 
autonomy, privacy and transparency. The 
study utilised a sample of 360 respond-
ents adopting a quantitative approach; 
the study was conducted on telecommuni-
cation sector subscribers which revealed 
that the elements of marketing ethics 
such as feedback, transparency and priva-
cy among others had a strong influence 
and affected organisation's ability to 
maintain long term relationships with 
customers. It is recommended that the 
result will enable marketers not only to 
analyse the importance of adopting 
ethical practices in their strategies but 
also to inspire the relative relevance of 
these practices as perceived by custom-
ers. 

Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, and 
Basmanomar (2014), study the impact of 
business ethics in the competitive advan-
tage (in the Cellular Communications 
Companies operating in Jordan). A 

questionnaire was designed and adminis-
tered to collect data and distribute to staff 
through poll views, a simple random 
sample of 192 staff in managerial levels 
such as supreme, middle and supervisors 
in the Cellular Communications Compa-
nies operating in Jordan. SPSS was used 
for data analysis. The result shows that 
there is a significant effect of business 
ethics (independence, objectivity, hones-
ty, integrity, fairness and transparency) 
on competitive advantage (cost reduction, 
innovation and renewal) in the Cellular 
Communications Companies operating in 
Jordan. 

Dincer and Dincer (2014) appraise the 
study on an overview and analysis of 
marketing ethics. In today's business 
world, in addition to general decisions, 
managers must also make judgments 
concerning what is ethical to do. The 
authors observed that is not an easy task 
especially for marketing professionals as 
marketing is the visible interface with not 
only customers but with all other stake-
holders, it is essential for marketers to 
take into consideration the marketing 
ethics. Marketing ethics should be exam-
ined from an individual, organizational, 
and societal perspective.

Methodology
The study examines the effect of market-
ing ethics on organizational competitive-
ness. The survey research design was 
adopted to produce and present an 
accurate description of variables relevant 
to the study. Authors with similar 
objectives also employed this survey 
research design (Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdul-
lah, and Basmanomar, 2014, Abdulnasi, 
2018; Peter, 2018). For the purpose of this 
study, three Deposit Money Bank (DMBs) 
were selected, which are Zenith Bank 
Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. Ltd and Guaran-
ty Trust Bank Plc because they are the 
most capitalised financial institutions in 
Nigeria (Stock Exchange Market, 2019). 

The target overall customer population of 
these three Deposit Money Bank based on 
their financial statements as at March 
2020 is 28.3 million (First Bank, 10 
million; Zenith Bank, 6.5 million and 
GTBank, 11.8 million). Using the Taro 
Yammne sample size estimator, at 95% 
confidence level and 5% margin based, a 
sample size of 400 was arrived at. The 
primary source of data was used through 
a self- structured administered question-
naire to the respondents. Face and 
construct validity were employed to 
determine the reliability and validity of 
the instruments. The Cronbach alpha of 
0.873, 0.768, 0.812 and 0.798 was 
achieved for transparency, honesty, auton-
omy and competitiveness, respectively. 
The study employed linear regression to 
estimate the model through the aid of 
SPSS version 23.0.  

Model specification
The model aggregates the elements of 
marketing ethics; it examined how these 
elements jointly affect the organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
of Zenith Bank Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. 
Ltd and Guaranty Trust Bank Plc in 
Nigeria. The model addresses the main 
objective of the study, which is to examine 
the effect of marketing ethics on the 
organizational competitiveness of DMBs 
in Nigeria.
The model specification is stated below:
The theory underpinning this study is the 
Normative Approach Theory. Hinged on 
the study of Oyeniyi (2014) and Klapalova 
(2011), it is expected that there will be a 
positive interaction between marketing 
ethics and banks' competitiveness.

Model 1 
OC=f(T)_________________________(1)
OC=β_0i+β1Ti〖+μ〗_i------(2)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
T is Transparency

β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
transparency will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of trans-
parency should have a positive sign.

Model 2 
OC=f(H)_________________________(3)
OC=β_0i+β1Hi〖+μ〗_i------(4)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
H isHonesty
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The A' priori expectation, it is expected 
that honesty will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of hones-
ty should have a positive sign.
Model 3 
OC=f(A)_________________________(5)
OC=β_0i+β1Ai〖+μ〗_i------(6)
Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
A is Autonomy
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
autonomy will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of auton-
omy should have a positive sign.
Model 4
OC=f(ME)
OC=f(T,H,A)_________________________(7
)
OC=β_0+β1Ti+〖β2Hi+β3Ai+μ〗_ i  
------(8)
Where:
OC represents Organizational Competi-
tiveness

ME represents Marketing Elements
β 0 is the constant term
β1, β2, are the coefficient of the estima-
tor.
β1, β2, > 0
T= Transparency
H= Honesty
A= Autonomy
μis the error term
For the apriori expectation, it is 
expected that transparency, honesty, 
and autonomy will all have a positive 
effect on organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs in Nigeria; hence the 
parameters of transparency, honesty 
and autonomy should all have a 
positive sign.

Results and Findings

TABLE 1 HYPOTHESIS 1  TRANS-
PARENCY DOES NOT SIGNIFI-
CANTLY AFFECT ORGANIZATION-
AL COMPETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 
2019

The result from table 1 reveals that 
there is a positive but non-significant 
relationship (β=0.543) between trans-
parency and competitiveness. The 
coefficient of determination (R2 
=0.295) reveals that 29.5% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by 
transparency. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B=0.516) shows that for 
every unit increase in transparency, 
competitiveness increases by 0.516 
units. The t value (t-value= 24.682, 
p=0.000) establishes that transparen-
cy is a significant predictor of competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the null hypothe-
sis is rejected while the alternative 

TABLE 2 HYPOTHESIS 2 HONES-
TY DOES NOT CONTRIBUTE SIGNIFI-
CANTLY TO ORGANIZATIONAL COM-
PETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 2 reveals that there 
is a negative but non-significant relation-
ship (β= -0.748) between honesty and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.55.9) reveals that 
55.9% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by honesty. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B= -0.733) shows that for every 
unity decreases in honesty, competitive-
ness decrease by -0.733 units. The t value 
(t-value= 22.000, p=0.000) establishes 
that honesty is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 3 HYPOTHESIS 3 AUTONOMY 
DOES NOT HAVE A POSITIVE EFFECT 
ON ORGANIZATIONAL COMPETITIVE-
NESS.  

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 3 reveals that there 
is a negative but significant relationship 
(β= -0.560) between autonomy and compet-
itiveness. The coefficient of determination 
(R2 =0.314) reveals that 31.4% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by autono-
my. The unstandardised coefficient (B= 
-0.523) shows that for every unity 
decrease in autonomy, competitiveness 

decreases by -0.523 units. The t value 
(t-value= 13.652, p=0.000) establishes 
that autonomy is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 4 HYPOTHESIS 4 COMBINED 
EFFECT OF THE DIMENSIONS OF 
MARKETING ETHICS ON ORGANIZA-
TIONAL COMPETITIVENESS

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 4 reveals that there 
is a positive and significant relationship (β
=0.762) between market ethics and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.580) reveals that 
58% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by market ethics. The unstand-
ardised coefficient (B=0.741) shows that 
for every unit increase in market ethics, 
competitiveness increases by 0.741 units. 
The t value (t-value= 27.214, p=0.000) 
establishes that market ethics is a signifi-
cant predictor of competitiveness. There-
fore, the null hypothesis is rejected while 
the alternative hypothesis is accepted.

Discussion of findings
Finding reveals that transparency signifi-
cantly affects organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs. Hence, transparency is an 
attribute of corporate culture that is 
revealed through behaviours of an organi-
zation's leaders, employees and stakehold-
ers. Thus, organizational competitiveness 
in Deposit Money Banks increases 
because transparency contributes 

effectively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The findings support the explanation of 
Muhammad et al. (2016) and Dincer and 
Dincer (2014), who established that the 
dimensions of marketing ethics are 
critical in driving organizational perfor-
mance. The findings establish that trans-
parency is a driver of competitiveness. 
Firms should be more transparent in 
nature as this has been revealed to 
account for higher variation in organiza-
tional competitiveness and will enable the 
deposit money banks to meet up with 
customers' expectations.

In the analysis of the second hypothesis, 
honesty as a measure of marketing ethics 
significantly affects organizational compet-
itiveness in DMBs. Hence, honesty should 
be adopted as a vital characteristic of a 
business because it sets the tone for the 
kind of culture that the firm sets to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects. The findings 
corroborate the study of Khairnar, (2016), 
who suggests that if a firm is honest, it 
will operate effectively in the market both 
in the long and short run.

The analysis of Hypothesis 3 shows that 
autonomy significantly affects organiza-
tional competitiveness in DMBs, although 
such infect was seen to be negative. Hence 
it can be inferred from the study that in 
applying the autonomy model in the firm’s 
operation, deposit money banks will have 
to take precautions. Organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
decreases because autonomy contributes 
negatively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The opinion and recommendations of the 
customers might have a negative effect on 
the firm's competitiveness. This position is 
strengthened by the works of Henry and 

Richard (2017) and Peter (2018) who are 
of the view that of marketing ethics dimen-
sions are not properly evaluated, they 
could lead to the negative performance of 
organizations.
   
The combined effect of marketing ethics 
elements significantly affects competitive-
ness in deposit money banks. The study 
further revealed that ME elements have a 
combined adjusted coefficient of determi-
nation of 0.580 (Adj. R2= 0.580), which 
implied that ME elements account for 
58.0% variation in the organizational 
competitiveness.  This is consistent with 
the study by Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, 
and Basmanomar, (2014); Pankaj (2019). 
Furthermore, Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria should adopt the normative 
approaches theory. This is because the 
findings of the study reveal that the accept-
ance of a core set of principles or moral 
maxims (transparency and honesty) will 
guide marketers in achieving competitive-
ness through an increase in their market.  
Marketers should be more normative in 
their approach as this will enhance their 
utilisation of ethical practices and 
improve their firm performance (Laczniak 
& Murphy, 2006). 

Conclusion and recommendation
The study examined the effect of market-
ing elements on organizational competi-
tiveness in Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria. The study recognised and 
employed three components of marketing 
elements (ME) as used by various 
scholars. These three components are 
transparency, honesty and autonomy. The 
study employed a survey research design 
by administering structured question-
naires to customers of deposit money 
banks in Nigeria. Three hypotheses were 
formulated, and the ordinary least square 
was employed in estimating the regres-
sion models. The findings reveal that 
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transparency is the only dimension of 
ethics that has a positive and significant 
effect on firm competitiveness in the 
banking industry. The results further 
demonstrate that honesty and autonomy 
have negative individual but significant 
impact on organizational competitiveness.  
The study establishes the combined 
effects of these elements of marketing 
ethics have a significant effect on competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the study confirms 
that marketing ethics is a significant 
driver of competitiveness in the banking 
industry. The study recommends that 
deposit money banks should emphasis 
more on transparency and honesty in 
order to achieve and sustain organization-
al competitiveness and in meeting up with 
the customers' expectations. The study 
also suggests that organizations should 
correctly evaluate the components of 
marketing ethics, which could bring about 
competitiveness. This is because if market-
ing ethics dimensions are not adequately 
evaluated, they could lead to hinder the 
growth and competitiveness of the organi-
zation. The acceptance of core principles 
or moral maxims (transparency and hones-
ty) will guide marketers in achieving 
competitiveness through an increase in 
their market share.  Marketers should be 
more normative in their approach as this 
will enhance their utilisation of ethical 
practices and improve their firm perfor-
mance.

Limitations of the study and scope 
for further research
The study looked into how marketing 
ethics affect competitiveness in the 
banking sector using the dimensions of 
transparency, honesty and autonomy in 
the banking sector. There is a need to 
expand these dimensions based on 
existing literature and determine their 
effect in other sectors while using other 
outcome measures of performance. This 

will increase the available literature on 
the concept of ethics and performance.
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One of the ways in which an organization 
could influence ethics is by explicitly and 
formally differentiating between right 
from wrong. Practicing ethics in market-
ing means applying standards of fairness 
and moral rights and to marketing 
decision making, behaviour, and practic-
es in the organization. The purpose of 
marketing ethics is to create a long term 
sustainable competitive advantage. 
Organizations that develop this advan-
tage are able to satisfy the needs of both 

customers and the organization.
The functional area most closely related 
to ethical abuse in firms is marketing. 
This is because marketing is the function 
of business charged with communicating 
and openly satisfying customers (Volle, 
2013). Some organizations are using 
marketing ethics as a key selling point 
because more customers consider an 
organization's ethical reputation when 
making purchasing decisions. Not 
employing ethical marketing practices 

may lead to dissatisfied customers, bad 
publicity, lack of trust, lost business, or 
sometimes, legal action. Marketing 
ethics plays a critical role in forming, 
maintaining, and sustaining long-term 
customer relationships.
Customers are active in the changing 
business environment, i.e. economic, 
liberalization, increased competition, 
availability of more options, more empha-
sis on quality, etc.  The issue of ethics and 
how it affects firms' performance has 
been extensively measured and estab-
lished in the literature. But there is a 
dart of literature on the specific effects of 
marketing ethics on organization competi-
tiveness. According to Klapalova (2011), 
competitiveness shows how the firm will 
be defined in the long run and how such 
firms will outperform its rivals.  
Various studies have looked into the 
effect of marketing ethics on and how it 
affects organizational outputs. Henry 
and Richard (2017) opine that marketing 
ethics is a reliable driver of healthcare 
performance while Peter (2018) is of the 
view that marking ethics drives the 
performance of small and medium enter-
prises in the developing economy. The 
studies of Dincer and Dincer, (2014), 
Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and 
Abdallah (2016), Emad, Yoshifumi, 
Abdullah, and Basmanomar (2014) all 
point to the fact that marketing ethics 
could be adopted to increase organization-
al efficiency and performance. However, 
Muhammad et al., (2016) suggest that 
the effect of marketing ethics should be 
examined across all industries in order to 
establish its overall impact and evalua-
tion while the study of Khairnar, (2016) 
suggests an empirical investigation into 
the interaction between marketing ethics 
and firms’ performance. To the best of the 
researchers’ knowledge, there is a scarci-
ty of literature on how marketing ethics 
influences competitiveness in the 
banking sector.
In comparison, the dimensions of trans-
parency, honesty, and autonomy have 
been employed in explaining marketing 

in existing literature (Muhaamad et al., 
2016; Henry & Richard, 2017; Abdulna-
sir, 2018 ). Pankaj (2019) opines that if 
empirically investigated, these dimen-
sions could influence firm competitive-
ness and overall performance. Therefore, 
the kernel of this study is to examine how 
marketing ethics (honesty, transparency, 
and autonomy) affect organizational 
competitiveness (market share) in the 
banking industry. Based on the aforemen-
tioned, the following research hypotheses 
were formulated;
H01: Transparency do not significantly 
affect organizational competitiveness
H02: Honesty does not contribute signifi-
cantly to organizational competitiveness
H03: Autonomy does not have a positive 
effect on organizational competitiveness
H04: Combined effect of the dimensions 
of marketing ethics on organizational 
competitiveness  

Literature review
2.1 Marketing Ethics
Ethics generally means human conduct 
which may be good or bad, moral or 
immoral. Ethical conduct refers to the 
behaviour which is generally accepted by 
society for the right living. Behaving 
ethically implies doing what is morally 
right (Okafor, 2011; Riley, 2012). Accord-
ing to Abiodun and Oyeniyi (2014), ethics 
is based on broad principles of integrity, 
transparency, accountability, responsibil-
ity, and fairness, and focuses on internal 
stakeholder issues such as product 
quality, customer satisfaction, employee 
wages and benefits, and local community 
and environmental responsibilities.
Marketing ethics is described as the field 
applied ethics that deals with the ethical 
principles behind the function and regula-
tion of marketing (Majtán & Dubcová, 
2008). Thus, ethics can be applied to each 
element of the marketing mix, namely, 
product, price, distribution, and promo-
tion. Ferrell (2007) indicates that market-
ing ethics is an organizational responsibil-
ity and is essential in maintaining 
long-term beneficial relationships and 

establishing mutual trust with custom-
ers. Ethical marketing is not a hard and 
fast list of rules but a comprehensive set 
of guidelines to assist companies as they 
evaluate new marketing strategies.
Marketing ethics should be considered 
from an individual and organizational 
perspective. From the individual perspec-
tive, personal values and moral philoso-
phies are the keys to ethical decisions in 
marketing. Honesty, fairness, responsibil-
ity, and citizenship are assumed to be 
values that can guide complex marketing 
decisions in the context of an organiza-
tion. From an organizational perspective, 
organizational value, codes, and training 
is necessary to provide consistent and 
shared approaches to making ethical 
decisions (Ferrell, 2005).

2.2 Elements of marketing ethics
There are various dimensions of market-
ing ethics employed in different studies 
(Pankaj, 2019; Muhammend et al., 2016; 
Ferrell, 2005). However, the marketing 
ethics dimensions considered in this 
study are transparency, autonomy, and 
honesty. These measures, according to 
Abdulnasi (2018), are robust and 
adequately integrates the concept of 
ethics. Transparency according to 
International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development (2012) opined that 
achieving effective business required 
business activities to be transparent and 
this necessitated access to the customer's 
information to increase transparency in 
the business transaction environment. 
Transparency is an attribute of corporate 
culture that is revealed through the 
behaviours of an organization's leaders, 
employees, and stakeholders. Honesty is 
a crucial characteristic of a business 
because it sets the tone for the kind of 
culture that the firm is set to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects.  Autonomy is 
the consideration of the customer in the 
decision-making process. By considering 
the customers' collective opinions and 

recommendations, the firm is able to 
evaluate and determine the effects of its 
product and services.

2.3. Organisational Competitiveness
The term organizational competitiveness 
has been defined in the literature in differ-
ent ways. Porter (2008) is of the opinion 
that competitiveness is the capacity of a 
firm to outperform its rivals in a given 
business environment. Lall (2001) posits 
that when a firm becomes a benchmark in 
the industry, it is said to be competitive. 
Depperu and Cerrato (2017) argue that 
competitiveness can be looked at from 
two perspectives, either as a driver of 
performance or an outcome variable.  
Competitiveness assumes that a compa-
ny's strategy combines its internal skills 
with external opportunities to provide a 
source of sustainable competitive advan-
tage through which it can achieve specific 
objectives, such as the profits generated 
by market share.   

In the ever-evolving business environ-
ment today, agility, adaptability, flexibili-
ty and dynamic capabilities, are becom-
ing more prominent sources of competi-
tiveness (Bates, 2012).  Depperu and 
Cerrato (2017) are of the opinion that the 
sources of competitiveness and firm 
performance, should be measured with 
quality, price, marketing, design, manage-
ment and flexibility.  Similarly, D' Cruz 
(2012) opines that firm competitiveness 
should be measured as the ability of the 
firm to produce, market, and design 
superior products superior to those 
offered by competitors in relation to both 
price and non-price qualities. According 
to Oral and Kettani (2009), measuring 
competitiveness in terms of market 
characteristics such as technology, 
price-quality, quantity, delivery period, 
design and functionality shows the 
degree to which the competitors and the 
firm strive to meet customers' expecta-
tions. These measures also show how 
dynamic the market is consistent. Past 
performance signals the existence of a 

competitive advantage, but it does not 
provide enough information about the 
sustainability of that advantage 
(Jayachandran & Varadarajan, 2006). 
The measure of competitiveness implies 
the definition of the context to which such 
measure is referred, as well as the level of 
analysis. In line with the literature, this 
study adopts competitiveness as an 
outcome that is measured by the market 
characteristics. The specific market 
attributes adopted in this study are 
technology and price.

Theoretical Review
Normative
The theory that underpinned this study 
is normative. The normative approach 
advocates the acceptance of a "core set of 
principles" or "moral maxims" to help 
guide marketers in ethical decision 
making according to Murphy, Laczniak, 
and Prothero, (2012). Normative market-
ers focus less on what organizations do 
and instead emphasize "what can be" i.e. 
what organizations ought to consider to 
evaluate better and improve their ethical 
behaviour (Laczniak & Murphy, 2006). 
According to Hunt (1991), normative 
marketing is defined as attempting to 
prescribe what marketing organizations 
or individuals ought to do or what kinds 
of marketing systems a society ought to 
have. It is believed that normative 
approaches are critical because not only 
do they help marketers gain a better 
knowledge of how individuals make 
ethical decisions in an organization, but 
they also provide a vision for ethical 
decision making and corporate cultures 
within the marketing field. 

Marketing Ethics and Competitiveness: 
The Nexus 
Pankaj (2019), worked on marketing 
ethics: enhancing firm valuation and 
building competitive advantages. It is one 
of the organizational drivers enhancing 
Customer Lifetime Value (CLV). The 

CLV of a customer represents the amount 
the customer will contribute to the 
bottom line of the firm over the span of 
the business relationship with them. 
Ethical marketing is practices that 
emphasise transparent, trustworthy, and 
responsible personal and organizational 
marketing policies and actions that exhib-
it integrity as well as fairness to consum-
ers and other stakeholders. The ethical 
reputation of the organization results in 
customer trust, which in turn leads to 
satisfaction and commitment to the organ-
ization and hence builds competitive 
advantages. Research provides various 
marketing ethics frameworks and valua-
tion matrix along with numerical illustra-
tions to understand how marketing 
ethics helps organizations in improving 
overall performance and ultimately, firm 
valuation.

Abdulnasi (2018), appraise the market-
ing ethics practices of small business and 
their effect on consumer purchase inten-
tion: an empirical investigation from 
Addis Ketema Sub-city. Marketing ethics 
is the subset of business ethics, which 
deals with the systematic study of how 
moral standards are applied to market-
ing decisions, behaviours and institu-
tions. The researcher first collected data 
from consumers and used both qualita-
tive and quantitative types of research to 
know the effect of unethical marketing 
practice of cloth shops on consumers' 
purchase intention. In the process of 
collecting data, the researcher took 291 
small-sized cloth shop consumers using a 
Time Location sampling technique. After 
data collection, it was analysed using 
descriptive statistics techniques, like 
tables and percentages, mean, standard 
deviations, graphs, frequency and logistic 
regression (inferential statistics). The 
result of this study showed that 
small-sized cloth shops in Addis Ketema 
sub-city exhibit unethical marketing 
practices in the area of product and price 

ethics. Additionally, it was found that 
consumers have purchase intention even 
if firms' behaviour was found to be unethi-
cal. Finally, the researcher concluded 
that the unethical practice of marketers 
might lead to consumers' lack of 
confidence in the market and recommend-
ed awareness programs, strengthening 
consumer protection act as well as the 
establishment of consumer associations 
in the area.

Peter (2018), study the ethical practices 
of small and medium-sized enterprises in 
developing countries: A literature analy-
sis. The study aims at evaluating the 
aspects of business ethics, the signifi-
cance of business ethics to SMEs, ethical 
dilemmas, and challenges of SMEs, 
particularly in developing countries, and 
suggests strategies to address ethical 
dilemmas and challenges. In identifying 
the work, peer-reviewed articles in recent 
journals were analysed thereof. It is clear 
that business enterprises can no longer 
afford to disregard business ethics. There 
are continuous business failures as a 
result of unethical practices, especially 
those associated with employees and top 
executives. The work has added to the 
body of existing literature on the ethical 
practices of SMEs in developing 
countries. As such, SME owners and 
managers can use the findings in the 
study to design ethical policy frameworks 
and guidelines to improve their reputa-
tions and competitiveness. 

Henryand Richard (2017), work on the 
assessment of ethical behaviour on organ-
izational performance in the Kenyan 
Public Health Sector. Ethical behaviour 
if not practised, has the ability to reduce 
organization performance which may be 
caused by disagreements, lawsuits, poor 
service delivery, poor time management, 
client dissatisfaction, and corruption, 
among others. The unethical behaviour 
which might affect organizational perfor-

mance was measured through arrogance, 
absenteeism, neglect, ignorance, alcohol 
consumption, and smoking. The authors 
were opined that an organization's ability 
to bring forth ethical behaviour has a key 
asset that is difficult for competitors to 
imitate. The study was based on Social 
Learning Theory by Albert Bandura 
(1977), the theory posits that people learn 
from one another by observation, imita-
tion, and modelling. The study was 
conducted in Baringo District Hospital, 
Kabarnet, Rift- Valley Province through a 
mixed approach method with a survey 
research design. A primary source of data 
was used along with a census inquiry on 
all the staff in the facility and 174 
returned their questionnaires. Descrip-
tive statistics and content analysis for 
ordinal and nominal data were used 
respectively. The result showed that 
neglect, absenteeism, poor time manage-
ment, client dissatisfaction, disputes and 
corruption were common in the sector. It 
was recommended that government 
should support, there should training of 
staff, and strict enforcement of the Public 
Officer Ethics Act (2003) be duly imple-
mented to curb the vices. 

Khairnar (2016) examined the effect of 
marketing innovations and ethics. The 
paper takes a close look at the various 
ethical issues involved in marketing 
innovations and what organizations are 
doing about unethical practices. It was 
observed that the concept of ethics is very 
vague, abstract and unstructured. The 
definition of ethics varies, and there is no 
universally accepted definition because 
ethics is dependent on moral standards, 
and moral standards depend on the value 
system, and that value systems depend 
on individual background. From this, it 
was believed that the ethical practices of 
people are different. Marketing innova-
tions strategy was measured from the 
marketing mix (4P's), which is seen as an 
important task for any marketer as they 

play a crucial role in the framing of strate-
gies. It was concluded that successful 
executives are those who can effectively 
manage an ethical working environment, 
balance stakeholder value and build and 
maintain their personal expertise. 
Marketing managers must make efforts 
to verify that their choices and action 
serve the best interest of all related 
customers, organizations and society. It 
was then recommended that if an organi-
zation does the ethical practices, they will 
stand in the market for years with a clear 
image and brand name, but if otherwise, 
the acceptance and non- acceptance of the 
product is totally in the hands of the 
end-user.

Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and Abdal-
lah (2016) study the marketing ethics and 
relationship marketing - an empirical 
study that measures the effect of ethics 
practices application on maintaining 
relationships with customers. Four 
elements of marketing ethics were identi-
fied in the study, which are honesty, 
autonomy, privacy and transparency. The 
study utilised a sample of 360 respond-
ents adopting a quantitative approach; 
the study was conducted on telecommuni-
cation sector subscribers which revealed 
that the elements of marketing ethics 
such as feedback, transparency and priva-
cy among others had a strong influence 
and affected organisation's ability to 
maintain long term relationships with 
customers. It is recommended that the 
result will enable marketers not only to 
analyse the importance of adopting 
ethical practices in their strategies but 
also to inspire the relative relevance of 
these practices as perceived by custom-
ers. 

Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, and 
Basmanomar (2014), study the impact of 
business ethics in the competitive advan-
tage (in the Cellular Communications 
Companies operating in Jordan). A 

questionnaire was designed and adminis-
tered to collect data and distribute to staff 
through poll views, a simple random 
sample of 192 staff in managerial levels 
such as supreme, middle and supervisors 
in the Cellular Communications Compa-
nies operating in Jordan. SPSS was used 
for data analysis. The result shows that 
there is a significant effect of business 
ethics (independence, objectivity, hones-
ty, integrity, fairness and transparency) 
on competitive advantage (cost reduction, 
innovation and renewal) in the Cellular 
Communications Companies operating in 
Jordan. 

Dincer and Dincer (2014) appraise the 
study on an overview and analysis of 
marketing ethics. In today's business 
world, in addition to general decisions, 
managers must also make judgments 
concerning what is ethical to do. The 
authors observed that is not an easy task 
especially for marketing professionals as 
marketing is the visible interface with not 
only customers but with all other stake-
holders, it is essential for marketers to 
take into consideration the marketing 
ethics. Marketing ethics should be exam-
ined from an individual, organizational, 
and societal perspective.

Methodology
The study examines the effect of market-
ing ethics on organizational competitive-
ness. The survey research design was 
adopted to produce and present an 
accurate description of variables relevant 
to the study. Authors with similar 
objectives also employed this survey 
research design (Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdul-
lah, and Basmanomar, 2014, Abdulnasi, 
2018; Peter, 2018). For the purpose of this 
study, three Deposit Money Bank (DMBs) 
were selected, which are Zenith Bank 
Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. Ltd and Guaran-
ty Trust Bank Plc because they are the 
most capitalised financial institutions in 
Nigeria (Stock Exchange Market, 2019). 

The target overall customer population of 
these three Deposit Money Bank based on 
their financial statements as at March 
2020 is 28.3 million (First Bank, 10 
million; Zenith Bank, 6.5 million and 
GTBank, 11.8 million). Using the Taro 
Yammne sample size estimator, at 95% 
confidence level and 5% margin based, a 
sample size of 400 was arrived at. The 
primary source of data was used through 
a self- structured administered question-
naire to the respondents. Face and 
construct validity were employed to 
determine the reliability and validity of 
the instruments. The Cronbach alpha of 
0.873, 0.768, 0.812 and 0.798 was 
achieved for transparency, honesty, auton-
omy and competitiveness, respectively. 
The study employed linear regression to 
estimate the model through the aid of 
SPSS version 23.0.  

Model specification
The model aggregates the elements of 
marketing ethics; it examined how these 
elements jointly affect the organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
of Zenith Bank Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. 
Ltd and Guaranty Trust Bank Plc in 
Nigeria. The model addresses the main 
objective of the study, which is to examine 
the effect of marketing ethics on the 
organizational competitiveness of DMBs 
in Nigeria.
The model specification is stated below:
The theory underpinning this study is the 
Normative Approach Theory. Hinged on 
the study of Oyeniyi (2014) and Klapalova 
(2011), it is expected that there will be a 
positive interaction between marketing 
ethics and banks' competitiveness.

Model 1 
OC=f(T)_________________________(1)
OC=β_0i+β1Ti〖+μ〗_i------(2)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
T is Transparency

β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
transparency will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of trans-
parency should have a positive sign.

Model 2 
OC=f(H)_________________________(3)
OC=β_0i+β1Hi〖+μ〗_i------(4)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
H isHonesty
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The A' priori expectation, it is expected 
that honesty will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of hones-
ty should have a positive sign.
Model 3 
OC=f(A)_________________________(5)
OC=β_0i+β1Ai〖+μ〗_i------(6)
Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
A is Autonomy
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
autonomy will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of auton-
omy should have a positive sign.
Model 4
OC=f(ME)
OC=f(T,H,A)_________________________(7
)
OC=β_0+β1Ti+〖β2Hi+β3Ai+μ〗_ i  
------(8)
Where:
OC represents Organizational Competi-
tiveness

ME represents Marketing Elements
β 0 is the constant term
β1, β2, are the coefficient of the estima-
tor.
β1, β2, > 0
T= Transparency
H= Honesty
A= Autonomy
μis the error term
For the apriori expectation, it is 
expected that transparency, honesty, 
and autonomy will all have a positive 
effect on organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs in Nigeria; hence the 
parameters of transparency, honesty 
and autonomy should all have a 
positive sign.

Results and Findings

TABLE 1 HYPOTHESIS 1  TRANS-
PARENCY DOES NOT SIGNIFI-
CANTLY AFFECT ORGANIZATION-
AL COMPETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 
2019

The result from table 1 reveals that 
there is a positive but non-significant 
relationship (β=0.543) between trans-
parency and competitiveness. The 
coefficient of determination (R2 
=0.295) reveals that 29.5% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by 
transparency. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B=0.516) shows that for 
every unit increase in transparency, 
competitiveness increases by 0.516 
units. The t value (t-value= 24.682, 
p=0.000) establishes that transparen-
cy is a significant predictor of competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the null hypothe-
sis is rejected while the alternative 

TABLE 2 HYPOTHESIS 2 HONES-
TY DOES NOT CONTRIBUTE SIGNIFI-
CANTLY TO ORGANIZATIONAL COM-
PETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 2 reveals that there 
is a negative but non-significant relation-
ship (β= -0.748) between honesty and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.55.9) reveals that 
55.9% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by honesty. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B= -0.733) shows that for every 
unity decreases in honesty, competitive-
ness decrease by -0.733 units. The t value 
(t-value= 22.000, p=0.000) establishes 
that honesty is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 3 HYPOTHESIS 3 AUTONOMY 
DOES NOT HAVE A POSITIVE EFFECT 
ON ORGANIZATIONAL COMPETITIVE-
NESS.  

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 3 reveals that there 
is a negative but significant relationship 
(β= -0.560) between autonomy and compet-
itiveness. The coefficient of determination 
(R2 =0.314) reveals that 31.4% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by autono-
my. The unstandardised coefficient (B= 
-0.523) shows that for every unity 
decrease in autonomy, competitiveness 

decreases by -0.523 units. The t value 
(t-value= 13.652, p=0.000) establishes 
that autonomy is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 4 HYPOTHESIS 4 COMBINED 
EFFECT OF THE DIMENSIONS OF 
MARKETING ETHICS ON ORGANIZA-
TIONAL COMPETITIVENESS

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 4 reveals that there 
is a positive and significant relationship (β
=0.762) between market ethics and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.580) reveals that 
58% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by market ethics. The unstand-
ardised coefficient (B=0.741) shows that 
for every unit increase in market ethics, 
competitiveness increases by 0.741 units. 
The t value (t-value= 27.214, p=0.000) 
establishes that market ethics is a signifi-
cant predictor of competitiveness. There-
fore, the null hypothesis is rejected while 
the alternative hypothesis is accepted.

Discussion of findings
Finding reveals that transparency signifi-
cantly affects organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs. Hence, transparency is an 
attribute of corporate culture that is 
revealed through behaviours of an organi-
zation's leaders, employees and stakehold-
ers. Thus, organizational competitiveness 
in Deposit Money Banks increases 
because transparency contributes 

effectively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The findings support the explanation of 
Muhammad et al. (2016) and Dincer and 
Dincer (2014), who established that the 
dimensions of marketing ethics are 
critical in driving organizational perfor-
mance. The findings establish that trans-
parency is a driver of competitiveness. 
Firms should be more transparent in 
nature as this has been revealed to 
account for higher variation in organiza-
tional competitiveness and will enable the 
deposit money banks to meet up with 
customers' expectations.

In the analysis of the second hypothesis, 
honesty as a measure of marketing ethics 
significantly affects organizational compet-
itiveness in DMBs. Hence, honesty should 
be adopted as a vital characteristic of a 
business because it sets the tone for the 
kind of culture that the firm sets to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects. The findings 
corroborate the study of Khairnar, (2016), 
who suggests that if a firm is honest, it 
will operate effectively in the market both 
in the long and short run.

The analysis of Hypothesis 3 shows that 
autonomy significantly affects organiza-
tional competitiveness in DMBs, although 
such infect was seen to be negative. Hence 
it can be inferred from the study that in 
applying the autonomy model in the firm’s 
operation, deposit money banks will have 
to take precautions. Organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
decreases because autonomy contributes 
negatively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The opinion and recommendations of the 
customers might have a negative effect on 
the firm's competitiveness. This position is 
strengthened by the works of Henry and 

Richard (2017) and Peter (2018) who are 
of the view that of marketing ethics dimen-
sions are not properly evaluated, they 
could lead to the negative performance of 
organizations.
   
The combined effect of marketing ethics 
elements significantly affects competitive-
ness in deposit money banks. The study 
further revealed that ME elements have a 
combined adjusted coefficient of determi-
nation of 0.580 (Adj. R2= 0.580), which 
implied that ME elements account for 
58.0% variation in the organizational 
competitiveness.  This is consistent with 
the study by Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, 
and Basmanomar, (2014); Pankaj (2019). 
Furthermore, Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria should adopt the normative 
approaches theory. This is because the 
findings of the study reveal that the accept-
ance of a core set of principles or moral 
maxims (transparency and honesty) will 
guide marketers in achieving competitive-
ness through an increase in their market.  
Marketers should be more normative in 
their approach as this will enhance their 
utilisation of ethical practices and 
improve their firm performance (Laczniak 
& Murphy, 2006). 

Conclusion and recommendation
The study examined the effect of market-
ing elements on organizational competi-
tiveness in Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria. The study recognised and 
employed three components of marketing 
elements (ME) as used by various 
scholars. These three components are 
transparency, honesty and autonomy. The 
study employed a survey research design 
by administering structured question-
naires to customers of deposit money 
banks in Nigeria. Three hypotheses were 
formulated, and the ordinary least square 
was employed in estimating the regres-
sion models. The findings reveal that 
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transparency is the only dimension of 
ethics that has a positive and significant 
effect on firm competitiveness in the 
banking industry. The results further 
demonstrate that honesty and autonomy 
have negative individual but significant 
impact on organizational competitiveness.  
The study establishes the combined 
effects of these elements of marketing 
ethics have a significant effect on competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the study confirms 
that marketing ethics is a significant 
driver of competitiveness in the banking 
industry. The study recommends that 
deposit money banks should emphasis 
more on transparency and honesty in 
order to achieve and sustain organization-
al competitiveness and in meeting up with 
the customers' expectations. The study 
also suggests that organizations should 
correctly evaluate the components of 
marketing ethics, which could bring about 
competitiveness. This is because if market-
ing ethics dimensions are not adequately 
evaluated, they could lead to hinder the 
growth and competitiveness of the organi-
zation. The acceptance of core principles 
or moral maxims (transparency and hones-
ty) will guide marketers in achieving 
competitiveness through an increase in 
their market share.  Marketers should be 
more normative in their approach as this 
will enhance their utilisation of ethical 
practices and improve their firm perfor-
mance.

Limitations of the study and scope 
for further research
The study looked into how marketing 
ethics affect competitiveness in the 
banking sector using the dimensions of 
transparency, honesty and autonomy in 
the banking sector. There is a need to 
expand these dimensions based on 
existing literature and determine their 
effect in other sectors while using other 
outcome measures of performance. This 

will increase the available literature on 
the concept of ethics and performance.
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One of the ways in which an organization 
could influence ethics is by explicitly and 
formally differentiating between right 
from wrong. Practicing ethics in market-
ing means applying standards of fairness 
and moral rights and to marketing 
decision making, behaviour, and practic-
es in the organization. The purpose of 
marketing ethics is to create a long term 
sustainable competitive advantage. 
Organizations that develop this advan-
tage are able to satisfy the needs of both 

customers and the organization.
The functional area most closely related 
to ethical abuse in firms is marketing. 
This is because marketing is the function 
of business charged with communicating 
and openly satisfying customers (Volle, 
2013). Some organizations are using 
marketing ethics as a key selling point 
because more customers consider an 
organization's ethical reputation when 
making purchasing decisions. Not 
employing ethical marketing practices 

may lead to dissatisfied customers, bad 
publicity, lack of trust, lost business, or 
sometimes, legal action. Marketing 
ethics plays a critical role in forming, 
maintaining, and sustaining long-term 
customer relationships.
Customers are active in the changing 
business environment, i.e. economic, 
liberalization, increased competition, 
availability of more options, more empha-
sis on quality, etc.  The issue of ethics and 
how it affects firms' performance has 
been extensively measured and estab-
lished in the literature. But there is a 
dart of literature on the specific effects of 
marketing ethics on organization competi-
tiveness. According to Klapalova (2011), 
competitiveness shows how the firm will 
be defined in the long run and how such 
firms will outperform its rivals.  
Various studies have looked into the 
effect of marketing ethics on and how it 
affects organizational outputs. Henry 
and Richard (2017) opine that marketing 
ethics is a reliable driver of healthcare 
performance while Peter (2018) is of the 
view that marking ethics drives the 
performance of small and medium enter-
prises in the developing economy. The 
studies of Dincer and Dincer, (2014), 
Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and 
Abdallah (2016), Emad, Yoshifumi, 
Abdullah, and Basmanomar (2014) all 
point to the fact that marketing ethics 
could be adopted to increase organization-
al efficiency and performance. However, 
Muhammad et al., (2016) suggest that 
the effect of marketing ethics should be 
examined across all industries in order to 
establish its overall impact and evalua-
tion while the study of Khairnar, (2016) 
suggests an empirical investigation into 
the interaction between marketing ethics 
and firms’ performance. To the best of the 
researchers’ knowledge, there is a scarci-
ty of literature on how marketing ethics 
influences competitiveness in the 
banking sector.
In comparison, the dimensions of trans-
parency, honesty, and autonomy have 
been employed in explaining marketing 

in existing literature (Muhaamad et al., 
2016; Henry & Richard, 2017; Abdulna-
sir, 2018 ). Pankaj (2019) opines that if 
empirically investigated, these dimen-
sions could influence firm competitive-
ness and overall performance. Therefore, 
the kernel of this study is to examine how 
marketing ethics (honesty, transparency, 
and autonomy) affect organizational 
competitiveness (market share) in the 
banking industry. Based on the aforemen-
tioned, the following research hypotheses 
were formulated;
H01: Transparency do not significantly 
affect organizational competitiveness
H02: Honesty does not contribute signifi-
cantly to organizational competitiveness
H03: Autonomy does not have a positive 
effect on organizational competitiveness
H04: Combined effect of the dimensions 
of marketing ethics on organizational 
competitiveness  

Literature review
2.1 Marketing Ethics
Ethics generally means human conduct 
which may be good or bad, moral or 
immoral. Ethical conduct refers to the 
behaviour which is generally accepted by 
society for the right living. Behaving 
ethically implies doing what is morally 
right (Okafor, 2011; Riley, 2012). Accord-
ing to Abiodun and Oyeniyi (2014), ethics 
is based on broad principles of integrity, 
transparency, accountability, responsibil-
ity, and fairness, and focuses on internal 
stakeholder issues such as product 
quality, customer satisfaction, employee 
wages and benefits, and local community 
and environmental responsibilities.
Marketing ethics is described as the field 
applied ethics that deals with the ethical 
principles behind the function and regula-
tion of marketing (Majtán & Dubcová, 
2008). Thus, ethics can be applied to each 
element of the marketing mix, namely, 
product, price, distribution, and promo-
tion. Ferrell (2007) indicates that market-
ing ethics is an organizational responsibil-
ity and is essential in maintaining 
long-term beneficial relationships and 

establishing mutual trust with custom-
ers. Ethical marketing is not a hard and 
fast list of rules but a comprehensive set 
of guidelines to assist companies as they 
evaluate new marketing strategies.
Marketing ethics should be considered 
from an individual and organizational 
perspective. From the individual perspec-
tive, personal values and moral philoso-
phies are the keys to ethical decisions in 
marketing. Honesty, fairness, responsibil-
ity, and citizenship are assumed to be 
values that can guide complex marketing 
decisions in the context of an organiza-
tion. From an organizational perspective, 
organizational value, codes, and training 
is necessary to provide consistent and 
shared approaches to making ethical 
decisions (Ferrell, 2005).

2.2 Elements of marketing ethics
There are various dimensions of market-
ing ethics employed in different studies 
(Pankaj, 2019; Muhammend et al., 2016; 
Ferrell, 2005). However, the marketing 
ethics dimensions considered in this 
study are transparency, autonomy, and 
honesty. These measures, according to 
Abdulnasi (2018), are robust and 
adequately integrates the concept of 
ethics. Transparency according to 
International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development (2012) opined that 
achieving effective business required 
business activities to be transparent and 
this necessitated access to the customer's 
information to increase transparency in 
the business transaction environment. 
Transparency is an attribute of corporate 
culture that is revealed through the 
behaviours of an organization's leaders, 
employees, and stakeholders. Honesty is 
a crucial characteristic of a business 
because it sets the tone for the kind of 
culture that the firm is set to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects.  Autonomy is 
the consideration of the customer in the 
decision-making process. By considering 
the customers' collective opinions and 

recommendations, the firm is able to 
evaluate and determine the effects of its 
product and services.

2.3. Organisational Competitiveness
The term organizational competitiveness 
has been defined in the literature in differ-
ent ways. Porter (2008) is of the opinion 
that competitiveness is the capacity of a 
firm to outperform its rivals in a given 
business environment. Lall (2001) posits 
that when a firm becomes a benchmark in 
the industry, it is said to be competitive. 
Depperu and Cerrato (2017) argue that 
competitiveness can be looked at from 
two perspectives, either as a driver of 
performance or an outcome variable.  
Competitiveness assumes that a compa-
ny's strategy combines its internal skills 
with external opportunities to provide a 
source of sustainable competitive advan-
tage through which it can achieve specific 
objectives, such as the profits generated 
by market share.   

In the ever-evolving business environ-
ment today, agility, adaptability, flexibili-
ty and dynamic capabilities, are becom-
ing more prominent sources of competi-
tiveness (Bates, 2012).  Depperu and 
Cerrato (2017) are of the opinion that the 
sources of competitiveness and firm 
performance, should be measured with 
quality, price, marketing, design, manage-
ment and flexibility.  Similarly, D' Cruz 
(2012) opines that firm competitiveness 
should be measured as the ability of the 
firm to produce, market, and design 
superior products superior to those 
offered by competitors in relation to both 
price and non-price qualities. According 
to Oral and Kettani (2009), measuring 
competitiveness in terms of market 
characteristics such as technology, 
price-quality, quantity, delivery period, 
design and functionality shows the 
degree to which the competitors and the 
firm strive to meet customers' expecta-
tions. These measures also show how 
dynamic the market is consistent. Past 
performance signals the existence of a 

competitive advantage, but it does not 
provide enough information about the 
sustainability of that advantage 
(Jayachandran & Varadarajan, 2006). 
The measure of competitiveness implies 
the definition of the context to which such 
measure is referred, as well as the level of 
analysis. In line with the literature, this 
study adopts competitiveness as an 
outcome that is measured by the market 
characteristics. The specific market 
attributes adopted in this study are 
technology and price.

Theoretical Review
Normative
The theory that underpinned this study 
is normative. The normative approach 
advocates the acceptance of a "core set of 
principles" or "moral maxims" to help 
guide marketers in ethical decision 
making according to Murphy, Laczniak, 
and Prothero, (2012). Normative market-
ers focus less on what organizations do 
and instead emphasize "what can be" i.e. 
what organizations ought to consider to 
evaluate better and improve their ethical 
behaviour (Laczniak & Murphy, 2006). 
According to Hunt (1991), normative 
marketing is defined as attempting to 
prescribe what marketing organizations 
or individuals ought to do or what kinds 
of marketing systems a society ought to 
have. It is believed that normative 
approaches are critical because not only 
do they help marketers gain a better 
knowledge of how individuals make 
ethical decisions in an organization, but 
they also provide a vision for ethical 
decision making and corporate cultures 
within the marketing field. 

Marketing Ethics and Competitiveness: 
The Nexus 
Pankaj (2019), worked on marketing 
ethics: enhancing firm valuation and 
building competitive advantages. It is one 
of the organizational drivers enhancing 
Customer Lifetime Value (CLV). The 

CLV of a customer represents the amount 
the customer will contribute to the 
bottom line of the firm over the span of 
the business relationship with them. 
Ethical marketing is practices that 
emphasise transparent, trustworthy, and 
responsible personal and organizational 
marketing policies and actions that exhib-
it integrity as well as fairness to consum-
ers and other stakeholders. The ethical 
reputation of the organization results in 
customer trust, which in turn leads to 
satisfaction and commitment to the organ-
ization and hence builds competitive 
advantages. Research provides various 
marketing ethics frameworks and valua-
tion matrix along with numerical illustra-
tions to understand how marketing 
ethics helps organizations in improving 
overall performance and ultimately, firm 
valuation.

Abdulnasi (2018), appraise the market-
ing ethics practices of small business and 
their effect on consumer purchase inten-
tion: an empirical investigation from 
Addis Ketema Sub-city. Marketing ethics 
is the subset of business ethics, which 
deals with the systematic study of how 
moral standards are applied to market-
ing decisions, behaviours and institu-
tions. The researcher first collected data 
from consumers and used both qualita-
tive and quantitative types of research to 
know the effect of unethical marketing 
practice of cloth shops on consumers' 
purchase intention. In the process of 
collecting data, the researcher took 291 
small-sized cloth shop consumers using a 
Time Location sampling technique. After 
data collection, it was analysed using 
descriptive statistics techniques, like 
tables and percentages, mean, standard 
deviations, graphs, frequency and logistic 
regression (inferential statistics). The 
result of this study showed that 
small-sized cloth shops in Addis Ketema 
sub-city exhibit unethical marketing 
practices in the area of product and price 

ethics. Additionally, it was found that 
consumers have purchase intention even 
if firms' behaviour was found to be unethi-
cal. Finally, the researcher concluded 
that the unethical practice of marketers 
might lead to consumers' lack of 
confidence in the market and recommend-
ed awareness programs, strengthening 
consumer protection act as well as the 
establishment of consumer associations 
in the area.

Peter (2018), study the ethical practices 
of small and medium-sized enterprises in 
developing countries: A literature analy-
sis. The study aims at evaluating the 
aspects of business ethics, the signifi-
cance of business ethics to SMEs, ethical 
dilemmas, and challenges of SMEs, 
particularly in developing countries, and 
suggests strategies to address ethical 
dilemmas and challenges. In identifying 
the work, peer-reviewed articles in recent 
journals were analysed thereof. It is clear 
that business enterprises can no longer 
afford to disregard business ethics. There 
are continuous business failures as a 
result of unethical practices, especially 
those associated with employees and top 
executives. The work has added to the 
body of existing literature on the ethical 
practices of SMEs in developing 
countries. As such, SME owners and 
managers can use the findings in the 
study to design ethical policy frameworks 
and guidelines to improve their reputa-
tions and competitiveness. 

Henryand Richard (2017), work on the 
assessment of ethical behaviour on organ-
izational performance in the Kenyan 
Public Health Sector. Ethical behaviour 
if not practised, has the ability to reduce 
organization performance which may be 
caused by disagreements, lawsuits, poor 
service delivery, poor time management, 
client dissatisfaction, and corruption, 
among others. The unethical behaviour 
which might affect organizational perfor-

mance was measured through arrogance, 
absenteeism, neglect, ignorance, alcohol 
consumption, and smoking. The authors 
were opined that an organization's ability 
to bring forth ethical behaviour has a key 
asset that is difficult for competitors to 
imitate. The study was based on Social 
Learning Theory by Albert Bandura 
(1977), the theory posits that people learn 
from one another by observation, imita-
tion, and modelling. The study was 
conducted in Baringo District Hospital, 
Kabarnet, Rift- Valley Province through a 
mixed approach method with a survey 
research design. A primary source of data 
was used along with a census inquiry on 
all the staff in the facility and 174 
returned their questionnaires. Descrip-
tive statistics and content analysis for 
ordinal and nominal data were used 
respectively. The result showed that 
neglect, absenteeism, poor time manage-
ment, client dissatisfaction, disputes and 
corruption were common in the sector. It 
was recommended that government 
should support, there should training of 
staff, and strict enforcement of the Public 
Officer Ethics Act (2003) be duly imple-
mented to curb the vices. 

Khairnar (2016) examined the effect of 
marketing innovations and ethics. The 
paper takes a close look at the various 
ethical issues involved in marketing 
innovations and what organizations are 
doing about unethical practices. It was 
observed that the concept of ethics is very 
vague, abstract and unstructured. The 
definition of ethics varies, and there is no 
universally accepted definition because 
ethics is dependent on moral standards, 
and moral standards depend on the value 
system, and that value systems depend 
on individual background. From this, it 
was believed that the ethical practices of 
people are different. Marketing innova-
tions strategy was measured from the 
marketing mix (4P's), which is seen as an 
important task for any marketer as they 

play a crucial role in the framing of strate-
gies. It was concluded that successful 
executives are those who can effectively 
manage an ethical working environment, 
balance stakeholder value and build and 
maintain their personal expertise. 
Marketing managers must make efforts 
to verify that their choices and action 
serve the best interest of all related 
customers, organizations and society. It 
was then recommended that if an organi-
zation does the ethical practices, they will 
stand in the market for years with a clear 
image and brand name, but if otherwise, 
the acceptance and non- acceptance of the 
product is totally in the hands of the 
end-user.

Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and Abdal-
lah (2016) study the marketing ethics and 
relationship marketing - an empirical 
study that measures the effect of ethics 
practices application on maintaining 
relationships with customers. Four 
elements of marketing ethics were identi-
fied in the study, which are honesty, 
autonomy, privacy and transparency. The 
study utilised a sample of 360 respond-
ents adopting a quantitative approach; 
the study was conducted on telecommuni-
cation sector subscribers which revealed 
that the elements of marketing ethics 
such as feedback, transparency and priva-
cy among others had a strong influence 
and affected organisation's ability to 
maintain long term relationships with 
customers. It is recommended that the 
result will enable marketers not only to 
analyse the importance of adopting 
ethical practices in their strategies but 
also to inspire the relative relevance of 
these practices as perceived by custom-
ers. 

Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, and 
Basmanomar (2014), study the impact of 
business ethics in the competitive advan-
tage (in the Cellular Communications 
Companies operating in Jordan). A 

questionnaire was designed and adminis-
tered to collect data and distribute to staff 
through poll views, a simple random 
sample of 192 staff in managerial levels 
such as supreme, middle and supervisors 
in the Cellular Communications Compa-
nies operating in Jordan. SPSS was used 
for data analysis. The result shows that 
there is a significant effect of business 
ethics (independence, objectivity, hones-
ty, integrity, fairness and transparency) 
on competitive advantage (cost reduction, 
innovation and renewal) in the Cellular 
Communications Companies operating in 
Jordan. 

Dincer and Dincer (2014) appraise the 
study on an overview and analysis of 
marketing ethics. In today's business 
world, in addition to general decisions, 
managers must also make judgments 
concerning what is ethical to do. The 
authors observed that is not an easy task 
especially for marketing professionals as 
marketing is the visible interface with not 
only customers but with all other stake-
holders, it is essential for marketers to 
take into consideration the marketing 
ethics. Marketing ethics should be exam-
ined from an individual, organizational, 
and societal perspective.

Methodology
The study examines the effect of market-
ing ethics on organizational competitive-
ness. The survey research design was 
adopted to produce and present an 
accurate description of variables relevant 
to the study. Authors with similar 
objectives also employed this survey 
research design (Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdul-
lah, and Basmanomar, 2014, Abdulnasi, 
2018; Peter, 2018). For the purpose of this 
study, three Deposit Money Bank (DMBs) 
were selected, which are Zenith Bank 
Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. Ltd and Guaran-
ty Trust Bank Plc because they are the 
most capitalised financial institutions in 
Nigeria (Stock Exchange Market, 2019). 

The target overall customer population of 
these three Deposit Money Bank based on 
their financial statements as at March 
2020 is 28.3 million (First Bank, 10 
million; Zenith Bank, 6.5 million and 
GTBank, 11.8 million). Using the Taro 
Yammne sample size estimator, at 95% 
confidence level and 5% margin based, a 
sample size of 400 was arrived at. The 
primary source of data was used through 
a self- structured administered question-
naire to the respondents. Face and 
construct validity were employed to 
determine the reliability and validity of 
the instruments. The Cronbach alpha of 
0.873, 0.768, 0.812 and 0.798 was 
achieved for transparency, honesty, auton-
omy and competitiveness, respectively. 
The study employed linear regression to 
estimate the model through the aid of 
SPSS version 23.0.  

Model specification
The model aggregates the elements of 
marketing ethics; it examined how these 
elements jointly affect the organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
of Zenith Bank Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. 
Ltd and Guaranty Trust Bank Plc in 
Nigeria. The model addresses the main 
objective of the study, which is to examine 
the effect of marketing ethics on the 
organizational competitiveness of DMBs 
in Nigeria.
The model specification is stated below:
The theory underpinning this study is the 
Normative Approach Theory. Hinged on 
the study of Oyeniyi (2014) and Klapalova 
(2011), it is expected that there will be a 
positive interaction between marketing 
ethics and banks' competitiveness.

Model 1 
OC=f(T)_________________________(1)
OC=β_0i+β1Ti〖+μ〗_i------(2)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
T is Transparency

β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
transparency will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of trans-
parency should have a positive sign.

Model 2 
OC=f(H)_________________________(3)
OC=β_0i+β1Hi〖+μ〗_i------(4)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
H isHonesty
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The A' priori expectation, it is expected 
that honesty will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of hones-
ty should have a positive sign.
Model 3 
OC=f(A)_________________________(5)
OC=β_0i+β1Ai〖+μ〗_i------(6)
Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
A is Autonomy
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
autonomy will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of auton-
omy should have a positive sign.
Model 4
OC=f(ME)
OC=f(T,H,A)_________________________(7
)
OC=β_0+β1Ti+〖β2Hi+β3Ai+μ〗_ i  
------(8)
Where:
OC represents Organizational Competi-
tiveness

ME represents Marketing Elements
β 0 is the constant term
β1, β2, are the coefficient of the estima-
tor.
β1, β2, > 0
T= Transparency
H= Honesty
A= Autonomy
μis the error term
For the apriori expectation, it is 
expected that transparency, honesty, 
and autonomy will all have a positive 
effect on organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs in Nigeria; hence the 
parameters of transparency, honesty 
and autonomy should all have a 
positive sign.

Results and Findings

TABLE 1 HYPOTHESIS 1  TRANS-
PARENCY DOES NOT SIGNIFI-
CANTLY AFFECT ORGANIZATION-
AL COMPETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 
2019

The result from table 1 reveals that 
there is a positive but non-significant 
relationship (β=0.543) between trans-
parency and competitiveness. The 
coefficient of determination (R2 
=0.295) reveals that 29.5% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by 
transparency. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B=0.516) shows that for 
every unit increase in transparency, 
competitiveness increases by 0.516 
units. The t value (t-value= 24.682, 
p=0.000) establishes that transparen-
cy is a significant predictor of competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the null hypothe-
sis is rejected while the alternative 

TABLE 2 HYPOTHESIS 2 HONES-
TY DOES NOT CONTRIBUTE SIGNIFI-
CANTLY TO ORGANIZATIONAL COM-
PETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 2 reveals that there 
is a negative but non-significant relation-
ship (β= -0.748) between honesty and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.55.9) reveals that 
55.9% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by honesty. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B= -0.733) shows that for every 
unity decreases in honesty, competitive-
ness decrease by -0.733 units. The t value 
(t-value= 22.000, p=0.000) establishes 
that honesty is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 3 HYPOTHESIS 3 AUTONOMY 
DOES NOT HAVE A POSITIVE EFFECT 
ON ORGANIZATIONAL COMPETITIVE-
NESS.  

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 3 reveals that there 
is a negative but significant relationship 
(β= -0.560) between autonomy and compet-
itiveness. The coefficient of determination 
(R2 =0.314) reveals that 31.4% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by autono-
my. The unstandardised coefficient (B= 
-0.523) shows that for every unity 
decrease in autonomy, competitiveness 

decreases by -0.523 units. The t value 
(t-value= 13.652, p=0.000) establishes 
that autonomy is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 4 HYPOTHESIS 4 COMBINED 
EFFECT OF THE DIMENSIONS OF 
MARKETING ETHICS ON ORGANIZA-
TIONAL COMPETITIVENESS

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 4 reveals that there 
is a positive and significant relationship (β
=0.762) between market ethics and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.580) reveals that 
58% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by market ethics. The unstand-
ardised coefficient (B=0.741) shows that 
for every unit increase in market ethics, 
competitiveness increases by 0.741 units. 
The t value (t-value= 27.214, p=0.000) 
establishes that market ethics is a signifi-
cant predictor of competitiveness. There-
fore, the null hypothesis is rejected while 
the alternative hypothesis is accepted.

Discussion of findings
Finding reveals that transparency signifi-
cantly affects organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs. Hence, transparency is an 
attribute of corporate culture that is 
revealed through behaviours of an organi-
zation's leaders, employees and stakehold-
ers. Thus, organizational competitiveness 
in Deposit Money Banks increases 
because transparency contributes 

effectively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The findings support the explanation of 
Muhammad et al. (2016) and Dincer and 
Dincer (2014), who established that the 
dimensions of marketing ethics are 
critical in driving organizational perfor-
mance. The findings establish that trans-
parency is a driver of competitiveness. 
Firms should be more transparent in 
nature as this has been revealed to 
account for higher variation in organiza-
tional competitiveness and will enable the 
deposit money banks to meet up with 
customers' expectations.

In the analysis of the second hypothesis, 
honesty as a measure of marketing ethics 
significantly affects organizational compet-
itiveness in DMBs. Hence, honesty should 
be adopted as a vital characteristic of a 
business because it sets the tone for the 
kind of culture that the firm sets to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects. The findings 
corroborate the study of Khairnar, (2016), 
who suggests that if a firm is honest, it 
will operate effectively in the market both 
in the long and short run.

The analysis of Hypothesis 3 shows that 
autonomy significantly affects organiza-
tional competitiveness in DMBs, although 
such infect was seen to be negative. Hence 
it can be inferred from the study that in 
applying the autonomy model in the firm’s 
operation, deposit money banks will have 
to take precautions. Organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
decreases because autonomy contributes 
negatively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The opinion and recommendations of the 
customers might have a negative effect on 
the firm's competitiveness. This position is 
strengthened by the works of Henry and 

Richard (2017) and Peter (2018) who are 
of the view that of marketing ethics dimen-
sions are not properly evaluated, they 
could lead to the negative performance of 
organizations.
   
The combined effect of marketing ethics 
elements significantly affects competitive-
ness in deposit money banks. The study 
further revealed that ME elements have a 
combined adjusted coefficient of determi-
nation of 0.580 (Adj. R2= 0.580), which 
implied that ME elements account for 
58.0% variation in the organizational 
competitiveness.  This is consistent with 
the study by Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, 
and Basmanomar, (2014); Pankaj (2019). 
Furthermore, Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria should adopt the normative 
approaches theory. This is because the 
findings of the study reveal that the accept-
ance of a core set of principles or moral 
maxims (transparency and honesty) will 
guide marketers in achieving competitive-
ness through an increase in their market.  
Marketers should be more normative in 
their approach as this will enhance their 
utilisation of ethical practices and 
improve their firm performance (Laczniak 
& Murphy, 2006). 

Conclusion and recommendation
The study examined the effect of market-
ing elements on organizational competi-
tiveness in Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria. The study recognised and 
employed three components of marketing 
elements (ME) as used by various 
scholars. These three components are 
transparency, honesty and autonomy. The 
study employed a survey research design 
by administering structured question-
naires to customers of deposit money 
banks in Nigeria. Three hypotheses were 
formulated, and the ordinary least square 
was employed in estimating the regres-
sion models. The findings reveal that 

transparency is the only dimension of 
ethics that has a positive and significant 
effect on firm competitiveness in the 
banking industry. The results further 
demonstrate that honesty and autonomy 
have negative individual but significant 
impact on organizational competitiveness.  
The study establishes the combined 
effects of these elements of marketing 
ethics have a significant effect on competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the study confirms 
that marketing ethics is a significant 
driver of competitiveness in the banking 
industry. The study recommends that 
deposit money banks should emphasis 
more on transparency and honesty in 
order to achieve and sustain organization-
al competitiveness and in meeting up with 
the customers' expectations. The study 
also suggests that organizations should 
correctly evaluate the components of 
marketing ethics, which could bring about 
competitiveness. This is because if market-
ing ethics dimensions are not adequately 
evaluated, they could lead to hinder the 
growth and competitiveness of the organi-
zation. The acceptance of core principles 
or moral maxims (transparency and hones-
ty) will guide marketers in achieving 
competitiveness through an increase in 
their market share.  Marketers should be 
more normative in their approach as this 
will enhance their utilisation of ethical 
practices and improve their firm perfor-
mance.

Limitations of the study and scope 
for further research
The study looked into how marketing 
ethics affect competitiveness in the 
banking sector using the dimensions of 
transparency, honesty and autonomy in 
the banking sector. There is a need to 
expand these dimensions based on 
existing literature and determine their 
effect in other sectors while using other 
outcome measures of performance. This 

will increase the available literature on 
the concept of ethics and performance.
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One of the ways in which an organization 
could influence ethics is by explicitly and 
formally differentiating between right 
from wrong. Practicing ethics in market-
ing means applying standards of fairness 
and moral rights and to marketing 
decision making, behaviour, and practic-
es in the organization. The purpose of 
marketing ethics is to create a long term 
sustainable competitive advantage. 
Organizations that develop this advan-
tage are able to satisfy the needs of both 

customers and the organization.
The functional area most closely related 
to ethical abuse in firms is marketing. 
This is because marketing is the function 
of business charged with communicating 
and openly satisfying customers (Volle, 
2013). Some organizations are using 
marketing ethics as a key selling point 
because more customers consider an 
organization's ethical reputation when 
making purchasing decisions. Not 
employing ethical marketing practices 

may lead to dissatisfied customers, bad 
publicity, lack of trust, lost business, or 
sometimes, legal action. Marketing 
ethics plays a critical role in forming, 
maintaining, and sustaining long-term 
customer relationships.
Customers are active in the changing 
business environment, i.e. economic, 
liberalization, increased competition, 
availability of more options, more empha-
sis on quality, etc.  The issue of ethics and 
how it affects firms' performance has 
been extensively measured and estab-
lished in the literature. But there is a 
dart of literature on the specific effects of 
marketing ethics on organization competi-
tiveness. According to Klapalova (2011), 
competitiveness shows how the firm will 
be defined in the long run and how such 
firms will outperform its rivals.  
Various studies have looked into the 
effect of marketing ethics on and how it 
affects organizational outputs. Henry 
and Richard (2017) opine that marketing 
ethics is a reliable driver of healthcare 
performance while Peter (2018) is of the 
view that marking ethics drives the 
performance of small and medium enter-
prises in the developing economy. The 
studies of Dincer and Dincer, (2014), 
Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and 
Abdallah (2016), Emad, Yoshifumi, 
Abdullah, and Basmanomar (2014) all 
point to the fact that marketing ethics 
could be adopted to increase organization-
al efficiency and performance. However, 
Muhammad et al., (2016) suggest that 
the effect of marketing ethics should be 
examined across all industries in order to 
establish its overall impact and evalua-
tion while the study of Khairnar, (2016) 
suggests an empirical investigation into 
the interaction between marketing ethics 
and firms’ performance. To the best of the 
researchers’ knowledge, there is a scarci-
ty of literature on how marketing ethics 
influences competitiveness in the 
banking sector.
In comparison, the dimensions of trans-
parency, honesty, and autonomy have 
been employed in explaining marketing 

in existing literature (Muhaamad et al., 
2016; Henry & Richard, 2017; Abdulna-
sir, 2018 ). Pankaj (2019) opines that if 
empirically investigated, these dimen-
sions could influence firm competitive-
ness and overall performance. Therefore, 
the kernel of this study is to examine how 
marketing ethics (honesty, transparency, 
and autonomy) affect organizational 
competitiveness (market share) in the 
banking industry. Based on the aforemen-
tioned, the following research hypotheses 
were formulated;
H01: Transparency do not significantly 
affect organizational competitiveness
H02: Honesty does not contribute signifi-
cantly to organizational competitiveness
H03: Autonomy does not have a positive 
effect on organizational competitiveness
H04: Combined effect of the dimensions 
of marketing ethics on organizational 
competitiveness  

Literature review
2.1 Marketing Ethics
Ethics generally means human conduct 
which may be good or bad, moral or 
immoral. Ethical conduct refers to the 
behaviour which is generally accepted by 
society for the right living. Behaving 
ethically implies doing what is morally 
right (Okafor, 2011; Riley, 2012). Accord-
ing to Abiodun and Oyeniyi (2014), ethics 
is based on broad principles of integrity, 
transparency, accountability, responsibil-
ity, and fairness, and focuses on internal 
stakeholder issues such as product 
quality, customer satisfaction, employee 
wages and benefits, and local community 
and environmental responsibilities.
Marketing ethics is described as the field 
applied ethics that deals with the ethical 
principles behind the function and regula-
tion of marketing (Majtán & Dubcová, 
2008). Thus, ethics can be applied to each 
element of the marketing mix, namely, 
product, price, distribution, and promo-
tion. Ferrell (2007) indicates that market-
ing ethics is an organizational responsibil-
ity and is essential in maintaining 
long-term beneficial relationships and 

establishing mutual trust with custom-
ers. Ethical marketing is not a hard and 
fast list of rules but a comprehensive set 
of guidelines to assist companies as they 
evaluate new marketing strategies.
Marketing ethics should be considered 
from an individual and organizational 
perspective. From the individual perspec-
tive, personal values and moral philoso-
phies are the keys to ethical decisions in 
marketing. Honesty, fairness, responsibil-
ity, and citizenship are assumed to be 
values that can guide complex marketing 
decisions in the context of an organiza-
tion. From an organizational perspective, 
organizational value, codes, and training 
is necessary to provide consistent and 
shared approaches to making ethical 
decisions (Ferrell, 2005).

2.2 Elements of marketing ethics
There are various dimensions of market-
ing ethics employed in different studies 
(Pankaj, 2019; Muhammend et al., 2016; 
Ferrell, 2005). However, the marketing 
ethics dimensions considered in this 
study are transparency, autonomy, and 
honesty. These measures, according to 
Abdulnasi (2018), are robust and 
adequately integrates the concept of 
ethics. Transparency according to 
International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development (2012) opined that 
achieving effective business required 
business activities to be transparent and 
this necessitated access to the customer's 
information to increase transparency in 
the business transaction environment. 
Transparency is an attribute of corporate 
culture that is revealed through the 
behaviours of an organization's leaders, 
employees, and stakeholders. Honesty is 
a crucial characteristic of a business 
because it sets the tone for the kind of 
culture that the firm is set to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects.  Autonomy is 
the consideration of the customer in the 
decision-making process. By considering 
the customers' collective opinions and 

recommendations, the firm is able to 
evaluate and determine the effects of its 
product and services.

2.3. Organisational Competitiveness
The term organizational competitiveness 
has been defined in the literature in differ-
ent ways. Porter (2008) is of the opinion 
that competitiveness is the capacity of a 
firm to outperform its rivals in a given 
business environment. Lall (2001) posits 
that when a firm becomes a benchmark in 
the industry, it is said to be competitive. 
Depperu and Cerrato (2017) argue that 
competitiveness can be looked at from 
two perspectives, either as a driver of 
performance or an outcome variable.  
Competitiveness assumes that a compa-
ny's strategy combines its internal skills 
with external opportunities to provide a 
source of sustainable competitive advan-
tage through which it can achieve specific 
objectives, such as the profits generated 
by market share.   

In the ever-evolving business environ-
ment today, agility, adaptability, flexibili-
ty and dynamic capabilities, are becom-
ing more prominent sources of competi-
tiveness (Bates, 2012).  Depperu and 
Cerrato (2017) are of the opinion that the 
sources of competitiveness and firm 
performance, should be measured with 
quality, price, marketing, design, manage-
ment and flexibility.  Similarly, D' Cruz 
(2012) opines that firm competitiveness 
should be measured as the ability of the 
firm to produce, market, and design 
superior products superior to those 
offered by competitors in relation to both 
price and non-price qualities. According 
to Oral and Kettani (2009), measuring 
competitiveness in terms of market 
characteristics such as technology, 
price-quality, quantity, delivery period, 
design and functionality shows the 
degree to which the competitors and the 
firm strive to meet customers' expecta-
tions. These measures also show how 
dynamic the market is consistent. Past 
performance signals the existence of a 

competitive advantage, but it does not 
provide enough information about the 
sustainability of that advantage 
(Jayachandran & Varadarajan, 2006). 
The measure of competitiveness implies 
the definition of the context to which such 
measure is referred, as well as the level of 
analysis. In line with the literature, this 
study adopts competitiveness as an 
outcome that is measured by the market 
characteristics. The specific market 
attributes adopted in this study are 
technology and price.

Theoretical Review
Normative
The theory that underpinned this study 
is normative. The normative approach 
advocates the acceptance of a "core set of 
principles" or "moral maxims" to help 
guide marketers in ethical decision 
making according to Murphy, Laczniak, 
and Prothero, (2012). Normative market-
ers focus less on what organizations do 
and instead emphasize "what can be" i.e. 
what organizations ought to consider to 
evaluate better and improve their ethical 
behaviour (Laczniak & Murphy, 2006). 
According to Hunt (1991), normative 
marketing is defined as attempting to 
prescribe what marketing organizations 
or individuals ought to do or what kinds 
of marketing systems a society ought to 
have. It is believed that normative 
approaches are critical because not only 
do they help marketers gain a better 
knowledge of how individuals make 
ethical decisions in an organization, but 
they also provide a vision for ethical 
decision making and corporate cultures 
within the marketing field. 

Marketing Ethics and Competitiveness: 
The Nexus 
Pankaj (2019), worked on marketing 
ethics: enhancing firm valuation and 
building competitive advantages. It is one 
of the organizational drivers enhancing 
Customer Lifetime Value (CLV). The 

CLV of a customer represents the amount 
the customer will contribute to the 
bottom line of the firm over the span of 
the business relationship with them. 
Ethical marketing is practices that 
emphasise transparent, trustworthy, and 
responsible personal and organizational 
marketing policies and actions that exhib-
it integrity as well as fairness to consum-
ers and other stakeholders. The ethical 
reputation of the organization results in 
customer trust, which in turn leads to 
satisfaction and commitment to the organ-
ization and hence builds competitive 
advantages. Research provides various 
marketing ethics frameworks and valua-
tion matrix along with numerical illustra-
tions to understand how marketing 
ethics helps organizations in improving 
overall performance and ultimately, firm 
valuation.

Abdulnasi (2018), appraise the market-
ing ethics practices of small business and 
their effect on consumer purchase inten-
tion: an empirical investigation from 
Addis Ketema Sub-city. Marketing ethics 
is the subset of business ethics, which 
deals with the systematic study of how 
moral standards are applied to market-
ing decisions, behaviours and institu-
tions. The researcher first collected data 
from consumers and used both qualita-
tive and quantitative types of research to 
know the effect of unethical marketing 
practice of cloth shops on consumers' 
purchase intention. In the process of 
collecting data, the researcher took 291 
small-sized cloth shop consumers using a 
Time Location sampling technique. After 
data collection, it was analysed using 
descriptive statistics techniques, like 
tables and percentages, mean, standard 
deviations, graphs, frequency and logistic 
regression (inferential statistics). The 
result of this study showed that 
small-sized cloth shops in Addis Ketema 
sub-city exhibit unethical marketing 
practices in the area of product and price 

ethics. Additionally, it was found that 
consumers have purchase intention even 
if firms' behaviour was found to be unethi-
cal. Finally, the researcher concluded 
that the unethical practice of marketers 
might lead to consumers' lack of 
confidence in the market and recommend-
ed awareness programs, strengthening 
consumer protection act as well as the 
establishment of consumer associations 
in the area.

Peter (2018), study the ethical practices 
of small and medium-sized enterprises in 
developing countries: A literature analy-
sis. The study aims at evaluating the 
aspects of business ethics, the signifi-
cance of business ethics to SMEs, ethical 
dilemmas, and challenges of SMEs, 
particularly in developing countries, and 
suggests strategies to address ethical 
dilemmas and challenges. In identifying 
the work, peer-reviewed articles in recent 
journals were analysed thereof. It is clear 
that business enterprises can no longer 
afford to disregard business ethics. There 
are continuous business failures as a 
result of unethical practices, especially 
those associated with employees and top 
executives. The work has added to the 
body of existing literature on the ethical 
practices of SMEs in developing 
countries. As such, SME owners and 
managers can use the findings in the 
study to design ethical policy frameworks 
and guidelines to improve their reputa-
tions and competitiveness. 

Henryand Richard (2017), work on the 
assessment of ethical behaviour on organ-
izational performance in the Kenyan 
Public Health Sector. Ethical behaviour 
if not practised, has the ability to reduce 
organization performance which may be 
caused by disagreements, lawsuits, poor 
service delivery, poor time management, 
client dissatisfaction, and corruption, 
among others. The unethical behaviour 
which might affect organizational perfor-

mance was measured through arrogance, 
absenteeism, neglect, ignorance, alcohol 
consumption, and smoking. The authors 
were opined that an organization's ability 
to bring forth ethical behaviour has a key 
asset that is difficult for competitors to 
imitate. The study was based on Social 
Learning Theory by Albert Bandura 
(1977), the theory posits that people learn 
from one another by observation, imita-
tion, and modelling. The study was 
conducted in Baringo District Hospital, 
Kabarnet, Rift- Valley Province through a 
mixed approach method with a survey 
research design. A primary source of data 
was used along with a census inquiry on 
all the staff in the facility and 174 
returned their questionnaires. Descrip-
tive statistics and content analysis for 
ordinal and nominal data were used 
respectively. The result showed that 
neglect, absenteeism, poor time manage-
ment, client dissatisfaction, disputes and 
corruption were common in the sector. It 
was recommended that government 
should support, there should training of 
staff, and strict enforcement of the Public 
Officer Ethics Act (2003) be duly imple-
mented to curb the vices. 

Khairnar (2016) examined the effect of 
marketing innovations and ethics. The 
paper takes a close look at the various 
ethical issues involved in marketing 
innovations and what organizations are 
doing about unethical practices. It was 
observed that the concept of ethics is very 
vague, abstract and unstructured. The 
definition of ethics varies, and there is no 
universally accepted definition because 
ethics is dependent on moral standards, 
and moral standards depend on the value 
system, and that value systems depend 
on individual background. From this, it 
was believed that the ethical practices of 
people are different. Marketing innova-
tions strategy was measured from the 
marketing mix (4P's), which is seen as an 
important task for any marketer as they 

play a crucial role in the framing of strate-
gies. It was concluded that successful 
executives are those who can effectively 
manage an ethical working environment, 
balance stakeholder value and build and 
maintain their personal expertise. 
Marketing managers must make efforts 
to verify that their choices and action 
serve the best interest of all related 
customers, organizations and society. It 
was then recommended that if an organi-
zation does the ethical practices, they will 
stand in the market for years with a clear 
image and brand name, but if otherwise, 
the acceptance and non- acceptance of the 
product is totally in the hands of the 
end-user.

Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and Abdal-
lah (2016) study the marketing ethics and 
relationship marketing - an empirical 
study that measures the effect of ethics 
practices application on maintaining 
relationships with customers. Four 
elements of marketing ethics were identi-
fied in the study, which are honesty, 
autonomy, privacy and transparency. The 
study utilised a sample of 360 respond-
ents adopting a quantitative approach; 
the study was conducted on telecommuni-
cation sector subscribers which revealed 
that the elements of marketing ethics 
such as feedback, transparency and priva-
cy among others had a strong influence 
and affected organisation's ability to 
maintain long term relationships with 
customers. It is recommended that the 
result will enable marketers not only to 
analyse the importance of adopting 
ethical practices in their strategies but 
also to inspire the relative relevance of 
these practices as perceived by custom-
ers. 

Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, and 
Basmanomar (2014), study the impact of 
business ethics in the competitive advan-
tage (in the Cellular Communications 
Companies operating in Jordan). A 

questionnaire was designed and adminis-
tered to collect data and distribute to staff 
through poll views, a simple random 
sample of 192 staff in managerial levels 
such as supreme, middle and supervisors 
in the Cellular Communications Compa-
nies operating in Jordan. SPSS was used 
for data analysis. The result shows that 
there is a significant effect of business 
ethics (independence, objectivity, hones-
ty, integrity, fairness and transparency) 
on competitive advantage (cost reduction, 
innovation and renewal) in the Cellular 
Communications Companies operating in 
Jordan. 

Dincer and Dincer (2014) appraise the 
study on an overview and analysis of 
marketing ethics. In today's business 
world, in addition to general decisions, 
managers must also make judgments 
concerning what is ethical to do. The 
authors observed that is not an easy task 
especially for marketing professionals as 
marketing is the visible interface with not 
only customers but with all other stake-
holders, it is essential for marketers to 
take into consideration the marketing 
ethics. Marketing ethics should be exam-
ined from an individual, organizational, 
and societal perspective.

Methodology
The study examines the effect of market-
ing ethics on organizational competitive-
ness. The survey research design was 
adopted to produce and present an 
accurate description of variables relevant 
to the study. Authors with similar 
objectives also employed this survey 
research design (Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdul-
lah, and Basmanomar, 2014, Abdulnasi, 
2018; Peter, 2018). For the purpose of this 
study, three Deposit Money Bank (DMBs) 
were selected, which are Zenith Bank 
Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. Ltd and Guaran-
ty Trust Bank Plc because they are the 
most capitalised financial institutions in 
Nigeria (Stock Exchange Market, 2019). 

The target overall customer population of 
these three Deposit Money Bank based on 
their financial statements as at March 
2020 is 28.3 million (First Bank, 10 
million; Zenith Bank, 6.5 million and 
GTBank, 11.8 million). Using the Taro 
Yammne sample size estimator, at 95% 
confidence level and 5% margin based, a 
sample size of 400 was arrived at. The 
primary source of data was used through 
a self- structured administered question-
naire to the respondents. Face and 
construct validity were employed to 
determine the reliability and validity of 
the instruments. The Cronbach alpha of 
0.873, 0.768, 0.812 and 0.798 was 
achieved for transparency, honesty, auton-
omy and competitiveness, respectively. 
The study employed linear regression to 
estimate the model through the aid of 
SPSS version 23.0.  

Model specification
The model aggregates the elements of 
marketing ethics; it examined how these 
elements jointly affect the organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
of Zenith Bank Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. 
Ltd and Guaranty Trust Bank Plc in 
Nigeria. The model addresses the main 
objective of the study, which is to examine 
the effect of marketing ethics on the 
organizational competitiveness of DMBs 
in Nigeria.
The model specification is stated below:
The theory underpinning this study is the 
Normative Approach Theory. Hinged on 
the study of Oyeniyi (2014) and Klapalova 
(2011), it is expected that there will be a 
positive interaction between marketing 
ethics and banks' competitiveness.

Model 1 
OC=f(T)_________________________(1)
OC=β_0i+β1Ti〖+μ〗_i------(2)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
T is Transparency

β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
transparency will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of trans-
parency should have a positive sign.

Model 2 
OC=f(H)_________________________(3)
OC=β_0i+β1Hi〖+μ〗_i------(4)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
H isHonesty
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The A' priori expectation, it is expected 
that honesty will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of hones-
ty should have a positive sign.
Model 3 
OC=f(A)_________________________(5)
OC=β_0i+β1Ai〖+μ〗_i------(6)
Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
A is Autonomy
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
autonomy will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of auton-
omy should have a positive sign.
Model 4
OC=f(ME)
OC=f(T,H,A)_________________________(7
)
OC=β_0+β1Ti+〖β2Hi+β3Ai+μ〗_ i  
------(8)
Where:
OC represents Organizational Competi-
tiveness

ME represents Marketing Elements
β 0 is the constant term
β1, β2, are the coefficient of the estima-
tor.
β1, β2, > 0
T= Transparency
H= Honesty
A= Autonomy
μis the error term
For the apriori expectation, it is 
expected that transparency, honesty, 
and autonomy will all have a positive 
effect on organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs in Nigeria; hence the 
parameters of transparency, honesty 
and autonomy should all have a 
positive sign.

Results and Findings

TABLE 1 HYPOTHESIS 1  TRANS-
PARENCY DOES NOT SIGNIFI-
CANTLY AFFECT ORGANIZATION-
AL COMPETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 
2019

The result from table 1 reveals that 
there is a positive but non-significant 
relationship (β=0.543) between trans-
parency and competitiveness. The 
coefficient of determination (R2 
=0.295) reveals that 29.5% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by 
transparency. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B=0.516) shows that for 
every unit increase in transparency, 
competitiveness increases by 0.516 
units. The t value (t-value= 24.682, 
p=0.000) establishes that transparen-
cy is a significant predictor of competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the null hypothe-
sis is rejected while the alternative 

TABLE 2 HYPOTHESIS 2 HONES-
TY DOES NOT CONTRIBUTE SIGNIFI-
CANTLY TO ORGANIZATIONAL COM-
PETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 2 reveals that there 
is a negative but non-significant relation-
ship (β= -0.748) between honesty and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.55.9) reveals that 
55.9% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by honesty. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B= -0.733) shows that for every 
unity decreases in honesty, competitive-
ness decrease by -0.733 units. The t value 
(t-value= 22.000, p=0.000) establishes 
that honesty is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 3 HYPOTHESIS 3 AUTONOMY 
DOES NOT HAVE A POSITIVE EFFECT 
ON ORGANIZATIONAL COMPETITIVE-
NESS.  

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 3 reveals that there 
is a negative but significant relationship 
(β= -0.560) between autonomy and compet-
itiveness. The coefficient of determination 
(R2 =0.314) reveals that 31.4% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by autono-
my. The unstandardised coefficient (B= 
-0.523) shows that for every unity 
decrease in autonomy, competitiveness 

decreases by -0.523 units. The t value 
(t-value= 13.652, p=0.000) establishes 
that autonomy is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 4 HYPOTHESIS 4 COMBINED 
EFFECT OF THE DIMENSIONS OF 
MARKETING ETHICS ON ORGANIZA-
TIONAL COMPETITIVENESS

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 4 reveals that there 
is a positive and significant relationship (β
=0.762) between market ethics and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.580) reveals that 
58% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by market ethics. The unstand-
ardised coefficient (B=0.741) shows that 
for every unit increase in market ethics, 
competitiveness increases by 0.741 units. 
The t value (t-value= 27.214, p=0.000) 
establishes that market ethics is a signifi-
cant predictor of competitiveness. There-
fore, the null hypothesis is rejected while 
the alternative hypothesis is accepted.

Discussion of findings
Finding reveals that transparency signifi-
cantly affects organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs. Hence, transparency is an 
attribute of corporate culture that is 
revealed through behaviours of an organi-
zation's leaders, employees and stakehold-
ers. Thus, organizational competitiveness 
in Deposit Money Banks increases 
because transparency contributes 

effectively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The findings support the explanation of 
Muhammad et al. (2016) and Dincer and 
Dincer (2014), who established that the 
dimensions of marketing ethics are 
critical in driving organizational perfor-
mance. The findings establish that trans-
parency is a driver of competitiveness. 
Firms should be more transparent in 
nature as this has been revealed to 
account for higher variation in organiza-
tional competitiveness and will enable the 
deposit money banks to meet up with 
customers' expectations.

In the analysis of the second hypothesis, 
honesty as a measure of marketing ethics 
significantly affects organizational compet-
itiveness in DMBs. Hence, honesty should 
be adopted as a vital characteristic of a 
business because it sets the tone for the 
kind of culture that the firm sets to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects. The findings 
corroborate the study of Khairnar, (2016), 
who suggests that if a firm is honest, it 
will operate effectively in the market both 
in the long and short run.

The analysis of Hypothesis 3 shows that 
autonomy significantly affects organiza-
tional competitiveness in DMBs, although 
such infect was seen to be negative. Hence 
it can be inferred from the study that in 
applying the autonomy model in the firm’s 
operation, deposit money banks will have 
to take precautions. Organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
decreases because autonomy contributes 
negatively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The opinion and recommendations of the 
customers might have a negative effect on 
the firm's competitiveness. This position is 
strengthened by the works of Henry and 

Richard (2017) and Peter (2018) who are 
of the view that of marketing ethics dimen-
sions are not properly evaluated, they 
could lead to the negative performance of 
organizations.
   
The combined effect of marketing ethics 
elements significantly affects competitive-
ness in deposit money banks. The study 
further revealed that ME elements have a 
combined adjusted coefficient of determi-
nation of 0.580 (Adj. R2= 0.580), which 
implied that ME elements account for 
58.0% variation in the organizational 
competitiveness.  This is consistent with 
the study by Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, 
and Basmanomar, (2014); Pankaj (2019). 
Furthermore, Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria should adopt the normative 
approaches theory. This is because the 
findings of the study reveal that the accept-
ance of a core set of principles or moral 
maxims (transparency and honesty) will 
guide marketers in achieving competitive-
ness through an increase in their market.  
Marketers should be more normative in 
their approach as this will enhance their 
utilisation of ethical practices and 
improve their firm performance (Laczniak 
& Murphy, 2006). 

Conclusion and recommendation
The study examined the effect of market-
ing elements on organizational competi-
tiveness in Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria. The study recognised and 
employed three components of marketing 
elements (ME) as used by various 
scholars. These three components are 
transparency, honesty and autonomy. The 
study employed a survey research design 
by administering structured question-
naires to customers of deposit money 
banks in Nigeria. Three hypotheses were 
formulated, and the ordinary least square 
was employed in estimating the regres-
sion models. The findings reveal that 

transparency is the only dimension of 
ethics that has a positive and significant 
effect on firm competitiveness in the 
banking industry. The results further 
demonstrate that honesty and autonomy 
have negative individual but significant 
impact on organizational competitiveness.  
The study establishes the combined 
effects of these elements of marketing 
ethics have a significant effect on competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the study confirms 
that marketing ethics is a significant 
driver of competitiveness in the banking 
industry. The study recommends that 
deposit money banks should emphasis 
more on transparency and honesty in 
order to achieve and sustain organization-
al competitiveness and in meeting up with 
the customers' expectations. The study 
also suggests that organizations should 
correctly evaluate the components of 
marketing ethics, which could bring about 
competitiveness. This is because if market-
ing ethics dimensions are not adequately 
evaluated, they could lead to hinder the 
growth and competitiveness of the organi-
zation. The acceptance of core principles 
or moral maxims (transparency and hones-
ty) will guide marketers in achieving 
competitiveness through an increase in 
their market share.  Marketers should be 
more normative in their approach as this 
will enhance their utilisation of ethical 
practices and improve their firm perfor-
mance.

Limitations of the study and scope 
for further research
The study looked into how marketing 
ethics affect competitiveness in the 
banking sector using the dimensions of 
transparency, honesty and autonomy in 
the banking sector. There is a need to 
expand these dimensions based on 
existing literature and determine their 
effect in other sectors while using other 
outcome measures of performance. This 

will increase the available literature on 
the concept of ethics and performance.
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One of the ways in which an organization 
could influence ethics is by explicitly and 
formally differentiating between right 
from wrong. Practicing ethics in market-
ing means applying standards of fairness 
and moral rights and to marketing 
decision making, behaviour, and practic-
es in the organization. The purpose of 
marketing ethics is to create a long term 
sustainable competitive advantage. 
Organizations that develop this advan-
tage are able to satisfy the needs of both 

customers and the organization.
The functional area most closely related 
to ethical abuse in firms is marketing. 
This is because marketing is the function 
of business charged with communicating 
and openly satisfying customers (Volle, 
2013). Some organizations are using 
marketing ethics as a key selling point 
because more customers consider an 
organization's ethical reputation when 
making purchasing decisions. Not 
employing ethical marketing practices 

may lead to dissatisfied customers, bad 
publicity, lack of trust, lost business, or 
sometimes, legal action. Marketing 
ethics plays a critical role in forming, 
maintaining, and sustaining long-term 
customer relationships.
Customers are active in the changing 
business environment, i.e. economic, 
liberalization, increased competition, 
availability of more options, more empha-
sis on quality, etc.  The issue of ethics and 
how it affects firms' performance has 
been extensively measured and estab-
lished in the literature. But there is a 
dart of literature on the specific effects of 
marketing ethics on organization competi-
tiveness. According to Klapalova (2011), 
competitiveness shows how the firm will 
be defined in the long run and how such 
firms will outperform its rivals.  
Various studies have looked into the 
effect of marketing ethics on and how it 
affects organizational outputs. Henry 
and Richard (2017) opine that marketing 
ethics is a reliable driver of healthcare 
performance while Peter (2018) is of the 
view that marking ethics drives the 
performance of small and medium enter-
prises in the developing economy. The 
studies of Dincer and Dincer, (2014), 
Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and 
Abdallah (2016), Emad, Yoshifumi, 
Abdullah, and Basmanomar (2014) all 
point to the fact that marketing ethics 
could be adopted to increase organization-
al efficiency and performance. However, 
Muhammad et al., (2016) suggest that 
the effect of marketing ethics should be 
examined across all industries in order to 
establish its overall impact and evalua-
tion while the study of Khairnar, (2016) 
suggests an empirical investigation into 
the interaction between marketing ethics 
and firms’ performance. To the best of the 
researchers’ knowledge, there is a scarci-
ty of literature on how marketing ethics 
influences competitiveness in the 
banking sector.
In comparison, the dimensions of trans-
parency, honesty, and autonomy have 
been employed in explaining marketing 

in existing literature (Muhaamad et al., 
2016; Henry & Richard, 2017; Abdulna-
sir, 2018 ). Pankaj (2019) opines that if 
empirically investigated, these dimen-
sions could influence firm competitive-
ness and overall performance. Therefore, 
the kernel of this study is to examine how 
marketing ethics (honesty, transparency, 
and autonomy) affect organizational 
competitiveness (market share) in the 
banking industry. Based on the aforemen-
tioned, the following research hypotheses 
were formulated;
H01: Transparency do not significantly 
affect organizational competitiveness
H02: Honesty does not contribute signifi-
cantly to organizational competitiveness
H03: Autonomy does not have a positive 
effect on organizational competitiveness
H04: Combined effect of the dimensions 
of marketing ethics on organizational 
competitiveness  

Literature review
2.1 Marketing Ethics
Ethics generally means human conduct 
which may be good or bad, moral or 
immoral. Ethical conduct refers to the 
behaviour which is generally accepted by 
society for the right living. Behaving 
ethically implies doing what is morally 
right (Okafor, 2011; Riley, 2012). Accord-
ing to Abiodun and Oyeniyi (2014), ethics 
is based on broad principles of integrity, 
transparency, accountability, responsibil-
ity, and fairness, and focuses on internal 
stakeholder issues such as product 
quality, customer satisfaction, employee 
wages and benefits, and local community 
and environmental responsibilities.
Marketing ethics is described as the field 
applied ethics that deals with the ethical 
principles behind the function and regula-
tion of marketing (Majtán & Dubcová, 
2008). Thus, ethics can be applied to each 
element of the marketing mix, namely, 
product, price, distribution, and promo-
tion. Ferrell (2007) indicates that market-
ing ethics is an organizational responsibil-
ity and is essential in maintaining 
long-term beneficial relationships and 

establishing mutual trust with custom-
ers. Ethical marketing is not a hard and 
fast list of rules but a comprehensive set 
of guidelines to assist companies as they 
evaluate new marketing strategies.
Marketing ethics should be considered 
from an individual and organizational 
perspective. From the individual perspec-
tive, personal values and moral philoso-
phies are the keys to ethical decisions in 
marketing. Honesty, fairness, responsibil-
ity, and citizenship are assumed to be 
values that can guide complex marketing 
decisions in the context of an organiza-
tion. From an organizational perspective, 
organizational value, codes, and training 
is necessary to provide consistent and 
shared approaches to making ethical 
decisions (Ferrell, 2005).

2.2 Elements of marketing ethics
There are various dimensions of market-
ing ethics employed in different studies 
(Pankaj, 2019; Muhammend et al., 2016; 
Ferrell, 2005). However, the marketing 
ethics dimensions considered in this 
study are transparency, autonomy, and 
honesty. These measures, according to 
Abdulnasi (2018), are robust and 
adequately integrates the concept of 
ethics. Transparency according to 
International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development (2012) opined that 
achieving effective business required 
business activities to be transparent and 
this necessitated access to the customer's 
information to increase transparency in 
the business transaction environment. 
Transparency is an attribute of corporate 
culture that is revealed through the 
behaviours of an organization's leaders, 
employees, and stakeholders. Honesty is 
a crucial characteristic of a business 
because it sets the tone for the kind of 
culture that the firm is set to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects.  Autonomy is 
the consideration of the customer in the 
decision-making process. By considering 
the customers' collective opinions and 

recommendations, the firm is able to 
evaluate and determine the effects of its 
product and services.

2.3. Organisational Competitiveness
The term organizational competitiveness 
has been defined in the literature in differ-
ent ways. Porter (2008) is of the opinion 
that competitiveness is the capacity of a 
firm to outperform its rivals in a given 
business environment. Lall (2001) posits 
that when a firm becomes a benchmark in 
the industry, it is said to be competitive. 
Depperu and Cerrato (2017) argue that 
competitiveness can be looked at from 
two perspectives, either as a driver of 
performance or an outcome variable.  
Competitiveness assumes that a compa-
ny's strategy combines its internal skills 
with external opportunities to provide a 
source of sustainable competitive advan-
tage through which it can achieve specific 
objectives, such as the profits generated 
by market share.   

In the ever-evolving business environ-
ment today, agility, adaptability, flexibili-
ty and dynamic capabilities, are becom-
ing more prominent sources of competi-
tiveness (Bates, 2012).  Depperu and 
Cerrato (2017) are of the opinion that the 
sources of competitiveness and firm 
performance, should be measured with 
quality, price, marketing, design, manage-
ment and flexibility.  Similarly, D' Cruz 
(2012) opines that firm competitiveness 
should be measured as the ability of the 
firm to produce, market, and design 
superior products superior to those 
offered by competitors in relation to both 
price and non-price qualities. According 
to Oral and Kettani (2009), measuring 
competitiveness in terms of market 
characteristics such as technology, 
price-quality, quantity, delivery period, 
design and functionality shows the 
degree to which the competitors and the 
firm strive to meet customers' expecta-
tions. These measures also show how 
dynamic the market is consistent. Past 
performance signals the existence of a 

competitive advantage, but it does not 
provide enough information about the 
sustainability of that advantage 
(Jayachandran & Varadarajan, 2006). 
The measure of competitiveness implies 
the definition of the context to which such 
measure is referred, as well as the level of 
analysis. In line with the literature, this 
study adopts competitiveness as an 
outcome that is measured by the market 
characteristics. The specific market 
attributes adopted in this study are 
technology and price.

Theoretical Review
Normative
The theory that underpinned this study 
is normative. The normative approach 
advocates the acceptance of a "core set of 
principles" or "moral maxims" to help 
guide marketers in ethical decision 
making according to Murphy, Laczniak, 
and Prothero, (2012). Normative market-
ers focus less on what organizations do 
and instead emphasize "what can be" i.e. 
what organizations ought to consider to 
evaluate better and improve their ethical 
behaviour (Laczniak & Murphy, 2006). 
According to Hunt (1991), normative 
marketing is defined as attempting to 
prescribe what marketing organizations 
or individuals ought to do or what kinds 
of marketing systems a society ought to 
have. It is believed that normative 
approaches are critical because not only 
do they help marketers gain a better 
knowledge of how individuals make 
ethical decisions in an organization, but 
they also provide a vision for ethical 
decision making and corporate cultures 
within the marketing field. 

Marketing Ethics and Competitiveness: 
The Nexus 
Pankaj (2019), worked on marketing 
ethics: enhancing firm valuation and 
building competitive advantages. It is one 
of the organizational drivers enhancing 
Customer Lifetime Value (CLV). The 

CLV of a customer represents the amount 
the customer will contribute to the 
bottom line of the firm over the span of 
the business relationship with them. 
Ethical marketing is practices that 
emphasise transparent, trustworthy, and 
responsible personal and organizational 
marketing policies and actions that exhib-
it integrity as well as fairness to consum-
ers and other stakeholders. The ethical 
reputation of the organization results in 
customer trust, which in turn leads to 
satisfaction and commitment to the organ-
ization and hence builds competitive 
advantages. Research provides various 
marketing ethics frameworks and valua-
tion matrix along with numerical illustra-
tions to understand how marketing 
ethics helps organizations in improving 
overall performance and ultimately, firm 
valuation.

Abdulnasi (2018), appraise the market-
ing ethics practices of small business and 
their effect on consumer purchase inten-
tion: an empirical investigation from 
Addis Ketema Sub-city. Marketing ethics 
is the subset of business ethics, which 
deals with the systematic study of how 
moral standards are applied to market-
ing decisions, behaviours and institu-
tions. The researcher first collected data 
from consumers and used both qualita-
tive and quantitative types of research to 
know the effect of unethical marketing 
practice of cloth shops on consumers' 
purchase intention. In the process of 
collecting data, the researcher took 291 
small-sized cloth shop consumers using a 
Time Location sampling technique. After 
data collection, it was analysed using 
descriptive statistics techniques, like 
tables and percentages, mean, standard 
deviations, graphs, frequency and logistic 
regression (inferential statistics). The 
result of this study showed that 
small-sized cloth shops in Addis Ketema 
sub-city exhibit unethical marketing 
practices in the area of product and price 

ethics. Additionally, it was found that 
consumers have purchase intention even 
if firms' behaviour was found to be unethi-
cal. Finally, the researcher concluded 
that the unethical practice of marketers 
might lead to consumers' lack of 
confidence in the market and recommend-
ed awareness programs, strengthening 
consumer protection act as well as the 
establishment of consumer associations 
in the area.

Peter (2018), study the ethical practices 
of small and medium-sized enterprises in 
developing countries: A literature analy-
sis. The study aims at evaluating the 
aspects of business ethics, the signifi-
cance of business ethics to SMEs, ethical 
dilemmas, and challenges of SMEs, 
particularly in developing countries, and 
suggests strategies to address ethical 
dilemmas and challenges. In identifying 
the work, peer-reviewed articles in recent 
journals were analysed thereof. It is clear 
that business enterprises can no longer 
afford to disregard business ethics. There 
are continuous business failures as a 
result of unethical practices, especially 
those associated with employees and top 
executives. The work has added to the 
body of existing literature on the ethical 
practices of SMEs in developing 
countries. As such, SME owners and 
managers can use the findings in the 
study to design ethical policy frameworks 
and guidelines to improve their reputa-
tions and competitiveness. 

Henryand Richard (2017), work on the 
assessment of ethical behaviour on organ-
izational performance in the Kenyan 
Public Health Sector. Ethical behaviour 
if not practised, has the ability to reduce 
organization performance which may be 
caused by disagreements, lawsuits, poor 
service delivery, poor time management, 
client dissatisfaction, and corruption, 
among others. The unethical behaviour 
which might affect organizational perfor-

mance was measured through arrogance, 
absenteeism, neglect, ignorance, alcohol 
consumption, and smoking. The authors 
were opined that an organization's ability 
to bring forth ethical behaviour has a key 
asset that is difficult for competitors to 
imitate. The study was based on Social 
Learning Theory by Albert Bandura 
(1977), the theory posits that people learn 
from one another by observation, imita-
tion, and modelling. The study was 
conducted in Baringo District Hospital, 
Kabarnet, Rift- Valley Province through a 
mixed approach method with a survey 
research design. A primary source of data 
was used along with a census inquiry on 
all the staff in the facility and 174 
returned their questionnaires. Descrip-
tive statistics and content analysis for 
ordinal and nominal data were used 
respectively. The result showed that 
neglect, absenteeism, poor time manage-
ment, client dissatisfaction, disputes and 
corruption were common in the sector. It 
was recommended that government 
should support, there should training of 
staff, and strict enforcement of the Public 
Officer Ethics Act (2003) be duly imple-
mented to curb the vices. 

Khairnar (2016) examined the effect of 
marketing innovations and ethics. The 
paper takes a close look at the various 
ethical issues involved in marketing 
innovations and what organizations are 
doing about unethical practices. It was 
observed that the concept of ethics is very 
vague, abstract and unstructured. The 
definition of ethics varies, and there is no 
universally accepted definition because 
ethics is dependent on moral standards, 
and moral standards depend on the value 
system, and that value systems depend 
on individual background. From this, it 
was believed that the ethical practices of 
people are different. Marketing innova-
tions strategy was measured from the 
marketing mix (4P's), which is seen as an 
important task for any marketer as they 

play a crucial role in the framing of strate-
gies. It was concluded that successful 
executives are those who can effectively 
manage an ethical working environment, 
balance stakeholder value and build and 
maintain their personal expertise. 
Marketing managers must make efforts 
to verify that their choices and action 
serve the best interest of all related 
customers, organizations and society. It 
was then recommended that if an organi-
zation does the ethical practices, they will 
stand in the market for years with a clear 
image and brand name, but if otherwise, 
the acceptance and non- acceptance of the 
product is totally in the hands of the 
end-user.

Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and Abdal-
lah (2016) study the marketing ethics and 
relationship marketing - an empirical 
study that measures the effect of ethics 
practices application on maintaining 
relationships with customers. Four 
elements of marketing ethics were identi-
fied in the study, which are honesty, 
autonomy, privacy and transparency. The 
study utilised a sample of 360 respond-
ents adopting a quantitative approach; 
the study was conducted on telecommuni-
cation sector subscribers which revealed 
that the elements of marketing ethics 
such as feedback, transparency and priva-
cy among others had a strong influence 
and affected organisation's ability to 
maintain long term relationships with 
customers. It is recommended that the 
result will enable marketers not only to 
analyse the importance of adopting 
ethical practices in their strategies but 
also to inspire the relative relevance of 
these practices as perceived by custom-
ers. 

Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, and 
Basmanomar (2014), study the impact of 
business ethics in the competitive advan-
tage (in the Cellular Communications 
Companies operating in Jordan). A 

questionnaire was designed and adminis-
tered to collect data and distribute to staff 
through poll views, a simple random 
sample of 192 staff in managerial levels 
such as supreme, middle and supervisors 
in the Cellular Communications Compa-
nies operating in Jordan. SPSS was used 
for data analysis. The result shows that 
there is a significant effect of business 
ethics (independence, objectivity, hones-
ty, integrity, fairness and transparency) 
on competitive advantage (cost reduction, 
innovation and renewal) in the Cellular 
Communications Companies operating in 
Jordan. 

Dincer and Dincer (2014) appraise the 
study on an overview and analysis of 
marketing ethics. In today's business 
world, in addition to general decisions, 
managers must also make judgments 
concerning what is ethical to do. The 
authors observed that is not an easy task 
especially for marketing professionals as 
marketing is the visible interface with not 
only customers but with all other stake-
holders, it is essential for marketers to 
take into consideration the marketing 
ethics. Marketing ethics should be exam-
ined from an individual, organizational, 
and societal perspective.

Methodology
The study examines the effect of market-
ing ethics on organizational competitive-
ness. The survey research design was 
adopted to produce and present an 
accurate description of variables relevant 
to the study. Authors with similar 
objectives also employed this survey 
research design (Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdul-
lah, and Basmanomar, 2014, Abdulnasi, 
2018; Peter, 2018). For the purpose of this 
study, three Deposit Money Bank (DMBs) 
were selected, which are Zenith Bank 
Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. Ltd and Guaran-
ty Trust Bank Plc because they are the 
most capitalised financial institutions in 
Nigeria (Stock Exchange Market, 2019). 

The target overall customer population of 
these three Deposit Money Bank based on 
their financial statements as at March 
2020 is 28.3 million (First Bank, 10 
million; Zenith Bank, 6.5 million and 
GTBank, 11.8 million). Using the Taro 
Yammne sample size estimator, at 95% 
confidence level and 5% margin based, a 
sample size of 400 was arrived at. The 
primary source of data was used through 
a self- structured administered question-
naire to the respondents. Face and 
construct validity were employed to 
determine the reliability and validity of 
the instruments. The Cronbach alpha of 
0.873, 0.768, 0.812 and 0.798 was 
achieved for transparency, honesty, auton-
omy and competitiveness, respectively. 
The study employed linear regression to 
estimate the model through the aid of 
SPSS version 23.0.  

Model specification
The model aggregates the elements of 
marketing ethics; it examined how these 
elements jointly affect the organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
of Zenith Bank Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. 
Ltd and Guaranty Trust Bank Plc in 
Nigeria. The model addresses the main 
objective of the study, which is to examine 
the effect of marketing ethics on the 
organizational competitiveness of DMBs 
in Nigeria.
The model specification is stated below:
The theory underpinning this study is the 
Normative Approach Theory. Hinged on 
the study of Oyeniyi (2014) and Klapalova 
(2011), it is expected that there will be a 
positive interaction between marketing 
ethics and banks' competitiveness.

Model 1 
OC=f(T)_________________________(1)
OC=β_0i+β1Ti〖+μ〗_i------(2)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
T is Transparency

β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
transparency will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of trans-
parency should have a positive sign.

Model 2 
OC=f(H)_________________________(3)
OC=β_0i+β1Hi〖+μ〗_i------(4)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
H isHonesty
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The A' priori expectation, it is expected 
that honesty will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of hones-
ty should have a positive sign.
Model 3 
OC=f(A)_________________________(5)
OC=β_0i+β1Ai〖+μ〗_i------(6)
Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
A is Autonomy
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
autonomy will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of auton-
omy should have a positive sign.
Model 4
OC=f(ME)
OC=f(T,H,A)_________________________(7
)
OC=β_0+β1Ti+〖β2Hi+β3Ai+μ〗_ i  
------(8)
Where:
OC represents Organizational Competi-
tiveness

ME represents Marketing Elements
β 0 is the constant term
β1, β2, are the coefficient of the estima-
tor.
β1, β2, > 0
T= Transparency
H= Honesty
A= Autonomy
μis the error term
For the apriori expectation, it is 
expected that transparency, honesty, 
and autonomy will all have a positive 
effect on organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs in Nigeria; hence the 
parameters of transparency, honesty 
and autonomy should all have a 
positive sign.

Results and Findings

TABLE 1 HYPOTHESIS 1  TRANS-
PARENCY DOES NOT SIGNIFI-
CANTLY AFFECT ORGANIZATION-
AL COMPETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 
2019

The result from table 1 reveals that 
there is a positive but non-significant 
relationship (β=0.543) between trans-
parency and competitiveness. The 
coefficient of determination (R2 
=0.295) reveals that 29.5% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by 
transparency. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B=0.516) shows that for 
every unit increase in transparency, 
competitiveness increases by 0.516 
units. The t value (t-value= 24.682, 
p=0.000) establishes that transparen-
cy is a significant predictor of competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the null hypothe-
sis is rejected while the alternative 

TABLE 2 HYPOTHESIS 2 HONES-
TY DOES NOT CONTRIBUTE SIGNIFI-
CANTLY TO ORGANIZATIONAL COM-
PETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 2 reveals that there 
is a negative but non-significant relation-
ship (β= -0.748) between honesty and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.55.9) reveals that 
55.9% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by honesty. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B= -0.733) shows that for every 
unity decreases in honesty, competitive-
ness decrease by -0.733 units. The t value 
(t-value= 22.000, p=0.000) establishes 
that honesty is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 3 HYPOTHESIS 3 AUTONOMY 
DOES NOT HAVE A POSITIVE EFFECT 
ON ORGANIZATIONAL COMPETITIVE-
NESS.  

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 3 reveals that there 
is a negative but significant relationship 
(β= -0.560) between autonomy and compet-
itiveness. The coefficient of determination 
(R2 =0.314) reveals that 31.4% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by autono-
my. The unstandardised coefficient (B= 
-0.523) shows that for every unity 
decrease in autonomy, competitiveness 

decreases by -0.523 units. The t value 
(t-value= 13.652, p=0.000) establishes 
that autonomy is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 4 HYPOTHESIS 4 COMBINED 
EFFECT OF THE DIMENSIONS OF 
MARKETING ETHICS ON ORGANIZA-
TIONAL COMPETITIVENESS

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 4 reveals that there 
is a positive and significant relationship (β
=0.762) between market ethics and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.580) reveals that 
58% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by market ethics. The unstand-
ardised coefficient (B=0.741) shows that 
for every unit increase in market ethics, 
competitiveness increases by 0.741 units. 
The t value (t-value= 27.214, p=0.000) 
establishes that market ethics is a signifi-
cant predictor of competitiveness. There-
fore, the null hypothesis is rejected while 
the alternative hypothesis is accepted.

Discussion of findings
Finding reveals that transparency signifi-
cantly affects organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs. Hence, transparency is an 
attribute of corporate culture that is 
revealed through behaviours of an organi-
zation's leaders, employees and stakehold-
ers. Thus, organizational competitiveness 
in Deposit Money Banks increases 
because transparency contributes 

effectively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The findings support the explanation of 
Muhammad et al. (2016) and Dincer and 
Dincer (2014), who established that the 
dimensions of marketing ethics are 
critical in driving organizational perfor-
mance. The findings establish that trans-
parency is a driver of competitiveness. 
Firms should be more transparent in 
nature as this has been revealed to 
account for higher variation in organiza-
tional competitiveness and will enable the 
deposit money banks to meet up with 
customers' expectations.

In the analysis of the second hypothesis, 
honesty as a measure of marketing ethics 
significantly affects organizational compet-
itiveness in DMBs. Hence, honesty should 
be adopted as a vital characteristic of a 
business because it sets the tone for the 
kind of culture that the firm sets to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects. The findings 
corroborate the study of Khairnar, (2016), 
who suggests that if a firm is honest, it 
will operate effectively in the market both 
in the long and short run.

The analysis of Hypothesis 3 shows that 
autonomy significantly affects organiza-
tional competitiveness in DMBs, although 
such infect was seen to be negative. Hence 
it can be inferred from the study that in 
applying the autonomy model in the firm’s 
operation, deposit money banks will have 
to take precautions. Organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
decreases because autonomy contributes 
negatively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The opinion and recommendations of the 
customers might have a negative effect on 
the firm's competitiveness. This position is 
strengthened by the works of Henry and 

Richard (2017) and Peter (2018) who are 
of the view that of marketing ethics dimen-
sions are not properly evaluated, they 
could lead to the negative performance of 
organizations.
   
The combined effect of marketing ethics 
elements significantly affects competitive-
ness in deposit money banks. The study 
further revealed that ME elements have a 
combined adjusted coefficient of determi-
nation of 0.580 (Adj. R2= 0.580), which 
implied that ME elements account for 
58.0% variation in the organizational 
competitiveness.  This is consistent with 
the study by Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, 
and Basmanomar, (2014); Pankaj (2019). 
Furthermore, Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria should adopt the normative 
approaches theory. This is because the 
findings of the study reveal that the accept-
ance of a core set of principles or moral 
maxims (transparency and honesty) will 
guide marketers in achieving competitive-
ness through an increase in their market.  
Marketers should be more normative in 
their approach as this will enhance their 
utilisation of ethical practices and 
improve their firm performance (Laczniak 
& Murphy, 2006). 

Conclusion and recommendation
The study examined the effect of market-
ing elements on organizational competi-
tiveness in Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria. The study recognised and 
employed three components of marketing 
elements (ME) as used by various 
scholars. These three components are 
transparency, honesty and autonomy. The 
study employed a survey research design 
by administering structured question-
naires to customers of deposit money 
banks in Nigeria. Three hypotheses were 
formulated, and the ordinary least square 
was employed in estimating the regres-
sion models. The findings reveal that 

transparency is the only dimension of 
ethics that has a positive and significant 
effect on firm competitiveness in the 
banking industry. The results further 
demonstrate that honesty and autonomy 
have negative individual but significant 
impact on organizational competitiveness.  
The study establishes the combined 
effects of these elements of marketing 
ethics have a significant effect on competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the study confirms 
that marketing ethics is a significant 
driver of competitiveness in the banking 
industry. The study recommends that 
deposit money banks should emphasis 
more on transparency and honesty in 
order to achieve and sustain organization-
al competitiveness and in meeting up with 
the customers' expectations. The study 
also suggests that organizations should 
correctly evaluate the components of 
marketing ethics, which could bring about 
competitiveness. This is because if market-
ing ethics dimensions are not adequately 
evaluated, they could lead to hinder the 
growth and competitiveness of the organi-
zation. The acceptance of core principles 
or moral maxims (transparency and hones-
ty) will guide marketers in achieving 
competitiveness through an increase in 
their market share.  Marketers should be 
more normative in their approach as this 
will enhance their utilisation of ethical 
practices and improve their firm perfor-
mance.

Limitations of the study and scope 
for further research
The study looked into how marketing 
ethics affect competitiveness in the 
banking sector using the dimensions of 
transparency, honesty and autonomy in 
the banking sector. There is a need to 
expand these dimensions based on 
existing literature and determine their 
effect in other sectors while using other 
outcome measures of performance. This 

will increase the available literature on 
the concept of ethics and performance.
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 Competitiveness  

Variable B SE Β  T-Value P-Value 

Transparency 0.516 0.022 0.543 24.682 0.000 

R2 0.295     

Collinearity 1.314     

 Competitiveness  

Variable B SE Β  T-Value P-Value 

Honesty -0.733 0.034 -0.748 22.000 0.000 

R2 0.559     

Collinearity 1.282     

 Competitiveness  

Variable B SE Β  T-Value P-Value 

Autonomy -0.523 0.041 -0.560 13.652 0.000 

R2 0.314     

Collinearity 1.311     
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One of the ways in which an organization 
could influence ethics is by explicitly and 
formally differentiating between right 
from wrong. Practicing ethics in market-
ing means applying standards of fairness 
and moral rights and to marketing 
decision making, behaviour, and practic-
es in the organization. The purpose of 
marketing ethics is to create a long term 
sustainable competitive advantage. 
Organizations that develop this advan-
tage are able to satisfy the needs of both 

customers and the organization.
The functional area most closely related 
to ethical abuse in firms is marketing. 
This is because marketing is the function 
of business charged with communicating 
and openly satisfying customers (Volle, 
2013). Some organizations are using 
marketing ethics as a key selling point 
because more customers consider an 
organization's ethical reputation when 
making purchasing decisions. Not 
employing ethical marketing practices 

may lead to dissatisfied customers, bad 
publicity, lack of trust, lost business, or 
sometimes, legal action. Marketing 
ethics plays a critical role in forming, 
maintaining, and sustaining long-term 
customer relationships.
Customers are active in the changing 
business environment, i.e. economic, 
liberalization, increased competition, 
availability of more options, more empha-
sis on quality, etc.  The issue of ethics and 
how it affects firms' performance has 
been extensively measured and estab-
lished in the literature. But there is a 
dart of literature on the specific effects of 
marketing ethics on organization competi-
tiveness. According to Klapalova (2011), 
competitiveness shows how the firm will 
be defined in the long run and how such 
firms will outperform its rivals.  
Various studies have looked into the 
effect of marketing ethics on and how it 
affects organizational outputs. Henry 
and Richard (2017) opine that marketing 
ethics is a reliable driver of healthcare 
performance while Peter (2018) is of the 
view that marking ethics drives the 
performance of small and medium enter-
prises in the developing economy. The 
studies of Dincer and Dincer, (2014), 
Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and 
Abdallah (2016), Emad, Yoshifumi, 
Abdullah, and Basmanomar (2014) all 
point to the fact that marketing ethics 
could be adopted to increase organization-
al efficiency and performance. However, 
Muhammad et al., (2016) suggest that 
the effect of marketing ethics should be 
examined across all industries in order to 
establish its overall impact and evalua-
tion while the study of Khairnar, (2016) 
suggests an empirical investigation into 
the interaction between marketing ethics 
and firms’ performance. To the best of the 
researchers’ knowledge, there is a scarci-
ty of literature on how marketing ethics 
influences competitiveness in the 
banking sector.
In comparison, the dimensions of trans-
parency, honesty, and autonomy have 
been employed in explaining marketing 

in existing literature (Muhaamad et al., 
2016; Henry & Richard, 2017; Abdulna-
sir, 2018 ). Pankaj (2019) opines that if 
empirically investigated, these dimen-
sions could influence firm competitive-
ness and overall performance. Therefore, 
the kernel of this study is to examine how 
marketing ethics (honesty, transparency, 
and autonomy) affect organizational 
competitiveness (market share) in the 
banking industry. Based on the aforemen-
tioned, the following research hypotheses 
were formulated;
H01: Transparency do not significantly 
affect organizational competitiveness
H02: Honesty does not contribute signifi-
cantly to organizational competitiveness
H03: Autonomy does not have a positive 
effect on organizational competitiveness
H04: Combined effect of the dimensions 
of marketing ethics on organizational 
competitiveness  

Literature review
2.1 Marketing Ethics
Ethics generally means human conduct 
which may be good or bad, moral or 
immoral. Ethical conduct refers to the 
behaviour which is generally accepted by 
society for the right living. Behaving 
ethically implies doing what is morally 
right (Okafor, 2011; Riley, 2012). Accord-
ing to Abiodun and Oyeniyi (2014), ethics 
is based on broad principles of integrity, 
transparency, accountability, responsibil-
ity, and fairness, and focuses on internal 
stakeholder issues such as product 
quality, customer satisfaction, employee 
wages and benefits, and local community 
and environmental responsibilities.
Marketing ethics is described as the field 
applied ethics that deals with the ethical 
principles behind the function and regula-
tion of marketing (Majtán & Dubcová, 
2008). Thus, ethics can be applied to each 
element of the marketing mix, namely, 
product, price, distribution, and promo-
tion. Ferrell (2007) indicates that market-
ing ethics is an organizational responsibil-
ity and is essential in maintaining 
long-term beneficial relationships and 

establishing mutual trust with custom-
ers. Ethical marketing is not a hard and 
fast list of rules but a comprehensive set 
of guidelines to assist companies as they 
evaluate new marketing strategies.
Marketing ethics should be considered 
from an individual and organizational 
perspective. From the individual perspec-
tive, personal values and moral philoso-
phies are the keys to ethical decisions in 
marketing. Honesty, fairness, responsibil-
ity, and citizenship are assumed to be 
values that can guide complex marketing 
decisions in the context of an organiza-
tion. From an organizational perspective, 
organizational value, codes, and training 
is necessary to provide consistent and 
shared approaches to making ethical 
decisions (Ferrell, 2005).

2.2 Elements of marketing ethics
There are various dimensions of market-
ing ethics employed in different studies 
(Pankaj, 2019; Muhammend et al., 2016; 
Ferrell, 2005). However, the marketing 
ethics dimensions considered in this 
study are transparency, autonomy, and 
honesty. These measures, according to 
Abdulnasi (2018), are robust and 
adequately integrates the concept of 
ethics. Transparency according to 
International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development (2012) opined that 
achieving effective business required 
business activities to be transparent and 
this necessitated access to the customer's 
information to increase transparency in 
the business transaction environment. 
Transparency is an attribute of corporate 
culture that is revealed through the 
behaviours of an organization's leaders, 
employees, and stakeholders. Honesty is 
a crucial characteristic of a business 
because it sets the tone for the kind of 
culture that the firm is set to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects.  Autonomy is 
the consideration of the customer in the 
decision-making process. By considering 
the customers' collective opinions and 

recommendations, the firm is able to 
evaluate and determine the effects of its 
product and services.

2.3. Organisational Competitiveness
The term organizational competitiveness 
has been defined in the literature in differ-
ent ways. Porter (2008) is of the opinion 
that competitiveness is the capacity of a 
firm to outperform its rivals in a given 
business environment. Lall (2001) posits 
that when a firm becomes a benchmark in 
the industry, it is said to be competitive. 
Depperu and Cerrato (2017) argue that 
competitiveness can be looked at from 
two perspectives, either as a driver of 
performance or an outcome variable.  
Competitiveness assumes that a compa-
ny's strategy combines its internal skills 
with external opportunities to provide a 
source of sustainable competitive advan-
tage through which it can achieve specific 
objectives, such as the profits generated 
by market share.   

In the ever-evolving business environ-
ment today, agility, adaptability, flexibili-
ty and dynamic capabilities, are becom-
ing more prominent sources of competi-
tiveness (Bates, 2012).  Depperu and 
Cerrato (2017) are of the opinion that the 
sources of competitiveness and firm 
performance, should be measured with 
quality, price, marketing, design, manage-
ment and flexibility.  Similarly, D' Cruz 
(2012) opines that firm competitiveness 
should be measured as the ability of the 
firm to produce, market, and design 
superior products superior to those 
offered by competitors in relation to both 
price and non-price qualities. According 
to Oral and Kettani (2009), measuring 
competitiveness in terms of market 
characteristics such as technology, 
price-quality, quantity, delivery period, 
design and functionality shows the 
degree to which the competitors and the 
firm strive to meet customers' expecta-
tions. These measures also show how 
dynamic the market is consistent. Past 
performance signals the existence of a 

competitive advantage, but it does not 
provide enough information about the 
sustainability of that advantage 
(Jayachandran & Varadarajan, 2006). 
The measure of competitiveness implies 
the definition of the context to which such 
measure is referred, as well as the level of 
analysis. In line with the literature, this 
study adopts competitiveness as an 
outcome that is measured by the market 
characteristics. The specific market 
attributes adopted in this study are 
technology and price.

Theoretical Review
Normative
The theory that underpinned this study 
is normative. The normative approach 
advocates the acceptance of a "core set of 
principles" or "moral maxims" to help 
guide marketers in ethical decision 
making according to Murphy, Laczniak, 
and Prothero, (2012). Normative market-
ers focus less on what organizations do 
and instead emphasize "what can be" i.e. 
what organizations ought to consider to 
evaluate better and improve their ethical 
behaviour (Laczniak & Murphy, 2006). 
According to Hunt (1991), normative 
marketing is defined as attempting to 
prescribe what marketing organizations 
or individuals ought to do or what kinds 
of marketing systems a society ought to 
have. It is believed that normative 
approaches are critical because not only 
do they help marketers gain a better 
knowledge of how individuals make 
ethical decisions in an organization, but 
they also provide a vision for ethical 
decision making and corporate cultures 
within the marketing field. 

Marketing Ethics and Competitiveness: 
The Nexus 
Pankaj (2019), worked on marketing 
ethics: enhancing firm valuation and 
building competitive advantages. It is one 
of the organizational drivers enhancing 
Customer Lifetime Value (CLV). The 

CLV of a customer represents the amount 
the customer will contribute to the 
bottom line of the firm over the span of 
the business relationship with them. 
Ethical marketing is practices that 
emphasise transparent, trustworthy, and 
responsible personal and organizational 
marketing policies and actions that exhib-
it integrity as well as fairness to consum-
ers and other stakeholders. The ethical 
reputation of the organization results in 
customer trust, which in turn leads to 
satisfaction and commitment to the organ-
ization and hence builds competitive 
advantages. Research provides various 
marketing ethics frameworks and valua-
tion matrix along with numerical illustra-
tions to understand how marketing 
ethics helps organizations in improving 
overall performance and ultimately, firm 
valuation.

Abdulnasi (2018), appraise the market-
ing ethics practices of small business and 
their effect on consumer purchase inten-
tion: an empirical investigation from 
Addis Ketema Sub-city. Marketing ethics 
is the subset of business ethics, which 
deals with the systematic study of how 
moral standards are applied to market-
ing decisions, behaviours and institu-
tions. The researcher first collected data 
from consumers and used both qualita-
tive and quantitative types of research to 
know the effect of unethical marketing 
practice of cloth shops on consumers' 
purchase intention. In the process of 
collecting data, the researcher took 291 
small-sized cloth shop consumers using a 
Time Location sampling technique. After 
data collection, it was analysed using 
descriptive statistics techniques, like 
tables and percentages, mean, standard 
deviations, graphs, frequency and logistic 
regression (inferential statistics). The 
result of this study showed that 
small-sized cloth shops in Addis Ketema 
sub-city exhibit unethical marketing 
practices in the area of product and price 

ethics. Additionally, it was found that 
consumers have purchase intention even 
if firms' behaviour was found to be unethi-
cal. Finally, the researcher concluded 
that the unethical practice of marketers 
might lead to consumers' lack of 
confidence in the market and recommend-
ed awareness programs, strengthening 
consumer protection act as well as the 
establishment of consumer associations 
in the area.

Peter (2018), study the ethical practices 
of small and medium-sized enterprises in 
developing countries: A literature analy-
sis. The study aims at evaluating the 
aspects of business ethics, the signifi-
cance of business ethics to SMEs, ethical 
dilemmas, and challenges of SMEs, 
particularly in developing countries, and 
suggests strategies to address ethical 
dilemmas and challenges. In identifying 
the work, peer-reviewed articles in recent 
journals were analysed thereof. It is clear 
that business enterprises can no longer 
afford to disregard business ethics. There 
are continuous business failures as a 
result of unethical practices, especially 
those associated with employees and top 
executives. The work has added to the 
body of existing literature on the ethical 
practices of SMEs in developing 
countries. As such, SME owners and 
managers can use the findings in the 
study to design ethical policy frameworks 
and guidelines to improve their reputa-
tions and competitiveness. 

Henryand Richard (2017), work on the 
assessment of ethical behaviour on organ-
izational performance in the Kenyan 
Public Health Sector. Ethical behaviour 
if not practised, has the ability to reduce 
organization performance which may be 
caused by disagreements, lawsuits, poor 
service delivery, poor time management, 
client dissatisfaction, and corruption, 
among others. The unethical behaviour 
which might affect organizational perfor-

mance was measured through arrogance, 
absenteeism, neglect, ignorance, alcohol 
consumption, and smoking. The authors 
were opined that an organization's ability 
to bring forth ethical behaviour has a key 
asset that is difficult for competitors to 
imitate. The study was based on Social 
Learning Theory by Albert Bandura 
(1977), the theory posits that people learn 
from one another by observation, imita-
tion, and modelling. The study was 
conducted in Baringo District Hospital, 
Kabarnet, Rift- Valley Province through a 
mixed approach method with a survey 
research design. A primary source of data 
was used along with a census inquiry on 
all the staff in the facility and 174 
returned their questionnaires. Descrip-
tive statistics and content analysis for 
ordinal and nominal data were used 
respectively. The result showed that 
neglect, absenteeism, poor time manage-
ment, client dissatisfaction, disputes and 
corruption were common in the sector. It 
was recommended that government 
should support, there should training of 
staff, and strict enforcement of the Public 
Officer Ethics Act (2003) be duly imple-
mented to curb the vices. 

Khairnar (2016) examined the effect of 
marketing innovations and ethics. The 
paper takes a close look at the various 
ethical issues involved in marketing 
innovations and what organizations are 
doing about unethical practices. It was 
observed that the concept of ethics is very 
vague, abstract and unstructured. The 
definition of ethics varies, and there is no 
universally accepted definition because 
ethics is dependent on moral standards, 
and moral standards depend on the value 
system, and that value systems depend 
on individual background. From this, it 
was believed that the ethical practices of 
people are different. Marketing innova-
tions strategy was measured from the 
marketing mix (4P's), which is seen as an 
important task for any marketer as they 

play a crucial role in the framing of strate-
gies. It was concluded that successful 
executives are those who can effectively 
manage an ethical working environment, 
balance stakeholder value and build and 
maintain their personal expertise. 
Marketing managers must make efforts 
to verify that their choices and action 
serve the best interest of all related 
customers, organizations and society. It 
was then recommended that if an organi-
zation does the ethical practices, they will 
stand in the market for years with a clear 
image and brand name, but if otherwise, 
the acceptance and non- acceptance of the 
product is totally in the hands of the 
end-user.

Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and Abdal-
lah (2016) study the marketing ethics and 
relationship marketing - an empirical 
study that measures the effect of ethics 
practices application on maintaining 
relationships with customers. Four 
elements of marketing ethics were identi-
fied in the study, which are honesty, 
autonomy, privacy and transparency. The 
study utilised a sample of 360 respond-
ents adopting a quantitative approach; 
the study was conducted on telecommuni-
cation sector subscribers which revealed 
that the elements of marketing ethics 
such as feedback, transparency and priva-
cy among others had a strong influence 
and affected organisation's ability to 
maintain long term relationships with 
customers. It is recommended that the 
result will enable marketers not only to 
analyse the importance of adopting 
ethical practices in their strategies but 
also to inspire the relative relevance of 
these practices as perceived by custom-
ers. 

Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, and 
Basmanomar (2014), study the impact of 
business ethics in the competitive advan-
tage (in the Cellular Communications 
Companies operating in Jordan). A 

questionnaire was designed and adminis-
tered to collect data and distribute to staff 
through poll views, a simple random 
sample of 192 staff in managerial levels 
such as supreme, middle and supervisors 
in the Cellular Communications Compa-
nies operating in Jordan. SPSS was used 
for data analysis. The result shows that 
there is a significant effect of business 
ethics (independence, objectivity, hones-
ty, integrity, fairness and transparency) 
on competitive advantage (cost reduction, 
innovation and renewal) in the Cellular 
Communications Companies operating in 
Jordan. 

Dincer and Dincer (2014) appraise the 
study on an overview and analysis of 
marketing ethics. In today's business 
world, in addition to general decisions, 
managers must also make judgments 
concerning what is ethical to do. The 
authors observed that is not an easy task 
especially for marketing professionals as 
marketing is the visible interface with not 
only customers but with all other stake-
holders, it is essential for marketers to 
take into consideration the marketing 
ethics. Marketing ethics should be exam-
ined from an individual, organizational, 
and societal perspective.

Methodology
The study examines the effect of market-
ing ethics on organizational competitive-
ness. The survey research design was 
adopted to produce and present an 
accurate description of variables relevant 
to the study. Authors with similar 
objectives also employed this survey 
research design (Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdul-
lah, and Basmanomar, 2014, Abdulnasi, 
2018; Peter, 2018). For the purpose of this 
study, three Deposit Money Bank (DMBs) 
were selected, which are Zenith Bank 
Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. Ltd and Guaran-
ty Trust Bank Plc because they are the 
most capitalised financial institutions in 
Nigeria (Stock Exchange Market, 2019). 

The target overall customer population of 
these three Deposit Money Bank based on 
their financial statements as at March 
2020 is 28.3 million (First Bank, 10 
million; Zenith Bank, 6.5 million and 
GTBank, 11.8 million). Using the Taro 
Yammne sample size estimator, at 95% 
confidence level and 5% margin based, a 
sample size of 400 was arrived at. The 
primary source of data was used through 
a self- structured administered question-
naire to the respondents. Face and 
construct validity were employed to 
determine the reliability and validity of 
the instruments. The Cronbach alpha of 
0.873, 0.768, 0.812 and 0.798 was 
achieved for transparency, honesty, auton-
omy and competitiveness, respectively. 
The study employed linear regression to 
estimate the model through the aid of 
SPSS version 23.0.  

Model specification
The model aggregates the elements of 
marketing ethics; it examined how these 
elements jointly affect the organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
of Zenith Bank Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. 
Ltd and Guaranty Trust Bank Plc in 
Nigeria. The model addresses the main 
objective of the study, which is to examine 
the effect of marketing ethics on the 
organizational competitiveness of DMBs 
in Nigeria.
The model specification is stated below:
The theory underpinning this study is the 
Normative Approach Theory. Hinged on 
the study of Oyeniyi (2014) and Klapalova 
(2011), it is expected that there will be a 
positive interaction between marketing 
ethics and banks' competitiveness.

Model 1 
OC=f(T)_________________________(1)
OC=β_0i+β1Ti〖+μ〗_i------(2)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
T is Transparency

β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
transparency will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of trans-
parency should have a positive sign.

Model 2 
OC=f(H)_________________________(3)
OC=β_0i+β1Hi〖+μ〗_i------(4)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
H isHonesty
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The A' priori expectation, it is expected 
that honesty will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of hones-
ty should have a positive sign.
Model 3 
OC=f(A)_________________________(5)
OC=β_0i+β1Ai〖+μ〗_i------(6)
Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
A is Autonomy
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
autonomy will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of auton-
omy should have a positive sign.
Model 4
OC=f(ME)
OC=f(T,H,A)_________________________(7
)
OC=β_0+β1Ti+〖β2Hi+β3Ai+μ〗_ i  
------(8)
Where:
OC represents Organizational Competi-
tiveness

ME represents Marketing Elements
β 0 is the constant term
β1, β2, are the coefficient of the estima-
tor.
β1, β2, > 0
T= Transparency
H= Honesty
A= Autonomy
μis the error term
For the apriori expectation, it is 
expected that transparency, honesty, 
and autonomy will all have a positive 
effect on organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs in Nigeria; hence the 
parameters of transparency, honesty 
and autonomy should all have a 
positive sign.

Results and Findings

TABLE 1 HYPOTHESIS 1  TRANS-
PARENCY DOES NOT SIGNIFI-
CANTLY AFFECT ORGANIZATION-
AL COMPETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 
2019

The result from table 1 reveals that 
there is a positive but non-significant 
relationship (β=0.543) between trans-
parency and competitiveness. The 
coefficient of determination (R2 
=0.295) reveals that 29.5% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by 
transparency. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B=0.516) shows that for 
every unit increase in transparency, 
competitiveness increases by 0.516 
units. The t value (t-value= 24.682, 
p=0.000) establishes that transparen-
cy is a significant predictor of competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the null hypothe-
sis is rejected while the alternative 

TABLE 2 HYPOTHESIS 2 HONES-
TY DOES NOT CONTRIBUTE SIGNIFI-
CANTLY TO ORGANIZATIONAL COM-
PETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 2 reveals that there 
is a negative but non-significant relation-
ship (β= -0.748) between honesty and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.55.9) reveals that 
55.9% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by honesty. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B= -0.733) shows that for every 
unity decreases in honesty, competitive-
ness decrease by -0.733 units. The t value 
(t-value= 22.000, p=0.000) establishes 
that honesty is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 3 HYPOTHESIS 3 AUTONOMY 
DOES NOT HAVE A POSITIVE EFFECT 
ON ORGANIZATIONAL COMPETITIVE-
NESS.  

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 3 reveals that there 
is a negative but significant relationship 
(β= -0.560) between autonomy and compet-
itiveness. The coefficient of determination 
(R2 =0.314) reveals that 31.4% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by autono-
my. The unstandardised coefficient (B= 
-0.523) shows that for every unity 
decrease in autonomy, competitiveness 

decreases by -0.523 units. The t value 
(t-value= 13.652, p=0.000) establishes 
that autonomy is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 4 HYPOTHESIS 4 COMBINED 
EFFECT OF THE DIMENSIONS OF 
MARKETING ETHICS ON ORGANIZA-
TIONAL COMPETITIVENESS

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 4 reveals that there 
is a positive and significant relationship (β
=0.762) between market ethics and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.580) reveals that 
58% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by market ethics. The unstand-
ardised coefficient (B=0.741) shows that 
for every unit increase in market ethics, 
competitiveness increases by 0.741 units. 
The t value (t-value= 27.214, p=0.000) 
establishes that market ethics is a signifi-
cant predictor of competitiveness. There-
fore, the null hypothesis is rejected while 
the alternative hypothesis is accepted.

Discussion of findings
Finding reveals that transparency signifi-
cantly affects organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs. Hence, transparency is an 
attribute of corporate culture that is 
revealed through behaviours of an organi-
zation's leaders, employees and stakehold-
ers. Thus, organizational competitiveness 
in Deposit Money Banks increases 
because transparency contributes 

effectively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The findings support the explanation of 
Muhammad et al. (2016) and Dincer and 
Dincer (2014), who established that the 
dimensions of marketing ethics are 
critical in driving organizational perfor-
mance. The findings establish that trans-
parency is a driver of competitiveness. 
Firms should be more transparent in 
nature as this has been revealed to 
account for higher variation in organiza-
tional competitiveness and will enable the 
deposit money banks to meet up with 
customers' expectations.

In the analysis of the second hypothesis, 
honesty as a measure of marketing ethics 
significantly affects organizational compet-
itiveness in DMBs. Hence, honesty should 
be adopted as a vital characteristic of a 
business because it sets the tone for the 
kind of culture that the firm sets to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects. The findings 
corroborate the study of Khairnar, (2016), 
who suggests that if a firm is honest, it 
will operate effectively in the market both 
in the long and short run.

The analysis of Hypothesis 3 shows that 
autonomy significantly affects organiza-
tional competitiveness in DMBs, although 
such infect was seen to be negative. Hence 
it can be inferred from the study that in 
applying the autonomy model in the firm’s 
operation, deposit money banks will have 
to take precautions. Organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
decreases because autonomy contributes 
negatively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The opinion and recommendations of the 
customers might have a negative effect on 
the firm's competitiveness. This position is 
strengthened by the works of Henry and 

Richard (2017) and Peter (2018) who are 
of the view that of marketing ethics dimen-
sions are not properly evaluated, they 
could lead to the negative performance of 
organizations.
   
The combined effect of marketing ethics 
elements significantly affects competitive-
ness in deposit money banks. The study 
further revealed that ME elements have a 
combined adjusted coefficient of determi-
nation of 0.580 (Adj. R2= 0.580), which 
implied that ME elements account for 
58.0% variation in the organizational 
competitiveness.  This is consistent with 
the study by Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, 
and Basmanomar, (2014); Pankaj (2019). 
Furthermore, Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria should adopt the normative 
approaches theory. This is because the 
findings of the study reveal that the accept-
ance of a core set of principles or moral 
maxims (transparency and honesty) will 
guide marketers in achieving competitive-
ness through an increase in their market.  
Marketers should be more normative in 
their approach as this will enhance their 
utilisation of ethical practices and 
improve their firm performance (Laczniak 
& Murphy, 2006). 

Conclusion and recommendation
The study examined the effect of market-
ing elements on organizational competi-
tiveness in Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria. The study recognised and 
employed three components of marketing 
elements (ME) as used by various 
scholars. These three components are 
transparency, honesty and autonomy. The 
study employed a survey research design 
by administering structured question-
naires to customers of deposit money 
banks in Nigeria. Three hypotheses were 
formulated, and the ordinary least square 
was employed in estimating the regres-
sion models. The findings reveal that 

transparency is the only dimension of 
ethics that has a positive and significant 
effect on firm competitiveness in the 
banking industry. The results further 
demonstrate that honesty and autonomy 
have negative individual but significant 
impact on organizational competitiveness.  
The study establishes the combined 
effects of these elements of marketing 
ethics have a significant effect on competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the study confirms 
that marketing ethics is a significant 
driver of competitiveness in the banking 
industry. The study recommends that 
deposit money banks should emphasis 
more on transparency and honesty in 
order to achieve and sustain organization-
al competitiveness and in meeting up with 
the customers' expectations. The study 
also suggests that organizations should 
correctly evaluate the components of 
marketing ethics, which could bring about 
competitiveness. This is because if market-
ing ethics dimensions are not adequately 
evaluated, they could lead to hinder the 
growth and competitiveness of the organi-
zation. The acceptance of core principles 
or moral maxims (transparency and hones-
ty) will guide marketers in achieving 
competitiveness through an increase in 
their market share.  Marketers should be 
more normative in their approach as this 
will enhance their utilisation of ethical 
practices and improve their firm perfor-
mance.

Limitations of the study and scope 
for further research
The study looked into how marketing 
ethics affect competitiveness in the 
banking sector using the dimensions of 
transparency, honesty and autonomy in 
the banking sector. There is a need to 
expand these dimensions based on 
existing literature and determine their 
effect in other sectors while using other 
outcome measures of performance. This 

will increase the available literature on 
the concept of ethics and performance.
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R2 0.580     

Collinearity 

F-stat 
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56.733, 

p=0.000 

    



One of the ways in which an organization 
could influence ethics is by explicitly and 
formally differentiating between right 
from wrong. Practicing ethics in market-
ing means applying standards of fairness 
and moral rights and to marketing 
decision making, behaviour, and practic-
es in the organization. The purpose of 
marketing ethics is to create a long term 
sustainable competitive advantage. 
Organizations that develop this advan-
tage are able to satisfy the needs of both 

customers and the organization.
The functional area most closely related 
to ethical abuse in firms is marketing. 
This is because marketing is the function 
of business charged with communicating 
and openly satisfying customers (Volle, 
2013). Some organizations are using 
marketing ethics as a key selling point 
because more customers consider an 
organization's ethical reputation when 
making purchasing decisions. Not 
employing ethical marketing practices 

may lead to dissatisfied customers, bad 
publicity, lack of trust, lost business, or 
sometimes, legal action. Marketing 
ethics plays a critical role in forming, 
maintaining, and sustaining long-term 
customer relationships.
Customers are active in the changing 
business environment, i.e. economic, 
liberalization, increased competition, 
availability of more options, more empha-
sis on quality, etc.  The issue of ethics and 
how it affects firms' performance has 
been extensively measured and estab-
lished in the literature. But there is a 
dart of literature on the specific effects of 
marketing ethics on organization competi-
tiveness. According to Klapalova (2011), 
competitiveness shows how the firm will 
be defined in the long run and how such 
firms will outperform its rivals.  
Various studies have looked into the 
effect of marketing ethics on and how it 
affects organizational outputs. Henry 
and Richard (2017) opine that marketing 
ethics is a reliable driver of healthcare 
performance while Peter (2018) is of the 
view that marking ethics drives the 
performance of small and medium enter-
prises in the developing economy. The 
studies of Dincer and Dincer, (2014), 
Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and 
Abdallah (2016), Emad, Yoshifumi, 
Abdullah, and Basmanomar (2014) all 
point to the fact that marketing ethics 
could be adopted to increase organization-
al efficiency and performance. However, 
Muhammad et al., (2016) suggest that 
the effect of marketing ethics should be 
examined across all industries in order to 
establish its overall impact and evalua-
tion while the study of Khairnar, (2016) 
suggests an empirical investigation into 
the interaction between marketing ethics 
and firms’ performance. To the best of the 
researchers’ knowledge, there is a scarci-
ty of literature on how marketing ethics 
influences competitiveness in the 
banking sector.
In comparison, the dimensions of trans-
parency, honesty, and autonomy have 
been employed in explaining marketing 

in existing literature (Muhaamad et al., 
2016; Henry & Richard, 2017; Abdulna-
sir, 2018 ). Pankaj (2019) opines that if 
empirically investigated, these dimen-
sions could influence firm competitive-
ness and overall performance. Therefore, 
the kernel of this study is to examine how 
marketing ethics (honesty, transparency, 
and autonomy) affect organizational 
competitiveness (market share) in the 
banking industry. Based on the aforemen-
tioned, the following research hypotheses 
were formulated;
H01: Transparency do not significantly 
affect organizational competitiveness
H02: Honesty does not contribute signifi-
cantly to organizational competitiveness
H03: Autonomy does not have a positive 
effect on organizational competitiveness
H04: Combined effect of the dimensions 
of marketing ethics on organizational 
competitiveness  

Literature review
2.1 Marketing Ethics
Ethics generally means human conduct 
which may be good or bad, moral or 
immoral. Ethical conduct refers to the 
behaviour which is generally accepted by 
society for the right living. Behaving 
ethically implies doing what is morally 
right (Okafor, 2011; Riley, 2012). Accord-
ing to Abiodun and Oyeniyi (2014), ethics 
is based on broad principles of integrity, 
transparency, accountability, responsibil-
ity, and fairness, and focuses on internal 
stakeholder issues such as product 
quality, customer satisfaction, employee 
wages and benefits, and local community 
and environmental responsibilities.
Marketing ethics is described as the field 
applied ethics that deals with the ethical 
principles behind the function and regula-
tion of marketing (Majtán & Dubcová, 
2008). Thus, ethics can be applied to each 
element of the marketing mix, namely, 
product, price, distribution, and promo-
tion. Ferrell (2007) indicates that market-
ing ethics is an organizational responsibil-
ity and is essential in maintaining 
long-term beneficial relationships and 

establishing mutual trust with custom-
ers. Ethical marketing is not a hard and 
fast list of rules but a comprehensive set 
of guidelines to assist companies as they 
evaluate new marketing strategies.
Marketing ethics should be considered 
from an individual and organizational 
perspective. From the individual perspec-
tive, personal values and moral philoso-
phies are the keys to ethical decisions in 
marketing. Honesty, fairness, responsibil-
ity, and citizenship are assumed to be 
values that can guide complex marketing 
decisions in the context of an organiza-
tion. From an organizational perspective, 
organizational value, codes, and training 
is necessary to provide consistent and 
shared approaches to making ethical 
decisions (Ferrell, 2005).

2.2 Elements of marketing ethics
There are various dimensions of market-
ing ethics employed in different studies 
(Pankaj, 2019; Muhammend et al., 2016; 
Ferrell, 2005). However, the marketing 
ethics dimensions considered in this 
study are transparency, autonomy, and 
honesty. These measures, according to 
Abdulnasi (2018), are robust and 
adequately integrates the concept of 
ethics. Transparency according to 
International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development (2012) opined that 
achieving effective business required 
business activities to be transparent and 
this necessitated access to the customer's 
information to increase transparency in 
the business transaction environment. 
Transparency is an attribute of corporate 
culture that is revealed through the 
behaviours of an organization's leaders, 
employees, and stakeholders. Honesty is 
a crucial characteristic of a business 
because it sets the tone for the kind of 
culture that the firm is set to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects.  Autonomy is 
the consideration of the customer in the 
decision-making process. By considering 
the customers' collective opinions and 

recommendations, the firm is able to 
evaluate and determine the effects of its 
product and services.

2.3. Organisational Competitiveness
The term organizational competitiveness 
has been defined in the literature in differ-
ent ways. Porter (2008) is of the opinion 
that competitiveness is the capacity of a 
firm to outperform its rivals in a given 
business environment. Lall (2001) posits 
that when a firm becomes a benchmark in 
the industry, it is said to be competitive. 
Depperu and Cerrato (2017) argue that 
competitiveness can be looked at from 
two perspectives, either as a driver of 
performance or an outcome variable.  
Competitiveness assumes that a compa-
ny's strategy combines its internal skills 
with external opportunities to provide a 
source of sustainable competitive advan-
tage through which it can achieve specific 
objectives, such as the profits generated 
by market share.   

In the ever-evolving business environ-
ment today, agility, adaptability, flexibili-
ty and dynamic capabilities, are becom-
ing more prominent sources of competi-
tiveness (Bates, 2012).  Depperu and 
Cerrato (2017) are of the opinion that the 
sources of competitiveness and firm 
performance, should be measured with 
quality, price, marketing, design, manage-
ment and flexibility.  Similarly, D' Cruz 
(2012) opines that firm competitiveness 
should be measured as the ability of the 
firm to produce, market, and design 
superior products superior to those 
offered by competitors in relation to both 
price and non-price qualities. According 
to Oral and Kettani (2009), measuring 
competitiveness in terms of market 
characteristics such as technology, 
price-quality, quantity, delivery period, 
design and functionality shows the 
degree to which the competitors and the 
firm strive to meet customers' expecta-
tions. These measures also show how 
dynamic the market is consistent. Past 
performance signals the existence of a 

competitive advantage, but it does not 
provide enough information about the 
sustainability of that advantage 
(Jayachandran & Varadarajan, 2006). 
The measure of competitiveness implies 
the definition of the context to which such 
measure is referred, as well as the level of 
analysis. In line with the literature, this 
study adopts competitiveness as an 
outcome that is measured by the market 
characteristics. The specific market 
attributes adopted in this study are 
technology and price.

Theoretical Review
Normative
The theory that underpinned this study 
is normative. The normative approach 
advocates the acceptance of a "core set of 
principles" or "moral maxims" to help 
guide marketers in ethical decision 
making according to Murphy, Laczniak, 
and Prothero, (2012). Normative market-
ers focus less on what organizations do 
and instead emphasize "what can be" i.e. 
what organizations ought to consider to 
evaluate better and improve their ethical 
behaviour (Laczniak & Murphy, 2006). 
According to Hunt (1991), normative 
marketing is defined as attempting to 
prescribe what marketing organizations 
or individuals ought to do or what kinds 
of marketing systems a society ought to 
have. It is believed that normative 
approaches are critical because not only 
do they help marketers gain a better 
knowledge of how individuals make 
ethical decisions in an organization, but 
they also provide a vision for ethical 
decision making and corporate cultures 
within the marketing field. 

Marketing Ethics and Competitiveness: 
The Nexus 
Pankaj (2019), worked on marketing 
ethics: enhancing firm valuation and 
building competitive advantages. It is one 
of the organizational drivers enhancing 
Customer Lifetime Value (CLV). The 

CLV of a customer represents the amount 
the customer will contribute to the 
bottom line of the firm over the span of 
the business relationship with them. 
Ethical marketing is practices that 
emphasise transparent, trustworthy, and 
responsible personal and organizational 
marketing policies and actions that exhib-
it integrity as well as fairness to consum-
ers and other stakeholders. The ethical 
reputation of the organization results in 
customer trust, which in turn leads to 
satisfaction and commitment to the organ-
ization and hence builds competitive 
advantages. Research provides various 
marketing ethics frameworks and valua-
tion matrix along with numerical illustra-
tions to understand how marketing 
ethics helps organizations in improving 
overall performance and ultimately, firm 
valuation.

Abdulnasi (2018), appraise the market-
ing ethics practices of small business and 
their effect on consumer purchase inten-
tion: an empirical investigation from 
Addis Ketema Sub-city. Marketing ethics 
is the subset of business ethics, which 
deals with the systematic study of how 
moral standards are applied to market-
ing decisions, behaviours and institu-
tions. The researcher first collected data 
from consumers and used both qualita-
tive and quantitative types of research to 
know the effect of unethical marketing 
practice of cloth shops on consumers' 
purchase intention. In the process of 
collecting data, the researcher took 291 
small-sized cloth shop consumers using a 
Time Location sampling technique. After 
data collection, it was analysed using 
descriptive statistics techniques, like 
tables and percentages, mean, standard 
deviations, graphs, frequency and logistic 
regression (inferential statistics). The 
result of this study showed that 
small-sized cloth shops in Addis Ketema 
sub-city exhibit unethical marketing 
practices in the area of product and price 

ethics. Additionally, it was found that 
consumers have purchase intention even 
if firms' behaviour was found to be unethi-
cal. Finally, the researcher concluded 
that the unethical practice of marketers 
might lead to consumers' lack of 
confidence in the market and recommend-
ed awareness programs, strengthening 
consumer protection act as well as the 
establishment of consumer associations 
in the area.

Peter (2018), study the ethical practices 
of small and medium-sized enterprises in 
developing countries: A literature analy-
sis. The study aims at evaluating the 
aspects of business ethics, the signifi-
cance of business ethics to SMEs, ethical 
dilemmas, and challenges of SMEs, 
particularly in developing countries, and 
suggests strategies to address ethical 
dilemmas and challenges. In identifying 
the work, peer-reviewed articles in recent 
journals were analysed thereof. It is clear 
that business enterprises can no longer 
afford to disregard business ethics. There 
are continuous business failures as a 
result of unethical practices, especially 
those associated with employees and top 
executives. The work has added to the 
body of existing literature on the ethical 
practices of SMEs in developing 
countries. As such, SME owners and 
managers can use the findings in the 
study to design ethical policy frameworks 
and guidelines to improve their reputa-
tions and competitiveness. 

Henryand Richard (2017), work on the 
assessment of ethical behaviour on organ-
izational performance in the Kenyan 
Public Health Sector. Ethical behaviour 
if not practised, has the ability to reduce 
organization performance which may be 
caused by disagreements, lawsuits, poor 
service delivery, poor time management, 
client dissatisfaction, and corruption, 
among others. The unethical behaviour 
which might affect organizational perfor-

mance was measured through arrogance, 
absenteeism, neglect, ignorance, alcohol 
consumption, and smoking. The authors 
were opined that an organization's ability 
to bring forth ethical behaviour has a key 
asset that is difficult for competitors to 
imitate. The study was based on Social 
Learning Theory by Albert Bandura 
(1977), the theory posits that people learn 
from one another by observation, imita-
tion, and modelling. The study was 
conducted in Baringo District Hospital, 
Kabarnet, Rift- Valley Province through a 
mixed approach method with a survey 
research design. A primary source of data 
was used along with a census inquiry on 
all the staff in the facility and 174 
returned their questionnaires. Descrip-
tive statistics and content analysis for 
ordinal and nominal data were used 
respectively. The result showed that 
neglect, absenteeism, poor time manage-
ment, client dissatisfaction, disputes and 
corruption were common in the sector. It 
was recommended that government 
should support, there should training of 
staff, and strict enforcement of the Public 
Officer Ethics Act (2003) be duly imple-
mented to curb the vices. 

Khairnar (2016) examined the effect of 
marketing innovations and ethics. The 
paper takes a close look at the various 
ethical issues involved in marketing 
innovations and what organizations are 
doing about unethical practices. It was 
observed that the concept of ethics is very 
vague, abstract and unstructured. The 
definition of ethics varies, and there is no 
universally accepted definition because 
ethics is dependent on moral standards, 
and moral standards depend on the value 
system, and that value systems depend 
on individual background. From this, it 
was believed that the ethical practices of 
people are different. Marketing innova-
tions strategy was measured from the 
marketing mix (4P's), which is seen as an 
important task for any marketer as they 

play a crucial role in the framing of strate-
gies. It was concluded that successful 
executives are those who can effectively 
manage an ethical working environment, 
balance stakeholder value and build and 
maintain their personal expertise. 
Marketing managers must make efforts 
to verify that their choices and action 
serve the best interest of all related 
customers, organizations and society. It 
was then recommended that if an organi-
zation does the ethical practices, they will 
stand in the market for years with a clear 
image and brand name, but if otherwise, 
the acceptance and non- acceptance of the 
product is totally in the hands of the 
end-user.

Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and Abdal-
lah (2016) study the marketing ethics and 
relationship marketing - an empirical 
study that measures the effect of ethics 
practices application on maintaining 
relationships with customers. Four 
elements of marketing ethics were identi-
fied in the study, which are honesty, 
autonomy, privacy and transparency. The 
study utilised a sample of 360 respond-
ents adopting a quantitative approach; 
the study was conducted on telecommuni-
cation sector subscribers which revealed 
that the elements of marketing ethics 
such as feedback, transparency and priva-
cy among others had a strong influence 
and affected organisation's ability to 
maintain long term relationships with 
customers. It is recommended that the 
result will enable marketers not only to 
analyse the importance of adopting 
ethical practices in their strategies but 
also to inspire the relative relevance of 
these practices as perceived by custom-
ers. 

Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, and 
Basmanomar (2014), study the impact of 
business ethics in the competitive advan-
tage (in the Cellular Communications 
Companies operating in Jordan). A 

questionnaire was designed and adminis-
tered to collect data and distribute to staff 
through poll views, a simple random 
sample of 192 staff in managerial levels 
such as supreme, middle and supervisors 
in the Cellular Communications Compa-
nies operating in Jordan. SPSS was used 
for data analysis. The result shows that 
there is a significant effect of business 
ethics (independence, objectivity, hones-
ty, integrity, fairness and transparency) 
on competitive advantage (cost reduction, 
innovation and renewal) in the Cellular 
Communications Companies operating in 
Jordan. 

Dincer and Dincer (2014) appraise the 
study on an overview and analysis of 
marketing ethics. In today's business 
world, in addition to general decisions, 
managers must also make judgments 
concerning what is ethical to do. The 
authors observed that is not an easy task 
especially for marketing professionals as 
marketing is the visible interface with not 
only customers but with all other stake-
holders, it is essential for marketers to 
take into consideration the marketing 
ethics. Marketing ethics should be exam-
ined from an individual, organizational, 
and societal perspective.

Methodology
The study examines the effect of market-
ing ethics on organizational competitive-
ness. The survey research design was 
adopted to produce and present an 
accurate description of variables relevant 
to the study. Authors with similar 
objectives also employed this survey 
research design (Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdul-
lah, and Basmanomar, 2014, Abdulnasi, 
2018; Peter, 2018). For the purpose of this 
study, three Deposit Money Bank (DMBs) 
were selected, which are Zenith Bank 
Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. Ltd and Guaran-
ty Trust Bank Plc because they are the 
most capitalised financial institutions in 
Nigeria (Stock Exchange Market, 2019). 

The target overall customer population of 
these three Deposit Money Bank based on 
their financial statements as at March 
2020 is 28.3 million (First Bank, 10 
million; Zenith Bank, 6.5 million and 
GTBank, 11.8 million). Using the Taro 
Yammne sample size estimator, at 95% 
confidence level and 5% margin based, a 
sample size of 400 was arrived at. The 
primary source of data was used through 
a self- structured administered question-
naire to the respondents. Face and 
construct validity were employed to 
determine the reliability and validity of 
the instruments. The Cronbach alpha of 
0.873, 0.768, 0.812 and 0.798 was 
achieved for transparency, honesty, auton-
omy and competitiveness, respectively. 
The study employed linear regression to 
estimate the model through the aid of 
SPSS version 23.0.  

Model specification
The model aggregates the elements of 
marketing ethics; it examined how these 
elements jointly affect the organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
of Zenith Bank Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. 
Ltd and Guaranty Trust Bank Plc in 
Nigeria. The model addresses the main 
objective of the study, which is to examine 
the effect of marketing ethics on the 
organizational competitiveness of DMBs 
in Nigeria.
The model specification is stated below:
The theory underpinning this study is the 
Normative Approach Theory. Hinged on 
the study of Oyeniyi (2014) and Klapalova 
(2011), it is expected that there will be a 
positive interaction between marketing 
ethics and banks' competitiveness.

Model 1 
OC=f(T)_________________________(1)
OC=β_0i+β1Ti〖+μ〗_i------(2)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
T is Transparency

β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
transparency will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of trans-
parency should have a positive sign.

Model 2 
OC=f(H)_________________________(3)
OC=β_0i+β1Hi〖+μ〗_i------(4)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
H isHonesty
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The A' priori expectation, it is expected 
that honesty will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of hones-
ty should have a positive sign.
Model 3 
OC=f(A)_________________________(5)
OC=β_0i+β1Ai〖+μ〗_i------(6)
Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
A is Autonomy
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
autonomy will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of auton-
omy should have a positive sign.
Model 4
OC=f(ME)
OC=f(T,H,A)_________________________(7
)
OC=β_0+β1Ti+〖β2Hi+β3Ai+μ〗_ i  
------(8)
Where:
OC represents Organizational Competi-
tiveness

ME represents Marketing Elements
β 0 is the constant term
β1, β2, are the coefficient of the estima-
tor.
β1, β2, > 0
T= Transparency
H= Honesty
A= Autonomy
μis the error term
For the apriori expectation, it is 
expected that transparency, honesty, 
and autonomy will all have a positive 
effect on organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs in Nigeria; hence the 
parameters of transparency, honesty 
and autonomy should all have a 
positive sign.

Results and Findings

TABLE 1 HYPOTHESIS 1  TRANS-
PARENCY DOES NOT SIGNIFI-
CANTLY AFFECT ORGANIZATION-
AL COMPETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 
2019

The result from table 1 reveals that 
there is a positive but non-significant 
relationship (β=0.543) between trans-
parency and competitiveness. The 
coefficient of determination (R2 
=0.295) reveals that 29.5% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by 
transparency. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B=0.516) shows that for 
every unit increase in transparency, 
competitiveness increases by 0.516 
units. The t value (t-value= 24.682, 
p=0.000) establishes that transparen-
cy is a significant predictor of competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the null hypothe-
sis is rejected while the alternative 

TABLE 2 HYPOTHESIS 2 HONES-
TY DOES NOT CONTRIBUTE SIGNIFI-
CANTLY TO ORGANIZATIONAL COM-
PETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 2 reveals that there 
is a negative but non-significant relation-
ship (β= -0.748) between honesty and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.55.9) reveals that 
55.9% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by honesty. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B= -0.733) shows that for every 
unity decreases in honesty, competitive-
ness decrease by -0.733 units. The t value 
(t-value= 22.000, p=0.000) establishes 
that honesty is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 3 HYPOTHESIS 3 AUTONOMY 
DOES NOT HAVE A POSITIVE EFFECT 
ON ORGANIZATIONAL COMPETITIVE-
NESS.  

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 3 reveals that there 
is a negative but significant relationship 
(β= -0.560) between autonomy and compet-
itiveness. The coefficient of determination 
(R2 =0.314) reveals that 31.4% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by autono-
my. The unstandardised coefficient (B= 
-0.523) shows that for every unity 
decrease in autonomy, competitiveness 

decreases by -0.523 units. The t value 
(t-value= 13.652, p=0.000) establishes 
that autonomy is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 4 HYPOTHESIS 4 COMBINED 
EFFECT OF THE DIMENSIONS OF 
MARKETING ETHICS ON ORGANIZA-
TIONAL COMPETITIVENESS

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 4 reveals that there 
is a positive and significant relationship (β
=0.762) between market ethics and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.580) reveals that 
58% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by market ethics. The unstand-
ardised coefficient (B=0.741) shows that 
for every unit increase in market ethics, 
competitiveness increases by 0.741 units. 
The t value (t-value= 27.214, p=0.000) 
establishes that market ethics is a signifi-
cant predictor of competitiveness. There-
fore, the null hypothesis is rejected while 
the alternative hypothesis is accepted.

Discussion of findings
Finding reveals that transparency signifi-
cantly affects organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs. Hence, transparency is an 
attribute of corporate culture that is 
revealed through behaviours of an organi-
zation's leaders, employees and stakehold-
ers. Thus, organizational competitiveness 
in Deposit Money Banks increases 
because transparency contributes 

effectively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The findings support the explanation of 
Muhammad et al. (2016) and Dincer and 
Dincer (2014), who established that the 
dimensions of marketing ethics are 
critical in driving organizational perfor-
mance. The findings establish that trans-
parency is a driver of competitiveness. 
Firms should be more transparent in 
nature as this has been revealed to 
account for higher variation in organiza-
tional competitiveness and will enable the 
deposit money banks to meet up with 
customers' expectations.

In the analysis of the second hypothesis, 
honesty as a measure of marketing ethics 
significantly affects organizational compet-
itiveness in DMBs. Hence, honesty should 
be adopted as a vital characteristic of a 
business because it sets the tone for the 
kind of culture that the firm sets to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects. The findings 
corroborate the study of Khairnar, (2016), 
who suggests that if a firm is honest, it 
will operate effectively in the market both 
in the long and short run.

The analysis of Hypothesis 3 shows that 
autonomy significantly affects organiza-
tional competitiveness in DMBs, although 
such infect was seen to be negative. Hence 
it can be inferred from the study that in 
applying the autonomy model in the firm’s 
operation, deposit money banks will have 
to take precautions. Organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
decreases because autonomy contributes 
negatively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The opinion and recommendations of the 
customers might have a negative effect on 
the firm's competitiveness. This position is 
strengthened by the works of Henry and 

Richard (2017) and Peter (2018) who are 
of the view that of marketing ethics dimen-
sions are not properly evaluated, they 
could lead to the negative performance of 
organizations.
   
The combined effect of marketing ethics 
elements significantly affects competitive-
ness in deposit money banks. The study 
further revealed that ME elements have a 
combined adjusted coefficient of determi-
nation of 0.580 (Adj. R2= 0.580), which 
implied that ME elements account for 
58.0% variation in the organizational 
competitiveness.  This is consistent with 
the study by Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, 
and Basmanomar, (2014); Pankaj (2019). 
Furthermore, Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria should adopt the normative 
approaches theory. This is because the 
findings of the study reveal that the accept-
ance of a core set of principles or moral 
maxims (transparency and honesty) will 
guide marketers in achieving competitive-
ness through an increase in their market.  
Marketers should be more normative in 
their approach as this will enhance their 
utilisation of ethical practices and 
improve their firm performance (Laczniak 
& Murphy, 2006). 

Conclusion and recommendation
The study examined the effect of market-
ing elements on organizational competi-
tiveness in Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria. The study recognised and 
employed three components of marketing 
elements (ME) as used by various 
scholars. These three components are 
transparency, honesty and autonomy. The 
study employed a survey research design 
by administering structured question-
naires to customers of deposit money 
banks in Nigeria. Three hypotheses were 
formulated, and the ordinary least square 
was employed in estimating the regres-
sion models. The findings reveal that 

transparency is the only dimension of 
ethics that has a positive and significant 
effect on firm competitiveness in the 
banking industry. The results further 
demonstrate that honesty and autonomy 
have negative individual but significant 
impact on organizational competitiveness.  
The study establishes the combined 
effects of these elements of marketing 
ethics have a significant effect on competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the study confirms 
that marketing ethics is a significant 
driver of competitiveness in the banking 
industry. The study recommends that 
deposit money banks should emphasis 
more on transparency and honesty in 
order to achieve and sustain organization-
al competitiveness and in meeting up with 
the customers' expectations. The study 
also suggests that organizations should 
correctly evaluate the components of 
marketing ethics, which could bring about 
competitiveness. This is because if market-
ing ethics dimensions are not adequately 
evaluated, they could lead to hinder the 
growth and competitiveness of the organi-
zation. The acceptance of core principles 
or moral maxims (transparency and hones-
ty) will guide marketers in achieving 
competitiveness through an increase in 
their market share.  Marketers should be 
more normative in their approach as this 
will enhance their utilisation of ethical 
practices and improve their firm perfor-
mance.

Limitations of the study and scope 
for further research
The study looked into how marketing 
ethics affect competitiveness in the 
banking sector using the dimensions of 
transparency, honesty and autonomy in 
the banking sector. There is a need to 
expand these dimensions based on 
existing literature and determine their 
effect in other sectors while using other 
outcome measures of performance. This 

will increase the available literature on 
the concept of ethics and performance.
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One of the ways in which an organization 
could influence ethics is by explicitly and 
formally differentiating between right 
from wrong. Practicing ethics in market-
ing means applying standards of fairness 
and moral rights and to marketing 
decision making, behaviour, and practic-
es in the organization. The purpose of 
marketing ethics is to create a long term 
sustainable competitive advantage. 
Organizations that develop this advan-
tage are able to satisfy the needs of both 

customers and the organization.
The functional area most closely related 
to ethical abuse in firms is marketing. 
This is because marketing is the function 
of business charged with communicating 
and openly satisfying customers (Volle, 
2013). Some organizations are using 
marketing ethics as a key selling point 
because more customers consider an 
organization's ethical reputation when 
making purchasing decisions. Not 
employing ethical marketing practices 

may lead to dissatisfied customers, bad 
publicity, lack of trust, lost business, or 
sometimes, legal action. Marketing 
ethics plays a critical role in forming, 
maintaining, and sustaining long-term 
customer relationships.
Customers are active in the changing 
business environment, i.e. economic, 
liberalization, increased competition, 
availability of more options, more empha-
sis on quality, etc.  The issue of ethics and 
how it affects firms' performance has 
been extensively measured and estab-
lished in the literature. But there is a 
dart of literature on the specific effects of 
marketing ethics on organization competi-
tiveness. According to Klapalova (2011), 
competitiveness shows how the firm will 
be defined in the long run and how such 
firms will outperform its rivals.  
Various studies have looked into the 
effect of marketing ethics on and how it 
affects organizational outputs. Henry 
and Richard (2017) opine that marketing 
ethics is a reliable driver of healthcare 
performance while Peter (2018) is of the 
view that marking ethics drives the 
performance of small and medium enter-
prises in the developing economy. The 
studies of Dincer and Dincer, (2014), 
Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and 
Abdallah (2016), Emad, Yoshifumi, 
Abdullah, and Basmanomar (2014) all 
point to the fact that marketing ethics 
could be adopted to increase organization-
al efficiency and performance. However, 
Muhammad et al., (2016) suggest that 
the effect of marketing ethics should be 
examined across all industries in order to 
establish its overall impact and evalua-
tion while the study of Khairnar, (2016) 
suggests an empirical investigation into 
the interaction between marketing ethics 
and firms’ performance. To the best of the 
researchers’ knowledge, there is a scarci-
ty of literature on how marketing ethics 
influences competitiveness in the 
banking sector.
In comparison, the dimensions of trans-
parency, honesty, and autonomy have 
been employed in explaining marketing 

in existing literature (Muhaamad et al., 
2016; Henry & Richard, 2017; Abdulna-
sir, 2018 ). Pankaj (2019) opines that if 
empirically investigated, these dimen-
sions could influence firm competitive-
ness and overall performance. Therefore, 
the kernel of this study is to examine how 
marketing ethics (honesty, transparency, 
and autonomy) affect organizational 
competitiveness (market share) in the 
banking industry. Based on the aforemen-
tioned, the following research hypotheses 
were formulated;
H01: Transparency do not significantly 
affect organizational competitiveness
H02: Honesty does not contribute signifi-
cantly to organizational competitiveness
H03: Autonomy does not have a positive 
effect on organizational competitiveness
H04: Combined effect of the dimensions 
of marketing ethics on organizational 
competitiveness  

Literature review
2.1 Marketing Ethics
Ethics generally means human conduct 
which may be good or bad, moral or 
immoral. Ethical conduct refers to the 
behaviour which is generally accepted by 
society for the right living. Behaving 
ethically implies doing what is morally 
right (Okafor, 2011; Riley, 2012). Accord-
ing to Abiodun and Oyeniyi (2014), ethics 
is based on broad principles of integrity, 
transparency, accountability, responsibil-
ity, and fairness, and focuses on internal 
stakeholder issues such as product 
quality, customer satisfaction, employee 
wages and benefits, and local community 
and environmental responsibilities.
Marketing ethics is described as the field 
applied ethics that deals with the ethical 
principles behind the function and regula-
tion of marketing (Majtán & Dubcová, 
2008). Thus, ethics can be applied to each 
element of the marketing mix, namely, 
product, price, distribution, and promo-
tion. Ferrell (2007) indicates that market-
ing ethics is an organizational responsibil-
ity and is essential in maintaining 
long-term beneficial relationships and 

establishing mutual trust with custom-
ers. Ethical marketing is not a hard and 
fast list of rules but a comprehensive set 
of guidelines to assist companies as they 
evaluate new marketing strategies.
Marketing ethics should be considered 
from an individual and organizational 
perspective. From the individual perspec-
tive, personal values and moral philoso-
phies are the keys to ethical decisions in 
marketing. Honesty, fairness, responsibil-
ity, and citizenship are assumed to be 
values that can guide complex marketing 
decisions in the context of an organiza-
tion. From an organizational perspective, 
organizational value, codes, and training 
is necessary to provide consistent and 
shared approaches to making ethical 
decisions (Ferrell, 2005).

2.2 Elements of marketing ethics
There are various dimensions of market-
ing ethics employed in different studies 
(Pankaj, 2019; Muhammend et al., 2016; 
Ferrell, 2005). However, the marketing 
ethics dimensions considered in this 
study are transparency, autonomy, and 
honesty. These measures, according to 
Abdulnasi (2018), are robust and 
adequately integrates the concept of 
ethics. Transparency according to 
International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development (2012) opined that 
achieving effective business required 
business activities to be transparent and 
this necessitated access to the customer's 
information to increase transparency in 
the business transaction environment. 
Transparency is an attribute of corporate 
culture that is revealed through the 
behaviours of an organization's leaders, 
employees, and stakeholders. Honesty is 
a crucial characteristic of a business 
because it sets the tone for the kind of 
culture that the firm is set to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects.  Autonomy is 
the consideration of the customer in the 
decision-making process. By considering 
the customers' collective opinions and 

recommendations, the firm is able to 
evaluate and determine the effects of its 
product and services.

2.3. Organisational Competitiveness
The term organizational competitiveness 
has been defined in the literature in differ-
ent ways. Porter (2008) is of the opinion 
that competitiveness is the capacity of a 
firm to outperform its rivals in a given 
business environment. Lall (2001) posits 
that when a firm becomes a benchmark in 
the industry, it is said to be competitive. 
Depperu and Cerrato (2017) argue that 
competitiveness can be looked at from 
two perspectives, either as a driver of 
performance or an outcome variable.  
Competitiveness assumes that a compa-
ny's strategy combines its internal skills 
with external opportunities to provide a 
source of sustainable competitive advan-
tage through which it can achieve specific 
objectives, such as the profits generated 
by market share.   

In the ever-evolving business environ-
ment today, agility, adaptability, flexibili-
ty and dynamic capabilities, are becom-
ing more prominent sources of competi-
tiveness (Bates, 2012).  Depperu and 
Cerrato (2017) are of the opinion that the 
sources of competitiveness and firm 
performance, should be measured with 
quality, price, marketing, design, manage-
ment and flexibility.  Similarly, D' Cruz 
(2012) opines that firm competitiveness 
should be measured as the ability of the 
firm to produce, market, and design 
superior products superior to those 
offered by competitors in relation to both 
price and non-price qualities. According 
to Oral and Kettani (2009), measuring 
competitiveness in terms of market 
characteristics such as technology, 
price-quality, quantity, delivery period, 
design and functionality shows the 
degree to which the competitors and the 
firm strive to meet customers' expecta-
tions. These measures also show how 
dynamic the market is consistent. Past 
performance signals the existence of a 

competitive advantage, but it does not 
provide enough information about the 
sustainability of that advantage 
(Jayachandran & Varadarajan, 2006). 
The measure of competitiveness implies 
the definition of the context to which such 
measure is referred, as well as the level of 
analysis. In line with the literature, this 
study adopts competitiveness as an 
outcome that is measured by the market 
characteristics. The specific market 
attributes adopted in this study are 
technology and price.

Theoretical Review
Normative
The theory that underpinned this study 
is normative. The normative approach 
advocates the acceptance of a "core set of 
principles" or "moral maxims" to help 
guide marketers in ethical decision 
making according to Murphy, Laczniak, 
and Prothero, (2012). Normative market-
ers focus less on what organizations do 
and instead emphasize "what can be" i.e. 
what organizations ought to consider to 
evaluate better and improve their ethical 
behaviour (Laczniak & Murphy, 2006). 
According to Hunt (1991), normative 
marketing is defined as attempting to 
prescribe what marketing organizations 
or individuals ought to do or what kinds 
of marketing systems a society ought to 
have. It is believed that normative 
approaches are critical because not only 
do they help marketers gain a better 
knowledge of how individuals make 
ethical decisions in an organization, but 
they also provide a vision for ethical 
decision making and corporate cultures 
within the marketing field. 

Marketing Ethics and Competitiveness: 
The Nexus 
Pankaj (2019), worked on marketing 
ethics: enhancing firm valuation and 
building competitive advantages. It is one 
of the organizational drivers enhancing 
Customer Lifetime Value (CLV). The 

CLV of a customer represents the amount 
the customer will contribute to the 
bottom line of the firm over the span of 
the business relationship with them. 
Ethical marketing is practices that 
emphasise transparent, trustworthy, and 
responsible personal and organizational 
marketing policies and actions that exhib-
it integrity as well as fairness to consum-
ers and other stakeholders. The ethical 
reputation of the organization results in 
customer trust, which in turn leads to 
satisfaction and commitment to the organ-
ization and hence builds competitive 
advantages. Research provides various 
marketing ethics frameworks and valua-
tion matrix along with numerical illustra-
tions to understand how marketing 
ethics helps organizations in improving 
overall performance and ultimately, firm 
valuation.

Abdulnasi (2018), appraise the market-
ing ethics practices of small business and 
their effect on consumer purchase inten-
tion: an empirical investigation from 
Addis Ketema Sub-city. Marketing ethics 
is the subset of business ethics, which 
deals with the systematic study of how 
moral standards are applied to market-
ing decisions, behaviours and institu-
tions. The researcher first collected data 
from consumers and used both qualita-
tive and quantitative types of research to 
know the effect of unethical marketing 
practice of cloth shops on consumers' 
purchase intention. In the process of 
collecting data, the researcher took 291 
small-sized cloth shop consumers using a 
Time Location sampling technique. After 
data collection, it was analysed using 
descriptive statistics techniques, like 
tables and percentages, mean, standard 
deviations, graphs, frequency and logistic 
regression (inferential statistics). The 
result of this study showed that 
small-sized cloth shops in Addis Ketema 
sub-city exhibit unethical marketing 
practices in the area of product and price 

ethics. Additionally, it was found that 
consumers have purchase intention even 
if firms' behaviour was found to be unethi-
cal. Finally, the researcher concluded 
that the unethical practice of marketers 
might lead to consumers' lack of 
confidence in the market and recommend-
ed awareness programs, strengthening 
consumer protection act as well as the 
establishment of consumer associations 
in the area.

Peter (2018), study the ethical practices 
of small and medium-sized enterprises in 
developing countries: A literature analy-
sis. The study aims at evaluating the 
aspects of business ethics, the signifi-
cance of business ethics to SMEs, ethical 
dilemmas, and challenges of SMEs, 
particularly in developing countries, and 
suggests strategies to address ethical 
dilemmas and challenges. In identifying 
the work, peer-reviewed articles in recent 
journals were analysed thereof. It is clear 
that business enterprises can no longer 
afford to disregard business ethics. There 
are continuous business failures as a 
result of unethical practices, especially 
those associated with employees and top 
executives. The work has added to the 
body of existing literature on the ethical 
practices of SMEs in developing 
countries. As such, SME owners and 
managers can use the findings in the 
study to design ethical policy frameworks 
and guidelines to improve their reputa-
tions and competitiveness. 

Henryand Richard (2017), work on the 
assessment of ethical behaviour on organ-
izational performance in the Kenyan 
Public Health Sector. Ethical behaviour 
if not practised, has the ability to reduce 
organization performance which may be 
caused by disagreements, lawsuits, poor 
service delivery, poor time management, 
client dissatisfaction, and corruption, 
among others. The unethical behaviour 
which might affect organizational perfor-

mance was measured through arrogance, 
absenteeism, neglect, ignorance, alcohol 
consumption, and smoking. The authors 
were opined that an organization's ability 
to bring forth ethical behaviour has a key 
asset that is difficult for competitors to 
imitate. The study was based on Social 
Learning Theory by Albert Bandura 
(1977), the theory posits that people learn 
from one another by observation, imita-
tion, and modelling. The study was 
conducted in Baringo District Hospital, 
Kabarnet, Rift- Valley Province through a 
mixed approach method with a survey 
research design. A primary source of data 
was used along with a census inquiry on 
all the staff in the facility and 174 
returned their questionnaires. Descrip-
tive statistics and content analysis for 
ordinal and nominal data were used 
respectively. The result showed that 
neglect, absenteeism, poor time manage-
ment, client dissatisfaction, disputes and 
corruption were common in the sector. It 
was recommended that government 
should support, there should training of 
staff, and strict enforcement of the Public 
Officer Ethics Act (2003) be duly imple-
mented to curb the vices. 

Khairnar (2016) examined the effect of 
marketing innovations and ethics. The 
paper takes a close look at the various 
ethical issues involved in marketing 
innovations and what organizations are 
doing about unethical practices. It was 
observed that the concept of ethics is very 
vague, abstract and unstructured. The 
definition of ethics varies, and there is no 
universally accepted definition because 
ethics is dependent on moral standards, 
and moral standards depend on the value 
system, and that value systems depend 
on individual background. From this, it 
was believed that the ethical practices of 
people are different. Marketing innova-
tions strategy was measured from the 
marketing mix (4P's), which is seen as an 
important task for any marketer as they 

play a crucial role in the framing of strate-
gies. It was concluded that successful 
executives are those who can effectively 
manage an ethical working environment, 
balance stakeholder value and build and 
maintain their personal expertise. 
Marketing managers must make efforts 
to verify that their choices and action 
serve the best interest of all related 
customers, organizations and society. It 
was then recommended that if an organi-
zation does the ethical practices, they will 
stand in the market for years with a clear 
image and brand name, but if otherwise, 
the acceptance and non- acceptance of the 
product is totally in the hands of the 
end-user.

Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and Abdal-
lah (2016) study the marketing ethics and 
relationship marketing - an empirical 
study that measures the effect of ethics 
practices application on maintaining 
relationships with customers. Four 
elements of marketing ethics were identi-
fied in the study, which are honesty, 
autonomy, privacy and transparency. The 
study utilised a sample of 360 respond-
ents adopting a quantitative approach; 
the study was conducted on telecommuni-
cation sector subscribers which revealed 
that the elements of marketing ethics 
such as feedback, transparency and priva-
cy among others had a strong influence 
and affected organisation's ability to 
maintain long term relationships with 
customers. It is recommended that the 
result will enable marketers not only to 
analyse the importance of adopting 
ethical practices in their strategies but 
also to inspire the relative relevance of 
these practices as perceived by custom-
ers. 

Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, and 
Basmanomar (2014), study the impact of 
business ethics in the competitive advan-
tage (in the Cellular Communications 
Companies operating in Jordan). A 

questionnaire was designed and adminis-
tered to collect data and distribute to staff 
through poll views, a simple random 
sample of 192 staff in managerial levels 
such as supreme, middle and supervisors 
in the Cellular Communications Compa-
nies operating in Jordan. SPSS was used 
for data analysis. The result shows that 
there is a significant effect of business 
ethics (independence, objectivity, hones-
ty, integrity, fairness and transparency) 
on competitive advantage (cost reduction, 
innovation and renewal) in the Cellular 
Communications Companies operating in 
Jordan. 

Dincer and Dincer (2014) appraise the 
study on an overview and analysis of 
marketing ethics. In today's business 
world, in addition to general decisions, 
managers must also make judgments 
concerning what is ethical to do. The 
authors observed that is not an easy task 
especially for marketing professionals as 
marketing is the visible interface with not 
only customers but with all other stake-
holders, it is essential for marketers to 
take into consideration the marketing 
ethics. Marketing ethics should be exam-
ined from an individual, organizational, 
and societal perspective.

Methodology
The study examines the effect of market-
ing ethics on organizational competitive-
ness. The survey research design was 
adopted to produce and present an 
accurate description of variables relevant 
to the study. Authors with similar 
objectives also employed this survey 
research design (Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdul-
lah, and Basmanomar, 2014, Abdulnasi, 
2018; Peter, 2018). For the purpose of this 
study, three Deposit Money Bank (DMBs) 
were selected, which are Zenith Bank 
Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. Ltd and Guaran-
ty Trust Bank Plc because they are the 
most capitalised financial institutions in 
Nigeria (Stock Exchange Market, 2019). 

The target overall customer population of 
these three Deposit Money Bank based on 
their financial statements as at March 
2020 is 28.3 million (First Bank, 10 
million; Zenith Bank, 6.5 million and 
GTBank, 11.8 million). Using the Taro 
Yammne sample size estimator, at 95% 
confidence level and 5% margin based, a 
sample size of 400 was arrived at. The 
primary source of data was used through 
a self- structured administered question-
naire to the respondents. Face and 
construct validity were employed to 
determine the reliability and validity of 
the instruments. The Cronbach alpha of 
0.873, 0.768, 0.812 and 0.798 was 
achieved for transparency, honesty, auton-
omy and competitiveness, respectively. 
The study employed linear regression to 
estimate the model through the aid of 
SPSS version 23.0.  

Model specification
The model aggregates the elements of 
marketing ethics; it examined how these 
elements jointly affect the organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
of Zenith Bank Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. 
Ltd and Guaranty Trust Bank Plc in 
Nigeria. The model addresses the main 
objective of the study, which is to examine 
the effect of marketing ethics on the 
organizational competitiveness of DMBs 
in Nigeria.
The model specification is stated below:
The theory underpinning this study is the 
Normative Approach Theory. Hinged on 
the study of Oyeniyi (2014) and Klapalova 
(2011), it is expected that there will be a 
positive interaction between marketing 
ethics and banks' competitiveness.

Model 1 
OC=f(T)_________________________(1)
OC=β_0i+β1Ti〖+μ〗_i------(2)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
T is Transparency

β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
transparency will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of trans-
parency should have a positive sign.

Model 2 
OC=f(H)_________________________(3)
OC=β_0i+β1Hi〖+μ〗_i------(4)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
H isHonesty
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The A' priori expectation, it is expected 
that honesty will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of hones-
ty should have a positive sign.
Model 3 
OC=f(A)_________________________(5)
OC=β_0i+β1Ai〖+μ〗_i------(6)
Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
A is Autonomy
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
autonomy will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of auton-
omy should have a positive sign.
Model 4
OC=f(ME)
OC=f(T,H,A)_________________________(7
)
OC=β_0+β1Ti+〖β2Hi+β3Ai+μ〗_ i  
------(8)
Where:
OC represents Organizational Competi-
tiveness

ME represents Marketing Elements
β 0 is the constant term
β1, β2, are the coefficient of the estima-
tor.
β1, β2, > 0
T= Transparency
H= Honesty
A= Autonomy
μis the error term
For the apriori expectation, it is 
expected that transparency, honesty, 
and autonomy will all have a positive 
effect on organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs in Nigeria; hence the 
parameters of transparency, honesty 
and autonomy should all have a 
positive sign.

Results and Findings

TABLE 1 HYPOTHESIS 1  TRANS-
PARENCY DOES NOT SIGNIFI-
CANTLY AFFECT ORGANIZATION-
AL COMPETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 
2019

The result from table 1 reveals that 
there is a positive but non-significant 
relationship (β=0.543) between trans-
parency and competitiveness. The 
coefficient of determination (R2 
=0.295) reveals that 29.5% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by 
transparency. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B=0.516) shows that for 
every unit increase in transparency, 
competitiveness increases by 0.516 
units. The t value (t-value= 24.682, 
p=0.000) establishes that transparen-
cy is a significant predictor of competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the null hypothe-
sis is rejected while the alternative 

TABLE 2 HYPOTHESIS 2 HONES-
TY DOES NOT CONTRIBUTE SIGNIFI-
CANTLY TO ORGANIZATIONAL COM-
PETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 2 reveals that there 
is a negative but non-significant relation-
ship (β= -0.748) between honesty and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.55.9) reveals that 
55.9% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by honesty. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B= -0.733) shows that for every 
unity decreases in honesty, competitive-
ness decrease by -0.733 units. The t value 
(t-value= 22.000, p=0.000) establishes 
that honesty is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 3 HYPOTHESIS 3 AUTONOMY 
DOES NOT HAVE A POSITIVE EFFECT 
ON ORGANIZATIONAL COMPETITIVE-
NESS.  

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 3 reveals that there 
is a negative but significant relationship 
(β= -0.560) between autonomy and compet-
itiveness. The coefficient of determination 
(R2 =0.314) reveals that 31.4% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by autono-
my. The unstandardised coefficient (B= 
-0.523) shows that for every unity 
decrease in autonomy, competitiveness 

decreases by -0.523 units. The t value 
(t-value= 13.652, p=0.000) establishes 
that autonomy is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 4 HYPOTHESIS 4 COMBINED 
EFFECT OF THE DIMENSIONS OF 
MARKETING ETHICS ON ORGANIZA-
TIONAL COMPETITIVENESS

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 4 reveals that there 
is a positive and significant relationship (β
=0.762) between market ethics and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.580) reveals that 
58% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by market ethics. The unstand-
ardised coefficient (B=0.741) shows that 
for every unit increase in market ethics, 
competitiveness increases by 0.741 units. 
The t value (t-value= 27.214, p=0.000) 
establishes that market ethics is a signifi-
cant predictor of competitiveness. There-
fore, the null hypothesis is rejected while 
the alternative hypothesis is accepted.

Discussion of findings
Finding reveals that transparency signifi-
cantly affects organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs. Hence, transparency is an 
attribute of corporate culture that is 
revealed through behaviours of an organi-
zation's leaders, employees and stakehold-
ers. Thus, organizational competitiveness 
in Deposit Money Banks increases 
because transparency contributes 

effectively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The findings support the explanation of 
Muhammad et al. (2016) and Dincer and 
Dincer (2014), who established that the 
dimensions of marketing ethics are 
critical in driving organizational perfor-
mance. The findings establish that trans-
parency is a driver of competitiveness. 
Firms should be more transparent in 
nature as this has been revealed to 
account for higher variation in organiza-
tional competitiveness and will enable the 
deposit money banks to meet up with 
customers' expectations.

In the analysis of the second hypothesis, 
honesty as a measure of marketing ethics 
significantly affects organizational compet-
itiveness in DMBs. Hence, honesty should 
be adopted as a vital characteristic of a 
business because it sets the tone for the 
kind of culture that the firm sets to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects. The findings 
corroborate the study of Khairnar, (2016), 
who suggests that if a firm is honest, it 
will operate effectively in the market both 
in the long and short run.

The analysis of Hypothesis 3 shows that 
autonomy significantly affects organiza-
tional competitiveness in DMBs, although 
such infect was seen to be negative. Hence 
it can be inferred from the study that in 
applying the autonomy model in the firm’s 
operation, deposit money banks will have 
to take precautions. Organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
decreases because autonomy contributes 
negatively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The opinion and recommendations of the 
customers might have a negative effect on 
the firm's competitiveness. This position is 
strengthened by the works of Henry and 

Richard (2017) and Peter (2018) who are 
of the view that of marketing ethics dimen-
sions are not properly evaluated, they 
could lead to the negative performance of 
organizations.
   
The combined effect of marketing ethics 
elements significantly affects competitive-
ness in deposit money banks. The study 
further revealed that ME elements have a 
combined adjusted coefficient of determi-
nation of 0.580 (Adj. R2= 0.580), which 
implied that ME elements account for 
58.0% variation in the organizational 
competitiveness.  This is consistent with 
the study by Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, 
and Basmanomar, (2014); Pankaj (2019). 
Furthermore, Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria should adopt the normative 
approaches theory. This is because the 
findings of the study reveal that the accept-
ance of a core set of principles or moral 
maxims (transparency and honesty) will 
guide marketers in achieving competitive-
ness through an increase in their market.  
Marketers should be more normative in 
their approach as this will enhance their 
utilisation of ethical practices and 
improve their firm performance (Laczniak 
& Murphy, 2006). 

Conclusion and recommendation
The study examined the effect of market-
ing elements on organizational competi-
tiveness in Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria. The study recognised and 
employed three components of marketing 
elements (ME) as used by various 
scholars. These three components are 
transparency, honesty and autonomy. The 
study employed a survey research design 
by administering structured question-
naires to customers of deposit money 
banks in Nigeria. Three hypotheses were 
formulated, and the ordinary least square 
was employed in estimating the regres-
sion models. The findings reveal that 

transparency is the only dimension of 
ethics that has a positive and significant 
effect on firm competitiveness in the 
banking industry. The results further 
demonstrate that honesty and autonomy 
have negative individual but significant 
impact on organizational competitiveness.  
The study establishes the combined 
effects of these elements of marketing 
ethics have a significant effect on competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the study confirms 
that marketing ethics is a significant 
driver of competitiveness in the banking 
industry. The study recommends that 
deposit money banks should emphasis 
more on transparency and honesty in 
order to achieve and sustain organization-
al competitiveness and in meeting up with 
the customers' expectations. The study 
also suggests that organizations should 
correctly evaluate the components of 
marketing ethics, which could bring about 
competitiveness. This is because if market-
ing ethics dimensions are not adequately 
evaluated, they could lead to hinder the 
growth and competitiveness of the organi-
zation. The acceptance of core principles 
or moral maxims (transparency and hones-
ty) will guide marketers in achieving 
competitiveness through an increase in 
their market share.  Marketers should be 
more normative in their approach as this 
will enhance their utilisation of ethical 
practices and improve their firm perfor-
mance.

Limitations of the study and scope 
for further research
The study looked into how marketing 
ethics affect competitiveness in the 
banking sector using the dimensions of 
transparency, honesty and autonomy in 
the banking sector. There is a need to 
expand these dimensions based on 
existing literature and determine their 
effect in other sectors while using other 
outcome measures of performance. This 

will increase the available literature on 
the concept of ethics and performance.
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One of the ways in which an organization 
could influence ethics is by explicitly and 
formally differentiating between right 
from wrong. Practicing ethics in market-
ing means applying standards of fairness 
and moral rights and to marketing 
decision making, behaviour, and practic-
es in the organization. The purpose of 
marketing ethics is to create a long term 
sustainable competitive advantage. 
Organizations that develop this advan-
tage are able to satisfy the needs of both 

customers and the organization.
The functional area most closely related 
to ethical abuse in firms is marketing. 
This is because marketing is the function 
of business charged with communicating 
and openly satisfying customers (Volle, 
2013). Some organizations are using 
marketing ethics as a key selling point 
because more customers consider an 
organization's ethical reputation when 
making purchasing decisions. Not 
employing ethical marketing practices 

may lead to dissatisfied customers, bad 
publicity, lack of trust, lost business, or 
sometimes, legal action. Marketing 
ethics plays a critical role in forming, 
maintaining, and sustaining long-term 
customer relationships.
Customers are active in the changing 
business environment, i.e. economic, 
liberalization, increased competition, 
availability of more options, more empha-
sis on quality, etc.  The issue of ethics and 
how it affects firms' performance has 
been extensively measured and estab-
lished in the literature. But there is a 
dart of literature on the specific effects of 
marketing ethics on organization competi-
tiveness. According to Klapalova (2011), 
competitiveness shows how the firm will 
be defined in the long run and how such 
firms will outperform its rivals.  
Various studies have looked into the 
effect of marketing ethics on and how it 
affects organizational outputs. Henry 
and Richard (2017) opine that marketing 
ethics is a reliable driver of healthcare 
performance while Peter (2018) is of the 
view that marking ethics drives the 
performance of small and medium enter-
prises in the developing economy. The 
studies of Dincer and Dincer, (2014), 
Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and 
Abdallah (2016), Emad, Yoshifumi, 
Abdullah, and Basmanomar (2014) all 
point to the fact that marketing ethics 
could be adopted to increase organization-
al efficiency and performance. However, 
Muhammad et al., (2016) suggest that 
the effect of marketing ethics should be 
examined across all industries in order to 
establish its overall impact and evalua-
tion while the study of Khairnar, (2016) 
suggests an empirical investigation into 
the interaction between marketing ethics 
and firms’ performance. To the best of the 
researchers’ knowledge, there is a scarci-
ty of literature on how marketing ethics 
influences competitiveness in the 
banking sector.
In comparison, the dimensions of trans-
parency, honesty, and autonomy have 
been employed in explaining marketing 

in existing literature (Muhaamad et al., 
2016; Henry & Richard, 2017; Abdulna-
sir, 2018 ). Pankaj (2019) opines that if 
empirically investigated, these dimen-
sions could influence firm competitive-
ness and overall performance. Therefore, 
the kernel of this study is to examine how 
marketing ethics (honesty, transparency, 
and autonomy) affect organizational 
competitiveness (market share) in the 
banking industry. Based on the aforemen-
tioned, the following research hypotheses 
were formulated;
H01: Transparency do not significantly 
affect organizational competitiveness
H02: Honesty does not contribute signifi-
cantly to organizational competitiveness
H03: Autonomy does not have a positive 
effect on organizational competitiveness
H04: Combined effect of the dimensions 
of marketing ethics on organizational 
competitiveness  

Literature review
2.1 Marketing Ethics
Ethics generally means human conduct 
which may be good or bad, moral or 
immoral. Ethical conduct refers to the 
behaviour which is generally accepted by 
society for the right living. Behaving 
ethically implies doing what is morally 
right (Okafor, 2011; Riley, 2012). Accord-
ing to Abiodun and Oyeniyi (2014), ethics 
is based on broad principles of integrity, 
transparency, accountability, responsibil-
ity, and fairness, and focuses on internal 
stakeholder issues such as product 
quality, customer satisfaction, employee 
wages and benefits, and local community 
and environmental responsibilities.
Marketing ethics is described as the field 
applied ethics that deals with the ethical 
principles behind the function and regula-
tion of marketing (Majtán & Dubcová, 
2008). Thus, ethics can be applied to each 
element of the marketing mix, namely, 
product, price, distribution, and promo-
tion. Ferrell (2007) indicates that market-
ing ethics is an organizational responsibil-
ity and is essential in maintaining 
long-term beneficial relationships and 

establishing mutual trust with custom-
ers. Ethical marketing is not a hard and 
fast list of rules but a comprehensive set 
of guidelines to assist companies as they 
evaluate new marketing strategies.
Marketing ethics should be considered 
from an individual and organizational 
perspective. From the individual perspec-
tive, personal values and moral philoso-
phies are the keys to ethical decisions in 
marketing. Honesty, fairness, responsibil-
ity, and citizenship are assumed to be 
values that can guide complex marketing 
decisions in the context of an organiza-
tion. From an organizational perspective, 
organizational value, codes, and training 
is necessary to provide consistent and 
shared approaches to making ethical 
decisions (Ferrell, 2005).

2.2 Elements of marketing ethics
There are various dimensions of market-
ing ethics employed in different studies 
(Pankaj, 2019; Muhammend et al., 2016; 
Ferrell, 2005). However, the marketing 
ethics dimensions considered in this 
study are transparency, autonomy, and 
honesty. These measures, according to 
Abdulnasi (2018), are robust and 
adequately integrates the concept of 
ethics. Transparency according to 
International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development (2012) opined that 
achieving effective business required 
business activities to be transparent and 
this necessitated access to the customer's 
information to increase transparency in 
the business transaction environment. 
Transparency is an attribute of corporate 
culture that is revealed through the 
behaviours of an organization's leaders, 
employees, and stakeholders. Honesty is 
a crucial characteristic of a business 
because it sets the tone for the kind of 
culture that the firm is set to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects.  Autonomy is 
the consideration of the customer in the 
decision-making process. By considering 
the customers' collective opinions and 

recommendations, the firm is able to 
evaluate and determine the effects of its 
product and services.

2.3. Organisational Competitiveness
The term organizational competitiveness 
has been defined in the literature in differ-
ent ways. Porter (2008) is of the opinion 
that competitiveness is the capacity of a 
firm to outperform its rivals in a given 
business environment. Lall (2001) posits 
that when a firm becomes a benchmark in 
the industry, it is said to be competitive. 
Depperu and Cerrato (2017) argue that 
competitiveness can be looked at from 
two perspectives, either as a driver of 
performance or an outcome variable.  
Competitiveness assumes that a compa-
ny's strategy combines its internal skills 
with external opportunities to provide a 
source of sustainable competitive advan-
tage through which it can achieve specific 
objectives, such as the profits generated 
by market share.   

In the ever-evolving business environ-
ment today, agility, adaptability, flexibili-
ty and dynamic capabilities, are becom-
ing more prominent sources of competi-
tiveness (Bates, 2012).  Depperu and 
Cerrato (2017) are of the opinion that the 
sources of competitiveness and firm 
performance, should be measured with 
quality, price, marketing, design, manage-
ment and flexibility.  Similarly, D' Cruz 
(2012) opines that firm competitiveness 
should be measured as the ability of the 
firm to produce, market, and design 
superior products superior to those 
offered by competitors in relation to both 
price and non-price qualities. According 
to Oral and Kettani (2009), measuring 
competitiveness in terms of market 
characteristics such as technology, 
price-quality, quantity, delivery period, 
design and functionality shows the 
degree to which the competitors and the 
firm strive to meet customers' expecta-
tions. These measures also show how 
dynamic the market is consistent. Past 
performance signals the existence of a 

competitive advantage, but it does not 
provide enough information about the 
sustainability of that advantage 
(Jayachandran & Varadarajan, 2006). 
The measure of competitiveness implies 
the definition of the context to which such 
measure is referred, as well as the level of 
analysis. In line with the literature, this 
study adopts competitiveness as an 
outcome that is measured by the market 
characteristics. The specific market 
attributes adopted in this study are 
technology and price.

Theoretical Review
Normative
The theory that underpinned this study 
is normative. The normative approach 
advocates the acceptance of a "core set of 
principles" or "moral maxims" to help 
guide marketers in ethical decision 
making according to Murphy, Laczniak, 
and Prothero, (2012). Normative market-
ers focus less on what organizations do 
and instead emphasize "what can be" i.e. 
what organizations ought to consider to 
evaluate better and improve their ethical 
behaviour (Laczniak & Murphy, 2006). 
According to Hunt (1991), normative 
marketing is defined as attempting to 
prescribe what marketing organizations 
or individuals ought to do or what kinds 
of marketing systems a society ought to 
have. It is believed that normative 
approaches are critical because not only 
do they help marketers gain a better 
knowledge of how individuals make 
ethical decisions in an organization, but 
they also provide a vision for ethical 
decision making and corporate cultures 
within the marketing field. 

Marketing Ethics and Competitiveness: 
The Nexus 
Pankaj (2019), worked on marketing 
ethics: enhancing firm valuation and 
building competitive advantages. It is one 
of the organizational drivers enhancing 
Customer Lifetime Value (CLV). The 

CLV of a customer represents the amount 
the customer will contribute to the 
bottom line of the firm over the span of 
the business relationship with them. 
Ethical marketing is practices that 
emphasise transparent, trustworthy, and 
responsible personal and organizational 
marketing policies and actions that exhib-
it integrity as well as fairness to consum-
ers and other stakeholders. The ethical 
reputation of the organization results in 
customer trust, which in turn leads to 
satisfaction and commitment to the organ-
ization and hence builds competitive 
advantages. Research provides various 
marketing ethics frameworks and valua-
tion matrix along with numerical illustra-
tions to understand how marketing 
ethics helps organizations in improving 
overall performance and ultimately, firm 
valuation.

Abdulnasi (2018), appraise the market-
ing ethics practices of small business and 
their effect on consumer purchase inten-
tion: an empirical investigation from 
Addis Ketema Sub-city. Marketing ethics 
is the subset of business ethics, which 
deals with the systematic study of how 
moral standards are applied to market-
ing decisions, behaviours and institu-
tions. The researcher first collected data 
from consumers and used both qualita-
tive and quantitative types of research to 
know the effect of unethical marketing 
practice of cloth shops on consumers' 
purchase intention. In the process of 
collecting data, the researcher took 291 
small-sized cloth shop consumers using a 
Time Location sampling technique. After 
data collection, it was analysed using 
descriptive statistics techniques, like 
tables and percentages, mean, standard 
deviations, graphs, frequency and logistic 
regression (inferential statistics). The 
result of this study showed that 
small-sized cloth shops in Addis Ketema 
sub-city exhibit unethical marketing 
practices in the area of product and price 

ethics. Additionally, it was found that 
consumers have purchase intention even 
if firms' behaviour was found to be unethi-
cal. Finally, the researcher concluded 
that the unethical practice of marketers 
might lead to consumers' lack of 
confidence in the market and recommend-
ed awareness programs, strengthening 
consumer protection act as well as the 
establishment of consumer associations 
in the area.

Peter (2018), study the ethical practices 
of small and medium-sized enterprises in 
developing countries: A literature analy-
sis. The study aims at evaluating the 
aspects of business ethics, the signifi-
cance of business ethics to SMEs, ethical 
dilemmas, and challenges of SMEs, 
particularly in developing countries, and 
suggests strategies to address ethical 
dilemmas and challenges. In identifying 
the work, peer-reviewed articles in recent 
journals were analysed thereof. It is clear 
that business enterprises can no longer 
afford to disregard business ethics. There 
are continuous business failures as a 
result of unethical practices, especially 
those associated with employees and top 
executives. The work has added to the 
body of existing literature on the ethical 
practices of SMEs in developing 
countries. As such, SME owners and 
managers can use the findings in the 
study to design ethical policy frameworks 
and guidelines to improve their reputa-
tions and competitiveness. 

Henryand Richard (2017), work on the 
assessment of ethical behaviour on organ-
izational performance in the Kenyan 
Public Health Sector. Ethical behaviour 
if not practised, has the ability to reduce 
organization performance which may be 
caused by disagreements, lawsuits, poor 
service delivery, poor time management, 
client dissatisfaction, and corruption, 
among others. The unethical behaviour 
which might affect organizational perfor-

mance was measured through arrogance, 
absenteeism, neglect, ignorance, alcohol 
consumption, and smoking. The authors 
were opined that an organization's ability 
to bring forth ethical behaviour has a key 
asset that is difficult for competitors to 
imitate. The study was based on Social 
Learning Theory by Albert Bandura 
(1977), the theory posits that people learn 
from one another by observation, imita-
tion, and modelling. The study was 
conducted in Baringo District Hospital, 
Kabarnet, Rift- Valley Province through a 
mixed approach method with a survey 
research design. A primary source of data 
was used along with a census inquiry on 
all the staff in the facility and 174 
returned their questionnaires. Descrip-
tive statistics and content analysis for 
ordinal and nominal data were used 
respectively. The result showed that 
neglect, absenteeism, poor time manage-
ment, client dissatisfaction, disputes and 
corruption were common in the sector. It 
was recommended that government 
should support, there should training of 
staff, and strict enforcement of the Public 
Officer Ethics Act (2003) be duly imple-
mented to curb the vices. 

Khairnar (2016) examined the effect of 
marketing innovations and ethics. The 
paper takes a close look at the various 
ethical issues involved in marketing 
innovations and what organizations are 
doing about unethical practices. It was 
observed that the concept of ethics is very 
vague, abstract and unstructured. The 
definition of ethics varies, and there is no 
universally accepted definition because 
ethics is dependent on moral standards, 
and moral standards depend on the value 
system, and that value systems depend 
on individual background. From this, it 
was believed that the ethical practices of 
people are different. Marketing innova-
tions strategy was measured from the 
marketing mix (4P's), which is seen as an 
important task for any marketer as they 

play a crucial role in the framing of strate-
gies. It was concluded that successful 
executives are those who can effectively 
manage an ethical working environment, 
balance stakeholder value and build and 
maintain their personal expertise. 
Marketing managers must make efforts 
to verify that their choices and action 
serve the best interest of all related 
customers, organizations and society. It 
was then recommended that if an organi-
zation does the ethical practices, they will 
stand in the market for years with a clear 
image and brand name, but if otherwise, 
the acceptance and non- acceptance of the 
product is totally in the hands of the 
end-user.

Muhammad, AI Kurdi, AnuVij, and Abdal-
lah (2016) study the marketing ethics and 
relationship marketing - an empirical 
study that measures the effect of ethics 
practices application on maintaining 
relationships with customers. Four 
elements of marketing ethics were identi-
fied in the study, which are honesty, 
autonomy, privacy and transparency. The 
study utilised a sample of 360 respond-
ents adopting a quantitative approach; 
the study was conducted on telecommuni-
cation sector subscribers which revealed 
that the elements of marketing ethics 
such as feedback, transparency and priva-
cy among others had a strong influence 
and affected organisation's ability to 
maintain long term relationships with 
customers. It is recommended that the 
result will enable marketers not only to 
analyse the importance of adopting 
ethical practices in their strategies but 
also to inspire the relative relevance of 
these practices as perceived by custom-
ers. 

Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, and 
Basmanomar (2014), study the impact of 
business ethics in the competitive advan-
tage (in the Cellular Communications 
Companies operating in Jordan). A 

questionnaire was designed and adminis-
tered to collect data and distribute to staff 
through poll views, a simple random 
sample of 192 staff in managerial levels 
such as supreme, middle and supervisors 
in the Cellular Communications Compa-
nies operating in Jordan. SPSS was used 
for data analysis. The result shows that 
there is a significant effect of business 
ethics (independence, objectivity, hones-
ty, integrity, fairness and transparency) 
on competitive advantage (cost reduction, 
innovation and renewal) in the Cellular 
Communications Companies operating in 
Jordan. 

Dincer and Dincer (2014) appraise the 
study on an overview and analysis of 
marketing ethics. In today's business 
world, in addition to general decisions, 
managers must also make judgments 
concerning what is ethical to do. The 
authors observed that is not an easy task 
especially for marketing professionals as 
marketing is the visible interface with not 
only customers but with all other stake-
holders, it is essential for marketers to 
take into consideration the marketing 
ethics. Marketing ethics should be exam-
ined from an individual, organizational, 
and societal perspective.

Methodology
The study examines the effect of market-
ing ethics on organizational competitive-
ness. The survey research design was 
adopted to produce and present an 
accurate description of variables relevant 
to the study. Authors with similar 
objectives also employed this survey 
research design (Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdul-
lah, and Basmanomar, 2014, Abdulnasi, 
2018; Peter, 2018). For the purpose of this 
study, three Deposit Money Bank (DMBs) 
were selected, which are Zenith Bank 
Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. Ltd and Guaran-
ty Trust Bank Plc because they are the 
most capitalised financial institutions in 
Nigeria (Stock Exchange Market, 2019). 

The target overall customer population of 
these three Deposit Money Bank based on 
their financial statements as at March 
2020 is 28.3 million (First Bank, 10 
million; Zenith Bank, 6.5 million and 
GTBank, 11.8 million). Using the Taro 
Yammne sample size estimator, at 95% 
confidence level and 5% margin based, a 
sample size of 400 was arrived at. The 
primary source of data was used through 
a self- structured administered question-
naire to the respondents. Face and 
construct validity were employed to 
determine the reliability and validity of 
the instruments. The Cronbach alpha of 
0.873, 0.768, 0.812 and 0.798 was 
achieved for transparency, honesty, auton-
omy and competitiveness, respectively. 
The study employed linear regression to 
estimate the model through the aid of 
SPSS version 23.0.  

Model specification
The model aggregates the elements of 
marketing ethics; it examined how these 
elements jointly affect the organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
of Zenith Bank Nig. Plc, First Bank Nig. 
Ltd and Guaranty Trust Bank Plc in 
Nigeria. The model addresses the main 
objective of the study, which is to examine 
the effect of marketing ethics on the 
organizational competitiveness of DMBs 
in Nigeria.
The model specification is stated below:
The theory underpinning this study is the 
Normative Approach Theory. Hinged on 
the study of Oyeniyi (2014) and Klapalova 
(2011), it is expected that there will be a 
positive interaction between marketing 
ethics and banks' competitiveness.

Model 1 
OC=f(T)_________________________(1)
OC=β_0i+β1Ti〖+μ〗_i------(2)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
T is Transparency

β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
transparency will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of trans-
parency should have a positive sign.

Model 2 
OC=f(H)_________________________(3)
OC=β_0i+β1Hi〖+μ〗_i------(4)

Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
H isHonesty
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The A' priori expectation, it is expected 
that honesty will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of hones-
ty should have a positive sign.
Model 3 
OC=f(A)_________________________(5)
OC=β_0i+β1Ai〖+μ〗_i------(6)
Where; OC represents Organizational 
Competitiveness
A is Autonomy
β 0 is the constant term
β1 is the coefficient of the estimator.
β1> 0
μis the error term
The apriori expectation, it is expected that 
autonomy will have a positive effect on 
organizational competitiveness in DMBs 
in Nigeria; hence the parameters of auton-
omy should have a positive sign.
Model 4
OC=f(ME)
OC=f(T,H,A)_________________________(7
)
OC=β_0+β1Ti+〖β2Hi+β3Ai+μ〗_ i  
------(8)
Where:
OC represents Organizational Competi-
tiveness

ME represents Marketing Elements
β 0 is the constant term
β1, β2, are the coefficient of the estima-
tor.
β1, β2, > 0
T= Transparency
H= Honesty
A= Autonomy
μis the error term
For the apriori expectation, it is 
expected that transparency, honesty, 
and autonomy will all have a positive 
effect on organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs in Nigeria; hence the 
parameters of transparency, honesty 
and autonomy should all have a 
positive sign.

Results and Findings

TABLE 1 HYPOTHESIS 1  TRANS-
PARENCY DOES NOT SIGNIFI-
CANTLY AFFECT ORGANIZATION-
AL COMPETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 
2019

The result from table 1 reveals that 
there is a positive but non-significant 
relationship (β=0.543) between trans-
parency and competitiveness. The 
coefficient of determination (R2 
=0.295) reveals that 29.5% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by 
transparency. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B=0.516) shows that for 
every unit increase in transparency, 
competitiveness increases by 0.516 
units. The t value (t-value= 24.682, 
p=0.000) establishes that transparen-
cy is a significant predictor of competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the null hypothe-
sis is rejected while the alternative 

TABLE 2 HYPOTHESIS 2 HONES-
TY DOES NOT CONTRIBUTE SIGNIFI-
CANTLY TO ORGANIZATIONAL COM-
PETITIVENESS.

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 2 reveals that there 
is a negative but non-significant relation-
ship (β= -0.748) between honesty and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.55.9) reveals that 
55.9% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by honesty. The unstandardised 
coefficient (B= -0.733) shows that for every 
unity decreases in honesty, competitive-
ness decrease by -0.733 units. The t value 
(t-value= 22.000, p=0.000) establishes 
that honesty is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 3 HYPOTHESIS 3 AUTONOMY 
DOES NOT HAVE A POSITIVE EFFECT 
ON ORGANIZATIONAL COMPETITIVE-
NESS.  

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 3 reveals that there 
is a negative but significant relationship 
(β= -0.560) between autonomy and compet-
itiveness. The coefficient of determination 
(R2 =0.314) reveals that 31.4% variation 
in competitiveness is explained by autono-
my. The unstandardised coefficient (B= 
-0.523) shows that for every unity 
decrease in autonomy, competitiveness 

decreases by -0.523 units. The t value 
(t-value= 13.652, p=0.000) establishes 
that autonomy is a significant predictor of 
competitiveness. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is rejected while the alterna-
tive hypothesis is accepted.

TABLE 4 HYPOTHESIS 4 COMBINED 
EFFECT OF THE DIMENSIONS OF 
MARKETING ETHICS ON ORGANIZA-
TIONAL COMPETITIVENESS

Source: Researcher’s Computation, 2019

The result from table 4 reveals that there 
is a positive and significant relationship (β
=0.762) between market ethics and 
competitiveness. The coefficient of 
determination (R2 =0.580) reveals that 
58% variation in competitiveness is 
explained by market ethics. The unstand-
ardised coefficient (B=0.741) shows that 
for every unit increase in market ethics, 
competitiveness increases by 0.741 units. 
The t value (t-value= 27.214, p=0.000) 
establishes that market ethics is a signifi-
cant predictor of competitiveness. There-
fore, the null hypothesis is rejected while 
the alternative hypothesis is accepted.

Discussion of findings
Finding reveals that transparency signifi-
cantly affects organizational competitive-
ness in DMBs. Hence, transparency is an 
attribute of corporate culture that is 
revealed through behaviours of an organi-
zation's leaders, employees and stakehold-
ers. Thus, organizational competitiveness 
in Deposit Money Banks increases 
because transparency contributes 

effectively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The findings support the explanation of 
Muhammad et al. (2016) and Dincer and 
Dincer (2014), who established that the 
dimensions of marketing ethics are 
critical in driving organizational perfor-
mance. The findings establish that trans-
parency is a driver of competitiveness. 
Firms should be more transparent in 
nature as this has been revealed to 
account for higher variation in organiza-
tional competitiveness and will enable the 
deposit money banks to meet up with 
customers' expectations.

In the analysis of the second hypothesis, 
honesty as a measure of marketing ethics 
significantly affects organizational compet-
itiveness in DMBs. Hence, honesty should 
be adopted as a vital characteristic of a 
business because it sets the tone for the 
kind of culture that the firm sets to create, 
provides consistency in workplace behav-
iour and builds loyalty and trust in 
customers and prospects. The findings 
corroborate the study of Khairnar, (2016), 
who suggests that if a firm is honest, it 
will operate effectively in the market both 
in the long and short run.

The analysis of Hypothesis 3 shows that 
autonomy significantly affects organiza-
tional competitiveness in DMBs, although 
such infect was seen to be negative. Hence 
it can be inferred from the study that in 
applying the autonomy model in the firm’s 
operation, deposit money banks will have 
to take precautions. Organizational 
competitiveness in Deposit Money Banks 
decreases because autonomy contributes 
negatively to the ability of an organization 
to improve the quality of their product. 
The opinion and recommendations of the 
customers might have a negative effect on 
the firm's competitiveness. This position is 
strengthened by the works of Henry and 

Richard (2017) and Peter (2018) who are 
of the view that of marketing ethics dimen-
sions are not properly evaluated, they 
could lead to the negative performance of 
organizations.
   
The combined effect of marketing ethics 
elements significantly affects competitive-
ness in deposit money banks. The study 
further revealed that ME elements have a 
combined adjusted coefficient of determi-
nation of 0.580 (Adj. R2= 0.580), which 
implied that ME elements account for 
58.0% variation in the organizational 
competitiveness.  This is consistent with 
the study by Emad, Yoshifumi, Abdullah, 
and Basmanomar, (2014); Pankaj (2019). 
Furthermore, Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria should adopt the normative 
approaches theory. This is because the 
findings of the study reveal that the accept-
ance of a core set of principles or moral 
maxims (transparency and honesty) will 
guide marketers in achieving competitive-
ness through an increase in their market.  
Marketers should be more normative in 
their approach as this will enhance their 
utilisation of ethical practices and 
improve their firm performance (Laczniak 
& Murphy, 2006). 

Conclusion and recommendation
The study examined the effect of market-
ing elements on organizational competi-
tiveness in Deposit Money Banks in 
Nigeria. The study recognised and 
employed three components of marketing 
elements (ME) as used by various 
scholars. These three components are 
transparency, honesty and autonomy. The 
study employed a survey research design 
by administering structured question-
naires to customers of deposit money 
banks in Nigeria. Three hypotheses were 
formulated, and the ordinary least square 
was employed in estimating the regres-
sion models. The findings reveal that 

transparency is the only dimension of 
ethics that has a positive and significant 
effect on firm competitiveness in the 
banking industry. The results further 
demonstrate that honesty and autonomy 
have negative individual but significant 
impact on organizational competitiveness.  
The study establishes the combined 
effects of these elements of marketing 
ethics have a significant effect on competi-
tiveness. Therefore, the study confirms 
that marketing ethics is a significant 
driver of competitiveness in the banking 
industry. The study recommends that 
deposit money banks should emphasis 
more on transparency and honesty in 
order to achieve and sustain organization-
al competitiveness and in meeting up with 
the customers' expectations. The study 
also suggests that organizations should 
correctly evaluate the components of 
marketing ethics, which could bring about 
competitiveness. This is because if market-
ing ethics dimensions are not adequately 
evaluated, they could lead to hinder the 
growth and competitiveness of the organi-
zation. The acceptance of core principles 
or moral maxims (transparency and hones-
ty) will guide marketers in achieving 
competitiveness through an increase in 
their market share.  Marketers should be 
more normative in their approach as this 
will enhance their utilisation of ethical 
practices and improve their firm perfor-
mance.

Limitations of the study and scope 
for further research
The study looked into how marketing 
ethics affect competitiveness in the 
banking sector using the dimensions of 
transparency, honesty and autonomy in 
the banking sector. There is a need to 
expand these dimensions based on 
existing literature and determine their 
effect in other sectors while using other 
outcome measures of performance. This 

will increase the available literature on 
the concept of ethics and performance.
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ORGANIZATIONAL JUSTICE AND JOB PERFORMANCE OF ACADEMIC 
STAFF AT PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES IN IRAQ

Abstract

Alaa S. Jameel

Introduction

Keywords: Job performance, organizational justice, academic staff,
distributive justice, procedural justice.

Job performance (JP) is one of the impor-
tant subjects in the literature. It becomes 
a primary interest to both managers and 
researchers due to its crucial role in the 
success of organizations. Therefore, it is 
necessary to understand the mechanisms 
that affect job performance, particularly 
among academic staff. This research 
attempts to expand the existing litera-
ture by offering a more detailed under-
standing of how organizational justice 
(OJ) influences JP. Many factors affect-

Job performance is one of the most critical subjects in literature due to its crucial role in 
the success of organizations. The purpose of this study is to examine the impact of organi-
zational justice on job performance among academic staff. The study employed a quanti-
tative method to analyse the data collected at three Iraqi public universities located in 
Baghdad by using questionnaires. Stratified sampling technique was used to ensure the 
equal distribution of the samples among the three universities’ academic staff. Only 197 
responses were valid to be analysed by using Smart PLS. The findings showed that 
distributive justice and interactional justice positively impacted on academic perfor-
mance and ability to increase the performance, while procedural justice did not impact 
on academic performance. However, distributive justice had a higher impact on the job 
performance of academic staff compared to interactional justice. The findings of this 
study imply that decision-makers at universities should pay more attention to the fair 
distribution of resources, payment, promotion and training to increase job performance.

ing JP of employees were studied 
previously but limited studies have exam-
ined the effect of OJ on JP among academ-
ic staff. Meanwhile, OJ remained a 
neglected topic in studies concerning 
higher education institutions.  Higher 
education institutions are essential in 
any country. Education influences a 
country's systemic growth and develop-
ment of qualified graduates because 
higher education is the final stage of 
training a young person gets before 

starting a career (Ahmad & Jameel, 
2020; Alaarj, Mohamed, & Bustamam, 
2017a, 2017b, 2016; Rabayaa & Obaid, 
2019). Academic staff at a university 
perform specific functions of teaching, 
research, supervision, publication and 
community service. For a country's devel-
opment, these functions are significant 
because teaching and scientific advances 
in research have the capacity to build the 
competitive advantage of the business. 
Additionally, students will also have the 
opportunity to develop new ideas through 
the teaching and learning process provid-
ed by the academic staff (Abba & Mugizi, 
2018; Alaaraj, Mohamed, & Ahmad 
Bustamam, 2018). These findings signify 
a crucial role of academic staff perfor-
mance on developing a country. In 
further support, Colquitt et al. (2013) 
stressed the importance of OJ on JP as he 
proved the significant influence of OJ. In 
order to motivate organization members 
to optimize their success in their roles, 
OJ must be a central consideration of the 
top management. Justice promotes volun-
tary involvement by organization 
members and directly affects the organi-
zations’ and individuals’ performance.
Most previous studies paid more atten-
tion to identify the impact OJ on perfor-
mance appraisal (Byrne, Pitts, Wilson, & 
Steiner, 2012; Massoudi, Jameel, & 
Ahmad, 2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 
2017; Raewf & Thabit, 2015; Thabit 
Hassan Thabit & Raewf, 2016; Tinuke, 
2015), but limited studies were conducted 
to determine the impact of OJ on JP 
especially in the educational field (Arab 
& Atan, 2018). The bulk of studies has 
been carried out in western countries on 
the effect of OJ on JP, while limited 
studies have been conducted in middle 
east countries (Suliman & Kathairi, 
2013;Thabit & Raewf, 2018), particularly 
in Iraq (Arab & Atan, 2018). Neverthe-
less, it is worth to note that western 
countries have a different culture 
compared to the middle east countries 
like Iraq. In parallel, Li and Cropanzan 
(2009) and Schilpzand, Martins, 

Kirkman, Lowe, and Chen (2013) report-
ed that the conceptions of justice rely on 
the values and standards of the local 
culture. The principles and rules that 
exist in Iraq vary to that of western 
countries because individualism, collec-
tivism, or a detachment from authority or 
equality could be interpreted differently 
across cultures. Meanwhile, the procedur-
al justice has been selected as the prima-
ry indicator of JP in most studies (Chien, 
Lawler, & Uen, 2010; J. A.Colquitt, 2001; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Thabit & 
Jasim, 2016, 2019; Zapata-Phelan, 
Colquitt, Scott, & Livingston, 2009). 
University performance is primarily 
determined by academic staff activities 
such as publication, conference, research, 
and community service. A high percent-
age of these activities depends on the 
performance of the academicians at 
universities. According to Yousefi and 
Abdullah (2019) publication is a signifi-
cant part of the work done by academic 
staff. The university ranking highly 
depends on academic productivity such 
as publication, conference, teaching 
performance, and community services 
performed by the academic staff of the 
university (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019, 
2020a). Unfortunately, Iraqi universities 
are suffering from low ranks compared to 
other regional universities (Webometric, 
2020). Among the reasons for such 
situation is that a university ranking 
highly depends on academic staff perfor-
mance in term of research productivity 
(Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Mousa, 
Jameel, & Ahmad, 2019), but the number 
of publications of Iraqi universities 
collected by a reliable database is only 
28,091 (SJR, 2020), thus resulting in low 
ranks for Iraqi universities. In response, 
this study was conducted to measure the 
impact of OJ on JP of academic staff in 
the context of Iraq.

Literature review
Academic performance 
The term academic is usually associated 
with school, university, or any 

higher-learning institution. It involves 
human academic activities in a 
structured educational environment. 
Meanwhile, performance is activity, 
implementation, and production. Perfor-
mance is referred to an accomplishment 
under current circumstances that 
subsume the mechanism of obtaining and 
using knowledge and skills structure and 
a host of successful, motivational, and 
stylistic factors influencing the ultimate 
responses (Fletcher & Williams, 1996). 
Armstrong (2010) defined performance as 
an achievement, implementation, 
success, and the efficiency of anything 
ordered or done contributing to 
outputs/outcomes (accomplishment). 
Jameel and Ahmad (2019a) defined 
performance as the execution of specific 
tasks calculated against predetermined 
reliability, completeness, cost, and space 
requirements. Reaching the optimum 
level of employees’ or teams’ participa-
tion is a critical factor for an organisation 
as it helps achieve maximum organiza-
tional performance and objectives 
(Duyan & Yıldız, 2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 
2019). The performance of staff is one of 
the most prominent variables that affect 
the operational sciences of the independ-
ent variables because they play an essen-
tial role in the organizational success  (Al 
Shobaki, Abu-Naser, Amuna, & El Talla, 
2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Thabit, 
Raewf, Abdulrahman, & Younis, 2016). 
The performance of a university depends 
on the level of academic activities, includ-
ing teaching, academic publications, and 
social contributions (Jameel & Ahmad, 
2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi, 2017).
Abba and Mugizi (2018) emphasized that 
education, research/publication, and 
community service were essential for the 
growth of any nation internationally 
since these roles specifically promote 
social welfare, financial literacy, safety 
and decreases crime in communities (M. 
A.-A. Ahmad & Jameel, 2018; Preece, 
2011). Research is one of the reasons why 
universities were founded, leading to new 
information discovery, the production of 

technology, enhanced service quality, 
increased educational prestige, and 
economic value. The performance of 
universities is mostly calculated by the 
efforts of academic and non-academic 
staff. Academic staff at a university 
comprised people who carry out education-
al work at the university, including teach-
ing, research, and, in some instances, 
administrations. Therefore, educational 
achievements are the primary criteria 
used to assess a university academic 
performance (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; 
Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 2017; Raewf & 
Thabit, 2018). According to Abba and 
Mugizi (2018), Igbojekwe and Ugo-Okoro 
(2015), and Tinuke (2015) determinants 
of academic performance include staff 
skills, material resources, teaching, 
publication, research, and community 
service. Publication is a significant part of 
the work done by academic staff. High 
levels of organizational stressors may 
seem to be decreasing by publishing 
efforts (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Yousefi & 
Abdullah, 2019). However, the value of 
teaching performance allows higher 
education institutions to prepare 
students and provide the foundation for 
their potential JP. While a number of 
studies have measured the performance 
of academic staff, limited studies have 
been conducted in Iraqi universities. 
Therefore, this study attempted to fill the 
gap by studying the Iraqi education 
setting.
 
Organizational justice
Throughout recent years, the social 
justice study has attracted significant 
interest of scholars. Studying justice in 
psychology began with Adams ' disserta-
tion on equity theory (Adams, 1963) 
which assumed fairness in performance. 
Nevertheless, considering the importance 
that researchers assign to justice in corpo-
rate existence, reproduction, and expan-
sion of this research area was unavoida-
ble. OJ captures a wide range of 
workplace attitudes and highlights the 
importance of equality and equity as a 

prerequisite for organisations to function 
effectively. Moreover, OJ could decrease 
job stress (Greenberg, 2004; Ghran, 
Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Jameel, 
Mahmood, & Jwmaa, 2020). In corrobora-
tion with Karem, Mahmood, Jameel, and 
Ahmad (2019), and Lee, Kim, Son, and 
Kim (2015) OJ is a vital element in the 
development and maintenance of a 
sustainable labour environment defined 
as a member's sense of moral property of 
the way they are treated. 

The early concept of OJ consisted of two 
dimensions namely distributive justice 
(DJ) and procedural justice (PJ) (Leven-
thal, 1980). Later, Bies and Moag (1986) 
proposed the third dimension of justice 
which was interactional justice (IJ). 
Greenberg (1990) categorized interaction-
al justice into two parts; interpersonal 
justice and informational justice. This 
study focused on the main three dimen-
sions of justice (DJ, PJ, and IJ) but IJ also 
covered the other two dimensions 
proposed by Greenberg (1990).
 
Distributive justice
DJ includes the allocation of incentives 
for work related to outputs. It is based on 
the theory of equity, in which expecta-
tions of unequal allocation of job incen-
tives compared to work contributions 
could create tension among the employ-
ees. Distributive fairness is the degree to 
which the individuals in an institution 
perceived about the distribution of 
resources (Greenberg, 1990). DJ relates 
to the justice of particular results relative 
to that obtained by others (Farndale, 
Hope-Hailey, & Kelliher, 2011; Jameel, 
Mahmood, et al., 2020; Karem et al., 
2019). DJ primarily applies to the organi-
zation performance. 

Procedural justice 
The degree to which uniformity occurs in 
the Decision-Making Process (DMP) of an 
institution, and to what extent the views 
of representatives are expressed in the 

DMP is known as PJ (Greenberg, 1990). 
PJ applies to whether DMP maintains 
consistency and whether beneficiaries of 
these judgments receive fair treatment  
(Byrne et al., 2012; Karem et al., 2019). 
The procedural justice refers to the facets 
of corporate transition processes. Also, PJ 
represents the formal expectations and 
performance of the communication 
partnerships in the DMP; PJ is distinct 
from IJ as it illustrates the informal 
connections between the DMP unit and 
the approving institution (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Ahmad, & Karem, 2020; 
Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu, Lee, 
Han, & Kim, 2019).

Interactional justice
IJ is characterized as the degree of 
respect and sensitive treatment obtained 
by participants in an institution when 
decision-makers perform certain proce-
dures that affect them (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu 
et al., 2019). IJ addresses the association 
between workers and the institution and 
the treatment on individuals (Tyler, 
1989). However, IJ is often perceived as 
an element of PJ which refers to how one 
is handled during the execution of a 
system or policy (e.g. with respect and 
dignity) and stresses the interaction and 
social process dimensions (Bies & Moag, 
1986). 

Hypothesis development 
Organizational Justice and Job Perfor-
mance

The universities are the only organiza-
tions centred on dual-core functions of 
information development and dissemina-
tion through research, teaching, and 
community engagement processes (Youse-
fi & Abdullah, 2019). Several researchers 
indicated that performance and engage-
ment at work were two significant 
findings related to the sense of justice 
(Cropanzano, Bowen, & Gilliland, 2007; 
Colquitt, 2001; Zapata-Phelan et al., 

2009). Concerning the impact of DJ on 
employee performance, Adam's equity 
theory may provide the best theoretical 
framework established  (Adams, 1963; 
Colquitt, 2001; Wei & Lee, 2015). Accord-
ing to the equality philosophy, fairness 
emerges based on the proportionality of 
an individual's income/outcome arrange-
ment (effort, skill, and work/prizes) 
relative to others. When the input/out-
come level of a participant is less than 
the input/outcome of other participants, 
they will feel dissatisfied and negatively 
will reflect on JP. If an individual feels 
they are treated fairly, they would be 
more likely to perform and to be more 
comfortable in the workplace. Therefore, 
individuals will likely be dissatisfied and 
attempted to restore fairness by limiting 
their output and altering their quantity 
and quality of work (Latham & Pinder, 
2005). When individuals agree that social 
and mental requirements such as speech, 
respect, and dignity (dimensions of PJ 
and IJ) are fairly treated, it will generally 
result in higher performance and strong-
er feeling. If organisations develop 
high-quality communication agreements 
with their workers by handling them 
equally and allowing them to make 
decisions about their outcomes (fair 
processes), employees are more fulfilled 
and more likely to work to achieve a 
better standard of JP. Individuals are 
expected to show an unacceptable work 
performance and feel dissatisfied if they 
perceived that there is a low exchange 
relation. Therefore, JP should be correlat-
ed with substantive justice insofar as it is 
involved in the relationships of individu-
als with their employers and interaction-
al justice insofar, as it is influenced by 
the relations of individuals with their 
superiors or supervisors (Aryee, Budh-
war, & Chen, 2002; Chien et al., 2010; 
Wei & Lee, 2015).

Empirical studies have consistently 
shown that DJ significantly predicted JP 

(Cropanzano et al., 2007; Colquitt, 2001; 
Shan, Ishaq, & Shaheen, 2006).  It should 
be remembered that according to the OJ 
as stated in prior studies, the workforce 
does not claim their organisation as fair 
solely based on DJ, but they will focus 
and examine the PJ and IJ too. However, 
many findings showed that PJ had a 
substantial impact on JP (Chien et al., 
2010; Colquitt, 2001; Shan et al., 2006; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). Likewise, 
according to Masterson, Lewis, Goldman, 
and Taylor (2000), employees perceived 
PJ as having the power to increase JP and 
organizational engagement. Meanwhile, 
a limited number of studies have so far 
examined the effect of IJ on JP (Colquitt, 
2001; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman & 
Kathairi, 2013).  It was expected that 
workers who experienced high rates of IJ 
would continue to show in-role JP, 
particularly given political facts, since 
they believe the superior to take care of 
them and that they are respected and 
appreciated (Tyler, 1989). The vaguest 
relationship lies between the presumed 
relationship between IJ and JP. IJ 
relation to JP remains unclear, and 
correlation experiments between these 
two factors produced mixed results. Some 
studies reported that IJ was not related 
and did not have an impact on JP 
(Colquitt, Scott, Judge, & Shaw, 2006; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). However, 
Fernandes and Awamleh (2006) reported 
that the three dimensions of OJ did not 
have an impact on the self-perceived 
performance of expatriates, but some 
other research found a significant positive 
relationship (Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013). According to the above-
mentioned arguments, the study proposes 
the following hypotheses.

H1: Distributive justice has a positive and 
significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H2: Procedural justice has a positive and 

significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H3: Interactional justice has a positive 
and significant impact on Job Perfor-
mance among academic staff

Methodology 
The study employed a quantitative 
method to examine the impact of OJ on 
JP of academic staff at three Iraqi public 
universities located in Baghdad during 
the academic year 2019-2020. The data 
were collected by using a self-adminis-
tered questionnaire and a stratified 
sampling technique was used to ensure 
equal representation of the academic staff 
from the three universities.  
The population of the academic staff at 
the three universities was 476 and accord-
ing to Krejcie and Morgan (1970), if the 
population fell in the range of 460 to 480, 
the sample size should be 214. Altogether, 
198 out of 214 questionnaires returned, 
and after checking for missing value and 
incomplete responses, only 197 question-
naires were valid to be analysed by using 
Smart PLS which is recommended for 
sample size less than 200 (Chin, 2010). 
The questionnaire consisted of two 
sections. The first section contained demo-
graphic questions, and the second section 
included 20 items where OJ dimensions 
carried 15 items and JP carried 5 items. 
Five-point Likert scales were used from 
1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree.
Instrument 
The questions were adapted from 
previous studies, as follows:
Job Performance: 5 items (Abba & 
Mugizi, 2018; Musah et al., 2016; Shan et 
al., 2006)

Organizational Justice consists of three 
dimensions:
Distributive justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Procedural justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Interactional justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 

2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Results 
Since the study employed the Smart PLS 
to analyse the data, there were two main 
steps conducted as per recommendation 
by Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt (2016) 
namely the measurement model and 
structural model.

Information of respondents 
The majority of response is male (60%), 
and followed by the female (40%). This 
result is not uncommon due to the fact of 
culture. However, most of the respond-
ents were between 30 to 40 years old 
(32%) and followed by 41-50 years old 
(27%). 20% of the respondents aged 
between 51-65 years old less and 12% 
were more than 66 years old. Lastly, 8% 
of the respondents were less than 29 
years old. The qualifications showed that 
55% of the academic staff possessed a 
Ph.D., and 45% graduated from a 
Master's degree. Finally, regarding the 
academic position, 37% of the respond-
ents were Assistant Professor and 
followed by 32% Assistant Lecturer. 
Meanwhile, 14% of them were in the 
Lecturer position and only 17% were 
professors.    

Model measurement
The purpose of this step is to measure the 
validity, reliability, and discriminations 
of the items. To ensure these require-
ments, the convergent validity and 
discrimination validity were tested. 

Convergent Validity consists of three 
tests. The first one is the average 
variance extracted (AVE) which reflects 
the total amount of variation in the indica-
tors of the latent construct. The second 
one is the composite reliability (CR) and 
Cronbach's Alpha is preferred to ensure 
the internal consistency among items. 
The third one is factor loadings.  

The cutoff values for acceptable CR and 

Cronbach's Alpha should be 0.70 or above 

(Hair et al., 2016), while AVE should be 
0.50 or above (Hair et al., 2016). Factor 
loadings should be > 0.70 (Hair et al., 
2016).

The results of CR and Alpha exceeded the 
recommended level 0.70 with high 
internal consistency. Similarly, AVE > 
0.50 (see Table 1). All items loading 
exceeded the recommended level 0.70 as 
shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 depicted 
the factor loading values. 

Discriminant validity
Our study employed two criteria to assess 
discriminant validity. The first one is the

Fornell-Larcker Criterion whereas the 
second one is the cross-loadings. All 
discrimination results met the acceptable 
level.

The boldface values in Table 2 showed 
each factor that was highly correlated 
with itself than others and this criterion 
was achieved as essential for validity 
discrimination. Second, cross-loading for 
each item in the same factor should have 
a high correlation among themselves, and 
this criterion is achieved and illustrated 
in bold font (see Table 3). Overall, each 
factor in this study had a high square root 
of AVE compared to other factors (Fornell 

& Larcker, 1981).

Structural model
This study proposed three hypotheses to 
be tested. Therefore, this study performed 

bootstrapping with 5,000 subsamples 
while the error estimated 0.05 and the 
confidence .95 and the T-Statistics should 
be above 1.96 to accept the hypothesis 
(Hair et al., 2016). The results showed two 
of three hypotheses were accepted.

The R2 (the coefficient of determination) 
of this study is 0.362 (see Figure 1) and 
this means 36% of the variation in JP was 
explained by OJ. According to Hair et al. 

(2016), this value is considered medium.

DJ (Path coefficient = 0.377, T- Statistics 
4.749 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) and IJ 
(Path coefficient = 0.215, T- Statistics 

2.247 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) were signif-
icantly related to JP. Therefore, H1 and 
H3 were accepted. This result is in line 
with previous findings (Shan, Ishaq, & 
Shaheen, 2006; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013).

PJ (Path coefficient = 0.138, T- Statistics 
1.840 < 1.96 and P-value 0.066 >0.05) was 
insignificantly related to JP. Thus, H2 
was rejected. A similar finding was report-

ed by  Fernandes & Awamleh, 2006). The 
results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 1.

R2= 0.362 Q2 = 0.247

Discussion 
The purpose of this study is to explore the 
role of Organizational Justice among 
academic staff at Iraqi public universities. 
Previous studies found inconsistent 
findings about the impact of Organization-
al Justice on Job Performance from both a 
positive and a negative perspective. 
Concerning the major impact of the 
elements of Organizational Justice, this 
paper concluded that Distributive justice 
and Interactional justice had significant 
and substantial contributions to the Job 
Performance of academic staff in the Iraqi 

context. Conversely, Procedural justice 

had an insignificant impact on Job Perfor-
mance probably due to the universities 
and government policies.

Distributive justice showed a high predic-
tion on the Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff compared to IJ. The impact of 
Distributive justice on Job Performance is 
in line with prior studies  (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). This means the academic staff 
who received equal rewards were most 
likely to perform well at the university. 
The analysis of the data showed that 

academics regard their time, workload, 
and salary level as equal. The reality is 
that the Iraqi public universities consid-
ered in this study followed the govern-
ment-organization pay structure with fair 
pay for staff (academics/non-academics). 
However, Distributive justice centres on 
fairness allocation of wealth which 
includes wages, service expenses, and job 
security. Distributive justice may as well 
include other services such as office 
rooms, furnishings, travel support, and 
test rooms.

Procedural justice did not have significant 
impact on the Job Performance of the 
academic staff (P-Value 0.066 > 0.05 and 
T-statistics 1.840) which led to the 
rejection of the second hypothesis. This 
result is supported by the previous finding 
by Fernandes and Awamleh (2006). JP 
tends not to be linked to the conceptions of 
Procedural justice. This finding under-
mines in extensive part conventional 
study findings in this area, which typical-
ly suggest and show substantial positive 
ties between all facets of justice and 
success. In other words, expectations of 
justice affect or change the behaviour of 
people who continuously seek to restore 
justice by different means. However, proce-
dural justice does not impact on Job Perfor-
mance of the academic staff perhaps 
because the study was conducted in public 
universities, and it is understood that 
their continuing employment and career 
progress are dependent directly on govern-
ment programs and policies and not on the 
universities itself.

H3 confirmed the impact of Interactional 
justice on Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff with T-statistics 2.247 >1.96 and P 
value 0.028 < 0.05. A similar result was 
reported by earlier studies (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). Most academic staff acknowl-

edged that their Head of Department or 
Dean had provided them with adequate 
justification for the employment decision. 
For Interactional justice, the academic 
staff was asked whether or not their Head 
of Department or Dean treated them 
equally and most respondents thought 
that their Head of Department or Dean 
had treated them with respect, honesty, 
compassion, and truthfulness. Such 
results indicate that, while results of the 
study vary in relation to the relative essen-
tial of each element of justice in link to 
each result compared with studies 
conducted in non -middle east countries, 
the understanding of the three aspects of 
the justice system influences an employ-
ee's patterns to react in order to achieve 
better performance in their work. Since 
the value of injustice is universal, former 
academics have indicated that judicial 
views on different work results continue 
to vary in cultural and national contexts 
(Schilpzand et al., 2013). The results 
summarized here suggest that academic 
staff attribute a higher value to interper-
sonal interactions obtained through 
processes and outcome decision-making 
by their Head of Department or Dean at 
university. Furthermore, the findings 
showed that assistance, integrity, respect, 
and consideration were the main reasons 
for achieving high-performance and 
comfortable employees.
Implications

The theoretical implication of this study is 
enriching the body of knowledge in the 
context of Iraq and academic context in 
developing countries. The study confirmed 
that the theory of OJ was applicable in the 
context of higher education. However, the 
practical implication indicated that DJ 
was more important to improve the 
academic staff performance. Besides, the 
Head of Department and the Dean are 
advised to enhance the DJ, where they 

should equitably distribute the resource 
among academic staff. The IJ was shown 
to be important for academic staff, thus 
the Head of Department and the Dean 
should deal with academic staff with 
complete honesty and dignity.
Conclusion, Limitations, and Future work

The current study specifically addressed 
the academic staff's understanding of OJ 
and the performance of their interaction 
with their superiors (Head of Department 
/ Dean). The study focused on academic 
performance's soft side to improve produc-
tive and useful behaviour. The results 
show that university academics work 
effectively with their superiors (Head of 
Department / Dean). To ensure equality at 
universities, the current Head of Depart-
ment / Dean must uphold the moral and 
ethical code of conduct by including all 
participants in the DMP. In addition, to 
ensure equality in the allocation of incen-
tives and processes involved in the 
decision-making of recruitment, selection, 
training and development, and assess-
ment of JP, it is equally necessary to 
ensure fairness in interpersonal interac-
tion between the Head of Department / 
Dean and the academic staff. When 
academic staff perceived the Head of 
Department / Dean as being professional, 
trustworthy, real, and justifiable, they feel 
more confident and optimistic. 

This study, like any other study, has sever-
al limitations. The study was conducted 
only in three universities located in Bagh-
dad due to security issues and the inabili-
ty to carry out research in more than those 
three universities. The study was conduct-
ed in public universities only, hence the 
results could not be generalized the result 
to private universities due to the differ-
ence in the nature of rules and regula-
tions. Future studies can be conducted in 
more than three universities and cover 

private universities as well. The prospec-
tive study may examine the causal effect 
of OJ on JP by examining the mediating 
role.
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Job performance (JP) is one of the impor-
tant subjects in the literature. It becomes 
a primary interest to both managers and 
researchers due to its crucial role in the 
success of organizations. Therefore, it is 
necessary to understand the mechanisms 
that affect job performance, particularly 
among academic staff. This research 
attempts to expand the existing litera-
ture by offering a more detailed under-
standing of how organizational justice 
(OJ) influences JP. Many factors affect-

ing JP of employees were studied 
previously but limited studies have exam-
ined the effect of OJ on JP among academ-
ic staff. Meanwhile, OJ remained a 
neglected topic in studies concerning 
higher education institutions.  Higher 
education institutions are essential in 
any country. Education influences a 
country's systemic growth and develop-
ment of qualified graduates because 
higher education is the final stage of 
training a young person gets before 

starting a career (Ahmad & Jameel, 
2020; Alaarj, Mohamed, & Bustamam, 
2017a, 2017b, 2016; Rabayaa & Obaid, 
2019). Academic staff at a university 
perform specific functions of teaching, 
research, supervision, publication and 
community service. For a country's devel-
opment, these functions are significant 
because teaching and scientific advances 
in research have the capacity to build the 
competitive advantage of the business. 
Additionally, students will also have the 
opportunity to develop new ideas through 
the teaching and learning process provid-
ed by the academic staff (Abba & Mugizi, 
2018; Alaaraj, Mohamed, & Ahmad 
Bustamam, 2018). These findings signify 
a crucial role of academic staff perfor-
mance on developing a country. In 
further support, Colquitt et al. (2013) 
stressed the importance of OJ on JP as he 
proved the significant influence of OJ. In 
order to motivate organization members 
to optimize their success in their roles, 
OJ must be a central consideration of the 
top management. Justice promotes volun-
tary involvement by organization 
members and directly affects the organi-
zations’ and individuals’ performance.
Most previous studies paid more atten-
tion to identify the impact OJ on perfor-
mance appraisal (Byrne, Pitts, Wilson, & 
Steiner, 2012; Massoudi, Jameel, & 
Ahmad, 2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 
2017; Raewf & Thabit, 2015; Thabit 
Hassan Thabit & Raewf, 2016; Tinuke, 
2015), but limited studies were conducted 
to determine the impact of OJ on JP 
especially in the educational field (Arab 
& Atan, 2018). The bulk of studies has 
been carried out in western countries on 
the effect of OJ on JP, while limited 
studies have been conducted in middle 
east countries (Suliman & Kathairi, 
2013;Thabit & Raewf, 2018), particularly 
in Iraq (Arab & Atan, 2018). Neverthe-
less, it is worth to note that western 
countries have a different culture 
compared to the middle east countries 
like Iraq. In parallel, Li and Cropanzan 
(2009) and Schilpzand, Martins, 

Kirkman, Lowe, and Chen (2013) report-
ed that the conceptions of justice rely on 
the values and standards of the local 
culture. The principles and rules that 
exist in Iraq vary to that of western 
countries because individualism, collec-
tivism, or a detachment from authority or 
equality could be interpreted differently 
across cultures. Meanwhile, the procedur-
al justice has been selected as the prima-
ry indicator of JP in most studies (Chien, 
Lawler, & Uen, 2010; J. A.Colquitt, 2001; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Thabit & 
Jasim, 2016, 2019; Zapata-Phelan, 
Colquitt, Scott, & Livingston, 2009). 
University performance is primarily 
determined by academic staff activities 
such as publication, conference, research, 
and community service. A high percent-
age of these activities depends on the 
performance of the academicians at 
universities. According to Yousefi and 
Abdullah (2019) publication is a signifi-
cant part of the work done by academic 
staff. The university ranking highly 
depends on academic productivity such 
as publication, conference, teaching 
performance, and community services 
performed by the academic staff of the 
university (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019, 
2020a). Unfortunately, Iraqi universities 
are suffering from low ranks compared to 
other regional universities (Webometric, 
2020). Among the reasons for such 
situation is that a university ranking 
highly depends on academic staff perfor-
mance in term of research productivity 
(Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Mousa, 
Jameel, & Ahmad, 2019), but the number 
of publications of Iraqi universities 
collected by a reliable database is only 
28,091 (SJR, 2020), thus resulting in low 
ranks for Iraqi universities. In response, 
this study was conducted to measure the 
impact of OJ on JP of academic staff in 
the context of Iraq.

Literature review
Academic performance 
The term academic is usually associated 
with school, university, or any 

higher-learning institution. It involves 
human academic activities in a 
structured educational environment. 
Meanwhile, performance is activity, 
implementation, and production. Perfor-
mance is referred to an accomplishment 
under current circumstances that 
subsume the mechanism of obtaining and 
using knowledge and skills structure and 
a host of successful, motivational, and 
stylistic factors influencing the ultimate 
responses (Fletcher & Williams, 1996). 
Armstrong (2010) defined performance as 
an achievement, implementation, 
success, and the efficiency of anything 
ordered or done contributing to 
outputs/outcomes (accomplishment). 
Jameel and Ahmad (2019a) defined 
performance as the execution of specific 
tasks calculated against predetermined 
reliability, completeness, cost, and space 
requirements. Reaching the optimum 
level of employees’ or teams’ participa-
tion is a critical factor for an organisation 
as it helps achieve maximum organiza-
tional performance and objectives 
(Duyan & Yıldız, 2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 
2019). The performance of staff is one of 
the most prominent variables that affect 
the operational sciences of the independ-
ent variables because they play an essen-
tial role in the organizational success  (Al 
Shobaki, Abu-Naser, Amuna, & El Talla, 
2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Thabit, 
Raewf, Abdulrahman, & Younis, 2016). 
The performance of a university depends 
on the level of academic activities, includ-
ing teaching, academic publications, and 
social contributions (Jameel & Ahmad, 
2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi, 2017).
Abba and Mugizi (2018) emphasized that 
education, research/publication, and 
community service were essential for the 
growth of any nation internationally 
since these roles specifically promote 
social welfare, financial literacy, safety 
and decreases crime in communities (M. 
A.-A. Ahmad & Jameel, 2018; Preece, 
2011). Research is one of the reasons why 
universities were founded, leading to new 
information discovery, the production of 

technology, enhanced service quality, 
increased educational prestige, and 
economic value. The performance of 
universities is mostly calculated by the 
efforts of academic and non-academic 
staff. Academic staff at a university 
comprised people who carry out education-
al work at the university, including teach-
ing, research, and, in some instances, 
administrations. Therefore, educational 
achievements are the primary criteria 
used to assess a university academic 
performance (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; 
Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 2017; Raewf & 
Thabit, 2018). According to Abba and 
Mugizi (2018), Igbojekwe and Ugo-Okoro 
(2015), and Tinuke (2015) determinants 
of academic performance include staff 
skills, material resources, teaching, 
publication, research, and community 
service. Publication is a significant part of 
the work done by academic staff. High 
levels of organizational stressors may 
seem to be decreasing by publishing 
efforts (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Yousefi & 
Abdullah, 2019). However, the value of 
teaching performance allows higher 
education institutions to prepare 
students and provide the foundation for 
their potential JP. While a number of 
studies have measured the performance 
of academic staff, limited studies have 
been conducted in Iraqi universities. 
Therefore, this study attempted to fill the 
gap by studying the Iraqi education 
setting.
 
Organizational justice
Throughout recent years, the social 
justice study has attracted significant 
interest of scholars. Studying justice in 
psychology began with Adams ' disserta-
tion on equity theory (Adams, 1963) 
which assumed fairness in performance. 
Nevertheless, considering the importance 
that researchers assign to justice in corpo-
rate existence, reproduction, and expan-
sion of this research area was unavoida-
ble. OJ captures a wide range of 
workplace attitudes and highlights the 
importance of equality and equity as a 

prerequisite for organisations to function 
effectively. Moreover, OJ could decrease 
job stress (Greenberg, 2004; Ghran, 
Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Jameel, 
Mahmood, & Jwmaa, 2020). In corrobora-
tion with Karem, Mahmood, Jameel, and 
Ahmad (2019), and Lee, Kim, Son, and 
Kim (2015) OJ is a vital element in the 
development and maintenance of a 
sustainable labour environment defined 
as a member's sense of moral property of 
the way they are treated. 

The early concept of OJ consisted of two 
dimensions namely distributive justice 
(DJ) and procedural justice (PJ) (Leven-
thal, 1980). Later, Bies and Moag (1986) 
proposed the third dimension of justice 
which was interactional justice (IJ). 
Greenberg (1990) categorized interaction-
al justice into two parts; interpersonal 
justice and informational justice. This 
study focused on the main three dimen-
sions of justice (DJ, PJ, and IJ) but IJ also 
covered the other two dimensions 
proposed by Greenberg (1990).
 
Distributive justice
DJ includes the allocation of incentives 
for work related to outputs. It is based on 
the theory of equity, in which expecta-
tions of unequal allocation of job incen-
tives compared to work contributions 
could create tension among the employ-
ees. Distributive fairness is the degree to 
which the individuals in an institution 
perceived about the distribution of 
resources (Greenberg, 1990). DJ relates 
to the justice of particular results relative 
to that obtained by others (Farndale, 
Hope-Hailey, & Kelliher, 2011; Jameel, 
Mahmood, et al., 2020; Karem et al., 
2019). DJ primarily applies to the organi-
zation performance. 

Procedural justice 
The degree to which uniformity occurs in 
the Decision-Making Process (DMP) of an 
institution, and to what extent the views 
of representatives are expressed in the 

DMP is known as PJ (Greenberg, 1990). 
PJ applies to whether DMP maintains 
consistency and whether beneficiaries of 
these judgments receive fair treatment  
(Byrne et al., 2012; Karem et al., 2019). 
The procedural justice refers to the facets 
of corporate transition processes. Also, PJ 
represents the formal expectations and 
performance of the communication 
partnerships in the DMP; PJ is distinct 
from IJ as it illustrates the informal 
connections between the DMP unit and 
the approving institution (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Ahmad, & Karem, 2020; 
Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu, Lee, 
Han, & Kim, 2019).

Interactional justice
IJ is characterized as the degree of 
respect and sensitive treatment obtained 
by participants in an institution when 
decision-makers perform certain proce-
dures that affect them (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu 
et al., 2019). IJ addresses the association 
between workers and the institution and 
the treatment on individuals (Tyler, 
1989). However, IJ is often perceived as 
an element of PJ which refers to how one 
is handled during the execution of a 
system or policy (e.g. with respect and 
dignity) and stresses the interaction and 
social process dimensions (Bies & Moag, 
1986). 

Hypothesis development 
Organizational Justice and Job Perfor-
mance

The universities are the only organiza-
tions centred on dual-core functions of 
information development and dissemina-
tion through research, teaching, and 
community engagement processes (Youse-
fi & Abdullah, 2019). Several researchers 
indicated that performance and engage-
ment at work were two significant 
findings related to the sense of justice 
(Cropanzano, Bowen, & Gilliland, 2007; 
Colquitt, 2001; Zapata-Phelan et al., 

2009). Concerning the impact of DJ on 
employee performance, Adam's equity 
theory may provide the best theoretical 
framework established  (Adams, 1963; 
Colquitt, 2001; Wei & Lee, 2015). Accord-
ing to the equality philosophy, fairness 
emerges based on the proportionality of 
an individual's income/outcome arrange-
ment (effort, skill, and work/prizes) 
relative to others. When the input/out-
come level of a participant is less than 
the input/outcome of other participants, 
they will feel dissatisfied and negatively 
will reflect on JP. If an individual feels 
they are treated fairly, they would be 
more likely to perform and to be more 
comfortable in the workplace. Therefore, 
individuals will likely be dissatisfied and 
attempted to restore fairness by limiting 
their output and altering their quantity 
and quality of work (Latham & Pinder, 
2005). When individuals agree that social 
and mental requirements such as speech, 
respect, and dignity (dimensions of PJ 
and IJ) are fairly treated, it will generally 
result in higher performance and strong-
er feeling. If organisations develop 
high-quality communication agreements 
with their workers by handling them 
equally and allowing them to make 
decisions about their outcomes (fair 
processes), employees are more fulfilled 
and more likely to work to achieve a 
better standard of JP. Individuals are 
expected to show an unacceptable work 
performance and feel dissatisfied if they 
perceived that there is a low exchange 
relation. Therefore, JP should be correlat-
ed with substantive justice insofar as it is 
involved in the relationships of individu-
als with their employers and interaction-
al justice insofar, as it is influenced by 
the relations of individuals with their 
superiors or supervisors (Aryee, Budh-
war, & Chen, 2002; Chien et al., 2010; 
Wei & Lee, 2015).

Empirical studies have consistently 
shown that DJ significantly predicted JP 

(Cropanzano et al., 2007; Colquitt, 2001; 
Shan, Ishaq, & Shaheen, 2006).  It should 
be remembered that according to the OJ 
as stated in prior studies, the workforce 
does not claim their organisation as fair 
solely based on DJ, but they will focus 
and examine the PJ and IJ too. However, 
many findings showed that PJ had a 
substantial impact on JP (Chien et al., 
2010; Colquitt, 2001; Shan et al., 2006; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). Likewise, 
according to Masterson, Lewis, Goldman, 
and Taylor (2000), employees perceived 
PJ as having the power to increase JP and 
organizational engagement. Meanwhile, 
a limited number of studies have so far 
examined the effect of IJ on JP (Colquitt, 
2001; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman & 
Kathairi, 2013).  It was expected that 
workers who experienced high rates of IJ 
would continue to show in-role JP, 
particularly given political facts, since 
they believe the superior to take care of 
them and that they are respected and 
appreciated (Tyler, 1989). The vaguest 
relationship lies between the presumed 
relationship between IJ and JP. IJ 
relation to JP remains unclear, and 
correlation experiments between these 
two factors produced mixed results. Some 
studies reported that IJ was not related 
and did not have an impact on JP 
(Colquitt, Scott, Judge, & Shaw, 2006; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). However, 
Fernandes and Awamleh (2006) reported 
that the three dimensions of OJ did not 
have an impact on the self-perceived 
performance of expatriates, but some 
other research found a significant positive 
relationship (Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013). According to the above-
mentioned arguments, the study proposes 
the following hypotheses.

H1: Distributive justice has a positive and 
significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H2: Procedural justice has a positive and 

significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H3: Interactional justice has a positive 
and significant impact on Job Perfor-
mance among academic staff

Methodology 
The study employed a quantitative 
method to examine the impact of OJ on 
JP of academic staff at three Iraqi public 
universities located in Baghdad during 
the academic year 2019-2020. The data 
were collected by using a self-adminis-
tered questionnaire and a stratified 
sampling technique was used to ensure 
equal representation of the academic staff 
from the three universities.  
The population of the academic staff at 
the three universities was 476 and accord-
ing to Krejcie and Morgan (1970), if the 
population fell in the range of 460 to 480, 
the sample size should be 214. Altogether, 
198 out of 214 questionnaires returned, 
and after checking for missing value and 
incomplete responses, only 197 question-
naires were valid to be analysed by using 
Smart PLS which is recommended for 
sample size less than 200 (Chin, 2010). 
The questionnaire consisted of two 
sections. The first section contained demo-
graphic questions, and the second section 
included 20 items where OJ dimensions 
carried 15 items and JP carried 5 items. 
Five-point Likert scales were used from 
1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree.
Instrument 
The questions were adapted from 
previous studies, as follows:
Job Performance: 5 items (Abba & 
Mugizi, 2018; Musah et al., 2016; Shan et 
al., 2006)

Organizational Justice consists of three 
dimensions:
Distributive justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Procedural justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Interactional justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 

2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Results 
Since the study employed the Smart PLS 
to analyse the data, there were two main 
steps conducted as per recommendation 
by Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt (2016) 
namely the measurement model and 
structural model.

Information of respondents 
The majority of response is male (60%), 
and followed by the female (40%). This 
result is not uncommon due to the fact of 
culture. However, most of the respond-
ents were between 30 to 40 years old 
(32%) and followed by 41-50 years old 
(27%). 20% of the respondents aged 
between 51-65 years old less and 12% 
were more than 66 years old. Lastly, 8% 
of the respondents were less than 29 
years old. The qualifications showed that 
55% of the academic staff possessed a 
Ph.D., and 45% graduated from a 
Master's degree. Finally, regarding the 
academic position, 37% of the respond-
ents were Assistant Professor and 
followed by 32% Assistant Lecturer. 
Meanwhile, 14% of them were in the 
Lecturer position and only 17% were 
professors.    

Model measurement
The purpose of this step is to measure the 
validity, reliability, and discriminations 
of the items. To ensure these require-
ments, the convergent validity and 
discrimination validity were tested. 

Convergent Validity consists of three 
tests. The first one is the average 
variance extracted (AVE) which reflects 
the total amount of variation in the indica-
tors of the latent construct. The second 
one is the composite reliability (CR) and 
Cronbach's Alpha is preferred to ensure 
the internal consistency among items. 
The third one is factor loadings.  

The cutoff values for acceptable CR and 

Cronbach's Alpha should be 0.70 or above 

(Hair et al., 2016), while AVE should be 
0.50 or above (Hair et al., 2016). Factor 
loadings should be > 0.70 (Hair et al., 
2016).

The results of CR and Alpha exceeded the 
recommended level 0.70 with high 
internal consistency. Similarly, AVE > 
0.50 (see Table 1). All items loading 
exceeded the recommended level 0.70 as 
shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 depicted 
the factor loading values. 

Discriminant validity
Our study employed two criteria to assess 
discriminant validity. The first one is the

Fornell-Larcker Criterion whereas the 
second one is the cross-loadings. All 
discrimination results met the acceptable 
level.

The boldface values in Table 2 showed 
each factor that was highly correlated 
with itself than others and this criterion 
was achieved as essential for validity 
discrimination. Second, cross-loading for 
each item in the same factor should have 
a high correlation among themselves, and 
this criterion is achieved and illustrated 
in bold font (see Table 3). Overall, each 
factor in this study had a high square root 
of AVE compared to other factors (Fornell 

& Larcker, 1981).

Structural model
This study proposed three hypotheses to 
be tested. Therefore, this study performed 

bootstrapping with 5,000 subsamples 
while the error estimated 0.05 and the 
confidence .95 and the T-Statistics should 
be above 1.96 to accept the hypothesis 
(Hair et al., 2016). The results showed two 
of three hypotheses were accepted.

The R2 (the coefficient of determination) 
of this study is 0.362 (see Figure 1) and 
this means 36% of the variation in JP was 
explained by OJ. According to Hair et al. 

(2016), this value is considered medium.

DJ (Path coefficient = 0.377, T- Statistics 
4.749 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) and IJ 
(Path coefficient = 0.215, T- Statistics 

2.247 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) were signif-
icantly related to JP. Therefore, H1 and 
H3 were accepted. This result is in line 
with previous findings (Shan, Ishaq, & 
Shaheen, 2006; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013).

PJ (Path coefficient = 0.138, T- Statistics 
1.840 < 1.96 and P-value 0.066 >0.05) was 
insignificantly related to JP. Thus, H2 
was rejected. A similar finding was report-

ed by  Fernandes & Awamleh, 2006). The 
results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 1.

R2= 0.362 Q2 = 0.247

Discussion 
The purpose of this study is to explore the 
role of Organizational Justice among 
academic staff at Iraqi public universities. 
Previous studies found inconsistent 
findings about the impact of Organization-
al Justice on Job Performance from both a 
positive and a negative perspective. 
Concerning the major impact of the 
elements of Organizational Justice, this 
paper concluded that Distributive justice 
and Interactional justice had significant 
and substantial contributions to the Job 
Performance of academic staff in the Iraqi 

context. Conversely, Procedural justice 

had an insignificant impact on Job Perfor-
mance probably due to the universities 
and government policies.

Distributive justice showed a high predic-
tion on the Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff compared to IJ. The impact of 
Distributive justice on Job Performance is 
in line with prior studies  (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). This means the academic staff 
who received equal rewards were most 
likely to perform well at the university. 
The analysis of the data showed that 

academics regard their time, workload, 
and salary level as equal. The reality is 
that the Iraqi public universities consid-
ered in this study followed the govern-
ment-organization pay structure with fair 
pay for staff (academics/non-academics). 
However, Distributive justice centres on 
fairness allocation of wealth which 
includes wages, service expenses, and job 
security. Distributive justice may as well 
include other services such as office 
rooms, furnishings, travel support, and 
test rooms.

Procedural justice did not have significant 
impact on the Job Performance of the 
academic staff (P-Value 0.066 > 0.05 and 
T-statistics 1.840) which led to the 
rejection of the second hypothesis. This 
result is supported by the previous finding 
by Fernandes and Awamleh (2006). JP 
tends not to be linked to the conceptions of 
Procedural justice. This finding under-
mines in extensive part conventional 
study findings in this area, which typical-
ly suggest and show substantial positive 
ties between all facets of justice and 
success. In other words, expectations of 
justice affect or change the behaviour of 
people who continuously seek to restore 
justice by different means. However, proce-
dural justice does not impact on Job Perfor-
mance of the academic staff perhaps 
because the study was conducted in public 
universities, and it is understood that 
their continuing employment and career 
progress are dependent directly on govern-
ment programs and policies and not on the 
universities itself.

H3 confirmed the impact of Interactional 
justice on Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff with T-statistics 2.247 >1.96 and P 
value 0.028 < 0.05. A similar result was 
reported by earlier studies (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). Most academic staff acknowl-

edged that their Head of Department or 
Dean had provided them with adequate 
justification for the employment decision. 
For Interactional justice, the academic 
staff was asked whether or not their Head 
of Department or Dean treated them 
equally and most respondents thought 
that their Head of Department or Dean 
had treated them with respect, honesty, 
compassion, and truthfulness. Such 
results indicate that, while results of the 
study vary in relation to the relative essen-
tial of each element of justice in link to 
each result compared with studies 
conducted in non -middle east countries, 
the understanding of the three aspects of 
the justice system influences an employ-
ee's patterns to react in order to achieve 
better performance in their work. Since 
the value of injustice is universal, former 
academics have indicated that judicial 
views on different work results continue 
to vary in cultural and national contexts 
(Schilpzand et al., 2013). The results 
summarized here suggest that academic 
staff attribute a higher value to interper-
sonal interactions obtained through 
processes and outcome decision-making 
by their Head of Department or Dean at 
university. Furthermore, the findings 
showed that assistance, integrity, respect, 
and consideration were the main reasons 
for achieving high-performance and 
comfortable employees.
Implications

The theoretical implication of this study is 
enriching the body of knowledge in the 
context of Iraq and academic context in 
developing countries. The study confirmed 
that the theory of OJ was applicable in the 
context of higher education. However, the 
practical implication indicated that DJ 
was more important to improve the 
academic staff performance. Besides, the 
Head of Department and the Dean are 
advised to enhance the DJ, where they 

should equitably distribute the resource 
among academic staff. The IJ was shown 
to be important for academic staff, thus 
the Head of Department and the Dean 
should deal with academic staff with 
complete honesty and dignity.
Conclusion, Limitations, and Future work

The current study specifically addressed 
the academic staff's understanding of OJ 
and the performance of their interaction 
with their superiors (Head of Department 
/ Dean). The study focused on academic 
performance's soft side to improve produc-
tive and useful behaviour. The results 
show that university academics work 
effectively with their superiors (Head of 
Department / Dean). To ensure equality at 
universities, the current Head of Depart-
ment / Dean must uphold the moral and 
ethical code of conduct by including all 
participants in the DMP. In addition, to 
ensure equality in the allocation of incen-
tives and processes involved in the 
decision-making of recruitment, selection, 
training and development, and assess-
ment of JP, it is equally necessary to 
ensure fairness in interpersonal interac-
tion between the Head of Department / 
Dean and the academic staff. When 
academic staff perceived the Head of 
Department / Dean as being professional, 
trustworthy, real, and justifiable, they feel 
more confident and optimistic. 

This study, like any other study, has sever-
al limitations. The study was conducted 
only in three universities located in Bagh-
dad due to security issues and the inabili-
ty to carry out research in more than those 
three universities. The study was conduct-
ed in public universities only, hence the 
results could not be generalized the result 
to private universities due to the differ-
ence in the nature of rules and regula-
tions. Future studies can be conducted in 
more than three universities and cover 

private universities as well. The prospec-
tive study may examine the causal effect 
of OJ on JP by examining the mediating 
role.
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Job performance (JP) is one of the impor-
tant subjects in the literature. It becomes 
a primary interest to both managers and 
researchers due to its crucial role in the 
success of organizations. Therefore, it is 
necessary to understand the mechanisms 
that affect job performance, particularly 
among academic staff. This research 
attempts to expand the existing litera-
ture by offering a more detailed under-
standing of how organizational justice 
(OJ) influences JP. Many factors affect-

ing JP of employees were studied 
previously but limited studies have exam-
ined the effect of OJ on JP among academ-
ic staff. Meanwhile, OJ remained a 
neglected topic in studies concerning 
higher education institutions.  Higher 
education institutions are essential in 
any country. Education influences a 
country's systemic growth and develop-
ment of qualified graduates because 
higher education is the final stage of 
training a young person gets before 

starting a career (Ahmad & Jameel, 
2020; Alaarj, Mohamed, & Bustamam, 
2017a, 2017b, 2016; Rabayaa & Obaid, 
2019). Academic staff at a university 
perform specific functions of teaching, 
research, supervision, publication and 
community service. For a country's devel-
opment, these functions are significant 
because teaching and scientific advances 
in research have the capacity to build the 
competitive advantage of the business. 
Additionally, students will also have the 
opportunity to develop new ideas through 
the teaching and learning process provid-
ed by the academic staff (Abba & Mugizi, 
2018; Alaaraj, Mohamed, & Ahmad 
Bustamam, 2018). These findings signify 
a crucial role of academic staff perfor-
mance on developing a country. In 
further support, Colquitt et al. (2013) 
stressed the importance of OJ on JP as he 
proved the significant influence of OJ. In 
order to motivate organization members 
to optimize their success in their roles, 
OJ must be a central consideration of the 
top management. Justice promotes volun-
tary involvement by organization 
members and directly affects the organi-
zations’ and individuals’ performance.
Most previous studies paid more atten-
tion to identify the impact OJ on perfor-
mance appraisal (Byrne, Pitts, Wilson, & 
Steiner, 2012; Massoudi, Jameel, & 
Ahmad, 2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 
2017; Raewf & Thabit, 2015; Thabit 
Hassan Thabit & Raewf, 2016; Tinuke, 
2015), but limited studies were conducted 
to determine the impact of OJ on JP 
especially in the educational field (Arab 
& Atan, 2018). The bulk of studies has 
been carried out in western countries on 
the effect of OJ on JP, while limited 
studies have been conducted in middle 
east countries (Suliman & Kathairi, 
2013;Thabit & Raewf, 2018), particularly 
in Iraq (Arab & Atan, 2018). Neverthe-
less, it is worth to note that western 
countries have a different culture 
compared to the middle east countries 
like Iraq. In parallel, Li and Cropanzan 
(2009) and Schilpzand, Martins, 

Kirkman, Lowe, and Chen (2013) report-
ed that the conceptions of justice rely on 
the values and standards of the local 
culture. The principles and rules that 
exist in Iraq vary to that of western 
countries because individualism, collec-
tivism, or a detachment from authority or 
equality could be interpreted differently 
across cultures. Meanwhile, the procedur-
al justice has been selected as the prima-
ry indicator of JP in most studies (Chien, 
Lawler, & Uen, 2010; J. A.Colquitt, 2001; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Thabit & 
Jasim, 2016, 2019; Zapata-Phelan, 
Colquitt, Scott, & Livingston, 2009). 
University performance is primarily 
determined by academic staff activities 
such as publication, conference, research, 
and community service. A high percent-
age of these activities depends on the 
performance of the academicians at 
universities. According to Yousefi and 
Abdullah (2019) publication is a signifi-
cant part of the work done by academic 
staff. The university ranking highly 
depends on academic productivity such 
as publication, conference, teaching 
performance, and community services 
performed by the academic staff of the 
university (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019, 
2020a). Unfortunately, Iraqi universities 
are suffering from low ranks compared to 
other regional universities (Webometric, 
2020). Among the reasons for such 
situation is that a university ranking 
highly depends on academic staff perfor-
mance in term of research productivity 
(Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Mousa, 
Jameel, & Ahmad, 2019), but the number 
of publications of Iraqi universities 
collected by a reliable database is only 
28,091 (SJR, 2020), thus resulting in low 
ranks for Iraqi universities. In response, 
this study was conducted to measure the 
impact of OJ on JP of academic staff in 
the context of Iraq.

Literature review
Academic performance 
The term academic is usually associated 
with school, university, or any 

higher-learning institution. It involves 
human academic activities in a 
structured educational environment. 
Meanwhile, performance is activity, 
implementation, and production. Perfor-
mance is referred to an accomplishment 
under current circumstances that 
subsume the mechanism of obtaining and 
using knowledge and skills structure and 
a host of successful, motivational, and 
stylistic factors influencing the ultimate 
responses (Fletcher & Williams, 1996). 
Armstrong (2010) defined performance as 
an achievement, implementation, 
success, and the efficiency of anything 
ordered or done contributing to 
outputs/outcomes (accomplishment). 
Jameel and Ahmad (2019a) defined 
performance as the execution of specific 
tasks calculated against predetermined 
reliability, completeness, cost, and space 
requirements. Reaching the optimum 
level of employees’ or teams’ participa-
tion is a critical factor for an organisation 
as it helps achieve maximum organiza-
tional performance and objectives 
(Duyan & Yıldız, 2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 
2019). The performance of staff is one of 
the most prominent variables that affect 
the operational sciences of the independ-
ent variables because they play an essen-
tial role in the organizational success  (Al 
Shobaki, Abu-Naser, Amuna, & El Talla, 
2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Thabit, 
Raewf, Abdulrahman, & Younis, 2016). 
The performance of a university depends 
on the level of academic activities, includ-
ing teaching, academic publications, and 
social contributions (Jameel & Ahmad, 
2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi, 2017).
Abba and Mugizi (2018) emphasized that 
education, research/publication, and 
community service were essential for the 
growth of any nation internationally 
since these roles specifically promote 
social welfare, financial literacy, safety 
and decreases crime in communities (M. 
A.-A. Ahmad & Jameel, 2018; Preece, 
2011). Research is one of the reasons why 
universities were founded, leading to new 
information discovery, the production of 

technology, enhanced service quality, 
increased educational prestige, and 
economic value. The performance of 
universities is mostly calculated by the 
efforts of academic and non-academic 
staff. Academic staff at a university 
comprised people who carry out education-
al work at the university, including teach-
ing, research, and, in some instances, 
administrations. Therefore, educational 
achievements are the primary criteria 
used to assess a university academic 
performance (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; 
Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 2017; Raewf & 
Thabit, 2018). According to Abba and 
Mugizi (2018), Igbojekwe and Ugo-Okoro 
(2015), and Tinuke (2015) determinants 
of academic performance include staff 
skills, material resources, teaching, 
publication, research, and community 
service. Publication is a significant part of 
the work done by academic staff. High 
levels of organizational stressors may 
seem to be decreasing by publishing 
efforts (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Yousefi & 
Abdullah, 2019). However, the value of 
teaching performance allows higher 
education institutions to prepare 
students and provide the foundation for 
their potential JP. While a number of 
studies have measured the performance 
of academic staff, limited studies have 
been conducted in Iraqi universities. 
Therefore, this study attempted to fill the 
gap by studying the Iraqi education 
setting.
 
Organizational justice
Throughout recent years, the social 
justice study has attracted significant 
interest of scholars. Studying justice in 
psychology began with Adams ' disserta-
tion on equity theory (Adams, 1963) 
which assumed fairness in performance. 
Nevertheless, considering the importance 
that researchers assign to justice in corpo-
rate existence, reproduction, and expan-
sion of this research area was unavoida-
ble. OJ captures a wide range of 
workplace attitudes and highlights the 
importance of equality and equity as a 

prerequisite for organisations to function 
effectively. Moreover, OJ could decrease 
job stress (Greenberg, 2004; Ghran, 
Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Jameel, 
Mahmood, & Jwmaa, 2020). In corrobora-
tion with Karem, Mahmood, Jameel, and 
Ahmad (2019), and Lee, Kim, Son, and 
Kim (2015) OJ is a vital element in the 
development and maintenance of a 
sustainable labour environment defined 
as a member's sense of moral property of 
the way they are treated. 

The early concept of OJ consisted of two 
dimensions namely distributive justice 
(DJ) and procedural justice (PJ) (Leven-
thal, 1980). Later, Bies and Moag (1986) 
proposed the third dimension of justice 
which was interactional justice (IJ). 
Greenberg (1990) categorized interaction-
al justice into two parts; interpersonal 
justice and informational justice. This 
study focused on the main three dimen-
sions of justice (DJ, PJ, and IJ) but IJ also 
covered the other two dimensions 
proposed by Greenberg (1990).
 
Distributive justice
DJ includes the allocation of incentives 
for work related to outputs. It is based on 
the theory of equity, in which expecta-
tions of unequal allocation of job incen-
tives compared to work contributions 
could create tension among the employ-
ees. Distributive fairness is the degree to 
which the individuals in an institution 
perceived about the distribution of 
resources (Greenberg, 1990). DJ relates 
to the justice of particular results relative 
to that obtained by others (Farndale, 
Hope-Hailey, & Kelliher, 2011; Jameel, 
Mahmood, et al., 2020; Karem et al., 
2019). DJ primarily applies to the organi-
zation performance. 

Procedural justice 
The degree to which uniformity occurs in 
the Decision-Making Process (DMP) of an 
institution, and to what extent the views 
of representatives are expressed in the 

DMP is known as PJ (Greenberg, 1990). 
PJ applies to whether DMP maintains 
consistency and whether beneficiaries of 
these judgments receive fair treatment  
(Byrne et al., 2012; Karem et al., 2019). 
The procedural justice refers to the facets 
of corporate transition processes. Also, PJ 
represents the formal expectations and 
performance of the communication 
partnerships in the DMP; PJ is distinct 
from IJ as it illustrates the informal 
connections between the DMP unit and 
the approving institution (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Ahmad, & Karem, 2020; 
Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu, Lee, 
Han, & Kim, 2019).

Interactional justice
IJ is characterized as the degree of 
respect and sensitive treatment obtained 
by participants in an institution when 
decision-makers perform certain proce-
dures that affect them (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu 
et al., 2019). IJ addresses the association 
between workers and the institution and 
the treatment on individuals (Tyler, 
1989). However, IJ is often perceived as 
an element of PJ which refers to how one 
is handled during the execution of a 
system or policy (e.g. with respect and 
dignity) and stresses the interaction and 
social process dimensions (Bies & Moag, 
1986). 

Hypothesis development 
Organizational Justice and Job Perfor-
mance

The universities are the only organiza-
tions centred on dual-core functions of 
information development and dissemina-
tion through research, teaching, and 
community engagement processes (Youse-
fi & Abdullah, 2019). Several researchers 
indicated that performance and engage-
ment at work were two significant 
findings related to the sense of justice 
(Cropanzano, Bowen, & Gilliland, 2007; 
Colquitt, 2001; Zapata-Phelan et al., 

2009). Concerning the impact of DJ on 
employee performance, Adam's equity 
theory may provide the best theoretical 
framework established  (Adams, 1963; 
Colquitt, 2001; Wei & Lee, 2015). Accord-
ing to the equality philosophy, fairness 
emerges based on the proportionality of 
an individual's income/outcome arrange-
ment (effort, skill, and work/prizes) 
relative to others. When the input/out-
come level of a participant is less than 
the input/outcome of other participants, 
they will feel dissatisfied and negatively 
will reflect on JP. If an individual feels 
they are treated fairly, they would be 
more likely to perform and to be more 
comfortable in the workplace. Therefore, 
individuals will likely be dissatisfied and 
attempted to restore fairness by limiting 
their output and altering their quantity 
and quality of work (Latham & Pinder, 
2005). When individuals agree that social 
and mental requirements such as speech, 
respect, and dignity (dimensions of PJ 
and IJ) are fairly treated, it will generally 
result in higher performance and strong-
er feeling. If organisations develop 
high-quality communication agreements 
with their workers by handling them 
equally and allowing them to make 
decisions about their outcomes (fair 
processes), employees are more fulfilled 
and more likely to work to achieve a 
better standard of JP. Individuals are 
expected to show an unacceptable work 
performance and feel dissatisfied if they 
perceived that there is a low exchange 
relation. Therefore, JP should be correlat-
ed with substantive justice insofar as it is 
involved in the relationships of individu-
als with their employers and interaction-
al justice insofar, as it is influenced by 
the relations of individuals with their 
superiors or supervisors (Aryee, Budh-
war, & Chen, 2002; Chien et al., 2010; 
Wei & Lee, 2015).

Empirical studies have consistently 
shown that DJ significantly predicted JP 

(Cropanzano et al., 2007; Colquitt, 2001; 
Shan, Ishaq, & Shaheen, 2006).  It should 
be remembered that according to the OJ 
as stated in prior studies, the workforce 
does not claim their organisation as fair 
solely based on DJ, but they will focus 
and examine the PJ and IJ too. However, 
many findings showed that PJ had a 
substantial impact on JP (Chien et al., 
2010; Colquitt, 2001; Shan et al., 2006; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). Likewise, 
according to Masterson, Lewis, Goldman, 
and Taylor (2000), employees perceived 
PJ as having the power to increase JP and 
organizational engagement. Meanwhile, 
a limited number of studies have so far 
examined the effect of IJ on JP (Colquitt, 
2001; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman & 
Kathairi, 2013).  It was expected that 
workers who experienced high rates of IJ 
would continue to show in-role JP, 
particularly given political facts, since 
they believe the superior to take care of 
them and that they are respected and 
appreciated (Tyler, 1989). The vaguest 
relationship lies between the presumed 
relationship between IJ and JP. IJ 
relation to JP remains unclear, and 
correlation experiments between these 
two factors produced mixed results. Some 
studies reported that IJ was not related 
and did not have an impact on JP 
(Colquitt, Scott, Judge, & Shaw, 2006; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). However, 
Fernandes and Awamleh (2006) reported 
that the three dimensions of OJ did not 
have an impact on the self-perceived 
performance of expatriates, but some 
other research found a significant positive 
relationship (Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013). According to the above-
mentioned arguments, the study proposes 
the following hypotheses.

H1: Distributive justice has a positive and 
significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H2: Procedural justice has a positive and 

significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H3: Interactional justice has a positive 
and significant impact on Job Perfor-
mance among academic staff

Methodology 
The study employed a quantitative 
method to examine the impact of OJ on 
JP of academic staff at three Iraqi public 
universities located in Baghdad during 
the academic year 2019-2020. The data 
were collected by using a self-adminis-
tered questionnaire and a stratified 
sampling technique was used to ensure 
equal representation of the academic staff 
from the three universities.  
The population of the academic staff at 
the three universities was 476 and accord-
ing to Krejcie and Morgan (1970), if the 
population fell in the range of 460 to 480, 
the sample size should be 214. Altogether, 
198 out of 214 questionnaires returned, 
and after checking for missing value and 
incomplete responses, only 197 question-
naires were valid to be analysed by using 
Smart PLS which is recommended for 
sample size less than 200 (Chin, 2010). 
The questionnaire consisted of two 
sections. The first section contained demo-
graphic questions, and the second section 
included 20 items where OJ dimensions 
carried 15 items and JP carried 5 items. 
Five-point Likert scales were used from 
1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree.
Instrument 
The questions were adapted from 
previous studies, as follows:
Job Performance: 5 items (Abba & 
Mugizi, 2018; Musah et al., 2016; Shan et 
al., 2006)

Organizational Justice consists of three 
dimensions:
Distributive justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Procedural justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Interactional justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 

2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Results 
Since the study employed the Smart PLS 
to analyse the data, there were two main 
steps conducted as per recommendation 
by Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt (2016) 
namely the measurement model and 
structural model.

Information of respondents 
The majority of response is male (60%), 
and followed by the female (40%). This 
result is not uncommon due to the fact of 
culture. However, most of the respond-
ents were between 30 to 40 years old 
(32%) and followed by 41-50 years old 
(27%). 20% of the respondents aged 
between 51-65 years old less and 12% 
were more than 66 years old. Lastly, 8% 
of the respondents were less than 29 
years old. The qualifications showed that 
55% of the academic staff possessed a 
Ph.D., and 45% graduated from a 
Master's degree. Finally, regarding the 
academic position, 37% of the respond-
ents were Assistant Professor and 
followed by 32% Assistant Lecturer. 
Meanwhile, 14% of them were in the 
Lecturer position and only 17% were 
professors.    

Model measurement
The purpose of this step is to measure the 
validity, reliability, and discriminations 
of the items. To ensure these require-
ments, the convergent validity and 
discrimination validity were tested. 

Convergent Validity consists of three 
tests. The first one is the average 
variance extracted (AVE) which reflects 
the total amount of variation in the indica-
tors of the latent construct. The second 
one is the composite reliability (CR) and 
Cronbach's Alpha is preferred to ensure 
the internal consistency among items. 
The third one is factor loadings.  

The cutoff values for acceptable CR and 

Cronbach's Alpha should be 0.70 or above 

(Hair et al., 2016), while AVE should be 
0.50 or above (Hair et al., 2016). Factor 
loadings should be > 0.70 (Hair et al., 
2016).

The results of CR and Alpha exceeded the 
recommended level 0.70 with high 
internal consistency. Similarly, AVE > 
0.50 (see Table 1). All items loading 
exceeded the recommended level 0.70 as 
shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 depicted 
the factor loading values. 

Discriminant validity
Our study employed two criteria to assess 
discriminant validity. The first one is the

Fornell-Larcker Criterion whereas the 
second one is the cross-loadings. All 
discrimination results met the acceptable 
level.

The boldface values in Table 2 showed 
each factor that was highly correlated 
with itself than others and this criterion 
was achieved as essential for validity 
discrimination. Second, cross-loading for 
each item in the same factor should have 
a high correlation among themselves, and 
this criterion is achieved and illustrated 
in bold font (see Table 3). Overall, each 
factor in this study had a high square root 
of AVE compared to other factors (Fornell 

& Larcker, 1981).

Structural model
This study proposed three hypotheses to 
be tested. Therefore, this study performed 

bootstrapping with 5,000 subsamples 
while the error estimated 0.05 and the 
confidence .95 and the T-Statistics should 
be above 1.96 to accept the hypothesis 
(Hair et al., 2016). The results showed two 
of three hypotheses were accepted.

The R2 (the coefficient of determination) 
of this study is 0.362 (see Figure 1) and 
this means 36% of the variation in JP was 
explained by OJ. According to Hair et al. 

(2016), this value is considered medium.

DJ (Path coefficient = 0.377, T- Statistics 
4.749 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) and IJ 
(Path coefficient = 0.215, T- Statistics 

2.247 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) were signif-
icantly related to JP. Therefore, H1 and 
H3 were accepted. This result is in line 
with previous findings (Shan, Ishaq, & 
Shaheen, 2006; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013).

PJ (Path coefficient = 0.138, T- Statistics 
1.840 < 1.96 and P-value 0.066 >0.05) was 
insignificantly related to JP. Thus, H2 
was rejected. A similar finding was report-

ed by  Fernandes & Awamleh, 2006). The 
results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 1.

R2= 0.362 Q2 = 0.247

Discussion 
The purpose of this study is to explore the 
role of Organizational Justice among 
academic staff at Iraqi public universities. 
Previous studies found inconsistent 
findings about the impact of Organization-
al Justice on Job Performance from both a 
positive and a negative perspective. 
Concerning the major impact of the 
elements of Organizational Justice, this 
paper concluded that Distributive justice 
and Interactional justice had significant 
and substantial contributions to the Job 
Performance of academic staff in the Iraqi 

context. Conversely, Procedural justice 

had an insignificant impact on Job Perfor-
mance probably due to the universities 
and government policies.

Distributive justice showed a high predic-
tion on the Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff compared to IJ. The impact of 
Distributive justice on Job Performance is 
in line with prior studies  (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). This means the academic staff 
who received equal rewards were most 
likely to perform well at the university. 
The analysis of the data showed that 

academics regard their time, workload, 
and salary level as equal. The reality is 
that the Iraqi public universities consid-
ered in this study followed the govern-
ment-organization pay structure with fair 
pay for staff (academics/non-academics). 
However, Distributive justice centres on 
fairness allocation of wealth which 
includes wages, service expenses, and job 
security. Distributive justice may as well 
include other services such as office 
rooms, furnishings, travel support, and 
test rooms.

Procedural justice did not have significant 
impact on the Job Performance of the 
academic staff (P-Value 0.066 > 0.05 and 
T-statistics 1.840) which led to the 
rejection of the second hypothesis. This 
result is supported by the previous finding 
by Fernandes and Awamleh (2006). JP 
tends not to be linked to the conceptions of 
Procedural justice. This finding under-
mines in extensive part conventional 
study findings in this area, which typical-
ly suggest and show substantial positive 
ties between all facets of justice and 
success. In other words, expectations of 
justice affect or change the behaviour of 
people who continuously seek to restore 
justice by different means. However, proce-
dural justice does not impact on Job Perfor-
mance of the academic staff perhaps 
because the study was conducted in public 
universities, and it is understood that 
their continuing employment and career 
progress are dependent directly on govern-
ment programs and policies and not on the 
universities itself.

H3 confirmed the impact of Interactional 
justice on Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff with T-statistics 2.247 >1.96 and P 
value 0.028 < 0.05. A similar result was 
reported by earlier studies (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). Most academic staff acknowl-

edged that their Head of Department or 
Dean had provided them with adequate 
justification for the employment decision. 
For Interactional justice, the academic 
staff was asked whether or not their Head 
of Department or Dean treated them 
equally and most respondents thought 
that their Head of Department or Dean 
had treated them with respect, honesty, 
compassion, and truthfulness. Such 
results indicate that, while results of the 
study vary in relation to the relative essen-
tial of each element of justice in link to 
each result compared with studies 
conducted in non -middle east countries, 
the understanding of the three aspects of 
the justice system influences an employ-
ee's patterns to react in order to achieve 
better performance in their work. Since 
the value of injustice is universal, former 
academics have indicated that judicial 
views on different work results continue 
to vary in cultural and national contexts 
(Schilpzand et al., 2013). The results 
summarized here suggest that academic 
staff attribute a higher value to interper-
sonal interactions obtained through 
processes and outcome decision-making 
by their Head of Department or Dean at 
university. Furthermore, the findings 
showed that assistance, integrity, respect, 
and consideration were the main reasons 
for achieving high-performance and 
comfortable employees.
Implications

The theoretical implication of this study is 
enriching the body of knowledge in the 
context of Iraq and academic context in 
developing countries. The study confirmed 
that the theory of OJ was applicable in the 
context of higher education. However, the 
practical implication indicated that DJ 
was more important to improve the 
academic staff performance. Besides, the 
Head of Department and the Dean are 
advised to enhance the DJ, where they 

should equitably distribute the resource 
among academic staff. The IJ was shown 
to be important for academic staff, thus 
the Head of Department and the Dean 
should deal with academic staff with 
complete honesty and dignity.
Conclusion, Limitations, and Future work

The current study specifically addressed 
the academic staff's understanding of OJ 
and the performance of their interaction 
with their superiors (Head of Department 
/ Dean). The study focused on academic 
performance's soft side to improve produc-
tive and useful behaviour. The results 
show that university academics work 
effectively with their superiors (Head of 
Department / Dean). To ensure equality at 
universities, the current Head of Depart-
ment / Dean must uphold the moral and 
ethical code of conduct by including all 
participants in the DMP. In addition, to 
ensure equality in the allocation of incen-
tives and processes involved in the 
decision-making of recruitment, selection, 
training and development, and assess-
ment of JP, it is equally necessary to 
ensure fairness in interpersonal interac-
tion between the Head of Department / 
Dean and the academic staff. When 
academic staff perceived the Head of 
Department / Dean as being professional, 
trustworthy, real, and justifiable, they feel 
more confident and optimistic. 

This study, like any other study, has sever-
al limitations. The study was conducted 
only in three universities located in Bagh-
dad due to security issues and the inabili-
ty to carry out research in more than those 
three universities. The study was conduct-
ed in public universities only, hence the 
results could not be generalized the result 
to private universities due to the differ-
ence in the nature of rules and regula-
tions. Future studies can be conducted in 
more than three universities and cover 

private universities as well. The prospec-
tive study may examine the causal effect 
of OJ on JP by examining the mediating 
role.
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Job performance (JP) is one of the impor-
tant subjects in the literature. It becomes 
a primary interest to both managers and 
researchers due to its crucial role in the 
success of organizations. Therefore, it is 
necessary to understand the mechanisms 
that affect job performance, particularly 
among academic staff. This research 
attempts to expand the existing litera-
ture by offering a more detailed under-
standing of how organizational justice 
(OJ) influences JP. Many factors affect-

ing JP of employees were studied 
previously but limited studies have exam-
ined the effect of OJ on JP among academ-
ic staff. Meanwhile, OJ remained a 
neglected topic in studies concerning 
higher education institutions.  Higher 
education institutions are essential in 
any country. Education influences a 
country's systemic growth and develop-
ment of qualified graduates because 
higher education is the final stage of 
training a young person gets before 

starting a career (Ahmad & Jameel, 
2020; Alaarj, Mohamed, & Bustamam, 
2017a, 2017b, 2016; Rabayaa & Obaid, 
2019). Academic staff at a university 
perform specific functions of teaching, 
research, supervision, publication and 
community service. For a country's devel-
opment, these functions are significant 
because teaching and scientific advances 
in research have the capacity to build the 
competitive advantage of the business. 
Additionally, students will also have the 
opportunity to develop new ideas through 
the teaching and learning process provid-
ed by the academic staff (Abba & Mugizi, 
2018; Alaaraj, Mohamed, & Ahmad 
Bustamam, 2018). These findings signify 
a crucial role of academic staff perfor-
mance on developing a country. In 
further support, Colquitt et al. (2013) 
stressed the importance of OJ on JP as he 
proved the significant influence of OJ. In 
order to motivate organization members 
to optimize their success in their roles, 
OJ must be a central consideration of the 
top management. Justice promotes volun-
tary involvement by organization 
members and directly affects the organi-
zations’ and individuals’ performance.
Most previous studies paid more atten-
tion to identify the impact OJ on perfor-
mance appraisal (Byrne, Pitts, Wilson, & 
Steiner, 2012; Massoudi, Jameel, & 
Ahmad, 2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 
2017; Raewf & Thabit, 2015; Thabit 
Hassan Thabit & Raewf, 2016; Tinuke, 
2015), but limited studies were conducted 
to determine the impact of OJ on JP 
especially in the educational field (Arab 
& Atan, 2018). The bulk of studies has 
been carried out in western countries on 
the effect of OJ on JP, while limited 
studies have been conducted in middle 
east countries (Suliman & Kathairi, 
2013;Thabit & Raewf, 2018), particularly 
in Iraq (Arab & Atan, 2018). Neverthe-
less, it is worth to note that western 
countries have a different culture 
compared to the middle east countries 
like Iraq. In parallel, Li and Cropanzan 
(2009) and Schilpzand, Martins, 

Kirkman, Lowe, and Chen (2013) report-
ed that the conceptions of justice rely on 
the values and standards of the local 
culture. The principles and rules that 
exist in Iraq vary to that of western 
countries because individualism, collec-
tivism, or a detachment from authority or 
equality could be interpreted differently 
across cultures. Meanwhile, the procedur-
al justice has been selected as the prima-
ry indicator of JP in most studies (Chien, 
Lawler, & Uen, 2010; J. A.Colquitt, 2001; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Thabit & 
Jasim, 2016, 2019; Zapata-Phelan, 
Colquitt, Scott, & Livingston, 2009). 
University performance is primarily 
determined by academic staff activities 
such as publication, conference, research, 
and community service. A high percent-
age of these activities depends on the 
performance of the academicians at 
universities. According to Yousefi and 
Abdullah (2019) publication is a signifi-
cant part of the work done by academic 
staff. The university ranking highly 
depends on academic productivity such 
as publication, conference, teaching 
performance, and community services 
performed by the academic staff of the 
university (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019, 
2020a). Unfortunately, Iraqi universities 
are suffering from low ranks compared to 
other regional universities (Webometric, 
2020). Among the reasons for such 
situation is that a university ranking 
highly depends on academic staff perfor-
mance in term of research productivity 
(Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Mousa, 
Jameel, & Ahmad, 2019), but the number 
of publications of Iraqi universities 
collected by a reliable database is only 
28,091 (SJR, 2020), thus resulting in low 
ranks for Iraqi universities. In response, 
this study was conducted to measure the 
impact of OJ on JP of academic staff in 
the context of Iraq.

Literature review
Academic performance 
The term academic is usually associated 
with school, university, or any 

higher-learning institution. It involves 
human academic activities in a 
structured educational environment. 
Meanwhile, performance is activity, 
implementation, and production. Perfor-
mance is referred to an accomplishment 
under current circumstances that 
subsume the mechanism of obtaining and 
using knowledge and skills structure and 
a host of successful, motivational, and 
stylistic factors influencing the ultimate 
responses (Fletcher & Williams, 1996). 
Armstrong (2010) defined performance as 
an achievement, implementation, 
success, and the efficiency of anything 
ordered or done contributing to 
outputs/outcomes (accomplishment). 
Jameel and Ahmad (2019a) defined 
performance as the execution of specific 
tasks calculated against predetermined 
reliability, completeness, cost, and space 
requirements. Reaching the optimum 
level of employees’ or teams’ participa-
tion is a critical factor for an organisation 
as it helps achieve maximum organiza-
tional performance and objectives 
(Duyan & Yıldız, 2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 
2019). The performance of staff is one of 
the most prominent variables that affect 
the operational sciences of the independ-
ent variables because they play an essen-
tial role in the organizational success  (Al 
Shobaki, Abu-Naser, Amuna, & El Talla, 
2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Thabit, 
Raewf, Abdulrahman, & Younis, 2016). 
The performance of a university depends 
on the level of academic activities, includ-
ing teaching, academic publications, and 
social contributions (Jameel & Ahmad, 
2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi, 2017).
Abba and Mugizi (2018) emphasized that 
education, research/publication, and 
community service were essential for the 
growth of any nation internationally 
since these roles specifically promote 
social welfare, financial literacy, safety 
and decreases crime in communities (M. 
A.-A. Ahmad & Jameel, 2018; Preece, 
2011). Research is one of the reasons why 
universities were founded, leading to new 
information discovery, the production of 

technology, enhanced service quality, 
increased educational prestige, and 
economic value. The performance of 
universities is mostly calculated by the 
efforts of academic and non-academic 
staff. Academic staff at a university 
comprised people who carry out education-
al work at the university, including teach-
ing, research, and, in some instances, 
administrations. Therefore, educational 
achievements are the primary criteria 
used to assess a university academic 
performance (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; 
Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 2017; Raewf & 
Thabit, 2018). According to Abba and 
Mugizi (2018), Igbojekwe and Ugo-Okoro 
(2015), and Tinuke (2015) determinants 
of academic performance include staff 
skills, material resources, teaching, 
publication, research, and community 
service. Publication is a significant part of 
the work done by academic staff. High 
levels of organizational stressors may 
seem to be decreasing by publishing 
efforts (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Yousefi & 
Abdullah, 2019). However, the value of 
teaching performance allows higher 
education institutions to prepare 
students and provide the foundation for 
their potential JP. While a number of 
studies have measured the performance 
of academic staff, limited studies have 
been conducted in Iraqi universities. 
Therefore, this study attempted to fill the 
gap by studying the Iraqi education 
setting.
 
Organizational justice
Throughout recent years, the social 
justice study has attracted significant 
interest of scholars. Studying justice in 
psychology began with Adams ' disserta-
tion on equity theory (Adams, 1963) 
which assumed fairness in performance. 
Nevertheless, considering the importance 
that researchers assign to justice in corpo-
rate existence, reproduction, and expan-
sion of this research area was unavoida-
ble. OJ captures a wide range of 
workplace attitudes and highlights the 
importance of equality and equity as a 

prerequisite for organisations to function 
effectively. Moreover, OJ could decrease 
job stress (Greenberg, 2004; Ghran, 
Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Jameel, 
Mahmood, & Jwmaa, 2020). In corrobora-
tion with Karem, Mahmood, Jameel, and 
Ahmad (2019), and Lee, Kim, Son, and 
Kim (2015) OJ is a vital element in the 
development and maintenance of a 
sustainable labour environment defined 
as a member's sense of moral property of 
the way they are treated. 

The early concept of OJ consisted of two 
dimensions namely distributive justice 
(DJ) and procedural justice (PJ) (Leven-
thal, 1980). Later, Bies and Moag (1986) 
proposed the third dimension of justice 
which was interactional justice (IJ). 
Greenberg (1990) categorized interaction-
al justice into two parts; interpersonal 
justice and informational justice. This 
study focused on the main three dimen-
sions of justice (DJ, PJ, and IJ) but IJ also 
covered the other two dimensions 
proposed by Greenberg (1990).
 
Distributive justice
DJ includes the allocation of incentives 
for work related to outputs. It is based on 
the theory of equity, in which expecta-
tions of unequal allocation of job incen-
tives compared to work contributions 
could create tension among the employ-
ees. Distributive fairness is the degree to 
which the individuals in an institution 
perceived about the distribution of 
resources (Greenberg, 1990). DJ relates 
to the justice of particular results relative 
to that obtained by others (Farndale, 
Hope-Hailey, & Kelliher, 2011; Jameel, 
Mahmood, et al., 2020; Karem et al., 
2019). DJ primarily applies to the organi-
zation performance. 

Procedural justice 
The degree to which uniformity occurs in 
the Decision-Making Process (DMP) of an 
institution, and to what extent the views 
of representatives are expressed in the 

DMP is known as PJ (Greenberg, 1990). 
PJ applies to whether DMP maintains 
consistency and whether beneficiaries of 
these judgments receive fair treatment  
(Byrne et al., 2012; Karem et al., 2019). 
The procedural justice refers to the facets 
of corporate transition processes. Also, PJ 
represents the formal expectations and 
performance of the communication 
partnerships in the DMP; PJ is distinct 
from IJ as it illustrates the informal 
connections between the DMP unit and 
the approving institution (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Ahmad, & Karem, 2020; 
Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu, Lee, 
Han, & Kim, 2019).

Interactional justice
IJ is characterized as the degree of 
respect and sensitive treatment obtained 
by participants in an institution when 
decision-makers perform certain proce-
dures that affect them (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu 
et al., 2019). IJ addresses the association 
between workers and the institution and 
the treatment on individuals (Tyler, 
1989). However, IJ is often perceived as 
an element of PJ which refers to how one 
is handled during the execution of a 
system or policy (e.g. with respect and 
dignity) and stresses the interaction and 
social process dimensions (Bies & Moag, 
1986). 

Hypothesis development 
Organizational Justice and Job Perfor-
mance

The universities are the only organiza-
tions centred on dual-core functions of 
information development and dissemina-
tion through research, teaching, and 
community engagement processes (Youse-
fi & Abdullah, 2019). Several researchers 
indicated that performance and engage-
ment at work were two significant 
findings related to the sense of justice 
(Cropanzano, Bowen, & Gilliland, 2007; 
Colquitt, 2001; Zapata-Phelan et al., 

2009). Concerning the impact of DJ on 
employee performance, Adam's equity 
theory may provide the best theoretical 
framework established  (Adams, 1963; 
Colquitt, 2001; Wei & Lee, 2015). Accord-
ing to the equality philosophy, fairness 
emerges based on the proportionality of 
an individual's income/outcome arrange-
ment (effort, skill, and work/prizes) 
relative to others. When the input/out-
come level of a participant is less than 
the input/outcome of other participants, 
they will feel dissatisfied and negatively 
will reflect on JP. If an individual feels 
they are treated fairly, they would be 
more likely to perform and to be more 
comfortable in the workplace. Therefore, 
individuals will likely be dissatisfied and 
attempted to restore fairness by limiting 
their output and altering their quantity 
and quality of work (Latham & Pinder, 
2005). When individuals agree that social 
and mental requirements such as speech, 
respect, and dignity (dimensions of PJ 
and IJ) are fairly treated, it will generally 
result in higher performance and strong-
er feeling. If organisations develop 
high-quality communication agreements 
with their workers by handling them 
equally and allowing them to make 
decisions about their outcomes (fair 
processes), employees are more fulfilled 
and more likely to work to achieve a 
better standard of JP. Individuals are 
expected to show an unacceptable work 
performance and feel dissatisfied if they 
perceived that there is a low exchange 
relation. Therefore, JP should be correlat-
ed with substantive justice insofar as it is 
involved in the relationships of individu-
als with their employers and interaction-
al justice insofar, as it is influenced by 
the relations of individuals with their 
superiors or supervisors (Aryee, Budh-
war, & Chen, 2002; Chien et al., 2010; 
Wei & Lee, 2015).

Empirical studies have consistently 
shown that DJ significantly predicted JP 

(Cropanzano et al., 2007; Colquitt, 2001; 
Shan, Ishaq, & Shaheen, 2006).  It should 
be remembered that according to the OJ 
as stated in prior studies, the workforce 
does not claim their organisation as fair 
solely based on DJ, but they will focus 
and examine the PJ and IJ too. However, 
many findings showed that PJ had a 
substantial impact on JP (Chien et al., 
2010; Colquitt, 2001; Shan et al., 2006; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). Likewise, 
according to Masterson, Lewis, Goldman, 
and Taylor (2000), employees perceived 
PJ as having the power to increase JP and 
organizational engagement. Meanwhile, 
a limited number of studies have so far 
examined the effect of IJ on JP (Colquitt, 
2001; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman & 
Kathairi, 2013).  It was expected that 
workers who experienced high rates of IJ 
would continue to show in-role JP, 
particularly given political facts, since 
they believe the superior to take care of 
them and that they are respected and 
appreciated (Tyler, 1989). The vaguest 
relationship lies between the presumed 
relationship between IJ and JP. IJ 
relation to JP remains unclear, and 
correlation experiments between these 
two factors produced mixed results. Some 
studies reported that IJ was not related 
and did not have an impact on JP 
(Colquitt, Scott, Judge, & Shaw, 2006; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). However, 
Fernandes and Awamleh (2006) reported 
that the three dimensions of OJ did not 
have an impact on the self-perceived 
performance of expatriates, but some 
other research found a significant positive 
relationship (Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013). According to the above-
mentioned arguments, the study proposes 
the following hypotheses.

H1: Distributive justice has a positive and 
significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H2: Procedural justice has a positive and 

significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H3: Interactional justice has a positive 
and significant impact on Job Perfor-
mance among academic staff

Methodology 
The study employed a quantitative 
method to examine the impact of OJ on 
JP of academic staff at three Iraqi public 
universities located in Baghdad during 
the academic year 2019-2020. The data 
were collected by using a self-adminis-
tered questionnaire and a stratified 
sampling technique was used to ensure 
equal representation of the academic staff 
from the three universities.  
The population of the academic staff at 
the three universities was 476 and accord-
ing to Krejcie and Morgan (1970), if the 
population fell in the range of 460 to 480, 
the sample size should be 214. Altogether, 
198 out of 214 questionnaires returned, 
and after checking for missing value and 
incomplete responses, only 197 question-
naires were valid to be analysed by using 
Smart PLS which is recommended for 
sample size less than 200 (Chin, 2010). 
The questionnaire consisted of two 
sections. The first section contained demo-
graphic questions, and the second section 
included 20 items where OJ dimensions 
carried 15 items and JP carried 5 items. 
Five-point Likert scales were used from 
1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree.
Instrument 
The questions were adapted from 
previous studies, as follows:
Job Performance: 5 items (Abba & 
Mugizi, 2018; Musah et al., 2016; Shan et 
al., 2006)

Organizational Justice consists of three 
dimensions:
Distributive justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Procedural justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Interactional justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 

2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Results 
Since the study employed the Smart PLS 
to analyse the data, there were two main 
steps conducted as per recommendation 
by Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt (2016) 
namely the measurement model and 
structural model.

Information of respondents 
The majority of response is male (60%), 
and followed by the female (40%). This 
result is not uncommon due to the fact of 
culture. However, most of the respond-
ents were between 30 to 40 years old 
(32%) and followed by 41-50 years old 
(27%). 20% of the respondents aged 
between 51-65 years old less and 12% 
were more than 66 years old. Lastly, 8% 
of the respondents were less than 29 
years old. The qualifications showed that 
55% of the academic staff possessed a 
Ph.D., and 45% graduated from a 
Master's degree. Finally, regarding the 
academic position, 37% of the respond-
ents were Assistant Professor and 
followed by 32% Assistant Lecturer. 
Meanwhile, 14% of them were in the 
Lecturer position and only 17% were 
professors.    

Model measurement
The purpose of this step is to measure the 
validity, reliability, and discriminations 
of the items. To ensure these require-
ments, the convergent validity and 
discrimination validity were tested. 

Convergent Validity consists of three 
tests. The first one is the average 
variance extracted (AVE) which reflects 
the total amount of variation in the indica-
tors of the latent construct. The second 
one is the composite reliability (CR) and 
Cronbach's Alpha is preferred to ensure 
the internal consistency among items. 
The third one is factor loadings.  

The cutoff values for acceptable CR and 

Cronbach's Alpha should be 0.70 or above 

(Hair et al., 2016), while AVE should be 
0.50 or above (Hair et al., 2016). Factor 
loadings should be > 0.70 (Hair et al., 
2016).

The results of CR and Alpha exceeded the 
recommended level 0.70 with high 
internal consistency. Similarly, AVE > 
0.50 (see Table 1). All items loading 
exceeded the recommended level 0.70 as 
shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 depicted 
the factor loading values. 

Discriminant validity
Our study employed two criteria to assess 
discriminant validity. The first one is the

Fornell-Larcker Criterion whereas the 
second one is the cross-loadings. All 
discrimination results met the acceptable 
level.

The boldface values in Table 2 showed 
each factor that was highly correlated 
with itself than others and this criterion 
was achieved as essential for validity 
discrimination. Second, cross-loading for 
each item in the same factor should have 
a high correlation among themselves, and 
this criterion is achieved and illustrated 
in bold font (see Table 3). Overall, each 
factor in this study had a high square root 
of AVE compared to other factors (Fornell 

& Larcker, 1981).

Structural model
This study proposed three hypotheses to 
be tested. Therefore, this study performed 

bootstrapping with 5,000 subsamples 
while the error estimated 0.05 and the 
confidence .95 and the T-Statistics should 
be above 1.96 to accept the hypothesis 
(Hair et al., 2016). The results showed two 
of three hypotheses were accepted.

The R2 (the coefficient of determination) 
of this study is 0.362 (see Figure 1) and 
this means 36% of the variation in JP was 
explained by OJ. According to Hair et al. 

(2016), this value is considered medium.

DJ (Path coefficient = 0.377, T- Statistics 
4.749 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) and IJ 
(Path coefficient = 0.215, T- Statistics 

2.247 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) were signif-
icantly related to JP. Therefore, H1 and 
H3 were accepted. This result is in line 
with previous findings (Shan, Ishaq, & 
Shaheen, 2006; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013).

PJ (Path coefficient = 0.138, T- Statistics 
1.840 < 1.96 and P-value 0.066 >0.05) was 
insignificantly related to JP. Thus, H2 
was rejected. A similar finding was report-

ed by  Fernandes & Awamleh, 2006). The 
results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 1.

R2= 0.362 Q2 = 0.247

Discussion 
The purpose of this study is to explore the 
role of Organizational Justice among 
academic staff at Iraqi public universities. 
Previous studies found inconsistent 
findings about the impact of Organization-
al Justice on Job Performance from both a 
positive and a negative perspective. 
Concerning the major impact of the 
elements of Organizational Justice, this 
paper concluded that Distributive justice 
and Interactional justice had significant 
and substantial contributions to the Job 
Performance of academic staff in the Iraqi 

context. Conversely, Procedural justice 

had an insignificant impact on Job Perfor-
mance probably due to the universities 
and government policies.

Distributive justice showed a high predic-
tion on the Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff compared to IJ. The impact of 
Distributive justice on Job Performance is 
in line with prior studies  (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). This means the academic staff 
who received equal rewards were most 
likely to perform well at the university. 
The analysis of the data showed that 

academics regard their time, workload, 
and salary level as equal. The reality is 
that the Iraqi public universities consid-
ered in this study followed the govern-
ment-organization pay structure with fair 
pay for staff (academics/non-academics). 
However, Distributive justice centres on 
fairness allocation of wealth which 
includes wages, service expenses, and job 
security. Distributive justice may as well 
include other services such as office 
rooms, furnishings, travel support, and 
test rooms.

Procedural justice did not have significant 
impact on the Job Performance of the 
academic staff (P-Value 0.066 > 0.05 and 
T-statistics 1.840) which led to the 
rejection of the second hypothesis. This 
result is supported by the previous finding 
by Fernandes and Awamleh (2006). JP 
tends not to be linked to the conceptions of 
Procedural justice. This finding under-
mines in extensive part conventional 
study findings in this area, which typical-
ly suggest and show substantial positive 
ties between all facets of justice and 
success. In other words, expectations of 
justice affect or change the behaviour of 
people who continuously seek to restore 
justice by different means. However, proce-
dural justice does not impact on Job Perfor-
mance of the academic staff perhaps 
because the study was conducted in public 
universities, and it is understood that 
their continuing employment and career 
progress are dependent directly on govern-
ment programs and policies and not on the 
universities itself.

H3 confirmed the impact of Interactional 
justice on Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff with T-statistics 2.247 >1.96 and P 
value 0.028 < 0.05. A similar result was 
reported by earlier studies (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). Most academic staff acknowl-

edged that their Head of Department or 
Dean had provided them with adequate 
justification for the employment decision. 
For Interactional justice, the academic 
staff was asked whether or not their Head 
of Department or Dean treated them 
equally and most respondents thought 
that their Head of Department or Dean 
had treated them with respect, honesty, 
compassion, and truthfulness. Such 
results indicate that, while results of the 
study vary in relation to the relative essen-
tial of each element of justice in link to 
each result compared with studies 
conducted in non -middle east countries, 
the understanding of the three aspects of 
the justice system influences an employ-
ee's patterns to react in order to achieve 
better performance in their work. Since 
the value of injustice is universal, former 
academics have indicated that judicial 
views on different work results continue 
to vary in cultural and national contexts 
(Schilpzand et al., 2013). The results 
summarized here suggest that academic 
staff attribute a higher value to interper-
sonal interactions obtained through 
processes and outcome decision-making 
by their Head of Department or Dean at 
university. Furthermore, the findings 
showed that assistance, integrity, respect, 
and consideration were the main reasons 
for achieving high-performance and 
comfortable employees.
Implications

The theoretical implication of this study is 
enriching the body of knowledge in the 
context of Iraq and academic context in 
developing countries. The study confirmed 
that the theory of OJ was applicable in the 
context of higher education. However, the 
practical implication indicated that DJ 
was more important to improve the 
academic staff performance. Besides, the 
Head of Department and the Dean are 
advised to enhance the DJ, where they 

should equitably distribute the resource 
among academic staff. The IJ was shown 
to be important for academic staff, thus 
the Head of Department and the Dean 
should deal with academic staff with 
complete honesty and dignity.
Conclusion, Limitations, and Future work

The current study specifically addressed 
the academic staff's understanding of OJ 
and the performance of their interaction 
with their superiors (Head of Department 
/ Dean). The study focused on academic 
performance's soft side to improve produc-
tive and useful behaviour. The results 
show that university academics work 
effectively with their superiors (Head of 
Department / Dean). To ensure equality at 
universities, the current Head of Depart-
ment / Dean must uphold the moral and 
ethical code of conduct by including all 
participants in the DMP. In addition, to 
ensure equality in the allocation of incen-
tives and processes involved in the 
decision-making of recruitment, selection, 
training and development, and assess-
ment of JP, it is equally necessary to 
ensure fairness in interpersonal interac-
tion between the Head of Department / 
Dean and the academic staff. When 
academic staff perceived the Head of 
Department / Dean as being professional, 
trustworthy, real, and justifiable, they feel 
more confident and optimistic. 

This study, like any other study, has sever-
al limitations. The study was conducted 
only in three universities located in Bagh-
dad due to security issues and the inabili-
ty to carry out research in more than those 
three universities. The study was conduct-
ed in public universities only, hence the 
results could not be generalized the result 
to private universities due to the differ-
ence in the nature of rules and regula-
tions. Future studies can be conducted in 
more than three universities and cover 

private universities as well. The prospec-
tive study may examine the causal effect 
of OJ on JP by examining the mediating 
role.
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Job performance (JP) is one of the impor-
tant subjects in the literature. It becomes 
a primary interest to both managers and 
researchers due to its crucial role in the 
success of organizations. Therefore, it is 
necessary to understand the mechanisms 
that affect job performance, particularly 
among academic staff. This research 
attempts to expand the existing litera-
ture by offering a more detailed under-
standing of how organizational justice 
(OJ) influences JP. Many factors affect-

ing JP of employees were studied 
previously but limited studies have exam-
ined the effect of OJ on JP among academ-
ic staff. Meanwhile, OJ remained a 
neglected topic in studies concerning 
higher education institutions.  Higher 
education institutions are essential in 
any country. Education influences a 
country's systemic growth and develop-
ment of qualified graduates because 
higher education is the final stage of 
training a young person gets before 

starting a career (Ahmad & Jameel, 
2020; Alaarj, Mohamed, & Bustamam, 
2017a, 2017b, 2016; Rabayaa & Obaid, 
2019). Academic staff at a university 
perform specific functions of teaching, 
research, supervision, publication and 
community service. For a country's devel-
opment, these functions are significant 
because teaching and scientific advances 
in research have the capacity to build the 
competitive advantage of the business. 
Additionally, students will also have the 
opportunity to develop new ideas through 
the teaching and learning process provid-
ed by the academic staff (Abba & Mugizi, 
2018; Alaaraj, Mohamed, & Ahmad 
Bustamam, 2018). These findings signify 
a crucial role of academic staff perfor-
mance on developing a country. In 
further support, Colquitt et al. (2013) 
stressed the importance of OJ on JP as he 
proved the significant influence of OJ. In 
order to motivate organization members 
to optimize their success in their roles, 
OJ must be a central consideration of the 
top management. Justice promotes volun-
tary involvement by organization 
members and directly affects the organi-
zations’ and individuals’ performance.
Most previous studies paid more atten-
tion to identify the impact OJ on perfor-
mance appraisal (Byrne, Pitts, Wilson, & 
Steiner, 2012; Massoudi, Jameel, & 
Ahmad, 2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 
2017; Raewf & Thabit, 2015; Thabit 
Hassan Thabit & Raewf, 2016; Tinuke, 
2015), but limited studies were conducted 
to determine the impact of OJ on JP 
especially in the educational field (Arab 
& Atan, 2018). The bulk of studies has 
been carried out in western countries on 
the effect of OJ on JP, while limited 
studies have been conducted in middle 
east countries (Suliman & Kathairi, 
2013;Thabit & Raewf, 2018), particularly 
in Iraq (Arab & Atan, 2018). Neverthe-
less, it is worth to note that western 
countries have a different culture 
compared to the middle east countries 
like Iraq. In parallel, Li and Cropanzan 
(2009) and Schilpzand, Martins, 

Kirkman, Lowe, and Chen (2013) report-
ed that the conceptions of justice rely on 
the values and standards of the local 
culture. The principles and rules that 
exist in Iraq vary to that of western 
countries because individualism, collec-
tivism, or a detachment from authority or 
equality could be interpreted differently 
across cultures. Meanwhile, the procedur-
al justice has been selected as the prima-
ry indicator of JP in most studies (Chien, 
Lawler, & Uen, 2010; J. A.Colquitt, 2001; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Thabit & 
Jasim, 2016, 2019; Zapata-Phelan, 
Colquitt, Scott, & Livingston, 2009). 
University performance is primarily 
determined by academic staff activities 
such as publication, conference, research, 
and community service. A high percent-
age of these activities depends on the 
performance of the academicians at 
universities. According to Yousefi and 
Abdullah (2019) publication is a signifi-
cant part of the work done by academic 
staff. The university ranking highly 
depends on academic productivity such 
as publication, conference, teaching 
performance, and community services 
performed by the academic staff of the 
university (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019, 
2020a). Unfortunately, Iraqi universities 
are suffering from low ranks compared to 
other regional universities (Webometric, 
2020). Among the reasons for such 
situation is that a university ranking 
highly depends on academic staff perfor-
mance in term of research productivity 
(Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Mousa, 
Jameel, & Ahmad, 2019), but the number 
of publications of Iraqi universities 
collected by a reliable database is only 
28,091 (SJR, 2020), thus resulting in low 
ranks for Iraqi universities. In response, 
this study was conducted to measure the 
impact of OJ on JP of academic staff in 
the context of Iraq.

Literature review
Academic performance 
The term academic is usually associated 
with school, university, or any 

higher-learning institution. It involves 
human academic activities in a 
structured educational environment. 
Meanwhile, performance is activity, 
implementation, and production. Perfor-
mance is referred to an accomplishment 
under current circumstances that 
subsume the mechanism of obtaining and 
using knowledge and skills structure and 
a host of successful, motivational, and 
stylistic factors influencing the ultimate 
responses (Fletcher & Williams, 1996). 
Armstrong (2010) defined performance as 
an achievement, implementation, 
success, and the efficiency of anything 
ordered or done contributing to 
outputs/outcomes (accomplishment). 
Jameel and Ahmad (2019a) defined 
performance as the execution of specific 
tasks calculated against predetermined 
reliability, completeness, cost, and space 
requirements. Reaching the optimum 
level of employees’ or teams’ participa-
tion is a critical factor for an organisation 
as it helps achieve maximum organiza-
tional performance and objectives 
(Duyan & Yıldız, 2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 
2019). The performance of staff is one of 
the most prominent variables that affect 
the operational sciences of the independ-
ent variables because they play an essen-
tial role in the organizational success  (Al 
Shobaki, Abu-Naser, Amuna, & El Talla, 
2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Thabit, 
Raewf, Abdulrahman, & Younis, 2016). 
The performance of a university depends 
on the level of academic activities, includ-
ing teaching, academic publications, and 
social contributions (Jameel & Ahmad, 
2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi, 2017).
Abba and Mugizi (2018) emphasized that 
education, research/publication, and 
community service were essential for the 
growth of any nation internationally 
since these roles specifically promote 
social welfare, financial literacy, safety 
and decreases crime in communities (M. 
A.-A. Ahmad & Jameel, 2018; Preece, 
2011). Research is one of the reasons why 
universities were founded, leading to new 
information discovery, the production of 

technology, enhanced service quality, 
increased educational prestige, and 
economic value. The performance of 
universities is mostly calculated by the 
efforts of academic and non-academic 
staff. Academic staff at a university 
comprised people who carry out education-
al work at the university, including teach-
ing, research, and, in some instances, 
administrations. Therefore, educational 
achievements are the primary criteria 
used to assess a university academic 
performance (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; 
Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 2017; Raewf & 
Thabit, 2018). According to Abba and 
Mugizi (2018), Igbojekwe and Ugo-Okoro 
(2015), and Tinuke (2015) determinants 
of academic performance include staff 
skills, material resources, teaching, 
publication, research, and community 
service. Publication is a significant part of 
the work done by academic staff. High 
levels of organizational stressors may 
seem to be decreasing by publishing 
efforts (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Yousefi & 
Abdullah, 2019). However, the value of 
teaching performance allows higher 
education institutions to prepare 
students and provide the foundation for 
their potential JP. While a number of 
studies have measured the performance 
of academic staff, limited studies have 
been conducted in Iraqi universities. 
Therefore, this study attempted to fill the 
gap by studying the Iraqi education 
setting.
 
Organizational justice
Throughout recent years, the social 
justice study has attracted significant 
interest of scholars. Studying justice in 
psychology began with Adams ' disserta-
tion on equity theory (Adams, 1963) 
which assumed fairness in performance. 
Nevertheless, considering the importance 
that researchers assign to justice in corpo-
rate existence, reproduction, and expan-
sion of this research area was unavoida-
ble. OJ captures a wide range of 
workplace attitudes and highlights the 
importance of equality and equity as a 

prerequisite for organisations to function 
effectively. Moreover, OJ could decrease 
job stress (Greenberg, 2004; Ghran, 
Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Jameel, 
Mahmood, & Jwmaa, 2020). In corrobora-
tion with Karem, Mahmood, Jameel, and 
Ahmad (2019), and Lee, Kim, Son, and 
Kim (2015) OJ is a vital element in the 
development and maintenance of a 
sustainable labour environment defined 
as a member's sense of moral property of 
the way they are treated. 

The early concept of OJ consisted of two 
dimensions namely distributive justice 
(DJ) and procedural justice (PJ) (Leven-
thal, 1980). Later, Bies and Moag (1986) 
proposed the third dimension of justice 
which was interactional justice (IJ). 
Greenberg (1990) categorized interaction-
al justice into two parts; interpersonal 
justice and informational justice. This 
study focused on the main three dimen-
sions of justice (DJ, PJ, and IJ) but IJ also 
covered the other two dimensions 
proposed by Greenberg (1990).
 
Distributive justice
DJ includes the allocation of incentives 
for work related to outputs. It is based on 
the theory of equity, in which expecta-
tions of unequal allocation of job incen-
tives compared to work contributions 
could create tension among the employ-
ees. Distributive fairness is the degree to 
which the individuals in an institution 
perceived about the distribution of 
resources (Greenberg, 1990). DJ relates 
to the justice of particular results relative 
to that obtained by others (Farndale, 
Hope-Hailey, & Kelliher, 2011; Jameel, 
Mahmood, et al., 2020; Karem et al., 
2019). DJ primarily applies to the organi-
zation performance. 

Procedural justice 
The degree to which uniformity occurs in 
the Decision-Making Process (DMP) of an 
institution, and to what extent the views 
of representatives are expressed in the 

DMP is known as PJ (Greenberg, 1990). 
PJ applies to whether DMP maintains 
consistency and whether beneficiaries of 
these judgments receive fair treatment  
(Byrne et al., 2012; Karem et al., 2019). 
The procedural justice refers to the facets 
of corporate transition processes. Also, PJ 
represents the formal expectations and 
performance of the communication 
partnerships in the DMP; PJ is distinct 
from IJ as it illustrates the informal 
connections between the DMP unit and 
the approving institution (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Ahmad, & Karem, 2020; 
Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu, Lee, 
Han, & Kim, 2019).

Interactional justice
IJ is characterized as the degree of 
respect and sensitive treatment obtained 
by participants in an institution when 
decision-makers perform certain proce-
dures that affect them (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu 
et al., 2019). IJ addresses the association 
between workers and the institution and 
the treatment on individuals (Tyler, 
1989). However, IJ is often perceived as 
an element of PJ which refers to how one 
is handled during the execution of a 
system or policy (e.g. with respect and 
dignity) and stresses the interaction and 
social process dimensions (Bies & Moag, 
1986). 

Hypothesis development 
Organizational Justice and Job Perfor-
mance

The universities are the only organiza-
tions centred on dual-core functions of 
information development and dissemina-
tion through research, teaching, and 
community engagement processes (Youse-
fi & Abdullah, 2019). Several researchers 
indicated that performance and engage-
ment at work were two significant 
findings related to the sense of justice 
(Cropanzano, Bowen, & Gilliland, 2007; 
Colquitt, 2001; Zapata-Phelan et al., 

2009). Concerning the impact of DJ on 
employee performance, Adam's equity 
theory may provide the best theoretical 
framework established  (Adams, 1963; 
Colquitt, 2001; Wei & Lee, 2015). Accord-
ing to the equality philosophy, fairness 
emerges based on the proportionality of 
an individual's income/outcome arrange-
ment (effort, skill, and work/prizes) 
relative to others. When the input/out-
come level of a participant is less than 
the input/outcome of other participants, 
they will feel dissatisfied and negatively 
will reflect on JP. If an individual feels 
they are treated fairly, they would be 
more likely to perform and to be more 
comfortable in the workplace. Therefore, 
individuals will likely be dissatisfied and 
attempted to restore fairness by limiting 
their output and altering their quantity 
and quality of work (Latham & Pinder, 
2005). When individuals agree that social 
and mental requirements such as speech, 
respect, and dignity (dimensions of PJ 
and IJ) are fairly treated, it will generally 
result in higher performance and strong-
er feeling. If organisations develop 
high-quality communication agreements 
with their workers by handling them 
equally and allowing them to make 
decisions about their outcomes (fair 
processes), employees are more fulfilled 
and more likely to work to achieve a 
better standard of JP. Individuals are 
expected to show an unacceptable work 
performance and feel dissatisfied if they 
perceived that there is a low exchange 
relation. Therefore, JP should be correlat-
ed with substantive justice insofar as it is 
involved in the relationships of individu-
als with their employers and interaction-
al justice insofar, as it is influenced by 
the relations of individuals with their 
superiors or supervisors (Aryee, Budh-
war, & Chen, 2002; Chien et al., 2010; 
Wei & Lee, 2015).

Empirical studies have consistently 
shown that DJ significantly predicted JP 

(Cropanzano et al., 2007; Colquitt, 2001; 
Shan, Ishaq, & Shaheen, 2006).  It should 
be remembered that according to the OJ 
as stated in prior studies, the workforce 
does not claim their organisation as fair 
solely based on DJ, but they will focus 
and examine the PJ and IJ too. However, 
many findings showed that PJ had a 
substantial impact on JP (Chien et al., 
2010; Colquitt, 2001; Shan et al., 2006; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). Likewise, 
according to Masterson, Lewis, Goldman, 
and Taylor (2000), employees perceived 
PJ as having the power to increase JP and 
organizational engagement. Meanwhile, 
a limited number of studies have so far 
examined the effect of IJ on JP (Colquitt, 
2001; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman & 
Kathairi, 2013).  It was expected that 
workers who experienced high rates of IJ 
would continue to show in-role JP, 
particularly given political facts, since 
they believe the superior to take care of 
them and that they are respected and 
appreciated (Tyler, 1989). The vaguest 
relationship lies between the presumed 
relationship between IJ and JP. IJ 
relation to JP remains unclear, and 
correlation experiments between these 
two factors produced mixed results. Some 
studies reported that IJ was not related 
and did not have an impact on JP 
(Colquitt, Scott, Judge, & Shaw, 2006; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). However, 
Fernandes and Awamleh (2006) reported 
that the three dimensions of OJ did not 
have an impact on the self-perceived 
performance of expatriates, but some 
other research found a significant positive 
relationship (Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013). According to the above-
mentioned arguments, the study proposes 
the following hypotheses.

H1: Distributive justice has a positive and 
significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H2: Procedural justice has a positive and 

significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H3: Interactional justice has a positive 
and significant impact on Job Perfor-
mance among academic staff

Methodology 
The study employed a quantitative 
method to examine the impact of OJ on 
JP of academic staff at three Iraqi public 
universities located in Baghdad during 
the academic year 2019-2020. The data 
were collected by using a self-adminis-
tered questionnaire and a stratified 
sampling technique was used to ensure 
equal representation of the academic staff 
from the three universities.  
The population of the academic staff at 
the three universities was 476 and accord-
ing to Krejcie and Morgan (1970), if the 
population fell in the range of 460 to 480, 
the sample size should be 214. Altogether, 
198 out of 214 questionnaires returned, 
and after checking for missing value and 
incomplete responses, only 197 question-
naires were valid to be analysed by using 
Smart PLS which is recommended for 
sample size less than 200 (Chin, 2010). 
The questionnaire consisted of two 
sections. The first section contained demo-
graphic questions, and the second section 
included 20 items where OJ dimensions 
carried 15 items and JP carried 5 items. 
Five-point Likert scales were used from 
1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree.
Instrument 
The questions were adapted from 
previous studies, as follows:
Job Performance: 5 items (Abba & 
Mugizi, 2018; Musah et al., 2016; Shan et 
al., 2006)

Organizational Justice consists of three 
dimensions:
Distributive justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Procedural justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Interactional justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 

2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Results 
Since the study employed the Smart PLS 
to analyse the data, there were two main 
steps conducted as per recommendation 
by Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt (2016) 
namely the measurement model and 
structural model.

Information of respondents 
The majority of response is male (60%), 
and followed by the female (40%). This 
result is not uncommon due to the fact of 
culture. However, most of the respond-
ents were between 30 to 40 years old 
(32%) and followed by 41-50 years old 
(27%). 20% of the respondents aged 
between 51-65 years old less and 12% 
were more than 66 years old. Lastly, 8% 
of the respondents were less than 29 
years old. The qualifications showed that 
55% of the academic staff possessed a 
Ph.D., and 45% graduated from a 
Master's degree. Finally, regarding the 
academic position, 37% of the respond-
ents were Assistant Professor and 
followed by 32% Assistant Lecturer. 
Meanwhile, 14% of them were in the 
Lecturer position and only 17% were 
professors.    

Model measurement
The purpose of this step is to measure the 
validity, reliability, and discriminations 
of the items. To ensure these require-
ments, the convergent validity and 
discrimination validity were tested. 

Convergent Validity consists of three 
tests. The first one is the average 
variance extracted (AVE) which reflects 
the total amount of variation in the indica-
tors of the latent construct. The second 
one is the composite reliability (CR) and 
Cronbach's Alpha is preferred to ensure 
the internal consistency among items. 
The third one is factor loadings.  

The cutoff values for acceptable CR and 

Cronbach's Alpha should be 0.70 or above 

(Hair et al., 2016), while AVE should be 
0.50 or above (Hair et al., 2016). Factor 
loadings should be > 0.70 (Hair et al., 
2016).

The results of CR and Alpha exceeded the 
recommended level 0.70 with high 
internal consistency. Similarly, AVE > 
0.50 (see Table 1). All items loading 
exceeded the recommended level 0.70 as 
shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 depicted 
the factor loading values. 

Discriminant validity
Our study employed two criteria to assess 
discriminant validity. The first one is the

Fornell-Larcker Criterion whereas the 
second one is the cross-loadings. All 
discrimination results met the acceptable 
level.

The boldface values in Table 2 showed 
each factor that was highly correlated 
with itself than others and this criterion 
was achieved as essential for validity 
discrimination. Second, cross-loading for 
each item in the same factor should have 
a high correlation among themselves, and 
this criterion is achieved and illustrated 
in bold font (see Table 3). Overall, each 
factor in this study had a high square root 
of AVE compared to other factors (Fornell 

& Larcker, 1981).

Structural model
This study proposed three hypotheses to 
be tested. Therefore, this study performed 

bootstrapping with 5,000 subsamples 
while the error estimated 0.05 and the 
confidence .95 and the T-Statistics should 
be above 1.96 to accept the hypothesis 
(Hair et al., 2016). The results showed two 
of three hypotheses were accepted.

The R2 (the coefficient of determination) 
of this study is 0.362 (see Figure 1) and 
this means 36% of the variation in JP was 
explained by OJ. According to Hair et al. 

(2016), this value is considered medium.

DJ (Path coefficient = 0.377, T- Statistics 
4.749 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) and IJ 
(Path coefficient = 0.215, T- Statistics 

2.247 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) were signif-
icantly related to JP. Therefore, H1 and 
H3 were accepted. This result is in line 
with previous findings (Shan, Ishaq, & 
Shaheen, 2006; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013).

PJ (Path coefficient = 0.138, T- Statistics 
1.840 < 1.96 and P-value 0.066 >0.05) was 
insignificantly related to JP. Thus, H2 
was rejected. A similar finding was report-

ed by  Fernandes & Awamleh, 2006). The 
results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 1.

R2= 0.362 Q2 = 0.247

Discussion 
The purpose of this study is to explore the 
role of Organizational Justice among 
academic staff at Iraqi public universities. 
Previous studies found inconsistent 
findings about the impact of Organization-
al Justice on Job Performance from both a 
positive and a negative perspective. 
Concerning the major impact of the 
elements of Organizational Justice, this 
paper concluded that Distributive justice 
and Interactional justice had significant 
and substantial contributions to the Job 
Performance of academic staff in the Iraqi 

context. Conversely, Procedural justice 

had an insignificant impact on Job Perfor-
mance probably due to the universities 
and government policies.

Distributive justice showed a high predic-
tion on the Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff compared to IJ. The impact of 
Distributive justice on Job Performance is 
in line with prior studies  (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). This means the academic staff 
who received equal rewards were most 
likely to perform well at the university. 
The analysis of the data showed that 

academics regard their time, workload, 
and salary level as equal. The reality is 
that the Iraqi public universities consid-
ered in this study followed the govern-
ment-organization pay structure with fair 
pay for staff (academics/non-academics). 
However, Distributive justice centres on 
fairness allocation of wealth which 
includes wages, service expenses, and job 
security. Distributive justice may as well 
include other services such as office 
rooms, furnishings, travel support, and 
test rooms.

Procedural justice did not have significant 
impact on the Job Performance of the 
academic staff (P-Value 0.066 > 0.05 and 
T-statistics 1.840) which led to the 
rejection of the second hypothesis. This 
result is supported by the previous finding 
by Fernandes and Awamleh (2006). JP 
tends not to be linked to the conceptions of 
Procedural justice. This finding under-
mines in extensive part conventional 
study findings in this area, which typical-
ly suggest and show substantial positive 
ties between all facets of justice and 
success. In other words, expectations of 
justice affect or change the behaviour of 
people who continuously seek to restore 
justice by different means. However, proce-
dural justice does not impact on Job Perfor-
mance of the academic staff perhaps 
because the study was conducted in public 
universities, and it is understood that 
their continuing employment and career 
progress are dependent directly on govern-
ment programs and policies and not on the 
universities itself.

H3 confirmed the impact of Interactional 
justice on Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff with T-statistics 2.247 >1.96 and P 
value 0.028 < 0.05. A similar result was 
reported by earlier studies (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). Most academic staff acknowl-

edged that their Head of Department or 
Dean had provided them with adequate 
justification for the employment decision. 
For Interactional justice, the academic 
staff was asked whether or not their Head 
of Department or Dean treated them 
equally and most respondents thought 
that their Head of Department or Dean 
had treated them with respect, honesty, 
compassion, and truthfulness. Such 
results indicate that, while results of the 
study vary in relation to the relative essen-
tial of each element of justice in link to 
each result compared with studies 
conducted in non -middle east countries, 
the understanding of the three aspects of 
the justice system influences an employ-
ee's patterns to react in order to achieve 
better performance in their work. Since 
the value of injustice is universal, former 
academics have indicated that judicial 
views on different work results continue 
to vary in cultural and national contexts 
(Schilpzand et al., 2013). The results 
summarized here suggest that academic 
staff attribute a higher value to interper-
sonal interactions obtained through 
processes and outcome decision-making 
by their Head of Department or Dean at 
university. Furthermore, the findings 
showed that assistance, integrity, respect, 
and consideration were the main reasons 
for achieving high-performance and 
comfortable employees.
Implications

The theoretical implication of this study is 
enriching the body of knowledge in the 
context of Iraq and academic context in 
developing countries. The study confirmed 
that the theory of OJ was applicable in the 
context of higher education. However, the 
practical implication indicated that DJ 
was more important to improve the 
academic staff performance. Besides, the 
Head of Department and the Dean are 
advised to enhance the DJ, where they 

should equitably distribute the resource 
among academic staff. The IJ was shown 
to be important for academic staff, thus 
the Head of Department and the Dean 
should deal with academic staff with 
complete honesty and dignity.
Conclusion, Limitations, and Future work

The current study specifically addressed 
the academic staff's understanding of OJ 
and the performance of their interaction 
with their superiors (Head of Department 
/ Dean). The study focused on academic 
performance's soft side to improve produc-
tive and useful behaviour. The results 
show that university academics work 
effectively with their superiors (Head of 
Department / Dean). To ensure equality at 
universities, the current Head of Depart-
ment / Dean must uphold the moral and 
ethical code of conduct by including all 
participants in the DMP. In addition, to 
ensure equality in the allocation of incen-
tives and processes involved in the 
decision-making of recruitment, selection, 
training and development, and assess-
ment of JP, it is equally necessary to 
ensure fairness in interpersonal interac-
tion between the Head of Department / 
Dean and the academic staff. When 
academic staff perceived the Head of 
Department / Dean as being professional, 
trustworthy, real, and justifiable, they feel 
more confident and optimistic. 

This study, like any other study, has sever-
al limitations. The study was conducted 
only in three universities located in Bagh-
dad due to security issues and the inabili-
ty to carry out research in more than those 
three universities. The study was conduct-
ed in public universities only, hence the 
results could not be generalized the result 
to private universities due to the differ-
ence in the nature of rules and regula-
tions. Future studies can be conducted in 
more than three universities and cover 

private universities as well. The prospec-
tive study may examine the causal effect 
of OJ on JP by examining the mediating 
role.
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Job performance (JP) is one of the impor-
tant subjects in the literature. It becomes 
a primary interest to both managers and 
researchers due to its crucial role in the 
success of organizations. Therefore, it is 
necessary to understand the mechanisms 
that affect job performance, particularly 
among academic staff. This research 
attempts to expand the existing litera-
ture by offering a more detailed under-
standing of how organizational justice 
(OJ) influences JP. Many factors affect-

ing JP of employees were studied 
previously but limited studies have exam-
ined the effect of OJ on JP among academ-
ic staff. Meanwhile, OJ remained a 
neglected topic in studies concerning 
higher education institutions.  Higher 
education institutions are essential in 
any country. Education influences a 
country's systemic growth and develop-
ment of qualified graduates because 
higher education is the final stage of 
training a young person gets before 

starting a career (Ahmad & Jameel, 
2020; Alaarj, Mohamed, & Bustamam, 
2017a, 2017b, 2016; Rabayaa & Obaid, 
2019). Academic staff at a university 
perform specific functions of teaching, 
research, supervision, publication and 
community service. For a country's devel-
opment, these functions are significant 
because teaching and scientific advances 
in research have the capacity to build the 
competitive advantage of the business. 
Additionally, students will also have the 
opportunity to develop new ideas through 
the teaching and learning process provid-
ed by the academic staff (Abba & Mugizi, 
2018; Alaaraj, Mohamed, & Ahmad 
Bustamam, 2018). These findings signify 
a crucial role of academic staff perfor-
mance on developing a country. In 
further support, Colquitt et al. (2013) 
stressed the importance of OJ on JP as he 
proved the significant influence of OJ. In 
order to motivate organization members 
to optimize their success in their roles, 
OJ must be a central consideration of the 
top management. Justice promotes volun-
tary involvement by organization 
members and directly affects the organi-
zations’ and individuals’ performance.
Most previous studies paid more atten-
tion to identify the impact OJ on perfor-
mance appraisal (Byrne, Pitts, Wilson, & 
Steiner, 2012; Massoudi, Jameel, & 
Ahmad, 2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 
2017; Raewf & Thabit, 2015; Thabit 
Hassan Thabit & Raewf, 2016; Tinuke, 
2015), but limited studies were conducted 
to determine the impact of OJ on JP 
especially in the educational field (Arab 
& Atan, 2018). The bulk of studies has 
been carried out in western countries on 
the effect of OJ on JP, while limited 
studies have been conducted in middle 
east countries (Suliman & Kathairi, 
2013;Thabit & Raewf, 2018), particularly 
in Iraq (Arab & Atan, 2018). Neverthe-
less, it is worth to note that western 
countries have a different culture 
compared to the middle east countries 
like Iraq. In parallel, Li and Cropanzan 
(2009) and Schilpzand, Martins, 

Kirkman, Lowe, and Chen (2013) report-
ed that the conceptions of justice rely on 
the values and standards of the local 
culture. The principles and rules that 
exist in Iraq vary to that of western 
countries because individualism, collec-
tivism, or a detachment from authority or 
equality could be interpreted differently 
across cultures. Meanwhile, the procedur-
al justice has been selected as the prima-
ry indicator of JP in most studies (Chien, 
Lawler, & Uen, 2010; J. A.Colquitt, 2001; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Thabit & 
Jasim, 2016, 2019; Zapata-Phelan, 
Colquitt, Scott, & Livingston, 2009). 
University performance is primarily 
determined by academic staff activities 
such as publication, conference, research, 
and community service. A high percent-
age of these activities depends on the 
performance of the academicians at 
universities. According to Yousefi and 
Abdullah (2019) publication is a signifi-
cant part of the work done by academic 
staff. The university ranking highly 
depends on academic productivity such 
as publication, conference, teaching 
performance, and community services 
performed by the academic staff of the 
university (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019, 
2020a). Unfortunately, Iraqi universities 
are suffering from low ranks compared to 
other regional universities (Webometric, 
2020). Among the reasons for such 
situation is that a university ranking 
highly depends on academic staff perfor-
mance in term of research productivity 
(Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Mousa, 
Jameel, & Ahmad, 2019), but the number 
of publications of Iraqi universities 
collected by a reliable database is only 
28,091 (SJR, 2020), thus resulting in low 
ranks for Iraqi universities. In response, 
this study was conducted to measure the 
impact of OJ on JP of academic staff in 
the context of Iraq.

Literature review
Academic performance 
The term academic is usually associated 
with school, university, or any 

higher-learning institution. It involves 
human academic activities in a 
structured educational environment. 
Meanwhile, performance is activity, 
implementation, and production. Perfor-
mance is referred to an accomplishment 
under current circumstances that 
subsume the mechanism of obtaining and 
using knowledge and skills structure and 
a host of successful, motivational, and 
stylistic factors influencing the ultimate 
responses (Fletcher & Williams, 1996). 
Armstrong (2010) defined performance as 
an achievement, implementation, 
success, and the efficiency of anything 
ordered or done contributing to 
outputs/outcomes (accomplishment). 
Jameel and Ahmad (2019a) defined 
performance as the execution of specific 
tasks calculated against predetermined 
reliability, completeness, cost, and space 
requirements. Reaching the optimum 
level of employees’ or teams’ participa-
tion is a critical factor for an organisation 
as it helps achieve maximum organiza-
tional performance and objectives 
(Duyan & Yıldız, 2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 
2019). The performance of staff is one of 
the most prominent variables that affect 
the operational sciences of the independ-
ent variables because they play an essen-
tial role in the organizational success  (Al 
Shobaki, Abu-Naser, Amuna, & El Talla, 
2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Thabit, 
Raewf, Abdulrahman, & Younis, 2016). 
The performance of a university depends 
on the level of academic activities, includ-
ing teaching, academic publications, and 
social contributions (Jameel & Ahmad, 
2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi, 2017).
Abba and Mugizi (2018) emphasized that 
education, research/publication, and 
community service were essential for the 
growth of any nation internationally 
since these roles specifically promote 
social welfare, financial literacy, safety 
and decreases crime in communities (M. 
A.-A. Ahmad & Jameel, 2018; Preece, 
2011). Research is one of the reasons why 
universities were founded, leading to new 
information discovery, the production of 

technology, enhanced service quality, 
increased educational prestige, and 
economic value. The performance of 
universities is mostly calculated by the 
efforts of academic and non-academic 
staff. Academic staff at a university 
comprised people who carry out education-
al work at the university, including teach-
ing, research, and, in some instances, 
administrations. Therefore, educational 
achievements are the primary criteria 
used to assess a university academic 
performance (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; 
Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 2017; Raewf & 
Thabit, 2018). According to Abba and 
Mugizi (2018), Igbojekwe and Ugo-Okoro 
(2015), and Tinuke (2015) determinants 
of academic performance include staff 
skills, material resources, teaching, 
publication, research, and community 
service. Publication is a significant part of 
the work done by academic staff. High 
levels of organizational stressors may 
seem to be decreasing by publishing 
efforts (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Yousefi & 
Abdullah, 2019). However, the value of 
teaching performance allows higher 
education institutions to prepare 
students and provide the foundation for 
their potential JP. While a number of 
studies have measured the performance 
of academic staff, limited studies have 
been conducted in Iraqi universities. 
Therefore, this study attempted to fill the 
gap by studying the Iraqi education 
setting.
 
Organizational justice
Throughout recent years, the social 
justice study has attracted significant 
interest of scholars. Studying justice in 
psychology began with Adams ' disserta-
tion on equity theory (Adams, 1963) 
which assumed fairness in performance. 
Nevertheless, considering the importance 
that researchers assign to justice in corpo-
rate existence, reproduction, and expan-
sion of this research area was unavoida-
ble. OJ captures a wide range of 
workplace attitudes and highlights the 
importance of equality and equity as a 

prerequisite for organisations to function 
effectively. Moreover, OJ could decrease 
job stress (Greenberg, 2004; Ghran, 
Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Jameel, 
Mahmood, & Jwmaa, 2020). In corrobora-
tion with Karem, Mahmood, Jameel, and 
Ahmad (2019), and Lee, Kim, Son, and 
Kim (2015) OJ is a vital element in the 
development and maintenance of a 
sustainable labour environment defined 
as a member's sense of moral property of 
the way they are treated. 

The early concept of OJ consisted of two 
dimensions namely distributive justice 
(DJ) and procedural justice (PJ) (Leven-
thal, 1980). Later, Bies and Moag (1986) 
proposed the third dimension of justice 
which was interactional justice (IJ). 
Greenberg (1990) categorized interaction-
al justice into two parts; interpersonal 
justice and informational justice. This 
study focused on the main three dimen-
sions of justice (DJ, PJ, and IJ) but IJ also 
covered the other two dimensions 
proposed by Greenberg (1990).
 
Distributive justice
DJ includes the allocation of incentives 
for work related to outputs. It is based on 
the theory of equity, in which expecta-
tions of unequal allocation of job incen-
tives compared to work contributions 
could create tension among the employ-
ees. Distributive fairness is the degree to 
which the individuals in an institution 
perceived about the distribution of 
resources (Greenberg, 1990). DJ relates 
to the justice of particular results relative 
to that obtained by others (Farndale, 
Hope-Hailey, & Kelliher, 2011; Jameel, 
Mahmood, et al., 2020; Karem et al., 
2019). DJ primarily applies to the organi-
zation performance. 

Procedural justice 
The degree to which uniformity occurs in 
the Decision-Making Process (DMP) of an 
institution, and to what extent the views 
of representatives are expressed in the 

DMP is known as PJ (Greenberg, 1990). 
PJ applies to whether DMP maintains 
consistency and whether beneficiaries of 
these judgments receive fair treatment  
(Byrne et al., 2012; Karem et al., 2019). 
The procedural justice refers to the facets 
of corporate transition processes. Also, PJ 
represents the formal expectations and 
performance of the communication 
partnerships in the DMP; PJ is distinct 
from IJ as it illustrates the informal 
connections between the DMP unit and 
the approving institution (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Ahmad, & Karem, 2020; 
Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu, Lee, 
Han, & Kim, 2019).

Interactional justice
IJ is characterized as the degree of 
respect and sensitive treatment obtained 
by participants in an institution when 
decision-makers perform certain proce-
dures that affect them (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu 
et al., 2019). IJ addresses the association 
between workers and the institution and 
the treatment on individuals (Tyler, 
1989). However, IJ is often perceived as 
an element of PJ which refers to how one 
is handled during the execution of a 
system or policy (e.g. with respect and 
dignity) and stresses the interaction and 
social process dimensions (Bies & Moag, 
1986). 

Hypothesis development 
Organizational Justice and Job Perfor-
mance

The universities are the only organiza-
tions centred on dual-core functions of 
information development and dissemina-
tion through research, teaching, and 
community engagement processes (Youse-
fi & Abdullah, 2019). Several researchers 
indicated that performance and engage-
ment at work were two significant 
findings related to the sense of justice 
(Cropanzano, Bowen, & Gilliland, 2007; 
Colquitt, 2001; Zapata-Phelan et al., 

2009). Concerning the impact of DJ on 
employee performance, Adam's equity 
theory may provide the best theoretical 
framework established  (Adams, 1963; 
Colquitt, 2001; Wei & Lee, 2015). Accord-
ing to the equality philosophy, fairness 
emerges based on the proportionality of 
an individual's income/outcome arrange-
ment (effort, skill, and work/prizes) 
relative to others. When the input/out-
come level of a participant is less than 
the input/outcome of other participants, 
they will feel dissatisfied and negatively 
will reflect on JP. If an individual feels 
they are treated fairly, they would be 
more likely to perform and to be more 
comfortable in the workplace. Therefore, 
individuals will likely be dissatisfied and 
attempted to restore fairness by limiting 
their output and altering their quantity 
and quality of work (Latham & Pinder, 
2005). When individuals agree that social 
and mental requirements such as speech, 
respect, and dignity (dimensions of PJ 
and IJ) are fairly treated, it will generally 
result in higher performance and strong-
er feeling. If organisations develop 
high-quality communication agreements 
with their workers by handling them 
equally and allowing them to make 
decisions about their outcomes (fair 
processes), employees are more fulfilled 
and more likely to work to achieve a 
better standard of JP. Individuals are 
expected to show an unacceptable work 
performance and feel dissatisfied if they 
perceived that there is a low exchange 
relation. Therefore, JP should be correlat-
ed with substantive justice insofar as it is 
involved in the relationships of individu-
als with their employers and interaction-
al justice insofar, as it is influenced by 
the relations of individuals with their 
superiors or supervisors (Aryee, Budh-
war, & Chen, 2002; Chien et al., 2010; 
Wei & Lee, 2015).

Empirical studies have consistently 
shown that DJ significantly predicted JP 

(Cropanzano et al., 2007; Colquitt, 2001; 
Shan, Ishaq, & Shaheen, 2006).  It should 
be remembered that according to the OJ 
as stated in prior studies, the workforce 
does not claim their organisation as fair 
solely based on DJ, but they will focus 
and examine the PJ and IJ too. However, 
many findings showed that PJ had a 
substantial impact on JP (Chien et al., 
2010; Colquitt, 2001; Shan et al., 2006; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). Likewise, 
according to Masterson, Lewis, Goldman, 
and Taylor (2000), employees perceived 
PJ as having the power to increase JP and 
organizational engagement. Meanwhile, 
a limited number of studies have so far 
examined the effect of IJ on JP (Colquitt, 
2001; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman & 
Kathairi, 2013).  It was expected that 
workers who experienced high rates of IJ 
would continue to show in-role JP, 
particularly given political facts, since 
they believe the superior to take care of 
them and that they are respected and 
appreciated (Tyler, 1989). The vaguest 
relationship lies between the presumed 
relationship between IJ and JP. IJ 
relation to JP remains unclear, and 
correlation experiments between these 
two factors produced mixed results. Some 
studies reported that IJ was not related 
and did not have an impact on JP 
(Colquitt, Scott, Judge, & Shaw, 2006; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). However, 
Fernandes and Awamleh (2006) reported 
that the three dimensions of OJ did not 
have an impact on the self-perceived 
performance of expatriates, but some 
other research found a significant positive 
relationship (Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013). According to the above-
mentioned arguments, the study proposes 
the following hypotheses.

H1: Distributive justice has a positive and 
significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H2: Procedural justice has a positive and 

significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H3: Interactional justice has a positive 
and significant impact on Job Perfor-
mance among academic staff

Methodology 
The study employed a quantitative 
method to examine the impact of OJ on 
JP of academic staff at three Iraqi public 
universities located in Baghdad during 
the academic year 2019-2020. The data 
were collected by using a self-adminis-
tered questionnaire and a stratified 
sampling technique was used to ensure 
equal representation of the academic staff 
from the three universities.  
The population of the academic staff at 
the three universities was 476 and accord-
ing to Krejcie and Morgan (1970), if the 
population fell in the range of 460 to 480, 
the sample size should be 214. Altogether, 
198 out of 214 questionnaires returned, 
and after checking for missing value and 
incomplete responses, only 197 question-
naires were valid to be analysed by using 
Smart PLS which is recommended for 
sample size less than 200 (Chin, 2010). 
The questionnaire consisted of two 
sections. The first section contained demo-
graphic questions, and the second section 
included 20 items where OJ dimensions 
carried 15 items and JP carried 5 items. 
Five-point Likert scales were used from 
1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree.
Instrument 
The questions were adapted from 
previous studies, as follows:
Job Performance: 5 items (Abba & 
Mugizi, 2018; Musah et al., 2016; Shan et 
al., 2006)

Organizational Justice consists of three 
dimensions:
Distributive justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Procedural justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Interactional justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 

2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Results 
Since the study employed the Smart PLS 
to analyse the data, there were two main 
steps conducted as per recommendation 
by Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt (2016) 
namely the measurement model and 
structural model.

Information of respondents 
The majority of response is male (60%), 
and followed by the female (40%). This 
result is not uncommon due to the fact of 
culture. However, most of the respond-
ents were between 30 to 40 years old 
(32%) and followed by 41-50 years old 
(27%). 20% of the respondents aged 
between 51-65 years old less and 12% 
were more than 66 years old. Lastly, 8% 
of the respondents were less than 29 
years old. The qualifications showed that 
55% of the academic staff possessed a 
Ph.D., and 45% graduated from a 
Master's degree. Finally, regarding the 
academic position, 37% of the respond-
ents were Assistant Professor and 
followed by 32% Assistant Lecturer. 
Meanwhile, 14% of them were in the 
Lecturer position and only 17% were 
professors.    

Model measurement
The purpose of this step is to measure the 
validity, reliability, and discriminations 
of the items. To ensure these require-
ments, the convergent validity and 
discrimination validity were tested. 

Convergent Validity consists of three 
tests. The first one is the average 
variance extracted (AVE) which reflects 
the total amount of variation in the indica-
tors of the latent construct. The second 
one is the composite reliability (CR) and 
Cronbach's Alpha is preferred to ensure 
the internal consistency among items. 
The third one is factor loadings.  

The cutoff values for acceptable CR and 

Cronbach's Alpha should be 0.70 or above 

(Hair et al., 2016), while AVE should be 
0.50 or above (Hair et al., 2016). Factor 
loadings should be > 0.70 (Hair et al., 
2016).

The results of CR and Alpha exceeded the 
recommended level 0.70 with high 
internal consistency. Similarly, AVE > 
0.50 (see Table 1). All items loading 
exceeded the recommended level 0.70 as 
shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 depicted 
the factor loading values. 

Discriminant validity
Our study employed two criteria to assess 
discriminant validity. The first one is the

Fornell-Larcker Criterion whereas the 
second one is the cross-loadings. All 
discrimination results met the acceptable 
level.

The boldface values in Table 2 showed 
each factor that was highly correlated 
with itself than others and this criterion 
was achieved as essential for validity 
discrimination. Second, cross-loading for 
each item in the same factor should have 
a high correlation among themselves, and 
this criterion is achieved and illustrated 
in bold font (see Table 3). Overall, each 
factor in this study had a high square root 
of AVE compared to other factors (Fornell 

& Larcker, 1981).

Structural model
This study proposed three hypotheses to 
be tested. Therefore, this study performed 

bootstrapping with 5,000 subsamples 
while the error estimated 0.05 and the 
confidence .95 and the T-Statistics should 
be above 1.96 to accept the hypothesis 
(Hair et al., 2016). The results showed two 
of three hypotheses were accepted.

The R2 (the coefficient of determination) 
of this study is 0.362 (see Figure 1) and 
this means 36% of the variation in JP was 
explained by OJ. According to Hair et al. 

(2016), this value is considered medium.

DJ (Path coefficient = 0.377, T- Statistics 
4.749 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) and IJ 
(Path coefficient = 0.215, T- Statistics 

2.247 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) were signif-
icantly related to JP. Therefore, H1 and 
H3 were accepted. This result is in line 
with previous findings (Shan, Ishaq, & 
Shaheen, 2006; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013).

PJ (Path coefficient = 0.138, T- Statistics 
1.840 < 1.96 and P-value 0.066 >0.05) was 
insignificantly related to JP. Thus, H2 
was rejected. A similar finding was report-

ed by  Fernandes & Awamleh, 2006). The 
results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 1.

R2= 0.362 Q2 = 0.247

Discussion 
The purpose of this study is to explore the 
role of Organizational Justice among 
academic staff at Iraqi public universities. 
Previous studies found inconsistent 
findings about the impact of Organization-
al Justice on Job Performance from both a 
positive and a negative perspective. 
Concerning the major impact of the 
elements of Organizational Justice, this 
paper concluded that Distributive justice 
and Interactional justice had significant 
and substantial contributions to the Job 
Performance of academic staff in the Iraqi 

context. Conversely, Procedural justice 

had an insignificant impact on Job Perfor-
mance probably due to the universities 
and government policies.

Distributive justice showed a high predic-
tion on the Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff compared to IJ. The impact of 
Distributive justice on Job Performance is 
in line with prior studies  (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). This means the academic staff 
who received equal rewards were most 
likely to perform well at the university. 
The analysis of the data showed that 

academics regard their time, workload, 
and salary level as equal. The reality is 
that the Iraqi public universities consid-
ered in this study followed the govern-
ment-organization pay structure with fair 
pay for staff (academics/non-academics). 
However, Distributive justice centres on 
fairness allocation of wealth which 
includes wages, service expenses, and job 
security. Distributive justice may as well 
include other services such as office 
rooms, furnishings, travel support, and 
test rooms.

Procedural justice did not have significant 
impact on the Job Performance of the 
academic staff (P-Value 0.066 > 0.05 and 
T-statistics 1.840) which led to the 
rejection of the second hypothesis. This 
result is supported by the previous finding 
by Fernandes and Awamleh (2006). JP 
tends not to be linked to the conceptions of 
Procedural justice. This finding under-
mines in extensive part conventional 
study findings in this area, which typical-
ly suggest and show substantial positive 
ties between all facets of justice and 
success. In other words, expectations of 
justice affect or change the behaviour of 
people who continuously seek to restore 
justice by different means. However, proce-
dural justice does not impact on Job Perfor-
mance of the academic staff perhaps 
because the study was conducted in public 
universities, and it is understood that 
their continuing employment and career 
progress are dependent directly on govern-
ment programs and policies and not on the 
universities itself.

H3 confirmed the impact of Interactional 
justice on Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff with T-statistics 2.247 >1.96 and P 
value 0.028 < 0.05. A similar result was 
reported by earlier studies (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). Most academic staff acknowl-

edged that their Head of Department or 
Dean had provided them with adequate 
justification for the employment decision. 
For Interactional justice, the academic 
staff was asked whether or not their Head 
of Department or Dean treated them 
equally and most respondents thought 
that their Head of Department or Dean 
had treated them with respect, honesty, 
compassion, and truthfulness. Such 
results indicate that, while results of the 
study vary in relation to the relative essen-
tial of each element of justice in link to 
each result compared with studies 
conducted in non -middle east countries, 
the understanding of the three aspects of 
the justice system influences an employ-
ee's patterns to react in order to achieve 
better performance in their work. Since 
the value of injustice is universal, former 
academics have indicated that judicial 
views on different work results continue 
to vary in cultural and national contexts 
(Schilpzand et al., 2013). The results 
summarized here suggest that academic 
staff attribute a higher value to interper-
sonal interactions obtained through 
processes and outcome decision-making 
by their Head of Department or Dean at 
university. Furthermore, the findings 
showed that assistance, integrity, respect, 
and consideration were the main reasons 
for achieving high-performance and 
comfortable employees.
Implications

The theoretical implication of this study is 
enriching the body of knowledge in the 
context of Iraq and academic context in 
developing countries. The study confirmed 
that the theory of OJ was applicable in the 
context of higher education. However, the 
practical implication indicated that DJ 
was more important to improve the 
academic staff performance. Besides, the 
Head of Department and the Dean are 
advised to enhance the DJ, where they 

should equitably distribute the resource 
among academic staff. The IJ was shown 
to be important for academic staff, thus 
the Head of Department and the Dean 
should deal with academic staff with 
complete honesty and dignity.
Conclusion, Limitations, and Future work

The current study specifically addressed 
the academic staff's understanding of OJ 
and the performance of their interaction 
with their superiors (Head of Department 
/ Dean). The study focused on academic 
performance's soft side to improve produc-
tive and useful behaviour. The results 
show that university academics work 
effectively with their superiors (Head of 
Department / Dean). To ensure equality at 
universities, the current Head of Depart-
ment / Dean must uphold the moral and 
ethical code of conduct by including all 
participants in the DMP. In addition, to 
ensure equality in the allocation of incen-
tives and processes involved in the 
decision-making of recruitment, selection, 
training and development, and assess-
ment of JP, it is equally necessary to 
ensure fairness in interpersonal interac-
tion between the Head of Department / 
Dean and the academic staff. When 
academic staff perceived the Head of 
Department / Dean as being professional, 
trustworthy, real, and justifiable, they feel 
more confident and optimistic. 

This study, like any other study, has sever-
al limitations. The study was conducted 
only in three universities located in Bagh-
dad due to security issues and the inabili-
ty to carry out research in more than those 
three universities. The study was conduct-
ed in public universities only, hence the 
results could not be generalized the result 
to private universities due to the differ-
ence in the nature of rules and regula-
tions. Future studies can be conducted in 
more than three universities and cover 

private universities as well. The prospec-
tive study may examine the causal effect 
of OJ on JP by examining the mediating 
role.
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Job performance (JP) is one of the impor-
tant subjects in the literature. It becomes 
a primary interest to both managers and 
researchers due to its crucial role in the 
success of organizations. Therefore, it is 
necessary to understand the mechanisms 
that affect job performance, particularly 
among academic staff. This research 
attempts to expand the existing litera-
ture by offering a more detailed under-
standing of how organizational justice 
(OJ) influences JP. Many factors affect-

ing JP of employees were studied 
previously but limited studies have exam-
ined the effect of OJ on JP among academ-
ic staff. Meanwhile, OJ remained a 
neglected topic in studies concerning 
higher education institutions.  Higher 
education institutions are essential in 
any country. Education influences a 
country's systemic growth and develop-
ment of qualified graduates because 
higher education is the final stage of 
training a young person gets before 

starting a career (Ahmad & Jameel, 
2020; Alaarj, Mohamed, & Bustamam, 
2017a, 2017b, 2016; Rabayaa & Obaid, 
2019). Academic staff at a university 
perform specific functions of teaching, 
research, supervision, publication and 
community service. For a country's devel-
opment, these functions are significant 
because teaching and scientific advances 
in research have the capacity to build the 
competitive advantage of the business. 
Additionally, students will also have the 
opportunity to develop new ideas through 
the teaching and learning process provid-
ed by the academic staff (Abba & Mugizi, 
2018; Alaaraj, Mohamed, & Ahmad 
Bustamam, 2018). These findings signify 
a crucial role of academic staff perfor-
mance on developing a country. In 
further support, Colquitt et al. (2013) 
stressed the importance of OJ on JP as he 
proved the significant influence of OJ. In 
order to motivate organization members 
to optimize their success in their roles, 
OJ must be a central consideration of the 
top management. Justice promotes volun-
tary involvement by organization 
members and directly affects the organi-
zations’ and individuals’ performance.
Most previous studies paid more atten-
tion to identify the impact OJ on perfor-
mance appraisal (Byrne, Pitts, Wilson, & 
Steiner, 2012; Massoudi, Jameel, & 
Ahmad, 2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 
2017; Raewf & Thabit, 2015; Thabit 
Hassan Thabit & Raewf, 2016; Tinuke, 
2015), but limited studies were conducted 
to determine the impact of OJ on JP 
especially in the educational field (Arab 
& Atan, 2018). The bulk of studies has 
been carried out in western countries on 
the effect of OJ on JP, while limited 
studies have been conducted in middle 
east countries (Suliman & Kathairi, 
2013;Thabit & Raewf, 2018), particularly 
in Iraq (Arab & Atan, 2018). Neverthe-
less, it is worth to note that western 
countries have a different culture 
compared to the middle east countries 
like Iraq. In parallel, Li and Cropanzan 
(2009) and Schilpzand, Martins, 

Kirkman, Lowe, and Chen (2013) report-
ed that the conceptions of justice rely on 
the values and standards of the local 
culture. The principles and rules that 
exist in Iraq vary to that of western 
countries because individualism, collec-
tivism, or a detachment from authority or 
equality could be interpreted differently 
across cultures. Meanwhile, the procedur-
al justice has been selected as the prima-
ry indicator of JP in most studies (Chien, 
Lawler, & Uen, 2010; J. A.Colquitt, 2001; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Thabit & 
Jasim, 2016, 2019; Zapata-Phelan, 
Colquitt, Scott, & Livingston, 2009). 
University performance is primarily 
determined by academic staff activities 
such as publication, conference, research, 
and community service. A high percent-
age of these activities depends on the 
performance of the academicians at 
universities. According to Yousefi and 
Abdullah (2019) publication is a signifi-
cant part of the work done by academic 
staff. The university ranking highly 
depends on academic productivity such 
as publication, conference, teaching 
performance, and community services 
performed by the academic staff of the 
university (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019, 
2020a). Unfortunately, Iraqi universities 
are suffering from low ranks compared to 
other regional universities (Webometric, 
2020). Among the reasons for such 
situation is that a university ranking 
highly depends on academic staff perfor-
mance in term of research productivity 
(Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Mousa, 
Jameel, & Ahmad, 2019), but the number 
of publications of Iraqi universities 
collected by a reliable database is only 
28,091 (SJR, 2020), thus resulting in low 
ranks for Iraqi universities. In response, 
this study was conducted to measure the 
impact of OJ on JP of academic staff in 
the context of Iraq.

Literature review
Academic performance 
The term academic is usually associated 
with school, university, or any 

higher-learning institution. It involves 
human academic activities in a 
structured educational environment. 
Meanwhile, performance is activity, 
implementation, and production. Perfor-
mance is referred to an accomplishment 
under current circumstances that 
subsume the mechanism of obtaining and 
using knowledge and skills structure and 
a host of successful, motivational, and 
stylistic factors influencing the ultimate 
responses (Fletcher & Williams, 1996). 
Armstrong (2010) defined performance as 
an achievement, implementation, 
success, and the efficiency of anything 
ordered or done contributing to 
outputs/outcomes (accomplishment). 
Jameel and Ahmad (2019a) defined 
performance as the execution of specific 
tasks calculated against predetermined 
reliability, completeness, cost, and space 
requirements. Reaching the optimum 
level of employees’ or teams’ participa-
tion is a critical factor for an organisation 
as it helps achieve maximum organiza-
tional performance and objectives 
(Duyan & Yıldız, 2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 
2019). The performance of staff is one of 
the most prominent variables that affect 
the operational sciences of the independ-
ent variables because they play an essen-
tial role in the organizational success  (Al 
Shobaki, Abu-Naser, Amuna, & El Talla, 
2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Thabit, 
Raewf, Abdulrahman, & Younis, 2016). 
The performance of a university depends 
on the level of academic activities, includ-
ing teaching, academic publications, and 
social contributions (Jameel & Ahmad, 
2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi, 2017).
Abba and Mugizi (2018) emphasized that 
education, research/publication, and 
community service were essential for the 
growth of any nation internationally 
since these roles specifically promote 
social welfare, financial literacy, safety 
and decreases crime in communities (M. 
A.-A. Ahmad & Jameel, 2018; Preece, 
2011). Research is one of the reasons why 
universities were founded, leading to new 
information discovery, the production of 

technology, enhanced service quality, 
increased educational prestige, and 
economic value. The performance of 
universities is mostly calculated by the 
efforts of academic and non-academic 
staff. Academic staff at a university 
comprised people who carry out education-
al work at the university, including teach-
ing, research, and, in some instances, 
administrations. Therefore, educational 
achievements are the primary criteria 
used to assess a university academic 
performance (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; 
Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 2017; Raewf & 
Thabit, 2018). According to Abba and 
Mugizi (2018), Igbojekwe and Ugo-Okoro 
(2015), and Tinuke (2015) determinants 
of academic performance include staff 
skills, material resources, teaching, 
publication, research, and community 
service. Publication is a significant part of 
the work done by academic staff. High 
levels of organizational stressors may 
seem to be decreasing by publishing 
efforts (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Yousefi & 
Abdullah, 2019). However, the value of 
teaching performance allows higher 
education institutions to prepare 
students and provide the foundation for 
their potential JP. While a number of 
studies have measured the performance 
of academic staff, limited studies have 
been conducted in Iraqi universities. 
Therefore, this study attempted to fill the 
gap by studying the Iraqi education 
setting.
 
Organizational justice
Throughout recent years, the social 
justice study has attracted significant 
interest of scholars. Studying justice in 
psychology began with Adams ' disserta-
tion on equity theory (Adams, 1963) 
which assumed fairness in performance. 
Nevertheless, considering the importance 
that researchers assign to justice in corpo-
rate existence, reproduction, and expan-
sion of this research area was unavoida-
ble. OJ captures a wide range of 
workplace attitudes and highlights the 
importance of equality and equity as a 

prerequisite for organisations to function 
effectively. Moreover, OJ could decrease 
job stress (Greenberg, 2004; Ghran, 
Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Jameel, 
Mahmood, & Jwmaa, 2020). In corrobora-
tion with Karem, Mahmood, Jameel, and 
Ahmad (2019), and Lee, Kim, Son, and 
Kim (2015) OJ is a vital element in the 
development and maintenance of a 
sustainable labour environment defined 
as a member's sense of moral property of 
the way they are treated. 

The early concept of OJ consisted of two 
dimensions namely distributive justice 
(DJ) and procedural justice (PJ) (Leven-
thal, 1980). Later, Bies and Moag (1986) 
proposed the third dimension of justice 
which was interactional justice (IJ). 
Greenberg (1990) categorized interaction-
al justice into two parts; interpersonal 
justice and informational justice. This 
study focused on the main three dimen-
sions of justice (DJ, PJ, and IJ) but IJ also 
covered the other two dimensions 
proposed by Greenberg (1990).
 
Distributive justice
DJ includes the allocation of incentives 
for work related to outputs. It is based on 
the theory of equity, in which expecta-
tions of unequal allocation of job incen-
tives compared to work contributions 
could create tension among the employ-
ees. Distributive fairness is the degree to 
which the individuals in an institution 
perceived about the distribution of 
resources (Greenberg, 1990). DJ relates 
to the justice of particular results relative 
to that obtained by others (Farndale, 
Hope-Hailey, & Kelliher, 2011; Jameel, 
Mahmood, et al., 2020; Karem et al., 
2019). DJ primarily applies to the organi-
zation performance. 

Procedural justice 
The degree to which uniformity occurs in 
the Decision-Making Process (DMP) of an 
institution, and to what extent the views 
of representatives are expressed in the 

DMP is known as PJ (Greenberg, 1990). 
PJ applies to whether DMP maintains 
consistency and whether beneficiaries of 
these judgments receive fair treatment  
(Byrne et al., 2012; Karem et al., 2019). 
The procedural justice refers to the facets 
of corporate transition processes. Also, PJ 
represents the formal expectations and 
performance of the communication 
partnerships in the DMP; PJ is distinct 
from IJ as it illustrates the informal 
connections between the DMP unit and 
the approving institution (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Ahmad, & Karem, 2020; 
Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu, Lee, 
Han, & Kim, 2019).

Interactional justice
IJ is characterized as the degree of 
respect and sensitive treatment obtained 
by participants in an institution when 
decision-makers perform certain proce-
dures that affect them (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu 
et al., 2019). IJ addresses the association 
between workers and the institution and 
the treatment on individuals (Tyler, 
1989). However, IJ is often perceived as 
an element of PJ which refers to how one 
is handled during the execution of a 
system or policy (e.g. with respect and 
dignity) and stresses the interaction and 
social process dimensions (Bies & Moag, 
1986). 

Hypothesis development 
Organizational Justice and Job Perfor-
mance

The universities are the only organiza-
tions centred on dual-core functions of 
information development and dissemina-
tion through research, teaching, and 
community engagement processes (Youse-
fi & Abdullah, 2019). Several researchers 
indicated that performance and engage-
ment at work were two significant 
findings related to the sense of justice 
(Cropanzano, Bowen, & Gilliland, 2007; 
Colquitt, 2001; Zapata-Phelan et al., 

2009). Concerning the impact of DJ on 
employee performance, Adam's equity 
theory may provide the best theoretical 
framework established  (Adams, 1963; 
Colquitt, 2001; Wei & Lee, 2015). Accord-
ing to the equality philosophy, fairness 
emerges based on the proportionality of 
an individual's income/outcome arrange-
ment (effort, skill, and work/prizes) 
relative to others. When the input/out-
come level of a participant is less than 
the input/outcome of other participants, 
they will feel dissatisfied and negatively 
will reflect on JP. If an individual feels 
they are treated fairly, they would be 
more likely to perform and to be more 
comfortable in the workplace. Therefore, 
individuals will likely be dissatisfied and 
attempted to restore fairness by limiting 
their output and altering their quantity 
and quality of work (Latham & Pinder, 
2005). When individuals agree that social 
and mental requirements such as speech, 
respect, and dignity (dimensions of PJ 
and IJ) are fairly treated, it will generally 
result in higher performance and strong-
er feeling. If organisations develop 
high-quality communication agreements 
with their workers by handling them 
equally and allowing them to make 
decisions about their outcomes (fair 
processes), employees are more fulfilled 
and more likely to work to achieve a 
better standard of JP. Individuals are 
expected to show an unacceptable work 
performance and feel dissatisfied if they 
perceived that there is a low exchange 
relation. Therefore, JP should be correlat-
ed with substantive justice insofar as it is 
involved in the relationships of individu-
als with their employers and interaction-
al justice insofar, as it is influenced by 
the relations of individuals with their 
superiors or supervisors (Aryee, Budh-
war, & Chen, 2002; Chien et al., 2010; 
Wei & Lee, 2015).

Empirical studies have consistently 
shown that DJ significantly predicted JP 

(Cropanzano et al., 2007; Colquitt, 2001; 
Shan, Ishaq, & Shaheen, 2006).  It should 
be remembered that according to the OJ 
as stated in prior studies, the workforce 
does not claim their organisation as fair 
solely based on DJ, but they will focus 
and examine the PJ and IJ too. However, 
many findings showed that PJ had a 
substantial impact on JP (Chien et al., 
2010; Colquitt, 2001; Shan et al., 2006; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). Likewise, 
according to Masterson, Lewis, Goldman, 
and Taylor (2000), employees perceived 
PJ as having the power to increase JP and 
organizational engagement. Meanwhile, 
a limited number of studies have so far 
examined the effect of IJ on JP (Colquitt, 
2001; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman & 
Kathairi, 2013).  It was expected that 
workers who experienced high rates of IJ 
would continue to show in-role JP, 
particularly given political facts, since 
they believe the superior to take care of 
them and that they are respected and 
appreciated (Tyler, 1989). The vaguest 
relationship lies between the presumed 
relationship between IJ and JP. IJ 
relation to JP remains unclear, and 
correlation experiments between these 
two factors produced mixed results. Some 
studies reported that IJ was not related 
and did not have an impact on JP 
(Colquitt, Scott, Judge, & Shaw, 2006; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). However, 
Fernandes and Awamleh (2006) reported 
that the three dimensions of OJ did not 
have an impact on the self-perceived 
performance of expatriates, but some 
other research found a significant positive 
relationship (Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013). According to the above-
mentioned arguments, the study proposes 
the following hypotheses.

H1: Distributive justice has a positive and 
significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H2: Procedural justice has a positive and 

significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H3: Interactional justice has a positive 
and significant impact on Job Perfor-
mance among academic staff

Methodology 
The study employed a quantitative 
method to examine the impact of OJ on 
JP of academic staff at three Iraqi public 
universities located in Baghdad during 
the academic year 2019-2020. The data 
were collected by using a self-adminis-
tered questionnaire and a stratified 
sampling technique was used to ensure 
equal representation of the academic staff 
from the three universities.  
The population of the academic staff at 
the three universities was 476 and accord-
ing to Krejcie and Morgan (1970), if the 
population fell in the range of 460 to 480, 
the sample size should be 214. Altogether, 
198 out of 214 questionnaires returned, 
and after checking for missing value and 
incomplete responses, only 197 question-
naires were valid to be analysed by using 
Smart PLS which is recommended for 
sample size less than 200 (Chin, 2010). 
The questionnaire consisted of two 
sections. The first section contained demo-
graphic questions, and the second section 
included 20 items where OJ dimensions 
carried 15 items and JP carried 5 items. 
Five-point Likert scales were used from 
1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree.
Instrument 
The questions were adapted from 
previous studies, as follows:
Job Performance: 5 items (Abba & 
Mugizi, 2018; Musah et al., 2016; Shan et 
al., 2006)

Organizational Justice consists of three 
dimensions:
Distributive justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Procedural justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Interactional justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 

2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Results 
Since the study employed the Smart PLS 
to analyse the data, there were two main 
steps conducted as per recommendation 
by Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt (2016) 
namely the measurement model and 
structural model.

Information of respondents 
The majority of response is male (60%), 
and followed by the female (40%). This 
result is not uncommon due to the fact of 
culture. However, most of the respond-
ents were between 30 to 40 years old 
(32%) and followed by 41-50 years old 
(27%). 20% of the respondents aged 
between 51-65 years old less and 12% 
were more than 66 years old. Lastly, 8% 
of the respondents were less than 29 
years old. The qualifications showed that 
55% of the academic staff possessed a 
Ph.D., and 45% graduated from a 
Master's degree. Finally, regarding the 
academic position, 37% of the respond-
ents were Assistant Professor and 
followed by 32% Assistant Lecturer. 
Meanwhile, 14% of them were in the 
Lecturer position and only 17% were 
professors.    

Model measurement
The purpose of this step is to measure the 
validity, reliability, and discriminations 
of the items. To ensure these require-
ments, the convergent validity and 
discrimination validity were tested. 

Convergent Validity consists of three 
tests. The first one is the average 
variance extracted (AVE) which reflects 
the total amount of variation in the indica-
tors of the latent construct. The second 
one is the composite reliability (CR) and 
Cronbach's Alpha is preferred to ensure 
the internal consistency among items. 
The third one is factor loadings.  

The cutoff values for acceptable CR and 

Cronbach's Alpha should be 0.70 or above 

(Hair et al., 2016), while AVE should be 
0.50 or above (Hair et al., 2016). Factor 
loadings should be > 0.70 (Hair et al., 
2016).

The results of CR and Alpha exceeded the 
recommended level 0.70 with high 
internal consistency. Similarly, AVE > 
0.50 (see Table 1). All items loading 
exceeded the recommended level 0.70 as 
shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 depicted 
the factor loading values. 

Discriminant validity
Our study employed two criteria to assess 
discriminant validity. The first one is the

Fornell-Larcker Criterion whereas the 
second one is the cross-loadings. All 
discrimination results met the acceptable 
level.

The boldface values in Table 2 showed 
each factor that was highly correlated 
with itself than others and this criterion 
was achieved as essential for validity 
discrimination. Second, cross-loading for 
each item in the same factor should have 
a high correlation among themselves, and 
this criterion is achieved and illustrated 
in bold font (see Table 3). Overall, each 
factor in this study had a high square root 
of AVE compared to other factors (Fornell 

& Larcker, 1981).

Structural model
This study proposed three hypotheses to 
be tested. Therefore, this study performed 

bootstrapping with 5,000 subsamples 
while the error estimated 0.05 and the 
confidence .95 and the T-Statistics should 
be above 1.96 to accept the hypothesis 
(Hair et al., 2016). The results showed two 
of three hypotheses were accepted.

The R2 (the coefficient of determination) 
of this study is 0.362 (see Figure 1) and 
this means 36% of the variation in JP was 
explained by OJ. According to Hair et al. 

(2016), this value is considered medium.

DJ (Path coefficient = 0.377, T- Statistics 
4.749 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) and IJ 
(Path coefficient = 0.215, T- Statistics 

2.247 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) were signif-
icantly related to JP. Therefore, H1 and 
H3 were accepted. This result is in line 
with previous findings (Shan, Ishaq, & 
Shaheen, 2006; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013).

PJ (Path coefficient = 0.138, T- Statistics 
1.840 < 1.96 and P-value 0.066 >0.05) was 
insignificantly related to JP. Thus, H2 
was rejected. A similar finding was report-

ed by  Fernandes & Awamleh, 2006). The 
results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 1.

R2= 0.362 Q2 = 0.247

Discussion 
The purpose of this study is to explore the 
role of Organizational Justice among 
academic staff at Iraqi public universities. 
Previous studies found inconsistent 
findings about the impact of Organization-
al Justice on Job Performance from both a 
positive and a negative perspective. 
Concerning the major impact of the 
elements of Organizational Justice, this 
paper concluded that Distributive justice 
and Interactional justice had significant 
and substantial contributions to the Job 
Performance of academic staff in the Iraqi 

context. Conversely, Procedural justice 

had an insignificant impact on Job Perfor-
mance probably due to the universities 
and government policies.

Distributive justice showed a high predic-
tion on the Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff compared to IJ. The impact of 
Distributive justice on Job Performance is 
in line with prior studies  (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). This means the academic staff 
who received equal rewards were most 
likely to perform well at the university. 
The analysis of the data showed that 

academics regard their time, workload, 
and salary level as equal. The reality is 
that the Iraqi public universities consid-
ered in this study followed the govern-
ment-organization pay structure with fair 
pay for staff (academics/non-academics). 
However, Distributive justice centres on 
fairness allocation of wealth which 
includes wages, service expenses, and job 
security. Distributive justice may as well 
include other services such as office 
rooms, furnishings, travel support, and 
test rooms.

Procedural justice did not have significant 
impact on the Job Performance of the 
academic staff (P-Value 0.066 > 0.05 and 
T-statistics 1.840) which led to the 
rejection of the second hypothesis. This 
result is supported by the previous finding 
by Fernandes and Awamleh (2006). JP 
tends not to be linked to the conceptions of 
Procedural justice. This finding under-
mines in extensive part conventional 
study findings in this area, which typical-
ly suggest and show substantial positive 
ties between all facets of justice and 
success. In other words, expectations of 
justice affect or change the behaviour of 
people who continuously seek to restore 
justice by different means. However, proce-
dural justice does not impact on Job Perfor-
mance of the academic staff perhaps 
because the study was conducted in public 
universities, and it is understood that 
their continuing employment and career 
progress are dependent directly on govern-
ment programs and policies and not on the 
universities itself.

H3 confirmed the impact of Interactional 
justice on Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff with T-statistics 2.247 >1.96 and P 
value 0.028 < 0.05. A similar result was 
reported by earlier studies (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). Most academic staff acknowl-

edged that their Head of Department or 
Dean had provided them with adequate 
justification for the employment decision. 
For Interactional justice, the academic 
staff was asked whether or not their Head 
of Department or Dean treated them 
equally and most respondents thought 
that their Head of Department or Dean 
had treated them with respect, honesty, 
compassion, and truthfulness. Such 
results indicate that, while results of the 
study vary in relation to the relative essen-
tial of each element of justice in link to 
each result compared with studies 
conducted in non -middle east countries, 
the understanding of the three aspects of 
the justice system influences an employ-
ee's patterns to react in order to achieve 
better performance in their work. Since 
the value of injustice is universal, former 
academics have indicated that judicial 
views on different work results continue 
to vary in cultural and national contexts 
(Schilpzand et al., 2013). The results 
summarized here suggest that academic 
staff attribute a higher value to interper-
sonal interactions obtained through 
processes and outcome decision-making 
by their Head of Department or Dean at 
university. Furthermore, the findings 
showed that assistance, integrity, respect, 
and consideration were the main reasons 
for achieving high-performance and 
comfortable employees.
Implications

The theoretical implication of this study is 
enriching the body of knowledge in the 
context of Iraq and academic context in 
developing countries. The study confirmed 
that the theory of OJ was applicable in the 
context of higher education. However, the 
practical implication indicated that DJ 
was more important to improve the 
academic staff performance. Besides, the 
Head of Department and the Dean are 
advised to enhance the DJ, where they 

should equitably distribute the resource 
among academic staff. The IJ was shown 
to be important for academic staff, thus 
the Head of Department and the Dean 
should deal with academic staff with 
complete honesty and dignity.
Conclusion, Limitations, and Future work

The current study specifically addressed 
the academic staff's understanding of OJ 
and the performance of their interaction 
with their superiors (Head of Department 
/ Dean). The study focused on academic 
performance's soft side to improve produc-
tive and useful behaviour. The results 
show that university academics work 
effectively with their superiors (Head of 
Department / Dean). To ensure equality at 
universities, the current Head of Depart-
ment / Dean must uphold the moral and 
ethical code of conduct by including all 
participants in the DMP. In addition, to 
ensure equality in the allocation of incen-
tives and processes involved in the 
decision-making of recruitment, selection, 
training and development, and assess-
ment of JP, it is equally necessary to 
ensure fairness in interpersonal interac-
tion between the Head of Department / 
Dean and the academic staff. When 
academic staff perceived the Head of 
Department / Dean as being professional, 
trustworthy, real, and justifiable, they feel 
more confident and optimistic. 

This study, like any other study, has sever-
al limitations. The study was conducted 
only in three universities located in Bagh-
dad due to security issues and the inabili-
ty to carry out research in more than those 
three universities. The study was conduct-
ed in public universities only, hence the 
results could not be generalized the result 
to private universities due to the differ-
ence in the nature of rules and regula-
tions. Future studies can be conducted in 
more than three universities and cover 

private universities as well. The prospec-
tive study may examine the causal effect 
of OJ on JP by examining the mediating 
role.
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TABLE 1. CONVERGENT VALIDITY 

TABLE 2 FORNELL–LARCKER CRITERION DISCRIMINANT VALIDITY

Constructs Items Outer 
loadings 

Cronbach's 
Alpha > 0.7 CR > 0.7 (AVE)>0.5 

Job 

Performance 

JP1 
JP2 
JP3 
JP4 
JP5 

0.805 
0.880 
0.904 
0.876 
0.797 

0.906 0.930 0.728 

Distributive 

Justice 

DJ1 
DJ2 
DJ3 
DJ4 
DJ5 

0.834 
0.894 
0.903 
0.773 
0.784 

0.895 0.922 0.705 

Interactional 

Justice 

IJ1 
IJ2 
IJ3 
IJ4 
IJ5 

0.858 
0.896 
0.902 
0.838 
0.802 

0.912 0.934 0.740 

Procedural 

Justice 

PJ1 
PJ2 
PJ3 
PJ4 
PJ5 

0.844 
0.875 
0.909 
0.874 
0.762 

0.907 0.931 0.730 

constructs Distributive 
Justice 

Interactional 
Justice 

Job 
Performance 

Procedural 
Justice 

Distributive Justice 0.839    
Interactional Justice 0.573 0.86   

Job Performance 0.545 0.496 0.853  
Procedural Justice 0.325 0.476 0.363 0.854 
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Job performance (JP) is one of the impor-
tant subjects in the literature. It becomes 
a primary interest to both managers and 
researchers due to its crucial role in the 
success of organizations. Therefore, it is 
necessary to understand the mechanisms 
that affect job performance, particularly 
among academic staff. This research 
attempts to expand the existing litera-
ture by offering a more detailed under-
standing of how organizational justice 
(OJ) influences JP. Many factors affect-

ing JP of employees were studied 
previously but limited studies have exam-
ined the effect of OJ on JP among academ-
ic staff. Meanwhile, OJ remained a 
neglected topic in studies concerning 
higher education institutions.  Higher 
education institutions are essential in 
any country. Education influences a 
country's systemic growth and develop-
ment of qualified graduates because 
higher education is the final stage of 
training a young person gets before 

starting a career (Ahmad & Jameel, 
2020; Alaarj, Mohamed, & Bustamam, 
2017a, 2017b, 2016; Rabayaa & Obaid, 
2019). Academic staff at a university 
perform specific functions of teaching, 
research, supervision, publication and 
community service. For a country's devel-
opment, these functions are significant 
because teaching and scientific advances 
in research have the capacity to build the 
competitive advantage of the business. 
Additionally, students will also have the 
opportunity to develop new ideas through 
the teaching and learning process provid-
ed by the academic staff (Abba & Mugizi, 
2018; Alaaraj, Mohamed, & Ahmad 
Bustamam, 2018). These findings signify 
a crucial role of academic staff perfor-
mance on developing a country. In 
further support, Colquitt et al. (2013) 
stressed the importance of OJ on JP as he 
proved the significant influence of OJ. In 
order to motivate organization members 
to optimize their success in their roles, 
OJ must be a central consideration of the 
top management. Justice promotes volun-
tary involvement by organization 
members and directly affects the organi-
zations’ and individuals’ performance.
Most previous studies paid more atten-
tion to identify the impact OJ on perfor-
mance appraisal (Byrne, Pitts, Wilson, & 
Steiner, 2012; Massoudi, Jameel, & 
Ahmad, 2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 
2017; Raewf & Thabit, 2015; Thabit 
Hassan Thabit & Raewf, 2016; Tinuke, 
2015), but limited studies were conducted 
to determine the impact of OJ on JP 
especially in the educational field (Arab 
& Atan, 2018). The bulk of studies has 
been carried out in western countries on 
the effect of OJ on JP, while limited 
studies have been conducted in middle 
east countries (Suliman & Kathairi, 
2013;Thabit & Raewf, 2018), particularly 
in Iraq (Arab & Atan, 2018). Neverthe-
less, it is worth to note that western 
countries have a different culture 
compared to the middle east countries 
like Iraq. In parallel, Li and Cropanzan 
(2009) and Schilpzand, Martins, 

Kirkman, Lowe, and Chen (2013) report-
ed that the conceptions of justice rely on 
the values and standards of the local 
culture. The principles and rules that 
exist in Iraq vary to that of western 
countries because individualism, collec-
tivism, or a detachment from authority or 
equality could be interpreted differently 
across cultures. Meanwhile, the procedur-
al justice has been selected as the prima-
ry indicator of JP in most studies (Chien, 
Lawler, & Uen, 2010; J. A.Colquitt, 2001; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Thabit & 
Jasim, 2016, 2019; Zapata-Phelan, 
Colquitt, Scott, & Livingston, 2009). 
University performance is primarily 
determined by academic staff activities 
such as publication, conference, research, 
and community service. A high percent-
age of these activities depends on the 
performance of the academicians at 
universities. According to Yousefi and 
Abdullah (2019) publication is a signifi-
cant part of the work done by academic 
staff. The university ranking highly 
depends on academic productivity such 
as publication, conference, teaching 
performance, and community services 
performed by the academic staff of the 
university (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019, 
2020a). Unfortunately, Iraqi universities 
are suffering from low ranks compared to 
other regional universities (Webometric, 
2020). Among the reasons for such 
situation is that a university ranking 
highly depends on academic staff perfor-
mance in term of research productivity 
(Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Mousa, 
Jameel, & Ahmad, 2019), but the number 
of publications of Iraqi universities 
collected by a reliable database is only 
28,091 (SJR, 2020), thus resulting in low 
ranks for Iraqi universities. In response, 
this study was conducted to measure the 
impact of OJ on JP of academic staff in 
the context of Iraq.

Literature review
Academic performance 
The term academic is usually associated 
with school, university, or any 

higher-learning institution. It involves 
human academic activities in a 
structured educational environment. 
Meanwhile, performance is activity, 
implementation, and production. Perfor-
mance is referred to an accomplishment 
under current circumstances that 
subsume the mechanism of obtaining and 
using knowledge and skills structure and 
a host of successful, motivational, and 
stylistic factors influencing the ultimate 
responses (Fletcher & Williams, 1996). 
Armstrong (2010) defined performance as 
an achievement, implementation, 
success, and the efficiency of anything 
ordered or done contributing to 
outputs/outcomes (accomplishment). 
Jameel and Ahmad (2019a) defined 
performance as the execution of specific 
tasks calculated against predetermined 
reliability, completeness, cost, and space 
requirements. Reaching the optimum 
level of employees’ or teams’ participa-
tion is a critical factor for an organisation 
as it helps achieve maximum organiza-
tional performance and objectives 
(Duyan & Yıldız, 2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 
2019). The performance of staff is one of 
the most prominent variables that affect 
the operational sciences of the independ-
ent variables because they play an essen-
tial role in the organizational success  (Al 
Shobaki, Abu-Naser, Amuna, & El Talla, 
2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Thabit, 
Raewf, Abdulrahman, & Younis, 2016). 
The performance of a university depends 
on the level of academic activities, includ-
ing teaching, academic publications, and 
social contributions (Jameel & Ahmad, 
2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi, 2017).
Abba and Mugizi (2018) emphasized that 
education, research/publication, and 
community service were essential for the 
growth of any nation internationally 
since these roles specifically promote 
social welfare, financial literacy, safety 
and decreases crime in communities (M. 
A.-A. Ahmad & Jameel, 2018; Preece, 
2011). Research is one of the reasons why 
universities were founded, leading to new 
information discovery, the production of 

technology, enhanced service quality, 
increased educational prestige, and 
economic value. The performance of 
universities is mostly calculated by the 
efforts of academic and non-academic 
staff. Academic staff at a university 
comprised people who carry out education-
al work at the university, including teach-
ing, research, and, in some instances, 
administrations. Therefore, educational 
achievements are the primary criteria 
used to assess a university academic 
performance (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; 
Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 2017; Raewf & 
Thabit, 2018). According to Abba and 
Mugizi (2018), Igbojekwe and Ugo-Okoro 
(2015), and Tinuke (2015) determinants 
of academic performance include staff 
skills, material resources, teaching, 
publication, research, and community 
service. Publication is a significant part of 
the work done by academic staff. High 
levels of organizational stressors may 
seem to be decreasing by publishing 
efforts (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Yousefi & 
Abdullah, 2019). However, the value of 
teaching performance allows higher 
education institutions to prepare 
students and provide the foundation for 
their potential JP. While a number of 
studies have measured the performance 
of academic staff, limited studies have 
been conducted in Iraqi universities. 
Therefore, this study attempted to fill the 
gap by studying the Iraqi education 
setting.
 
Organizational justice
Throughout recent years, the social 
justice study has attracted significant 
interest of scholars. Studying justice in 
psychology began with Adams ' disserta-
tion on equity theory (Adams, 1963) 
which assumed fairness in performance. 
Nevertheless, considering the importance 
that researchers assign to justice in corpo-
rate existence, reproduction, and expan-
sion of this research area was unavoida-
ble. OJ captures a wide range of 
workplace attitudes and highlights the 
importance of equality and equity as a 

prerequisite for organisations to function 
effectively. Moreover, OJ could decrease 
job stress (Greenberg, 2004; Ghran, 
Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Jameel, 
Mahmood, & Jwmaa, 2020). In corrobora-
tion with Karem, Mahmood, Jameel, and 
Ahmad (2019), and Lee, Kim, Son, and 
Kim (2015) OJ is a vital element in the 
development and maintenance of a 
sustainable labour environment defined 
as a member's sense of moral property of 
the way they are treated. 

The early concept of OJ consisted of two 
dimensions namely distributive justice 
(DJ) and procedural justice (PJ) (Leven-
thal, 1980). Later, Bies and Moag (1986) 
proposed the third dimension of justice 
which was interactional justice (IJ). 
Greenberg (1990) categorized interaction-
al justice into two parts; interpersonal 
justice and informational justice. This 
study focused on the main three dimen-
sions of justice (DJ, PJ, and IJ) but IJ also 
covered the other two dimensions 
proposed by Greenberg (1990).
 
Distributive justice
DJ includes the allocation of incentives 
for work related to outputs. It is based on 
the theory of equity, in which expecta-
tions of unequal allocation of job incen-
tives compared to work contributions 
could create tension among the employ-
ees. Distributive fairness is the degree to 
which the individuals in an institution 
perceived about the distribution of 
resources (Greenberg, 1990). DJ relates 
to the justice of particular results relative 
to that obtained by others (Farndale, 
Hope-Hailey, & Kelliher, 2011; Jameel, 
Mahmood, et al., 2020; Karem et al., 
2019). DJ primarily applies to the organi-
zation performance. 

Procedural justice 
The degree to which uniformity occurs in 
the Decision-Making Process (DMP) of an 
institution, and to what extent the views 
of representatives are expressed in the 

DMP is known as PJ (Greenberg, 1990). 
PJ applies to whether DMP maintains 
consistency and whether beneficiaries of 
these judgments receive fair treatment  
(Byrne et al., 2012; Karem et al., 2019). 
The procedural justice refers to the facets 
of corporate transition processes. Also, PJ 
represents the formal expectations and 
performance of the communication 
partnerships in the DMP; PJ is distinct 
from IJ as it illustrates the informal 
connections between the DMP unit and 
the approving institution (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Ahmad, & Karem, 2020; 
Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu, Lee, 
Han, & Kim, 2019).

Interactional justice
IJ is characterized as the degree of 
respect and sensitive treatment obtained 
by participants in an institution when 
decision-makers perform certain proce-
dures that affect them (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu 
et al., 2019). IJ addresses the association 
between workers and the institution and 
the treatment on individuals (Tyler, 
1989). However, IJ is often perceived as 
an element of PJ which refers to how one 
is handled during the execution of a 
system or policy (e.g. with respect and 
dignity) and stresses the interaction and 
social process dimensions (Bies & Moag, 
1986). 

Hypothesis development 
Organizational Justice and Job Perfor-
mance

The universities are the only organiza-
tions centred on dual-core functions of 
information development and dissemina-
tion through research, teaching, and 
community engagement processes (Youse-
fi & Abdullah, 2019). Several researchers 
indicated that performance and engage-
ment at work were two significant 
findings related to the sense of justice 
(Cropanzano, Bowen, & Gilliland, 2007; 
Colquitt, 2001; Zapata-Phelan et al., 

2009). Concerning the impact of DJ on 
employee performance, Adam's equity 
theory may provide the best theoretical 
framework established  (Adams, 1963; 
Colquitt, 2001; Wei & Lee, 2015). Accord-
ing to the equality philosophy, fairness 
emerges based on the proportionality of 
an individual's income/outcome arrange-
ment (effort, skill, and work/prizes) 
relative to others. When the input/out-
come level of a participant is less than 
the input/outcome of other participants, 
they will feel dissatisfied and negatively 
will reflect on JP. If an individual feels 
they are treated fairly, they would be 
more likely to perform and to be more 
comfortable in the workplace. Therefore, 
individuals will likely be dissatisfied and 
attempted to restore fairness by limiting 
their output and altering their quantity 
and quality of work (Latham & Pinder, 
2005). When individuals agree that social 
and mental requirements such as speech, 
respect, and dignity (dimensions of PJ 
and IJ) are fairly treated, it will generally 
result in higher performance and strong-
er feeling. If organisations develop 
high-quality communication agreements 
with their workers by handling them 
equally and allowing them to make 
decisions about their outcomes (fair 
processes), employees are more fulfilled 
and more likely to work to achieve a 
better standard of JP. Individuals are 
expected to show an unacceptable work 
performance and feel dissatisfied if they 
perceived that there is a low exchange 
relation. Therefore, JP should be correlat-
ed with substantive justice insofar as it is 
involved in the relationships of individu-
als with their employers and interaction-
al justice insofar, as it is influenced by 
the relations of individuals with their 
superiors or supervisors (Aryee, Budh-
war, & Chen, 2002; Chien et al., 2010; 
Wei & Lee, 2015).

Empirical studies have consistently 
shown that DJ significantly predicted JP 

(Cropanzano et al., 2007; Colquitt, 2001; 
Shan, Ishaq, & Shaheen, 2006).  It should 
be remembered that according to the OJ 
as stated in prior studies, the workforce 
does not claim their organisation as fair 
solely based on DJ, but they will focus 
and examine the PJ and IJ too. However, 
many findings showed that PJ had a 
substantial impact on JP (Chien et al., 
2010; Colquitt, 2001; Shan et al., 2006; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). Likewise, 
according to Masterson, Lewis, Goldman, 
and Taylor (2000), employees perceived 
PJ as having the power to increase JP and 
organizational engagement. Meanwhile, 
a limited number of studies have so far 
examined the effect of IJ on JP (Colquitt, 
2001; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman & 
Kathairi, 2013).  It was expected that 
workers who experienced high rates of IJ 
would continue to show in-role JP, 
particularly given political facts, since 
they believe the superior to take care of 
them and that they are respected and 
appreciated (Tyler, 1989). The vaguest 
relationship lies between the presumed 
relationship between IJ and JP. IJ 
relation to JP remains unclear, and 
correlation experiments between these 
two factors produced mixed results. Some 
studies reported that IJ was not related 
and did not have an impact on JP 
(Colquitt, Scott, Judge, & Shaw, 2006; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). However, 
Fernandes and Awamleh (2006) reported 
that the three dimensions of OJ did not 
have an impact on the self-perceived 
performance of expatriates, but some 
other research found a significant positive 
relationship (Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013). According to the above-
mentioned arguments, the study proposes 
the following hypotheses.

H1: Distributive justice has a positive and 
significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H2: Procedural justice has a positive and 

significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H3: Interactional justice has a positive 
and significant impact on Job Perfor-
mance among academic staff

Methodology 
The study employed a quantitative 
method to examine the impact of OJ on 
JP of academic staff at three Iraqi public 
universities located in Baghdad during 
the academic year 2019-2020. The data 
were collected by using a self-adminis-
tered questionnaire and a stratified 
sampling technique was used to ensure 
equal representation of the academic staff 
from the three universities.  
The population of the academic staff at 
the three universities was 476 and accord-
ing to Krejcie and Morgan (1970), if the 
population fell in the range of 460 to 480, 
the sample size should be 214. Altogether, 
198 out of 214 questionnaires returned, 
and after checking for missing value and 
incomplete responses, only 197 question-
naires were valid to be analysed by using 
Smart PLS which is recommended for 
sample size less than 200 (Chin, 2010). 
The questionnaire consisted of two 
sections. The first section contained demo-
graphic questions, and the second section 
included 20 items where OJ dimensions 
carried 15 items and JP carried 5 items. 
Five-point Likert scales were used from 
1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree.
Instrument 
The questions were adapted from 
previous studies, as follows:
Job Performance: 5 items (Abba & 
Mugizi, 2018; Musah et al., 2016; Shan et 
al., 2006)

Organizational Justice consists of three 
dimensions:
Distributive justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Procedural justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Interactional justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 

2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Results 
Since the study employed the Smart PLS 
to analyse the data, there were two main 
steps conducted as per recommendation 
by Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt (2016) 
namely the measurement model and 
structural model.

Information of respondents 
The majority of response is male (60%), 
and followed by the female (40%). This 
result is not uncommon due to the fact of 
culture. However, most of the respond-
ents were between 30 to 40 years old 
(32%) and followed by 41-50 years old 
(27%). 20% of the respondents aged 
between 51-65 years old less and 12% 
were more than 66 years old. Lastly, 8% 
of the respondents were less than 29 
years old. The qualifications showed that 
55% of the academic staff possessed a 
Ph.D., and 45% graduated from a 
Master's degree. Finally, regarding the 
academic position, 37% of the respond-
ents were Assistant Professor and 
followed by 32% Assistant Lecturer. 
Meanwhile, 14% of them were in the 
Lecturer position and only 17% were 
professors.    

Model measurement
The purpose of this step is to measure the 
validity, reliability, and discriminations 
of the items. To ensure these require-
ments, the convergent validity and 
discrimination validity were tested. 

Convergent Validity consists of three 
tests. The first one is the average 
variance extracted (AVE) which reflects 
the total amount of variation in the indica-
tors of the latent construct. The second 
one is the composite reliability (CR) and 
Cronbach's Alpha is preferred to ensure 
the internal consistency among items. 
The third one is factor loadings.  

The cutoff values for acceptable CR and 

Cronbach's Alpha should be 0.70 or above 

(Hair et al., 2016), while AVE should be 
0.50 or above (Hair et al., 2016). Factor 
loadings should be > 0.70 (Hair et al., 
2016).

The results of CR and Alpha exceeded the 
recommended level 0.70 with high 
internal consistency. Similarly, AVE > 
0.50 (see Table 1). All items loading 
exceeded the recommended level 0.70 as 
shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 depicted 
the factor loading values. 

Discriminant validity
Our study employed two criteria to assess 
discriminant validity. The first one is the

Fornell-Larcker Criterion whereas the 
second one is the cross-loadings. All 
discrimination results met the acceptable 
level.

The boldface values in Table 2 showed 
each factor that was highly correlated 
with itself than others and this criterion 
was achieved as essential for validity 
discrimination. Second, cross-loading for 
each item in the same factor should have 
a high correlation among themselves, and 
this criterion is achieved and illustrated 
in bold font (see Table 3). Overall, each 
factor in this study had a high square root 
of AVE compared to other factors (Fornell 

& Larcker, 1981).

Structural model
This study proposed three hypotheses to 
be tested. Therefore, this study performed 

bootstrapping with 5,000 subsamples 
while the error estimated 0.05 and the 
confidence .95 and the T-Statistics should 
be above 1.96 to accept the hypothesis 
(Hair et al., 2016). The results showed two 
of three hypotheses were accepted.

The R2 (the coefficient of determination) 
of this study is 0.362 (see Figure 1) and 
this means 36% of the variation in JP was 
explained by OJ. According to Hair et al. 

(2016), this value is considered medium.

DJ (Path coefficient = 0.377, T- Statistics 
4.749 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) and IJ 
(Path coefficient = 0.215, T- Statistics 

2.247 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) were signif-
icantly related to JP. Therefore, H1 and 
H3 were accepted. This result is in line 
with previous findings (Shan, Ishaq, & 
Shaheen, 2006; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013).

PJ (Path coefficient = 0.138, T- Statistics 
1.840 < 1.96 and P-value 0.066 >0.05) was 
insignificantly related to JP. Thus, H2 
was rejected. A similar finding was report-

ed by  Fernandes & Awamleh, 2006). The 
results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 1.

R2= 0.362 Q2 = 0.247

Discussion 
The purpose of this study is to explore the 
role of Organizational Justice among 
academic staff at Iraqi public universities. 
Previous studies found inconsistent 
findings about the impact of Organization-
al Justice on Job Performance from both a 
positive and a negative perspective. 
Concerning the major impact of the 
elements of Organizational Justice, this 
paper concluded that Distributive justice 
and Interactional justice had significant 
and substantial contributions to the Job 
Performance of academic staff in the Iraqi 

context. Conversely, Procedural justice 

had an insignificant impact on Job Perfor-
mance probably due to the universities 
and government policies.

Distributive justice showed a high predic-
tion on the Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff compared to IJ. The impact of 
Distributive justice on Job Performance is 
in line with prior studies  (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). This means the academic staff 
who received equal rewards were most 
likely to perform well at the university. 
The analysis of the data showed that 

academics regard their time, workload, 
and salary level as equal. The reality is 
that the Iraqi public universities consid-
ered in this study followed the govern-
ment-organization pay structure with fair 
pay for staff (academics/non-academics). 
However, Distributive justice centres on 
fairness allocation of wealth which 
includes wages, service expenses, and job 
security. Distributive justice may as well 
include other services such as office 
rooms, furnishings, travel support, and 
test rooms.

Procedural justice did not have significant 
impact on the Job Performance of the 
academic staff (P-Value 0.066 > 0.05 and 
T-statistics 1.840) which led to the 
rejection of the second hypothesis. This 
result is supported by the previous finding 
by Fernandes and Awamleh (2006). JP 
tends not to be linked to the conceptions of 
Procedural justice. This finding under-
mines in extensive part conventional 
study findings in this area, which typical-
ly suggest and show substantial positive 
ties between all facets of justice and 
success. In other words, expectations of 
justice affect or change the behaviour of 
people who continuously seek to restore 
justice by different means. However, proce-
dural justice does not impact on Job Perfor-
mance of the academic staff perhaps 
because the study was conducted in public 
universities, and it is understood that 
their continuing employment and career 
progress are dependent directly on govern-
ment programs and policies and not on the 
universities itself.

H3 confirmed the impact of Interactional 
justice on Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff with T-statistics 2.247 >1.96 and P 
value 0.028 < 0.05. A similar result was 
reported by earlier studies (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). Most academic staff acknowl-

edged that their Head of Department or 
Dean had provided them with adequate 
justification for the employment decision. 
For Interactional justice, the academic 
staff was asked whether or not their Head 
of Department or Dean treated them 
equally and most respondents thought 
that their Head of Department or Dean 
had treated them with respect, honesty, 
compassion, and truthfulness. Such 
results indicate that, while results of the 
study vary in relation to the relative essen-
tial of each element of justice in link to 
each result compared with studies 
conducted in non -middle east countries, 
the understanding of the three aspects of 
the justice system influences an employ-
ee's patterns to react in order to achieve 
better performance in their work. Since 
the value of injustice is universal, former 
academics have indicated that judicial 
views on different work results continue 
to vary in cultural and national contexts 
(Schilpzand et al., 2013). The results 
summarized here suggest that academic 
staff attribute a higher value to interper-
sonal interactions obtained through 
processes and outcome decision-making 
by their Head of Department or Dean at 
university. Furthermore, the findings 
showed that assistance, integrity, respect, 
and consideration were the main reasons 
for achieving high-performance and 
comfortable employees.
Implications

The theoretical implication of this study is 
enriching the body of knowledge in the 
context of Iraq and academic context in 
developing countries. The study confirmed 
that the theory of OJ was applicable in the 
context of higher education. However, the 
practical implication indicated that DJ 
was more important to improve the 
academic staff performance. Besides, the 
Head of Department and the Dean are 
advised to enhance the DJ, where they 

should equitably distribute the resource 
among academic staff. The IJ was shown 
to be important for academic staff, thus 
the Head of Department and the Dean 
should deal with academic staff with 
complete honesty and dignity.
Conclusion, Limitations, and Future work

The current study specifically addressed 
the academic staff's understanding of OJ 
and the performance of their interaction 
with their superiors (Head of Department 
/ Dean). The study focused on academic 
performance's soft side to improve produc-
tive and useful behaviour. The results 
show that university academics work 
effectively with their superiors (Head of 
Department / Dean). To ensure equality at 
universities, the current Head of Depart-
ment / Dean must uphold the moral and 
ethical code of conduct by including all 
participants in the DMP. In addition, to 
ensure equality in the allocation of incen-
tives and processes involved in the 
decision-making of recruitment, selection, 
training and development, and assess-
ment of JP, it is equally necessary to 
ensure fairness in interpersonal interac-
tion between the Head of Department / 
Dean and the academic staff. When 
academic staff perceived the Head of 
Department / Dean as being professional, 
trustworthy, real, and justifiable, they feel 
more confident and optimistic. 

This study, like any other study, has sever-
al limitations. The study was conducted 
only in three universities located in Bagh-
dad due to security issues and the inabili-
ty to carry out research in more than those 
three universities. The study was conduct-
ed in public universities only, hence the 
results could not be generalized the result 
to private universities due to the differ-
ence in the nature of rules and regula-
tions. Future studies can be conducted in 
more than three universities and cover 

private universities as well. The prospec-
tive study may examine the causal effect 
of OJ on JP by examining the mediating 
role.
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TABLE 3 CROSS LOADING

constructs DJ IJ JP PJ 
DJ1 0.834 0.432 0.458 0.229 
DJ2 0.894 0.53 0.462 0.254 
DJ3 0.903 0.493 0.426 0.294 
DJ4 0.773 0.485 0.366 0.274 
DJ5 0.784 0.465 0.536 0.307 
IJ1 0.601 0.858 0.428 0.414 
IJ2 0.492 0.896 0.443 0.415 
IJ3 0.463 0.902 0.424 0.401 
IJ4 0.467 0.838 0.451 0.477 
IJ5 0.439 0.802 0.383 0.331 
JP1 0.478 0.492 0.805 0.336 
JP2 0.483 0.403 0.88 0.297 
JP3 0.494 0.484 0.904 0.338 
JP4 0.422 0.425 0.876 0.278 
JP5 0.438 0.285 0.797 0.289 
PJ1 0.246 0.392 0.315 0.844 
PJ2 0.182 0.386 0.264 0.875 
PJ3 0.306 0.465 0.303 0.909 
PJ4 0.317 0.449 0.34 0.874 
PJ5 0.317 0.333 0.313 0.762 
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Job performance (JP) is one of the impor-
tant subjects in the literature. It becomes 
a primary interest to both managers and 
researchers due to its crucial role in the 
success of organizations. Therefore, it is 
necessary to understand the mechanisms 
that affect job performance, particularly 
among academic staff. This research 
attempts to expand the existing litera-
ture by offering a more detailed under-
standing of how organizational justice 
(OJ) influences JP. Many factors affect-

ing JP of employees were studied 
previously but limited studies have exam-
ined the effect of OJ on JP among academ-
ic staff. Meanwhile, OJ remained a 
neglected topic in studies concerning 
higher education institutions.  Higher 
education institutions are essential in 
any country. Education influences a 
country's systemic growth and develop-
ment of qualified graduates because 
higher education is the final stage of 
training a young person gets before 

starting a career (Ahmad & Jameel, 
2020; Alaarj, Mohamed, & Bustamam, 
2017a, 2017b, 2016; Rabayaa & Obaid, 
2019). Academic staff at a university 
perform specific functions of teaching, 
research, supervision, publication and 
community service. For a country's devel-
opment, these functions are significant 
because teaching and scientific advances 
in research have the capacity to build the 
competitive advantage of the business. 
Additionally, students will also have the 
opportunity to develop new ideas through 
the teaching and learning process provid-
ed by the academic staff (Abba & Mugizi, 
2018; Alaaraj, Mohamed, & Ahmad 
Bustamam, 2018). These findings signify 
a crucial role of academic staff perfor-
mance on developing a country. In 
further support, Colquitt et al. (2013) 
stressed the importance of OJ on JP as he 
proved the significant influence of OJ. In 
order to motivate organization members 
to optimize their success in their roles, 
OJ must be a central consideration of the 
top management. Justice promotes volun-
tary involvement by organization 
members and directly affects the organi-
zations’ and individuals’ performance.
Most previous studies paid more atten-
tion to identify the impact OJ on perfor-
mance appraisal (Byrne, Pitts, Wilson, & 
Steiner, 2012; Massoudi, Jameel, & 
Ahmad, 2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 
2017; Raewf & Thabit, 2015; Thabit 
Hassan Thabit & Raewf, 2016; Tinuke, 
2015), but limited studies were conducted 
to determine the impact of OJ on JP 
especially in the educational field (Arab 
& Atan, 2018). The bulk of studies has 
been carried out in western countries on 
the effect of OJ on JP, while limited 
studies have been conducted in middle 
east countries (Suliman & Kathairi, 
2013;Thabit & Raewf, 2018), particularly 
in Iraq (Arab & Atan, 2018). Neverthe-
less, it is worth to note that western 
countries have a different culture 
compared to the middle east countries 
like Iraq. In parallel, Li and Cropanzan 
(2009) and Schilpzand, Martins, 

Kirkman, Lowe, and Chen (2013) report-
ed that the conceptions of justice rely on 
the values and standards of the local 
culture. The principles and rules that 
exist in Iraq vary to that of western 
countries because individualism, collec-
tivism, or a detachment from authority or 
equality could be interpreted differently 
across cultures. Meanwhile, the procedur-
al justice has been selected as the prima-
ry indicator of JP in most studies (Chien, 
Lawler, & Uen, 2010; J. A.Colquitt, 2001; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Thabit & 
Jasim, 2016, 2019; Zapata-Phelan, 
Colquitt, Scott, & Livingston, 2009). 
University performance is primarily 
determined by academic staff activities 
such as publication, conference, research, 
and community service. A high percent-
age of these activities depends on the 
performance of the academicians at 
universities. According to Yousefi and 
Abdullah (2019) publication is a signifi-
cant part of the work done by academic 
staff. The university ranking highly 
depends on academic productivity such 
as publication, conference, teaching 
performance, and community services 
performed by the academic staff of the 
university (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019, 
2020a). Unfortunately, Iraqi universities 
are suffering from low ranks compared to 
other regional universities (Webometric, 
2020). Among the reasons for such 
situation is that a university ranking 
highly depends on academic staff perfor-
mance in term of research productivity 
(Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Mousa, 
Jameel, & Ahmad, 2019), but the number 
of publications of Iraqi universities 
collected by a reliable database is only 
28,091 (SJR, 2020), thus resulting in low 
ranks for Iraqi universities. In response, 
this study was conducted to measure the 
impact of OJ on JP of academic staff in 
the context of Iraq.

Literature review
Academic performance 
The term academic is usually associated 
with school, university, or any 

higher-learning institution. It involves 
human academic activities in a 
structured educational environment. 
Meanwhile, performance is activity, 
implementation, and production. Perfor-
mance is referred to an accomplishment 
under current circumstances that 
subsume the mechanism of obtaining and 
using knowledge and skills structure and 
a host of successful, motivational, and 
stylistic factors influencing the ultimate 
responses (Fletcher & Williams, 1996). 
Armstrong (2010) defined performance as 
an achievement, implementation, 
success, and the efficiency of anything 
ordered or done contributing to 
outputs/outcomes (accomplishment). 
Jameel and Ahmad (2019a) defined 
performance as the execution of specific 
tasks calculated against predetermined 
reliability, completeness, cost, and space 
requirements. Reaching the optimum 
level of employees’ or teams’ participa-
tion is a critical factor for an organisation 
as it helps achieve maximum organiza-
tional performance and objectives 
(Duyan & Yıldız, 2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 
2019). The performance of staff is one of 
the most prominent variables that affect 
the operational sciences of the independ-
ent variables because they play an essen-
tial role in the organizational success  (Al 
Shobaki, Abu-Naser, Amuna, & El Talla, 
2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Thabit, 
Raewf, Abdulrahman, & Younis, 2016). 
The performance of a university depends 
on the level of academic activities, includ-
ing teaching, academic publications, and 
social contributions (Jameel & Ahmad, 
2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi, 2017).
Abba and Mugizi (2018) emphasized that 
education, research/publication, and 
community service were essential for the 
growth of any nation internationally 
since these roles specifically promote 
social welfare, financial literacy, safety 
and decreases crime in communities (M. 
A.-A. Ahmad & Jameel, 2018; Preece, 
2011). Research is one of the reasons why 
universities were founded, leading to new 
information discovery, the production of 

technology, enhanced service quality, 
increased educational prestige, and 
economic value. The performance of 
universities is mostly calculated by the 
efforts of academic and non-academic 
staff. Academic staff at a university 
comprised people who carry out education-
al work at the university, including teach-
ing, research, and, in some instances, 
administrations. Therefore, educational 
achievements are the primary criteria 
used to assess a university academic 
performance (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; 
Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 2017; Raewf & 
Thabit, 2018). According to Abba and 
Mugizi (2018), Igbojekwe and Ugo-Okoro 
(2015), and Tinuke (2015) determinants 
of academic performance include staff 
skills, material resources, teaching, 
publication, research, and community 
service. Publication is a significant part of 
the work done by academic staff. High 
levels of organizational stressors may 
seem to be decreasing by publishing 
efforts (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Yousefi & 
Abdullah, 2019). However, the value of 
teaching performance allows higher 
education institutions to prepare 
students and provide the foundation for 
their potential JP. While a number of 
studies have measured the performance 
of academic staff, limited studies have 
been conducted in Iraqi universities. 
Therefore, this study attempted to fill the 
gap by studying the Iraqi education 
setting.
 
Organizational justice
Throughout recent years, the social 
justice study has attracted significant 
interest of scholars. Studying justice in 
psychology began with Adams ' disserta-
tion on equity theory (Adams, 1963) 
which assumed fairness in performance. 
Nevertheless, considering the importance 
that researchers assign to justice in corpo-
rate existence, reproduction, and expan-
sion of this research area was unavoida-
ble. OJ captures a wide range of 
workplace attitudes and highlights the 
importance of equality and equity as a 

prerequisite for organisations to function 
effectively. Moreover, OJ could decrease 
job stress (Greenberg, 2004; Ghran, 
Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Jameel, 
Mahmood, & Jwmaa, 2020). In corrobora-
tion with Karem, Mahmood, Jameel, and 
Ahmad (2019), and Lee, Kim, Son, and 
Kim (2015) OJ is a vital element in the 
development and maintenance of a 
sustainable labour environment defined 
as a member's sense of moral property of 
the way they are treated. 

The early concept of OJ consisted of two 
dimensions namely distributive justice 
(DJ) and procedural justice (PJ) (Leven-
thal, 1980). Later, Bies and Moag (1986) 
proposed the third dimension of justice 
which was interactional justice (IJ). 
Greenberg (1990) categorized interaction-
al justice into two parts; interpersonal 
justice and informational justice. This 
study focused on the main three dimen-
sions of justice (DJ, PJ, and IJ) but IJ also 
covered the other two dimensions 
proposed by Greenberg (1990).
 
Distributive justice
DJ includes the allocation of incentives 
for work related to outputs. It is based on 
the theory of equity, in which expecta-
tions of unequal allocation of job incen-
tives compared to work contributions 
could create tension among the employ-
ees. Distributive fairness is the degree to 
which the individuals in an institution 
perceived about the distribution of 
resources (Greenberg, 1990). DJ relates 
to the justice of particular results relative 
to that obtained by others (Farndale, 
Hope-Hailey, & Kelliher, 2011; Jameel, 
Mahmood, et al., 2020; Karem et al., 
2019). DJ primarily applies to the organi-
zation performance. 

Procedural justice 
The degree to which uniformity occurs in 
the Decision-Making Process (DMP) of an 
institution, and to what extent the views 
of representatives are expressed in the 

DMP is known as PJ (Greenberg, 1990). 
PJ applies to whether DMP maintains 
consistency and whether beneficiaries of 
these judgments receive fair treatment  
(Byrne et al., 2012; Karem et al., 2019). 
The procedural justice refers to the facets 
of corporate transition processes. Also, PJ 
represents the formal expectations and 
performance of the communication 
partnerships in the DMP; PJ is distinct 
from IJ as it illustrates the informal 
connections between the DMP unit and 
the approving institution (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Ahmad, & Karem, 2020; 
Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu, Lee, 
Han, & Kim, 2019).

Interactional justice
IJ is characterized as the degree of 
respect and sensitive treatment obtained 
by participants in an institution when 
decision-makers perform certain proce-
dures that affect them (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu 
et al., 2019). IJ addresses the association 
between workers and the institution and 
the treatment on individuals (Tyler, 
1989). However, IJ is often perceived as 
an element of PJ which refers to how one 
is handled during the execution of a 
system or policy (e.g. with respect and 
dignity) and stresses the interaction and 
social process dimensions (Bies & Moag, 
1986). 

Hypothesis development 
Organizational Justice and Job Perfor-
mance

The universities are the only organiza-
tions centred on dual-core functions of 
information development and dissemina-
tion through research, teaching, and 
community engagement processes (Youse-
fi & Abdullah, 2019). Several researchers 
indicated that performance and engage-
ment at work were two significant 
findings related to the sense of justice 
(Cropanzano, Bowen, & Gilliland, 2007; 
Colquitt, 2001; Zapata-Phelan et al., 

2009). Concerning the impact of DJ on 
employee performance, Adam's equity 
theory may provide the best theoretical 
framework established  (Adams, 1963; 
Colquitt, 2001; Wei & Lee, 2015). Accord-
ing to the equality philosophy, fairness 
emerges based on the proportionality of 
an individual's income/outcome arrange-
ment (effort, skill, and work/prizes) 
relative to others. When the input/out-
come level of a participant is less than 
the input/outcome of other participants, 
they will feel dissatisfied and negatively 
will reflect on JP. If an individual feels 
they are treated fairly, they would be 
more likely to perform and to be more 
comfortable in the workplace. Therefore, 
individuals will likely be dissatisfied and 
attempted to restore fairness by limiting 
their output and altering their quantity 
and quality of work (Latham & Pinder, 
2005). When individuals agree that social 
and mental requirements such as speech, 
respect, and dignity (dimensions of PJ 
and IJ) are fairly treated, it will generally 
result in higher performance and strong-
er feeling. If organisations develop 
high-quality communication agreements 
with their workers by handling them 
equally and allowing them to make 
decisions about their outcomes (fair 
processes), employees are more fulfilled 
and more likely to work to achieve a 
better standard of JP. Individuals are 
expected to show an unacceptable work 
performance and feel dissatisfied if they 
perceived that there is a low exchange 
relation. Therefore, JP should be correlat-
ed with substantive justice insofar as it is 
involved in the relationships of individu-
als with their employers and interaction-
al justice insofar, as it is influenced by 
the relations of individuals with their 
superiors or supervisors (Aryee, Budh-
war, & Chen, 2002; Chien et al., 2010; 
Wei & Lee, 2015).

Empirical studies have consistently 
shown that DJ significantly predicted JP 

(Cropanzano et al., 2007; Colquitt, 2001; 
Shan, Ishaq, & Shaheen, 2006).  It should 
be remembered that according to the OJ 
as stated in prior studies, the workforce 
does not claim their organisation as fair 
solely based on DJ, but they will focus 
and examine the PJ and IJ too. However, 
many findings showed that PJ had a 
substantial impact on JP (Chien et al., 
2010; Colquitt, 2001; Shan et al., 2006; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). Likewise, 
according to Masterson, Lewis, Goldman, 
and Taylor (2000), employees perceived 
PJ as having the power to increase JP and 
organizational engagement. Meanwhile, 
a limited number of studies have so far 
examined the effect of IJ on JP (Colquitt, 
2001; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman & 
Kathairi, 2013).  It was expected that 
workers who experienced high rates of IJ 
would continue to show in-role JP, 
particularly given political facts, since 
they believe the superior to take care of 
them and that they are respected and 
appreciated (Tyler, 1989). The vaguest 
relationship lies between the presumed 
relationship between IJ and JP. IJ 
relation to JP remains unclear, and 
correlation experiments between these 
two factors produced mixed results. Some 
studies reported that IJ was not related 
and did not have an impact on JP 
(Colquitt, Scott, Judge, & Shaw, 2006; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). However, 
Fernandes and Awamleh (2006) reported 
that the three dimensions of OJ did not 
have an impact on the self-perceived 
performance of expatriates, but some 
other research found a significant positive 
relationship (Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013). According to the above-
mentioned arguments, the study proposes 
the following hypotheses.

H1: Distributive justice has a positive and 
significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H2: Procedural justice has a positive and 

significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H3: Interactional justice has a positive 
and significant impact on Job Perfor-
mance among academic staff

Methodology 
The study employed a quantitative 
method to examine the impact of OJ on 
JP of academic staff at three Iraqi public 
universities located in Baghdad during 
the academic year 2019-2020. The data 
were collected by using a self-adminis-
tered questionnaire and a stratified 
sampling technique was used to ensure 
equal representation of the academic staff 
from the three universities.  
The population of the academic staff at 
the three universities was 476 and accord-
ing to Krejcie and Morgan (1970), if the 
population fell in the range of 460 to 480, 
the sample size should be 214. Altogether, 
198 out of 214 questionnaires returned, 
and after checking for missing value and 
incomplete responses, only 197 question-
naires were valid to be analysed by using 
Smart PLS which is recommended for 
sample size less than 200 (Chin, 2010). 
The questionnaire consisted of two 
sections. The first section contained demo-
graphic questions, and the second section 
included 20 items where OJ dimensions 
carried 15 items and JP carried 5 items. 
Five-point Likert scales were used from 
1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree.
Instrument 
The questions were adapted from 
previous studies, as follows:
Job Performance: 5 items (Abba & 
Mugizi, 2018; Musah et al., 2016; Shan et 
al., 2006)

Organizational Justice consists of three 
dimensions:
Distributive justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Procedural justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Interactional justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 

2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Results 
Since the study employed the Smart PLS 
to analyse the data, there were two main 
steps conducted as per recommendation 
by Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt (2016) 
namely the measurement model and 
structural model.

Information of respondents 
The majority of response is male (60%), 
and followed by the female (40%). This 
result is not uncommon due to the fact of 
culture. However, most of the respond-
ents were between 30 to 40 years old 
(32%) and followed by 41-50 years old 
(27%). 20% of the respondents aged 
between 51-65 years old less and 12% 
were more than 66 years old. Lastly, 8% 
of the respondents were less than 29 
years old. The qualifications showed that 
55% of the academic staff possessed a 
Ph.D., and 45% graduated from a 
Master's degree. Finally, regarding the 
academic position, 37% of the respond-
ents were Assistant Professor and 
followed by 32% Assistant Lecturer. 
Meanwhile, 14% of them were in the 
Lecturer position and only 17% were 
professors.    

Model measurement
The purpose of this step is to measure the 
validity, reliability, and discriminations 
of the items. To ensure these require-
ments, the convergent validity and 
discrimination validity were tested. 

Convergent Validity consists of three 
tests. The first one is the average 
variance extracted (AVE) which reflects 
the total amount of variation in the indica-
tors of the latent construct. The second 
one is the composite reliability (CR) and 
Cronbach's Alpha is preferred to ensure 
the internal consistency among items. 
The third one is factor loadings.  

The cutoff values for acceptable CR and 

Cronbach's Alpha should be 0.70 or above 

(Hair et al., 2016), while AVE should be 
0.50 or above (Hair et al., 2016). Factor 
loadings should be > 0.70 (Hair et al., 
2016).

The results of CR and Alpha exceeded the 
recommended level 0.70 with high 
internal consistency. Similarly, AVE > 
0.50 (see Table 1). All items loading 
exceeded the recommended level 0.70 as 
shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 depicted 
the factor loading values. 

Discriminant validity
Our study employed two criteria to assess 
discriminant validity. The first one is the

Fornell-Larcker Criterion whereas the 
second one is the cross-loadings. All 
discrimination results met the acceptable 
level.

The boldface values in Table 2 showed 
each factor that was highly correlated 
with itself than others and this criterion 
was achieved as essential for validity 
discrimination. Second, cross-loading for 
each item in the same factor should have 
a high correlation among themselves, and 
this criterion is achieved and illustrated 
in bold font (see Table 3). Overall, each 
factor in this study had a high square root 
of AVE compared to other factors (Fornell 

& Larcker, 1981).

Structural model
This study proposed three hypotheses to 
be tested. Therefore, this study performed 

bootstrapping with 5,000 subsamples 
while the error estimated 0.05 and the 
confidence .95 and the T-Statistics should 
be above 1.96 to accept the hypothesis 
(Hair et al., 2016). The results showed two 
of three hypotheses were accepted.

The R2 (the coefficient of determination) 
of this study is 0.362 (see Figure 1) and 
this means 36% of the variation in JP was 
explained by OJ. According to Hair et al. 

(2016), this value is considered medium.

DJ (Path coefficient = 0.377, T- Statistics 
4.749 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) and IJ 
(Path coefficient = 0.215, T- Statistics 

2.247 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) were signif-
icantly related to JP. Therefore, H1 and 
H3 were accepted. This result is in line 
with previous findings (Shan, Ishaq, & 
Shaheen, 2006; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013).

PJ (Path coefficient = 0.138, T- Statistics 
1.840 < 1.96 and P-value 0.066 >0.05) was 
insignificantly related to JP. Thus, H2 
was rejected. A similar finding was report-

ed by  Fernandes & Awamleh, 2006). The 
results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 1.

R2= 0.362 Q2 = 0.247

Discussion 
The purpose of this study is to explore the 
role of Organizational Justice among 
academic staff at Iraqi public universities. 
Previous studies found inconsistent 
findings about the impact of Organization-
al Justice on Job Performance from both a 
positive and a negative perspective. 
Concerning the major impact of the 
elements of Organizational Justice, this 
paper concluded that Distributive justice 
and Interactional justice had significant 
and substantial contributions to the Job 
Performance of academic staff in the Iraqi 

context. Conversely, Procedural justice 

had an insignificant impact on Job Perfor-
mance probably due to the universities 
and government policies.

Distributive justice showed a high predic-
tion on the Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff compared to IJ. The impact of 
Distributive justice on Job Performance is 
in line with prior studies  (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). This means the academic staff 
who received equal rewards were most 
likely to perform well at the university. 
The analysis of the data showed that 

academics regard their time, workload, 
and salary level as equal. The reality is 
that the Iraqi public universities consid-
ered in this study followed the govern-
ment-organization pay structure with fair 
pay for staff (academics/non-academics). 
However, Distributive justice centres on 
fairness allocation of wealth which 
includes wages, service expenses, and job 
security. Distributive justice may as well 
include other services such as office 
rooms, furnishings, travel support, and 
test rooms.

Procedural justice did not have significant 
impact on the Job Performance of the 
academic staff (P-Value 0.066 > 0.05 and 
T-statistics 1.840) which led to the 
rejection of the second hypothesis. This 
result is supported by the previous finding 
by Fernandes and Awamleh (2006). JP 
tends not to be linked to the conceptions of 
Procedural justice. This finding under-
mines in extensive part conventional 
study findings in this area, which typical-
ly suggest and show substantial positive 
ties between all facets of justice and 
success. In other words, expectations of 
justice affect or change the behaviour of 
people who continuously seek to restore 
justice by different means. However, proce-
dural justice does not impact on Job Perfor-
mance of the academic staff perhaps 
because the study was conducted in public 
universities, and it is understood that 
their continuing employment and career 
progress are dependent directly on govern-
ment programs and policies and not on the 
universities itself.

H3 confirmed the impact of Interactional 
justice on Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff with T-statistics 2.247 >1.96 and P 
value 0.028 < 0.05. A similar result was 
reported by earlier studies (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). Most academic staff acknowl-

edged that their Head of Department or 
Dean had provided them with adequate 
justification for the employment decision. 
For Interactional justice, the academic 
staff was asked whether or not their Head 
of Department or Dean treated them 
equally and most respondents thought 
that their Head of Department or Dean 
had treated them with respect, honesty, 
compassion, and truthfulness. Such 
results indicate that, while results of the 
study vary in relation to the relative essen-
tial of each element of justice in link to 
each result compared with studies 
conducted in non -middle east countries, 
the understanding of the three aspects of 
the justice system influences an employ-
ee's patterns to react in order to achieve 
better performance in their work. Since 
the value of injustice is universal, former 
academics have indicated that judicial 
views on different work results continue 
to vary in cultural and national contexts 
(Schilpzand et al., 2013). The results 
summarized here suggest that academic 
staff attribute a higher value to interper-
sonal interactions obtained through 
processes and outcome decision-making 
by their Head of Department or Dean at 
university. Furthermore, the findings 
showed that assistance, integrity, respect, 
and consideration were the main reasons 
for achieving high-performance and 
comfortable employees.
Implications

The theoretical implication of this study is 
enriching the body of knowledge in the 
context of Iraq and academic context in 
developing countries. The study confirmed 
that the theory of OJ was applicable in the 
context of higher education. However, the 
practical implication indicated that DJ 
was more important to improve the 
academic staff performance. Besides, the 
Head of Department and the Dean are 
advised to enhance the DJ, where they 

should equitably distribute the resource 
among academic staff. The IJ was shown 
to be important for academic staff, thus 
the Head of Department and the Dean 
should deal with academic staff with 
complete honesty and dignity.
Conclusion, Limitations, and Future work

The current study specifically addressed 
the academic staff's understanding of OJ 
and the performance of their interaction 
with their superiors (Head of Department 
/ Dean). The study focused on academic 
performance's soft side to improve produc-
tive and useful behaviour. The results 
show that university academics work 
effectively with their superiors (Head of 
Department / Dean). To ensure equality at 
universities, the current Head of Depart-
ment / Dean must uphold the moral and 
ethical code of conduct by including all 
participants in the DMP. In addition, to 
ensure equality in the allocation of incen-
tives and processes involved in the 
decision-making of recruitment, selection, 
training and development, and assess-
ment of JP, it is equally necessary to 
ensure fairness in interpersonal interac-
tion between the Head of Department / 
Dean and the academic staff. When 
academic staff perceived the Head of 
Department / Dean as being professional, 
trustworthy, real, and justifiable, they feel 
more confident and optimistic. 

This study, like any other study, has sever-
al limitations. The study was conducted 
only in three universities located in Bagh-
dad due to security issues and the inabili-
ty to carry out research in more than those 
three universities. The study was conduct-
ed in public universities only, hence the 
results could not be generalized the result 
to private universities due to the differ-
ence in the nature of rules and regula-
tions. Future studies can be conducted in 
more than three universities and cover 

private universities as well. The prospec-
tive study may examine the causal effect 
of OJ on JP by examining the mediating 
role.
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Figure 1. Structural Model

Hypotheses Path 
coefficient T-Statistics P-Values Remark 

Distributive Justice -> Job Performance 0.377 4.746 0.00 Accepted 
Procedural Justice -> Job Performance 0.138 1.840 0.066 Rejected 
Interactional Justice -> Job Performance 0.215 2.247 0.025 Accepted 

TABLE 4. PATH ASSESSMENT 
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Job performance (JP) is one of the impor-
tant subjects in the literature. It becomes 
a primary interest to both managers and 
researchers due to its crucial role in the 
success of organizations. Therefore, it is 
necessary to understand the mechanisms 
that affect job performance, particularly 
among academic staff. This research 
attempts to expand the existing litera-
ture by offering a more detailed under-
standing of how organizational justice 
(OJ) influences JP. Many factors affect-

ing JP of employees were studied 
previously but limited studies have exam-
ined the effect of OJ on JP among academ-
ic staff. Meanwhile, OJ remained a 
neglected topic in studies concerning 
higher education institutions.  Higher 
education institutions are essential in 
any country. Education influences a 
country's systemic growth and develop-
ment of qualified graduates because 
higher education is the final stage of 
training a young person gets before 

starting a career (Ahmad & Jameel, 
2020; Alaarj, Mohamed, & Bustamam, 
2017a, 2017b, 2016; Rabayaa & Obaid, 
2019). Academic staff at a university 
perform specific functions of teaching, 
research, supervision, publication and 
community service. For a country's devel-
opment, these functions are significant 
because teaching and scientific advances 
in research have the capacity to build the 
competitive advantage of the business. 
Additionally, students will also have the 
opportunity to develop new ideas through 
the teaching and learning process provid-
ed by the academic staff (Abba & Mugizi, 
2018; Alaaraj, Mohamed, & Ahmad 
Bustamam, 2018). These findings signify 
a crucial role of academic staff perfor-
mance on developing a country. In 
further support, Colquitt et al. (2013) 
stressed the importance of OJ on JP as he 
proved the significant influence of OJ. In 
order to motivate organization members 
to optimize their success in their roles, 
OJ must be a central consideration of the 
top management. Justice promotes volun-
tary involvement by organization 
members and directly affects the organi-
zations’ and individuals’ performance.
Most previous studies paid more atten-
tion to identify the impact OJ on perfor-
mance appraisal (Byrne, Pitts, Wilson, & 
Steiner, 2012; Massoudi, Jameel, & 
Ahmad, 2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 
2017; Raewf & Thabit, 2015; Thabit 
Hassan Thabit & Raewf, 2016; Tinuke, 
2015), but limited studies were conducted 
to determine the impact of OJ on JP 
especially in the educational field (Arab 
& Atan, 2018). The bulk of studies has 
been carried out in western countries on 
the effect of OJ on JP, while limited 
studies have been conducted in middle 
east countries (Suliman & Kathairi, 
2013;Thabit & Raewf, 2018), particularly 
in Iraq (Arab & Atan, 2018). Neverthe-
less, it is worth to note that western 
countries have a different culture 
compared to the middle east countries 
like Iraq. In parallel, Li and Cropanzan 
(2009) and Schilpzand, Martins, 

Kirkman, Lowe, and Chen (2013) report-
ed that the conceptions of justice rely on 
the values and standards of the local 
culture. The principles and rules that 
exist in Iraq vary to that of western 
countries because individualism, collec-
tivism, or a detachment from authority or 
equality could be interpreted differently 
across cultures. Meanwhile, the procedur-
al justice has been selected as the prima-
ry indicator of JP in most studies (Chien, 
Lawler, & Uen, 2010; J. A.Colquitt, 2001; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Thabit & 
Jasim, 2016, 2019; Zapata-Phelan, 
Colquitt, Scott, & Livingston, 2009). 
University performance is primarily 
determined by academic staff activities 
such as publication, conference, research, 
and community service. A high percent-
age of these activities depends on the 
performance of the academicians at 
universities. According to Yousefi and 
Abdullah (2019) publication is a signifi-
cant part of the work done by academic 
staff. The university ranking highly 
depends on academic productivity such 
as publication, conference, teaching 
performance, and community services 
performed by the academic staff of the 
university (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019, 
2020a). Unfortunately, Iraqi universities 
are suffering from low ranks compared to 
other regional universities (Webometric, 
2020). Among the reasons for such 
situation is that a university ranking 
highly depends on academic staff perfor-
mance in term of research productivity 
(Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Mousa, 
Jameel, & Ahmad, 2019), but the number 
of publications of Iraqi universities 
collected by a reliable database is only 
28,091 (SJR, 2020), thus resulting in low 
ranks for Iraqi universities. In response, 
this study was conducted to measure the 
impact of OJ on JP of academic staff in 
the context of Iraq.

Literature review
Academic performance 
The term academic is usually associated 
with school, university, or any 

higher-learning institution. It involves 
human academic activities in a 
structured educational environment. 
Meanwhile, performance is activity, 
implementation, and production. Perfor-
mance is referred to an accomplishment 
under current circumstances that 
subsume the mechanism of obtaining and 
using knowledge and skills structure and 
a host of successful, motivational, and 
stylistic factors influencing the ultimate 
responses (Fletcher & Williams, 1996). 
Armstrong (2010) defined performance as 
an achievement, implementation, 
success, and the efficiency of anything 
ordered or done contributing to 
outputs/outcomes (accomplishment). 
Jameel and Ahmad (2019a) defined 
performance as the execution of specific 
tasks calculated against predetermined 
reliability, completeness, cost, and space 
requirements. Reaching the optimum 
level of employees’ or teams’ participa-
tion is a critical factor for an organisation 
as it helps achieve maximum organiza-
tional performance and objectives 
(Duyan & Yıldız, 2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 
2019). The performance of staff is one of 
the most prominent variables that affect 
the operational sciences of the independ-
ent variables because they play an essen-
tial role in the organizational success  (Al 
Shobaki, Abu-Naser, Amuna, & El Talla, 
2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Thabit, 
Raewf, Abdulrahman, & Younis, 2016). 
The performance of a university depends 
on the level of academic activities, includ-
ing teaching, academic publications, and 
social contributions (Jameel & Ahmad, 
2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi, 2017).
Abba and Mugizi (2018) emphasized that 
education, research/publication, and 
community service were essential for the 
growth of any nation internationally 
since these roles specifically promote 
social welfare, financial literacy, safety 
and decreases crime in communities (M. 
A.-A. Ahmad & Jameel, 2018; Preece, 
2011). Research is one of the reasons why 
universities were founded, leading to new 
information discovery, the production of 

technology, enhanced service quality, 
increased educational prestige, and 
economic value. The performance of 
universities is mostly calculated by the 
efforts of academic and non-academic 
staff. Academic staff at a university 
comprised people who carry out education-
al work at the university, including teach-
ing, research, and, in some instances, 
administrations. Therefore, educational 
achievements are the primary criteria 
used to assess a university academic 
performance (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; 
Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 2017; Raewf & 
Thabit, 2018). According to Abba and 
Mugizi (2018), Igbojekwe and Ugo-Okoro 
(2015), and Tinuke (2015) determinants 
of academic performance include staff 
skills, material resources, teaching, 
publication, research, and community 
service. Publication is a significant part of 
the work done by academic staff. High 
levels of organizational stressors may 
seem to be decreasing by publishing 
efforts (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Yousefi & 
Abdullah, 2019). However, the value of 
teaching performance allows higher 
education institutions to prepare 
students and provide the foundation for 
their potential JP. While a number of 
studies have measured the performance 
of academic staff, limited studies have 
been conducted in Iraqi universities. 
Therefore, this study attempted to fill the 
gap by studying the Iraqi education 
setting.
 
Organizational justice
Throughout recent years, the social 
justice study has attracted significant 
interest of scholars. Studying justice in 
psychology began with Adams ' disserta-
tion on equity theory (Adams, 1963) 
which assumed fairness in performance. 
Nevertheless, considering the importance 
that researchers assign to justice in corpo-
rate existence, reproduction, and expan-
sion of this research area was unavoida-
ble. OJ captures a wide range of 
workplace attitudes and highlights the 
importance of equality and equity as a 

prerequisite for organisations to function 
effectively. Moreover, OJ could decrease 
job stress (Greenberg, 2004; Ghran, 
Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Jameel, 
Mahmood, & Jwmaa, 2020). In corrobora-
tion with Karem, Mahmood, Jameel, and 
Ahmad (2019), and Lee, Kim, Son, and 
Kim (2015) OJ is a vital element in the 
development and maintenance of a 
sustainable labour environment defined 
as a member's sense of moral property of 
the way they are treated. 

The early concept of OJ consisted of two 
dimensions namely distributive justice 
(DJ) and procedural justice (PJ) (Leven-
thal, 1980). Later, Bies and Moag (1986) 
proposed the third dimension of justice 
which was interactional justice (IJ). 
Greenberg (1990) categorized interaction-
al justice into two parts; interpersonal 
justice and informational justice. This 
study focused on the main three dimen-
sions of justice (DJ, PJ, and IJ) but IJ also 
covered the other two dimensions 
proposed by Greenberg (1990).
 
Distributive justice
DJ includes the allocation of incentives 
for work related to outputs. It is based on 
the theory of equity, in which expecta-
tions of unequal allocation of job incen-
tives compared to work contributions 
could create tension among the employ-
ees. Distributive fairness is the degree to 
which the individuals in an institution 
perceived about the distribution of 
resources (Greenberg, 1990). DJ relates 
to the justice of particular results relative 
to that obtained by others (Farndale, 
Hope-Hailey, & Kelliher, 2011; Jameel, 
Mahmood, et al., 2020; Karem et al., 
2019). DJ primarily applies to the organi-
zation performance. 

Procedural justice 
The degree to which uniformity occurs in 
the Decision-Making Process (DMP) of an 
institution, and to what extent the views 
of representatives are expressed in the 

DMP is known as PJ (Greenberg, 1990). 
PJ applies to whether DMP maintains 
consistency and whether beneficiaries of 
these judgments receive fair treatment  
(Byrne et al., 2012; Karem et al., 2019). 
The procedural justice refers to the facets 
of corporate transition processes. Also, PJ 
represents the formal expectations and 
performance of the communication 
partnerships in the DMP; PJ is distinct 
from IJ as it illustrates the informal 
connections between the DMP unit and 
the approving institution (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Ahmad, & Karem, 2020; 
Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu, Lee, 
Han, & Kim, 2019).

Interactional justice
IJ is characterized as the degree of 
respect and sensitive treatment obtained 
by participants in an institution when 
decision-makers perform certain proce-
dures that affect them (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu 
et al., 2019). IJ addresses the association 
between workers and the institution and 
the treatment on individuals (Tyler, 
1989). However, IJ is often perceived as 
an element of PJ which refers to how one 
is handled during the execution of a 
system or policy (e.g. with respect and 
dignity) and stresses the interaction and 
social process dimensions (Bies & Moag, 
1986). 

Hypothesis development 
Organizational Justice and Job Perfor-
mance

The universities are the only organiza-
tions centred on dual-core functions of 
information development and dissemina-
tion through research, teaching, and 
community engagement processes (Youse-
fi & Abdullah, 2019). Several researchers 
indicated that performance and engage-
ment at work were two significant 
findings related to the sense of justice 
(Cropanzano, Bowen, & Gilliland, 2007; 
Colquitt, 2001; Zapata-Phelan et al., 

2009). Concerning the impact of DJ on 
employee performance, Adam's equity 
theory may provide the best theoretical 
framework established  (Adams, 1963; 
Colquitt, 2001; Wei & Lee, 2015). Accord-
ing to the equality philosophy, fairness 
emerges based on the proportionality of 
an individual's income/outcome arrange-
ment (effort, skill, and work/prizes) 
relative to others. When the input/out-
come level of a participant is less than 
the input/outcome of other participants, 
they will feel dissatisfied and negatively 
will reflect on JP. If an individual feels 
they are treated fairly, they would be 
more likely to perform and to be more 
comfortable in the workplace. Therefore, 
individuals will likely be dissatisfied and 
attempted to restore fairness by limiting 
their output and altering their quantity 
and quality of work (Latham & Pinder, 
2005). When individuals agree that social 
and mental requirements such as speech, 
respect, and dignity (dimensions of PJ 
and IJ) are fairly treated, it will generally 
result in higher performance and strong-
er feeling. If organisations develop 
high-quality communication agreements 
with their workers by handling them 
equally and allowing them to make 
decisions about their outcomes (fair 
processes), employees are more fulfilled 
and more likely to work to achieve a 
better standard of JP. Individuals are 
expected to show an unacceptable work 
performance and feel dissatisfied if they 
perceived that there is a low exchange 
relation. Therefore, JP should be correlat-
ed with substantive justice insofar as it is 
involved in the relationships of individu-
als with their employers and interaction-
al justice insofar, as it is influenced by 
the relations of individuals with their 
superiors or supervisors (Aryee, Budh-
war, & Chen, 2002; Chien et al., 2010; 
Wei & Lee, 2015).

Empirical studies have consistently 
shown that DJ significantly predicted JP 

(Cropanzano et al., 2007; Colquitt, 2001; 
Shan, Ishaq, & Shaheen, 2006).  It should 
be remembered that according to the OJ 
as stated in prior studies, the workforce 
does not claim their organisation as fair 
solely based on DJ, but they will focus 
and examine the PJ and IJ too. However, 
many findings showed that PJ had a 
substantial impact on JP (Chien et al., 
2010; Colquitt, 2001; Shan et al., 2006; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). Likewise, 
according to Masterson, Lewis, Goldman, 
and Taylor (2000), employees perceived 
PJ as having the power to increase JP and 
organizational engagement. Meanwhile, 
a limited number of studies have so far 
examined the effect of IJ on JP (Colquitt, 
2001; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman & 
Kathairi, 2013).  It was expected that 
workers who experienced high rates of IJ 
would continue to show in-role JP, 
particularly given political facts, since 
they believe the superior to take care of 
them and that they are respected and 
appreciated (Tyler, 1989). The vaguest 
relationship lies between the presumed 
relationship between IJ and JP. IJ 
relation to JP remains unclear, and 
correlation experiments between these 
two factors produced mixed results. Some 
studies reported that IJ was not related 
and did not have an impact on JP 
(Colquitt, Scott, Judge, & Shaw, 2006; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). However, 
Fernandes and Awamleh (2006) reported 
that the three dimensions of OJ did not 
have an impact on the self-perceived 
performance of expatriates, but some 
other research found a significant positive 
relationship (Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013). According to the above-
mentioned arguments, the study proposes 
the following hypotheses.

H1: Distributive justice has a positive and 
significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H2: Procedural justice has a positive and 

significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H3: Interactional justice has a positive 
and significant impact on Job Perfor-
mance among academic staff

Methodology 
The study employed a quantitative 
method to examine the impact of OJ on 
JP of academic staff at three Iraqi public 
universities located in Baghdad during 
the academic year 2019-2020. The data 
were collected by using a self-adminis-
tered questionnaire and a stratified 
sampling technique was used to ensure 
equal representation of the academic staff 
from the three universities.  
The population of the academic staff at 
the three universities was 476 and accord-
ing to Krejcie and Morgan (1970), if the 
population fell in the range of 460 to 480, 
the sample size should be 214. Altogether, 
198 out of 214 questionnaires returned, 
and after checking for missing value and 
incomplete responses, only 197 question-
naires were valid to be analysed by using 
Smart PLS which is recommended for 
sample size less than 200 (Chin, 2010). 
The questionnaire consisted of two 
sections. The first section contained demo-
graphic questions, and the second section 
included 20 items where OJ dimensions 
carried 15 items and JP carried 5 items. 
Five-point Likert scales were used from 
1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree.
Instrument 
The questions were adapted from 
previous studies, as follows:
Job Performance: 5 items (Abba & 
Mugizi, 2018; Musah et al., 2016; Shan et 
al., 2006)

Organizational Justice consists of three 
dimensions:
Distributive justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Procedural justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Interactional justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 

2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Results 
Since the study employed the Smart PLS 
to analyse the data, there were two main 
steps conducted as per recommendation 
by Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt (2016) 
namely the measurement model and 
structural model.

Information of respondents 
The majority of response is male (60%), 
and followed by the female (40%). This 
result is not uncommon due to the fact of 
culture. However, most of the respond-
ents were between 30 to 40 years old 
(32%) and followed by 41-50 years old 
(27%). 20% of the respondents aged 
between 51-65 years old less and 12% 
were more than 66 years old. Lastly, 8% 
of the respondents were less than 29 
years old. The qualifications showed that 
55% of the academic staff possessed a 
Ph.D., and 45% graduated from a 
Master's degree. Finally, regarding the 
academic position, 37% of the respond-
ents were Assistant Professor and 
followed by 32% Assistant Lecturer. 
Meanwhile, 14% of them were in the 
Lecturer position and only 17% were 
professors.    

Model measurement
The purpose of this step is to measure the 
validity, reliability, and discriminations 
of the items. To ensure these require-
ments, the convergent validity and 
discrimination validity were tested. 

Convergent Validity consists of three 
tests. The first one is the average 
variance extracted (AVE) which reflects 
the total amount of variation in the indica-
tors of the latent construct. The second 
one is the composite reliability (CR) and 
Cronbach's Alpha is preferred to ensure 
the internal consistency among items. 
The third one is factor loadings.  

The cutoff values for acceptable CR and 

Cronbach's Alpha should be 0.70 or above 

(Hair et al., 2016), while AVE should be 
0.50 or above (Hair et al., 2016). Factor 
loadings should be > 0.70 (Hair et al., 
2016).

The results of CR and Alpha exceeded the 
recommended level 0.70 with high 
internal consistency. Similarly, AVE > 
0.50 (see Table 1). All items loading 
exceeded the recommended level 0.70 as 
shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 depicted 
the factor loading values. 

Discriminant validity
Our study employed two criteria to assess 
discriminant validity. The first one is the

Fornell-Larcker Criterion whereas the 
second one is the cross-loadings. All 
discrimination results met the acceptable 
level.

The boldface values in Table 2 showed 
each factor that was highly correlated 
with itself than others and this criterion 
was achieved as essential for validity 
discrimination. Second, cross-loading for 
each item in the same factor should have 
a high correlation among themselves, and 
this criterion is achieved and illustrated 
in bold font (see Table 3). Overall, each 
factor in this study had a high square root 
of AVE compared to other factors (Fornell 

& Larcker, 1981).

Structural model
This study proposed three hypotheses to 
be tested. Therefore, this study performed 

bootstrapping with 5,000 subsamples 
while the error estimated 0.05 and the 
confidence .95 and the T-Statistics should 
be above 1.96 to accept the hypothesis 
(Hair et al., 2016). The results showed two 
of three hypotheses were accepted.

The R2 (the coefficient of determination) 
of this study is 0.362 (see Figure 1) and 
this means 36% of the variation in JP was 
explained by OJ. According to Hair et al. 

(2016), this value is considered medium.

DJ (Path coefficient = 0.377, T- Statistics 
4.749 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) and IJ 
(Path coefficient = 0.215, T- Statistics 

2.247 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) were signif-
icantly related to JP. Therefore, H1 and 
H3 were accepted. This result is in line 
with previous findings (Shan, Ishaq, & 
Shaheen, 2006; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013).

PJ (Path coefficient = 0.138, T- Statistics 
1.840 < 1.96 and P-value 0.066 >0.05) was 
insignificantly related to JP. Thus, H2 
was rejected. A similar finding was report-

ed by  Fernandes & Awamleh, 2006). The 
results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 1.

R2= 0.362 Q2 = 0.247

Discussion 
The purpose of this study is to explore the 
role of Organizational Justice among 
academic staff at Iraqi public universities. 
Previous studies found inconsistent 
findings about the impact of Organization-
al Justice on Job Performance from both a 
positive and a negative perspective. 
Concerning the major impact of the 
elements of Organizational Justice, this 
paper concluded that Distributive justice 
and Interactional justice had significant 
and substantial contributions to the Job 
Performance of academic staff in the Iraqi 

context. Conversely, Procedural justice 

had an insignificant impact on Job Perfor-
mance probably due to the universities 
and government policies.

Distributive justice showed a high predic-
tion on the Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff compared to IJ. The impact of 
Distributive justice on Job Performance is 
in line with prior studies  (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). This means the academic staff 
who received equal rewards were most 
likely to perform well at the university. 
The analysis of the data showed that 

academics regard their time, workload, 
and salary level as equal. The reality is 
that the Iraqi public universities consid-
ered in this study followed the govern-
ment-organization pay structure with fair 
pay for staff (academics/non-academics). 
However, Distributive justice centres on 
fairness allocation of wealth which 
includes wages, service expenses, and job 
security. Distributive justice may as well 
include other services such as office 
rooms, furnishings, travel support, and 
test rooms.

Procedural justice did not have significant 
impact on the Job Performance of the 
academic staff (P-Value 0.066 > 0.05 and 
T-statistics 1.840) which led to the 
rejection of the second hypothesis. This 
result is supported by the previous finding 
by Fernandes and Awamleh (2006). JP 
tends not to be linked to the conceptions of 
Procedural justice. This finding under-
mines in extensive part conventional 
study findings in this area, which typical-
ly suggest and show substantial positive 
ties between all facets of justice and 
success. In other words, expectations of 
justice affect or change the behaviour of 
people who continuously seek to restore 
justice by different means. However, proce-
dural justice does not impact on Job Perfor-
mance of the academic staff perhaps 
because the study was conducted in public 
universities, and it is understood that 
their continuing employment and career 
progress are dependent directly on govern-
ment programs and policies and not on the 
universities itself.

H3 confirmed the impact of Interactional 
justice on Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff with T-statistics 2.247 >1.96 and P 
value 0.028 < 0.05. A similar result was 
reported by earlier studies (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). Most academic staff acknowl-

edged that their Head of Department or 
Dean had provided them with adequate 
justification for the employment decision. 
For Interactional justice, the academic 
staff was asked whether or not their Head 
of Department or Dean treated them 
equally and most respondents thought 
that their Head of Department or Dean 
had treated them with respect, honesty, 
compassion, and truthfulness. Such 
results indicate that, while results of the 
study vary in relation to the relative essen-
tial of each element of justice in link to 
each result compared with studies 
conducted in non -middle east countries, 
the understanding of the three aspects of 
the justice system influences an employ-
ee's patterns to react in order to achieve 
better performance in their work. Since 
the value of injustice is universal, former 
academics have indicated that judicial 
views on different work results continue 
to vary in cultural and national contexts 
(Schilpzand et al., 2013). The results 
summarized here suggest that academic 
staff attribute a higher value to interper-
sonal interactions obtained through 
processes and outcome decision-making 
by their Head of Department or Dean at 
university. Furthermore, the findings 
showed that assistance, integrity, respect, 
and consideration were the main reasons 
for achieving high-performance and 
comfortable employees.
Implications

The theoretical implication of this study is 
enriching the body of knowledge in the 
context of Iraq and academic context in 
developing countries. The study confirmed 
that the theory of OJ was applicable in the 
context of higher education. However, the 
practical implication indicated that DJ 
was more important to improve the 
academic staff performance. Besides, the 
Head of Department and the Dean are 
advised to enhance the DJ, where they 

should equitably distribute the resource 
among academic staff. The IJ was shown 
to be important for academic staff, thus 
the Head of Department and the Dean 
should deal with academic staff with 
complete honesty and dignity.
Conclusion, Limitations, and Future work

The current study specifically addressed 
the academic staff's understanding of OJ 
and the performance of their interaction 
with their superiors (Head of Department 
/ Dean). The study focused on academic 
performance's soft side to improve produc-
tive and useful behaviour. The results 
show that university academics work 
effectively with their superiors (Head of 
Department / Dean). To ensure equality at 
universities, the current Head of Depart-
ment / Dean must uphold the moral and 
ethical code of conduct by including all 
participants in the DMP. In addition, to 
ensure equality in the allocation of incen-
tives and processes involved in the 
decision-making of recruitment, selection, 
training and development, and assess-
ment of JP, it is equally necessary to 
ensure fairness in interpersonal interac-
tion between the Head of Department / 
Dean and the academic staff. When 
academic staff perceived the Head of 
Department / Dean as being professional, 
trustworthy, real, and justifiable, they feel 
more confident and optimistic. 

This study, like any other study, has sever-
al limitations. The study was conducted 
only in three universities located in Bagh-
dad due to security issues and the inabili-
ty to carry out research in more than those 
three universities. The study was conduct-
ed in public universities only, hence the 
results could not be generalized the result 
to private universities due to the differ-
ence in the nature of rules and regula-
tions. Future studies can be conducted in 
more than three universities and cover 

private universities as well. The prospec-
tive study may examine the causal effect 
of OJ on JP by examining the mediating 
role.
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Job performance (JP) is one of the impor-
tant subjects in the literature. It becomes 
a primary interest to both managers and 
researchers due to its crucial role in the 
success of organizations. Therefore, it is 
necessary to understand the mechanisms 
that affect job performance, particularly 
among academic staff. This research 
attempts to expand the existing litera-
ture by offering a more detailed under-
standing of how organizational justice 
(OJ) influences JP. Many factors affect-

ing JP of employees were studied 
previously but limited studies have exam-
ined the effect of OJ on JP among academ-
ic staff. Meanwhile, OJ remained a 
neglected topic in studies concerning 
higher education institutions.  Higher 
education institutions are essential in 
any country. Education influences a 
country's systemic growth and develop-
ment of qualified graduates because 
higher education is the final stage of 
training a young person gets before 

starting a career (Ahmad & Jameel, 
2020; Alaarj, Mohamed, & Bustamam, 
2017a, 2017b, 2016; Rabayaa & Obaid, 
2019). Academic staff at a university 
perform specific functions of teaching, 
research, supervision, publication and 
community service. For a country's devel-
opment, these functions are significant 
because teaching and scientific advances 
in research have the capacity to build the 
competitive advantage of the business. 
Additionally, students will also have the 
opportunity to develop new ideas through 
the teaching and learning process provid-
ed by the academic staff (Abba & Mugizi, 
2018; Alaaraj, Mohamed, & Ahmad 
Bustamam, 2018). These findings signify 
a crucial role of academic staff perfor-
mance on developing a country. In 
further support, Colquitt et al. (2013) 
stressed the importance of OJ on JP as he 
proved the significant influence of OJ. In 
order to motivate organization members 
to optimize their success in their roles, 
OJ must be a central consideration of the 
top management. Justice promotes volun-
tary involvement by organization 
members and directly affects the organi-
zations’ and individuals’ performance.
Most previous studies paid more atten-
tion to identify the impact OJ on perfor-
mance appraisal (Byrne, Pitts, Wilson, & 
Steiner, 2012; Massoudi, Jameel, & 
Ahmad, 2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 
2017; Raewf & Thabit, 2015; Thabit 
Hassan Thabit & Raewf, 2016; Tinuke, 
2015), but limited studies were conducted 
to determine the impact of OJ on JP 
especially in the educational field (Arab 
& Atan, 2018). The bulk of studies has 
been carried out in western countries on 
the effect of OJ on JP, while limited 
studies have been conducted in middle 
east countries (Suliman & Kathairi, 
2013;Thabit & Raewf, 2018), particularly 
in Iraq (Arab & Atan, 2018). Neverthe-
less, it is worth to note that western 
countries have a different culture 
compared to the middle east countries 
like Iraq. In parallel, Li and Cropanzan 
(2009) and Schilpzand, Martins, 

Kirkman, Lowe, and Chen (2013) report-
ed that the conceptions of justice rely on 
the values and standards of the local 
culture. The principles and rules that 
exist in Iraq vary to that of western 
countries because individualism, collec-
tivism, or a detachment from authority or 
equality could be interpreted differently 
across cultures. Meanwhile, the procedur-
al justice has been selected as the prima-
ry indicator of JP in most studies (Chien, 
Lawler, & Uen, 2010; J. A.Colquitt, 2001; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Thabit & 
Jasim, 2016, 2019; Zapata-Phelan, 
Colquitt, Scott, & Livingston, 2009). 
University performance is primarily 
determined by academic staff activities 
such as publication, conference, research, 
and community service. A high percent-
age of these activities depends on the 
performance of the academicians at 
universities. According to Yousefi and 
Abdullah (2019) publication is a signifi-
cant part of the work done by academic 
staff. The university ranking highly 
depends on academic productivity such 
as publication, conference, teaching 
performance, and community services 
performed by the academic staff of the 
university (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019, 
2020a). Unfortunately, Iraqi universities 
are suffering from low ranks compared to 
other regional universities (Webometric, 
2020). Among the reasons for such 
situation is that a university ranking 
highly depends on academic staff perfor-
mance in term of research productivity 
(Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Mousa, 
Jameel, & Ahmad, 2019), but the number 
of publications of Iraqi universities 
collected by a reliable database is only 
28,091 (SJR, 2020), thus resulting in low 
ranks for Iraqi universities. In response, 
this study was conducted to measure the 
impact of OJ on JP of academic staff in 
the context of Iraq.

Literature review
Academic performance 
The term academic is usually associated 
with school, university, or any 

higher-learning institution. It involves 
human academic activities in a 
structured educational environment. 
Meanwhile, performance is activity, 
implementation, and production. Perfor-
mance is referred to an accomplishment 
under current circumstances that 
subsume the mechanism of obtaining and 
using knowledge and skills structure and 
a host of successful, motivational, and 
stylistic factors influencing the ultimate 
responses (Fletcher & Williams, 1996). 
Armstrong (2010) defined performance as 
an achievement, implementation, 
success, and the efficiency of anything 
ordered or done contributing to 
outputs/outcomes (accomplishment). 
Jameel and Ahmad (2019a) defined 
performance as the execution of specific 
tasks calculated against predetermined 
reliability, completeness, cost, and space 
requirements. Reaching the optimum 
level of employees’ or teams’ participa-
tion is a critical factor for an organisation 
as it helps achieve maximum organiza-
tional performance and objectives 
(Duyan & Yıldız, 2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 
2019). The performance of staff is one of 
the most prominent variables that affect 
the operational sciences of the independ-
ent variables because they play an essen-
tial role in the organizational success  (Al 
Shobaki, Abu-Naser, Amuna, & El Talla, 
2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Thabit, 
Raewf, Abdulrahman, & Younis, 2016). 
The performance of a university depends 
on the level of academic activities, includ-
ing teaching, academic publications, and 
social contributions (Jameel & Ahmad, 
2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi, 2017).
Abba and Mugizi (2018) emphasized that 
education, research/publication, and 
community service were essential for the 
growth of any nation internationally 
since these roles specifically promote 
social welfare, financial literacy, safety 
and decreases crime in communities (M. 
A.-A. Ahmad & Jameel, 2018; Preece, 
2011). Research is one of the reasons why 
universities were founded, leading to new 
information discovery, the production of 

technology, enhanced service quality, 
increased educational prestige, and 
economic value. The performance of 
universities is mostly calculated by the 
efforts of academic and non-academic 
staff. Academic staff at a university 
comprised people who carry out education-
al work at the university, including teach-
ing, research, and, in some instances, 
administrations. Therefore, educational 
achievements are the primary criteria 
used to assess a university academic 
performance (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; 
Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 2017; Raewf & 
Thabit, 2018). According to Abba and 
Mugizi (2018), Igbojekwe and Ugo-Okoro 
(2015), and Tinuke (2015) determinants 
of academic performance include staff 
skills, material resources, teaching, 
publication, research, and community 
service. Publication is a significant part of 
the work done by academic staff. High 
levels of organizational stressors may 
seem to be decreasing by publishing 
efforts (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Yousefi & 
Abdullah, 2019). However, the value of 
teaching performance allows higher 
education institutions to prepare 
students and provide the foundation for 
their potential JP. While a number of 
studies have measured the performance 
of academic staff, limited studies have 
been conducted in Iraqi universities. 
Therefore, this study attempted to fill the 
gap by studying the Iraqi education 
setting.
 
Organizational justice
Throughout recent years, the social 
justice study has attracted significant 
interest of scholars. Studying justice in 
psychology began with Adams ' disserta-
tion on equity theory (Adams, 1963) 
which assumed fairness in performance. 
Nevertheless, considering the importance 
that researchers assign to justice in corpo-
rate existence, reproduction, and expan-
sion of this research area was unavoida-
ble. OJ captures a wide range of 
workplace attitudes and highlights the 
importance of equality and equity as a 

prerequisite for organisations to function 
effectively. Moreover, OJ could decrease 
job stress (Greenberg, 2004; Ghran, 
Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Jameel, 
Mahmood, & Jwmaa, 2020). In corrobora-
tion with Karem, Mahmood, Jameel, and 
Ahmad (2019), and Lee, Kim, Son, and 
Kim (2015) OJ is a vital element in the 
development and maintenance of a 
sustainable labour environment defined 
as a member's sense of moral property of 
the way they are treated. 

The early concept of OJ consisted of two 
dimensions namely distributive justice 
(DJ) and procedural justice (PJ) (Leven-
thal, 1980). Later, Bies and Moag (1986) 
proposed the third dimension of justice 
which was interactional justice (IJ). 
Greenberg (1990) categorized interaction-
al justice into two parts; interpersonal 
justice and informational justice. This 
study focused on the main three dimen-
sions of justice (DJ, PJ, and IJ) but IJ also 
covered the other two dimensions 
proposed by Greenberg (1990).
 
Distributive justice
DJ includes the allocation of incentives 
for work related to outputs. It is based on 
the theory of equity, in which expecta-
tions of unequal allocation of job incen-
tives compared to work contributions 
could create tension among the employ-
ees. Distributive fairness is the degree to 
which the individuals in an institution 
perceived about the distribution of 
resources (Greenberg, 1990). DJ relates 
to the justice of particular results relative 
to that obtained by others (Farndale, 
Hope-Hailey, & Kelliher, 2011; Jameel, 
Mahmood, et al., 2020; Karem et al., 
2019). DJ primarily applies to the organi-
zation performance. 

Procedural justice 
The degree to which uniformity occurs in 
the Decision-Making Process (DMP) of an 
institution, and to what extent the views 
of representatives are expressed in the 

DMP is known as PJ (Greenberg, 1990). 
PJ applies to whether DMP maintains 
consistency and whether beneficiaries of 
these judgments receive fair treatment  
(Byrne et al., 2012; Karem et al., 2019). 
The procedural justice refers to the facets 
of corporate transition processes. Also, PJ 
represents the formal expectations and 
performance of the communication 
partnerships in the DMP; PJ is distinct 
from IJ as it illustrates the informal 
connections between the DMP unit and 
the approving institution (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Ahmad, & Karem, 2020; 
Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu, Lee, 
Han, & Kim, 2019).

Interactional justice
IJ is characterized as the degree of 
respect and sensitive treatment obtained 
by participants in an institution when 
decision-makers perform certain proce-
dures that affect them (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu 
et al., 2019). IJ addresses the association 
between workers and the institution and 
the treatment on individuals (Tyler, 
1989). However, IJ is often perceived as 
an element of PJ which refers to how one 
is handled during the execution of a 
system or policy (e.g. with respect and 
dignity) and stresses the interaction and 
social process dimensions (Bies & Moag, 
1986). 

Hypothesis development 
Organizational Justice and Job Perfor-
mance

The universities are the only organiza-
tions centred on dual-core functions of 
information development and dissemina-
tion through research, teaching, and 
community engagement processes (Youse-
fi & Abdullah, 2019). Several researchers 
indicated that performance and engage-
ment at work were two significant 
findings related to the sense of justice 
(Cropanzano, Bowen, & Gilliland, 2007; 
Colquitt, 2001; Zapata-Phelan et al., 

2009). Concerning the impact of DJ on 
employee performance, Adam's equity 
theory may provide the best theoretical 
framework established  (Adams, 1963; 
Colquitt, 2001; Wei & Lee, 2015). Accord-
ing to the equality philosophy, fairness 
emerges based on the proportionality of 
an individual's income/outcome arrange-
ment (effort, skill, and work/prizes) 
relative to others. When the input/out-
come level of a participant is less than 
the input/outcome of other participants, 
they will feel dissatisfied and negatively 
will reflect on JP. If an individual feels 
they are treated fairly, they would be 
more likely to perform and to be more 
comfortable in the workplace. Therefore, 
individuals will likely be dissatisfied and 
attempted to restore fairness by limiting 
their output and altering their quantity 
and quality of work (Latham & Pinder, 
2005). When individuals agree that social 
and mental requirements such as speech, 
respect, and dignity (dimensions of PJ 
and IJ) are fairly treated, it will generally 
result in higher performance and strong-
er feeling. If organisations develop 
high-quality communication agreements 
with their workers by handling them 
equally and allowing them to make 
decisions about their outcomes (fair 
processes), employees are more fulfilled 
and more likely to work to achieve a 
better standard of JP. Individuals are 
expected to show an unacceptable work 
performance and feel dissatisfied if they 
perceived that there is a low exchange 
relation. Therefore, JP should be correlat-
ed with substantive justice insofar as it is 
involved in the relationships of individu-
als with their employers and interaction-
al justice insofar, as it is influenced by 
the relations of individuals with their 
superiors or supervisors (Aryee, Budh-
war, & Chen, 2002; Chien et al., 2010; 
Wei & Lee, 2015).

Empirical studies have consistently 
shown that DJ significantly predicted JP 

(Cropanzano et al., 2007; Colquitt, 2001; 
Shan, Ishaq, & Shaheen, 2006).  It should 
be remembered that according to the OJ 
as stated in prior studies, the workforce 
does not claim their organisation as fair 
solely based on DJ, but they will focus 
and examine the PJ and IJ too. However, 
many findings showed that PJ had a 
substantial impact on JP (Chien et al., 
2010; Colquitt, 2001; Shan et al., 2006; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). Likewise, 
according to Masterson, Lewis, Goldman, 
and Taylor (2000), employees perceived 
PJ as having the power to increase JP and 
organizational engagement. Meanwhile, 
a limited number of studies have so far 
examined the effect of IJ on JP (Colquitt, 
2001; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman & 
Kathairi, 2013).  It was expected that 
workers who experienced high rates of IJ 
would continue to show in-role JP, 
particularly given political facts, since 
they believe the superior to take care of 
them and that they are respected and 
appreciated (Tyler, 1989). The vaguest 
relationship lies between the presumed 
relationship between IJ and JP. IJ 
relation to JP remains unclear, and 
correlation experiments between these 
two factors produced mixed results. Some 
studies reported that IJ was not related 
and did not have an impact on JP 
(Colquitt, Scott, Judge, & Shaw, 2006; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). However, 
Fernandes and Awamleh (2006) reported 
that the three dimensions of OJ did not 
have an impact on the self-perceived 
performance of expatriates, but some 
other research found a significant positive 
relationship (Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013). According to the above-
mentioned arguments, the study proposes 
the following hypotheses.

H1: Distributive justice has a positive and 
significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H2: Procedural justice has a positive and 

significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H3: Interactional justice has a positive 
and significant impact on Job Perfor-
mance among academic staff

Methodology 
The study employed a quantitative 
method to examine the impact of OJ on 
JP of academic staff at three Iraqi public 
universities located in Baghdad during 
the academic year 2019-2020. The data 
were collected by using a self-adminis-
tered questionnaire and a stratified 
sampling technique was used to ensure 
equal representation of the academic staff 
from the three universities.  
The population of the academic staff at 
the three universities was 476 and accord-
ing to Krejcie and Morgan (1970), if the 
population fell in the range of 460 to 480, 
the sample size should be 214. Altogether, 
198 out of 214 questionnaires returned, 
and after checking for missing value and 
incomplete responses, only 197 question-
naires were valid to be analysed by using 
Smart PLS which is recommended for 
sample size less than 200 (Chin, 2010). 
The questionnaire consisted of two 
sections. The first section contained demo-
graphic questions, and the second section 
included 20 items where OJ dimensions 
carried 15 items and JP carried 5 items. 
Five-point Likert scales were used from 
1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree.
Instrument 
The questions were adapted from 
previous studies, as follows:
Job Performance: 5 items (Abba & 
Mugizi, 2018; Musah et al., 2016; Shan et 
al., 2006)

Organizational Justice consists of three 
dimensions:
Distributive justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Procedural justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Interactional justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 

2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Results 
Since the study employed the Smart PLS 
to analyse the data, there were two main 
steps conducted as per recommendation 
by Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt (2016) 
namely the measurement model and 
structural model.

Information of respondents 
The majority of response is male (60%), 
and followed by the female (40%). This 
result is not uncommon due to the fact of 
culture. However, most of the respond-
ents were between 30 to 40 years old 
(32%) and followed by 41-50 years old 
(27%). 20% of the respondents aged 
between 51-65 years old less and 12% 
were more than 66 years old. Lastly, 8% 
of the respondents were less than 29 
years old. The qualifications showed that 
55% of the academic staff possessed a 
Ph.D., and 45% graduated from a 
Master's degree. Finally, regarding the 
academic position, 37% of the respond-
ents were Assistant Professor and 
followed by 32% Assistant Lecturer. 
Meanwhile, 14% of them were in the 
Lecturer position and only 17% were 
professors.    

Model measurement
The purpose of this step is to measure the 
validity, reliability, and discriminations 
of the items. To ensure these require-
ments, the convergent validity and 
discrimination validity were tested. 

Convergent Validity consists of three 
tests. The first one is the average 
variance extracted (AVE) which reflects 
the total amount of variation in the indica-
tors of the latent construct. The second 
one is the composite reliability (CR) and 
Cronbach's Alpha is preferred to ensure 
the internal consistency among items. 
The third one is factor loadings.  

The cutoff values for acceptable CR and 

Cronbach's Alpha should be 0.70 or above 

(Hair et al., 2016), while AVE should be 
0.50 or above (Hair et al., 2016). Factor 
loadings should be > 0.70 (Hair et al., 
2016).

The results of CR and Alpha exceeded the 
recommended level 0.70 with high 
internal consistency. Similarly, AVE > 
0.50 (see Table 1). All items loading 
exceeded the recommended level 0.70 as 
shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 depicted 
the factor loading values. 

Discriminant validity
Our study employed two criteria to assess 
discriminant validity. The first one is the

Fornell-Larcker Criterion whereas the 
second one is the cross-loadings. All 
discrimination results met the acceptable 
level.

The boldface values in Table 2 showed 
each factor that was highly correlated 
with itself than others and this criterion 
was achieved as essential for validity 
discrimination. Second, cross-loading for 
each item in the same factor should have 
a high correlation among themselves, and 
this criterion is achieved and illustrated 
in bold font (see Table 3). Overall, each 
factor in this study had a high square root 
of AVE compared to other factors (Fornell 

& Larcker, 1981).

Structural model
This study proposed three hypotheses to 
be tested. Therefore, this study performed 

bootstrapping with 5,000 subsamples 
while the error estimated 0.05 and the 
confidence .95 and the T-Statistics should 
be above 1.96 to accept the hypothesis 
(Hair et al., 2016). The results showed two 
of three hypotheses were accepted.

The R2 (the coefficient of determination) 
of this study is 0.362 (see Figure 1) and 
this means 36% of the variation in JP was 
explained by OJ. According to Hair et al. 

(2016), this value is considered medium.

DJ (Path coefficient = 0.377, T- Statistics 
4.749 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) and IJ 
(Path coefficient = 0.215, T- Statistics 

2.247 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) were signif-
icantly related to JP. Therefore, H1 and 
H3 were accepted. This result is in line 
with previous findings (Shan, Ishaq, & 
Shaheen, 2006; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013).

PJ (Path coefficient = 0.138, T- Statistics 
1.840 < 1.96 and P-value 0.066 >0.05) was 
insignificantly related to JP. Thus, H2 
was rejected. A similar finding was report-

ed by  Fernandes & Awamleh, 2006). The 
results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 1.

R2= 0.362 Q2 = 0.247

Discussion 
The purpose of this study is to explore the 
role of Organizational Justice among 
academic staff at Iraqi public universities. 
Previous studies found inconsistent 
findings about the impact of Organization-
al Justice on Job Performance from both a 
positive and a negative perspective. 
Concerning the major impact of the 
elements of Organizational Justice, this 
paper concluded that Distributive justice 
and Interactional justice had significant 
and substantial contributions to the Job 
Performance of academic staff in the Iraqi 

context. Conversely, Procedural justice 

had an insignificant impact on Job Perfor-
mance probably due to the universities 
and government policies.

Distributive justice showed a high predic-
tion on the Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff compared to IJ. The impact of 
Distributive justice on Job Performance is 
in line with prior studies  (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). This means the academic staff 
who received equal rewards were most 
likely to perform well at the university. 
The analysis of the data showed that 

academics regard their time, workload, 
and salary level as equal. The reality is 
that the Iraqi public universities consid-
ered in this study followed the govern-
ment-organization pay structure with fair 
pay for staff (academics/non-academics). 
However, Distributive justice centres on 
fairness allocation of wealth which 
includes wages, service expenses, and job 
security. Distributive justice may as well 
include other services such as office 
rooms, furnishings, travel support, and 
test rooms.

Procedural justice did not have significant 
impact on the Job Performance of the 
academic staff (P-Value 0.066 > 0.05 and 
T-statistics 1.840) which led to the 
rejection of the second hypothesis. This 
result is supported by the previous finding 
by Fernandes and Awamleh (2006). JP 
tends not to be linked to the conceptions of 
Procedural justice. This finding under-
mines in extensive part conventional 
study findings in this area, which typical-
ly suggest and show substantial positive 
ties between all facets of justice and 
success. In other words, expectations of 
justice affect or change the behaviour of 
people who continuously seek to restore 
justice by different means. However, proce-
dural justice does not impact on Job Perfor-
mance of the academic staff perhaps 
because the study was conducted in public 
universities, and it is understood that 
their continuing employment and career 
progress are dependent directly on govern-
ment programs and policies and not on the 
universities itself.

H3 confirmed the impact of Interactional 
justice on Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff with T-statistics 2.247 >1.96 and P 
value 0.028 < 0.05. A similar result was 
reported by earlier studies (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). Most academic staff acknowl-

edged that their Head of Department or 
Dean had provided them with adequate 
justification for the employment decision. 
For Interactional justice, the academic 
staff was asked whether or not their Head 
of Department or Dean treated them 
equally and most respondents thought 
that their Head of Department or Dean 
had treated them with respect, honesty, 
compassion, and truthfulness. Such 
results indicate that, while results of the 
study vary in relation to the relative essen-
tial of each element of justice in link to 
each result compared with studies 
conducted in non -middle east countries, 
the understanding of the three aspects of 
the justice system influences an employ-
ee's patterns to react in order to achieve 
better performance in their work. Since 
the value of injustice is universal, former 
academics have indicated that judicial 
views on different work results continue 
to vary in cultural and national contexts 
(Schilpzand et al., 2013). The results 
summarized here suggest that academic 
staff attribute a higher value to interper-
sonal interactions obtained through 
processes and outcome decision-making 
by their Head of Department or Dean at 
university. Furthermore, the findings 
showed that assistance, integrity, respect, 
and consideration were the main reasons 
for achieving high-performance and 
comfortable employees.
Implications

The theoretical implication of this study is 
enriching the body of knowledge in the 
context of Iraq and academic context in 
developing countries. The study confirmed 
that the theory of OJ was applicable in the 
context of higher education. However, the 
practical implication indicated that DJ 
was more important to improve the 
academic staff performance. Besides, the 
Head of Department and the Dean are 
advised to enhance the DJ, where they 

should equitably distribute the resource 
among academic staff. The IJ was shown 
to be important for academic staff, thus 
the Head of Department and the Dean 
should deal with academic staff with 
complete honesty and dignity.
Conclusion, Limitations, and Future work

The current study specifically addressed 
the academic staff's understanding of OJ 
and the performance of their interaction 
with their superiors (Head of Department 
/ Dean). The study focused on academic 
performance's soft side to improve produc-
tive and useful behaviour. The results 
show that university academics work 
effectively with their superiors (Head of 
Department / Dean). To ensure equality at 
universities, the current Head of Depart-
ment / Dean must uphold the moral and 
ethical code of conduct by including all 
participants in the DMP. In addition, to 
ensure equality in the allocation of incen-
tives and processes involved in the 
decision-making of recruitment, selection, 
training and development, and assess-
ment of JP, it is equally necessary to 
ensure fairness in interpersonal interac-
tion between the Head of Department / 
Dean and the academic staff. When 
academic staff perceived the Head of 
Department / Dean as being professional, 
trustworthy, real, and justifiable, they feel 
more confident and optimistic. 

This study, like any other study, has sever-
al limitations. The study was conducted 
only in three universities located in Bagh-
dad due to security issues and the inabili-
ty to carry out research in more than those 
three universities. The study was conduct-
ed in public universities only, hence the 
results could not be generalized the result 
to private universities due to the differ-
ence in the nature of rules and regula-
tions. Future studies can be conducted in 
more than three universities and cover 

private universities as well. The prospec-
tive study may examine the causal effect 
of OJ on JP by examining the mediating 
role.
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Job performance (JP) is one of the impor-
tant subjects in the literature. It becomes 
a primary interest to both managers and 
researchers due to its crucial role in the 
success of organizations. Therefore, it is 
necessary to understand the mechanisms 
that affect job performance, particularly 
among academic staff. This research 
attempts to expand the existing litera-
ture by offering a more detailed under-
standing of how organizational justice 
(OJ) influences JP. Many factors affect-

ing JP of employees were studied 
previously but limited studies have exam-
ined the effect of OJ on JP among academ-
ic staff. Meanwhile, OJ remained a 
neglected topic in studies concerning 
higher education institutions.  Higher 
education institutions are essential in 
any country. Education influences a 
country's systemic growth and develop-
ment of qualified graduates because 
higher education is the final stage of 
training a young person gets before 

starting a career (Ahmad & Jameel, 
2020; Alaarj, Mohamed, & Bustamam, 
2017a, 2017b, 2016; Rabayaa & Obaid, 
2019). Academic staff at a university 
perform specific functions of teaching, 
research, supervision, publication and 
community service. For a country's devel-
opment, these functions are significant 
because teaching and scientific advances 
in research have the capacity to build the 
competitive advantage of the business. 
Additionally, students will also have the 
opportunity to develop new ideas through 
the teaching and learning process provid-
ed by the academic staff (Abba & Mugizi, 
2018; Alaaraj, Mohamed, & Ahmad 
Bustamam, 2018). These findings signify 
a crucial role of academic staff perfor-
mance on developing a country. In 
further support, Colquitt et al. (2013) 
stressed the importance of OJ on JP as he 
proved the significant influence of OJ. In 
order to motivate organization members 
to optimize their success in their roles, 
OJ must be a central consideration of the 
top management. Justice promotes volun-
tary involvement by organization 
members and directly affects the organi-
zations’ and individuals’ performance.
Most previous studies paid more atten-
tion to identify the impact OJ on perfor-
mance appraisal (Byrne, Pitts, Wilson, & 
Steiner, 2012; Massoudi, Jameel, & 
Ahmad, 2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 
2017; Raewf & Thabit, 2015; Thabit 
Hassan Thabit & Raewf, 2016; Tinuke, 
2015), but limited studies were conducted 
to determine the impact of OJ on JP 
especially in the educational field (Arab 
& Atan, 2018). The bulk of studies has 
been carried out in western countries on 
the effect of OJ on JP, while limited 
studies have been conducted in middle 
east countries (Suliman & Kathairi, 
2013;Thabit & Raewf, 2018), particularly 
in Iraq (Arab & Atan, 2018). Neverthe-
less, it is worth to note that western 
countries have a different culture 
compared to the middle east countries 
like Iraq. In parallel, Li and Cropanzan 
(2009) and Schilpzand, Martins, 

Kirkman, Lowe, and Chen (2013) report-
ed that the conceptions of justice rely on 
the values and standards of the local 
culture. The principles and rules that 
exist in Iraq vary to that of western 
countries because individualism, collec-
tivism, or a detachment from authority or 
equality could be interpreted differently 
across cultures. Meanwhile, the procedur-
al justice has been selected as the prima-
ry indicator of JP in most studies (Chien, 
Lawler, & Uen, 2010; J. A.Colquitt, 2001; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Thabit & 
Jasim, 2016, 2019; Zapata-Phelan, 
Colquitt, Scott, & Livingston, 2009). 
University performance is primarily 
determined by academic staff activities 
such as publication, conference, research, 
and community service. A high percent-
age of these activities depends on the 
performance of the academicians at 
universities. According to Yousefi and 
Abdullah (2019) publication is a signifi-
cant part of the work done by academic 
staff. The university ranking highly 
depends on academic productivity such 
as publication, conference, teaching 
performance, and community services 
performed by the academic staff of the 
university (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019, 
2020a). Unfortunately, Iraqi universities 
are suffering from low ranks compared to 
other regional universities (Webometric, 
2020). Among the reasons for such 
situation is that a university ranking 
highly depends on academic staff perfor-
mance in term of research productivity 
(Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Mousa, 
Jameel, & Ahmad, 2019), but the number 
of publications of Iraqi universities 
collected by a reliable database is only 
28,091 (SJR, 2020), thus resulting in low 
ranks for Iraqi universities. In response, 
this study was conducted to measure the 
impact of OJ on JP of academic staff in 
the context of Iraq.

Literature review
Academic performance 
The term academic is usually associated 
with school, university, or any 

higher-learning institution. It involves 
human academic activities in a 
structured educational environment. 
Meanwhile, performance is activity, 
implementation, and production. Perfor-
mance is referred to an accomplishment 
under current circumstances that 
subsume the mechanism of obtaining and 
using knowledge and skills structure and 
a host of successful, motivational, and 
stylistic factors influencing the ultimate 
responses (Fletcher & Williams, 1996). 
Armstrong (2010) defined performance as 
an achievement, implementation, 
success, and the efficiency of anything 
ordered or done contributing to 
outputs/outcomes (accomplishment). 
Jameel and Ahmad (2019a) defined 
performance as the execution of specific 
tasks calculated against predetermined 
reliability, completeness, cost, and space 
requirements. Reaching the optimum 
level of employees’ or teams’ participa-
tion is a critical factor for an organisation 
as it helps achieve maximum organiza-
tional performance and objectives 
(Duyan & Yıldız, 2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 
2019). The performance of staff is one of 
the most prominent variables that affect 
the operational sciences of the independ-
ent variables because they play an essen-
tial role in the organizational success  (Al 
Shobaki, Abu-Naser, Amuna, & El Talla, 
2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Thabit, 
Raewf, Abdulrahman, & Younis, 2016). 
The performance of a university depends 
on the level of academic activities, includ-
ing teaching, academic publications, and 
social contributions (Jameel & Ahmad, 
2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi, 2017).
Abba and Mugizi (2018) emphasized that 
education, research/publication, and 
community service were essential for the 
growth of any nation internationally 
since these roles specifically promote 
social welfare, financial literacy, safety 
and decreases crime in communities (M. 
A.-A. Ahmad & Jameel, 2018; Preece, 
2011). Research is one of the reasons why 
universities were founded, leading to new 
information discovery, the production of 

technology, enhanced service quality, 
increased educational prestige, and 
economic value. The performance of 
universities is mostly calculated by the 
efforts of academic and non-academic 
staff. Academic staff at a university 
comprised people who carry out education-
al work at the university, including teach-
ing, research, and, in some instances, 
administrations. Therefore, educational 
achievements are the primary criteria 
used to assess a university academic 
performance (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; 
Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 2017; Raewf & 
Thabit, 2018). According to Abba and 
Mugizi (2018), Igbojekwe and Ugo-Okoro 
(2015), and Tinuke (2015) determinants 
of academic performance include staff 
skills, material resources, teaching, 
publication, research, and community 
service. Publication is a significant part of 
the work done by academic staff. High 
levels of organizational stressors may 
seem to be decreasing by publishing 
efforts (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Yousefi & 
Abdullah, 2019). However, the value of 
teaching performance allows higher 
education institutions to prepare 
students and provide the foundation for 
their potential JP. While a number of 
studies have measured the performance 
of academic staff, limited studies have 
been conducted in Iraqi universities. 
Therefore, this study attempted to fill the 
gap by studying the Iraqi education 
setting.
 
Organizational justice
Throughout recent years, the social 
justice study has attracted significant 
interest of scholars. Studying justice in 
psychology began with Adams ' disserta-
tion on equity theory (Adams, 1963) 
which assumed fairness in performance. 
Nevertheless, considering the importance 
that researchers assign to justice in corpo-
rate existence, reproduction, and expan-
sion of this research area was unavoida-
ble. OJ captures a wide range of 
workplace attitudes and highlights the 
importance of equality and equity as a 

prerequisite for organisations to function 
effectively. Moreover, OJ could decrease 
job stress (Greenberg, 2004; Ghran, 
Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Jameel, 
Mahmood, & Jwmaa, 2020). In corrobora-
tion with Karem, Mahmood, Jameel, and 
Ahmad (2019), and Lee, Kim, Son, and 
Kim (2015) OJ is a vital element in the 
development and maintenance of a 
sustainable labour environment defined 
as a member's sense of moral property of 
the way they are treated. 

The early concept of OJ consisted of two 
dimensions namely distributive justice 
(DJ) and procedural justice (PJ) (Leven-
thal, 1980). Later, Bies and Moag (1986) 
proposed the third dimension of justice 
which was interactional justice (IJ). 
Greenberg (1990) categorized interaction-
al justice into two parts; interpersonal 
justice and informational justice. This 
study focused on the main three dimen-
sions of justice (DJ, PJ, and IJ) but IJ also 
covered the other two dimensions 
proposed by Greenberg (1990).
 
Distributive justice
DJ includes the allocation of incentives 
for work related to outputs. It is based on 
the theory of equity, in which expecta-
tions of unequal allocation of job incen-
tives compared to work contributions 
could create tension among the employ-
ees. Distributive fairness is the degree to 
which the individuals in an institution 
perceived about the distribution of 
resources (Greenberg, 1990). DJ relates 
to the justice of particular results relative 
to that obtained by others (Farndale, 
Hope-Hailey, & Kelliher, 2011; Jameel, 
Mahmood, et al., 2020; Karem et al., 
2019). DJ primarily applies to the organi-
zation performance. 

Procedural justice 
The degree to which uniformity occurs in 
the Decision-Making Process (DMP) of an 
institution, and to what extent the views 
of representatives are expressed in the 

DMP is known as PJ (Greenberg, 1990). 
PJ applies to whether DMP maintains 
consistency and whether beneficiaries of 
these judgments receive fair treatment  
(Byrne et al., 2012; Karem et al., 2019). 
The procedural justice refers to the facets 
of corporate transition processes. Also, PJ 
represents the formal expectations and 
performance of the communication 
partnerships in the DMP; PJ is distinct 
from IJ as it illustrates the informal 
connections between the DMP unit and 
the approving institution (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Ahmad, & Karem, 2020; 
Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu, Lee, 
Han, & Kim, 2019).

Interactional justice
IJ is characterized as the degree of 
respect and sensitive treatment obtained 
by participants in an institution when 
decision-makers perform certain proce-
dures that affect them (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu 
et al., 2019). IJ addresses the association 
between workers and the institution and 
the treatment on individuals (Tyler, 
1989). However, IJ is often perceived as 
an element of PJ which refers to how one 
is handled during the execution of a 
system or policy (e.g. with respect and 
dignity) and stresses the interaction and 
social process dimensions (Bies & Moag, 
1986). 

Hypothesis development 
Organizational Justice and Job Perfor-
mance

The universities are the only organiza-
tions centred on dual-core functions of 
information development and dissemina-
tion through research, teaching, and 
community engagement processes (Youse-
fi & Abdullah, 2019). Several researchers 
indicated that performance and engage-
ment at work were two significant 
findings related to the sense of justice 
(Cropanzano, Bowen, & Gilliland, 2007; 
Colquitt, 2001; Zapata-Phelan et al., 

2009). Concerning the impact of DJ on 
employee performance, Adam's equity 
theory may provide the best theoretical 
framework established  (Adams, 1963; 
Colquitt, 2001; Wei & Lee, 2015). Accord-
ing to the equality philosophy, fairness 
emerges based on the proportionality of 
an individual's income/outcome arrange-
ment (effort, skill, and work/prizes) 
relative to others. When the input/out-
come level of a participant is less than 
the input/outcome of other participants, 
they will feel dissatisfied and negatively 
will reflect on JP. If an individual feels 
they are treated fairly, they would be 
more likely to perform and to be more 
comfortable in the workplace. Therefore, 
individuals will likely be dissatisfied and 
attempted to restore fairness by limiting 
their output and altering their quantity 
and quality of work (Latham & Pinder, 
2005). When individuals agree that social 
and mental requirements such as speech, 
respect, and dignity (dimensions of PJ 
and IJ) are fairly treated, it will generally 
result in higher performance and strong-
er feeling. If organisations develop 
high-quality communication agreements 
with their workers by handling them 
equally and allowing them to make 
decisions about their outcomes (fair 
processes), employees are more fulfilled 
and more likely to work to achieve a 
better standard of JP. Individuals are 
expected to show an unacceptable work 
performance and feel dissatisfied if they 
perceived that there is a low exchange 
relation. Therefore, JP should be correlat-
ed with substantive justice insofar as it is 
involved in the relationships of individu-
als with their employers and interaction-
al justice insofar, as it is influenced by 
the relations of individuals with their 
superiors or supervisors (Aryee, Budh-
war, & Chen, 2002; Chien et al., 2010; 
Wei & Lee, 2015).

Empirical studies have consistently 
shown that DJ significantly predicted JP 

(Cropanzano et al., 2007; Colquitt, 2001; 
Shan, Ishaq, & Shaheen, 2006).  It should 
be remembered that according to the OJ 
as stated in prior studies, the workforce 
does not claim their organisation as fair 
solely based on DJ, but they will focus 
and examine the PJ and IJ too. However, 
many findings showed that PJ had a 
substantial impact on JP (Chien et al., 
2010; Colquitt, 2001; Shan et al., 2006; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). Likewise, 
according to Masterson, Lewis, Goldman, 
and Taylor (2000), employees perceived 
PJ as having the power to increase JP and 
organizational engagement. Meanwhile, 
a limited number of studies have so far 
examined the effect of IJ on JP (Colquitt, 
2001; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman & 
Kathairi, 2013).  It was expected that 
workers who experienced high rates of IJ 
would continue to show in-role JP, 
particularly given political facts, since 
they believe the superior to take care of 
them and that they are respected and 
appreciated (Tyler, 1989). The vaguest 
relationship lies between the presumed 
relationship between IJ and JP. IJ 
relation to JP remains unclear, and 
correlation experiments between these 
two factors produced mixed results. Some 
studies reported that IJ was not related 
and did not have an impact on JP 
(Colquitt, Scott, Judge, & Shaw, 2006; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). However, 
Fernandes and Awamleh (2006) reported 
that the three dimensions of OJ did not 
have an impact on the self-perceived 
performance of expatriates, but some 
other research found a significant positive 
relationship (Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013). According to the above-
mentioned arguments, the study proposes 
the following hypotheses.

H1: Distributive justice has a positive and 
significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H2: Procedural justice has a positive and 

significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H3: Interactional justice has a positive 
and significant impact on Job Perfor-
mance among academic staff

Methodology 
The study employed a quantitative 
method to examine the impact of OJ on 
JP of academic staff at three Iraqi public 
universities located in Baghdad during 
the academic year 2019-2020. The data 
were collected by using a self-adminis-
tered questionnaire and a stratified 
sampling technique was used to ensure 
equal representation of the academic staff 
from the three universities.  
The population of the academic staff at 
the three universities was 476 and accord-
ing to Krejcie and Morgan (1970), if the 
population fell in the range of 460 to 480, 
the sample size should be 214. Altogether, 
198 out of 214 questionnaires returned, 
and after checking for missing value and 
incomplete responses, only 197 question-
naires were valid to be analysed by using 
Smart PLS which is recommended for 
sample size less than 200 (Chin, 2010). 
The questionnaire consisted of two 
sections. The first section contained demo-
graphic questions, and the second section 
included 20 items where OJ dimensions 
carried 15 items and JP carried 5 items. 
Five-point Likert scales were used from 
1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree.
Instrument 
The questions were adapted from 
previous studies, as follows:
Job Performance: 5 items (Abba & 
Mugizi, 2018; Musah et al., 2016; Shan et 
al., 2006)

Organizational Justice consists of three 
dimensions:
Distributive justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Procedural justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Interactional justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 

2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Results 
Since the study employed the Smart PLS 
to analyse the data, there were two main 
steps conducted as per recommendation 
by Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt (2016) 
namely the measurement model and 
structural model.

Information of respondents 
The majority of response is male (60%), 
and followed by the female (40%). This 
result is not uncommon due to the fact of 
culture. However, most of the respond-
ents were between 30 to 40 years old 
(32%) and followed by 41-50 years old 
(27%). 20% of the respondents aged 
between 51-65 years old less and 12% 
were more than 66 years old. Lastly, 8% 
of the respondents were less than 29 
years old. The qualifications showed that 
55% of the academic staff possessed a 
Ph.D., and 45% graduated from a 
Master's degree. Finally, regarding the 
academic position, 37% of the respond-
ents were Assistant Professor and 
followed by 32% Assistant Lecturer. 
Meanwhile, 14% of them were in the 
Lecturer position and only 17% were 
professors.    

Model measurement
The purpose of this step is to measure the 
validity, reliability, and discriminations 
of the items. To ensure these require-
ments, the convergent validity and 
discrimination validity were tested. 

Convergent Validity consists of three 
tests. The first one is the average 
variance extracted (AVE) which reflects 
the total amount of variation in the indica-
tors of the latent construct. The second 
one is the composite reliability (CR) and 
Cronbach's Alpha is preferred to ensure 
the internal consistency among items. 
The third one is factor loadings.  

The cutoff values for acceptable CR and 

Cronbach's Alpha should be 0.70 or above 

(Hair et al., 2016), while AVE should be 
0.50 or above (Hair et al., 2016). Factor 
loadings should be > 0.70 (Hair et al., 
2016).

The results of CR and Alpha exceeded the 
recommended level 0.70 with high 
internal consistency. Similarly, AVE > 
0.50 (see Table 1). All items loading 
exceeded the recommended level 0.70 as 
shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 depicted 
the factor loading values. 

Discriminant validity
Our study employed two criteria to assess 
discriminant validity. The first one is the

Fornell-Larcker Criterion whereas the 
second one is the cross-loadings. All 
discrimination results met the acceptable 
level.

The boldface values in Table 2 showed 
each factor that was highly correlated 
with itself than others and this criterion 
was achieved as essential for validity 
discrimination. Second, cross-loading for 
each item in the same factor should have 
a high correlation among themselves, and 
this criterion is achieved and illustrated 
in bold font (see Table 3). Overall, each 
factor in this study had a high square root 
of AVE compared to other factors (Fornell 

& Larcker, 1981).

Structural model
This study proposed three hypotheses to 
be tested. Therefore, this study performed 

bootstrapping with 5,000 subsamples 
while the error estimated 0.05 and the 
confidence .95 and the T-Statistics should 
be above 1.96 to accept the hypothesis 
(Hair et al., 2016). The results showed two 
of three hypotheses were accepted.

The R2 (the coefficient of determination) 
of this study is 0.362 (see Figure 1) and 
this means 36% of the variation in JP was 
explained by OJ. According to Hair et al. 

(2016), this value is considered medium.

DJ (Path coefficient = 0.377, T- Statistics 
4.749 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) and IJ 
(Path coefficient = 0.215, T- Statistics 

2.247 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) were signif-
icantly related to JP. Therefore, H1 and 
H3 were accepted. This result is in line 
with previous findings (Shan, Ishaq, & 
Shaheen, 2006; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013).

PJ (Path coefficient = 0.138, T- Statistics 
1.840 < 1.96 and P-value 0.066 >0.05) was 
insignificantly related to JP. Thus, H2 
was rejected. A similar finding was report-

ed by  Fernandes & Awamleh, 2006). The 
results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 1.

R2= 0.362 Q2 = 0.247

Discussion 
The purpose of this study is to explore the 
role of Organizational Justice among 
academic staff at Iraqi public universities. 
Previous studies found inconsistent 
findings about the impact of Organization-
al Justice on Job Performance from both a 
positive and a negative perspective. 
Concerning the major impact of the 
elements of Organizational Justice, this 
paper concluded that Distributive justice 
and Interactional justice had significant 
and substantial contributions to the Job 
Performance of academic staff in the Iraqi 

context. Conversely, Procedural justice 

had an insignificant impact on Job Perfor-
mance probably due to the universities 
and government policies.

Distributive justice showed a high predic-
tion on the Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff compared to IJ. The impact of 
Distributive justice on Job Performance is 
in line with prior studies  (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). This means the academic staff 
who received equal rewards were most 
likely to perform well at the university. 
The analysis of the data showed that 

academics regard their time, workload, 
and salary level as equal. The reality is 
that the Iraqi public universities consid-
ered in this study followed the govern-
ment-organization pay structure with fair 
pay for staff (academics/non-academics). 
However, Distributive justice centres on 
fairness allocation of wealth which 
includes wages, service expenses, and job 
security. Distributive justice may as well 
include other services such as office 
rooms, furnishings, travel support, and 
test rooms.

Procedural justice did not have significant 
impact on the Job Performance of the 
academic staff (P-Value 0.066 > 0.05 and 
T-statistics 1.840) which led to the 
rejection of the second hypothesis. This 
result is supported by the previous finding 
by Fernandes and Awamleh (2006). JP 
tends not to be linked to the conceptions of 
Procedural justice. This finding under-
mines in extensive part conventional 
study findings in this area, which typical-
ly suggest and show substantial positive 
ties between all facets of justice and 
success. In other words, expectations of 
justice affect or change the behaviour of 
people who continuously seek to restore 
justice by different means. However, proce-
dural justice does not impact on Job Perfor-
mance of the academic staff perhaps 
because the study was conducted in public 
universities, and it is understood that 
their continuing employment and career 
progress are dependent directly on govern-
ment programs and policies and not on the 
universities itself.

H3 confirmed the impact of Interactional 
justice on Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff with T-statistics 2.247 >1.96 and P 
value 0.028 < 0.05. A similar result was 
reported by earlier studies (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). Most academic staff acknowl-

edged that their Head of Department or 
Dean had provided them with adequate 
justification for the employment decision. 
For Interactional justice, the academic 
staff was asked whether or not their Head 
of Department or Dean treated them 
equally and most respondents thought 
that their Head of Department or Dean 
had treated them with respect, honesty, 
compassion, and truthfulness. Such 
results indicate that, while results of the 
study vary in relation to the relative essen-
tial of each element of justice in link to 
each result compared with studies 
conducted in non -middle east countries, 
the understanding of the three aspects of 
the justice system influences an employ-
ee's patterns to react in order to achieve 
better performance in their work. Since 
the value of injustice is universal, former 
academics have indicated that judicial 
views on different work results continue 
to vary in cultural and national contexts 
(Schilpzand et al., 2013). The results 
summarized here suggest that academic 
staff attribute a higher value to interper-
sonal interactions obtained through 
processes and outcome decision-making 
by their Head of Department or Dean at 
university. Furthermore, the findings 
showed that assistance, integrity, respect, 
and consideration were the main reasons 
for achieving high-performance and 
comfortable employees.
Implications

The theoretical implication of this study is 
enriching the body of knowledge in the 
context of Iraq and academic context in 
developing countries. The study confirmed 
that the theory of OJ was applicable in the 
context of higher education. However, the 
practical implication indicated that DJ 
was more important to improve the 
academic staff performance. Besides, the 
Head of Department and the Dean are 
advised to enhance the DJ, where they 

should equitably distribute the resource 
among academic staff. The IJ was shown 
to be important for academic staff, thus 
the Head of Department and the Dean 
should deal with academic staff with 
complete honesty and dignity.
Conclusion, Limitations, and Future work

The current study specifically addressed 
the academic staff's understanding of OJ 
and the performance of their interaction 
with their superiors (Head of Department 
/ Dean). The study focused on academic 
performance's soft side to improve produc-
tive and useful behaviour. The results 
show that university academics work 
effectively with their superiors (Head of 
Department / Dean). To ensure equality at 
universities, the current Head of Depart-
ment / Dean must uphold the moral and 
ethical code of conduct by including all 
participants in the DMP. In addition, to 
ensure equality in the allocation of incen-
tives and processes involved in the 
decision-making of recruitment, selection, 
training and development, and assess-
ment of JP, it is equally necessary to 
ensure fairness in interpersonal interac-
tion between the Head of Department / 
Dean and the academic staff. When 
academic staff perceived the Head of 
Department / Dean as being professional, 
trustworthy, real, and justifiable, they feel 
more confident and optimistic. 

This study, like any other study, has sever-
al limitations. The study was conducted 
only in three universities located in Bagh-
dad due to security issues and the inabili-
ty to carry out research in more than those 
three universities. The study was conduct-
ed in public universities only, hence the 
results could not be generalized the result 
to private universities due to the differ-
ence in the nature of rules and regula-
tions. Future studies can be conducted in 
more than three universities and cover 

private universities as well. The prospec-
tive study may examine the causal effect 
of OJ on JP by examining the mediating 
role.
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Job performance (JP) is one of the impor-
tant subjects in the literature. It becomes 
a primary interest to both managers and 
researchers due to its crucial role in the 
success of organizations. Therefore, it is 
necessary to understand the mechanisms 
that affect job performance, particularly 
among academic staff. This research 
attempts to expand the existing litera-
ture by offering a more detailed under-
standing of how organizational justice 
(OJ) influences JP. Many factors affect-

ing JP of employees were studied 
previously but limited studies have exam-
ined the effect of OJ on JP among academ-
ic staff. Meanwhile, OJ remained a 
neglected topic in studies concerning 
higher education institutions.  Higher 
education institutions are essential in 
any country. Education influences a 
country's systemic growth and develop-
ment of qualified graduates because 
higher education is the final stage of 
training a young person gets before 

starting a career (Ahmad & Jameel, 
2020; Alaarj, Mohamed, & Bustamam, 
2017a, 2017b, 2016; Rabayaa & Obaid, 
2019). Academic staff at a university 
perform specific functions of teaching, 
research, supervision, publication and 
community service. For a country's devel-
opment, these functions are significant 
because teaching and scientific advances 
in research have the capacity to build the 
competitive advantage of the business. 
Additionally, students will also have the 
opportunity to develop new ideas through 
the teaching and learning process provid-
ed by the academic staff (Abba & Mugizi, 
2018; Alaaraj, Mohamed, & Ahmad 
Bustamam, 2018). These findings signify 
a crucial role of academic staff perfor-
mance on developing a country. In 
further support, Colquitt et al. (2013) 
stressed the importance of OJ on JP as he 
proved the significant influence of OJ. In 
order to motivate organization members 
to optimize their success in their roles, 
OJ must be a central consideration of the 
top management. Justice promotes volun-
tary involvement by organization 
members and directly affects the organi-
zations’ and individuals’ performance.
Most previous studies paid more atten-
tion to identify the impact OJ on perfor-
mance appraisal (Byrne, Pitts, Wilson, & 
Steiner, 2012; Massoudi, Jameel, & 
Ahmad, 2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 
2017; Raewf & Thabit, 2015; Thabit 
Hassan Thabit & Raewf, 2016; Tinuke, 
2015), but limited studies were conducted 
to determine the impact of OJ on JP 
especially in the educational field (Arab 
& Atan, 2018). The bulk of studies has 
been carried out in western countries on 
the effect of OJ on JP, while limited 
studies have been conducted in middle 
east countries (Suliman & Kathairi, 
2013;Thabit & Raewf, 2018), particularly 
in Iraq (Arab & Atan, 2018). Neverthe-
less, it is worth to note that western 
countries have a different culture 
compared to the middle east countries 
like Iraq. In parallel, Li and Cropanzan 
(2009) and Schilpzand, Martins, 

Kirkman, Lowe, and Chen (2013) report-
ed that the conceptions of justice rely on 
the values and standards of the local 
culture. The principles and rules that 
exist in Iraq vary to that of western 
countries because individualism, collec-
tivism, or a detachment from authority or 
equality could be interpreted differently 
across cultures. Meanwhile, the procedur-
al justice has been selected as the prima-
ry indicator of JP in most studies (Chien, 
Lawler, & Uen, 2010; J. A.Colquitt, 2001; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Thabit & 
Jasim, 2016, 2019; Zapata-Phelan, 
Colquitt, Scott, & Livingston, 2009). 
University performance is primarily 
determined by academic staff activities 
such as publication, conference, research, 
and community service. A high percent-
age of these activities depends on the 
performance of the academicians at 
universities. According to Yousefi and 
Abdullah (2019) publication is a signifi-
cant part of the work done by academic 
staff. The university ranking highly 
depends on academic productivity such 
as publication, conference, teaching 
performance, and community services 
performed by the academic staff of the 
university (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019, 
2020a). Unfortunately, Iraqi universities 
are suffering from low ranks compared to 
other regional universities (Webometric, 
2020). Among the reasons for such 
situation is that a university ranking 
highly depends on academic staff perfor-
mance in term of research productivity 
(Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Mousa, 
Jameel, & Ahmad, 2019), but the number 
of publications of Iraqi universities 
collected by a reliable database is only 
28,091 (SJR, 2020), thus resulting in low 
ranks for Iraqi universities. In response, 
this study was conducted to measure the 
impact of OJ on JP of academic staff in 
the context of Iraq.

Literature review
Academic performance 
The term academic is usually associated 
with school, university, or any 

higher-learning institution. It involves 
human academic activities in a 
structured educational environment. 
Meanwhile, performance is activity, 
implementation, and production. Perfor-
mance is referred to an accomplishment 
under current circumstances that 
subsume the mechanism of obtaining and 
using knowledge and skills structure and 
a host of successful, motivational, and 
stylistic factors influencing the ultimate 
responses (Fletcher & Williams, 1996). 
Armstrong (2010) defined performance as 
an achievement, implementation, 
success, and the efficiency of anything 
ordered or done contributing to 
outputs/outcomes (accomplishment). 
Jameel and Ahmad (2019a) defined 
performance as the execution of specific 
tasks calculated against predetermined 
reliability, completeness, cost, and space 
requirements. Reaching the optimum 
level of employees’ or teams’ participa-
tion is a critical factor for an organisation 
as it helps achieve maximum organiza-
tional performance and objectives 
(Duyan & Yıldız, 2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 
2019). The performance of staff is one of 
the most prominent variables that affect 
the operational sciences of the independ-
ent variables because they play an essen-
tial role in the organizational success  (Al 
Shobaki, Abu-Naser, Amuna, & El Talla, 
2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Thabit, 
Raewf, Abdulrahman, & Younis, 2016). 
The performance of a university depends 
on the level of academic activities, includ-
ing teaching, academic publications, and 
social contributions (Jameel & Ahmad, 
2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi, 2017).
Abba and Mugizi (2018) emphasized that 
education, research/publication, and 
community service were essential for the 
growth of any nation internationally 
since these roles specifically promote 
social welfare, financial literacy, safety 
and decreases crime in communities (M. 
A.-A. Ahmad & Jameel, 2018; Preece, 
2011). Research is one of the reasons why 
universities were founded, leading to new 
information discovery, the production of 

technology, enhanced service quality, 
increased educational prestige, and 
economic value. The performance of 
universities is mostly calculated by the 
efforts of academic and non-academic 
staff. Academic staff at a university 
comprised people who carry out education-
al work at the university, including teach-
ing, research, and, in some instances, 
administrations. Therefore, educational 
achievements are the primary criteria 
used to assess a university academic 
performance (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; 
Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 2017; Raewf & 
Thabit, 2018). According to Abba and 
Mugizi (2018), Igbojekwe and Ugo-Okoro 
(2015), and Tinuke (2015) determinants 
of academic performance include staff 
skills, material resources, teaching, 
publication, research, and community 
service. Publication is a significant part of 
the work done by academic staff. High 
levels of organizational stressors may 
seem to be decreasing by publishing 
efforts (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Yousefi & 
Abdullah, 2019). However, the value of 
teaching performance allows higher 
education institutions to prepare 
students and provide the foundation for 
their potential JP. While a number of 
studies have measured the performance 
of academic staff, limited studies have 
been conducted in Iraqi universities. 
Therefore, this study attempted to fill the 
gap by studying the Iraqi education 
setting.
 
Organizational justice
Throughout recent years, the social 
justice study has attracted significant 
interest of scholars. Studying justice in 
psychology began with Adams ' disserta-
tion on equity theory (Adams, 1963) 
which assumed fairness in performance. 
Nevertheless, considering the importance 
that researchers assign to justice in corpo-
rate existence, reproduction, and expan-
sion of this research area was unavoida-
ble. OJ captures a wide range of 
workplace attitudes and highlights the 
importance of equality and equity as a 

prerequisite for organisations to function 
effectively. Moreover, OJ could decrease 
job stress (Greenberg, 2004; Ghran, 
Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Jameel, 
Mahmood, & Jwmaa, 2020). In corrobora-
tion with Karem, Mahmood, Jameel, and 
Ahmad (2019), and Lee, Kim, Son, and 
Kim (2015) OJ is a vital element in the 
development and maintenance of a 
sustainable labour environment defined 
as a member's sense of moral property of 
the way they are treated. 

The early concept of OJ consisted of two 
dimensions namely distributive justice 
(DJ) and procedural justice (PJ) (Leven-
thal, 1980). Later, Bies and Moag (1986) 
proposed the third dimension of justice 
which was interactional justice (IJ). 
Greenberg (1990) categorized interaction-
al justice into two parts; interpersonal 
justice and informational justice. This 
study focused on the main three dimen-
sions of justice (DJ, PJ, and IJ) but IJ also 
covered the other two dimensions 
proposed by Greenberg (1990).
 
Distributive justice
DJ includes the allocation of incentives 
for work related to outputs. It is based on 
the theory of equity, in which expecta-
tions of unequal allocation of job incen-
tives compared to work contributions 
could create tension among the employ-
ees. Distributive fairness is the degree to 
which the individuals in an institution 
perceived about the distribution of 
resources (Greenberg, 1990). DJ relates 
to the justice of particular results relative 
to that obtained by others (Farndale, 
Hope-Hailey, & Kelliher, 2011; Jameel, 
Mahmood, et al., 2020; Karem et al., 
2019). DJ primarily applies to the organi-
zation performance. 

Procedural justice 
The degree to which uniformity occurs in 
the Decision-Making Process (DMP) of an 
institution, and to what extent the views 
of representatives are expressed in the 

DMP is known as PJ (Greenberg, 1990). 
PJ applies to whether DMP maintains 
consistency and whether beneficiaries of 
these judgments receive fair treatment  
(Byrne et al., 2012; Karem et al., 2019). 
The procedural justice refers to the facets 
of corporate transition processes. Also, PJ 
represents the formal expectations and 
performance of the communication 
partnerships in the DMP; PJ is distinct 
from IJ as it illustrates the informal 
connections between the DMP unit and 
the approving institution (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Ahmad, & Karem, 2020; 
Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu, Lee, 
Han, & Kim, 2019).

Interactional justice
IJ is characterized as the degree of 
respect and sensitive treatment obtained 
by participants in an institution when 
decision-makers perform certain proce-
dures that affect them (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu 
et al., 2019). IJ addresses the association 
between workers and the institution and 
the treatment on individuals (Tyler, 
1989). However, IJ is often perceived as 
an element of PJ which refers to how one 
is handled during the execution of a 
system or policy (e.g. with respect and 
dignity) and stresses the interaction and 
social process dimensions (Bies & Moag, 
1986). 

Hypothesis development 
Organizational Justice and Job Perfor-
mance

The universities are the only organiza-
tions centred on dual-core functions of 
information development and dissemina-
tion through research, teaching, and 
community engagement processes (Youse-
fi & Abdullah, 2019). Several researchers 
indicated that performance and engage-
ment at work were two significant 
findings related to the sense of justice 
(Cropanzano, Bowen, & Gilliland, 2007; 
Colquitt, 2001; Zapata-Phelan et al., 

2009). Concerning the impact of DJ on 
employee performance, Adam's equity 
theory may provide the best theoretical 
framework established  (Adams, 1963; 
Colquitt, 2001; Wei & Lee, 2015). Accord-
ing to the equality philosophy, fairness 
emerges based on the proportionality of 
an individual's income/outcome arrange-
ment (effort, skill, and work/prizes) 
relative to others. When the input/out-
come level of a participant is less than 
the input/outcome of other participants, 
they will feel dissatisfied and negatively 
will reflect on JP. If an individual feels 
they are treated fairly, they would be 
more likely to perform and to be more 
comfortable in the workplace. Therefore, 
individuals will likely be dissatisfied and 
attempted to restore fairness by limiting 
their output and altering their quantity 
and quality of work (Latham & Pinder, 
2005). When individuals agree that social 
and mental requirements such as speech, 
respect, and dignity (dimensions of PJ 
and IJ) are fairly treated, it will generally 
result in higher performance and strong-
er feeling. If organisations develop 
high-quality communication agreements 
with their workers by handling them 
equally and allowing them to make 
decisions about their outcomes (fair 
processes), employees are more fulfilled 
and more likely to work to achieve a 
better standard of JP. Individuals are 
expected to show an unacceptable work 
performance and feel dissatisfied if they 
perceived that there is a low exchange 
relation. Therefore, JP should be correlat-
ed with substantive justice insofar as it is 
involved in the relationships of individu-
als with their employers and interaction-
al justice insofar, as it is influenced by 
the relations of individuals with their 
superiors or supervisors (Aryee, Budh-
war, & Chen, 2002; Chien et al., 2010; 
Wei & Lee, 2015).

Empirical studies have consistently 
shown that DJ significantly predicted JP 

(Cropanzano et al., 2007; Colquitt, 2001; 
Shan, Ishaq, & Shaheen, 2006).  It should 
be remembered that according to the OJ 
as stated in prior studies, the workforce 
does not claim their organisation as fair 
solely based on DJ, but they will focus 
and examine the PJ and IJ too. However, 
many findings showed that PJ had a 
substantial impact on JP (Chien et al., 
2010; Colquitt, 2001; Shan et al., 2006; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). Likewise, 
according to Masterson, Lewis, Goldman, 
and Taylor (2000), employees perceived 
PJ as having the power to increase JP and 
organizational engagement. Meanwhile, 
a limited number of studies have so far 
examined the effect of IJ on JP (Colquitt, 
2001; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman & 
Kathairi, 2013).  It was expected that 
workers who experienced high rates of IJ 
would continue to show in-role JP, 
particularly given political facts, since 
they believe the superior to take care of 
them and that they are respected and 
appreciated (Tyler, 1989). The vaguest 
relationship lies between the presumed 
relationship between IJ and JP. IJ 
relation to JP remains unclear, and 
correlation experiments between these 
two factors produced mixed results. Some 
studies reported that IJ was not related 
and did not have an impact on JP 
(Colquitt, Scott, Judge, & Shaw, 2006; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). However, 
Fernandes and Awamleh (2006) reported 
that the three dimensions of OJ did not 
have an impact on the self-perceived 
performance of expatriates, but some 
other research found a significant positive 
relationship (Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013). According to the above-
mentioned arguments, the study proposes 
the following hypotheses.

H1: Distributive justice has a positive and 
significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H2: Procedural justice has a positive and 

significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H3: Interactional justice has a positive 
and significant impact on Job Perfor-
mance among academic staff

Methodology 
The study employed a quantitative 
method to examine the impact of OJ on 
JP of academic staff at three Iraqi public 
universities located in Baghdad during 
the academic year 2019-2020. The data 
were collected by using a self-adminis-
tered questionnaire and a stratified 
sampling technique was used to ensure 
equal representation of the academic staff 
from the three universities.  
The population of the academic staff at 
the three universities was 476 and accord-
ing to Krejcie and Morgan (1970), if the 
population fell in the range of 460 to 480, 
the sample size should be 214. Altogether, 
198 out of 214 questionnaires returned, 
and after checking for missing value and 
incomplete responses, only 197 question-
naires were valid to be analysed by using 
Smart PLS which is recommended for 
sample size less than 200 (Chin, 2010). 
The questionnaire consisted of two 
sections. The first section contained demo-
graphic questions, and the second section 
included 20 items where OJ dimensions 
carried 15 items and JP carried 5 items. 
Five-point Likert scales were used from 
1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree.
Instrument 
The questions were adapted from 
previous studies, as follows:
Job Performance: 5 items (Abba & 
Mugizi, 2018; Musah et al., 2016; Shan et 
al., 2006)

Organizational Justice consists of three 
dimensions:
Distributive justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Procedural justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Interactional justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 

2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Results 
Since the study employed the Smart PLS 
to analyse the data, there were two main 
steps conducted as per recommendation 
by Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt (2016) 
namely the measurement model and 
structural model.

Information of respondents 
The majority of response is male (60%), 
and followed by the female (40%). This 
result is not uncommon due to the fact of 
culture. However, most of the respond-
ents were between 30 to 40 years old 
(32%) and followed by 41-50 years old 
(27%). 20% of the respondents aged 
between 51-65 years old less and 12% 
were more than 66 years old. Lastly, 8% 
of the respondents were less than 29 
years old. The qualifications showed that 
55% of the academic staff possessed a 
Ph.D., and 45% graduated from a 
Master's degree. Finally, regarding the 
academic position, 37% of the respond-
ents were Assistant Professor and 
followed by 32% Assistant Lecturer. 
Meanwhile, 14% of them were in the 
Lecturer position and only 17% were 
professors.    

Model measurement
The purpose of this step is to measure the 
validity, reliability, and discriminations 
of the items. To ensure these require-
ments, the convergent validity and 
discrimination validity were tested. 

Convergent Validity consists of three 
tests. The first one is the average 
variance extracted (AVE) which reflects 
the total amount of variation in the indica-
tors of the latent construct. The second 
one is the composite reliability (CR) and 
Cronbach's Alpha is preferred to ensure 
the internal consistency among items. 
The third one is factor loadings.  

The cutoff values for acceptable CR and 

Cronbach's Alpha should be 0.70 or above 

(Hair et al., 2016), while AVE should be 
0.50 or above (Hair et al., 2016). Factor 
loadings should be > 0.70 (Hair et al., 
2016).

The results of CR and Alpha exceeded the 
recommended level 0.70 with high 
internal consistency. Similarly, AVE > 
0.50 (see Table 1). All items loading 
exceeded the recommended level 0.70 as 
shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 depicted 
the factor loading values. 

Discriminant validity
Our study employed two criteria to assess 
discriminant validity. The first one is the

Fornell-Larcker Criterion whereas the 
second one is the cross-loadings. All 
discrimination results met the acceptable 
level.

The boldface values in Table 2 showed 
each factor that was highly correlated 
with itself than others and this criterion 
was achieved as essential for validity 
discrimination. Second, cross-loading for 
each item in the same factor should have 
a high correlation among themselves, and 
this criterion is achieved and illustrated 
in bold font (see Table 3). Overall, each 
factor in this study had a high square root 
of AVE compared to other factors (Fornell 

& Larcker, 1981).

Structural model
This study proposed three hypotheses to 
be tested. Therefore, this study performed 

bootstrapping with 5,000 subsamples 
while the error estimated 0.05 and the 
confidence .95 and the T-Statistics should 
be above 1.96 to accept the hypothesis 
(Hair et al., 2016). The results showed two 
of three hypotheses were accepted.

The R2 (the coefficient of determination) 
of this study is 0.362 (see Figure 1) and 
this means 36% of the variation in JP was 
explained by OJ. According to Hair et al. 

(2016), this value is considered medium.

DJ (Path coefficient = 0.377, T- Statistics 
4.749 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) and IJ 
(Path coefficient = 0.215, T- Statistics 

2.247 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) were signif-
icantly related to JP. Therefore, H1 and 
H3 were accepted. This result is in line 
with previous findings (Shan, Ishaq, & 
Shaheen, 2006; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013).

PJ (Path coefficient = 0.138, T- Statistics 
1.840 < 1.96 and P-value 0.066 >0.05) was 
insignificantly related to JP. Thus, H2 
was rejected. A similar finding was report-

ed by  Fernandes & Awamleh, 2006). The 
results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 1.

R2= 0.362 Q2 = 0.247

Discussion 
The purpose of this study is to explore the 
role of Organizational Justice among 
academic staff at Iraqi public universities. 
Previous studies found inconsistent 
findings about the impact of Organization-
al Justice on Job Performance from both a 
positive and a negative perspective. 
Concerning the major impact of the 
elements of Organizational Justice, this 
paper concluded that Distributive justice 
and Interactional justice had significant 
and substantial contributions to the Job 
Performance of academic staff in the Iraqi 

context. Conversely, Procedural justice 

had an insignificant impact on Job Perfor-
mance probably due to the universities 
and government policies.

Distributive justice showed a high predic-
tion on the Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff compared to IJ. The impact of 
Distributive justice on Job Performance is 
in line with prior studies  (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). This means the academic staff 
who received equal rewards were most 
likely to perform well at the university. 
The analysis of the data showed that 

academics regard their time, workload, 
and salary level as equal. The reality is 
that the Iraqi public universities consid-
ered in this study followed the govern-
ment-organization pay structure with fair 
pay for staff (academics/non-academics). 
However, Distributive justice centres on 
fairness allocation of wealth which 
includes wages, service expenses, and job 
security. Distributive justice may as well 
include other services such as office 
rooms, furnishings, travel support, and 
test rooms.

Procedural justice did not have significant 
impact on the Job Performance of the 
academic staff (P-Value 0.066 > 0.05 and 
T-statistics 1.840) which led to the 
rejection of the second hypothesis. This 
result is supported by the previous finding 
by Fernandes and Awamleh (2006). JP 
tends not to be linked to the conceptions of 
Procedural justice. This finding under-
mines in extensive part conventional 
study findings in this area, which typical-
ly suggest and show substantial positive 
ties between all facets of justice and 
success. In other words, expectations of 
justice affect or change the behaviour of 
people who continuously seek to restore 
justice by different means. However, proce-
dural justice does not impact on Job Perfor-
mance of the academic staff perhaps 
because the study was conducted in public 
universities, and it is understood that 
their continuing employment and career 
progress are dependent directly on govern-
ment programs and policies and not on the 
universities itself.

H3 confirmed the impact of Interactional 
justice on Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff with T-statistics 2.247 >1.96 and P 
value 0.028 < 0.05. A similar result was 
reported by earlier studies (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). Most academic staff acknowl-

edged that their Head of Department or 
Dean had provided them with adequate 
justification for the employment decision. 
For Interactional justice, the academic 
staff was asked whether or not their Head 
of Department or Dean treated them 
equally and most respondents thought 
that their Head of Department or Dean 
had treated them with respect, honesty, 
compassion, and truthfulness. Such 
results indicate that, while results of the 
study vary in relation to the relative essen-
tial of each element of justice in link to 
each result compared with studies 
conducted in non -middle east countries, 
the understanding of the three aspects of 
the justice system influences an employ-
ee's patterns to react in order to achieve 
better performance in their work. Since 
the value of injustice is universal, former 
academics have indicated that judicial 
views on different work results continue 
to vary in cultural and national contexts 
(Schilpzand et al., 2013). The results 
summarized here suggest that academic 
staff attribute a higher value to interper-
sonal interactions obtained through 
processes and outcome decision-making 
by their Head of Department or Dean at 
university. Furthermore, the findings 
showed that assistance, integrity, respect, 
and consideration were the main reasons 
for achieving high-performance and 
comfortable employees.
Implications

The theoretical implication of this study is 
enriching the body of knowledge in the 
context of Iraq and academic context in 
developing countries. The study confirmed 
that the theory of OJ was applicable in the 
context of higher education. However, the 
practical implication indicated that DJ 
was more important to improve the 
academic staff performance. Besides, the 
Head of Department and the Dean are 
advised to enhance the DJ, where they 

should equitably distribute the resource 
among academic staff. The IJ was shown 
to be important for academic staff, thus 
the Head of Department and the Dean 
should deal with academic staff with 
complete honesty and dignity.
Conclusion, Limitations, and Future work

The current study specifically addressed 
the academic staff's understanding of OJ 
and the performance of their interaction 
with their superiors (Head of Department 
/ Dean). The study focused on academic 
performance's soft side to improve produc-
tive and useful behaviour. The results 
show that university academics work 
effectively with their superiors (Head of 
Department / Dean). To ensure equality at 
universities, the current Head of Depart-
ment / Dean must uphold the moral and 
ethical code of conduct by including all 
participants in the DMP. In addition, to 
ensure equality in the allocation of incen-
tives and processes involved in the 
decision-making of recruitment, selection, 
training and development, and assess-
ment of JP, it is equally necessary to 
ensure fairness in interpersonal interac-
tion between the Head of Department / 
Dean and the academic staff. When 
academic staff perceived the Head of 
Department / Dean as being professional, 
trustworthy, real, and justifiable, they feel 
more confident and optimistic. 

This study, like any other study, has sever-
al limitations. The study was conducted 
only in three universities located in Bagh-
dad due to security issues and the inabili-
ty to carry out research in more than those 
three universities. The study was conduct-
ed in public universities only, hence the 
results could not be generalized the result 
to private universities due to the differ-
ence in the nature of rules and regula-
tions. Future studies can be conducted in 
more than three universities and cover 

private universities as well. The prospec-
tive study may examine the causal effect 
of OJ on JP by examining the mediating 
role.
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Job performance (JP) is one of the impor-
tant subjects in the literature. It becomes 
a primary interest to both managers and 
researchers due to its crucial role in the 
success of organizations. Therefore, it is 
necessary to understand the mechanisms 
that affect job performance, particularly 
among academic staff. This research 
attempts to expand the existing litera-
ture by offering a more detailed under-
standing of how organizational justice 
(OJ) influences JP. Many factors affect-

ing JP of employees were studied 
previously but limited studies have exam-
ined the effect of OJ on JP among academ-
ic staff. Meanwhile, OJ remained a 
neglected topic in studies concerning 
higher education institutions.  Higher 
education institutions are essential in 
any country. Education influences a 
country's systemic growth and develop-
ment of qualified graduates because 
higher education is the final stage of 
training a young person gets before 

starting a career (Ahmad & Jameel, 
2020; Alaarj, Mohamed, & Bustamam, 
2017a, 2017b, 2016; Rabayaa & Obaid, 
2019). Academic staff at a university 
perform specific functions of teaching, 
research, supervision, publication and 
community service. For a country's devel-
opment, these functions are significant 
because teaching and scientific advances 
in research have the capacity to build the 
competitive advantage of the business. 
Additionally, students will also have the 
opportunity to develop new ideas through 
the teaching and learning process provid-
ed by the academic staff (Abba & Mugizi, 
2018; Alaaraj, Mohamed, & Ahmad 
Bustamam, 2018). These findings signify 
a crucial role of academic staff perfor-
mance on developing a country. In 
further support, Colquitt et al. (2013) 
stressed the importance of OJ on JP as he 
proved the significant influence of OJ. In 
order to motivate organization members 
to optimize their success in their roles, 
OJ must be a central consideration of the 
top management. Justice promotes volun-
tary involvement by organization 
members and directly affects the organi-
zations’ and individuals’ performance.
Most previous studies paid more atten-
tion to identify the impact OJ on perfor-
mance appraisal (Byrne, Pitts, Wilson, & 
Steiner, 2012; Massoudi, Jameel, & 
Ahmad, 2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 
2017; Raewf & Thabit, 2015; Thabit 
Hassan Thabit & Raewf, 2016; Tinuke, 
2015), but limited studies were conducted 
to determine the impact of OJ on JP 
especially in the educational field (Arab 
& Atan, 2018). The bulk of studies has 
been carried out in western countries on 
the effect of OJ on JP, while limited 
studies have been conducted in middle 
east countries (Suliman & Kathairi, 
2013;Thabit & Raewf, 2018), particularly 
in Iraq (Arab & Atan, 2018). Neverthe-
less, it is worth to note that western 
countries have a different culture 
compared to the middle east countries 
like Iraq. In parallel, Li and Cropanzan 
(2009) and Schilpzand, Martins, 

Kirkman, Lowe, and Chen (2013) report-
ed that the conceptions of justice rely on 
the values and standards of the local 
culture. The principles and rules that 
exist in Iraq vary to that of western 
countries because individualism, collec-
tivism, or a detachment from authority or 
equality could be interpreted differently 
across cultures. Meanwhile, the procedur-
al justice has been selected as the prima-
ry indicator of JP in most studies (Chien, 
Lawler, & Uen, 2010; J. A.Colquitt, 2001; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Thabit & 
Jasim, 2016, 2019; Zapata-Phelan, 
Colquitt, Scott, & Livingston, 2009). 
University performance is primarily 
determined by academic staff activities 
such as publication, conference, research, 
and community service. A high percent-
age of these activities depends on the 
performance of the academicians at 
universities. According to Yousefi and 
Abdullah (2019) publication is a signifi-
cant part of the work done by academic 
staff. The university ranking highly 
depends on academic productivity such 
as publication, conference, teaching 
performance, and community services 
performed by the academic staff of the 
university (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019, 
2020a). Unfortunately, Iraqi universities 
are suffering from low ranks compared to 
other regional universities (Webometric, 
2020). Among the reasons for such 
situation is that a university ranking 
highly depends on academic staff perfor-
mance in term of research productivity 
(Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Mousa, 
Jameel, & Ahmad, 2019), but the number 
of publications of Iraqi universities 
collected by a reliable database is only 
28,091 (SJR, 2020), thus resulting in low 
ranks for Iraqi universities. In response, 
this study was conducted to measure the 
impact of OJ on JP of academic staff in 
the context of Iraq.

Literature review
Academic performance 
The term academic is usually associated 
with school, university, or any 

higher-learning institution. It involves 
human academic activities in a 
structured educational environment. 
Meanwhile, performance is activity, 
implementation, and production. Perfor-
mance is referred to an accomplishment 
under current circumstances that 
subsume the mechanism of obtaining and 
using knowledge and skills structure and 
a host of successful, motivational, and 
stylistic factors influencing the ultimate 
responses (Fletcher & Williams, 1996). 
Armstrong (2010) defined performance as 
an achievement, implementation, 
success, and the efficiency of anything 
ordered or done contributing to 
outputs/outcomes (accomplishment). 
Jameel and Ahmad (2019a) defined 
performance as the execution of specific 
tasks calculated against predetermined 
reliability, completeness, cost, and space 
requirements. Reaching the optimum 
level of employees’ or teams’ participa-
tion is a critical factor for an organisation 
as it helps achieve maximum organiza-
tional performance and objectives 
(Duyan & Yıldız, 2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 
2019). The performance of staff is one of 
the most prominent variables that affect 
the operational sciences of the independ-
ent variables because they play an essen-
tial role in the organizational success  (Al 
Shobaki, Abu-Naser, Amuna, & El Talla, 
2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Thabit, 
Raewf, Abdulrahman, & Younis, 2016). 
The performance of a university depends 
on the level of academic activities, includ-
ing teaching, academic publications, and 
social contributions (Jameel & Ahmad, 
2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi, 2017).
Abba and Mugizi (2018) emphasized that 
education, research/publication, and 
community service were essential for the 
growth of any nation internationally 
since these roles specifically promote 
social welfare, financial literacy, safety 
and decreases crime in communities (M. 
A.-A. Ahmad & Jameel, 2018; Preece, 
2011). Research is one of the reasons why 
universities were founded, leading to new 
information discovery, the production of 

technology, enhanced service quality, 
increased educational prestige, and 
economic value. The performance of 
universities is mostly calculated by the 
efforts of academic and non-academic 
staff. Academic staff at a university 
comprised people who carry out education-
al work at the university, including teach-
ing, research, and, in some instances, 
administrations. Therefore, educational 
achievements are the primary criteria 
used to assess a university academic 
performance (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; 
Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 2017; Raewf & 
Thabit, 2018). According to Abba and 
Mugizi (2018), Igbojekwe and Ugo-Okoro 
(2015), and Tinuke (2015) determinants 
of academic performance include staff 
skills, material resources, teaching, 
publication, research, and community 
service. Publication is a significant part of 
the work done by academic staff. High 
levels of organizational stressors may 
seem to be decreasing by publishing 
efforts (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Yousefi & 
Abdullah, 2019). However, the value of 
teaching performance allows higher 
education institutions to prepare 
students and provide the foundation for 
their potential JP. While a number of 
studies have measured the performance 
of academic staff, limited studies have 
been conducted in Iraqi universities. 
Therefore, this study attempted to fill the 
gap by studying the Iraqi education 
setting.
 
Organizational justice
Throughout recent years, the social 
justice study has attracted significant 
interest of scholars. Studying justice in 
psychology began with Adams ' disserta-
tion on equity theory (Adams, 1963) 
which assumed fairness in performance. 
Nevertheless, considering the importance 
that researchers assign to justice in corpo-
rate existence, reproduction, and expan-
sion of this research area was unavoida-
ble. OJ captures a wide range of 
workplace attitudes and highlights the 
importance of equality and equity as a 

prerequisite for organisations to function 
effectively. Moreover, OJ could decrease 
job stress (Greenberg, 2004; Ghran, 
Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Jameel, 
Mahmood, & Jwmaa, 2020). In corrobora-
tion with Karem, Mahmood, Jameel, and 
Ahmad (2019), and Lee, Kim, Son, and 
Kim (2015) OJ is a vital element in the 
development and maintenance of a 
sustainable labour environment defined 
as a member's sense of moral property of 
the way they are treated. 

The early concept of OJ consisted of two 
dimensions namely distributive justice 
(DJ) and procedural justice (PJ) (Leven-
thal, 1980). Later, Bies and Moag (1986) 
proposed the third dimension of justice 
which was interactional justice (IJ). 
Greenberg (1990) categorized interaction-
al justice into two parts; interpersonal 
justice and informational justice. This 
study focused on the main three dimen-
sions of justice (DJ, PJ, and IJ) but IJ also 
covered the other two dimensions 
proposed by Greenberg (1990).
 
Distributive justice
DJ includes the allocation of incentives 
for work related to outputs. It is based on 
the theory of equity, in which expecta-
tions of unequal allocation of job incen-
tives compared to work contributions 
could create tension among the employ-
ees. Distributive fairness is the degree to 
which the individuals in an institution 
perceived about the distribution of 
resources (Greenberg, 1990). DJ relates 
to the justice of particular results relative 
to that obtained by others (Farndale, 
Hope-Hailey, & Kelliher, 2011; Jameel, 
Mahmood, et al., 2020; Karem et al., 
2019). DJ primarily applies to the organi-
zation performance. 

Procedural justice 
The degree to which uniformity occurs in 
the Decision-Making Process (DMP) of an 
institution, and to what extent the views 
of representatives are expressed in the 

DMP is known as PJ (Greenberg, 1990). 
PJ applies to whether DMP maintains 
consistency and whether beneficiaries of 
these judgments receive fair treatment  
(Byrne et al., 2012; Karem et al., 2019). 
The procedural justice refers to the facets 
of corporate transition processes. Also, PJ 
represents the formal expectations and 
performance of the communication 
partnerships in the DMP; PJ is distinct 
from IJ as it illustrates the informal 
connections between the DMP unit and 
the approving institution (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Ahmad, & Karem, 2020; 
Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu, Lee, 
Han, & Kim, 2019).

Interactional justice
IJ is characterized as the degree of 
respect and sensitive treatment obtained 
by participants in an institution when 
decision-makers perform certain proce-
dures that affect them (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu 
et al., 2019). IJ addresses the association 
between workers and the institution and 
the treatment on individuals (Tyler, 
1989). However, IJ is often perceived as 
an element of PJ which refers to how one 
is handled during the execution of a 
system or policy (e.g. with respect and 
dignity) and stresses the interaction and 
social process dimensions (Bies & Moag, 
1986). 

Hypothesis development 
Organizational Justice and Job Perfor-
mance

The universities are the only organiza-
tions centred on dual-core functions of 
information development and dissemina-
tion through research, teaching, and 
community engagement processes (Youse-
fi & Abdullah, 2019). Several researchers 
indicated that performance and engage-
ment at work were two significant 
findings related to the sense of justice 
(Cropanzano, Bowen, & Gilliland, 2007; 
Colquitt, 2001; Zapata-Phelan et al., 

2009). Concerning the impact of DJ on 
employee performance, Adam's equity 
theory may provide the best theoretical 
framework established  (Adams, 1963; 
Colquitt, 2001; Wei & Lee, 2015). Accord-
ing to the equality philosophy, fairness 
emerges based on the proportionality of 
an individual's income/outcome arrange-
ment (effort, skill, and work/prizes) 
relative to others. When the input/out-
come level of a participant is less than 
the input/outcome of other participants, 
they will feel dissatisfied and negatively 
will reflect on JP. If an individual feels 
they are treated fairly, they would be 
more likely to perform and to be more 
comfortable in the workplace. Therefore, 
individuals will likely be dissatisfied and 
attempted to restore fairness by limiting 
their output and altering their quantity 
and quality of work (Latham & Pinder, 
2005). When individuals agree that social 
and mental requirements such as speech, 
respect, and dignity (dimensions of PJ 
and IJ) are fairly treated, it will generally 
result in higher performance and strong-
er feeling. If organisations develop 
high-quality communication agreements 
with their workers by handling them 
equally and allowing them to make 
decisions about their outcomes (fair 
processes), employees are more fulfilled 
and more likely to work to achieve a 
better standard of JP. Individuals are 
expected to show an unacceptable work 
performance and feel dissatisfied if they 
perceived that there is a low exchange 
relation. Therefore, JP should be correlat-
ed with substantive justice insofar as it is 
involved in the relationships of individu-
als with their employers and interaction-
al justice insofar, as it is influenced by 
the relations of individuals with their 
superiors or supervisors (Aryee, Budh-
war, & Chen, 2002; Chien et al., 2010; 
Wei & Lee, 2015).

Empirical studies have consistently 
shown that DJ significantly predicted JP 

(Cropanzano et al., 2007; Colquitt, 2001; 
Shan, Ishaq, & Shaheen, 2006).  It should 
be remembered that according to the OJ 
as stated in prior studies, the workforce 
does not claim their organisation as fair 
solely based on DJ, but they will focus 
and examine the PJ and IJ too. However, 
many findings showed that PJ had a 
substantial impact on JP (Chien et al., 
2010; Colquitt, 2001; Shan et al., 2006; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). Likewise, 
according to Masterson, Lewis, Goldman, 
and Taylor (2000), employees perceived 
PJ as having the power to increase JP and 
organizational engagement. Meanwhile, 
a limited number of studies have so far 
examined the effect of IJ on JP (Colquitt, 
2001; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman & 
Kathairi, 2013).  It was expected that 
workers who experienced high rates of IJ 
would continue to show in-role JP, 
particularly given political facts, since 
they believe the superior to take care of 
them and that they are respected and 
appreciated (Tyler, 1989). The vaguest 
relationship lies between the presumed 
relationship between IJ and JP. IJ 
relation to JP remains unclear, and 
correlation experiments between these 
two factors produced mixed results. Some 
studies reported that IJ was not related 
and did not have an impact on JP 
(Colquitt, Scott, Judge, & Shaw, 2006; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). However, 
Fernandes and Awamleh (2006) reported 
that the three dimensions of OJ did not 
have an impact on the self-perceived 
performance of expatriates, but some 
other research found a significant positive 
relationship (Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013). According to the above-
mentioned arguments, the study proposes 
the following hypotheses.

H1: Distributive justice has a positive and 
significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H2: Procedural justice has a positive and 

significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H3: Interactional justice has a positive 
and significant impact on Job Perfor-
mance among academic staff

Methodology 
The study employed a quantitative 
method to examine the impact of OJ on 
JP of academic staff at three Iraqi public 
universities located in Baghdad during 
the academic year 2019-2020. The data 
were collected by using a self-adminis-
tered questionnaire and a stratified 
sampling technique was used to ensure 
equal representation of the academic staff 
from the three universities.  
The population of the academic staff at 
the three universities was 476 and accord-
ing to Krejcie and Morgan (1970), if the 
population fell in the range of 460 to 480, 
the sample size should be 214. Altogether, 
198 out of 214 questionnaires returned, 
and after checking for missing value and 
incomplete responses, only 197 question-
naires were valid to be analysed by using 
Smart PLS which is recommended for 
sample size less than 200 (Chin, 2010). 
The questionnaire consisted of two 
sections. The first section contained demo-
graphic questions, and the second section 
included 20 items where OJ dimensions 
carried 15 items and JP carried 5 items. 
Five-point Likert scales were used from 
1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree.
Instrument 
The questions were adapted from 
previous studies, as follows:
Job Performance: 5 items (Abba & 
Mugizi, 2018; Musah et al., 2016; Shan et 
al., 2006)

Organizational Justice consists of three 
dimensions:
Distributive justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Procedural justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Interactional justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 

2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Results 
Since the study employed the Smart PLS 
to analyse the data, there were two main 
steps conducted as per recommendation 
by Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt (2016) 
namely the measurement model and 
structural model.

Information of respondents 
The majority of response is male (60%), 
and followed by the female (40%). This 
result is not uncommon due to the fact of 
culture. However, most of the respond-
ents were between 30 to 40 years old 
(32%) and followed by 41-50 years old 
(27%). 20% of the respondents aged 
between 51-65 years old less and 12% 
were more than 66 years old. Lastly, 8% 
of the respondents were less than 29 
years old. The qualifications showed that 
55% of the academic staff possessed a 
Ph.D., and 45% graduated from a 
Master's degree. Finally, regarding the 
academic position, 37% of the respond-
ents were Assistant Professor and 
followed by 32% Assistant Lecturer. 
Meanwhile, 14% of them were in the 
Lecturer position and only 17% were 
professors.    

Model measurement
The purpose of this step is to measure the 
validity, reliability, and discriminations 
of the items. To ensure these require-
ments, the convergent validity and 
discrimination validity were tested. 

Convergent Validity consists of three 
tests. The first one is the average 
variance extracted (AVE) which reflects 
the total amount of variation in the indica-
tors of the latent construct. The second 
one is the composite reliability (CR) and 
Cronbach's Alpha is preferred to ensure 
the internal consistency among items. 
The third one is factor loadings.  

The cutoff values for acceptable CR and 

Cronbach's Alpha should be 0.70 or above 

(Hair et al., 2016), while AVE should be 
0.50 or above (Hair et al., 2016). Factor 
loadings should be > 0.70 (Hair et al., 
2016).

The results of CR and Alpha exceeded the 
recommended level 0.70 with high 
internal consistency. Similarly, AVE > 
0.50 (see Table 1). All items loading 
exceeded the recommended level 0.70 as 
shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 depicted 
the factor loading values. 

Discriminant validity
Our study employed two criteria to assess 
discriminant validity. The first one is the

Fornell-Larcker Criterion whereas the 
second one is the cross-loadings. All 
discrimination results met the acceptable 
level.

The boldface values in Table 2 showed 
each factor that was highly correlated 
with itself than others and this criterion 
was achieved as essential for validity 
discrimination. Second, cross-loading for 
each item in the same factor should have 
a high correlation among themselves, and 
this criterion is achieved and illustrated 
in bold font (see Table 3). Overall, each 
factor in this study had a high square root 
of AVE compared to other factors (Fornell 

& Larcker, 1981).

Structural model
This study proposed three hypotheses to 
be tested. Therefore, this study performed 

bootstrapping with 5,000 subsamples 
while the error estimated 0.05 and the 
confidence .95 and the T-Statistics should 
be above 1.96 to accept the hypothesis 
(Hair et al., 2016). The results showed two 
of three hypotheses were accepted.

The R2 (the coefficient of determination) 
of this study is 0.362 (see Figure 1) and 
this means 36% of the variation in JP was 
explained by OJ. According to Hair et al. 

(2016), this value is considered medium.

DJ (Path coefficient = 0.377, T- Statistics 
4.749 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) and IJ 
(Path coefficient = 0.215, T- Statistics 

2.247 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) were signif-
icantly related to JP. Therefore, H1 and 
H3 were accepted. This result is in line 
with previous findings (Shan, Ishaq, & 
Shaheen, 2006; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013).

PJ (Path coefficient = 0.138, T- Statistics 
1.840 < 1.96 and P-value 0.066 >0.05) was 
insignificantly related to JP. Thus, H2 
was rejected. A similar finding was report-

ed by  Fernandes & Awamleh, 2006). The 
results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 1.

R2= 0.362 Q2 = 0.247

Discussion 
The purpose of this study is to explore the 
role of Organizational Justice among 
academic staff at Iraqi public universities. 
Previous studies found inconsistent 
findings about the impact of Organization-
al Justice on Job Performance from both a 
positive and a negative perspective. 
Concerning the major impact of the 
elements of Organizational Justice, this 
paper concluded that Distributive justice 
and Interactional justice had significant 
and substantial contributions to the Job 
Performance of academic staff in the Iraqi 

context. Conversely, Procedural justice 

had an insignificant impact on Job Perfor-
mance probably due to the universities 
and government policies.

Distributive justice showed a high predic-
tion on the Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff compared to IJ. The impact of 
Distributive justice on Job Performance is 
in line with prior studies  (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). This means the academic staff 
who received equal rewards were most 
likely to perform well at the university. 
The analysis of the data showed that 

academics regard their time, workload, 
and salary level as equal. The reality is 
that the Iraqi public universities consid-
ered in this study followed the govern-
ment-organization pay structure with fair 
pay for staff (academics/non-academics). 
However, Distributive justice centres on 
fairness allocation of wealth which 
includes wages, service expenses, and job 
security. Distributive justice may as well 
include other services such as office 
rooms, furnishings, travel support, and 
test rooms.

Procedural justice did not have significant 
impact on the Job Performance of the 
academic staff (P-Value 0.066 > 0.05 and 
T-statistics 1.840) which led to the 
rejection of the second hypothesis. This 
result is supported by the previous finding 
by Fernandes and Awamleh (2006). JP 
tends not to be linked to the conceptions of 
Procedural justice. This finding under-
mines in extensive part conventional 
study findings in this area, which typical-
ly suggest and show substantial positive 
ties between all facets of justice and 
success. In other words, expectations of 
justice affect or change the behaviour of 
people who continuously seek to restore 
justice by different means. However, proce-
dural justice does not impact on Job Perfor-
mance of the academic staff perhaps 
because the study was conducted in public 
universities, and it is understood that 
their continuing employment and career 
progress are dependent directly on govern-
ment programs and policies and not on the 
universities itself.

H3 confirmed the impact of Interactional 
justice on Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff with T-statistics 2.247 >1.96 and P 
value 0.028 < 0.05. A similar result was 
reported by earlier studies (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). Most academic staff acknowl-

edged that their Head of Department or 
Dean had provided them with adequate 
justification for the employment decision. 
For Interactional justice, the academic 
staff was asked whether or not their Head 
of Department or Dean treated them 
equally and most respondents thought 
that their Head of Department or Dean 
had treated them with respect, honesty, 
compassion, and truthfulness. Such 
results indicate that, while results of the 
study vary in relation to the relative essen-
tial of each element of justice in link to 
each result compared with studies 
conducted in non -middle east countries, 
the understanding of the three aspects of 
the justice system influences an employ-
ee's patterns to react in order to achieve 
better performance in their work. Since 
the value of injustice is universal, former 
academics have indicated that judicial 
views on different work results continue 
to vary in cultural and national contexts 
(Schilpzand et al., 2013). The results 
summarized here suggest that academic 
staff attribute a higher value to interper-
sonal interactions obtained through 
processes and outcome decision-making 
by their Head of Department or Dean at 
university. Furthermore, the findings 
showed that assistance, integrity, respect, 
and consideration were the main reasons 
for achieving high-performance and 
comfortable employees.
Implications

The theoretical implication of this study is 
enriching the body of knowledge in the 
context of Iraq and academic context in 
developing countries. The study confirmed 
that the theory of OJ was applicable in the 
context of higher education. However, the 
practical implication indicated that DJ 
was more important to improve the 
academic staff performance. Besides, the 
Head of Department and the Dean are 
advised to enhance the DJ, where they 

should equitably distribute the resource 
among academic staff. The IJ was shown 
to be important for academic staff, thus 
the Head of Department and the Dean 
should deal with academic staff with 
complete honesty and dignity.
Conclusion, Limitations, and Future work

The current study specifically addressed 
the academic staff's understanding of OJ 
and the performance of their interaction 
with their superiors (Head of Department 
/ Dean). The study focused on academic 
performance's soft side to improve produc-
tive and useful behaviour. The results 
show that university academics work 
effectively with their superiors (Head of 
Department / Dean). To ensure equality at 
universities, the current Head of Depart-
ment / Dean must uphold the moral and 
ethical code of conduct by including all 
participants in the DMP. In addition, to 
ensure equality in the allocation of incen-
tives and processes involved in the 
decision-making of recruitment, selection, 
training and development, and assess-
ment of JP, it is equally necessary to 
ensure fairness in interpersonal interac-
tion between the Head of Department / 
Dean and the academic staff. When 
academic staff perceived the Head of 
Department / Dean as being professional, 
trustworthy, real, and justifiable, they feel 
more confident and optimistic. 

This study, like any other study, has sever-
al limitations. The study was conducted 
only in three universities located in Bagh-
dad due to security issues and the inabili-
ty to carry out research in more than those 
three universities. The study was conduct-
ed in public universities only, hence the 
results could not be generalized the result 
to private universities due to the differ-
ence in the nature of rules and regula-
tions. Future studies can be conducted in 
more than three universities and cover 

private universities as well. The prospec-
tive study may examine the causal effect 
of OJ on JP by examining the mediating 
role.
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Job performance (JP) is one of the impor-
tant subjects in the literature. It becomes 
a primary interest to both managers and 
researchers due to its crucial role in the 
success of organizations. Therefore, it is 
necessary to understand the mechanisms 
that affect job performance, particularly 
among academic staff. This research 
attempts to expand the existing litera-
ture by offering a more detailed under-
standing of how organizational justice 
(OJ) influences JP. Many factors affect-

ing JP of employees were studied 
previously but limited studies have exam-
ined the effect of OJ on JP among academ-
ic staff. Meanwhile, OJ remained a 
neglected topic in studies concerning 
higher education institutions.  Higher 
education institutions are essential in 
any country. Education influences a 
country's systemic growth and develop-
ment of qualified graduates because 
higher education is the final stage of 
training a young person gets before 

starting a career (Ahmad & Jameel, 
2020; Alaarj, Mohamed, & Bustamam, 
2017a, 2017b, 2016; Rabayaa & Obaid, 
2019). Academic staff at a university 
perform specific functions of teaching, 
research, supervision, publication and 
community service. For a country's devel-
opment, these functions are significant 
because teaching and scientific advances 
in research have the capacity to build the 
competitive advantage of the business. 
Additionally, students will also have the 
opportunity to develop new ideas through 
the teaching and learning process provid-
ed by the academic staff (Abba & Mugizi, 
2018; Alaaraj, Mohamed, & Ahmad 
Bustamam, 2018). These findings signify 
a crucial role of academic staff perfor-
mance on developing a country. In 
further support, Colquitt et al. (2013) 
stressed the importance of OJ on JP as he 
proved the significant influence of OJ. In 
order to motivate organization members 
to optimize their success in their roles, 
OJ must be a central consideration of the 
top management. Justice promotes volun-
tary involvement by organization 
members and directly affects the organi-
zations’ and individuals’ performance.
Most previous studies paid more atten-
tion to identify the impact OJ on perfor-
mance appraisal (Byrne, Pitts, Wilson, & 
Steiner, 2012; Massoudi, Jameel, & 
Ahmad, 2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 
2017; Raewf & Thabit, 2015; Thabit 
Hassan Thabit & Raewf, 2016; Tinuke, 
2015), but limited studies were conducted 
to determine the impact of OJ on JP 
especially in the educational field (Arab 
& Atan, 2018). The bulk of studies has 
been carried out in western countries on 
the effect of OJ on JP, while limited 
studies have been conducted in middle 
east countries (Suliman & Kathairi, 
2013;Thabit & Raewf, 2018), particularly 
in Iraq (Arab & Atan, 2018). Neverthe-
less, it is worth to note that western 
countries have a different culture 
compared to the middle east countries 
like Iraq. In parallel, Li and Cropanzan 
(2009) and Schilpzand, Martins, 

Kirkman, Lowe, and Chen (2013) report-
ed that the conceptions of justice rely on 
the values and standards of the local 
culture. The principles and rules that 
exist in Iraq vary to that of western 
countries because individualism, collec-
tivism, or a detachment from authority or 
equality could be interpreted differently 
across cultures. Meanwhile, the procedur-
al justice has been selected as the prima-
ry indicator of JP in most studies (Chien, 
Lawler, & Uen, 2010; J. A.Colquitt, 2001; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Thabit & 
Jasim, 2016, 2019; Zapata-Phelan, 
Colquitt, Scott, & Livingston, 2009). 
University performance is primarily 
determined by academic staff activities 
such as publication, conference, research, 
and community service. A high percent-
age of these activities depends on the 
performance of the academicians at 
universities. According to Yousefi and 
Abdullah (2019) publication is a signifi-
cant part of the work done by academic 
staff. The university ranking highly 
depends on academic productivity such 
as publication, conference, teaching 
performance, and community services 
performed by the academic staff of the 
university (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019, 
2020a). Unfortunately, Iraqi universities 
are suffering from low ranks compared to 
other regional universities (Webometric, 
2020). Among the reasons for such 
situation is that a university ranking 
highly depends on academic staff perfor-
mance in term of research productivity 
(Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Mousa, 
Jameel, & Ahmad, 2019), but the number 
of publications of Iraqi universities 
collected by a reliable database is only 
28,091 (SJR, 2020), thus resulting in low 
ranks for Iraqi universities. In response, 
this study was conducted to measure the 
impact of OJ on JP of academic staff in 
the context of Iraq.

Literature review
Academic performance 
The term academic is usually associated 
with school, university, or any 

higher-learning institution. It involves 
human academic activities in a 
structured educational environment. 
Meanwhile, performance is activity, 
implementation, and production. Perfor-
mance is referred to an accomplishment 
under current circumstances that 
subsume the mechanism of obtaining and 
using knowledge and skills structure and 
a host of successful, motivational, and 
stylistic factors influencing the ultimate 
responses (Fletcher & Williams, 1996). 
Armstrong (2010) defined performance as 
an achievement, implementation, 
success, and the efficiency of anything 
ordered or done contributing to 
outputs/outcomes (accomplishment). 
Jameel and Ahmad (2019a) defined 
performance as the execution of specific 
tasks calculated against predetermined 
reliability, completeness, cost, and space 
requirements. Reaching the optimum 
level of employees’ or teams’ participa-
tion is a critical factor for an organisation 
as it helps achieve maximum organiza-
tional performance and objectives 
(Duyan & Yıldız, 2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 
2019). The performance of staff is one of 
the most prominent variables that affect 
the operational sciences of the independ-
ent variables because they play an essen-
tial role in the organizational success  (Al 
Shobaki, Abu-Naser, Amuna, & El Talla, 
2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Thabit, 
Raewf, Abdulrahman, & Younis, 2016). 
The performance of a university depends 
on the level of academic activities, includ-
ing teaching, academic publications, and 
social contributions (Jameel & Ahmad, 
2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi, 2017).
Abba and Mugizi (2018) emphasized that 
education, research/publication, and 
community service were essential for the 
growth of any nation internationally 
since these roles specifically promote 
social welfare, financial literacy, safety 
and decreases crime in communities (M. 
A.-A. Ahmad & Jameel, 2018; Preece, 
2011). Research is one of the reasons why 
universities were founded, leading to new 
information discovery, the production of 

technology, enhanced service quality, 
increased educational prestige, and 
economic value. The performance of 
universities is mostly calculated by the 
efforts of academic and non-academic 
staff. Academic staff at a university 
comprised people who carry out education-
al work at the university, including teach-
ing, research, and, in some instances, 
administrations. Therefore, educational 
achievements are the primary criteria 
used to assess a university academic 
performance (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; 
Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 2017; Raewf & 
Thabit, 2018). According to Abba and 
Mugizi (2018), Igbojekwe and Ugo-Okoro 
(2015), and Tinuke (2015) determinants 
of academic performance include staff 
skills, material resources, teaching, 
publication, research, and community 
service. Publication is a significant part of 
the work done by academic staff. High 
levels of organizational stressors may 
seem to be decreasing by publishing 
efforts (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Yousefi & 
Abdullah, 2019). However, the value of 
teaching performance allows higher 
education institutions to prepare 
students and provide the foundation for 
their potential JP. While a number of 
studies have measured the performance 
of academic staff, limited studies have 
been conducted in Iraqi universities. 
Therefore, this study attempted to fill the 
gap by studying the Iraqi education 
setting.
 
Organizational justice
Throughout recent years, the social 
justice study has attracted significant 
interest of scholars. Studying justice in 
psychology began with Adams ' disserta-
tion on equity theory (Adams, 1963) 
which assumed fairness in performance. 
Nevertheless, considering the importance 
that researchers assign to justice in corpo-
rate existence, reproduction, and expan-
sion of this research area was unavoida-
ble. OJ captures a wide range of 
workplace attitudes and highlights the 
importance of equality and equity as a 

prerequisite for organisations to function 
effectively. Moreover, OJ could decrease 
job stress (Greenberg, 2004; Ghran, 
Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Jameel, 
Mahmood, & Jwmaa, 2020). In corrobora-
tion with Karem, Mahmood, Jameel, and 
Ahmad (2019), and Lee, Kim, Son, and 
Kim (2015) OJ is a vital element in the 
development and maintenance of a 
sustainable labour environment defined 
as a member's sense of moral property of 
the way they are treated. 

The early concept of OJ consisted of two 
dimensions namely distributive justice 
(DJ) and procedural justice (PJ) (Leven-
thal, 1980). Later, Bies and Moag (1986) 
proposed the third dimension of justice 
which was interactional justice (IJ). 
Greenberg (1990) categorized interaction-
al justice into two parts; interpersonal 
justice and informational justice. This 
study focused on the main three dimen-
sions of justice (DJ, PJ, and IJ) but IJ also 
covered the other two dimensions 
proposed by Greenberg (1990).
 
Distributive justice
DJ includes the allocation of incentives 
for work related to outputs. It is based on 
the theory of equity, in which expecta-
tions of unequal allocation of job incen-
tives compared to work contributions 
could create tension among the employ-
ees. Distributive fairness is the degree to 
which the individuals in an institution 
perceived about the distribution of 
resources (Greenberg, 1990). DJ relates 
to the justice of particular results relative 
to that obtained by others (Farndale, 
Hope-Hailey, & Kelliher, 2011; Jameel, 
Mahmood, et al., 2020; Karem et al., 
2019). DJ primarily applies to the organi-
zation performance. 

Procedural justice 
The degree to which uniformity occurs in 
the Decision-Making Process (DMP) of an 
institution, and to what extent the views 
of representatives are expressed in the 

DMP is known as PJ (Greenberg, 1990). 
PJ applies to whether DMP maintains 
consistency and whether beneficiaries of 
these judgments receive fair treatment  
(Byrne et al., 2012; Karem et al., 2019). 
The procedural justice refers to the facets 
of corporate transition processes. Also, PJ 
represents the formal expectations and 
performance of the communication 
partnerships in the DMP; PJ is distinct 
from IJ as it illustrates the informal 
connections between the DMP unit and 
the approving institution (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Ahmad, & Karem, 2020; 
Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu, Lee, 
Han, & Kim, 2019).

Interactional justice
IJ is characterized as the degree of 
respect and sensitive treatment obtained 
by participants in an institution when 
decision-makers perform certain proce-
dures that affect them (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu 
et al., 2019). IJ addresses the association 
between workers and the institution and 
the treatment on individuals (Tyler, 
1989). However, IJ is often perceived as 
an element of PJ which refers to how one 
is handled during the execution of a 
system or policy (e.g. with respect and 
dignity) and stresses the interaction and 
social process dimensions (Bies & Moag, 
1986). 

Hypothesis development 
Organizational Justice and Job Perfor-
mance

The universities are the only organiza-
tions centred on dual-core functions of 
information development and dissemina-
tion through research, teaching, and 
community engagement processes (Youse-
fi & Abdullah, 2019). Several researchers 
indicated that performance and engage-
ment at work were two significant 
findings related to the sense of justice 
(Cropanzano, Bowen, & Gilliland, 2007; 
Colquitt, 2001; Zapata-Phelan et al., 

2009). Concerning the impact of DJ on 
employee performance, Adam's equity 
theory may provide the best theoretical 
framework established  (Adams, 1963; 
Colquitt, 2001; Wei & Lee, 2015). Accord-
ing to the equality philosophy, fairness 
emerges based on the proportionality of 
an individual's income/outcome arrange-
ment (effort, skill, and work/prizes) 
relative to others. When the input/out-
come level of a participant is less than 
the input/outcome of other participants, 
they will feel dissatisfied and negatively 
will reflect on JP. If an individual feels 
they are treated fairly, they would be 
more likely to perform and to be more 
comfortable in the workplace. Therefore, 
individuals will likely be dissatisfied and 
attempted to restore fairness by limiting 
their output and altering their quantity 
and quality of work (Latham & Pinder, 
2005). When individuals agree that social 
and mental requirements such as speech, 
respect, and dignity (dimensions of PJ 
and IJ) are fairly treated, it will generally 
result in higher performance and strong-
er feeling. If organisations develop 
high-quality communication agreements 
with their workers by handling them 
equally and allowing them to make 
decisions about their outcomes (fair 
processes), employees are more fulfilled 
and more likely to work to achieve a 
better standard of JP. Individuals are 
expected to show an unacceptable work 
performance and feel dissatisfied if they 
perceived that there is a low exchange 
relation. Therefore, JP should be correlat-
ed with substantive justice insofar as it is 
involved in the relationships of individu-
als with their employers and interaction-
al justice insofar, as it is influenced by 
the relations of individuals with their 
superiors or supervisors (Aryee, Budh-
war, & Chen, 2002; Chien et al., 2010; 
Wei & Lee, 2015).

Empirical studies have consistently 
shown that DJ significantly predicted JP 

(Cropanzano et al., 2007; Colquitt, 2001; 
Shan, Ishaq, & Shaheen, 2006).  It should 
be remembered that according to the OJ 
as stated in prior studies, the workforce 
does not claim their organisation as fair 
solely based on DJ, but they will focus 
and examine the PJ and IJ too. However, 
many findings showed that PJ had a 
substantial impact on JP (Chien et al., 
2010; Colquitt, 2001; Shan et al., 2006; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). Likewise, 
according to Masterson, Lewis, Goldman, 
and Taylor (2000), employees perceived 
PJ as having the power to increase JP and 
organizational engagement. Meanwhile, 
a limited number of studies have so far 
examined the effect of IJ on JP (Colquitt, 
2001; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman & 
Kathairi, 2013).  It was expected that 
workers who experienced high rates of IJ 
would continue to show in-role JP, 
particularly given political facts, since 
they believe the superior to take care of 
them and that they are respected and 
appreciated (Tyler, 1989). The vaguest 
relationship lies between the presumed 
relationship between IJ and JP. IJ 
relation to JP remains unclear, and 
correlation experiments between these 
two factors produced mixed results. Some 
studies reported that IJ was not related 
and did not have an impact on JP 
(Colquitt, Scott, Judge, & Shaw, 2006; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). However, 
Fernandes and Awamleh (2006) reported 
that the three dimensions of OJ did not 
have an impact on the self-perceived 
performance of expatriates, but some 
other research found a significant positive 
relationship (Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013). According to the above-
mentioned arguments, the study proposes 
the following hypotheses.

H1: Distributive justice has a positive and 
significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H2: Procedural justice has a positive and 

significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H3: Interactional justice has a positive 
and significant impact on Job Perfor-
mance among academic staff

Methodology 
The study employed a quantitative 
method to examine the impact of OJ on 
JP of academic staff at three Iraqi public 
universities located in Baghdad during 
the academic year 2019-2020. The data 
were collected by using a self-adminis-
tered questionnaire and a stratified 
sampling technique was used to ensure 
equal representation of the academic staff 
from the three universities.  
The population of the academic staff at 
the three universities was 476 and accord-
ing to Krejcie and Morgan (1970), if the 
population fell in the range of 460 to 480, 
the sample size should be 214. Altogether, 
198 out of 214 questionnaires returned, 
and after checking for missing value and 
incomplete responses, only 197 question-
naires were valid to be analysed by using 
Smart PLS which is recommended for 
sample size less than 200 (Chin, 2010). 
The questionnaire consisted of two 
sections. The first section contained demo-
graphic questions, and the second section 
included 20 items where OJ dimensions 
carried 15 items and JP carried 5 items. 
Five-point Likert scales were used from 
1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree.
Instrument 
The questions were adapted from 
previous studies, as follows:
Job Performance: 5 items (Abba & 
Mugizi, 2018; Musah et al., 2016; Shan et 
al., 2006)

Organizational Justice consists of three 
dimensions:
Distributive justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Procedural justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Interactional justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 

2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Results 
Since the study employed the Smart PLS 
to analyse the data, there were two main 
steps conducted as per recommendation 
by Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt (2016) 
namely the measurement model and 
structural model.

Information of respondents 
The majority of response is male (60%), 
and followed by the female (40%). This 
result is not uncommon due to the fact of 
culture. However, most of the respond-
ents were between 30 to 40 years old 
(32%) and followed by 41-50 years old 
(27%). 20% of the respondents aged 
between 51-65 years old less and 12% 
were more than 66 years old. Lastly, 8% 
of the respondents were less than 29 
years old. The qualifications showed that 
55% of the academic staff possessed a 
Ph.D., and 45% graduated from a 
Master's degree. Finally, regarding the 
academic position, 37% of the respond-
ents were Assistant Professor and 
followed by 32% Assistant Lecturer. 
Meanwhile, 14% of them were in the 
Lecturer position and only 17% were 
professors.    

Model measurement
The purpose of this step is to measure the 
validity, reliability, and discriminations 
of the items. To ensure these require-
ments, the convergent validity and 
discrimination validity were tested. 

Convergent Validity consists of three 
tests. The first one is the average 
variance extracted (AVE) which reflects 
the total amount of variation in the indica-
tors of the latent construct. The second 
one is the composite reliability (CR) and 
Cronbach's Alpha is preferred to ensure 
the internal consistency among items. 
The third one is factor loadings.  

The cutoff values for acceptable CR and 

Cronbach's Alpha should be 0.70 or above 

(Hair et al., 2016), while AVE should be 
0.50 or above (Hair et al., 2016). Factor 
loadings should be > 0.70 (Hair et al., 
2016).

The results of CR and Alpha exceeded the 
recommended level 0.70 with high 
internal consistency. Similarly, AVE > 
0.50 (see Table 1). All items loading 
exceeded the recommended level 0.70 as 
shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 depicted 
the factor loading values. 

Discriminant validity
Our study employed two criteria to assess 
discriminant validity. The first one is the

Fornell-Larcker Criterion whereas the 
second one is the cross-loadings. All 
discrimination results met the acceptable 
level.

The boldface values in Table 2 showed 
each factor that was highly correlated 
with itself than others and this criterion 
was achieved as essential for validity 
discrimination. Second, cross-loading for 
each item in the same factor should have 
a high correlation among themselves, and 
this criterion is achieved and illustrated 
in bold font (see Table 3). Overall, each 
factor in this study had a high square root 
of AVE compared to other factors (Fornell 

& Larcker, 1981).

Structural model
This study proposed three hypotheses to 
be tested. Therefore, this study performed 

bootstrapping with 5,000 subsamples 
while the error estimated 0.05 and the 
confidence .95 and the T-Statistics should 
be above 1.96 to accept the hypothesis 
(Hair et al., 2016). The results showed two 
of three hypotheses were accepted.

The R2 (the coefficient of determination) 
of this study is 0.362 (see Figure 1) and 
this means 36% of the variation in JP was 
explained by OJ. According to Hair et al. 

(2016), this value is considered medium.

DJ (Path coefficient = 0.377, T- Statistics 
4.749 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) and IJ 
(Path coefficient = 0.215, T- Statistics 

2.247 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) were signif-
icantly related to JP. Therefore, H1 and 
H3 were accepted. This result is in line 
with previous findings (Shan, Ishaq, & 
Shaheen, 2006; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013).

PJ (Path coefficient = 0.138, T- Statistics 
1.840 < 1.96 and P-value 0.066 >0.05) was 
insignificantly related to JP. Thus, H2 
was rejected. A similar finding was report-

ed by  Fernandes & Awamleh, 2006). The 
results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 1.

R2= 0.362 Q2 = 0.247

Discussion 
The purpose of this study is to explore the 
role of Organizational Justice among 
academic staff at Iraqi public universities. 
Previous studies found inconsistent 
findings about the impact of Organization-
al Justice on Job Performance from both a 
positive and a negative perspective. 
Concerning the major impact of the 
elements of Organizational Justice, this 
paper concluded that Distributive justice 
and Interactional justice had significant 
and substantial contributions to the Job 
Performance of academic staff in the Iraqi 

context. Conversely, Procedural justice 

had an insignificant impact on Job Perfor-
mance probably due to the universities 
and government policies.

Distributive justice showed a high predic-
tion on the Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff compared to IJ. The impact of 
Distributive justice on Job Performance is 
in line with prior studies  (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). This means the academic staff 
who received equal rewards were most 
likely to perform well at the university. 
The analysis of the data showed that 

academics regard their time, workload, 
and salary level as equal. The reality is 
that the Iraqi public universities consid-
ered in this study followed the govern-
ment-organization pay structure with fair 
pay for staff (academics/non-academics). 
However, Distributive justice centres on 
fairness allocation of wealth which 
includes wages, service expenses, and job 
security. Distributive justice may as well 
include other services such as office 
rooms, furnishings, travel support, and 
test rooms.

Procedural justice did not have significant 
impact on the Job Performance of the 
academic staff (P-Value 0.066 > 0.05 and 
T-statistics 1.840) which led to the 
rejection of the second hypothesis. This 
result is supported by the previous finding 
by Fernandes and Awamleh (2006). JP 
tends not to be linked to the conceptions of 
Procedural justice. This finding under-
mines in extensive part conventional 
study findings in this area, which typical-
ly suggest and show substantial positive 
ties between all facets of justice and 
success. In other words, expectations of 
justice affect or change the behaviour of 
people who continuously seek to restore 
justice by different means. However, proce-
dural justice does not impact on Job Perfor-
mance of the academic staff perhaps 
because the study was conducted in public 
universities, and it is understood that 
their continuing employment and career 
progress are dependent directly on govern-
ment programs and policies and not on the 
universities itself.

H3 confirmed the impact of Interactional 
justice on Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff with T-statistics 2.247 >1.96 and P 
value 0.028 < 0.05. A similar result was 
reported by earlier studies (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). Most academic staff acknowl-

edged that their Head of Department or 
Dean had provided them with adequate 
justification for the employment decision. 
For Interactional justice, the academic 
staff was asked whether or not their Head 
of Department or Dean treated them 
equally and most respondents thought 
that their Head of Department or Dean 
had treated them with respect, honesty, 
compassion, and truthfulness. Such 
results indicate that, while results of the 
study vary in relation to the relative essen-
tial of each element of justice in link to 
each result compared with studies 
conducted in non -middle east countries, 
the understanding of the three aspects of 
the justice system influences an employ-
ee's patterns to react in order to achieve 
better performance in their work. Since 
the value of injustice is universal, former 
academics have indicated that judicial 
views on different work results continue 
to vary in cultural and national contexts 
(Schilpzand et al., 2013). The results 
summarized here suggest that academic 
staff attribute a higher value to interper-
sonal interactions obtained through 
processes and outcome decision-making 
by their Head of Department or Dean at 
university. Furthermore, the findings 
showed that assistance, integrity, respect, 
and consideration were the main reasons 
for achieving high-performance and 
comfortable employees.
Implications

The theoretical implication of this study is 
enriching the body of knowledge in the 
context of Iraq and academic context in 
developing countries. The study confirmed 
that the theory of OJ was applicable in the 
context of higher education. However, the 
practical implication indicated that DJ 
was more important to improve the 
academic staff performance. Besides, the 
Head of Department and the Dean are 
advised to enhance the DJ, where they 

should equitably distribute the resource 
among academic staff. The IJ was shown 
to be important for academic staff, thus 
the Head of Department and the Dean 
should deal with academic staff with 
complete honesty and dignity.
Conclusion, Limitations, and Future work

The current study specifically addressed 
the academic staff's understanding of OJ 
and the performance of their interaction 
with their superiors (Head of Department 
/ Dean). The study focused on academic 
performance's soft side to improve produc-
tive and useful behaviour. The results 
show that university academics work 
effectively with their superiors (Head of 
Department / Dean). To ensure equality at 
universities, the current Head of Depart-
ment / Dean must uphold the moral and 
ethical code of conduct by including all 
participants in the DMP. In addition, to 
ensure equality in the allocation of incen-
tives and processes involved in the 
decision-making of recruitment, selection, 
training and development, and assess-
ment of JP, it is equally necessary to 
ensure fairness in interpersonal interac-
tion between the Head of Department / 
Dean and the academic staff. When 
academic staff perceived the Head of 
Department / Dean as being professional, 
trustworthy, real, and justifiable, they feel 
more confident and optimistic. 

This study, like any other study, has sever-
al limitations. The study was conducted 
only in three universities located in Bagh-
dad due to security issues and the inabili-
ty to carry out research in more than those 
three universities. The study was conduct-
ed in public universities only, hence the 
results could not be generalized the result 
to private universities due to the differ-
ence in the nature of rules and regula-
tions. Future studies can be conducted in 
more than three universities and cover 

private universities as well. The prospec-
tive study may examine the causal effect 
of OJ on JP by examining the mediating 
role.
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Job performance (JP) is one of the impor-
tant subjects in the literature. It becomes 
a primary interest to both managers and 
researchers due to its crucial role in the 
success of organizations. Therefore, it is 
necessary to understand the mechanisms 
that affect job performance, particularly 
among academic staff. This research 
attempts to expand the existing litera-
ture by offering a more detailed under-
standing of how organizational justice 
(OJ) influences JP. Many factors affect-

ing JP of employees were studied 
previously but limited studies have exam-
ined the effect of OJ on JP among academ-
ic staff. Meanwhile, OJ remained a 
neglected topic in studies concerning 
higher education institutions.  Higher 
education institutions are essential in 
any country. Education influences a 
country's systemic growth and develop-
ment of qualified graduates because 
higher education is the final stage of 
training a young person gets before 

starting a career (Ahmad & Jameel, 
2020; Alaarj, Mohamed, & Bustamam, 
2017a, 2017b, 2016; Rabayaa & Obaid, 
2019). Academic staff at a university 
perform specific functions of teaching, 
research, supervision, publication and 
community service. For a country's devel-
opment, these functions are significant 
because teaching and scientific advances 
in research have the capacity to build the 
competitive advantage of the business. 
Additionally, students will also have the 
opportunity to develop new ideas through 
the teaching and learning process provid-
ed by the academic staff (Abba & Mugizi, 
2018; Alaaraj, Mohamed, & Ahmad 
Bustamam, 2018). These findings signify 
a crucial role of academic staff perfor-
mance on developing a country. In 
further support, Colquitt et al. (2013) 
stressed the importance of OJ on JP as he 
proved the significant influence of OJ. In 
order to motivate organization members 
to optimize their success in their roles, 
OJ must be a central consideration of the 
top management. Justice promotes volun-
tary involvement by organization 
members and directly affects the organi-
zations’ and individuals’ performance.
Most previous studies paid more atten-
tion to identify the impact OJ on perfor-
mance appraisal (Byrne, Pitts, Wilson, & 
Steiner, 2012; Massoudi, Jameel, & 
Ahmad, 2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 
2017; Raewf & Thabit, 2015; Thabit 
Hassan Thabit & Raewf, 2016; Tinuke, 
2015), but limited studies were conducted 
to determine the impact of OJ on JP 
especially in the educational field (Arab 
& Atan, 2018). The bulk of studies has 
been carried out in western countries on 
the effect of OJ on JP, while limited 
studies have been conducted in middle 
east countries (Suliman & Kathairi, 
2013;Thabit & Raewf, 2018), particularly 
in Iraq (Arab & Atan, 2018). Neverthe-
less, it is worth to note that western 
countries have a different culture 
compared to the middle east countries 
like Iraq. In parallel, Li and Cropanzan 
(2009) and Schilpzand, Martins, 

Kirkman, Lowe, and Chen (2013) report-
ed that the conceptions of justice rely on 
the values and standards of the local 
culture. The principles and rules that 
exist in Iraq vary to that of western 
countries because individualism, collec-
tivism, or a detachment from authority or 
equality could be interpreted differently 
across cultures. Meanwhile, the procedur-
al justice has been selected as the prima-
ry indicator of JP in most studies (Chien, 
Lawler, & Uen, 2010; J. A.Colquitt, 2001; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Thabit & 
Jasim, 2016, 2019; Zapata-Phelan, 
Colquitt, Scott, & Livingston, 2009). 
University performance is primarily 
determined by academic staff activities 
such as publication, conference, research, 
and community service. A high percent-
age of these activities depends on the 
performance of the academicians at 
universities. According to Yousefi and 
Abdullah (2019) publication is a signifi-
cant part of the work done by academic 
staff. The university ranking highly 
depends on academic productivity such 
as publication, conference, teaching 
performance, and community services 
performed by the academic staff of the 
university (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019, 
2020a). Unfortunately, Iraqi universities 
are suffering from low ranks compared to 
other regional universities (Webometric, 
2020). Among the reasons for such 
situation is that a university ranking 
highly depends on academic staff perfor-
mance in term of research productivity 
(Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Mousa, 
Jameel, & Ahmad, 2019), but the number 
of publications of Iraqi universities 
collected by a reliable database is only 
28,091 (SJR, 2020), thus resulting in low 
ranks for Iraqi universities. In response, 
this study was conducted to measure the 
impact of OJ on JP of academic staff in 
the context of Iraq.

Literature review
Academic performance 
The term academic is usually associated 
with school, university, or any 

higher-learning institution. It involves 
human academic activities in a 
structured educational environment. 
Meanwhile, performance is activity, 
implementation, and production. Perfor-
mance is referred to an accomplishment 
under current circumstances that 
subsume the mechanism of obtaining and 
using knowledge and skills structure and 
a host of successful, motivational, and 
stylistic factors influencing the ultimate 
responses (Fletcher & Williams, 1996). 
Armstrong (2010) defined performance as 
an achievement, implementation, 
success, and the efficiency of anything 
ordered or done contributing to 
outputs/outcomes (accomplishment). 
Jameel and Ahmad (2019a) defined 
performance as the execution of specific 
tasks calculated against predetermined 
reliability, completeness, cost, and space 
requirements. Reaching the optimum 
level of employees’ or teams’ participa-
tion is a critical factor for an organisation 
as it helps achieve maximum organiza-
tional performance and objectives 
(Duyan & Yıldız, 2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 
2019). The performance of staff is one of 
the most prominent variables that affect 
the operational sciences of the independ-
ent variables because they play an essen-
tial role in the organizational success  (Al 
Shobaki, Abu-Naser, Amuna, & El Talla, 
2018; Jameel & Ahmad, 2020b; Thabit, 
Raewf, Abdulrahman, & Younis, 2016). 
The performance of a university depends 
on the level of academic activities, includ-
ing teaching, academic publications, and 
social contributions (Jameel & Ahmad, 
2020; Onuselogu & Adaobi, 2017).
Abba and Mugizi (2018) emphasized that 
education, research/publication, and 
community service were essential for the 
growth of any nation internationally 
since these roles specifically promote 
social welfare, financial literacy, safety 
and decreases crime in communities (M. 
A.-A. Ahmad & Jameel, 2018; Preece, 
2011). Research is one of the reasons why 
universities were founded, leading to new 
information discovery, the production of 

technology, enhanced service quality, 
increased educational prestige, and 
economic value. The performance of 
universities is mostly calculated by the 
efforts of academic and non-academic 
staff. Academic staff at a university 
comprised people who carry out education-
al work at the university, including teach-
ing, research, and, in some instances, 
administrations. Therefore, educational 
achievements are the primary criteria 
used to assess a university academic 
performance (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; 
Onuselogu & Adaobi P., 2017; Raewf & 
Thabit, 2018). According to Abba and 
Mugizi (2018), Igbojekwe and Ugo-Okoro 
(2015), and Tinuke (2015) determinants 
of academic performance include staff 
skills, material resources, teaching, 
publication, research, and community 
service. Publication is a significant part of 
the work done by academic staff. High 
levels of organizational stressors may 
seem to be decreasing by publishing 
efforts (Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Yousefi & 
Abdullah, 2019). However, the value of 
teaching performance allows higher 
education institutions to prepare 
students and provide the foundation for 
their potential JP. While a number of 
studies have measured the performance 
of academic staff, limited studies have 
been conducted in Iraqi universities. 
Therefore, this study attempted to fill the 
gap by studying the Iraqi education 
setting.
 
Organizational justice
Throughout recent years, the social 
justice study has attracted significant 
interest of scholars. Studying justice in 
psychology began with Adams ' disserta-
tion on equity theory (Adams, 1963) 
which assumed fairness in performance. 
Nevertheless, considering the importance 
that researchers assign to justice in corpo-
rate existence, reproduction, and expan-
sion of this research area was unavoida-
ble. OJ captures a wide range of 
workplace attitudes and highlights the 
importance of equality and equity as a 

prerequisite for organisations to function 
effectively. Moreover, OJ could decrease 
job stress (Greenberg, 2004; Ghran, 
Jameel & Ahmad, 2019; Jameel, 
Mahmood, & Jwmaa, 2020). In corrobora-
tion with Karem, Mahmood, Jameel, and 
Ahmad (2019), and Lee, Kim, Son, and 
Kim (2015) OJ is a vital element in the 
development and maintenance of a 
sustainable labour environment defined 
as a member's sense of moral property of 
the way they are treated. 

The early concept of OJ consisted of two 
dimensions namely distributive justice 
(DJ) and procedural justice (PJ) (Leven-
thal, 1980). Later, Bies and Moag (1986) 
proposed the third dimension of justice 
which was interactional justice (IJ). 
Greenberg (1990) categorized interaction-
al justice into two parts; interpersonal 
justice and informational justice. This 
study focused on the main three dimen-
sions of justice (DJ, PJ, and IJ) but IJ also 
covered the other two dimensions 
proposed by Greenberg (1990).
 
Distributive justice
DJ includes the allocation of incentives 
for work related to outputs. It is based on 
the theory of equity, in which expecta-
tions of unequal allocation of job incen-
tives compared to work contributions 
could create tension among the employ-
ees. Distributive fairness is the degree to 
which the individuals in an institution 
perceived about the distribution of 
resources (Greenberg, 1990). DJ relates 
to the justice of particular results relative 
to that obtained by others (Farndale, 
Hope-Hailey, & Kelliher, 2011; Jameel, 
Mahmood, et al., 2020; Karem et al., 
2019). DJ primarily applies to the organi-
zation performance. 

Procedural justice 
The degree to which uniformity occurs in 
the Decision-Making Process (DMP) of an 
institution, and to what extent the views 
of representatives are expressed in the 

DMP is known as PJ (Greenberg, 1990). 
PJ applies to whether DMP maintains 
consistency and whether beneficiaries of 
these judgments receive fair treatment  
(Byrne et al., 2012; Karem et al., 2019). 
The procedural justice refers to the facets 
of corporate transition processes. Also, PJ 
represents the formal expectations and 
performance of the communication 
partnerships in the DMP; PJ is distinct 
from IJ as it illustrates the informal 
connections between the DMP unit and 
the approving institution (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Ahmad, & Karem, 2020; 
Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu, Lee, 
Han, & Kim, 2019).

Interactional justice
IJ is characterized as the degree of 
respect and sensitive treatment obtained 
by participants in an institution when 
decision-makers perform certain proce-
dures that affect them (Ghran et al., 
2019; Jameel, Mahmood, et al., 2020; Yu 
et al., 2019). IJ addresses the association 
between workers and the institution and 
the treatment on individuals (Tyler, 
1989). However, IJ is often perceived as 
an element of PJ which refers to how one 
is handled during the execution of a 
system or policy (e.g. with respect and 
dignity) and stresses the interaction and 
social process dimensions (Bies & Moag, 
1986). 

Hypothesis development 
Organizational Justice and Job Perfor-
mance

The universities are the only organiza-
tions centred on dual-core functions of 
information development and dissemina-
tion through research, teaching, and 
community engagement processes (Youse-
fi & Abdullah, 2019). Several researchers 
indicated that performance and engage-
ment at work were two significant 
findings related to the sense of justice 
(Cropanzano, Bowen, & Gilliland, 2007; 
Colquitt, 2001; Zapata-Phelan et al., 

2009). Concerning the impact of DJ on 
employee performance, Adam's equity 
theory may provide the best theoretical 
framework established  (Adams, 1963; 
Colquitt, 2001; Wei & Lee, 2015). Accord-
ing to the equality philosophy, fairness 
emerges based on the proportionality of 
an individual's income/outcome arrange-
ment (effort, skill, and work/prizes) 
relative to others. When the input/out-
come level of a participant is less than 
the input/outcome of other participants, 
they will feel dissatisfied and negatively 
will reflect on JP. If an individual feels 
they are treated fairly, they would be 
more likely to perform and to be more 
comfortable in the workplace. Therefore, 
individuals will likely be dissatisfied and 
attempted to restore fairness by limiting 
their output and altering their quantity 
and quality of work (Latham & Pinder, 
2005). When individuals agree that social 
and mental requirements such as speech, 
respect, and dignity (dimensions of PJ 
and IJ) are fairly treated, it will generally 
result in higher performance and strong-
er feeling. If organisations develop 
high-quality communication agreements 
with their workers by handling them 
equally and allowing them to make 
decisions about their outcomes (fair 
processes), employees are more fulfilled 
and more likely to work to achieve a 
better standard of JP. Individuals are 
expected to show an unacceptable work 
performance and feel dissatisfied if they 
perceived that there is a low exchange 
relation. Therefore, JP should be correlat-
ed with substantive justice insofar as it is 
involved in the relationships of individu-
als with their employers and interaction-
al justice insofar, as it is influenced by 
the relations of individuals with their 
superiors or supervisors (Aryee, Budh-
war, & Chen, 2002; Chien et al., 2010; 
Wei & Lee, 2015).

Empirical studies have consistently 
shown that DJ significantly predicted JP 

(Cropanzano et al., 2007; Colquitt, 2001; 
Shan, Ishaq, & Shaheen, 2006).  It should 
be remembered that according to the OJ 
as stated in prior studies, the workforce 
does not claim their organisation as fair 
solely based on DJ, but they will focus 
and examine the PJ and IJ too. However, 
many findings showed that PJ had a 
substantial impact on JP (Chien et al., 
2010; Colquitt, 2001; Shan et al., 2006; 
Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). Likewise, 
according to Masterson, Lewis, Goldman, 
and Taylor (2000), employees perceived 
PJ as having the power to increase JP and 
organizational engagement. Meanwhile, 
a limited number of studies have so far 
examined the effect of IJ on JP (Colquitt, 
2001; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman & 
Kathairi, 2013).  It was expected that 
workers who experienced high rates of IJ 
would continue to show in-role JP, 
particularly given political facts, since 
they believe the superior to take care of 
them and that they are respected and 
appreciated (Tyler, 1989). The vaguest 
relationship lies between the presumed 
relationship between IJ and JP. IJ 
relation to JP remains unclear, and 
correlation experiments between these 
two factors produced mixed results. Some 
studies reported that IJ was not related 
and did not have an impact on JP 
(Colquitt, Scott, Judge, & Shaw, 2006; 
Zapata-Phelan et al., 2009). However, 
Fernandes and Awamleh (2006) reported 
that the three dimensions of OJ did not 
have an impact on the self-perceived 
performance of expatriates, but some 
other research found a significant positive 
relationship (Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013). According to the above-
mentioned arguments, the study proposes 
the following hypotheses.

H1: Distributive justice has a positive and 
significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H2: Procedural justice has a positive and 

significant impact on Job Performance 
among academic staff
H3: Interactional justice has a positive 
and significant impact on Job Perfor-
mance among academic staff

Methodology 
The study employed a quantitative 
method to examine the impact of OJ on 
JP of academic staff at three Iraqi public 
universities located in Baghdad during 
the academic year 2019-2020. The data 
were collected by using a self-adminis-
tered questionnaire and a stratified 
sampling technique was used to ensure 
equal representation of the academic staff 
from the three universities.  
The population of the academic staff at 
the three universities was 476 and accord-
ing to Krejcie and Morgan (1970), if the 
population fell in the range of 460 to 480, 
the sample size should be 214. Altogether, 
198 out of 214 questionnaires returned, 
and after checking for missing value and 
incomplete responses, only 197 question-
naires were valid to be analysed by using 
Smart PLS which is recommended for 
sample size less than 200 (Chin, 2010). 
The questionnaire consisted of two 
sections. The first section contained demo-
graphic questions, and the second section 
included 20 items where OJ dimensions 
carried 15 items and JP carried 5 items. 
Five-point Likert scales were used from 
1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree.
Instrument 
The questions were adapted from 
previous studies, as follows:
Job Performance: 5 items (Abba & 
Mugizi, 2018; Musah et al., 2016; Shan et 
al., 2006)

Organizational Justice consists of three 
dimensions:
Distributive justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Procedural justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 
2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Interactional justice: 5 items (Lee et al., 

2015; Shan et al., 2006)
Results 
Since the study employed the Smart PLS 
to analyse the data, there were two main 
steps conducted as per recommendation 
by Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt (2016) 
namely the measurement model and 
structural model.

Information of respondents 
The majority of response is male (60%), 
and followed by the female (40%). This 
result is not uncommon due to the fact of 
culture. However, most of the respond-
ents were between 30 to 40 years old 
(32%) and followed by 41-50 years old 
(27%). 20% of the respondents aged 
between 51-65 years old less and 12% 
were more than 66 years old. Lastly, 8% 
of the respondents were less than 29 
years old. The qualifications showed that 
55% of the academic staff possessed a 
Ph.D., and 45% graduated from a 
Master's degree. Finally, regarding the 
academic position, 37% of the respond-
ents were Assistant Professor and 
followed by 32% Assistant Lecturer. 
Meanwhile, 14% of them were in the 
Lecturer position and only 17% were 
professors.    

Model measurement
The purpose of this step is to measure the 
validity, reliability, and discriminations 
of the items. To ensure these require-
ments, the convergent validity and 
discrimination validity were tested. 

Convergent Validity consists of three 
tests. The first one is the average 
variance extracted (AVE) which reflects 
the total amount of variation in the indica-
tors of the latent construct. The second 
one is the composite reliability (CR) and 
Cronbach's Alpha is preferred to ensure 
the internal consistency among items. 
The third one is factor loadings.  

The cutoff values for acceptable CR and 

Cronbach's Alpha should be 0.70 or above 

(Hair et al., 2016), while AVE should be 
0.50 or above (Hair et al., 2016). Factor 
loadings should be > 0.70 (Hair et al., 
2016).

The results of CR and Alpha exceeded the 
recommended level 0.70 with high 
internal consistency. Similarly, AVE > 
0.50 (see Table 1). All items loading 
exceeded the recommended level 0.70 as 
shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 depicted 
the factor loading values. 

Discriminant validity
Our study employed two criteria to assess 
discriminant validity. The first one is the

Fornell-Larcker Criterion whereas the 
second one is the cross-loadings. All 
discrimination results met the acceptable 
level.

The boldface values in Table 2 showed 
each factor that was highly correlated 
with itself than others and this criterion 
was achieved as essential for validity 
discrimination. Second, cross-loading for 
each item in the same factor should have 
a high correlation among themselves, and 
this criterion is achieved and illustrated 
in bold font (see Table 3). Overall, each 
factor in this study had a high square root 
of AVE compared to other factors (Fornell 

& Larcker, 1981).

Structural model
This study proposed three hypotheses to 
be tested. Therefore, this study performed 

bootstrapping with 5,000 subsamples 
while the error estimated 0.05 and the 
confidence .95 and the T-Statistics should 
be above 1.96 to accept the hypothesis 
(Hair et al., 2016). The results showed two 
of three hypotheses were accepted.

The R2 (the coefficient of determination) 
of this study is 0.362 (see Figure 1) and 
this means 36% of the variation in JP was 
explained by OJ. According to Hair et al. 

(2016), this value is considered medium.

DJ (Path coefficient = 0.377, T- Statistics 
4.749 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) and IJ 
(Path coefficient = 0.215, T- Statistics 

2.247 >1.96 and P-value <0.05) were signif-
icantly related to JP. Therefore, H1 and 
H3 were accepted. This result is in line 
with previous findings (Shan, Ishaq, & 
Shaheen, 2006; Shan et al., 2006; Suliman 
& Kathairi, 2013).

PJ (Path coefficient = 0.138, T- Statistics 
1.840 < 1.96 and P-value 0.066 >0.05) was 
insignificantly related to JP. Thus, H2 
was rejected. A similar finding was report-

ed by  Fernandes & Awamleh, 2006). The 
results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 1.

R2= 0.362 Q2 = 0.247

Discussion 
The purpose of this study is to explore the 
role of Organizational Justice among 
academic staff at Iraqi public universities. 
Previous studies found inconsistent 
findings about the impact of Organization-
al Justice on Job Performance from both a 
positive and a negative perspective. 
Concerning the major impact of the 
elements of Organizational Justice, this 
paper concluded that Distributive justice 
and Interactional justice had significant 
and substantial contributions to the Job 
Performance of academic staff in the Iraqi 

context. Conversely, Procedural justice 

had an insignificant impact on Job Perfor-
mance probably due to the universities 
and government policies.

Distributive justice showed a high predic-
tion on the Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff compared to IJ. The impact of 
Distributive justice on Job Performance is 
in line with prior studies  (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). This means the academic staff 
who received equal rewards were most 
likely to perform well at the university. 
The analysis of the data showed that 

academics regard their time, workload, 
and salary level as equal. The reality is 
that the Iraqi public universities consid-
ered in this study followed the govern-
ment-organization pay structure with fair 
pay for staff (academics/non-academics). 
However, Distributive justice centres on 
fairness allocation of wealth which 
includes wages, service expenses, and job 
security. Distributive justice may as well 
include other services such as office 
rooms, furnishings, travel support, and 
test rooms.

Procedural justice did not have significant 
impact on the Job Performance of the 
academic staff (P-Value 0.066 > 0.05 and 
T-statistics 1.840) which led to the 
rejection of the second hypothesis. This 
result is supported by the previous finding 
by Fernandes and Awamleh (2006). JP 
tends not to be linked to the conceptions of 
Procedural justice. This finding under-
mines in extensive part conventional 
study findings in this area, which typical-
ly suggest and show substantial positive 
ties between all facets of justice and 
success. In other words, expectations of 
justice affect or change the behaviour of 
people who continuously seek to restore 
justice by different means. However, proce-
dural justice does not impact on Job Perfor-
mance of the academic staff perhaps 
because the study was conducted in public 
universities, and it is understood that 
their continuing employment and career 
progress are dependent directly on govern-
ment programs and policies and not on the 
universities itself.

H3 confirmed the impact of Interactional 
justice on Job Performance of the academ-
ic staff with T-statistics 2.247 >1.96 and P 
value 0.028 < 0.05. A similar result was 
reported by earlier studies (Shan et al., 
2006; Suliman & Kathairi, 2013; Ghran et 
al., 2019). Most academic staff acknowl-

edged that their Head of Department or 
Dean had provided them with adequate 
justification for the employment decision. 
For Interactional justice, the academic 
staff was asked whether or not their Head 
of Department or Dean treated them 
equally and most respondents thought 
that their Head of Department or Dean 
had treated them with respect, honesty, 
compassion, and truthfulness. Such 
results indicate that, while results of the 
study vary in relation to the relative essen-
tial of each element of justice in link to 
each result compared with studies 
conducted in non -middle east countries, 
the understanding of the three aspects of 
the justice system influences an employ-
ee's patterns to react in order to achieve 
better performance in their work. Since 
the value of injustice is universal, former 
academics have indicated that judicial 
views on different work results continue 
to vary in cultural and national contexts 
(Schilpzand et al., 2013). The results 
summarized here suggest that academic 
staff attribute a higher value to interper-
sonal interactions obtained through 
processes and outcome decision-making 
by their Head of Department or Dean at 
university. Furthermore, the findings 
showed that assistance, integrity, respect, 
and consideration were the main reasons 
for achieving high-performance and 
comfortable employees.
Implications

The theoretical implication of this study is 
enriching the body of knowledge in the 
context of Iraq and academic context in 
developing countries. The study confirmed 
that the theory of OJ was applicable in the 
context of higher education. However, the 
practical implication indicated that DJ 
was more important to improve the 
academic staff performance. Besides, the 
Head of Department and the Dean are 
advised to enhance the DJ, where they 

should equitably distribute the resource 
among academic staff. The IJ was shown 
to be important for academic staff, thus 
the Head of Department and the Dean 
should deal with academic staff with 
complete honesty and dignity.
Conclusion, Limitations, and Future work

The current study specifically addressed 
the academic staff's understanding of OJ 
and the performance of their interaction 
with their superiors (Head of Department 
/ Dean). The study focused on academic 
performance's soft side to improve produc-
tive and useful behaviour. The results 
show that university academics work 
effectively with their superiors (Head of 
Department / Dean). To ensure equality at 
universities, the current Head of Depart-
ment / Dean must uphold the moral and 
ethical code of conduct by including all 
participants in the DMP. In addition, to 
ensure equality in the allocation of incen-
tives and processes involved in the 
decision-making of recruitment, selection, 
training and development, and assess-
ment of JP, it is equally necessary to 
ensure fairness in interpersonal interac-
tion between the Head of Department / 
Dean and the academic staff. When 
academic staff perceived the Head of 
Department / Dean as being professional, 
trustworthy, real, and justifiable, they feel 
more confident and optimistic. 

This study, like any other study, has sever-
al limitations. The study was conducted 
only in three universities located in Bagh-
dad due to security issues and the inabili-
ty to carry out research in more than those 
three universities. The study was conduct-
ed in public universities only, hence the 
results could not be generalized the result 
to private universities due to the differ-
ence in the nature of rules and regula-
tions. Future studies can be conducted in 
more than three universities and cover 

private universities as well. The prospec-
tive study may examine the causal effect 
of OJ on JP by examining the mediating 
role.
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DETERMINANTS OF LEVERAGE: EVIDENCE BASED ON BSE LISTED 
INDIAN AUTO ANCILLARY FIRMS

Abstract
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Introduction
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The decision of capital structure is 
related to the distribution of sources of 
finance in such a way that maximizes the 
value of a firm. The seminal paper Modig-
liani and Miller (1958) assumed a 
complete and perfect capital market and 
suggested that the capital structure 
theories are irrelevant in determining 
the value of a firm. The irrelevance 
theory of capital structure raised a 
debate on capital structure theories. The 
assumption of a perfect capital market is, 
basically, an ideal scenario where all 
securities are fairly priced without any 
market friction. It was a normative 
theory that was the basis of many other 

The primary objective of the present article is to investigate the impact of growth, liquidi-
ty, non-debt tax shield, profitability, size and tangibility on financial leverage with 
reference to Bombay Stock Exchange listed Indian auto ancillary firms. The study 
covered a period of 8 years (2013-2020) and applied correlation analysis, granger causali-
ty test and panel regression analysis. The findings of correlation analysis show that 
liquidity, profitability, and tangibility have significant association with financial 
leverage. The result of granger causality test indicates that liquidity and profitability 
granger cause leverage. Lastly, the regression analysis shows that liquidity and profita-
bility have a significant negative impact on firms’ leverage. Overall, findings of the study 
support the pecking order theory.

theories that tried to incorporate some of 
the actual market frictions and explain 
how these help in determining the capital 
structure of a firm and led the debate 
towards a positive theory. A comprehen-
sive theory which covers all aspects of 
financing behaviour does not exist. The 
trade-off theory, market timing theory, 
signalling theory, agency cost theory, free 
cash flow theory, pecking order theory 
are the theories that try to explain the 
variation in leverage of different firms. 
These theories are results of the devia-
tions from the perfect market assumption 
and tried to explain the behaviour of 
firms while making capital structure 

decisions in the presence of the imperfec-
tions or frictions of the market. According 
to the general trade-off theory, a firm 
which needs funds to finance an invest-
ment opportunity will trade-off between 
the costs and benefit of having leverage 
in the capital structure and accordingly 
decide the optimum level of leverage 
(Ikpesu and Eboiyehi, 2018; Fama and 
French, 2002). The agency cost of theory 
assumes that the separation of owner-
ship and control exerts agency costs on 
the firm (Kochhar, 1996). Managers act 
as agents of equity and debt-holders and 
sometimes take a decision that favours 
only a particular group, not the value of 
the firm. The free cash flow anomaly 
explains how the availability of extra 
funds makes managers takes suboptimal 
decisions that favour them and create a 
cost to the firm. The idea of market 
timing theory explains that a firm can 
take advantage of the market perfor-
mance and issue the shares accordingly. 
The signalling theory explains that due 
to information asymmetry the outside 
investors may not be able to gauge the 
actual worth of the firm or the invest-
ment opportunity for which the firm 
needs financing; they take signals of firm 
value from the decisions taken by the 
firms (Levy and Lazarovich-Porat, 1995). 
In contrast to the trade-off theory, the 
pecking order theory suggests that there 
is no optimal target of leverage (Myers, 
1984). Due to information asymmetry, 
different financing sources bear different 
costs and to maximize the firm value, 
financing sources with less information 
asymmetry should be issued first. The 
theory suggests that firms should first 
employ internal funding, then debt and 
then equity.
 
These theories, in their general forms, 
were not able to explain much variation 
in leverage across firms. The literature 
on capital structure used them combined 
to explain the variation in the capital 
structure of firms. The present article 
will focus on the two main theories, the 

trade-off theory and the pecking order 
theory, and with the help of other 
theories explain the variation in leverage 
across firms. The terms leverage and 
financial leverage have been used 
interchangeably and the proxy for 
leverage is as per the suggestion by Chak-
lader and Chawla (2016).

The study will focus on the auto ancillary 
firms listed on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The Indian auto ancillary 
sector is world’s fourth largest and is 
closely linked to the India automobile 
industry. Further, the Indian auto 
ancillary firms produce items whose 
requirements are recurring in nature. 
Thus, its contribution to GDP and employ-
ment is quite significant.

Theoretical framework 
Trade-off theory
The trade-off theory originates from 
Modigliani and Miller (1958) which 
assumes a perfect and complete capital 
market with no frictions and thus, the 
capital structure decisions are value 
irrelevant. All the financing sources are 
perfect substitutes and the value of the 
levered firm will be equal to the value of 
the unlevered firm. Further, Modigliani 
and Miller (1963) relaxed the assumption 
of a complete and perfect capital market 
with the introduction of corporate taxes 
in the original model. The study consid-
ers the tax benefits of debt and described 
the value of levered firms as the present 
value of tax shield in addition to the 
value of the unlevered firm. Both the 
papers didn’t consider the presence of 
bankruptcy penalties in their theories. 
Kraus and Litzenberger (1973) stated 
that the corporate taxes and bankruptcy 
penalties are central to the positive 
theories which explain the effect of 
leverage on value of the firm. In reality, 
the benefits arising with a tax shield is 
offset by the costs of financial distress 
and the theory which suggests a trade-off 
between the benefits and costs of issuing 
debt for getting an optimal level of 

leverage, named as trade-off theory. The 
tax benefits are observable but the costs 
are not, so it is safer for firms to maintain 
a safety of margin before taking tax 
benefits. Thus, the trade-off theory 
suggests that a firm should issue debt 
only up to the level where the benefits are 
more than or equal to the costs. 

It may be worth noting that getting the 
tax benefits are not the only incentive for 
debt issues. It also relates to mitigating 
the agency costs and free cash flow 
problems. Debt issue generates various 
types of problems and incentives while 
managing the business which leads to 
conflict of interest between managers, 
shareholders, and debt-holders. These 
costs are named as asset substitution 
problems and underinvestment. Debts 
are less risk bearing assets and they are 
issued basically for less risky invest-
ments than equity. Sometimes managers 
act in the favour of shareholders by 
issuing debts and use the proceedings to 
invest in more risky projects than the 
debt was contracted for. Since, debt-hold-
ers anticipate these behaviours they 
demand higher premiums on their debts 
increasing the cost of capital. This is 
known as asset substitution problem as it 
exchanges the lower risky investments 
for higher-risky investment. Firms may 
use asset substitution to please share-
holders. It may increase the value of 
shareholders but damages the debt-hold-
ers and thus, value of the firm may be 
unaffected by the move. The problem of 
underinvestment through agency 
problems arises when firms take 
decisions to not undertake a profitable 
project (a positive NPV project) because 
the profits will be partly shared by the 
debt-holders while the risk is borne by 
the equity-holders. It is a cost to the 
value of a firm. Managers take the 
decision to under-invest especially when 
risky debts are present in the market. 
The success of a profitable project may 
lead to higher valuation of debts at the 
cost of shareholders. These costs prevent 

firms from issuing more debts. 
 
The main concern of the trade-off theory 
is to search for the ways which help in 
reducing the costs of debt issue and 
increasing the benefits of it. The static 
version of trade off theory assumes an 
optimum level of debt which a firm chose 
according to its costs and benefits. The 
dynamic trade off theory assumes that 
although the firms choose their target 
levels but they deviate from their target 
and again try to adjust the debt level to 
reach their targets. 
Pecking order theory

The assumption of perfect capital 
markets leads the financing decisions 
value irrelevant and makes the internal 
and external financing substitutes of each 
other (Modigliani & miller, 1958). Howev-
er, market imperfections lead to consider-
able wedge between the decision to 
finance from internal sources and 
external sources and make the decision 
related to capital structure relevant for 
valuation of firms (Vanacker and Mani-
gart, 2010). Myers and Majluf (1984) 
tried to count on these inefficiencies of the 
market and added the condition of 
information asymmetry with the assump-
tion of a perfect capital market. The study 
explains how the capital structure of a 
firm, which has asset-in-place and needs 
additional financing for investment oppor-
tunities, is influenced when managers of 
the firms are more informed than outside 
investors and the managers as well as the 
outside investors are aware of the fact. 
Transmitting complete information to 
outside investors is very costly.  
Since, managers cannot provide the 
information to outside investors, informa-
tion is signalled to outside investors 
through decisions taken by them. The 
information asymmetry is perhaps the 
most important source to know why the 
external financing is thought to be more 
costly than the internal one. With this, 
the theory of pecking order came into 
being which posits that there should be 

an order of preferring the sources of 
finance in which the least costly should 
be preferred first. In other words, the 
internal financing should be preferred 
and in case it exhausts, external financ-
ing may be the next option. Availability of 
internal financing can safely avoid the 
need of external financing and be helpful 
to avoid consequences of manager’s 
inside information.
 
External financing (issuing debt or 
equity), on the other hand, may lead to 
asset mispricing at the marketplace 
which will cause a loss of value. The firms 
which have investment opportunities 
may not issue equity as they are aware 
that outside investors may not gauge the 
actual worth of the firm's assets as well 
as the future prospects of growth and the 
shares issued may remain under-priced. 
The growth opportunity increases the 
information asymmetry. Hence, if a firm 
issues new capital, it may signal outside 
investors the bad news (market signal-
ling). The outside investors may perceive 
that the asset in place is overvalued and 
hence, the managers are issuing new 
stocks, because if it had been underval-
ued, they may not have issued new 
shares. Thus, it affects the stock prices of 
the firm. The firm may fail to accept the 
opportunity to invest in a profitable 
project (Underinvestment problem) 
(Rocca et al., 2007). Here, Myers and 
Majluf (1984) argued that in absence of 
internal financing, Debt should be issued 
as it bears less information asymmetry 
and share prices will not be mispriced. In 
comparison to equity, debt bears less cost 
and leads to less information asymmetry 
because debt-contracts are safer as they 
limit the possible amount which the 
debt-holders may lose. Among the debts, 
risk-free debts and secured debts have 
least cost than the unsecured one. The 
main concern of the pecking order theory 
is how to reduce information asymmetry.     

Literature review

This section discusses various significant 
contributions made by researchers on the 
literature of determinants of a firm’s 
capital structure.

Booth et al. (2001) examined the differ-
ence in capital structure of developed and 
developing countries over the period of 10 
years and fund that the firm specific 
determinants of capital structure affect 
the developing countries in the same way 
they affect the developed countries. 
However, the country specific factors 
affect the ratios in different way which 
creates the variation in ratios among the 
countries.

Mishra (2011) investigated the determi-
nants of capital structure of 48 profit 
making PSUs of manufacturing sector. 
The study found the profitability of firms 
was negatively while the growth opportu-
nity and tangibility were positively 
related with leverage. Tax rate had a 
negative coefficient which was against 
the expectations of trade off theory. The 
relationship of profitability and growth 
was according to the pecking order theory 
while that of the tangibility was accord-
ing to the trade-off theory. The effect of 
non-debt tax shield and size of the firms 
were insignificant factor for the period 
observed.

Ali (2011) enquired about the determi-
nants of capital structure for textile 
companies listed on Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The study period extends from 
the year 2006 to 2010 and considered 170 
textile companies. Only long-term debt 
had been used for defining leverage ratio 
and the study found that profitability and 
growth in total assets were negatively 
related with leverage while size of the 
firms, non-debt tax shield and asset tangi-
bility shared a positive relationship with 
leverage.

Serrasqueiro and Caetano (2012) investi-
gated into the practices of determining 

capital structure of SMEs of Portugal 
over the period 1998 to 2005. The study 
found the profitability and age of the 
firms were negatively related to debt 
ratio. The results are consistent with 
pecking order theory. Again, the firms 
were found to be making a considerable 
adjustment towards their target capital 
which proves that the firms also consider 
the trade-off theories. The growth oppor-
tunities and tangibility had insignificant 
relationship with debt ratio for the period 
observed. 

Gonzalez and Gonzalez (2012) examined 
the determinants of capital structure and 
the behaviour of these factors depending 
upon the size of the firms in Spain. The 
results supported both the theories as 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to debt ratio and debt level of 
previous years were positively related 
according to the explanation of the 
trade-off theory. And Growth opportuni-
ty, intangibility and size had positive 
association while profitability had 
negative association with debt ratio 
according to the theory of pecking order. 
However, the study further emphasizes 
that the degree of usage of the theories 
varies across firm size but the direct of 
the relationship remains the same.
Abdeljawad et al. (2013)  advocated the 
presence of trade off theory in financing 
behaviour of Malaysian firms. The study 
found the evidence of target reversion 
behaviour which actually satisfies the 
criteria of adopting trade-off theory. But 
again, for target reversion, the firms may 
balance the costs and benefits of financ-
ing the firm by taking the advantage of 
market situation. Hence, firms may 
deviate from trade off to pecking order or 
say to market timing for financing. 
Overall, the study concludes that with 
differences in size, patterns, leverage 
level in the firms, they may adopt any 
theory or a combination of that for financ-
ing themselves.

 
Handoo and Sharma (2014) examined the 
factors affecting the capital structure of 
870 listed Indian firms from 2001 to 2010. 
Both private as well as government firms 
were considered for analysis. The study 
prepared 3 models with different depend-
ent variables. First model which consid-
ered short term debt as leverage found 
profitability, asset tangibility, size of the 
firm, tax rate and debt servicing capacity 
being the major determinants. Another 
model with long term debt as leverage 
found the profitability, growth, tangibili-
ty, cost of debt, tax rate, and debt servic-
ing capacity as major determinants. 
Third model which considered total debt 
as leverage found all the factors in the 
above models as important determinants 
except the cost of debt.
     
Komera and P.J. (2014) investigated the 
validity of pecking order theory in 
presence of debt concerns. The study 
covers the data of all public listed compa-
nies in India from the year 1992 to 2011. 
The pecking order is expected to be 
performing well for small firms as these 
firms exhibit information asymmetry but 
did not seem to be true in case of small 
firms. Overall, the study found that tangi-
bility and size shared a positive while 
growth and profitability shared a 
negative relationship with leverage. For 
emphasizing the effect of financial deficit, 
it was included in the regression but the 
R-square was remained moreover same 
as before and the signs of all the factors 
also remained unchanged. With this the 
study concluded that pecking order 
doesn’t seem to work well even in case 
where the debt capacity of the firms 
became a concern. Overall, the study 
negates the validity of pecking order 
theory.
Chadha and Sharma (2015) tried to find 
the important determinants of capital 
structure in manufacturing firms with 
special reference to India. The study 

extends over a period of 10 years, from 
2003-04 to 2012-13 and considered 422 
listed firms for analysis. The size and age 
of the firms, asset tangibility, growth, 
profitability, non-debt tax shield and 
business risk were found to be the impor-
tant determinants of capital structure of 
the firms for the observed period. In 
addition, the study also comments that a 
mix of both the trade-off and pecking 
order theories explains the determinants 
of capital structure of these firms.

Harc (2015) examined 500 small and 
medium enterprises in Croatia with data 
from the year 2005 to 2010. The study 
concluded that tangible assets behaved 
differently with short term debt and 
long-term debt. It shared a positive associ-
ation with long term debt and a negative 
association with short term debts. Since 
between the tangibility and leverage, the 
trade-off theory and pecking order 
theories advocates a positive and 
negative signs respectively, the study 
specified that the firms consider trade off 
theory while thinking about the 
long-term financing and consider pecking 
order theory while taking decisions for 
short term financing. 
 
Adair and Adaskou (2015) investigated 
2370 small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) to analyse the determinants of 
their capital structure in order to know 
whether the firms apply the trade-off 
theory or the pecking order theory while 
determining the capital structure. The 
study found that with the increasing age 
of the firms and increased profitability, 
the debt ratio was reduced while the 
growth of the firms had a positive associa-
tion with debt ratio. It signifies the use of 
pecking order theory. Also, the study 
reports that trade credit and guarantee or 
firms had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio which confirms with the 
trade-off theory. The effect of risk which 
varies among different types of industries 

and size were found to be insignificant on 
debt ratio.
 
Rao et al. (2017) investigated the factors 
that determine the capital structure of 
Indian manufacturing firms. The study 
applied panel data analysis and found 
that the depreciation, research & develop-
ment expenditure, and liquidity were 
positively related to the leverage while 
profitability and tangibility were negative-
ly related.

Sofat and Singh (2017) analysed the top 
100 manufacturing companies listed in 
BSE for finding the most significant 
determinants of capital structure in 
India. The study found the profitability 
with a negative relationship to leverage 
while asset composition and business risk 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Firm size was found to be an insignificant 
determinant. Thus, the study found a mix 
of capital structure theories explaining 
the behaviour of the determinants and 
the profitability, asset composition and 
business risk were considered as signifi-
cant determinants of capital structure for 
the observed period.
  
Nasution et al. (2017) examined the 
determinants of capital structure of manu-
facturing companies in Indonesia. The 
study found that the profitability and 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to leverage while the tangibility 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Corporate tax and inflation had insignifi-
cant relationship.
 
Sakr and Bedeir (2019) investigated 
whether the capital structure decisions of 
publicly traded non-financial firms are 
explained by the trade-off theory, pecking 
order theory or the agency cost theory. 
The study concluded that profitability, 
size, tangibility, liquidity, growth, 
business risk and financial flexibility 
were the important determinants of 

capital structure for the selected firms 
and the trade-off theory as well as 
pecking order theory combined explains 
the relationship between the determi-
nants and the leverage.

Simatupang et al. (2019) enquired about 
the capital structure determinants of 
publicly listed non-financial companies in 
Indonesia and found that the profitability 
and tangibility were determining the 
capital structure of the selected firms 
while sales growth and non-debt tax 
shield were not found to be the significant 
determinants. 
 
Sikveland and Zhang (2020) examined 
the sources of leverage for aquaculture 
industry in Norway and considered long 
term debt, short term debt, total debt, 
and liquidity of firms as a proxy of 
leverage. The study found that the listed 
firms have a significant negative relation-
ship with all proxies of leverage as getting 
equity is easier for them and thus, listing 
of firms is also an important variable for 
explaining the sources of capital 
structure. Further, the study reports that 
the proxies of size and profitability of the 
selected firms share a negative relation-
ship with short term as well as total debt 
and tangibility is positively related with 
long term debt and total debt while it 
shares a negative relationship with short 
term debt.

Gharaibeh and Tahat (2020) enquired 
about the factors that explain the level of 
leverage for service companies in Jordan. 
The study considered 45 companies for 
analysis and with panel regression it 
concluded that the size and non-debt tax 
shield had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio while profitability and business 
risk had a negative relationship.

Determinants and their relationship 
with leverage

Profitability- According to the trade-off 
theory, more profitable firms possess 
more debt servicing capacity and hence, 
should issue more debts to take the 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, the theory 
predicts a positive relationship between a 
firm’s profitability level and leverage. The 
pecking order theory suggests that with 
more profitability, a firm will be able to 
accumulate more surpluses which help 
the firm avoid external financing. The 
more profitable a firm, the less it needs to 
go for debt. Thus, pecking order assumes 
a negative relationship between profitabil-
ity and leverage. Studies Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) consid-
ered profitability as a deteminant of 
leverage.

Growth Opportunities- The trade-off 
theory assumes that growth opportuni-
ties come with agency problems between 
owners and creditors. The owners have 
great incentives to under-invest and also 
by asset substitution. Thus, with growth 
opportunities firms may prefer less to 
avoid the costs related to agency problems 
(Fama and French, 2002). The theory 
assumes a negative relationship between 
growth opportunities and leverage. As per 
the pecking order theory, growth opportu-
nities need more financing and the firms 
with less retained earnings may need to 
increase the leverage. Firms with more 
earnings available may create the 
problem of excess cash flow. With this 
excess cash, managers may take advan-
tage of information asymmetry and invest 
in negative- NPV projects that lead to 
more internal benefits to managers while 
firms will lose the value. The problem of 
excess cash may be mitigated by issuing 
more debt which needs regular and fixed 
payments and hence prevent the misuse 
of excess cash by investing in sub-optimal 
projects. Thus, the pecking order theory 
predicts that the firms with more growth 
opportunities will have a positive relation-

ship with leverage. Studies of Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) and Rao 
et al. (2017) considered growth opportuni-
ty as a deteminant of leverage.

Tangibility – The trade-off allows benefits 
of debt to increase and costs of debt to 
reduce. With tangible assets more debt 
can be raised with less cost as tangible 
assets work as collateral and help to 
reduce financial distress. Hence, tangibili-
ty has a positive relationship with 
leverage in the framework of trade-off 
theories. As per the pecking order, more 
tangible assets will help in lesser informa-
tion asymmetry and help in better pricing 
of new issues. Hence, firms may not have 
problems while issuing new equity. Also, 
the firms may retain the capacity to issue 
debt in near future. Thus, pecking order 
predicts a negative relationship of 
leverage with tangibility. Studies of 
Onofrei et al. (2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered tangibility as a 
determinant of leverage.

Liquidity- More liquidity allows more debt 
servicing capacity which leads to more 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, trade-off 
theory predicts a positive relationship 
between liquidity and leverage. But the 
pecking order assumes a negative relation-
ship with leverage and suggests that with 
more liquidity, firms should prefer 
internal financing rather than relying on 
debt. Studies of Onofrei et al. (2015), Rao 
et al.(2017) considered liquidity as a 
determinant of leverage.

NDTS- The non-debt tax shields are 
substitutes of interest cost of debt as they 
also provide tax benefits. With increasing-
ly non-debt tax shields, the incentive of 
receiving tax benefits from interest will be 
lesser and hence it leads to lower levels of 
leverage. Again, the more non-debt tax 

shields are allowed for deduction, the less 
profitability remains. It further leads to 
less debt servicing capacity of the firm. 
Thus, an increase in NDTS reduces the 
benefit of having more leverage. The 
trade-off theory predicts a negative 
relationship between NDTS and leverage. 
In contrast, the pecking order assumes a 
positive relationship. Since NDTS reduces 
the available earnings, it may dent a 
significant portion of internal financing 
and hence, more debt will be issued with 
increasing levels of NDTS.Rao et al. 
(2017) considered NDTS as a determinant 
of leverage.

Size – Larger firms used to be more diversi-
fied and less prone to bankruptcy. 
Debt-holders can be easily attracted 
towards large sized firms with favourable 
costs to firms in comparison to the smaller 
ones. Hence, larger firms have more incen-
tive in debt servicing than the smaller 
firms. The trade-off theory predicts a 
positive relationship between size of the 
firms and leverage. Since the pecking 
order theory finds benefit where informa-
tion asymmetry can be reduced, it favours 
a negative relationship between the two. 
It states that with large size, firms attract 
more regulation and control which in turn 
reduces information asymmetry to a great 
extent. Hence, the size of the firm and 
leverage should reflect a negative relation-
ship. Studies of Fama and French (2002), 
Onofrei et al.(2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered size of the firm 
as a determinant of leverage.

Objective of the study
1. To investigate the impact of growth, 
liquidity, non-debt tax shield, profitabili-
ty, size and tangibility on financial 
leverage of BSE listed auto ancillary 
firms.

2. To examine whether the findings are 

consistent with the pecking-order theory 
or trade-off theory.
 
Author mentioned in the abstract that the 
primary objective of the paper is, but 
between these two objectives we don’t 
know which one is primary objective.
 

Methodology
The primary objective of the study is to 
investigate the impact of growth, liquidi-
ty, non-debt tax shield, profitability, size, 
and tangibility on financial leverage. For 
the purpose of the present study; we have 
considered BSE Group A listed firms 
belonging to the auto ancillaries sector. 
The auto ancillaries sector has 13 firms 
and we have included 10 of them in the 
study whilethree firms are left out due to 
the unavailability of data. The period of 
the study was for the financial year (1st 

April to 31st March) 2013 to 2020. The 
study considered such a time frame in 
order to capture the period after the recov-
ery of the Indian economy from the 
sub-prime crisis. All the data is sourced 
from the money control web site and are in 
INR. The variables and the proxies used 
in the study are summarised in Table 1.

Note: CL is current liabilities, LTD is 
long-term debts, TA is total assets, CA is 
current assets, Dep is depreciation, NPAT 
is net profit after tax, TE is total equity 
and FA is fixed assets.
 
The study employed panel data regression 
to achieve the pre-specified objective of the 
study. To choose between the fixed effects 
model (FE) and the random effects model 
(RE), the Hausman test is applied. The 
null hypothesis of the test is that Random 
Effects model is consistent while the 

alternative hypothesis is that the Fixed 
Effects model is consistent. Thus, if the 
p-value is less than 0.05 we can reject the 
null hypothesis. 

 To investigate the impact of the selected 
variables the following model is framed 
for the regression analysis: 
 
〖LEV〗_(i,t )= β_0+ β_1 〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)+ β_2 〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)+ β_3 〖(NDTS)
〗_(i,t)+ β_4 〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)+ β_5 〖
(SIZE)〗_(i,t)+ β_6 〖(TANG)〗_(i,t)+ ε
_(i,t)

Where, LEVi, t is leverage of the ith firm 
at time t, β0 is the constant, β1 to β6 are 
the coefficients of the independent varia-
bles, GROWi, t is the growth of theith firm 
at time t, LQDi, tis the liquidity of theith 
firm at time t, NDTS i, t is the non-debt 
shield of the ith firm at time t, PROFIT i, 
t is the profitability of the ith firm at time 
t, SIZEi, t is the size of the ith firm at time 
t, TANGi, t is the tangibility of the ith firm 
at time t, εi, t is the error term.
In the first step the summary statistics of 
all the variables viz. mean, standard devia-
tion, skewness and kurtosis are computed. 
Correlation coefficients are computed to 
observe the association between the varia-
bles. 

The granger causality test is applied to 
investigate the direction of causality in 
the short-run. The Hausman test is 
applied to determine whether the fixed 
effect or the random effect is appropriate 
and finally, the regression result is report-
ed.

Discussion
The summary statistics of the variables 
are summarised in Table 2. The mean 
value of leverage, growth, liquidity, 
non-debt tax shield, profitability, size and 
tangibility is 0.3534, 8.7580, 1.7328, 

0.0427, 12.7428, 43.5834 and 0.3369 
respectively. The distribution of leverage, 
liquidity, NDTS, profitability, size and 
tangibility is skewed to the right (positive-
ly skewed) while the distribution of 
growth is skewed to the left (negatively 
skewed). The kurtosis value of all the 
variables is more than 3 which indicates 
that all the variables follow a leptokurtic 
distribution. The Jarque-Bera test 
indicates that at 5 per cent level only tangi-
bility follows normal distribution.

From the correlation analysis (Table 3) all 
the correlation coefficients are less than 
0.8. Further, there is no correlation 
between the independent variables which 
indicates that the problem of multicolline-
arity does not exist and all the independ-
ent variables can be used for the purpose 
of regression analysis simultaneously. 
(needs further clarification) 

Source: Author’s Own calculation
t-stat in [] and p-value in ()

The output of granger causality test is 
presented in Table 4. From the table it can 
be observed that uni-directional causality 
exists between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage which indicates 
that liquidity and profitability improves 
the prediction of leverage in the regres-
sion model.

The output of the regression analysis is 
presented in table 5. From the table it can 
be observed that the idiosyncratic error 
(Rho) is more than 64 per cent which 
suggests that it is better to apply panel 
data regression then pooled regression. 

The study applied both the method of 
panel data regression i.e. fixed effect and 
random effect. The best model is selected 
on the basis of the result of Hausman test.

 
The output of the Hausman test (see Table 
6) supports the random effects model and, 
thus, the rest of the regression analysis 
will be based on the random effect model 
only.The regression equation of the 
determinants of capital structure for BSE 
listed auto ancillaries firms is given below:

LEV〗_(i,t )= 0.5673+ 0.0005〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)- 0.0823〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)- 0.6209〖
(NDTS)〗_(i,t)- 0.0029〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)- 
0.0001〖(SIZE)〗_(i,t)- 0.0222〖(TANG)
〗_(i,t)+ ε_(i,t)

The regression result shows that liquidity 
and profitability are the independent 

variables which significantly affect the 
leverage of the firm. Both the coefficient of 
liquidity and profitability is negative and 
statistically significant at 5 per cent and 
10 per cent level, respectively. The 
negative sign of the coefficient of liquidity 
supports the pecking order theory which 
postulates that firms which maintain 
comfortable liquidity position finance 
through internal funds and rely less on 
debt. Further, the negative sign of the 
coefficient of profitability also supports 
the pecking order theory. Thus, as per the 
theory a firm earning high profits finance 
through internal funding and would avoid 
outside financing. The negative relation-
ship between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage is in line with 
the findings of Serrasqueiro and Caetano 
(2012), Adair and Adaskou (2015) and 
Nasutionet al. (2017). The coefficient sign 
of growth is positive but insignificant. The 
positive relationship between leverage 
and growth is in consistent with the 
pecking order theory and is in line with 
the findings of Mishra (2011) and Adair 
and Adaskou (2015). Thus, according to 
the theory a growing firm with insufficient 
internal funding will prefer to issue debt 
instead of equity shares to meet the financ-
ing requirements. As per the theory issue 
of equity shares by a growing firm will 
signal the investors that the equity shares 
are overvalued and may result in massive 
sell-off. The negative relationship 
between the firm’s leverage and the 
non-debt tax shield derived in the study 
supports the trade-off theory and is in line 
with the results of Gonzalez and Gonzalez 
(2012) and Nasutionet al. (2017). The 
trade-off theory theorises a positive 
relationship between size and the firm’s 
leverage. According to the theory as a firm 
grows, its profitability also increases 
which in turn reduces the firm’s probabili-
ty of bankruptcy. Thus, larger firms have 
easy access to debt as compared to smaller 

firms. On the other hand, the pecking 
order theory supports the negative 
relationship between size and leverage. 
The present study found a negative 
relationship between size and leverage 
which is consistent with the pecking order 
theory. The regression equation shows 
that the relationship between tangibility 
and leverage is negative and insignificant. 
The negative coefficient of tangibility 
supports the pecking order theory. Accord-
ing to the theory as firm’s tangible assets 
to total assets ratio improves the informa-
tion asymmetry reduces, thus, making 
equity issuance less costly. In other words, 
firm’s with higher tangible assets to total 
assets ratio have lower leverage.

The value of Adj. R2 is 0.1578 which 
indicates that around 16 per cent of the 
variation in leverage can be explained by 
the independent variables. The F-statistic 
is significant which suggests that the 
model fits the data significantly. Further, 
the value of the Durbin-Watson statistic is 
close to 2 which suggest that the problem 
of autocorrelation do not exist in the 
residuals.
  
Conclusion
The present study investigated the 
determinants of leverage with reference to 
BSE listed auto ancillary companies. The 
study covered a period of 8 financial years 
and employed correlation analysis, grang-
er causality test and panel regression to 
analyse the data.The correlation analysis 
shows that leverage is positively correlat-
ed with growth, NDTS and tangibility 
while leverage is negatively correlated 
with liquidity, profitability and size. The 
correlation analysis further indicates that 
the multicollinearity problem does not 
exist between the independent variables. 
The result of the granger causality test 
suggests that unidirectional causality 
exists between liquidity and firm’s 

leverage and profitability and firm’s 
leverage. The study applied Hausman test 
to determine whether the fixed effect 
model or the random effect model is appro-
priate. The result of the Hausman test 
suggests that the random effect model is 
appropriate for the present study. The 
regression equation explains 16 per cent 
of the variation in leverage. The regres-
sion further reveals that liquidity and 
profitability have significant negative 
relationship with leverage while the 
coefficient of NDTS, tangibility, size is 
also found to be negative but insignificant. 
The regression equation suggests that 
growth of the firm has positive impact on 
the firm’s leverage. The regression 
coefficients of liquidity, profitability, 
growth, size and tangibility supports the 
pecking order theory while the regression 
coefficient of NDTS supports the trade-off 
theory.

The present study used a single leverage 
proxy; however, running separate regres-
sions with multiple leverage proxies and 
comparing the results could have been a 
better approach and may come up with 
new in-sights.
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The decision of capital structure is 
related to the distribution of sources of 
finance in such a way that maximizes the 
value of a firm. The seminal paper Modig-
liani and Miller (1958) assumed a 
complete and perfect capital market and 
suggested that the capital structure 
theories are irrelevant in determining 
the value of a firm. The irrelevance 
theory of capital structure raised a 
debate on capital structure theories. The 
assumption of a perfect capital market is, 
basically, an ideal scenario where all 
securities are fairly priced without any 
market friction. It was a normative 
theory that was the basis of many other 

theories that tried to incorporate some of 
the actual market frictions and explain 
how these help in determining the capital 
structure of a firm and led the debate 
towards a positive theory. A comprehen-
sive theory which covers all aspects of 
financing behaviour does not exist. The 
trade-off theory, market timing theory, 
signalling theory, agency cost theory, free 
cash flow theory, pecking order theory 
are the theories that try to explain the 
variation in leverage of different firms. 
These theories are results of the devia-
tions from the perfect market assumption 
and tried to explain the behaviour of 
firms while making capital structure 

decisions in the presence of the imperfec-
tions or frictions of the market. According 
to the general trade-off theory, a firm 
which needs funds to finance an invest-
ment opportunity will trade-off between 
the costs and benefit of having leverage 
in the capital structure and accordingly 
decide the optimum level of leverage 
(Ikpesu and Eboiyehi, 2018; Fama and 
French, 2002). The agency cost of theory 
assumes that the separation of owner-
ship and control exerts agency costs on 
the firm (Kochhar, 1996). Managers act 
as agents of equity and debt-holders and 
sometimes take a decision that favours 
only a particular group, not the value of 
the firm. The free cash flow anomaly 
explains how the availability of extra 
funds makes managers takes suboptimal 
decisions that favour them and create a 
cost to the firm. The idea of market 
timing theory explains that a firm can 
take advantage of the market perfor-
mance and issue the shares accordingly. 
The signalling theory explains that due 
to information asymmetry the outside 
investors may not be able to gauge the 
actual worth of the firm or the invest-
ment opportunity for which the firm 
needs financing; they take signals of firm 
value from the decisions taken by the 
firms (Levy and Lazarovich-Porat, 1995). 
In contrast to the trade-off theory, the 
pecking order theory suggests that there 
is no optimal target of leverage (Myers, 
1984). Due to information asymmetry, 
different financing sources bear different 
costs and to maximize the firm value, 
financing sources with less information 
asymmetry should be issued first. The 
theory suggests that firms should first 
employ internal funding, then debt and 
then equity.
 
These theories, in their general forms, 
were not able to explain much variation 
in leverage across firms. The literature 
on capital structure used them combined 
to explain the variation in the capital 
structure of firms. The present article 
will focus on the two main theories, the 

trade-off theory and the pecking order 
theory, and with the help of other 
theories explain the variation in leverage 
across firms. The terms leverage and 
financial leverage have been used 
interchangeably and the proxy for 
leverage is as per the suggestion by Chak-
lader and Chawla (2016).

The study will focus on the auto ancillary 
firms listed on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The Indian auto ancillary 
sector is world’s fourth largest and is 
closely linked to the India automobile 
industry. Further, the Indian auto 
ancillary firms produce items whose 
requirements are recurring in nature. 
Thus, its contribution to GDP and employ-
ment is quite significant.

Theoretical framework 
Trade-off theory
The trade-off theory originates from 
Modigliani and Miller (1958) which 
assumes a perfect and complete capital 
market with no frictions and thus, the 
capital structure decisions are value 
irrelevant. All the financing sources are 
perfect substitutes and the value of the 
levered firm will be equal to the value of 
the unlevered firm. Further, Modigliani 
and Miller (1963) relaxed the assumption 
of a complete and perfect capital market 
with the introduction of corporate taxes 
in the original model. The study consid-
ers the tax benefits of debt and described 
the value of levered firms as the present 
value of tax shield in addition to the 
value of the unlevered firm. Both the 
papers didn’t consider the presence of 
bankruptcy penalties in their theories. 
Kraus and Litzenberger (1973) stated 
that the corporate taxes and bankruptcy 
penalties are central to the positive 
theories which explain the effect of 
leverage on value of the firm. In reality, 
the benefits arising with a tax shield is 
offset by the costs of financial distress 
and the theory which suggests a trade-off 
between the benefits and costs of issuing 
debt for getting an optimal level of 

leverage, named as trade-off theory. The 
tax benefits are observable but the costs 
are not, so it is safer for firms to maintain 
a safety of margin before taking tax 
benefits. Thus, the trade-off theory 
suggests that a firm should issue debt 
only up to the level where the benefits are 
more than or equal to the costs. 

It may be worth noting that getting the 
tax benefits are not the only incentive for 
debt issues. It also relates to mitigating 
the agency costs and free cash flow 
problems. Debt issue generates various 
types of problems and incentives while 
managing the business which leads to 
conflict of interest between managers, 
shareholders, and debt-holders. These 
costs are named as asset substitution 
problems and underinvestment. Debts 
are less risk bearing assets and they are 
issued basically for less risky invest-
ments than equity. Sometimes managers 
act in the favour of shareholders by 
issuing debts and use the proceedings to 
invest in more risky projects than the 
debt was contracted for. Since, debt-hold-
ers anticipate these behaviours they 
demand higher premiums on their debts 
increasing the cost of capital. This is 
known as asset substitution problem as it 
exchanges the lower risky investments 
for higher-risky investment. Firms may 
use asset substitution to please share-
holders. It may increase the value of 
shareholders but damages the debt-hold-
ers and thus, value of the firm may be 
unaffected by the move. The problem of 
underinvestment through agency 
problems arises when firms take 
decisions to not undertake a profitable 
project (a positive NPV project) because 
the profits will be partly shared by the 
debt-holders while the risk is borne by 
the equity-holders. It is a cost to the 
value of a firm. Managers take the 
decision to under-invest especially when 
risky debts are present in the market. 
The success of a profitable project may 
lead to higher valuation of debts at the 
cost of shareholders. These costs prevent 

firms from issuing more debts. 
 
The main concern of the trade-off theory 
is to search for the ways which help in 
reducing the costs of debt issue and 
increasing the benefits of it. The static 
version of trade off theory assumes an 
optimum level of debt which a firm chose 
according to its costs and benefits. The 
dynamic trade off theory assumes that 
although the firms choose their target 
levels but they deviate from their target 
and again try to adjust the debt level to 
reach their targets. 
Pecking order theory

The assumption of perfect capital 
markets leads the financing decisions 
value irrelevant and makes the internal 
and external financing substitutes of each 
other (Modigliani & miller, 1958). Howev-
er, market imperfections lead to consider-
able wedge between the decision to 
finance from internal sources and 
external sources and make the decision 
related to capital structure relevant for 
valuation of firms (Vanacker and Mani-
gart, 2010). Myers and Majluf (1984) 
tried to count on these inefficiencies of the 
market and added the condition of 
information asymmetry with the assump-
tion of a perfect capital market. The study 
explains how the capital structure of a 
firm, which has asset-in-place and needs 
additional financing for investment oppor-
tunities, is influenced when managers of 
the firms are more informed than outside 
investors and the managers as well as the 
outside investors are aware of the fact. 
Transmitting complete information to 
outside investors is very costly.  
Since, managers cannot provide the 
information to outside investors, informa-
tion is signalled to outside investors 
through decisions taken by them. The 
information asymmetry is perhaps the 
most important source to know why the 
external financing is thought to be more 
costly than the internal one. With this, 
the theory of pecking order came into 
being which posits that there should be 

an order of preferring the sources of 
finance in which the least costly should 
be preferred first. In other words, the 
internal financing should be preferred 
and in case it exhausts, external financ-
ing may be the next option. Availability of 
internal financing can safely avoid the 
need of external financing and be helpful 
to avoid consequences of manager’s 
inside information.
 
External financing (issuing debt or 
equity), on the other hand, may lead to 
asset mispricing at the marketplace 
which will cause a loss of value. The firms 
which have investment opportunities 
may not issue equity as they are aware 
that outside investors may not gauge the 
actual worth of the firm's assets as well 
as the future prospects of growth and the 
shares issued may remain under-priced. 
The growth opportunity increases the 
information asymmetry. Hence, if a firm 
issues new capital, it may signal outside 
investors the bad news (market signal-
ling). The outside investors may perceive 
that the asset in place is overvalued and 
hence, the managers are issuing new 
stocks, because if it had been underval-
ued, they may not have issued new 
shares. Thus, it affects the stock prices of 
the firm. The firm may fail to accept the 
opportunity to invest in a profitable 
project (Underinvestment problem) 
(Rocca et al., 2007). Here, Myers and 
Majluf (1984) argued that in absence of 
internal financing, Debt should be issued 
as it bears less information asymmetry 
and share prices will not be mispriced. In 
comparison to equity, debt bears less cost 
and leads to less information asymmetry 
because debt-contracts are safer as they 
limit the possible amount which the 
debt-holders may lose. Among the debts, 
risk-free debts and secured debts have 
least cost than the unsecured one. The 
main concern of the pecking order theory 
is how to reduce information asymmetry.     

Literature review

This section discusses various significant 
contributions made by researchers on the 
literature of determinants of a firm’s 
capital structure.

Booth et al. (2001) examined the differ-
ence in capital structure of developed and 
developing countries over the period of 10 
years and fund that the firm specific 
determinants of capital structure affect 
the developing countries in the same way 
they affect the developed countries. 
However, the country specific factors 
affect the ratios in different way which 
creates the variation in ratios among the 
countries.

Mishra (2011) investigated the determi-
nants of capital structure of 48 profit 
making PSUs of manufacturing sector. 
The study found the profitability of firms 
was negatively while the growth opportu-
nity and tangibility were positively 
related with leverage. Tax rate had a 
negative coefficient which was against 
the expectations of trade off theory. The 
relationship of profitability and growth 
was according to the pecking order theory 
while that of the tangibility was accord-
ing to the trade-off theory. The effect of 
non-debt tax shield and size of the firms 
were insignificant factor for the period 
observed.

Ali (2011) enquired about the determi-
nants of capital structure for textile 
companies listed on Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The study period extends from 
the year 2006 to 2010 and considered 170 
textile companies. Only long-term debt 
had been used for defining leverage ratio 
and the study found that profitability and 
growth in total assets were negatively 
related with leverage while size of the 
firms, non-debt tax shield and asset tangi-
bility shared a positive relationship with 
leverage.

Serrasqueiro and Caetano (2012) investi-
gated into the practices of determining 

capital structure of SMEs of Portugal 
over the period 1998 to 2005. The study 
found the profitability and age of the 
firms were negatively related to debt 
ratio. The results are consistent with 
pecking order theory. Again, the firms 
were found to be making a considerable 
adjustment towards their target capital 
which proves that the firms also consider 
the trade-off theories. The growth oppor-
tunities and tangibility had insignificant 
relationship with debt ratio for the period 
observed. 

Gonzalez and Gonzalez (2012) examined 
the determinants of capital structure and 
the behaviour of these factors depending 
upon the size of the firms in Spain. The 
results supported both the theories as 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to debt ratio and debt level of 
previous years were positively related 
according to the explanation of the 
trade-off theory. And Growth opportuni-
ty, intangibility and size had positive 
association while profitability had 
negative association with debt ratio 
according to the theory of pecking order. 
However, the study further emphasizes 
that the degree of usage of the theories 
varies across firm size but the direct of 
the relationship remains the same.
Abdeljawad et al. (2013)  advocated the 
presence of trade off theory in financing 
behaviour of Malaysian firms. The study 
found the evidence of target reversion 
behaviour which actually satisfies the 
criteria of adopting trade-off theory. But 
again, for target reversion, the firms may 
balance the costs and benefits of financ-
ing the firm by taking the advantage of 
market situation. Hence, firms may 
deviate from trade off to pecking order or 
say to market timing for financing. 
Overall, the study concludes that with 
differences in size, patterns, leverage 
level in the firms, they may adopt any 
theory or a combination of that for financ-
ing themselves.

 
Handoo and Sharma (2014) examined the 
factors affecting the capital structure of 
870 listed Indian firms from 2001 to 2010. 
Both private as well as government firms 
were considered for analysis. The study 
prepared 3 models with different depend-
ent variables. First model which consid-
ered short term debt as leverage found 
profitability, asset tangibility, size of the 
firm, tax rate and debt servicing capacity 
being the major determinants. Another 
model with long term debt as leverage 
found the profitability, growth, tangibili-
ty, cost of debt, tax rate, and debt servic-
ing capacity as major determinants. 
Third model which considered total debt 
as leverage found all the factors in the 
above models as important determinants 
except the cost of debt.
     
Komera and P.J. (2014) investigated the 
validity of pecking order theory in 
presence of debt concerns. The study 
covers the data of all public listed compa-
nies in India from the year 1992 to 2011. 
The pecking order is expected to be 
performing well for small firms as these 
firms exhibit information asymmetry but 
did not seem to be true in case of small 
firms. Overall, the study found that tangi-
bility and size shared a positive while 
growth and profitability shared a 
negative relationship with leverage. For 
emphasizing the effect of financial deficit, 
it was included in the regression but the 
R-square was remained moreover same 
as before and the signs of all the factors 
also remained unchanged. With this the 
study concluded that pecking order 
doesn’t seem to work well even in case 
where the debt capacity of the firms 
became a concern. Overall, the study 
negates the validity of pecking order 
theory.
Chadha and Sharma (2015) tried to find 
the important determinants of capital 
structure in manufacturing firms with 
special reference to India. The study 

extends over a period of 10 years, from 
2003-04 to 2012-13 and considered 422 
listed firms for analysis. The size and age 
of the firms, asset tangibility, growth, 
profitability, non-debt tax shield and 
business risk were found to be the impor-
tant determinants of capital structure of 
the firms for the observed period. In 
addition, the study also comments that a 
mix of both the trade-off and pecking 
order theories explains the determinants 
of capital structure of these firms.

Harc (2015) examined 500 small and 
medium enterprises in Croatia with data 
from the year 2005 to 2010. The study 
concluded that tangible assets behaved 
differently with short term debt and 
long-term debt. It shared a positive associ-
ation with long term debt and a negative 
association with short term debts. Since 
between the tangibility and leverage, the 
trade-off theory and pecking order 
theories advocates a positive and 
negative signs respectively, the study 
specified that the firms consider trade off 
theory while thinking about the 
long-term financing and consider pecking 
order theory while taking decisions for 
short term financing. 
 
Adair and Adaskou (2015) investigated 
2370 small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) to analyse the determinants of 
their capital structure in order to know 
whether the firms apply the trade-off 
theory or the pecking order theory while 
determining the capital structure. The 
study found that with the increasing age 
of the firms and increased profitability, 
the debt ratio was reduced while the 
growth of the firms had a positive associa-
tion with debt ratio. It signifies the use of 
pecking order theory. Also, the study 
reports that trade credit and guarantee or 
firms had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio which confirms with the 
trade-off theory. The effect of risk which 
varies among different types of industries 

and size were found to be insignificant on 
debt ratio.
 
Rao et al. (2017) investigated the factors 
that determine the capital structure of 
Indian manufacturing firms. The study 
applied panel data analysis and found 
that the depreciation, research & develop-
ment expenditure, and liquidity were 
positively related to the leverage while 
profitability and tangibility were negative-
ly related.

Sofat and Singh (2017) analysed the top 
100 manufacturing companies listed in 
BSE for finding the most significant 
determinants of capital structure in 
India. The study found the profitability 
with a negative relationship to leverage 
while asset composition and business risk 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Firm size was found to be an insignificant 
determinant. Thus, the study found a mix 
of capital structure theories explaining 
the behaviour of the determinants and 
the profitability, asset composition and 
business risk were considered as signifi-
cant determinants of capital structure for 
the observed period.
  
Nasution et al. (2017) examined the 
determinants of capital structure of manu-
facturing companies in Indonesia. The 
study found that the profitability and 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to leverage while the tangibility 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Corporate tax and inflation had insignifi-
cant relationship.
 
Sakr and Bedeir (2019) investigated 
whether the capital structure decisions of 
publicly traded non-financial firms are 
explained by the trade-off theory, pecking 
order theory or the agency cost theory. 
The study concluded that profitability, 
size, tangibility, liquidity, growth, 
business risk and financial flexibility 
were the important determinants of 

capital structure for the selected firms 
and the trade-off theory as well as 
pecking order theory combined explains 
the relationship between the determi-
nants and the leverage.

Simatupang et al. (2019) enquired about 
the capital structure determinants of 
publicly listed non-financial companies in 
Indonesia and found that the profitability 
and tangibility were determining the 
capital structure of the selected firms 
while sales growth and non-debt tax 
shield were not found to be the significant 
determinants. 
 
Sikveland and Zhang (2020) examined 
the sources of leverage for aquaculture 
industry in Norway and considered long 
term debt, short term debt, total debt, 
and liquidity of firms as a proxy of 
leverage. The study found that the listed 
firms have a significant negative relation-
ship with all proxies of leverage as getting 
equity is easier for them and thus, listing 
of firms is also an important variable for 
explaining the sources of capital 
structure. Further, the study reports that 
the proxies of size and profitability of the 
selected firms share a negative relation-
ship with short term as well as total debt 
and tangibility is positively related with 
long term debt and total debt while it 
shares a negative relationship with short 
term debt.

Gharaibeh and Tahat (2020) enquired 
about the factors that explain the level of 
leverage for service companies in Jordan. 
The study considered 45 companies for 
analysis and with panel regression it 
concluded that the size and non-debt tax 
shield had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio while profitability and business 
risk had a negative relationship.

Determinants and their relationship 
with leverage

Profitability- According to the trade-off 
theory, more profitable firms possess 
more debt servicing capacity and hence, 
should issue more debts to take the 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, the theory 
predicts a positive relationship between a 
firm’s profitability level and leverage. The 
pecking order theory suggests that with 
more profitability, a firm will be able to 
accumulate more surpluses which help 
the firm avoid external financing. The 
more profitable a firm, the less it needs to 
go for debt. Thus, pecking order assumes 
a negative relationship between profitabil-
ity and leverage. Studies Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) consid-
ered profitability as a deteminant of 
leverage.

Growth Opportunities- The trade-off 
theory assumes that growth opportuni-
ties come with agency problems between 
owners and creditors. The owners have 
great incentives to under-invest and also 
by asset substitution. Thus, with growth 
opportunities firms may prefer less to 
avoid the costs related to agency problems 
(Fama and French, 2002). The theory 
assumes a negative relationship between 
growth opportunities and leverage. As per 
the pecking order theory, growth opportu-
nities need more financing and the firms 
with less retained earnings may need to 
increase the leverage. Firms with more 
earnings available may create the 
problem of excess cash flow. With this 
excess cash, managers may take advan-
tage of information asymmetry and invest 
in negative- NPV projects that lead to 
more internal benefits to managers while 
firms will lose the value. The problem of 
excess cash may be mitigated by issuing 
more debt which needs regular and fixed 
payments and hence prevent the misuse 
of excess cash by investing in sub-optimal 
projects. Thus, the pecking order theory 
predicts that the firms with more growth 
opportunities will have a positive relation-

ship with leverage. Studies of Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) and Rao 
et al. (2017) considered growth opportuni-
ty as a deteminant of leverage.

Tangibility – The trade-off allows benefits 
of debt to increase and costs of debt to 
reduce. With tangible assets more debt 
can be raised with less cost as tangible 
assets work as collateral and help to 
reduce financial distress. Hence, tangibili-
ty has a positive relationship with 
leverage in the framework of trade-off 
theories. As per the pecking order, more 
tangible assets will help in lesser informa-
tion asymmetry and help in better pricing 
of new issues. Hence, firms may not have 
problems while issuing new equity. Also, 
the firms may retain the capacity to issue 
debt in near future. Thus, pecking order 
predicts a negative relationship of 
leverage with tangibility. Studies of 
Onofrei et al. (2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered tangibility as a 
determinant of leverage.

Liquidity- More liquidity allows more debt 
servicing capacity which leads to more 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, trade-off 
theory predicts a positive relationship 
between liquidity and leverage. But the 
pecking order assumes a negative relation-
ship with leverage and suggests that with 
more liquidity, firms should prefer 
internal financing rather than relying on 
debt. Studies of Onofrei et al. (2015), Rao 
et al.(2017) considered liquidity as a 
determinant of leverage.

NDTS- The non-debt tax shields are 
substitutes of interest cost of debt as they 
also provide tax benefits. With increasing-
ly non-debt tax shields, the incentive of 
receiving tax benefits from interest will be 
lesser and hence it leads to lower levels of 
leverage. Again, the more non-debt tax 

shields are allowed for deduction, the less 
profitability remains. It further leads to 
less debt servicing capacity of the firm. 
Thus, an increase in NDTS reduces the 
benefit of having more leverage. The 
trade-off theory predicts a negative 
relationship between NDTS and leverage. 
In contrast, the pecking order assumes a 
positive relationship. Since NDTS reduces 
the available earnings, it may dent a 
significant portion of internal financing 
and hence, more debt will be issued with 
increasing levels of NDTS.Rao et al. 
(2017) considered NDTS as a determinant 
of leverage.

Size – Larger firms used to be more diversi-
fied and less prone to bankruptcy. 
Debt-holders can be easily attracted 
towards large sized firms with favourable 
costs to firms in comparison to the smaller 
ones. Hence, larger firms have more incen-
tive in debt servicing than the smaller 
firms. The trade-off theory predicts a 
positive relationship between size of the 
firms and leverage. Since the pecking 
order theory finds benefit where informa-
tion asymmetry can be reduced, it favours 
a negative relationship between the two. 
It states that with large size, firms attract 
more regulation and control which in turn 
reduces information asymmetry to a great 
extent. Hence, the size of the firm and 
leverage should reflect a negative relation-
ship. Studies of Fama and French (2002), 
Onofrei et al.(2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered size of the firm 
as a determinant of leverage.

Objective of the study
1. To investigate the impact of growth, 
liquidity, non-debt tax shield, profitabili-
ty, size and tangibility on financial 
leverage of BSE listed auto ancillary 
firms.

2. To examine whether the findings are 

consistent with the pecking-order theory 
or trade-off theory.
 
Author mentioned in the abstract that the 
primary objective of the paper is, but 
between these two objectives we don’t 
know which one is primary objective.
 

Methodology
The primary objective of the study is to 
investigate the impact of growth, liquidi-
ty, non-debt tax shield, profitability, size, 
and tangibility on financial leverage. For 
the purpose of the present study; we have 
considered BSE Group A listed firms 
belonging to the auto ancillaries sector. 
The auto ancillaries sector has 13 firms 
and we have included 10 of them in the 
study whilethree firms are left out due to 
the unavailability of data. The period of 
the study was for the financial year (1st 

April to 31st March) 2013 to 2020. The 
study considered such a time frame in 
order to capture the period after the recov-
ery of the Indian economy from the 
sub-prime crisis. All the data is sourced 
from the money control web site and are in 
INR. The variables and the proxies used 
in the study are summarised in Table 1.

Note: CL is current liabilities, LTD is 
long-term debts, TA is total assets, CA is 
current assets, Dep is depreciation, NPAT 
is net profit after tax, TE is total equity 
and FA is fixed assets.
 
The study employed panel data regression 
to achieve the pre-specified objective of the 
study. To choose between the fixed effects 
model (FE) and the random effects model 
(RE), the Hausman test is applied. The 
null hypothesis of the test is that Random 
Effects model is consistent while the 

alternative hypothesis is that the Fixed 
Effects model is consistent. Thus, if the 
p-value is less than 0.05 we can reject the 
null hypothesis. 

 To investigate the impact of the selected 
variables the following model is framed 
for the regression analysis: 
 
〖LEV〗_(i,t )= β_0+ β_1 〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)+ β_2 〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)+ β_3 〖(NDTS)
〗_(i,t)+ β_4 〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)+ β_5 〖
(SIZE)〗_(i,t)+ β_6 〖(TANG)〗_(i,t)+ ε
_(i,t)

Where, LEVi, t is leverage of the ith firm 
at time t, β0 is the constant, β1 to β6 are 
the coefficients of the independent varia-
bles, GROWi, t is the growth of theith firm 
at time t, LQDi, tis the liquidity of theith 
firm at time t, NDTS i, t is the non-debt 
shield of the ith firm at time t, PROFIT i, 
t is the profitability of the ith firm at time 
t, SIZEi, t is the size of the ith firm at time 
t, TANGi, t is the tangibility of the ith firm 
at time t, εi, t is the error term.
In the first step the summary statistics of 
all the variables viz. mean, standard devia-
tion, skewness and kurtosis are computed. 
Correlation coefficients are computed to 
observe the association between the varia-
bles. 

The granger causality test is applied to 
investigate the direction of causality in 
the short-run. The Hausman test is 
applied to determine whether the fixed 
effect or the random effect is appropriate 
and finally, the regression result is report-
ed.

Discussion
The summary statistics of the variables 
are summarised in Table 2. The mean 
value of leverage, growth, liquidity, 
non-debt tax shield, profitability, size and 
tangibility is 0.3534, 8.7580, 1.7328, 

0.0427, 12.7428, 43.5834 and 0.3369 
respectively. The distribution of leverage, 
liquidity, NDTS, profitability, size and 
tangibility is skewed to the right (positive-
ly skewed) while the distribution of 
growth is skewed to the left (negatively 
skewed). The kurtosis value of all the 
variables is more than 3 which indicates 
that all the variables follow a leptokurtic 
distribution. The Jarque-Bera test 
indicates that at 5 per cent level only tangi-
bility follows normal distribution.

From the correlation analysis (Table 3) all 
the correlation coefficients are less than 
0.8. Further, there is no correlation 
between the independent variables which 
indicates that the problem of multicolline-
arity does not exist and all the independ-
ent variables can be used for the purpose 
of regression analysis simultaneously. 
(needs further clarification) 

Source: Author’s Own calculation
t-stat in [] and p-value in ()

The output of granger causality test is 
presented in Table 4. From the table it can 
be observed that uni-directional causality 
exists between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage which indicates 
that liquidity and profitability improves 
the prediction of leverage in the regres-
sion model.

The output of the regression analysis is 
presented in table 5. From the table it can 
be observed that the idiosyncratic error 
(Rho) is more than 64 per cent which 
suggests that it is better to apply panel 
data regression then pooled regression. 

The study applied both the method of 
panel data regression i.e. fixed effect and 
random effect. The best model is selected 
on the basis of the result of Hausman test.

 
The output of the Hausman test (see Table 
6) supports the random effects model and, 
thus, the rest of the regression analysis 
will be based on the random effect model 
only.The regression equation of the 
determinants of capital structure for BSE 
listed auto ancillaries firms is given below:

LEV〗_(i,t )= 0.5673+ 0.0005〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)- 0.0823〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)- 0.6209〖
(NDTS)〗_(i,t)- 0.0029〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)- 
0.0001〖(SIZE)〗_(i,t)- 0.0222〖(TANG)
〗_(i,t)+ ε_(i,t)

The regression result shows that liquidity 
and profitability are the independent 

variables which significantly affect the 
leverage of the firm. Both the coefficient of 
liquidity and profitability is negative and 
statistically significant at 5 per cent and 
10 per cent level, respectively. The 
negative sign of the coefficient of liquidity 
supports the pecking order theory which 
postulates that firms which maintain 
comfortable liquidity position finance 
through internal funds and rely less on 
debt. Further, the negative sign of the 
coefficient of profitability also supports 
the pecking order theory. Thus, as per the 
theory a firm earning high profits finance 
through internal funding and would avoid 
outside financing. The negative relation-
ship between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage is in line with 
the findings of Serrasqueiro and Caetano 
(2012), Adair and Adaskou (2015) and 
Nasutionet al. (2017). The coefficient sign 
of growth is positive but insignificant. The 
positive relationship between leverage 
and growth is in consistent with the 
pecking order theory and is in line with 
the findings of Mishra (2011) and Adair 
and Adaskou (2015). Thus, according to 
the theory a growing firm with insufficient 
internal funding will prefer to issue debt 
instead of equity shares to meet the financ-
ing requirements. As per the theory issue 
of equity shares by a growing firm will 
signal the investors that the equity shares 
are overvalued and may result in massive 
sell-off. The negative relationship 
between the firm’s leverage and the 
non-debt tax shield derived in the study 
supports the trade-off theory and is in line 
with the results of Gonzalez and Gonzalez 
(2012) and Nasutionet al. (2017). The 
trade-off theory theorises a positive 
relationship between size and the firm’s 
leverage. According to the theory as a firm 
grows, its profitability also increases 
which in turn reduces the firm’s probabili-
ty of bankruptcy. Thus, larger firms have 
easy access to debt as compared to smaller 

firms. On the other hand, the pecking 
order theory supports the negative 
relationship between size and leverage. 
The present study found a negative 
relationship between size and leverage 
which is consistent with the pecking order 
theory. The regression equation shows 
that the relationship between tangibility 
and leverage is negative and insignificant. 
The negative coefficient of tangibility 
supports the pecking order theory. Accord-
ing to the theory as firm’s tangible assets 
to total assets ratio improves the informa-
tion asymmetry reduces, thus, making 
equity issuance less costly. In other words, 
firm’s with higher tangible assets to total 
assets ratio have lower leverage.

The value of Adj. R2 is 0.1578 which 
indicates that around 16 per cent of the 
variation in leverage can be explained by 
the independent variables. The F-statistic 
is significant which suggests that the 
model fits the data significantly. Further, 
the value of the Durbin-Watson statistic is 
close to 2 which suggest that the problem 
of autocorrelation do not exist in the 
residuals.
  
Conclusion
The present study investigated the 
determinants of leverage with reference to 
BSE listed auto ancillary companies. The 
study covered a period of 8 financial years 
and employed correlation analysis, grang-
er causality test and panel regression to 
analyse the data.The correlation analysis 
shows that leverage is positively correlat-
ed with growth, NDTS and tangibility 
while leverage is negatively correlated 
with liquidity, profitability and size. The 
correlation analysis further indicates that 
the multicollinearity problem does not 
exist between the independent variables. 
The result of the granger causality test 
suggests that unidirectional causality 
exists between liquidity and firm’s 

leverage and profitability and firm’s 
leverage. The study applied Hausman test 
to determine whether the fixed effect 
model or the random effect model is appro-
priate. The result of the Hausman test 
suggests that the random effect model is 
appropriate for the present study. The 
regression equation explains 16 per cent 
of the variation in leverage. The regres-
sion further reveals that liquidity and 
profitability have significant negative 
relationship with leverage while the 
coefficient of NDTS, tangibility, size is 
also found to be negative but insignificant. 
The regression equation suggests that 
growth of the firm has positive impact on 
the firm’s leverage. The regression 
coefficients of liquidity, profitability, 
growth, size and tangibility supports the 
pecking order theory while the regression 
coefficient of NDTS supports the trade-off 
theory.

The present study used a single leverage 
proxy; however, running separate regres-
sions with multiple leverage proxies and 
comparing the results could have been a 
better approach and may come up with 
new in-sights.
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The decision of capital structure is 
related to the distribution of sources of 
finance in such a way that maximizes the 
value of a firm. The seminal paper Modig-
liani and Miller (1958) assumed a 
complete and perfect capital market and 
suggested that the capital structure 
theories are irrelevant in determining 
the value of a firm. The irrelevance 
theory of capital structure raised a 
debate on capital structure theories. The 
assumption of a perfect capital market is, 
basically, an ideal scenario where all 
securities are fairly priced without any 
market friction. It was a normative 
theory that was the basis of many other 

theories that tried to incorporate some of 
the actual market frictions and explain 
how these help in determining the capital 
structure of a firm and led the debate 
towards a positive theory. A comprehen-
sive theory which covers all aspects of 
financing behaviour does not exist. The 
trade-off theory, market timing theory, 
signalling theory, agency cost theory, free 
cash flow theory, pecking order theory 
are the theories that try to explain the 
variation in leverage of different firms. 
These theories are results of the devia-
tions from the perfect market assumption 
and tried to explain the behaviour of 
firms while making capital structure 

decisions in the presence of the imperfec-
tions or frictions of the market. According 
to the general trade-off theory, a firm 
which needs funds to finance an invest-
ment opportunity will trade-off between 
the costs and benefit of having leverage 
in the capital structure and accordingly 
decide the optimum level of leverage 
(Ikpesu and Eboiyehi, 2018; Fama and 
French, 2002). The agency cost of theory 
assumes that the separation of owner-
ship and control exerts agency costs on 
the firm (Kochhar, 1996). Managers act 
as agents of equity and debt-holders and 
sometimes take a decision that favours 
only a particular group, not the value of 
the firm. The free cash flow anomaly 
explains how the availability of extra 
funds makes managers takes suboptimal 
decisions that favour them and create a 
cost to the firm. The idea of market 
timing theory explains that a firm can 
take advantage of the market perfor-
mance and issue the shares accordingly. 
The signalling theory explains that due 
to information asymmetry the outside 
investors may not be able to gauge the 
actual worth of the firm or the invest-
ment opportunity for which the firm 
needs financing; they take signals of firm 
value from the decisions taken by the 
firms (Levy and Lazarovich-Porat, 1995). 
In contrast to the trade-off theory, the 
pecking order theory suggests that there 
is no optimal target of leverage (Myers, 
1984). Due to information asymmetry, 
different financing sources bear different 
costs and to maximize the firm value, 
financing sources with less information 
asymmetry should be issued first. The 
theory suggests that firms should first 
employ internal funding, then debt and 
then equity.
 
These theories, in their general forms, 
were not able to explain much variation 
in leverage across firms. The literature 
on capital structure used them combined 
to explain the variation in the capital 
structure of firms. The present article 
will focus on the two main theories, the 

trade-off theory and the pecking order 
theory, and with the help of other 
theories explain the variation in leverage 
across firms. The terms leverage and 
financial leverage have been used 
interchangeably and the proxy for 
leverage is as per the suggestion by Chak-
lader and Chawla (2016).

The study will focus on the auto ancillary 
firms listed on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The Indian auto ancillary 
sector is world’s fourth largest and is 
closely linked to the India automobile 
industry. Further, the Indian auto 
ancillary firms produce items whose 
requirements are recurring in nature. 
Thus, its contribution to GDP and employ-
ment is quite significant.

Theoretical framework 
Trade-off theory
The trade-off theory originates from 
Modigliani and Miller (1958) which 
assumes a perfect and complete capital 
market with no frictions and thus, the 
capital structure decisions are value 
irrelevant. All the financing sources are 
perfect substitutes and the value of the 
levered firm will be equal to the value of 
the unlevered firm. Further, Modigliani 
and Miller (1963) relaxed the assumption 
of a complete and perfect capital market 
with the introduction of corporate taxes 
in the original model. The study consid-
ers the tax benefits of debt and described 
the value of levered firms as the present 
value of tax shield in addition to the 
value of the unlevered firm. Both the 
papers didn’t consider the presence of 
bankruptcy penalties in their theories. 
Kraus and Litzenberger (1973) stated 
that the corporate taxes and bankruptcy 
penalties are central to the positive 
theories which explain the effect of 
leverage on value of the firm. In reality, 
the benefits arising with a tax shield is 
offset by the costs of financial distress 
and the theory which suggests a trade-off 
between the benefits and costs of issuing 
debt for getting an optimal level of 

leverage, named as trade-off theory. The 
tax benefits are observable but the costs 
are not, so it is safer for firms to maintain 
a safety of margin before taking tax 
benefits. Thus, the trade-off theory 
suggests that a firm should issue debt 
only up to the level where the benefits are 
more than or equal to the costs. 

It may be worth noting that getting the 
tax benefits are not the only incentive for 
debt issues. It also relates to mitigating 
the agency costs and free cash flow 
problems. Debt issue generates various 
types of problems and incentives while 
managing the business which leads to 
conflict of interest between managers, 
shareholders, and debt-holders. These 
costs are named as asset substitution 
problems and underinvestment. Debts 
are less risk bearing assets and they are 
issued basically for less risky invest-
ments than equity. Sometimes managers 
act in the favour of shareholders by 
issuing debts and use the proceedings to 
invest in more risky projects than the 
debt was contracted for. Since, debt-hold-
ers anticipate these behaviours they 
demand higher premiums on their debts 
increasing the cost of capital. This is 
known as asset substitution problem as it 
exchanges the lower risky investments 
for higher-risky investment. Firms may 
use asset substitution to please share-
holders. It may increase the value of 
shareholders but damages the debt-hold-
ers and thus, value of the firm may be 
unaffected by the move. The problem of 
underinvestment through agency 
problems arises when firms take 
decisions to not undertake a profitable 
project (a positive NPV project) because 
the profits will be partly shared by the 
debt-holders while the risk is borne by 
the equity-holders. It is a cost to the 
value of a firm. Managers take the 
decision to under-invest especially when 
risky debts are present in the market. 
The success of a profitable project may 
lead to higher valuation of debts at the 
cost of shareholders. These costs prevent 

firms from issuing more debts. 
 
The main concern of the trade-off theory 
is to search for the ways which help in 
reducing the costs of debt issue and 
increasing the benefits of it. The static 
version of trade off theory assumes an 
optimum level of debt which a firm chose 
according to its costs and benefits. The 
dynamic trade off theory assumes that 
although the firms choose their target 
levels but they deviate from their target 
and again try to adjust the debt level to 
reach their targets. 
Pecking order theory

The assumption of perfect capital 
markets leads the financing decisions 
value irrelevant and makes the internal 
and external financing substitutes of each 
other (Modigliani & miller, 1958). Howev-
er, market imperfections lead to consider-
able wedge between the decision to 
finance from internal sources and 
external sources and make the decision 
related to capital structure relevant for 
valuation of firms (Vanacker and Mani-
gart, 2010). Myers and Majluf (1984) 
tried to count on these inefficiencies of the 
market and added the condition of 
information asymmetry with the assump-
tion of a perfect capital market. The study 
explains how the capital structure of a 
firm, which has asset-in-place and needs 
additional financing for investment oppor-
tunities, is influenced when managers of 
the firms are more informed than outside 
investors and the managers as well as the 
outside investors are aware of the fact. 
Transmitting complete information to 
outside investors is very costly.  
Since, managers cannot provide the 
information to outside investors, informa-
tion is signalled to outside investors 
through decisions taken by them. The 
information asymmetry is perhaps the 
most important source to know why the 
external financing is thought to be more 
costly than the internal one. With this, 
the theory of pecking order came into 
being which posits that there should be 

an order of preferring the sources of 
finance in which the least costly should 
be preferred first. In other words, the 
internal financing should be preferred 
and in case it exhausts, external financ-
ing may be the next option. Availability of 
internal financing can safely avoid the 
need of external financing and be helpful 
to avoid consequences of manager’s 
inside information.
 
External financing (issuing debt or 
equity), on the other hand, may lead to 
asset mispricing at the marketplace 
which will cause a loss of value. The firms 
which have investment opportunities 
may not issue equity as they are aware 
that outside investors may not gauge the 
actual worth of the firm's assets as well 
as the future prospects of growth and the 
shares issued may remain under-priced. 
The growth opportunity increases the 
information asymmetry. Hence, if a firm 
issues new capital, it may signal outside 
investors the bad news (market signal-
ling). The outside investors may perceive 
that the asset in place is overvalued and 
hence, the managers are issuing new 
stocks, because if it had been underval-
ued, they may not have issued new 
shares. Thus, it affects the stock prices of 
the firm. The firm may fail to accept the 
opportunity to invest in a profitable 
project (Underinvestment problem) 
(Rocca et al., 2007). Here, Myers and 
Majluf (1984) argued that in absence of 
internal financing, Debt should be issued 
as it bears less information asymmetry 
and share prices will not be mispriced. In 
comparison to equity, debt bears less cost 
and leads to less information asymmetry 
because debt-contracts are safer as they 
limit the possible amount which the 
debt-holders may lose. Among the debts, 
risk-free debts and secured debts have 
least cost than the unsecured one. The 
main concern of the pecking order theory 
is how to reduce information asymmetry.     

Literature review

This section discusses various significant 
contributions made by researchers on the 
literature of determinants of a firm’s 
capital structure.

Booth et al. (2001) examined the differ-
ence in capital structure of developed and 
developing countries over the period of 10 
years and fund that the firm specific 
determinants of capital structure affect 
the developing countries in the same way 
they affect the developed countries. 
However, the country specific factors 
affect the ratios in different way which 
creates the variation in ratios among the 
countries.

Mishra (2011) investigated the determi-
nants of capital structure of 48 profit 
making PSUs of manufacturing sector. 
The study found the profitability of firms 
was negatively while the growth opportu-
nity and tangibility were positively 
related with leverage. Tax rate had a 
negative coefficient which was against 
the expectations of trade off theory. The 
relationship of profitability and growth 
was according to the pecking order theory 
while that of the tangibility was accord-
ing to the trade-off theory. The effect of 
non-debt tax shield and size of the firms 
were insignificant factor for the period 
observed.

Ali (2011) enquired about the determi-
nants of capital structure for textile 
companies listed on Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The study period extends from 
the year 2006 to 2010 and considered 170 
textile companies. Only long-term debt 
had been used for defining leverage ratio 
and the study found that profitability and 
growth in total assets were negatively 
related with leverage while size of the 
firms, non-debt tax shield and asset tangi-
bility shared a positive relationship with 
leverage.

Serrasqueiro and Caetano (2012) investi-
gated into the practices of determining 

capital structure of SMEs of Portugal 
over the period 1998 to 2005. The study 
found the profitability and age of the 
firms were negatively related to debt 
ratio. The results are consistent with 
pecking order theory. Again, the firms 
were found to be making a considerable 
adjustment towards their target capital 
which proves that the firms also consider 
the trade-off theories. The growth oppor-
tunities and tangibility had insignificant 
relationship with debt ratio for the period 
observed. 

Gonzalez and Gonzalez (2012) examined 
the determinants of capital structure and 
the behaviour of these factors depending 
upon the size of the firms in Spain. The 
results supported both the theories as 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to debt ratio and debt level of 
previous years were positively related 
according to the explanation of the 
trade-off theory. And Growth opportuni-
ty, intangibility and size had positive 
association while profitability had 
negative association with debt ratio 
according to the theory of pecking order. 
However, the study further emphasizes 
that the degree of usage of the theories 
varies across firm size but the direct of 
the relationship remains the same.
Abdeljawad et al. (2013)  advocated the 
presence of trade off theory in financing 
behaviour of Malaysian firms. The study 
found the evidence of target reversion 
behaviour which actually satisfies the 
criteria of adopting trade-off theory. But 
again, for target reversion, the firms may 
balance the costs and benefits of financ-
ing the firm by taking the advantage of 
market situation. Hence, firms may 
deviate from trade off to pecking order or 
say to market timing for financing. 
Overall, the study concludes that with 
differences in size, patterns, leverage 
level in the firms, they may adopt any 
theory or a combination of that for financ-
ing themselves.

 
Handoo and Sharma (2014) examined the 
factors affecting the capital structure of 
870 listed Indian firms from 2001 to 2010. 
Both private as well as government firms 
were considered for analysis. The study 
prepared 3 models with different depend-
ent variables. First model which consid-
ered short term debt as leverage found 
profitability, asset tangibility, size of the 
firm, tax rate and debt servicing capacity 
being the major determinants. Another 
model with long term debt as leverage 
found the profitability, growth, tangibili-
ty, cost of debt, tax rate, and debt servic-
ing capacity as major determinants. 
Third model which considered total debt 
as leverage found all the factors in the 
above models as important determinants 
except the cost of debt.
     
Komera and P.J. (2014) investigated the 
validity of pecking order theory in 
presence of debt concerns. The study 
covers the data of all public listed compa-
nies in India from the year 1992 to 2011. 
The pecking order is expected to be 
performing well for small firms as these 
firms exhibit information asymmetry but 
did not seem to be true in case of small 
firms. Overall, the study found that tangi-
bility and size shared a positive while 
growth and profitability shared a 
negative relationship with leverage. For 
emphasizing the effect of financial deficit, 
it was included in the regression but the 
R-square was remained moreover same 
as before and the signs of all the factors 
also remained unchanged. With this the 
study concluded that pecking order 
doesn’t seem to work well even in case 
where the debt capacity of the firms 
became a concern. Overall, the study 
negates the validity of pecking order 
theory.
Chadha and Sharma (2015) tried to find 
the important determinants of capital 
structure in manufacturing firms with 
special reference to India. The study 

extends over a period of 10 years, from 
2003-04 to 2012-13 and considered 422 
listed firms for analysis. The size and age 
of the firms, asset tangibility, growth, 
profitability, non-debt tax shield and 
business risk were found to be the impor-
tant determinants of capital structure of 
the firms for the observed period. In 
addition, the study also comments that a 
mix of both the trade-off and pecking 
order theories explains the determinants 
of capital structure of these firms.

Harc (2015) examined 500 small and 
medium enterprises in Croatia with data 
from the year 2005 to 2010. The study 
concluded that tangible assets behaved 
differently with short term debt and 
long-term debt. It shared a positive associ-
ation with long term debt and a negative 
association with short term debts. Since 
between the tangibility and leverage, the 
trade-off theory and pecking order 
theories advocates a positive and 
negative signs respectively, the study 
specified that the firms consider trade off 
theory while thinking about the 
long-term financing and consider pecking 
order theory while taking decisions for 
short term financing. 
 
Adair and Adaskou (2015) investigated 
2370 small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) to analyse the determinants of 
their capital structure in order to know 
whether the firms apply the trade-off 
theory or the pecking order theory while 
determining the capital structure. The 
study found that with the increasing age 
of the firms and increased profitability, 
the debt ratio was reduced while the 
growth of the firms had a positive associa-
tion with debt ratio. It signifies the use of 
pecking order theory. Also, the study 
reports that trade credit and guarantee or 
firms had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio which confirms with the 
trade-off theory. The effect of risk which 
varies among different types of industries 

and size were found to be insignificant on 
debt ratio.
 
Rao et al. (2017) investigated the factors 
that determine the capital structure of 
Indian manufacturing firms. The study 
applied panel data analysis and found 
that the depreciation, research & develop-
ment expenditure, and liquidity were 
positively related to the leverage while 
profitability and tangibility were negative-
ly related.

Sofat and Singh (2017) analysed the top 
100 manufacturing companies listed in 
BSE for finding the most significant 
determinants of capital structure in 
India. The study found the profitability 
with a negative relationship to leverage 
while asset composition and business risk 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Firm size was found to be an insignificant 
determinant. Thus, the study found a mix 
of capital structure theories explaining 
the behaviour of the determinants and 
the profitability, asset composition and 
business risk were considered as signifi-
cant determinants of capital structure for 
the observed period.
  
Nasution et al. (2017) examined the 
determinants of capital structure of manu-
facturing companies in Indonesia. The 
study found that the profitability and 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to leverage while the tangibility 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Corporate tax and inflation had insignifi-
cant relationship.
 
Sakr and Bedeir (2019) investigated 
whether the capital structure decisions of 
publicly traded non-financial firms are 
explained by the trade-off theory, pecking 
order theory or the agency cost theory. 
The study concluded that profitability, 
size, tangibility, liquidity, growth, 
business risk and financial flexibility 
were the important determinants of 

capital structure for the selected firms 
and the trade-off theory as well as 
pecking order theory combined explains 
the relationship between the determi-
nants and the leverage.

Simatupang et al. (2019) enquired about 
the capital structure determinants of 
publicly listed non-financial companies in 
Indonesia and found that the profitability 
and tangibility were determining the 
capital structure of the selected firms 
while sales growth and non-debt tax 
shield were not found to be the significant 
determinants. 
 
Sikveland and Zhang (2020) examined 
the sources of leverage for aquaculture 
industry in Norway and considered long 
term debt, short term debt, total debt, 
and liquidity of firms as a proxy of 
leverage. The study found that the listed 
firms have a significant negative relation-
ship with all proxies of leverage as getting 
equity is easier for them and thus, listing 
of firms is also an important variable for 
explaining the sources of capital 
structure. Further, the study reports that 
the proxies of size and profitability of the 
selected firms share a negative relation-
ship with short term as well as total debt 
and tangibility is positively related with 
long term debt and total debt while it 
shares a negative relationship with short 
term debt.

Gharaibeh and Tahat (2020) enquired 
about the factors that explain the level of 
leverage for service companies in Jordan. 
The study considered 45 companies for 
analysis and with panel regression it 
concluded that the size and non-debt tax 
shield had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio while profitability and business 
risk had a negative relationship.

Determinants and their relationship 
with leverage

Profitability- According to the trade-off 
theory, more profitable firms possess 
more debt servicing capacity and hence, 
should issue more debts to take the 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, the theory 
predicts a positive relationship between a 
firm’s profitability level and leverage. The 
pecking order theory suggests that with 
more profitability, a firm will be able to 
accumulate more surpluses which help 
the firm avoid external financing. The 
more profitable a firm, the less it needs to 
go for debt. Thus, pecking order assumes 
a negative relationship between profitabil-
ity and leverage. Studies Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) consid-
ered profitability as a deteminant of 
leverage.

Growth Opportunities- The trade-off 
theory assumes that growth opportuni-
ties come with agency problems between 
owners and creditors. The owners have 
great incentives to under-invest and also 
by asset substitution. Thus, with growth 
opportunities firms may prefer less to 
avoid the costs related to agency problems 
(Fama and French, 2002). The theory 
assumes a negative relationship between 
growth opportunities and leverage. As per 
the pecking order theory, growth opportu-
nities need more financing and the firms 
with less retained earnings may need to 
increase the leverage. Firms with more 
earnings available may create the 
problem of excess cash flow. With this 
excess cash, managers may take advan-
tage of information asymmetry and invest 
in negative- NPV projects that lead to 
more internal benefits to managers while 
firms will lose the value. The problem of 
excess cash may be mitigated by issuing 
more debt which needs regular and fixed 
payments and hence prevent the misuse 
of excess cash by investing in sub-optimal 
projects. Thus, the pecking order theory 
predicts that the firms with more growth 
opportunities will have a positive relation-

ship with leverage. Studies of Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) and Rao 
et al. (2017) considered growth opportuni-
ty as a deteminant of leverage.

Tangibility – The trade-off allows benefits 
of debt to increase and costs of debt to 
reduce. With tangible assets more debt 
can be raised with less cost as tangible 
assets work as collateral and help to 
reduce financial distress. Hence, tangibili-
ty has a positive relationship with 
leverage in the framework of trade-off 
theories. As per the pecking order, more 
tangible assets will help in lesser informa-
tion asymmetry and help in better pricing 
of new issues. Hence, firms may not have 
problems while issuing new equity. Also, 
the firms may retain the capacity to issue 
debt in near future. Thus, pecking order 
predicts a negative relationship of 
leverage with tangibility. Studies of 
Onofrei et al. (2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered tangibility as a 
determinant of leverage.

Liquidity- More liquidity allows more debt 
servicing capacity which leads to more 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, trade-off 
theory predicts a positive relationship 
between liquidity and leverage. But the 
pecking order assumes a negative relation-
ship with leverage and suggests that with 
more liquidity, firms should prefer 
internal financing rather than relying on 
debt. Studies of Onofrei et al. (2015), Rao 
et al.(2017) considered liquidity as a 
determinant of leverage.

NDTS- The non-debt tax shields are 
substitutes of interest cost of debt as they 
also provide tax benefits. With increasing-
ly non-debt tax shields, the incentive of 
receiving tax benefits from interest will be 
lesser and hence it leads to lower levels of 
leverage. Again, the more non-debt tax 

shields are allowed for deduction, the less 
profitability remains. It further leads to 
less debt servicing capacity of the firm. 
Thus, an increase in NDTS reduces the 
benefit of having more leverage. The 
trade-off theory predicts a negative 
relationship between NDTS and leverage. 
In contrast, the pecking order assumes a 
positive relationship. Since NDTS reduces 
the available earnings, it may dent a 
significant portion of internal financing 
and hence, more debt will be issued with 
increasing levels of NDTS.Rao et al. 
(2017) considered NDTS as a determinant 
of leverage.

Size – Larger firms used to be more diversi-
fied and less prone to bankruptcy. 
Debt-holders can be easily attracted 
towards large sized firms with favourable 
costs to firms in comparison to the smaller 
ones. Hence, larger firms have more incen-
tive in debt servicing than the smaller 
firms. The trade-off theory predicts a 
positive relationship between size of the 
firms and leverage. Since the pecking 
order theory finds benefit where informa-
tion asymmetry can be reduced, it favours 
a negative relationship between the two. 
It states that with large size, firms attract 
more regulation and control which in turn 
reduces information asymmetry to a great 
extent. Hence, the size of the firm and 
leverage should reflect a negative relation-
ship. Studies of Fama and French (2002), 
Onofrei et al.(2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered size of the firm 
as a determinant of leverage.

Objective of the study
1. To investigate the impact of growth, 
liquidity, non-debt tax shield, profitabili-
ty, size and tangibility on financial 
leverage of BSE listed auto ancillary 
firms.

2. To examine whether the findings are 

consistent with the pecking-order theory 
or trade-off theory.
 
Author mentioned in the abstract that the 
primary objective of the paper is, but 
between these two objectives we don’t 
know which one is primary objective.
 

Methodology
The primary objective of the study is to 
investigate the impact of growth, liquidi-
ty, non-debt tax shield, profitability, size, 
and tangibility on financial leverage. For 
the purpose of the present study; we have 
considered BSE Group A listed firms 
belonging to the auto ancillaries sector. 
The auto ancillaries sector has 13 firms 
and we have included 10 of them in the 
study whilethree firms are left out due to 
the unavailability of data. The period of 
the study was for the financial year (1st 

April to 31st March) 2013 to 2020. The 
study considered such a time frame in 
order to capture the period after the recov-
ery of the Indian economy from the 
sub-prime crisis. All the data is sourced 
from the money control web site and are in 
INR. The variables and the proxies used 
in the study are summarised in Table 1.

Note: CL is current liabilities, LTD is 
long-term debts, TA is total assets, CA is 
current assets, Dep is depreciation, NPAT 
is net profit after tax, TE is total equity 
and FA is fixed assets.
 
The study employed panel data regression 
to achieve the pre-specified objective of the 
study. To choose between the fixed effects 
model (FE) and the random effects model 
(RE), the Hausman test is applied. The 
null hypothesis of the test is that Random 
Effects model is consistent while the 

alternative hypothesis is that the Fixed 
Effects model is consistent. Thus, if the 
p-value is less than 0.05 we can reject the 
null hypothesis. 

 To investigate the impact of the selected 
variables the following model is framed 
for the regression analysis: 
 
〖LEV〗_(i,t )= β_0+ β_1 〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)+ β_2 〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)+ β_3 〖(NDTS)
〗_(i,t)+ β_4 〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)+ β_5 〖
(SIZE)〗_(i,t)+ β_6 〖(TANG)〗_(i,t)+ ε
_(i,t)

Where, LEVi, t is leverage of the ith firm 
at time t, β0 is the constant, β1 to β6 are 
the coefficients of the independent varia-
bles, GROWi, t is the growth of theith firm 
at time t, LQDi, tis the liquidity of theith 
firm at time t, NDTS i, t is the non-debt 
shield of the ith firm at time t, PROFIT i, 
t is the profitability of the ith firm at time 
t, SIZEi, t is the size of the ith firm at time 
t, TANGi, t is the tangibility of the ith firm 
at time t, εi, t is the error term.
In the first step the summary statistics of 
all the variables viz. mean, standard devia-
tion, skewness and kurtosis are computed. 
Correlation coefficients are computed to 
observe the association between the varia-
bles. 

The granger causality test is applied to 
investigate the direction of causality in 
the short-run. The Hausman test is 
applied to determine whether the fixed 
effect or the random effect is appropriate 
and finally, the regression result is report-
ed.

Discussion
The summary statistics of the variables 
are summarised in Table 2. The mean 
value of leverage, growth, liquidity, 
non-debt tax shield, profitability, size and 
tangibility is 0.3534, 8.7580, 1.7328, 

0.0427, 12.7428, 43.5834 and 0.3369 
respectively. The distribution of leverage, 
liquidity, NDTS, profitability, size and 
tangibility is skewed to the right (positive-
ly skewed) while the distribution of 
growth is skewed to the left (negatively 
skewed). The kurtosis value of all the 
variables is more than 3 which indicates 
that all the variables follow a leptokurtic 
distribution. The Jarque-Bera test 
indicates that at 5 per cent level only tangi-
bility follows normal distribution.

From the correlation analysis (Table 3) all 
the correlation coefficients are less than 
0.8. Further, there is no correlation 
between the independent variables which 
indicates that the problem of multicolline-
arity does not exist and all the independ-
ent variables can be used for the purpose 
of regression analysis simultaneously. 
(needs further clarification) 

Source: Author’s Own calculation
t-stat in [] and p-value in ()

The output of granger causality test is 
presented in Table 4. From the table it can 
be observed that uni-directional causality 
exists between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage which indicates 
that liquidity and profitability improves 
the prediction of leverage in the regres-
sion model.

The output of the regression analysis is 
presented in table 5. From the table it can 
be observed that the idiosyncratic error 
(Rho) is more than 64 per cent which 
suggests that it is better to apply panel 
data regression then pooled regression. 

The study applied both the method of 
panel data regression i.e. fixed effect and 
random effect. The best model is selected 
on the basis of the result of Hausman test.

 
The output of the Hausman test (see Table 
6) supports the random effects model and, 
thus, the rest of the regression analysis 
will be based on the random effect model 
only.The regression equation of the 
determinants of capital structure for BSE 
listed auto ancillaries firms is given below:

LEV〗_(i,t )= 0.5673+ 0.0005〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)- 0.0823〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)- 0.6209〖
(NDTS)〗_(i,t)- 0.0029〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)- 
0.0001〖(SIZE)〗_(i,t)- 0.0222〖(TANG)
〗_(i,t)+ ε_(i,t)

The regression result shows that liquidity 
and profitability are the independent 

variables which significantly affect the 
leverage of the firm. Both the coefficient of 
liquidity and profitability is negative and 
statistically significant at 5 per cent and 
10 per cent level, respectively. The 
negative sign of the coefficient of liquidity 
supports the pecking order theory which 
postulates that firms which maintain 
comfortable liquidity position finance 
through internal funds and rely less on 
debt. Further, the negative sign of the 
coefficient of profitability also supports 
the pecking order theory. Thus, as per the 
theory a firm earning high profits finance 
through internal funding and would avoid 
outside financing. The negative relation-
ship between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage is in line with 
the findings of Serrasqueiro and Caetano 
(2012), Adair and Adaskou (2015) and 
Nasutionet al. (2017). The coefficient sign 
of growth is positive but insignificant. The 
positive relationship between leverage 
and growth is in consistent with the 
pecking order theory and is in line with 
the findings of Mishra (2011) and Adair 
and Adaskou (2015). Thus, according to 
the theory a growing firm with insufficient 
internal funding will prefer to issue debt 
instead of equity shares to meet the financ-
ing requirements. As per the theory issue 
of equity shares by a growing firm will 
signal the investors that the equity shares 
are overvalued and may result in massive 
sell-off. The negative relationship 
between the firm’s leverage and the 
non-debt tax shield derived in the study 
supports the trade-off theory and is in line 
with the results of Gonzalez and Gonzalez 
(2012) and Nasutionet al. (2017). The 
trade-off theory theorises a positive 
relationship between size and the firm’s 
leverage. According to the theory as a firm 
grows, its profitability also increases 
which in turn reduces the firm’s probabili-
ty of bankruptcy. Thus, larger firms have 
easy access to debt as compared to smaller 

firms. On the other hand, the pecking 
order theory supports the negative 
relationship between size and leverage. 
The present study found a negative 
relationship between size and leverage 
which is consistent with the pecking order 
theory. The regression equation shows 
that the relationship between tangibility 
and leverage is negative and insignificant. 
The negative coefficient of tangibility 
supports the pecking order theory. Accord-
ing to the theory as firm’s tangible assets 
to total assets ratio improves the informa-
tion asymmetry reduces, thus, making 
equity issuance less costly. In other words, 
firm’s with higher tangible assets to total 
assets ratio have lower leverage.

The value of Adj. R2 is 0.1578 which 
indicates that around 16 per cent of the 
variation in leverage can be explained by 
the independent variables. The F-statistic 
is significant which suggests that the 
model fits the data significantly. Further, 
the value of the Durbin-Watson statistic is 
close to 2 which suggest that the problem 
of autocorrelation do not exist in the 
residuals.
  
Conclusion
The present study investigated the 
determinants of leverage with reference to 
BSE listed auto ancillary companies. The 
study covered a period of 8 financial years 
and employed correlation analysis, grang-
er causality test and panel regression to 
analyse the data.The correlation analysis 
shows that leverage is positively correlat-
ed with growth, NDTS and tangibility 
while leverage is negatively correlated 
with liquidity, profitability and size. The 
correlation analysis further indicates that 
the multicollinearity problem does not 
exist between the independent variables. 
The result of the granger causality test 
suggests that unidirectional causality 
exists between liquidity and firm’s 

leverage and profitability and firm’s 
leverage. The study applied Hausman test 
to determine whether the fixed effect 
model or the random effect model is appro-
priate. The result of the Hausman test 
suggests that the random effect model is 
appropriate for the present study. The 
regression equation explains 16 per cent 
of the variation in leverage. The regres-
sion further reveals that liquidity and 
profitability have significant negative 
relationship with leverage while the 
coefficient of NDTS, tangibility, size is 
also found to be negative but insignificant. 
The regression equation suggests that 
growth of the firm has positive impact on 
the firm’s leverage. The regression 
coefficients of liquidity, profitability, 
growth, size and tangibility supports the 
pecking order theory while the regression 
coefficient of NDTS supports the trade-off 
theory.

The present study used a single leverage 
proxy; however, running separate regres-
sions with multiple leverage proxies and 
comparing the results could have been a 
better approach and may come up with 
new in-sights.
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The decision of capital structure is 
related to the distribution of sources of 
finance in such a way that maximizes the 
value of a firm. The seminal paper Modig-
liani and Miller (1958) assumed a 
complete and perfect capital market and 
suggested that the capital structure 
theories are irrelevant in determining 
the value of a firm. The irrelevance 
theory of capital structure raised a 
debate on capital structure theories. The 
assumption of a perfect capital market is, 
basically, an ideal scenario where all 
securities are fairly priced without any 
market friction. It was a normative 
theory that was the basis of many other 

theories that tried to incorporate some of 
the actual market frictions and explain 
how these help in determining the capital 
structure of a firm and led the debate 
towards a positive theory. A comprehen-
sive theory which covers all aspects of 
financing behaviour does not exist. The 
trade-off theory, market timing theory, 
signalling theory, agency cost theory, free 
cash flow theory, pecking order theory 
are the theories that try to explain the 
variation in leverage of different firms. 
These theories are results of the devia-
tions from the perfect market assumption 
and tried to explain the behaviour of 
firms while making capital structure 

decisions in the presence of the imperfec-
tions or frictions of the market. According 
to the general trade-off theory, a firm 
which needs funds to finance an invest-
ment opportunity will trade-off between 
the costs and benefit of having leverage 
in the capital structure and accordingly 
decide the optimum level of leverage 
(Ikpesu and Eboiyehi, 2018; Fama and 
French, 2002). The agency cost of theory 
assumes that the separation of owner-
ship and control exerts agency costs on 
the firm (Kochhar, 1996). Managers act 
as agents of equity and debt-holders and 
sometimes take a decision that favours 
only a particular group, not the value of 
the firm. The free cash flow anomaly 
explains how the availability of extra 
funds makes managers takes suboptimal 
decisions that favour them and create a 
cost to the firm. The idea of market 
timing theory explains that a firm can 
take advantage of the market perfor-
mance and issue the shares accordingly. 
The signalling theory explains that due 
to information asymmetry the outside 
investors may not be able to gauge the 
actual worth of the firm or the invest-
ment opportunity for which the firm 
needs financing; they take signals of firm 
value from the decisions taken by the 
firms (Levy and Lazarovich-Porat, 1995). 
In contrast to the trade-off theory, the 
pecking order theory suggests that there 
is no optimal target of leverage (Myers, 
1984). Due to information asymmetry, 
different financing sources bear different 
costs and to maximize the firm value, 
financing sources with less information 
asymmetry should be issued first. The 
theory suggests that firms should first 
employ internal funding, then debt and 
then equity.
 
These theories, in their general forms, 
were not able to explain much variation 
in leverage across firms. The literature 
on capital structure used them combined 
to explain the variation in the capital 
structure of firms. The present article 
will focus on the two main theories, the 

trade-off theory and the pecking order 
theory, and with the help of other 
theories explain the variation in leverage 
across firms. The terms leverage and 
financial leverage have been used 
interchangeably and the proxy for 
leverage is as per the suggestion by Chak-
lader and Chawla (2016).

The study will focus on the auto ancillary 
firms listed on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The Indian auto ancillary 
sector is world’s fourth largest and is 
closely linked to the India automobile 
industry. Further, the Indian auto 
ancillary firms produce items whose 
requirements are recurring in nature. 
Thus, its contribution to GDP and employ-
ment is quite significant.

Theoretical framework 
Trade-off theory
The trade-off theory originates from 
Modigliani and Miller (1958) which 
assumes a perfect and complete capital 
market with no frictions and thus, the 
capital structure decisions are value 
irrelevant. All the financing sources are 
perfect substitutes and the value of the 
levered firm will be equal to the value of 
the unlevered firm. Further, Modigliani 
and Miller (1963) relaxed the assumption 
of a complete and perfect capital market 
with the introduction of corporate taxes 
in the original model. The study consid-
ers the tax benefits of debt and described 
the value of levered firms as the present 
value of tax shield in addition to the 
value of the unlevered firm. Both the 
papers didn’t consider the presence of 
bankruptcy penalties in their theories. 
Kraus and Litzenberger (1973) stated 
that the corporate taxes and bankruptcy 
penalties are central to the positive 
theories which explain the effect of 
leverage on value of the firm. In reality, 
the benefits arising with a tax shield is 
offset by the costs of financial distress 
and the theory which suggests a trade-off 
between the benefits and costs of issuing 
debt for getting an optimal level of 

leverage, named as trade-off theory. The 
tax benefits are observable but the costs 
are not, so it is safer for firms to maintain 
a safety of margin before taking tax 
benefits. Thus, the trade-off theory 
suggests that a firm should issue debt 
only up to the level where the benefits are 
more than or equal to the costs. 

It may be worth noting that getting the 
tax benefits are not the only incentive for 
debt issues. It also relates to mitigating 
the agency costs and free cash flow 
problems. Debt issue generates various 
types of problems and incentives while 
managing the business which leads to 
conflict of interest between managers, 
shareholders, and debt-holders. These 
costs are named as asset substitution 
problems and underinvestment. Debts 
are less risk bearing assets and they are 
issued basically for less risky invest-
ments than equity. Sometimes managers 
act in the favour of shareholders by 
issuing debts and use the proceedings to 
invest in more risky projects than the 
debt was contracted for. Since, debt-hold-
ers anticipate these behaviours they 
demand higher premiums on their debts 
increasing the cost of capital. This is 
known as asset substitution problem as it 
exchanges the lower risky investments 
for higher-risky investment. Firms may 
use asset substitution to please share-
holders. It may increase the value of 
shareholders but damages the debt-hold-
ers and thus, value of the firm may be 
unaffected by the move. The problem of 
underinvestment through agency 
problems arises when firms take 
decisions to not undertake a profitable 
project (a positive NPV project) because 
the profits will be partly shared by the 
debt-holders while the risk is borne by 
the equity-holders. It is a cost to the 
value of a firm. Managers take the 
decision to under-invest especially when 
risky debts are present in the market. 
The success of a profitable project may 
lead to higher valuation of debts at the 
cost of shareholders. These costs prevent 

firms from issuing more debts. 
 
The main concern of the trade-off theory 
is to search for the ways which help in 
reducing the costs of debt issue and 
increasing the benefits of it. The static 
version of trade off theory assumes an 
optimum level of debt which a firm chose 
according to its costs and benefits. The 
dynamic trade off theory assumes that 
although the firms choose their target 
levels but they deviate from their target 
and again try to adjust the debt level to 
reach their targets. 
Pecking order theory

The assumption of perfect capital 
markets leads the financing decisions 
value irrelevant and makes the internal 
and external financing substitutes of each 
other (Modigliani & miller, 1958). Howev-
er, market imperfections lead to consider-
able wedge between the decision to 
finance from internal sources and 
external sources and make the decision 
related to capital structure relevant for 
valuation of firms (Vanacker and Mani-
gart, 2010). Myers and Majluf (1984) 
tried to count on these inefficiencies of the 
market and added the condition of 
information asymmetry with the assump-
tion of a perfect capital market. The study 
explains how the capital structure of a 
firm, which has asset-in-place and needs 
additional financing for investment oppor-
tunities, is influenced when managers of 
the firms are more informed than outside 
investors and the managers as well as the 
outside investors are aware of the fact. 
Transmitting complete information to 
outside investors is very costly.  
Since, managers cannot provide the 
information to outside investors, informa-
tion is signalled to outside investors 
through decisions taken by them. The 
information asymmetry is perhaps the 
most important source to know why the 
external financing is thought to be more 
costly than the internal one. With this, 
the theory of pecking order came into 
being which posits that there should be 

an order of preferring the sources of 
finance in which the least costly should 
be preferred first. In other words, the 
internal financing should be preferred 
and in case it exhausts, external financ-
ing may be the next option. Availability of 
internal financing can safely avoid the 
need of external financing and be helpful 
to avoid consequences of manager’s 
inside information.
 
External financing (issuing debt or 
equity), on the other hand, may lead to 
asset mispricing at the marketplace 
which will cause a loss of value. The firms 
which have investment opportunities 
may not issue equity as they are aware 
that outside investors may not gauge the 
actual worth of the firm's assets as well 
as the future prospects of growth and the 
shares issued may remain under-priced. 
The growth opportunity increases the 
information asymmetry. Hence, if a firm 
issues new capital, it may signal outside 
investors the bad news (market signal-
ling). The outside investors may perceive 
that the asset in place is overvalued and 
hence, the managers are issuing new 
stocks, because if it had been underval-
ued, they may not have issued new 
shares. Thus, it affects the stock prices of 
the firm. The firm may fail to accept the 
opportunity to invest in a profitable 
project (Underinvestment problem) 
(Rocca et al., 2007). Here, Myers and 
Majluf (1984) argued that in absence of 
internal financing, Debt should be issued 
as it bears less information asymmetry 
and share prices will not be mispriced. In 
comparison to equity, debt bears less cost 
and leads to less information asymmetry 
because debt-contracts are safer as they 
limit the possible amount which the 
debt-holders may lose. Among the debts, 
risk-free debts and secured debts have 
least cost than the unsecured one. The 
main concern of the pecking order theory 
is how to reduce information asymmetry.     

Literature review

This section discusses various significant 
contributions made by researchers on the 
literature of determinants of a firm’s 
capital structure.

Booth et al. (2001) examined the differ-
ence in capital structure of developed and 
developing countries over the period of 10 
years and fund that the firm specific 
determinants of capital structure affect 
the developing countries in the same way 
they affect the developed countries. 
However, the country specific factors 
affect the ratios in different way which 
creates the variation in ratios among the 
countries.

Mishra (2011) investigated the determi-
nants of capital structure of 48 profit 
making PSUs of manufacturing sector. 
The study found the profitability of firms 
was negatively while the growth opportu-
nity and tangibility were positively 
related with leverage. Tax rate had a 
negative coefficient which was against 
the expectations of trade off theory. The 
relationship of profitability and growth 
was according to the pecking order theory 
while that of the tangibility was accord-
ing to the trade-off theory. The effect of 
non-debt tax shield and size of the firms 
were insignificant factor for the period 
observed.

Ali (2011) enquired about the determi-
nants of capital structure for textile 
companies listed on Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The study period extends from 
the year 2006 to 2010 and considered 170 
textile companies. Only long-term debt 
had been used for defining leverage ratio 
and the study found that profitability and 
growth in total assets were negatively 
related with leverage while size of the 
firms, non-debt tax shield and asset tangi-
bility shared a positive relationship with 
leverage.

Serrasqueiro and Caetano (2012) investi-
gated into the practices of determining 

capital structure of SMEs of Portugal 
over the period 1998 to 2005. The study 
found the profitability and age of the 
firms were negatively related to debt 
ratio. The results are consistent with 
pecking order theory. Again, the firms 
were found to be making a considerable 
adjustment towards their target capital 
which proves that the firms also consider 
the trade-off theories. The growth oppor-
tunities and tangibility had insignificant 
relationship with debt ratio for the period 
observed. 

Gonzalez and Gonzalez (2012) examined 
the determinants of capital structure and 
the behaviour of these factors depending 
upon the size of the firms in Spain. The 
results supported both the theories as 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to debt ratio and debt level of 
previous years were positively related 
according to the explanation of the 
trade-off theory. And Growth opportuni-
ty, intangibility and size had positive 
association while profitability had 
negative association with debt ratio 
according to the theory of pecking order. 
However, the study further emphasizes 
that the degree of usage of the theories 
varies across firm size but the direct of 
the relationship remains the same.
Abdeljawad et al. (2013)  advocated the 
presence of trade off theory in financing 
behaviour of Malaysian firms. The study 
found the evidence of target reversion 
behaviour which actually satisfies the 
criteria of adopting trade-off theory. But 
again, for target reversion, the firms may 
balance the costs and benefits of financ-
ing the firm by taking the advantage of 
market situation. Hence, firms may 
deviate from trade off to pecking order or 
say to market timing for financing. 
Overall, the study concludes that with 
differences in size, patterns, leverage 
level in the firms, they may adopt any 
theory or a combination of that for financ-
ing themselves.

 
Handoo and Sharma (2014) examined the 
factors affecting the capital structure of 
870 listed Indian firms from 2001 to 2010. 
Both private as well as government firms 
were considered for analysis. The study 
prepared 3 models with different depend-
ent variables. First model which consid-
ered short term debt as leverage found 
profitability, asset tangibility, size of the 
firm, tax rate and debt servicing capacity 
being the major determinants. Another 
model with long term debt as leverage 
found the profitability, growth, tangibili-
ty, cost of debt, tax rate, and debt servic-
ing capacity as major determinants. 
Third model which considered total debt 
as leverage found all the factors in the 
above models as important determinants 
except the cost of debt.
     
Komera and P.J. (2014) investigated the 
validity of pecking order theory in 
presence of debt concerns. The study 
covers the data of all public listed compa-
nies in India from the year 1992 to 2011. 
The pecking order is expected to be 
performing well for small firms as these 
firms exhibit information asymmetry but 
did not seem to be true in case of small 
firms. Overall, the study found that tangi-
bility and size shared a positive while 
growth and profitability shared a 
negative relationship with leverage. For 
emphasizing the effect of financial deficit, 
it was included in the regression but the 
R-square was remained moreover same 
as before and the signs of all the factors 
also remained unchanged. With this the 
study concluded that pecking order 
doesn’t seem to work well even in case 
where the debt capacity of the firms 
became a concern. Overall, the study 
negates the validity of pecking order 
theory.
Chadha and Sharma (2015) tried to find 
the important determinants of capital 
structure in manufacturing firms with 
special reference to India. The study 

extends over a period of 10 years, from 
2003-04 to 2012-13 and considered 422 
listed firms for analysis. The size and age 
of the firms, asset tangibility, growth, 
profitability, non-debt tax shield and 
business risk were found to be the impor-
tant determinants of capital structure of 
the firms for the observed period. In 
addition, the study also comments that a 
mix of both the trade-off and pecking 
order theories explains the determinants 
of capital structure of these firms.

Harc (2015) examined 500 small and 
medium enterprises in Croatia with data 
from the year 2005 to 2010. The study 
concluded that tangible assets behaved 
differently with short term debt and 
long-term debt. It shared a positive associ-
ation with long term debt and a negative 
association with short term debts. Since 
between the tangibility and leverage, the 
trade-off theory and pecking order 
theories advocates a positive and 
negative signs respectively, the study 
specified that the firms consider trade off 
theory while thinking about the 
long-term financing and consider pecking 
order theory while taking decisions for 
short term financing. 
 
Adair and Adaskou (2015) investigated 
2370 small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) to analyse the determinants of 
their capital structure in order to know 
whether the firms apply the trade-off 
theory or the pecking order theory while 
determining the capital structure. The 
study found that with the increasing age 
of the firms and increased profitability, 
the debt ratio was reduced while the 
growth of the firms had a positive associa-
tion with debt ratio. It signifies the use of 
pecking order theory. Also, the study 
reports that trade credit and guarantee or 
firms had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio which confirms with the 
trade-off theory. The effect of risk which 
varies among different types of industries 

and size were found to be insignificant on 
debt ratio.
 
Rao et al. (2017) investigated the factors 
that determine the capital structure of 
Indian manufacturing firms. The study 
applied panel data analysis and found 
that the depreciation, research & develop-
ment expenditure, and liquidity were 
positively related to the leverage while 
profitability and tangibility were negative-
ly related.

Sofat and Singh (2017) analysed the top 
100 manufacturing companies listed in 
BSE for finding the most significant 
determinants of capital structure in 
India. The study found the profitability 
with a negative relationship to leverage 
while asset composition and business risk 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Firm size was found to be an insignificant 
determinant. Thus, the study found a mix 
of capital structure theories explaining 
the behaviour of the determinants and 
the profitability, asset composition and 
business risk were considered as signifi-
cant determinants of capital structure for 
the observed period.
  
Nasution et al. (2017) examined the 
determinants of capital structure of manu-
facturing companies in Indonesia. The 
study found that the profitability and 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to leverage while the tangibility 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Corporate tax and inflation had insignifi-
cant relationship.
 
Sakr and Bedeir (2019) investigated 
whether the capital structure decisions of 
publicly traded non-financial firms are 
explained by the trade-off theory, pecking 
order theory or the agency cost theory. 
The study concluded that profitability, 
size, tangibility, liquidity, growth, 
business risk and financial flexibility 
were the important determinants of 

capital structure for the selected firms 
and the trade-off theory as well as 
pecking order theory combined explains 
the relationship between the determi-
nants and the leverage.

Simatupang et al. (2019) enquired about 
the capital structure determinants of 
publicly listed non-financial companies in 
Indonesia and found that the profitability 
and tangibility were determining the 
capital structure of the selected firms 
while sales growth and non-debt tax 
shield were not found to be the significant 
determinants. 
 
Sikveland and Zhang (2020) examined 
the sources of leverage for aquaculture 
industry in Norway and considered long 
term debt, short term debt, total debt, 
and liquidity of firms as a proxy of 
leverage. The study found that the listed 
firms have a significant negative relation-
ship with all proxies of leverage as getting 
equity is easier for them and thus, listing 
of firms is also an important variable for 
explaining the sources of capital 
structure. Further, the study reports that 
the proxies of size and profitability of the 
selected firms share a negative relation-
ship with short term as well as total debt 
and tangibility is positively related with 
long term debt and total debt while it 
shares a negative relationship with short 
term debt.

Gharaibeh and Tahat (2020) enquired 
about the factors that explain the level of 
leverage for service companies in Jordan. 
The study considered 45 companies for 
analysis and with panel regression it 
concluded that the size and non-debt tax 
shield had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio while profitability and business 
risk had a negative relationship.

Determinants and their relationship 
with leverage

Profitability- According to the trade-off 
theory, more profitable firms possess 
more debt servicing capacity and hence, 
should issue more debts to take the 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, the theory 
predicts a positive relationship between a 
firm’s profitability level and leverage. The 
pecking order theory suggests that with 
more profitability, a firm will be able to 
accumulate more surpluses which help 
the firm avoid external financing. The 
more profitable a firm, the less it needs to 
go for debt. Thus, pecking order assumes 
a negative relationship between profitabil-
ity and leverage. Studies Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) consid-
ered profitability as a deteminant of 
leverage.

Growth Opportunities- The trade-off 
theory assumes that growth opportuni-
ties come with agency problems between 
owners and creditors. The owners have 
great incentives to under-invest and also 
by asset substitution. Thus, with growth 
opportunities firms may prefer less to 
avoid the costs related to agency problems 
(Fama and French, 2002). The theory 
assumes a negative relationship between 
growth opportunities and leverage. As per 
the pecking order theory, growth opportu-
nities need more financing and the firms 
with less retained earnings may need to 
increase the leverage. Firms with more 
earnings available may create the 
problem of excess cash flow. With this 
excess cash, managers may take advan-
tage of information asymmetry and invest 
in negative- NPV projects that lead to 
more internal benefits to managers while 
firms will lose the value. The problem of 
excess cash may be mitigated by issuing 
more debt which needs regular and fixed 
payments and hence prevent the misuse 
of excess cash by investing in sub-optimal 
projects. Thus, the pecking order theory 
predicts that the firms with more growth 
opportunities will have a positive relation-

ship with leverage. Studies of Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) and Rao 
et al. (2017) considered growth opportuni-
ty as a deteminant of leverage.

Tangibility – The trade-off allows benefits 
of debt to increase and costs of debt to 
reduce. With tangible assets more debt 
can be raised with less cost as tangible 
assets work as collateral and help to 
reduce financial distress. Hence, tangibili-
ty has a positive relationship with 
leverage in the framework of trade-off 
theories. As per the pecking order, more 
tangible assets will help in lesser informa-
tion asymmetry and help in better pricing 
of new issues. Hence, firms may not have 
problems while issuing new equity. Also, 
the firms may retain the capacity to issue 
debt in near future. Thus, pecking order 
predicts a negative relationship of 
leverage with tangibility. Studies of 
Onofrei et al. (2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered tangibility as a 
determinant of leverage.

Liquidity- More liquidity allows more debt 
servicing capacity which leads to more 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, trade-off 
theory predicts a positive relationship 
between liquidity and leverage. But the 
pecking order assumes a negative relation-
ship with leverage and suggests that with 
more liquidity, firms should prefer 
internal financing rather than relying on 
debt. Studies of Onofrei et al. (2015), Rao 
et al.(2017) considered liquidity as a 
determinant of leverage.

NDTS- The non-debt tax shields are 
substitutes of interest cost of debt as they 
also provide tax benefits. With increasing-
ly non-debt tax shields, the incentive of 
receiving tax benefits from interest will be 
lesser and hence it leads to lower levels of 
leverage. Again, the more non-debt tax 

shields are allowed for deduction, the less 
profitability remains. It further leads to 
less debt servicing capacity of the firm. 
Thus, an increase in NDTS reduces the 
benefit of having more leverage. The 
trade-off theory predicts a negative 
relationship between NDTS and leverage. 
In contrast, the pecking order assumes a 
positive relationship. Since NDTS reduces 
the available earnings, it may dent a 
significant portion of internal financing 
and hence, more debt will be issued with 
increasing levels of NDTS.Rao et al. 
(2017) considered NDTS as a determinant 
of leverage.

Size – Larger firms used to be more diversi-
fied and less prone to bankruptcy. 
Debt-holders can be easily attracted 
towards large sized firms with favourable 
costs to firms in comparison to the smaller 
ones. Hence, larger firms have more incen-
tive in debt servicing than the smaller 
firms. The trade-off theory predicts a 
positive relationship between size of the 
firms and leverage. Since the pecking 
order theory finds benefit where informa-
tion asymmetry can be reduced, it favours 
a negative relationship between the two. 
It states that with large size, firms attract 
more regulation and control which in turn 
reduces information asymmetry to a great 
extent. Hence, the size of the firm and 
leverage should reflect a negative relation-
ship. Studies of Fama and French (2002), 
Onofrei et al.(2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered size of the firm 
as a determinant of leverage.

Objective of the study
1. To investigate the impact of growth, 
liquidity, non-debt tax shield, profitabili-
ty, size and tangibility on financial 
leverage of BSE listed auto ancillary 
firms.

2. To examine whether the findings are 

consistent with the pecking-order theory 
or trade-off theory.
 
Author mentioned in the abstract that the 
primary objective of the paper is, but 
between these two objectives we don’t 
know which one is primary objective.
 

Methodology
The primary objective of the study is to 
investigate the impact of growth, liquidi-
ty, non-debt tax shield, profitability, size, 
and tangibility on financial leverage. For 
the purpose of the present study; we have 
considered BSE Group A listed firms 
belonging to the auto ancillaries sector. 
The auto ancillaries sector has 13 firms 
and we have included 10 of them in the 
study whilethree firms are left out due to 
the unavailability of data. The period of 
the study was for the financial year (1st 

April to 31st March) 2013 to 2020. The 
study considered such a time frame in 
order to capture the period after the recov-
ery of the Indian economy from the 
sub-prime crisis. All the data is sourced 
from the money control web site and are in 
INR. The variables and the proxies used 
in the study are summarised in Table 1.

Note: CL is current liabilities, LTD is 
long-term debts, TA is total assets, CA is 
current assets, Dep is depreciation, NPAT 
is net profit after tax, TE is total equity 
and FA is fixed assets.
 
The study employed panel data regression 
to achieve the pre-specified objective of the 
study. To choose between the fixed effects 
model (FE) and the random effects model 
(RE), the Hausman test is applied. The 
null hypothesis of the test is that Random 
Effects model is consistent while the 

alternative hypothesis is that the Fixed 
Effects model is consistent. Thus, if the 
p-value is less than 0.05 we can reject the 
null hypothesis. 

 To investigate the impact of the selected 
variables the following model is framed 
for the regression analysis: 
 
〖LEV〗_(i,t )= β_0+ β_1 〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)+ β_2 〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)+ β_3 〖(NDTS)
〗_(i,t)+ β_4 〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)+ β_5 〖
(SIZE)〗_(i,t)+ β_6 〖(TANG)〗_(i,t)+ ε
_(i,t)

Where, LEVi, t is leverage of the ith firm 
at time t, β0 is the constant, β1 to β6 are 
the coefficients of the independent varia-
bles, GROWi, t is the growth of theith firm 
at time t, LQDi, tis the liquidity of theith 
firm at time t, NDTS i, t is the non-debt 
shield of the ith firm at time t, PROFIT i, 
t is the profitability of the ith firm at time 
t, SIZEi, t is the size of the ith firm at time 
t, TANGi, t is the tangibility of the ith firm 
at time t, εi, t is the error term.
In the first step the summary statistics of 
all the variables viz. mean, standard devia-
tion, skewness and kurtosis are computed. 
Correlation coefficients are computed to 
observe the association between the varia-
bles. 

The granger causality test is applied to 
investigate the direction of causality in 
the short-run. The Hausman test is 
applied to determine whether the fixed 
effect or the random effect is appropriate 
and finally, the regression result is report-
ed.

Discussion
The summary statistics of the variables 
are summarised in Table 2. The mean 
value of leverage, growth, liquidity, 
non-debt tax shield, profitability, size and 
tangibility is 0.3534, 8.7580, 1.7328, 

0.0427, 12.7428, 43.5834 and 0.3369 
respectively. The distribution of leverage, 
liquidity, NDTS, profitability, size and 
tangibility is skewed to the right (positive-
ly skewed) while the distribution of 
growth is skewed to the left (negatively 
skewed). The kurtosis value of all the 
variables is more than 3 which indicates 
that all the variables follow a leptokurtic 
distribution. The Jarque-Bera test 
indicates that at 5 per cent level only tangi-
bility follows normal distribution.

From the correlation analysis (Table 3) all 
the correlation coefficients are less than 
0.8. Further, there is no correlation 
between the independent variables which 
indicates that the problem of multicolline-
arity does not exist and all the independ-
ent variables can be used for the purpose 
of regression analysis simultaneously. 
(needs further clarification) 

Source: Author’s Own calculation
t-stat in [] and p-value in ()

The output of granger causality test is 
presented in Table 4. From the table it can 
be observed that uni-directional causality 
exists between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage which indicates 
that liquidity and profitability improves 
the prediction of leverage in the regres-
sion model.

The output of the regression analysis is 
presented in table 5. From the table it can 
be observed that the idiosyncratic error 
(Rho) is more than 64 per cent which 
suggests that it is better to apply panel 
data regression then pooled regression. 

The study applied both the method of 
panel data regression i.e. fixed effect and 
random effect. The best model is selected 
on the basis of the result of Hausman test.

 
The output of the Hausman test (see Table 
6) supports the random effects model and, 
thus, the rest of the regression analysis 
will be based on the random effect model 
only.The regression equation of the 
determinants of capital structure for BSE 
listed auto ancillaries firms is given below:

LEV〗_(i,t )= 0.5673+ 0.0005〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)- 0.0823〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)- 0.6209〖
(NDTS)〗_(i,t)- 0.0029〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)- 
0.0001〖(SIZE)〗_(i,t)- 0.0222〖(TANG)
〗_(i,t)+ ε_(i,t)

The regression result shows that liquidity 
and profitability are the independent 

variables which significantly affect the 
leverage of the firm. Both the coefficient of 
liquidity and profitability is negative and 
statistically significant at 5 per cent and 
10 per cent level, respectively. The 
negative sign of the coefficient of liquidity 
supports the pecking order theory which 
postulates that firms which maintain 
comfortable liquidity position finance 
through internal funds and rely less on 
debt. Further, the negative sign of the 
coefficient of profitability also supports 
the pecking order theory. Thus, as per the 
theory a firm earning high profits finance 
through internal funding and would avoid 
outside financing. The negative relation-
ship between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage is in line with 
the findings of Serrasqueiro and Caetano 
(2012), Adair and Adaskou (2015) and 
Nasutionet al. (2017). The coefficient sign 
of growth is positive but insignificant. The 
positive relationship between leverage 
and growth is in consistent with the 
pecking order theory and is in line with 
the findings of Mishra (2011) and Adair 
and Adaskou (2015). Thus, according to 
the theory a growing firm with insufficient 
internal funding will prefer to issue debt 
instead of equity shares to meet the financ-
ing requirements. As per the theory issue 
of equity shares by a growing firm will 
signal the investors that the equity shares 
are overvalued and may result in massive 
sell-off. The negative relationship 
between the firm’s leverage and the 
non-debt tax shield derived in the study 
supports the trade-off theory and is in line 
with the results of Gonzalez and Gonzalez 
(2012) and Nasutionet al. (2017). The 
trade-off theory theorises a positive 
relationship between size and the firm’s 
leverage. According to the theory as a firm 
grows, its profitability also increases 
which in turn reduces the firm’s probabili-
ty of bankruptcy. Thus, larger firms have 
easy access to debt as compared to smaller 

firms. On the other hand, the pecking 
order theory supports the negative 
relationship between size and leverage. 
The present study found a negative 
relationship between size and leverage 
which is consistent with the pecking order 
theory. The regression equation shows 
that the relationship between tangibility 
and leverage is negative and insignificant. 
The negative coefficient of tangibility 
supports the pecking order theory. Accord-
ing to the theory as firm’s tangible assets 
to total assets ratio improves the informa-
tion asymmetry reduces, thus, making 
equity issuance less costly. In other words, 
firm’s with higher tangible assets to total 
assets ratio have lower leverage.

The value of Adj. R2 is 0.1578 which 
indicates that around 16 per cent of the 
variation in leverage can be explained by 
the independent variables. The F-statistic 
is significant which suggests that the 
model fits the data significantly. Further, 
the value of the Durbin-Watson statistic is 
close to 2 which suggest that the problem 
of autocorrelation do not exist in the 
residuals.
  
Conclusion
The present study investigated the 
determinants of leverage with reference to 
BSE listed auto ancillary companies. The 
study covered a period of 8 financial years 
and employed correlation analysis, grang-
er causality test and panel regression to 
analyse the data.The correlation analysis 
shows that leverage is positively correlat-
ed with growth, NDTS and tangibility 
while leverage is negatively correlated 
with liquidity, profitability and size. The 
correlation analysis further indicates that 
the multicollinearity problem does not 
exist between the independent variables. 
The result of the granger causality test 
suggests that unidirectional causality 
exists between liquidity and firm’s 

leverage and profitability and firm’s 
leverage. The study applied Hausman test 
to determine whether the fixed effect 
model or the random effect model is appro-
priate. The result of the Hausman test 
suggests that the random effect model is 
appropriate for the present study. The 
regression equation explains 16 per cent 
of the variation in leverage. The regres-
sion further reveals that liquidity and 
profitability have significant negative 
relationship with leverage while the 
coefficient of NDTS, tangibility, size is 
also found to be negative but insignificant. 
The regression equation suggests that 
growth of the firm has positive impact on 
the firm’s leverage. The regression 
coefficients of liquidity, profitability, 
growth, size and tangibility supports the 
pecking order theory while the regression 
coefficient of NDTS supports the trade-off 
theory.

The present study used a single leverage 
proxy; however, running separate regres-
sions with multiple leverage proxies and 
comparing the results could have been a 
better approach and may come up with 
new in-sights.
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The decision of capital structure is 
related to the distribution of sources of 
finance in such a way that maximizes the 
value of a firm. The seminal paper Modig-
liani and Miller (1958) assumed a 
complete and perfect capital market and 
suggested that the capital structure 
theories are irrelevant in determining 
the value of a firm. The irrelevance 
theory of capital structure raised a 
debate on capital structure theories. The 
assumption of a perfect capital market is, 
basically, an ideal scenario where all 
securities are fairly priced without any 
market friction. It was a normative 
theory that was the basis of many other 

theories that tried to incorporate some of 
the actual market frictions and explain 
how these help in determining the capital 
structure of a firm and led the debate 
towards a positive theory. A comprehen-
sive theory which covers all aspects of 
financing behaviour does not exist. The 
trade-off theory, market timing theory, 
signalling theory, agency cost theory, free 
cash flow theory, pecking order theory 
are the theories that try to explain the 
variation in leverage of different firms. 
These theories are results of the devia-
tions from the perfect market assumption 
and tried to explain the behaviour of 
firms while making capital structure 

decisions in the presence of the imperfec-
tions or frictions of the market. According 
to the general trade-off theory, a firm 
which needs funds to finance an invest-
ment opportunity will trade-off between 
the costs and benefit of having leverage 
in the capital structure and accordingly 
decide the optimum level of leverage 
(Ikpesu and Eboiyehi, 2018; Fama and 
French, 2002). The agency cost of theory 
assumes that the separation of owner-
ship and control exerts agency costs on 
the firm (Kochhar, 1996). Managers act 
as agents of equity and debt-holders and 
sometimes take a decision that favours 
only a particular group, not the value of 
the firm. The free cash flow anomaly 
explains how the availability of extra 
funds makes managers takes suboptimal 
decisions that favour them and create a 
cost to the firm. The idea of market 
timing theory explains that a firm can 
take advantage of the market perfor-
mance and issue the shares accordingly. 
The signalling theory explains that due 
to information asymmetry the outside 
investors may not be able to gauge the 
actual worth of the firm or the invest-
ment opportunity for which the firm 
needs financing; they take signals of firm 
value from the decisions taken by the 
firms (Levy and Lazarovich-Porat, 1995). 
In contrast to the trade-off theory, the 
pecking order theory suggests that there 
is no optimal target of leverage (Myers, 
1984). Due to information asymmetry, 
different financing sources bear different 
costs and to maximize the firm value, 
financing sources with less information 
asymmetry should be issued first. The 
theory suggests that firms should first 
employ internal funding, then debt and 
then equity.
 
These theories, in their general forms, 
were not able to explain much variation 
in leverage across firms. The literature 
on capital structure used them combined 
to explain the variation in the capital 
structure of firms. The present article 
will focus on the two main theories, the 

trade-off theory and the pecking order 
theory, and with the help of other 
theories explain the variation in leverage 
across firms. The terms leverage and 
financial leverage have been used 
interchangeably and the proxy for 
leverage is as per the suggestion by Chak-
lader and Chawla (2016).

The study will focus on the auto ancillary 
firms listed on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The Indian auto ancillary 
sector is world’s fourth largest and is 
closely linked to the India automobile 
industry. Further, the Indian auto 
ancillary firms produce items whose 
requirements are recurring in nature. 
Thus, its contribution to GDP and employ-
ment is quite significant.

Theoretical framework 
Trade-off theory
The trade-off theory originates from 
Modigliani and Miller (1958) which 
assumes a perfect and complete capital 
market with no frictions and thus, the 
capital structure decisions are value 
irrelevant. All the financing sources are 
perfect substitutes and the value of the 
levered firm will be equal to the value of 
the unlevered firm. Further, Modigliani 
and Miller (1963) relaxed the assumption 
of a complete and perfect capital market 
with the introduction of corporate taxes 
in the original model. The study consid-
ers the tax benefits of debt and described 
the value of levered firms as the present 
value of tax shield in addition to the 
value of the unlevered firm. Both the 
papers didn’t consider the presence of 
bankruptcy penalties in their theories. 
Kraus and Litzenberger (1973) stated 
that the corporate taxes and bankruptcy 
penalties are central to the positive 
theories which explain the effect of 
leverage on value of the firm. In reality, 
the benefits arising with a tax shield is 
offset by the costs of financial distress 
and the theory which suggests a trade-off 
between the benefits and costs of issuing 
debt for getting an optimal level of 

leverage, named as trade-off theory. The 
tax benefits are observable but the costs 
are not, so it is safer for firms to maintain 
a safety of margin before taking tax 
benefits. Thus, the trade-off theory 
suggests that a firm should issue debt 
only up to the level where the benefits are 
more than or equal to the costs. 

It may be worth noting that getting the 
tax benefits are not the only incentive for 
debt issues. It also relates to mitigating 
the agency costs and free cash flow 
problems. Debt issue generates various 
types of problems and incentives while 
managing the business which leads to 
conflict of interest between managers, 
shareholders, and debt-holders. These 
costs are named as asset substitution 
problems and underinvestment. Debts 
are less risk bearing assets and they are 
issued basically for less risky invest-
ments than equity. Sometimes managers 
act in the favour of shareholders by 
issuing debts and use the proceedings to 
invest in more risky projects than the 
debt was contracted for. Since, debt-hold-
ers anticipate these behaviours they 
demand higher premiums on their debts 
increasing the cost of capital. This is 
known as asset substitution problem as it 
exchanges the lower risky investments 
for higher-risky investment. Firms may 
use asset substitution to please share-
holders. It may increase the value of 
shareholders but damages the debt-hold-
ers and thus, value of the firm may be 
unaffected by the move. The problem of 
underinvestment through agency 
problems arises when firms take 
decisions to not undertake a profitable 
project (a positive NPV project) because 
the profits will be partly shared by the 
debt-holders while the risk is borne by 
the equity-holders. It is a cost to the 
value of a firm. Managers take the 
decision to under-invest especially when 
risky debts are present in the market. 
The success of a profitable project may 
lead to higher valuation of debts at the 
cost of shareholders. These costs prevent 

firms from issuing more debts. 
 
The main concern of the trade-off theory 
is to search for the ways which help in 
reducing the costs of debt issue and 
increasing the benefits of it. The static 
version of trade off theory assumes an 
optimum level of debt which a firm chose 
according to its costs and benefits. The 
dynamic trade off theory assumes that 
although the firms choose their target 
levels but they deviate from their target 
and again try to adjust the debt level to 
reach their targets. 
Pecking order theory

The assumption of perfect capital 
markets leads the financing decisions 
value irrelevant and makes the internal 
and external financing substitutes of each 
other (Modigliani & miller, 1958). Howev-
er, market imperfections lead to consider-
able wedge between the decision to 
finance from internal sources and 
external sources and make the decision 
related to capital structure relevant for 
valuation of firms (Vanacker and Mani-
gart, 2010). Myers and Majluf (1984) 
tried to count on these inefficiencies of the 
market and added the condition of 
information asymmetry with the assump-
tion of a perfect capital market. The study 
explains how the capital structure of a 
firm, which has asset-in-place and needs 
additional financing for investment oppor-
tunities, is influenced when managers of 
the firms are more informed than outside 
investors and the managers as well as the 
outside investors are aware of the fact. 
Transmitting complete information to 
outside investors is very costly.  
Since, managers cannot provide the 
information to outside investors, informa-
tion is signalled to outside investors 
through decisions taken by them. The 
information asymmetry is perhaps the 
most important source to know why the 
external financing is thought to be more 
costly than the internal one. With this, 
the theory of pecking order came into 
being which posits that there should be 

an order of preferring the sources of 
finance in which the least costly should 
be preferred first. In other words, the 
internal financing should be preferred 
and in case it exhausts, external financ-
ing may be the next option. Availability of 
internal financing can safely avoid the 
need of external financing and be helpful 
to avoid consequences of manager’s 
inside information.
 
External financing (issuing debt or 
equity), on the other hand, may lead to 
asset mispricing at the marketplace 
which will cause a loss of value. The firms 
which have investment opportunities 
may not issue equity as they are aware 
that outside investors may not gauge the 
actual worth of the firm's assets as well 
as the future prospects of growth and the 
shares issued may remain under-priced. 
The growth opportunity increases the 
information asymmetry. Hence, if a firm 
issues new capital, it may signal outside 
investors the bad news (market signal-
ling). The outside investors may perceive 
that the asset in place is overvalued and 
hence, the managers are issuing new 
stocks, because if it had been underval-
ued, they may not have issued new 
shares. Thus, it affects the stock prices of 
the firm. The firm may fail to accept the 
opportunity to invest in a profitable 
project (Underinvestment problem) 
(Rocca et al., 2007). Here, Myers and 
Majluf (1984) argued that in absence of 
internal financing, Debt should be issued 
as it bears less information asymmetry 
and share prices will not be mispriced. In 
comparison to equity, debt bears less cost 
and leads to less information asymmetry 
because debt-contracts are safer as they 
limit the possible amount which the 
debt-holders may lose. Among the debts, 
risk-free debts and secured debts have 
least cost than the unsecured one. The 
main concern of the pecking order theory 
is how to reduce information asymmetry.     

Literature review

This section discusses various significant 
contributions made by researchers on the 
literature of determinants of a firm’s 
capital structure.

Booth et al. (2001) examined the differ-
ence in capital structure of developed and 
developing countries over the period of 10 
years and fund that the firm specific 
determinants of capital structure affect 
the developing countries in the same way 
they affect the developed countries. 
However, the country specific factors 
affect the ratios in different way which 
creates the variation in ratios among the 
countries.

Mishra (2011) investigated the determi-
nants of capital structure of 48 profit 
making PSUs of manufacturing sector. 
The study found the profitability of firms 
was negatively while the growth opportu-
nity and tangibility were positively 
related with leverage. Tax rate had a 
negative coefficient which was against 
the expectations of trade off theory. The 
relationship of profitability and growth 
was according to the pecking order theory 
while that of the tangibility was accord-
ing to the trade-off theory. The effect of 
non-debt tax shield and size of the firms 
were insignificant factor for the period 
observed.

Ali (2011) enquired about the determi-
nants of capital structure for textile 
companies listed on Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The study period extends from 
the year 2006 to 2010 and considered 170 
textile companies. Only long-term debt 
had been used for defining leverage ratio 
and the study found that profitability and 
growth in total assets were negatively 
related with leverage while size of the 
firms, non-debt tax shield and asset tangi-
bility shared a positive relationship with 
leverage.

Serrasqueiro and Caetano (2012) investi-
gated into the practices of determining 

capital structure of SMEs of Portugal 
over the period 1998 to 2005. The study 
found the profitability and age of the 
firms were negatively related to debt 
ratio. The results are consistent with 
pecking order theory. Again, the firms 
were found to be making a considerable 
adjustment towards their target capital 
which proves that the firms also consider 
the trade-off theories. The growth oppor-
tunities and tangibility had insignificant 
relationship with debt ratio for the period 
observed. 

Gonzalez and Gonzalez (2012) examined 
the determinants of capital structure and 
the behaviour of these factors depending 
upon the size of the firms in Spain. The 
results supported both the theories as 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to debt ratio and debt level of 
previous years were positively related 
according to the explanation of the 
trade-off theory. And Growth opportuni-
ty, intangibility and size had positive 
association while profitability had 
negative association with debt ratio 
according to the theory of pecking order. 
However, the study further emphasizes 
that the degree of usage of the theories 
varies across firm size but the direct of 
the relationship remains the same.
Abdeljawad et al. (2013)  advocated the 
presence of trade off theory in financing 
behaviour of Malaysian firms. The study 
found the evidence of target reversion 
behaviour which actually satisfies the 
criteria of adopting trade-off theory. But 
again, for target reversion, the firms may 
balance the costs and benefits of financ-
ing the firm by taking the advantage of 
market situation. Hence, firms may 
deviate from trade off to pecking order or 
say to market timing for financing. 
Overall, the study concludes that with 
differences in size, patterns, leverage 
level in the firms, they may adopt any 
theory or a combination of that for financ-
ing themselves.

 
Handoo and Sharma (2014) examined the 
factors affecting the capital structure of 
870 listed Indian firms from 2001 to 2010. 
Both private as well as government firms 
were considered for analysis. The study 
prepared 3 models with different depend-
ent variables. First model which consid-
ered short term debt as leverage found 
profitability, asset tangibility, size of the 
firm, tax rate and debt servicing capacity 
being the major determinants. Another 
model with long term debt as leverage 
found the profitability, growth, tangibili-
ty, cost of debt, tax rate, and debt servic-
ing capacity as major determinants. 
Third model which considered total debt 
as leverage found all the factors in the 
above models as important determinants 
except the cost of debt.
     
Komera and P.J. (2014) investigated the 
validity of pecking order theory in 
presence of debt concerns. The study 
covers the data of all public listed compa-
nies in India from the year 1992 to 2011. 
The pecking order is expected to be 
performing well for small firms as these 
firms exhibit information asymmetry but 
did not seem to be true in case of small 
firms. Overall, the study found that tangi-
bility and size shared a positive while 
growth and profitability shared a 
negative relationship with leverage. For 
emphasizing the effect of financial deficit, 
it was included in the regression but the 
R-square was remained moreover same 
as before and the signs of all the factors 
also remained unchanged. With this the 
study concluded that pecking order 
doesn’t seem to work well even in case 
where the debt capacity of the firms 
became a concern. Overall, the study 
negates the validity of pecking order 
theory.
Chadha and Sharma (2015) tried to find 
the important determinants of capital 
structure in manufacturing firms with 
special reference to India. The study 

extends over a period of 10 years, from 
2003-04 to 2012-13 and considered 422 
listed firms for analysis. The size and age 
of the firms, asset tangibility, growth, 
profitability, non-debt tax shield and 
business risk were found to be the impor-
tant determinants of capital structure of 
the firms for the observed period. In 
addition, the study also comments that a 
mix of both the trade-off and pecking 
order theories explains the determinants 
of capital structure of these firms.

Harc (2015) examined 500 small and 
medium enterprises in Croatia with data 
from the year 2005 to 2010. The study 
concluded that tangible assets behaved 
differently with short term debt and 
long-term debt. It shared a positive associ-
ation with long term debt and a negative 
association with short term debts. Since 
between the tangibility and leverage, the 
trade-off theory and pecking order 
theories advocates a positive and 
negative signs respectively, the study 
specified that the firms consider trade off 
theory while thinking about the 
long-term financing and consider pecking 
order theory while taking decisions for 
short term financing. 
 
Adair and Adaskou (2015) investigated 
2370 small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) to analyse the determinants of 
their capital structure in order to know 
whether the firms apply the trade-off 
theory or the pecking order theory while 
determining the capital structure. The 
study found that with the increasing age 
of the firms and increased profitability, 
the debt ratio was reduced while the 
growth of the firms had a positive associa-
tion with debt ratio. It signifies the use of 
pecking order theory. Also, the study 
reports that trade credit and guarantee or 
firms had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio which confirms with the 
trade-off theory. The effect of risk which 
varies among different types of industries 

and size were found to be insignificant on 
debt ratio.
 
Rao et al. (2017) investigated the factors 
that determine the capital structure of 
Indian manufacturing firms. The study 
applied panel data analysis and found 
that the depreciation, research & develop-
ment expenditure, and liquidity were 
positively related to the leverage while 
profitability and tangibility were negative-
ly related.

Sofat and Singh (2017) analysed the top 
100 manufacturing companies listed in 
BSE for finding the most significant 
determinants of capital structure in 
India. The study found the profitability 
with a negative relationship to leverage 
while asset composition and business risk 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Firm size was found to be an insignificant 
determinant. Thus, the study found a mix 
of capital structure theories explaining 
the behaviour of the determinants and 
the profitability, asset composition and 
business risk were considered as signifi-
cant determinants of capital structure for 
the observed period.
  
Nasution et al. (2017) examined the 
determinants of capital structure of manu-
facturing companies in Indonesia. The 
study found that the profitability and 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to leverage while the tangibility 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Corporate tax and inflation had insignifi-
cant relationship.
 
Sakr and Bedeir (2019) investigated 
whether the capital structure decisions of 
publicly traded non-financial firms are 
explained by the trade-off theory, pecking 
order theory or the agency cost theory. 
The study concluded that profitability, 
size, tangibility, liquidity, growth, 
business risk and financial flexibility 
were the important determinants of 

capital structure for the selected firms 
and the trade-off theory as well as 
pecking order theory combined explains 
the relationship between the determi-
nants and the leverage.

Simatupang et al. (2019) enquired about 
the capital structure determinants of 
publicly listed non-financial companies in 
Indonesia and found that the profitability 
and tangibility were determining the 
capital structure of the selected firms 
while sales growth and non-debt tax 
shield were not found to be the significant 
determinants. 
 
Sikveland and Zhang (2020) examined 
the sources of leverage for aquaculture 
industry in Norway and considered long 
term debt, short term debt, total debt, 
and liquidity of firms as a proxy of 
leverage. The study found that the listed 
firms have a significant negative relation-
ship with all proxies of leverage as getting 
equity is easier for them and thus, listing 
of firms is also an important variable for 
explaining the sources of capital 
structure. Further, the study reports that 
the proxies of size and profitability of the 
selected firms share a negative relation-
ship with short term as well as total debt 
and tangibility is positively related with 
long term debt and total debt while it 
shares a negative relationship with short 
term debt.

Gharaibeh and Tahat (2020) enquired 
about the factors that explain the level of 
leverage for service companies in Jordan. 
The study considered 45 companies for 
analysis and with panel regression it 
concluded that the size and non-debt tax 
shield had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio while profitability and business 
risk had a negative relationship.

Determinants and their relationship 
with leverage

Profitability- According to the trade-off 
theory, more profitable firms possess 
more debt servicing capacity and hence, 
should issue more debts to take the 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, the theory 
predicts a positive relationship between a 
firm’s profitability level and leverage. The 
pecking order theory suggests that with 
more profitability, a firm will be able to 
accumulate more surpluses which help 
the firm avoid external financing. The 
more profitable a firm, the less it needs to 
go for debt. Thus, pecking order assumes 
a negative relationship between profitabil-
ity and leverage. Studies Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) consid-
ered profitability as a deteminant of 
leverage.

Growth Opportunities- The trade-off 
theory assumes that growth opportuni-
ties come with agency problems between 
owners and creditors. The owners have 
great incentives to under-invest and also 
by asset substitution. Thus, with growth 
opportunities firms may prefer less to 
avoid the costs related to agency problems 
(Fama and French, 2002). The theory 
assumes a negative relationship between 
growth opportunities and leverage. As per 
the pecking order theory, growth opportu-
nities need more financing and the firms 
with less retained earnings may need to 
increase the leverage. Firms with more 
earnings available may create the 
problem of excess cash flow. With this 
excess cash, managers may take advan-
tage of information asymmetry and invest 
in negative- NPV projects that lead to 
more internal benefits to managers while 
firms will lose the value. The problem of 
excess cash may be mitigated by issuing 
more debt which needs regular and fixed 
payments and hence prevent the misuse 
of excess cash by investing in sub-optimal 
projects. Thus, the pecking order theory 
predicts that the firms with more growth 
opportunities will have a positive relation-

ship with leverage. Studies of Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) and Rao 
et al. (2017) considered growth opportuni-
ty as a deteminant of leverage.

Tangibility – The trade-off allows benefits 
of debt to increase and costs of debt to 
reduce. With tangible assets more debt 
can be raised with less cost as tangible 
assets work as collateral and help to 
reduce financial distress. Hence, tangibili-
ty has a positive relationship with 
leverage in the framework of trade-off 
theories. As per the pecking order, more 
tangible assets will help in lesser informa-
tion asymmetry and help in better pricing 
of new issues. Hence, firms may not have 
problems while issuing new equity. Also, 
the firms may retain the capacity to issue 
debt in near future. Thus, pecking order 
predicts a negative relationship of 
leverage with tangibility. Studies of 
Onofrei et al. (2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered tangibility as a 
determinant of leverage.

Liquidity- More liquidity allows more debt 
servicing capacity which leads to more 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, trade-off 
theory predicts a positive relationship 
between liquidity and leverage. But the 
pecking order assumes a negative relation-
ship with leverage and suggests that with 
more liquidity, firms should prefer 
internal financing rather than relying on 
debt. Studies of Onofrei et al. (2015), Rao 
et al.(2017) considered liquidity as a 
determinant of leverage.

NDTS- The non-debt tax shields are 
substitutes of interest cost of debt as they 
also provide tax benefits. With increasing-
ly non-debt tax shields, the incentive of 
receiving tax benefits from interest will be 
lesser and hence it leads to lower levels of 
leverage. Again, the more non-debt tax 

shields are allowed for deduction, the less 
profitability remains. It further leads to 
less debt servicing capacity of the firm. 
Thus, an increase in NDTS reduces the 
benefit of having more leverage. The 
trade-off theory predicts a negative 
relationship between NDTS and leverage. 
In contrast, the pecking order assumes a 
positive relationship. Since NDTS reduces 
the available earnings, it may dent a 
significant portion of internal financing 
and hence, more debt will be issued with 
increasing levels of NDTS.Rao et al. 
(2017) considered NDTS as a determinant 
of leverage.

Size – Larger firms used to be more diversi-
fied and less prone to bankruptcy. 
Debt-holders can be easily attracted 
towards large sized firms with favourable 
costs to firms in comparison to the smaller 
ones. Hence, larger firms have more incen-
tive in debt servicing than the smaller 
firms. The trade-off theory predicts a 
positive relationship between size of the 
firms and leverage. Since the pecking 
order theory finds benefit where informa-
tion asymmetry can be reduced, it favours 
a negative relationship between the two. 
It states that with large size, firms attract 
more regulation and control which in turn 
reduces information asymmetry to a great 
extent. Hence, the size of the firm and 
leverage should reflect a negative relation-
ship. Studies of Fama and French (2002), 
Onofrei et al.(2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered size of the firm 
as a determinant of leverage.

Objective of the study
1. To investigate the impact of growth, 
liquidity, non-debt tax shield, profitabili-
ty, size and tangibility on financial 
leverage of BSE listed auto ancillary 
firms.

2. To examine whether the findings are 

consistent with the pecking-order theory 
or trade-off theory.
 
Author mentioned in the abstract that the 
primary objective of the paper is, but 
between these two objectives we don’t 
know which one is primary objective.
 

Methodology
The primary objective of the study is to 
investigate the impact of growth, liquidi-
ty, non-debt tax shield, profitability, size, 
and tangibility on financial leverage. For 
the purpose of the present study; we have 
considered BSE Group A listed firms 
belonging to the auto ancillaries sector. 
The auto ancillaries sector has 13 firms 
and we have included 10 of them in the 
study whilethree firms are left out due to 
the unavailability of data. The period of 
the study was for the financial year (1st 

April to 31st March) 2013 to 2020. The 
study considered such a time frame in 
order to capture the period after the recov-
ery of the Indian economy from the 
sub-prime crisis. All the data is sourced 
from the money control web site and are in 
INR. The variables and the proxies used 
in the study are summarised in Table 1.

Note: CL is current liabilities, LTD is 
long-term debts, TA is total assets, CA is 
current assets, Dep is depreciation, NPAT 
is net profit after tax, TE is total equity 
and FA is fixed assets.
 
The study employed panel data regression 
to achieve the pre-specified objective of the 
study. To choose between the fixed effects 
model (FE) and the random effects model 
(RE), the Hausman test is applied. The 
null hypothesis of the test is that Random 
Effects model is consistent while the 

alternative hypothesis is that the Fixed 
Effects model is consistent. Thus, if the 
p-value is less than 0.05 we can reject the 
null hypothesis. 

 To investigate the impact of the selected 
variables the following model is framed 
for the regression analysis: 
 
〖LEV〗_(i,t )= β_0+ β_1 〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)+ β_2 〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)+ β_3 〖(NDTS)
〗_(i,t)+ β_4 〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)+ β_5 〖
(SIZE)〗_(i,t)+ β_6 〖(TANG)〗_(i,t)+ ε
_(i,t)

Where, LEVi, t is leverage of the ith firm 
at time t, β0 is the constant, β1 to β6 are 
the coefficients of the independent varia-
bles, GROWi, t is the growth of theith firm 
at time t, LQDi, tis the liquidity of theith 
firm at time t, NDTS i, t is the non-debt 
shield of the ith firm at time t, PROFIT i, 
t is the profitability of the ith firm at time 
t, SIZEi, t is the size of the ith firm at time 
t, TANGi, t is the tangibility of the ith firm 
at time t, εi, t is the error term.
In the first step the summary statistics of 
all the variables viz. mean, standard devia-
tion, skewness and kurtosis are computed. 
Correlation coefficients are computed to 
observe the association between the varia-
bles. 

The granger causality test is applied to 
investigate the direction of causality in 
the short-run. The Hausman test is 
applied to determine whether the fixed 
effect or the random effect is appropriate 
and finally, the regression result is report-
ed.

Discussion
The summary statistics of the variables 
are summarised in Table 2. The mean 
value of leverage, growth, liquidity, 
non-debt tax shield, profitability, size and 
tangibility is 0.3534, 8.7580, 1.7328, 

0.0427, 12.7428, 43.5834 and 0.3369 
respectively. The distribution of leverage, 
liquidity, NDTS, profitability, size and 
tangibility is skewed to the right (positive-
ly skewed) while the distribution of 
growth is skewed to the left (negatively 
skewed). The kurtosis value of all the 
variables is more than 3 which indicates 
that all the variables follow a leptokurtic 
distribution. The Jarque-Bera test 
indicates that at 5 per cent level only tangi-
bility follows normal distribution.

From the correlation analysis (Table 3) all 
the correlation coefficients are less than 
0.8. Further, there is no correlation 
between the independent variables which 
indicates that the problem of multicolline-
arity does not exist and all the independ-
ent variables can be used for the purpose 
of regression analysis simultaneously. 
(needs further clarification) 

Source: Author’s Own calculation
t-stat in [] and p-value in ()

The output of granger causality test is 
presented in Table 4. From the table it can 
be observed that uni-directional causality 
exists between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage which indicates 
that liquidity and profitability improves 
the prediction of leverage in the regres-
sion model.

The output of the regression analysis is 
presented in table 5. From the table it can 
be observed that the idiosyncratic error 
(Rho) is more than 64 per cent which 
suggests that it is better to apply panel 
data regression then pooled regression. 

The study applied both the method of 
panel data regression i.e. fixed effect and 
random effect. The best model is selected 
on the basis of the result of Hausman test.

 
The output of the Hausman test (see Table 
6) supports the random effects model and, 
thus, the rest of the regression analysis 
will be based on the random effect model 
only.The regression equation of the 
determinants of capital structure for BSE 
listed auto ancillaries firms is given below:

LEV〗_(i,t )= 0.5673+ 0.0005〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)- 0.0823〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)- 0.6209〖
(NDTS)〗_(i,t)- 0.0029〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)- 
0.0001〖(SIZE)〗_(i,t)- 0.0222〖(TANG)
〗_(i,t)+ ε_(i,t)

The regression result shows that liquidity 
and profitability are the independent 

variables which significantly affect the 
leverage of the firm. Both the coefficient of 
liquidity and profitability is negative and 
statistically significant at 5 per cent and 
10 per cent level, respectively. The 
negative sign of the coefficient of liquidity 
supports the pecking order theory which 
postulates that firms which maintain 
comfortable liquidity position finance 
through internal funds and rely less on 
debt. Further, the negative sign of the 
coefficient of profitability also supports 
the pecking order theory. Thus, as per the 
theory a firm earning high profits finance 
through internal funding and would avoid 
outside financing. The negative relation-
ship between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage is in line with 
the findings of Serrasqueiro and Caetano 
(2012), Adair and Adaskou (2015) and 
Nasutionet al. (2017). The coefficient sign 
of growth is positive but insignificant. The 
positive relationship between leverage 
and growth is in consistent with the 
pecking order theory and is in line with 
the findings of Mishra (2011) and Adair 
and Adaskou (2015). Thus, according to 
the theory a growing firm with insufficient 
internal funding will prefer to issue debt 
instead of equity shares to meet the financ-
ing requirements. As per the theory issue 
of equity shares by a growing firm will 
signal the investors that the equity shares 
are overvalued and may result in massive 
sell-off. The negative relationship 
between the firm’s leverage and the 
non-debt tax shield derived in the study 
supports the trade-off theory and is in line 
with the results of Gonzalez and Gonzalez 
(2012) and Nasutionet al. (2017). The 
trade-off theory theorises a positive 
relationship between size and the firm’s 
leverage. According to the theory as a firm 
grows, its profitability also increases 
which in turn reduces the firm’s probabili-
ty of bankruptcy. Thus, larger firms have 
easy access to debt as compared to smaller 

firms. On the other hand, the pecking 
order theory supports the negative 
relationship between size and leverage. 
The present study found a negative 
relationship between size and leverage 
which is consistent with the pecking order 
theory. The regression equation shows 
that the relationship between tangibility 
and leverage is negative and insignificant. 
The negative coefficient of tangibility 
supports the pecking order theory. Accord-
ing to the theory as firm’s tangible assets 
to total assets ratio improves the informa-
tion asymmetry reduces, thus, making 
equity issuance less costly. In other words, 
firm’s with higher tangible assets to total 
assets ratio have lower leverage.

The value of Adj. R2 is 0.1578 which 
indicates that around 16 per cent of the 
variation in leverage can be explained by 
the independent variables. The F-statistic 
is significant which suggests that the 
model fits the data significantly. Further, 
the value of the Durbin-Watson statistic is 
close to 2 which suggest that the problem 
of autocorrelation do not exist in the 
residuals.
  
Conclusion
The present study investigated the 
determinants of leverage with reference to 
BSE listed auto ancillary companies. The 
study covered a period of 8 financial years 
and employed correlation analysis, grang-
er causality test and panel regression to 
analyse the data.The correlation analysis 
shows that leverage is positively correlat-
ed with growth, NDTS and tangibility 
while leverage is negatively correlated 
with liquidity, profitability and size. The 
correlation analysis further indicates that 
the multicollinearity problem does not 
exist between the independent variables. 
The result of the granger causality test 
suggests that unidirectional causality 
exists between liquidity and firm’s 

leverage and profitability and firm’s 
leverage. The study applied Hausman test 
to determine whether the fixed effect 
model or the random effect model is appro-
priate. The result of the Hausman test 
suggests that the random effect model is 
appropriate for the present study. The 
regression equation explains 16 per cent 
of the variation in leverage. The regres-
sion further reveals that liquidity and 
profitability have significant negative 
relationship with leverage while the 
coefficient of NDTS, tangibility, size is 
also found to be negative but insignificant. 
The regression equation suggests that 
growth of the firm has positive impact on 
the firm’s leverage. The regression 
coefficients of liquidity, profitability, 
growth, size and tangibility supports the 
pecking order theory while the regression 
coefficient of NDTS supports the trade-off 
theory.

The present study used a single leverage 
proxy; however, running separate regres-
sions with multiple leverage proxies and 
comparing the results could have been a 
better approach and may come up with 
new in-sights.
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The decision of capital structure is 
related to the distribution of sources of 
finance in such a way that maximizes the 
value of a firm. The seminal paper Modig-
liani and Miller (1958) assumed a 
complete and perfect capital market and 
suggested that the capital structure 
theories are irrelevant in determining 
the value of a firm. The irrelevance 
theory of capital structure raised a 
debate on capital structure theories. The 
assumption of a perfect capital market is, 
basically, an ideal scenario where all 
securities are fairly priced without any 
market friction. It was a normative 
theory that was the basis of many other 

theories that tried to incorporate some of 
the actual market frictions and explain 
how these help in determining the capital 
structure of a firm and led the debate 
towards a positive theory. A comprehen-
sive theory which covers all aspects of 
financing behaviour does not exist. The 
trade-off theory, market timing theory, 
signalling theory, agency cost theory, free 
cash flow theory, pecking order theory 
are the theories that try to explain the 
variation in leverage of different firms. 
These theories are results of the devia-
tions from the perfect market assumption 
and tried to explain the behaviour of 
firms while making capital structure 

decisions in the presence of the imperfec-
tions or frictions of the market. According 
to the general trade-off theory, a firm 
which needs funds to finance an invest-
ment opportunity will trade-off between 
the costs and benefit of having leverage 
in the capital structure and accordingly 
decide the optimum level of leverage 
(Ikpesu and Eboiyehi, 2018; Fama and 
French, 2002). The agency cost of theory 
assumes that the separation of owner-
ship and control exerts agency costs on 
the firm (Kochhar, 1996). Managers act 
as agents of equity and debt-holders and 
sometimes take a decision that favours 
only a particular group, not the value of 
the firm. The free cash flow anomaly 
explains how the availability of extra 
funds makes managers takes suboptimal 
decisions that favour them and create a 
cost to the firm. The idea of market 
timing theory explains that a firm can 
take advantage of the market perfor-
mance and issue the shares accordingly. 
The signalling theory explains that due 
to information asymmetry the outside 
investors may not be able to gauge the 
actual worth of the firm or the invest-
ment opportunity for which the firm 
needs financing; they take signals of firm 
value from the decisions taken by the 
firms (Levy and Lazarovich-Porat, 1995). 
In contrast to the trade-off theory, the 
pecking order theory suggests that there 
is no optimal target of leverage (Myers, 
1984). Due to information asymmetry, 
different financing sources bear different 
costs and to maximize the firm value, 
financing sources with less information 
asymmetry should be issued first. The 
theory suggests that firms should first 
employ internal funding, then debt and 
then equity.
 
These theories, in their general forms, 
were not able to explain much variation 
in leverage across firms. The literature 
on capital structure used them combined 
to explain the variation in the capital 
structure of firms. The present article 
will focus on the two main theories, the 

trade-off theory and the pecking order 
theory, and with the help of other 
theories explain the variation in leverage 
across firms. The terms leverage and 
financial leverage have been used 
interchangeably and the proxy for 
leverage is as per the suggestion by Chak-
lader and Chawla (2016).

The study will focus on the auto ancillary 
firms listed on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The Indian auto ancillary 
sector is world’s fourth largest and is 
closely linked to the India automobile 
industry. Further, the Indian auto 
ancillary firms produce items whose 
requirements are recurring in nature. 
Thus, its contribution to GDP and employ-
ment is quite significant.

Theoretical framework 
Trade-off theory
The trade-off theory originates from 
Modigliani and Miller (1958) which 
assumes a perfect and complete capital 
market with no frictions and thus, the 
capital structure decisions are value 
irrelevant. All the financing sources are 
perfect substitutes and the value of the 
levered firm will be equal to the value of 
the unlevered firm. Further, Modigliani 
and Miller (1963) relaxed the assumption 
of a complete and perfect capital market 
with the introduction of corporate taxes 
in the original model. The study consid-
ers the tax benefits of debt and described 
the value of levered firms as the present 
value of tax shield in addition to the 
value of the unlevered firm. Both the 
papers didn’t consider the presence of 
bankruptcy penalties in their theories. 
Kraus and Litzenberger (1973) stated 
that the corporate taxes and bankruptcy 
penalties are central to the positive 
theories which explain the effect of 
leverage on value of the firm. In reality, 
the benefits arising with a tax shield is 
offset by the costs of financial distress 
and the theory which suggests a trade-off 
between the benefits and costs of issuing 
debt for getting an optimal level of 

leverage, named as trade-off theory. The 
tax benefits are observable but the costs 
are not, so it is safer for firms to maintain 
a safety of margin before taking tax 
benefits. Thus, the trade-off theory 
suggests that a firm should issue debt 
only up to the level where the benefits are 
more than or equal to the costs. 

It may be worth noting that getting the 
tax benefits are not the only incentive for 
debt issues. It also relates to mitigating 
the agency costs and free cash flow 
problems. Debt issue generates various 
types of problems and incentives while 
managing the business which leads to 
conflict of interest between managers, 
shareholders, and debt-holders. These 
costs are named as asset substitution 
problems and underinvestment. Debts 
are less risk bearing assets and they are 
issued basically for less risky invest-
ments than equity. Sometimes managers 
act in the favour of shareholders by 
issuing debts and use the proceedings to 
invest in more risky projects than the 
debt was contracted for. Since, debt-hold-
ers anticipate these behaviours they 
demand higher premiums on their debts 
increasing the cost of capital. This is 
known as asset substitution problem as it 
exchanges the lower risky investments 
for higher-risky investment. Firms may 
use asset substitution to please share-
holders. It may increase the value of 
shareholders but damages the debt-hold-
ers and thus, value of the firm may be 
unaffected by the move. The problem of 
underinvestment through agency 
problems arises when firms take 
decisions to not undertake a profitable 
project (a positive NPV project) because 
the profits will be partly shared by the 
debt-holders while the risk is borne by 
the equity-holders. It is a cost to the 
value of a firm. Managers take the 
decision to under-invest especially when 
risky debts are present in the market. 
The success of a profitable project may 
lead to higher valuation of debts at the 
cost of shareholders. These costs prevent 

firms from issuing more debts. 
 
The main concern of the trade-off theory 
is to search for the ways which help in 
reducing the costs of debt issue and 
increasing the benefits of it. The static 
version of trade off theory assumes an 
optimum level of debt which a firm chose 
according to its costs and benefits. The 
dynamic trade off theory assumes that 
although the firms choose their target 
levels but they deviate from their target 
and again try to adjust the debt level to 
reach their targets. 
Pecking order theory

The assumption of perfect capital 
markets leads the financing decisions 
value irrelevant and makes the internal 
and external financing substitutes of each 
other (Modigliani & miller, 1958). Howev-
er, market imperfections lead to consider-
able wedge between the decision to 
finance from internal sources and 
external sources and make the decision 
related to capital structure relevant for 
valuation of firms (Vanacker and Mani-
gart, 2010). Myers and Majluf (1984) 
tried to count on these inefficiencies of the 
market and added the condition of 
information asymmetry with the assump-
tion of a perfect capital market. The study 
explains how the capital structure of a 
firm, which has asset-in-place and needs 
additional financing for investment oppor-
tunities, is influenced when managers of 
the firms are more informed than outside 
investors and the managers as well as the 
outside investors are aware of the fact. 
Transmitting complete information to 
outside investors is very costly.  
Since, managers cannot provide the 
information to outside investors, informa-
tion is signalled to outside investors 
through decisions taken by them. The 
information asymmetry is perhaps the 
most important source to know why the 
external financing is thought to be more 
costly than the internal one. With this, 
the theory of pecking order came into 
being which posits that there should be 

an order of preferring the sources of 
finance in which the least costly should 
be preferred first. In other words, the 
internal financing should be preferred 
and in case it exhausts, external financ-
ing may be the next option. Availability of 
internal financing can safely avoid the 
need of external financing and be helpful 
to avoid consequences of manager’s 
inside information.
 
External financing (issuing debt or 
equity), on the other hand, may lead to 
asset mispricing at the marketplace 
which will cause a loss of value. The firms 
which have investment opportunities 
may not issue equity as they are aware 
that outside investors may not gauge the 
actual worth of the firm's assets as well 
as the future prospects of growth and the 
shares issued may remain under-priced. 
The growth opportunity increases the 
information asymmetry. Hence, if a firm 
issues new capital, it may signal outside 
investors the bad news (market signal-
ling). The outside investors may perceive 
that the asset in place is overvalued and 
hence, the managers are issuing new 
stocks, because if it had been underval-
ued, they may not have issued new 
shares. Thus, it affects the stock prices of 
the firm. The firm may fail to accept the 
opportunity to invest in a profitable 
project (Underinvestment problem) 
(Rocca et al., 2007). Here, Myers and 
Majluf (1984) argued that in absence of 
internal financing, Debt should be issued 
as it bears less information asymmetry 
and share prices will not be mispriced. In 
comparison to equity, debt bears less cost 
and leads to less information asymmetry 
because debt-contracts are safer as they 
limit the possible amount which the 
debt-holders may lose. Among the debts, 
risk-free debts and secured debts have 
least cost than the unsecured one. The 
main concern of the pecking order theory 
is how to reduce information asymmetry.     

Literature review

This section discusses various significant 
contributions made by researchers on the 
literature of determinants of a firm’s 
capital structure.

Booth et al. (2001) examined the differ-
ence in capital structure of developed and 
developing countries over the period of 10 
years and fund that the firm specific 
determinants of capital structure affect 
the developing countries in the same way 
they affect the developed countries. 
However, the country specific factors 
affect the ratios in different way which 
creates the variation in ratios among the 
countries.

Mishra (2011) investigated the determi-
nants of capital structure of 48 profit 
making PSUs of manufacturing sector. 
The study found the profitability of firms 
was negatively while the growth opportu-
nity and tangibility were positively 
related with leverage. Tax rate had a 
negative coefficient which was against 
the expectations of trade off theory. The 
relationship of profitability and growth 
was according to the pecking order theory 
while that of the tangibility was accord-
ing to the trade-off theory. The effect of 
non-debt tax shield and size of the firms 
were insignificant factor for the period 
observed.

Ali (2011) enquired about the determi-
nants of capital structure for textile 
companies listed on Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The study period extends from 
the year 2006 to 2010 and considered 170 
textile companies. Only long-term debt 
had been used for defining leverage ratio 
and the study found that profitability and 
growth in total assets were negatively 
related with leverage while size of the 
firms, non-debt tax shield and asset tangi-
bility shared a positive relationship with 
leverage.

Serrasqueiro and Caetano (2012) investi-
gated into the practices of determining 

capital structure of SMEs of Portugal 
over the period 1998 to 2005. The study 
found the profitability and age of the 
firms were negatively related to debt 
ratio. The results are consistent with 
pecking order theory. Again, the firms 
were found to be making a considerable 
adjustment towards their target capital 
which proves that the firms also consider 
the trade-off theories. The growth oppor-
tunities and tangibility had insignificant 
relationship with debt ratio for the period 
observed. 

Gonzalez and Gonzalez (2012) examined 
the determinants of capital structure and 
the behaviour of these factors depending 
upon the size of the firms in Spain. The 
results supported both the theories as 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to debt ratio and debt level of 
previous years were positively related 
according to the explanation of the 
trade-off theory. And Growth opportuni-
ty, intangibility and size had positive 
association while profitability had 
negative association with debt ratio 
according to the theory of pecking order. 
However, the study further emphasizes 
that the degree of usage of the theories 
varies across firm size but the direct of 
the relationship remains the same.
Abdeljawad et al. (2013)  advocated the 
presence of trade off theory in financing 
behaviour of Malaysian firms. The study 
found the evidence of target reversion 
behaviour which actually satisfies the 
criteria of adopting trade-off theory. But 
again, for target reversion, the firms may 
balance the costs and benefits of financ-
ing the firm by taking the advantage of 
market situation. Hence, firms may 
deviate from trade off to pecking order or 
say to market timing for financing. 
Overall, the study concludes that with 
differences in size, patterns, leverage 
level in the firms, they may adopt any 
theory or a combination of that for financ-
ing themselves.

 
Handoo and Sharma (2014) examined the 
factors affecting the capital structure of 
870 listed Indian firms from 2001 to 2010. 
Both private as well as government firms 
were considered for analysis. The study 
prepared 3 models with different depend-
ent variables. First model which consid-
ered short term debt as leverage found 
profitability, asset tangibility, size of the 
firm, tax rate and debt servicing capacity 
being the major determinants. Another 
model with long term debt as leverage 
found the profitability, growth, tangibili-
ty, cost of debt, tax rate, and debt servic-
ing capacity as major determinants. 
Third model which considered total debt 
as leverage found all the factors in the 
above models as important determinants 
except the cost of debt.
     
Komera and P.J. (2014) investigated the 
validity of pecking order theory in 
presence of debt concerns. The study 
covers the data of all public listed compa-
nies in India from the year 1992 to 2011. 
The pecking order is expected to be 
performing well for small firms as these 
firms exhibit information asymmetry but 
did not seem to be true in case of small 
firms. Overall, the study found that tangi-
bility and size shared a positive while 
growth and profitability shared a 
negative relationship with leverage. For 
emphasizing the effect of financial deficit, 
it was included in the regression but the 
R-square was remained moreover same 
as before and the signs of all the factors 
also remained unchanged. With this the 
study concluded that pecking order 
doesn’t seem to work well even in case 
where the debt capacity of the firms 
became a concern. Overall, the study 
negates the validity of pecking order 
theory.
Chadha and Sharma (2015) tried to find 
the important determinants of capital 
structure in manufacturing firms with 
special reference to India. The study 

extends over a period of 10 years, from 
2003-04 to 2012-13 and considered 422 
listed firms for analysis. The size and age 
of the firms, asset tangibility, growth, 
profitability, non-debt tax shield and 
business risk were found to be the impor-
tant determinants of capital structure of 
the firms for the observed period. In 
addition, the study also comments that a 
mix of both the trade-off and pecking 
order theories explains the determinants 
of capital structure of these firms.

Harc (2015) examined 500 small and 
medium enterprises in Croatia with data 
from the year 2005 to 2010. The study 
concluded that tangible assets behaved 
differently with short term debt and 
long-term debt. It shared a positive associ-
ation with long term debt and a negative 
association with short term debts. Since 
between the tangibility and leverage, the 
trade-off theory and pecking order 
theories advocates a positive and 
negative signs respectively, the study 
specified that the firms consider trade off 
theory while thinking about the 
long-term financing and consider pecking 
order theory while taking decisions for 
short term financing. 
 
Adair and Adaskou (2015) investigated 
2370 small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) to analyse the determinants of 
their capital structure in order to know 
whether the firms apply the trade-off 
theory or the pecking order theory while 
determining the capital structure. The 
study found that with the increasing age 
of the firms and increased profitability, 
the debt ratio was reduced while the 
growth of the firms had a positive associa-
tion with debt ratio. It signifies the use of 
pecking order theory. Also, the study 
reports that trade credit and guarantee or 
firms had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio which confirms with the 
trade-off theory. The effect of risk which 
varies among different types of industries 

and size were found to be insignificant on 
debt ratio.
 
Rao et al. (2017) investigated the factors 
that determine the capital structure of 
Indian manufacturing firms. The study 
applied panel data analysis and found 
that the depreciation, research & develop-
ment expenditure, and liquidity were 
positively related to the leverage while 
profitability and tangibility were negative-
ly related.

Sofat and Singh (2017) analysed the top 
100 manufacturing companies listed in 
BSE for finding the most significant 
determinants of capital structure in 
India. The study found the profitability 
with a negative relationship to leverage 
while asset composition and business risk 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Firm size was found to be an insignificant 
determinant. Thus, the study found a mix 
of capital structure theories explaining 
the behaviour of the determinants and 
the profitability, asset composition and 
business risk were considered as signifi-
cant determinants of capital structure for 
the observed period.
  
Nasution et al. (2017) examined the 
determinants of capital structure of manu-
facturing companies in Indonesia. The 
study found that the profitability and 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to leverage while the tangibility 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Corporate tax and inflation had insignifi-
cant relationship.
 
Sakr and Bedeir (2019) investigated 
whether the capital structure decisions of 
publicly traded non-financial firms are 
explained by the trade-off theory, pecking 
order theory or the agency cost theory. 
The study concluded that profitability, 
size, tangibility, liquidity, growth, 
business risk and financial flexibility 
were the important determinants of 

capital structure for the selected firms 
and the trade-off theory as well as 
pecking order theory combined explains 
the relationship between the determi-
nants and the leverage.

Simatupang et al. (2019) enquired about 
the capital structure determinants of 
publicly listed non-financial companies in 
Indonesia and found that the profitability 
and tangibility were determining the 
capital structure of the selected firms 
while sales growth and non-debt tax 
shield were not found to be the significant 
determinants. 
 
Sikveland and Zhang (2020) examined 
the sources of leverage for aquaculture 
industry in Norway and considered long 
term debt, short term debt, total debt, 
and liquidity of firms as a proxy of 
leverage. The study found that the listed 
firms have a significant negative relation-
ship with all proxies of leverage as getting 
equity is easier for them and thus, listing 
of firms is also an important variable for 
explaining the sources of capital 
structure. Further, the study reports that 
the proxies of size and profitability of the 
selected firms share a negative relation-
ship with short term as well as total debt 
and tangibility is positively related with 
long term debt and total debt while it 
shares a negative relationship with short 
term debt.

Gharaibeh and Tahat (2020) enquired 
about the factors that explain the level of 
leverage for service companies in Jordan. 
The study considered 45 companies for 
analysis and with panel regression it 
concluded that the size and non-debt tax 
shield had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio while profitability and business 
risk had a negative relationship.

Determinants and their relationship 
with leverage

Profitability- According to the trade-off 
theory, more profitable firms possess 
more debt servicing capacity and hence, 
should issue more debts to take the 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, the theory 
predicts a positive relationship between a 
firm’s profitability level and leverage. The 
pecking order theory suggests that with 
more profitability, a firm will be able to 
accumulate more surpluses which help 
the firm avoid external financing. The 
more profitable a firm, the less it needs to 
go for debt. Thus, pecking order assumes 
a negative relationship between profitabil-
ity and leverage. Studies Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) consid-
ered profitability as a deteminant of 
leverage.

Growth Opportunities- The trade-off 
theory assumes that growth opportuni-
ties come with agency problems between 
owners and creditors. The owners have 
great incentives to under-invest and also 
by asset substitution. Thus, with growth 
opportunities firms may prefer less to 
avoid the costs related to agency problems 
(Fama and French, 2002). The theory 
assumes a negative relationship between 
growth opportunities and leverage. As per 
the pecking order theory, growth opportu-
nities need more financing and the firms 
with less retained earnings may need to 
increase the leverage. Firms with more 
earnings available may create the 
problem of excess cash flow. With this 
excess cash, managers may take advan-
tage of information asymmetry and invest 
in negative- NPV projects that lead to 
more internal benefits to managers while 
firms will lose the value. The problem of 
excess cash may be mitigated by issuing 
more debt which needs regular and fixed 
payments and hence prevent the misuse 
of excess cash by investing in sub-optimal 
projects. Thus, the pecking order theory 
predicts that the firms with more growth 
opportunities will have a positive relation-

ship with leverage. Studies of Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) and Rao 
et al. (2017) considered growth opportuni-
ty as a deteminant of leverage.

Tangibility – The trade-off allows benefits 
of debt to increase and costs of debt to 
reduce. With tangible assets more debt 
can be raised with less cost as tangible 
assets work as collateral and help to 
reduce financial distress. Hence, tangibili-
ty has a positive relationship with 
leverage in the framework of trade-off 
theories. As per the pecking order, more 
tangible assets will help in lesser informa-
tion asymmetry and help in better pricing 
of new issues. Hence, firms may not have 
problems while issuing new equity. Also, 
the firms may retain the capacity to issue 
debt in near future. Thus, pecking order 
predicts a negative relationship of 
leverage with tangibility. Studies of 
Onofrei et al. (2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered tangibility as a 
determinant of leverage.

Liquidity- More liquidity allows more debt 
servicing capacity which leads to more 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, trade-off 
theory predicts a positive relationship 
between liquidity and leverage. But the 
pecking order assumes a negative relation-
ship with leverage and suggests that with 
more liquidity, firms should prefer 
internal financing rather than relying on 
debt. Studies of Onofrei et al. (2015), Rao 
et al.(2017) considered liquidity as a 
determinant of leverage.

NDTS- The non-debt tax shields are 
substitutes of interest cost of debt as they 
also provide tax benefits. With increasing-
ly non-debt tax shields, the incentive of 
receiving tax benefits from interest will be 
lesser and hence it leads to lower levels of 
leverage. Again, the more non-debt tax 

shields are allowed for deduction, the less 
profitability remains. It further leads to 
less debt servicing capacity of the firm. 
Thus, an increase in NDTS reduces the 
benefit of having more leverage. The 
trade-off theory predicts a negative 
relationship between NDTS and leverage. 
In contrast, the pecking order assumes a 
positive relationship. Since NDTS reduces 
the available earnings, it may dent a 
significant portion of internal financing 
and hence, more debt will be issued with 
increasing levels of NDTS.Rao et al. 
(2017) considered NDTS as a determinant 
of leverage.

Size – Larger firms used to be more diversi-
fied and less prone to bankruptcy. 
Debt-holders can be easily attracted 
towards large sized firms with favourable 
costs to firms in comparison to the smaller 
ones. Hence, larger firms have more incen-
tive in debt servicing than the smaller 
firms. The trade-off theory predicts a 
positive relationship between size of the 
firms and leverage. Since the pecking 
order theory finds benefit where informa-
tion asymmetry can be reduced, it favours 
a negative relationship between the two. 
It states that with large size, firms attract 
more regulation and control which in turn 
reduces information asymmetry to a great 
extent. Hence, the size of the firm and 
leverage should reflect a negative relation-
ship. Studies of Fama and French (2002), 
Onofrei et al.(2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered size of the firm 
as a determinant of leverage.

Objective of the study
1. To investigate the impact of growth, 
liquidity, non-debt tax shield, profitabili-
ty, size and tangibility on financial 
leverage of BSE listed auto ancillary 
firms.

2. To examine whether the findings are 

consistent with the pecking-order theory 
or trade-off theory.
 
Author mentioned in the abstract that the 
primary objective of the paper is, but 
between these two objectives we don’t 
know which one is primary objective.
 

Methodology
The primary objective of the study is to 
investigate the impact of growth, liquidi-
ty, non-debt tax shield, profitability, size, 
and tangibility on financial leverage. For 
the purpose of the present study; we have 
considered BSE Group A listed firms 
belonging to the auto ancillaries sector. 
The auto ancillaries sector has 13 firms 
and we have included 10 of them in the 
study whilethree firms are left out due to 
the unavailability of data. The period of 
the study was for the financial year (1st 

April to 31st March) 2013 to 2020. The 
study considered such a time frame in 
order to capture the period after the recov-
ery of the Indian economy from the 
sub-prime crisis. All the data is sourced 
from the money control web site and are in 
INR. The variables and the proxies used 
in the study are summarised in Table 1.

Note: CL is current liabilities, LTD is 
long-term debts, TA is total assets, CA is 
current assets, Dep is depreciation, NPAT 
is net profit after tax, TE is total equity 
and FA is fixed assets.
 
The study employed panel data regression 
to achieve the pre-specified objective of the 
study. To choose between the fixed effects 
model (FE) and the random effects model 
(RE), the Hausman test is applied. The 
null hypothesis of the test is that Random 
Effects model is consistent while the 

alternative hypothesis is that the Fixed 
Effects model is consistent. Thus, if the 
p-value is less than 0.05 we can reject the 
null hypothesis. 

 To investigate the impact of the selected 
variables the following model is framed 
for the regression analysis: 
 
〖LEV〗_(i,t )= β_0+ β_1 〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)+ β_2 〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)+ β_3 〖(NDTS)
〗_(i,t)+ β_4 〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)+ β_5 〖
(SIZE)〗_(i,t)+ β_6 〖(TANG)〗_(i,t)+ ε
_(i,t)

Where, LEVi, t is leverage of the ith firm 
at time t, β0 is the constant, β1 to β6 are 
the coefficients of the independent varia-
bles, GROWi, t is the growth of theith firm 
at time t, LQDi, tis the liquidity of theith 
firm at time t, NDTS i, t is the non-debt 
shield of the ith firm at time t, PROFIT i, 
t is the profitability of the ith firm at time 
t, SIZEi, t is the size of the ith firm at time 
t, TANGi, t is the tangibility of the ith firm 
at time t, εi, t is the error term.
In the first step the summary statistics of 
all the variables viz. mean, standard devia-
tion, skewness and kurtosis are computed. 
Correlation coefficients are computed to 
observe the association between the varia-
bles. 

The granger causality test is applied to 
investigate the direction of causality in 
the short-run. The Hausman test is 
applied to determine whether the fixed 
effect or the random effect is appropriate 
and finally, the regression result is report-
ed.

Discussion
The summary statistics of the variables 
are summarised in Table 2. The mean 
value of leverage, growth, liquidity, 
non-debt tax shield, profitability, size and 
tangibility is 0.3534, 8.7580, 1.7328, 

0.0427, 12.7428, 43.5834 and 0.3369 
respectively. The distribution of leverage, 
liquidity, NDTS, profitability, size and 
tangibility is skewed to the right (positive-
ly skewed) while the distribution of 
growth is skewed to the left (negatively 
skewed). The kurtosis value of all the 
variables is more than 3 which indicates 
that all the variables follow a leptokurtic 
distribution. The Jarque-Bera test 
indicates that at 5 per cent level only tangi-
bility follows normal distribution.

From the correlation analysis (Table 3) all 
the correlation coefficients are less than 
0.8. Further, there is no correlation 
between the independent variables which 
indicates that the problem of multicolline-
arity does not exist and all the independ-
ent variables can be used for the purpose 
of regression analysis simultaneously. 
(needs further clarification) 

Source: Author’s Own calculation
t-stat in [] and p-value in ()

The output of granger causality test is 
presented in Table 4. From the table it can 
be observed that uni-directional causality 
exists between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage which indicates 
that liquidity and profitability improves 
the prediction of leverage in the regres-
sion model.

The output of the regression analysis is 
presented in table 5. From the table it can 
be observed that the idiosyncratic error 
(Rho) is more than 64 per cent which 
suggests that it is better to apply panel 
data regression then pooled regression. 

The study applied both the method of 
panel data regression i.e. fixed effect and 
random effect. The best model is selected 
on the basis of the result of Hausman test.

 
The output of the Hausman test (see Table 
6) supports the random effects model and, 
thus, the rest of the regression analysis 
will be based on the random effect model 
only.The regression equation of the 
determinants of capital structure for BSE 
listed auto ancillaries firms is given below:

LEV〗_(i,t )= 0.5673+ 0.0005〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)- 0.0823〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)- 0.6209〖
(NDTS)〗_(i,t)- 0.0029〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)- 
0.0001〖(SIZE)〗_(i,t)- 0.0222〖(TANG)
〗_(i,t)+ ε_(i,t)

The regression result shows that liquidity 
and profitability are the independent 

variables which significantly affect the 
leverage of the firm. Both the coefficient of 
liquidity and profitability is negative and 
statistically significant at 5 per cent and 
10 per cent level, respectively. The 
negative sign of the coefficient of liquidity 
supports the pecking order theory which 
postulates that firms which maintain 
comfortable liquidity position finance 
through internal funds and rely less on 
debt. Further, the negative sign of the 
coefficient of profitability also supports 
the pecking order theory. Thus, as per the 
theory a firm earning high profits finance 
through internal funding and would avoid 
outside financing. The negative relation-
ship between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage is in line with 
the findings of Serrasqueiro and Caetano 
(2012), Adair and Adaskou (2015) and 
Nasutionet al. (2017). The coefficient sign 
of growth is positive but insignificant. The 
positive relationship between leverage 
and growth is in consistent with the 
pecking order theory and is in line with 
the findings of Mishra (2011) and Adair 
and Adaskou (2015). Thus, according to 
the theory a growing firm with insufficient 
internal funding will prefer to issue debt 
instead of equity shares to meet the financ-
ing requirements. As per the theory issue 
of equity shares by a growing firm will 
signal the investors that the equity shares 
are overvalued and may result in massive 
sell-off. The negative relationship 
between the firm’s leverage and the 
non-debt tax shield derived in the study 
supports the trade-off theory and is in line 
with the results of Gonzalez and Gonzalez 
(2012) and Nasutionet al. (2017). The 
trade-off theory theorises a positive 
relationship between size and the firm’s 
leverage. According to the theory as a firm 
grows, its profitability also increases 
which in turn reduces the firm’s probabili-
ty of bankruptcy. Thus, larger firms have 
easy access to debt as compared to smaller 

firms. On the other hand, the pecking 
order theory supports the negative 
relationship between size and leverage. 
The present study found a negative 
relationship between size and leverage 
which is consistent with the pecking order 
theory. The regression equation shows 
that the relationship between tangibility 
and leverage is negative and insignificant. 
The negative coefficient of tangibility 
supports the pecking order theory. Accord-
ing to the theory as firm’s tangible assets 
to total assets ratio improves the informa-
tion asymmetry reduces, thus, making 
equity issuance less costly. In other words, 
firm’s with higher tangible assets to total 
assets ratio have lower leverage.

The value of Adj. R2 is 0.1578 which 
indicates that around 16 per cent of the 
variation in leverage can be explained by 
the independent variables. The F-statistic 
is significant which suggests that the 
model fits the data significantly. Further, 
the value of the Durbin-Watson statistic is 
close to 2 which suggest that the problem 
of autocorrelation do not exist in the 
residuals.
  
Conclusion
The present study investigated the 
determinants of leverage with reference to 
BSE listed auto ancillary companies. The 
study covered a period of 8 financial years 
and employed correlation analysis, grang-
er causality test and panel regression to 
analyse the data.The correlation analysis 
shows that leverage is positively correlat-
ed with growth, NDTS and tangibility 
while leverage is negatively correlated 
with liquidity, profitability and size. The 
correlation analysis further indicates that 
the multicollinearity problem does not 
exist between the independent variables. 
The result of the granger causality test 
suggests that unidirectional causality 
exists between liquidity and firm’s 

leverage and profitability and firm’s 
leverage. The study applied Hausman test 
to determine whether the fixed effect 
model or the random effect model is appro-
priate. The result of the Hausman test 
suggests that the random effect model is 
appropriate for the present study. The 
regression equation explains 16 per cent 
of the variation in leverage. The regres-
sion further reveals that liquidity and 
profitability have significant negative 
relationship with leverage while the 
coefficient of NDTS, tangibility, size is 
also found to be negative but insignificant. 
The regression equation suggests that 
growth of the firm has positive impact on 
the firm’s leverage. The regression 
coefficients of liquidity, profitability, 
growth, size and tangibility supports the 
pecking order theory while the regression 
coefficient of NDTS supports the trade-off 
theory.

The present study used a single leverage 
proxy; however, running separate regres-
sions with multiple leverage proxies and 
comparing the results could have been a 
better approach and may come up with 
new in-sights.
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The decision of capital structure is 
related to the distribution of sources of 
finance in such a way that maximizes the 
value of a firm. The seminal paper Modig-
liani and Miller (1958) assumed a 
complete and perfect capital market and 
suggested that the capital structure 
theories are irrelevant in determining 
the value of a firm. The irrelevance 
theory of capital structure raised a 
debate on capital structure theories. The 
assumption of a perfect capital market is, 
basically, an ideal scenario where all 
securities are fairly priced without any 
market friction. It was a normative 
theory that was the basis of many other 

theories that tried to incorporate some of 
the actual market frictions and explain 
how these help in determining the capital 
structure of a firm and led the debate 
towards a positive theory. A comprehen-
sive theory which covers all aspects of 
financing behaviour does not exist. The 
trade-off theory, market timing theory, 
signalling theory, agency cost theory, free 
cash flow theory, pecking order theory 
are the theories that try to explain the 
variation in leverage of different firms. 
These theories are results of the devia-
tions from the perfect market assumption 
and tried to explain the behaviour of 
firms while making capital structure 

decisions in the presence of the imperfec-
tions or frictions of the market. According 
to the general trade-off theory, a firm 
which needs funds to finance an invest-
ment opportunity will trade-off between 
the costs and benefit of having leverage 
in the capital structure and accordingly 
decide the optimum level of leverage 
(Ikpesu and Eboiyehi, 2018; Fama and 
French, 2002). The agency cost of theory 
assumes that the separation of owner-
ship and control exerts agency costs on 
the firm (Kochhar, 1996). Managers act 
as agents of equity and debt-holders and 
sometimes take a decision that favours 
only a particular group, not the value of 
the firm. The free cash flow anomaly 
explains how the availability of extra 
funds makes managers takes suboptimal 
decisions that favour them and create a 
cost to the firm. The idea of market 
timing theory explains that a firm can 
take advantage of the market perfor-
mance and issue the shares accordingly. 
The signalling theory explains that due 
to information asymmetry the outside 
investors may not be able to gauge the 
actual worth of the firm or the invest-
ment opportunity for which the firm 
needs financing; they take signals of firm 
value from the decisions taken by the 
firms (Levy and Lazarovich-Porat, 1995). 
In contrast to the trade-off theory, the 
pecking order theory suggests that there 
is no optimal target of leverage (Myers, 
1984). Due to information asymmetry, 
different financing sources bear different 
costs and to maximize the firm value, 
financing sources with less information 
asymmetry should be issued first. The 
theory suggests that firms should first 
employ internal funding, then debt and 
then equity.
 
These theories, in their general forms, 
were not able to explain much variation 
in leverage across firms. The literature 
on capital structure used them combined 
to explain the variation in the capital 
structure of firms. The present article 
will focus on the two main theories, the 

trade-off theory and the pecking order 
theory, and with the help of other 
theories explain the variation in leverage 
across firms. The terms leverage and 
financial leverage have been used 
interchangeably and the proxy for 
leverage is as per the suggestion by Chak-
lader and Chawla (2016).

The study will focus on the auto ancillary 
firms listed on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The Indian auto ancillary 
sector is world’s fourth largest and is 
closely linked to the India automobile 
industry. Further, the Indian auto 
ancillary firms produce items whose 
requirements are recurring in nature. 
Thus, its contribution to GDP and employ-
ment is quite significant.

Theoretical framework 
Trade-off theory
The trade-off theory originates from 
Modigliani and Miller (1958) which 
assumes a perfect and complete capital 
market with no frictions and thus, the 
capital structure decisions are value 
irrelevant. All the financing sources are 
perfect substitutes and the value of the 
levered firm will be equal to the value of 
the unlevered firm. Further, Modigliani 
and Miller (1963) relaxed the assumption 
of a complete and perfect capital market 
with the introduction of corporate taxes 
in the original model. The study consid-
ers the tax benefits of debt and described 
the value of levered firms as the present 
value of tax shield in addition to the 
value of the unlevered firm. Both the 
papers didn’t consider the presence of 
bankruptcy penalties in their theories. 
Kraus and Litzenberger (1973) stated 
that the corporate taxes and bankruptcy 
penalties are central to the positive 
theories which explain the effect of 
leverage on value of the firm. In reality, 
the benefits arising with a tax shield is 
offset by the costs of financial distress 
and the theory which suggests a trade-off 
between the benefits and costs of issuing 
debt for getting an optimal level of 

leverage, named as trade-off theory. The 
tax benefits are observable but the costs 
are not, so it is safer for firms to maintain 
a safety of margin before taking tax 
benefits. Thus, the trade-off theory 
suggests that a firm should issue debt 
only up to the level where the benefits are 
more than or equal to the costs. 

It may be worth noting that getting the 
tax benefits are not the only incentive for 
debt issues. It also relates to mitigating 
the agency costs and free cash flow 
problems. Debt issue generates various 
types of problems and incentives while 
managing the business which leads to 
conflict of interest between managers, 
shareholders, and debt-holders. These 
costs are named as asset substitution 
problems and underinvestment. Debts 
are less risk bearing assets and they are 
issued basically for less risky invest-
ments than equity. Sometimes managers 
act in the favour of shareholders by 
issuing debts and use the proceedings to 
invest in more risky projects than the 
debt was contracted for. Since, debt-hold-
ers anticipate these behaviours they 
demand higher premiums on their debts 
increasing the cost of capital. This is 
known as asset substitution problem as it 
exchanges the lower risky investments 
for higher-risky investment. Firms may 
use asset substitution to please share-
holders. It may increase the value of 
shareholders but damages the debt-hold-
ers and thus, value of the firm may be 
unaffected by the move. The problem of 
underinvestment through agency 
problems arises when firms take 
decisions to not undertake a profitable 
project (a positive NPV project) because 
the profits will be partly shared by the 
debt-holders while the risk is borne by 
the equity-holders. It is a cost to the 
value of a firm. Managers take the 
decision to under-invest especially when 
risky debts are present in the market. 
The success of a profitable project may 
lead to higher valuation of debts at the 
cost of shareholders. These costs prevent 

firms from issuing more debts. 
 
The main concern of the trade-off theory 
is to search for the ways which help in 
reducing the costs of debt issue and 
increasing the benefits of it. The static 
version of trade off theory assumes an 
optimum level of debt which a firm chose 
according to its costs and benefits. The 
dynamic trade off theory assumes that 
although the firms choose their target 
levels but they deviate from their target 
and again try to adjust the debt level to 
reach their targets. 
Pecking order theory

The assumption of perfect capital 
markets leads the financing decisions 
value irrelevant and makes the internal 
and external financing substitutes of each 
other (Modigliani & miller, 1958). Howev-
er, market imperfections lead to consider-
able wedge between the decision to 
finance from internal sources and 
external sources and make the decision 
related to capital structure relevant for 
valuation of firms (Vanacker and Mani-
gart, 2010). Myers and Majluf (1984) 
tried to count on these inefficiencies of the 
market and added the condition of 
information asymmetry with the assump-
tion of a perfect capital market. The study 
explains how the capital structure of a 
firm, which has asset-in-place and needs 
additional financing for investment oppor-
tunities, is influenced when managers of 
the firms are more informed than outside 
investors and the managers as well as the 
outside investors are aware of the fact. 
Transmitting complete information to 
outside investors is very costly.  
Since, managers cannot provide the 
information to outside investors, informa-
tion is signalled to outside investors 
through decisions taken by them. The 
information asymmetry is perhaps the 
most important source to know why the 
external financing is thought to be more 
costly than the internal one. With this, 
the theory of pecking order came into 
being which posits that there should be 

an order of preferring the sources of 
finance in which the least costly should 
be preferred first. In other words, the 
internal financing should be preferred 
and in case it exhausts, external financ-
ing may be the next option. Availability of 
internal financing can safely avoid the 
need of external financing and be helpful 
to avoid consequences of manager’s 
inside information.
 
External financing (issuing debt or 
equity), on the other hand, may lead to 
asset mispricing at the marketplace 
which will cause a loss of value. The firms 
which have investment opportunities 
may not issue equity as they are aware 
that outside investors may not gauge the 
actual worth of the firm's assets as well 
as the future prospects of growth and the 
shares issued may remain under-priced. 
The growth opportunity increases the 
information asymmetry. Hence, if a firm 
issues new capital, it may signal outside 
investors the bad news (market signal-
ling). The outside investors may perceive 
that the asset in place is overvalued and 
hence, the managers are issuing new 
stocks, because if it had been underval-
ued, they may not have issued new 
shares. Thus, it affects the stock prices of 
the firm. The firm may fail to accept the 
opportunity to invest in a profitable 
project (Underinvestment problem) 
(Rocca et al., 2007). Here, Myers and 
Majluf (1984) argued that in absence of 
internal financing, Debt should be issued 
as it bears less information asymmetry 
and share prices will not be mispriced. In 
comparison to equity, debt bears less cost 
and leads to less information asymmetry 
because debt-contracts are safer as they 
limit the possible amount which the 
debt-holders may lose. Among the debts, 
risk-free debts and secured debts have 
least cost than the unsecured one. The 
main concern of the pecking order theory 
is how to reduce information asymmetry.     

Literature review

This section discusses various significant 
contributions made by researchers on the 
literature of determinants of a firm’s 
capital structure.

Booth et al. (2001) examined the differ-
ence in capital structure of developed and 
developing countries over the period of 10 
years and fund that the firm specific 
determinants of capital structure affect 
the developing countries in the same way 
they affect the developed countries. 
However, the country specific factors 
affect the ratios in different way which 
creates the variation in ratios among the 
countries.

Mishra (2011) investigated the determi-
nants of capital structure of 48 profit 
making PSUs of manufacturing sector. 
The study found the profitability of firms 
was negatively while the growth opportu-
nity and tangibility were positively 
related with leverage. Tax rate had a 
negative coefficient which was against 
the expectations of trade off theory. The 
relationship of profitability and growth 
was according to the pecking order theory 
while that of the tangibility was accord-
ing to the trade-off theory. The effect of 
non-debt tax shield and size of the firms 
were insignificant factor for the period 
observed.

Ali (2011) enquired about the determi-
nants of capital structure for textile 
companies listed on Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The study period extends from 
the year 2006 to 2010 and considered 170 
textile companies. Only long-term debt 
had been used for defining leverage ratio 
and the study found that profitability and 
growth in total assets were negatively 
related with leverage while size of the 
firms, non-debt tax shield and asset tangi-
bility shared a positive relationship with 
leverage.

Serrasqueiro and Caetano (2012) investi-
gated into the practices of determining 

capital structure of SMEs of Portugal 
over the period 1998 to 2005. The study 
found the profitability and age of the 
firms were negatively related to debt 
ratio. The results are consistent with 
pecking order theory. Again, the firms 
were found to be making a considerable 
adjustment towards their target capital 
which proves that the firms also consider 
the trade-off theories. The growth oppor-
tunities and tangibility had insignificant 
relationship with debt ratio for the period 
observed. 

Gonzalez and Gonzalez (2012) examined 
the determinants of capital structure and 
the behaviour of these factors depending 
upon the size of the firms in Spain. The 
results supported both the theories as 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to debt ratio and debt level of 
previous years were positively related 
according to the explanation of the 
trade-off theory. And Growth opportuni-
ty, intangibility and size had positive 
association while profitability had 
negative association with debt ratio 
according to the theory of pecking order. 
However, the study further emphasizes 
that the degree of usage of the theories 
varies across firm size but the direct of 
the relationship remains the same.
Abdeljawad et al. (2013)  advocated the 
presence of trade off theory in financing 
behaviour of Malaysian firms. The study 
found the evidence of target reversion 
behaviour which actually satisfies the 
criteria of adopting trade-off theory. But 
again, for target reversion, the firms may 
balance the costs and benefits of financ-
ing the firm by taking the advantage of 
market situation. Hence, firms may 
deviate from trade off to pecking order or 
say to market timing for financing. 
Overall, the study concludes that with 
differences in size, patterns, leverage 
level in the firms, they may adopt any 
theory or a combination of that for financ-
ing themselves.

 
Handoo and Sharma (2014) examined the 
factors affecting the capital structure of 
870 listed Indian firms from 2001 to 2010. 
Both private as well as government firms 
were considered for analysis. The study 
prepared 3 models with different depend-
ent variables. First model which consid-
ered short term debt as leverage found 
profitability, asset tangibility, size of the 
firm, tax rate and debt servicing capacity 
being the major determinants. Another 
model with long term debt as leverage 
found the profitability, growth, tangibili-
ty, cost of debt, tax rate, and debt servic-
ing capacity as major determinants. 
Third model which considered total debt 
as leverage found all the factors in the 
above models as important determinants 
except the cost of debt.
     
Komera and P.J. (2014) investigated the 
validity of pecking order theory in 
presence of debt concerns. The study 
covers the data of all public listed compa-
nies in India from the year 1992 to 2011. 
The pecking order is expected to be 
performing well for small firms as these 
firms exhibit information asymmetry but 
did not seem to be true in case of small 
firms. Overall, the study found that tangi-
bility and size shared a positive while 
growth and profitability shared a 
negative relationship with leverage. For 
emphasizing the effect of financial deficit, 
it was included in the regression but the 
R-square was remained moreover same 
as before and the signs of all the factors 
also remained unchanged. With this the 
study concluded that pecking order 
doesn’t seem to work well even in case 
where the debt capacity of the firms 
became a concern. Overall, the study 
negates the validity of pecking order 
theory.
Chadha and Sharma (2015) tried to find 
the important determinants of capital 
structure in manufacturing firms with 
special reference to India. The study 

extends over a period of 10 years, from 
2003-04 to 2012-13 and considered 422 
listed firms for analysis. The size and age 
of the firms, asset tangibility, growth, 
profitability, non-debt tax shield and 
business risk were found to be the impor-
tant determinants of capital structure of 
the firms for the observed period. In 
addition, the study also comments that a 
mix of both the trade-off and pecking 
order theories explains the determinants 
of capital structure of these firms.

Harc (2015) examined 500 small and 
medium enterprises in Croatia with data 
from the year 2005 to 2010. The study 
concluded that tangible assets behaved 
differently with short term debt and 
long-term debt. It shared a positive associ-
ation with long term debt and a negative 
association with short term debts. Since 
between the tangibility and leverage, the 
trade-off theory and pecking order 
theories advocates a positive and 
negative signs respectively, the study 
specified that the firms consider trade off 
theory while thinking about the 
long-term financing and consider pecking 
order theory while taking decisions for 
short term financing. 
 
Adair and Adaskou (2015) investigated 
2370 small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) to analyse the determinants of 
their capital structure in order to know 
whether the firms apply the trade-off 
theory or the pecking order theory while 
determining the capital structure. The 
study found that with the increasing age 
of the firms and increased profitability, 
the debt ratio was reduced while the 
growth of the firms had a positive associa-
tion with debt ratio. It signifies the use of 
pecking order theory. Also, the study 
reports that trade credit and guarantee or 
firms had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio which confirms with the 
trade-off theory. The effect of risk which 
varies among different types of industries 

and size were found to be insignificant on 
debt ratio.
 
Rao et al. (2017) investigated the factors 
that determine the capital structure of 
Indian manufacturing firms. The study 
applied panel data analysis and found 
that the depreciation, research & develop-
ment expenditure, and liquidity were 
positively related to the leverage while 
profitability and tangibility were negative-
ly related.

Sofat and Singh (2017) analysed the top 
100 manufacturing companies listed in 
BSE for finding the most significant 
determinants of capital structure in 
India. The study found the profitability 
with a negative relationship to leverage 
while asset composition and business risk 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Firm size was found to be an insignificant 
determinant. Thus, the study found a mix 
of capital structure theories explaining 
the behaviour of the determinants and 
the profitability, asset composition and 
business risk were considered as signifi-
cant determinants of capital structure for 
the observed period.
  
Nasution et al. (2017) examined the 
determinants of capital structure of manu-
facturing companies in Indonesia. The 
study found that the profitability and 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to leverage while the tangibility 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Corporate tax and inflation had insignifi-
cant relationship.
 
Sakr and Bedeir (2019) investigated 
whether the capital structure decisions of 
publicly traded non-financial firms are 
explained by the trade-off theory, pecking 
order theory or the agency cost theory. 
The study concluded that profitability, 
size, tangibility, liquidity, growth, 
business risk and financial flexibility 
were the important determinants of 

capital structure for the selected firms 
and the trade-off theory as well as 
pecking order theory combined explains 
the relationship between the determi-
nants and the leverage.

Simatupang et al. (2019) enquired about 
the capital structure determinants of 
publicly listed non-financial companies in 
Indonesia and found that the profitability 
and tangibility were determining the 
capital structure of the selected firms 
while sales growth and non-debt tax 
shield were not found to be the significant 
determinants. 
 
Sikveland and Zhang (2020) examined 
the sources of leverage for aquaculture 
industry in Norway and considered long 
term debt, short term debt, total debt, 
and liquidity of firms as a proxy of 
leverage. The study found that the listed 
firms have a significant negative relation-
ship with all proxies of leverage as getting 
equity is easier for them and thus, listing 
of firms is also an important variable for 
explaining the sources of capital 
structure. Further, the study reports that 
the proxies of size and profitability of the 
selected firms share a negative relation-
ship with short term as well as total debt 
and tangibility is positively related with 
long term debt and total debt while it 
shares a negative relationship with short 
term debt.

Gharaibeh and Tahat (2020) enquired 
about the factors that explain the level of 
leverage for service companies in Jordan. 
The study considered 45 companies for 
analysis and with panel regression it 
concluded that the size and non-debt tax 
shield had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio while profitability and business 
risk had a negative relationship.

Determinants and their relationship 
with leverage

Profitability- According to the trade-off 
theory, more profitable firms possess 
more debt servicing capacity and hence, 
should issue more debts to take the 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, the theory 
predicts a positive relationship between a 
firm’s profitability level and leverage. The 
pecking order theory suggests that with 
more profitability, a firm will be able to 
accumulate more surpluses which help 
the firm avoid external financing. The 
more profitable a firm, the less it needs to 
go for debt. Thus, pecking order assumes 
a negative relationship between profitabil-
ity and leverage. Studies Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) consid-
ered profitability as a deteminant of 
leverage.

Growth Opportunities- The trade-off 
theory assumes that growth opportuni-
ties come with agency problems between 
owners and creditors. The owners have 
great incentives to under-invest and also 
by asset substitution. Thus, with growth 
opportunities firms may prefer less to 
avoid the costs related to agency problems 
(Fama and French, 2002). The theory 
assumes a negative relationship between 
growth opportunities and leverage. As per 
the pecking order theory, growth opportu-
nities need more financing and the firms 
with less retained earnings may need to 
increase the leverage. Firms with more 
earnings available may create the 
problem of excess cash flow. With this 
excess cash, managers may take advan-
tage of information asymmetry and invest 
in negative- NPV projects that lead to 
more internal benefits to managers while 
firms will lose the value. The problem of 
excess cash may be mitigated by issuing 
more debt which needs regular and fixed 
payments and hence prevent the misuse 
of excess cash by investing in sub-optimal 
projects. Thus, the pecking order theory 
predicts that the firms with more growth 
opportunities will have a positive relation-

ship with leverage. Studies of Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) and Rao 
et al. (2017) considered growth opportuni-
ty as a deteminant of leverage.

Tangibility – The trade-off allows benefits 
of debt to increase and costs of debt to 
reduce. With tangible assets more debt 
can be raised with less cost as tangible 
assets work as collateral and help to 
reduce financial distress. Hence, tangibili-
ty has a positive relationship with 
leverage in the framework of trade-off 
theories. As per the pecking order, more 
tangible assets will help in lesser informa-
tion asymmetry and help in better pricing 
of new issues. Hence, firms may not have 
problems while issuing new equity. Also, 
the firms may retain the capacity to issue 
debt in near future. Thus, pecking order 
predicts a negative relationship of 
leverage with tangibility. Studies of 
Onofrei et al. (2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered tangibility as a 
determinant of leverage.

Liquidity- More liquidity allows more debt 
servicing capacity which leads to more 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, trade-off 
theory predicts a positive relationship 
between liquidity and leverage. But the 
pecking order assumes a negative relation-
ship with leverage and suggests that with 
more liquidity, firms should prefer 
internal financing rather than relying on 
debt. Studies of Onofrei et al. (2015), Rao 
et al.(2017) considered liquidity as a 
determinant of leverage.

NDTS- The non-debt tax shields are 
substitutes of interest cost of debt as they 
also provide tax benefits. With increasing-
ly non-debt tax shields, the incentive of 
receiving tax benefits from interest will be 
lesser and hence it leads to lower levels of 
leverage. Again, the more non-debt tax 

shields are allowed for deduction, the less 
profitability remains. It further leads to 
less debt servicing capacity of the firm. 
Thus, an increase in NDTS reduces the 
benefit of having more leverage. The 
trade-off theory predicts a negative 
relationship between NDTS and leverage. 
In contrast, the pecking order assumes a 
positive relationship. Since NDTS reduces 
the available earnings, it may dent a 
significant portion of internal financing 
and hence, more debt will be issued with 
increasing levels of NDTS.Rao et al. 
(2017) considered NDTS as a determinant 
of leverage.

Size – Larger firms used to be more diversi-
fied and less prone to bankruptcy. 
Debt-holders can be easily attracted 
towards large sized firms with favourable 
costs to firms in comparison to the smaller 
ones. Hence, larger firms have more incen-
tive in debt servicing than the smaller 
firms. The trade-off theory predicts a 
positive relationship between size of the 
firms and leverage. Since the pecking 
order theory finds benefit where informa-
tion asymmetry can be reduced, it favours 
a negative relationship between the two. 
It states that with large size, firms attract 
more regulation and control which in turn 
reduces information asymmetry to a great 
extent. Hence, the size of the firm and 
leverage should reflect a negative relation-
ship. Studies of Fama and French (2002), 
Onofrei et al.(2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered size of the firm 
as a determinant of leverage.

Objective of the study
1. To investigate the impact of growth, 
liquidity, non-debt tax shield, profitabili-
ty, size and tangibility on financial 
leverage of BSE listed auto ancillary 
firms.

2. To examine whether the findings are 

consistent with the pecking-order theory 
or trade-off theory.
 
Author mentioned in the abstract that the 
primary objective of the paper is, but 
between these two objectives we don’t 
know which one is primary objective.
 

Methodology
The primary objective of the study is to 
investigate the impact of growth, liquidi-
ty, non-debt tax shield, profitability, size, 
and tangibility on financial leverage. For 
the purpose of the present study; we have 
considered BSE Group A listed firms 
belonging to the auto ancillaries sector. 
The auto ancillaries sector has 13 firms 
and we have included 10 of them in the 
study whilethree firms are left out due to 
the unavailability of data. The period of 
the study was for the financial year (1st 

April to 31st March) 2013 to 2020. The 
study considered such a time frame in 
order to capture the period after the recov-
ery of the Indian economy from the 
sub-prime crisis. All the data is sourced 
from the money control web site and are in 
INR. The variables and the proxies used 
in the study are summarised in Table 1.

Note: CL is current liabilities, LTD is 
long-term debts, TA is total assets, CA is 
current assets, Dep is depreciation, NPAT 
is net profit after tax, TE is total equity 
and FA is fixed assets.
 
The study employed panel data regression 
to achieve the pre-specified objective of the 
study. To choose between the fixed effects 
model (FE) and the random effects model 
(RE), the Hausman test is applied. The 
null hypothesis of the test is that Random 
Effects model is consistent while the 

alternative hypothesis is that the Fixed 
Effects model is consistent. Thus, if the 
p-value is less than 0.05 we can reject the 
null hypothesis. 

 To investigate the impact of the selected 
variables the following model is framed 
for the regression analysis: 
 
〖LEV〗_(i,t )= β_0+ β_1 〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)+ β_2 〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)+ β_3 〖(NDTS)
〗_(i,t)+ β_4 〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)+ β_5 〖
(SIZE)〗_(i,t)+ β_6 〖(TANG)〗_(i,t)+ ε
_(i,t)

Where, LEVi, t is leverage of the ith firm 
at time t, β0 is the constant, β1 to β6 are 
the coefficients of the independent varia-
bles, GROWi, t is the growth of theith firm 
at time t, LQDi, tis the liquidity of theith 
firm at time t, NDTS i, t is the non-debt 
shield of the ith firm at time t, PROFIT i, 
t is the profitability of the ith firm at time 
t, SIZEi, t is the size of the ith firm at time 
t, TANGi, t is the tangibility of the ith firm 
at time t, εi, t is the error term.
In the first step the summary statistics of 
all the variables viz. mean, standard devia-
tion, skewness and kurtosis are computed. 
Correlation coefficients are computed to 
observe the association between the varia-
bles. 

The granger causality test is applied to 
investigate the direction of causality in 
the short-run. The Hausman test is 
applied to determine whether the fixed 
effect or the random effect is appropriate 
and finally, the regression result is report-
ed.

Discussion
The summary statistics of the variables 
are summarised in Table 2. The mean 
value of leverage, growth, liquidity, 
non-debt tax shield, profitability, size and 
tangibility is 0.3534, 8.7580, 1.7328, 

0.0427, 12.7428, 43.5834 and 0.3369 
respectively. The distribution of leverage, 
liquidity, NDTS, profitability, size and 
tangibility is skewed to the right (positive-
ly skewed) while the distribution of 
growth is skewed to the left (negatively 
skewed). The kurtosis value of all the 
variables is more than 3 which indicates 
that all the variables follow a leptokurtic 
distribution. The Jarque-Bera test 
indicates that at 5 per cent level only tangi-
bility follows normal distribution.

From the correlation analysis (Table 3) all 
the correlation coefficients are less than 
0.8. Further, there is no correlation 
between the independent variables which 
indicates that the problem of multicolline-
arity does not exist and all the independ-
ent variables can be used for the purpose 
of regression analysis simultaneously. 
(needs further clarification) 

Source: Author’s Own calculation
t-stat in [] and p-value in ()

The output of granger causality test is 
presented in Table 4. From the table it can 
be observed that uni-directional causality 
exists between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage which indicates 
that liquidity and profitability improves 
the prediction of leverage in the regres-
sion model.

The output of the regression analysis is 
presented in table 5. From the table it can 
be observed that the idiosyncratic error 
(Rho) is more than 64 per cent which 
suggests that it is better to apply panel 
data regression then pooled regression. 

The study applied both the method of 
panel data regression i.e. fixed effect and 
random effect. The best model is selected 
on the basis of the result of Hausman test.

 
The output of the Hausman test (see Table 
6) supports the random effects model and, 
thus, the rest of the regression analysis 
will be based on the random effect model 
only.The regression equation of the 
determinants of capital structure for BSE 
listed auto ancillaries firms is given below:

LEV〗_(i,t )= 0.5673+ 0.0005〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)- 0.0823〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)- 0.6209〖
(NDTS)〗_(i,t)- 0.0029〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)- 
0.0001〖(SIZE)〗_(i,t)- 0.0222〖(TANG)
〗_(i,t)+ ε_(i,t)

The regression result shows that liquidity 
and profitability are the independent 

variables which significantly affect the 
leverage of the firm. Both the coefficient of 
liquidity and profitability is negative and 
statistically significant at 5 per cent and 
10 per cent level, respectively. The 
negative sign of the coefficient of liquidity 
supports the pecking order theory which 
postulates that firms which maintain 
comfortable liquidity position finance 
through internal funds and rely less on 
debt. Further, the negative sign of the 
coefficient of profitability also supports 
the pecking order theory. Thus, as per the 
theory a firm earning high profits finance 
through internal funding and would avoid 
outside financing. The negative relation-
ship between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage is in line with 
the findings of Serrasqueiro and Caetano 
(2012), Adair and Adaskou (2015) and 
Nasutionet al. (2017). The coefficient sign 
of growth is positive but insignificant. The 
positive relationship between leverage 
and growth is in consistent with the 
pecking order theory and is in line with 
the findings of Mishra (2011) and Adair 
and Adaskou (2015). Thus, according to 
the theory a growing firm with insufficient 
internal funding will prefer to issue debt 
instead of equity shares to meet the financ-
ing requirements. As per the theory issue 
of equity shares by a growing firm will 
signal the investors that the equity shares 
are overvalued and may result in massive 
sell-off. The negative relationship 
between the firm’s leverage and the 
non-debt tax shield derived in the study 
supports the trade-off theory and is in line 
with the results of Gonzalez and Gonzalez 
(2012) and Nasutionet al. (2017). The 
trade-off theory theorises a positive 
relationship between size and the firm’s 
leverage. According to the theory as a firm 
grows, its profitability also increases 
which in turn reduces the firm’s probabili-
ty of bankruptcy. Thus, larger firms have 
easy access to debt as compared to smaller 

firms. On the other hand, the pecking 
order theory supports the negative 
relationship between size and leverage. 
The present study found a negative 
relationship between size and leverage 
which is consistent with the pecking order 
theory. The regression equation shows 
that the relationship between tangibility 
and leverage is negative and insignificant. 
The negative coefficient of tangibility 
supports the pecking order theory. Accord-
ing to the theory as firm’s tangible assets 
to total assets ratio improves the informa-
tion asymmetry reduces, thus, making 
equity issuance less costly. In other words, 
firm’s with higher tangible assets to total 
assets ratio have lower leverage.

The value of Adj. R2 is 0.1578 which 
indicates that around 16 per cent of the 
variation in leverage can be explained by 
the independent variables. The F-statistic 
is significant which suggests that the 
model fits the data significantly. Further, 
the value of the Durbin-Watson statistic is 
close to 2 which suggest that the problem 
of autocorrelation do not exist in the 
residuals.
  
Conclusion
The present study investigated the 
determinants of leverage with reference to 
BSE listed auto ancillary companies. The 
study covered a period of 8 financial years 
and employed correlation analysis, grang-
er causality test and panel regression to 
analyse the data.The correlation analysis 
shows that leverage is positively correlat-
ed with growth, NDTS and tangibility 
while leverage is negatively correlated 
with liquidity, profitability and size. The 
correlation analysis further indicates that 
the multicollinearity problem does not 
exist between the independent variables. 
The result of the granger causality test 
suggests that unidirectional causality 
exists between liquidity and firm’s 

leverage and profitability and firm’s 
leverage. The study applied Hausman test 
to determine whether the fixed effect 
model or the random effect model is appro-
priate. The result of the Hausman test 
suggests that the random effect model is 
appropriate for the present study. The 
regression equation explains 16 per cent 
of the variation in leverage. The regres-
sion further reveals that liquidity and 
profitability have significant negative 
relationship with leverage while the 
coefficient of NDTS, tangibility, size is 
also found to be negative but insignificant. 
The regression equation suggests that 
growth of the firm has positive impact on 
the firm’s leverage. The regression 
coefficients of liquidity, profitability, 
growth, size and tangibility supports the 
pecking order theory while the regression 
coefficient of NDTS supports the trade-off 
theory.

The present study used a single leverage 
proxy; however, running separate regres-
sions with multiple leverage proxies and 
comparing the results could have been a 
better approach and may come up with 
new in-sights.
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The decision of capital structure is 
related to the distribution of sources of 
finance in such a way that maximizes the 
value of a firm. The seminal paper Modig-
liani and Miller (1958) assumed a 
complete and perfect capital market and 
suggested that the capital structure 
theories are irrelevant in determining 
the value of a firm. The irrelevance 
theory of capital structure raised a 
debate on capital structure theories. The 
assumption of a perfect capital market is, 
basically, an ideal scenario where all 
securities are fairly priced without any 
market friction. It was a normative 
theory that was the basis of many other 

theories that tried to incorporate some of 
the actual market frictions and explain 
how these help in determining the capital 
structure of a firm and led the debate 
towards a positive theory. A comprehen-
sive theory which covers all aspects of 
financing behaviour does not exist. The 
trade-off theory, market timing theory, 
signalling theory, agency cost theory, free 
cash flow theory, pecking order theory 
are the theories that try to explain the 
variation in leverage of different firms. 
These theories are results of the devia-
tions from the perfect market assumption 
and tried to explain the behaviour of 
firms while making capital structure 

decisions in the presence of the imperfec-
tions or frictions of the market. According 
to the general trade-off theory, a firm 
which needs funds to finance an invest-
ment opportunity will trade-off between 
the costs and benefit of having leverage 
in the capital structure and accordingly 
decide the optimum level of leverage 
(Ikpesu and Eboiyehi, 2018; Fama and 
French, 2002). The agency cost of theory 
assumes that the separation of owner-
ship and control exerts agency costs on 
the firm (Kochhar, 1996). Managers act 
as agents of equity and debt-holders and 
sometimes take a decision that favours 
only a particular group, not the value of 
the firm. The free cash flow anomaly 
explains how the availability of extra 
funds makes managers takes suboptimal 
decisions that favour them and create a 
cost to the firm. The idea of market 
timing theory explains that a firm can 
take advantage of the market perfor-
mance and issue the shares accordingly. 
The signalling theory explains that due 
to information asymmetry the outside 
investors may not be able to gauge the 
actual worth of the firm or the invest-
ment opportunity for which the firm 
needs financing; they take signals of firm 
value from the decisions taken by the 
firms (Levy and Lazarovich-Porat, 1995). 
In contrast to the trade-off theory, the 
pecking order theory suggests that there 
is no optimal target of leverage (Myers, 
1984). Due to information asymmetry, 
different financing sources bear different 
costs and to maximize the firm value, 
financing sources with less information 
asymmetry should be issued first. The 
theory suggests that firms should first 
employ internal funding, then debt and 
then equity.
 
These theories, in their general forms, 
were not able to explain much variation 
in leverage across firms. The literature 
on capital structure used them combined 
to explain the variation in the capital 
structure of firms. The present article 
will focus on the two main theories, the 

trade-off theory and the pecking order 
theory, and with the help of other 
theories explain the variation in leverage 
across firms. The terms leverage and 
financial leverage have been used 
interchangeably and the proxy for 
leverage is as per the suggestion by Chak-
lader and Chawla (2016).

The study will focus on the auto ancillary 
firms listed on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The Indian auto ancillary 
sector is world’s fourth largest and is 
closely linked to the India automobile 
industry. Further, the Indian auto 
ancillary firms produce items whose 
requirements are recurring in nature. 
Thus, its contribution to GDP and employ-
ment is quite significant.

Theoretical framework 
Trade-off theory
The trade-off theory originates from 
Modigliani and Miller (1958) which 
assumes a perfect and complete capital 
market with no frictions and thus, the 
capital structure decisions are value 
irrelevant. All the financing sources are 
perfect substitutes and the value of the 
levered firm will be equal to the value of 
the unlevered firm. Further, Modigliani 
and Miller (1963) relaxed the assumption 
of a complete and perfect capital market 
with the introduction of corporate taxes 
in the original model. The study consid-
ers the tax benefits of debt and described 
the value of levered firms as the present 
value of tax shield in addition to the 
value of the unlevered firm. Both the 
papers didn’t consider the presence of 
bankruptcy penalties in their theories. 
Kraus and Litzenberger (1973) stated 
that the corporate taxes and bankruptcy 
penalties are central to the positive 
theories which explain the effect of 
leverage on value of the firm. In reality, 
the benefits arising with a tax shield is 
offset by the costs of financial distress 
and the theory which suggests a trade-off 
between the benefits and costs of issuing 
debt for getting an optimal level of 

leverage, named as trade-off theory. The 
tax benefits are observable but the costs 
are not, so it is safer for firms to maintain 
a safety of margin before taking tax 
benefits. Thus, the trade-off theory 
suggests that a firm should issue debt 
only up to the level where the benefits are 
more than or equal to the costs. 

It may be worth noting that getting the 
tax benefits are not the only incentive for 
debt issues. It also relates to mitigating 
the agency costs and free cash flow 
problems. Debt issue generates various 
types of problems and incentives while 
managing the business which leads to 
conflict of interest between managers, 
shareholders, and debt-holders. These 
costs are named as asset substitution 
problems and underinvestment. Debts 
are less risk bearing assets and they are 
issued basically for less risky invest-
ments than equity. Sometimes managers 
act in the favour of shareholders by 
issuing debts and use the proceedings to 
invest in more risky projects than the 
debt was contracted for. Since, debt-hold-
ers anticipate these behaviours they 
demand higher premiums on their debts 
increasing the cost of capital. This is 
known as asset substitution problem as it 
exchanges the lower risky investments 
for higher-risky investment. Firms may 
use asset substitution to please share-
holders. It may increase the value of 
shareholders but damages the debt-hold-
ers and thus, value of the firm may be 
unaffected by the move. The problem of 
underinvestment through agency 
problems arises when firms take 
decisions to not undertake a profitable 
project (a positive NPV project) because 
the profits will be partly shared by the 
debt-holders while the risk is borne by 
the equity-holders. It is a cost to the 
value of a firm. Managers take the 
decision to under-invest especially when 
risky debts are present in the market. 
The success of a profitable project may 
lead to higher valuation of debts at the 
cost of shareholders. These costs prevent 

firms from issuing more debts. 
 
The main concern of the trade-off theory 
is to search for the ways which help in 
reducing the costs of debt issue and 
increasing the benefits of it. The static 
version of trade off theory assumes an 
optimum level of debt which a firm chose 
according to its costs and benefits. The 
dynamic trade off theory assumes that 
although the firms choose their target 
levels but they deviate from their target 
and again try to adjust the debt level to 
reach their targets. 
Pecking order theory

The assumption of perfect capital 
markets leads the financing decisions 
value irrelevant and makes the internal 
and external financing substitutes of each 
other (Modigliani & miller, 1958). Howev-
er, market imperfections lead to consider-
able wedge between the decision to 
finance from internal sources and 
external sources and make the decision 
related to capital structure relevant for 
valuation of firms (Vanacker and Mani-
gart, 2010). Myers and Majluf (1984) 
tried to count on these inefficiencies of the 
market and added the condition of 
information asymmetry with the assump-
tion of a perfect capital market. The study 
explains how the capital structure of a 
firm, which has asset-in-place and needs 
additional financing for investment oppor-
tunities, is influenced when managers of 
the firms are more informed than outside 
investors and the managers as well as the 
outside investors are aware of the fact. 
Transmitting complete information to 
outside investors is very costly.  
Since, managers cannot provide the 
information to outside investors, informa-
tion is signalled to outside investors 
through decisions taken by them. The 
information asymmetry is perhaps the 
most important source to know why the 
external financing is thought to be more 
costly than the internal one. With this, 
the theory of pecking order came into 
being which posits that there should be 

an order of preferring the sources of 
finance in which the least costly should 
be preferred first. In other words, the 
internal financing should be preferred 
and in case it exhausts, external financ-
ing may be the next option. Availability of 
internal financing can safely avoid the 
need of external financing and be helpful 
to avoid consequences of manager’s 
inside information.
 
External financing (issuing debt or 
equity), on the other hand, may lead to 
asset mispricing at the marketplace 
which will cause a loss of value. The firms 
which have investment opportunities 
may not issue equity as they are aware 
that outside investors may not gauge the 
actual worth of the firm's assets as well 
as the future prospects of growth and the 
shares issued may remain under-priced. 
The growth opportunity increases the 
information asymmetry. Hence, if a firm 
issues new capital, it may signal outside 
investors the bad news (market signal-
ling). The outside investors may perceive 
that the asset in place is overvalued and 
hence, the managers are issuing new 
stocks, because if it had been underval-
ued, they may not have issued new 
shares. Thus, it affects the stock prices of 
the firm. The firm may fail to accept the 
opportunity to invest in a profitable 
project (Underinvestment problem) 
(Rocca et al., 2007). Here, Myers and 
Majluf (1984) argued that in absence of 
internal financing, Debt should be issued 
as it bears less information asymmetry 
and share prices will not be mispriced. In 
comparison to equity, debt bears less cost 
and leads to less information asymmetry 
because debt-contracts are safer as they 
limit the possible amount which the 
debt-holders may lose. Among the debts, 
risk-free debts and secured debts have 
least cost than the unsecured one. The 
main concern of the pecking order theory 
is how to reduce information asymmetry.     

Literature review

This section discusses various significant 
contributions made by researchers on the 
literature of determinants of a firm’s 
capital structure.

Booth et al. (2001) examined the differ-
ence in capital structure of developed and 
developing countries over the period of 10 
years and fund that the firm specific 
determinants of capital structure affect 
the developing countries in the same way 
they affect the developed countries. 
However, the country specific factors 
affect the ratios in different way which 
creates the variation in ratios among the 
countries.

Mishra (2011) investigated the determi-
nants of capital structure of 48 profit 
making PSUs of manufacturing sector. 
The study found the profitability of firms 
was negatively while the growth opportu-
nity and tangibility were positively 
related with leverage. Tax rate had a 
negative coefficient which was against 
the expectations of trade off theory. The 
relationship of profitability and growth 
was according to the pecking order theory 
while that of the tangibility was accord-
ing to the trade-off theory. The effect of 
non-debt tax shield and size of the firms 
were insignificant factor for the period 
observed.

Ali (2011) enquired about the determi-
nants of capital structure for textile 
companies listed on Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The study period extends from 
the year 2006 to 2010 and considered 170 
textile companies. Only long-term debt 
had been used for defining leverage ratio 
and the study found that profitability and 
growth in total assets were negatively 
related with leverage while size of the 
firms, non-debt tax shield and asset tangi-
bility shared a positive relationship with 
leverage.

Serrasqueiro and Caetano (2012) investi-
gated into the practices of determining 

capital structure of SMEs of Portugal 
over the period 1998 to 2005. The study 
found the profitability and age of the 
firms were negatively related to debt 
ratio. The results are consistent with 
pecking order theory. Again, the firms 
were found to be making a considerable 
adjustment towards their target capital 
which proves that the firms also consider 
the trade-off theories. The growth oppor-
tunities and tangibility had insignificant 
relationship with debt ratio for the period 
observed. 

Gonzalez and Gonzalez (2012) examined 
the determinants of capital structure and 
the behaviour of these factors depending 
upon the size of the firms in Spain. The 
results supported both the theories as 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to debt ratio and debt level of 
previous years were positively related 
according to the explanation of the 
trade-off theory. And Growth opportuni-
ty, intangibility and size had positive 
association while profitability had 
negative association with debt ratio 
according to the theory of pecking order. 
However, the study further emphasizes 
that the degree of usage of the theories 
varies across firm size but the direct of 
the relationship remains the same.
Abdeljawad et al. (2013)  advocated the 
presence of trade off theory in financing 
behaviour of Malaysian firms. The study 
found the evidence of target reversion 
behaviour which actually satisfies the 
criteria of adopting trade-off theory. But 
again, for target reversion, the firms may 
balance the costs and benefits of financ-
ing the firm by taking the advantage of 
market situation. Hence, firms may 
deviate from trade off to pecking order or 
say to market timing for financing. 
Overall, the study concludes that with 
differences in size, patterns, leverage 
level in the firms, they may adopt any 
theory or a combination of that for financ-
ing themselves.

 
Handoo and Sharma (2014) examined the 
factors affecting the capital structure of 
870 listed Indian firms from 2001 to 2010. 
Both private as well as government firms 
were considered for analysis. The study 
prepared 3 models with different depend-
ent variables. First model which consid-
ered short term debt as leverage found 
profitability, asset tangibility, size of the 
firm, tax rate and debt servicing capacity 
being the major determinants. Another 
model with long term debt as leverage 
found the profitability, growth, tangibili-
ty, cost of debt, tax rate, and debt servic-
ing capacity as major determinants. 
Third model which considered total debt 
as leverage found all the factors in the 
above models as important determinants 
except the cost of debt.
     
Komera and P.J. (2014) investigated the 
validity of pecking order theory in 
presence of debt concerns. The study 
covers the data of all public listed compa-
nies in India from the year 1992 to 2011. 
The pecking order is expected to be 
performing well for small firms as these 
firms exhibit information asymmetry but 
did not seem to be true in case of small 
firms. Overall, the study found that tangi-
bility and size shared a positive while 
growth and profitability shared a 
negative relationship with leverage. For 
emphasizing the effect of financial deficit, 
it was included in the regression but the 
R-square was remained moreover same 
as before and the signs of all the factors 
also remained unchanged. With this the 
study concluded that pecking order 
doesn’t seem to work well even in case 
where the debt capacity of the firms 
became a concern. Overall, the study 
negates the validity of pecking order 
theory.
Chadha and Sharma (2015) tried to find 
the important determinants of capital 
structure in manufacturing firms with 
special reference to India. The study 

extends over a period of 10 years, from 
2003-04 to 2012-13 and considered 422 
listed firms for analysis. The size and age 
of the firms, asset tangibility, growth, 
profitability, non-debt tax shield and 
business risk were found to be the impor-
tant determinants of capital structure of 
the firms for the observed period. In 
addition, the study also comments that a 
mix of both the trade-off and pecking 
order theories explains the determinants 
of capital structure of these firms.

Harc (2015) examined 500 small and 
medium enterprises in Croatia with data 
from the year 2005 to 2010. The study 
concluded that tangible assets behaved 
differently with short term debt and 
long-term debt. It shared a positive associ-
ation with long term debt and a negative 
association with short term debts. Since 
between the tangibility and leverage, the 
trade-off theory and pecking order 
theories advocates a positive and 
negative signs respectively, the study 
specified that the firms consider trade off 
theory while thinking about the 
long-term financing and consider pecking 
order theory while taking decisions for 
short term financing. 
 
Adair and Adaskou (2015) investigated 
2370 small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) to analyse the determinants of 
their capital structure in order to know 
whether the firms apply the trade-off 
theory or the pecking order theory while 
determining the capital structure. The 
study found that with the increasing age 
of the firms and increased profitability, 
the debt ratio was reduced while the 
growth of the firms had a positive associa-
tion with debt ratio. It signifies the use of 
pecking order theory. Also, the study 
reports that trade credit and guarantee or 
firms had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio which confirms with the 
trade-off theory. The effect of risk which 
varies among different types of industries 

and size were found to be insignificant on 
debt ratio.
 
Rao et al. (2017) investigated the factors 
that determine the capital structure of 
Indian manufacturing firms. The study 
applied panel data analysis and found 
that the depreciation, research & develop-
ment expenditure, and liquidity were 
positively related to the leverage while 
profitability and tangibility were negative-
ly related.

Sofat and Singh (2017) analysed the top 
100 manufacturing companies listed in 
BSE for finding the most significant 
determinants of capital structure in 
India. The study found the profitability 
with a negative relationship to leverage 
while asset composition and business risk 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Firm size was found to be an insignificant 
determinant. Thus, the study found a mix 
of capital structure theories explaining 
the behaviour of the determinants and 
the profitability, asset composition and 
business risk were considered as signifi-
cant determinants of capital structure for 
the observed period.
  
Nasution et al. (2017) examined the 
determinants of capital structure of manu-
facturing companies in Indonesia. The 
study found that the profitability and 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to leverage while the tangibility 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Corporate tax and inflation had insignifi-
cant relationship.
 
Sakr and Bedeir (2019) investigated 
whether the capital structure decisions of 
publicly traded non-financial firms are 
explained by the trade-off theory, pecking 
order theory or the agency cost theory. 
The study concluded that profitability, 
size, tangibility, liquidity, growth, 
business risk and financial flexibility 
were the important determinants of 

capital structure for the selected firms 
and the trade-off theory as well as 
pecking order theory combined explains 
the relationship between the determi-
nants and the leverage.

Simatupang et al. (2019) enquired about 
the capital structure determinants of 
publicly listed non-financial companies in 
Indonesia and found that the profitability 
and tangibility were determining the 
capital structure of the selected firms 
while sales growth and non-debt tax 
shield were not found to be the significant 
determinants. 
 
Sikveland and Zhang (2020) examined 
the sources of leverage for aquaculture 
industry in Norway and considered long 
term debt, short term debt, total debt, 
and liquidity of firms as a proxy of 
leverage. The study found that the listed 
firms have a significant negative relation-
ship with all proxies of leverage as getting 
equity is easier for them and thus, listing 
of firms is also an important variable for 
explaining the sources of capital 
structure. Further, the study reports that 
the proxies of size and profitability of the 
selected firms share a negative relation-
ship with short term as well as total debt 
and tangibility is positively related with 
long term debt and total debt while it 
shares a negative relationship with short 
term debt.

Gharaibeh and Tahat (2020) enquired 
about the factors that explain the level of 
leverage for service companies in Jordan. 
The study considered 45 companies for 
analysis and with panel regression it 
concluded that the size and non-debt tax 
shield had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio while profitability and business 
risk had a negative relationship.

Determinants and their relationship 
with leverage

Profitability- According to the trade-off 
theory, more profitable firms possess 
more debt servicing capacity and hence, 
should issue more debts to take the 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, the theory 
predicts a positive relationship between a 
firm’s profitability level and leverage. The 
pecking order theory suggests that with 
more profitability, a firm will be able to 
accumulate more surpluses which help 
the firm avoid external financing. The 
more profitable a firm, the less it needs to 
go for debt. Thus, pecking order assumes 
a negative relationship between profitabil-
ity and leverage. Studies Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) consid-
ered profitability as a deteminant of 
leverage.

Growth Opportunities- The trade-off 
theory assumes that growth opportuni-
ties come with agency problems between 
owners and creditors. The owners have 
great incentives to under-invest and also 
by asset substitution. Thus, with growth 
opportunities firms may prefer less to 
avoid the costs related to agency problems 
(Fama and French, 2002). The theory 
assumes a negative relationship between 
growth opportunities and leverage. As per 
the pecking order theory, growth opportu-
nities need more financing and the firms 
with less retained earnings may need to 
increase the leverage. Firms with more 
earnings available may create the 
problem of excess cash flow. With this 
excess cash, managers may take advan-
tage of information asymmetry and invest 
in negative- NPV projects that lead to 
more internal benefits to managers while 
firms will lose the value. The problem of 
excess cash may be mitigated by issuing 
more debt which needs regular and fixed 
payments and hence prevent the misuse 
of excess cash by investing in sub-optimal 
projects. Thus, the pecking order theory 
predicts that the firms with more growth 
opportunities will have a positive relation-

ship with leverage. Studies of Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) and Rao 
et al. (2017) considered growth opportuni-
ty as a deteminant of leverage.

Tangibility – The trade-off allows benefits 
of debt to increase and costs of debt to 
reduce. With tangible assets more debt 
can be raised with less cost as tangible 
assets work as collateral and help to 
reduce financial distress. Hence, tangibili-
ty has a positive relationship with 
leverage in the framework of trade-off 
theories. As per the pecking order, more 
tangible assets will help in lesser informa-
tion asymmetry and help in better pricing 
of new issues. Hence, firms may not have 
problems while issuing new equity. Also, 
the firms may retain the capacity to issue 
debt in near future. Thus, pecking order 
predicts a negative relationship of 
leverage with tangibility. Studies of 
Onofrei et al. (2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered tangibility as a 
determinant of leverage.

Liquidity- More liquidity allows more debt 
servicing capacity which leads to more 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, trade-off 
theory predicts a positive relationship 
between liquidity and leverage. But the 
pecking order assumes a negative relation-
ship with leverage and suggests that with 
more liquidity, firms should prefer 
internal financing rather than relying on 
debt. Studies of Onofrei et al. (2015), Rao 
et al.(2017) considered liquidity as a 
determinant of leverage.

NDTS- The non-debt tax shields are 
substitutes of interest cost of debt as they 
also provide tax benefits. With increasing-
ly non-debt tax shields, the incentive of 
receiving tax benefits from interest will be 
lesser and hence it leads to lower levels of 
leverage. Again, the more non-debt tax 

shields are allowed for deduction, the less 
profitability remains. It further leads to 
less debt servicing capacity of the firm. 
Thus, an increase in NDTS reduces the 
benefit of having more leverage. The 
trade-off theory predicts a negative 
relationship between NDTS and leverage. 
In contrast, the pecking order assumes a 
positive relationship. Since NDTS reduces 
the available earnings, it may dent a 
significant portion of internal financing 
and hence, more debt will be issued with 
increasing levels of NDTS.Rao et al. 
(2017) considered NDTS as a determinant 
of leverage.

Size – Larger firms used to be more diversi-
fied and less prone to bankruptcy. 
Debt-holders can be easily attracted 
towards large sized firms with favourable 
costs to firms in comparison to the smaller 
ones. Hence, larger firms have more incen-
tive in debt servicing than the smaller 
firms. The trade-off theory predicts a 
positive relationship between size of the 
firms and leverage. Since the pecking 
order theory finds benefit where informa-
tion asymmetry can be reduced, it favours 
a negative relationship between the two. 
It states that with large size, firms attract 
more regulation and control which in turn 
reduces information asymmetry to a great 
extent. Hence, the size of the firm and 
leverage should reflect a negative relation-
ship. Studies of Fama and French (2002), 
Onofrei et al.(2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered size of the firm 
as a determinant of leverage.

Objective of the study
1. To investigate the impact of growth, 
liquidity, non-debt tax shield, profitabili-
ty, size and tangibility on financial 
leverage of BSE listed auto ancillary 
firms.

2. To examine whether the findings are 

consistent with the pecking-order theory 
or trade-off theory.
 
Author mentioned in the abstract that the 
primary objective of the paper is, but 
between these two objectives we don’t 
know which one is primary objective.
 

Methodology
The primary objective of the study is to 
investigate the impact of growth, liquidi-
ty, non-debt tax shield, profitability, size, 
and tangibility on financial leverage. For 
the purpose of the present study; we have 
considered BSE Group A listed firms 
belonging to the auto ancillaries sector. 
The auto ancillaries sector has 13 firms 
and we have included 10 of them in the 
study whilethree firms are left out due to 
the unavailability of data. The period of 
the study was for the financial year (1st 

April to 31st March) 2013 to 2020. The 
study considered such a time frame in 
order to capture the period after the recov-
ery of the Indian economy from the 
sub-prime crisis. All the data is sourced 
from the money control web site and are in 
INR. The variables and the proxies used 
in the study are summarised in Table 1.

Note: CL is current liabilities, LTD is 
long-term debts, TA is total assets, CA is 
current assets, Dep is depreciation, NPAT 
is net profit after tax, TE is total equity 
and FA is fixed assets.
 
The study employed panel data regression 
to achieve the pre-specified objective of the 
study. To choose between the fixed effects 
model (FE) and the random effects model 
(RE), the Hausman test is applied. The 
null hypothesis of the test is that Random 
Effects model is consistent while the 

alternative hypothesis is that the Fixed 
Effects model is consistent. Thus, if the 
p-value is less than 0.05 we can reject the 
null hypothesis. 

 To investigate the impact of the selected 
variables the following model is framed 
for the regression analysis: 
 
〖LEV〗_(i,t )= β_0+ β_1 〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)+ β_2 〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)+ β_3 〖(NDTS)
〗_(i,t)+ β_4 〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)+ β_5 〖
(SIZE)〗_(i,t)+ β_6 〖(TANG)〗_(i,t)+ ε
_(i,t)

Where, LEVi, t is leverage of the ith firm 
at time t, β0 is the constant, β1 to β6 are 
the coefficients of the independent varia-
bles, GROWi, t is the growth of theith firm 
at time t, LQDi, tis the liquidity of theith 
firm at time t, NDTS i, t is the non-debt 
shield of the ith firm at time t, PROFIT i, 
t is the profitability of the ith firm at time 
t, SIZEi, t is the size of the ith firm at time 
t, TANGi, t is the tangibility of the ith firm 
at time t, εi, t is the error term.
In the first step the summary statistics of 
all the variables viz. mean, standard devia-
tion, skewness and kurtosis are computed. 
Correlation coefficients are computed to 
observe the association between the varia-
bles. 

The granger causality test is applied to 
investigate the direction of causality in 
the short-run. The Hausman test is 
applied to determine whether the fixed 
effect or the random effect is appropriate 
and finally, the regression result is report-
ed.

Discussion
The summary statistics of the variables 
are summarised in Table 2. The mean 
value of leverage, growth, liquidity, 
non-debt tax shield, profitability, size and 
tangibility is 0.3534, 8.7580, 1.7328, 

0.0427, 12.7428, 43.5834 and 0.3369 
respectively. The distribution of leverage, 
liquidity, NDTS, profitability, size and 
tangibility is skewed to the right (positive-
ly skewed) while the distribution of 
growth is skewed to the left (negatively 
skewed). The kurtosis value of all the 
variables is more than 3 which indicates 
that all the variables follow a leptokurtic 
distribution. The Jarque-Bera test 
indicates that at 5 per cent level only tangi-
bility follows normal distribution.

From the correlation analysis (Table 3) all 
the correlation coefficients are less than 
0.8. Further, there is no correlation 
between the independent variables which 
indicates that the problem of multicolline-
arity does not exist and all the independ-
ent variables can be used for the purpose 
of regression analysis simultaneously. 
(needs further clarification) 

Source: Author’s Own calculation
t-stat in [] and p-value in ()

The output of granger causality test is 
presented in Table 4. From the table it can 
be observed that uni-directional causality 
exists between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage which indicates 
that liquidity and profitability improves 
the prediction of leverage in the regres-
sion model.

The output of the regression analysis is 
presented in table 5. From the table it can 
be observed that the idiosyncratic error 
(Rho) is more than 64 per cent which 
suggests that it is better to apply panel 
data regression then pooled regression. 

The study applied both the method of 
panel data regression i.e. fixed effect and 
random effect. The best model is selected 
on the basis of the result of Hausman test.

 
The output of the Hausman test (see Table 
6) supports the random effects model and, 
thus, the rest of the regression analysis 
will be based on the random effect model 
only.The regression equation of the 
determinants of capital structure for BSE 
listed auto ancillaries firms is given below:

LEV〗_(i,t )= 0.5673+ 0.0005〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)- 0.0823〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)- 0.6209〖
(NDTS)〗_(i,t)- 0.0029〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)- 
0.0001〖(SIZE)〗_(i,t)- 0.0222〖(TANG)
〗_(i,t)+ ε_(i,t)

The regression result shows that liquidity 
and profitability are the independent 

variables which significantly affect the 
leverage of the firm. Both the coefficient of 
liquidity and profitability is negative and 
statistically significant at 5 per cent and 
10 per cent level, respectively. The 
negative sign of the coefficient of liquidity 
supports the pecking order theory which 
postulates that firms which maintain 
comfortable liquidity position finance 
through internal funds and rely less on 
debt. Further, the negative sign of the 
coefficient of profitability also supports 
the pecking order theory. Thus, as per the 
theory a firm earning high profits finance 
through internal funding and would avoid 
outside financing. The negative relation-
ship between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage is in line with 
the findings of Serrasqueiro and Caetano 
(2012), Adair and Adaskou (2015) and 
Nasutionet al. (2017). The coefficient sign 
of growth is positive but insignificant. The 
positive relationship between leverage 
and growth is in consistent with the 
pecking order theory and is in line with 
the findings of Mishra (2011) and Adair 
and Adaskou (2015). Thus, according to 
the theory a growing firm with insufficient 
internal funding will prefer to issue debt 
instead of equity shares to meet the financ-
ing requirements. As per the theory issue 
of equity shares by a growing firm will 
signal the investors that the equity shares 
are overvalued and may result in massive 
sell-off. The negative relationship 
between the firm’s leverage and the 
non-debt tax shield derived in the study 
supports the trade-off theory and is in line 
with the results of Gonzalez and Gonzalez 
(2012) and Nasutionet al. (2017). The 
trade-off theory theorises a positive 
relationship between size and the firm’s 
leverage. According to the theory as a firm 
grows, its profitability also increases 
which in turn reduces the firm’s probabili-
ty of bankruptcy. Thus, larger firms have 
easy access to debt as compared to smaller 

firms. On the other hand, the pecking 
order theory supports the negative 
relationship between size and leverage. 
The present study found a negative 
relationship between size and leverage 
which is consistent with the pecking order 
theory. The regression equation shows 
that the relationship between tangibility 
and leverage is negative and insignificant. 
The negative coefficient of tangibility 
supports the pecking order theory. Accord-
ing to the theory as firm’s tangible assets 
to total assets ratio improves the informa-
tion asymmetry reduces, thus, making 
equity issuance less costly. In other words, 
firm’s with higher tangible assets to total 
assets ratio have lower leverage.

The value of Adj. R2 is 0.1578 which 
indicates that around 16 per cent of the 
variation in leverage can be explained by 
the independent variables. The F-statistic 
is significant which suggests that the 
model fits the data significantly. Further, 
the value of the Durbin-Watson statistic is 
close to 2 which suggest that the problem 
of autocorrelation do not exist in the 
residuals.
  
Conclusion
The present study investigated the 
determinants of leverage with reference to 
BSE listed auto ancillary companies. The 
study covered a period of 8 financial years 
and employed correlation analysis, grang-
er causality test and panel regression to 
analyse the data.The correlation analysis 
shows that leverage is positively correlat-
ed with growth, NDTS and tangibility 
while leverage is negatively correlated 
with liquidity, profitability and size. The 
correlation analysis further indicates that 
the multicollinearity problem does not 
exist between the independent variables. 
The result of the granger causality test 
suggests that unidirectional causality 
exists between liquidity and firm’s 

leverage and profitability and firm’s 
leverage. The study applied Hausman test 
to determine whether the fixed effect 
model or the random effect model is appro-
priate. The result of the Hausman test 
suggests that the random effect model is 
appropriate for the present study. The 
regression equation explains 16 per cent 
of the variation in leverage. The regres-
sion further reveals that liquidity and 
profitability have significant negative 
relationship with leverage while the 
coefficient of NDTS, tangibility, size is 
also found to be negative but insignificant. 
The regression equation suggests that 
growth of the firm has positive impact on 
the firm’s leverage. The regression 
coefficients of liquidity, profitability, 
growth, size and tangibility supports the 
pecking order theory while the regression 
coefficient of NDTS supports the trade-off 
theory.

The present study used a single leverage 
proxy; however, running separate regres-
sions with multiple leverage proxies and 
comparing the results could have been a 
better approach and may come up with 
new in-sights.
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The decision of capital structure is 
related to the distribution of sources of 
finance in such a way that maximizes the 
value of a firm. The seminal paper Modig-
liani and Miller (1958) assumed a 
complete and perfect capital market and 
suggested that the capital structure 
theories are irrelevant in determining 
the value of a firm. The irrelevance 
theory of capital structure raised a 
debate on capital structure theories. The 
assumption of a perfect capital market is, 
basically, an ideal scenario where all 
securities are fairly priced without any 
market friction. It was a normative 
theory that was the basis of many other 

theories that tried to incorporate some of 
the actual market frictions and explain 
how these help in determining the capital 
structure of a firm and led the debate 
towards a positive theory. A comprehen-
sive theory which covers all aspects of 
financing behaviour does not exist. The 
trade-off theory, market timing theory, 
signalling theory, agency cost theory, free 
cash flow theory, pecking order theory 
are the theories that try to explain the 
variation in leverage of different firms. 
These theories are results of the devia-
tions from the perfect market assumption 
and tried to explain the behaviour of 
firms while making capital structure 

decisions in the presence of the imperfec-
tions or frictions of the market. According 
to the general trade-off theory, a firm 
which needs funds to finance an invest-
ment opportunity will trade-off between 
the costs and benefit of having leverage 
in the capital structure and accordingly 
decide the optimum level of leverage 
(Ikpesu and Eboiyehi, 2018; Fama and 
French, 2002). The agency cost of theory 
assumes that the separation of owner-
ship and control exerts agency costs on 
the firm (Kochhar, 1996). Managers act 
as agents of equity and debt-holders and 
sometimes take a decision that favours 
only a particular group, not the value of 
the firm. The free cash flow anomaly 
explains how the availability of extra 
funds makes managers takes suboptimal 
decisions that favour them and create a 
cost to the firm. The idea of market 
timing theory explains that a firm can 
take advantage of the market perfor-
mance and issue the shares accordingly. 
The signalling theory explains that due 
to information asymmetry the outside 
investors may not be able to gauge the 
actual worth of the firm or the invest-
ment opportunity for which the firm 
needs financing; they take signals of firm 
value from the decisions taken by the 
firms (Levy and Lazarovich-Porat, 1995). 
In contrast to the trade-off theory, the 
pecking order theory suggests that there 
is no optimal target of leverage (Myers, 
1984). Due to information asymmetry, 
different financing sources bear different 
costs and to maximize the firm value, 
financing sources with less information 
asymmetry should be issued first. The 
theory suggests that firms should first 
employ internal funding, then debt and 
then equity.
 
These theories, in their general forms, 
were not able to explain much variation 
in leverage across firms. The literature 
on capital structure used them combined 
to explain the variation in the capital 
structure of firms. The present article 
will focus on the two main theories, the 

trade-off theory and the pecking order 
theory, and with the help of other 
theories explain the variation in leverage 
across firms. The terms leverage and 
financial leverage have been used 
interchangeably and the proxy for 
leverage is as per the suggestion by Chak-
lader and Chawla (2016).

The study will focus on the auto ancillary 
firms listed on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The Indian auto ancillary 
sector is world’s fourth largest and is 
closely linked to the India automobile 
industry. Further, the Indian auto 
ancillary firms produce items whose 
requirements are recurring in nature. 
Thus, its contribution to GDP and employ-
ment is quite significant.

Theoretical framework 
Trade-off theory
The trade-off theory originates from 
Modigliani and Miller (1958) which 
assumes a perfect and complete capital 
market with no frictions and thus, the 
capital structure decisions are value 
irrelevant. All the financing sources are 
perfect substitutes and the value of the 
levered firm will be equal to the value of 
the unlevered firm. Further, Modigliani 
and Miller (1963) relaxed the assumption 
of a complete and perfect capital market 
with the introduction of corporate taxes 
in the original model. The study consid-
ers the tax benefits of debt and described 
the value of levered firms as the present 
value of tax shield in addition to the 
value of the unlevered firm. Both the 
papers didn’t consider the presence of 
bankruptcy penalties in their theories. 
Kraus and Litzenberger (1973) stated 
that the corporate taxes and bankruptcy 
penalties are central to the positive 
theories which explain the effect of 
leverage on value of the firm. In reality, 
the benefits arising with a tax shield is 
offset by the costs of financial distress 
and the theory which suggests a trade-off 
between the benefits and costs of issuing 
debt for getting an optimal level of 

leverage, named as trade-off theory. The 
tax benefits are observable but the costs 
are not, so it is safer for firms to maintain 
a safety of margin before taking tax 
benefits. Thus, the trade-off theory 
suggests that a firm should issue debt 
only up to the level where the benefits are 
more than or equal to the costs. 

It may be worth noting that getting the 
tax benefits are not the only incentive for 
debt issues. It also relates to mitigating 
the agency costs and free cash flow 
problems. Debt issue generates various 
types of problems and incentives while 
managing the business which leads to 
conflict of interest between managers, 
shareholders, and debt-holders. These 
costs are named as asset substitution 
problems and underinvestment. Debts 
are less risk bearing assets and they are 
issued basically for less risky invest-
ments than equity. Sometimes managers 
act in the favour of shareholders by 
issuing debts and use the proceedings to 
invest in more risky projects than the 
debt was contracted for. Since, debt-hold-
ers anticipate these behaviours they 
demand higher premiums on their debts 
increasing the cost of capital. This is 
known as asset substitution problem as it 
exchanges the lower risky investments 
for higher-risky investment. Firms may 
use asset substitution to please share-
holders. It may increase the value of 
shareholders but damages the debt-hold-
ers and thus, value of the firm may be 
unaffected by the move. The problem of 
underinvestment through agency 
problems arises when firms take 
decisions to not undertake a profitable 
project (a positive NPV project) because 
the profits will be partly shared by the 
debt-holders while the risk is borne by 
the equity-holders. It is a cost to the 
value of a firm. Managers take the 
decision to under-invest especially when 
risky debts are present in the market. 
The success of a profitable project may 
lead to higher valuation of debts at the 
cost of shareholders. These costs prevent 

firms from issuing more debts. 
 
The main concern of the trade-off theory 
is to search for the ways which help in 
reducing the costs of debt issue and 
increasing the benefits of it. The static 
version of trade off theory assumes an 
optimum level of debt which a firm chose 
according to its costs and benefits. The 
dynamic trade off theory assumes that 
although the firms choose their target 
levels but they deviate from their target 
and again try to adjust the debt level to 
reach their targets. 
Pecking order theory

The assumption of perfect capital 
markets leads the financing decisions 
value irrelevant and makes the internal 
and external financing substitutes of each 
other (Modigliani & miller, 1958). Howev-
er, market imperfections lead to consider-
able wedge between the decision to 
finance from internal sources and 
external sources and make the decision 
related to capital structure relevant for 
valuation of firms (Vanacker and Mani-
gart, 2010). Myers and Majluf (1984) 
tried to count on these inefficiencies of the 
market and added the condition of 
information asymmetry with the assump-
tion of a perfect capital market. The study 
explains how the capital structure of a 
firm, which has asset-in-place and needs 
additional financing for investment oppor-
tunities, is influenced when managers of 
the firms are more informed than outside 
investors and the managers as well as the 
outside investors are aware of the fact. 
Transmitting complete information to 
outside investors is very costly.  
Since, managers cannot provide the 
information to outside investors, informa-
tion is signalled to outside investors 
through decisions taken by them. The 
information asymmetry is perhaps the 
most important source to know why the 
external financing is thought to be more 
costly than the internal one. With this, 
the theory of pecking order came into 
being which posits that there should be 

an order of preferring the sources of 
finance in which the least costly should 
be preferred first. In other words, the 
internal financing should be preferred 
and in case it exhausts, external financ-
ing may be the next option. Availability of 
internal financing can safely avoid the 
need of external financing and be helpful 
to avoid consequences of manager’s 
inside information.
 
External financing (issuing debt or 
equity), on the other hand, may lead to 
asset mispricing at the marketplace 
which will cause a loss of value. The firms 
which have investment opportunities 
may not issue equity as they are aware 
that outside investors may not gauge the 
actual worth of the firm's assets as well 
as the future prospects of growth and the 
shares issued may remain under-priced. 
The growth opportunity increases the 
information asymmetry. Hence, if a firm 
issues new capital, it may signal outside 
investors the bad news (market signal-
ling). The outside investors may perceive 
that the asset in place is overvalued and 
hence, the managers are issuing new 
stocks, because if it had been underval-
ued, they may not have issued new 
shares. Thus, it affects the stock prices of 
the firm. The firm may fail to accept the 
opportunity to invest in a profitable 
project (Underinvestment problem) 
(Rocca et al., 2007). Here, Myers and 
Majluf (1984) argued that in absence of 
internal financing, Debt should be issued 
as it bears less information asymmetry 
and share prices will not be mispriced. In 
comparison to equity, debt bears less cost 
and leads to less information asymmetry 
because debt-contracts are safer as they 
limit the possible amount which the 
debt-holders may lose. Among the debts, 
risk-free debts and secured debts have 
least cost than the unsecured one. The 
main concern of the pecking order theory 
is how to reduce information asymmetry.     

Literature review

This section discusses various significant 
contributions made by researchers on the 
literature of determinants of a firm’s 
capital structure.

Booth et al. (2001) examined the differ-
ence in capital structure of developed and 
developing countries over the period of 10 
years and fund that the firm specific 
determinants of capital structure affect 
the developing countries in the same way 
they affect the developed countries. 
However, the country specific factors 
affect the ratios in different way which 
creates the variation in ratios among the 
countries.

Mishra (2011) investigated the determi-
nants of capital structure of 48 profit 
making PSUs of manufacturing sector. 
The study found the profitability of firms 
was negatively while the growth opportu-
nity and tangibility were positively 
related with leverage. Tax rate had a 
negative coefficient which was against 
the expectations of trade off theory. The 
relationship of profitability and growth 
was according to the pecking order theory 
while that of the tangibility was accord-
ing to the trade-off theory. The effect of 
non-debt tax shield and size of the firms 
were insignificant factor for the period 
observed.

Ali (2011) enquired about the determi-
nants of capital structure for textile 
companies listed on Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The study period extends from 
the year 2006 to 2010 and considered 170 
textile companies. Only long-term debt 
had been used for defining leverage ratio 
and the study found that profitability and 
growth in total assets were negatively 
related with leverage while size of the 
firms, non-debt tax shield and asset tangi-
bility shared a positive relationship with 
leverage.

Serrasqueiro and Caetano (2012) investi-
gated into the practices of determining 

capital structure of SMEs of Portugal 
over the period 1998 to 2005. The study 
found the profitability and age of the 
firms were negatively related to debt 
ratio. The results are consistent with 
pecking order theory. Again, the firms 
were found to be making a considerable 
adjustment towards their target capital 
which proves that the firms also consider 
the trade-off theories. The growth oppor-
tunities and tangibility had insignificant 
relationship with debt ratio for the period 
observed. 

Gonzalez and Gonzalez (2012) examined 
the determinants of capital structure and 
the behaviour of these factors depending 
upon the size of the firms in Spain. The 
results supported both the theories as 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to debt ratio and debt level of 
previous years were positively related 
according to the explanation of the 
trade-off theory. And Growth opportuni-
ty, intangibility and size had positive 
association while profitability had 
negative association with debt ratio 
according to the theory of pecking order. 
However, the study further emphasizes 
that the degree of usage of the theories 
varies across firm size but the direct of 
the relationship remains the same.
Abdeljawad et al. (2013)  advocated the 
presence of trade off theory in financing 
behaviour of Malaysian firms. The study 
found the evidence of target reversion 
behaviour which actually satisfies the 
criteria of adopting trade-off theory. But 
again, for target reversion, the firms may 
balance the costs and benefits of financ-
ing the firm by taking the advantage of 
market situation. Hence, firms may 
deviate from trade off to pecking order or 
say to market timing for financing. 
Overall, the study concludes that with 
differences in size, patterns, leverage 
level in the firms, they may adopt any 
theory or a combination of that for financ-
ing themselves.

 
Handoo and Sharma (2014) examined the 
factors affecting the capital structure of 
870 listed Indian firms from 2001 to 2010. 
Both private as well as government firms 
were considered for analysis. The study 
prepared 3 models with different depend-
ent variables. First model which consid-
ered short term debt as leverage found 
profitability, asset tangibility, size of the 
firm, tax rate and debt servicing capacity 
being the major determinants. Another 
model with long term debt as leverage 
found the profitability, growth, tangibili-
ty, cost of debt, tax rate, and debt servic-
ing capacity as major determinants. 
Third model which considered total debt 
as leverage found all the factors in the 
above models as important determinants 
except the cost of debt.
     
Komera and P.J. (2014) investigated the 
validity of pecking order theory in 
presence of debt concerns. The study 
covers the data of all public listed compa-
nies in India from the year 1992 to 2011. 
The pecking order is expected to be 
performing well for small firms as these 
firms exhibit information asymmetry but 
did not seem to be true in case of small 
firms. Overall, the study found that tangi-
bility and size shared a positive while 
growth and profitability shared a 
negative relationship with leverage. For 
emphasizing the effect of financial deficit, 
it was included in the regression but the 
R-square was remained moreover same 
as before and the signs of all the factors 
also remained unchanged. With this the 
study concluded that pecking order 
doesn’t seem to work well even in case 
where the debt capacity of the firms 
became a concern. Overall, the study 
negates the validity of pecking order 
theory.
Chadha and Sharma (2015) tried to find 
the important determinants of capital 
structure in manufacturing firms with 
special reference to India. The study 

extends over a period of 10 years, from 
2003-04 to 2012-13 and considered 422 
listed firms for analysis. The size and age 
of the firms, asset tangibility, growth, 
profitability, non-debt tax shield and 
business risk were found to be the impor-
tant determinants of capital structure of 
the firms for the observed period. In 
addition, the study also comments that a 
mix of both the trade-off and pecking 
order theories explains the determinants 
of capital structure of these firms.

Harc (2015) examined 500 small and 
medium enterprises in Croatia with data 
from the year 2005 to 2010. The study 
concluded that tangible assets behaved 
differently with short term debt and 
long-term debt. It shared a positive associ-
ation with long term debt and a negative 
association with short term debts. Since 
between the tangibility and leverage, the 
trade-off theory and pecking order 
theories advocates a positive and 
negative signs respectively, the study 
specified that the firms consider trade off 
theory while thinking about the 
long-term financing and consider pecking 
order theory while taking decisions for 
short term financing. 
 
Adair and Adaskou (2015) investigated 
2370 small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) to analyse the determinants of 
their capital structure in order to know 
whether the firms apply the trade-off 
theory or the pecking order theory while 
determining the capital structure. The 
study found that with the increasing age 
of the firms and increased profitability, 
the debt ratio was reduced while the 
growth of the firms had a positive associa-
tion with debt ratio. It signifies the use of 
pecking order theory. Also, the study 
reports that trade credit and guarantee or 
firms had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio which confirms with the 
trade-off theory. The effect of risk which 
varies among different types of industries 

and size were found to be insignificant on 
debt ratio.
 
Rao et al. (2017) investigated the factors 
that determine the capital structure of 
Indian manufacturing firms. The study 
applied panel data analysis and found 
that the depreciation, research & develop-
ment expenditure, and liquidity were 
positively related to the leverage while 
profitability and tangibility were negative-
ly related.

Sofat and Singh (2017) analysed the top 
100 manufacturing companies listed in 
BSE for finding the most significant 
determinants of capital structure in 
India. The study found the profitability 
with a negative relationship to leverage 
while asset composition and business risk 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Firm size was found to be an insignificant 
determinant. Thus, the study found a mix 
of capital structure theories explaining 
the behaviour of the determinants and 
the profitability, asset composition and 
business risk were considered as signifi-
cant determinants of capital structure for 
the observed period.
  
Nasution et al. (2017) examined the 
determinants of capital structure of manu-
facturing companies in Indonesia. The 
study found that the profitability and 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to leverage while the tangibility 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Corporate tax and inflation had insignifi-
cant relationship.
 
Sakr and Bedeir (2019) investigated 
whether the capital structure decisions of 
publicly traded non-financial firms are 
explained by the trade-off theory, pecking 
order theory or the agency cost theory. 
The study concluded that profitability, 
size, tangibility, liquidity, growth, 
business risk and financial flexibility 
were the important determinants of 

capital structure for the selected firms 
and the trade-off theory as well as 
pecking order theory combined explains 
the relationship between the determi-
nants and the leverage.

Simatupang et al. (2019) enquired about 
the capital structure determinants of 
publicly listed non-financial companies in 
Indonesia and found that the profitability 
and tangibility were determining the 
capital structure of the selected firms 
while sales growth and non-debt tax 
shield were not found to be the significant 
determinants. 
 
Sikveland and Zhang (2020) examined 
the sources of leverage for aquaculture 
industry in Norway and considered long 
term debt, short term debt, total debt, 
and liquidity of firms as a proxy of 
leverage. The study found that the listed 
firms have a significant negative relation-
ship with all proxies of leverage as getting 
equity is easier for them and thus, listing 
of firms is also an important variable for 
explaining the sources of capital 
structure. Further, the study reports that 
the proxies of size and profitability of the 
selected firms share a negative relation-
ship with short term as well as total debt 
and tangibility is positively related with 
long term debt and total debt while it 
shares a negative relationship with short 
term debt.

Gharaibeh and Tahat (2020) enquired 
about the factors that explain the level of 
leverage for service companies in Jordan. 
The study considered 45 companies for 
analysis and with panel regression it 
concluded that the size and non-debt tax 
shield had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio while profitability and business 
risk had a negative relationship.

Determinants and their relationship 
with leverage

Profitability- According to the trade-off 
theory, more profitable firms possess 
more debt servicing capacity and hence, 
should issue more debts to take the 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, the theory 
predicts a positive relationship between a 
firm’s profitability level and leverage. The 
pecking order theory suggests that with 
more profitability, a firm will be able to 
accumulate more surpluses which help 
the firm avoid external financing. The 
more profitable a firm, the less it needs to 
go for debt. Thus, pecking order assumes 
a negative relationship between profitabil-
ity and leverage. Studies Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) consid-
ered profitability as a deteminant of 
leverage.

Growth Opportunities- The trade-off 
theory assumes that growth opportuni-
ties come with agency problems between 
owners and creditors. The owners have 
great incentives to under-invest and also 
by asset substitution. Thus, with growth 
opportunities firms may prefer less to 
avoid the costs related to agency problems 
(Fama and French, 2002). The theory 
assumes a negative relationship between 
growth opportunities and leverage. As per 
the pecking order theory, growth opportu-
nities need more financing and the firms 
with less retained earnings may need to 
increase the leverage. Firms with more 
earnings available may create the 
problem of excess cash flow. With this 
excess cash, managers may take advan-
tage of information asymmetry and invest 
in negative- NPV projects that lead to 
more internal benefits to managers while 
firms will lose the value. The problem of 
excess cash may be mitigated by issuing 
more debt which needs regular and fixed 
payments and hence prevent the misuse 
of excess cash by investing in sub-optimal 
projects. Thus, the pecking order theory 
predicts that the firms with more growth 
opportunities will have a positive relation-

ship with leverage. Studies of Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) and Rao 
et al. (2017) considered growth opportuni-
ty as a deteminant of leverage.

Tangibility – The trade-off allows benefits 
of debt to increase and costs of debt to 
reduce. With tangible assets more debt 
can be raised with less cost as tangible 
assets work as collateral and help to 
reduce financial distress. Hence, tangibili-
ty has a positive relationship with 
leverage in the framework of trade-off 
theories. As per the pecking order, more 
tangible assets will help in lesser informa-
tion asymmetry and help in better pricing 
of new issues. Hence, firms may not have 
problems while issuing new equity. Also, 
the firms may retain the capacity to issue 
debt in near future. Thus, pecking order 
predicts a negative relationship of 
leverage with tangibility. Studies of 
Onofrei et al. (2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered tangibility as a 
determinant of leverage.

Liquidity- More liquidity allows more debt 
servicing capacity which leads to more 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, trade-off 
theory predicts a positive relationship 
between liquidity and leverage. But the 
pecking order assumes a negative relation-
ship with leverage and suggests that with 
more liquidity, firms should prefer 
internal financing rather than relying on 
debt. Studies of Onofrei et al. (2015), Rao 
et al.(2017) considered liquidity as a 
determinant of leverage.

NDTS- The non-debt tax shields are 
substitutes of interest cost of debt as they 
also provide tax benefits. With increasing-
ly non-debt tax shields, the incentive of 
receiving tax benefits from interest will be 
lesser and hence it leads to lower levels of 
leverage. Again, the more non-debt tax 

shields are allowed for deduction, the less 
profitability remains. It further leads to 
less debt servicing capacity of the firm. 
Thus, an increase in NDTS reduces the 
benefit of having more leverage. The 
trade-off theory predicts a negative 
relationship between NDTS and leverage. 
In contrast, the pecking order assumes a 
positive relationship. Since NDTS reduces 
the available earnings, it may dent a 
significant portion of internal financing 
and hence, more debt will be issued with 
increasing levels of NDTS.Rao et al. 
(2017) considered NDTS as a determinant 
of leverage.

Size – Larger firms used to be more diversi-
fied and less prone to bankruptcy. 
Debt-holders can be easily attracted 
towards large sized firms with favourable 
costs to firms in comparison to the smaller 
ones. Hence, larger firms have more incen-
tive in debt servicing than the smaller 
firms. The trade-off theory predicts a 
positive relationship between size of the 
firms and leverage. Since the pecking 
order theory finds benefit where informa-
tion asymmetry can be reduced, it favours 
a negative relationship between the two. 
It states that with large size, firms attract 
more regulation and control which in turn 
reduces information asymmetry to a great 
extent. Hence, the size of the firm and 
leverage should reflect a negative relation-
ship. Studies of Fama and French (2002), 
Onofrei et al.(2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered size of the firm 
as a determinant of leverage.

Objective of the study
1. To investigate the impact of growth, 
liquidity, non-debt tax shield, profitabili-
ty, size and tangibility on financial 
leverage of BSE listed auto ancillary 
firms.

2. To examine whether the findings are 

consistent with the pecking-order theory 
or trade-off theory.
 
Author mentioned in the abstract that the 
primary objective of the paper is, but 
between these two objectives we don’t 
know which one is primary objective.
 

Methodology
The primary objective of the study is to 
investigate the impact of growth, liquidi-
ty, non-debt tax shield, profitability, size, 
and tangibility on financial leverage. For 
the purpose of the present study; we have 
considered BSE Group A listed firms 
belonging to the auto ancillaries sector. 
The auto ancillaries sector has 13 firms 
and we have included 10 of them in the 
study whilethree firms are left out due to 
the unavailability of data. The period of 
the study was for the financial year (1st 

April to 31st March) 2013 to 2020. The 
study considered such a time frame in 
order to capture the period after the recov-
ery of the Indian economy from the 
sub-prime crisis. All the data is sourced 
from the money control web site and are in 
INR. The variables and the proxies used 
in the study are summarised in Table 1.

Note: CL is current liabilities, LTD is 
long-term debts, TA is total assets, CA is 
current assets, Dep is depreciation, NPAT 
is net profit after tax, TE is total equity 
and FA is fixed assets.
 
The study employed panel data regression 
to achieve the pre-specified objective of the 
study. To choose between the fixed effects 
model (FE) and the random effects model 
(RE), the Hausman test is applied. The 
null hypothesis of the test is that Random 
Effects model is consistent while the 

alternative hypothesis is that the Fixed 
Effects model is consistent. Thus, if the 
p-value is less than 0.05 we can reject the 
null hypothesis. 

 To investigate the impact of the selected 
variables the following model is framed 
for the regression analysis: 
 
〖LEV〗_(i,t )= β_0+ β_1 〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)+ β_2 〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)+ β_3 〖(NDTS)
〗_(i,t)+ β_4 〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)+ β_5 〖
(SIZE)〗_(i,t)+ β_6 〖(TANG)〗_(i,t)+ ε
_(i,t)

Where, LEVi, t is leverage of the ith firm 
at time t, β0 is the constant, β1 to β6 are 
the coefficients of the independent varia-
bles, GROWi, t is the growth of theith firm 
at time t, LQDi, tis the liquidity of theith 
firm at time t, NDTS i, t is the non-debt 
shield of the ith firm at time t, PROFIT i, 
t is the profitability of the ith firm at time 
t, SIZEi, t is the size of the ith firm at time 
t, TANGi, t is the tangibility of the ith firm 
at time t, εi, t is the error term.
In the first step the summary statistics of 
all the variables viz. mean, standard devia-
tion, skewness and kurtosis are computed. 
Correlation coefficients are computed to 
observe the association between the varia-
bles. 

The granger causality test is applied to 
investigate the direction of causality in 
the short-run. The Hausman test is 
applied to determine whether the fixed 
effect or the random effect is appropriate 
and finally, the regression result is report-
ed.

Discussion
The summary statistics of the variables 
are summarised in Table 2. The mean 
value of leverage, growth, liquidity, 
non-debt tax shield, profitability, size and 
tangibility is 0.3534, 8.7580, 1.7328, 

0.0427, 12.7428, 43.5834 and 0.3369 
respectively. The distribution of leverage, 
liquidity, NDTS, profitability, size and 
tangibility is skewed to the right (positive-
ly skewed) while the distribution of 
growth is skewed to the left (negatively 
skewed). The kurtosis value of all the 
variables is more than 3 which indicates 
that all the variables follow a leptokurtic 
distribution. The Jarque-Bera test 
indicates that at 5 per cent level only tangi-
bility follows normal distribution.

From the correlation analysis (Table 3) all 
the correlation coefficients are less than 
0.8. Further, there is no correlation 
between the independent variables which 
indicates that the problem of multicolline-
arity does not exist and all the independ-
ent variables can be used for the purpose 
of regression analysis simultaneously. 
(needs further clarification) 

Source: Author’s Own calculation
t-stat in [] and p-value in ()

The output of granger causality test is 
presented in Table 4. From the table it can 
be observed that uni-directional causality 
exists between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage which indicates 
that liquidity and profitability improves 
the prediction of leverage in the regres-
sion model.

The output of the regression analysis is 
presented in table 5. From the table it can 
be observed that the idiosyncratic error 
(Rho) is more than 64 per cent which 
suggests that it is better to apply panel 
data regression then pooled regression. 

The study applied both the method of 
panel data regression i.e. fixed effect and 
random effect. The best model is selected 
on the basis of the result of Hausman test.

 
The output of the Hausman test (see Table 
6) supports the random effects model and, 
thus, the rest of the regression analysis 
will be based on the random effect model 
only.The regression equation of the 
determinants of capital structure for BSE 
listed auto ancillaries firms is given below:

LEV〗_(i,t )= 0.5673+ 0.0005〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)- 0.0823〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)- 0.6209〖
(NDTS)〗_(i,t)- 0.0029〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)- 
0.0001〖(SIZE)〗_(i,t)- 0.0222〖(TANG)
〗_(i,t)+ ε_(i,t)

The regression result shows that liquidity 
and profitability are the independent 

variables which significantly affect the 
leverage of the firm. Both the coefficient of 
liquidity and profitability is negative and 
statistically significant at 5 per cent and 
10 per cent level, respectively. The 
negative sign of the coefficient of liquidity 
supports the pecking order theory which 
postulates that firms which maintain 
comfortable liquidity position finance 
through internal funds and rely less on 
debt. Further, the negative sign of the 
coefficient of profitability also supports 
the pecking order theory. Thus, as per the 
theory a firm earning high profits finance 
through internal funding and would avoid 
outside financing. The negative relation-
ship between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage is in line with 
the findings of Serrasqueiro and Caetano 
(2012), Adair and Adaskou (2015) and 
Nasutionet al. (2017). The coefficient sign 
of growth is positive but insignificant. The 
positive relationship between leverage 
and growth is in consistent with the 
pecking order theory and is in line with 
the findings of Mishra (2011) and Adair 
and Adaskou (2015). Thus, according to 
the theory a growing firm with insufficient 
internal funding will prefer to issue debt 
instead of equity shares to meet the financ-
ing requirements. As per the theory issue 
of equity shares by a growing firm will 
signal the investors that the equity shares 
are overvalued and may result in massive 
sell-off. The negative relationship 
between the firm’s leverage and the 
non-debt tax shield derived in the study 
supports the trade-off theory and is in line 
with the results of Gonzalez and Gonzalez 
(2012) and Nasutionet al. (2017). The 
trade-off theory theorises a positive 
relationship between size and the firm’s 
leverage. According to the theory as a firm 
grows, its profitability also increases 
which in turn reduces the firm’s probabili-
ty of bankruptcy. Thus, larger firms have 
easy access to debt as compared to smaller 

firms. On the other hand, the pecking 
order theory supports the negative 
relationship between size and leverage. 
The present study found a negative 
relationship between size and leverage 
which is consistent with the pecking order 
theory. The regression equation shows 
that the relationship between tangibility 
and leverage is negative and insignificant. 
The negative coefficient of tangibility 
supports the pecking order theory. Accord-
ing to the theory as firm’s tangible assets 
to total assets ratio improves the informa-
tion asymmetry reduces, thus, making 
equity issuance less costly. In other words, 
firm’s with higher tangible assets to total 
assets ratio have lower leverage.

The value of Adj. R2 is 0.1578 which 
indicates that around 16 per cent of the 
variation in leverage can be explained by 
the independent variables. The F-statistic 
is significant which suggests that the 
model fits the data significantly. Further, 
the value of the Durbin-Watson statistic is 
close to 2 which suggest that the problem 
of autocorrelation do not exist in the 
residuals.
  
Conclusion
The present study investigated the 
determinants of leverage with reference to 
BSE listed auto ancillary companies. The 
study covered a period of 8 financial years 
and employed correlation analysis, grang-
er causality test and panel regression to 
analyse the data.The correlation analysis 
shows that leverage is positively correlat-
ed with growth, NDTS and tangibility 
while leverage is negatively correlated 
with liquidity, profitability and size. The 
correlation analysis further indicates that 
the multicollinearity problem does not 
exist between the independent variables. 
The result of the granger causality test 
suggests that unidirectional causality 
exists between liquidity and firm’s 

leverage and profitability and firm’s 
leverage. The study applied Hausman test 
to determine whether the fixed effect 
model or the random effect model is appro-
priate. The result of the Hausman test 
suggests that the random effect model is 
appropriate for the present study. The 
regression equation explains 16 per cent 
of the variation in leverage. The regres-
sion further reveals that liquidity and 
profitability have significant negative 
relationship with leverage while the 
coefficient of NDTS, tangibility, size is 
also found to be negative but insignificant. 
The regression equation suggests that 
growth of the firm has positive impact on 
the firm’s leverage. The regression 
coefficients of liquidity, profitability, 
growth, size and tangibility supports the 
pecking order theory while the regression 
coefficient of NDTS supports the trade-off 
theory.

The present study used a single leverage 
proxy; however, running separate regres-
sions with multiple leverage proxies and 
comparing the results could have been a 
better approach and may come up with 
new in-sights.
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TABLE 1 OPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF THE VARIABLES

 Variables Proxy Used Symbol 

Dependent 
Variable 

Leverage CL + LTD
TA

 LEV 

Independent 
Variables 

Growth (Current year sales − Previous year sales)
Previous year sales

× 100 
GROW 

Liquidity � �
 LQD 

Non Debt 
Tax Shield 

Dep + Amortisation
TA

 NDTS 

Profitability NPAT
TE

 PROFIT 

Size Log transformation of total assets SIZE 

Tangibility FA
TA

 TANG 
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The decision of capital structure is 
related to the distribution of sources of 
finance in such a way that maximizes the 
value of a firm. The seminal paper Modig-
liani and Miller (1958) assumed a 
complete and perfect capital market and 
suggested that the capital structure 
theories are irrelevant in determining 
the value of a firm. The irrelevance 
theory of capital structure raised a 
debate on capital structure theories. The 
assumption of a perfect capital market is, 
basically, an ideal scenario where all 
securities are fairly priced without any 
market friction. It was a normative 
theory that was the basis of many other 

theories that tried to incorporate some of 
the actual market frictions and explain 
how these help in determining the capital 
structure of a firm and led the debate 
towards a positive theory. A comprehen-
sive theory which covers all aspects of 
financing behaviour does not exist. The 
trade-off theory, market timing theory, 
signalling theory, agency cost theory, free 
cash flow theory, pecking order theory 
are the theories that try to explain the 
variation in leverage of different firms. 
These theories are results of the devia-
tions from the perfect market assumption 
and tried to explain the behaviour of 
firms while making capital structure 

decisions in the presence of the imperfec-
tions or frictions of the market. According 
to the general trade-off theory, a firm 
which needs funds to finance an invest-
ment opportunity will trade-off between 
the costs and benefit of having leverage 
in the capital structure and accordingly 
decide the optimum level of leverage 
(Ikpesu and Eboiyehi, 2018; Fama and 
French, 2002). The agency cost of theory 
assumes that the separation of owner-
ship and control exerts agency costs on 
the firm (Kochhar, 1996). Managers act 
as agents of equity and debt-holders and 
sometimes take a decision that favours 
only a particular group, not the value of 
the firm. The free cash flow anomaly 
explains how the availability of extra 
funds makes managers takes suboptimal 
decisions that favour them and create a 
cost to the firm. The idea of market 
timing theory explains that a firm can 
take advantage of the market perfor-
mance and issue the shares accordingly. 
The signalling theory explains that due 
to information asymmetry the outside 
investors may not be able to gauge the 
actual worth of the firm or the invest-
ment opportunity for which the firm 
needs financing; they take signals of firm 
value from the decisions taken by the 
firms (Levy and Lazarovich-Porat, 1995). 
In contrast to the trade-off theory, the 
pecking order theory suggests that there 
is no optimal target of leverage (Myers, 
1984). Due to information asymmetry, 
different financing sources bear different 
costs and to maximize the firm value, 
financing sources with less information 
asymmetry should be issued first. The 
theory suggests that firms should first 
employ internal funding, then debt and 
then equity.
 
These theories, in their general forms, 
were not able to explain much variation 
in leverage across firms. The literature 
on capital structure used them combined 
to explain the variation in the capital 
structure of firms. The present article 
will focus on the two main theories, the 

trade-off theory and the pecking order 
theory, and with the help of other 
theories explain the variation in leverage 
across firms. The terms leverage and 
financial leverage have been used 
interchangeably and the proxy for 
leverage is as per the suggestion by Chak-
lader and Chawla (2016).

The study will focus on the auto ancillary 
firms listed on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The Indian auto ancillary 
sector is world’s fourth largest and is 
closely linked to the India automobile 
industry. Further, the Indian auto 
ancillary firms produce items whose 
requirements are recurring in nature. 
Thus, its contribution to GDP and employ-
ment is quite significant.

Theoretical framework 
Trade-off theory
The trade-off theory originates from 
Modigliani and Miller (1958) which 
assumes a perfect and complete capital 
market with no frictions and thus, the 
capital structure decisions are value 
irrelevant. All the financing sources are 
perfect substitutes and the value of the 
levered firm will be equal to the value of 
the unlevered firm. Further, Modigliani 
and Miller (1963) relaxed the assumption 
of a complete and perfect capital market 
with the introduction of corporate taxes 
in the original model. The study consid-
ers the tax benefits of debt and described 
the value of levered firms as the present 
value of tax shield in addition to the 
value of the unlevered firm. Both the 
papers didn’t consider the presence of 
bankruptcy penalties in their theories. 
Kraus and Litzenberger (1973) stated 
that the corporate taxes and bankruptcy 
penalties are central to the positive 
theories which explain the effect of 
leverage on value of the firm. In reality, 
the benefits arising with a tax shield is 
offset by the costs of financial distress 
and the theory which suggests a trade-off 
between the benefits and costs of issuing 
debt for getting an optimal level of 

leverage, named as trade-off theory. The 
tax benefits are observable but the costs 
are not, so it is safer for firms to maintain 
a safety of margin before taking tax 
benefits. Thus, the trade-off theory 
suggests that a firm should issue debt 
only up to the level where the benefits are 
more than or equal to the costs. 

It may be worth noting that getting the 
tax benefits are not the only incentive for 
debt issues. It also relates to mitigating 
the agency costs and free cash flow 
problems. Debt issue generates various 
types of problems and incentives while 
managing the business which leads to 
conflict of interest between managers, 
shareholders, and debt-holders. These 
costs are named as asset substitution 
problems and underinvestment. Debts 
are less risk bearing assets and they are 
issued basically for less risky invest-
ments than equity. Sometimes managers 
act in the favour of shareholders by 
issuing debts and use the proceedings to 
invest in more risky projects than the 
debt was contracted for. Since, debt-hold-
ers anticipate these behaviours they 
demand higher premiums on their debts 
increasing the cost of capital. This is 
known as asset substitution problem as it 
exchanges the lower risky investments 
for higher-risky investment. Firms may 
use asset substitution to please share-
holders. It may increase the value of 
shareholders but damages the debt-hold-
ers and thus, value of the firm may be 
unaffected by the move. The problem of 
underinvestment through agency 
problems arises when firms take 
decisions to not undertake a profitable 
project (a positive NPV project) because 
the profits will be partly shared by the 
debt-holders while the risk is borne by 
the equity-holders. It is a cost to the 
value of a firm. Managers take the 
decision to under-invest especially when 
risky debts are present in the market. 
The success of a profitable project may 
lead to higher valuation of debts at the 
cost of shareholders. These costs prevent 

firms from issuing more debts. 
 
The main concern of the trade-off theory 
is to search for the ways which help in 
reducing the costs of debt issue and 
increasing the benefits of it. The static 
version of trade off theory assumes an 
optimum level of debt which a firm chose 
according to its costs and benefits. The 
dynamic trade off theory assumes that 
although the firms choose their target 
levels but they deviate from their target 
and again try to adjust the debt level to 
reach their targets. 
Pecking order theory

The assumption of perfect capital 
markets leads the financing decisions 
value irrelevant and makes the internal 
and external financing substitutes of each 
other (Modigliani & miller, 1958). Howev-
er, market imperfections lead to consider-
able wedge between the decision to 
finance from internal sources and 
external sources and make the decision 
related to capital structure relevant for 
valuation of firms (Vanacker and Mani-
gart, 2010). Myers and Majluf (1984) 
tried to count on these inefficiencies of the 
market and added the condition of 
information asymmetry with the assump-
tion of a perfect capital market. The study 
explains how the capital structure of a 
firm, which has asset-in-place and needs 
additional financing for investment oppor-
tunities, is influenced when managers of 
the firms are more informed than outside 
investors and the managers as well as the 
outside investors are aware of the fact. 
Transmitting complete information to 
outside investors is very costly.  
Since, managers cannot provide the 
information to outside investors, informa-
tion is signalled to outside investors 
through decisions taken by them. The 
information asymmetry is perhaps the 
most important source to know why the 
external financing is thought to be more 
costly than the internal one. With this, 
the theory of pecking order came into 
being which posits that there should be 

an order of preferring the sources of 
finance in which the least costly should 
be preferred first. In other words, the 
internal financing should be preferred 
and in case it exhausts, external financ-
ing may be the next option. Availability of 
internal financing can safely avoid the 
need of external financing and be helpful 
to avoid consequences of manager’s 
inside information.
 
External financing (issuing debt or 
equity), on the other hand, may lead to 
asset mispricing at the marketplace 
which will cause a loss of value. The firms 
which have investment opportunities 
may not issue equity as they are aware 
that outside investors may not gauge the 
actual worth of the firm's assets as well 
as the future prospects of growth and the 
shares issued may remain under-priced. 
The growth opportunity increases the 
information asymmetry. Hence, if a firm 
issues new capital, it may signal outside 
investors the bad news (market signal-
ling). The outside investors may perceive 
that the asset in place is overvalued and 
hence, the managers are issuing new 
stocks, because if it had been underval-
ued, they may not have issued new 
shares. Thus, it affects the stock prices of 
the firm. The firm may fail to accept the 
opportunity to invest in a profitable 
project (Underinvestment problem) 
(Rocca et al., 2007). Here, Myers and 
Majluf (1984) argued that in absence of 
internal financing, Debt should be issued 
as it bears less information asymmetry 
and share prices will not be mispriced. In 
comparison to equity, debt bears less cost 
and leads to less information asymmetry 
because debt-contracts are safer as they 
limit the possible amount which the 
debt-holders may lose. Among the debts, 
risk-free debts and secured debts have 
least cost than the unsecured one. The 
main concern of the pecking order theory 
is how to reduce information asymmetry.     

Literature review

This section discusses various significant 
contributions made by researchers on the 
literature of determinants of a firm’s 
capital structure.

Booth et al. (2001) examined the differ-
ence in capital structure of developed and 
developing countries over the period of 10 
years and fund that the firm specific 
determinants of capital structure affect 
the developing countries in the same way 
they affect the developed countries. 
However, the country specific factors 
affect the ratios in different way which 
creates the variation in ratios among the 
countries.

Mishra (2011) investigated the determi-
nants of capital structure of 48 profit 
making PSUs of manufacturing sector. 
The study found the profitability of firms 
was negatively while the growth opportu-
nity and tangibility were positively 
related with leverage. Tax rate had a 
negative coefficient which was against 
the expectations of trade off theory. The 
relationship of profitability and growth 
was according to the pecking order theory 
while that of the tangibility was accord-
ing to the trade-off theory. The effect of 
non-debt tax shield and size of the firms 
were insignificant factor for the period 
observed.

Ali (2011) enquired about the determi-
nants of capital structure for textile 
companies listed on Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The study period extends from 
the year 2006 to 2010 and considered 170 
textile companies. Only long-term debt 
had been used for defining leverage ratio 
and the study found that profitability and 
growth in total assets were negatively 
related with leverage while size of the 
firms, non-debt tax shield and asset tangi-
bility shared a positive relationship with 
leverage.

Serrasqueiro and Caetano (2012) investi-
gated into the practices of determining 

capital structure of SMEs of Portugal 
over the period 1998 to 2005. The study 
found the profitability and age of the 
firms were negatively related to debt 
ratio. The results are consistent with 
pecking order theory. Again, the firms 
were found to be making a considerable 
adjustment towards their target capital 
which proves that the firms also consider 
the trade-off theories. The growth oppor-
tunities and tangibility had insignificant 
relationship with debt ratio for the period 
observed. 

Gonzalez and Gonzalez (2012) examined 
the determinants of capital structure and 
the behaviour of these factors depending 
upon the size of the firms in Spain. The 
results supported both the theories as 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to debt ratio and debt level of 
previous years were positively related 
according to the explanation of the 
trade-off theory. And Growth opportuni-
ty, intangibility and size had positive 
association while profitability had 
negative association with debt ratio 
according to the theory of pecking order. 
However, the study further emphasizes 
that the degree of usage of the theories 
varies across firm size but the direct of 
the relationship remains the same.
Abdeljawad et al. (2013)  advocated the 
presence of trade off theory in financing 
behaviour of Malaysian firms. The study 
found the evidence of target reversion 
behaviour which actually satisfies the 
criteria of adopting trade-off theory. But 
again, for target reversion, the firms may 
balance the costs and benefits of financ-
ing the firm by taking the advantage of 
market situation. Hence, firms may 
deviate from trade off to pecking order or 
say to market timing for financing. 
Overall, the study concludes that with 
differences in size, patterns, leverage 
level in the firms, they may adopt any 
theory or a combination of that for financ-
ing themselves.

 
Handoo and Sharma (2014) examined the 
factors affecting the capital structure of 
870 listed Indian firms from 2001 to 2010. 
Both private as well as government firms 
were considered for analysis. The study 
prepared 3 models with different depend-
ent variables. First model which consid-
ered short term debt as leverage found 
profitability, asset tangibility, size of the 
firm, tax rate and debt servicing capacity 
being the major determinants. Another 
model with long term debt as leverage 
found the profitability, growth, tangibili-
ty, cost of debt, tax rate, and debt servic-
ing capacity as major determinants. 
Third model which considered total debt 
as leverage found all the factors in the 
above models as important determinants 
except the cost of debt.
     
Komera and P.J. (2014) investigated the 
validity of pecking order theory in 
presence of debt concerns. The study 
covers the data of all public listed compa-
nies in India from the year 1992 to 2011. 
The pecking order is expected to be 
performing well for small firms as these 
firms exhibit information asymmetry but 
did not seem to be true in case of small 
firms. Overall, the study found that tangi-
bility and size shared a positive while 
growth and profitability shared a 
negative relationship with leverage. For 
emphasizing the effect of financial deficit, 
it was included in the regression but the 
R-square was remained moreover same 
as before and the signs of all the factors 
also remained unchanged. With this the 
study concluded that pecking order 
doesn’t seem to work well even in case 
where the debt capacity of the firms 
became a concern. Overall, the study 
negates the validity of pecking order 
theory.
Chadha and Sharma (2015) tried to find 
the important determinants of capital 
structure in manufacturing firms with 
special reference to India. The study 

extends over a period of 10 years, from 
2003-04 to 2012-13 and considered 422 
listed firms for analysis. The size and age 
of the firms, asset tangibility, growth, 
profitability, non-debt tax shield and 
business risk were found to be the impor-
tant determinants of capital structure of 
the firms for the observed period. In 
addition, the study also comments that a 
mix of both the trade-off and pecking 
order theories explains the determinants 
of capital structure of these firms.

Harc (2015) examined 500 small and 
medium enterprises in Croatia with data 
from the year 2005 to 2010. The study 
concluded that tangible assets behaved 
differently with short term debt and 
long-term debt. It shared a positive associ-
ation with long term debt and a negative 
association with short term debts. Since 
between the tangibility and leverage, the 
trade-off theory and pecking order 
theories advocates a positive and 
negative signs respectively, the study 
specified that the firms consider trade off 
theory while thinking about the 
long-term financing and consider pecking 
order theory while taking decisions for 
short term financing. 
 
Adair and Adaskou (2015) investigated 
2370 small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) to analyse the determinants of 
their capital structure in order to know 
whether the firms apply the trade-off 
theory or the pecking order theory while 
determining the capital structure. The 
study found that with the increasing age 
of the firms and increased profitability, 
the debt ratio was reduced while the 
growth of the firms had a positive associa-
tion with debt ratio. It signifies the use of 
pecking order theory. Also, the study 
reports that trade credit and guarantee or 
firms had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio which confirms with the 
trade-off theory. The effect of risk which 
varies among different types of industries 

and size were found to be insignificant on 
debt ratio.
 
Rao et al. (2017) investigated the factors 
that determine the capital structure of 
Indian manufacturing firms. The study 
applied panel data analysis and found 
that the depreciation, research & develop-
ment expenditure, and liquidity were 
positively related to the leverage while 
profitability and tangibility were negative-
ly related.

Sofat and Singh (2017) analysed the top 
100 manufacturing companies listed in 
BSE for finding the most significant 
determinants of capital structure in 
India. The study found the profitability 
with a negative relationship to leverage 
while asset composition and business risk 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Firm size was found to be an insignificant 
determinant. Thus, the study found a mix 
of capital structure theories explaining 
the behaviour of the determinants and 
the profitability, asset composition and 
business risk were considered as signifi-
cant determinants of capital structure for 
the observed period.
  
Nasution et al. (2017) examined the 
determinants of capital structure of manu-
facturing companies in Indonesia. The 
study found that the profitability and 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to leverage while the tangibility 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Corporate tax and inflation had insignifi-
cant relationship.
 
Sakr and Bedeir (2019) investigated 
whether the capital structure decisions of 
publicly traded non-financial firms are 
explained by the trade-off theory, pecking 
order theory or the agency cost theory. 
The study concluded that profitability, 
size, tangibility, liquidity, growth, 
business risk and financial flexibility 
were the important determinants of 

capital structure for the selected firms 
and the trade-off theory as well as 
pecking order theory combined explains 
the relationship between the determi-
nants and the leverage.

Simatupang et al. (2019) enquired about 
the capital structure determinants of 
publicly listed non-financial companies in 
Indonesia and found that the profitability 
and tangibility were determining the 
capital structure of the selected firms 
while sales growth and non-debt tax 
shield were not found to be the significant 
determinants. 
 
Sikveland and Zhang (2020) examined 
the sources of leverage for aquaculture 
industry in Norway and considered long 
term debt, short term debt, total debt, 
and liquidity of firms as a proxy of 
leverage. The study found that the listed 
firms have a significant negative relation-
ship with all proxies of leverage as getting 
equity is easier for them and thus, listing 
of firms is also an important variable for 
explaining the sources of capital 
structure. Further, the study reports that 
the proxies of size and profitability of the 
selected firms share a negative relation-
ship with short term as well as total debt 
and tangibility is positively related with 
long term debt and total debt while it 
shares a negative relationship with short 
term debt.

Gharaibeh and Tahat (2020) enquired 
about the factors that explain the level of 
leverage for service companies in Jordan. 
The study considered 45 companies for 
analysis and with panel regression it 
concluded that the size and non-debt tax 
shield had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio while profitability and business 
risk had a negative relationship.

Determinants and their relationship 
with leverage

Profitability- According to the trade-off 
theory, more profitable firms possess 
more debt servicing capacity and hence, 
should issue more debts to take the 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, the theory 
predicts a positive relationship between a 
firm’s profitability level and leverage. The 
pecking order theory suggests that with 
more profitability, a firm will be able to 
accumulate more surpluses which help 
the firm avoid external financing. The 
more profitable a firm, the less it needs to 
go for debt. Thus, pecking order assumes 
a negative relationship between profitabil-
ity and leverage. Studies Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) consid-
ered profitability as a deteminant of 
leverage.

Growth Opportunities- The trade-off 
theory assumes that growth opportuni-
ties come with agency problems between 
owners and creditors. The owners have 
great incentives to under-invest and also 
by asset substitution. Thus, with growth 
opportunities firms may prefer less to 
avoid the costs related to agency problems 
(Fama and French, 2002). The theory 
assumes a negative relationship between 
growth opportunities and leverage. As per 
the pecking order theory, growth opportu-
nities need more financing and the firms 
with less retained earnings may need to 
increase the leverage. Firms with more 
earnings available may create the 
problem of excess cash flow. With this 
excess cash, managers may take advan-
tage of information asymmetry and invest 
in negative- NPV projects that lead to 
more internal benefits to managers while 
firms will lose the value. The problem of 
excess cash may be mitigated by issuing 
more debt which needs regular and fixed 
payments and hence prevent the misuse 
of excess cash by investing in sub-optimal 
projects. Thus, the pecking order theory 
predicts that the firms with more growth 
opportunities will have a positive relation-

ship with leverage. Studies of Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) and Rao 
et al. (2017) considered growth opportuni-
ty as a deteminant of leverage.

Tangibility – The trade-off allows benefits 
of debt to increase and costs of debt to 
reduce. With tangible assets more debt 
can be raised with less cost as tangible 
assets work as collateral and help to 
reduce financial distress. Hence, tangibili-
ty has a positive relationship with 
leverage in the framework of trade-off 
theories. As per the pecking order, more 
tangible assets will help in lesser informa-
tion asymmetry and help in better pricing 
of new issues. Hence, firms may not have 
problems while issuing new equity. Also, 
the firms may retain the capacity to issue 
debt in near future. Thus, pecking order 
predicts a negative relationship of 
leverage with tangibility. Studies of 
Onofrei et al. (2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered tangibility as a 
determinant of leverage.

Liquidity- More liquidity allows more debt 
servicing capacity which leads to more 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, trade-off 
theory predicts a positive relationship 
between liquidity and leverage. But the 
pecking order assumes a negative relation-
ship with leverage and suggests that with 
more liquidity, firms should prefer 
internal financing rather than relying on 
debt. Studies of Onofrei et al. (2015), Rao 
et al.(2017) considered liquidity as a 
determinant of leverage.

NDTS- The non-debt tax shields are 
substitutes of interest cost of debt as they 
also provide tax benefits. With increasing-
ly non-debt tax shields, the incentive of 
receiving tax benefits from interest will be 
lesser and hence it leads to lower levels of 
leverage. Again, the more non-debt tax 

shields are allowed for deduction, the less 
profitability remains. It further leads to 
less debt servicing capacity of the firm. 
Thus, an increase in NDTS reduces the 
benefit of having more leverage. The 
trade-off theory predicts a negative 
relationship between NDTS and leverage. 
In contrast, the pecking order assumes a 
positive relationship. Since NDTS reduces 
the available earnings, it may dent a 
significant portion of internal financing 
and hence, more debt will be issued with 
increasing levels of NDTS.Rao et al. 
(2017) considered NDTS as a determinant 
of leverage.

Size – Larger firms used to be more diversi-
fied and less prone to bankruptcy. 
Debt-holders can be easily attracted 
towards large sized firms with favourable 
costs to firms in comparison to the smaller 
ones. Hence, larger firms have more incen-
tive in debt servicing than the smaller 
firms. The trade-off theory predicts a 
positive relationship between size of the 
firms and leverage. Since the pecking 
order theory finds benefit where informa-
tion asymmetry can be reduced, it favours 
a negative relationship between the two. 
It states that with large size, firms attract 
more regulation and control which in turn 
reduces information asymmetry to a great 
extent. Hence, the size of the firm and 
leverage should reflect a negative relation-
ship. Studies of Fama and French (2002), 
Onofrei et al.(2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered size of the firm 
as a determinant of leverage.

Objective of the study
1. To investigate the impact of growth, 
liquidity, non-debt tax shield, profitabili-
ty, size and tangibility on financial 
leverage of BSE listed auto ancillary 
firms.

2. To examine whether the findings are 

consistent with the pecking-order theory 
or trade-off theory.
 
Author mentioned in the abstract that the 
primary objective of the paper is, but 
between these two objectives we don’t 
know which one is primary objective.
 

Methodology
The primary objective of the study is to 
investigate the impact of growth, liquidi-
ty, non-debt tax shield, profitability, size, 
and tangibility on financial leverage. For 
the purpose of the present study; we have 
considered BSE Group A listed firms 
belonging to the auto ancillaries sector. 
The auto ancillaries sector has 13 firms 
and we have included 10 of them in the 
study whilethree firms are left out due to 
the unavailability of data. The period of 
the study was for the financial year (1st 

April to 31st March) 2013 to 2020. The 
study considered such a time frame in 
order to capture the period after the recov-
ery of the Indian economy from the 
sub-prime crisis. All the data is sourced 
from the money control web site and are in 
INR. The variables and the proxies used 
in the study are summarised in Table 1.

Note: CL is current liabilities, LTD is 
long-term debts, TA is total assets, CA is 
current assets, Dep is depreciation, NPAT 
is net profit after tax, TE is total equity 
and FA is fixed assets.
 
The study employed panel data regression 
to achieve the pre-specified objective of the 
study. To choose between the fixed effects 
model (FE) and the random effects model 
(RE), the Hausman test is applied. The 
null hypothesis of the test is that Random 
Effects model is consistent while the 

alternative hypothesis is that the Fixed 
Effects model is consistent. Thus, if the 
p-value is less than 0.05 we can reject the 
null hypothesis. 

 To investigate the impact of the selected 
variables the following model is framed 
for the regression analysis: 
 
〖LEV〗_(i,t )= β_0+ β_1 〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)+ β_2 〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)+ β_3 〖(NDTS)
〗_(i,t)+ β_4 〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)+ β_5 〖
(SIZE)〗_(i,t)+ β_6 〖(TANG)〗_(i,t)+ ε
_(i,t)

Where, LEVi, t is leverage of the ith firm 
at time t, β0 is the constant, β1 to β6 are 
the coefficients of the independent varia-
bles, GROWi, t is the growth of theith firm 
at time t, LQDi, tis the liquidity of theith 
firm at time t, NDTS i, t is the non-debt 
shield of the ith firm at time t, PROFIT i, 
t is the profitability of the ith firm at time 
t, SIZEi, t is the size of the ith firm at time 
t, TANGi, t is the tangibility of the ith firm 
at time t, εi, t is the error term.
In the first step the summary statistics of 
all the variables viz. mean, standard devia-
tion, skewness and kurtosis are computed. 
Correlation coefficients are computed to 
observe the association between the varia-
bles. 

The granger causality test is applied to 
investigate the direction of causality in 
the short-run. The Hausman test is 
applied to determine whether the fixed 
effect or the random effect is appropriate 
and finally, the regression result is report-
ed.

Discussion
The summary statistics of the variables 
are summarised in Table 2. The mean 
value of leverage, growth, liquidity, 
non-debt tax shield, profitability, size and 
tangibility is 0.3534, 8.7580, 1.7328, 

0.0427, 12.7428, 43.5834 and 0.3369 
respectively. The distribution of leverage, 
liquidity, NDTS, profitability, size and 
tangibility is skewed to the right (positive-
ly skewed) while the distribution of 
growth is skewed to the left (negatively 
skewed). The kurtosis value of all the 
variables is more than 3 which indicates 
that all the variables follow a leptokurtic 
distribution. The Jarque-Bera test 
indicates that at 5 per cent level only tangi-
bility follows normal distribution.

From the correlation analysis (Table 3) all 
the correlation coefficients are less than 
0.8. Further, there is no correlation 
between the independent variables which 
indicates that the problem of multicolline-
arity does not exist and all the independ-
ent variables can be used for the purpose 
of regression analysis simultaneously. 
(needs further clarification) 

Source: Author’s Own calculation
t-stat in [] and p-value in ()

The output of granger causality test is 
presented in Table 4. From the table it can 
be observed that uni-directional causality 
exists between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage which indicates 
that liquidity and profitability improves 
the prediction of leverage in the regres-
sion model.

The output of the regression analysis is 
presented in table 5. From the table it can 
be observed that the idiosyncratic error 
(Rho) is more than 64 per cent which 
suggests that it is better to apply panel 
data regression then pooled regression. 

The study applied both the method of 
panel data regression i.e. fixed effect and 
random effect. The best model is selected 
on the basis of the result of Hausman test.

 
The output of the Hausman test (see Table 
6) supports the random effects model and, 
thus, the rest of the regression analysis 
will be based on the random effect model 
only.The regression equation of the 
determinants of capital structure for BSE 
listed auto ancillaries firms is given below:

LEV〗_(i,t )= 0.5673+ 0.0005〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)- 0.0823〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)- 0.6209〖
(NDTS)〗_(i,t)- 0.0029〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)- 
0.0001〖(SIZE)〗_(i,t)- 0.0222〖(TANG)
〗_(i,t)+ ε_(i,t)

The regression result shows that liquidity 
and profitability are the independent 

variables which significantly affect the 
leverage of the firm. Both the coefficient of 
liquidity and profitability is negative and 
statistically significant at 5 per cent and 
10 per cent level, respectively. The 
negative sign of the coefficient of liquidity 
supports the pecking order theory which 
postulates that firms which maintain 
comfortable liquidity position finance 
through internal funds and rely less on 
debt. Further, the negative sign of the 
coefficient of profitability also supports 
the pecking order theory. Thus, as per the 
theory a firm earning high profits finance 
through internal funding and would avoid 
outside financing. The negative relation-
ship between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage is in line with 
the findings of Serrasqueiro and Caetano 
(2012), Adair and Adaskou (2015) and 
Nasutionet al. (2017). The coefficient sign 
of growth is positive but insignificant. The 
positive relationship between leverage 
and growth is in consistent with the 
pecking order theory and is in line with 
the findings of Mishra (2011) and Adair 
and Adaskou (2015). Thus, according to 
the theory a growing firm with insufficient 
internal funding will prefer to issue debt 
instead of equity shares to meet the financ-
ing requirements. As per the theory issue 
of equity shares by a growing firm will 
signal the investors that the equity shares 
are overvalued and may result in massive 
sell-off. The negative relationship 
between the firm’s leverage and the 
non-debt tax shield derived in the study 
supports the trade-off theory and is in line 
with the results of Gonzalez and Gonzalez 
(2012) and Nasutionet al. (2017). The 
trade-off theory theorises a positive 
relationship between size and the firm’s 
leverage. According to the theory as a firm 
grows, its profitability also increases 
which in turn reduces the firm’s probabili-
ty of bankruptcy. Thus, larger firms have 
easy access to debt as compared to smaller 

firms. On the other hand, the pecking 
order theory supports the negative 
relationship between size and leverage. 
The present study found a negative 
relationship between size and leverage 
which is consistent with the pecking order 
theory. The regression equation shows 
that the relationship between tangibility 
and leverage is negative and insignificant. 
The negative coefficient of tangibility 
supports the pecking order theory. Accord-
ing to the theory as firm’s tangible assets 
to total assets ratio improves the informa-
tion asymmetry reduces, thus, making 
equity issuance less costly. In other words, 
firm’s with higher tangible assets to total 
assets ratio have lower leverage.

The value of Adj. R2 is 0.1578 which 
indicates that around 16 per cent of the 
variation in leverage can be explained by 
the independent variables. The F-statistic 
is significant which suggests that the 
model fits the data significantly. Further, 
the value of the Durbin-Watson statistic is 
close to 2 which suggest that the problem 
of autocorrelation do not exist in the 
residuals.
  
Conclusion
The present study investigated the 
determinants of leverage with reference to 
BSE listed auto ancillary companies. The 
study covered a period of 8 financial years 
and employed correlation analysis, grang-
er causality test and panel regression to 
analyse the data.The correlation analysis 
shows that leverage is positively correlat-
ed with growth, NDTS and tangibility 
while leverage is negatively correlated 
with liquidity, profitability and size. The 
correlation analysis further indicates that 
the multicollinearity problem does not 
exist between the independent variables. 
The result of the granger causality test 
suggests that unidirectional causality 
exists between liquidity and firm’s 

leverage and profitability and firm’s 
leverage. The study applied Hausman test 
to determine whether the fixed effect 
model or the random effect model is appro-
priate. The result of the Hausman test 
suggests that the random effect model is 
appropriate for the present study. The 
regression equation explains 16 per cent 
of the variation in leverage. The regres-
sion further reveals that liquidity and 
profitability have significant negative 
relationship with leverage while the 
coefficient of NDTS, tangibility, size is 
also found to be negative but insignificant. 
The regression equation suggests that 
growth of the firm has positive impact on 
the firm’s leverage. The regression 
coefficients of liquidity, profitability, 
growth, size and tangibility supports the 
pecking order theory while the regression 
coefficient of NDTS supports the trade-off 
theory.

The present study used a single leverage 
proxy; however, running separate regres-
sions with multiple leverage proxies and 
comparing the results could have been a 
better approach and may come up with 
new in-sights.
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TABLE 2 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
 LEV GROW LQD NDTS PROFIT SIZE TANG 

 Mean  0.3534  8.7580  1.7328  0.0427  12.7428  43.5834  0.3369 

 Std. Dev.  0.1494  15.6472  0.8684  0.0181  13.2729  205.7469  0.1324 

Skewness  1.9050 -0.4357  1.9596  0.6798  1.5543  4.9307  0.3946 

 Kurtosis  10.0595  5.1900  8.9250  3.0251  4.8559  25.5335  2.9740 

Jarque-
Bera 

 214.513  18.519  168.223  6.165  43.695  2016.692  2.078 

 Prob.  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0458  0.0000  0.0000  0.3537 
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The decision of capital structure is 
related to the distribution of sources of 
finance in such a way that maximizes the 
value of a firm. The seminal paper Modig-
liani and Miller (1958) assumed a 
complete and perfect capital market and 
suggested that the capital structure 
theories are irrelevant in determining 
the value of a firm. The irrelevance 
theory of capital structure raised a 
debate on capital structure theories. The 
assumption of a perfect capital market is, 
basically, an ideal scenario where all 
securities are fairly priced without any 
market friction. It was a normative 
theory that was the basis of many other 

theories that tried to incorporate some of 
the actual market frictions and explain 
how these help in determining the capital 
structure of a firm and led the debate 
towards a positive theory. A comprehen-
sive theory which covers all aspects of 
financing behaviour does not exist. The 
trade-off theory, market timing theory, 
signalling theory, agency cost theory, free 
cash flow theory, pecking order theory 
are the theories that try to explain the 
variation in leverage of different firms. 
These theories are results of the devia-
tions from the perfect market assumption 
and tried to explain the behaviour of 
firms while making capital structure 

decisions in the presence of the imperfec-
tions or frictions of the market. According 
to the general trade-off theory, a firm 
which needs funds to finance an invest-
ment opportunity will trade-off between 
the costs and benefit of having leverage 
in the capital structure and accordingly 
decide the optimum level of leverage 
(Ikpesu and Eboiyehi, 2018; Fama and 
French, 2002). The agency cost of theory 
assumes that the separation of owner-
ship and control exerts agency costs on 
the firm (Kochhar, 1996). Managers act 
as agents of equity and debt-holders and 
sometimes take a decision that favours 
only a particular group, not the value of 
the firm. The free cash flow anomaly 
explains how the availability of extra 
funds makes managers takes suboptimal 
decisions that favour them and create a 
cost to the firm. The idea of market 
timing theory explains that a firm can 
take advantage of the market perfor-
mance and issue the shares accordingly. 
The signalling theory explains that due 
to information asymmetry the outside 
investors may not be able to gauge the 
actual worth of the firm or the invest-
ment opportunity for which the firm 
needs financing; they take signals of firm 
value from the decisions taken by the 
firms (Levy and Lazarovich-Porat, 1995). 
In contrast to the trade-off theory, the 
pecking order theory suggests that there 
is no optimal target of leverage (Myers, 
1984). Due to information asymmetry, 
different financing sources bear different 
costs and to maximize the firm value, 
financing sources with less information 
asymmetry should be issued first. The 
theory suggests that firms should first 
employ internal funding, then debt and 
then equity.
 
These theories, in their general forms, 
were not able to explain much variation 
in leverage across firms. The literature 
on capital structure used them combined 
to explain the variation in the capital 
structure of firms. The present article 
will focus on the two main theories, the 

trade-off theory and the pecking order 
theory, and with the help of other 
theories explain the variation in leverage 
across firms. The terms leverage and 
financial leverage have been used 
interchangeably and the proxy for 
leverage is as per the suggestion by Chak-
lader and Chawla (2016).

The study will focus on the auto ancillary 
firms listed on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The Indian auto ancillary 
sector is world’s fourth largest and is 
closely linked to the India automobile 
industry. Further, the Indian auto 
ancillary firms produce items whose 
requirements are recurring in nature. 
Thus, its contribution to GDP and employ-
ment is quite significant.

Theoretical framework 
Trade-off theory
The trade-off theory originates from 
Modigliani and Miller (1958) which 
assumes a perfect and complete capital 
market with no frictions and thus, the 
capital structure decisions are value 
irrelevant. All the financing sources are 
perfect substitutes and the value of the 
levered firm will be equal to the value of 
the unlevered firm. Further, Modigliani 
and Miller (1963) relaxed the assumption 
of a complete and perfect capital market 
with the introduction of corporate taxes 
in the original model. The study consid-
ers the tax benefits of debt and described 
the value of levered firms as the present 
value of tax shield in addition to the 
value of the unlevered firm. Both the 
papers didn’t consider the presence of 
bankruptcy penalties in their theories. 
Kraus and Litzenberger (1973) stated 
that the corporate taxes and bankruptcy 
penalties are central to the positive 
theories which explain the effect of 
leverage on value of the firm. In reality, 
the benefits arising with a tax shield is 
offset by the costs of financial distress 
and the theory which suggests a trade-off 
between the benefits and costs of issuing 
debt for getting an optimal level of 

leverage, named as trade-off theory. The 
tax benefits are observable but the costs 
are not, so it is safer for firms to maintain 
a safety of margin before taking tax 
benefits. Thus, the trade-off theory 
suggests that a firm should issue debt 
only up to the level where the benefits are 
more than or equal to the costs. 

It may be worth noting that getting the 
tax benefits are not the only incentive for 
debt issues. It also relates to mitigating 
the agency costs and free cash flow 
problems. Debt issue generates various 
types of problems and incentives while 
managing the business which leads to 
conflict of interest between managers, 
shareholders, and debt-holders. These 
costs are named as asset substitution 
problems and underinvestment. Debts 
are less risk bearing assets and they are 
issued basically for less risky invest-
ments than equity. Sometimes managers 
act in the favour of shareholders by 
issuing debts and use the proceedings to 
invest in more risky projects than the 
debt was contracted for. Since, debt-hold-
ers anticipate these behaviours they 
demand higher premiums on their debts 
increasing the cost of capital. This is 
known as asset substitution problem as it 
exchanges the lower risky investments 
for higher-risky investment. Firms may 
use asset substitution to please share-
holders. It may increase the value of 
shareholders but damages the debt-hold-
ers and thus, value of the firm may be 
unaffected by the move. The problem of 
underinvestment through agency 
problems arises when firms take 
decisions to not undertake a profitable 
project (a positive NPV project) because 
the profits will be partly shared by the 
debt-holders while the risk is borne by 
the equity-holders. It is a cost to the 
value of a firm. Managers take the 
decision to under-invest especially when 
risky debts are present in the market. 
The success of a profitable project may 
lead to higher valuation of debts at the 
cost of shareholders. These costs prevent 

firms from issuing more debts. 
 
The main concern of the trade-off theory 
is to search for the ways which help in 
reducing the costs of debt issue and 
increasing the benefits of it. The static 
version of trade off theory assumes an 
optimum level of debt which a firm chose 
according to its costs and benefits. The 
dynamic trade off theory assumes that 
although the firms choose their target 
levels but they deviate from their target 
and again try to adjust the debt level to 
reach their targets. 
Pecking order theory

The assumption of perfect capital 
markets leads the financing decisions 
value irrelevant and makes the internal 
and external financing substitutes of each 
other (Modigliani & miller, 1958). Howev-
er, market imperfections lead to consider-
able wedge between the decision to 
finance from internal sources and 
external sources and make the decision 
related to capital structure relevant for 
valuation of firms (Vanacker and Mani-
gart, 2010). Myers and Majluf (1984) 
tried to count on these inefficiencies of the 
market and added the condition of 
information asymmetry with the assump-
tion of a perfect capital market. The study 
explains how the capital structure of a 
firm, which has asset-in-place and needs 
additional financing for investment oppor-
tunities, is influenced when managers of 
the firms are more informed than outside 
investors and the managers as well as the 
outside investors are aware of the fact. 
Transmitting complete information to 
outside investors is very costly.  
Since, managers cannot provide the 
information to outside investors, informa-
tion is signalled to outside investors 
through decisions taken by them. The 
information asymmetry is perhaps the 
most important source to know why the 
external financing is thought to be more 
costly than the internal one. With this, 
the theory of pecking order came into 
being which posits that there should be 

an order of preferring the sources of 
finance in which the least costly should 
be preferred first. In other words, the 
internal financing should be preferred 
and in case it exhausts, external financ-
ing may be the next option. Availability of 
internal financing can safely avoid the 
need of external financing and be helpful 
to avoid consequences of manager’s 
inside information.
 
External financing (issuing debt or 
equity), on the other hand, may lead to 
asset mispricing at the marketplace 
which will cause a loss of value. The firms 
which have investment opportunities 
may not issue equity as they are aware 
that outside investors may not gauge the 
actual worth of the firm's assets as well 
as the future prospects of growth and the 
shares issued may remain under-priced. 
The growth opportunity increases the 
information asymmetry. Hence, if a firm 
issues new capital, it may signal outside 
investors the bad news (market signal-
ling). The outside investors may perceive 
that the asset in place is overvalued and 
hence, the managers are issuing new 
stocks, because if it had been underval-
ued, they may not have issued new 
shares. Thus, it affects the stock prices of 
the firm. The firm may fail to accept the 
opportunity to invest in a profitable 
project (Underinvestment problem) 
(Rocca et al., 2007). Here, Myers and 
Majluf (1984) argued that in absence of 
internal financing, Debt should be issued 
as it bears less information asymmetry 
and share prices will not be mispriced. In 
comparison to equity, debt bears less cost 
and leads to less information asymmetry 
because debt-contracts are safer as they 
limit the possible amount which the 
debt-holders may lose. Among the debts, 
risk-free debts and secured debts have 
least cost than the unsecured one. The 
main concern of the pecking order theory 
is how to reduce information asymmetry.     

Literature review

This section discusses various significant 
contributions made by researchers on the 
literature of determinants of a firm’s 
capital structure.

Booth et al. (2001) examined the differ-
ence in capital structure of developed and 
developing countries over the period of 10 
years and fund that the firm specific 
determinants of capital structure affect 
the developing countries in the same way 
they affect the developed countries. 
However, the country specific factors 
affect the ratios in different way which 
creates the variation in ratios among the 
countries.

Mishra (2011) investigated the determi-
nants of capital structure of 48 profit 
making PSUs of manufacturing sector. 
The study found the profitability of firms 
was negatively while the growth opportu-
nity and tangibility were positively 
related with leverage. Tax rate had a 
negative coefficient which was against 
the expectations of trade off theory. The 
relationship of profitability and growth 
was according to the pecking order theory 
while that of the tangibility was accord-
ing to the trade-off theory. The effect of 
non-debt tax shield and size of the firms 
were insignificant factor for the period 
observed.

Ali (2011) enquired about the determi-
nants of capital structure for textile 
companies listed on Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The study period extends from 
the year 2006 to 2010 and considered 170 
textile companies. Only long-term debt 
had been used for defining leverage ratio 
and the study found that profitability and 
growth in total assets were negatively 
related with leverage while size of the 
firms, non-debt tax shield and asset tangi-
bility shared a positive relationship with 
leverage.

Serrasqueiro and Caetano (2012) investi-
gated into the practices of determining 

capital structure of SMEs of Portugal 
over the period 1998 to 2005. The study 
found the profitability and age of the 
firms were negatively related to debt 
ratio. The results are consistent with 
pecking order theory. Again, the firms 
were found to be making a considerable 
adjustment towards their target capital 
which proves that the firms also consider 
the trade-off theories. The growth oppor-
tunities and tangibility had insignificant 
relationship with debt ratio for the period 
observed. 

Gonzalez and Gonzalez (2012) examined 
the determinants of capital structure and 
the behaviour of these factors depending 
upon the size of the firms in Spain. The 
results supported both the theories as 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to debt ratio and debt level of 
previous years were positively related 
according to the explanation of the 
trade-off theory. And Growth opportuni-
ty, intangibility and size had positive 
association while profitability had 
negative association with debt ratio 
according to the theory of pecking order. 
However, the study further emphasizes 
that the degree of usage of the theories 
varies across firm size but the direct of 
the relationship remains the same.
Abdeljawad et al. (2013)  advocated the 
presence of trade off theory in financing 
behaviour of Malaysian firms. The study 
found the evidence of target reversion 
behaviour which actually satisfies the 
criteria of adopting trade-off theory. But 
again, for target reversion, the firms may 
balance the costs and benefits of financ-
ing the firm by taking the advantage of 
market situation. Hence, firms may 
deviate from trade off to pecking order or 
say to market timing for financing. 
Overall, the study concludes that with 
differences in size, patterns, leverage 
level in the firms, they may adopt any 
theory or a combination of that for financ-
ing themselves.

 
Handoo and Sharma (2014) examined the 
factors affecting the capital structure of 
870 listed Indian firms from 2001 to 2010. 
Both private as well as government firms 
were considered for analysis. The study 
prepared 3 models with different depend-
ent variables. First model which consid-
ered short term debt as leverage found 
profitability, asset tangibility, size of the 
firm, tax rate and debt servicing capacity 
being the major determinants. Another 
model with long term debt as leverage 
found the profitability, growth, tangibili-
ty, cost of debt, tax rate, and debt servic-
ing capacity as major determinants. 
Third model which considered total debt 
as leverage found all the factors in the 
above models as important determinants 
except the cost of debt.
     
Komera and P.J. (2014) investigated the 
validity of pecking order theory in 
presence of debt concerns. The study 
covers the data of all public listed compa-
nies in India from the year 1992 to 2011. 
The pecking order is expected to be 
performing well for small firms as these 
firms exhibit information asymmetry but 
did not seem to be true in case of small 
firms. Overall, the study found that tangi-
bility and size shared a positive while 
growth and profitability shared a 
negative relationship with leverage. For 
emphasizing the effect of financial deficit, 
it was included in the regression but the 
R-square was remained moreover same 
as before and the signs of all the factors 
also remained unchanged. With this the 
study concluded that pecking order 
doesn’t seem to work well even in case 
where the debt capacity of the firms 
became a concern. Overall, the study 
negates the validity of pecking order 
theory.
Chadha and Sharma (2015) tried to find 
the important determinants of capital 
structure in manufacturing firms with 
special reference to India. The study 

extends over a period of 10 years, from 
2003-04 to 2012-13 and considered 422 
listed firms for analysis. The size and age 
of the firms, asset tangibility, growth, 
profitability, non-debt tax shield and 
business risk were found to be the impor-
tant determinants of capital structure of 
the firms for the observed period. In 
addition, the study also comments that a 
mix of both the trade-off and pecking 
order theories explains the determinants 
of capital structure of these firms.

Harc (2015) examined 500 small and 
medium enterprises in Croatia with data 
from the year 2005 to 2010. The study 
concluded that tangible assets behaved 
differently with short term debt and 
long-term debt. It shared a positive associ-
ation with long term debt and a negative 
association with short term debts. Since 
between the tangibility and leverage, the 
trade-off theory and pecking order 
theories advocates a positive and 
negative signs respectively, the study 
specified that the firms consider trade off 
theory while thinking about the 
long-term financing and consider pecking 
order theory while taking decisions for 
short term financing. 
 
Adair and Adaskou (2015) investigated 
2370 small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) to analyse the determinants of 
their capital structure in order to know 
whether the firms apply the trade-off 
theory or the pecking order theory while 
determining the capital structure. The 
study found that with the increasing age 
of the firms and increased profitability, 
the debt ratio was reduced while the 
growth of the firms had a positive associa-
tion with debt ratio. It signifies the use of 
pecking order theory. Also, the study 
reports that trade credit and guarantee or 
firms had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio which confirms with the 
trade-off theory. The effect of risk which 
varies among different types of industries 

and size were found to be insignificant on 
debt ratio.
 
Rao et al. (2017) investigated the factors 
that determine the capital structure of 
Indian manufacturing firms. The study 
applied panel data analysis and found 
that the depreciation, research & develop-
ment expenditure, and liquidity were 
positively related to the leverage while 
profitability and tangibility were negative-
ly related.

Sofat and Singh (2017) analysed the top 
100 manufacturing companies listed in 
BSE for finding the most significant 
determinants of capital structure in 
India. The study found the profitability 
with a negative relationship to leverage 
while asset composition and business risk 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Firm size was found to be an insignificant 
determinant. Thus, the study found a mix 
of capital structure theories explaining 
the behaviour of the determinants and 
the profitability, asset composition and 
business risk were considered as signifi-
cant determinants of capital structure for 
the observed period.
  
Nasution et al. (2017) examined the 
determinants of capital structure of manu-
facturing companies in Indonesia. The 
study found that the profitability and 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to leverage while the tangibility 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Corporate tax and inflation had insignifi-
cant relationship.
 
Sakr and Bedeir (2019) investigated 
whether the capital structure decisions of 
publicly traded non-financial firms are 
explained by the trade-off theory, pecking 
order theory or the agency cost theory. 
The study concluded that profitability, 
size, tangibility, liquidity, growth, 
business risk and financial flexibility 
were the important determinants of 

capital structure for the selected firms 
and the trade-off theory as well as 
pecking order theory combined explains 
the relationship between the determi-
nants and the leverage.

Simatupang et al. (2019) enquired about 
the capital structure determinants of 
publicly listed non-financial companies in 
Indonesia and found that the profitability 
and tangibility were determining the 
capital structure of the selected firms 
while sales growth and non-debt tax 
shield were not found to be the significant 
determinants. 
 
Sikveland and Zhang (2020) examined 
the sources of leverage for aquaculture 
industry in Norway and considered long 
term debt, short term debt, total debt, 
and liquidity of firms as a proxy of 
leverage. The study found that the listed 
firms have a significant negative relation-
ship with all proxies of leverage as getting 
equity is easier for them and thus, listing 
of firms is also an important variable for 
explaining the sources of capital 
structure. Further, the study reports that 
the proxies of size and profitability of the 
selected firms share a negative relation-
ship with short term as well as total debt 
and tangibility is positively related with 
long term debt and total debt while it 
shares a negative relationship with short 
term debt.

Gharaibeh and Tahat (2020) enquired 
about the factors that explain the level of 
leverage for service companies in Jordan. 
The study considered 45 companies for 
analysis and with panel regression it 
concluded that the size and non-debt tax 
shield had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio while profitability and business 
risk had a negative relationship.

Determinants and their relationship 
with leverage

Profitability- According to the trade-off 
theory, more profitable firms possess 
more debt servicing capacity and hence, 
should issue more debts to take the 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, the theory 
predicts a positive relationship between a 
firm’s profitability level and leverage. The 
pecking order theory suggests that with 
more profitability, a firm will be able to 
accumulate more surpluses which help 
the firm avoid external financing. The 
more profitable a firm, the less it needs to 
go for debt. Thus, pecking order assumes 
a negative relationship between profitabil-
ity and leverage. Studies Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) consid-
ered profitability as a deteminant of 
leverage.

Growth Opportunities- The trade-off 
theory assumes that growth opportuni-
ties come with agency problems between 
owners and creditors. The owners have 
great incentives to under-invest and also 
by asset substitution. Thus, with growth 
opportunities firms may prefer less to 
avoid the costs related to agency problems 
(Fama and French, 2002). The theory 
assumes a negative relationship between 
growth opportunities and leverage. As per 
the pecking order theory, growth opportu-
nities need more financing and the firms 
with less retained earnings may need to 
increase the leverage. Firms with more 
earnings available may create the 
problem of excess cash flow. With this 
excess cash, managers may take advan-
tage of information asymmetry and invest 
in negative- NPV projects that lead to 
more internal benefits to managers while 
firms will lose the value. The problem of 
excess cash may be mitigated by issuing 
more debt which needs regular and fixed 
payments and hence prevent the misuse 
of excess cash by investing in sub-optimal 
projects. Thus, the pecking order theory 
predicts that the firms with more growth 
opportunities will have a positive relation-

ship with leverage. Studies of Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) and Rao 
et al. (2017) considered growth opportuni-
ty as a deteminant of leverage.

Tangibility – The trade-off allows benefits 
of debt to increase and costs of debt to 
reduce. With tangible assets more debt 
can be raised with less cost as tangible 
assets work as collateral and help to 
reduce financial distress. Hence, tangibili-
ty has a positive relationship with 
leverage in the framework of trade-off 
theories. As per the pecking order, more 
tangible assets will help in lesser informa-
tion asymmetry and help in better pricing 
of new issues. Hence, firms may not have 
problems while issuing new equity. Also, 
the firms may retain the capacity to issue 
debt in near future. Thus, pecking order 
predicts a negative relationship of 
leverage with tangibility. Studies of 
Onofrei et al. (2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered tangibility as a 
determinant of leverage.

Liquidity- More liquidity allows more debt 
servicing capacity which leads to more 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, trade-off 
theory predicts a positive relationship 
between liquidity and leverage. But the 
pecking order assumes a negative relation-
ship with leverage and suggests that with 
more liquidity, firms should prefer 
internal financing rather than relying on 
debt. Studies of Onofrei et al. (2015), Rao 
et al.(2017) considered liquidity as a 
determinant of leverage.

NDTS- The non-debt tax shields are 
substitutes of interest cost of debt as they 
also provide tax benefits. With increasing-
ly non-debt tax shields, the incentive of 
receiving tax benefits from interest will be 
lesser and hence it leads to lower levels of 
leverage. Again, the more non-debt tax 

shields are allowed for deduction, the less 
profitability remains. It further leads to 
less debt servicing capacity of the firm. 
Thus, an increase in NDTS reduces the 
benefit of having more leverage. The 
trade-off theory predicts a negative 
relationship between NDTS and leverage. 
In contrast, the pecking order assumes a 
positive relationship. Since NDTS reduces 
the available earnings, it may dent a 
significant portion of internal financing 
and hence, more debt will be issued with 
increasing levels of NDTS.Rao et al. 
(2017) considered NDTS as a determinant 
of leverage.

Size – Larger firms used to be more diversi-
fied and less prone to bankruptcy. 
Debt-holders can be easily attracted 
towards large sized firms with favourable 
costs to firms in comparison to the smaller 
ones. Hence, larger firms have more incen-
tive in debt servicing than the smaller 
firms. The trade-off theory predicts a 
positive relationship between size of the 
firms and leverage. Since the pecking 
order theory finds benefit where informa-
tion asymmetry can be reduced, it favours 
a negative relationship between the two. 
It states that with large size, firms attract 
more regulation and control which in turn 
reduces information asymmetry to a great 
extent. Hence, the size of the firm and 
leverage should reflect a negative relation-
ship. Studies of Fama and French (2002), 
Onofrei et al.(2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered size of the firm 
as a determinant of leverage.

Objective of the study
1. To investigate the impact of growth, 
liquidity, non-debt tax shield, profitabili-
ty, size and tangibility on financial 
leverage of BSE listed auto ancillary 
firms.

2. To examine whether the findings are 

consistent with the pecking-order theory 
or trade-off theory.
 
Author mentioned in the abstract that the 
primary objective of the paper is, but 
between these two objectives we don’t 
know which one is primary objective.
 

Methodology
The primary objective of the study is to 
investigate the impact of growth, liquidi-
ty, non-debt tax shield, profitability, size, 
and tangibility on financial leverage. For 
the purpose of the present study; we have 
considered BSE Group A listed firms 
belonging to the auto ancillaries sector. 
The auto ancillaries sector has 13 firms 
and we have included 10 of them in the 
study whilethree firms are left out due to 
the unavailability of data. The period of 
the study was for the financial year (1st 

April to 31st March) 2013 to 2020. The 
study considered such a time frame in 
order to capture the period after the recov-
ery of the Indian economy from the 
sub-prime crisis. All the data is sourced 
from the money control web site and are in 
INR. The variables and the proxies used 
in the study are summarised in Table 1.

Note: CL is current liabilities, LTD is 
long-term debts, TA is total assets, CA is 
current assets, Dep is depreciation, NPAT 
is net profit after tax, TE is total equity 
and FA is fixed assets.
 
The study employed panel data regression 
to achieve the pre-specified objective of the 
study. To choose between the fixed effects 
model (FE) and the random effects model 
(RE), the Hausman test is applied. The 
null hypothesis of the test is that Random 
Effects model is consistent while the 

alternative hypothesis is that the Fixed 
Effects model is consistent. Thus, if the 
p-value is less than 0.05 we can reject the 
null hypothesis. 

 To investigate the impact of the selected 
variables the following model is framed 
for the regression analysis: 
 
〖LEV〗_(i,t )= β_0+ β_1 〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)+ β_2 〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)+ β_3 〖(NDTS)
〗_(i,t)+ β_4 〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)+ β_5 〖
(SIZE)〗_(i,t)+ β_6 〖(TANG)〗_(i,t)+ ε
_(i,t)

Where, LEVi, t is leverage of the ith firm 
at time t, β0 is the constant, β1 to β6 are 
the coefficients of the independent varia-
bles, GROWi, t is the growth of theith firm 
at time t, LQDi, tis the liquidity of theith 
firm at time t, NDTS i, t is the non-debt 
shield of the ith firm at time t, PROFIT i, 
t is the profitability of the ith firm at time 
t, SIZEi, t is the size of the ith firm at time 
t, TANGi, t is the tangibility of the ith firm 
at time t, εi, t is the error term.
In the first step the summary statistics of 
all the variables viz. mean, standard devia-
tion, skewness and kurtosis are computed. 
Correlation coefficients are computed to 
observe the association between the varia-
bles. 

The granger causality test is applied to 
investigate the direction of causality in 
the short-run. The Hausman test is 
applied to determine whether the fixed 
effect or the random effect is appropriate 
and finally, the regression result is report-
ed.

Discussion
The summary statistics of the variables 
are summarised in Table 2. The mean 
value of leverage, growth, liquidity, 
non-debt tax shield, profitability, size and 
tangibility is 0.3534, 8.7580, 1.7328, 

0.0427, 12.7428, 43.5834 and 0.3369 
respectively. The distribution of leverage, 
liquidity, NDTS, profitability, size and 
tangibility is skewed to the right (positive-
ly skewed) while the distribution of 
growth is skewed to the left (negatively 
skewed). The kurtosis value of all the 
variables is more than 3 which indicates 
that all the variables follow a leptokurtic 
distribution. The Jarque-Bera test 
indicates that at 5 per cent level only tangi-
bility follows normal distribution.

From the correlation analysis (Table 3) all 
the correlation coefficients are less than 
0.8. Further, there is no correlation 
between the independent variables which 
indicates that the problem of multicolline-
arity does not exist and all the independ-
ent variables can be used for the purpose 
of regression analysis simultaneously. 
(needs further clarification) 

Source: Author’s Own calculation
t-stat in [] and p-value in ()

The output of granger causality test is 
presented in Table 4. From the table it can 
be observed that uni-directional causality 
exists between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage which indicates 
that liquidity and profitability improves 
the prediction of leverage in the regres-
sion model.

The output of the regression analysis is 
presented in table 5. From the table it can 
be observed that the idiosyncratic error 
(Rho) is more than 64 per cent which 
suggests that it is better to apply panel 
data regression then pooled regression. 

The study applied both the method of 
panel data regression i.e. fixed effect and 
random effect. The best model is selected 
on the basis of the result of Hausman test.

 
The output of the Hausman test (see Table 
6) supports the random effects model and, 
thus, the rest of the regression analysis 
will be based on the random effect model 
only.The regression equation of the 
determinants of capital structure for BSE 
listed auto ancillaries firms is given below:

LEV〗_(i,t )= 0.5673+ 0.0005〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)- 0.0823〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)- 0.6209〖
(NDTS)〗_(i,t)- 0.0029〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)- 
0.0001〖(SIZE)〗_(i,t)- 0.0222〖(TANG)
〗_(i,t)+ ε_(i,t)

The regression result shows that liquidity 
and profitability are the independent 

variables which significantly affect the 
leverage of the firm. Both the coefficient of 
liquidity and profitability is negative and 
statistically significant at 5 per cent and 
10 per cent level, respectively. The 
negative sign of the coefficient of liquidity 
supports the pecking order theory which 
postulates that firms which maintain 
comfortable liquidity position finance 
through internal funds and rely less on 
debt. Further, the negative sign of the 
coefficient of profitability also supports 
the pecking order theory. Thus, as per the 
theory a firm earning high profits finance 
through internal funding and would avoid 
outside financing. The negative relation-
ship between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage is in line with 
the findings of Serrasqueiro and Caetano 
(2012), Adair and Adaskou (2015) and 
Nasutionet al. (2017). The coefficient sign 
of growth is positive but insignificant. The 
positive relationship between leverage 
and growth is in consistent with the 
pecking order theory and is in line with 
the findings of Mishra (2011) and Adair 
and Adaskou (2015). Thus, according to 
the theory a growing firm with insufficient 
internal funding will prefer to issue debt 
instead of equity shares to meet the financ-
ing requirements. As per the theory issue 
of equity shares by a growing firm will 
signal the investors that the equity shares 
are overvalued and may result in massive 
sell-off. The negative relationship 
between the firm’s leverage and the 
non-debt tax shield derived in the study 
supports the trade-off theory and is in line 
with the results of Gonzalez and Gonzalez 
(2012) and Nasutionet al. (2017). The 
trade-off theory theorises a positive 
relationship between size and the firm’s 
leverage. According to the theory as a firm 
grows, its profitability also increases 
which in turn reduces the firm’s probabili-
ty of bankruptcy. Thus, larger firms have 
easy access to debt as compared to smaller 

firms. On the other hand, the pecking 
order theory supports the negative 
relationship between size and leverage. 
The present study found a negative 
relationship between size and leverage 
which is consistent with the pecking order 
theory. The regression equation shows 
that the relationship between tangibility 
and leverage is negative and insignificant. 
The negative coefficient of tangibility 
supports the pecking order theory. Accord-
ing to the theory as firm’s tangible assets 
to total assets ratio improves the informa-
tion asymmetry reduces, thus, making 
equity issuance less costly. In other words, 
firm’s with higher tangible assets to total 
assets ratio have lower leverage.

The value of Adj. R2 is 0.1578 which 
indicates that around 16 per cent of the 
variation in leverage can be explained by 
the independent variables. The F-statistic 
is significant which suggests that the 
model fits the data significantly. Further, 
the value of the Durbin-Watson statistic is 
close to 2 which suggest that the problem 
of autocorrelation do not exist in the 
residuals.
  
Conclusion
The present study investigated the 
determinants of leverage with reference to 
BSE listed auto ancillary companies. The 
study covered a period of 8 financial years 
and employed correlation analysis, grang-
er causality test and panel regression to 
analyse the data.The correlation analysis 
shows that leverage is positively correlat-
ed with growth, NDTS and tangibility 
while leverage is negatively correlated 
with liquidity, profitability and size. The 
correlation analysis further indicates that 
the multicollinearity problem does not 
exist between the independent variables. 
The result of the granger causality test 
suggests that unidirectional causality 
exists between liquidity and firm’s 

leverage and profitability and firm’s 
leverage. The study applied Hausman test 
to determine whether the fixed effect 
model or the random effect model is appro-
priate. The result of the Hausman test 
suggests that the random effect model is 
appropriate for the present study. The 
regression equation explains 16 per cent 
of the variation in leverage. The regres-
sion further reveals that liquidity and 
profitability have significant negative 
relationship with leverage while the 
coefficient of NDTS, tangibility, size is 
also found to be negative but insignificant. 
The regression equation suggests that 
growth of the firm has positive impact on 
the firm’s leverage. The regression 
coefficients of liquidity, profitability, 
growth, size and tangibility supports the 
pecking order theory while the regression 
coefficient of NDTS supports the trade-off 
theory.

The present study used a single leverage 
proxy; however, running separate regres-
sions with multiple leverage proxies and 
comparing the results could have been a 
better approach and may come up with 
new in-sights.
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The decision of capital structure is 
related to the distribution of sources of 
finance in such a way that maximizes the 
value of a firm. The seminal paper Modig-
liani and Miller (1958) assumed a 
complete and perfect capital market and 
suggested that the capital structure 
theories are irrelevant in determining 
the value of a firm. The irrelevance 
theory of capital structure raised a 
debate on capital structure theories. The 
assumption of a perfect capital market is, 
basically, an ideal scenario where all 
securities are fairly priced without any 
market friction. It was a normative 
theory that was the basis of many other 

theories that tried to incorporate some of 
the actual market frictions and explain 
how these help in determining the capital 
structure of a firm and led the debate 
towards a positive theory. A comprehen-
sive theory which covers all aspects of 
financing behaviour does not exist. The 
trade-off theory, market timing theory, 
signalling theory, agency cost theory, free 
cash flow theory, pecking order theory 
are the theories that try to explain the 
variation in leverage of different firms. 
These theories are results of the devia-
tions from the perfect market assumption 
and tried to explain the behaviour of 
firms while making capital structure 

decisions in the presence of the imperfec-
tions or frictions of the market. According 
to the general trade-off theory, a firm 
which needs funds to finance an invest-
ment opportunity will trade-off between 
the costs and benefit of having leverage 
in the capital structure and accordingly 
decide the optimum level of leverage 
(Ikpesu and Eboiyehi, 2018; Fama and 
French, 2002). The agency cost of theory 
assumes that the separation of owner-
ship and control exerts agency costs on 
the firm (Kochhar, 1996). Managers act 
as agents of equity and debt-holders and 
sometimes take a decision that favours 
only a particular group, not the value of 
the firm. The free cash flow anomaly 
explains how the availability of extra 
funds makes managers takes suboptimal 
decisions that favour them and create a 
cost to the firm. The idea of market 
timing theory explains that a firm can 
take advantage of the market perfor-
mance and issue the shares accordingly. 
The signalling theory explains that due 
to information asymmetry the outside 
investors may not be able to gauge the 
actual worth of the firm or the invest-
ment opportunity for which the firm 
needs financing; they take signals of firm 
value from the decisions taken by the 
firms (Levy and Lazarovich-Porat, 1995). 
In contrast to the trade-off theory, the 
pecking order theory suggests that there 
is no optimal target of leverage (Myers, 
1984). Due to information asymmetry, 
different financing sources bear different 
costs and to maximize the firm value, 
financing sources with less information 
asymmetry should be issued first. The 
theory suggests that firms should first 
employ internal funding, then debt and 
then equity.
 
These theories, in their general forms, 
were not able to explain much variation 
in leverage across firms. The literature 
on capital structure used them combined 
to explain the variation in the capital 
structure of firms. The present article 
will focus on the two main theories, the 

trade-off theory and the pecking order 
theory, and with the help of other 
theories explain the variation in leverage 
across firms. The terms leverage and 
financial leverage have been used 
interchangeably and the proxy for 
leverage is as per the suggestion by Chak-
lader and Chawla (2016).

The study will focus on the auto ancillary 
firms listed on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The Indian auto ancillary 
sector is world’s fourth largest and is 
closely linked to the India automobile 
industry. Further, the Indian auto 
ancillary firms produce items whose 
requirements are recurring in nature. 
Thus, its contribution to GDP and employ-
ment is quite significant.

Theoretical framework 
Trade-off theory
The trade-off theory originates from 
Modigliani and Miller (1958) which 
assumes a perfect and complete capital 
market with no frictions and thus, the 
capital structure decisions are value 
irrelevant. All the financing sources are 
perfect substitutes and the value of the 
levered firm will be equal to the value of 
the unlevered firm. Further, Modigliani 
and Miller (1963) relaxed the assumption 
of a complete and perfect capital market 
with the introduction of corporate taxes 
in the original model. The study consid-
ers the tax benefits of debt and described 
the value of levered firms as the present 
value of tax shield in addition to the 
value of the unlevered firm. Both the 
papers didn’t consider the presence of 
bankruptcy penalties in their theories. 
Kraus and Litzenberger (1973) stated 
that the corporate taxes and bankruptcy 
penalties are central to the positive 
theories which explain the effect of 
leverage on value of the firm. In reality, 
the benefits arising with a tax shield is 
offset by the costs of financial distress 
and the theory which suggests a trade-off 
between the benefits and costs of issuing 
debt for getting an optimal level of 

leverage, named as trade-off theory. The 
tax benefits are observable but the costs 
are not, so it is safer for firms to maintain 
a safety of margin before taking tax 
benefits. Thus, the trade-off theory 
suggests that a firm should issue debt 
only up to the level where the benefits are 
more than or equal to the costs. 

It may be worth noting that getting the 
tax benefits are not the only incentive for 
debt issues. It also relates to mitigating 
the agency costs and free cash flow 
problems. Debt issue generates various 
types of problems and incentives while 
managing the business which leads to 
conflict of interest between managers, 
shareholders, and debt-holders. These 
costs are named as asset substitution 
problems and underinvestment. Debts 
are less risk bearing assets and they are 
issued basically for less risky invest-
ments than equity. Sometimes managers 
act in the favour of shareholders by 
issuing debts and use the proceedings to 
invest in more risky projects than the 
debt was contracted for. Since, debt-hold-
ers anticipate these behaviours they 
demand higher premiums on their debts 
increasing the cost of capital. This is 
known as asset substitution problem as it 
exchanges the lower risky investments 
for higher-risky investment. Firms may 
use asset substitution to please share-
holders. It may increase the value of 
shareholders but damages the debt-hold-
ers and thus, value of the firm may be 
unaffected by the move. The problem of 
underinvestment through agency 
problems arises when firms take 
decisions to not undertake a profitable 
project (a positive NPV project) because 
the profits will be partly shared by the 
debt-holders while the risk is borne by 
the equity-holders. It is a cost to the 
value of a firm. Managers take the 
decision to under-invest especially when 
risky debts are present in the market. 
The success of a profitable project may 
lead to higher valuation of debts at the 
cost of shareholders. These costs prevent 

firms from issuing more debts. 
 
The main concern of the trade-off theory 
is to search for the ways which help in 
reducing the costs of debt issue and 
increasing the benefits of it. The static 
version of trade off theory assumes an 
optimum level of debt which a firm chose 
according to its costs and benefits. The 
dynamic trade off theory assumes that 
although the firms choose their target 
levels but they deviate from their target 
and again try to adjust the debt level to 
reach their targets. 
Pecking order theory

The assumption of perfect capital 
markets leads the financing decisions 
value irrelevant and makes the internal 
and external financing substitutes of each 
other (Modigliani & miller, 1958). Howev-
er, market imperfections lead to consider-
able wedge between the decision to 
finance from internal sources and 
external sources and make the decision 
related to capital structure relevant for 
valuation of firms (Vanacker and Mani-
gart, 2010). Myers and Majluf (1984) 
tried to count on these inefficiencies of the 
market and added the condition of 
information asymmetry with the assump-
tion of a perfect capital market. The study 
explains how the capital structure of a 
firm, which has asset-in-place and needs 
additional financing for investment oppor-
tunities, is influenced when managers of 
the firms are more informed than outside 
investors and the managers as well as the 
outside investors are aware of the fact. 
Transmitting complete information to 
outside investors is very costly.  
Since, managers cannot provide the 
information to outside investors, informa-
tion is signalled to outside investors 
through decisions taken by them. The 
information asymmetry is perhaps the 
most important source to know why the 
external financing is thought to be more 
costly than the internal one. With this, 
the theory of pecking order came into 
being which posits that there should be 

an order of preferring the sources of 
finance in which the least costly should 
be preferred first. In other words, the 
internal financing should be preferred 
and in case it exhausts, external financ-
ing may be the next option. Availability of 
internal financing can safely avoid the 
need of external financing and be helpful 
to avoid consequences of manager’s 
inside information.
 
External financing (issuing debt or 
equity), on the other hand, may lead to 
asset mispricing at the marketplace 
which will cause a loss of value. The firms 
which have investment opportunities 
may not issue equity as they are aware 
that outside investors may not gauge the 
actual worth of the firm's assets as well 
as the future prospects of growth and the 
shares issued may remain under-priced. 
The growth opportunity increases the 
information asymmetry. Hence, if a firm 
issues new capital, it may signal outside 
investors the bad news (market signal-
ling). The outside investors may perceive 
that the asset in place is overvalued and 
hence, the managers are issuing new 
stocks, because if it had been underval-
ued, they may not have issued new 
shares. Thus, it affects the stock prices of 
the firm. The firm may fail to accept the 
opportunity to invest in a profitable 
project (Underinvestment problem) 
(Rocca et al., 2007). Here, Myers and 
Majluf (1984) argued that in absence of 
internal financing, Debt should be issued 
as it bears less information asymmetry 
and share prices will not be mispriced. In 
comparison to equity, debt bears less cost 
and leads to less information asymmetry 
because debt-contracts are safer as they 
limit the possible amount which the 
debt-holders may lose. Among the debts, 
risk-free debts and secured debts have 
least cost than the unsecured one. The 
main concern of the pecking order theory 
is how to reduce information asymmetry.     

Literature review

This section discusses various significant 
contributions made by researchers on the 
literature of determinants of a firm’s 
capital structure.

Booth et al. (2001) examined the differ-
ence in capital structure of developed and 
developing countries over the period of 10 
years and fund that the firm specific 
determinants of capital structure affect 
the developing countries in the same way 
they affect the developed countries. 
However, the country specific factors 
affect the ratios in different way which 
creates the variation in ratios among the 
countries.

Mishra (2011) investigated the determi-
nants of capital structure of 48 profit 
making PSUs of manufacturing sector. 
The study found the profitability of firms 
was negatively while the growth opportu-
nity and tangibility were positively 
related with leverage. Tax rate had a 
negative coefficient which was against 
the expectations of trade off theory. The 
relationship of profitability and growth 
was according to the pecking order theory 
while that of the tangibility was accord-
ing to the trade-off theory. The effect of 
non-debt tax shield and size of the firms 
were insignificant factor for the period 
observed.

Ali (2011) enquired about the determi-
nants of capital structure for textile 
companies listed on Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The study period extends from 
the year 2006 to 2010 and considered 170 
textile companies. Only long-term debt 
had been used for defining leverage ratio 
and the study found that profitability and 
growth in total assets were negatively 
related with leverage while size of the 
firms, non-debt tax shield and asset tangi-
bility shared a positive relationship with 
leverage.

Serrasqueiro and Caetano (2012) investi-
gated into the practices of determining 

capital structure of SMEs of Portugal 
over the period 1998 to 2005. The study 
found the profitability and age of the 
firms were negatively related to debt 
ratio. The results are consistent with 
pecking order theory. Again, the firms 
were found to be making a considerable 
adjustment towards their target capital 
which proves that the firms also consider 
the trade-off theories. The growth oppor-
tunities and tangibility had insignificant 
relationship with debt ratio for the period 
observed. 

Gonzalez and Gonzalez (2012) examined 
the determinants of capital structure and 
the behaviour of these factors depending 
upon the size of the firms in Spain. The 
results supported both the theories as 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to debt ratio and debt level of 
previous years were positively related 
according to the explanation of the 
trade-off theory. And Growth opportuni-
ty, intangibility and size had positive 
association while profitability had 
negative association with debt ratio 
according to the theory of pecking order. 
However, the study further emphasizes 
that the degree of usage of the theories 
varies across firm size but the direct of 
the relationship remains the same.
Abdeljawad et al. (2013)  advocated the 
presence of trade off theory in financing 
behaviour of Malaysian firms. The study 
found the evidence of target reversion 
behaviour which actually satisfies the 
criteria of adopting trade-off theory. But 
again, for target reversion, the firms may 
balance the costs and benefits of financ-
ing the firm by taking the advantage of 
market situation. Hence, firms may 
deviate from trade off to pecking order or 
say to market timing for financing. 
Overall, the study concludes that with 
differences in size, patterns, leverage 
level in the firms, they may adopt any 
theory or a combination of that for financ-
ing themselves.

 
Handoo and Sharma (2014) examined the 
factors affecting the capital structure of 
870 listed Indian firms from 2001 to 2010. 
Both private as well as government firms 
were considered for analysis. The study 
prepared 3 models with different depend-
ent variables. First model which consid-
ered short term debt as leverage found 
profitability, asset tangibility, size of the 
firm, tax rate and debt servicing capacity 
being the major determinants. Another 
model with long term debt as leverage 
found the profitability, growth, tangibili-
ty, cost of debt, tax rate, and debt servic-
ing capacity as major determinants. 
Third model which considered total debt 
as leverage found all the factors in the 
above models as important determinants 
except the cost of debt.
     
Komera and P.J. (2014) investigated the 
validity of pecking order theory in 
presence of debt concerns. The study 
covers the data of all public listed compa-
nies in India from the year 1992 to 2011. 
The pecking order is expected to be 
performing well for small firms as these 
firms exhibit information asymmetry but 
did not seem to be true in case of small 
firms. Overall, the study found that tangi-
bility and size shared a positive while 
growth and profitability shared a 
negative relationship with leverage. For 
emphasizing the effect of financial deficit, 
it was included in the regression but the 
R-square was remained moreover same 
as before and the signs of all the factors 
also remained unchanged. With this the 
study concluded that pecking order 
doesn’t seem to work well even in case 
where the debt capacity of the firms 
became a concern. Overall, the study 
negates the validity of pecking order 
theory.
Chadha and Sharma (2015) tried to find 
the important determinants of capital 
structure in manufacturing firms with 
special reference to India. The study 

extends over a period of 10 years, from 
2003-04 to 2012-13 and considered 422 
listed firms for analysis. The size and age 
of the firms, asset tangibility, growth, 
profitability, non-debt tax shield and 
business risk were found to be the impor-
tant determinants of capital structure of 
the firms for the observed period. In 
addition, the study also comments that a 
mix of both the trade-off and pecking 
order theories explains the determinants 
of capital structure of these firms.

Harc (2015) examined 500 small and 
medium enterprises in Croatia with data 
from the year 2005 to 2010. The study 
concluded that tangible assets behaved 
differently with short term debt and 
long-term debt. It shared a positive associ-
ation with long term debt and a negative 
association with short term debts. Since 
between the tangibility and leverage, the 
trade-off theory and pecking order 
theories advocates a positive and 
negative signs respectively, the study 
specified that the firms consider trade off 
theory while thinking about the 
long-term financing and consider pecking 
order theory while taking decisions for 
short term financing. 
 
Adair and Adaskou (2015) investigated 
2370 small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) to analyse the determinants of 
their capital structure in order to know 
whether the firms apply the trade-off 
theory or the pecking order theory while 
determining the capital structure. The 
study found that with the increasing age 
of the firms and increased profitability, 
the debt ratio was reduced while the 
growth of the firms had a positive associa-
tion with debt ratio. It signifies the use of 
pecking order theory. Also, the study 
reports that trade credit and guarantee or 
firms had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio which confirms with the 
trade-off theory. The effect of risk which 
varies among different types of industries 

and size were found to be insignificant on 
debt ratio.
 
Rao et al. (2017) investigated the factors 
that determine the capital structure of 
Indian manufacturing firms. The study 
applied panel data analysis and found 
that the depreciation, research & develop-
ment expenditure, and liquidity were 
positively related to the leverage while 
profitability and tangibility were negative-
ly related.

Sofat and Singh (2017) analysed the top 
100 manufacturing companies listed in 
BSE for finding the most significant 
determinants of capital structure in 
India. The study found the profitability 
with a negative relationship to leverage 
while asset composition and business risk 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Firm size was found to be an insignificant 
determinant. Thus, the study found a mix 
of capital structure theories explaining 
the behaviour of the determinants and 
the profitability, asset composition and 
business risk were considered as signifi-
cant determinants of capital structure for 
the observed period.
  
Nasution et al. (2017) examined the 
determinants of capital structure of manu-
facturing companies in Indonesia. The 
study found that the profitability and 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to leverage while the tangibility 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Corporate tax and inflation had insignifi-
cant relationship.
 
Sakr and Bedeir (2019) investigated 
whether the capital structure decisions of 
publicly traded non-financial firms are 
explained by the trade-off theory, pecking 
order theory or the agency cost theory. 
The study concluded that profitability, 
size, tangibility, liquidity, growth, 
business risk and financial flexibility 
were the important determinants of 

capital structure for the selected firms 
and the trade-off theory as well as 
pecking order theory combined explains 
the relationship between the determi-
nants and the leverage.

Simatupang et al. (2019) enquired about 
the capital structure determinants of 
publicly listed non-financial companies in 
Indonesia and found that the profitability 
and tangibility were determining the 
capital structure of the selected firms 
while sales growth and non-debt tax 
shield were not found to be the significant 
determinants. 
 
Sikveland and Zhang (2020) examined 
the sources of leverage for aquaculture 
industry in Norway and considered long 
term debt, short term debt, total debt, 
and liquidity of firms as a proxy of 
leverage. The study found that the listed 
firms have a significant negative relation-
ship with all proxies of leverage as getting 
equity is easier for them and thus, listing 
of firms is also an important variable for 
explaining the sources of capital 
structure. Further, the study reports that 
the proxies of size and profitability of the 
selected firms share a negative relation-
ship with short term as well as total debt 
and tangibility is positively related with 
long term debt and total debt while it 
shares a negative relationship with short 
term debt.

Gharaibeh and Tahat (2020) enquired 
about the factors that explain the level of 
leverage for service companies in Jordan. 
The study considered 45 companies for 
analysis and with panel regression it 
concluded that the size and non-debt tax 
shield had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio while profitability and business 
risk had a negative relationship.

Determinants and their relationship 
with leverage

Profitability- According to the trade-off 
theory, more profitable firms possess 
more debt servicing capacity and hence, 
should issue more debts to take the 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, the theory 
predicts a positive relationship between a 
firm’s profitability level and leverage. The 
pecking order theory suggests that with 
more profitability, a firm will be able to 
accumulate more surpluses which help 
the firm avoid external financing. The 
more profitable a firm, the less it needs to 
go for debt. Thus, pecking order assumes 
a negative relationship between profitabil-
ity and leverage. Studies Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) consid-
ered profitability as a deteminant of 
leverage.

Growth Opportunities- The trade-off 
theory assumes that growth opportuni-
ties come with agency problems between 
owners and creditors. The owners have 
great incentives to under-invest and also 
by asset substitution. Thus, with growth 
opportunities firms may prefer less to 
avoid the costs related to agency problems 
(Fama and French, 2002). The theory 
assumes a negative relationship between 
growth opportunities and leverage. As per 
the pecking order theory, growth opportu-
nities need more financing and the firms 
with less retained earnings may need to 
increase the leverage. Firms with more 
earnings available may create the 
problem of excess cash flow. With this 
excess cash, managers may take advan-
tage of information asymmetry and invest 
in negative- NPV projects that lead to 
more internal benefits to managers while 
firms will lose the value. The problem of 
excess cash may be mitigated by issuing 
more debt which needs regular and fixed 
payments and hence prevent the misuse 
of excess cash by investing in sub-optimal 
projects. Thus, the pecking order theory 
predicts that the firms with more growth 
opportunities will have a positive relation-

ship with leverage. Studies of Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) and Rao 
et al. (2017) considered growth opportuni-
ty as a deteminant of leverage.

Tangibility – The trade-off allows benefits 
of debt to increase and costs of debt to 
reduce. With tangible assets more debt 
can be raised with less cost as tangible 
assets work as collateral and help to 
reduce financial distress. Hence, tangibili-
ty has a positive relationship with 
leverage in the framework of trade-off 
theories. As per the pecking order, more 
tangible assets will help in lesser informa-
tion asymmetry and help in better pricing 
of new issues. Hence, firms may not have 
problems while issuing new equity. Also, 
the firms may retain the capacity to issue 
debt in near future. Thus, pecking order 
predicts a negative relationship of 
leverage with tangibility. Studies of 
Onofrei et al. (2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered tangibility as a 
determinant of leverage.

Liquidity- More liquidity allows more debt 
servicing capacity which leads to more 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, trade-off 
theory predicts a positive relationship 
between liquidity and leverage. But the 
pecking order assumes a negative relation-
ship with leverage and suggests that with 
more liquidity, firms should prefer 
internal financing rather than relying on 
debt. Studies of Onofrei et al. (2015), Rao 
et al.(2017) considered liquidity as a 
determinant of leverage.

NDTS- The non-debt tax shields are 
substitutes of interest cost of debt as they 
also provide tax benefits. With increasing-
ly non-debt tax shields, the incentive of 
receiving tax benefits from interest will be 
lesser and hence it leads to lower levels of 
leverage. Again, the more non-debt tax 

shields are allowed for deduction, the less 
profitability remains. It further leads to 
less debt servicing capacity of the firm. 
Thus, an increase in NDTS reduces the 
benefit of having more leverage. The 
trade-off theory predicts a negative 
relationship between NDTS and leverage. 
In contrast, the pecking order assumes a 
positive relationship. Since NDTS reduces 
the available earnings, it may dent a 
significant portion of internal financing 
and hence, more debt will be issued with 
increasing levels of NDTS.Rao et al. 
(2017) considered NDTS as a determinant 
of leverage.

Size – Larger firms used to be more diversi-
fied and less prone to bankruptcy. 
Debt-holders can be easily attracted 
towards large sized firms with favourable 
costs to firms in comparison to the smaller 
ones. Hence, larger firms have more incen-
tive in debt servicing than the smaller 
firms. The trade-off theory predicts a 
positive relationship between size of the 
firms and leverage. Since the pecking 
order theory finds benefit where informa-
tion asymmetry can be reduced, it favours 
a negative relationship between the two. 
It states that with large size, firms attract 
more regulation and control which in turn 
reduces information asymmetry to a great 
extent. Hence, the size of the firm and 
leverage should reflect a negative relation-
ship. Studies of Fama and French (2002), 
Onofrei et al.(2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered size of the firm 
as a determinant of leverage.

Objective of the study
1. To investigate the impact of growth, 
liquidity, non-debt tax shield, profitabili-
ty, size and tangibility on financial 
leverage of BSE listed auto ancillary 
firms.

2. To examine whether the findings are 

consistent with the pecking-order theory 
or trade-off theory.
 
Author mentioned in the abstract that the 
primary objective of the paper is, but 
between these two objectives we don’t 
know which one is primary objective.
 

Methodology
The primary objective of the study is to 
investigate the impact of growth, liquidi-
ty, non-debt tax shield, profitability, size, 
and tangibility on financial leverage. For 
the purpose of the present study; we have 
considered BSE Group A listed firms 
belonging to the auto ancillaries sector. 
The auto ancillaries sector has 13 firms 
and we have included 10 of them in the 
study whilethree firms are left out due to 
the unavailability of data. The period of 
the study was for the financial year (1st 

April to 31st March) 2013 to 2020. The 
study considered such a time frame in 
order to capture the period after the recov-
ery of the Indian economy from the 
sub-prime crisis. All the data is sourced 
from the money control web site and are in 
INR. The variables and the proxies used 
in the study are summarised in Table 1.

Note: CL is current liabilities, LTD is 
long-term debts, TA is total assets, CA is 
current assets, Dep is depreciation, NPAT 
is net profit after tax, TE is total equity 
and FA is fixed assets.
 
The study employed panel data regression 
to achieve the pre-specified objective of the 
study. To choose between the fixed effects 
model (FE) and the random effects model 
(RE), the Hausman test is applied. The 
null hypothesis of the test is that Random 
Effects model is consistent while the 

alternative hypothesis is that the Fixed 
Effects model is consistent. Thus, if the 
p-value is less than 0.05 we can reject the 
null hypothesis. 

 To investigate the impact of the selected 
variables the following model is framed 
for the regression analysis: 
 
〖LEV〗_(i,t )= β_0+ β_1 〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)+ β_2 〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)+ β_3 〖(NDTS)
〗_(i,t)+ β_4 〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)+ β_5 〖
(SIZE)〗_(i,t)+ β_6 〖(TANG)〗_(i,t)+ ε
_(i,t)

Where, LEVi, t is leverage of the ith firm 
at time t, β0 is the constant, β1 to β6 are 
the coefficients of the independent varia-
bles, GROWi, t is the growth of theith firm 
at time t, LQDi, tis the liquidity of theith 
firm at time t, NDTS i, t is the non-debt 
shield of the ith firm at time t, PROFIT i, 
t is the profitability of the ith firm at time 
t, SIZEi, t is the size of the ith firm at time 
t, TANGi, t is the tangibility of the ith firm 
at time t, εi, t is the error term.
In the first step the summary statistics of 
all the variables viz. mean, standard devia-
tion, skewness and kurtosis are computed. 
Correlation coefficients are computed to 
observe the association between the varia-
bles. 

The granger causality test is applied to 
investigate the direction of causality in 
the short-run. The Hausman test is 
applied to determine whether the fixed 
effect or the random effect is appropriate 
and finally, the regression result is report-
ed.

Discussion
The summary statistics of the variables 
are summarised in Table 2. The mean 
value of leverage, growth, liquidity, 
non-debt tax shield, profitability, size and 
tangibility is 0.3534, 8.7580, 1.7328, 

0.0427, 12.7428, 43.5834 and 0.3369 
respectively. The distribution of leverage, 
liquidity, NDTS, profitability, size and 
tangibility is skewed to the right (positive-
ly skewed) while the distribution of 
growth is skewed to the left (negatively 
skewed). The kurtosis value of all the 
variables is more than 3 which indicates 
that all the variables follow a leptokurtic 
distribution. The Jarque-Bera test 
indicates that at 5 per cent level only tangi-
bility follows normal distribution.

From the correlation analysis (Table 3) all 
the correlation coefficients are less than 
0.8. Further, there is no correlation 
between the independent variables which 
indicates that the problem of multicolline-
arity does not exist and all the independ-
ent variables can be used for the purpose 
of regression analysis simultaneously. 
(needs further clarification) 

Source: Author’s Own calculation
t-stat in [] and p-value in ()

The output of granger causality test is 
presented in Table 4. From the table it can 
be observed that uni-directional causality 
exists between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage which indicates 
that liquidity and profitability improves 
the prediction of leverage in the regres-
sion model.

The output of the regression analysis is 
presented in table 5. From the table it can 
be observed that the idiosyncratic error 
(Rho) is more than 64 per cent which 
suggests that it is better to apply panel 
data regression then pooled regression. 

The study applied both the method of 
panel data regression i.e. fixed effect and 
random effect. The best model is selected 
on the basis of the result of Hausman test.

 
The output of the Hausman test (see Table 
6) supports the random effects model and, 
thus, the rest of the regression analysis 
will be based on the random effect model 
only.The regression equation of the 
determinants of capital structure for BSE 
listed auto ancillaries firms is given below:

LEV〗_(i,t )= 0.5673+ 0.0005〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)- 0.0823〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)- 0.6209〖
(NDTS)〗_(i,t)- 0.0029〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)- 
0.0001〖(SIZE)〗_(i,t)- 0.0222〖(TANG)
〗_(i,t)+ ε_(i,t)

The regression result shows that liquidity 
and profitability are the independent 

variables which significantly affect the 
leverage of the firm. Both the coefficient of 
liquidity and profitability is negative and 
statistically significant at 5 per cent and 
10 per cent level, respectively. The 
negative sign of the coefficient of liquidity 
supports the pecking order theory which 
postulates that firms which maintain 
comfortable liquidity position finance 
through internal funds and rely less on 
debt. Further, the negative sign of the 
coefficient of profitability also supports 
the pecking order theory. Thus, as per the 
theory a firm earning high profits finance 
through internal funding and would avoid 
outside financing. The negative relation-
ship between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage is in line with 
the findings of Serrasqueiro and Caetano 
(2012), Adair and Adaskou (2015) and 
Nasutionet al. (2017). The coefficient sign 
of growth is positive but insignificant. The 
positive relationship between leverage 
and growth is in consistent with the 
pecking order theory and is in line with 
the findings of Mishra (2011) and Adair 
and Adaskou (2015). Thus, according to 
the theory a growing firm with insufficient 
internal funding will prefer to issue debt 
instead of equity shares to meet the financ-
ing requirements. As per the theory issue 
of equity shares by a growing firm will 
signal the investors that the equity shares 
are overvalued and may result in massive 
sell-off. The negative relationship 
between the firm’s leverage and the 
non-debt tax shield derived in the study 
supports the trade-off theory and is in line 
with the results of Gonzalez and Gonzalez 
(2012) and Nasutionet al. (2017). The 
trade-off theory theorises a positive 
relationship between size and the firm’s 
leverage. According to the theory as a firm 
grows, its profitability also increases 
which in turn reduces the firm’s probabili-
ty of bankruptcy. Thus, larger firms have 
easy access to debt as compared to smaller 

firms. On the other hand, the pecking 
order theory supports the negative 
relationship between size and leverage. 
The present study found a negative 
relationship between size and leverage 
which is consistent with the pecking order 
theory. The regression equation shows 
that the relationship between tangibility 
and leverage is negative and insignificant. 
The negative coefficient of tangibility 
supports the pecking order theory. Accord-
ing to the theory as firm’s tangible assets 
to total assets ratio improves the informa-
tion asymmetry reduces, thus, making 
equity issuance less costly. In other words, 
firm’s with higher tangible assets to total 
assets ratio have lower leverage.

The value of Adj. R2 is 0.1578 which 
indicates that around 16 per cent of the 
variation in leverage can be explained by 
the independent variables. The F-statistic 
is significant which suggests that the 
model fits the data significantly. Further, 
the value of the Durbin-Watson statistic is 
close to 2 which suggest that the problem 
of autocorrelation do not exist in the 
residuals.
  
Conclusion
The present study investigated the 
determinants of leverage with reference to 
BSE listed auto ancillary companies. The 
study covered a period of 8 financial years 
and employed correlation analysis, grang-
er causality test and panel regression to 
analyse the data.The correlation analysis 
shows that leverage is positively correlat-
ed with growth, NDTS and tangibility 
while leverage is negatively correlated 
with liquidity, profitability and size. The 
correlation analysis further indicates that 
the multicollinearity problem does not 
exist between the independent variables. 
The result of the granger causality test 
suggests that unidirectional causality 
exists between liquidity and firm’s 

leverage and profitability and firm’s 
leverage. The study applied Hausman test 
to determine whether the fixed effect 
model or the random effect model is appro-
priate. The result of the Hausman test 
suggests that the random effect model is 
appropriate for the present study. The 
regression equation explains 16 per cent 
of the variation in leverage. The regres-
sion further reveals that liquidity and 
profitability have significant negative 
relationship with leverage while the 
coefficient of NDTS, tangibility, size is 
also found to be negative but insignificant. 
The regression equation suggests that 
growth of the firm has positive impact on 
the firm’s leverage. The regression 
coefficients of liquidity, profitability, 
growth, size and tangibility supports the 
pecking order theory while the regression 
coefficient of NDTS supports the trade-off 
theory.

The present study used a single leverage 
proxy; however, running separate regres-
sions with multiple leverage proxies and 
comparing the results could have been a 
better approach and may come up with 
new in-sights.
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 GROW does not Granger Cause LEV  0.04298 0.8364 

 LEV does not Granger Cause GROW  0.02779 0.8681 

 LQD does not Granger Cause LEV  8.87167 0.0040 

 LEVdoes not Granger Cause LQD  0.20943 0.6487 

 NDTS does not Granger Cause LEV  0.08633 0.7698 

 LEV does not Granger Cause NDTS  0.65998 0.4194 

 PROFIT does not Granger Cause LEV  4.68489 0.0340 

 LEV does not Granger Cause PROFIT  0.54286 0.4638 

 SIZE does not Granger Cause LEV  0.02727 0.8693 

 LEV does not Granger Cause SIZE  0.02566 0.8732 

 TANG does not Granger Cause LEV  0.32779 0.5689 

 LEV does not Granger Cause TANG  1.02067 0.3160 
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The decision of capital structure is 
related to the distribution of sources of 
finance in such a way that maximizes the 
value of a firm. The seminal paper Modig-
liani and Miller (1958) assumed a 
complete and perfect capital market and 
suggested that the capital structure 
theories are irrelevant in determining 
the value of a firm. The irrelevance 
theory of capital structure raised a 
debate on capital structure theories. The 
assumption of a perfect capital market is, 
basically, an ideal scenario where all 
securities are fairly priced without any 
market friction. It was a normative 
theory that was the basis of many other 

theories that tried to incorporate some of 
the actual market frictions and explain 
how these help in determining the capital 
structure of a firm and led the debate 
towards a positive theory. A comprehen-
sive theory which covers all aspects of 
financing behaviour does not exist. The 
trade-off theory, market timing theory, 
signalling theory, agency cost theory, free 
cash flow theory, pecking order theory 
are the theories that try to explain the 
variation in leverage of different firms. 
These theories are results of the devia-
tions from the perfect market assumption 
and tried to explain the behaviour of 
firms while making capital structure 

decisions in the presence of the imperfec-
tions or frictions of the market. According 
to the general trade-off theory, a firm 
which needs funds to finance an invest-
ment opportunity will trade-off between 
the costs and benefit of having leverage 
in the capital structure and accordingly 
decide the optimum level of leverage 
(Ikpesu and Eboiyehi, 2018; Fama and 
French, 2002). The agency cost of theory 
assumes that the separation of owner-
ship and control exerts agency costs on 
the firm (Kochhar, 1996). Managers act 
as agents of equity and debt-holders and 
sometimes take a decision that favours 
only a particular group, not the value of 
the firm. The free cash flow anomaly 
explains how the availability of extra 
funds makes managers takes suboptimal 
decisions that favour them and create a 
cost to the firm. The idea of market 
timing theory explains that a firm can 
take advantage of the market perfor-
mance and issue the shares accordingly. 
The signalling theory explains that due 
to information asymmetry the outside 
investors may not be able to gauge the 
actual worth of the firm or the invest-
ment opportunity for which the firm 
needs financing; they take signals of firm 
value from the decisions taken by the 
firms (Levy and Lazarovich-Porat, 1995). 
In contrast to the trade-off theory, the 
pecking order theory suggests that there 
is no optimal target of leverage (Myers, 
1984). Due to information asymmetry, 
different financing sources bear different 
costs and to maximize the firm value, 
financing sources with less information 
asymmetry should be issued first. The 
theory suggests that firms should first 
employ internal funding, then debt and 
then equity.
 
These theories, in their general forms, 
were not able to explain much variation 
in leverage across firms. The literature 
on capital structure used them combined 
to explain the variation in the capital 
structure of firms. The present article 
will focus on the two main theories, the 

trade-off theory and the pecking order 
theory, and with the help of other 
theories explain the variation in leverage 
across firms. The terms leverage and 
financial leverage have been used 
interchangeably and the proxy for 
leverage is as per the suggestion by Chak-
lader and Chawla (2016).

The study will focus on the auto ancillary 
firms listed on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The Indian auto ancillary 
sector is world’s fourth largest and is 
closely linked to the India automobile 
industry. Further, the Indian auto 
ancillary firms produce items whose 
requirements are recurring in nature. 
Thus, its contribution to GDP and employ-
ment is quite significant.

Theoretical framework 
Trade-off theory
The trade-off theory originates from 
Modigliani and Miller (1958) which 
assumes a perfect and complete capital 
market with no frictions and thus, the 
capital structure decisions are value 
irrelevant. All the financing sources are 
perfect substitutes and the value of the 
levered firm will be equal to the value of 
the unlevered firm. Further, Modigliani 
and Miller (1963) relaxed the assumption 
of a complete and perfect capital market 
with the introduction of corporate taxes 
in the original model. The study consid-
ers the tax benefits of debt and described 
the value of levered firms as the present 
value of tax shield in addition to the 
value of the unlevered firm. Both the 
papers didn’t consider the presence of 
bankruptcy penalties in their theories. 
Kraus and Litzenberger (1973) stated 
that the corporate taxes and bankruptcy 
penalties are central to the positive 
theories which explain the effect of 
leverage on value of the firm. In reality, 
the benefits arising with a tax shield is 
offset by the costs of financial distress 
and the theory which suggests a trade-off 
between the benefits and costs of issuing 
debt for getting an optimal level of 

leverage, named as trade-off theory. The 
tax benefits are observable but the costs 
are not, so it is safer for firms to maintain 
a safety of margin before taking tax 
benefits. Thus, the trade-off theory 
suggests that a firm should issue debt 
only up to the level where the benefits are 
more than or equal to the costs. 

It may be worth noting that getting the 
tax benefits are not the only incentive for 
debt issues. It also relates to mitigating 
the agency costs and free cash flow 
problems. Debt issue generates various 
types of problems and incentives while 
managing the business which leads to 
conflict of interest between managers, 
shareholders, and debt-holders. These 
costs are named as asset substitution 
problems and underinvestment. Debts 
are less risk bearing assets and they are 
issued basically for less risky invest-
ments than equity. Sometimes managers 
act in the favour of shareholders by 
issuing debts and use the proceedings to 
invest in more risky projects than the 
debt was contracted for. Since, debt-hold-
ers anticipate these behaviours they 
demand higher premiums on their debts 
increasing the cost of capital. This is 
known as asset substitution problem as it 
exchanges the lower risky investments 
for higher-risky investment. Firms may 
use asset substitution to please share-
holders. It may increase the value of 
shareholders but damages the debt-hold-
ers and thus, value of the firm may be 
unaffected by the move. The problem of 
underinvestment through agency 
problems arises when firms take 
decisions to not undertake a profitable 
project (a positive NPV project) because 
the profits will be partly shared by the 
debt-holders while the risk is borne by 
the equity-holders. It is a cost to the 
value of a firm. Managers take the 
decision to under-invest especially when 
risky debts are present in the market. 
The success of a profitable project may 
lead to higher valuation of debts at the 
cost of shareholders. These costs prevent 

firms from issuing more debts. 
 
The main concern of the trade-off theory 
is to search for the ways which help in 
reducing the costs of debt issue and 
increasing the benefits of it. The static 
version of trade off theory assumes an 
optimum level of debt which a firm chose 
according to its costs and benefits. The 
dynamic trade off theory assumes that 
although the firms choose their target 
levels but they deviate from their target 
and again try to adjust the debt level to 
reach their targets. 
Pecking order theory

The assumption of perfect capital 
markets leads the financing decisions 
value irrelevant and makes the internal 
and external financing substitutes of each 
other (Modigliani & miller, 1958). Howev-
er, market imperfections lead to consider-
able wedge between the decision to 
finance from internal sources and 
external sources and make the decision 
related to capital structure relevant for 
valuation of firms (Vanacker and Mani-
gart, 2010). Myers and Majluf (1984) 
tried to count on these inefficiencies of the 
market and added the condition of 
information asymmetry with the assump-
tion of a perfect capital market. The study 
explains how the capital structure of a 
firm, which has asset-in-place and needs 
additional financing for investment oppor-
tunities, is influenced when managers of 
the firms are more informed than outside 
investors and the managers as well as the 
outside investors are aware of the fact. 
Transmitting complete information to 
outside investors is very costly.  
Since, managers cannot provide the 
information to outside investors, informa-
tion is signalled to outside investors 
through decisions taken by them. The 
information asymmetry is perhaps the 
most important source to know why the 
external financing is thought to be more 
costly than the internal one. With this, 
the theory of pecking order came into 
being which posits that there should be 

an order of preferring the sources of 
finance in which the least costly should 
be preferred first. In other words, the 
internal financing should be preferred 
and in case it exhausts, external financ-
ing may be the next option. Availability of 
internal financing can safely avoid the 
need of external financing and be helpful 
to avoid consequences of manager’s 
inside information.
 
External financing (issuing debt or 
equity), on the other hand, may lead to 
asset mispricing at the marketplace 
which will cause a loss of value. The firms 
which have investment opportunities 
may not issue equity as they are aware 
that outside investors may not gauge the 
actual worth of the firm's assets as well 
as the future prospects of growth and the 
shares issued may remain under-priced. 
The growth opportunity increases the 
information asymmetry. Hence, if a firm 
issues new capital, it may signal outside 
investors the bad news (market signal-
ling). The outside investors may perceive 
that the asset in place is overvalued and 
hence, the managers are issuing new 
stocks, because if it had been underval-
ued, they may not have issued new 
shares. Thus, it affects the stock prices of 
the firm. The firm may fail to accept the 
opportunity to invest in a profitable 
project (Underinvestment problem) 
(Rocca et al., 2007). Here, Myers and 
Majluf (1984) argued that in absence of 
internal financing, Debt should be issued 
as it bears less information asymmetry 
and share prices will not be mispriced. In 
comparison to equity, debt bears less cost 
and leads to less information asymmetry 
because debt-contracts are safer as they 
limit the possible amount which the 
debt-holders may lose. Among the debts, 
risk-free debts and secured debts have 
least cost than the unsecured one. The 
main concern of the pecking order theory 
is how to reduce information asymmetry.     

Literature review

This section discusses various significant 
contributions made by researchers on the 
literature of determinants of a firm’s 
capital structure.

Booth et al. (2001) examined the differ-
ence in capital structure of developed and 
developing countries over the period of 10 
years and fund that the firm specific 
determinants of capital structure affect 
the developing countries in the same way 
they affect the developed countries. 
However, the country specific factors 
affect the ratios in different way which 
creates the variation in ratios among the 
countries.

Mishra (2011) investigated the determi-
nants of capital structure of 48 profit 
making PSUs of manufacturing sector. 
The study found the profitability of firms 
was negatively while the growth opportu-
nity and tangibility were positively 
related with leverage. Tax rate had a 
negative coefficient which was against 
the expectations of trade off theory. The 
relationship of profitability and growth 
was according to the pecking order theory 
while that of the tangibility was accord-
ing to the trade-off theory. The effect of 
non-debt tax shield and size of the firms 
were insignificant factor for the period 
observed.

Ali (2011) enquired about the determi-
nants of capital structure for textile 
companies listed on Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The study period extends from 
the year 2006 to 2010 and considered 170 
textile companies. Only long-term debt 
had been used for defining leverage ratio 
and the study found that profitability and 
growth in total assets were negatively 
related with leverage while size of the 
firms, non-debt tax shield and asset tangi-
bility shared a positive relationship with 
leverage.

Serrasqueiro and Caetano (2012) investi-
gated into the practices of determining 

capital structure of SMEs of Portugal 
over the period 1998 to 2005. The study 
found the profitability and age of the 
firms were negatively related to debt 
ratio. The results are consistent with 
pecking order theory. Again, the firms 
were found to be making a considerable 
adjustment towards their target capital 
which proves that the firms also consider 
the trade-off theories. The growth oppor-
tunities and tangibility had insignificant 
relationship with debt ratio for the period 
observed. 

Gonzalez and Gonzalez (2012) examined 
the determinants of capital structure and 
the behaviour of these factors depending 
upon the size of the firms in Spain. The 
results supported both the theories as 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to debt ratio and debt level of 
previous years were positively related 
according to the explanation of the 
trade-off theory. And Growth opportuni-
ty, intangibility and size had positive 
association while profitability had 
negative association with debt ratio 
according to the theory of pecking order. 
However, the study further emphasizes 
that the degree of usage of the theories 
varies across firm size but the direct of 
the relationship remains the same.
Abdeljawad et al. (2013)  advocated the 
presence of trade off theory in financing 
behaviour of Malaysian firms. The study 
found the evidence of target reversion 
behaviour which actually satisfies the 
criteria of adopting trade-off theory. But 
again, for target reversion, the firms may 
balance the costs and benefits of financ-
ing the firm by taking the advantage of 
market situation. Hence, firms may 
deviate from trade off to pecking order or 
say to market timing for financing. 
Overall, the study concludes that with 
differences in size, patterns, leverage 
level in the firms, they may adopt any 
theory or a combination of that for financ-
ing themselves.

 
Handoo and Sharma (2014) examined the 
factors affecting the capital structure of 
870 listed Indian firms from 2001 to 2010. 
Both private as well as government firms 
were considered for analysis. The study 
prepared 3 models with different depend-
ent variables. First model which consid-
ered short term debt as leverage found 
profitability, asset tangibility, size of the 
firm, tax rate and debt servicing capacity 
being the major determinants. Another 
model with long term debt as leverage 
found the profitability, growth, tangibili-
ty, cost of debt, tax rate, and debt servic-
ing capacity as major determinants. 
Third model which considered total debt 
as leverage found all the factors in the 
above models as important determinants 
except the cost of debt.
     
Komera and P.J. (2014) investigated the 
validity of pecking order theory in 
presence of debt concerns. The study 
covers the data of all public listed compa-
nies in India from the year 1992 to 2011. 
The pecking order is expected to be 
performing well for small firms as these 
firms exhibit information asymmetry but 
did not seem to be true in case of small 
firms. Overall, the study found that tangi-
bility and size shared a positive while 
growth and profitability shared a 
negative relationship with leverage. For 
emphasizing the effect of financial deficit, 
it was included in the regression but the 
R-square was remained moreover same 
as before and the signs of all the factors 
also remained unchanged. With this the 
study concluded that pecking order 
doesn’t seem to work well even in case 
where the debt capacity of the firms 
became a concern. Overall, the study 
negates the validity of pecking order 
theory.
Chadha and Sharma (2015) tried to find 
the important determinants of capital 
structure in manufacturing firms with 
special reference to India. The study 

extends over a period of 10 years, from 
2003-04 to 2012-13 and considered 422 
listed firms for analysis. The size and age 
of the firms, asset tangibility, growth, 
profitability, non-debt tax shield and 
business risk were found to be the impor-
tant determinants of capital structure of 
the firms for the observed period. In 
addition, the study also comments that a 
mix of both the trade-off and pecking 
order theories explains the determinants 
of capital structure of these firms.

Harc (2015) examined 500 small and 
medium enterprises in Croatia with data 
from the year 2005 to 2010. The study 
concluded that tangible assets behaved 
differently with short term debt and 
long-term debt. It shared a positive associ-
ation with long term debt and a negative 
association with short term debts. Since 
between the tangibility and leverage, the 
trade-off theory and pecking order 
theories advocates a positive and 
negative signs respectively, the study 
specified that the firms consider trade off 
theory while thinking about the 
long-term financing and consider pecking 
order theory while taking decisions for 
short term financing. 
 
Adair and Adaskou (2015) investigated 
2370 small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) to analyse the determinants of 
their capital structure in order to know 
whether the firms apply the trade-off 
theory or the pecking order theory while 
determining the capital structure. The 
study found that with the increasing age 
of the firms and increased profitability, 
the debt ratio was reduced while the 
growth of the firms had a positive associa-
tion with debt ratio. It signifies the use of 
pecking order theory. Also, the study 
reports that trade credit and guarantee or 
firms had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio which confirms with the 
trade-off theory. The effect of risk which 
varies among different types of industries 

and size were found to be insignificant on 
debt ratio.
 
Rao et al. (2017) investigated the factors 
that determine the capital structure of 
Indian manufacturing firms. The study 
applied panel data analysis and found 
that the depreciation, research & develop-
ment expenditure, and liquidity were 
positively related to the leverage while 
profitability and tangibility were negative-
ly related.

Sofat and Singh (2017) analysed the top 
100 manufacturing companies listed in 
BSE for finding the most significant 
determinants of capital structure in 
India. The study found the profitability 
with a negative relationship to leverage 
while asset composition and business risk 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Firm size was found to be an insignificant 
determinant. Thus, the study found a mix 
of capital structure theories explaining 
the behaviour of the determinants and 
the profitability, asset composition and 
business risk were considered as signifi-
cant determinants of capital structure for 
the observed period.
  
Nasution et al. (2017) examined the 
determinants of capital structure of manu-
facturing companies in Indonesia. The 
study found that the profitability and 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to leverage while the tangibility 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Corporate tax and inflation had insignifi-
cant relationship.
 
Sakr and Bedeir (2019) investigated 
whether the capital structure decisions of 
publicly traded non-financial firms are 
explained by the trade-off theory, pecking 
order theory or the agency cost theory. 
The study concluded that profitability, 
size, tangibility, liquidity, growth, 
business risk and financial flexibility 
were the important determinants of 

capital structure for the selected firms 
and the trade-off theory as well as 
pecking order theory combined explains 
the relationship between the determi-
nants and the leverage.

Simatupang et al. (2019) enquired about 
the capital structure determinants of 
publicly listed non-financial companies in 
Indonesia and found that the profitability 
and tangibility were determining the 
capital structure of the selected firms 
while sales growth and non-debt tax 
shield were not found to be the significant 
determinants. 
 
Sikveland and Zhang (2020) examined 
the sources of leverage for aquaculture 
industry in Norway and considered long 
term debt, short term debt, total debt, 
and liquidity of firms as a proxy of 
leverage. The study found that the listed 
firms have a significant negative relation-
ship with all proxies of leverage as getting 
equity is easier for them and thus, listing 
of firms is also an important variable for 
explaining the sources of capital 
structure. Further, the study reports that 
the proxies of size and profitability of the 
selected firms share a negative relation-
ship with short term as well as total debt 
and tangibility is positively related with 
long term debt and total debt while it 
shares a negative relationship with short 
term debt.

Gharaibeh and Tahat (2020) enquired 
about the factors that explain the level of 
leverage for service companies in Jordan. 
The study considered 45 companies for 
analysis and with panel regression it 
concluded that the size and non-debt tax 
shield had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio while profitability and business 
risk had a negative relationship.

Determinants and their relationship 
with leverage

Profitability- According to the trade-off 
theory, more profitable firms possess 
more debt servicing capacity and hence, 
should issue more debts to take the 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, the theory 
predicts a positive relationship between a 
firm’s profitability level and leverage. The 
pecking order theory suggests that with 
more profitability, a firm will be able to 
accumulate more surpluses which help 
the firm avoid external financing. The 
more profitable a firm, the less it needs to 
go for debt. Thus, pecking order assumes 
a negative relationship between profitabil-
ity and leverage. Studies Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) consid-
ered profitability as a deteminant of 
leverage.

Growth Opportunities- The trade-off 
theory assumes that growth opportuni-
ties come with agency problems between 
owners and creditors. The owners have 
great incentives to under-invest and also 
by asset substitution. Thus, with growth 
opportunities firms may prefer less to 
avoid the costs related to agency problems 
(Fama and French, 2002). The theory 
assumes a negative relationship between 
growth opportunities and leverage. As per 
the pecking order theory, growth opportu-
nities need more financing and the firms 
with less retained earnings may need to 
increase the leverage. Firms with more 
earnings available may create the 
problem of excess cash flow. With this 
excess cash, managers may take advan-
tage of information asymmetry and invest 
in negative- NPV projects that lead to 
more internal benefits to managers while 
firms will lose the value. The problem of 
excess cash may be mitigated by issuing 
more debt which needs regular and fixed 
payments and hence prevent the misuse 
of excess cash by investing in sub-optimal 
projects. Thus, the pecking order theory 
predicts that the firms with more growth 
opportunities will have a positive relation-

ship with leverage. Studies of Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) and Rao 
et al. (2017) considered growth opportuni-
ty as a deteminant of leverage.

Tangibility – The trade-off allows benefits 
of debt to increase and costs of debt to 
reduce. With tangible assets more debt 
can be raised with less cost as tangible 
assets work as collateral and help to 
reduce financial distress. Hence, tangibili-
ty has a positive relationship with 
leverage in the framework of trade-off 
theories. As per the pecking order, more 
tangible assets will help in lesser informa-
tion asymmetry and help in better pricing 
of new issues. Hence, firms may not have 
problems while issuing new equity. Also, 
the firms may retain the capacity to issue 
debt in near future. Thus, pecking order 
predicts a negative relationship of 
leverage with tangibility. Studies of 
Onofrei et al. (2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered tangibility as a 
determinant of leverage.

Liquidity- More liquidity allows more debt 
servicing capacity which leads to more 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, trade-off 
theory predicts a positive relationship 
between liquidity and leverage. But the 
pecking order assumes a negative relation-
ship with leverage and suggests that with 
more liquidity, firms should prefer 
internal financing rather than relying on 
debt. Studies of Onofrei et al. (2015), Rao 
et al.(2017) considered liquidity as a 
determinant of leverage.

NDTS- The non-debt tax shields are 
substitutes of interest cost of debt as they 
also provide tax benefits. With increasing-
ly non-debt tax shields, the incentive of 
receiving tax benefits from interest will be 
lesser and hence it leads to lower levels of 
leverage. Again, the more non-debt tax 

shields are allowed for deduction, the less 
profitability remains. It further leads to 
less debt servicing capacity of the firm. 
Thus, an increase in NDTS reduces the 
benefit of having more leverage. The 
trade-off theory predicts a negative 
relationship between NDTS and leverage. 
In contrast, the pecking order assumes a 
positive relationship. Since NDTS reduces 
the available earnings, it may dent a 
significant portion of internal financing 
and hence, more debt will be issued with 
increasing levels of NDTS.Rao et al. 
(2017) considered NDTS as a determinant 
of leverage.

Size – Larger firms used to be more diversi-
fied and less prone to bankruptcy. 
Debt-holders can be easily attracted 
towards large sized firms with favourable 
costs to firms in comparison to the smaller 
ones. Hence, larger firms have more incen-
tive in debt servicing than the smaller 
firms. The trade-off theory predicts a 
positive relationship between size of the 
firms and leverage. Since the pecking 
order theory finds benefit where informa-
tion asymmetry can be reduced, it favours 
a negative relationship between the two. 
It states that with large size, firms attract 
more regulation and control which in turn 
reduces information asymmetry to a great 
extent. Hence, the size of the firm and 
leverage should reflect a negative relation-
ship. Studies of Fama and French (2002), 
Onofrei et al.(2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered size of the firm 
as a determinant of leverage.

Objective of the study
1. To investigate the impact of growth, 
liquidity, non-debt tax shield, profitabili-
ty, size and tangibility on financial 
leverage of BSE listed auto ancillary 
firms.

2. To examine whether the findings are 

consistent with the pecking-order theory 
or trade-off theory.
 
Author mentioned in the abstract that the 
primary objective of the paper is, but 
between these two objectives we don’t 
know which one is primary objective.
 

Methodology
The primary objective of the study is to 
investigate the impact of growth, liquidi-
ty, non-debt tax shield, profitability, size, 
and tangibility on financial leverage. For 
the purpose of the present study; we have 
considered BSE Group A listed firms 
belonging to the auto ancillaries sector. 
The auto ancillaries sector has 13 firms 
and we have included 10 of them in the 
study whilethree firms are left out due to 
the unavailability of data. The period of 
the study was for the financial year (1st 

April to 31st March) 2013 to 2020. The 
study considered such a time frame in 
order to capture the period after the recov-
ery of the Indian economy from the 
sub-prime crisis. All the data is sourced 
from the money control web site and are in 
INR. The variables and the proxies used 
in the study are summarised in Table 1.

Note: CL is current liabilities, LTD is 
long-term debts, TA is total assets, CA is 
current assets, Dep is depreciation, NPAT 
is net profit after tax, TE is total equity 
and FA is fixed assets.
 
The study employed panel data regression 
to achieve the pre-specified objective of the 
study. To choose between the fixed effects 
model (FE) and the random effects model 
(RE), the Hausman test is applied. The 
null hypothesis of the test is that Random 
Effects model is consistent while the 

alternative hypothesis is that the Fixed 
Effects model is consistent. Thus, if the 
p-value is less than 0.05 we can reject the 
null hypothesis. 

 To investigate the impact of the selected 
variables the following model is framed 
for the regression analysis: 
 
〖LEV〗_(i,t )= β_0+ β_1 〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)+ β_2 〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)+ β_3 〖(NDTS)
〗_(i,t)+ β_4 〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)+ β_5 〖
(SIZE)〗_(i,t)+ β_6 〖(TANG)〗_(i,t)+ ε
_(i,t)

Where, LEVi, t is leverage of the ith firm 
at time t, β0 is the constant, β1 to β6 are 
the coefficients of the independent varia-
bles, GROWi, t is the growth of theith firm 
at time t, LQDi, tis the liquidity of theith 
firm at time t, NDTS i, t is the non-debt 
shield of the ith firm at time t, PROFIT i, 
t is the profitability of the ith firm at time 
t, SIZEi, t is the size of the ith firm at time 
t, TANGi, t is the tangibility of the ith firm 
at time t, εi, t is the error term.
In the first step the summary statistics of 
all the variables viz. mean, standard devia-
tion, skewness and kurtosis are computed. 
Correlation coefficients are computed to 
observe the association between the varia-
bles. 

The granger causality test is applied to 
investigate the direction of causality in 
the short-run. The Hausman test is 
applied to determine whether the fixed 
effect or the random effect is appropriate 
and finally, the regression result is report-
ed.

Discussion
The summary statistics of the variables 
are summarised in Table 2. The mean 
value of leverage, growth, liquidity, 
non-debt tax shield, profitability, size and 
tangibility is 0.3534, 8.7580, 1.7328, 

0.0427, 12.7428, 43.5834 and 0.3369 
respectively. The distribution of leverage, 
liquidity, NDTS, profitability, size and 
tangibility is skewed to the right (positive-
ly skewed) while the distribution of 
growth is skewed to the left (negatively 
skewed). The kurtosis value of all the 
variables is more than 3 which indicates 
that all the variables follow a leptokurtic 
distribution. The Jarque-Bera test 
indicates that at 5 per cent level only tangi-
bility follows normal distribution.

From the correlation analysis (Table 3) all 
the correlation coefficients are less than 
0.8. Further, there is no correlation 
between the independent variables which 
indicates that the problem of multicolline-
arity does not exist and all the independ-
ent variables can be used for the purpose 
of regression analysis simultaneously. 
(needs further clarification) 

Source: Author’s Own calculation
t-stat in [] and p-value in ()

The output of granger causality test is 
presented in Table 4. From the table it can 
be observed that uni-directional causality 
exists between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage which indicates 
that liquidity and profitability improves 
the prediction of leverage in the regres-
sion model.

The output of the regression analysis is 
presented in table 5. From the table it can 
be observed that the idiosyncratic error 
(Rho) is more than 64 per cent which 
suggests that it is better to apply panel 
data regression then pooled regression. 

The study applied both the method of 
panel data regression i.e. fixed effect and 
random effect. The best model is selected 
on the basis of the result of Hausman test.

 
The output of the Hausman test (see Table 
6) supports the random effects model and, 
thus, the rest of the regression analysis 
will be based on the random effect model 
only.The regression equation of the 
determinants of capital structure for BSE 
listed auto ancillaries firms is given below:

LEV〗_(i,t )= 0.5673+ 0.0005〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)- 0.0823〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)- 0.6209〖
(NDTS)〗_(i,t)- 0.0029〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)- 
0.0001〖(SIZE)〗_(i,t)- 0.0222〖(TANG)
〗_(i,t)+ ε_(i,t)

The regression result shows that liquidity 
and profitability are the independent 

variables which significantly affect the 
leverage of the firm. Both the coefficient of 
liquidity and profitability is negative and 
statistically significant at 5 per cent and 
10 per cent level, respectively. The 
negative sign of the coefficient of liquidity 
supports the pecking order theory which 
postulates that firms which maintain 
comfortable liquidity position finance 
through internal funds and rely less on 
debt. Further, the negative sign of the 
coefficient of profitability also supports 
the pecking order theory. Thus, as per the 
theory a firm earning high profits finance 
through internal funding and would avoid 
outside financing. The negative relation-
ship between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage is in line with 
the findings of Serrasqueiro and Caetano 
(2012), Adair and Adaskou (2015) and 
Nasutionet al. (2017). The coefficient sign 
of growth is positive but insignificant. The 
positive relationship between leverage 
and growth is in consistent with the 
pecking order theory and is in line with 
the findings of Mishra (2011) and Adair 
and Adaskou (2015). Thus, according to 
the theory a growing firm with insufficient 
internal funding will prefer to issue debt 
instead of equity shares to meet the financ-
ing requirements. As per the theory issue 
of equity shares by a growing firm will 
signal the investors that the equity shares 
are overvalued and may result in massive 
sell-off. The negative relationship 
between the firm’s leverage and the 
non-debt tax shield derived in the study 
supports the trade-off theory and is in line 
with the results of Gonzalez and Gonzalez 
(2012) and Nasutionet al. (2017). The 
trade-off theory theorises a positive 
relationship between size and the firm’s 
leverage. According to the theory as a firm 
grows, its profitability also increases 
which in turn reduces the firm’s probabili-
ty of bankruptcy. Thus, larger firms have 
easy access to debt as compared to smaller 

firms. On the other hand, the pecking 
order theory supports the negative 
relationship between size and leverage. 
The present study found a negative 
relationship between size and leverage 
which is consistent with the pecking order 
theory. The regression equation shows 
that the relationship between tangibility 
and leverage is negative and insignificant. 
The negative coefficient of tangibility 
supports the pecking order theory. Accord-
ing to the theory as firm’s tangible assets 
to total assets ratio improves the informa-
tion asymmetry reduces, thus, making 
equity issuance less costly. In other words, 
firm’s with higher tangible assets to total 
assets ratio have lower leverage.

The value of Adj. R2 is 0.1578 which 
indicates that around 16 per cent of the 
variation in leverage can be explained by 
the independent variables. The F-statistic 
is significant which suggests that the 
model fits the data significantly. Further, 
the value of the Durbin-Watson statistic is 
close to 2 which suggest that the problem 
of autocorrelation do not exist in the 
residuals.
  
Conclusion
The present study investigated the 
determinants of leverage with reference to 
BSE listed auto ancillary companies. The 
study covered a period of 8 financial years 
and employed correlation analysis, grang-
er causality test and panel regression to 
analyse the data.The correlation analysis 
shows that leverage is positively correlat-
ed with growth, NDTS and tangibility 
while leverage is negatively correlated 
with liquidity, profitability and size. The 
correlation analysis further indicates that 
the multicollinearity problem does not 
exist between the independent variables. 
The result of the granger causality test 
suggests that unidirectional causality 
exists between liquidity and firm’s 

leverage and profitability and firm’s 
leverage. The study applied Hausman test 
to determine whether the fixed effect 
model or the random effect model is appro-
priate. The result of the Hausman test 
suggests that the random effect model is 
appropriate for the present study. The 
regression equation explains 16 per cent 
of the variation in leverage. The regres-
sion further reveals that liquidity and 
profitability have significant negative 
relationship with leverage while the 
coefficient of NDTS, tangibility, size is 
also found to be negative but insignificant. 
The regression equation suggests that 
growth of the firm has positive impact on 
the firm’s leverage. The regression 
coefficients of liquidity, profitability, 
growth, size and tangibility supports the 
pecking order theory while the regression 
coefficient of NDTS supports the trade-off 
theory.

The present study used a single leverage 
proxy; however, running separate regres-
sions with multiple leverage proxies and 
comparing the results could have been a 
better approach and may come up with 
new in-sights.
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The decision of capital structure is 
related to the distribution of sources of 
finance in such a way that maximizes the 
value of a firm. The seminal paper Modig-
liani and Miller (1958) assumed a 
complete and perfect capital market and 
suggested that the capital structure 
theories are irrelevant in determining 
the value of a firm. The irrelevance 
theory of capital structure raised a 
debate on capital structure theories. The 
assumption of a perfect capital market is, 
basically, an ideal scenario where all 
securities are fairly priced without any 
market friction. It was a normative 
theory that was the basis of many other 

theories that tried to incorporate some of 
the actual market frictions and explain 
how these help in determining the capital 
structure of a firm and led the debate 
towards a positive theory. A comprehen-
sive theory which covers all aspects of 
financing behaviour does not exist. The 
trade-off theory, market timing theory, 
signalling theory, agency cost theory, free 
cash flow theory, pecking order theory 
are the theories that try to explain the 
variation in leverage of different firms. 
These theories are results of the devia-
tions from the perfect market assumption 
and tried to explain the behaviour of 
firms while making capital structure 

decisions in the presence of the imperfec-
tions or frictions of the market. According 
to the general trade-off theory, a firm 
which needs funds to finance an invest-
ment opportunity will trade-off between 
the costs and benefit of having leverage 
in the capital structure and accordingly 
decide the optimum level of leverage 
(Ikpesu and Eboiyehi, 2018; Fama and 
French, 2002). The agency cost of theory 
assumes that the separation of owner-
ship and control exerts agency costs on 
the firm (Kochhar, 1996). Managers act 
as agents of equity and debt-holders and 
sometimes take a decision that favours 
only a particular group, not the value of 
the firm. The free cash flow anomaly 
explains how the availability of extra 
funds makes managers takes suboptimal 
decisions that favour them and create a 
cost to the firm. The idea of market 
timing theory explains that a firm can 
take advantage of the market perfor-
mance and issue the shares accordingly. 
The signalling theory explains that due 
to information asymmetry the outside 
investors may not be able to gauge the 
actual worth of the firm or the invest-
ment opportunity for which the firm 
needs financing; they take signals of firm 
value from the decisions taken by the 
firms (Levy and Lazarovich-Porat, 1995). 
In contrast to the trade-off theory, the 
pecking order theory suggests that there 
is no optimal target of leverage (Myers, 
1984). Due to information asymmetry, 
different financing sources bear different 
costs and to maximize the firm value, 
financing sources with less information 
asymmetry should be issued first. The 
theory suggests that firms should first 
employ internal funding, then debt and 
then equity.
 
These theories, in their general forms, 
were not able to explain much variation 
in leverage across firms. The literature 
on capital structure used them combined 
to explain the variation in the capital 
structure of firms. The present article 
will focus on the two main theories, the 

trade-off theory and the pecking order 
theory, and with the help of other 
theories explain the variation in leverage 
across firms. The terms leverage and 
financial leverage have been used 
interchangeably and the proxy for 
leverage is as per the suggestion by Chak-
lader and Chawla (2016).

The study will focus on the auto ancillary 
firms listed on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The Indian auto ancillary 
sector is world’s fourth largest and is 
closely linked to the India automobile 
industry. Further, the Indian auto 
ancillary firms produce items whose 
requirements are recurring in nature. 
Thus, its contribution to GDP and employ-
ment is quite significant.

Theoretical framework 
Trade-off theory
The trade-off theory originates from 
Modigliani and Miller (1958) which 
assumes a perfect and complete capital 
market with no frictions and thus, the 
capital structure decisions are value 
irrelevant. All the financing sources are 
perfect substitutes and the value of the 
levered firm will be equal to the value of 
the unlevered firm. Further, Modigliani 
and Miller (1963) relaxed the assumption 
of a complete and perfect capital market 
with the introduction of corporate taxes 
in the original model. The study consid-
ers the tax benefits of debt and described 
the value of levered firms as the present 
value of tax shield in addition to the 
value of the unlevered firm. Both the 
papers didn’t consider the presence of 
bankruptcy penalties in their theories. 
Kraus and Litzenberger (1973) stated 
that the corporate taxes and bankruptcy 
penalties are central to the positive 
theories which explain the effect of 
leverage on value of the firm. In reality, 
the benefits arising with a tax shield is 
offset by the costs of financial distress 
and the theory which suggests a trade-off 
between the benefits and costs of issuing 
debt for getting an optimal level of 

leverage, named as trade-off theory. The 
tax benefits are observable but the costs 
are not, so it is safer for firms to maintain 
a safety of margin before taking tax 
benefits. Thus, the trade-off theory 
suggests that a firm should issue debt 
only up to the level where the benefits are 
more than or equal to the costs. 

It may be worth noting that getting the 
tax benefits are not the only incentive for 
debt issues. It also relates to mitigating 
the agency costs and free cash flow 
problems. Debt issue generates various 
types of problems and incentives while 
managing the business which leads to 
conflict of interest between managers, 
shareholders, and debt-holders. These 
costs are named as asset substitution 
problems and underinvestment. Debts 
are less risk bearing assets and they are 
issued basically for less risky invest-
ments than equity. Sometimes managers 
act in the favour of shareholders by 
issuing debts and use the proceedings to 
invest in more risky projects than the 
debt was contracted for. Since, debt-hold-
ers anticipate these behaviours they 
demand higher premiums on their debts 
increasing the cost of capital. This is 
known as asset substitution problem as it 
exchanges the lower risky investments 
for higher-risky investment. Firms may 
use asset substitution to please share-
holders. It may increase the value of 
shareholders but damages the debt-hold-
ers and thus, value of the firm may be 
unaffected by the move. The problem of 
underinvestment through agency 
problems arises when firms take 
decisions to not undertake a profitable 
project (a positive NPV project) because 
the profits will be partly shared by the 
debt-holders while the risk is borne by 
the equity-holders. It is a cost to the 
value of a firm. Managers take the 
decision to under-invest especially when 
risky debts are present in the market. 
The success of a profitable project may 
lead to higher valuation of debts at the 
cost of shareholders. These costs prevent 

firms from issuing more debts. 
 
The main concern of the trade-off theory 
is to search for the ways which help in 
reducing the costs of debt issue and 
increasing the benefits of it. The static 
version of trade off theory assumes an 
optimum level of debt which a firm chose 
according to its costs and benefits. The 
dynamic trade off theory assumes that 
although the firms choose their target 
levels but they deviate from their target 
and again try to adjust the debt level to 
reach their targets. 
Pecking order theory

The assumption of perfect capital 
markets leads the financing decisions 
value irrelevant and makes the internal 
and external financing substitutes of each 
other (Modigliani & miller, 1958). Howev-
er, market imperfections lead to consider-
able wedge between the decision to 
finance from internal sources and 
external sources and make the decision 
related to capital structure relevant for 
valuation of firms (Vanacker and Mani-
gart, 2010). Myers and Majluf (1984) 
tried to count on these inefficiencies of the 
market and added the condition of 
information asymmetry with the assump-
tion of a perfect capital market. The study 
explains how the capital structure of a 
firm, which has asset-in-place and needs 
additional financing for investment oppor-
tunities, is influenced when managers of 
the firms are more informed than outside 
investors and the managers as well as the 
outside investors are aware of the fact. 
Transmitting complete information to 
outside investors is very costly.  
Since, managers cannot provide the 
information to outside investors, informa-
tion is signalled to outside investors 
through decisions taken by them. The 
information asymmetry is perhaps the 
most important source to know why the 
external financing is thought to be more 
costly than the internal one. With this, 
the theory of pecking order came into 
being which posits that there should be 

an order of preferring the sources of 
finance in which the least costly should 
be preferred first. In other words, the 
internal financing should be preferred 
and in case it exhausts, external financ-
ing may be the next option. Availability of 
internal financing can safely avoid the 
need of external financing and be helpful 
to avoid consequences of manager’s 
inside information.
 
External financing (issuing debt or 
equity), on the other hand, may lead to 
asset mispricing at the marketplace 
which will cause a loss of value. The firms 
which have investment opportunities 
may not issue equity as they are aware 
that outside investors may not gauge the 
actual worth of the firm's assets as well 
as the future prospects of growth and the 
shares issued may remain under-priced. 
The growth opportunity increases the 
information asymmetry. Hence, if a firm 
issues new capital, it may signal outside 
investors the bad news (market signal-
ling). The outside investors may perceive 
that the asset in place is overvalued and 
hence, the managers are issuing new 
stocks, because if it had been underval-
ued, they may not have issued new 
shares. Thus, it affects the stock prices of 
the firm. The firm may fail to accept the 
opportunity to invest in a profitable 
project (Underinvestment problem) 
(Rocca et al., 2007). Here, Myers and 
Majluf (1984) argued that in absence of 
internal financing, Debt should be issued 
as it bears less information asymmetry 
and share prices will not be mispriced. In 
comparison to equity, debt bears less cost 
and leads to less information asymmetry 
because debt-contracts are safer as they 
limit the possible amount which the 
debt-holders may lose. Among the debts, 
risk-free debts and secured debts have 
least cost than the unsecured one. The 
main concern of the pecking order theory 
is how to reduce information asymmetry.     

Literature review

This section discusses various significant 
contributions made by researchers on the 
literature of determinants of a firm’s 
capital structure.

Booth et al. (2001) examined the differ-
ence in capital structure of developed and 
developing countries over the period of 10 
years and fund that the firm specific 
determinants of capital structure affect 
the developing countries in the same way 
they affect the developed countries. 
However, the country specific factors 
affect the ratios in different way which 
creates the variation in ratios among the 
countries.

Mishra (2011) investigated the determi-
nants of capital structure of 48 profit 
making PSUs of manufacturing sector. 
The study found the profitability of firms 
was negatively while the growth opportu-
nity and tangibility were positively 
related with leverage. Tax rate had a 
negative coefficient which was against 
the expectations of trade off theory. The 
relationship of profitability and growth 
was according to the pecking order theory 
while that of the tangibility was accord-
ing to the trade-off theory. The effect of 
non-debt tax shield and size of the firms 
were insignificant factor for the period 
observed.

Ali (2011) enquired about the determi-
nants of capital structure for textile 
companies listed on Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The study period extends from 
the year 2006 to 2010 and considered 170 
textile companies. Only long-term debt 
had been used for defining leverage ratio 
and the study found that profitability and 
growth in total assets were negatively 
related with leverage while size of the 
firms, non-debt tax shield and asset tangi-
bility shared a positive relationship with 
leverage.

Serrasqueiro and Caetano (2012) investi-
gated into the practices of determining 

capital structure of SMEs of Portugal 
over the period 1998 to 2005. The study 
found the profitability and age of the 
firms were negatively related to debt 
ratio. The results are consistent with 
pecking order theory. Again, the firms 
were found to be making a considerable 
adjustment towards their target capital 
which proves that the firms also consider 
the trade-off theories. The growth oppor-
tunities and tangibility had insignificant 
relationship with debt ratio for the period 
observed. 

Gonzalez and Gonzalez (2012) examined 
the determinants of capital structure and 
the behaviour of these factors depending 
upon the size of the firms in Spain. The 
results supported both the theories as 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to debt ratio and debt level of 
previous years were positively related 
according to the explanation of the 
trade-off theory. And Growth opportuni-
ty, intangibility and size had positive 
association while profitability had 
negative association with debt ratio 
according to the theory of pecking order. 
However, the study further emphasizes 
that the degree of usage of the theories 
varies across firm size but the direct of 
the relationship remains the same.
Abdeljawad et al. (2013)  advocated the 
presence of trade off theory in financing 
behaviour of Malaysian firms. The study 
found the evidence of target reversion 
behaviour which actually satisfies the 
criteria of adopting trade-off theory. But 
again, for target reversion, the firms may 
balance the costs and benefits of financ-
ing the firm by taking the advantage of 
market situation. Hence, firms may 
deviate from trade off to pecking order or 
say to market timing for financing. 
Overall, the study concludes that with 
differences in size, patterns, leverage 
level in the firms, they may adopt any 
theory or a combination of that for financ-
ing themselves.

 
Handoo and Sharma (2014) examined the 
factors affecting the capital structure of 
870 listed Indian firms from 2001 to 2010. 
Both private as well as government firms 
were considered for analysis. The study 
prepared 3 models with different depend-
ent variables. First model which consid-
ered short term debt as leverage found 
profitability, asset tangibility, size of the 
firm, tax rate and debt servicing capacity 
being the major determinants. Another 
model with long term debt as leverage 
found the profitability, growth, tangibili-
ty, cost of debt, tax rate, and debt servic-
ing capacity as major determinants. 
Third model which considered total debt 
as leverage found all the factors in the 
above models as important determinants 
except the cost of debt.
     
Komera and P.J. (2014) investigated the 
validity of pecking order theory in 
presence of debt concerns. The study 
covers the data of all public listed compa-
nies in India from the year 1992 to 2011. 
The pecking order is expected to be 
performing well for small firms as these 
firms exhibit information asymmetry but 
did not seem to be true in case of small 
firms. Overall, the study found that tangi-
bility and size shared a positive while 
growth and profitability shared a 
negative relationship with leverage. For 
emphasizing the effect of financial deficit, 
it was included in the regression but the 
R-square was remained moreover same 
as before and the signs of all the factors 
also remained unchanged. With this the 
study concluded that pecking order 
doesn’t seem to work well even in case 
where the debt capacity of the firms 
became a concern. Overall, the study 
negates the validity of pecking order 
theory.
Chadha and Sharma (2015) tried to find 
the important determinants of capital 
structure in manufacturing firms with 
special reference to India. The study 

extends over a period of 10 years, from 
2003-04 to 2012-13 and considered 422 
listed firms for analysis. The size and age 
of the firms, asset tangibility, growth, 
profitability, non-debt tax shield and 
business risk were found to be the impor-
tant determinants of capital structure of 
the firms for the observed period. In 
addition, the study also comments that a 
mix of both the trade-off and pecking 
order theories explains the determinants 
of capital structure of these firms.

Harc (2015) examined 500 small and 
medium enterprises in Croatia with data 
from the year 2005 to 2010. The study 
concluded that tangible assets behaved 
differently with short term debt and 
long-term debt. It shared a positive associ-
ation with long term debt and a negative 
association with short term debts. Since 
between the tangibility and leverage, the 
trade-off theory and pecking order 
theories advocates a positive and 
negative signs respectively, the study 
specified that the firms consider trade off 
theory while thinking about the 
long-term financing and consider pecking 
order theory while taking decisions for 
short term financing. 
 
Adair and Adaskou (2015) investigated 
2370 small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) to analyse the determinants of 
their capital structure in order to know 
whether the firms apply the trade-off 
theory or the pecking order theory while 
determining the capital structure. The 
study found that with the increasing age 
of the firms and increased profitability, 
the debt ratio was reduced while the 
growth of the firms had a positive associa-
tion with debt ratio. It signifies the use of 
pecking order theory. Also, the study 
reports that trade credit and guarantee or 
firms had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio which confirms with the 
trade-off theory. The effect of risk which 
varies among different types of industries 

and size were found to be insignificant on 
debt ratio.
 
Rao et al. (2017) investigated the factors 
that determine the capital structure of 
Indian manufacturing firms. The study 
applied panel data analysis and found 
that the depreciation, research & develop-
ment expenditure, and liquidity were 
positively related to the leverage while 
profitability and tangibility were negative-
ly related.

Sofat and Singh (2017) analysed the top 
100 manufacturing companies listed in 
BSE for finding the most significant 
determinants of capital structure in 
India. The study found the profitability 
with a negative relationship to leverage 
while asset composition and business risk 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Firm size was found to be an insignificant 
determinant. Thus, the study found a mix 
of capital structure theories explaining 
the behaviour of the determinants and 
the profitability, asset composition and 
business risk were considered as signifi-
cant determinants of capital structure for 
the observed period.
  
Nasution et al. (2017) examined the 
determinants of capital structure of manu-
facturing companies in Indonesia. The 
study found that the profitability and 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to leverage while the tangibility 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Corporate tax and inflation had insignifi-
cant relationship.
 
Sakr and Bedeir (2019) investigated 
whether the capital structure decisions of 
publicly traded non-financial firms are 
explained by the trade-off theory, pecking 
order theory or the agency cost theory. 
The study concluded that profitability, 
size, tangibility, liquidity, growth, 
business risk and financial flexibility 
were the important determinants of 

capital structure for the selected firms 
and the trade-off theory as well as 
pecking order theory combined explains 
the relationship between the determi-
nants and the leverage.

Simatupang et al. (2019) enquired about 
the capital structure determinants of 
publicly listed non-financial companies in 
Indonesia and found that the profitability 
and tangibility were determining the 
capital structure of the selected firms 
while sales growth and non-debt tax 
shield were not found to be the significant 
determinants. 
 
Sikveland and Zhang (2020) examined 
the sources of leverage for aquaculture 
industry in Norway and considered long 
term debt, short term debt, total debt, 
and liquidity of firms as a proxy of 
leverage. The study found that the listed 
firms have a significant negative relation-
ship with all proxies of leverage as getting 
equity is easier for them and thus, listing 
of firms is also an important variable for 
explaining the sources of capital 
structure. Further, the study reports that 
the proxies of size and profitability of the 
selected firms share a negative relation-
ship with short term as well as total debt 
and tangibility is positively related with 
long term debt and total debt while it 
shares a negative relationship with short 
term debt.

Gharaibeh and Tahat (2020) enquired 
about the factors that explain the level of 
leverage for service companies in Jordan. 
The study considered 45 companies for 
analysis and with panel regression it 
concluded that the size and non-debt tax 
shield had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio while profitability and business 
risk had a negative relationship.

Determinants and their relationship 
with leverage

Profitability- According to the trade-off 
theory, more profitable firms possess 
more debt servicing capacity and hence, 
should issue more debts to take the 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, the theory 
predicts a positive relationship between a 
firm’s profitability level and leverage. The 
pecking order theory suggests that with 
more profitability, a firm will be able to 
accumulate more surpluses which help 
the firm avoid external financing. The 
more profitable a firm, the less it needs to 
go for debt. Thus, pecking order assumes 
a negative relationship between profitabil-
ity and leverage. Studies Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) consid-
ered profitability as a deteminant of 
leverage.

Growth Opportunities- The trade-off 
theory assumes that growth opportuni-
ties come with agency problems between 
owners and creditors. The owners have 
great incentives to under-invest and also 
by asset substitution. Thus, with growth 
opportunities firms may prefer less to 
avoid the costs related to agency problems 
(Fama and French, 2002). The theory 
assumes a negative relationship between 
growth opportunities and leverage. As per 
the pecking order theory, growth opportu-
nities need more financing and the firms 
with less retained earnings may need to 
increase the leverage. Firms with more 
earnings available may create the 
problem of excess cash flow. With this 
excess cash, managers may take advan-
tage of information asymmetry and invest 
in negative- NPV projects that lead to 
more internal benefits to managers while 
firms will lose the value. The problem of 
excess cash may be mitigated by issuing 
more debt which needs regular and fixed 
payments and hence prevent the misuse 
of excess cash by investing in sub-optimal 
projects. Thus, the pecking order theory 
predicts that the firms with more growth 
opportunities will have a positive relation-

ship with leverage. Studies of Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) and Rao 
et al. (2017) considered growth opportuni-
ty as a deteminant of leverage.

Tangibility – The trade-off allows benefits 
of debt to increase and costs of debt to 
reduce. With tangible assets more debt 
can be raised with less cost as tangible 
assets work as collateral and help to 
reduce financial distress. Hence, tangibili-
ty has a positive relationship with 
leverage in the framework of trade-off 
theories. As per the pecking order, more 
tangible assets will help in lesser informa-
tion asymmetry and help in better pricing 
of new issues. Hence, firms may not have 
problems while issuing new equity. Also, 
the firms may retain the capacity to issue 
debt in near future. Thus, pecking order 
predicts a negative relationship of 
leverage with tangibility. Studies of 
Onofrei et al. (2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered tangibility as a 
determinant of leverage.

Liquidity- More liquidity allows more debt 
servicing capacity which leads to more 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, trade-off 
theory predicts a positive relationship 
between liquidity and leverage. But the 
pecking order assumes a negative relation-
ship with leverage and suggests that with 
more liquidity, firms should prefer 
internal financing rather than relying on 
debt. Studies of Onofrei et al. (2015), Rao 
et al.(2017) considered liquidity as a 
determinant of leverage.

NDTS- The non-debt tax shields are 
substitutes of interest cost of debt as they 
also provide tax benefits. With increasing-
ly non-debt tax shields, the incentive of 
receiving tax benefits from interest will be 
lesser and hence it leads to lower levels of 
leverage. Again, the more non-debt tax 

shields are allowed for deduction, the less 
profitability remains. It further leads to 
less debt servicing capacity of the firm. 
Thus, an increase in NDTS reduces the 
benefit of having more leverage. The 
trade-off theory predicts a negative 
relationship between NDTS and leverage. 
In contrast, the pecking order assumes a 
positive relationship. Since NDTS reduces 
the available earnings, it may dent a 
significant portion of internal financing 
and hence, more debt will be issued with 
increasing levels of NDTS.Rao et al. 
(2017) considered NDTS as a determinant 
of leverage.

Size – Larger firms used to be more diversi-
fied and less prone to bankruptcy. 
Debt-holders can be easily attracted 
towards large sized firms with favourable 
costs to firms in comparison to the smaller 
ones. Hence, larger firms have more incen-
tive in debt servicing than the smaller 
firms. The trade-off theory predicts a 
positive relationship between size of the 
firms and leverage. Since the pecking 
order theory finds benefit where informa-
tion asymmetry can be reduced, it favours 
a negative relationship between the two. 
It states that with large size, firms attract 
more regulation and control which in turn 
reduces information asymmetry to a great 
extent. Hence, the size of the firm and 
leverage should reflect a negative relation-
ship. Studies of Fama and French (2002), 
Onofrei et al.(2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered size of the firm 
as a determinant of leverage.

Objective of the study
1. To investigate the impact of growth, 
liquidity, non-debt tax shield, profitabili-
ty, size and tangibility on financial 
leverage of BSE listed auto ancillary 
firms.

2. To examine whether the findings are 

consistent with the pecking-order theory 
or trade-off theory.
 
Author mentioned in the abstract that the 
primary objective of the paper is, but 
between these two objectives we don’t 
know which one is primary objective.
 

Methodology
The primary objective of the study is to 
investigate the impact of growth, liquidi-
ty, non-debt tax shield, profitability, size, 
and tangibility on financial leverage. For 
the purpose of the present study; we have 
considered BSE Group A listed firms 
belonging to the auto ancillaries sector. 
The auto ancillaries sector has 13 firms 
and we have included 10 of them in the 
study whilethree firms are left out due to 
the unavailability of data. The period of 
the study was for the financial year (1st 

April to 31st March) 2013 to 2020. The 
study considered such a time frame in 
order to capture the period after the recov-
ery of the Indian economy from the 
sub-prime crisis. All the data is sourced 
from the money control web site and are in 
INR. The variables and the proxies used 
in the study are summarised in Table 1.

Note: CL is current liabilities, LTD is 
long-term debts, TA is total assets, CA is 
current assets, Dep is depreciation, NPAT 
is net profit after tax, TE is total equity 
and FA is fixed assets.
 
The study employed panel data regression 
to achieve the pre-specified objective of the 
study. To choose between the fixed effects 
model (FE) and the random effects model 
(RE), the Hausman test is applied. The 
null hypothesis of the test is that Random 
Effects model is consistent while the 

alternative hypothesis is that the Fixed 
Effects model is consistent. Thus, if the 
p-value is less than 0.05 we can reject the 
null hypothesis. 

 To investigate the impact of the selected 
variables the following model is framed 
for the regression analysis: 
 
〖LEV〗_(i,t )= β_0+ β_1 〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)+ β_2 〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)+ β_3 〖(NDTS)
〗_(i,t)+ β_4 〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)+ β_5 〖
(SIZE)〗_(i,t)+ β_6 〖(TANG)〗_(i,t)+ ε
_(i,t)

Where, LEVi, t is leverage of the ith firm 
at time t, β0 is the constant, β1 to β6 are 
the coefficients of the independent varia-
bles, GROWi, t is the growth of theith firm 
at time t, LQDi, tis the liquidity of theith 
firm at time t, NDTS i, t is the non-debt 
shield of the ith firm at time t, PROFIT i, 
t is the profitability of the ith firm at time 
t, SIZEi, t is the size of the ith firm at time 
t, TANGi, t is the tangibility of the ith firm 
at time t, εi, t is the error term.
In the first step the summary statistics of 
all the variables viz. mean, standard devia-
tion, skewness and kurtosis are computed. 
Correlation coefficients are computed to 
observe the association between the varia-
bles. 

The granger causality test is applied to 
investigate the direction of causality in 
the short-run. The Hausman test is 
applied to determine whether the fixed 
effect or the random effect is appropriate 
and finally, the regression result is report-
ed.

Discussion
The summary statistics of the variables 
are summarised in Table 2. The mean 
value of leverage, growth, liquidity, 
non-debt tax shield, profitability, size and 
tangibility is 0.3534, 8.7580, 1.7328, 

0.0427, 12.7428, 43.5834 and 0.3369 
respectively. The distribution of leverage, 
liquidity, NDTS, profitability, size and 
tangibility is skewed to the right (positive-
ly skewed) while the distribution of 
growth is skewed to the left (negatively 
skewed). The kurtosis value of all the 
variables is more than 3 which indicates 
that all the variables follow a leptokurtic 
distribution. The Jarque-Bera test 
indicates that at 5 per cent level only tangi-
bility follows normal distribution.

From the correlation analysis (Table 3) all 
the correlation coefficients are less than 
0.8. Further, there is no correlation 
between the independent variables which 
indicates that the problem of multicolline-
arity does not exist and all the independ-
ent variables can be used for the purpose 
of regression analysis simultaneously. 
(needs further clarification) 

Source: Author’s Own calculation
t-stat in [] and p-value in ()

The output of granger causality test is 
presented in Table 4. From the table it can 
be observed that uni-directional causality 
exists between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage which indicates 
that liquidity and profitability improves 
the prediction of leverage in the regres-
sion model.

The output of the regression analysis is 
presented in table 5. From the table it can 
be observed that the idiosyncratic error 
(Rho) is more than 64 per cent which 
suggests that it is better to apply panel 
data regression then pooled regression. 

The study applied both the method of 
panel data regression i.e. fixed effect and 
random effect. The best model is selected 
on the basis of the result of Hausman test.

 
The output of the Hausman test (see Table 
6) supports the random effects model and, 
thus, the rest of the regression analysis 
will be based on the random effect model 
only.The regression equation of the 
determinants of capital structure for BSE 
listed auto ancillaries firms is given below:

LEV〗_(i,t )= 0.5673+ 0.0005〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)- 0.0823〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)- 0.6209〖
(NDTS)〗_(i,t)- 0.0029〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)- 
0.0001〖(SIZE)〗_(i,t)- 0.0222〖(TANG)
〗_(i,t)+ ε_(i,t)

The regression result shows that liquidity 
and profitability are the independent 

variables which significantly affect the 
leverage of the firm. Both the coefficient of 
liquidity and profitability is negative and 
statistically significant at 5 per cent and 
10 per cent level, respectively. The 
negative sign of the coefficient of liquidity 
supports the pecking order theory which 
postulates that firms which maintain 
comfortable liquidity position finance 
through internal funds and rely less on 
debt. Further, the negative sign of the 
coefficient of profitability also supports 
the pecking order theory. Thus, as per the 
theory a firm earning high profits finance 
through internal funding and would avoid 
outside financing. The negative relation-
ship between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage is in line with 
the findings of Serrasqueiro and Caetano 
(2012), Adair and Adaskou (2015) and 
Nasutionet al. (2017). The coefficient sign 
of growth is positive but insignificant. The 
positive relationship between leverage 
and growth is in consistent with the 
pecking order theory and is in line with 
the findings of Mishra (2011) and Adair 
and Adaskou (2015). Thus, according to 
the theory a growing firm with insufficient 
internal funding will prefer to issue debt 
instead of equity shares to meet the financ-
ing requirements. As per the theory issue 
of equity shares by a growing firm will 
signal the investors that the equity shares 
are overvalued and may result in massive 
sell-off. The negative relationship 
between the firm’s leverage and the 
non-debt tax shield derived in the study 
supports the trade-off theory and is in line 
with the results of Gonzalez and Gonzalez 
(2012) and Nasutionet al. (2017). The 
trade-off theory theorises a positive 
relationship between size and the firm’s 
leverage. According to the theory as a firm 
grows, its profitability also increases 
which in turn reduces the firm’s probabili-
ty of bankruptcy. Thus, larger firms have 
easy access to debt as compared to smaller 

firms. On the other hand, the pecking 
order theory supports the negative 
relationship between size and leverage. 
The present study found a negative 
relationship between size and leverage 
which is consistent with the pecking order 
theory. The regression equation shows 
that the relationship between tangibility 
and leverage is negative and insignificant. 
The negative coefficient of tangibility 
supports the pecking order theory. Accord-
ing to the theory as firm’s tangible assets 
to total assets ratio improves the informa-
tion asymmetry reduces, thus, making 
equity issuance less costly. In other words, 
firm’s with higher tangible assets to total 
assets ratio have lower leverage.

The value of Adj. R2 is 0.1578 which 
indicates that around 16 per cent of the 
variation in leverage can be explained by 
the independent variables. The F-statistic 
is significant which suggests that the 
model fits the data significantly. Further, 
the value of the Durbin-Watson statistic is 
close to 2 which suggest that the problem 
of autocorrelation do not exist in the 
residuals.
  
Conclusion
The present study investigated the 
determinants of leverage with reference to 
BSE listed auto ancillary companies. The 
study covered a period of 8 financial years 
and employed correlation analysis, grang-
er causality test and panel regression to 
analyse the data.The correlation analysis 
shows that leverage is positively correlat-
ed with growth, NDTS and tangibility 
while leverage is negatively correlated 
with liquidity, profitability and size. The 
correlation analysis further indicates that 
the multicollinearity problem does not 
exist between the independent variables. 
The result of the granger causality test 
suggests that unidirectional causality 
exists between liquidity and firm’s 

leverage and profitability and firm’s 
leverage. The study applied Hausman test 
to determine whether the fixed effect 
model or the random effect model is appro-
priate. The result of the Hausman test 
suggests that the random effect model is 
appropriate for the present study. The 
regression equation explains 16 per cent 
of the variation in leverage. The regres-
sion further reveals that liquidity and 
profitability have significant negative 
relationship with leverage while the 
coefficient of NDTS, tangibility, size is 
also found to be negative but insignificant. 
The regression equation suggests that 
growth of the firm has positive impact on 
the firm’s leverage. The regression 
coefficients of liquidity, profitability, 
growth, size and tangibility supports the 
pecking order theory while the regression 
coefficient of NDTS supports the trade-off 
theory.

The present study used a single leverage 
proxy; however, running separate regres-
sions with multiple leverage proxies and 
comparing the results could have been a 
better approach and may come up with 
new in-sights.
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The decision of capital structure is 
related to the distribution of sources of 
finance in such a way that maximizes the 
value of a firm. The seminal paper Modig-
liani and Miller (1958) assumed a 
complete and perfect capital market and 
suggested that the capital structure 
theories are irrelevant in determining 
the value of a firm. The irrelevance 
theory of capital structure raised a 
debate on capital structure theories. The 
assumption of a perfect capital market is, 
basically, an ideal scenario where all 
securities are fairly priced without any 
market friction. It was a normative 
theory that was the basis of many other 

theories that tried to incorporate some of 
the actual market frictions and explain 
how these help in determining the capital 
structure of a firm and led the debate 
towards a positive theory. A comprehen-
sive theory which covers all aspects of 
financing behaviour does not exist. The 
trade-off theory, market timing theory, 
signalling theory, agency cost theory, free 
cash flow theory, pecking order theory 
are the theories that try to explain the 
variation in leverage of different firms. 
These theories are results of the devia-
tions from the perfect market assumption 
and tried to explain the behaviour of 
firms while making capital structure 

decisions in the presence of the imperfec-
tions or frictions of the market. According 
to the general trade-off theory, a firm 
which needs funds to finance an invest-
ment opportunity will trade-off between 
the costs and benefit of having leverage 
in the capital structure and accordingly 
decide the optimum level of leverage 
(Ikpesu and Eboiyehi, 2018; Fama and 
French, 2002). The agency cost of theory 
assumes that the separation of owner-
ship and control exerts agency costs on 
the firm (Kochhar, 1996). Managers act 
as agents of equity and debt-holders and 
sometimes take a decision that favours 
only a particular group, not the value of 
the firm. The free cash flow anomaly 
explains how the availability of extra 
funds makes managers takes suboptimal 
decisions that favour them and create a 
cost to the firm. The idea of market 
timing theory explains that a firm can 
take advantage of the market perfor-
mance and issue the shares accordingly. 
The signalling theory explains that due 
to information asymmetry the outside 
investors may not be able to gauge the 
actual worth of the firm or the invest-
ment opportunity for which the firm 
needs financing; they take signals of firm 
value from the decisions taken by the 
firms (Levy and Lazarovich-Porat, 1995). 
In contrast to the trade-off theory, the 
pecking order theory suggests that there 
is no optimal target of leverage (Myers, 
1984). Due to information asymmetry, 
different financing sources bear different 
costs and to maximize the firm value, 
financing sources with less information 
asymmetry should be issued first. The 
theory suggests that firms should first 
employ internal funding, then debt and 
then equity.
 
These theories, in their general forms, 
were not able to explain much variation 
in leverage across firms. The literature 
on capital structure used them combined 
to explain the variation in the capital 
structure of firms. The present article 
will focus on the two main theories, the 

trade-off theory and the pecking order 
theory, and with the help of other 
theories explain the variation in leverage 
across firms. The terms leverage and 
financial leverage have been used 
interchangeably and the proxy for 
leverage is as per the suggestion by Chak-
lader and Chawla (2016).

The study will focus on the auto ancillary 
firms listed on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The Indian auto ancillary 
sector is world’s fourth largest and is 
closely linked to the India automobile 
industry. Further, the Indian auto 
ancillary firms produce items whose 
requirements are recurring in nature. 
Thus, its contribution to GDP and employ-
ment is quite significant.

Theoretical framework 
Trade-off theory
The trade-off theory originates from 
Modigliani and Miller (1958) which 
assumes a perfect and complete capital 
market with no frictions and thus, the 
capital structure decisions are value 
irrelevant. All the financing sources are 
perfect substitutes and the value of the 
levered firm will be equal to the value of 
the unlevered firm. Further, Modigliani 
and Miller (1963) relaxed the assumption 
of a complete and perfect capital market 
with the introduction of corporate taxes 
in the original model. The study consid-
ers the tax benefits of debt and described 
the value of levered firms as the present 
value of tax shield in addition to the 
value of the unlevered firm. Both the 
papers didn’t consider the presence of 
bankruptcy penalties in their theories. 
Kraus and Litzenberger (1973) stated 
that the corporate taxes and bankruptcy 
penalties are central to the positive 
theories which explain the effect of 
leverage on value of the firm. In reality, 
the benefits arising with a tax shield is 
offset by the costs of financial distress 
and the theory which suggests a trade-off 
between the benefits and costs of issuing 
debt for getting an optimal level of 

leverage, named as trade-off theory. The 
tax benefits are observable but the costs 
are not, so it is safer for firms to maintain 
a safety of margin before taking tax 
benefits. Thus, the trade-off theory 
suggests that a firm should issue debt 
only up to the level where the benefits are 
more than or equal to the costs. 

It may be worth noting that getting the 
tax benefits are not the only incentive for 
debt issues. It also relates to mitigating 
the agency costs and free cash flow 
problems. Debt issue generates various 
types of problems and incentives while 
managing the business which leads to 
conflict of interest between managers, 
shareholders, and debt-holders. These 
costs are named as asset substitution 
problems and underinvestment. Debts 
are less risk bearing assets and they are 
issued basically for less risky invest-
ments than equity. Sometimes managers 
act in the favour of shareholders by 
issuing debts and use the proceedings to 
invest in more risky projects than the 
debt was contracted for. Since, debt-hold-
ers anticipate these behaviours they 
demand higher premiums on their debts 
increasing the cost of capital. This is 
known as asset substitution problem as it 
exchanges the lower risky investments 
for higher-risky investment. Firms may 
use asset substitution to please share-
holders. It may increase the value of 
shareholders but damages the debt-hold-
ers and thus, value of the firm may be 
unaffected by the move. The problem of 
underinvestment through agency 
problems arises when firms take 
decisions to not undertake a profitable 
project (a positive NPV project) because 
the profits will be partly shared by the 
debt-holders while the risk is borne by 
the equity-holders. It is a cost to the 
value of a firm. Managers take the 
decision to under-invest especially when 
risky debts are present in the market. 
The success of a profitable project may 
lead to higher valuation of debts at the 
cost of shareholders. These costs prevent 

firms from issuing more debts. 
 
The main concern of the trade-off theory 
is to search for the ways which help in 
reducing the costs of debt issue and 
increasing the benefits of it. The static 
version of trade off theory assumes an 
optimum level of debt which a firm chose 
according to its costs and benefits. The 
dynamic trade off theory assumes that 
although the firms choose their target 
levels but they deviate from their target 
and again try to adjust the debt level to 
reach their targets. 
Pecking order theory

The assumption of perfect capital 
markets leads the financing decisions 
value irrelevant and makes the internal 
and external financing substitutes of each 
other (Modigliani & miller, 1958). Howev-
er, market imperfections lead to consider-
able wedge between the decision to 
finance from internal sources and 
external sources and make the decision 
related to capital structure relevant for 
valuation of firms (Vanacker and Mani-
gart, 2010). Myers and Majluf (1984) 
tried to count on these inefficiencies of the 
market and added the condition of 
information asymmetry with the assump-
tion of a perfect capital market. The study 
explains how the capital structure of a 
firm, which has asset-in-place and needs 
additional financing for investment oppor-
tunities, is influenced when managers of 
the firms are more informed than outside 
investors and the managers as well as the 
outside investors are aware of the fact. 
Transmitting complete information to 
outside investors is very costly.  
Since, managers cannot provide the 
information to outside investors, informa-
tion is signalled to outside investors 
through decisions taken by them. The 
information asymmetry is perhaps the 
most important source to know why the 
external financing is thought to be more 
costly than the internal one. With this, 
the theory of pecking order came into 
being which posits that there should be 

an order of preferring the sources of 
finance in which the least costly should 
be preferred first. In other words, the 
internal financing should be preferred 
and in case it exhausts, external financ-
ing may be the next option. Availability of 
internal financing can safely avoid the 
need of external financing and be helpful 
to avoid consequences of manager’s 
inside information.
 
External financing (issuing debt or 
equity), on the other hand, may lead to 
asset mispricing at the marketplace 
which will cause a loss of value. The firms 
which have investment opportunities 
may not issue equity as they are aware 
that outside investors may not gauge the 
actual worth of the firm's assets as well 
as the future prospects of growth and the 
shares issued may remain under-priced. 
The growth opportunity increases the 
information asymmetry. Hence, if a firm 
issues new capital, it may signal outside 
investors the bad news (market signal-
ling). The outside investors may perceive 
that the asset in place is overvalued and 
hence, the managers are issuing new 
stocks, because if it had been underval-
ued, they may not have issued new 
shares. Thus, it affects the stock prices of 
the firm. The firm may fail to accept the 
opportunity to invest in a profitable 
project (Underinvestment problem) 
(Rocca et al., 2007). Here, Myers and 
Majluf (1984) argued that in absence of 
internal financing, Debt should be issued 
as it bears less information asymmetry 
and share prices will not be mispriced. In 
comparison to equity, debt bears less cost 
and leads to less information asymmetry 
because debt-contracts are safer as they 
limit the possible amount which the 
debt-holders may lose. Among the debts, 
risk-free debts and secured debts have 
least cost than the unsecured one. The 
main concern of the pecking order theory 
is how to reduce information asymmetry.     

Literature review

This section discusses various significant 
contributions made by researchers on the 
literature of determinants of a firm’s 
capital structure.

Booth et al. (2001) examined the differ-
ence in capital structure of developed and 
developing countries over the period of 10 
years and fund that the firm specific 
determinants of capital structure affect 
the developing countries in the same way 
they affect the developed countries. 
However, the country specific factors 
affect the ratios in different way which 
creates the variation in ratios among the 
countries.

Mishra (2011) investigated the determi-
nants of capital structure of 48 profit 
making PSUs of manufacturing sector. 
The study found the profitability of firms 
was negatively while the growth opportu-
nity and tangibility were positively 
related with leverage. Tax rate had a 
negative coefficient which was against 
the expectations of trade off theory. The 
relationship of profitability and growth 
was according to the pecking order theory 
while that of the tangibility was accord-
ing to the trade-off theory. The effect of 
non-debt tax shield and size of the firms 
were insignificant factor for the period 
observed.

Ali (2011) enquired about the determi-
nants of capital structure for textile 
companies listed on Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The study period extends from 
the year 2006 to 2010 and considered 170 
textile companies. Only long-term debt 
had been used for defining leverage ratio 
and the study found that profitability and 
growth in total assets were negatively 
related with leverage while size of the 
firms, non-debt tax shield and asset tangi-
bility shared a positive relationship with 
leverage.

Serrasqueiro and Caetano (2012) investi-
gated into the practices of determining 

capital structure of SMEs of Portugal 
over the period 1998 to 2005. The study 
found the profitability and age of the 
firms were negatively related to debt 
ratio. The results are consistent with 
pecking order theory. Again, the firms 
were found to be making a considerable 
adjustment towards their target capital 
which proves that the firms also consider 
the trade-off theories. The growth oppor-
tunities and tangibility had insignificant 
relationship with debt ratio for the period 
observed. 

Gonzalez and Gonzalez (2012) examined 
the determinants of capital structure and 
the behaviour of these factors depending 
upon the size of the firms in Spain. The 
results supported both the theories as 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to debt ratio and debt level of 
previous years were positively related 
according to the explanation of the 
trade-off theory. And Growth opportuni-
ty, intangibility and size had positive 
association while profitability had 
negative association with debt ratio 
according to the theory of pecking order. 
However, the study further emphasizes 
that the degree of usage of the theories 
varies across firm size but the direct of 
the relationship remains the same.
Abdeljawad et al. (2013)  advocated the 
presence of trade off theory in financing 
behaviour of Malaysian firms. The study 
found the evidence of target reversion 
behaviour which actually satisfies the 
criteria of adopting trade-off theory. But 
again, for target reversion, the firms may 
balance the costs and benefits of financ-
ing the firm by taking the advantage of 
market situation. Hence, firms may 
deviate from trade off to pecking order or 
say to market timing for financing. 
Overall, the study concludes that with 
differences in size, patterns, leverage 
level in the firms, they may adopt any 
theory or a combination of that for financ-
ing themselves.

 
Handoo and Sharma (2014) examined the 
factors affecting the capital structure of 
870 listed Indian firms from 2001 to 2010. 
Both private as well as government firms 
were considered for analysis. The study 
prepared 3 models with different depend-
ent variables. First model which consid-
ered short term debt as leverage found 
profitability, asset tangibility, size of the 
firm, tax rate and debt servicing capacity 
being the major determinants. Another 
model with long term debt as leverage 
found the profitability, growth, tangibili-
ty, cost of debt, tax rate, and debt servic-
ing capacity as major determinants. 
Third model which considered total debt 
as leverage found all the factors in the 
above models as important determinants 
except the cost of debt.
     
Komera and P.J. (2014) investigated the 
validity of pecking order theory in 
presence of debt concerns. The study 
covers the data of all public listed compa-
nies in India from the year 1992 to 2011. 
The pecking order is expected to be 
performing well for small firms as these 
firms exhibit information asymmetry but 
did not seem to be true in case of small 
firms. Overall, the study found that tangi-
bility and size shared a positive while 
growth and profitability shared a 
negative relationship with leverage. For 
emphasizing the effect of financial deficit, 
it was included in the regression but the 
R-square was remained moreover same 
as before and the signs of all the factors 
also remained unchanged. With this the 
study concluded that pecking order 
doesn’t seem to work well even in case 
where the debt capacity of the firms 
became a concern. Overall, the study 
negates the validity of pecking order 
theory.
Chadha and Sharma (2015) tried to find 
the important determinants of capital 
structure in manufacturing firms with 
special reference to India. The study 

extends over a period of 10 years, from 
2003-04 to 2012-13 and considered 422 
listed firms for analysis. The size and age 
of the firms, asset tangibility, growth, 
profitability, non-debt tax shield and 
business risk were found to be the impor-
tant determinants of capital structure of 
the firms for the observed period. In 
addition, the study also comments that a 
mix of both the trade-off and pecking 
order theories explains the determinants 
of capital structure of these firms.

Harc (2015) examined 500 small and 
medium enterprises in Croatia with data 
from the year 2005 to 2010. The study 
concluded that tangible assets behaved 
differently with short term debt and 
long-term debt. It shared a positive associ-
ation with long term debt and a negative 
association with short term debts. Since 
between the tangibility and leverage, the 
trade-off theory and pecking order 
theories advocates a positive and 
negative signs respectively, the study 
specified that the firms consider trade off 
theory while thinking about the 
long-term financing and consider pecking 
order theory while taking decisions for 
short term financing. 
 
Adair and Adaskou (2015) investigated 
2370 small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) to analyse the determinants of 
their capital structure in order to know 
whether the firms apply the trade-off 
theory or the pecking order theory while 
determining the capital structure. The 
study found that with the increasing age 
of the firms and increased profitability, 
the debt ratio was reduced while the 
growth of the firms had a positive associa-
tion with debt ratio. It signifies the use of 
pecking order theory. Also, the study 
reports that trade credit and guarantee or 
firms had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio which confirms with the 
trade-off theory. The effect of risk which 
varies among different types of industries 

and size were found to be insignificant on 
debt ratio.
 
Rao et al. (2017) investigated the factors 
that determine the capital structure of 
Indian manufacturing firms. The study 
applied panel data analysis and found 
that the depreciation, research & develop-
ment expenditure, and liquidity were 
positively related to the leverage while 
profitability and tangibility were negative-
ly related.

Sofat and Singh (2017) analysed the top 
100 manufacturing companies listed in 
BSE for finding the most significant 
determinants of capital structure in 
India. The study found the profitability 
with a negative relationship to leverage 
while asset composition and business risk 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Firm size was found to be an insignificant 
determinant. Thus, the study found a mix 
of capital structure theories explaining 
the behaviour of the determinants and 
the profitability, asset composition and 
business risk were considered as signifi-
cant determinants of capital structure for 
the observed period.
  
Nasution et al. (2017) examined the 
determinants of capital structure of manu-
facturing companies in Indonesia. The 
study found that the profitability and 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to leverage while the tangibility 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Corporate tax and inflation had insignifi-
cant relationship.
 
Sakr and Bedeir (2019) investigated 
whether the capital structure decisions of 
publicly traded non-financial firms are 
explained by the trade-off theory, pecking 
order theory or the agency cost theory. 
The study concluded that profitability, 
size, tangibility, liquidity, growth, 
business risk and financial flexibility 
were the important determinants of 

capital structure for the selected firms 
and the trade-off theory as well as 
pecking order theory combined explains 
the relationship between the determi-
nants and the leverage.

Simatupang et al. (2019) enquired about 
the capital structure determinants of 
publicly listed non-financial companies in 
Indonesia and found that the profitability 
and tangibility were determining the 
capital structure of the selected firms 
while sales growth and non-debt tax 
shield were not found to be the significant 
determinants. 
 
Sikveland and Zhang (2020) examined 
the sources of leverage for aquaculture 
industry in Norway and considered long 
term debt, short term debt, total debt, 
and liquidity of firms as a proxy of 
leverage. The study found that the listed 
firms have a significant negative relation-
ship with all proxies of leverage as getting 
equity is easier for them and thus, listing 
of firms is also an important variable for 
explaining the sources of capital 
structure. Further, the study reports that 
the proxies of size and profitability of the 
selected firms share a negative relation-
ship with short term as well as total debt 
and tangibility is positively related with 
long term debt and total debt while it 
shares a negative relationship with short 
term debt.

Gharaibeh and Tahat (2020) enquired 
about the factors that explain the level of 
leverage for service companies in Jordan. 
The study considered 45 companies for 
analysis and with panel regression it 
concluded that the size and non-debt tax 
shield had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio while profitability and business 
risk had a negative relationship.

Determinants and their relationship 
with leverage

Profitability- According to the trade-off 
theory, more profitable firms possess 
more debt servicing capacity and hence, 
should issue more debts to take the 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, the theory 
predicts a positive relationship between a 
firm’s profitability level and leverage. The 
pecking order theory suggests that with 
more profitability, a firm will be able to 
accumulate more surpluses which help 
the firm avoid external financing. The 
more profitable a firm, the less it needs to 
go for debt. Thus, pecking order assumes 
a negative relationship between profitabil-
ity and leverage. Studies Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) consid-
ered profitability as a deteminant of 
leverage.

Growth Opportunities- The trade-off 
theory assumes that growth opportuni-
ties come with agency problems between 
owners and creditors. The owners have 
great incentives to under-invest and also 
by asset substitution. Thus, with growth 
opportunities firms may prefer less to 
avoid the costs related to agency problems 
(Fama and French, 2002). The theory 
assumes a negative relationship between 
growth opportunities and leverage. As per 
the pecking order theory, growth opportu-
nities need more financing and the firms 
with less retained earnings may need to 
increase the leverage. Firms with more 
earnings available may create the 
problem of excess cash flow. With this 
excess cash, managers may take advan-
tage of information asymmetry and invest 
in negative- NPV projects that lead to 
more internal benefits to managers while 
firms will lose the value. The problem of 
excess cash may be mitigated by issuing 
more debt which needs regular and fixed 
payments and hence prevent the misuse 
of excess cash by investing in sub-optimal 
projects. Thus, the pecking order theory 
predicts that the firms with more growth 
opportunities will have a positive relation-

ship with leverage. Studies of Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) and Rao 
et al. (2017) considered growth opportuni-
ty as a deteminant of leverage.

Tangibility – The trade-off allows benefits 
of debt to increase and costs of debt to 
reduce. With tangible assets more debt 
can be raised with less cost as tangible 
assets work as collateral and help to 
reduce financial distress. Hence, tangibili-
ty has a positive relationship with 
leverage in the framework of trade-off 
theories. As per the pecking order, more 
tangible assets will help in lesser informa-
tion asymmetry and help in better pricing 
of new issues. Hence, firms may not have 
problems while issuing new equity. Also, 
the firms may retain the capacity to issue 
debt in near future. Thus, pecking order 
predicts a negative relationship of 
leverage with tangibility. Studies of 
Onofrei et al. (2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered tangibility as a 
determinant of leverage.

Liquidity- More liquidity allows more debt 
servicing capacity which leads to more 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, trade-off 
theory predicts a positive relationship 
between liquidity and leverage. But the 
pecking order assumes a negative relation-
ship with leverage and suggests that with 
more liquidity, firms should prefer 
internal financing rather than relying on 
debt. Studies of Onofrei et al. (2015), Rao 
et al.(2017) considered liquidity as a 
determinant of leverage.

NDTS- The non-debt tax shields are 
substitutes of interest cost of debt as they 
also provide tax benefits. With increasing-
ly non-debt tax shields, the incentive of 
receiving tax benefits from interest will be 
lesser and hence it leads to lower levels of 
leverage. Again, the more non-debt tax 

shields are allowed for deduction, the less 
profitability remains. It further leads to 
less debt servicing capacity of the firm. 
Thus, an increase in NDTS reduces the 
benefit of having more leverage. The 
trade-off theory predicts a negative 
relationship between NDTS and leverage. 
In contrast, the pecking order assumes a 
positive relationship. Since NDTS reduces 
the available earnings, it may dent a 
significant portion of internal financing 
and hence, more debt will be issued with 
increasing levels of NDTS.Rao et al. 
(2017) considered NDTS as a determinant 
of leverage.

Size – Larger firms used to be more diversi-
fied and less prone to bankruptcy. 
Debt-holders can be easily attracted 
towards large sized firms with favourable 
costs to firms in comparison to the smaller 
ones. Hence, larger firms have more incen-
tive in debt servicing than the smaller 
firms. The trade-off theory predicts a 
positive relationship between size of the 
firms and leverage. Since the pecking 
order theory finds benefit where informa-
tion asymmetry can be reduced, it favours 
a negative relationship between the two. 
It states that with large size, firms attract 
more regulation and control which in turn 
reduces information asymmetry to a great 
extent. Hence, the size of the firm and 
leverage should reflect a negative relation-
ship. Studies of Fama and French (2002), 
Onofrei et al.(2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered size of the firm 
as a determinant of leverage.

Objective of the study
1. To investigate the impact of growth, 
liquidity, non-debt tax shield, profitabili-
ty, size and tangibility on financial 
leverage of BSE listed auto ancillary 
firms.

2. To examine whether the findings are 

consistent with the pecking-order theory 
or trade-off theory.
 
Author mentioned in the abstract that the 
primary objective of the paper is, but 
between these two objectives we don’t 
know which one is primary objective.
 

Methodology
The primary objective of the study is to 
investigate the impact of growth, liquidi-
ty, non-debt tax shield, profitability, size, 
and tangibility on financial leverage. For 
the purpose of the present study; we have 
considered BSE Group A listed firms 
belonging to the auto ancillaries sector. 
The auto ancillaries sector has 13 firms 
and we have included 10 of them in the 
study whilethree firms are left out due to 
the unavailability of data. The period of 
the study was for the financial year (1st 

April to 31st March) 2013 to 2020. The 
study considered such a time frame in 
order to capture the period after the recov-
ery of the Indian economy from the 
sub-prime crisis. All the data is sourced 
from the money control web site and are in 
INR. The variables and the proxies used 
in the study are summarised in Table 1.

Note: CL is current liabilities, LTD is 
long-term debts, TA is total assets, CA is 
current assets, Dep is depreciation, NPAT 
is net profit after tax, TE is total equity 
and FA is fixed assets.
 
The study employed panel data regression 
to achieve the pre-specified objective of the 
study. To choose between the fixed effects 
model (FE) and the random effects model 
(RE), the Hausman test is applied. The 
null hypothesis of the test is that Random 
Effects model is consistent while the 

alternative hypothesis is that the Fixed 
Effects model is consistent. Thus, if the 
p-value is less than 0.05 we can reject the 
null hypothesis. 

 To investigate the impact of the selected 
variables the following model is framed 
for the regression analysis: 
 
〖LEV〗_(i,t )= β_0+ β_1 〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)+ β_2 〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)+ β_3 〖(NDTS)
〗_(i,t)+ β_4 〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)+ β_5 〖
(SIZE)〗_(i,t)+ β_6 〖(TANG)〗_(i,t)+ ε
_(i,t)

Where, LEVi, t is leverage of the ith firm 
at time t, β0 is the constant, β1 to β6 are 
the coefficients of the independent varia-
bles, GROWi, t is the growth of theith firm 
at time t, LQDi, tis the liquidity of theith 
firm at time t, NDTS i, t is the non-debt 
shield of the ith firm at time t, PROFIT i, 
t is the profitability of the ith firm at time 
t, SIZEi, t is the size of the ith firm at time 
t, TANGi, t is the tangibility of the ith firm 
at time t, εi, t is the error term.
In the first step the summary statistics of 
all the variables viz. mean, standard devia-
tion, skewness and kurtosis are computed. 
Correlation coefficients are computed to 
observe the association between the varia-
bles. 

The granger causality test is applied to 
investigate the direction of causality in 
the short-run. The Hausman test is 
applied to determine whether the fixed 
effect or the random effect is appropriate 
and finally, the regression result is report-
ed.

Discussion
The summary statistics of the variables 
are summarised in Table 2. The mean 
value of leverage, growth, liquidity, 
non-debt tax shield, profitability, size and 
tangibility is 0.3534, 8.7580, 1.7328, 

0.0427, 12.7428, 43.5834 and 0.3369 
respectively. The distribution of leverage, 
liquidity, NDTS, profitability, size and 
tangibility is skewed to the right (positive-
ly skewed) while the distribution of 
growth is skewed to the left (negatively 
skewed). The kurtosis value of all the 
variables is more than 3 which indicates 
that all the variables follow a leptokurtic 
distribution. The Jarque-Bera test 
indicates that at 5 per cent level only tangi-
bility follows normal distribution.

From the correlation analysis (Table 3) all 
the correlation coefficients are less than 
0.8. Further, there is no correlation 
between the independent variables which 
indicates that the problem of multicolline-
arity does not exist and all the independ-
ent variables can be used for the purpose 
of regression analysis simultaneously. 
(needs further clarification) 

Source: Author’s Own calculation
t-stat in [] and p-value in ()

The output of granger causality test is 
presented in Table 4. From the table it can 
be observed that uni-directional causality 
exists between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage which indicates 
that liquidity and profitability improves 
the prediction of leverage in the regres-
sion model.

The output of the regression analysis is 
presented in table 5. From the table it can 
be observed that the idiosyncratic error 
(Rho) is more than 64 per cent which 
suggests that it is better to apply panel 
data regression then pooled regression. 

The study applied both the method of 
panel data regression i.e. fixed effect and 
random effect. The best model is selected 
on the basis of the result of Hausman test.

 
The output of the Hausman test (see Table 
6) supports the random effects model and, 
thus, the rest of the regression analysis 
will be based on the random effect model 
only.The regression equation of the 
determinants of capital structure for BSE 
listed auto ancillaries firms is given below:

LEV〗_(i,t )= 0.5673+ 0.0005〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)- 0.0823〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)- 0.6209〖
(NDTS)〗_(i,t)- 0.0029〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)- 
0.0001〖(SIZE)〗_(i,t)- 0.0222〖(TANG)
〗_(i,t)+ ε_(i,t)

The regression result shows that liquidity 
and profitability are the independent 

variables which significantly affect the 
leverage of the firm. Both the coefficient of 
liquidity and profitability is negative and 
statistically significant at 5 per cent and 
10 per cent level, respectively. The 
negative sign of the coefficient of liquidity 
supports the pecking order theory which 
postulates that firms which maintain 
comfortable liquidity position finance 
through internal funds and rely less on 
debt. Further, the negative sign of the 
coefficient of profitability also supports 
the pecking order theory. Thus, as per the 
theory a firm earning high profits finance 
through internal funding and would avoid 
outside financing. The negative relation-
ship between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage is in line with 
the findings of Serrasqueiro and Caetano 
(2012), Adair and Adaskou (2015) and 
Nasutionet al. (2017). The coefficient sign 
of growth is positive but insignificant. The 
positive relationship between leverage 
and growth is in consistent with the 
pecking order theory and is in line with 
the findings of Mishra (2011) and Adair 
and Adaskou (2015). Thus, according to 
the theory a growing firm with insufficient 
internal funding will prefer to issue debt 
instead of equity shares to meet the financ-
ing requirements. As per the theory issue 
of equity shares by a growing firm will 
signal the investors that the equity shares 
are overvalued and may result in massive 
sell-off. The negative relationship 
between the firm’s leverage and the 
non-debt tax shield derived in the study 
supports the trade-off theory and is in line 
with the results of Gonzalez and Gonzalez 
(2012) and Nasutionet al. (2017). The 
trade-off theory theorises a positive 
relationship between size and the firm’s 
leverage. According to the theory as a firm 
grows, its profitability also increases 
which in turn reduces the firm’s probabili-
ty of bankruptcy. Thus, larger firms have 
easy access to debt as compared to smaller 

firms. On the other hand, the pecking 
order theory supports the negative 
relationship between size and leverage. 
The present study found a negative 
relationship between size and leverage 
which is consistent with the pecking order 
theory. The regression equation shows 
that the relationship between tangibility 
and leverage is negative and insignificant. 
The negative coefficient of tangibility 
supports the pecking order theory. Accord-
ing to the theory as firm’s tangible assets 
to total assets ratio improves the informa-
tion asymmetry reduces, thus, making 
equity issuance less costly. In other words, 
firm’s with higher tangible assets to total 
assets ratio have lower leverage.

The value of Adj. R2 is 0.1578 which 
indicates that around 16 per cent of the 
variation in leverage can be explained by 
the independent variables. The F-statistic 
is significant which suggests that the 
model fits the data significantly. Further, 
the value of the Durbin-Watson statistic is 
close to 2 which suggest that the problem 
of autocorrelation do not exist in the 
residuals.
  
Conclusion
The present study investigated the 
determinants of leverage with reference to 
BSE listed auto ancillary companies. The 
study covered a period of 8 financial years 
and employed correlation analysis, grang-
er causality test and panel regression to 
analyse the data.The correlation analysis 
shows that leverage is positively correlat-
ed with growth, NDTS and tangibility 
while leverage is negatively correlated 
with liquidity, profitability and size. The 
correlation analysis further indicates that 
the multicollinearity problem does not 
exist between the independent variables. 
The result of the granger causality test 
suggests that unidirectional causality 
exists between liquidity and firm’s 

leverage and profitability and firm’s 
leverage. The study applied Hausman test 
to determine whether the fixed effect 
model or the random effect model is appro-
priate. The result of the Hausman test 
suggests that the random effect model is 
appropriate for the present study. The 
regression equation explains 16 per cent 
of the variation in leverage. The regres-
sion further reveals that liquidity and 
profitability have significant negative 
relationship with leverage while the 
coefficient of NDTS, tangibility, size is 
also found to be negative but insignificant. 
The regression equation suggests that 
growth of the firm has positive impact on 
the firm’s leverage. The regression 
coefficients of liquidity, profitability, 
growth, size and tangibility supports the 
pecking order theory while the regression 
coefficient of NDTS supports the trade-off 
theory.

The present study used a single leverage 
proxy; however, running separate regres-
sions with multiple leverage proxies and 
comparing the results could have been a 
better approach and may come up with 
new in-sights.
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The decision of capital structure is 
related to the distribution of sources of 
finance in such a way that maximizes the 
value of a firm. The seminal paper Modig-
liani and Miller (1958) assumed a 
complete and perfect capital market and 
suggested that the capital structure 
theories are irrelevant in determining 
the value of a firm. The irrelevance 
theory of capital structure raised a 
debate on capital structure theories. The 
assumption of a perfect capital market is, 
basically, an ideal scenario where all 
securities are fairly priced without any 
market friction. It was a normative 
theory that was the basis of many other 

theories that tried to incorporate some of 
the actual market frictions and explain 
how these help in determining the capital 
structure of a firm and led the debate 
towards a positive theory. A comprehen-
sive theory which covers all aspects of 
financing behaviour does not exist. The 
trade-off theory, market timing theory, 
signalling theory, agency cost theory, free 
cash flow theory, pecking order theory 
are the theories that try to explain the 
variation in leverage of different firms. 
These theories are results of the devia-
tions from the perfect market assumption 
and tried to explain the behaviour of 
firms while making capital structure 

decisions in the presence of the imperfec-
tions or frictions of the market. According 
to the general trade-off theory, a firm 
which needs funds to finance an invest-
ment opportunity will trade-off between 
the costs and benefit of having leverage 
in the capital structure and accordingly 
decide the optimum level of leverage 
(Ikpesu and Eboiyehi, 2018; Fama and 
French, 2002). The agency cost of theory 
assumes that the separation of owner-
ship and control exerts agency costs on 
the firm (Kochhar, 1996). Managers act 
as agents of equity and debt-holders and 
sometimes take a decision that favours 
only a particular group, not the value of 
the firm. The free cash flow anomaly 
explains how the availability of extra 
funds makes managers takes suboptimal 
decisions that favour them and create a 
cost to the firm. The idea of market 
timing theory explains that a firm can 
take advantage of the market perfor-
mance and issue the shares accordingly. 
The signalling theory explains that due 
to information asymmetry the outside 
investors may not be able to gauge the 
actual worth of the firm or the invest-
ment opportunity for which the firm 
needs financing; they take signals of firm 
value from the decisions taken by the 
firms (Levy and Lazarovich-Porat, 1995). 
In contrast to the trade-off theory, the 
pecking order theory suggests that there 
is no optimal target of leverage (Myers, 
1984). Due to information asymmetry, 
different financing sources bear different 
costs and to maximize the firm value, 
financing sources with less information 
asymmetry should be issued first. The 
theory suggests that firms should first 
employ internal funding, then debt and 
then equity.
 
These theories, in their general forms, 
were not able to explain much variation 
in leverage across firms. The literature 
on capital structure used them combined 
to explain the variation in the capital 
structure of firms. The present article 
will focus on the two main theories, the 

trade-off theory and the pecking order 
theory, and with the help of other 
theories explain the variation in leverage 
across firms. The terms leverage and 
financial leverage have been used 
interchangeably and the proxy for 
leverage is as per the suggestion by Chak-
lader and Chawla (2016).

The study will focus on the auto ancillary 
firms listed on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The Indian auto ancillary 
sector is world’s fourth largest and is 
closely linked to the India automobile 
industry. Further, the Indian auto 
ancillary firms produce items whose 
requirements are recurring in nature. 
Thus, its contribution to GDP and employ-
ment is quite significant.

Theoretical framework 
Trade-off theory
The trade-off theory originates from 
Modigliani and Miller (1958) which 
assumes a perfect and complete capital 
market with no frictions and thus, the 
capital structure decisions are value 
irrelevant. All the financing sources are 
perfect substitutes and the value of the 
levered firm will be equal to the value of 
the unlevered firm. Further, Modigliani 
and Miller (1963) relaxed the assumption 
of a complete and perfect capital market 
with the introduction of corporate taxes 
in the original model. The study consid-
ers the tax benefits of debt and described 
the value of levered firms as the present 
value of tax shield in addition to the 
value of the unlevered firm. Both the 
papers didn’t consider the presence of 
bankruptcy penalties in their theories. 
Kraus and Litzenberger (1973) stated 
that the corporate taxes and bankruptcy 
penalties are central to the positive 
theories which explain the effect of 
leverage on value of the firm. In reality, 
the benefits arising with a tax shield is 
offset by the costs of financial distress 
and the theory which suggests a trade-off 
between the benefits and costs of issuing 
debt for getting an optimal level of 

leverage, named as trade-off theory. The 
tax benefits are observable but the costs 
are not, so it is safer for firms to maintain 
a safety of margin before taking tax 
benefits. Thus, the trade-off theory 
suggests that a firm should issue debt 
only up to the level where the benefits are 
more than or equal to the costs. 

It may be worth noting that getting the 
tax benefits are not the only incentive for 
debt issues. It also relates to mitigating 
the agency costs and free cash flow 
problems. Debt issue generates various 
types of problems and incentives while 
managing the business which leads to 
conflict of interest between managers, 
shareholders, and debt-holders. These 
costs are named as asset substitution 
problems and underinvestment. Debts 
are less risk bearing assets and they are 
issued basically for less risky invest-
ments than equity. Sometimes managers 
act in the favour of shareholders by 
issuing debts and use the proceedings to 
invest in more risky projects than the 
debt was contracted for. Since, debt-hold-
ers anticipate these behaviours they 
demand higher premiums on their debts 
increasing the cost of capital. This is 
known as asset substitution problem as it 
exchanges the lower risky investments 
for higher-risky investment. Firms may 
use asset substitution to please share-
holders. It may increase the value of 
shareholders but damages the debt-hold-
ers and thus, value of the firm may be 
unaffected by the move. The problem of 
underinvestment through agency 
problems arises when firms take 
decisions to not undertake a profitable 
project (a positive NPV project) because 
the profits will be partly shared by the 
debt-holders while the risk is borne by 
the equity-holders. It is a cost to the 
value of a firm. Managers take the 
decision to under-invest especially when 
risky debts are present in the market. 
The success of a profitable project may 
lead to higher valuation of debts at the 
cost of shareholders. These costs prevent 

firms from issuing more debts. 
 
The main concern of the trade-off theory 
is to search for the ways which help in 
reducing the costs of debt issue and 
increasing the benefits of it. The static 
version of trade off theory assumes an 
optimum level of debt which a firm chose 
according to its costs and benefits. The 
dynamic trade off theory assumes that 
although the firms choose their target 
levels but they deviate from their target 
and again try to adjust the debt level to 
reach their targets. 
Pecking order theory

The assumption of perfect capital 
markets leads the financing decisions 
value irrelevant and makes the internal 
and external financing substitutes of each 
other (Modigliani & miller, 1958). Howev-
er, market imperfections lead to consider-
able wedge between the decision to 
finance from internal sources and 
external sources and make the decision 
related to capital structure relevant for 
valuation of firms (Vanacker and Mani-
gart, 2010). Myers and Majluf (1984) 
tried to count on these inefficiencies of the 
market and added the condition of 
information asymmetry with the assump-
tion of a perfect capital market. The study 
explains how the capital structure of a 
firm, which has asset-in-place and needs 
additional financing for investment oppor-
tunities, is influenced when managers of 
the firms are more informed than outside 
investors and the managers as well as the 
outside investors are aware of the fact. 
Transmitting complete information to 
outside investors is very costly.  
Since, managers cannot provide the 
information to outside investors, informa-
tion is signalled to outside investors 
through decisions taken by them. The 
information asymmetry is perhaps the 
most important source to know why the 
external financing is thought to be more 
costly than the internal one. With this, 
the theory of pecking order came into 
being which posits that there should be 

an order of preferring the sources of 
finance in which the least costly should 
be preferred first. In other words, the 
internal financing should be preferred 
and in case it exhausts, external financ-
ing may be the next option. Availability of 
internal financing can safely avoid the 
need of external financing and be helpful 
to avoid consequences of manager’s 
inside information.
 
External financing (issuing debt or 
equity), on the other hand, may lead to 
asset mispricing at the marketplace 
which will cause a loss of value. The firms 
which have investment opportunities 
may not issue equity as they are aware 
that outside investors may not gauge the 
actual worth of the firm's assets as well 
as the future prospects of growth and the 
shares issued may remain under-priced. 
The growth opportunity increases the 
information asymmetry. Hence, if a firm 
issues new capital, it may signal outside 
investors the bad news (market signal-
ling). The outside investors may perceive 
that the asset in place is overvalued and 
hence, the managers are issuing new 
stocks, because if it had been underval-
ued, they may not have issued new 
shares. Thus, it affects the stock prices of 
the firm. The firm may fail to accept the 
opportunity to invest in a profitable 
project (Underinvestment problem) 
(Rocca et al., 2007). Here, Myers and 
Majluf (1984) argued that in absence of 
internal financing, Debt should be issued 
as it bears less information asymmetry 
and share prices will not be mispriced. In 
comparison to equity, debt bears less cost 
and leads to less information asymmetry 
because debt-contracts are safer as they 
limit the possible amount which the 
debt-holders may lose. Among the debts, 
risk-free debts and secured debts have 
least cost than the unsecured one. The 
main concern of the pecking order theory 
is how to reduce information asymmetry.     

Literature review

This section discusses various significant 
contributions made by researchers on the 
literature of determinants of a firm’s 
capital structure.

Booth et al. (2001) examined the differ-
ence in capital structure of developed and 
developing countries over the period of 10 
years and fund that the firm specific 
determinants of capital structure affect 
the developing countries in the same way 
they affect the developed countries. 
However, the country specific factors 
affect the ratios in different way which 
creates the variation in ratios among the 
countries.

Mishra (2011) investigated the determi-
nants of capital structure of 48 profit 
making PSUs of manufacturing sector. 
The study found the profitability of firms 
was negatively while the growth opportu-
nity and tangibility were positively 
related with leverage. Tax rate had a 
negative coefficient which was against 
the expectations of trade off theory. The 
relationship of profitability and growth 
was according to the pecking order theory 
while that of the tangibility was accord-
ing to the trade-off theory. The effect of 
non-debt tax shield and size of the firms 
were insignificant factor for the period 
observed.

Ali (2011) enquired about the determi-
nants of capital structure for textile 
companies listed on Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The study period extends from 
the year 2006 to 2010 and considered 170 
textile companies. Only long-term debt 
had been used for defining leverage ratio 
and the study found that profitability and 
growth in total assets were negatively 
related with leverage while size of the 
firms, non-debt tax shield and asset tangi-
bility shared a positive relationship with 
leverage.

Serrasqueiro and Caetano (2012) investi-
gated into the practices of determining 

capital structure of SMEs of Portugal 
over the period 1998 to 2005. The study 
found the profitability and age of the 
firms were negatively related to debt 
ratio. The results are consistent with 
pecking order theory. Again, the firms 
were found to be making a considerable 
adjustment towards their target capital 
which proves that the firms also consider 
the trade-off theories. The growth oppor-
tunities and tangibility had insignificant 
relationship with debt ratio for the period 
observed. 

Gonzalez and Gonzalez (2012) examined 
the determinants of capital structure and 
the behaviour of these factors depending 
upon the size of the firms in Spain. The 
results supported both the theories as 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to debt ratio and debt level of 
previous years were positively related 
according to the explanation of the 
trade-off theory. And Growth opportuni-
ty, intangibility and size had positive 
association while profitability had 
negative association with debt ratio 
according to the theory of pecking order. 
However, the study further emphasizes 
that the degree of usage of the theories 
varies across firm size but the direct of 
the relationship remains the same.
Abdeljawad et al. (2013)  advocated the 
presence of trade off theory in financing 
behaviour of Malaysian firms. The study 
found the evidence of target reversion 
behaviour which actually satisfies the 
criteria of adopting trade-off theory. But 
again, for target reversion, the firms may 
balance the costs and benefits of financ-
ing the firm by taking the advantage of 
market situation. Hence, firms may 
deviate from trade off to pecking order or 
say to market timing for financing. 
Overall, the study concludes that with 
differences in size, patterns, leverage 
level in the firms, they may adopt any 
theory or a combination of that for financ-
ing themselves.

 
Handoo and Sharma (2014) examined the 
factors affecting the capital structure of 
870 listed Indian firms from 2001 to 2010. 
Both private as well as government firms 
were considered for analysis. The study 
prepared 3 models with different depend-
ent variables. First model which consid-
ered short term debt as leverage found 
profitability, asset tangibility, size of the 
firm, tax rate and debt servicing capacity 
being the major determinants. Another 
model with long term debt as leverage 
found the profitability, growth, tangibili-
ty, cost of debt, tax rate, and debt servic-
ing capacity as major determinants. 
Third model which considered total debt 
as leverage found all the factors in the 
above models as important determinants 
except the cost of debt.
     
Komera and P.J. (2014) investigated the 
validity of pecking order theory in 
presence of debt concerns. The study 
covers the data of all public listed compa-
nies in India from the year 1992 to 2011. 
The pecking order is expected to be 
performing well for small firms as these 
firms exhibit information asymmetry but 
did not seem to be true in case of small 
firms. Overall, the study found that tangi-
bility and size shared a positive while 
growth and profitability shared a 
negative relationship with leverage. For 
emphasizing the effect of financial deficit, 
it was included in the regression but the 
R-square was remained moreover same 
as before and the signs of all the factors 
also remained unchanged. With this the 
study concluded that pecking order 
doesn’t seem to work well even in case 
where the debt capacity of the firms 
became a concern. Overall, the study 
negates the validity of pecking order 
theory.
Chadha and Sharma (2015) tried to find 
the important determinants of capital 
structure in manufacturing firms with 
special reference to India. The study 

extends over a period of 10 years, from 
2003-04 to 2012-13 and considered 422 
listed firms for analysis. The size and age 
of the firms, asset tangibility, growth, 
profitability, non-debt tax shield and 
business risk were found to be the impor-
tant determinants of capital structure of 
the firms for the observed period. In 
addition, the study also comments that a 
mix of both the trade-off and pecking 
order theories explains the determinants 
of capital structure of these firms.

Harc (2015) examined 500 small and 
medium enterprises in Croatia with data 
from the year 2005 to 2010. The study 
concluded that tangible assets behaved 
differently with short term debt and 
long-term debt. It shared a positive associ-
ation with long term debt and a negative 
association with short term debts. Since 
between the tangibility and leverage, the 
trade-off theory and pecking order 
theories advocates a positive and 
negative signs respectively, the study 
specified that the firms consider trade off 
theory while thinking about the 
long-term financing and consider pecking 
order theory while taking decisions for 
short term financing. 
 
Adair and Adaskou (2015) investigated 
2370 small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) to analyse the determinants of 
their capital structure in order to know 
whether the firms apply the trade-off 
theory or the pecking order theory while 
determining the capital structure. The 
study found that with the increasing age 
of the firms and increased profitability, 
the debt ratio was reduced while the 
growth of the firms had a positive associa-
tion with debt ratio. It signifies the use of 
pecking order theory. Also, the study 
reports that trade credit and guarantee or 
firms had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio which confirms with the 
trade-off theory. The effect of risk which 
varies among different types of industries 

and size were found to be insignificant on 
debt ratio.
 
Rao et al. (2017) investigated the factors 
that determine the capital structure of 
Indian manufacturing firms. The study 
applied panel data analysis and found 
that the depreciation, research & develop-
ment expenditure, and liquidity were 
positively related to the leverage while 
profitability and tangibility were negative-
ly related.

Sofat and Singh (2017) analysed the top 
100 manufacturing companies listed in 
BSE for finding the most significant 
determinants of capital structure in 
India. The study found the profitability 
with a negative relationship to leverage 
while asset composition and business risk 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Firm size was found to be an insignificant 
determinant. Thus, the study found a mix 
of capital structure theories explaining 
the behaviour of the determinants and 
the profitability, asset composition and 
business risk were considered as signifi-
cant determinants of capital structure for 
the observed period.
  
Nasution et al. (2017) examined the 
determinants of capital structure of manu-
facturing companies in Indonesia. The 
study found that the profitability and 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to leverage while the tangibility 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Corporate tax and inflation had insignifi-
cant relationship.
 
Sakr and Bedeir (2019) investigated 
whether the capital structure decisions of 
publicly traded non-financial firms are 
explained by the trade-off theory, pecking 
order theory or the agency cost theory. 
The study concluded that profitability, 
size, tangibility, liquidity, growth, 
business risk and financial flexibility 
were the important determinants of 

capital structure for the selected firms 
and the trade-off theory as well as 
pecking order theory combined explains 
the relationship between the determi-
nants and the leverage.

Simatupang et al. (2019) enquired about 
the capital structure determinants of 
publicly listed non-financial companies in 
Indonesia and found that the profitability 
and tangibility were determining the 
capital structure of the selected firms 
while sales growth and non-debt tax 
shield were not found to be the significant 
determinants. 
 
Sikveland and Zhang (2020) examined 
the sources of leverage for aquaculture 
industry in Norway and considered long 
term debt, short term debt, total debt, 
and liquidity of firms as a proxy of 
leverage. The study found that the listed 
firms have a significant negative relation-
ship with all proxies of leverage as getting 
equity is easier for them and thus, listing 
of firms is also an important variable for 
explaining the sources of capital 
structure. Further, the study reports that 
the proxies of size and profitability of the 
selected firms share a negative relation-
ship with short term as well as total debt 
and tangibility is positively related with 
long term debt and total debt while it 
shares a negative relationship with short 
term debt.

Gharaibeh and Tahat (2020) enquired 
about the factors that explain the level of 
leverage for service companies in Jordan. 
The study considered 45 companies for 
analysis and with panel regression it 
concluded that the size and non-debt tax 
shield had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio while profitability and business 
risk had a negative relationship.

Determinants and their relationship 
with leverage

Profitability- According to the trade-off 
theory, more profitable firms possess 
more debt servicing capacity and hence, 
should issue more debts to take the 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, the theory 
predicts a positive relationship between a 
firm’s profitability level and leverage. The 
pecking order theory suggests that with 
more profitability, a firm will be able to 
accumulate more surpluses which help 
the firm avoid external financing. The 
more profitable a firm, the less it needs to 
go for debt. Thus, pecking order assumes 
a negative relationship between profitabil-
ity and leverage. Studies Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) consid-
ered profitability as a deteminant of 
leverage.

Growth Opportunities- The trade-off 
theory assumes that growth opportuni-
ties come with agency problems between 
owners and creditors. The owners have 
great incentives to under-invest and also 
by asset substitution. Thus, with growth 
opportunities firms may prefer less to 
avoid the costs related to agency problems 
(Fama and French, 2002). The theory 
assumes a negative relationship between 
growth opportunities and leverage. As per 
the pecking order theory, growth opportu-
nities need more financing and the firms 
with less retained earnings may need to 
increase the leverage. Firms with more 
earnings available may create the 
problem of excess cash flow. With this 
excess cash, managers may take advan-
tage of information asymmetry and invest 
in negative- NPV projects that lead to 
more internal benefits to managers while 
firms will lose the value. The problem of 
excess cash may be mitigated by issuing 
more debt which needs regular and fixed 
payments and hence prevent the misuse 
of excess cash by investing in sub-optimal 
projects. Thus, the pecking order theory 
predicts that the firms with more growth 
opportunities will have a positive relation-

ship with leverage. Studies of Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) and Rao 
et al. (2017) considered growth opportuni-
ty as a deteminant of leverage.

Tangibility – The trade-off allows benefits 
of debt to increase and costs of debt to 
reduce. With tangible assets more debt 
can be raised with less cost as tangible 
assets work as collateral and help to 
reduce financial distress. Hence, tangibili-
ty has a positive relationship with 
leverage in the framework of trade-off 
theories. As per the pecking order, more 
tangible assets will help in lesser informa-
tion asymmetry and help in better pricing 
of new issues. Hence, firms may not have 
problems while issuing new equity. Also, 
the firms may retain the capacity to issue 
debt in near future. Thus, pecking order 
predicts a negative relationship of 
leverage with tangibility. Studies of 
Onofrei et al. (2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered tangibility as a 
determinant of leverage.

Liquidity- More liquidity allows more debt 
servicing capacity which leads to more 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, trade-off 
theory predicts a positive relationship 
between liquidity and leverage. But the 
pecking order assumes a negative relation-
ship with leverage and suggests that with 
more liquidity, firms should prefer 
internal financing rather than relying on 
debt. Studies of Onofrei et al. (2015), Rao 
et al.(2017) considered liquidity as a 
determinant of leverage.

NDTS- The non-debt tax shields are 
substitutes of interest cost of debt as they 
also provide tax benefits. With increasing-
ly non-debt tax shields, the incentive of 
receiving tax benefits from interest will be 
lesser and hence it leads to lower levels of 
leverage. Again, the more non-debt tax 

shields are allowed for deduction, the less 
profitability remains. It further leads to 
less debt servicing capacity of the firm. 
Thus, an increase in NDTS reduces the 
benefit of having more leverage. The 
trade-off theory predicts a negative 
relationship between NDTS and leverage. 
In contrast, the pecking order assumes a 
positive relationship. Since NDTS reduces 
the available earnings, it may dent a 
significant portion of internal financing 
and hence, more debt will be issued with 
increasing levels of NDTS.Rao et al. 
(2017) considered NDTS as a determinant 
of leverage.

Size – Larger firms used to be more diversi-
fied and less prone to bankruptcy. 
Debt-holders can be easily attracted 
towards large sized firms with favourable 
costs to firms in comparison to the smaller 
ones. Hence, larger firms have more incen-
tive in debt servicing than the smaller 
firms. The trade-off theory predicts a 
positive relationship between size of the 
firms and leverage. Since the pecking 
order theory finds benefit where informa-
tion asymmetry can be reduced, it favours 
a negative relationship between the two. 
It states that with large size, firms attract 
more regulation and control which in turn 
reduces information asymmetry to a great 
extent. Hence, the size of the firm and 
leverage should reflect a negative relation-
ship. Studies of Fama and French (2002), 
Onofrei et al.(2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered size of the firm 
as a determinant of leverage.

Objective of the study
1. To investigate the impact of growth, 
liquidity, non-debt tax shield, profitabili-
ty, size and tangibility on financial 
leverage of BSE listed auto ancillary 
firms.

2. To examine whether the findings are 

consistent with the pecking-order theory 
or trade-off theory.
 
Author mentioned in the abstract that the 
primary objective of the paper is, but 
between these two objectives we don’t 
know which one is primary objective.
 

Methodology
The primary objective of the study is to 
investigate the impact of growth, liquidi-
ty, non-debt tax shield, profitability, size, 
and tangibility on financial leverage. For 
the purpose of the present study; we have 
considered BSE Group A listed firms 
belonging to the auto ancillaries sector. 
The auto ancillaries sector has 13 firms 
and we have included 10 of them in the 
study whilethree firms are left out due to 
the unavailability of data. The period of 
the study was for the financial year (1st 

April to 31st March) 2013 to 2020. The 
study considered such a time frame in 
order to capture the period after the recov-
ery of the Indian economy from the 
sub-prime crisis. All the data is sourced 
from the money control web site and are in 
INR. The variables and the proxies used 
in the study are summarised in Table 1.

Note: CL is current liabilities, LTD is 
long-term debts, TA is total assets, CA is 
current assets, Dep is depreciation, NPAT 
is net profit after tax, TE is total equity 
and FA is fixed assets.
 
The study employed panel data regression 
to achieve the pre-specified objective of the 
study. To choose between the fixed effects 
model (FE) and the random effects model 
(RE), the Hausman test is applied. The 
null hypothesis of the test is that Random 
Effects model is consistent while the 

alternative hypothesis is that the Fixed 
Effects model is consistent. Thus, if the 
p-value is less than 0.05 we can reject the 
null hypothesis. 

 To investigate the impact of the selected 
variables the following model is framed 
for the regression analysis: 
 
〖LEV〗_(i,t )= β_0+ β_1 〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)+ β_2 〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)+ β_3 〖(NDTS)
〗_(i,t)+ β_4 〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)+ β_5 〖
(SIZE)〗_(i,t)+ β_6 〖(TANG)〗_(i,t)+ ε
_(i,t)

Where, LEVi, t is leverage of the ith firm 
at time t, β0 is the constant, β1 to β6 are 
the coefficients of the independent varia-
bles, GROWi, t is the growth of theith firm 
at time t, LQDi, tis the liquidity of theith 
firm at time t, NDTS i, t is the non-debt 
shield of the ith firm at time t, PROFIT i, 
t is the profitability of the ith firm at time 
t, SIZEi, t is the size of the ith firm at time 
t, TANGi, t is the tangibility of the ith firm 
at time t, εi, t is the error term.
In the first step the summary statistics of 
all the variables viz. mean, standard devia-
tion, skewness and kurtosis are computed. 
Correlation coefficients are computed to 
observe the association between the varia-
bles. 

The granger causality test is applied to 
investigate the direction of causality in 
the short-run. The Hausman test is 
applied to determine whether the fixed 
effect or the random effect is appropriate 
and finally, the regression result is report-
ed.

Discussion
The summary statistics of the variables 
are summarised in Table 2. The mean 
value of leverage, growth, liquidity, 
non-debt tax shield, profitability, size and 
tangibility is 0.3534, 8.7580, 1.7328, 

0.0427, 12.7428, 43.5834 and 0.3369 
respectively. The distribution of leverage, 
liquidity, NDTS, profitability, size and 
tangibility is skewed to the right (positive-
ly skewed) while the distribution of 
growth is skewed to the left (negatively 
skewed). The kurtosis value of all the 
variables is more than 3 which indicates 
that all the variables follow a leptokurtic 
distribution. The Jarque-Bera test 
indicates that at 5 per cent level only tangi-
bility follows normal distribution.

From the correlation analysis (Table 3) all 
the correlation coefficients are less than 
0.8. Further, there is no correlation 
between the independent variables which 
indicates that the problem of multicolline-
arity does not exist and all the independ-
ent variables can be used for the purpose 
of regression analysis simultaneously. 
(needs further clarification) 

Source: Author’s Own calculation
t-stat in [] and p-value in ()

The output of granger causality test is 
presented in Table 4. From the table it can 
be observed that uni-directional causality 
exists between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage which indicates 
that liquidity and profitability improves 
the prediction of leverage in the regres-
sion model.

The output of the regression analysis is 
presented in table 5. From the table it can 
be observed that the idiosyncratic error 
(Rho) is more than 64 per cent which 
suggests that it is better to apply panel 
data regression then pooled regression. 

The study applied both the method of 
panel data regression i.e. fixed effect and 
random effect. The best model is selected 
on the basis of the result of Hausman test.

 
The output of the Hausman test (see Table 
6) supports the random effects model and, 
thus, the rest of the regression analysis 
will be based on the random effect model 
only.The regression equation of the 
determinants of capital structure for BSE 
listed auto ancillaries firms is given below:

LEV〗_(i,t )= 0.5673+ 0.0005〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)- 0.0823〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)- 0.6209〖
(NDTS)〗_(i,t)- 0.0029〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)- 
0.0001〖(SIZE)〗_(i,t)- 0.0222〖(TANG)
〗_(i,t)+ ε_(i,t)

The regression result shows that liquidity 
and profitability are the independent 

variables which significantly affect the 
leverage of the firm. Both the coefficient of 
liquidity and profitability is negative and 
statistically significant at 5 per cent and 
10 per cent level, respectively. The 
negative sign of the coefficient of liquidity 
supports the pecking order theory which 
postulates that firms which maintain 
comfortable liquidity position finance 
through internal funds and rely less on 
debt. Further, the negative sign of the 
coefficient of profitability also supports 
the pecking order theory. Thus, as per the 
theory a firm earning high profits finance 
through internal funding and would avoid 
outside financing. The negative relation-
ship between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage is in line with 
the findings of Serrasqueiro and Caetano 
(2012), Adair and Adaskou (2015) and 
Nasutionet al. (2017). The coefficient sign 
of growth is positive but insignificant. The 
positive relationship between leverage 
and growth is in consistent with the 
pecking order theory and is in line with 
the findings of Mishra (2011) and Adair 
and Adaskou (2015). Thus, according to 
the theory a growing firm with insufficient 
internal funding will prefer to issue debt 
instead of equity shares to meet the financ-
ing requirements. As per the theory issue 
of equity shares by a growing firm will 
signal the investors that the equity shares 
are overvalued and may result in massive 
sell-off. The negative relationship 
between the firm’s leverage and the 
non-debt tax shield derived in the study 
supports the trade-off theory and is in line 
with the results of Gonzalez and Gonzalez 
(2012) and Nasutionet al. (2017). The 
trade-off theory theorises a positive 
relationship between size and the firm’s 
leverage. According to the theory as a firm 
grows, its profitability also increases 
which in turn reduces the firm’s probabili-
ty of bankruptcy. Thus, larger firms have 
easy access to debt as compared to smaller 

firms. On the other hand, the pecking 
order theory supports the negative 
relationship between size and leverage. 
The present study found a negative 
relationship between size and leverage 
which is consistent with the pecking order 
theory. The regression equation shows 
that the relationship between tangibility 
and leverage is negative and insignificant. 
The negative coefficient of tangibility 
supports the pecking order theory. Accord-
ing to the theory as firm’s tangible assets 
to total assets ratio improves the informa-
tion asymmetry reduces, thus, making 
equity issuance less costly. In other words, 
firm’s with higher tangible assets to total 
assets ratio have lower leverage.

The value of Adj. R2 is 0.1578 which 
indicates that around 16 per cent of the 
variation in leverage can be explained by 
the independent variables. The F-statistic 
is significant which suggests that the 
model fits the data significantly. Further, 
the value of the Durbin-Watson statistic is 
close to 2 which suggest that the problem 
of autocorrelation do not exist in the 
residuals.
  
Conclusion
The present study investigated the 
determinants of leverage with reference to 
BSE listed auto ancillary companies. The 
study covered a period of 8 financial years 
and employed correlation analysis, grang-
er causality test and panel regression to 
analyse the data.The correlation analysis 
shows that leverage is positively correlat-
ed with growth, NDTS and tangibility 
while leverage is negatively correlated 
with liquidity, profitability and size. The 
correlation analysis further indicates that 
the multicollinearity problem does not 
exist between the independent variables. 
The result of the granger causality test 
suggests that unidirectional causality 
exists between liquidity and firm’s 

leverage and profitability and firm’s 
leverage. The study applied Hausman test 
to determine whether the fixed effect 
model or the random effect model is appro-
priate. The result of the Hausman test 
suggests that the random effect model is 
appropriate for the present study. The 
regression equation explains 16 per cent 
of the variation in leverage. The regres-
sion further reveals that liquidity and 
profitability have significant negative 
relationship with leverage while the 
coefficient of NDTS, tangibility, size is 
also found to be negative but insignificant. 
The regression equation suggests that 
growth of the firm has positive impact on 
the firm’s leverage. The regression 
coefficients of liquidity, profitability, 
growth, size and tangibility supports the 
pecking order theory while the regression 
coefficient of NDTS supports the trade-off 
theory.

The present study used a single leverage 
proxy; however, running separate regres-
sions with multiple leverage proxies and 
comparing the results could have been a 
better approach and may come up with 
new in-sights.
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The decision of capital structure is 
related to the distribution of sources of 
finance in such a way that maximizes the 
value of a firm. The seminal paper Modig-
liani and Miller (1958) assumed a 
complete and perfect capital market and 
suggested that the capital structure 
theories are irrelevant in determining 
the value of a firm. The irrelevance 
theory of capital structure raised a 
debate on capital structure theories. The 
assumption of a perfect capital market is, 
basically, an ideal scenario where all 
securities are fairly priced without any 
market friction. It was a normative 
theory that was the basis of many other 

theories that tried to incorporate some of 
the actual market frictions and explain 
how these help in determining the capital 
structure of a firm and led the debate 
towards a positive theory. A comprehen-
sive theory which covers all aspects of 
financing behaviour does not exist. The 
trade-off theory, market timing theory, 
signalling theory, agency cost theory, free 
cash flow theory, pecking order theory 
are the theories that try to explain the 
variation in leverage of different firms. 
These theories are results of the devia-
tions from the perfect market assumption 
and tried to explain the behaviour of 
firms while making capital structure 

decisions in the presence of the imperfec-
tions or frictions of the market. According 
to the general trade-off theory, a firm 
which needs funds to finance an invest-
ment opportunity will trade-off between 
the costs and benefit of having leverage 
in the capital structure and accordingly 
decide the optimum level of leverage 
(Ikpesu and Eboiyehi, 2018; Fama and 
French, 2002). The agency cost of theory 
assumes that the separation of owner-
ship and control exerts agency costs on 
the firm (Kochhar, 1996). Managers act 
as agents of equity and debt-holders and 
sometimes take a decision that favours 
only a particular group, not the value of 
the firm. The free cash flow anomaly 
explains how the availability of extra 
funds makes managers takes suboptimal 
decisions that favour them and create a 
cost to the firm. The idea of market 
timing theory explains that a firm can 
take advantage of the market perfor-
mance and issue the shares accordingly. 
The signalling theory explains that due 
to information asymmetry the outside 
investors may not be able to gauge the 
actual worth of the firm or the invest-
ment opportunity for which the firm 
needs financing; they take signals of firm 
value from the decisions taken by the 
firms (Levy and Lazarovich-Porat, 1995). 
In contrast to the trade-off theory, the 
pecking order theory suggests that there 
is no optimal target of leverage (Myers, 
1984). Due to information asymmetry, 
different financing sources bear different 
costs and to maximize the firm value, 
financing sources with less information 
asymmetry should be issued first. The 
theory suggests that firms should first 
employ internal funding, then debt and 
then equity.
 
These theories, in their general forms, 
were not able to explain much variation 
in leverage across firms. The literature 
on capital structure used them combined 
to explain the variation in the capital 
structure of firms. The present article 
will focus on the two main theories, the 

trade-off theory and the pecking order 
theory, and with the help of other 
theories explain the variation in leverage 
across firms. The terms leverage and 
financial leverage have been used 
interchangeably and the proxy for 
leverage is as per the suggestion by Chak-
lader and Chawla (2016).

The study will focus on the auto ancillary 
firms listed on the Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The Indian auto ancillary 
sector is world’s fourth largest and is 
closely linked to the India automobile 
industry. Further, the Indian auto 
ancillary firms produce items whose 
requirements are recurring in nature. 
Thus, its contribution to GDP and employ-
ment is quite significant.

Theoretical framework 
Trade-off theory
The trade-off theory originates from 
Modigliani and Miller (1958) which 
assumes a perfect and complete capital 
market with no frictions and thus, the 
capital structure decisions are value 
irrelevant. All the financing sources are 
perfect substitutes and the value of the 
levered firm will be equal to the value of 
the unlevered firm. Further, Modigliani 
and Miller (1963) relaxed the assumption 
of a complete and perfect capital market 
with the introduction of corporate taxes 
in the original model. The study consid-
ers the tax benefits of debt and described 
the value of levered firms as the present 
value of tax shield in addition to the 
value of the unlevered firm. Both the 
papers didn’t consider the presence of 
bankruptcy penalties in their theories. 
Kraus and Litzenberger (1973) stated 
that the corporate taxes and bankruptcy 
penalties are central to the positive 
theories which explain the effect of 
leverage on value of the firm. In reality, 
the benefits arising with a tax shield is 
offset by the costs of financial distress 
and the theory which suggests a trade-off 
between the benefits and costs of issuing 
debt for getting an optimal level of 

leverage, named as trade-off theory. The 
tax benefits are observable but the costs 
are not, so it is safer for firms to maintain 
a safety of margin before taking tax 
benefits. Thus, the trade-off theory 
suggests that a firm should issue debt 
only up to the level where the benefits are 
more than or equal to the costs. 

It may be worth noting that getting the 
tax benefits are not the only incentive for 
debt issues. It also relates to mitigating 
the agency costs and free cash flow 
problems. Debt issue generates various 
types of problems and incentives while 
managing the business which leads to 
conflict of interest between managers, 
shareholders, and debt-holders. These 
costs are named as asset substitution 
problems and underinvestment. Debts 
are less risk bearing assets and they are 
issued basically for less risky invest-
ments than equity. Sometimes managers 
act in the favour of shareholders by 
issuing debts and use the proceedings to 
invest in more risky projects than the 
debt was contracted for. Since, debt-hold-
ers anticipate these behaviours they 
demand higher premiums on their debts 
increasing the cost of capital. This is 
known as asset substitution problem as it 
exchanges the lower risky investments 
for higher-risky investment. Firms may 
use asset substitution to please share-
holders. It may increase the value of 
shareholders but damages the debt-hold-
ers and thus, value of the firm may be 
unaffected by the move. The problem of 
underinvestment through agency 
problems arises when firms take 
decisions to not undertake a profitable 
project (a positive NPV project) because 
the profits will be partly shared by the 
debt-holders while the risk is borne by 
the equity-holders. It is a cost to the 
value of a firm. Managers take the 
decision to under-invest especially when 
risky debts are present in the market. 
The success of a profitable project may 
lead to higher valuation of debts at the 
cost of shareholders. These costs prevent 

firms from issuing more debts. 
 
The main concern of the trade-off theory 
is to search for the ways which help in 
reducing the costs of debt issue and 
increasing the benefits of it. The static 
version of trade off theory assumes an 
optimum level of debt which a firm chose 
according to its costs and benefits. The 
dynamic trade off theory assumes that 
although the firms choose their target 
levels but they deviate from their target 
and again try to adjust the debt level to 
reach their targets. 
Pecking order theory

The assumption of perfect capital 
markets leads the financing decisions 
value irrelevant and makes the internal 
and external financing substitutes of each 
other (Modigliani & miller, 1958). Howev-
er, market imperfections lead to consider-
able wedge between the decision to 
finance from internal sources and 
external sources and make the decision 
related to capital structure relevant for 
valuation of firms (Vanacker and Mani-
gart, 2010). Myers and Majluf (1984) 
tried to count on these inefficiencies of the 
market and added the condition of 
information asymmetry with the assump-
tion of a perfect capital market. The study 
explains how the capital structure of a 
firm, which has asset-in-place and needs 
additional financing for investment oppor-
tunities, is influenced when managers of 
the firms are more informed than outside 
investors and the managers as well as the 
outside investors are aware of the fact. 
Transmitting complete information to 
outside investors is very costly.  
Since, managers cannot provide the 
information to outside investors, informa-
tion is signalled to outside investors 
through decisions taken by them. The 
information asymmetry is perhaps the 
most important source to know why the 
external financing is thought to be more 
costly than the internal one. With this, 
the theory of pecking order came into 
being which posits that there should be 

an order of preferring the sources of 
finance in which the least costly should 
be preferred first. In other words, the 
internal financing should be preferred 
and in case it exhausts, external financ-
ing may be the next option. Availability of 
internal financing can safely avoid the 
need of external financing and be helpful 
to avoid consequences of manager’s 
inside information.
 
External financing (issuing debt or 
equity), on the other hand, may lead to 
asset mispricing at the marketplace 
which will cause a loss of value. The firms 
which have investment opportunities 
may not issue equity as they are aware 
that outside investors may not gauge the 
actual worth of the firm's assets as well 
as the future prospects of growth and the 
shares issued may remain under-priced. 
The growth opportunity increases the 
information asymmetry. Hence, if a firm 
issues new capital, it may signal outside 
investors the bad news (market signal-
ling). The outside investors may perceive 
that the asset in place is overvalued and 
hence, the managers are issuing new 
stocks, because if it had been underval-
ued, they may not have issued new 
shares. Thus, it affects the stock prices of 
the firm. The firm may fail to accept the 
opportunity to invest in a profitable 
project (Underinvestment problem) 
(Rocca et al., 2007). Here, Myers and 
Majluf (1984) argued that in absence of 
internal financing, Debt should be issued 
as it bears less information asymmetry 
and share prices will not be mispriced. In 
comparison to equity, debt bears less cost 
and leads to less information asymmetry 
because debt-contracts are safer as they 
limit the possible amount which the 
debt-holders may lose. Among the debts, 
risk-free debts and secured debts have 
least cost than the unsecured one. The 
main concern of the pecking order theory 
is how to reduce information asymmetry.     

Literature review

This section discusses various significant 
contributions made by researchers on the 
literature of determinants of a firm’s 
capital structure.

Booth et al. (2001) examined the differ-
ence in capital structure of developed and 
developing countries over the period of 10 
years and fund that the firm specific 
determinants of capital structure affect 
the developing countries in the same way 
they affect the developed countries. 
However, the country specific factors 
affect the ratios in different way which 
creates the variation in ratios among the 
countries.

Mishra (2011) investigated the determi-
nants of capital structure of 48 profit 
making PSUs of manufacturing sector. 
The study found the profitability of firms 
was negatively while the growth opportu-
nity and tangibility were positively 
related with leverage. Tax rate had a 
negative coefficient which was against 
the expectations of trade off theory. The 
relationship of profitability and growth 
was according to the pecking order theory 
while that of the tangibility was accord-
ing to the trade-off theory. The effect of 
non-debt tax shield and size of the firms 
were insignificant factor for the period 
observed.

Ali (2011) enquired about the determi-
nants of capital structure for textile 
companies listed on Bombay Stock 
Exchange. The study period extends from 
the year 2006 to 2010 and considered 170 
textile companies. Only long-term debt 
had been used for defining leverage ratio 
and the study found that profitability and 
growth in total assets were negatively 
related with leverage while size of the 
firms, non-debt tax shield and asset tangi-
bility shared a positive relationship with 
leverage.

Serrasqueiro and Caetano (2012) investi-
gated into the practices of determining 

capital structure of SMEs of Portugal 
over the period 1998 to 2005. The study 
found the profitability and age of the 
firms were negatively related to debt 
ratio. The results are consistent with 
pecking order theory. Again, the firms 
were found to be making a considerable 
adjustment towards their target capital 
which proves that the firms also consider 
the trade-off theories. The growth oppor-
tunities and tangibility had insignificant 
relationship with debt ratio for the period 
observed. 

Gonzalez and Gonzalez (2012) examined 
the determinants of capital structure and 
the behaviour of these factors depending 
upon the size of the firms in Spain. The 
results supported both the theories as 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to debt ratio and debt level of 
previous years were positively related 
according to the explanation of the 
trade-off theory. And Growth opportuni-
ty, intangibility and size had positive 
association while profitability had 
negative association with debt ratio 
according to the theory of pecking order. 
However, the study further emphasizes 
that the degree of usage of the theories 
varies across firm size but the direct of 
the relationship remains the same.
Abdeljawad et al. (2013)  advocated the 
presence of trade off theory in financing 
behaviour of Malaysian firms. The study 
found the evidence of target reversion 
behaviour which actually satisfies the 
criteria of adopting trade-off theory. But 
again, for target reversion, the firms may 
balance the costs and benefits of financ-
ing the firm by taking the advantage of 
market situation. Hence, firms may 
deviate from trade off to pecking order or 
say to market timing for financing. 
Overall, the study concludes that with 
differences in size, patterns, leverage 
level in the firms, they may adopt any 
theory or a combination of that for financ-
ing themselves.

 
Handoo and Sharma (2014) examined the 
factors affecting the capital structure of 
870 listed Indian firms from 2001 to 2010. 
Both private as well as government firms 
were considered for analysis. The study 
prepared 3 models with different depend-
ent variables. First model which consid-
ered short term debt as leverage found 
profitability, asset tangibility, size of the 
firm, tax rate and debt servicing capacity 
being the major determinants. Another 
model with long term debt as leverage 
found the profitability, growth, tangibili-
ty, cost of debt, tax rate, and debt servic-
ing capacity as major determinants. 
Third model which considered total debt 
as leverage found all the factors in the 
above models as important determinants 
except the cost of debt.
     
Komera and P.J. (2014) investigated the 
validity of pecking order theory in 
presence of debt concerns. The study 
covers the data of all public listed compa-
nies in India from the year 1992 to 2011. 
The pecking order is expected to be 
performing well for small firms as these 
firms exhibit information asymmetry but 
did not seem to be true in case of small 
firms. Overall, the study found that tangi-
bility and size shared a positive while 
growth and profitability shared a 
negative relationship with leverage. For 
emphasizing the effect of financial deficit, 
it was included in the regression but the 
R-square was remained moreover same 
as before and the signs of all the factors 
also remained unchanged. With this the 
study concluded that pecking order 
doesn’t seem to work well even in case 
where the debt capacity of the firms 
became a concern. Overall, the study 
negates the validity of pecking order 
theory.
Chadha and Sharma (2015) tried to find 
the important determinants of capital 
structure in manufacturing firms with 
special reference to India. The study 

extends over a period of 10 years, from 
2003-04 to 2012-13 and considered 422 
listed firms for analysis. The size and age 
of the firms, asset tangibility, growth, 
profitability, non-debt tax shield and 
business risk were found to be the impor-
tant determinants of capital structure of 
the firms for the observed period. In 
addition, the study also comments that a 
mix of both the trade-off and pecking 
order theories explains the determinants 
of capital structure of these firms.

Harc (2015) examined 500 small and 
medium enterprises in Croatia with data 
from the year 2005 to 2010. The study 
concluded that tangible assets behaved 
differently with short term debt and 
long-term debt. It shared a positive associ-
ation with long term debt and a negative 
association with short term debts. Since 
between the tangibility and leverage, the 
trade-off theory and pecking order 
theories advocates a positive and 
negative signs respectively, the study 
specified that the firms consider trade off 
theory while thinking about the 
long-term financing and consider pecking 
order theory while taking decisions for 
short term financing. 
 
Adair and Adaskou (2015) investigated 
2370 small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) to analyse the determinants of 
their capital structure in order to know 
whether the firms apply the trade-off 
theory or the pecking order theory while 
determining the capital structure. The 
study found that with the increasing age 
of the firms and increased profitability, 
the debt ratio was reduced while the 
growth of the firms had a positive associa-
tion with debt ratio. It signifies the use of 
pecking order theory. Also, the study 
reports that trade credit and guarantee or 
firms had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio which confirms with the 
trade-off theory. The effect of risk which 
varies among different types of industries 

and size were found to be insignificant on 
debt ratio.
 
Rao et al. (2017) investigated the factors 
that determine the capital structure of 
Indian manufacturing firms. The study 
applied panel data analysis and found 
that the depreciation, research & develop-
ment expenditure, and liquidity were 
positively related to the leverage while 
profitability and tangibility were negative-
ly related.

Sofat and Singh (2017) analysed the top 
100 manufacturing companies listed in 
BSE for finding the most significant 
determinants of capital structure in 
India. The study found the profitability 
with a negative relationship to leverage 
while asset composition and business risk 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Firm size was found to be an insignificant 
determinant. Thus, the study found a mix 
of capital structure theories explaining 
the behaviour of the determinants and 
the profitability, asset composition and 
business risk were considered as signifi-
cant determinants of capital structure for 
the observed period.
  
Nasution et al. (2017) examined the 
determinants of capital structure of manu-
facturing companies in Indonesia. The 
study found that the profitability and 
non-debt tax shield were negatively 
related to leverage while the tangibility 
had a positive relationship with leverage. 
Corporate tax and inflation had insignifi-
cant relationship.
 
Sakr and Bedeir (2019) investigated 
whether the capital structure decisions of 
publicly traded non-financial firms are 
explained by the trade-off theory, pecking 
order theory or the agency cost theory. 
The study concluded that profitability, 
size, tangibility, liquidity, growth, 
business risk and financial flexibility 
were the important determinants of 

capital structure for the selected firms 
and the trade-off theory as well as 
pecking order theory combined explains 
the relationship between the determi-
nants and the leverage.

Simatupang et al. (2019) enquired about 
the capital structure determinants of 
publicly listed non-financial companies in 
Indonesia and found that the profitability 
and tangibility were determining the 
capital structure of the selected firms 
while sales growth and non-debt tax 
shield were not found to be the significant 
determinants. 
 
Sikveland and Zhang (2020) examined 
the sources of leverage for aquaculture 
industry in Norway and considered long 
term debt, short term debt, total debt, 
and liquidity of firms as a proxy of 
leverage. The study found that the listed 
firms have a significant negative relation-
ship with all proxies of leverage as getting 
equity is easier for them and thus, listing 
of firms is also an important variable for 
explaining the sources of capital 
structure. Further, the study reports that 
the proxies of size and profitability of the 
selected firms share a negative relation-
ship with short term as well as total debt 
and tangibility is positively related with 
long term debt and total debt while it 
shares a negative relationship with short 
term debt.

Gharaibeh and Tahat (2020) enquired 
about the factors that explain the level of 
leverage for service companies in Jordan. 
The study considered 45 companies for 
analysis and with panel regression it 
concluded that the size and non-debt tax 
shield had a positive relationship with 
debt ratio while profitability and business 
risk had a negative relationship.

Determinants and their relationship 
with leverage

Profitability- According to the trade-off 
theory, more profitable firms possess 
more debt servicing capacity and hence, 
should issue more debts to take the 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, the theory 
predicts a positive relationship between a 
firm’s profitability level and leverage. The 
pecking order theory suggests that with 
more profitability, a firm will be able to 
accumulate more surpluses which help 
the firm avoid external financing. The 
more profitable a firm, the less it needs to 
go for debt. Thus, pecking order assumes 
a negative relationship between profitabil-
ity and leverage. Studies Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) consid-
ered profitability as a deteminant of 
leverage.

Growth Opportunities- The trade-off 
theory assumes that growth opportuni-
ties come with agency problems between 
owners and creditors. The owners have 
great incentives to under-invest and also 
by asset substitution. Thus, with growth 
opportunities firms may prefer less to 
avoid the costs related to agency problems 
(Fama and French, 2002). The theory 
assumes a negative relationship between 
growth opportunities and leverage. As per 
the pecking order theory, growth opportu-
nities need more financing and the firms 
with less retained earnings may need to 
increase the leverage. Firms with more 
earnings available may create the 
problem of excess cash flow. With this 
excess cash, managers may take advan-
tage of information asymmetry and invest 
in negative- NPV projects that lead to 
more internal benefits to managers while 
firms will lose the value. The problem of 
excess cash may be mitigated by issuing 
more debt which needs regular and fixed 
payments and hence prevent the misuse 
of excess cash by investing in sub-optimal 
projects. Thus, the pecking order theory 
predicts that the firms with more growth 
opportunities will have a positive relation-

ship with leverage. Studies of Fama and 
French (2002), Onofrei et al.(2015), 
Akingunola and Oyetayo (2014) and Rao 
et al. (2017) considered growth opportuni-
ty as a deteminant of leverage.

Tangibility – The trade-off allows benefits 
of debt to increase and costs of debt to 
reduce. With tangible assets more debt 
can be raised with less cost as tangible 
assets work as collateral and help to 
reduce financial distress. Hence, tangibili-
ty has a positive relationship with 
leverage in the framework of trade-off 
theories. As per the pecking order, more 
tangible assets will help in lesser informa-
tion asymmetry and help in better pricing 
of new issues. Hence, firms may not have 
problems while issuing new equity. Also, 
the firms may retain the capacity to issue 
debt in near future. Thus, pecking order 
predicts a negative relationship of 
leverage with tangibility. Studies of 
Onofrei et al. (2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered tangibility as a 
determinant of leverage.

Liquidity- More liquidity allows more debt 
servicing capacity which leads to more 
benefit of tax shield. Thus, trade-off 
theory predicts a positive relationship 
between liquidity and leverage. But the 
pecking order assumes a negative relation-
ship with leverage and suggests that with 
more liquidity, firms should prefer 
internal financing rather than relying on 
debt. Studies of Onofrei et al. (2015), Rao 
et al.(2017) considered liquidity as a 
determinant of leverage.

NDTS- The non-debt tax shields are 
substitutes of interest cost of debt as they 
also provide tax benefits. With increasing-
ly non-debt tax shields, the incentive of 
receiving tax benefits from interest will be 
lesser and hence it leads to lower levels of 
leverage. Again, the more non-debt tax 

shields are allowed for deduction, the less 
profitability remains. It further leads to 
less debt servicing capacity of the firm. 
Thus, an increase in NDTS reduces the 
benefit of having more leverage. The 
trade-off theory predicts a negative 
relationship between NDTS and leverage. 
In contrast, the pecking order assumes a 
positive relationship. Since NDTS reduces 
the available earnings, it may dent a 
significant portion of internal financing 
and hence, more debt will be issued with 
increasing levels of NDTS.Rao et al. 
(2017) considered NDTS as a determinant 
of leverage.

Size – Larger firms used to be more diversi-
fied and less prone to bankruptcy. 
Debt-holders can be easily attracted 
towards large sized firms with favourable 
costs to firms in comparison to the smaller 
ones. Hence, larger firms have more incen-
tive in debt servicing than the smaller 
firms. The trade-off theory predicts a 
positive relationship between size of the 
firms and leverage. Since the pecking 
order theory finds benefit where informa-
tion asymmetry can be reduced, it favours 
a negative relationship between the two. 
It states that with large size, firms attract 
more regulation and control which in turn 
reduces information asymmetry to a great 
extent. Hence, the size of the firm and 
leverage should reflect a negative relation-
ship. Studies of Fama and French (2002), 
Onofrei et al.(2015), Akingunola and 
Oyetayo (2014) considered size of the firm 
as a determinant of leverage.

Objective of the study
1. To investigate the impact of growth, 
liquidity, non-debt tax shield, profitabili-
ty, size and tangibility on financial 
leverage of BSE listed auto ancillary 
firms.

2. To examine whether the findings are 

consistent with the pecking-order theory 
or trade-off theory.
 
Author mentioned in the abstract that the 
primary objective of the paper is, but 
between these two objectives we don’t 
know which one is primary objective.
 

Methodology
The primary objective of the study is to 
investigate the impact of growth, liquidi-
ty, non-debt tax shield, profitability, size, 
and tangibility on financial leverage. For 
the purpose of the present study; we have 
considered BSE Group A listed firms 
belonging to the auto ancillaries sector. 
The auto ancillaries sector has 13 firms 
and we have included 10 of them in the 
study whilethree firms are left out due to 
the unavailability of data. The period of 
the study was for the financial year (1st 

April to 31st March) 2013 to 2020. The 
study considered such a time frame in 
order to capture the period after the recov-
ery of the Indian economy from the 
sub-prime crisis. All the data is sourced 
from the money control web site and are in 
INR. The variables and the proxies used 
in the study are summarised in Table 1.

Note: CL is current liabilities, LTD is 
long-term debts, TA is total assets, CA is 
current assets, Dep is depreciation, NPAT 
is net profit after tax, TE is total equity 
and FA is fixed assets.
 
The study employed panel data regression 
to achieve the pre-specified objective of the 
study. To choose between the fixed effects 
model (FE) and the random effects model 
(RE), the Hausman test is applied. The 
null hypothesis of the test is that Random 
Effects model is consistent while the 

alternative hypothesis is that the Fixed 
Effects model is consistent. Thus, if the 
p-value is less than 0.05 we can reject the 
null hypothesis. 

 To investigate the impact of the selected 
variables the following model is framed 
for the regression analysis: 
 
〖LEV〗_(i,t )= β_0+ β_1 〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)+ β_2 〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)+ β_3 〖(NDTS)
〗_(i,t)+ β_4 〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)+ β_5 〖
(SIZE)〗_(i,t)+ β_6 〖(TANG)〗_(i,t)+ ε
_(i,t)

Where, LEVi, t is leverage of the ith firm 
at time t, β0 is the constant, β1 to β6 are 
the coefficients of the independent varia-
bles, GROWi, t is the growth of theith firm 
at time t, LQDi, tis the liquidity of theith 
firm at time t, NDTS i, t is the non-debt 
shield of the ith firm at time t, PROFIT i, 
t is the profitability of the ith firm at time 
t, SIZEi, t is the size of the ith firm at time 
t, TANGi, t is the tangibility of the ith firm 
at time t, εi, t is the error term.
In the first step the summary statistics of 
all the variables viz. mean, standard devia-
tion, skewness and kurtosis are computed. 
Correlation coefficients are computed to 
observe the association between the varia-
bles. 

The granger causality test is applied to 
investigate the direction of causality in 
the short-run. The Hausman test is 
applied to determine whether the fixed 
effect or the random effect is appropriate 
and finally, the regression result is report-
ed.

Discussion
The summary statistics of the variables 
are summarised in Table 2. The mean 
value of leverage, growth, liquidity, 
non-debt tax shield, profitability, size and 
tangibility is 0.3534, 8.7580, 1.7328, 

0.0427, 12.7428, 43.5834 and 0.3369 
respectively. The distribution of leverage, 
liquidity, NDTS, profitability, size and 
tangibility is skewed to the right (positive-
ly skewed) while the distribution of 
growth is skewed to the left (negatively 
skewed). The kurtosis value of all the 
variables is more than 3 which indicates 
that all the variables follow a leptokurtic 
distribution. The Jarque-Bera test 
indicates that at 5 per cent level only tangi-
bility follows normal distribution.

From the correlation analysis (Table 3) all 
the correlation coefficients are less than 
0.8. Further, there is no correlation 
between the independent variables which 
indicates that the problem of multicolline-
arity does not exist and all the independ-
ent variables can be used for the purpose 
of regression analysis simultaneously. 
(needs further clarification) 

Source: Author’s Own calculation
t-stat in [] and p-value in ()

The output of granger causality test is 
presented in Table 4. From the table it can 
be observed that uni-directional causality 
exists between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage which indicates 
that liquidity and profitability improves 
the prediction of leverage in the regres-
sion model.

The output of the regression analysis is 
presented in table 5. From the table it can 
be observed that the idiosyncratic error 
(Rho) is more than 64 per cent which 
suggests that it is better to apply panel 
data regression then pooled regression. 

The study applied both the method of 
panel data regression i.e. fixed effect and 
random effect. The best model is selected 
on the basis of the result of Hausman test.

 
The output of the Hausman test (see Table 
6) supports the random effects model and, 
thus, the rest of the regression analysis 
will be based on the random effect model 
only.The regression equation of the 
determinants of capital structure for BSE 
listed auto ancillaries firms is given below:

LEV〗_(i,t )= 0.5673+ 0.0005〖(GROW)〗
_(i,t)- 0.0823〖(LQD)〗_(i,t)- 0.6209〖
(NDTS)〗_(i,t)- 0.0029〖(PROFIT)〗_(i,t)- 
0.0001〖(SIZE)〗_(i,t)- 0.0222〖(TANG)
〗_(i,t)+ ε_(i,t)

The regression result shows that liquidity 
and profitability are the independent 

variables which significantly affect the 
leverage of the firm. Both the coefficient of 
liquidity and profitability is negative and 
statistically significant at 5 per cent and 
10 per cent level, respectively. The 
negative sign of the coefficient of liquidity 
supports the pecking order theory which 
postulates that firms which maintain 
comfortable liquidity position finance 
through internal funds and rely less on 
debt. Further, the negative sign of the 
coefficient of profitability also supports 
the pecking order theory. Thus, as per the 
theory a firm earning high profits finance 
through internal funding and would avoid 
outside financing. The negative relation-
ship between liquidity and leverage and 
profitability and leverage is in line with 
the findings of Serrasqueiro and Caetano 
(2012), Adair and Adaskou (2015) and 
Nasutionet al. (2017). The coefficient sign 
of growth is positive but insignificant. The 
positive relationship between leverage 
and growth is in consistent with the 
pecking order theory and is in line with 
the findings of Mishra (2011) and Adair 
and Adaskou (2015). Thus, according to 
the theory a growing firm with insufficient 
internal funding will prefer to issue debt 
instead of equity shares to meet the financ-
ing requirements. As per the theory issue 
of equity shares by a growing firm will 
signal the investors that the equity shares 
are overvalued and may result in massive 
sell-off. The negative relationship 
between the firm’s leverage and the 
non-debt tax shield derived in the study 
supports the trade-off theory and is in line 
with the results of Gonzalez and Gonzalez 
(2012) and Nasutionet al. (2017). The 
trade-off theory theorises a positive 
relationship between size and the firm’s 
leverage. According to the theory as a firm 
grows, its profitability also increases 
which in turn reduces the firm’s probabili-
ty of bankruptcy. Thus, larger firms have 
easy access to debt as compared to smaller 

firms. On the other hand, the pecking 
order theory supports the negative 
relationship between size and leverage. 
The present study found a negative 
relationship between size and leverage 
which is consistent with the pecking order 
theory. The regression equation shows 
that the relationship between tangibility 
and leverage is negative and insignificant. 
The negative coefficient of tangibility 
supports the pecking order theory. Accord-
ing to the theory as firm’s tangible assets 
to total assets ratio improves the informa-
tion asymmetry reduces, thus, making 
equity issuance less costly. In other words, 
firm’s with higher tangible assets to total 
assets ratio have lower leverage.

The value of Adj. R2 is 0.1578 which 
indicates that around 16 per cent of the 
variation in leverage can be explained by 
the independent variables. The F-statistic 
is significant which suggests that the 
model fits the data significantly. Further, 
the value of the Durbin-Watson statistic is 
close to 2 which suggest that the problem 
of autocorrelation do not exist in the 
residuals.
  
Conclusion
The present study investigated the 
determinants of leverage with reference to 
BSE listed auto ancillary companies. The 
study covered a period of 8 financial years 
and employed correlation analysis, grang-
er causality test and panel regression to 
analyse the data.The correlation analysis 
shows that leverage is positively correlat-
ed with growth, NDTS and tangibility 
while leverage is negatively correlated 
with liquidity, profitability and size. The 
correlation analysis further indicates that 
the multicollinearity problem does not 
exist between the independent variables. 
The result of the granger causality test 
suggests that unidirectional causality 
exists between liquidity and firm’s 

leverage and profitability and firm’s 
leverage. The study applied Hausman test 
to determine whether the fixed effect 
model or the random effect model is appro-
priate. The result of the Hausman test 
suggests that the random effect model is 
appropriate for the present study. The 
regression equation explains 16 per cent 
of the variation in leverage. The regres-
sion further reveals that liquidity and 
profitability have significant negative 
relationship with leverage while the 
coefficient of NDTS, tangibility, size is 
also found to be negative but insignificant. 
The regression equation suggests that 
growth of the firm has positive impact on 
the firm’s leverage. The regression 
coefficients of liquidity, profitability, 
growth, size and tangibility supports the 
pecking order theory while the regression 
coefficient of NDTS supports the trade-off 
theory.

The present study used a single leverage 
proxy; however, running separate regres-
sions with multiple leverage proxies and 
comparing the results could have been a 
better approach and may come up with 
new in-sights.
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IMPACT OF INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL PROMOTIONAL
VARIABLES ON CONSUMER BUYING BEHAVIOR

IN AN EMERGING ECONOMY – AN EMPIRICAL STUDY

Abstract

Jesus Cuauhtemoc Tellez Gaytan

Introduction

Keywords: Promotion mix variables, external variables (word of mouth),
consumer buying behavior, mobile communication services, construct analysis

The purpose of the study is to investigate the impact of promotional and the 
word-of-mouth variables on consumer buying behaviour in the fast-emerging economy of 
the Sultanate of Oman with a population of 4.6 million including about 2.0 million 
expatriates. From our study it emerges that, all the promotion-mix variables have a signif-
icant impact over the consumer buying and decision making behaviour, but surprisingly 
there are no takers for the word of mouth variables. The advertising, internet, direct 
marketing and others have more impact, and sales promotions and external variables 
have less impact. The study helps firms and public authorities to seek excellent strategies 
in deciding the best product promotions and also to achieve the Omani government goal 
of 81 per cent of  non-oil GDP by 2020.

In today’s competitive world, consumers 
receive billions of pieces of information 
from umpteen sources related to buying 
different products and services. The 
‘tonnes’ of information tends to create a 
lot of confusion in the minds of consum-
ers, (Sakkthivel, 2010; Amponsah and 
Ahmed, 2017). Companies spend billions 
of dollars in businesses to design effective 
business promotional-mix strategies to 
reach measures, and influence target 
consumers to buy their products and 
services. Although there are many 

businesses efforts to reach the target 
consumers, there may also be some 
external forces influencing consumer 
buying and decision making towards 
given products and services. The said 
forces may be called the word-of-mouth 
factors such as the influences of friends 
and relatives, bosses, elders of the family 
and clan, role models, etc.  To counter 
this, the companies tend to use different 
promotional measures, such as advertis-
ing, sales promotion, direct marketing, 
corporate communications, internet and 

such in order to reach and influence the 
target consumers. 

It’s imperative to study the influence of 
the aforesaid promotional measures 
strategies on consumer buying behaviour 
in order to identify the degree to which 
the aforesaid variables impact the 
consumer buying behaviour. Hence, this 
study sets itself to identify and select the 
major promotional and non-promotional 
variables that influence the consumers’ 
business or demand behaviour in respect 
of mobile communication services in the 
emerging market economy of the Sultan-
ate of Oman.

The promotion mix variables are: adver-
tising, sales promotion, direct marketing, 
internet, etc., which are internal to the 
firm. The non-promotional external varia-
bles are: word-of-mouth, opinion/refer-
ence groups, boss, elders, role models etc. 
Customer care is used in the study as the 
direct marketing variable, as customer 
care is used to reach the consumers in the 
market selected for the study. Excluded 
are corporate communications (public 
relations) as the said variables are not 
effectively used by the companies in the 
market selected for the study. Thus, 
promotion mix variables are: advertising, 
sales promotion, direct marketing 
(customer care) and internet. A model is 
built on these variables for the purpose of 
this study, and for further research on 
the problem.   This modest exercise is 
significant by itself and as a contribution 
to marketing theory from an Arab 
perspective. The study is organized 
around: Introduction, Literature Review, 
Objectives and Methodology, Data and
Analysis, Implications, Limitations, and 
Further Research.

Literature review

Numerous studies have been held to 
understand the role of promotion in 
influencing consumer market buying 
behavior. However, these studies do not 

include all the variables that have been 
selected for this study in order for it to 
identify and build a model of variables 
that would demonstrate an impact on 
consumer buying behavior. Also, none of 
the studies has attempted to identify the 
degree of impact of the variables on the 
consumer buying behavior.   Hence, the 
problem defined for the study is to identi-
fy and bridge the gaps from the earlier 
studies, in order to provide a comprehen-
sive model of the variables that would 
have an impact on consumer buying 
behavior. The exercise is conducted in the 
Arab Sultanate of Oman, with a sample 
of 55 customers from the place of Sur.

A study by Nicolas et al. (2020) explores 
the development of consumer behavior 
research trends that show high-frequen-
cy keywords at different time periods 
using the bibliometric methods to 
analyze publications between 1990 and 
2017.  The study shows the evolution of 
keywords to reveal emerging topics 
which includes “advertising,” “consumer 
behavior,” “trust,” “innovation,” and 
“customer satisfaction.”

Peter and Olson (2005) discuss the role of 
Marketing strategy as a set of stimuli 
that is integrated via a differing mix of 
strategies such as product, price, 
place/distribution and promotion intend-
ed to enhance consumer buying of one’s 
goods and services.  Boone and Kurtz 
(2003) argue that Marketing is the 
process of planning and executing the 
conception, pricing, promotion and distri-
bution of goods and services in order to 
create and maintain relationship that 
will satisfy the customers and the compa-
nies’ alike. It’s successful sale of goods 
and services through various devices 
such as advertisement is evident in a big 
way, staring with appealing to the 
present and prospective customers. One 
has to advertise one’s own virtues and 
bring them to the greater public notice 
and attention.   In addition, Vitale et al. 
(2010), through a study, have found that 

the marketing concept is the part of the 
promotion mix which is vital to reach, 
attract and influence the target consum-
ers in order to help the companies 
achieve their strategic goals.

Promotion means marketers talk to the 
existing customers and potential buyers 
to convey a message about the organiza-
tion, product or some other element of the 
marketing mix, such as the new low price 
being offered during a sale period. Promo-
tion is taking very innovative forms, for 
example, marketing today is picking up 
product brand ambassadors, who are 
using very innovative ways to convey the 
product qualities and virtues, price and 
other incentives for an aspiring consumer 
public (Ahmed and Kumar, 2016).  

Product promotion is the communication 
to build and maintain relationships by 
informing and persuading one or more 
audiences to view an organization more 
positively and to accept its products. It is 
needless to say that promotion mixes are 
getting expanded from simple salesman-
ship to say, gifts, prizes, buy now and pay 
later, home free deliveries, and so on.   
Chitty and Barker (2005) explain the role 
of Sales promotion, which is often simply 
referred to as 'promotion' is incentive 
used by a manufacturer to encourage 
distributors, such as wholesalers, retail-
ers or other channel members and 
consumer to buy a brand. It is business to 
business promotion which starts the 
chain of marketing going further to 
business and consumer.

Lindgern and Shimp (1996), highlight 
the role of personal selling as a form of 
person to person communication in which 
a salesperson works with prospective 
buyers and attempts to influence their 
purchases in the direction of his or her 
company's products or services. The 
degree to which personal selling is used 
by a company in its promotional mix 
depends on the product, selling costs, 
customers’ needs and customers’ 

locations. Celebrity endorsement of a 
brand has a direct impact on purchase 
intention (Singh and Banerjee, 2019). 
Kim and Jin (2019) explored the collabora-
tive consumption motivations for consum-
er goods and identified the different 
dimensions for it. 

Lou and Yuan (2018) study is based on 
the influence of social media on market-
ing decisions which is found to be quite 
substantial. The sway of social media in 
opinion formation regarding trustworthi-
ness of brands is found to be considerable. 
The study is based on a survey of social 
media users, suggesting its authenticity.  
Maslowska et al. (2020) through a sample 
study of 74 on-liners tell us that online 
reviews can play a significant role in the 
consumer decision-making processes and 
uses eye tracking to investigate how 
consumers attend to product pages. The 
results show product-related information 
is most important for the consumers, who 
also spend time on review-related 
information, particularly the review text 
and reviewer information. 

Zwanka and Bluff’s, (2020) study the 
potential impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic on global consumer traits, 
buying patterns, global interconnected-
ness and psychographic behavior, and 
other marketing activities by birth 
segments. Baby Boomers, Millennials, 
Centennials, show a long-term behavioral 
shifts due to the COVID-19 pandemic and 
the resulting shifts in consumer behavior 
in all countries. This is one of numerous 
studies that have been done to identify 
the influence of group influences such as 
of peer groups, opinion or reference 
groups, on consumer buying behavior 
(Solomon, 2016; Philip and Ashworth, 
2020).  There are studies to understand 
the role of marketing information on 
consumer buying behavior that might 
have been conveyed to the target consum-
ers through different promotion mixes 
and external – word-of-mouth variables 
(McDonald and Sharp, 2000; Burnett, 

2003; Tulay, 2003; Girard and Dion, 
2010); Kircher and Postlewaite, 2008; 
Kurtz, 2008; Peter and Olson, 2005; 
Ahmed, 2013 & 2017; Khenfer, et al. 
2020).

Of special interest is Sakkthivel and 
Sriram (2011) Omani study on acumen 
and risk-taking behavior of Omani entre-
preneurs, which is an interesting study. 
Another revealing study of Sakkthivel 
(2011a) is on the influence of the external 
and internal factor on the marketing 
behavior of consumers in respect of 
consumer durables in a developing econo-
my in Oman with $79.3 billion GDP and 
$16,424 per capital (World Bank, 2020). 

The Arab region is a distinct socio-eco-
nomic-cultural region, which is an 
economic ascendency (Ahmed and Rafiud-
din, 2018). As such the extensive region’s 
principalities like Oman appears to offer 
a good testing grounded for modern 
multi-variable marketing theory, adding 
to it an interesting Arab dimension. 
Omani’s are expected to be discerning or 
differentiating consumers. A sample 
study is made of the problem under inves-
tigation with 58 consumers from whom 
variables-influence data was collected. 
The study is expected to give insight into 

the factors of consumer demand, not only 
in the Sultanate of Oman, but also the 
vast and Arab world in general, which 
occupies a strategic place in consumer 
marketing.

Objectives and methodology

To know the impact of promotional and 
non-promotional factors of demand in  
Omani mobile marketing, to find out the 
relative weightage of the factors of 
demand and to suggest a suitable market-
ing strategy for mobile marketing or 
variables in mobile marketing in the 
Sultanate of Oman.

• H1: There is a significant impact of 
promotional mix strategies on consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile commu-
nication services

• H2: There is a significant impact of 
External - Word of Mouth (influence of 
peer groups, opinion groups etc.) on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services.

3.1 Research Model

3.2 Methodology

The study uses the exploratory and 
causal research design as it explores and 
intends to identify the impact of promo-
tional mix variables of advertising, sales 
promotion, direct marketing customer 
care, internet etc., variables and external 
variables of influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups – word of mouth on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services. 

The study was conducted in Sur, Sultan-
ate of Oman which represents the target 
population selected for the study. The 
study was conducted among students, 

employees (private and govt.), business-
men etc. The quota sampling technique 
has been used to collect primary data 
from the target respondents. The prima-
ry data was collected from 58 respond-
ents (N= 58) who had been selected for 
the analysis. A structured questionnaire 
was used to collect the response from the 
target respondents. The questionnaire 
consisted of 5-point Likert scale respons-
es (strongly agree…. strongly disagree). 
It was used to identify the impact of the 
promotion mix (advertising, sales promo-
tion, direct marketing (customer care) 
internet etc.) variables and external 
variables (influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups – word of mouth) on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services. A T-Test 
is used to test the hypotheses and 
construct analysis (Sakkthivel, 2010; 

Sakkthivel and Sriram, 2011; Sakkthivel, 
2011) to identify the high to low impact of 
the selected variables on consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile communi-
cation services. Cronbach Alpha Reliabili-
ty Analysis is conducted to test the validi-
ty of the collection of the instrument data 
which produced a .699 response. 

Results 

4.1 Identification of the impact of signifi-
cant impact of promotional mix strategies 
on consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services

*+/- denotes the positive or negative 
impact of the variables 

One sample T-Test (2- tailed, 95% 
confidence interval at 57df), held to identi-
fy the impact of promotion-mix variables 
such as: advertising, sales promotion, 
direct marketing (customer care), and 
internet on consumer buying behavior of 
mobile communication services.  This 
revealed the promotion-mix variables as 
follows: advertising (p<0.05), sales promo-
tion (p<0.05), direct marketing (customer 
care) (p<0.05), and internet (p<0.05) are 
found to have first a positive (+) impact on 
consumer buying and decision making 
behaviour towards buying mobile commu-
nication services. The results in Fig-2 
portray the impact of promotion-mix 
variables on consumer,  buying and 
decision making behaviour, upholding 

H1.  

4.2 Identification of impact of External – 
Word of Mouth (influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups etc.) variables on consum-
er buying behavior towards mobile 
communication services
Fig 3: External Variables Impact on 
Consumer buying behaviour of mobile 
phones 

One sample T-Test (2- tailed, 95% 

confidence interval at 57df) held to identi-
fy the impact of external – word of mouth 
(influence of peer groups, reference 
groups consumer buying behavior 
towards mobile communication services 
influence of peer groups (p<0.05) is found 
to have a significant impact on consumer 
buying and decision making behaviour, 
whereas the influence of reference groups 
(p>0.05) has no significant  impact  over 
consumer buying and decision making 
behaviour towards mobile communication 
services. It is evident from the results 
that the consumers are influenced by peer 
groups, however, reference groups found 
to elicit no influence. Thus, the results of 
the external variables are mixed, being 
positioned in respect of peer groups, but 
negative (-) concerning opinion groups, 
meaning mobile services consumers are, 
by and large, independent or self-depend-
ent in their decision making.

Degrees of influence
It is imperative to understand the degrees 
of influence of the promotion-mix varia-
bles and external – word of mouth varia-

bles on consumer buying and 
decision-making behaviour, which would 
provide a much-needed cue to the corpo-
rates to focus on the variables that would 
have high to low impact on consumer 
decision making. This information would 
help the companies to design effective 
promotion mix strategies, in order to 
reach the target consumers and influence 
them to make their buying decisions. 
Construct analysis (Sakkthivel and 
Sriram, 2011; Sakkthivel, 2011) is made 

use of to identify the high impact to low 
impact promotion mix and external – 
word of mouth variables on consumer 
buying and decision-making behaviour 
towards mobile communication services 
in high mobile use concerning the Sultan-
ate of Oman. 

The construct analysis is done by 
summing up the total scores of all the 
variables taken to identify the impact of 
consumer buying behaviour and identify 
the mean value by dividing by total 
number of samples selected for the study. 
The sum of the mean values of all the 
variables pertaining to a particular 
construct is divided by the no. of variables 
pertaining to that construct viz. advertis-
ing. 

(PMEi) = Impact of Promotion Mix and 
External – Word of Mouth Variables on 
Consumer buying behavior
Si = Agreement level score of the respond-
ents towards the influence of promotion 
mix and external – word of mouth varia-
bles  
Cj = Sum of Constructs score
Cn = No. of constructs taken  

The above model produces result of the 
constructs that have high to low impact 
values ‘i’ denotes the agreement level 
score, ‘j’ denotes the sum of constructs 
scores, and ‘n’ denotes the number of 
respondents and number of constructs 
taken for the study and analysis. The 
number of questions asked is grouped 
into constructs such as marketing 
information variables. These scores are 
arrived at from the constructs in terms of 
mean values which are interpreted from 
the highest to the lowest values, and 
given ranks as 1,2,3…n. The highest 
score denotes the highest impact on 
consumer buying behavior and so on. The 
sum of the mean values of constructs has 
been divided by the number of constructs 
selected for the study and the mean value 
arrived at was considered the midpoint. 
The mean values of the constructs above 
the mid-point are high impact variables, 

and vice versa.  Accordingly, advertising 
(c=3.96) secures 1st rank, followed by 
Internet (c=3.86), Direct Marketing 
(Customer care) (c=3.76), Sales Promo-
tion (c=3.72) ranking 2, 3 & 4. The Exter-
nal - Word of Mouth variables (c=3.33) 
Ranked 5th in influencing consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile communi-
cation services.

In order to identify the high to low impact 
promotion-mix and external – word of 
mouth variables on consumer buying 
behavior, the sum of the mean values of 
constructs is divided by the number of 
constructs (advertising, sales promotion, 
direct marketing (customer care), 
internet, word of mouth variables) select-
ed for the study, and the mid-point 
arrived at is (mv=3.72). The mid-point or 
mid value is an indicator to identify the 
high and low impact promotion-mix and 
word of mouth variables on consumer 
buying behavior towards using mobile 
communication services in Sur, in the 
Arab ic country of Oman, which is a 
member of GCC which is kin to an Arab 
Common Market. It is evident from the 
given results that the consumers are 
primarily influenced by advertising, 
internet, and direct marketing (customer 
care), whilst making decisions regarding 
mobile communication services. 

5. Conclusion and Managerial Implica-
tions 

The study unearths the promotion-mix 
and word-of-mouth variables which have 
significant impact on consumer buying 
behavior towards various mobile communi-
cation services in Sur city of Oman, for 
which the exercise, which is the first of its 
kind, has good tidings because all advertis-
ing tools are proved to be good promotion-
al tools. But it was surprising to notice 
that only few takers for peer group buying 
advices in mobile purchasing. This finding 
is not in line with, for example Solomon et 
al. 1999). Surprisingly, the influence of 
opinion groups is negative (-).

The aforesaid results provide a much 
needed cue to the managers on the impact 
of the promotion mix and external 
word-of-mouth variables of consumer 
buying behavior which, however, is of 
different degrees. The managers could 
understand the degrees of influence of the 
different variables on consumer buying 
behavior and act accordingly. There are 
high and low impacts promotional and 
word-of-mouth variables, which provide a 
holistic view of marketing to help the 
marketing managers design effective mix 
strategies to reach and influence target 
consumers using mobile communication 
services in Oman.  In Oman, mobile use is 
quite wide spread, and presently, adver-
tisement is not a mobile phone promotion-
al measure. Advertising is making mobile 
products and services known through 
print and electronic mediums and other 
means. Then there is the internet as 
another promotional tool, with the net 
having made forays into every household 
through smart phones. These results are 
consistent with the results of the previous 
research studies of (Lindgem and Shimp 
1996; Chitty and Barker, 2005; Kurtz, 
2008; Lou and Yuan, 2018). In sum, there 

are five avenues of marketing mobile 
phone services in the Sultanate of Oman, 
namely: advertisement, net sales promo-
tion, direct marketing, customer care, and 
informed peer group in the descending 
order of importance.

6. Limitations and Future Research 

The study of mobile phone marketing in 
the Sur city of Oman is influenced by 
promotional and non-promotional factors 
bringing out some interesting and valid 
outcomes. It has, however, limitations of 
time, data, sample, space or region. It is 
needless to say that the dynamics of 
marketing change over time and space, 
products and services, sample, etc., which 
call for further research on the problem of 
demand determinants.

The researchers, for example, could not 
include indirect information variables in 
the study, which would have provided a 
comprehensive view of the problem. There 
are gender class, income, age, locational 
(Rural-Urban), educational angles to the 
problem, which could be the areas of 
research on the problem. 

For example, do Brand Ambassadors sway 
the demand for goods and services? It is 
an interesting topic of future research on 
the problem. Thus, the field is wide open 
for any amount of future research. The 
future researchers may also attempt to 
test the impact of marketing information 
variables, individually, on consumer 
buying behavior, which may provide a 
comprehensive view. 
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In today’s competitive world, consumers 
receive billions of pieces of information 
from umpteen sources related to buying 
different products and services. The 
‘tonnes’ of information tends to create a 
lot of confusion in the minds of consum-
ers, (Sakkthivel, 2010; Amponsah and 
Ahmed, 2017). Companies spend billions 
of dollars in businesses to design effective 
business promotional-mix strategies to 
reach measures, and influence target 
consumers to buy their products and 
services. Although there are many 

businesses efforts to reach the target 
consumers, there may also be some 
external forces influencing consumer 
buying and decision making towards 
given products and services. The said 
forces may be called the word-of-mouth 
factors such as the influences of friends 
and relatives, bosses, elders of the family 
and clan, role models, etc.  To counter 
this, the companies tend to use different 
promotional measures, such as advertis-
ing, sales promotion, direct marketing, 
corporate communications, internet and 

such in order to reach and influence the 
target consumers. 

It’s imperative to study the influence of 
the aforesaid promotional measures 
strategies on consumer buying behaviour 
in order to identify the degree to which 
the aforesaid variables impact the 
consumer buying behaviour. Hence, this 
study sets itself to identify and select the 
major promotional and non-promotional 
variables that influence the consumers’ 
business or demand behaviour in respect 
of mobile communication services in the 
emerging market economy of the Sultan-
ate of Oman.

The promotion mix variables are: adver-
tising, sales promotion, direct marketing, 
internet, etc., which are internal to the 
firm. The non-promotional external varia-
bles are: word-of-mouth, opinion/refer-
ence groups, boss, elders, role models etc. 
Customer care is used in the study as the 
direct marketing variable, as customer 
care is used to reach the consumers in the 
market selected for the study. Excluded 
are corporate communications (public 
relations) as the said variables are not 
effectively used by the companies in the 
market selected for the study. Thus, 
promotion mix variables are: advertising, 
sales promotion, direct marketing 
(customer care) and internet. A model is 
built on these variables for the purpose of 
this study, and for further research on 
the problem.   This modest exercise is 
significant by itself and as a contribution 
to marketing theory from an Arab 
perspective. The study is organized 
around: Introduction, Literature Review, 
Objectives and Methodology, Data and
Analysis, Implications, Limitations, and 
Further Research.

Literature review

Numerous studies have been held to 
understand the role of promotion in 
influencing consumer market buying 
behavior. However, these studies do not 

include all the variables that have been 
selected for this study in order for it to 
identify and build a model of variables 
that would demonstrate an impact on 
consumer buying behavior. Also, none of 
the studies has attempted to identify the 
degree of impact of the variables on the 
consumer buying behavior.   Hence, the 
problem defined for the study is to identi-
fy and bridge the gaps from the earlier 
studies, in order to provide a comprehen-
sive model of the variables that would 
have an impact on consumer buying 
behavior. The exercise is conducted in the 
Arab Sultanate of Oman, with a sample 
of 55 customers from the place of Sur.

A study by Nicolas et al. (2020) explores 
the development of consumer behavior 
research trends that show high-frequen-
cy keywords at different time periods 
using the bibliometric methods to 
analyze publications between 1990 and 
2017.  The study shows the evolution of 
keywords to reveal emerging topics 
which includes “advertising,” “consumer 
behavior,” “trust,” “innovation,” and 
“customer satisfaction.”

Peter and Olson (2005) discuss the role of 
Marketing strategy as a set of stimuli 
that is integrated via a differing mix of 
strategies such as product, price, 
place/distribution and promotion intend-
ed to enhance consumer buying of one’s 
goods and services.  Boone and Kurtz 
(2003) argue that Marketing is the 
process of planning and executing the 
conception, pricing, promotion and distri-
bution of goods and services in order to 
create and maintain relationship that 
will satisfy the customers and the compa-
nies’ alike. It’s successful sale of goods 
and services through various devices 
such as advertisement is evident in a big 
way, staring with appealing to the 
present and prospective customers. One 
has to advertise one’s own virtues and 
bring them to the greater public notice 
and attention.   In addition, Vitale et al. 
(2010), through a study, have found that 

the marketing concept is the part of the 
promotion mix which is vital to reach, 
attract and influence the target consum-
ers in order to help the companies 
achieve their strategic goals.

Promotion means marketers talk to the 
existing customers and potential buyers 
to convey a message about the organiza-
tion, product or some other element of the 
marketing mix, such as the new low price 
being offered during a sale period. Promo-
tion is taking very innovative forms, for 
example, marketing today is picking up 
product brand ambassadors, who are 
using very innovative ways to convey the 
product qualities and virtues, price and 
other incentives for an aspiring consumer 
public (Ahmed and Kumar, 2016).  

Product promotion is the communication 
to build and maintain relationships by 
informing and persuading one or more 
audiences to view an organization more 
positively and to accept its products. It is 
needless to say that promotion mixes are 
getting expanded from simple salesman-
ship to say, gifts, prizes, buy now and pay 
later, home free deliveries, and so on.   
Chitty and Barker (2005) explain the role 
of Sales promotion, which is often simply 
referred to as 'promotion' is incentive 
used by a manufacturer to encourage 
distributors, such as wholesalers, retail-
ers or other channel members and 
consumer to buy a brand. It is business to 
business promotion which starts the 
chain of marketing going further to 
business and consumer.

Lindgern and Shimp (1996), highlight 
the role of personal selling as a form of 
person to person communication in which 
a salesperson works with prospective 
buyers and attempts to influence their 
purchases in the direction of his or her 
company's products or services. The 
degree to which personal selling is used 
by a company in its promotional mix 
depends on the product, selling costs, 
customers’ needs and customers’ 

locations. Celebrity endorsement of a 
brand has a direct impact on purchase 
intention (Singh and Banerjee, 2019). 
Kim and Jin (2019) explored the collabora-
tive consumption motivations for consum-
er goods and identified the different 
dimensions for it. 

Lou and Yuan (2018) study is based on 
the influence of social media on market-
ing decisions which is found to be quite 
substantial. The sway of social media in 
opinion formation regarding trustworthi-
ness of brands is found to be considerable. 
The study is based on a survey of social 
media users, suggesting its authenticity.  
Maslowska et al. (2020) through a sample 
study of 74 on-liners tell us that online 
reviews can play a significant role in the 
consumer decision-making processes and 
uses eye tracking to investigate how 
consumers attend to product pages. The 
results show product-related information 
is most important for the consumers, who 
also spend time on review-related 
information, particularly the review text 
and reviewer information. 

Zwanka and Bluff’s, (2020) study the 
potential impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic on global consumer traits, 
buying patterns, global interconnected-
ness and psychographic behavior, and 
other marketing activities by birth 
segments. Baby Boomers, Millennials, 
Centennials, show a long-term behavioral 
shifts due to the COVID-19 pandemic and 
the resulting shifts in consumer behavior 
in all countries. This is one of numerous 
studies that have been done to identify 
the influence of group influences such as 
of peer groups, opinion or reference 
groups, on consumer buying behavior 
(Solomon, 2016; Philip and Ashworth, 
2020).  There are studies to understand 
the role of marketing information on 
consumer buying behavior that might 
have been conveyed to the target consum-
ers through different promotion mixes 
and external – word-of-mouth variables 
(McDonald and Sharp, 2000; Burnett, 

2003; Tulay, 2003; Girard and Dion, 
2010); Kircher and Postlewaite, 2008; 
Kurtz, 2008; Peter and Olson, 2005; 
Ahmed, 2013 & 2017; Khenfer, et al. 
2020).

Of special interest is Sakkthivel and 
Sriram (2011) Omani study on acumen 
and risk-taking behavior of Omani entre-
preneurs, which is an interesting study. 
Another revealing study of Sakkthivel 
(2011a) is on the influence of the external 
and internal factor on the marketing 
behavior of consumers in respect of 
consumer durables in a developing econo-
my in Oman with $79.3 billion GDP and 
$16,424 per capital (World Bank, 2020). 

The Arab region is a distinct socio-eco-
nomic-cultural region, which is an 
economic ascendency (Ahmed and Rafiud-
din, 2018). As such the extensive region’s 
principalities like Oman appears to offer 
a good testing grounded for modern 
multi-variable marketing theory, adding 
to it an interesting Arab dimension. 
Omani’s are expected to be discerning or 
differentiating consumers. A sample 
study is made of the problem under inves-
tigation with 58 consumers from whom 
variables-influence data was collected. 
The study is expected to give insight into 

the factors of consumer demand, not only 
in the Sultanate of Oman, but also the 
vast and Arab world in general, which 
occupies a strategic place in consumer 
marketing.

Objectives and methodology

To know the impact of promotional and 
non-promotional factors of demand in  
Omani mobile marketing, to find out the 
relative weightage of the factors of 
demand and to suggest a suitable market-
ing strategy for mobile marketing or 
variables in mobile marketing in the 
Sultanate of Oman.

• H1: There is a significant impact of 
promotional mix strategies on consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile commu-
nication services

• H2: There is a significant impact of 
External - Word of Mouth (influence of 
peer groups, opinion groups etc.) on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services.

3.1 Research Model

3.2 Methodology

The study uses the exploratory and 
causal research design as it explores and 
intends to identify the impact of promo-
tional mix variables of advertising, sales 
promotion, direct marketing customer 
care, internet etc., variables and external 
variables of influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups – word of mouth on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services. 

The study was conducted in Sur, Sultan-
ate of Oman which represents the target 
population selected for the study. The 
study was conducted among students, 

employees (private and govt.), business-
men etc. The quota sampling technique 
has been used to collect primary data 
from the target respondents. The prima-
ry data was collected from 58 respond-
ents (N= 58) who had been selected for 
the analysis. A structured questionnaire 
was used to collect the response from the 
target respondents. The questionnaire 
consisted of 5-point Likert scale respons-
es (strongly agree…. strongly disagree). 
It was used to identify the impact of the 
promotion mix (advertising, sales promo-
tion, direct marketing (customer care) 
internet etc.) variables and external 
variables (influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups – word of mouth) on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services. A T-Test 
is used to test the hypotheses and 
construct analysis (Sakkthivel, 2010; 

Sakkthivel and Sriram, 2011; Sakkthivel, 
2011) to identify the high to low impact of 
the selected variables on consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile communi-
cation services. Cronbach Alpha Reliabili-
ty Analysis is conducted to test the validi-
ty of the collection of the instrument data 
which produced a .699 response. 

Results 

4.1 Identification of the impact of signifi-
cant impact of promotional mix strategies 
on consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services

*+/- denotes the positive or negative 
impact of the variables 

One sample T-Test (2- tailed, 95% 
confidence interval at 57df), held to identi-
fy the impact of promotion-mix variables 
such as: advertising, sales promotion, 
direct marketing (customer care), and 
internet on consumer buying behavior of 
mobile communication services.  This 
revealed the promotion-mix variables as 
follows: advertising (p<0.05), sales promo-
tion (p<0.05), direct marketing (customer 
care) (p<0.05), and internet (p<0.05) are 
found to have first a positive (+) impact on 
consumer buying and decision making 
behaviour towards buying mobile commu-
nication services. The results in Fig-2 
portray the impact of promotion-mix 
variables on consumer,  buying and 
decision making behaviour, upholding 

H1.  

4.2 Identification of impact of External – 
Word of Mouth (influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups etc.) variables on consum-
er buying behavior towards mobile 
communication services
Fig 3: External Variables Impact on 
Consumer buying behaviour of mobile 
phones 

One sample T-Test (2- tailed, 95% 

confidence interval at 57df) held to identi-
fy the impact of external – word of mouth 
(influence of peer groups, reference 
groups consumer buying behavior 
towards mobile communication services 
influence of peer groups (p<0.05) is found 
to have a significant impact on consumer 
buying and decision making behaviour, 
whereas the influence of reference groups 
(p>0.05) has no significant  impact  over 
consumer buying and decision making 
behaviour towards mobile communication 
services. It is evident from the results 
that the consumers are influenced by peer 
groups, however, reference groups found 
to elicit no influence. Thus, the results of 
the external variables are mixed, being 
positioned in respect of peer groups, but 
negative (-) concerning opinion groups, 
meaning mobile services consumers are, 
by and large, independent or self-depend-
ent in their decision making.

Degrees of influence
It is imperative to understand the degrees 
of influence of the promotion-mix varia-
bles and external – word of mouth varia-

bles on consumer buying and 
decision-making behaviour, which would 
provide a much-needed cue to the corpo-
rates to focus on the variables that would 
have high to low impact on consumer 
decision making. This information would 
help the companies to design effective 
promotion mix strategies, in order to 
reach the target consumers and influence 
them to make their buying decisions. 
Construct analysis (Sakkthivel and 
Sriram, 2011; Sakkthivel, 2011) is made 

use of to identify the high impact to low 
impact promotion mix and external – 
word of mouth variables on consumer 
buying and decision-making behaviour 
towards mobile communication services 
in high mobile use concerning the Sultan-
ate of Oman. 

The construct analysis is done by 
summing up the total scores of all the 
variables taken to identify the impact of 
consumer buying behaviour and identify 
the mean value by dividing by total 
number of samples selected for the study. 
The sum of the mean values of all the 
variables pertaining to a particular 
construct is divided by the no. of variables 
pertaining to that construct viz. advertis-
ing. 

(PMEi) = Impact of Promotion Mix and 
External – Word of Mouth Variables on 
Consumer buying behavior
Si = Agreement level score of the respond-
ents towards the influence of promotion 
mix and external – word of mouth varia-
bles  
Cj = Sum of Constructs score
Cn = No. of constructs taken  

The above model produces result of the 
constructs that have high to low impact 
values ‘i’ denotes the agreement level 
score, ‘j’ denotes the sum of constructs 
scores, and ‘n’ denotes the number of 
respondents and number of constructs 
taken for the study and analysis. The 
number of questions asked is grouped 
into constructs such as marketing 
information variables. These scores are 
arrived at from the constructs in terms of 
mean values which are interpreted from 
the highest to the lowest values, and 
given ranks as 1,2,3…n. The highest 
score denotes the highest impact on 
consumer buying behavior and so on. The 
sum of the mean values of constructs has 
been divided by the number of constructs 
selected for the study and the mean value 
arrived at was considered the midpoint. 
The mean values of the constructs above 
the mid-point are high impact variables, 

and vice versa.  Accordingly, advertising 
(c=3.96) secures 1st rank, followed by 
Internet (c=3.86), Direct Marketing 
(Customer care) (c=3.76), Sales Promo-
tion (c=3.72) ranking 2, 3 & 4. The Exter-
nal - Word of Mouth variables (c=3.33) 
Ranked 5th in influencing consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile communi-
cation services.

In order to identify the high to low impact 
promotion-mix and external – word of 
mouth variables on consumer buying 
behavior, the sum of the mean values of 
constructs is divided by the number of 
constructs (advertising, sales promotion, 
direct marketing (customer care), 
internet, word of mouth variables) select-
ed for the study, and the mid-point 
arrived at is (mv=3.72). The mid-point or 
mid value is an indicator to identify the 
high and low impact promotion-mix and 
word of mouth variables on consumer 
buying behavior towards using mobile 
communication services in Sur, in the 
Arab ic country of Oman, which is a 
member of GCC which is kin to an Arab 
Common Market. It is evident from the 
given results that the consumers are 
primarily influenced by advertising, 
internet, and direct marketing (customer 
care), whilst making decisions regarding 
mobile communication services. 

5. Conclusion and Managerial Implica-
tions 

The study unearths the promotion-mix 
and word-of-mouth variables which have 
significant impact on consumer buying 
behavior towards various mobile communi-
cation services in Sur city of Oman, for 
which the exercise, which is the first of its 
kind, has good tidings because all advertis-
ing tools are proved to be good promotion-
al tools. But it was surprising to notice 
that only few takers for peer group buying 
advices in mobile purchasing. This finding 
is not in line with, for example Solomon et 
al. 1999). Surprisingly, the influence of 
opinion groups is negative (-).

The aforesaid results provide a much 
needed cue to the managers on the impact 
of the promotion mix and external 
word-of-mouth variables of consumer 
buying behavior which, however, is of 
different degrees. The managers could 
understand the degrees of influence of the 
different variables on consumer buying 
behavior and act accordingly. There are 
high and low impacts promotional and 
word-of-mouth variables, which provide a 
holistic view of marketing to help the 
marketing managers design effective mix 
strategies to reach and influence target 
consumers using mobile communication 
services in Oman.  In Oman, mobile use is 
quite wide spread, and presently, adver-
tisement is not a mobile phone promotion-
al measure. Advertising is making mobile 
products and services known through 
print and electronic mediums and other 
means. Then there is the internet as 
another promotional tool, with the net 
having made forays into every household 
through smart phones. These results are 
consistent with the results of the previous 
research studies of (Lindgem and Shimp 
1996; Chitty and Barker, 2005; Kurtz, 
2008; Lou and Yuan, 2018). In sum, there 

are five avenues of marketing mobile 
phone services in the Sultanate of Oman, 
namely: advertisement, net sales promo-
tion, direct marketing, customer care, and 
informed peer group in the descending 
order of importance.

6. Limitations and Future Research 

The study of mobile phone marketing in 
the Sur city of Oman is influenced by 
promotional and non-promotional factors 
bringing out some interesting and valid 
outcomes. It has, however, limitations of 
time, data, sample, space or region. It is 
needless to say that the dynamics of 
marketing change over time and space, 
products and services, sample, etc., which 
call for further research on the problem of 
demand determinants.

The researchers, for example, could not 
include indirect information variables in 
the study, which would have provided a 
comprehensive view of the problem. There 
are gender class, income, age, locational 
(Rural-Urban), educational angles to the 
problem, which could be the areas of 
research on the problem. 

For example, do Brand Ambassadors sway 
the demand for goods and services? It is 
an interesting topic of future research on 
the problem. Thus, the field is wide open 
for any amount of future research. The 
future researchers may also attempt to 
test the impact of marketing information 
variables, individually, on consumer 
buying behavior, which may provide a 
comprehensive view. 
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In today’s competitive world, consumers 
receive billions of pieces of information 
from umpteen sources related to buying 
different products and services. The 
‘tonnes’ of information tends to create a 
lot of confusion in the minds of consum-
ers, (Sakkthivel, 2010; Amponsah and 
Ahmed, 2017). Companies spend billions 
of dollars in businesses to design effective 
business promotional-mix strategies to 
reach measures, and influence target 
consumers to buy their products and 
services. Although there are many 

businesses efforts to reach the target 
consumers, there may also be some 
external forces influencing consumer 
buying and decision making towards 
given products and services. The said 
forces may be called the word-of-mouth 
factors such as the influences of friends 
and relatives, bosses, elders of the family 
and clan, role models, etc.  To counter 
this, the companies tend to use different 
promotional measures, such as advertis-
ing, sales promotion, direct marketing, 
corporate communications, internet and 

such in order to reach and influence the 
target consumers. 

It’s imperative to study the influence of 
the aforesaid promotional measures 
strategies on consumer buying behaviour 
in order to identify the degree to which 
the aforesaid variables impact the 
consumer buying behaviour. Hence, this 
study sets itself to identify and select the 
major promotional and non-promotional 
variables that influence the consumers’ 
business or demand behaviour in respect 
of mobile communication services in the 
emerging market economy of the Sultan-
ate of Oman.

The promotion mix variables are: adver-
tising, sales promotion, direct marketing, 
internet, etc., which are internal to the 
firm. The non-promotional external varia-
bles are: word-of-mouth, opinion/refer-
ence groups, boss, elders, role models etc. 
Customer care is used in the study as the 
direct marketing variable, as customer 
care is used to reach the consumers in the 
market selected for the study. Excluded 
are corporate communications (public 
relations) as the said variables are not 
effectively used by the companies in the 
market selected for the study. Thus, 
promotion mix variables are: advertising, 
sales promotion, direct marketing 
(customer care) and internet. A model is 
built on these variables for the purpose of 
this study, and for further research on 
the problem.   This modest exercise is 
significant by itself and as a contribution 
to marketing theory from an Arab 
perspective. The study is organized 
around: Introduction, Literature Review, 
Objectives and Methodology, Data and
Analysis, Implications, Limitations, and 
Further Research.

Literature review

Numerous studies have been held to 
understand the role of promotion in 
influencing consumer market buying 
behavior. However, these studies do not 

include all the variables that have been 
selected for this study in order for it to 
identify and build a model of variables 
that would demonstrate an impact on 
consumer buying behavior. Also, none of 
the studies has attempted to identify the 
degree of impact of the variables on the 
consumer buying behavior.   Hence, the 
problem defined for the study is to identi-
fy and bridge the gaps from the earlier 
studies, in order to provide a comprehen-
sive model of the variables that would 
have an impact on consumer buying 
behavior. The exercise is conducted in the 
Arab Sultanate of Oman, with a sample 
of 55 customers from the place of Sur.

A study by Nicolas et al. (2020) explores 
the development of consumer behavior 
research trends that show high-frequen-
cy keywords at different time periods 
using the bibliometric methods to 
analyze publications between 1990 and 
2017.  The study shows the evolution of 
keywords to reveal emerging topics 
which includes “advertising,” “consumer 
behavior,” “trust,” “innovation,” and 
“customer satisfaction.”

Peter and Olson (2005) discuss the role of 
Marketing strategy as a set of stimuli 
that is integrated via a differing mix of 
strategies such as product, price, 
place/distribution and promotion intend-
ed to enhance consumer buying of one’s 
goods and services.  Boone and Kurtz 
(2003) argue that Marketing is the 
process of planning and executing the 
conception, pricing, promotion and distri-
bution of goods and services in order to 
create and maintain relationship that 
will satisfy the customers and the compa-
nies’ alike. It’s successful sale of goods 
and services through various devices 
such as advertisement is evident in a big 
way, staring with appealing to the 
present and prospective customers. One 
has to advertise one’s own virtues and 
bring them to the greater public notice 
and attention.   In addition, Vitale et al. 
(2010), through a study, have found that 

the marketing concept is the part of the 
promotion mix which is vital to reach, 
attract and influence the target consum-
ers in order to help the companies 
achieve their strategic goals.

Promotion means marketers talk to the 
existing customers and potential buyers 
to convey a message about the organiza-
tion, product or some other element of the 
marketing mix, such as the new low price 
being offered during a sale period. Promo-
tion is taking very innovative forms, for 
example, marketing today is picking up 
product brand ambassadors, who are 
using very innovative ways to convey the 
product qualities and virtues, price and 
other incentives for an aspiring consumer 
public (Ahmed and Kumar, 2016).  

Product promotion is the communication 
to build and maintain relationships by 
informing and persuading one or more 
audiences to view an organization more 
positively and to accept its products. It is 
needless to say that promotion mixes are 
getting expanded from simple salesman-
ship to say, gifts, prizes, buy now and pay 
later, home free deliveries, and so on.   
Chitty and Barker (2005) explain the role 
of Sales promotion, which is often simply 
referred to as 'promotion' is incentive 
used by a manufacturer to encourage 
distributors, such as wholesalers, retail-
ers or other channel members and 
consumer to buy a brand. It is business to 
business promotion which starts the 
chain of marketing going further to 
business and consumer.

Lindgern and Shimp (1996), highlight 
the role of personal selling as a form of 
person to person communication in which 
a salesperson works with prospective 
buyers and attempts to influence their 
purchases in the direction of his or her 
company's products or services. The 
degree to which personal selling is used 
by a company in its promotional mix 
depends on the product, selling costs, 
customers’ needs and customers’ 

locations. Celebrity endorsement of a 
brand has a direct impact on purchase 
intention (Singh and Banerjee, 2019). 
Kim and Jin (2019) explored the collabora-
tive consumption motivations for consum-
er goods and identified the different 
dimensions for it. 

Lou and Yuan (2018) study is based on 
the influence of social media on market-
ing decisions which is found to be quite 
substantial. The sway of social media in 
opinion formation regarding trustworthi-
ness of brands is found to be considerable. 
The study is based on a survey of social 
media users, suggesting its authenticity.  
Maslowska et al. (2020) through a sample 
study of 74 on-liners tell us that online 
reviews can play a significant role in the 
consumer decision-making processes and 
uses eye tracking to investigate how 
consumers attend to product pages. The 
results show product-related information 
is most important for the consumers, who 
also spend time on review-related 
information, particularly the review text 
and reviewer information. 

Zwanka and Bluff’s, (2020) study the 
potential impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic on global consumer traits, 
buying patterns, global interconnected-
ness and psychographic behavior, and 
other marketing activities by birth 
segments. Baby Boomers, Millennials, 
Centennials, show a long-term behavioral 
shifts due to the COVID-19 pandemic and 
the resulting shifts in consumer behavior 
in all countries. This is one of numerous 
studies that have been done to identify 
the influence of group influences such as 
of peer groups, opinion or reference 
groups, on consumer buying behavior 
(Solomon, 2016; Philip and Ashworth, 
2020).  There are studies to understand 
the role of marketing information on 
consumer buying behavior that might 
have been conveyed to the target consum-
ers through different promotion mixes 
and external – word-of-mouth variables 
(McDonald and Sharp, 2000; Burnett, 

2003; Tulay, 2003; Girard and Dion, 
2010); Kircher and Postlewaite, 2008; 
Kurtz, 2008; Peter and Olson, 2005; 
Ahmed, 2013 & 2017; Khenfer, et al. 
2020).

Of special interest is Sakkthivel and 
Sriram (2011) Omani study on acumen 
and risk-taking behavior of Omani entre-
preneurs, which is an interesting study. 
Another revealing study of Sakkthivel 
(2011a) is on the influence of the external 
and internal factor on the marketing 
behavior of consumers in respect of 
consumer durables in a developing econo-
my in Oman with $79.3 billion GDP and 
$16,424 per capital (World Bank, 2020). 

The Arab region is a distinct socio-eco-
nomic-cultural region, which is an 
economic ascendency (Ahmed and Rafiud-
din, 2018). As such the extensive region’s 
principalities like Oman appears to offer 
a good testing grounded for modern 
multi-variable marketing theory, adding 
to it an interesting Arab dimension. 
Omani’s are expected to be discerning or 
differentiating consumers. A sample 
study is made of the problem under inves-
tigation with 58 consumers from whom 
variables-influence data was collected. 
The study is expected to give insight into 

the factors of consumer demand, not only 
in the Sultanate of Oman, but also the 
vast and Arab world in general, which 
occupies a strategic place in consumer 
marketing.

Objectives and methodology

To know the impact of promotional and 
non-promotional factors of demand in  
Omani mobile marketing, to find out the 
relative weightage of the factors of 
demand and to suggest a suitable market-
ing strategy for mobile marketing or 
variables in mobile marketing in the 
Sultanate of Oman.

• H1: There is a significant impact of 
promotional mix strategies on consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile commu-
nication services

• H2: There is a significant impact of 
External - Word of Mouth (influence of 
peer groups, opinion groups etc.) on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services.

3.1 Research Model

3.2 Methodology

The study uses the exploratory and 
causal research design as it explores and 
intends to identify the impact of promo-
tional mix variables of advertising, sales 
promotion, direct marketing customer 
care, internet etc., variables and external 
variables of influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups – word of mouth on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services. 

The study was conducted in Sur, Sultan-
ate of Oman which represents the target 
population selected for the study. The 
study was conducted among students, 

employees (private and govt.), business-
men etc. The quota sampling technique 
has been used to collect primary data 
from the target respondents. The prima-
ry data was collected from 58 respond-
ents (N= 58) who had been selected for 
the analysis. A structured questionnaire 
was used to collect the response from the 
target respondents. The questionnaire 
consisted of 5-point Likert scale respons-
es (strongly agree…. strongly disagree). 
It was used to identify the impact of the 
promotion mix (advertising, sales promo-
tion, direct marketing (customer care) 
internet etc.) variables and external 
variables (influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups – word of mouth) on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services. A T-Test 
is used to test the hypotheses and 
construct analysis (Sakkthivel, 2010; 

Sakkthivel and Sriram, 2011; Sakkthivel, 
2011) to identify the high to low impact of 
the selected variables on consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile communi-
cation services. Cronbach Alpha Reliabili-
ty Analysis is conducted to test the validi-
ty of the collection of the instrument data 
which produced a .699 response. 

Results 

4.1 Identification of the impact of signifi-
cant impact of promotional mix strategies 
on consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services

*+/- denotes the positive or negative 
impact of the variables 

One sample T-Test (2- tailed, 95% 
confidence interval at 57df), held to identi-
fy the impact of promotion-mix variables 
such as: advertising, sales promotion, 
direct marketing (customer care), and 
internet on consumer buying behavior of 
mobile communication services.  This 
revealed the promotion-mix variables as 
follows: advertising (p<0.05), sales promo-
tion (p<0.05), direct marketing (customer 
care) (p<0.05), and internet (p<0.05) are 
found to have first a positive (+) impact on 
consumer buying and decision making 
behaviour towards buying mobile commu-
nication services. The results in Fig-2 
portray the impact of promotion-mix 
variables on consumer,  buying and 
decision making behaviour, upholding 

H1.  

4.2 Identification of impact of External – 
Word of Mouth (influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups etc.) variables on consum-
er buying behavior towards mobile 
communication services
Fig 3: External Variables Impact on 
Consumer buying behaviour of mobile 
phones 

One sample T-Test (2- tailed, 95% 

confidence interval at 57df) held to identi-
fy the impact of external – word of mouth 
(influence of peer groups, reference 
groups consumer buying behavior 
towards mobile communication services 
influence of peer groups (p<0.05) is found 
to have a significant impact on consumer 
buying and decision making behaviour, 
whereas the influence of reference groups 
(p>0.05) has no significant  impact  over 
consumer buying and decision making 
behaviour towards mobile communication 
services. It is evident from the results 
that the consumers are influenced by peer 
groups, however, reference groups found 
to elicit no influence. Thus, the results of 
the external variables are mixed, being 
positioned in respect of peer groups, but 
negative (-) concerning opinion groups, 
meaning mobile services consumers are, 
by and large, independent or self-depend-
ent in their decision making.

Degrees of influence
It is imperative to understand the degrees 
of influence of the promotion-mix varia-
bles and external – word of mouth varia-

bles on consumer buying and 
decision-making behaviour, which would 
provide a much-needed cue to the corpo-
rates to focus on the variables that would 
have high to low impact on consumer 
decision making. This information would 
help the companies to design effective 
promotion mix strategies, in order to 
reach the target consumers and influence 
them to make their buying decisions. 
Construct analysis (Sakkthivel and 
Sriram, 2011; Sakkthivel, 2011) is made 

use of to identify the high impact to low 
impact promotion mix and external – 
word of mouth variables on consumer 
buying and decision-making behaviour 
towards mobile communication services 
in high mobile use concerning the Sultan-
ate of Oman. 

The construct analysis is done by 
summing up the total scores of all the 
variables taken to identify the impact of 
consumer buying behaviour and identify 
the mean value by dividing by total 
number of samples selected for the study. 
The sum of the mean values of all the 
variables pertaining to a particular 
construct is divided by the no. of variables 
pertaining to that construct viz. advertis-
ing. 

(PMEi) = Impact of Promotion Mix and 
External – Word of Mouth Variables on 
Consumer buying behavior
Si = Agreement level score of the respond-
ents towards the influence of promotion 
mix and external – word of mouth varia-
bles  
Cj = Sum of Constructs score
Cn = No. of constructs taken  

The above model produces result of the 
constructs that have high to low impact 
values ‘i’ denotes the agreement level 
score, ‘j’ denotes the sum of constructs 
scores, and ‘n’ denotes the number of 
respondents and number of constructs 
taken for the study and analysis. The 
number of questions asked is grouped 
into constructs such as marketing 
information variables. These scores are 
arrived at from the constructs in terms of 
mean values which are interpreted from 
the highest to the lowest values, and 
given ranks as 1,2,3…n. The highest 
score denotes the highest impact on 
consumer buying behavior and so on. The 
sum of the mean values of constructs has 
been divided by the number of constructs 
selected for the study and the mean value 
arrived at was considered the midpoint. 
The mean values of the constructs above 
the mid-point are high impact variables, 

and vice versa.  Accordingly, advertising 
(c=3.96) secures 1st rank, followed by 
Internet (c=3.86), Direct Marketing 
(Customer care) (c=3.76), Sales Promo-
tion (c=3.72) ranking 2, 3 & 4. The Exter-
nal - Word of Mouth variables (c=3.33) 
Ranked 5th in influencing consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile communi-
cation services.

In order to identify the high to low impact 
promotion-mix and external – word of 
mouth variables on consumer buying 
behavior, the sum of the mean values of 
constructs is divided by the number of 
constructs (advertising, sales promotion, 
direct marketing (customer care), 
internet, word of mouth variables) select-
ed for the study, and the mid-point 
arrived at is (mv=3.72). The mid-point or 
mid value is an indicator to identify the 
high and low impact promotion-mix and 
word of mouth variables on consumer 
buying behavior towards using mobile 
communication services in Sur, in the 
Arab ic country of Oman, which is a 
member of GCC which is kin to an Arab 
Common Market. It is evident from the 
given results that the consumers are 
primarily influenced by advertising, 
internet, and direct marketing (customer 
care), whilst making decisions regarding 
mobile communication services. 

5. Conclusion and Managerial Implica-
tions 

The study unearths the promotion-mix 
and word-of-mouth variables which have 
significant impact on consumer buying 
behavior towards various mobile communi-
cation services in Sur city of Oman, for 
which the exercise, which is the first of its 
kind, has good tidings because all advertis-
ing tools are proved to be good promotion-
al tools. But it was surprising to notice 
that only few takers for peer group buying 
advices in mobile purchasing. This finding 
is not in line with, for example Solomon et 
al. 1999). Surprisingly, the influence of 
opinion groups is negative (-).

The aforesaid results provide a much 
needed cue to the managers on the impact 
of the promotion mix and external 
word-of-mouth variables of consumer 
buying behavior which, however, is of 
different degrees. The managers could 
understand the degrees of influence of the 
different variables on consumer buying 
behavior and act accordingly. There are 
high and low impacts promotional and 
word-of-mouth variables, which provide a 
holistic view of marketing to help the 
marketing managers design effective mix 
strategies to reach and influence target 
consumers using mobile communication 
services in Oman.  In Oman, mobile use is 
quite wide spread, and presently, adver-
tisement is not a mobile phone promotion-
al measure. Advertising is making mobile 
products and services known through 
print and electronic mediums and other 
means. Then there is the internet as 
another promotional tool, with the net 
having made forays into every household 
through smart phones. These results are 
consistent with the results of the previous 
research studies of (Lindgem and Shimp 
1996; Chitty and Barker, 2005; Kurtz, 
2008; Lou and Yuan, 2018). In sum, there 

are five avenues of marketing mobile 
phone services in the Sultanate of Oman, 
namely: advertisement, net sales promo-
tion, direct marketing, customer care, and 
informed peer group in the descending 
order of importance.

6. Limitations and Future Research 

The study of mobile phone marketing in 
the Sur city of Oman is influenced by 
promotional and non-promotional factors 
bringing out some interesting and valid 
outcomes. It has, however, limitations of 
time, data, sample, space or region. It is 
needless to say that the dynamics of 
marketing change over time and space, 
products and services, sample, etc., which 
call for further research on the problem of 
demand determinants.

The researchers, for example, could not 
include indirect information variables in 
the study, which would have provided a 
comprehensive view of the problem. There 
are gender class, income, age, locational 
(Rural-Urban), educational angles to the 
problem, which could be the areas of 
research on the problem. 

For example, do Brand Ambassadors sway 
the demand for goods and services? It is 
an interesting topic of future research on 
the problem. Thus, the field is wide open 
for any amount of future research. The 
future researchers may also attempt to 
test the impact of marketing information 
variables, individually, on consumer 
buying behavior, which may provide a 
comprehensive view. 
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In today’s competitive world, consumers 
receive billions of pieces of information 
from umpteen sources related to buying 
different products and services. The 
‘tonnes’ of information tends to create a 
lot of confusion in the minds of consum-
ers, (Sakkthivel, 2010; Amponsah and 
Ahmed, 2017). Companies spend billions 
of dollars in businesses to design effective 
business promotional-mix strategies to 
reach measures, and influence target 
consumers to buy their products and 
services. Although there are many 

businesses efforts to reach the target 
consumers, there may also be some 
external forces influencing consumer 
buying and decision making towards 
given products and services. The said 
forces may be called the word-of-mouth 
factors such as the influences of friends 
and relatives, bosses, elders of the family 
and clan, role models, etc.  To counter 
this, the companies tend to use different 
promotional measures, such as advertis-
ing, sales promotion, direct marketing, 
corporate communications, internet and 

such in order to reach and influence the 
target consumers. 

It’s imperative to study the influence of 
the aforesaid promotional measures 
strategies on consumer buying behaviour 
in order to identify the degree to which 
the aforesaid variables impact the 
consumer buying behaviour. Hence, this 
study sets itself to identify and select the 
major promotional and non-promotional 
variables that influence the consumers’ 
business or demand behaviour in respect 
of mobile communication services in the 
emerging market economy of the Sultan-
ate of Oman.

The promotion mix variables are: adver-
tising, sales promotion, direct marketing, 
internet, etc., which are internal to the 
firm. The non-promotional external varia-
bles are: word-of-mouth, opinion/refer-
ence groups, boss, elders, role models etc. 
Customer care is used in the study as the 
direct marketing variable, as customer 
care is used to reach the consumers in the 
market selected for the study. Excluded 
are corporate communications (public 
relations) as the said variables are not 
effectively used by the companies in the 
market selected for the study. Thus, 
promotion mix variables are: advertising, 
sales promotion, direct marketing 
(customer care) and internet. A model is 
built on these variables for the purpose of 
this study, and for further research on 
the problem.   This modest exercise is 
significant by itself and as a contribution 
to marketing theory from an Arab 
perspective. The study is organized 
around: Introduction, Literature Review, 
Objectives and Methodology, Data and
Analysis, Implications, Limitations, and 
Further Research.

Literature review

Numerous studies have been held to 
understand the role of promotion in 
influencing consumer market buying 
behavior. However, these studies do not 

include all the variables that have been 
selected for this study in order for it to 
identify and build a model of variables 
that would demonstrate an impact on 
consumer buying behavior. Also, none of 
the studies has attempted to identify the 
degree of impact of the variables on the 
consumer buying behavior.   Hence, the 
problem defined for the study is to identi-
fy and bridge the gaps from the earlier 
studies, in order to provide a comprehen-
sive model of the variables that would 
have an impact on consumer buying 
behavior. The exercise is conducted in the 
Arab Sultanate of Oman, with a sample 
of 55 customers from the place of Sur.

A study by Nicolas et al. (2020) explores 
the development of consumer behavior 
research trends that show high-frequen-
cy keywords at different time periods 
using the bibliometric methods to 
analyze publications between 1990 and 
2017.  The study shows the evolution of 
keywords to reveal emerging topics 
which includes “advertising,” “consumer 
behavior,” “trust,” “innovation,” and 
“customer satisfaction.”

Peter and Olson (2005) discuss the role of 
Marketing strategy as a set of stimuli 
that is integrated via a differing mix of 
strategies such as product, price, 
place/distribution and promotion intend-
ed to enhance consumer buying of one’s 
goods and services.  Boone and Kurtz 
(2003) argue that Marketing is the 
process of planning and executing the 
conception, pricing, promotion and distri-
bution of goods and services in order to 
create and maintain relationship that 
will satisfy the customers and the compa-
nies’ alike. It’s successful sale of goods 
and services through various devices 
such as advertisement is evident in a big 
way, staring with appealing to the 
present and prospective customers. One 
has to advertise one’s own virtues and 
bring them to the greater public notice 
and attention.   In addition, Vitale et al. 
(2010), through a study, have found that 

the marketing concept is the part of the 
promotion mix which is vital to reach, 
attract and influence the target consum-
ers in order to help the companies 
achieve their strategic goals.

Promotion means marketers talk to the 
existing customers and potential buyers 
to convey a message about the organiza-
tion, product or some other element of the 
marketing mix, such as the new low price 
being offered during a sale period. Promo-
tion is taking very innovative forms, for 
example, marketing today is picking up 
product brand ambassadors, who are 
using very innovative ways to convey the 
product qualities and virtues, price and 
other incentives for an aspiring consumer 
public (Ahmed and Kumar, 2016).  

Product promotion is the communication 
to build and maintain relationships by 
informing and persuading one or more 
audiences to view an organization more 
positively and to accept its products. It is 
needless to say that promotion mixes are 
getting expanded from simple salesman-
ship to say, gifts, prizes, buy now and pay 
later, home free deliveries, and so on.   
Chitty and Barker (2005) explain the role 
of Sales promotion, which is often simply 
referred to as 'promotion' is incentive 
used by a manufacturer to encourage 
distributors, such as wholesalers, retail-
ers or other channel members and 
consumer to buy a brand. It is business to 
business promotion which starts the 
chain of marketing going further to 
business and consumer.

Lindgern and Shimp (1996), highlight 
the role of personal selling as a form of 
person to person communication in which 
a salesperson works with prospective 
buyers and attempts to influence their 
purchases in the direction of his or her 
company's products or services. The 
degree to which personal selling is used 
by a company in its promotional mix 
depends on the product, selling costs, 
customers’ needs and customers’ 

locations. Celebrity endorsement of a 
brand has a direct impact on purchase 
intention (Singh and Banerjee, 2019). 
Kim and Jin (2019) explored the collabora-
tive consumption motivations for consum-
er goods and identified the different 
dimensions for it. 

Lou and Yuan (2018) study is based on 
the influence of social media on market-
ing decisions which is found to be quite 
substantial. The sway of social media in 
opinion formation regarding trustworthi-
ness of brands is found to be considerable. 
The study is based on a survey of social 
media users, suggesting its authenticity.  
Maslowska et al. (2020) through a sample 
study of 74 on-liners tell us that online 
reviews can play a significant role in the 
consumer decision-making processes and 
uses eye tracking to investigate how 
consumers attend to product pages. The 
results show product-related information 
is most important for the consumers, who 
also spend time on review-related 
information, particularly the review text 
and reviewer information. 

Zwanka and Bluff’s, (2020) study the 
potential impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic on global consumer traits, 
buying patterns, global interconnected-
ness and psychographic behavior, and 
other marketing activities by birth 
segments. Baby Boomers, Millennials, 
Centennials, show a long-term behavioral 
shifts due to the COVID-19 pandemic and 
the resulting shifts in consumer behavior 
in all countries. This is one of numerous 
studies that have been done to identify 
the influence of group influences such as 
of peer groups, opinion or reference 
groups, on consumer buying behavior 
(Solomon, 2016; Philip and Ashworth, 
2020).  There are studies to understand 
the role of marketing information on 
consumer buying behavior that might 
have been conveyed to the target consum-
ers through different promotion mixes 
and external – word-of-mouth variables 
(McDonald and Sharp, 2000; Burnett, 

2003; Tulay, 2003; Girard and Dion, 
2010); Kircher and Postlewaite, 2008; 
Kurtz, 2008; Peter and Olson, 2005; 
Ahmed, 2013 & 2017; Khenfer, et al. 
2020).

Of special interest is Sakkthivel and 
Sriram (2011) Omani study on acumen 
and risk-taking behavior of Omani entre-
preneurs, which is an interesting study. 
Another revealing study of Sakkthivel 
(2011a) is on the influence of the external 
and internal factor on the marketing 
behavior of consumers in respect of 
consumer durables in a developing econo-
my in Oman with $79.3 billion GDP and 
$16,424 per capital (World Bank, 2020). 

The Arab region is a distinct socio-eco-
nomic-cultural region, which is an 
economic ascendency (Ahmed and Rafiud-
din, 2018). As such the extensive region’s 
principalities like Oman appears to offer 
a good testing grounded for modern 
multi-variable marketing theory, adding 
to it an interesting Arab dimension. 
Omani’s are expected to be discerning or 
differentiating consumers. A sample 
study is made of the problem under inves-
tigation with 58 consumers from whom 
variables-influence data was collected. 
The study is expected to give insight into 

the factors of consumer demand, not only 
in the Sultanate of Oman, but also the 
vast and Arab world in general, which 
occupies a strategic place in consumer 
marketing.

Objectives and methodology

To know the impact of promotional and 
non-promotional factors of demand in  
Omani mobile marketing, to find out the 
relative weightage of the factors of 
demand and to suggest a suitable market-
ing strategy for mobile marketing or 
variables in mobile marketing in the 
Sultanate of Oman.

• H1: There is a significant impact of 
promotional mix strategies on consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile commu-
nication services

• H2: There is a significant impact of 
External - Word of Mouth (influence of 
peer groups, opinion groups etc.) on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services.

3.1 Research Model

3.2 Methodology

The study uses the exploratory and 
causal research design as it explores and 
intends to identify the impact of promo-
tional mix variables of advertising, sales 
promotion, direct marketing customer 
care, internet etc., variables and external 
variables of influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups – word of mouth on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services. 

The study was conducted in Sur, Sultan-
ate of Oman which represents the target 
population selected for the study. The 
study was conducted among students, 

employees (private and govt.), business-
men etc. The quota sampling technique 
has been used to collect primary data 
from the target respondents. The prima-
ry data was collected from 58 respond-
ents (N= 58) who had been selected for 
the analysis. A structured questionnaire 
was used to collect the response from the 
target respondents. The questionnaire 
consisted of 5-point Likert scale respons-
es (strongly agree…. strongly disagree). 
It was used to identify the impact of the 
promotion mix (advertising, sales promo-
tion, direct marketing (customer care) 
internet etc.) variables and external 
variables (influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups – word of mouth) on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services. A T-Test 
is used to test the hypotheses and 
construct analysis (Sakkthivel, 2010; 

Sakkthivel and Sriram, 2011; Sakkthivel, 
2011) to identify the high to low impact of 
the selected variables on consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile communi-
cation services. Cronbach Alpha Reliabili-
ty Analysis is conducted to test the validi-
ty of the collection of the instrument data 
which produced a .699 response. 

Results 

4.1 Identification of the impact of signifi-
cant impact of promotional mix strategies 
on consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services

*+/- denotes the positive or negative 
impact of the variables 

One sample T-Test (2- tailed, 95% 
confidence interval at 57df), held to identi-
fy the impact of promotion-mix variables 
such as: advertising, sales promotion, 
direct marketing (customer care), and 
internet on consumer buying behavior of 
mobile communication services.  This 
revealed the promotion-mix variables as 
follows: advertising (p<0.05), sales promo-
tion (p<0.05), direct marketing (customer 
care) (p<0.05), and internet (p<0.05) are 
found to have first a positive (+) impact on 
consumer buying and decision making 
behaviour towards buying mobile commu-
nication services. The results in Fig-2 
portray the impact of promotion-mix 
variables on consumer,  buying and 
decision making behaviour, upholding 

H1.  

4.2 Identification of impact of External – 
Word of Mouth (influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups etc.) variables on consum-
er buying behavior towards mobile 
communication services
Fig 3: External Variables Impact on 
Consumer buying behaviour of mobile 
phones 

One sample T-Test (2- tailed, 95% 

confidence interval at 57df) held to identi-
fy the impact of external – word of mouth 
(influence of peer groups, reference 
groups consumer buying behavior 
towards mobile communication services 
influence of peer groups (p<0.05) is found 
to have a significant impact on consumer 
buying and decision making behaviour, 
whereas the influence of reference groups 
(p>0.05) has no significant  impact  over 
consumer buying and decision making 
behaviour towards mobile communication 
services. It is evident from the results 
that the consumers are influenced by peer 
groups, however, reference groups found 
to elicit no influence. Thus, the results of 
the external variables are mixed, being 
positioned in respect of peer groups, but 
negative (-) concerning opinion groups, 
meaning mobile services consumers are, 
by and large, independent or self-depend-
ent in their decision making.

Degrees of influence
It is imperative to understand the degrees 
of influence of the promotion-mix varia-
bles and external – word of mouth varia-

bles on consumer buying and 
decision-making behaviour, which would 
provide a much-needed cue to the corpo-
rates to focus on the variables that would 
have high to low impact on consumer 
decision making. This information would 
help the companies to design effective 
promotion mix strategies, in order to 
reach the target consumers and influence 
them to make their buying decisions. 
Construct analysis (Sakkthivel and 
Sriram, 2011; Sakkthivel, 2011) is made 

use of to identify the high impact to low 
impact promotion mix and external – 
word of mouth variables on consumer 
buying and decision-making behaviour 
towards mobile communication services 
in high mobile use concerning the Sultan-
ate of Oman. 

The construct analysis is done by 
summing up the total scores of all the 
variables taken to identify the impact of 
consumer buying behaviour and identify 
the mean value by dividing by total 
number of samples selected for the study. 
The sum of the mean values of all the 
variables pertaining to a particular 
construct is divided by the no. of variables 
pertaining to that construct viz. advertis-
ing. 

(PMEi) = Impact of Promotion Mix and 
External – Word of Mouth Variables on 
Consumer buying behavior
Si = Agreement level score of the respond-
ents towards the influence of promotion 
mix and external – word of mouth varia-
bles  
Cj = Sum of Constructs score
Cn = No. of constructs taken  

The above model produces result of the 
constructs that have high to low impact 
values ‘i’ denotes the agreement level 
score, ‘j’ denotes the sum of constructs 
scores, and ‘n’ denotes the number of 
respondents and number of constructs 
taken for the study and analysis. The 
number of questions asked is grouped 
into constructs such as marketing 
information variables. These scores are 
arrived at from the constructs in terms of 
mean values which are interpreted from 
the highest to the lowest values, and 
given ranks as 1,2,3…n. The highest 
score denotes the highest impact on 
consumer buying behavior and so on. The 
sum of the mean values of constructs has 
been divided by the number of constructs 
selected for the study and the mean value 
arrived at was considered the midpoint. 
The mean values of the constructs above 
the mid-point are high impact variables, 

and vice versa.  Accordingly, advertising 
(c=3.96) secures 1st rank, followed by 
Internet (c=3.86), Direct Marketing 
(Customer care) (c=3.76), Sales Promo-
tion (c=3.72) ranking 2, 3 & 4. The Exter-
nal - Word of Mouth variables (c=3.33) 
Ranked 5th in influencing consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile communi-
cation services.

In order to identify the high to low impact 
promotion-mix and external – word of 
mouth variables on consumer buying 
behavior, the sum of the mean values of 
constructs is divided by the number of 
constructs (advertising, sales promotion, 
direct marketing (customer care), 
internet, word of mouth variables) select-
ed for the study, and the mid-point 
arrived at is (mv=3.72). The mid-point or 
mid value is an indicator to identify the 
high and low impact promotion-mix and 
word of mouth variables on consumer 
buying behavior towards using mobile 
communication services in Sur, in the 
Arab ic country of Oman, which is a 
member of GCC which is kin to an Arab 
Common Market. It is evident from the 
given results that the consumers are 
primarily influenced by advertising, 
internet, and direct marketing (customer 
care), whilst making decisions regarding 
mobile communication services. 

5. Conclusion and Managerial Implica-
tions 

The study unearths the promotion-mix 
and word-of-mouth variables which have 
significant impact on consumer buying 
behavior towards various mobile communi-
cation services in Sur city of Oman, for 
which the exercise, which is the first of its 
kind, has good tidings because all advertis-
ing tools are proved to be good promotion-
al tools. But it was surprising to notice 
that only few takers for peer group buying 
advices in mobile purchasing. This finding 
is not in line with, for example Solomon et 
al. 1999). Surprisingly, the influence of 
opinion groups is negative (-).

The aforesaid results provide a much 
needed cue to the managers on the impact 
of the promotion mix and external 
word-of-mouth variables of consumer 
buying behavior which, however, is of 
different degrees. The managers could 
understand the degrees of influence of the 
different variables on consumer buying 
behavior and act accordingly. There are 
high and low impacts promotional and 
word-of-mouth variables, which provide a 
holistic view of marketing to help the 
marketing managers design effective mix 
strategies to reach and influence target 
consumers using mobile communication 
services in Oman.  In Oman, mobile use is 
quite wide spread, and presently, adver-
tisement is not a mobile phone promotion-
al measure. Advertising is making mobile 
products and services known through 
print and electronic mediums and other 
means. Then there is the internet as 
another promotional tool, with the net 
having made forays into every household 
through smart phones. These results are 
consistent with the results of the previous 
research studies of (Lindgem and Shimp 
1996; Chitty and Barker, 2005; Kurtz, 
2008; Lou and Yuan, 2018). In sum, there 

are five avenues of marketing mobile 
phone services in the Sultanate of Oman, 
namely: advertisement, net sales promo-
tion, direct marketing, customer care, and 
informed peer group in the descending 
order of importance.

6. Limitations and Future Research 

The study of mobile phone marketing in 
the Sur city of Oman is influenced by 
promotional and non-promotional factors 
bringing out some interesting and valid 
outcomes. It has, however, limitations of 
time, data, sample, space or region. It is 
needless to say that the dynamics of 
marketing change over time and space, 
products and services, sample, etc., which 
call for further research on the problem of 
demand determinants.

The researchers, for example, could not 
include indirect information variables in 
the study, which would have provided a 
comprehensive view of the problem. There 
are gender class, income, age, locational 
(Rural-Urban), educational angles to the 
problem, which could be the areas of 
research on the problem. 

For example, do Brand Ambassadors sway 
the demand for goods and services? It is 
an interesting topic of future research on 
the problem. Thus, the field is wide open 
for any amount of future research. The 
future researchers may also attempt to 
test the impact of marketing information 
variables, individually, on consumer 
buying behavior, which may provide a 
comprehensive view. 
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In today’s competitive world, consumers 
receive billions of pieces of information 
from umpteen sources related to buying 
different products and services. The 
‘tonnes’ of information tends to create a 
lot of confusion in the minds of consum-
ers, (Sakkthivel, 2010; Amponsah and 
Ahmed, 2017). Companies spend billions 
of dollars in businesses to design effective 
business promotional-mix strategies to 
reach measures, and influence target 
consumers to buy their products and 
services. Although there are many 

businesses efforts to reach the target 
consumers, there may also be some 
external forces influencing consumer 
buying and decision making towards 
given products and services. The said 
forces may be called the word-of-mouth 
factors such as the influences of friends 
and relatives, bosses, elders of the family 
and clan, role models, etc.  To counter 
this, the companies tend to use different 
promotional measures, such as advertis-
ing, sales promotion, direct marketing, 
corporate communications, internet and 

such in order to reach and influence the 
target consumers. 

It’s imperative to study the influence of 
the aforesaid promotional measures 
strategies on consumer buying behaviour 
in order to identify the degree to which 
the aforesaid variables impact the 
consumer buying behaviour. Hence, this 
study sets itself to identify and select the 
major promotional and non-promotional 
variables that influence the consumers’ 
business or demand behaviour in respect 
of mobile communication services in the 
emerging market economy of the Sultan-
ate of Oman.

The promotion mix variables are: adver-
tising, sales promotion, direct marketing, 
internet, etc., which are internal to the 
firm. The non-promotional external varia-
bles are: word-of-mouth, opinion/refer-
ence groups, boss, elders, role models etc. 
Customer care is used in the study as the 
direct marketing variable, as customer 
care is used to reach the consumers in the 
market selected for the study. Excluded 
are corporate communications (public 
relations) as the said variables are not 
effectively used by the companies in the 
market selected for the study. Thus, 
promotion mix variables are: advertising, 
sales promotion, direct marketing 
(customer care) and internet. A model is 
built on these variables for the purpose of 
this study, and for further research on 
the problem.   This modest exercise is 
significant by itself and as a contribution 
to marketing theory from an Arab 
perspective. The study is organized 
around: Introduction, Literature Review, 
Objectives and Methodology, Data and
Analysis, Implications, Limitations, and 
Further Research.

Literature review

Numerous studies have been held to 
understand the role of promotion in 
influencing consumer market buying 
behavior. However, these studies do not 

include all the variables that have been 
selected for this study in order for it to 
identify and build a model of variables 
that would demonstrate an impact on 
consumer buying behavior. Also, none of 
the studies has attempted to identify the 
degree of impact of the variables on the 
consumer buying behavior.   Hence, the 
problem defined for the study is to identi-
fy and bridge the gaps from the earlier 
studies, in order to provide a comprehen-
sive model of the variables that would 
have an impact on consumer buying 
behavior. The exercise is conducted in the 
Arab Sultanate of Oman, with a sample 
of 55 customers from the place of Sur.

A study by Nicolas et al. (2020) explores 
the development of consumer behavior 
research trends that show high-frequen-
cy keywords at different time periods 
using the bibliometric methods to 
analyze publications between 1990 and 
2017.  The study shows the evolution of 
keywords to reveal emerging topics 
which includes “advertising,” “consumer 
behavior,” “trust,” “innovation,” and 
“customer satisfaction.”

Peter and Olson (2005) discuss the role of 
Marketing strategy as a set of stimuli 
that is integrated via a differing mix of 
strategies such as product, price, 
place/distribution and promotion intend-
ed to enhance consumer buying of one’s 
goods and services.  Boone and Kurtz 
(2003) argue that Marketing is the 
process of planning and executing the 
conception, pricing, promotion and distri-
bution of goods and services in order to 
create and maintain relationship that 
will satisfy the customers and the compa-
nies’ alike. It’s successful sale of goods 
and services through various devices 
such as advertisement is evident in a big 
way, staring with appealing to the 
present and prospective customers. One 
has to advertise one’s own virtues and 
bring them to the greater public notice 
and attention.   In addition, Vitale et al. 
(2010), through a study, have found that 

the marketing concept is the part of the 
promotion mix which is vital to reach, 
attract and influence the target consum-
ers in order to help the companies 
achieve their strategic goals.

Promotion means marketers talk to the 
existing customers and potential buyers 
to convey a message about the organiza-
tion, product or some other element of the 
marketing mix, such as the new low price 
being offered during a sale period. Promo-
tion is taking very innovative forms, for 
example, marketing today is picking up 
product brand ambassadors, who are 
using very innovative ways to convey the 
product qualities and virtues, price and 
other incentives for an aspiring consumer 
public (Ahmed and Kumar, 2016).  

Product promotion is the communication 
to build and maintain relationships by 
informing and persuading one or more 
audiences to view an organization more 
positively and to accept its products. It is 
needless to say that promotion mixes are 
getting expanded from simple salesman-
ship to say, gifts, prizes, buy now and pay 
later, home free deliveries, and so on.   
Chitty and Barker (2005) explain the role 
of Sales promotion, which is often simply 
referred to as 'promotion' is incentive 
used by a manufacturer to encourage 
distributors, such as wholesalers, retail-
ers or other channel members and 
consumer to buy a brand. It is business to 
business promotion which starts the 
chain of marketing going further to 
business and consumer.

Lindgern and Shimp (1996), highlight 
the role of personal selling as a form of 
person to person communication in which 
a salesperson works with prospective 
buyers and attempts to influence their 
purchases in the direction of his or her 
company's products or services. The 
degree to which personal selling is used 
by a company in its promotional mix 
depends on the product, selling costs, 
customers’ needs and customers’ 

locations. Celebrity endorsement of a 
brand has a direct impact on purchase 
intention (Singh and Banerjee, 2019). 
Kim and Jin (2019) explored the collabora-
tive consumption motivations for consum-
er goods and identified the different 
dimensions for it. 

Lou and Yuan (2018) study is based on 
the influence of social media on market-
ing decisions which is found to be quite 
substantial. The sway of social media in 
opinion formation regarding trustworthi-
ness of brands is found to be considerable. 
The study is based on a survey of social 
media users, suggesting its authenticity.  
Maslowska et al. (2020) through a sample 
study of 74 on-liners tell us that online 
reviews can play a significant role in the 
consumer decision-making processes and 
uses eye tracking to investigate how 
consumers attend to product pages. The 
results show product-related information 
is most important for the consumers, who 
also spend time on review-related 
information, particularly the review text 
and reviewer information. 

Zwanka and Bluff’s, (2020) study the 
potential impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic on global consumer traits, 
buying patterns, global interconnected-
ness and psychographic behavior, and 
other marketing activities by birth 
segments. Baby Boomers, Millennials, 
Centennials, show a long-term behavioral 
shifts due to the COVID-19 pandemic and 
the resulting shifts in consumer behavior 
in all countries. This is one of numerous 
studies that have been done to identify 
the influence of group influences such as 
of peer groups, opinion or reference 
groups, on consumer buying behavior 
(Solomon, 2016; Philip and Ashworth, 
2020).  There are studies to understand 
the role of marketing information on 
consumer buying behavior that might 
have been conveyed to the target consum-
ers through different promotion mixes 
and external – word-of-mouth variables 
(McDonald and Sharp, 2000; Burnett, 

2003; Tulay, 2003; Girard and Dion, 
2010); Kircher and Postlewaite, 2008; 
Kurtz, 2008; Peter and Olson, 2005; 
Ahmed, 2013 & 2017; Khenfer, et al. 
2020).

Of special interest is Sakkthivel and 
Sriram (2011) Omani study on acumen 
and risk-taking behavior of Omani entre-
preneurs, which is an interesting study. 
Another revealing study of Sakkthivel 
(2011a) is on the influence of the external 
and internal factor on the marketing 
behavior of consumers in respect of 
consumer durables in a developing econo-
my in Oman with $79.3 billion GDP and 
$16,424 per capital (World Bank, 2020). 

The Arab region is a distinct socio-eco-
nomic-cultural region, which is an 
economic ascendency (Ahmed and Rafiud-
din, 2018). As such the extensive region’s 
principalities like Oman appears to offer 
a good testing grounded for modern 
multi-variable marketing theory, adding 
to it an interesting Arab dimension. 
Omani’s are expected to be discerning or 
differentiating consumers. A sample 
study is made of the problem under inves-
tigation with 58 consumers from whom 
variables-influence data was collected. 
The study is expected to give insight into 

the factors of consumer demand, not only 
in the Sultanate of Oman, but also the 
vast and Arab world in general, which 
occupies a strategic place in consumer 
marketing.

Objectives and methodology

To know the impact of promotional and 
non-promotional factors of demand in  
Omani mobile marketing, to find out the 
relative weightage of the factors of 
demand and to suggest a suitable market-
ing strategy for mobile marketing or 
variables in mobile marketing in the 
Sultanate of Oman.

• H1: There is a significant impact of 
promotional mix strategies on consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile commu-
nication services

• H2: There is a significant impact of 
External - Word of Mouth (influence of 
peer groups, opinion groups etc.) on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services.

3.1 Research Model

3.2 Methodology

The study uses the exploratory and 
causal research design as it explores and 
intends to identify the impact of promo-
tional mix variables of advertising, sales 
promotion, direct marketing customer 
care, internet etc., variables and external 
variables of influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups – word of mouth on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services. 

The study was conducted in Sur, Sultan-
ate of Oman which represents the target 
population selected for the study. The 
study was conducted among students, 

employees (private and govt.), business-
men etc. The quota sampling technique 
has been used to collect primary data 
from the target respondents. The prima-
ry data was collected from 58 respond-
ents (N= 58) who had been selected for 
the analysis. A structured questionnaire 
was used to collect the response from the 
target respondents. The questionnaire 
consisted of 5-point Likert scale respons-
es (strongly agree…. strongly disagree). 
It was used to identify the impact of the 
promotion mix (advertising, sales promo-
tion, direct marketing (customer care) 
internet etc.) variables and external 
variables (influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups – word of mouth) on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services. A T-Test 
is used to test the hypotheses and 
construct analysis (Sakkthivel, 2010; 

Sakkthivel and Sriram, 2011; Sakkthivel, 
2011) to identify the high to low impact of 
the selected variables on consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile communi-
cation services. Cronbach Alpha Reliabili-
ty Analysis is conducted to test the validi-
ty of the collection of the instrument data 
which produced a .699 response. 

Results 

4.1 Identification of the impact of signifi-
cant impact of promotional mix strategies 
on consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services

*+/- denotes the positive or negative 
impact of the variables 

One sample T-Test (2- tailed, 95% 
confidence interval at 57df), held to identi-
fy the impact of promotion-mix variables 
such as: advertising, sales promotion, 
direct marketing (customer care), and 
internet on consumer buying behavior of 
mobile communication services.  This 
revealed the promotion-mix variables as 
follows: advertising (p<0.05), sales promo-
tion (p<0.05), direct marketing (customer 
care) (p<0.05), and internet (p<0.05) are 
found to have first a positive (+) impact on 
consumer buying and decision making 
behaviour towards buying mobile commu-
nication services. The results in Fig-2 
portray the impact of promotion-mix 
variables on consumer,  buying and 
decision making behaviour, upholding 

H1.  

4.2 Identification of impact of External – 
Word of Mouth (influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups etc.) variables on consum-
er buying behavior towards mobile 
communication services
Fig 3: External Variables Impact on 
Consumer buying behaviour of mobile 
phones 

One sample T-Test (2- tailed, 95% 

confidence interval at 57df) held to identi-
fy the impact of external – word of mouth 
(influence of peer groups, reference 
groups consumer buying behavior 
towards mobile communication services 
influence of peer groups (p<0.05) is found 
to have a significant impact on consumer 
buying and decision making behaviour, 
whereas the influence of reference groups 
(p>0.05) has no significant  impact  over 
consumer buying and decision making 
behaviour towards mobile communication 
services. It is evident from the results 
that the consumers are influenced by peer 
groups, however, reference groups found 
to elicit no influence. Thus, the results of 
the external variables are mixed, being 
positioned in respect of peer groups, but 
negative (-) concerning opinion groups, 
meaning mobile services consumers are, 
by and large, independent or self-depend-
ent in their decision making.

Degrees of influence
It is imperative to understand the degrees 
of influence of the promotion-mix varia-
bles and external – word of mouth varia-

bles on consumer buying and 
decision-making behaviour, which would 
provide a much-needed cue to the corpo-
rates to focus on the variables that would 
have high to low impact on consumer 
decision making. This information would 
help the companies to design effective 
promotion mix strategies, in order to 
reach the target consumers and influence 
them to make their buying decisions. 
Construct analysis (Sakkthivel and 
Sriram, 2011; Sakkthivel, 2011) is made 

use of to identify the high impact to low 
impact promotion mix and external – 
word of mouth variables on consumer 
buying and decision-making behaviour 
towards mobile communication services 
in high mobile use concerning the Sultan-
ate of Oman. 

The construct analysis is done by 
summing up the total scores of all the 
variables taken to identify the impact of 
consumer buying behaviour and identify 
the mean value by dividing by total 
number of samples selected for the study. 
The sum of the mean values of all the 
variables pertaining to a particular 
construct is divided by the no. of variables 
pertaining to that construct viz. advertis-
ing. 

(PMEi) = Impact of Promotion Mix and 
External – Word of Mouth Variables on 
Consumer buying behavior
Si = Agreement level score of the respond-
ents towards the influence of promotion 
mix and external – word of mouth varia-
bles  
Cj = Sum of Constructs score
Cn = No. of constructs taken  

The above model produces result of the 
constructs that have high to low impact 
values ‘i’ denotes the agreement level 
score, ‘j’ denotes the sum of constructs 
scores, and ‘n’ denotes the number of 
respondents and number of constructs 
taken for the study and analysis. The 
number of questions asked is grouped 
into constructs such as marketing 
information variables. These scores are 
arrived at from the constructs in terms of 
mean values which are interpreted from 
the highest to the lowest values, and 
given ranks as 1,2,3…n. The highest 
score denotes the highest impact on 
consumer buying behavior and so on. The 
sum of the mean values of constructs has 
been divided by the number of constructs 
selected for the study and the mean value 
arrived at was considered the midpoint. 
The mean values of the constructs above 
the mid-point are high impact variables, 

and vice versa.  Accordingly, advertising 
(c=3.96) secures 1st rank, followed by 
Internet (c=3.86), Direct Marketing 
(Customer care) (c=3.76), Sales Promo-
tion (c=3.72) ranking 2, 3 & 4. The Exter-
nal - Word of Mouth variables (c=3.33) 
Ranked 5th in influencing consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile communi-
cation services.

In order to identify the high to low impact 
promotion-mix and external – word of 
mouth variables on consumer buying 
behavior, the sum of the mean values of 
constructs is divided by the number of 
constructs (advertising, sales promotion, 
direct marketing (customer care), 
internet, word of mouth variables) select-
ed for the study, and the mid-point 
arrived at is (mv=3.72). The mid-point or 
mid value is an indicator to identify the 
high and low impact promotion-mix and 
word of mouth variables on consumer 
buying behavior towards using mobile 
communication services in Sur, in the 
Arab ic country of Oman, which is a 
member of GCC which is kin to an Arab 
Common Market. It is evident from the 
given results that the consumers are 
primarily influenced by advertising, 
internet, and direct marketing (customer 
care), whilst making decisions regarding 
mobile communication services. 

5. Conclusion and Managerial Implica-
tions 

The study unearths the promotion-mix 
and word-of-mouth variables which have 
significant impact on consumer buying 
behavior towards various mobile communi-
cation services in Sur city of Oman, for 
which the exercise, which is the first of its 
kind, has good tidings because all advertis-
ing tools are proved to be good promotion-
al tools. But it was surprising to notice 
that only few takers for peer group buying 
advices in mobile purchasing. This finding 
is not in line with, for example Solomon et 
al. 1999). Surprisingly, the influence of 
opinion groups is negative (-).

The aforesaid results provide a much 
needed cue to the managers on the impact 
of the promotion mix and external 
word-of-mouth variables of consumer 
buying behavior which, however, is of 
different degrees. The managers could 
understand the degrees of influence of the 
different variables on consumer buying 
behavior and act accordingly. There are 
high and low impacts promotional and 
word-of-mouth variables, which provide a 
holistic view of marketing to help the 
marketing managers design effective mix 
strategies to reach and influence target 
consumers using mobile communication 
services in Oman.  In Oman, mobile use is 
quite wide spread, and presently, adver-
tisement is not a mobile phone promotion-
al measure. Advertising is making mobile 
products and services known through 
print and electronic mediums and other 
means. Then there is the internet as 
another promotional tool, with the net 
having made forays into every household 
through smart phones. These results are 
consistent with the results of the previous 
research studies of (Lindgem and Shimp 
1996; Chitty and Barker, 2005; Kurtz, 
2008; Lou and Yuan, 2018). In sum, there 

are five avenues of marketing mobile 
phone services in the Sultanate of Oman, 
namely: advertisement, net sales promo-
tion, direct marketing, customer care, and 
informed peer group in the descending 
order of importance.

6. Limitations and Future Research 

The study of mobile phone marketing in 
the Sur city of Oman is influenced by 
promotional and non-promotional factors 
bringing out some interesting and valid 
outcomes. It has, however, limitations of 
time, data, sample, space or region. It is 
needless to say that the dynamics of 
marketing change over time and space, 
products and services, sample, etc., which 
call for further research on the problem of 
demand determinants.

The researchers, for example, could not 
include indirect information variables in 
the study, which would have provided a 
comprehensive view of the problem. There 
are gender class, income, age, locational 
(Rural-Urban), educational angles to the 
problem, which could be the areas of 
research on the problem. 

For example, do Brand Ambassadors sway 
the demand for goods and services? It is 
an interesting topic of future research on 
the problem. Thus, the field is wide open 
for any amount of future research. The 
future researchers may also attempt to 
test the impact of marketing information 
variables, individually, on consumer 
buying behavior, which may provide a 
comprehensive view. 
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H1 
Promotion mix 
variables 
 
Advertising (+) * 
Sales Promotion (+) 
Direct Marketing 
(Customer care) (+) 
Internet (+) 

Consumer Buying 
Behavior  

FIG 2: IMPACT OF INTERNAL VARIABLES
ON CONSUMER BUYING BEHAVIOUR
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In today’s competitive world, consumers 
receive billions of pieces of information 
from umpteen sources related to buying 
different products and services. The 
‘tonnes’ of information tends to create a 
lot of confusion in the minds of consum-
ers, (Sakkthivel, 2010; Amponsah and 
Ahmed, 2017). Companies spend billions 
of dollars in businesses to design effective 
business promotional-mix strategies to 
reach measures, and influence target 
consumers to buy their products and 
services. Although there are many 

businesses efforts to reach the target 
consumers, there may also be some 
external forces influencing consumer 
buying and decision making towards 
given products and services. The said 
forces may be called the word-of-mouth 
factors such as the influences of friends 
and relatives, bosses, elders of the family 
and clan, role models, etc.  To counter 
this, the companies tend to use different 
promotional measures, such as advertis-
ing, sales promotion, direct marketing, 
corporate communications, internet and 

such in order to reach and influence the 
target consumers. 

It’s imperative to study the influence of 
the aforesaid promotional measures 
strategies on consumer buying behaviour 
in order to identify the degree to which 
the aforesaid variables impact the 
consumer buying behaviour. Hence, this 
study sets itself to identify and select the 
major promotional and non-promotional 
variables that influence the consumers’ 
business or demand behaviour in respect 
of mobile communication services in the 
emerging market economy of the Sultan-
ate of Oman.

The promotion mix variables are: adver-
tising, sales promotion, direct marketing, 
internet, etc., which are internal to the 
firm. The non-promotional external varia-
bles are: word-of-mouth, opinion/refer-
ence groups, boss, elders, role models etc. 
Customer care is used in the study as the 
direct marketing variable, as customer 
care is used to reach the consumers in the 
market selected for the study. Excluded 
are corporate communications (public 
relations) as the said variables are not 
effectively used by the companies in the 
market selected for the study. Thus, 
promotion mix variables are: advertising, 
sales promotion, direct marketing 
(customer care) and internet. A model is 
built on these variables for the purpose of 
this study, and for further research on 
the problem.   This modest exercise is 
significant by itself and as a contribution 
to marketing theory from an Arab 
perspective. The study is organized 
around: Introduction, Literature Review, 
Objectives and Methodology, Data and
Analysis, Implications, Limitations, and 
Further Research.

Literature review

Numerous studies have been held to 
understand the role of promotion in 
influencing consumer market buying 
behavior. However, these studies do not 

include all the variables that have been 
selected for this study in order for it to 
identify and build a model of variables 
that would demonstrate an impact on 
consumer buying behavior. Also, none of 
the studies has attempted to identify the 
degree of impact of the variables on the 
consumer buying behavior.   Hence, the 
problem defined for the study is to identi-
fy and bridge the gaps from the earlier 
studies, in order to provide a comprehen-
sive model of the variables that would 
have an impact on consumer buying 
behavior. The exercise is conducted in the 
Arab Sultanate of Oman, with a sample 
of 55 customers from the place of Sur.

A study by Nicolas et al. (2020) explores 
the development of consumer behavior 
research trends that show high-frequen-
cy keywords at different time periods 
using the bibliometric methods to 
analyze publications between 1990 and 
2017.  The study shows the evolution of 
keywords to reveal emerging topics 
which includes “advertising,” “consumer 
behavior,” “trust,” “innovation,” and 
“customer satisfaction.”

Peter and Olson (2005) discuss the role of 
Marketing strategy as a set of stimuli 
that is integrated via a differing mix of 
strategies such as product, price, 
place/distribution and promotion intend-
ed to enhance consumer buying of one’s 
goods and services.  Boone and Kurtz 
(2003) argue that Marketing is the 
process of planning and executing the 
conception, pricing, promotion and distri-
bution of goods and services in order to 
create and maintain relationship that 
will satisfy the customers and the compa-
nies’ alike. It’s successful sale of goods 
and services through various devices 
such as advertisement is evident in a big 
way, staring with appealing to the 
present and prospective customers. One 
has to advertise one’s own virtues and 
bring them to the greater public notice 
and attention.   In addition, Vitale et al. 
(2010), through a study, have found that 

the marketing concept is the part of the 
promotion mix which is vital to reach, 
attract and influence the target consum-
ers in order to help the companies 
achieve their strategic goals.

Promotion means marketers talk to the 
existing customers and potential buyers 
to convey a message about the organiza-
tion, product or some other element of the 
marketing mix, such as the new low price 
being offered during a sale period. Promo-
tion is taking very innovative forms, for 
example, marketing today is picking up 
product brand ambassadors, who are 
using very innovative ways to convey the 
product qualities and virtues, price and 
other incentives for an aspiring consumer 
public (Ahmed and Kumar, 2016).  

Product promotion is the communication 
to build and maintain relationships by 
informing and persuading one or more 
audiences to view an organization more 
positively and to accept its products. It is 
needless to say that promotion mixes are 
getting expanded from simple salesman-
ship to say, gifts, prizes, buy now and pay 
later, home free deliveries, and so on.   
Chitty and Barker (2005) explain the role 
of Sales promotion, which is often simply 
referred to as 'promotion' is incentive 
used by a manufacturer to encourage 
distributors, such as wholesalers, retail-
ers or other channel members and 
consumer to buy a brand. It is business to 
business promotion which starts the 
chain of marketing going further to 
business and consumer.

Lindgern and Shimp (1996), highlight 
the role of personal selling as a form of 
person to person communication in which 
a salesperson works with prospective 
buyers and attempts to influence their 
purchases in the direction of his or her 
company's products or services. The 
degree to which personal selling is used 
by a company in its promotional mix 
depends on the product, selling costs, 
customers’ needs and customers’ 

locations. Celebrity endorsement of a 
brand has a direct impact on purchase 
intention (Singh and Banerjee, 2019). 
Kim and Jin (2019) explored the collabora-
tive consumption motivations for consum-
er goods and identified the different 
dimensions for it. 

Lou and Yuan (2018) study is based on 
the influence of social media on market-
ing decisions which is found to be quite 
substantial. The sway of social media in 
opinion formation regarding trustworthi-
ness of brands is found to be considerable. 
The study is based on a survey of social 
media users, suggesting its authenticity.  
Maslowska et al. (2020) through a sample 
study of 74 on-liners tell us that online 
reviews can play a significant role in the 
consumer decision-making processes and 
uses eye tracking to investigate how 
consumers attend to product pages. The 
results show product-related information 
is most important for the consumers, who 
also spend time on review-related 
information, particularly the review text 
and reviewer information. 

Zwanka and Bluff’s, (2020) study the 
potential impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic on global consumer traits, 
buying patterns, global interconnected-
ness and psychographic behavior, and 
other marketing activities by birth 
segments. Baby Boomers, Millennials, 
Centennials, show a long-term behavioral 
shifts due to the COVID-19 pandemic and 
the resulting shifts in consumer behavior 
in all countries. This is one of numerous 
studies that have been done to identify 
the influence of group influences such as 
of peer groups, opinion or reference 
groups, on consumer buying behavior 
(Solomon, 2016; Philip and Ashworth, 
2020).  There are studies to understand 
the role of marketing information on 
consumer buying behavior that might 
have been conveyed to the target consum-
ers through different promotion mixes 
and external – word-of-mouth variables 
(McDonald and Sharp, 2000; Burnett, 

2003; Tulay, 2003; Girard and Dion, 
2010); Kircher and Postlewaite, 2008; 
Kurtz, 2008; Peter and Olson, 2005; 
Ahmed, 2013 & 2017; Khenfer, et al. 
2020).

Of special interest is Sakkthivel and 
Sriram (2011) Omani study on acumen 
and risk-taking behavior of Omani entre-
preneurs, which is an interesting study. 
Another revealing study of Sakkthivel 
(2011a) is on the influence of the external 
and internal factor on the marketing 
behavior of consumers in respect of 
consumer durables in a developing econo-
my in Oman with $79.3 billion GDP and 
$16,424 per capital (World Bank, 2020). 

The Arab region is a distinct socio-eco-
nomic-cultural region, which is an 
economic ascendency (Ahmed and Rafiud-
din, 2018). As such the extensive region’s 
principalities like Oman appears to offer 
a good testing grounded for modern 
multi-variable marketing theory, adding 
to it an interesting Arab dimension. 
Omani’s are expected to be discerning or 
differentiating consumers. A sample 
study is made of the problem under inves-
tigation with 58 consumers from whom 
variables-influence data was collected. 
The study is expected to give insight into 

the factors of consumer demand, not only 
in the Sultanate of Oman, but also the 
vast and Arab world in general, which 
occupies a strategic place in consumer 
marketing.

Objectives and methodology

To know the impact of promotional and 
non-promotional factors of demand in  
Omani mobile marketing, to find out the 
relative weightage of the factors of 
demand and to suggest a suitable market-
ing strategy for mobile marketing or 
variables in mobile marketing in the 
Sultanate of Oman.

• H1: There is a significant impact of 
promotional mix strategies on consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile commu-
nication services

• H2: There is a significant impact of 
External - Word of Mouth (influence of 
peer groups, opinion groups etc.) on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services.

3.1 Research Model

3.2 Methodology

The study uses the exploratory and 
causal research design as it explores and 
intends to identify the impact of promo-
tional mix variables of advertising, sales 
promotion, direct marketing customer 
care, internet etc., variables and external 
variables of influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups – word of mouth on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services. 

The study was conducted in Sur, Sultan-
ate of Oman which represents the target 
population selected for the study. The 
study was conducted among students, 

employees (private and govt.), business-
men etc. The quota sampling technique 
has been used to collect primary data 
from the target respondents. The prima-
ry data was collected from 58 respond-
ents (N= 58) who had been selected for 
the analysis. A structured questionnaire 
was used to collect the response from the 
target respondents. The questionnaire 
consisted of 5-point Likert scale respons-
es (strongly agree…. strongly disagree). 
It was used to identify the impact of the 
promotion mix (advertising, sales promo-
tion, direct marketing (customer care) 
internet etc.) variables and external 
variables (influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups – word of mouth) on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services. A T-Test 
is used to test the hypotheses and 
construct analysis (Sakkthivel, 2010; 

Sakkthivel and Sriram, 2011; Sakkthivel, 
2011) to identify the high to low impact of 
the selected variables on consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile communi-
cation services. Cronbach Alpha Reliabili-
ty Analysis is conducted to test the validi-
ty of the collection of the instrument data 
which produced a .699 response. 

Results 

4.1 Identification of the impact of signifi-
cant impact of promotional mix strategies 
on consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services

*+/- denotes the positive or negative 
impact of the variables 

One sample T-Test (2- tailed, 95% 
confidence interval at 57df), held to identi-
fy the impact of promotion-mix variables 
such as: advertising, sales promotion, 
direct marketing (customer care), and 
internet on consumer buying behavior of 
mobile communication services.  This 
revealed the promotion-mix variables as 
follows: advertising (p<0.05), sales promo-
tion (p<0.05), direct marketing (customer 
care) (p<0.05), and internet (p<0.05) are 
found to have first a positive (+) impact on 
consumer buying and decision making 
behaviour towards buying mobile commu-
nication services. The results in Fig-2 
portray the impact of promotion-mix 
variables on consumer,  buying and 
decision making behaviour, upholding 

H1.  

4.2 Identification of impact of External – 
Word of Mouth (influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups etc.) variables on consum-
er buying behavior towards mobile 
communication services
Fig 3: External Variables Impact on 
Consumer buying behaviour of mobile 
phones 

One sample T-Test (2- tailed, 95% 

confidence interval at 57df) held to identi-
fy the impact of external – word of mouth 
(influence of peer groups, reference 
groups consumer buying behavior 
towards mobile communication services 
influence of peer groups (p<0.05) is found 
to have a significant impact on consumer 
buying and decision making behaviour, 
whereas the influence of reference groups 
(p>0.05) has no significant  impact  over 
consumer buying and decision making 
behaviour towards mobile communication 
services. It is evident from the results 
that the consumers are influenced by peer 
groups, however, reference groups found 
to elicit no influence. Thus, the results of 
the external variables are mixed, being 
positioned in respect of peer groups, but 
negative (-) concerning opinion groups, 
meaning mobile services consumers are, 
by and large, independent or self-depend-
ent in their decision making.

Degrees of influence
It is imperative to understand the degrees 
of influence of the promotion-mix varia-
bles and external – word of mouth varia-

bles on consumer buying and 
decision-making behaviour, which would 
provide a much-needed cue to the corpo-
rates to focus on the variables that would 
have high to low impact on consumer 
decision making. This information would 
help the companies to design effective 
promotion mix strategies, in order to 
reach the target consumers and influence 
them to make their buying decisions. 
Construct analysis (Sakkthivel and 
Sriram, 2011; Sakkthivel, 2011) is made 

use of to identify the high impact to low 
impact promotion mix and external – 
word of mouth variables on consumer 
buying and decision-making behaviour 
towards mobile communication services 
in high mobile use concerning the Sultan-
ate of Oman. 

The construct analysis is done by 
summing up the total scores of all the 
variables taken to identify the impact of 
consumer buying behaviour and identify 
the mean value by dividing by total 
number of samples selected for the study. 
The sum of the mean values of all the 
variables pertaining to a particular 
construct is divided by the no. of variables 
pertaining to that construct viz. advertis-
ing. 

(PMEi) = Impact of Promotion Mix and 
External – Word of Mouth Variables on 
Consumer buying behavior
Si = Agreement level score of the respond-
ents towards the influence of promotion 
mix and external – word of mouth varia-
bles  
Cj = Sum of Constructs score
Cn = No. of constructs taken  

The above model produces result of the 
constructs that have high to low impact 
values ‘i’ denotes the agreement level 
score, ‘j’ denotes the sum of constructs 
scores, and ‘n’ denotes the number of 
respondents and number of constructs 
taken for the study and analysis. The 
number of questions asked is grouped 
into constructs such as marketing 
information variables. These scores are 
arrived at from the constructs in terms of 
mean values which are interpreted from 
the highest to the lowest values, and 
given ranks as 1,2,3…n. The highest 
score denotes the highest impact on 
consumer buying behavior and so on. The 
sum of the mean values of constructs has 
been divided by the number of constructs 
selected for the study and the mean value 
arrived at was considered the midpoint. 
The mean values of the constructs above 
the mid-point are high impact variables, 

and vice versa.  Accordingly, advertising 
(c=3.96) secures 1st rank, followed by 
Internet (c=3.86), Direct Marketing 
(Customer care) (c=3.76), Sales Promo-
tion (c=3.72) ranking 2, 3 & 4. The Exter-
nal - Word of Mouth variables (c=3.33) 
Ranked 5th in influencing consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile communi-
cation services.

In order to identify the high to low impact 
promotion-mix and external – word of 
mouth variables on consumer buying 
behavior, the sum of the mean values of 
constructs is divided by the number of 
constructs (advertising, sales promotion, 
direct marketing (customer care), 
internet, word of mouth variables) select-
ed for the study, and the mid-point 
arrived at is (mv=3.72). The mid-point or 
mid value is an indicator to identify the 
high and low impact promotion-mix and 
word of mouth variables on consumer 
buying behavior towards using mobile 
communication services in Sur, in the 
Arab ic country of Oman, which is a 
member of GCC which is kin to an Arab 
Common Market. It is evident from the 
given results that the consumers are 
primarily influenced by advertising, 
internet, and direct marketing (customer 
care), whilst making decisions regarding 
mobile communication services. 

5. Conclusion and Managerial Implica-
tions 

The study unearths the promotion-mix 
and word-of-mouth variables which have 
significant impact on consumer buying 
behavior towards various mobile communi-
cation services in Sur city of Oman, for 
which the exercise, which is the first of its 
kind, has good tidings because all advertis-
ing tools are proved to be good promotion-
al tools. But it was surprising to notice 
that only few takers for peer group buying 
advices in mobile purchasing. This finding 
is not in line with, for example Solomon et 
al. 1999). Surprisingly, the influence of 
opinion groups is negative (-).

The aforesaid results provide a much 
needed cue to the managers on the impact 
of the promotion mix and external 
word-of-mouth variables of consumer 
buying behavior which, however, is of 
different degrees. The managers could 
understand the degrees of influence of the 
different variables on consumer buying 
behavior and act accordingly. There are 
high and low impacts promotional and 
word-of-mouth variables, which provide a 
holistic view of marketing to help the 
marketing managers design effective mix 
strategies to reach and influence target 
consumers using mobile communication 
services in Oman.  In Oman, mobile use is 
quite wide spread, and presently, adver-
tisement is not a mobile phone promotion-
al measure. Advertising is making mobile 
products and services known through 
print and electronic mediums and other 
means. Then there is the internet as 
another promotional tool, with the net 
having made forays into every household 
through smart phones. These results are 
consistent with the results of the previous 
research studies of (Lindgem and Shimp 
1996; Chitty and Barker, 2005; Kurtz, 
2008; Lou and Yuan, 2018). In sum, there 

are five avenues of marketing mobile 
phone services in the Sultanate of Oman, 
namely: advertisement, net sales promo-
tion, direct marketing, customer care, and 
informed peer group in the descending 
order of importance.

6. Limitations and Future Research 

The study of mobile phone marketing in 
the Sur city of Oman is influenced by 
promotional and non-promotional factors 
bringing out some interesting and valid 
outcomes. It has, however, limitations of 
time, data, sample, space or region. It is 
needless to say that the dynamics of 
marketing change over time and space, 
products and services, sample, etc., which 
call for further research on the problem of 
demand determinants.

The researchers, for example, could not 
include indirect information variables in 
the study, which would have provided a 
comprehensive view of the problem. There 
are gender class, income, age, locational 
(Rural-Urban), educational angles to the 
problem, which could be the areas of 
research on the problem. 

For example, do Brand Ambassadors sway 
the demand for goods and services? It is 
an interesting topic of future research on 
the problem. Thus, the field is wide open 
for any amount of future research. The 
future researchers may also attempt to 
test the impact of marketing information 
variables, individually, on consumer 
buying behavior, which may provide a 
comprehensive view. 
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In today’s competitive world, consumers 
receive billions of pieces of information 
from umpteen sources related to buying 
different products and services. The 
‘tonnes’ of information tends to create a 
lot of confusion in the minds of consum-
ers, (Sakkthivel, 2010; Amponsah and 
Ahmed, 2017). Companies spend billions 
of dollars in businesses to design effective 
business promotional-mix strategies to 
reach measures, and influence target 
consumers to buy their products and 
services. Although there are many 

businesses efforts to reach the target 
consumers, there may also be some 
external forces influencing consumer 
buying and decision making towards 
given products and services. The said 
forces may be called the word-of-mouth 
factors such as the influences of friends 
and relatives, bosses, elders of the family 
and clan, role models, etc.  To counter 
this, the companies tend to use different 
promotional measures, such as advertis-
ing, sales promotion, direct marketing, 
corporate communications, internet and 

such in order to reach and influence the 
target consumers. 

It’s imperative to study the influence of 
the aforesaid promotional measures 
strategies on consumer buying behaviour 
in order to identify the degree to which 
the aforesaid variables impact the 
consumer buying behaviour. Hence, this 
study sets itself to identify and select the 
major promotional and non-promotional 
variables that influence the consumers’ 
business or demand behaviour in respect 
of mobile communication services in the 
emerging market economy of the Sultan-
ate of Oman.

The promotion mix variables are: adver-
tising, sales promotion, direct marketing, 
internet, etc., which are internal to the 
firm. The non-promotional external varia-
bles are: word-of-mouth, opinion/refer-
ence groups, boss, elders, role models etc. 
Customer care is used in the study as the 
direct marketing variable, as customer 
care is used to reach the consumers in the 
market selected for the study. Excluded 
are corporate communications (public 
relations) as the said variables are not 
effectively used by the companies in the 
market selected for the study. Thus, 
promotion mix variables are: advertising, 
sales promotion, direct marketing 
(customer care) and internet. A model is 
built on these variables for the purpose of 
this study, and for further research on 
the problem.   This modest exercise is 
significant by itself and as a contribution 
to marketing theory from an Arab 
perspective. The study is organized 
around: Introduction, Literature Review, 
Objectives and Methodology, Data and
Analysis, Implications, Limitations, and 
Further Research.

Literature review

Numerous studies have been held to 
understand the role of promotion in 
influencing consumer market buying 
behavior. However, these studies do not 

include all the variables that have been 
selected for this study in order for it to 
identify and build a model of variables 
that would demonstrate an impact on 
consumer buying behavior. Also, none of 
the studies has attempted to identify the 
degree of impact of the variables on the 
consumer buying behavior.   Hence, the 
problem defined for the study is to identi-
fy and bridge the gaps from the earlier 
studies, in order to provide a comprehen-
sive model of the variables that would 
have an impact on consumer buying 
behavior. The exercise is conducted in the 
Arab Sultanate of Oman, with a sample 
of 55 customers from the place of Sur.

A study by Nicolas et al. (2020) explores 
the development of consumer behavior 
research trends that show high-frequen-
cy keywords at different time periods 
using the bibliometric methods to 
analyze publications between 1990 and 
2017.  The study shows the evolution of 
keywords to reveal emerging topics 
which includes “advertising,” “consumer 
behavior,” “trust,” “innovation,” and 
“customer satisfaction.”

Peter and Olson (2005) discuss the role of 
Marketing strategy as a set of stimuli 
that is integrated via a differing mix of 
strategies such as product, price, 
place/distribution and promotion intend-
ed to enhance consumer buying of one’s 
goods and services.  Boone and Kurtz 
(2003) argue that Marketing is the 
process of planning and executing the 
conception, pricing, promotion and distri-
bution of goods and services in order to 
create and maintain relationship that 
will satisfy the customers and the compa-
nies’ alike. It’s successful sale of goods 
and services through various devices 
such as advertisement is evident in a big 
way, staring with appealing to the 
present and prospective customers. One 
has to advertise one’s own virtues and 
bring them to the greater public notice 
and attention.   In addition, Vitale et al. 
(2010), through a study, have found that 

the marketing concept is the part of the 
promotion mix which is vital to reach, 
attract and influence the target consum-
ers in order to help the companies 
achieve their strategic goals.

Promotion means marketers talk to the 
existing customers and potential buyers 
to convey a message about the organiza-
tion, product or some other element of the 
marketing mix, such as the new low price 
being offered during a sale period. Promo-
tion is taking very innovative forms, for 
example, marketing today is picking up 
product brand ambassadors, who are 
using very innovative ways to convey the 
product qualities and virtues, price and 
other incentives for an aspiring consumer 
public (Ahmed and Kumar, 2016).  

Product promotion is the communication 
to build and maintain relationships by 
informing and persuading one or more 
audiences to view an organization more 
positively and to accept its products. It is 
needless to say that promotion mixes are 
getting expanded from simple salesman-
ship to say, gifts, prizes, buy now and pay 
later, home free deliveries, and so on.   
Chitty and Barker (2005) explain the role 
of Sales promotion, which is often simply 
referred to as 'promotion' is incentive 
used by a manufacturer to encourage 
distributors, such as wholesalers, retail-
ers or other channel members and 
consumer to buy a brand. It is business to 
business promotion which starts the 
chain of marketing going further to 
business and consumer.

Lindgern and Shimp (1996), highlight 
the role of personal selling as a form of 
person to person communication in which 
a salesperson works with prospective 
buyers and attempts to influence their 
purchases in the direction of his or her 
company's products or services. The 
degree to which personal selling is used 
by a company in its promotional mix 
depends on the product, selling costs, 
customers’ needs and customers’ 

locations. Celebrity endorsement of a 
brand has a direct impact on purchase 
intention (Singh and Banerjee, 2019). 
Kim and Jin (2019) explored the collabora-
tive consumption motivations for consum-
er goods and identified the different 
dimensions for it. 

Lou and Yuan (2018) study is based on 
the influence of social media on market-
ing decisions which is found to be quite 
substantial. The sway of social media in 
opinion formation regarding trustworthi-
ness of brands is found to be considerable. 
The study is based on a survey of social 
media users, suggesting its authenticity.  
Maslowska et al. (2020) through a sample 
study of 74 on-liners tell us that online 
reviews can play a significant role in the 
consumer decision-making processes and 
uses eye tracking to investigate how 
consumers attend to product pages. The 
results show product-related information 
is most important for the consumers, who 
also spend time on review-related 
information, particularly the review text 
and reviewer information. 

Zwanka and Bluff’s, (2020) study the 
potential impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic on global consumer traits, 
buying patterns, global interconnected-
ness and psychographic behavior, and 
other marketing activities by birth 
segments. Baby Boomers, Millennials, 
Centennials, show a long-term behavioral 
shifts due to the COVID-19 pandemic and 
the resulting shifts in consumer behavior 
in all countries. This is one of numerous 
studies that have been done to identify 
the influence of group influences such as 
of peer groups, opinion or reference 
groups, on consumer buying behavior 
(Solomon, 2016; Philip and Ashworth, 
2020).  There are studies to understand 
the role of marketing information on 
consumer buying behavior that might 
have been conveyed to the target consum-
ers through different promotion mixes 
and external – word-of-mouth variables 
(McDonald and Sharp, 2000; Burnett, 

2003; Tulay, 2003; Girard and Dion, 
2010); Kircher and Postlewaite, 2008; 
Kurtz, 2008; Peter and Olson, 2005; 
Ahmed, 2013 & 2017; Khenfer, et al. 
2020).

Of special interest is Sakkthivel and 
Sriram (2011) Omani study on acumen 
and risk-taking behavior of Omani entre-
preneurs, which is an interesting study. 
Another revealing study of Sakkthivel 
(2011a) is on the influence of the external 
and internal factor on the marketing 
behavior of consumers in respect of 
consumer durables in a developing econo-
my in Oman with $79.3 billion GDP and 
$16,424 per capital (World Bank, 2020). 

The Arab region is a distinct socio-eco-
nomic-cultural region, which is an 
economic ascendency (Ahmed and Rafiud-
din, 2018). As such the extensive region’s 
principalities like Oman appears to offer 
a good testing grounded for modern 
multi-variable marketing theory, adding 
to it an interesting Arab dimension. 
Omani’s are expected to be discerning or 
differentiating consumers. A sample 
study is made of the problem under inves-
tigation with 58 consumers from whom 
variables-influence data was collected. 
The study is expected to give insight into 

the factors of consumer demand, not only 
in the Sultanate of Oman, but also the 
vast and Arab world in general, which 
occupies a strategic place in consumer 
marketing.

Objectives and methodology

To know the impact of promotional and 
non-promotional factors of demand in  
Omani mobile marketing, to find out the 
relative weightage of the factors of 
demand and to suggest a suitable market-
ing strategy for mobile marketing or 
variables in mobile marketing in the 
Sultanate of Oman.

• H1: There is a significant impact of 
promotional mix strategies on consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile commu-
nication services

• H2: There is a significant impact of 
External - Word of Mouth (influence of 
peer groups, opinion groups etc.) on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services.

3.1 Research Model

3.2 Methodology

The study uses the exploratory and 
causal research design as it explores and 
intends to identify the impact of promo-
tional mix variables of advertising, sales 
promotion, direct marketing customer 
care, internet etc., variables and external 
variables of influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups – word of mouth on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services. 

The study was conducted in Sur, Sultan-
ate of Oman which represents the target 
population selected for the study. The 
study was conducted among students, 

employees (private and govt.), business-
men etc. The quota sampling technique 
has been used to collect primary data 
from the target respondents. The prima-
ry data was collected from 58 respond-
ents (N= 58) who had been selected for 
the analysis. A structured questionnaire 
was used to collect the response from the 
target respondents. The questionnaire 
consisted of 5-point Likert scale respons-
es (strongly agree…. strongly disagree). 
It was used to identify the impact of the 
promotion mix (advertising, sales promo-
tion, direct marketing (customer care) 
internet etc.) variables and external 
variables (influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups – word of mouth) on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services. A T-Test 
is used to test the hypotheses and 
construct analysis (Sakkthivel, 2010; 

Sakkthivel and Sriram, 2011; Sakkthivel, 
2011) to identify the high to low impact of 
the selected variables on consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile communi-
cation services. Cronbach Alpha Reliabili-
ty Analysis is conducted to test the validi-
ty of the collection of the instrument data 
which produced a .699 response. 

Results 

4.1 Identification of the impact of signifi-
cant impact of promotional mix strategies 
on consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services

*+/- denotes the positive or negative 
impact of the variables 

One sample T-Test (2- tailed, 95% 
confidence interval at 57df), held to identi-
fy the impact of promotion-mix variables 
such as: advertising, sales promotion, 
direct marketing (customer care), and 
internet on consumer buying behavior of 
mobile communication services.  This 
revealed the promotion-mix variables as 
follows: advertising (p<0.05), sales promo-
tion (p<0.05), direct marketing (customer 
care) (p<0.05), and internet (p<0.05) are 
found to have first a positive (+) impact on 
consumer buying and decision making 
behaviour towards buying mobile commu-
nication services. The results in Fig-2 
portray the impact of promotion-mix 
variables on consumer,  buying and 
decision making behaviour, upholding 

H1.  

4.2 Identification of impact of External – 
Word of Mouth (influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups etc.) variables on consum-
er buying behavior towards mobile 
communication services
Fig 3: External Variables Impact on 
Consumer buying behaviour of mobile 
phones 

One sample T-Test (2- tailed, 95% 

confidence interval at 57df) held to identi-
fy the impact of external – word of mouth 
(influence of peer groups, reference 
groups consumer buying behavior 
towards mobile communication services 
influence of peer groups (p<0.05) is found 
to have a significant impact on consumer 
buying and decision making behaviour, 
whereas the influence of reference groups 
(p>0.05) has no significant  impact  over 
consumer buying and decision making 
behaviour towards mobile communication 
services. It is evident from the results 
that the consumers are influenced by peer 
groups, however, reference groups found 
to elicit no influence. Thus, the results of 
the external variables are mixed, being 
positioned in respect of peer groups, but 
negative (-) concerning opinion groups, 
meaning mobile services consumers are, 
by and large, independent or self-depend-
ent in their decision making.

Degrees of influence
It is imperative to understand the degrees 
of influence of the promotion-mix varia-
bles and external – word of mouth varia-

bles on consumer buying and 
decision-making behaviour, which would 
provide a much-needed cue to the corpo-
rates to focus on the variables that would 
have high to low impact on consumer 
decision making. This information would 
help the companies to design effective 
promotion mix strategies, in order to 
reach the target consumers and influence 
them to make their buying decisions. 
Construct analysis (Sakkthivel and 
Sriram, 2011; Sakkthivel, 2011) is made 

use of to identify the high impact to low 
impact promotion mix and external – 
word of mouth variables on consumer 
buying and decision-making behaviour 
towards mobile communication services 
in high mobile use concerning the Sultan-
ate of Oman. 

The construct analysis is done by 
summing up the total scores of all the 
variables taken to identify the impact of 
consumer buying behaviour and identify 
the mean value by dividing by total 
number of samples selected for the study. 
The sum of the mean values of all the 
variables pertaining to a particular 
construct is divided by the no. of variables 
pertaining to that construct viz. advertis-
ing. 

(PMEi) = Impact of Promotion Mix and 
External – Word of Mouth Variables on 
Consumer buying behavior
Si = Agreement level score of the respond-
ents towards the influence of promotion 
mix and external – word of mouth varia-
bles  
Cj = Sum of Constructs score
Cn = No. of constructs taken  

The above model produces result of the 
constructs that have high to low impact 
values ‘i’ denotes the agreement level 
score, ‘j’ denotes the sum of constructs 
scores, and ‘n’ denotes the number of 
respondents and number of constructs 
taken for the study and analysis. The 
number of questions asked is grouped 
into constructs such as marketing 
information variables. These scores are 
arrived at from the constructs in terms of 
mean values which are interpreted from 
the highest to the lowest values, and 
given ranks as 1,2,3…n. The highest 
score denotes the highest impact on 
consumer buying behavior and so on. The 
sum of the mean values of constructs has 
been divided by the number of constructs 
selected for the study and the mean value 
arrived at was considered the midpoint. 
The mean values of the constructs above 
the mid-point are high impact variables, 

and vice versa.  Accordingly, advertising 
(c=3.96) secures 1st rank, followed by 
Internet (c=3.86), Direct Marketing 
(Customer care) (c=3.76), Sales Promo-
tion (c=3.72) ranking 2, 3 & 4. The Exter-
nal - Word of Mouth variables (c=3.33) 
Ranked 5th in influencing consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile communi-
cation services.

In order to identify the high to low impact 
promotion-mix and external – word of 
mouth variables on consumer buying 
behavior, the sum of the mean values of 
constructs is divided by the number of 
constructs (advertising, sales promotion, 
direct marketing (customer care), 
internet, word of mouth variables) select-
ed for the study, and the mid-point 
arrived at is (mv=3.72). The mid-point or 
mid value is an indicator to identify the 
high and low impact promotion-mix and 
word of mouth variables on consumer 
buying behavior towards using mobile 
communication services in Sur, in the 
Arab ic country of Oman, which is a 
member of GCC which is kin to an Arab 
Common Market. It is evident from the 
given results that the consumers are 
primarily influenced by advertising, 
internet, and direct marketing (customer 
care), whilst making decisions regarding 
mobile communication services. 

5. Conclusion and Managerial Implica-
tions 

The study unearths the promotion-mix 
and word-of-mouth variables which have 
significant impact on consumer buying 
behavior towards various mobile communi-
cation services in Sur city of Oman, for 
which the exercise, which is the first of its 
kind, has good tidings because all advertis-
ing tools are proved to be good promotion-
al tools. But it was surprising to notice 
that only few takers for peer group buying 
advices in mobile purchasing. This finding 
is not in line with, for example Solomon et 
al. 1999). Surprisingly, the influence of 
opinion groups is negative (-).

The aforesaid results provide a much 
needed cue to the managers on the impact 
of the promotion mix and external 
word-of-mouth variables of consumer 
buying behavior which, however, is of 
different degrees. The managers could 
understand the degrees of influence of the 
different variables on consumer buying 
behavior and act accordingly. There are 
high and low impacts promotional and 
word-of-mouth variables, which provide a 
holistic view of marketing to help the 
marketing managers design effective mix 
strategies to reach and influence target 
consumers using mobile communication 
services in Oman.  In Oman, mobile use is 
quite wide spread, and presently, adver-
tisement is not a mobile phone promotion-
al measure. Advertising is making mobile 
products and services known through 
print and electronic mediums and other 
means. Then there is the internet as 
another promotional tool, with the net 
having made forays into every household 
through smart phones. These results are 
consistent with the results of the previous 
research studies of (Lindgem and Shimp 
1996; Chitty and Barker, 2005; Kurtz, 
2008; Lou and Yuan, 2018). In sum, there 

are five avenues of marketing mobile 
phone services in the Sultanate of Oman, 
namely: advertisement, net sales promo-
tion, direct marketing, customer care, and 
informed peer group in the descending 
order of importance.

6. Limitations and Future Research 

The study of mobile phone marketing in 
the Sur city of Oman is influenced by 
promotional and non-promotional factors 
bringing out some interesting and valid 
outcomes. It has, however, limitations of 
time, data, sample, space or region. It is 
needless to say that the dynamics of 
marketing change over time and space, 
products and services, sample, etc., which 
call for further research on the problem of 
demand determinants.

The researchers, for example, could not 
include indirect information variables in 
the study, which would have provided a 
comprehensive view of the problem. There 
are gender class, income, age, locational 
(Rural-Urban), educational angles to the 
problem, which could be the areas of 
research on the problem. 

For example, do Brand Ambassadors sway 
the demand for goods and services? It is 
an interesting topic of future research on 
the problem. Thus, the field is wide open 
for any amount of future research. The 
future researchers may also attempt to 
test the impact of marketing information 
variables, individually, on consumer 
buying behavior, which may provide a 
comprehensive view. 
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In today’s competitive world, consumers 
receive billions of pieces of information 
from umpteen sources related to buying 
different products and services. The 
‘tonnes’ of information tends to create a 
lot of confusion in the minds of consum-
ers, (Sakkthivel, 2010; Amponsah and 
Ahmed, 2017). Companies spend billions 
of dollars in businesses to design effective 
business promotional-mix strategies to 
reach measures, and influence target 
consumers to buy their products and 
services. Although there are many 

businesses efforts to reach the target 
consumers, there may also be some 
external forces influencing consumer 
buying and decision making towards 
given products and services. The said 
forces may be called the word-of-mouth 
factors such as the influences of friends 
and relatives, bosses, elders of the family 
and clan, role models, etc.  To counter 
this, the companies tend to use different 
promotional measures, such as advertis-
ing, sales promotion, direct marketing, 
corporate communications, internet and 

such in order to reach and influence the 
target consumers. 

It’s imperative to study the influence of 
the aforesaid promotional measures 
strategies on consumer buying behaviour 
in order to identify the degree to which 
the aforesaid variables impact the 
consumer buying behaviour. Hence, this 
study sets itself to identify and select the 
major promotional and non-promotional 
variables that influence the consumers’ 
business or demand behaviour in respect 
of mobile communication services in the 
emerging market economy of the Sultan-
ate of Oman.

The promotion mix variables are: adver-
tising, sales promotion, direct marketing, 
internet, etc., which are internal to the 
firm. The non-promotional external varia-
bles are: word-of-mouth, opinion/refer-
ence groups, boss, elders, role models etc. 
Customer care is used in the study as the 
direct marketing variable, as customer 
care is used to reach the consumers in the 
market selected for the study. Excluded 
are corporate communications (public 
relations) as the said variables are not 
effectively used by the companies in the 
market selected for the study. Thus, 
promotion mix variables are: advertising, 
sales promotion, direct marketing 
(customer care) and internet. A model is 
built on these variables for the purpose of 
this study, and for further research on 
the problem.   This modest exercise is 
significant by itself and as a contribution 
to marketing theory from an Arab 
perspective. The study is organized 
around: Introduction, Literature Review, 
Objectives and Methodology, Data and
Analysis, Implications, Limitations, and 
Further Research.

Literature review

Numerous studies have been held to 
understand the role of promotion in 
influencing consumer market buying 
behavior. However, these studies do not 

include all the variables that have been 
selected for this study in order for it to 
identify and build a model of variables 
that would demonstrate an impact on 
consumer buying behavior. Also, none of 
the studies has attempted to identify the 
degree of impact of the variables on the 
consumer buying behavior.   Hence, the 
problem defined for the study is to identi-
fy and bridge the gaps from the earlier 
studies, in order to provide a comprehen-
sive model of the variables that would 
have an impact on consumer buying 
behavior. The exercise is conducted in the 
Arab Sultanate of Oman, with a sample 
of 55 customers from the place of Sur.

A study by Nicolas et al. (2020) explores 
the development of consumer behavior 
research trends that show high-frequen-
cy keywords at different time periods 
using the bibliometric methods to 
analyze publications between 1990 and 
2017.  The study shows the evolution of 
keywords to reveal emerging topics 
which includes “advertising,” “consumer 
behavior,” “trust,” “innovation,” and 
“customer satisfaction.”

Peter and Olson (2005) discuss the role of 
Marketing strategy as a set of stimuli 
that is integrated via a differing mix of 
strategies such as product, price, 
place/distribution and promotion intend-
ed to enhance consumer buying of one’s 
goods and services.  Boone and Kurtz 
(2003) argue that Marketing is the 
process of planning and executing the 
conception, pricing, promotion and distri-
bution of goods and services in order to 
create and maintain relationship that 
will satisfy the customers and the compa-
nies’ alike. It’s successful sale of goods 
and services through various devices 
such as advertisement is evident in a big 
way, staring with appealing to the 
present and prospective customers. One 
has to advertise one’s own virtues and 
bring them to the greater public notice 
and attention.   In addition, Vitale et al. 
(2010), through a study, have found that 

the marketing concept is the part of the 
promotion mix which is vital to reach, 
attract and influence the target consum-
ers in order to help the companies 
achieve their strategic goals.

Promotion means marketers talk to the 
existing customers and potential buyers 
to convey a message about the organiza-
tion, product or some other element of the 
marketing mix, such as the new low price 
being offered during a sale period. Promo-
tion is taking very innovative forms, for 
example, marketing today is picking up 
product brand ambassadors, who are 
using very innovative ways to convey the 
product qualities and virtues, price and 
other incentives for an aspiring consumer 
public (Ahmed and Kumar, 2016).  

Product promotion is the communication 
to build and maintain relationships by 
informing and persuading one or more 
audiences to view an organization more 
positively and to accept its products. It is 
needless to say that promotion mixes are 
getting expanded from simple salesman-
ship to say, gifts, prizes, buy now and pay 
later, home free deliveries, and so on.   
Chitty and Barker (2005) explain the role 
of Sales promotion, which is often simply 
referred to as 'promotion' is incentive 
used by a manufacturer to encourage 
distributors, such as wholesalers, retail-
ers or other channel members and 
consumer to buy a brand. It is business to 
business promotion which starts the 
chain of marketing going further to 
business and consumer.

Lindgern and Shimp (1996), highlight 
the role of personal selling as a form of 
person to person communication in which 
a salesperson works with prospective 
buyers and attempts to influence their 
purchases in the direction of his or her 
company's products or services. The 
degree to which personal selling is used 
by a company in its promotional mix 
depends on the product, selling costs, 
customers’ needs and customers’ 

locations. Celebrity endorsement of a 
brand has a direct impact on purchase 
intention (Singh and Banerjee, 2019). 
Kim and Jin (2019) explored the collabora-
tive consumption motivations for consum-
er goods and identified the different 
dimensions for it. 

Lou and Yuan (2018) study is based on 
the influence of social media on market-
ing decisions which is found to be quite 
substantial. The sway of social media in 
opinion formation regarding trustworthi-
ness of brands is found to be considerable. 
The study is based on a survey of social 
media users, suggesting its authenticity.  
Maslowska et al. (2020) through a sample 
study of 74 on-liners tell us that online 
reviews can play a significant role in the 
consumer decision-making processes and 
uses eye tracking to investigate how 
consumers attend to product pages. The 
results show product-related information 
is most important for the consumers, who 
also spend time on review-related 
information, particularly the review text 
and reviewer information. 

Zwanka and Bluff’s, (2020) study the 
potential impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic on global consumer traits, 
buying patterns, global interconnected-
ness and psychographic behavior, and 
other marketing activities by birth 
segments. Baby Boomers, Millennials, 
Centennials, show a long-term behavioral 
shifts due to the COVID-19 pandemic and 
the resulting shifts in consumer behavior 
in all countries. This is one of numerous 
studies that have been done to identify 
the influence of group influences such as 
of peer groups, opinion or reference 
groups, on consumer buying behavior 
(Solomon, 2016; Philip and Ashworth, 
2020).  There are studies to understand 
the role of marketing information on 
consumer buying behavior that might 
have been conveyed to the target consum-
ers through different promotion mixes 
and external – word-of-mouth variables 
(McDonald and Sharp, 2000; Burnett, 

2003; Tulay, 2003; Girard and Dion, 
2010); Kircher and Postlewaite, 2008; 
Kurtz, 2008; Peter and Olson, 2005; 
Ahmed, 2013 & 2017; Khenfer, et al. 
2020).

Of special interest is Sakkthivel and 
Sriram (2011) Omani study on acumen 
and risk-taking behavior of Omani entre-
preneurs, which is an interesting study. 
Another revealing study of Sakkthivel 
(2011a) is on the influence of the external 
and internal factor on the marketing 
behavior of consumers in respect of 
consumer durables in a developing econo-
my in Oman with $79.3 billion GDP and 
$16,424 per capital (World Bank, 2020). 

The Arab region is a distinct socio-eco-
nomic-cultural region, which is an 
economic ascendency (Ahmed and Rafiud-
din, 2018). As such the extensive region’s 
principalities like Oman appears to offer 
a good testing grounded for modern 
multi-variable marketing theory, adding 
to it an interesting Arab dimension. 
Omani’s are expected to be discerning or 
differentiating consumers. A sample 
study is made of the problem under inves-
tigation with 58 consumers from whom 
variables-influence data was collected. 
The study is expected to give insight into 

the factors of consumer demand, not only 
in the Sultanate of Oman, but also the 
vast and Arab world in general, which 
occupies a strategic place in consumer 
marketing.

Objectives and methodology

To know the impact of promotional and 
non-promotional factors of demand in  
Omani mobile marketing, to find out the 
relative weightage of the factors of 
demand and to suggest a suitable market-
ing strategy for mobile marketing or 
variables in mobile marketing in the 
Sultanate of Oman.

• H1: There is a significant impact of 
promotional mix strategies on consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile commu-
nication services

• H2: There is a significant impact of 
External - Word of Mouth (influence of 
peer groups, opinion groups etc.) on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services.

3.1 Research Model

3.2 Methodology

The study uses the exploratory and 
causal research design as it explores and 
intends to identify the impact of promo-
tional mix variables of advertising, sales 
promotion, direct marketing customer 
care, internet etc., variables and external 
variables of influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups – word of mouth on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services. 

The study was conducted in Sur, Sultan-
ate of Oman which represents the target 
population selected for the study. The 
study was conducted among students, 

employees (private and govt.), business-
men etc. The quota sampling technique 
has been used to collect primary data 
from the target respondents. The prima-
ry data was collected from 58 respond-
ents (N= 58) who had been selected for 
the analysis. A structured questionnaire 
was used to collect the response from the 
target respondents. The questionnaire 
consisted of 5-point Likert scale respons-
es (strongly agree…. strongly disagree). 
It was used to identify the impact of the 
promotion mix (advertising, sales promo-
tion, direct marketing (customer care) 
internet etc.) variables and external 
variables (influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups – word of mouth) on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services. A T-Test 
is used to test the hypotheses and 
construct analysis (Sakkthivel, 2010; 

Sakkthivel and Sriram, 2011; Sakkthivel, 
2011) to identify the high to low impact of 
the selected variables on consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile communi-
cation services. Cronbach Alpha Reliabili-
ty Analysis is conducted to test the validi-
ty of the collection of the instrument data 
which produced a .699 response. 

Results 

4.1 Identification of the impact of signifi-
cant impact of promotional mix strategies 
on consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services

*+/- denotes the positive or negative 
impact of the variables 

One sample T-Test (2- tailed, 95% 
confidence interval at 57df), held to identi-
fy the impact of promotion-mix variables 
such as: advertising, sales promotion, 
direct marketing (customer care), and 
internet on consumer buying behavior of 
mobile communication services.  This 
revealed the promotion-mix variables as 
follows: advertising (p<0.05), sales promo-
tion (p<0.05), direct marketing (customer 
care) (p<0.05), and internet (p<0.05) are 
found to have first a positive (+) impact on 
consumer buying and decision making 
behaviour towards buying mobile commu-
nication services. The results in Fig-2 
portray the impact of promotion-mix 
variables on consumer,  buying and 
decision making behaviour, upholding 

H1.  

4.2 Identification of impact of External – 
Word of Mouth (influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups etc.) variables on consum-
er buying behavior towards mobile 
communication services
Fig 3: External Variables Impact on 
Consumer buying behaviour of mobile 
phones 

One sample T-Test (2- tailed, 95% 

confidence interval at 57df) held to identi-
fy the impact of external – word of mouth 
(influence of peer groups, reference 
groups consumer buying behavior 
towards mobile communication services 
influence of peer groups (p<0.05) is found 
to have a significant impact on consumer 
buying and decision making behaviour, 
whereas the influence of reference groups 
(p>0.05) has no significant  impact  over 
consumer buying and decision making 
behaviour towards mobile communication 
services. It is evident from the results 
that the consumers are influenced by peer 
groups, however, reference groups found 
to elicit no influence. Thus, the results of 
the external variables are mixed, being 
positioned in respect of peer groups, but 
negative (-) concerning opinion groups, 
meaning mobile services consumers are, 
by and large, independent or self-depend-
ent in their decision making.

Degrees of influence
It is imperative to understand the degrees 
of influence of the promotion-mix varia-
bles and external – word of mouth varia-

bles on consumer buying and 
decision-making behaviour, which would 
provide a much-needed cue to the corpo-
rates to focus on the variables that would 
have high to low impact on consumer 
decision making. This information would 
help the companies to design effective 
promotion mix strategies, in order to 
reach the target consumers and influence 
them to make their buying decisions. 
Construct analysis (Sakkthivel and 
Sriram, 2011; Sakkthivel, 2011) is made 

use of to identify the high impact to low 
impact promotion mix and external – 
word of mouth variables on consumer 
buying and decision-making behaviour 
towards mobile communication services 
in high mobile use concerning the Sultan-
ate of Oman. 

The construct analysis is done by 
summing up the total scores of all the 
variables taken to identify the impact of 
consumer buying behaviour and identify 
the mean value by dividing by total 
number of samples selected for the study. 
The sum of the mean values of all the 
variables pertaining to a particular 
construct is divided by the no. of variables 
pertaining to that construct viz. advertis-
ing. 

(PMEi) = Impact of Promotion Mix and 
External – Word of Mouth Variables on 
Consumer buying behavior
Si = Agreement level score of the respond-
ents towards the influence of promotion 
mix and external – word of mouth varia-
bles  
Cj = Sum of Constructs score
Cn = No. of constructs taken  

The above model produces result of the 
constructs that have high to low impact 
values ‘i’ denotes the agreement level 
score, ‘j’ denotes the sum of constructs 
scores, and ‘n’ denotes the number of 
respondents and number of constructs 
taken for the study and analysis. The 
number of questions asked is grouped 
into constructs such as marketing 
information variables. These scores are 
arrived at from the constructs in terms of 
mean values which are interpreted from 
the highest to the lowest values, and 
given ranks as 1,2,3…n. The highest 
score denotes the highest impact on 
consumer buying behavior and so on. The 
sum of the mean values of constructs has 
been divided by the number of constructs 
selected for the study and the mean value 
arrived at was considered the midpoint. 
The mean values of the constructs above 
the mid-point are high impact variables, 

and vice versa.  Accordingly, advertising 
(c=3.96) secures 1st rank, followed by 
Internet (c=3.86), Direct Marketing 
(Customer care) (c=3.76), Sales Promo-
tion (c=3.72) ranking 2, 3 & 4. The Exter-
nal - Word of Mouth variables (c=3.33) 
Ranked 5th in influencing consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile communi-
cation services.

In order to identify the high to low impact 
promotion-mix and external – word of 
mouth variables on consumer buying 
behavior, the sum of the mean values of 
constructs is divided by the number of 
constructs (advertising, sales promotion, 
direct marketing (customer care), 
internet, word of mouth variables) select-
ed for the study, and the mid-point 
arrived at is (mv=3.72). The mid-point or 
mid value is an indicator to identify the 
high and low impact promotion-mix and 
word of mouth variables on consumer 
buying behavior towards using mobile 
communication services in Sur, in the 
Arab ic country of Oman, which is a 
member of GCC which is kin to an Arab 
Common Market. It is evident from the 
given results that the consumers are 
primarily influenced by advertising, 
internet, and direct marketing (customer 
care), whilst making decisions regarding 
mobile communication services. 

5. Conclusion and Managerial Implica-
tions 

The study unearths the promotion-mix 
and word-of-mouth variables which have 
significant impact on consumer buying 
behavior towards various mobile communi-
cation services in Sur city of Oman, for 
which the exercise, which is the first of its 
kind, has good tidings because all advertis-
ing tools are proved to be good promotion-
al tools. But it was surprising to notice 
that only few takers for peer group buying 
advices in mobile purchasing. This finding 
is not in line with, for example Solomon et 
al. 1999). Surprisingly, the influence of 
opinion groups is negative (-).

The aforesaid results provide a much 
needed cue to the managers on the impact 
of the promotion mix and external 
word-of-mouth variables of consumer 
buying behavior which, however, is of 
different degrees. The managers could 
understand the degrees of influence of the 
different variables on consumer buying 
behavior and act accordingly. There are 
high and low impacts promotional and 
word-of-mouth variables, which provide a 
holistic view of marketing to help the 
marketing managers design effective mix 
strategies to reach and influence target 
consumers using mobile communication 
services in Oman.  In Oman, mobile use is 
quite wide spread, and presently, adver-
tisement is not a mobile phone promotion-
al measure. Advertising is making mobile 
products and services known through 
print and electronic mediums and other 
means. Then there is the internet as 
another promotional tool, with the net 
having made forays into every household 
through smart phones. These results are 
consistent with the results of the previous 
research studies of (Lindgem and Shimp 
1996; Chitty and Barker, 2005; Kurtz, 
2008; Lou and Yuan, 2018). In sum, there 

are five avenues of marketing mobile 
phone services in the Sultanate of Oman, 
namely: advertisement, net sales promo-
tion, direct marketing, customer care, and 
informed peer group in the descending 
order of importance.

6. Limitations and Future Research 

The study of mobile phone marketing in 
the Sur city of Oman is influenced by 
promotional and non-promotional factors 
bringing out some interesting and valid 
outcomes. It has, however, limitations of 
time, data, sample, space or region. It is 
needless to say that the dynamics of 
marketing change over time and space, 
products and services, sample, etc., which 
call for further research on the problem of 
demand determinants.

The researchers, for example, could not 
include indirect information variables in 
the study, which would have provided a 
comprehensive view of the problem. There 
are gender class, income, age, locational 
(Rural-Urban), educational angles to the 
problem, which could be the areas of 
research on the problem. 

For example, do Brand Ambassadors sway 
the demand for goods and services? It is 
an interesting topic of future research on 
the problem. Thus, the field is wide open 
for any amount of future research. The 
future researchers may also attempt to 
test the impact of marketing information 
variables, individually, on consumer 
buying behavior, which may provide a 
comprehensive view. 
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In today’s competitive world, consumers 
receive billions of pieces of information 
from umpteen sources related to buying 
different products and services. The 
‘tonnes’ of information tends to create a 
lot of confusion in the minds of consum-
ers, (Sakkthivel, 2010; Amponsah and 
Ahmed, 2017). Companies spend billions 
of dollars in businesses to design effective 
business promotional-mix strategies to 
reach measures, and influence target 
consumers to buy their products and 
services. Although there are many 

businesses efforts to reach the target 
consumers, there may also be some 
external forces influencing consumer 
buying and decision making towards 
given products and services. The said 
forces may be called the word-of-mouth 
factors such as the influences of friends 
and relatives, bosses, elders of the family 
and clan, role models, etc.  To counter 
this, the companies tend to use different 
promotional measures, such as advertis-
ing, sales promotion, direct marketing, 
corporate communications, internet and 

such in order to reach and influence the 
target consumers. 

It’s imperative to study the influence of 
the aforesaid promotional measures 
strategies on consumer buying behaviour 
in order to identify the degree to which 
the aforesaid variables impact the 
consumer buying behaviour. Hence, this 
study sets itself to identify and select the 
major promotional and non-promotional 
variables that influence the consumers’ 
business or demand behaviour in respect 
of mobile communication services in the 
emerging market economy of the Sultan-
ate of Oman.

The promotion mix variables are: adver-
tising, sales promotion, direct marketing, 
internet, etc., which are internal to the 
firm. The non-promotional external varia-
bles are: word-of-mouth, opinion/refer-
ence groups, boss, elders, role models etc. 
Customer care is used in the study as the 
direct marketing variable, as customer 
care is used to reach the consumers in the 
market selected for the study. Excluded 
are corporate communications (public 
relations) as the said variables are not 
effectively used by the companies in the 
market selected for the study. Thus, 
promotion mix variables are: advertising, 
sales promotion, direct marketing 
(customer care) and internet. A model is 
built on these variables for the purpose of 
this study, and for further research on 
the problem.   This modest exercise is 
significant by itself and as a contribution 
to marketing theory from an Arab 
perspective. The study is organized 
around: Introduction, Literature Review, 
Objectives and Methodology, Data and
Analysis, Implications, Limitations, and 
Further Research.

Literature review

Numerous studies have been held to 
understand the role of promotion in 
influencing consumer market buying 
behavior. However, these studies do not 

include all the variables that have been 
selected for this study in order for it to 
identify and build a model of variables 
that would demonstrate an impact on 
consumer buying behavior. Also, none of 
the studies has attempted to identify the 
degree of impact of the variables on the 
consumer buying behavior.   Hence, the 
problem defined for the study is to identi-
fy and bridge the gaps from the earlier 
studies, in order to provide a comprehen-
sive model of the variables that would 
have an impact on consumer buying 
behavior. The exercise is conducted in the 
Arab Sultanate of Oman, with a sample 
of 55 customers from the place of Sur.

A study by Nicolas et al. (2020) explores 
the development of consumer behavior 
research trends that show high-frequen-
cy keywords at different time periods 
using the bibliometric methods to 
analyze publications between 1990 and 
2017.  The study shows the evolution of 
keywords to reveal emerging topics 
which includes “advertising,” “consumer 
behavior,” “trust,” “innovation,” and 
“customer satisfaction.”

Peter and Olson (2005) discuss the role of 
Marketing strategy as a set of stimuli 
that is integrated via a differing mix of 
strategies such as product, price, 
place/distribution and promotion intend-
ed to enhance consumer buying of one’s 
goods and services.  Boone and Kurtz 
(2003) argue that Marketing is the 
process of planning and executing the 
conception, pricing, promotion and distri-
bution of goods and services in order to 
create and maintain relationship that 
will satisfy the customers and the compa-
nies’ alike. It’s successful sale of goods 
and services through various devices 
such as advertisement is evident in a big 
way, staring with appealing to the 
present and prospective customers. One 
has to advertise one’s own virtues and 
bring them to the greater public notice 
and attention.   In addition, Vitale et al. 
(2010), through a study, have found that 

the marketing concept is the part of the 
promotion mix which is vital to reach, 
attract and influence the target consum-
ers in order to help the companies 
achieve their strategic goals.

Promotion means marketers talk to the 
existing customers and potential buyers 
to convey a message about the organiza-
tion, product or some other element of the 
marketing mix, such as the new low price 
being offered during a sale period. Promo-
tion is taking very innovative forms, for 
example, marketing today is picking up 
product brand ambassadors, who are 
using very innovative ways to convey the 
product qualities and virtues, price and 
other incentives for an aspiring consumer 
public (Ahmed and Kumar, 2016).  

Product promotion is the communication 
to build and maintain relationships by 
informing and persuading one or more 
audiences to view an organization more 
positively and to accept its products. It is 
needless to say that promotion mixes are 
getting expanded from simple salesman-
ship to say, gifts, prizes, buy now and pay 
later, home free deliveries, and so on.   
Chitty and Barker (2005) explain the role 
of Sales promotion, which is often simply 
referred to as 'promotion' is incentive 
used by a manufacturer to encourage 
distributors, such as wholesalers, retail-
ers or other channel members and 
consumer to buy a brand. It is business to 
business promotion which starts the 
chain of marketing going further to 
business and consumer.

Lindgern and Shimp (1996), highlight 
the role of personal selling as a form of 
person to person communication in which 
a salesperson works with prospective 
buyers and attempts to influence their 
purchases in the direction of his or her 
company's products or services. The 
degree to which personal selling is used 
by a company in its promotional mix 
depends on the product, selling costs, 
customers’ needs and customers’ 

locations. Celebrity endorsement of a 
brand has a direct impact on purchase 
intention (Singh and Banerjee, 2019). 
Kim and Jin (2019) explored the collabora-
tive consumption motivations for consum-
er goods and identified the different 
dimensions for it. 

Lou and Yuan (2018) study is based on 
the influence of social media on market-
ing decisions which is found to be quite 
substantial. The sway of social media in 
opinion formation regarding trustworthi-
ness of brands is found to be considerable. 
The study is based on a survey of social 
media users, suggesting its authenticity.  
Maslowska et al. (2020) through a sample 
study of 74 on-liners tell us that online 
reviews can play a significant role in the 
consumer decision-making processes and 
uses eye tracking to investigate how 
consumers attend to product pages. The 
results show product-related information 
is most important for the consumers, who 
also spend time on review-related 
information, particularly the review text 
and reviewer information. 

Zwanka and Bluff’s, (2020) study the 
potential impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic on global consumer traits, 
buying patterns, global interconnected-
ness and psychographic behavior, and 
other marketing activities by birth 
segments. Baby Boomers, Millennials, 
Centennials, show a long-term behavioral 
shifts due to the COVID-19 pandemic and 
the resulting shifts in consumer behavior 
in all countries. This is one of numerous 
studies that have been done to identify 
the influence of group influences such as 
of peer groups, opinion or reference 
groups, on consumer buying behavior 
(Solomon, 2016; Philip and Ashworth, 
2020).  There are studies to understand 
the role of marketing information on 
consumer buying behavior that might 
have been conveyed to the target consum-
ers through different promotion mixes 
and external – word-of-mouth variables 
(McDonald and Sharp, 2000; Burnett, 

2003; Tulay, 2003; Girard and Dion, 
2010); Kircher and Postlewaite, 2008; 
Kurtz, 2008; Peter and Olson, 2005; 
Ahmed, 2013 & 2017; Khenfer, et al. 
2020).

Of special interest is Sakkthivel and 
Sriram (2011) Omani study on acumen 
and risk-taking behavior of Omani entre-
preneurs, which is an interesting study. 
Another revealing study of Sakkthivel 
(2011a) is on the influence of the external 
and internal factor on the marketing 
behavior of consumers in respect of 
consumer durables in a developing econo-
my in Oman with $79.3 billion GDP and 
$16,424 per capital (World Bank, 2020). 

The Arab region is a distinct socio-eco-
nomic-cultural region, which is an 
economic ascendency (Ahmed and Rafiud-
din, 2018). As such the extensive region’s 
principalities like Oman appears to offer 
a good testing grounded for modern 
multi-variable marketing theory, adding 
to it an interesting Arab dimension. 
Omani’s are expected to be discerning or 
differentiating consumers. A sample 
study is made of the problem under inves-
tigation with 58 consumers from whom 
variables-influence data was collected. 
The study is expected to give insight into 

the factors of consumer demand, not only 
in the Sultanate of Oman, but also the 
vast and Arab world in general, which 
occupies a strategic place in consumer 
marketing.

Objectives and methodology

To know the impact of promotional and 
non-promotional factors of demand in  
Omani mobile marketing, to find out the 
relative weightage of the factors of 
demand and to suggest a suitable market-
ing strategy for mobile marketing or 
variables in mobile marketing in the 
Sultanate of Oman.

• H1: There is a significant impact of 
promotional mix strategies on consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile commu-
nication services

• H2: There is a significant impact of 
External - Word of Mouth (influence of 
peer groups, opinion groups etc.) on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services.

3.1 Research Model

3.2 Methodology

The study uses the exploratory and 
causal research design as it explores and 
intends to identify the impact of promo-
tional mix variables of advertising, sales 
promotion, direct marketing customer 
care, internet etc., variables and external 
variables of influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups – word of mouth on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services. 

The study was conducted in Sur, Sultan-
ate of Oman which represents the target 
population selected for the study. The 
study was conducted among students, 

employees (private and govt.), business-
men etc. The quota sampling technique 
has been used to collect primary data 
from the target respondents. The prima-
ry data was collected from 58 respond-
ents (N= 58) who had been selected for 
the analysis. A structured questionnaire 
was used to collect the response from the 
target respondents. The questionnaire 
consisted of 5-point Likert scale respons-
es (strongly agree…. strongly disagree). 
It was used to identify the impact of the 
promotion mix (advertising, sales promo-
tion, direct marketing (customer care) 
internet etc.) variables and external 
variables (influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups – word of mouth) on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services. A T-Test 
is used to test the hypotheses and 
construct analysis (Sakkthivel, 2010; 

Sakkthivel and Sriram, 2011; Sakkthivel, 
2011) to identify the high to low impact of 
the selected variables on consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile communi-
cation services. Cronbach Alpha Reliabili-
ty Analysis is conducted to test the validi-
ty of the collection of the instrument data 
which produced a .699 response. 

Results 

4.1 Identification of the impact of signifi-
cant impact of promotional mix strategies 
on consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services

*+/- denotes the positive or negative 
impact of the variables 

One sample T-Test (2- tailed, 95% 
confidence interval at 57df), held to identi-
fy the impact of promotion-mix variables 
such as: advertising, sales promotion, 
direct marketing (customer care), and 
internet on consumer buying behavior of 
mobile communication services.  This 
revealed the promotion-mix variables as 
follows: advertising (p<0.05), sales promo-
tion (p<0.05), direct marketing (customer 
care) (p<0.05), and internet (p<0.05) are 
found to have first a positive (+) impact on 
consumer buying and decision making 
behaviour towards buying mobile commu-
nication services. The results in Fig-2 
portray the impact of promotion-mix 
variables on consumer,  buying and 
decision making behaviour, upholding 

H1.  

4.2 Identification of impact of External – 
Word of Mouth (influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups etc.) variables on consum-
er buying behavior towards mobile 
communication services
Fig 3: External Variables Impact on 
Consumer buying behaviour of mobile 
phones 

One sample T-Test (2- tailed, 95% 

confidence interval at 57df) held to identi-
fy the impact of external – word of mouth 
(influence of peer groups, reference 
groups consumer buying behavior 
towards mobile communication services 
influence of peer groups (p<0.05) is found 
to have a significant impact on consumer 
buying and decision making behaviour, 
whereas the influence of reference groups 
(p>0.05) has no significant  impact  over 
consumer buying and decision making 
behaviour towards mobile communication 
services. It is evident from the results 
that the consumers are influenced by peer 
groups, however, reference groups found 
to elicit no influence. Thus, the results of 
the external variables are mixed, being 
positioned in respect of peer groups, but 
negative (-) concerning opinion groups, 
meaning mobile services consumers are, 
by and large, independent or self-depend-
ent in their decision making.

Degrees of influence
It is imperative to understand the degrees 
of influence of the promotion-mix varia-
bles and external – word of mouth varia-

bles on consumer buying and 
decision-making behaviour, which would 
provide a much-needed cue to the corpo-
rates to focus on the variables that would 
have high to low impact on consumer 
decision making. This information would 
help the companies to design effective 
promotion mix strategies, in order to 
reach the target consumers and influence 
them to make their buying decisions. 
Construct analysis (Sakkthivel and 
Sriram, 2011; Sakkthivel, 2011) is made 

use of to identify the high impact to low 
impact promotion mix and external – 
word of mouth variables on consumer 
buying and decision-making behaviour 
towards mobile communication services 
in high mobile use concerning the Sultan-
ate of Oman. 

The construct analysis is done by 
summing up the total scores of all the 
variables taken to identify the impact of 
consumer buying behaviour and identify 
the mean value by dividing by total 
number of samples selected for the study. 
The sum of the mean values of all the 
variables pertaining to a particular 
construct is divided by the no. of variables 
pertaining to that construct viz. advertis-
ing. 

(PMEi) = Impact of Promotion Mix and 
External – Word of Mouth Variables on 
Consumer buying behavior
Si = Agreement level score of the respond-
ents towards the influence of promotion 
mix and external – word of mouth varia-
bles  
Cj = Sum of Constructs score
Cn = No. of constructs taken  

The above model produces result of the 
constructs that have high to low impact 
values ‘i’ denotes the agreement level 
score, ‘j’ denotes the sum of constructs 
scores, and ‘n’ denotes the number of 
respondents and number of constructs 
taken for the study and analysis. The 
number of questions asked is grouped 
into constructs such as marketing 
information variables. These scores are 
arrived at from the constructs in terms of 
mean values which are interpreted from 
the highest to the lowest values, and 
given ranks as 1,2,3…n. The highest 
score denotes the highest impact on 
consumer buying behavior and so on. The 
sum of the mean values of constructs has 
been divided by the number of constructs 
selected for the study and the mean value 
arrived at was considered the midpoint. 
The mean values of the constructs above 
the mid-point are high impact variables, 

and vice versa.  Accordingly, advertising 
(c=3.96) secures 1st rank, followed by 
Internet (c=3.86), Direct Marketing 
(Customer care) (c=3.76), Sales Promo-
tion (c=3.72) ranking 2, 3 & 4. The Exter-
nal - Word of Mouth variables (c=3.33) 
Ranked 5th in influencing consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile communi-
cation services.

In order to identify the high to low impact 
promotion-mix and external – word of 
mouth variables on consumer buying 
behavior, the sum of the mean values of 
constructs is divided by the number of 
constructs (advertising, sales promotion, 
direct marketing (customer care), 
internet, word of mouth variables) select-
ed for the study, and the mid-point 
arrived at is (mv=3.72). The mid-point or 
mid value is an indicator to identify the 
high and low impact promotion-mix and 
word of mouth variables on consumer 
buying behavior towards using mobile 
communication services in Sur, in the 
Arab ic country of Oman, which is a 
member of GCC which is kin to an Arab 
Common Market. It is evident from the 
given results that the consumers are 
primarily influenced by advertising, 
internet, and direct marketing (customer 
care), whilst making decisions regarding 
mobile communication services. 

5. Conclusion and Managerial Implica-
tions 

The study unearths the promotion-mix 
and word-of-mouth variables which have 
significant impact on consumer buying 
behavior towards various mobile communi-
cation services in Sur city of Oman, for 
which the exercise, which is the first of its 
kind, has good tidings because all advertis-
ing tools are proved to be good promotion-
al tools. But it was surprising to notice 
that only few takers for peer group buying 
advices in mobile purchasing. This finding 
is not in line with, for example Solomon et 
al. 1999). Surprisingly, the influence of 
opinion groups is negative (-).

The aforesaid results provide a much 
needed cue to the managers on the impact 
of the promotion mix and external 
word-of-mouth variables of consumer 
buying behavior which, however, is of 
different degrees. The managers could 
understand the degrees of influence of the 
different variables on consumer buying 
behavior and act accordingly. There are 
high and low impacts promotional and 
word-of-mouth variables, which provide a 
holistic view of marketing to help the 
marketing managers design effective mix 
strategies to reach and influence target 
consumers using mobile communication 
services in Oman.  In Oman, mobile use is 
quite wide spread, and presently, adver-
tisement is not a mobile phone promotion-
al measure. Advertising is making mobile 
products and services known through 
print and electronic mediums and other 
means. Then there is the internet as 
another promotional tool, with the net 
having made forays into every household 
through smart phones. These results are 
consistent with the results of the previous 
research studies of (Lindgem and Shimp 
1996; Chitty and Barker, 2005; Kurtz, 
2008; Lou and Yuan, 2018). In sum, there 

are five avenues of marketing mobile 
phone services in the Sultanate of Oman, 
namely: advertisement, net sales promo-
tion, direct marketing, customer care, and 
informed peer group in the descending 
order of importance.

6. Limitations and Future Research 

The study of mobile phone marketing in 
the Sur city of Oman is influenced by 
promotional and non-promotional factors 
bringing out some interesting and valid 
outcomes. It has, however, limitations of 
time, data, sample, space or region. It is 
needless to say that the dynamics of 
marketing change over time and space, 
products and services, sample, etc., which 
call for further research on the problem of 
demand determinants.

The researchers, for example, could not 
include indirect information variables in 
the study, which would have provided a 
comprehensive view of the problem. There 
are gender class, income, age, locational 
(Rural-Urban), educational angles to the 
problem, which could be the areas of 
research on the problem. 

For example, do Brand Ambassadors sway 
the demand for goods and services? It is 
an interesting topic of future research on 
the problem. Thus, the field is wide open 
for any amount of future research. The 
future researchers may also attempt to 
test the impact of marketing information 
variables, individually, on consumer 
buying behavior, which may provide a 
comprehensive view. 
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In today’s competitive world, consumers 
receive billions of pieces of information 
from umpteen sources related to buying 
different products and services. The 
‘tonnes’ of information tends to create a 
lot of confusion in the minds of consum-
ers, (Sakkthivel, 2010; Amponsah and 
Ahmed, 2017). Companies spend billions 
of dollars in businesses to design effective 
business promotional-mix strategies to 
reach measures, and influence target 
consumers to buy their products and 
services. Although there are many 

businesses efforts to reach the target 
consumers, there may also be some 
external forces influencing consumer 
buying and decision making towards 
given products and services. The said 
forces may be called the word-of-mouth 
factors such as the influences of friends 
and relatives, bosses, elders of the family 
and clan, role models, etc.  To counter 
this, the companies tend to use different 
promotional measures, such as advertis-
ing, sales promotion, direct marketing, 
corporate communications, internet and 

such in order to reach and influence the 
target consumers. 

It’s imperative to study the influence of 
the aforesaid promotional measures 
strategies on consumer buying behaviour 
in order to identify the degree to which 
the aforesaid variables impact the 
consumer buying behaviour. Hence, this 
study sets itself to identify and select the 
major promotional and non-promotional 
variables that influence the consumers’ 
business or demand behaviour in respect 
of mobile communication services in the 
emerging market economy of the Sultan-
ate of Oman.

The promotion mix variables are: adver-
tising, sales promotion, direct marketing, 
internet, etc., which are internal to the 
firm. The non-promotional external varia-
bles are: word-of-mouth, opinion/refer-
ence groups, boss, elders, role models etc. 
Customer care is used in the study as the 
direct marketing variable, as customer 
care is used to reach the consumers in the 
market selected for the study. Excluded 
are corporate communications (public 
relations) as the said variables are not 
effectively used by the companies in the 
market selected for the study. Thus, 
promotion mix variables are: advertising, 
sales promotion, direct marketing 
(customer care) and internet. A model is 
built on these variables for the purpose of 
this study, and for further research on 
the problem.   This modest exercise is 
significant by itself and as a contribution 
to marketing theory from an Arab 
perspective. The study is organized 
around: Introduction, Literature Review, 
Objectives and Methodology, Data and
Analysis, Implications, Limitations, and 
Further Research.

Literature review

Numerous studies have been held to 
understand the role of promotion in 
influencing consumer market buying 
behavior. However, these studies do not 

include all the variables that have been 
selected for this study in order for it to 
identify and build a model of variables 
that would demonstrate an impact on 
consumer buying behavior. Also, none of 
the studies has attempted to identify the 
degree of impact of the variables on the 
consumer buying behavior.   Hence, the 
problem defined for the study is to identi-
fy and bridge the gaps from the earlier 
studies, in order to provide a comprehen-
sive model of the variables that would 
have an impact on consumer buying 
behavior. The exercise is conducted in the 
Arab Sultanate of Oman, with a sample 
of 55 customers from the place of Sur.

A study by Nicolas et al. (2020) explores 
the development of consumer behavior 
research trends that show high-frequen-
cy keywords at different time periods 
using the bibliometric methods to 
analyze publications between 1990 and 
2017.  The study shows the evolution of 
keywords to reveal emerging topics 
which includes “advertising,” “consumer 
behavior,” “trust,” “innovation,” and 
“customer satisfaction.”

Peter and Olson (2005) discuss the role of 
Marketing strategy as a set of stimuli 
that is integrated via a differing mix of 
strategies such as product, price, 
place/distribution and promotion intend-
ed to enhance consumer buying of one’s 
goods and services.  Boone and Kurtz 
(2003) argue that Marketing is the 
process of planning and executing the 
conception, pricing, promotion and distri-
bution of goods and services in order to 
create and maintain relationship that 
will satisfy the customers and the compa-
nies’ alike. It’s successful sale of goods 
and services through various devices 
such as advertisement is evident in a big 
way, staring with appealing to the 
present and prospective customers. One 
has to advertise one’s own virtues and 
bring them to the greater public notice 
and attention.   In addition, Vitale et al. 
(2010), through a study, have found that 

the marketing concept is the part of the 
promotion mix which is vital to reach, 
attract and influence the target consum-
ers in order to help the companies 
achieve their strategic goals.

Promotion means marketers talk to the 
existing customers and potential buyers 
to convey a message about the organiza-
tion, product or some other element of the 
marketing mix, such as the new low price 
being offered during a sale period. Promo-
tion is taking very innovative forms, for 
example, marketing today is picking up 
product brand ambassadors, who are 
using very innovative ways to convey the 
product qualities and virtues, price and 
other incentives for an aspiring consumer 
public (Ahmed and Kumar, 2016).  

Product promotion is the communication 
to build and maintain relationships by 
informing and persuading one or more 
audiences to view an organization more 
positively and to accept its products. It is 
needless to say that promotion mixes are 
getting expanded from simple salesman-
ship to say, gifts, prizes, buy now and pay 
later, home free deliveries, and so on.   
Chitty and Barker (2005) explain the role 
of Sales promotion, which is often simply 
referred to as 'promotion' is incentive 
used by a manufacturer to encourage 
distributors, such as wholesalers, retail-
ers or other channel members and 
consumer to buy a brand. It is business to 
business promotion which starts the 
chain of marketing going further to 
business and consumer.

Lindgern and Shimp (1996), highlight 
the role of personal selling as a form of 
person to person communication in which 
a salesperson works with prospective 
buyers and attempts to influence their 
purchases in the direction of his or her 
company's products or services. The 
degree to which personal selling is used 
by a company in its promotional mix 
depends on the product, selling costs, 
customers’ needs and customers’ 

locations. Celebrity endorsement of a 
brand has a direct impact on purchase 
intention (Singh and Banerjee, 2019). 
Kim and Jin (2019) explored the collabora-
tive consumption motivations for consum-
er goods and identified the different 
dimensions for it. 

Lou and Yuan (2018) study is based on 
the influence of social media on market-
ing decisions which is found to be quite 
substantial. The sway of social media in 
opinion formation regarding trustworthi-
ness of brands is found to be considerable. 
The study is based on a survey of social 
media users, suggesting its authenticity.  
Maslowska et al. (2020) through a sample 
study of 74 on-liners tell us that online 
reviews can play a significant role in the 
consumer decision-making processes and 
uses eye tracking to investigate how 
consumers attend to product pages. The 
results show product-related information 
is most important for the consumers, who 
also spend time on review-related 
information, particularly the review text 
and reviewer information. 

Zwanka and Bluff’s, (2020) study the 
potential impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic on global consumer traits, 
buying patterns, global interconnected-
ness and psychographic behavior, and 
other marketing activities by birth 
segments. Baby Boomers, Millennials, 
Centennials, show a long-term behavioral 
shifts due to the COVID-19 pandemic and 
the resulting shifts in consumer behavior 
in all countries. This is one of numerous 
studies that have been done to identify 
the influence of group influences such as 
of peer groups, opinion or reference 
groups, on consumer buying behavior 
(Solomon, 2016; Philip and Ashworth, 
2020).  There are studies to understand 
the role of marketing information on 
consumer buying behavior that might 
have been conveyed to the target consum-
ers through different promotion mixes 
and external – word-of-mouth variables 
(McDonald and Sharp, 2000; Burnett, 

2003; Tulay, 2003; Girard and Dion, 
2010); Kircher and Postlewaite, 2008; 
Kurtz, 2008; Peter and Olson, 2005; 
Ahmed, 2013 & 2017; Khenfer, et al. 
2020).

Of special interest is Sakkthivel and 
Sriram (2011) Omani study on acumen 
and risk-taking behavior of Omani entre-
preneurs, which is an interesting study. 
Another revealing study of Sakkthivel 
(2011a) is on the influence of the external 
and internal factor on the marketing 
behavior of consumers in respect of 
consumer durables in a developing econo-
my in Oman with $79.3 billion GDP and 
$16,424 per capital (World Bank, 2020). 

The Arab region is a distinct socio-eco-
nomic-cultural region, which is an 
economic ascendency (Ahmed and Rafiud-
din, 2018). As such the extensive region’s 
principalities like Oman appears to offer 
a good testing grounded for modern 
multi-variable marketing theory, adding 
to it an interesting Arab dimension. 
Omani’s are expected to be discerning or 
differentiating consumers. A sample 
study is made of the problem under inves-
tigation with 58 consumers from whom 
variables-influence data was collected. 
The study is expected to give insight into 

the factors of consumer demand, not only 
in the Sultanate of Oman, but also the 
vast and Arab world in general, which 
occupies a strategic place in consumer 
marketing.

Objectives and methodology

To know the impact of promotional and 
non-promotional factors of demand in  
Omani mobile marketing, to find out the 
relative weightage of the factors of 
demand and to suggest a suitable market-
ing strategy for mobile marketing or 
variables in mobile marketing in the 
Sultanate of Oman.

• H1: There is a significant impact of 
promotional mix strategies on consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile commu-
nication services

• H2: There is a significant impact of 
External - Word of Mouth (influence of 
peer groups, opinion groups etc.) on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services.

3.1 Research Model

3.2 Methodology

The study uses the exploratory and 
causal research design as it explores and 
intends to identify the impact of promo-
tional mix variables of advertising, sales 
promotion, direct marketing customer 
care, internet etc., variables and external 
variables of influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups – word of mouth on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services. 

The study was conducted in Sur, Sultan-
ate of Oman which represents the target 
population selected for the study. The 
study was conducted among students, 

employees (private and govt.), business-
men etc. The quota sampling technique 
has been used to collect primary data 
from the target respondents. The prima-
ry data was collected from 58 respond-
ents (N= 58) who had been selected for 
the analysis. A structured questionnaire 
was used to collect the response from the 
target respondents. The questionnaire 
consisted of 5-point Likert scale respons-
es (strongly agree…. strongly disagree). 
It was used to identify the impact of the 
promotion mix (advertising, sales promo-
tion, direct marketing (customer care) 
internet etc.) variables and external 
variables (influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups – word of mouth) on 
consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services. A T-Test 
is used to test the hypotheses and 
construct analysis (Sakkthivel, 2010; 

Sakkthivel and Sriram, 2011; Sakkthivel, 
2011) to identify the high to low impact of 
the selected variables on consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile communi-
cation services. Cronbach Alpha Reliabili-
ty Analysis is conducted to test the validi-
ty of the collection of the instrument data 
which produced a .699 response. 

Results 

4.1 Identification of the impact of signifi-
cant impact of promotional mix strategies 
on consumer buying behavior towards 
mobile communication services

*+/- denotes the positive or negative 
impact of the variables 

One sample T-Test (2- tailed, 95% 
confidence interval at 57df), held to identi-
fy the impact of promotion-mix variables 
such as: advertising, sales promotion, 
direct marketing (customer care), and 
internet on consumer buying behavior of 
mobile communication services.  This 
revealed the promotion-mix variables as 
follows: advertising (p<0.05), sales promo-
tion (p<0.05), direct marketing (customer 
care) (p<0.05), and internet (p<0.05) are 
found to have first a positive (+) impact on 
consumer buying and decision making 
behaviour towards buying mobile commu-
nication services. The results in Fig-2 
portray the impact of promotion-mix 
variables on consumer,  buying and 
decision making behaviour, upholding 

H1.  

4.2 Identification of impact of External – 
Word of Mouth (influence of peer groups, 
opinion groups etc.) variables on consum-
er buying behavior towards mobile 
communication services
Fig 3: External Variables Impact on 
Consumer buying behaviour of mobile 
phones 

One sample T-Test (2- tailed, 95% 

confidence interval at 57df) held to identi-
fy the impact of external – word of mouth 
(influence of peer groups, reference 
groups consumer buying behavior 
towards mobile communication services 
influence of peer groups (p<0.05) is found 
to have a significant impact on consumer 
buying and decision making behaviour, 
whereas the influence of reference groups 
(p>0.05) has no significant  impact  over 
consumer buying and decision making 
behaviour towards mobile communication 
services. It is evident from the results 
that the consumers are influenced by peer 
groups, however, reference groups found 
to elicit no influence. Thus, the results of 
the external variables are mixed, being 
positioned in respect of peer groups, but 
negative (-) concerning opinion groups, 
meaning mobile services consumers are, 
by and large, independent or self-depend-
ent in their decision making.

Degrees of influence
It is imperative to understand the degrees 
of influence of the promotion-mix varia-
bles and external – word of mouth varia-

bles on consumer buying and 
decision-making behaviour, which would 
provide a much-needed cue to the corpo-
rates to focus on the variables that would 
have high to low impact on consumer 
decision making. This information would 
help the companies to design effective 
promotion mix strategies, in order to 
reach the target consumers and influence 
them to make their buying decisions. 
Construct analysis (Sakkthivel and 
Sriram, 2011; Sakkthivel, 2011) is made 

use of to identify the high impact to low 
impact promotion mix and external – 
word of mouth variables on consumer 
buying and decision-making behaviour 
towards mobile communication services 
in high mobile use concerning the Sultan-
ate of Oman. 

The construct analysis is done by 
summing up the total scores of all the 
variables taken to identify the impact of 
consumer buying behaviour and identify 
the mean value by dividing by total 
number of samples selected for the study. 
The sum of the mean values of all the 
variables pertaining to a particular 
construct is divided by the no. of variables 
pertaining to that construct viz. advertis-
ing. 

(PMEi) = Impact of Promotion Mix and 
External – Word of Mouth Variables on 
Consumer buying behavior
Si = Agreement level score of the respond-
ents towards the influence of promotion 
mix and external – word of mouth varia-
bles  
Cj = Sum of Constructs score
Cn = No. of constructs taken  

The above model produces result of the 
constructs that have high to low impact 
values ‘i’ denotes the agreement level 
score, ‘j’ denotes the sum of constructs 
scores, and ‘n’ denotes the number of 
respondents and number of constructs 
taken for the study and analysis. The 
number of questions asked is grouped 
into constructs such as marketing 
information variables. These scores are 
arrived at from the constructs in terms of 
mean values which are interpreted from 
the highest to the lowest values, and 
given ranks as 1,2,3…n. The highest 
score denotes the highest impact on 
consumer buying behavior and so on. The 
sum of the mean values of constructs has 
been divided by the number of constructs 
selected for the study and the mean value 
arrived at was considered the midpoint. 
The mean values of the constructs above 
the mid-point are high impact variables, 

and vice versa.  Accordingly, advertising 
(c=3.96) secures 1st rank, followed by 
Internet (c=3.86), Direct Marketing 
(Customer care) (c=3.76), Sales Promo-
tion (c=3.72) ranking 2, 3 & 4. The Exter-
nal - Word of Mouth variables (c=3.33) 
Ranked 5th in influencing consumer 
buying behavior towards mobile communi-
cation services.

In order to identify the high to low impact 
promotion-mix and external – word of 
mouth variables on consumer buying 
behavior, the sum of the mean values of 
constructs is divided by the number of 
constructs (advertising, sales promotion, 
direct marketing (customer care), 
internet, word of mouth variables) select-
ed for the study, and the mid-point 
arrived at is (mv=3.72). The mid-point or 
mid value is an indicator to identify the 
high and low impact promotion-mix and 
word of mouth variables on consumer 
buying behavior towards using mobile 
communication services in Sur, in the 
Arab ic country of Oman, which is a 
member of GCC which is kin to an Arab 
Common Market. It is evident from the 
given results that the consumers are 
primarily influenced by advertising, 
internet, and direct marketing (customer 
care), whilst making decisions regarding 
mobile communication services. 

5. Conclusion and Managerial Implica-
tions 

The study unearths the promotion-mix 
and word-of-mouth variables which have 
significant impact on consumer buying 
behavior towards various mobile communi-
cation services in Sur city of Oman, for 
which the exercise, which is the first of its 
kind, has good tidings because all advertis-
ing tools are proved to be good promotion-
al tools. But it was surprising to notice 
that only few takers for peer group buying 
advices in mobile purchasing. This finding 
is not in line with, for example Solomon et 
al. 1999). Surprisingly, the influence of 
opinion groups is negative (-).

The aforesaid results provide a much 
needed cue to the managers on the impact 
of the promotion mix and external 
word-of-mouth variables of consumer 
buying behavior which, however, is of 
different degrees. The managers could 
understand the degrees of influence of the 
different variables on consumer buying 
behavior and act accordingly. There are 
high and low impacts promotional and 
word-of-mouth variables, which provide a 
holistic view of marketing to help the 
marketing managers design effective mix 
strategies to reach and influence target 
consumers using mobile communication 
services in Oman.  In Oman, mobile use is 
quite wide spread, and presently, adver-
tisement is not a mobile phone promotion-
al measure. Advertising is making mobile 
products and services known through 
print and electronic mediums and other 
means. Then there is the internet as 
another promotional tool, with the net 
having made forays into every household 
through smart phones. These results are 
consistent with the results of the previous 
research studies of (Lindgem and Shimp 
1996; Chitty and Barker, 2005; Kurtz, 
2008; Lou and Yuan, 2018). In sum, there 

are five avenues of marketing mobile 
phone services in the Sultanate of Oman, 
namely: advertisement, net sales promo-
tion, direct marketing, customer care, and 
informed peer group in the descending 
order of importance.

6. Limitations and Future Research 

The study of mobile phone marketing in 
the Sur city of Oman is influenced by 
promotional and non-promotional factors 
bringing out some interesting and valid 
outcomes. It has, however, limitations of 
time, data, sample, space or region. It is 
needless to say that the dynamics of 
marketing change over time and space, 
products and services, sample, etc., which 
call for further research on the problem of 
demand determinants.

The researchers, for example, could not 
include indirect information variables in 
the study, which would have provided a 
comprehensive view of the problem. There 
are gender class, income, age, locational 
(Rural-Urban), educational angles to the 
problem, which could be the areas of 
research on the problem. 

For example, do Brand Ambassadors sway 
the demand for goods and services? It is 
an interesting topic of future research on 
the problem. Thus, the field is wide open 
for any amount of future research. The 
future researchers may also attempt to 
test the impact of marketing information 
variables, individually, on consumer 
buying behavior, which may provide a 
comprehensive view. 
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4.8 Diagnosis Tests
Diagnosis tests or post estimate test were 
conducted to determine how reliable the 
estimates results are. This study conduct-
ed three diagnosis tests namely: VEC 
Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests, VEC 
Residual Normality Tests and VEC Resid-
ual Serial Correlation LM Tests.

A VEC Residual Serial Correlation LM 
test was conducted to determine if there is 
serial correlation in the model. The null 
hypothesis is that there is no serial correla-
tion in the model and this would be accept-
ed when the probability value is greater 
than 0.05%, otherwise we accept the 
alternative hypothesis.  The result shows 
that the probability value is higher than 

0.05% therefore we accept the null hypoth-
esis that there is no serial correlation or 
autocorrelation in the model. 

A VEC Residual Normality Tests was 
conducted using Skewness, Kurtosis and 
Jarque-Bera to determine if the variables 
are normally distributed. The null hypoth

esis is that the residuals are multivariate 
normally distributed and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis.  The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residual is multivari-

ate normally distributed.
A VEC Residual Heteroskedasticity Test 
was conducted to determine if the varia-
bles are Heteroskedasticity.  The null 
hypothesis is that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis. The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity rather they are 
Homoskedastic. 

Summary 
This study investigated the relationship 
between tax structures on economic 
growth in Nigeria between the periods of 
1980 - 2019.  The study adopted the endog-
enous growth model as its theoretical 
framework and specified its model is 
consistent with the theory.  The study 
made use of the Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) and Granger Causality 
estimation technique to analysis the data. 
The result revealed that company income 
tax and petroleum income tax had an 
adverse effect on the economy in Nigeria 
while personal income tax, value added 
tax, human capital and gross capital 
formation promotes economic growth in 
Nigeria. The Granger Causality that 
shows the direction of causality reveal 
that company income tax, value added tax 
and petroleum profit tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria, gross capital formation 
affects economic growth in Nigeria and 
economic growth affects human capital in 
Nigeria. 

Based on the findings, the study recom-
mends the following policy formulation for 
economic growth in Nigeria:

1. Government should diversify the econo-
my and focus less on PPT because of the 
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This study investigates the relationship between taxation and economic growth in 
Nigeria between the periods of 1980 -2019.  The study adopts the endogenous growth 
model as its theoretical framework. The study uses Vector Error Correction Model 
(VECM) and the Granger Causality estimation technique to analyze the data. The results 
reveal that company income tax and petroleum income tax hinder economic growth in 
Nigeria while personal income tax and value added tax promotes economic growth in 
Nigeria. The granger Causality result reveals that company income tax, value added tax 
and petroleum profit tax affects economic growth in Nigeria. The study recommends that 
government should focus more on VAT, which has no direct negative impact on company, 
rather enhance economic growth; also government should reduce the company income tax 
rate in order not to discourage investors vis-à-vis reducing company’s productivity, which 
can deteriorate economic growth, as reveled in the study. Furthermore, Government 
should diversify the economy and focus less on PPT because of the volatility nature of the 
oil sector and consequent unreliability in using it to project revenue and expenditure.

Adequate funding is required for any 
government to efficiently carry out its 
statutory functions. These functions have 
consistently been increasing due to the 
world’s political and economic dynamics 
vis-à-vis the ever changing global econo-
my. In addition to this, the Nigerian 
government is facing explosive popula-
tion growth which needs to be taken care 
of vis-à-vis challenges associated with 
high population. Regrettably, the 
revenue of Nigeria’s government has not 
been increasing to meet the ever increas-
ing expenditure. The major reason for 
this shortfall is the mono-economy 
nature of the country with heavy reliance 
on revenue from crude oil, which is highly 
volatile, and its price being exogenously 

determined. As such Nigeria is at the 
mercy of foreign countries and interna-
tional organizations for aid and loans to 
argument its income and these do come 
with stringent conditions which may not 
be completely good for the receiving econo-
my.  With the recent global financial 
crisis, foreign aid is not flowing as before 
to developing countries, including 
Nigeria, and this is adversely affecting 
different sectors of the economy. There-
fore, there is a need to diversify the econo-
my from oil by looking inward on how to 
finance the budget. Abomaye-Nimenibo 
et al. (2018) argued that taxation has 
been identified as one of the efficient 
ways of mobilizing domestic resources for 
economic growth globally. The need to 

focus on domestic revenue mobilization 
was further re-echoed by the G20 at their 
summit in 2010. Unfortunately, Nigeria 
has not fully harnessed this potential 
revenue as revealed by its tax quota. Tax 
quota is the ratio of total tax revenue to 
GDP and it is the most used indicator to 
measure tax burden. As of 2017 the tax 
quota of Nigeria was 5.7% which is far 
below the average for Africa of 17.2%, 
Latin America Countries average of 22.8, 
OECD average of 34.2%. This shows that 
Nigeria tax revenue to GDP is lower 
when compared to developed countries 
and even fell below the average of African 
and developing countries. This is adverse-
ly affecting the government in perform-
ing its responsibilities and spending in 
critical areas that would have stimulated 
economic growth. It is worthy of note that 
the Nigerian Government has been 
formulating different policies to improve 
its tax revenue among which are the tax 
policy reviews of 1991, 2003, 2012 and 
2017, and amendments of various 
taxation acts in order to suit the current 
realities. Despite all these measures to 
increase tax revenue which were expect-
ed to boost economic growth via adequate 
funding of public expenditure, the econo-
my has not been growing as expected as 
shown in Table 1.

This study is designed to determine the 
actual effect of tax on economic growth. 
Furthermore, there are empirical evidenc-
es on how taxation affects economic 
growth as researchers like Gashi et al. 
(2018), Babatunde et al. (2017), Chimilila 
(2018), and Vatavu, Lobont, Stefea and 
Brindescu-Olariu (2019) argue that 
taxation positively affect economic 

growth, while Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018), and Macek (2014), stated that 
economic growth was adversely affected 
by increment in taxation.  Michael and 
Friday (2018), Ilaboya and Mgbame 
(2012) concluded that taxation had no 
impact on economic growth. Given the 
controversies surrounding how taxation 
affects economic growth this study will 
investigate the way in which taxation has 
been affecting economic growth in 
Nigeria between 1980 and 2019. The 
study will make use of Company Income 
Tax, Personal Income Tax, Petroleum 
Profit Tax, Value Added Tax, human 
capital and gross capital formation as the 
explanatory variables while real Gross 
Domestic Product would be the depend-
ent variable. The data is sourced from 
Federal Inland Revenue Service and 
World Bank indicator. The statistical tool 
to be used for this study is E-view 10 
while the data would be analyzed with 
VECM and Granger Causality Test. The 
remaining part of this paper is structured 
as follow: section 2 is all about literature 
review, section 3 describes the methodolo-
gy which consist of theoretical framework 
and model specification, section four 
presents the data analysis, and lastly 
section 5 consist of summary and policy 
recommendations. 

Literature review
The origin of tax in Nigeria can be traced 
to 1904 when community tax was 
introduced in the Northern Nigeria, this 
was even before the amalgamation of the 
country in 1914 Ola (2001). This was 
later implemented in 1917 and 1921 in 
Western and Eastern region respectively 
Odusola (2006). Taxation is defined as a 
process of collecting taxes while tax is the 
compulsory monetary burden imposed by 
the government against its citizens to 
support in funding public expenditure. In 
Nigeria taxes are being levied on individu-
al, assets, corporate entities and transac-
tion. The National tax policy of 2012 spilt 
taxes being levied on Nigerian citizens on 
the following bases: 

(i) individual’s bases: personal 
income tax and development levy;
(ii) assets bases: property tax;
(iii) corporate entities bases: company 
income tax, education tax, technology 
level and petroleum profit tax; and 
(iv) transactions bases:  value added 
tax, capital gain tax, stamp duty, import 
duty and export duty.

Taxes has enormous important to the 
economy and this cannot be over-empha-
sized, some of the benefit of tax to the 
economy are: first, revenue generated 
from taxes can be used to develop other 
sector of the economy where government 
can generate more funds; second, it  can 
also be used to redistribute income in 
favor of the poor; third, revenue generat-
ed from taxes  can be used to provide 
social security to the indigents and poor 
of poor; fourth, revenue generated from 
taxes can be used to stimulate sectors 
that can create more jobs to the populace 
and create wealth for the junk majority of 
the citizens and develop the economy; 
fifth, revenue generated from taxes can 
be used to stimulate economic growth by 
using the revenue realized from it to 
provide basic infrastructure that can 
attract investors such as electricity, road 
and transportation; and lastly, revenue 
generated from taxes can be used to 
strengthen financial institutions and 
develop effective regulatory system. 
Despite these benefits of tax to the econo-
my, the tax revenue that have usually 
been realized in Nigeria are always short 
of target and this has been adversely 
affecting the implementation of the 
annual budget and economic growth in 
Nigeria. The reason for this low tax 
revenue are summarized below: First, 
high rate of tax avoidance and evasion 
coupled with lopsided tax laws vis-à-vis 
poor enforcement of the law due to 
limited manpower in tax administration 
in Nigeria. Second, the percentage of 
informal sector is higher than that of 
formal sector and in an informal sector 
there is improper record of profit generat-

ed on which tax would be based, also they 
have limited revenue potential so less tax 
can be generated as such the country tax 
base is narrow, i.e. the few working in 
formal sector pays the bulk of the govern-
ment revenue tax. Third, lack of social 
truth on the government, citizens don’t 
want to pay tax because of the fear that 
the fund would not be efficiently utilized 
or even embezzled. Corruption has been 
one of the menaces that is affecting 
Nigeria society as the country is rated the 
thirty-third most corrupt country in the 
world. Lastly, the high rate of tax exemp-
tion giving to investors has been reducing 
the expected tax revenue.  This is report-
ed by Van Parys and James (2009) and 
joint report by the IMF, OECD, UN and 
the World Bank (2011). IFC investor 
surveys reveals that tax incentives are 
not sufficient to attract investment to 
countries, rather a favorable investment 
climate, skills vis-à-vis market size and 
good governance does. Therefore, the tax 
incentives given are not necessary, rather 
it gives room for bribery and corruption in 
the tax administrative system Zee et al. 
(2002), and Fjeldstad and Semboja 
(2001).
  
Even though taxation is good for the 
economy as explained previously, Marina 
(1999), and Engen and Skinner (1996) are 
of the view that higher taxes do have 
adverse effect on the economy growth. 
They gave five ways through which tax do 
negatively affect economic growth as 
highlighted below:
First, higher tax can distort investment 
i.e. an increase in the statutory tax rate 
for income tax, corporate tax and capital 
gain tax would discourage investment. 
Second, higher tax can dwindle labor 
supply growth by discouraging workers 
from increasing their input and they will 
prefer leisure to work.  Third, it can 
dissuade productivity growth when 
expenditure on research and develop-
ment, that could lead to innovation and 
technological advancement, has been 
reduced Forth, tax can affect marginal 

productivity of capital when investors 
from highly taxed sectors to lower taxed 
sectors thereby lowering overall economic 
productivity. Fifth, high taxes on labor 
can distort the efficient use of human 
capital as labor would not be seeking 
employment in sectors with high tax, 
even when the sector has higher social 
productivity.

Empirical review on developed countries
Using a panel data, Stoilova and Patonov 
(2012) investigated the impact of tax on 
27 European Union member countries 
between 1995 and 2010, the result 
showed that direct tax contributed to 
economic growth. Likewise, Vatavu et al. 
(2019), explored how tax affects welfare 
gain and economic growth in the 7 richest 
European countries and 7 Central and 
Eastern Europe Countries.  Using the 
Granger Causality Test, the study 
showed that taxes contributes positively 
to economic. Similarly, Tosun and Abiza-
deh (2005), in their study of OECD 
countries between 1980 and 1999 using 
fixed effect random estimation technique, 
found that personal tax and property tax 
had positive impacts on economic growth 
while corporate tax and international 
trade tax had no significant impact on 
economic growth. 
Conversely, Macek (2014) investigated 
the impact of tax on OECD countries 
using panel dataset between the period of 
2000 and 2011.  Macek found that person-
al income tax, corporate tax and social 
security contribution adversely affects 
economic growth. Likewise, Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), in their study of 25 
rich OECD countries between the periods 
1975 - 2010 found that personal income 
tax and corporate tax inhibits economic 
growth.  Furthermore, Hakim, Karia and 
Bujang (2016), used Arellano-Bond 
dynamic panel GMM estimation 
technique to investigate the impact of 
goods and service tax on economic growth 
in developing and developed countries 
between 2005 and 2012. Their study 

revealed that goods and services tax had 
negative impact on economic growth of 
developing countries, but had positive 
impact on economic growth of developed 
countries.

Empirical review on developing countries
Canavire-Bacarreza et al. (2013), in their 
work, examined the relationship between 
taxation and economic growth in Latin 
America using generalized method of 
moments (GMM) estimation technique 
found that personal income tax, corporate 
tax and consumption tax contributed 
positively to economic growth. Also, 
Babatunde et al. (2017) investigated how 
taxation affected economic growth in 
African countries from 2004 to 2013 
using the panel estimation technique; 
they found that tax revenue promoted 
economic growth. Furthermore, Chimilila 
(2018) examined the long-run effect of 
domestic resource mobilization (tax) on 
economic growth in Tanzania between 
1996 and 2015 using the Autoregressive 
Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. He found that domestic 
resource mobilization (tax) enhanced 
economic growth in the long-run. Similar-
ly, in their study of the impact of tax 
revenue on economic growth in Nigeria 
and Ghana between 2000 and 2016 using 
multiple regression estimation 
technique, Egbunike et al. (2018) 
revealed that tax revenue had positive 
impact on economic growth.  In addition, 
Gashi et al. (2018), investigated the 
impact of tax structure on the economic 
growth of Kosovo between the period of 
2007 and 2015 using Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) analytical tool, the study 
revealed that tax positively influence 
economic growth. 
Contrariwise, Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018) investigated the effect of taxation 
on economic growth of South Africa 
between 1981 and 2916 using Auto-Re-
gressive Distribution Lag (ARDL) estima-
tion technique and found that taxes 
hampered economic growth. Using 

Ordinary Least Square technique to 
investigate the effect of tax on Kenya’s 
economic growth from 1973 to 2010, 
Owino (2019) found that Customs Duty 
(CD) and Excise Duty (ED) instigated 
economic growth while income tax (IT), 
and Value Added Tax (VAT) are insignifi-
cant to economic growth. 
Empirical review on Nigeria
 Umoru and Anyiwe (2013) in their study 
investigated the relationship between tax 
structure and economic growth in 
Nigeria between the period of 1988 and 
2011 using Johansen’s co-integration 
estimation technique. They found that 
direct tax contributed positively to 
economic growth while indirect tax 
deterred economic growth. Furthermore, 
Onakoya and Fintinni (2016) examined 
the relationship between tax revenue and 
economic growth in Nigeria between 
1980 and 2013 using Vector Error Correc-
tion Model (VECM).  They found that 
petroleum profit tax and company income 
tax positively influence economic growth 
while customs and excise duties inhibit 
economic growth. Also, Uzoka & Chiedu 
(2018) explored the impact of tax revenue 
on economic growth in Nigeria from 1997 
to 2016 using Vector Error Correction 
Mechanism (VECM) estimation 
technique, the study showed that PPT, 
CIT, VAT and CED positively influenced 
economic growth, while CGT and EDT 
had no impact on economic growth.
Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018), 
explored how tax affect economic growth 
between the period of 1980 and 2015 
using Johansen co-integration model. 
They found that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and custom and 
excise duties did not affect economic 
growth. This was a similar result to 
Ilaboya and Mgbame (2012) in their 
study to determine the impact of tax on 
economic growth in Nigeria between the 
period of 1980 and 2011 using Autoregres-
sive Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. They found that indirect tax 

has no impact on economic growth. 

Methodology 
Theoretical framework
Endogenous growth model is a conglomer-
ation of various theoretical and empirical 
work and it came into being in the 1980’s, 
Romer (1994). The model opposed the 
neoclassical growth theory which argued 
that long run economic growth is been 
influenced by external influence i.e. 
technology spillover and population 
growth. Endogenous growth model is of 
the view that economic growth is 
determined by the system governing the 
production process rather than by forces 
outside that system, Todaro and Smith 
(2012). The Endogenous growth theory 
states that the changes in technology 
which affects economic growth are a 
result of education, training and invest-
ment in research by private investors 
vis-à-vis government. Furthermore, the 
theory explains how government policies 
encourage incentives to enhance both 
human and physical capital which often 
lead to economic growth. Thus the theory 
explains how changes in government 
policies can influence output and how 
innovation via investments in human and 
physical capital can foster economic 
growth. Mahir and Azra (2017), state that 
this theory made fiscal policy a crucial 
field of study of economic growth by 
incorporating tax and expenditure as 
long-run determinate of growth. The 
model classified tax into distortionary 
and non-distortionary tax. Distortionary 
tax are taxes that dissuade investment 
which consequently reduce economic 
growth while non-distortionary tax does 
not discourage investment and therefore 
has no adverse effect on economic growth. 

Model specification
This study patterns its model specifica-
tion in line with the theoretical frame-
work.
Y=AK      

(1) Where Y means output, A, means 
factors that affects technology and K 
implies both physical and human capital. 
Introducing the tax variable into the 
Equation 1 above leads to the model this 
study uses as specified in Equation 2 
below.
RGDP = f (CIT, PIT, PPT, VAT, SSER, 
GCF).       
(2) RGDP= β_0+β_1 CIT+ β_2 PIT+β_3 

PPT+β_4 VAT+ β_5 HUC+ β_6 GCF+µ_t    
(3)Where: RGDP: Real Gross Domestic 
Product 
CIT: Company Income Tax
PIT: Personal Income Tax
PPT: Petroleum Profit Tax
VAT: Value Added Tax
HUC: Proxy by secondary school 
enrolment rate 
GCF: Gross Capital Formation.
µ_t = error term.
Equation 3 below is the econometrics 
form of equation 2: 
RGDP_t=β_0+β_1 (CIT)_t+ β_2 (PIT)_t+β
_3 (PPT)_t+β_4 (VAT)_t+ β_5 (HUC)_t+ β
_6 (GCF)+µ_t
(4) The variables were log and the logged 
model is presented below.
(5) InRGDP_t=β_0+〖Inβ〗_1 (CIT)_t+ 〖
Inβ〗_2 (PIT)_t+〖Inβ〗_3 (PPT)_t+〖In
β〗_4 (VAT)_t+ 〖Inβ〗_5 (HUC)_t+ Inβ
_6 (GCF)_t+µ_t

3.3 Apriori expectation
All the variables are expected to have a 
positive relationship with economic 
growth.

4.1 Descriptive Analysis
The Table 2 below shows the summary of 
the descriptive analysis. The estimated 
mean which is being used to evaluate the 
pattern of distribution revealed that real 
gross domestic product recorded the 
highest with the value of 10.276 while 
Human Capital recorded the lowest with 
the value of 3.416. The standard devia-
tion which do reveal the volatility of varia-
bles showed that company income tax is 
the most volatile variable, while Human 
Capita is the least. The skewness statis-
tics indicated that only real gross domes-
tic product is positively skewed while 
other variables were negatively skewed. 
The Kurtosis statistics revealed that all 
the variables under study are mesokurtic. 
The Jarque-Bera statistic showed that 
the null hypothesis of normal distribution 
was rejected for all the variables at 5% 
critical value.

4.2 Unit root test

This study conducts Unit Root Test to 
determine the stationarity of each varia-
ble. This is done because most time series 
data are assumed to be non-stationary 
and when regression analysis is conduct-
ed on a  non-stationary variable, it gives 
spurious or nonsense regression (Gujarati 
2011). This study made use of ADF and 
Philip Peron (P-P) test to conduct the 
stationarity test. The two method were 
used to get a more accurate stationarity of 
each variable. The summary of the test is 
presented below in Table 3.

The result from both AD
F and P-P Unit Root Test as displayed 
above show that all the time series data 
being used in this study are integrated of 
order one I(1). Therefore, this study will 
make use of Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) estimation technique as 
the requirement for its usage has been 
met. 

4.3 Lag length selection.
Having established the estimation 
technique to be used, it is logical to 
determine the optimum lag length to be 
used before proceeding to the test. There-
fore, lag selection criterion would be 
conducted to determine the optimum lag 
length for the model. This study used AIC 
criterion.

*indicates lag order selected by the criteri-
on.
From the above table the optimum lag 
using AIC criterion is 2, therefore, this 
study would be using lag 2 in the estima-
tion technique. 
4.4 Johansen Co-integration test,
Having identified the optimal lag length, 
the next thing is to determine if there is 
cointegration in the model using the 
Johansen Co-integration test.

The null hypothesis is that there is no 
co-integration in the model and, where 
there is asterisk, we shall reject the null 
hypothesis that the variables are not 
co-integrated at 5% significant level and 
accept the alternative hypothesis that 
there is co-integration. Trace test shows 
that there is five co-integrating equation 
while the Maximum Eigenvalue shows 
that there are four co-integrating 

equation. In sum, the test reveals that 
there is co-integrating relationship in the 
model and that there is a long-run relation-
ship between economic growth on one 
hand and company income tax, gross 
capital formation, personal income tax, 
petroleum income tax, human resources 
and value added tax on the other hand.

Due to the normalization process, the 
normalized co-integration coefficient signs 
are always being reverse to enable proper 
interpretation of the model.

Table 6 shows that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and value added tax 
positively influence economic growth in 
Nigeria, while gross capital formation, 
personal income tax and human capital 
adversely affects economic growth in 
Nigeria. 4.6 VECM regression of taxation 
and economic growth

R-square: 0.678; Adj. R-square: 0.589; 
SSR: 0.021; SSE: 0.027; F-stat.: 7.619; LL: 
88.418; AIC:-4.179; SC: -3.792; 

∆〖LOG(RDGP)〗_t  = - 0.343〖ECT〗
_(t-1) + 〖0.269∆LOG(RGDP)〗_(t-1 )– 〖
0.019∆LOG(CIT)〗_(t-1 )+ 〖0.0403∆
LOG(GCF)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.062∆LOG(PIT)
〗_(t-1 )– 〖0.012∆LOG(PPT)〗_(t-1  )+ 〖
0.117∆LOG(HUC)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.002∆
LOG(VAT)〗_(t-1 )+ 0.021

The error correction term is well defined 
as it is negative and significant as the 
t-statistic is greater than two. The co-effi-
cient is -0.343 which implies that 34.3% 
previous periods deviation from the long 
run equilibrium in economic growth is  
been corrected by GCF, PIT, PPT, SSER 

and VAT within one period. 

The above result further revealed that 
company income tax has a negative signifi-
cant effect on Nigeria economic growth in 
the short run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of CIT would lead to 0.019% 
decrease in RGDP on the current year. 

This implies that, as company income tax 
increases, the profit after tax, which is 
supposed to be used to expand the compa-
ny, declines and this in turn adversely 
affects economic growth in Nigeria. This is 
in accordance with the work of Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), but does not conform 
to the apriori expectation.  

Conversely, gross capital formation has a 
positive significant influence on Nigeria 
economic growth in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
GCF would lead to 0.0403% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This means 
that that the more fixed assets are being 
acquired by the country the more the 
economy grows in Nigeria. This conform to 
the apriori expectation.
  

Furthermore, personal income tax has a 
positive significant influence on Nigerian 
economic growth in the short run, i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
PIT would lead to 0.062% increase in 
RGDP in the current year. This implies 
that, as more revenue are being generated 
through personal income tax and the 
revenue are being used for developmental 
projects, the economic grows. This is in 
agreement with the work of Tosun and 
Abizadeh (2005) and conform to the 
apriori expectation.  
Petroleum profit tax had no significant 
impact on economic growth in Nigeria. 
This could be because of the volatility in 

the oil sector for instance when the expect-
ed oil revenue is being used to project 
government expenditure and there is a 
shock in the sector the proposed project 
may not be executed. Therefore, petrole-
um profit tax is not a reliable source of 
revenue. This is in agreement with the 
work of Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018) 
but does not conform to the apriori expec-
tation. 
Human Capital positively and significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria in 
the long-run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of HUC would lead to 
0.117% increase in RGDP on the current 
year. This conform to the apriori expecta-
tion. 

 

Lastly, value added tax enhance economic 
growth in Nigeria in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
VAT would lead to 0.002% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This implies 
that as more revenue are being realized 
through VAT, the economic grows. This is 
in tandem with the work of Uzoka & 
Chiedu (2018), and conform to the apriori 
expectation.  

4.7 Causality Test
A causality test is conducted to examine 
causal relationship between two varia-
bles. There are different methods of inves-
tigating causal relationship, however, this 
study will make use of the Pairwise Grang

er Causality Test. The null hypothesis is 
that there is no causal relationship 
between the two and the alternative 
hypothesis is that there is causal relation-
ship between the two variables. The null 
hypothesis would be accepted if the proba-
bility value is more than 5%, however, if 
the probability value is equal or less than 
5% we reject the null hypothesis and 
accept the alternative hypothesis. 
The Pairwise Granger causality result is 
present in the table 6 below. The result 
reveals the following: (i) there is uni-direc-
tional causality from CIT to RGDP, i.e. 
company income tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria. (ii) there is bi-direction-
al causality between GCF and RGDP, i.e. 
gross capital formation affects economic 
growth in Nigeria vice-versa. (iii) There is 
uni-directional causality from PPT to 
RGDP, i.e. petroleum profit tax significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria. (iv) 
There is uni-directional causality from 
RGDP to HUC, i.e. economic growth in 
Nigeria affects Human capital. (v) There 
is uni-directional causality from VAT to 
RGDP, i.e. value added tax has an impact 
on economic growth in Nigeria. 

volatility nature of the oil sector and conse-
quent unreliability in using it to project 
revenue and expenditure.
2. Government should intensify efforts to 
capture and ensure payment of income tax 
by the informal sector which employs 
more than 50% of the total labor force in 
Nigeria as personal income tax promotes 
economic growth.
3. Government should focus more on VAT 
which has no direct negative impact on 
companies rather enhances economic 
growth and also gives some concessions to 
company income tax to reduce its adverse 
effect on the companies and, in turn, 
deteriorates economic growth as reveled 
in the study.
4. Government should formulate policies 
that would encourage human capital devel-
opment as it enhances economic growth.
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4.8 Diagnosis Tests
Diagnosis tests or post estimate test were 
conducted to determine how reliable the 
estimates results are. This study conduct-
ed three diagnosis tests namely: VEC 
Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests, VEC 
Residual Normality Tests and VEC Resid-
ual Serial Correlation LM Tests.

A VEC Residual Serial Correlation LM 
test was conducted to determine if there is 
serial correlation in the model. The null 
hypothesis is that there is no serial correla-
tion in the model and this would be accept-
ed when the probability value is greater 
than 0.05%, otherwise we accept the 
alternative hypothesis.  The result shows 
that the probability value is higher than 

0.05% therefore we accept the null hypoth-
esis that there is no serial correlation or 
autocorrelation in the model. 

A VEC Residual Normality Tests was 
conducted using Skewness, Kurtosis and 
Jarque-Bera to determine if the variables 
are normally distributed. The null hypoth

esis is that the residuals are multivariate 
normally distributed and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis.  The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residual is multivari-

ate normally distributed.
A VEC Residual Heteroskedasticity Test 
was conducted to determine if the varia-
bles are Heteroskedasticity.  The null 
hypothesis is that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis. The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity rather they are 
Homoskedastic. 

Summary 
This study investigated the relationship 
between tax structures on economic 
growth in Nigeria between the periods of 
1980 - 2019.  The study adopted the endog-
enous growth model as its theoretical 
framework and specified its model is 
consistent with the theory.  The study 
made use of the Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) and Granger Causality 
estimation technique to analysis the data. 
The result revealed that company income 
tax and petroleum income tax had an 
adverse effect on the economy in Nigeria 
while personal income tax, value added 
tax, human capital and gross capital 
formation promotes economic growth in 
Nigeria. The Granger Causality that 
shows the direction of causality reveal 
that company income tax, value added tax 
and petroleum profit tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria, gross capital formation 
affects economic growth in Nigeria and 
economic growth affects human capital in 
Nigeria. 

Based on the findings, the study recom-
mends the following policy formulation for 
economic growth in Nigeria:

1. Government should diversify the econo-
my and focus less on PPT because of the 

Adequate funding is required for any 
government to efficiently carry out its 
statutory functions. These functions have 
consistently been increasing due to the 
world’s political and economic dynamics 
vis-à-vis the ever changing global econo-
my. In addition to this, the Nigerian 
government is facing explosive popula-
tion growth which needs to be taken care 
of vis-à-vis challenges associated with 
high population. Regrettably, the 
revenue of Nigeria’s government has not 
been increasing to meet the ever increas-
ing expenditure. The major reason for 
this shortfall is the mono-economy 
nature of the country with heavy reliance 
on revenue from crude oil, which is highly 
volatile, and its price being exogenously 

determined. As such Nigeria is at the 
mercy of foreign countries and interna-
tional organizations for aid and loans to 
argument its income and these do come 
with stringent conditions which may not 
be completely good for the receiving econo-
my.  With the recent global financial 
crisis, foreign aid is not flowing as before 
to developing countries, including 
Nigeria, and this is adversely affecting 
different sectors of the economy. There-
fore, there is a need to diversify the econo-
my from oil by looking inward on how to 
finance the budget. Abomaye-Nimenibo 
et al. (2018) argued that taxation has 
been identified as one of the efficient 
ways of mobilizing domestic resources for 
economic growth globally. The need to 

focus on domestic revenue mobilization 
was further re-echoed by the G20 at their 
summit in 2010. Unfortunately, Nigeria 
has not fully harnessed this potential 
revenue as revealed by its tax quota. Tax 
quota is the ratio of total tax revenue to 
GDP and it is the most used indicator to 
measure tax burden. As of 2017 the tax 
quota of Nigeria was 5.7% which is far 
below the average for Africa of 17.2%, 
Latin America Countries average of 22.8, 
OECD average of 34.2%. This shows that 
Nigeria tax revenue to GDP is lower 
when compared to developed countries 
and even fell below the average of African 
and developing countries. This is adverse-
ly affecting the government in perform-
ing its responsibilities and spending in 
critical areas that would have stimulated 
economic growth. It is worthy of note that 
the Nigerian Government has been 
formulating different policies to improve 
its tax revenue among which are the tax 
policy reviews of 1991, 2003, 2012 and 
2017, and amendments of various 
taxation acts in order to suit the current 
realities. Despite all these measures to 
increase tax revenue which were expect-
ed to boost economic growth via adequate 
funding of public expenditure, the econo-
my has not been growing as expected as 
shown in Table 1.

This study is designed to determine the 
actual effect of tax on economic growth. 
Furthermore, there are empirical evidenc-
es on how taxation affects economic 
growth as researchers like Gashi et al. 
(2018), Babatunde et al. (2017), Chimilila 
(2018), and Vatavu, Lobont, Stefea and 
Brindescu-Olariu (2019) argue that 
taxation positively affect economic 

growth, while Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018), and Macek (2014), stated that 
economic growth was adversely affected 
by increment in taxation.  Michael and 
Friday (2018), Ilaboya and Mgbame 
(2012) concluded that taxation had no 
impact on economic growth. Given the 
controversies surrounding how taxation 
affects economic growth this study will 
investigate the way in which taxation has 
been affecting economic growth in 
Nigeria between 1980 and 2019. The 
study will make use of Company Income 
Tax, Personal Income Tax, Petroleum 
Profit Tax, Value Added Tax, human 
capital and gross capital formation as the 
explanatory variables while real Gross 
Domestic Product would be the depend-
ent variable. The data is sourced from 
Federal Inland Revenue Service and 
World Bank indicator. The statistical tool 
to be used for this study is E-view 10 
while the data would be analyzed with 
VECM and Granger Causality Test. The 
remaining part of this paper is structured 
as follow: section 2 is all about literature 
review, section 3 describes the methodolo-
gy which consist of theoretical framework 
and model specification, section four 
presents the data analysis, and lastly 
section 5 consist of summary and policy 
recommendations. 

Literature review
The origin of tax in Nigeria can be traced 
to 1904 when community tax was 
introduced in the Northern Nigeria, this 
was even before the amalgamation of the 
country in 1914 Ola (2001). This was 
later implemented in 1917 and 1921 in 
Western and Eastern region respectively 
Odusola (2006). Taxation is defined as a 
process of collecting taxes while tax is the 
compulsory monetary burden imposed by 
the government against its citizens to 
support in funding public expenditure. In 
Nigeria taxes are being levied on individu-
al, assets, corporate entities and transac-
tion. The National tax policy of 2012 spilt 
taxes being levied on Nigerian citizens on 
the following bases: 

(i) individual’s bases: personal 
income tax and development levy;
(ii) assets bases: property tax;
(iii) corporate entities bases: company 
income tax, education tax, technology 
level and petroleum profit tax; and 
(iv) transactions bases:  value added 
tax, capital gain tax, stamp duty, import 
duty and export duty.

Taxes has enormous important to the 
economy and this cannot be over-empha-
sized, some of the benefit of tax to the 
economy are: first, revenue generated 
from taxes can be used to develop other 
sector of the economy where government 
can generate more funds; second, it  can 
also be used to redistribute income in 
favor of the poor; third, revenue generat-
ed from taxes  can be used to provide 
social security to the indigents and poor 
of poor; fourth, revenue generated from 
taxes can be used to stimulate sectors 
that can create more jobs to the populace 
and create wealth for the junk majority of 
the citizens and develop the economy; 
fifth, revenue generated from taxes can 
be used to stimulate economic growth by 
using the revenue realized from it to 
provide basic infrastructure that can 
attract investors such as electricity, road 
and transportation; and lastly, revenue 
generated from taxes can be used to 
strengthen financial institutions and 
develop effective regulatory system. 
Despite these benefits of tax to the econo-
my, the tax revenue that have usually 
been realized in Nigeria are always short 
of target and this has been adversely 
affecting the implementation of the 
annual budget and economic growth in 
Nigeria. The reason for this low tax 
revenue are summarized below: First, 
high rate of tax avoidance and evasion 
coupled with lopsided tax laws vis-à-vis 
poor enforcement of the law due to 
limited manpower in tax administration 
in Nigeria. Second, the percentage of 
informal sector is higher than that of 
formal sector and in an informal sector 
there is improper record of profit generat-

ed on which tax would be based, also they 
have limited revenue potential so less tax 
can be generated as such the country tax 
base is narrow, i.e. the few working in 
formal sector pays the bulk of the govern-
ment revenue tax. Third, lack of social 
truth on the government, citizens don’t 
want to pay tax because of the fear that 
the fund would not be efficiently utilized 
or even embezzled. Corruption has been 
one of the menaces that is affecting 
Nigeria society as the country is rated the 
thirty-third most corrupt country in the 
world. Lastly, the high rate of tax exemp-
tion giving to investors has been reducing 
the expected tax revenue.  This is report-
ed by Van Parys and James (2009) and 
joint report by the IMF, OECD, UN and 
the World Bank (2011). IFC investor 
surveys reveals that tax incentives are 
not sufficient to attract investment to 
countries, rather a favorable investment 
climate, skills vis-à-vis market size and 
good governance does. Therefore, the tax 
incentives given are not necessary, rather 
it gives room for bribery and corruption in 
the tax administrative system Zee et al. 
(2002), and Fjeldstad and Semboja 
(2001).
  
Even though taxation is good for the 
economy as explained previously, Marina 
(1999), and Engen and Skinner (1996) are 
of the view that higher taxes do have 
adverse effect on the economy growth. 
They gave five ways through which tax do 
negatively affect economic growth as 
highlighted below:
First, higher tax can distort investment 
i.e. an increase in the statutory tax rate 
for income tax, corporate tax and capital 
gain tax would discourage investment. 
Second, higher tax can dwindle labor 
supply growth by discouraging workers 
from increasing their input and they will 
prefer leisure to work.  Third, it can 
dissuade productivity growth when 
expenditure on research and develop-
ment, that could lead to innovation and 
technological advancement, has been 
reduced Forth, tax can affect marginal 

productivity of capital when investors 
from highly taxed sectors to lower taxed 
sectors thereby lowering overall economic 
productivity. Fifth, high taxes on labor 
can distort the efficient use of human 
capital as labor would not be seeking 
employment in sectors with high tax, 
even when the sector has higher social 
productivity.

Empirical review on developed countries
Using a panel data, Stoilova and Patonov 
(2012) investigated the impact of tax on 
27 European Union member countries 
between 1995 and 2010, the result 
showed that direct tax contributed to 
economic growth. Likewise, Vatavu et al. 
(2019), explored how tax affects welfare 
gain and economic growth in the 7 richest 
European countries and 7 Central and 
Eastern Europe Countries.  Using the 
Granger Causality Test, the study 
showed that taxes contributes positively 
to economic. Similarly, Tosun and Abiza-
deh (2005), in their study of OECD 
countries between 1980 and 1999 using 
fixed effect random estimation technique, 
found that personal tax and property tax 
had positive impacts on economic growth 
while corporate tax and international 
trade tax had no significant impact on 
economic growth. 
Conversely, Macek (2014) investigated 
the impact of tax on OECD countries 
using panel dataset between the period of 
2000 and 2011.  Macek found that person-
al income tax, corporate tax and social 
security contribution adversely affects 
economic growth. Likewise, Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), in their study of 25 
rich OECD countries between the periods 
1975 - 2010 found that personal income 
tax and corporate tax inhibits economic 
growth.  Furthermore, Hakim, Karia and 
Bujang (2016), used Arellano-Bond 
dynamic panel GMM estimation 
technique to investigate the impact of 
goods and service tax on economic growth 
in developing and developed countries 
between 2005 and 2012. Their study 

revealed that goods and services tax had 
negative impact on economic growth of 
developing countries, but had positive 
impact on economic growth of developed 
countries.

Empirical review on developing countries
Canavire-Bacarreza et al. (2013), in their 
work, examined the relationship between 
taxation and economic growth in Latin 
America using generalized method of 
moments (GMM) estimation technique 
found that personal income tax, corporate 
tax and consumption tax contributed 
positively to economic growth. Also, 
Babatunde et al. (2017) investigated how 
taxation affected economic growth in 
African countries from 2004 to 2013 
using the panel estimation technique; 
they found that tax revenue promoted 
economic growth. Furthermore, Chimilila 
(2018) examined the long-run effect of 
domestic resource mobilization (tax) on 
economic growth in Tanzania between 
1996 and 2015 using the Autoregressive 
Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. He found that domestic 
resource mobilization (tax) enhanced 
economic growth in the long-run. Similar-
ly, in their study of the impact of tax 
revenue on economic growth in Nigeria 
and Ghana between 2000 and 2016 using 
multiple regression estimation 
technique, Egbunike et al. (2018) 
revealed that tax revenue had positive 
impact on economic growth.  In addition, 
Gashi et al. (2018), investigated the 
impact of tax structure on the economic 
growth of Kosovo between the period of 
2007 and 2015 using Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) analytical tool, the study 
revealed that tax positively influence 
economic growth. 
Contrariwise, Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018) investigated the effect of taxation 
on economic growth of South Africa 
between 1981 and 2916 using Auto-Re-
gressive Distribution Lag (ARDL) estima-
tion technique and found that taxes 
hampered economic growth. Using 

Ordinary Least Square technique to 
investigate the effect of tax on Kenya’s 
economic growth from 1973 to 2010, 
Owino (2019) found that Customs Duty 
(CD) and Excise Duty (ED) instigated 
economic growth while income tax (IT), 
and Value Added Tax (VAT) are insignifi-
cant to economic growth. 
Empirical review on Nigeria
 Umoru and Anyiwe (2013) in their study 
investigated the relationship between tax 
structure and economic growth in 
Nigeria between the period of 1988 and 
2011 using Johansen’s co-integration 
estimation technique. They found that 
direct tax contributed positively to 
economic growth while indirect tax 
deterred economic growth. Furthermore, 
Onakoya and Fintinni (2016) examined 
the relationship between tax revenue and 
economic growth in Nigeria between 
1980 and 2013 using Vector Error Correc-
tion Model (VECM).  They found that 
petroleum profit tax and company income 
tax positively influence economic growth 
while customs and excise duties inhibit 
economic growth. Also, Uzoka & Chiedu 
(2018) explored the impact of tax revenue 
on economic growth in Nigeria from 1997 
to 2016 using Vector Error Correction 
Mechanism (VECM) estimation 
technique, the study showed that PPT, 
CIT, VAT and CED positively influenced 
economic growth, while CGT and EDT 
had no impact on economic growth.
Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018), 
explored how tax affect economic growth 
between the period of 1980 and 2015 
using Johansen co-integration model. 
They found that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and custom and 
excise duties did not affect economic 
growth. This was a similar result to 
Ilaboya and Mgbame (2012) in their 
study to determine the impact of tax on 
economic growth in Nigeria between the 
period of 1980 and 2011 using Autoregres-
sive Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. They found that indirect tax 

has no impact on economic growth. 

Methodology 
Theoretical framework
Endogenous growth model is a conglomer-
ation of various theoretical and empirical 
work and it came into being in the 1980’s, 
Romer (1994). The model opposed the 
neoclassical growth theory which argued 
that long run economic growth is been 
influenced by external influence i.e. 
technology spillover and population 
growth. Endogenous growth model is of 
the view that economic growth is 
determined by the system governing the 
production process rather than by forces 
outside that system, Todaro and Smith 
(2012). The Endogenous growth theory 
states that the changes in technology 
which affects economic growth are a 
result of education, training and invest-
ment in research by private investors 
vis-à-vis government. Furthermore, the 
theory explains how government policies 
encourage incentives to enhance both 
human and physical capital which often 
lead to economic growth. Thus the theory 
explains how changes in government 
policies can influence output and how 
innovation via investments in human and 
physical capital can foster economic 
growth. Mahir and Azra (2017), state that 
this theory made fiscal policy a crucial 
field of study of economic growth by 
incorporating tax and expenditure as 
long-run determinate of growth. The 
model classified tax into distortionary 
and non-distortionary tax. Distortionary 
tax are taxes that dissuade investment 
which consequently reduce economic 
growth while non-distortionary tax does 
not discourage investment and therefore 
has no adverse effect on economic growth. 

Model specification
This study patterns its model specifica-
tion in line with the theoretical frame-
work.
Y=AK      

(1) Where Y means output, A, means 
factors that affects technology and K 
implies both physical and human capital. 
Introducing the tax variable into the 
Equation 1 above leads to the model this 
study uses as specified in Equation 2 
below.
RGDP = f (CIT, PIT, PPT, VAT, SSER, 
GCF).       
(2) RGDP= β_0+β_1 CIT+ β_2 PIT+β_3 

PPT+β_4 VAT+ β_5 HUC+ β_6 GCF+µ_t    
(3)Where: RGDP: Real Gross Domestic 
Product 
CIT: Company Income Tax
PIT: Personal Income Tax
PPT: Petroleum Profit Tax
VAT: Value Added Tax
HUC: Proxy by secondary school 
enrolment rate 
GCF: Gross Capital Formation.
µ_t = error term.
Equation 3 below is the econometrics 
form of equation 2: 
RGDP_t=β_0+β_1 (CIT)_t+ β_2 (PIT)_t+β
_3 (PPT)_t+β_4 (VAT)_t+ β_5 (HUC)_t+ β
_6 (GCF)+µ_t
(4) The variables were log and the logged 
model is presented below.
(5) InRGDP_t=β_0+〖Inβ〗_1 (CIT)_t+ 〖
Inβ〗_2 (PIT)_t+〖Inβ〗_3 (PPT)_t+〖In
β〗_4 (VAT)_t+ 〖Inβ〗_5 (HUC)_t+ Inβ
_6 (GCF)_t+µ_t

3.3 Apriori expectation
All the variables are expected to have a 
positive relationship with economic 
growth.

4.1 Descriptive Analysis
The Table 2 below shows the summary of 
the descriptive analysis. The estimated 
mean which is being used to evaluate the 
pattern of distribution revealed that real 
gross domestic product recorded the 
highest with the value of 10.276 while 
Human Capital recorded the lowest with 
the value of 3.416. The standard devia-
tion which do reveal the volatility of varia-
bles showed that company income tax is 
the most volatile variable, while Human 
Capita is the least. The skewness statis-
tics indicated that only real gross domes-
tic product is positively skewed while 
other variables were negatively skewed. 
The Kurtosis statistics revealed that all 
the variables under study are mesokurtic. 
The Jarque-Bera statistic showed that 
the null hypothesis of normal distribution 
was rejected for all the variables at 5% 
critical value.

4.2 Unit root test

This study conducts Unit Root Test to 
determine the stationarity of each varia-
ble. This is done because most time series 
data are assumed to be non-stationary 
and when regression analysis is conduct-
ed on a  non-stationary variable, it gives 
spurious or nonsense regression (Gujarati 
2011). This study made use of ADF and 
Philip Peron (P-P) test to conduct the 
stationarity test. The two method were 
used to get a more accurate stationarity of 
each variable. The summary of the test is 
presented below in Table 3.

The result from both AD
F and P-P Unit Root Test as displayed 
above show that all the time series data 
being used in this study are integrated of 
order one I(1). Therefore, this study will 
make use of Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) estimation technique as 
the requirement for its usage has been 
met. 

4.3 Lag length selection.
Having established the estimation 
technique to be used, it is logical to 
determine the optimum lag length to be 
used before proceeding to the test. There-
fore, lag selection criterion would be 
conducted to determine the optimum lag 
length for the model. This study used AIC 
criterion.

*indicates lag order selected by the criteri-
on.
From the above table the optimum lag 
using AIC criterion is 2, therefore, this 
study would be using lag 2 in the estima-
tion technique. 
4.4 Johansen Co-integration test,
Having identified the optimal lag length, 
the next thing is to determine if there is 
cointegration in the model using the 
Johansen Co-integration test.

The null hypothesis is that there is no 
co-integration in the model and, where 
there is asterisk, we shall reject the null 
hypothesis that the variables are not 
co-integrated at 5% significant level and 
accept the alternative hypothesis that 
there is co-integration. Trace test shows 
that there is five co-integrating equation 
while the Maximum Eigenvalue shows 
that there are four co-integrating 

equation. In sum, the test reveals that 
there is co-integrating relationship in the 
model and that there is a long-run relation-
ship between economic growth on one 
hand and company income tax, gross 
capital formation, personal income tax, 
petroleum income tax, human resources 
and value added tax on the other hand.

Due to the normalization process, the 
normalized co-integration coefficient signs 
are always being reverse to enable proper 
interpretation of the model.

Table 6 shows that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and value added tax 
positively influence economic growth in 
Nigeria, while gross capital formation, 
personal income tax and human capital 
adversely affects economic growth in 
Nigeria. 4.6 VECM regression of taxation 
and economic growth

R-square: 0.678; Adj. R-square: 0.589; 
SSR: 0.021; SSE: 0.027; F-stat.: 7.619; LL: 
88.418; AIC:-4.179; SC: -3.792; 

∆〖LOG(RDGP)〗_t  = - 0.343〖ECT〗
_(t-1) + 〖0.269∆LOG(RGDP)〗_(t-1 )– 〖
0.019∆LOG(CIT)〗_(t-1 )+ 〖0.0403∆
LOG(GCF)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.062∆LOG(PIT)
〗_(t-1 )– 〖0.012∆LOG(PPT)〗_(t-1  )+ 〖
0.117∆LOG(HUC)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.002∆
LOG(VAT)〗_(t-1 )+ 0.021

The error correction term is well defined 
as it is negative and significant as the 
t-statistic is greater than two. The co-effi-
cient is -0.343 which implies that 34.3% 
previous periods deviation from the long 
run equilibrium in economic growth is  
been corrected by GCF, PIT, PPT, SSER 

and VAT within one period. 

The above result further revealed that 
company income tax has a negative signifi-
cant effect on Nigeria economic growth in 
the short run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of CIT would lead to 0.019% 
decrease in RGDP on the current year. 

This implies that, as company income tax 
increases, the profit after tax, which is 
supposed to be used to expand the compa-
ny, declines and this in turn adversely 
affects economic growth in Nigeria. This is 
in accordance with the work of Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), but does not conform 
to the apriori expectation.  

Conversely, gross capital formation has a 
positive significant influence on Nigeria 
economic growth in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
GCF would lead to 0.0403% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This means 
that that the more fixed assets are being 
acquired by the country the more the 
economy grows in Nigeria. This conform to 
the apriori expectation.
  

Furthermore, personal income tax has a 
positive significant influence on Nigerian 
economic growth in the short run, i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
PIT would lead to 0.062% increase in 
RGDP in the current year. This implies 
that, as more revenue are being generated 
through personal income tax and the 
revenue are being used for developmental 
projects, the economic grows. This is in 
agreement with the work of Tosun and 
Abizadeh (2005) and conform to the 
apriori expectation.  
Petroleum profit tax had no significant 
impact on economic growth in Nigeria. 
This could be because of the volatility in 

the oil sector for instance when the expect-
ed oil revenue is being used to project 
government expenditure and there is a 
shock in the sector the proposed project 
may not be executed. Therefore, petrole-
um profit tax is not a reliable source of 
revenue. This is in agreement with the 
work of Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018) 
but does not conform to the apriori expec-
tation. 
Human Capital positively and significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria in 
the long-run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of HUC would lead to 
0.117% increase in RGDP on the current 
year. This conform to the apriori expecta-
tion. 

 

Lastly, value added tax enhance economic 
growth in Nigeria in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
VAT would lead to 0.002% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This implies 
that as more revenue are being realized 
through VAT, the economic grows. This is 
in tandem with the work of Uzoka & 
Chiedu (2018), and conform to the apriori 
expectation.  

4.7 Causality Test
A causality test is conducted to examine 
causal relationship between two varia-
bles. There are different methods of inves-
tigating causal relationship, however, this 
study will make use of the Pairwise Grang

er Causality Test. The null hypothesis is 
that there is no causal relationship 
between the two and the alternative 
hypothesis is that there is causal relation-
ship between the two variables. The null 
hypothesis would be accepted if the proba-
bility value is more than 5%, however, if 
the probability value is equal or less than 
5% we reject the null hypothesis and 
accept the alternative hypothesis. 
The Pairwise Granger causality result is 
present in the table 6 below. The result 
reveals the following: (i) there is uni-direc-
tional causality from CIT to RGDP, i.e. 
company income tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria. (ii) there is bi-direction-
al causality between GCF and RGDP, i.e. 
gross capital formation affects economic 
growth in Nigeria vice-versa. (iii) There is 
uni-directional causality from PPT to 
RGDP, i.e. petroleum profit tax significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria. (iv) 
There is uni-directional causality from 
RGDP to HUC, i.e. economic growth in 
Nigeria affects Human capital. (v) There 
is uni-directional causality from VAT to 
RGDP, i.e. value added tax has an impact 
on economic growth in Nigeria. 

volatility nature of the oil sector and conse-
quent unreliability in using it to project 
revenue and expenditure.
2. Government should intensify efforts to 
capture and ensure payment of income tax 
by the informal sector which employs 
more than 50% of the total labor force in 
Nigeria as personal income tax promotes 
economic growth.
3. Government should focus more on VAT 
which has no direct negative impact on 
companies rather enhances economic 
growth and also gives some concessions to 
company income tax to reduce its adverse 
effect on the companies and, in turn, 
deteriorates economic growth as reveled 
in the study.
4. Government should formulate policies 
that would encourage human capital devel-
opment as it enhances economic growth.
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Year Tax revenue (₦ Billion) GDP growth rate 

2015 3,741.8 2.65 

2016 3,307.5 -1.62 

2017 4,027.94 0.81 

2018 5,320.52 1.94 

2019 5,263.1 1.58 

TABLE 1: ECONOMIC
INDICATORS IN NIGERIA
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4.8 Diagnosis Tests
Diagnosis tests or post estimate test were 
conducted to determine how reliable the 
estimates results are. This study conduct-
ed three diagnosis tests namely: VEC 
Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests, VEC 
Residual Normality Tests and VEC Resid-
ual Serial Correlation LM Tests.

A VEC Residual Serial Correlation LM 
test was conducted to determine if there is 
serial correlation in the model. The null 
hypothesis is that there is no serial correla-
tion in the model and this would be accept-
ed when the probability value is greater 
than 0.05%, otherwise we accept the 
alternative hypothesis.  The result shows 
that the probability value is higher than 

0.05% therefore we accept the null hypoth-
esis that there is no serial correlation or 
autocorrelation in the model. 

A VEC Residual Normality Tests was 
conducted using Skewness, Kurtosis and 
Jarque-Bera to determine if the variables 
are normally distributed. The null hypoth

esis is that the residuals are multivariate 
normally distributed and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis.  The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residual is multivari-

ate normally distributed.
A VEC Residual Heteroskedasticity Test 
was conducted to determine if the varia-
bles are Heteroskedasticity.  The null 
hypothesis is that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis. The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity rather they are 
Homoskedastic. 

Summary 
This study investigated the relationship 
between tax structures on economic 
growth in Nigeria between the periods of 
1980 - 2019.  The study adopted the endog-
enous growth model as its theoretical 
framework and specified its model is 
consistent with the theory.  The study 
made use of the Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) and Granger Causality 
estimation technique to analysis the data. 
The result revealed that company income 
tax and petroleum income tax had an 
adverse effect on the economy in Nigeria 
while personal income tax, value added 
tax, human capital and gross capital 
formation promotes economic growth in 
Nigeria. The Granger Causality that 
shows the direction of causality reveal 
that company income tax, value added tax 
and petroleum profit tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria, gross capital formation 
affects economic growth in Nigeria and 
economic growth affects human capital in 
Nigeria. 

Based on the findings, the study recom-
mends the following policy formulation for 
economic growth in Nigeria:

1. Government should diversify the econo-
my and focus less on PPT because of the 

Adequate funding is required for any 
government to efficiently carry out its 
statutory functions. These functions have 
consistently been increasing due to the 
world’s political and economic dynamics 
vis-à-vis the ever changing global econo-
my. In addition to this, the Nigerian 
government is facing explosive popula-
tion growth which needs to be taken care 
of vis-à-vis challenges associated with 
high population. Regrettably, the 
revenue of Nigeria’s government has not 
been increasing to meet the ever increas-
ing expenditure. The major reason for 
this shortfall is the mono-economy 
nature of the country with heavy reliance 
on revenue from crude oil, which is highly 
volatile, and its price being exogenously 

determined. As such Nigeria is at the 
mercy of foreign countries and interna-
tional organizations for aid and loans to 
argument its income and these do come 
with stringent conditions which may not 
be completely good for the receiving econo-
my.  With the recent global financial 
crisis, foreign aid is not flowing as before 
to developing countries, including 
Nigeria, and this is adversely affecting 
different sectors of the economy. There-
fore, there is a need to diversify the econo-
my from oil by looking inward on how to 
finance the budget. Abomaye-Nimenibo 
et al. (2018) argued that taxation has 
been identified as one of the efficient 
ways of mobilizing domestic resources for 
economic growth globally. The need to 

focus on domestic revenue mobilization 
was further re-echoed by the G20 at their 
summit in 2010. Unfortunately, Nigeria 
has not fully harnessed this potential 
revenue as revealed by its tax quota. Tax 
quota is the ratio of total tax revenue to 
GDP and it is the most used indicator to 
measure tax burden. As of 2017 the tax 
quota of Nigeria was 5.7% which is far 
below the average for Africa of 17.2%, 
Latin America Countries average of 22.8, 
OECD average of 34.2%. This shows that 
Nigeria tax revenue to GDP is lower 
when compared to developed countries 
and even fell below the average of African 
and developing countries. This is adverse-
ly affecting the government in perform-
ing its responsibilities and spending in 
critical areas that would have stimulated 
economic growth. It is worthy of note that 
the Nigerian Government has been 
formulating different policies to improve 
its tax revenue among which are the tax 
policy reviews of 1991, 2003, 2012 and 
2017, and amendments of various 
taxation acts in order to suit the current 
realities. Despite all these measures to 
increase tax revenue which were expect-
ed to boost economic growth via adequate 
funding of public expenditure, the econo-
my has not been growing as expected as 
shown in Table 1.

This study is designed to determine the 
actual effect of tax on economic growth. 
Furthermore, there are empirical evidenc-
es on how taxation affects economic 
growth as researchers like Gashi et al. 
(2018), Babatunde et al. (2017), Chimilila 
(2018), and Vatavu, Lobont, Stefea and 
Brindescu-Olariu (2019) argue that 
taxation positively affect economic 

growth, while Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018), and Macek (2014), stated that 
economic growth was adversely affected 
by increment in taxation.  Michael and 
Friday (2018), Ilaboya and Mgbame 
(2012) concluded that taxation had no 
impact on economic growth. Given the 
controversies surrounding how taxation 
affects economic growth this study will 
investigate the way in which taxation has 
been affecting economic growth in 
Nigeria between 1980 and 2019. The 
study will make use of Company Income 
Tax, Personal Income Tax, Petroleum 
Profit Tax, Value Added Tax, human 
capital and gross capital formation as the 
explanatory variables while real Gross 
Domestic Product would be the depend-
ent variable. The data is sourced from 
Federal Inland Revenue Service and 
World Bank indicator. The statistical tool 
to be used for this study is E-view 10 
while the data would be analyzed with 
VECM and Granger Causality Test. The 
remaining part of this paper is structured 
as follow: section 2 is all about literature 
review, section 3 describes the methodolo-
gy which consist of theoretical framework 
and model specification, section four 
presents the data analysis, and lastly 
section 5 consist of summary and policy 
recommendations. 

Literature review
The origin of tax in Nigeria can be traced 
to 1904 when community tax was 
introduced in the Northern Nigeria, this 
was even before the amalgamation of the 
country in 1914 Ola (2001). This was 
later implemented in 1917 and 1921 in 
Western and Eastern region respectively 
Odusola (2006). Taxation is defined as a 
process of collecting taxes while tax is the 
compulsory monetary burden imposed by 
the government against its citizens to 
support in funding public expenditure. In 
Nigeria taxes are being levied on individu-
al, assets, corporate entities and transac-
tion. The National tax policy of 2012 spilt 
taxes being levied on Nigerian citizens on 
the following bases: 

(i) individual’s bases: personal 
income tax and development levy;
(ii) assets bases: property tax;
(iii) corporate entities bases: company 
income tax, education tax, technology 
level and petroleum profit tax; and 
(iv) transactions bases:  value added 
tax, capital gain tax, stamp duty, import 
duty and export duty.

Taxes has enormous important to the 
economy and this cannot be over-empha-
sized, some of the benefit of tax to the 
economy are: first, revenue generated 
from taxes can be used to develop other 
sector of the economy where government 
can generate more funds; second, it  can 
also be used to redistribute income in 
favor of the poor; third, revenue generat-
ed from taxes  can be used to provide 
social security to the indigents and poor 
of poor; fourth, revenue generated from 
taxes can be used to stimulate sectors 
that can create more jobs to the populace 
and create wealth for the junk majority of 
the citizens and develop the economy; 
fifth, revenue generated from taxes can 
be used to stimulate economic growth by 
using the revenue realized from it to 
provide basic infrastructure that can 
attract investors such as electricity, road 
and transportation; and lastly, revenue 
generated from taxes can be used to 
strengthen financial institutions and 
develop effective regulatory system. 
Despite these benefits of tax to the econo-
my, the tax revenue that have usually 
been realized in Nigeria are always short 
of target and this has been adversely 
affecting the implementation of the 
annual budget and economic growth in 
Nigeria. The reason for this low tax 
revenue are summarized below: First, 
high rate of tax avoidance and evasion 
coupled with lopsided tax laws vis-à-vis 
poor enforcement of the law due to 
limited manpower in tax administration 
in Nigeria. Second, the percentage of 
informal sector is higher than that of 
formal sector and in an informal sector 
there is improper record of profit generat-

ed on which tax would be based, also they 
have limited revenue potential so less tax 
can be generated as such the country tax 
base is narrow, i.e. the few working in 
formal sector pays the bulk of the govern-
ment revenue tax. Third, lack of social 
truth on the government, citizens don’t 
want to pay tax because of the fear that 
the fund would not be efficiently utilized 
or even embezzled. Corruption has been 
one of the menaces that is affecting 
Nigeria society as the country is rated the 
thirty-third most corrupt country in the 
world. Lastly, the high rate of tax exemp-
tion giving to investors has been reducing 
the expected tax revenue.  This is report-
ed by Van Parys and James (2009) and 
joint report by the IMF, OECD, UN and 
the World Bank (2011). IFC investor 
surveys reveals that tax incentives are 
not sufficient to attract investment to 
countries, rather a favorable investment 
climate, skills vis-à-vis market size and 
good governance does. Therefore, the tax 
incentives given are not necessary, rather 
it gives room for bribery and corruption in 
the tax administrative system Zee et al. 
(2002), and Fjeldstad and Semboja 
(2001).
  
Even though taxation is good for the 
economy as explained previously, Marina 
(1999), and Engen and Skinner (1996) are 
of the view that higher taxes do have 
adverse effect on the economy growth. 
They gave five ways through which tax do 
negatively affect economic growth as 
highlighted below:
First, higher tax can distort investment 
i.e. an increase in the statutory tax rate 
for income tax, corporate tax and capital 
gain tax would discourage investment. 
Second, higher tax can dwindle labor 
supply growth by discouraging workers 
from increasing their input and they will 
prefer leisure to work.  Third, it can 
dissuade productivity growth when 
expenditure on research and develop-
ment, that could lead to innovation and 
technological advancement, has been 
reduced Forth, tax can affect marginal 

productivity of capital when investors 
from highly taxed sectors to lower taxed 
sectors thereby lowering overall economic 
productivity. Fifth, high taxes on labor 
can distort the efficient use of human 
capital as labor would not be seeking 
employment in sectors with high tax, 
even when the sector has higher social 
productivity.

Empirical review on developed countries
Using a panel data, Stoilova and Patonov 
(2012) investigated the impact of tax on 
27 European Union member countries 
between 1995 and 2010, the result 
showed that direct tax contributed to 
economic growth. Likewise, Vatavu et al. 
(2019), explored how tax affects welfare 
gain and economic growth in the 7 richest 
European countries and 7 Central and 
Eastern Europe Countries.  Using the 
Granger Causality Test, the study 
showed that taxes contributes positively 
to economic. Similarly, Tosun and Abiza-
deh (2005), in their study of OECD 
countries between 1980 and 1999 using 
fixed effect random estimation technique, 
found that personal tax and property tax 
had positive impacts on economic growth 
while corporate tax and international 
trade tax had no significant impact on 
economic growth. 
Conversely, Macek (2014) investigated 
the impact of tax on OECD countries 
using panel dataset between the period of 
2000 and 2011.  Macek found that person-
al income tax, corporate tax and social 
security contribution adversely affects 
economic growth. Likewise, Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), in their study of 25 
rich OECD countries between the periods 
1975 - 2010 found that personal income 
tax and corporate tax inhibits economic 
growth.  Furthermore, Hakim, Karia and 
Bujang (2016), used Arellano-Bond 
dynamic panel GMM estimation 
technique to investigate the impact of 
goods and service tax on economic growth 
in developing and developed countries 
between 2005 and 2012. Their study 

revealed that goods and services tax had 
negative impact on economic growth of 
developing countries, but had positive 
impact on economic growth of developed 
countries.

Empirical review on developing countries
Canavire-Bacarreza et al. (2013), in their 
work, examined the relationship between 
taxation and economic growth in Latin 
America using generalized method of 
moments (GMM) estimation technique 
found that personal income tax, corporate 
tax and consumption tax contributed 
positively to economic growth. Also, 
Babatunde et al. (2017) investigated how 
taxation affected economic growth in 
African countries from 2004 to 2013 
using the panel estimation technique; 
they found that tax revenue promoted 
economic growth. Furthermore, Chimilila 
(2018) examined the long-run effect of 
domestic resource mobilization (tax) on 
economic growth in Tanzania between 
1996 and 2015 using the Autoregressive 
Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. He found that domestic 
resource mobilization (tax) enhanced 
economic growth in the long-run. Similar-
ly, in their study of the impact of tax 
revenue on economic growth in Nigeria 
and Ghana between 2000 and 2016 using 
multiple regression estimation 
technique, Egbunike et al. (2018) 
revealed that tax revenue had positive 
impact on economic growth.  In addition, 
Gashi et al. (2018), investigated the 
impact of tax structure on the economic 
growth of Kosovo between the period of 
2007 and 2015 using Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) analytical tool, the study 
revealed that tax positively influence 
economic growth. 
Contrariwise, Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018) investigated the effect of taxation 
on economic growth of South Africa 
between 1981 and 2916 using Auto-Re-
gressive Distribution Lag (ARDL) estima-
tion technique and found that taxes 
hampered economic growth. Using 

Ordinary Least Square technique to 
investigate the effect of tax on Kenya’s 
economic growth from 1973 to 2010, 
Owino (2019) found that Customs Duty 
(CD) and Excise Duty (ED) instigated 
economic growth while income tax (IT), 
and Value Added Tax (VAT) are insignifi-
cant to economic growth. 
Empirical review on Nigeria
 Umoru and Anyiwe (2013) in their study 
investigated the relationship between tax 
structure and economic growth in 
Nigeria between the period of 1988 and 
2011 using Johansen’s co-integration 
estimation technique. They found that 
direct tax contributed positively to 
economic growth while indirect tax 
deterred economic growth. Furthermore, 
Onakoya and Fintinni (2016) examined 
the relationship between tax revenue and 
economic growth in Nigeria between 
1980 and 2013 using Vector Error Correc-
tion Model (VECM).  They found that 
petroleum profit tax and company income 
tax positively influence economic growth 
while customs and excise duties inhibit 
economic growth. Also, Uzoka & Chiedu 
(2018) explored the impact of tax revenue 
on economic growth in Nigeria from 1997 
to 2016 using Vector Error Correction 
Mechanism (VECM) estimation 
technique, the study showed that PPT, 
CIT, VAT and CED positively influenced 
economic growth, while CGT and EDT 
had no impact on economic growth.
Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018), 
explored how tax affect economic growth 
between the period of 1980 and 2015 
using Johansen co-integration model. 
They found that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and custom and 
excise duties did not affect economic 
growth. This was a similar result to 
Ilaboya and Mgbame (2012) in their 
study to determine the impact of tax on 
economic growth in Nigeria between the 
period of 1980 and 2011 using Autoregres-
sive Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. They found that indirect tax 

has no impact on economic growth. 

Methodology 
Theoretical framework
Endogenous growth model is a conglomer-
ation of various theoretical and empirical 
work and it came into being in the 1980’s, 
Romer (1994). The model opposed the 
neoclassical growth theory which argued 
that long run economic growth is been 
influenced by external influence i.e. 
technology spillover and population 
growth. Endogenous growth model is of 
the view that economic growth is 
determined by the system governing the 
production process rather than by forces 
outside that system, Todaro and Smith 
(2012). The Endogenous growth theory 
states that the changes in technology 
which affects economic growth are a 
result of education, training and invest-
ment in research by private investors 
vis-à-vis government. Furthermore, the 
theory explains how government policies 
encourage incentives to enhance both 
human and physical capital which often 
lead to economic growth. Thus the theory 
explains how changes in government 
policies can influence output and how 
innovation via investments in human and 
physical capital can foster economic 
growth. Mahir and Azra (2017), state that 
this theory made fiscal policy a crucial 
field of study of economic growth by 
incorporating tax and expenditure as 
long-run determinate of growth. The 
model classified tax into distortionary 
and non-distortionary tax. Distortionary 
tax are taxes that dissuade investment 
which consequently reduce economic 
growth while non-distortionary tax does 
not discourage investment and therefore 
has no adverse effect on economic growth. 

Model specification
This study patterns its model specifica-
tion in line with the theoretical frame-
work.
Y=AK      

(1) Where Y means output, A, means 
factors that affects technology and K 
implies both physical and human capital. 
Introducing the tax variable into the 
Equation 1 above leads to the model this 
study uses as specified in Equation 2 
below.
RGDP = f (CIT, PIT, PPT, VAT, SSER, 
GCF).       
(2) RGDP= β_0+β_1 CIT+ β_2 PIT+β_3 

PPT+β_4 VAT+ β_5 HUC+ β_6 GCF+µ_t    
(3)Where: RGDP: Real Gross Domestic 
Product 
CIT: Company Income Tax
PIT: Personal Income Tax
PPT: Petroleum Profit Tax
VAT: Value Added Tax
HUC: Proxy by secondary school 
enrolment rate 
GCF: Gross Capital Formation.
µ_t = error term.
Equation 3 below is the econometrics 
form of equation 2: 
RGDP_t=β_0+β_1 (CIT)_t+ β_2 (PIT)_t+β
_3 (PPT)_t+β_4 (VAT)_t+ β_5 (HUC)_t+ β
_6 (GCF)+µ_t
(4) The variables were log and the logged 
model is presented below.
(5) InRGDP_t=β_0+〖Inβ〗_1 (CIT)_t+ 〖
Inβ〗_2 (PIT)_t+〖Inβ〗_3 (PPT)_t+〖In
β〗_4 (VAT)_t+ 〖Inβ〗_5 (HUC)_t+ Inβ
_6 (GCF)_t+µ_t

3.3 Apriori expectation
All the variables are expected to have a 
positive relationship with economic 
growth.

4.1 Descriptive Analysis
The Table 2 below shows the summary of 
the descriptive analysis. The estimated 
mean which is being used to evaluate the 
pattern of distribution revealed that real 
gross domestic product recorded the 
highest with the value of 10.276 while 
Human Capital recorded the lowest with 
the value of 3.416. The standard devia-
tion which do reveal the volatility of varia-
bles showed that company income tax is 
the most volatile variable, while Human 
Capita is the least. The skewness statis-
tics indicated that only real gross domes-
tic product is positively skewed while 
other variables were negatively skewed. 
The Kurtosis statistics revealed that all 
the variables under study are mesokurtic. 
The Jarque-Bera statistic showed that 
the null hypothesis of normal distribution 
was rejected for all the variables at 5% 
critical value.

4.2 Unit root test

This study conducts Unit Root Test to 
determine the stationarity of each varia-
ble. This is done because most time series 
data are assumed to be non-stationary 
and when regression analysis is conduct-
ed on a  non-stationary variable, it gives 
spurious or nonsense regression (Gujarati 
2011). This study made use of ADF and 
Philip Peron (P-P) test to conduct the 
stationarity test. The two method were 
used to get a more accurate stationarity of 
each variable. The summary of the test is 
presented below in Table 3.

The result from both AD
F and P-P Unit Root Test as displayed 
above show that all the time series data 
being used in this study are integrated of 
order one I(1). Therefore, this study will 
make use of Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) estimation technique as 
the requirement for its usage has been 
met. 

4.3 Lag length selection.
Having established the estimation 
technique to be used, it is logical to 
determine the optimum lag length to be 
used before proceeding to the test. There-
fore, lag selection criterion would be 
conducted to determine the optimum lag 
length for the model. This study used AIC 
criterion.

*indicates lag order selected by the criteri-
on.
From the above table the optimum lag 
using AIC criterion is 2, therefore, this 
study would be using lag 2 in the estima-
tion technique. 
4.4 Johansen Co-integration test,
Having identified the optimal lag length, 
the next thing is to determine if there is 
cointegration in the model using the 
Johansen Co-integration test.

The null hypothesis is that there is no 
co-integration in the model and, where 
there is asterisk, we shall reject the null 
hypothesis that the variables are not 
co-integrated at 5% significant level and 
accept the alternative hypothesis that 
there is co-integration. Trace test shows 
that there is five co-integrating equation 
while the Maximum Eigenvalue shows 
that there are four co-integrating 

equation. In sum, the test reveals that 
there is co-integrating relationship in the 
model and that there is a long-run relation-
ship between economic growth on one 
hand and company income tax, gross 
capital formation, personal income tax, 
petroleum income tax, human resources 
and value added tax on the other hand.

Due to the normalization process, the 
normalized co-integration coefficient signs 
are always being reverse to enable proper 
interpretation of the model.

Table 6 shows that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and value added tax 
positively influence economic growth in 
Nigeria, while gross capital formation, 
personal income tax and human capital 
adversely affects economic growth in 
Nigeria. 4.6 VECM regression of taxation 
and economic growth

R-square: 0.678; Adj. R-square: 0.589; 
SSR: 0.021; SSE: 0.027; F-stat.: 7.619; LL: 
88.418; AIC:-4.179; SC: -3.792; 

∆〖LOG(RDGP)〗_t  = - 0.343〖ECT〗
_(t-1) + 〖0.269∆LOG(RGDP)〗_(t-1 )– 〖
0.019∆LOG(CIT)〗_(t-1 )+ 〖0.0403∆
LOG(GCF)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.062∆LOG(PIT)
〗_(t-1 )– 〖0.012∆LOG(PPT)〗_(t-1  )+ 〖
0.117∆LOG(HUC)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.002∆
LOG(VAT)〗_(t-1 )+ 0.021

The error correction term is well defined 
as it is negative and significant as the 
t-statistic is greater than two. The co-effi-
cient is -0.343 which implies that 34.3% 
previous periods deviation from the long 
run equilibrium in economic growth is  
been corrected by GCF, PIT, PPT, SSER 

and VAT within one period. 

The above result further revealed that 
company income tax has a negative signifi-
cant effect on Nigeria economic growth in 
the short run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of CIT would lead to 0.019% 
decrease in RGDP on the current year. 

This implies that, as company income tax 
increases, the profit after tax, which is 
supposed to be used to expand the compa-
ny, declines and this in turn adversely 
affects economic growth in Nigeria. This is 
in accordance with the work of Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), but does not conform 
to the apriori expectation.  

Conversely, gross capital formation has a 
positive significant influence on Nigeria 
economic growth in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
GCF would lead to 0.0403% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This means 
that that the more fixed assets are being 
acquired by the country the more the 
economy grows in Nigeria. This conform to 
the apriori expectation.
  

Furthermore, personal income tax has a 
positive significant influence on Nigerian 
economic growth in the short run, i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
PIT would lead to 0.062% increase in 
RGDP in the current year. This implies 
that, as more revenue are being generated 
through personal income tax and the 
revenue are being used for developmental 
projects, the economic grows. This is in 
agreement with the work of Tosun and 
Abizadeh (2005) and conform to the 
apriori expectation.  
Petroleum profit tax had no significant 
impact on economic growth in Nigeria. 
This could be because of the volatility in 

the oil sector for instance when the expect-
ed oil revenue is being used to project 
government expenditure and there is a 
shock in the sector the proposed project 
may not be executed. Therefore, petrole-
um profit tax is not a reliable source of 
revenue. This is in agreement with the 
work of Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018) 
but does not conform to the apriori expec-
tation. 
Human Capital positively and significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria in 
the long-run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of HUC would lead to 
0.117% increase in RGDP on the current 
year. This conform to the apriori expecta-
tion. 

 

Lastly, value added tax enhance economic 
growth in Nigeria in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
VAT would lead to 0.002% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This implies 
that as more revenue are being realized 
through VAT, the economic grows. This is 
in tandem with the work of Uzoka & 
Chiedu (2018), and conform to the apriori 
expectation.  

4.7 Causality Test
A causality test is conducted to examine 
causal relationship between two varia-
bles. There are different methods of inves-
tigating causal relationship, however, this 
study will make use of the Pairwise Grang

er Causality Test. The null hypothesis is 
that there is no causal relationship 
between the two and the alternative 
hypothesis is that there is causal relation-
ship between the two variables. The null 
hypothesis would be accepted if the proba-
bility value is more than 5%, however, if 
the probability value is equal or less than 
5% we reject the null hypothesis and 
accept the alternative hypothesis. 
The Pairwise Granger causality result is 
present in the table 6 below. The result 
reveals the following: (i) there is uni-direc-
tional causality from CIT to RGDP, i.e. 
company income tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria. (ii) there is bi-direction-
al causality between GCF and RGDP, i.e. 
gross capital formation affects economic 
growth in Nigeria vice-versa. (iii) There is 
uni-directional causality from PPT to 
RGDP, i.e. petroleum profit tax significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria. (iv) 
There is uni-directional causality from 
RGDP to HUC, i.e. economic growth in 
Nigeria affects Human capital. (v) There 
is uni-directional causality from VAT to 
RGDP, i.e. value added tax has an impact 
on economic growth in Nigeria. 

volatility nature of the oil sector and conse-
quent unreliability in using it to project 
revenue and expenditure.
2. Government should intensify efforts to 
capture and ensure payment of income tax 
by the informal sector which employs 
more than 50% of the total labor force in 
Nigeria as personal income tax promotes 
economic growth.
3. Government should focus more on VAT 
which has no direct negative impact on 
companies rather enhances economic 
growth and also gives some concessions to 
company income tax to reduce its adverse 
effect on the companies and, in turn, 
deteriorates economic growth as reveled 
in the study.
4. Government should formulate policies 
that would encourage human capital devel-
opment as it enhances economic growth.
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4.8 Diagnosis Tests
Diagnosis tests or post estimate test were 
conducted to determine how reliable the 
estimates results are. This study conduct-
ed three diagnosis tests namely: VEC 
Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests, VEC 
Residual Normality Tests and VEC Resid-
ual Serial Correlation LM Tests.

A VEC Residual Serial Correlation LM 
test was conducted to determine if there is 
serial correlation in the model. The null 
hypothesis is that there is no serial correla-
tion in the model and this would be accept-
ed when the probability value is greater 
than 0.05%, otherwise we accept the 
alternative hypothesis.  The result shows 
that the probability value is higher than 

0.05% therefore we accept the null hypoth-
esis that there is no serial correlation or 
autocorrelation in the model. 

A VEC Residual Normality Tests was 
conducted using Skewness, Kurtosis and 
Jarque-Bera to determine if the variables 
are normally distributed. The null hypoth

esis is that the residuals are multivariate 
normally distributed and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis.  The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residual is multivari-

ate normally distributed.
A VEC Residual Heteroskedasticity Test 
was conducted to determine if the varia-
bles are Heteroskedasticity.  The null 
hypothesis is that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis. The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity rather they are 
Homoskedastic. 

Summary 
This study investigated the relationship 
between tax structures on economic 
growth in Nigeria between the periods of 
1980 - 2019.  The study adopted the endog-
enous growth model as its theoretical 
framework and specified its model is 
consistent with the theory.  The study 
made use of the Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) and Granger Causality 
estimation technique to analysis the data. 
The result revealed that company income 
tax and petroleum income tax had an 
adverse effect on the economy in Nigeria 
while personal income tax, value added 
tax, human capital and gross capital 
formation promotes economic growth in 
Nigeria. The Granger Causality that 
shows the direction of causality reveal 
that company income tax, value added tax 
and petroleum profit tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria, gross capital formation 
affects economic growth in Nigeria and 
economic growth affects human capital in 
Nigeria. 

Based on the findings, the study recom-
mends the following policy formulation for 
economic growth in Nigeria:

1. Government should diversify the econo-
my and focus less on PPT because of the 

Adequate funding is required for any 
government to efficiently carry out its 
statutory functions. These functions have 
consistently been increasing due to the 
world’s political and economic dynamics 
vis-à-vis the ever changing global econo-
my. In addition to this, the Nigerian 
government is facing explosive popula-
tion growth which needs to be taken care 
of vis-à-vis challenges associated with 
high population. Regrettably, the 
revenue of Nigeria’s government has not 
been increasing to meet the ever increas-
ing expenditure. The major reason for 
this shortfall is the mono-economy 
nature of the country with heavy reliance 
on revenue from crude oil, which is highly 
volatile, and its price being exogenously 

determined. As such Nigeria is at the 
mercy of foreign countries and interna-
tional organizations for aid and loans to 
argument its income and these do come 
with stringent conditions which may not 
be completely good for the receiving econo-
my.  With the recent global financial 
crisis, foreign aid is not flowing as before 
to developing countries, including 
Nigeria, and this is adversely affecting 
different sectors of the economy. There-
fore, there is a need to diversify the econo-
my from oil by looking inward on how to 
finance the budget. Abomaye-Nimenibo 
et al. (2018) argued that taxation has 
been identified as one of the efficient 
ways of mobilizing domestic resources for 
economic growth globally. The need to 

focus on domestic revenue mobilization 
was further re-echoed by the G20 at their 
summit in 2010. Unfortunately, Nigeria 
has not fully harnessed this potential 
revenue as revealed by its tax quota. Tax 
quota is the ratio of total tax revenue to 
GDP and it is the most used indicator to 
measure tax burden. As of 2017 the tax 
quota of Nigeria was 5.7% which is far 
below the average for Africa of 17.2%, 
Latin America Countries average of 22.8, 
OECD average of 34.2%. This shows that 
Nigeria tax revenue to GDP is lower 
when compared to developed countries 
and even fell below the average of African 
and developing countries. This is adverse-
ly affecting the government in perform-
ing its responsibilities and spending in 
critical areas that would have stimulated 
economic growth. It is worthy of note that 
the Nigerian Government has been 
formulating different policies to improve 
its tax revenue among which are the tax 
policy reviews of 1991, 2003, 2012 and 
2017, and amendments of various 
taxation acts in order to suit the current 
realities. Despite all these measures to 
increase tax revenue which were expect-
ed to boost economic growth via adequate 
funding of public expenditure, the econo-
my has not been growing as expected as 
shown in Table 1.

This study is designed to determine the 
actual effect of tax on economic growth. 
Furthermore, there are empirical evidenc-
es on how taxation affects economic 
growth as researchers like Gashi et al. 
(2018), Babatunde et al. (2017), Chimilila 
(2018), and Vatavu, Lobont, Stefea and 
Brindescu-Olariu (2019) argue that 
taxation positively affect economic 

growth, while Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018), and Macek (2014), stated that 
economic growth was adversely affected 
by increment in taxation.  Michael and 
Friday (2018), Ilaboya and Mgbame 
(2012) concluded that taxation had no 
impact on economic growth. Given the 
controversies surrounding how taxation 
affects economic growth this study will 
investigate the way in which taxation has 
been affecting economic growth in 
Nigeria between 1980 and 2019. The 
study will make use of Company Income 
Tax, Personal Income Tax, Petroleum 
Profit Tax, Value Added Tax, human 
capital and gross capital formation as the 
explanatory variables while real Gross 
Domestic Product would be the depend-
ent variable. The data is sourced from 
Federal Inland Revenue Service and 
World Bank indicator. The statistical tool 
to be used for this study is E-view 10 
while the data would be analyzed with 
VECM and Granger Causality Test. The 
remaining part of this paper is structured 
as follow: section 2 is all about literature 
review, section 3 describes the methodolo-
gy which consist of theoretical framework 
and model specification, section four 
presents the data analysis, and lastly 
section 5 consist of summary and policy 
recommendations. 

Literature review
The origin of tax in Nigeria can be traced 
to 1904 when community tax was 
introduced in the Northern Nigeria, this 
was even before the amalgamation of the 
country in 1914 Ola (2001). This was 
later implemented in 1917 and 1921 in 
Western and Eastern region respectively 
Odusola (2006). Taxation is defined as a 
process of collecting taxes while tax is the 
compulsory monetary burden imposed by 
the government against its citizens to 
support in funding public expenditure. In 
Nigeria taxes are being levied on individu-
al, assets, corporate entities and transac-
tion. The National tax policy of 2012 spilt 
taxes being levied on Nigerian citizens on 
the following bases: 

(i) individual’s bases: personal 
income tax and development levy;
(ii) assets bases: property tax;
(iii) corporate entities bases: company 
income tax, education tax, technology 
level and petroleum profit tax; and 
(iv) transactions bases:  value added 
tax, capital gain tax, stamp duty, import 
duty and export duty.

Taxes has enormous important to the 
economy and this cannot be over-empha-
sized, some of the benefit of tax to the 
economy are: first, revenue generated 
from taxes can be used to develop other 
sector of the economy where government 
can generate more funds; second, it  can 
also be used to redistribute income in 
favor of the poor; third, revenue generat-
ed from taxes  can be used to provide 
social security to the indigents and poor 
of poor; fourth, revenue generated from 
taxes can be used to stimulate sectors 
that can create more jobs to the populace 
and create wealth for the junk majority of 
the citizens and develop the economy; 
fifth, revenue generated from taxes can 
be used to stimulate economic growth by 
using the revenue realized from it to 
provide basic infrastructure that can 
attract investors such as electricity, road 
and transportation; and lastly, revenue 
generated from taxes can be used to 
strengthen financial institutions and 
develop effective regulatory system. 
Despite these benefits of tax to the econo-
my, the tax revenue that have usually 
been realized in Nigeria are always short 
of target and this has been adversely 
affecting the implementation of the 
annual budget and economic growth in 
Nigeria. The reason for this low tax 
revenue are summarized below: First, 
high rate of tax avoidance and evasion 
coupled with lopsided tax laws vis-à-vis 
poor enforcement of the law due to 
limited manpower in tax administration 
in Nigeria. Second, the percentage of 
informal sector is higher than that of 
formal sector and in an informal sector 
there is improper record of profit generat-

ed on which tax would be based, also they 
have limited revenue potential so less tax 
can be generated as such the country tax 
base is narrow, i.e. the few working in 
formal sector pays the bulk of the govern-
ment revenue tax. Third, lack of social 
truth on the government, citizens don’t 
want to pay tax because of the fear that 
the fund would not be efficiently utilized 
or even embezzled. Corruption has been 
one of the menaces that is affecting 
Nigeria society as the country is rated the 
thirty-third most corrupt country in the 
world. Lastly, the high rate of tax exemp-
tion giving to investors has been reducing 
the expected tax revenue.  This is report-
ed by Van Parys and James (2009) and 
joint report by the IMF, OECD, UN and 
the World Bank (2011). IFC investor 
surveys reveals that tax incentives are 
not sufficient to attract investment to 
countries, rather a favorable investment 
climate, skills vis-à-vis market size and 
good governance does. Therefore, the tax 
incentives given are not necessary, rather 
it gives room for bribery and corruption in 
the tax administrative system Zee et al. 
(2002), and Fjeldstad and Semboja 
(2001).
  
Even though taxation is good for the 
economy as explained previously, Marina 
(1999), and Engen and Skinner (1996) are 
of the view that higher taxes do have 
adverse effect on the economy growth. 
They gave five ways through which tax do 
negatively affect economic growth as 
highlighted below:
First, higher tax can distort investment 
i.e. an increase in the statutory tax rate 
for income tax, corporate tax and capital 
gain tax would discourage investment. 
Second, higher tax can dwindle labor 
supply growth by discouraging workers 
from increasing their input and they will 
prefer leisure to work.  Third, it can 
dissuade productivity growth when 
expenditure on research and develop-
ment, that could lead to innovation and 
technological advancement, has been 
reduced Forth, tax can affect marginal 

productivity of capital when investors 
from highly taxed sectors to lower taxed 
sectors thereby lowering overall economic 
productivity. Fifth, high taxes on labor 
can distort the efficient use of human 
capital as labor would not be seeking 
employment in sectors with high tax, 
even when the sector has higher social 
productivity.

Empirical review on developed countries
Using a panel data, Stoilova and Patonov 
(2012) investigated the impact of tax on 
27 European Union member countries 
between 1995 and 2010, the result 
showed that direct tax contributed to 
economic growth. Likewise, Vatavu et al. 
(2019), explored how tax affects welfare 
gain and economic growth in the 7 richest 
European countries and 7 Central and 
Eastern Europe Countries.  Using the 
Granger Causality Test, the study 
showed that taxes contributes positively 
to economic. Similarly, Tosun and Abiza-
deh (2005), in their study of OECD 
countries between 1980 and 1999 using 
fixed effect random estimation technique, 
found that personal tax and property tax 
had positive impacts on economic growth 
while corporate tax and international 
trade tax had no significant impact on 
economic growth. 
Conversely, Macek (2014) investigated 
the impact of tax on OECD countries 
using panel dataset between the period of 
2000 and 2011.  Macek found that person-
al income tax, corporate tax and social 
security contribution adversely affects 
economic growth. Likewise, Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), in their study of 25 
rich OECD countries between the periods 
1975 - 2010 found that personal income 
tax and corporate tax inhibits economic 
growth.  Furthermore, Hakim, Karia and 
Bujang (2016), used Arellano-Bond 
dynamic panel GMM estimation 
technique to investigate the impact of 
goods and service tax on economic growth 
in developing and developed countries 
between 2005 and 2012. Their study 

revealed that goods and services tax had 
negative impact on economic growth of 
developing countries, but had positive 
impact on economic growth of developed 
countries.

Empirical review on developing countries
Canavire-Bacarreza et al. (2013), in their 
work, examined the relationship between 
taxation and economic growth in Latin 
America using generalized method of 
moments (GMM) estimation technique 
found that personal income tax, corporate 
tax and consumption tax contributed 
positively to economic growth. Also, 
Babatunde et al. (2017) investigated how 
taxation affected economic growth in 
African countries from 2004 to 2013 
using the panel estimation technique; 
they found that tax revenue promoted 
economic growth. Furthermore, Chimilila 
(2018) examined the long-run effect of 
domestic resource mobilization (tax) on 
economic growth in Tanzania between 
1996 and 2015 using the Autoregressive 
Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. He found that domestic 
resource mobilization (tax) enhanced 
economic growth in the long-run. Similar-
ly, in their study of the impact of tax 
revenue on economic growth in Nigeria 
and Ghana between 2000 and 2016 using 
multiple regression estimation 
technique, Egbunike et al. (2018) 
revealed that tax revenue had positive 
impact on economic growth.  In addition, 
Gashi et al. (2018), investigated the 
impact of tax structure on the economic 
growth of Kosovo between the period of 
2007 and 2015 using Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) analytical tool, the study 
revealed that tax positively influence 
economic growth. 
Contrariwise, Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018) investigated the effect of taxation 
on economic growth of South Africa 
between 1981 and 2916 using Auto-Re-
gressive Distribution Lag (ARDL) estima-
tion technique and found that taxes 
hampered economic growth. Using 

Ordinary Least Square technique to 
investigate the effect of tax on Kenya’s 
economic growth from 1973 to 2010, 
Owino (2019) found that Customs Duty 
(CD) and Excise Duty (ED) instigated 
economic growth while income tax (IT), 
and Value Added Tax (VAT) are insignifi-
cant to economic growth. 
Empirical review on Nigeria
 Umoru and Anyiwe (2013) in their study 
investigated the relationship between tax 
structure and economic growth in 
Nigeria between the period of 1988 and 
2011 using Johansen’s co-integration 
estimation technique. They found that 
direct tax contributed positively to 
economic growth while indirect tax 
deterred economic growth. Furthermore, 
Onakoya and Fintinni (2016) examined 
the relationship between tax revenue and 
economic growth in Nigeria between 
1980 and 2013 using Vector Error Correc-
tion Model (VECM).  They found that 
petroleum profit tax and company income 
tax positively influence economic growth 
while customs and excise duties inhibit 
economic growth. Also, Uzoka & Chiedu 
(2018) explored the impact of tax revenue 
on economic growth in Nigeria from 1997 
to 2016 using Vector Error Correction 
Mechanism (VECM) estimation 
technique, the study showed that PPT, 
CIT, VAT and CED positively influenced 
economic growth, while CGT and EDT 
had no impact on economic growth.
Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018), 
explored how tax affect economic growth 
between the period of 1980 and 2015 
using Johansen co-integration model. 
They found that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and custom and 
excise duties did not affect economic 
growth. This was a similar result to 
Ilaboya and Mgbame (2012) in their 
study to determine the impact of tax on 
economic growth in Nigeria between the 
period of 1980 and 2011 using Autoregres-
sive Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. They found that indirect tax 

has no impact on economic growth. 

Methodology 
Theoretical framework
Endogenous growth model is a conglomer-
ation of various theoretical and empirical 
work and it came into being in the 1980’s, 
Romer (1994). The model opposed the 
neoclassical growth theory which argued 
that long run economic growth is been 
influenced by external influence i.e. 
technology spillover and population 
growth. Endogenous growth model is of 
the view that economic growth is 
determined by the system governing the 
production process rather than by forces 
outside that system, Todaro and Smith 
(2012). The Endogenous growth theory 
states that the changes in technology 
which affects economic growth are a 
result of education, training and invest-
ment in research by private investors 
vis-à-vis government. Furthermore, the 
theory explains how government policies 
encourage incentives to enhance both 
human and physical capital which often 
lead to economic growth. Thus the theory 
explains how changes in government 
policies can influence output and how 
innovation via investments in human and 
physical capital can foster economic 
growth. Mahir and Azra (2017), state that 
this theory made fiscal policy a crucial 
field of study of economic growth by 
incorporating tax and expenditure as 
long-run determinate of growth. The 
model classified tax into distortionary 
and non-distortionary tax. Distortionary 
tax are taxes that dissuade investment 
which consequently reduce economic 
growth while non-distortionary tax does 
not discourage investment and therefore 
has no adverse effect on economic growth. 

Model specification
This study patterns its model specifica-
tion in line with the theoretical frame-
work.
Y=AK      

(1) Where Y means output, A, means 
factors that affects technology and K 
implies both physical and human capital. 
Introducing the tax variable into the 
Equation 1 above leads to the model this 
study uses as specified in Equation 2 
below.
RGDP = f (CIT, PIT, PPT, VAT, SSER, 
GCF).       
(2) RGDP= β_0+β_1 CIT+ β_2 PIT+β_3 

PPT+β_4 VAT+ β_5 HUC+ β_6 GCF+µ_t    
(3)Where: RGDP: Real Gross Domestic 
Product 
CIT: Company Income Tax
PIT: Personal Income Tax
PPT: Petroleum Profit Tax
VAT: Value Added Tax
HUC: Proxy by secondary school 
enrolment rate 
GCF: Gross Capital Formation.
µ_t = error term.
Equation 3 below is the econometrics 
form of equation 2: 
RGDP_t=β_0+β_1 (CIT)_t+ β_2 (PIT)_t+β
_3 (PPT)_t+β_4 (VAT)_t+ β_5 (HUC)_t+ β
_6 (GCF)+µ_t
(4) The variables were log and the logged 
model is presented below.
(5) InRGDP_t=β_0+〖Inβ〗_1 (CIT)_t+ 〖
Inβ〗_2 (PIT)_t+〖Inβ〗_3 (PPT)_t+〖In
β〗_4 (VAT)_t+ 〖Inβ〗_5 (HUC)_t+ Inβ
_6 (GCF)_t+µ_t

3.3 Apriori expectation
All the variables are expected to have a 
positive relationship with economic 
growth.

4.1 Descriptive Analysis
The Table 2 below shows the summary of 
the descriptive analysis. The estimated 
mean which is being used to evaluate the 
pattern of distribution revealed that real 
gross domestic product recorded the 
highest with the value of 10.276 while 
Human Capital recorded the lowest with 
the value of 3.416. The standard devia-
tion which do reveal the volatility of varia-
bles showed that company income tax is 
the most volatile variable, while Human 
Capita is the least. The skewness statis-
tics indicated that only real gross domes-
tic product is positively skewed while 
other variables were negatively skewed. 
The Kurtosis statistics revealed that all 
the variables under study are mesokurtic. 
The Jarque-Bera statistic showed that 
the null hypothesis of normal distribution 
was rejected for all the variables at 5% 
critical value.

4.2 Unit root test

This study conducts Unit Root Test to 
determine the stationarity of each varia-
ble. This is done because most time series 
data are assumed to be non-stationary 
and when regression analysis is conduct-
ed on a  non-stationary variable, it gives 
spurious or nonsense regression (Gujarati 
2011). This study made use of ADF and 
Philip Peron (P-P) test to conduct the 
stationarity test. The two method were 
used to get a more accurate stationarity of 
each variable. The summary of the test is 
presented below in Table 3.

The result from both AD
F and P-P Unit Root Test as displayed 
above show that all the time series data 
being used in this study are integrated of 
order one I(1). Therefore, this study will 
make use of Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) estimation technique as 
the requirement for its usage has been 
met. 

4.3 Lag length selection.
Having established the estimation 
technique to be used, it is logical to 
determine the optimum lag length to be 
used before proceeding to the test. There-
fore, lag selection criterion would be 
conducted to determine the optimum lag 
length for the model. This study used AIC 
criterion.

*indicates lag order selected by the criteri-
on.
From the above table the optimum lag 
using AIC criterion is 2, therefore, this 
study would be using lag 2 in the estima-
tion technique. 
4.4 Johansen Co-integration test,
Having identified the optimal lag length, 
the next thing is to determine if there is 
cointegration in the model using the 
Johansen Co-integration test.

The null hypothesis is that there is no 
co-integration in the model and, where 
there is asterisk, we shall reject the null 
hypothesis that the variables are not 
co-integrated at 5% significant level and 
accept the alternative hypothesis that 
there is co-integration. Trace test shows 
that there is five co-integrating equation 
while the Maximum Eigenvalue shows 
that there are four co-integrating 

equation. In sum, the test reveals that 
there is co-integrating relationship in the 
model and that there is a long-run relation-
ship between economic growth on one 
hand and company income tax, gross 
capital formation, personal income tax, 
petroleum income tax, human resources 
and value added tax on the other hand.

Due to the normalization process, the 
normalized co-integration coefficient signs 
are always being reverse to enable proper 
interpretation of the model.

Table 6 shows that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and value added tax 
positively influence economic growth in 
Nigeria, while gross capital formation, 
personal income tax and human capital 
adversely affects economic growth in 
Nigeria. 4.6 VECM regression of taxation 
and economic growth

R-square: 0.678; Adj. R-square: 0.589; 
SSR: 0.021; SSE: 0.027; F-stat.: 7.619; LL: 
88.418; AIC:-4.179; SC: -3.792; 

∆〖LOG(RDGP)〗_t  = - 0.343〖ECT〗
_(t-1) + 〖0.269∆LOG(RGDP)〗_(t-1 )– 〖
0.019∆LOG(CIT)〗_(t-1 )+ 〖0.0403∆
LOG(GCF)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.062∆LOG(PIT)
〗_(t-1 )– 〖0.012∆LOG(PPT)〗_(t-1  )+ 〖
0.117∆LOG(HUC)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.002∆
LOG(VAT)〗_(t-1 )+ 0.021

The error correction term is well defined 
as it is negative and significant as the 
t-statistic is greater than two. The co-effi-
cient is -0.343 which implies that 34.3% 
previous periods deviation from the long 
run equilibrium in economic growth is  
been corrected by GCF, PIT, PPT, SSER 

and VAT within one period. 

The above result further revealed that 
company income tax has a negative signifi-
cant effect on Nigeria economic growth in 
the short run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of CIT would lead to 0.019% 
decrease in RGDP on the current year. 

This implies that, as company income tax 
increases, the profit after tax, which is 
supposed to be used to expand the compa-
ny, declines and this in turn adversely 
affects economic growth in Nigeria. This is 
in accordance with the work of Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), but does not conform 
to the apriori expectation.  

Conversely, gross capital formation has a 
positive significant influence on Nigeria 
economic growth in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
GCF would lead to 0.0403% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This means 
that that the more fixed assets are being 
acquired by the country the more the 
economy grows in Nigeria. This conform to 
the apriori expectation.
  

Furthermore, personal income tax has a 
positive significant influence on Nigerian 
economic growth in the short run, i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
PIT would lead to 0.062% increase in 
RGDP in the current year. This implies 
that, as more revenue are being generated 
through personal income tax and the 
revenue are being used for developmental 
projects, the economic grows. This is in 
agreement with the work of Tosun and 
Abizadeh (2005) and conform to the 
apriori expectation.  
Petroleum profit tax had no significant 
impact on economic growth in Nigeria. 
This could be because of the volatility in 

the oil sector for instance when the expect-
ed oil revenue is being used to project 
government expenditure and there is a 
shock in the sector the proposed project 
may not be executed. Therefore, petrole-
um profit tax is not a reliable source of 
revenue. This is in agreement with the 
work of Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018) 
but does not conform to the apriori expec-
tation. 
Human Capital positively and significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria in 
the long-run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of HUC would lead to 
0.117% increase in RGDP on the current 
year. This conform to the apriori expecta-
tion. 

 

Lastly, value added tax enhance economic 
growth in Nigeria in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
VAT would lead to 0.002% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This implies 
that as more revenue are being realized 
through VAT, the economic grows. This is 
in tandem with the work of Uzoka & 
Chiedu (2018), and conform to the apriori 
expectation.  

4.7 Causality Test
A causality test is conducted to examine 
causal relationship between two varia-
bles. There are different methods of inves-
tigating causal relationship, however, this 
study will make use of the Pairwise Grang

er Causality Test. The null hypothesis is 
that there is no causal relationship 
between the two and the alternative 
hypothesis is that there is causal relation-
ship between the two variables. The null 
hypothesis would be accepted if the proba-
bility value is more than 5%, however, if 
the probability value is equal or less than 
5% we reject the null hypothesis and 
accept the alternative hypothesis. 
The Pairwise Granger causality result is 
present in the table 6 below. The result 
reveals the following: (i) there is uni-direc-
tional causality from CIT to RGDP, i.e. 
company income tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria. (ii) there is bi-direction-
al causality between GCF and RGDP, i.e. 
gross capital formation affects economic 
growth in Nigeria vice-versa. (iii) There is 
uni-directional causality from PPT to 
RGDP, i.e. petroleum profit tax significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria. (iv) 
There is uni-directional causality from 
RGDP to HUC, i.e. economic growth in 
Nigeria affects Human capital. (v) There 
is uni-directional causality from VAT to 
RGDP, i.e. value added tax has an impact 
on economic growth in Nigeria. 

volatility nature of the oil sector and conse-
quent unreliability in using it to project 
revenue and expenditure.
2. Government should intensify efforts to 
capture and ensure payment of income tax 
by the informal sector which employs 
more than 50% of the total labor force in 
Nigeria as personal income tax promotes 
economic growth.
3. Government should focus more on VAT 
which has no direct negative impact on 
companies rather enhances economic 
growth and also gives some concessions to 
company income tax to reduce its adverse 
effect on the companies and, in turn, 
deteriorates economic growth as reveled 
in the study.
4. Government should formulate policies 
that would encourage human capital devel-
opment as it enhances economic growth.
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4.8 Diagnosis Tests
Diagnosis tests or post estimate test were 
conducted to determine how reliable the 
estimates results are. This study conduct-
ed three diagnosis tests namely: VEC 
Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests, VEC 
Residual Normality Tests and VEC Resid-
ual Serial Correlation LM Tests.

A VEC Residual Serial Correlation LM 
test was conducted to determine if there is 
serial correlation in the model. The null 
hypothesis is that there is no serial correla-
tion in the model and this would be accept-
ed when the probability value is greater 
than 0.05%, otherwise we accept the 
alternative hypothesis.  The result shows 
that the probability value is higher than 

0.05% therefore we accept the null hypoth-
esis that there is no serial correlation or 
autocorrelation in the model. 

A VEC Residual Normality Tests was 
conducted using Skewness, Kurtosis and 
Jarque-Bera to determine if the variables 
are normally distributed. The null hypoth

esis is that the residuals are multivariate 
normally distributed and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis.  The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residual is multivari-

ate normally distributed.
A VEC Residual Heteroskedasticity Test 
was conducted to determine if the varia-
bles are Heteroskedasticity.  The null 
hypothesis is that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis. The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity rather they are 
Homoskedastic. 

Summary 
This study investigated the relationship 
between tax structures on economic 
growth in Nigeria between the periods of 
1980 - 2019.  The study adopted the endog-
enous growth model as its theoretical 
framework and specified its model is 
consistent with the theory.  The study 
made use of the Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) and Granger Causality 
estimation technique to analysis the data. 
The result revealed that company income 
tax and petroleum income tax had an 
adverse effect on the economy in Nigeria 
while personal income tax, value added 
tax, human capital and gross capital 
formation promotes economic growth in 
Nigeria. The Granger Causality that 
shows the direction of causality reveal 
that company income tax, value added tax 
and petroleum profit tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria, gross capital formation 
affects economic growth in Nigeria and 
economic growth affects human capital in 
Nigeria. 

Based on the findings, the study recom-
mends the following policy formulation for 
economic growth in Nigeria:

1. Government should diversify the econo-
my and focus less on PPT because of the 

Adequate funding is required for any 
government to efficiently carry out its 
statutory functions. These functions have 
consistently been increasing due to the 
world’s political and economic dynamics 
vis-à-vis the ever changing global econo-
my. In addition to this, the Nigerian 
government is facing explosive popula-
tion growth which needs to be taken care 
of vis-à-vis challenges associated with 
high population. Regrettably, the 
revenue of Nigeria’s government has not 
been increasing to meet the ever increas-
ing expenditure. The major reason for 
this shortfall is the mono-economy 
nature of the country with heavy reliance 
on revenue from crude oil, which is highly 
volatile, and its price being exogenously 

determined. As such Nigeria is at the 
mercy of foreign countries and interna-
tional organizations for aid and loans to 
argument its income and these do come 
with stringent conditions which may not 
be completely good for the receiving econo-
my.  With the recent global financial 
crisis, foreign aid is not flowing as before 
to developing countries, including 
Nigeria, and this is adversely affecting 
different sectors of the economy. There-
fore, there is a need to diversify the econo-
my from oil by looking inward on how to 
finance the budget. Abomaye-Nimenibo 
et al. (2018) argued that taxation has 
been identified as one of the efficient 
ways of mobilizing domestic resources for 
economic growth globally. The need to 

focus on domestic revenue mobilization 
was further re-echoed by the G20 at their 
summit in 2010. Unfortunately, Nigeria 
has not fully harnessed this potential 
revenue as revealed by its tax quota. Tax 
quota is the ratio of total tax revenue to 
GDP and it is the most used indicator to 
measure tax burden. As of 2017 the tax 
quota of Nigeria was 5.7% which is far 
below the average for Africa of 17.2%, 
Latin America Countries average of 22.8, 
OECD average of 34.2%. This shows that 
Nigeria tax revenue to GDP is lower 
when compared to developed countries 
and even fell below the average of African 
and developing countries. This is adverse-
ly affecting the government in perform-
ing its responsibilities and spending in 
critical areas that would have stimulated 
economic growth. It is worthy of note that 
the Nigerian Government has been 
formulating different policies to improve 
its tax revenue among which are the tax 
policy reviews of 1991, 2003, 2012 and 
2017, and amendments of various 
taxation acts in order to suit the current 
realities. Despite all these measures to 
increase tax revenue which were expect-
ed to boost economic growth via adequate 
funding of public expenditure, the econo-
my has not been growing as expected as 
shown in Table 1.

This study is designed to determine the 
actual effect of tax on economic growth. 
Furthermore, there are empirical evidenc-
es on how taxation affects economic 
growth as researchers like Gashi et al. 
(2018), Babatunde et al. (2017), Chimilila 
(2018), and Vatavu, Lobont, Stefea and 
Brindescu-Olariu (2019) argue that 
taxation positively affect economic 

growth, while Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018), and Macek (2014), stated that 
economic growth was adversely affected 
by increment in taxation.  Michael and 
Friday (2018), Ilaboya and Mgbame 
(2012) concluded that taxation had no 
impact on economic growth. Given the 
controversies surrounding how taxation 
affects economic growth this study will 
investigate the way in which taxation has 
been affecting economic growth in 
Nigeria between 1980 and 2019. The 
study will make use of Company Income 
Tax, Personal Income Tax, Petroleum 
Profit Tax, Value Added Tax, human 
capital and gross capital formation as the 
explanatory variables while real Gross 
Domestic Product would be the depend-
ent variable. The data is sourced from 
Federal Inland Revenue Service and 
World Bank indicator. The statistical tool 
to be used for this study is E-view 10 
while the data would be analyzed with 
VECM and Granger Causality Test. The 
remaining part of this paper is structured 
as follow: section 2 is all about literature 
review, section 3 describes the methodolo-
gy which consist of theoretical framework 
and model specification, section four 
presents the data analysis, and lastly 
section 5 consist of summary and policy 
recommendations. 

Literature review
The origin of tax in Nigeria can be traced 
to 1904 when community tax was 
introduced in the Northern Nigeria, this 
was even before the amalgamation of the 
country in 1914 Ola (2001). This was 
later implemented in 1917 and 1921 in 
Western and Eastern region respectively 
Odusola (2006). Taxation is defined as a 
process of collecting taxes while tax is the 
compulsory monetary burden imposed by 
the government against its citizens to 
support in funding public expenditure. In 
Nigeria taxes are being levied on individu-
al, assets, corporate entities and transac-
tion. The National tax policy of 2012 spilt 
taxes being levied on Nigerian citizens on 
the following bases: 

(i) individual’s bases: personal 
income tax and development levy;
(ii) assets bases: property tax;
(iii) corporate entities bases: company 
income tax, education tax, technology 
level and petroleum profit tax; and 
(iv) transactions bases:  value added 
tax, capital gain tax, stamp duty, import 
duty and export duty.

Taxes has enormous important to the 
economy and this cannot be over-empha-
sized, some of the benefit of tax to the 
economy are: first, revenue generated 
from taxes can be used to develop other 
sector of the economy where government 
can generate more funds; second, it  can 
also be used to redistribute income in 
favor of the poor; third, revenue generat-
ed from taxes  can be used to provide 
social security to the indigents and poor 
of poor; fourth, revenue generated from 
taxes can be used to stimulate sectors 
that can create more jobs to the populace 
and create wealth for the junk majority of 
the citizens and develop the economy; 
fifth, revenue generated from taxes can 
be used to stimulate economic growth by 
using the revenue realized from it to 
provide basic infrastructure that can 
attract investors such as electricity, road 
and transportation; and lastly, revenue 
generated from taxes can be used to 
strengthen financial institutions and 
develop effective regulatory system. 
Despite these benefits of tax to the econo-
my, the tax revenue that have usually 
been realized in Nigeria are always short 
of target and this has been adversely 
affecting the implementation of the 
annual budget and economic growth in 
Nigeria. The reason for this low tax 
revenue are summarized below: First, 
high rate of tax avoidance and evasion 
coupled with lopsided tax laws vis-à-vis 
poor enforcement of the law due to 
limited manpower in tax administration 
in Nigeria. Second, the percentage of 
informal sector is higher than that of 
formal sector and in an informal sector 
there is improper record of profit generat-

ed on which tax would be based, also they 
have limited revenue potential so less tax 
can be generated as such the country tax 
base is narrow, i.e. the few working in 
formal sector pays the bulk of the govern-
ment revenue tax. Third, lack of social 
truth on the government, citizens don’t 
want to pay tax because of the fear that 
the fund would not be efficiently utilized 
or even embezzled. Corruption has been 
one of the menaces that is affecting 
Nigeria society as the country is rated the 
thirty-third most corrupt country in the 
world. Lastly, the high rate of tax exemp-
tion giving to investors has been reducing 
the expected tax revenue.  This is report-
ed by Van Parys and James (2009) and 
joint report by the IMF, OECD, UN and 
the World Bank (2011). IFC investor 
surveys reveals that tax incentives are 
not sufficient to attract investment to 
countries, rather a favorable investment 
climate, skills vis-à-vis market size and 
good governance does. Therefore, the tax 
incentives given are not necessary, rather 
it gives room for bribery and corruption in 
the tax administrative system Zee et al. 
(2002), and Fjeldstad and Semboja 
(2001).
  
Even though taxation is good for the 
economy as explained previously, Marina 
(1999), and Engen and Skinner (1996) are 
of the view that higher taxes do have 
adverse effect on the economy growth. 
They gave five ways through which tax do 
negatively affect economic growth as 
highlighted below:
First, higher tax can distort investment 
i.e. an increase in the statutory tax rate 
for income tax, corporate tax and capital 
gain tax would discourage investment. 
Second, higher tax can dwindle labor 
supply growth by discouraging workers 
from increasing their input and they will 
prefer leisure to work.  Third, it can 
dissuade productivity growth when 
expenditure on research and develop-
ment, that could lead to innovation and 
technological advancement, has been 
reduced Forth, tax can affect marginal 

productivity of capital when investors 
from highly taxed sectors to lower taxed 
sectors thereby lowering overall economic 
productivity. Fifth, high taxes on labor 
can distort the efficient use of human 
capital as labor would not be seeking 
employment in sectors with high tax, 
even when the sector has higher social 
productivity.

Empirical review on developed countries
Using a panel data, Stoilova and Patonov 
(2012) investigated the impact of tax on 
27 European Union member countries 
between 1995 and 2010, the result 
showed that direct tax contributed to 
economic growth. Likewise, Vatavu et al. 
(2019), explored how tax affects welfare 
gain and economic growth in the 7 richest 
European countries and 7 Central and 
Eastern Europe Countries.  Using the 
Granger Causality Test, the study 
showed that taxes contributes positively 
to economic. Similarly, Tosun and Abiza-
deh (2005), in their study of OECD 
countries between 1980 and 1999 using 
fixed effect random estimation technique, 
found that personal tax and property tax 
had positive impacts on economic growth 
while corporate tax and international 
trade tax had no significant impact on 
economic growth. 
Conversely, Macek (2014) investigated 
the impact of tax on OECD countries 
using panel dataset between the period of 
2000 and 2011.  Macek found that person-
al income tax, corporate tax and social 
security contribution adversely affects 
economic growth. Likewise, Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), in their study of 25 
rich OECD countries between the periods 
1975 - 2010 found that personal income 
tax and corporate tax inhibits economic 
growth.  Furthermore, Hakim, Karia and 
Bujang (2016), used Arellano-Bond 
dynamic panel GMM estimation 
technique to investigate the impact of 
goods and service tax on economic growth 
in developing and developed countries 
between 2005 and 2012. Their study 

revealed that goods and services tax had 
negative impact on economic growth of 
developing countries, but had positive 
impact on economic growth of developed 
countries.

Empirical review on developing countries
Canavire-Bacarreza et al. (2013), in their 
work, examined the relationship between 
taxation and economic growth in Latin 
America using generalized method of 
moments (GMM) estimation technique 
found that personal income tax, corporate 
tax and consumption tax contributed 
positively to economic growth. Also, 
Babatunde et al. (2017) investigated how 
taxation affected economic growth in 
African countries from 2004 to 2013 
using the panel estimation technique; 
they found that tax revenue promoted 
economic growth. Furthermore, Chimilila 
(2018) examined the long-run effect of 
domestic resource mobilization (tax) on 
economic growth in Tanzania between 
1996 and 2015 using the Autoregressive 
Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. He found that domestic 
resource mobilization (tax) enhanced 
economic growth in the long-run. Similar-
ly, in their study of the impact of tax 
revenue on economic growth in Nigeria 
and Ghana between 2000 and 2016 using 
multiple regression estimation 
technique, Egbunike et al. (2018) 
revealed that tax revenue had positive 
impact on economic growth.  In addition, 
Gashi et al. (2018), investigated the 
impact of tax structure on the economic 
growth of Kosovo between the period of 
2007 and 2015 using Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) analytical tool, the study 
revealed that tax positively influence 
economic growth. 
Contrariwise, Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018) investigated the effect of taxation 
on economic growth of South Africa 
between 1981 and 2916 using Auto-Re-
gressive Distribution Lag (ARDL) estima-
tion technique and found that taxes 
hampered economic growth. Using 

Ordinary Least Square technique to 
investigate the effect of tax on Kenya’s 
economic growth from 1973 to 2010, 
Owino (2019) found that Customs Duty 
(CD) and Excise Duty (ED) instigated 
economic growth while income tax (IT), 
and Value Added Tax (VAT) are insignifi-
cant to economic growth. 
Empirical review on Nigeria
 Umoru and Anyiwe (2013) in their study 
investigated the relationship between tax 
structure and economic growth in 
Nigeria between the period of 1988 and 
2011 using Johansen’s co-integration 
estimation technique. They found that 
direct tax contributed positively to 
economic growth while indirect tax 
deterred economic growth. Furthermore, 
Onakoya and Fintinni (2016) examined 
the relationship between tax revenue and 
economic growth in Nigeria between 
1980 and 2013 using Vector Error Correc-
tion Model (VECM).  They found that 
petroleum profit tax and company income 
tax positively influence economic growth 
while customs and excise duties inhibit 
economic growth. Also, Uzoka & Chiedu 
(2018) explored the impact of tax revenue 
on economic growth in Nigeria from 1997 
to 2016 using Vector Error Correction 
Mechanism (VECM) estimation 
technique, the study showed that PPT, 
CIT, VAT and CED positively influenced 
economic growth, while CGT and EDT 
had no impact on economic growth.
Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018), 
explored how tax affect economic growth 
between the period of 1980 and 2015 
using Johansen co-integration model. 
They found that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and custom and 
excise duties did not affect economic 
growth. This was a similar result to 
Ilaboya and Mgbame (2012) in their 
study to determine the impact of tax on 
economic growth in Nigeria between the 
period of 1980 and 2011 using Autoregres-
sive Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. They found that indirect tax 

has no impact on economic growth. 

Methodology 
Theoretical framework
Endogenous growth model is a conglomer-
ation of various theoretical and empirical 
work and it came into being in the 1980’s, 
Romer (1994). The model opposed the 
neoclassical growth theory which argued 
that long run economic growth is been 
influenced by external influence i.e. 
technology spillover and population 
growth. Endogenous growth model is of 
the view that economic growth is 
determined by the system governing the 
production process rather than by forces 
outside that system, Todaro and Smith 
(2012). The Endogenous growth theory 
states that the changes in technology 
which affects economic growth are a 
result of education, training and invest-
ment in research by private investors 
vis-à-vis government. Furthermore, the 
theory explains how government policies 
encourage incentives to enhance both 
human and physical capital which often 
lead to economic growth. Thus the theory 
explains how changes in government 
policies can influence output and how 
innovation via investments in human and 
physical capital can foster economic 
growth. Mahir and Azra (2017), state that 
this theory made fiscal policy a crucial 
field of study of economic growth by 
incorporating tax and expenditure as 
long-run determinate of growth. The 
model classified tax into distortionary 
and non-distortionary tax. Distortionary 
tax are taxes that dissuade investment 
which consequently reduce economic 
growth while non-distortionary tax does 
not discourage investment and therefore 
has no adverse effect on economic growth. 

Model specification
This study patterns its model specifica-
tion in line with the theoretical frame-
work.
Y=AK      

(1) Where Y means output, A, means 
factors that affects technology and K 
implies both physical and human capital. 
Introducing the tax variable into the 
Equation 1 above leads to the model this 
study uses as specified in Equation 2 
below.
RGDP = f (CIT, PIT, PPT, VAT, SSER, 
GCF).       
(2) RGDP= β_0+β_1 CIT+ β_2 PIT+β_3 

PPT+β_4 VAT+ β_5 HUC+ β_6 GCF+µ_t    
(3)Where: RGDP: Real Gross Domestic 
Product 
CIT: Company Income Tax
PIT: Personal Income Tax
PPT: Petroleum Profit Tax
VAT: Value Added Tax
HUC: Proxy by secondary school 
enrolment rate 
GCF: Gross Capital Formation.
µ_t = error term.
Equation 3 below is the econometrics 
form of equation 2: 
RGDP_t=β_0+β_1 (CIT)_t+ β_2 (PIT)_t+β
_3 (PPT)_t+β_4 (VAT)_t+ β_5 (HUC)_t+ β
_6 (GCF)+µ_t
(4) The variables were log and the logged 
model is presented below.
(5) InRGDP_t=β_0+〖Inβ〗_1 (CIT)_t+ 〖
Inβ〗_2 (PIT)_t+〖Inβ〗_3 (PPT)_t+〖In
β〗_4 (VAT)_t+ 〖Inβ〗_5 (HUC)_t+ Inβ
_6 (GCF)_t+µ_t

3.3 Apriori expectation
All the variables are expected to have a 
positive relationship with economic 
growth.

4.1 Descriptive Analysis
The Table 2 below shows the summary of 
the descriptive analysis. The estimated 
mean which is being used to evaluate the 
pattern of distribution revealed that real 
gross domestic product recorded the 
highest with the value of 10.276 while 
Human Capital recorded the lowest with 
the value of 3.416. The standard devia-
tion which do reveal the volatility of varia-
bles showed that company income tax is 
the most volatile variable, while Human 
Capita is the least. The skewness statis-
tics indicated that only real gross domes-
tic product is positively skewed while 
other variables were negatively skewed. 
The Kurtosis statistics revealed that all 
the variables under study are mesokurtic. 
The Jarque-Bera statistic showed that 
the null hypothesis of normal distribution 
was rejected for all the variables at 5% 
critical value.

4.2 Unit root test

This study conducts Unit Root Test to 
determine the stationarity of each varia-
ble. This is done because most time series 
data are assumed to be non-stationary 
and when regression analysis is conduct-
ed on a  non-stationary variable, it gives 
spurious or nonsense regression (Gujarati 
2011). This study made use of ADF and 
Philip Peron (P-P) test to conduct the 
stationarity test. The two method were 
used to get a more accurate stationarity of 
each variable. The summary of the test is 
presented below in Table 3.

The result from both AD
F and P-P Unit Root Test as displayed 
above show that all the time series data 
being used in this study are integrated of 
order one I(1). Therefore, this study will 
make use of Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) estimation technique as 
the requirement for its usage has been 
met. 

4.3 Lag length selection.
Having established the estimation 
technique to be used, it is logical to 
determine the optimum lag length to be 
used before proceeding to the test. There-
fore, lag selection criterion would be 
conducted to determine the optimum lag 
length for the model. This study used AIC 
criterion.

*indicates lag order selected by the criteri-
on.
From the above table the optimum lag 
using AIC criterion is 2, therefore, this 
study would be using lag 2 in the estima-
tion technique. 
4.4 Johansen Co-integration test,
Having identified the optimal lag length, 
the next thing is to determine if there is 
cointegration in the model using the 
Johansen Co-integration test.

The null hypothesis is that there is no 
co-integration in the model and, where 
there is asterisk, we shall reject the null 
hypothesis that the variables are not 
co-integrated at 5% significant level and 
accept the alternative hypothesis that 
there is co-integration. Trace test shows 
that there is five co-integrating equation 
while the Maximum Eigenvalue shows 
that there are four co-integrating 

equation. In sum, the test reveals that 
there is co-integrating relationship in the 
model and that there is a long-run relation-
ship between economic growth on one 
hand and company income tax, gross 
capital formation, personal income tax, 
petroleum income tax, human resources 
and value added tax on the other hand.

Due to the normalization process, the 
normalized co-integration coefficient signs 
are always being reverse to enable proper 
interpretation of the model.

Table 6 shows that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and value added tax 
positively influence economic growth in 
Nigeria, while gross capital formation, 
personal income tax and human capital 
adversely affects economic growth in 
Nigeria. 4.6 VECM regression of taxation 
and economic growth

R-square: 0.678; Adj. R-square: 0.589; 
SSR: 0.021; SSE: 0.027; F-stat.: 7.619; LL: 
88.418; AIC:-4.179; SC: -3.792; 

∆〖LOG(RDGP)〗_t  = - 0.343〖ECT〗
_(t-1) + 〖0.269∆LOG(RGDP)〗_(t-1 )– 〖
0.019∆LOG(CIT)〗_(t-1 )+ 〖0.0403∆
LOG(GCF)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.062∆LOG(PIT)
〗_(t-1 )– 〖0.012∆LOG(PPT)〗_(t-1  )+ 〖
0.117∆LOG(HUC)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.002∆
LOG(VAT)〗_(t-1 )+ 0.021

The error correction term is well defined 
as it is negative and significant as the 
t-statistic is greater than two. The co-effi-
cient is -0.343 which implies that 34.3% 
previous periods deviation from the long 
run equilibrium in economic growth is  
been corrected by GCF, PIT, PPT, SSER 

and VAT within one period. 

The above result further revealed that 
company income tax has a negative signifi-
cant effect on Nigeria economic growth in 
the short run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of CIT would lead to 0.019% 
decrease in RGDP on the current year. 

This implies that, as company income tax 
increases, the profit after tax, which is 
supposed to be used to expand the compa-
ny, declines and this in turn adversely 
affects economic growth in Nigeria. This is 
in accordance with the work of Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), but does not conform 
to the apriori expectation.  

Conversely, gross capital formation has a 
positive significant influence on Nigeria 
economic growth in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
GCF would lead to 0.0403% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This means 
that that the more fixed assets are being 
acquired by the country the more the 
economy grows in Nigeria. This conform to 
the apriori expectation.
  

Furthermore, personal income tax has a 
positive significant influence on Nigerian 
economic growth in the short run, i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
PIT would lead to 0.062% increase in 
RGDP in the current year. This implies 
that, as more revenue are being generated 
through personal income tax and the 
revenue are being used for developmental 
projects, the economic grows. This is in 
agreement with the work of Tosun and 
Abizadeh (2005) and conform to the 
apriori expectation.  
Petroleum profit tax had no significant 
impact on economic growth in Nigeria. 
This could be because of the volatility in 

the oil sector for instance when the expect-
ed oil revenue is being used to project 
government expenditure and there is a 
shock in the sector the proposed project 
may not be executed. Therefore, petrole-
um profit tax is not a reliable source of 
revenue. This is in agreement with the 
work of Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018) 
but does not conform to the apriori expec-
tation. 
Human Capital positively and significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria in 
the long-run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of HUC would lead to 
0.117% increase in RGDP on the current 
year. This conform to the apriori expecta-
tion. 

 

Lastly, value added tax enhance economic 
growth in Nigeria in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
VAT would lead to 0.002% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This implies 
that as more revenue are being realized 
through VAT, the economic grows. This is 
in tandem with the work of Uzoka & 
Chiedu (2018), and conform to the apriori 
expectation.  

4.7 Causality Test
A causality test is conducted to examine 
causal relationship between two varia-
bles. There are different methods of inves-
tigating causal relationship, however, this 
study will make use of the Pairwise Grang

er Causality Test. The null hypothesis is 
that there is no causal relationship 
between the two and the alternative 
hypothesis is that there is causal relation-
ship between the two variables. The null 
hypothesis would be accepted if the proba-
bility value is more than 5%, however, if 
the probability value is equal or less than 
5% we reject the null hypothesis and 
accept the alternative hypothesis. 
The Pairwise Granger causality result is 
present in the table 6 below. The result 
reveals the following: (i) there is uni-direc-
tional causality from CIT to RGDP, i.e. 
company income tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria. (ii) there is bi-direction-
al causality between GCF and RGDP, i.e. 
gross capital formation affects economic 
growth in Nigeria vice-versa. (iii) There is 
uni-directional causality from PPT to 
RGDP, i.e. petroleum profit tax significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria. (iv) 
There is uni-directional causality from 
RGDP to HUC, i.e. economic growth in 
Nigeria affects Human capital. (v) There 
is uni-directional causality from VAT to 
RGDP, i.e. value added tax has an impact 
on economic growth in Nigeria. 

volatility nature of the oil sector and conse-
quent unreliability in using it to project 
revenue and expenditure.
2. Government should intensify efforts to 
capture and ensure payment of income tax 
by the informal sector which employs 
more than 50% of the total labor force in 
Nigeria as personal income tax promotes 
economic growth.
3. Government should focus more on VAT 
which has no direct negative impact on 
companies rather enhances economic 
growth and also gives some concessions to 
company income tax to reduce its adverse 
effect on the companies and, in turn, 
deteriorates economic growth as reveled 
in the study.
4. Government should formulate policies 
that would encourage human capital devel-
opment as it enhances economic growth.
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4.8 Diagnosis Tests
Diagnosis tests or post estimate test were 
conducted to determine how reliable the 
estimates results are. This study conduct-
ed three diagnosis tests namely: VEC 
Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests, VEC 
Residual Normality Tests and VEC Resid-
ual Serial Correlation LM Tests.

A VEC Residual Serial Correlation LM 
test was conducted to determine if there is 
serial correlation in the model. The null 
hypothesis is that there is no serial correla-
tion in the model and this would be accept-
ed when the probability value is greater 
than 0.05%, otherwise we accept the 
alternative hypothesis.  The result shows 
that the probability value is higher than 

0.05% therefore we accept the null hypoth-
esis that there is no serial correlation or 
autocorrelation in the model. 

A VEC Residual Normality Tests was 
conducted using Skewness, Kurtosis and 
Jarque-Bera to determine if the variables 
are normally distributed. The null hypoth

esis is that the residuals are multivariate 
normally distributed and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis.  The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residual is multivari-

ate normally distributed.
A VEC Residual Heteroskedasticity Test 
was conducted to determine if the varia-
bles are Heteroskedasticity.  The null 
hypothesis is that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis. The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity rather they are 
Homoskedastic. 

Summary 
This study investigated the relationship 
between tax structures on economic 
growth in Nigeria between the periods of 
1980 - 2019.  The study adopted the endog-
enous growth model as its theoretical 
framework and specified its model is 
consistent with the theory.  The study 
made use of the Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) and Granger Causality 
estimation technique to analysis the data. 
The result revealed that company income 
tax and petroleum income tax had an 
adverse effect on the economy in Nigeria 
while personal income tax, value added 
tax, human capital and gross capital 
formation promotes economic growth in 
Nigeria. The Granger Causality that 
shows the direction of causality reveal 
that company income tax, value added tax 
and petroleum profit tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria, gross capital formation 
affects economic growth in Nigeria and 
economic growth affects human capital in 
Nigeria. 

Based on the findings, the study recom-
mends the following policy formulation for 
economic growth in Nigeria:

1. Government should diversify the econo-
my and focus less on PPT because of the 

Adequate funding is required for any 
government to efficiently carry out its 
statutory functions. These functions have 
consistently been increasing due to the 
world’s political and economic dynamics 
vis-à-vis the ever changing global econo-
my. In addition to this, the Nigerian 
government is facing explosive popula-
tion growth which needs to be taken care 
of vis-à-vis challenges associated with 
high population. Regrettably, the 
revenue of Nigeria’s government has not 
been increasing to meet the ever increas-
ing expenditure. The major reason for 
this shortfall is the mono-economy 
nature of the country with heavy reliance 
on revenue from crude oil, which is highly 
volatile, and its price being exogenously 

determined. As such Nigeria is at the 
mercy of foreign countries and interna-
tional organizations for aid and loans to 
argument its income and these do come 
with stringent conditions which may not 
be completely good for the receiving econo-
my.  With the recent global financial 
crisis, foreign aid is not flowing as before 
to developing countries, including 
Nigeria, and this is adversely affecting 
different sectors of the economy. There-
fore, there is a need to diversify the econo-
my from oil by looking inward on how to 
finance the budget. Abomaye-Nimenibo 
et al. (2018) argued that taxation has 
been identified as one of the efficient 
ways of mobilizing domestic resources for 
economic growth globally. The need to 

focus on domestic revenue mobilization 
was further re-echoed by the G20 at their 
summit in 2010. Unfortunately, Nigeria 
has not fully harnessed this potential 
revenue as revealed by its tax quota. Tax 
quota is the ratio of total tax revenue to 
GDP and it is the most used indicator to 
measure tax burden. As of 2017 the tax 
quota of Nigeria was 5.7% which is far 
below the average for Africa of 17.2%, 
Latin America Countries average of 22.8, 
OECD average of 34.2%. This shows that 
Nigeria tax revenue to GDP is lower 
when compared to developed countries 
and even fell below the average of African 
and developing countries. This is adverse-
ly affecting the government in perform-
ing its responsibilities and spending in 
critical areas that would have stimulated 
economic growth. It is worthy of note that 
the Nigerian Government has been 
formulating different policies to improve 
its tax revenue among which are the tax 
policy reviews of 1991, 2003, 2012 and 
2017, and amendments of various 
taxation acts in order to suit the current 
realities. Despite all these measures to 
increase tax revenue which were expect-
ed to boost economic growth via adequate 
funding of public expenditure, the econo-
my has not been growing as expected as 
shown in Table 1.

This study is designed to determine the 
actual effect of tax on economic growth. 
Furthermore, there are empirical evidenc-
es on how taxation affects economic 
growth as researchers like Gashi et al. 
(2018), Babatunde et al. (2017), Chimilila 
(2018), and Vatavu, Lobont, Stefea and 
Brindescu-Olariu (2019) argue that 
taxation positively affect economic 

growth, while Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018), and Macek (2014), stated that 
economic growth was adversely affected 
by increment in taxation.  Michael and 
Friday (2018), Ilaboya and Mgbame 
(2012) concluded that taxation had no 
impact on economic growth. Given the 
controversies surrounding how taxation 
affects economic growth this study will 
investigate the way in which taxation has 
been affecting economic growth in 
Nigeria between 1980 and 2019. The 
study will make use of Company Income 
Tax, Personal Income Tax, Petroleum 
Profit Tax, Value Added Tax, human 
capital and gross capital formation as the 
explanatory variables while real Gross 
Domestic Product would be the depend-
ent variable. The data is sourced from 
Federal Inland Revenue Service and 
World Bank indicator. The statistical tool 
to be used for this study is E-view 10 
while the data would be analyzed with 
VECM and Granger Causality Test. The 
remaining part of this paper is structured 
as follow: section 2 is all about literature 
review, section 3 describes the methodolo-
gy which consist of theoretical framework 
and model specification, section four 
presents the data analysis, and lastly 
section 5 consist of summary and policy 
recommendations. 

Literature review
The origin of tax in Nigeria can be traced 
to 1904 when community tax was 
introduced in the Northern Nigeria, this 
was even before the amalgamation of the 
country in 1914 Ola (2001). This was 
later implemented in 1917 and 1921 in 
Western and Eastern region respectively 
Odusola (2006). Taxation is defined as a 
process of collecting taxes while tax is the 
compulsory monetary burden imposed by 
the government against its citizens to 
support in funding public expenditure. In 
Nigeria taxes are being levied on individu-
al, assets, corporate entities and transac-
tion. The National tax policy of 2012 spilt 
taxes being levied on Nigerian citizens on 
the following bases: 

(i) individual’s bases: personal 
income tax and development levy;
(ii) assets bases: property tax;
(iii) corporate entities bases: company 
income tax, education tax, technology 
level and petroleum profit tax; and 
(iv) transactions bases:  value added 
tax, capital gain tax, stamp duty, import 
duty and export duty.

Taxes has enormous important to the 
economy and this cannot be over-empha-
sized, some of the benefit of tax to the 
economy are: first, revenue generated 
from taxes can be used to develop other 
sector of the economy where government 
can generate more funds; second, it  can 
also be used to redistribute income in 
favor of the poor; third, revenue generat-
ed from taxes  can be used to provide 
social security to the indigents and poor 
of poor; fourth, revenue generated from 
taxes can be used to stimulate sectors 
that can create more jobs to the populace 
and create wealth for the junk majority of 
the citizens and develop the economy; 
fifth, revenue generated from taxes can 
be used to stimulate economic growth by 
using the revenue realized from it to 
provide basic infrastructure that can 
attract investors such as electricity, road 
and transportation; and lastly, revenue 
generated from taxes can be used to 
strengthen financial institutions and 
develop effective regulatory system. 
Despite these benefits of tax to the econo-
my, the tax revenue that have usually 
been realized in Nigeria are always short 
of target and this has been adversely 
affecting the implementation of the 
annual budget and economic growth in 
Nigeria. The reason for this low tax 
revenue are summarized below: First, 
high rate of tax avoidance and evasion 
coupled with lopsided tax laws vis-à-vis 
poor enforcement of the law due to 
limited manpower in tax administration 
in Nigeria. Second, the percentage of 
informal sector is higher than that of 
formal sector and in an informal sector 
there is improper record of profit generat-

ed on which tax would be based, also they 
have limited revenue potential so less tax 
can be generated as such the country tax 
base is narrow, i.e. the few working in 
formal sector pays the bulk of the govern-
ment revenue tax. Third, lack of social 
truth on the government, citizens don’t 
want to pay tax because of the fear that 
the fund would not be efficiently utilized 
or even embezzled. Corruption has been 
one of the menaces that is affecting 
Nigeria society as the country is rated the 
thirty-third most corrupt country in the 
world. Lastly, the high rate of tax exemp-
tion giving to investors has been reducing 
the expected tax revenue.  This is report-
ed by Van Parys and James (2009) and 
joint report by the IMF, OECD, UN and 
the World Bank (2011). IFC investor 
surveys reveals that tax incentives are 
not sufficient to attract investment to 
countries, rather a favorable investment 
climate, skills vis-à-vis market size and 
good governance does. Therefore, the tax 
incentives given are not necessary, rather 
it gives room for bribery and corruption in 
the tax administrative system Zee et al. 
(2002), and Fjeldstad and Semboja 
(2001).
  
Even though taxation is good for the 
economy as explained previously, Marina 
(1999), and Engen and Skinner (1996) are 
of the view that higher taxes do have 
adverse effect on the economy growth. 
They gave five ways through which tax do 
negatively affect economic growth as 
highlighted below:
First, higher tax can distort investment 
i.e. an increase in the statutory tax rate 
for income tax, corporate tax and capital 
gain tax would discourage investment. 
Second, higher tax can dwindle labor 
supply growth by discouraging workers 
from increasing their input and they will 
prefer leisure to work.  Third, it can 
dissuade productivity growth when 
expenditure on research and develop-
ment, that could lead to innovation and 
technological advancement, has been 
reduced Forth, tax can affect marginal 

productivity of capital when investors 
from highly taxed sectors to lower taxed 
sectors thereby lowering overall economic 
productivity. Fifth, high taxes on labor 
can distort the efficient use of human 
capital as labor would not be seeking 
employment in sectors with high tax, 
even when the sector has higher social 
productivity.

Empirical review on developed countries
Using a panel data, Stoilova and Patonov 
(2012) investigated the impact of tax on 
27 European Union member countries 
between 1995 and 2010, the result 
showed that direct tax contributed to 
economic growth. Likewise, Vatavu et al. 
(2019), explored how tax affects welfare 
gain and economic growth in the 7 richest 
European countries and 7 Central and 
Eastern Europe Countries.  Using the 
Granger Causality Test, the study 
showed that taxes contributes positively 
to economic. Similarly, Tosun and Abiza-
deh (2005), in their study of OECD 
countries between 1980 and 1999 using 
fixed effect random estimation technique, 
found that personal tax and property tax 
had positive impacts on economic growth 
while corporate tax and international 
trade tax had no significant impact on 
economic growth. 
Conversely, Macek (2014) investigated 
the impact of tax on OECD countries 
using panel dataset between the period of 
2000 and 2011.  Macek found that person-
al income tax, corporate tax and social 
security contribution adversely affects 
economic growth. Likewise, Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), in their study of 25 
rich OECD countries between the periods 
1975 - 2010 found that personal income 
tax and corporate tax inhibits economic 
growth.  Furthermore, Hakim, Karia and 
Bujang (2016), used Arellano-Bond 
dynamic panel GMM estimation 
technique to investigate the impact of 
goods and service tax on economic growth 
in developing and developed countries 
between 2005 and 2012. Their study 

revealed that goods and services tax had 
negative impact on economic growth of 
developing countries, but had positive 
impact on economic growth of developed 
countries.

Empirical review on developing countries
Canavire-Bacarreza et al. (2013), in their 
work, examined the relationship between 
taxation and economic growth in Latin 
America using generalized method of 
moments (GMM) estimation technique 
found that personal income tax, corporate 
tax and consumption tax contributed 
positively to economic growth. Also, 
Babatunde et al. (2017) investigated how 
taxation affected economic growth in 
African countries from 2004 to 2013 
using the panel estimation technique; 
they found that tax revenue promoted 
economic growth. Furthermore, Chimilila 
(2018) examined the long-run effect of 
domestic resource mobilization (tax) on 
economic growth in Tanzania between 
1996 and 2015 using the Autoregressive 
Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. He found that domestic 
resource mobilization (tax) enhanced 
economic growth in the long-run. Similar-
ly, in their study of the impact of tax 
revenue on economic growth in Nigeria 
and Ghana between 2000 and 2016 using 
multiple regression estimation 
technique, Egbunike et al. (2018) 
revealed that tax revenue had positive 
impact on economic growth.  In addition, 
Gashi et al. (2018), investigated the 
impact of tax structure on the economic 
growth of Kosovo between the period of 
2007 and 2015 using Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) analytical tool, the study 
revealed that tax positively influence 
economic growth. 
Contrariwise, Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018) investigated the effect of taxation 
on economic growth of South Africa 
between 1981 and 2916 using Auto-Re-
gressive Distribution Lag (ARDL) estima-
tion technique and found that taxes 
hampered economic growth. Using 

Ordinary Least Square technique to 
investigate the effect of tax on Kenya’s 
economic growth from 1973 to 2010, 
Owino (2019) found that Customs Duty 
(CD) and Excise Duty (ED) instigated 
economic growth while income tax (IT), 
and Value Added Tax (VAT) are insignifi-
cant to economic growth. 
Empirical review on Nigeria
 Umoru and Anyiwe (2013) in their study 
investigated the relationship between tax 
structure and economic growth in 
Nigeria between the period of 1988 and 
2011 using Johansen’s co-integration 
estimation technique. They found that 
direct tax contributed positively to 
economic growth while indirect tax 
deterred economic growth. Furthermore, 
Onakoya and Fintinni (2016) examined 
the relationship between tax revenue and 
economic growth in Nigeria between 
1980 and 2013 using Vector Error Correc-
tion Model (VECM).  They found that 
petroleum profit tax and company income 
tax positively influence economic growth 
while customs and excise duties inhibit 
economic growth. Also, Uzoka & Chiedu 
(2018) explored the impact of tax revenue 
on economic growth in Nigeria from 1997 
to 2016 using Vector Error Correction 
Mechanism (VECM) estimation 
technique, the study showed that PPT, 
CIT, VAT and CED positively influenced 
economic growth, while CGT and EDT 
had no impact on economic growth.
Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018), 
explored how tax affect economic growth 
between the period of 1980 and 2015 
using Johansen co-integration model. 
They found that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and custom and 
excise duties did not affect economic 
growth. This was a similar result to 
Ilaboya and Mgbame (2012) in their 
study to determine the impact of tax on 
economic growth in Nigeria between the 
period of 1980 and 2011 using Autoregres-
sive Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. They found that indirect tax 

has no impact on economic growth. 

Methodology 
Theoretical framework
Endogenous growth model is a conglomer-
ation of various theoretical and empirical 
work and it came into being in the 1980’s, 
Romer (1994). The model opposed the 
neoclassical growth theory which argued 
that long run economic growth is been 
influenced by external influence i.e. 
technology spillover and population 
growth. Endogenous growth model is of 
the view that economic growth is 
determined by the system governing the 
production process rather than by forces 
outside that system, Todaro and Smith 
(2012). The Endogenous growth theory 
states that the changes in technology 
which affects economic growth are a 
result of education, training and invest-
ment in research by private investors 
vis-à-vis government. Furthermore, the 
theory explains how government policies 
encourage incentives to enhance both 
human and physical capital which often 
lead to economic growth. Thus the theory 
explains how changes in government 
policies can influence output and how 
innovation via investments in human and 
physical capital can foster economic 
growth. Mahir and Azra (2017), state that 
this theory made fiscal policy a crucial 
field of study of economic growth by 
incorporating tax and expenditure as 
long-run determinate of growth. The 
model classified tax into distortionary 
and non-distortionary tax. Distortionary 
tax are taxes that dissuade investment 
which consequently reduce economic 
growth while non-distortionary tax does 
not discourage investment and therefore 
has no adverse effect on economic growth. 

Model specification
This study patterns its model specifica-
tion in line with the theoretical frame-
work.
Y=AK      

(1) Where Y means output, A, means 
factors that affects technology and K 
implies both physical and human capital. 
Introducing the tax variable into the 
Equation 1 above leads to the model this 
study uses as specified in Equation 2 
below.
RGDP = f (CIT, PIT, PPT, VAT, SSER, 
GCF).       
(2) RGDP= β_0+β_1 CIT+ β_2 PIT+β_3 

PPT+β_4 VAT+ β_5 HUC+ β_6 GCF+µ_t    
(3)Where: RGDP: Real Gross Domestic 
Product 
CIT: Company Income Tax
PIT: Personal Income Tax
PPT: Petroleum Profit Tax
VAT: Value Added Tax
HUC: Proxy by secondary school 
enrolment rate 
GCF: Gross Capital Formation.
µ_t = error term.
Equation 3 below is the econometrics 
form of equation 2: 
RGDP_t=β_0+β_1 (CIT)_t+ β_2 (PIT)_t+β
_3 (PPT)_t+β_4 (VAT)_t+ β_5 (HUC)_t+ β
_6 (GCF)+µ_t
(4) The variables were log and the logged 
model is presented below.
(5) InRGDP_t=β_0+〖Inβ〗_1 (CIT)_t+ 〖
Inβ〗_2 (PIT)_t+〖Inβ〗_3 (PPT)_t+〖In
β〗_4 (VAT)_t+ 〖Inβ〗_5 (HUC)_t+ Inβ
_6 (GCF)_t+µ_t

3.3 Apriori expectation
All the variables are expected to have a 
positive relationship with economic 
growth.

4.1 Descriptive Analysis
The Table 2 below shows the summary of 
the descriptive analysis. The estimated 
mean which is being used to evaluate the 
pattern of distribution revealed that real 
gross domestic product recorded the 
highest with the value of 10.276 while 
Human Capital recorded the lowest with 
the value of 3.416. The standard devia-
tion which do reveal the volatility of varia-
bles showed that company income tax is 
the most volatile variable, while Human 
Capita is the least. The skewness statis-
tics indicated that only real gross domes-
tic product is positively skewed while 
other variables were negatively skewed. 
The Kurtosis statistics revealed that all 
the variables under study are mesokurtic. 
The Jarque-Bera statistic showed that 
the null hypothesis of normal distribution 
was rejected for all the variables at 5% 
critical value.

4.2 Unit root test

This study conducts Unit Root Test to 
determine the stationarity of each varia-
ble. This is done because most time series 
data are assumed to be non-stationary 
and when regression analysis is conduct-
ed on a  non-stationary variable, it gives 
spurious or nonsense regression (Gujarati 
2011). This study made use of ADF and 
Philip Peron (P-P) test to conduct the 
stationarity test. The two method were 
used to get a more accurate stationarity of 
each variable. The summary of the test is 
presented below in Table 3.

The result from both AD
F and P-P Unit Root Test as displayed 
above show that all the time series data 
being used in this study are integrated of 
order one I(1). Therefore, this study will 
make use of Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) estimation technique as 
the requirement for its usage has been 
met. 

4.3 Lag length selection.
Having established the estimation 
technique to be used, it is logical to 
determine the optimum lag length to be 
used before proceeding to the test. There-
fore, lag selection criterion would be 
conducted to determine the optimum lag 
length for the model. This study used AIC 
criterion.

*indicates lag order selected by the criteri-
on.
From the above table the optimum lag 
using AIC criterion is 2, therefore, this 
study would be using lag 2 in the estima-
tion technique. 
4.4 Johansen Co-integration test,
Having identified the optimal lag length, 
the next thing is to determine if there is 
cointegration in the model using the 
Johansen Co-integration test.

The null hypothesis is that there is no 
co-integration in the model and, where 
there is asterisk, we shall reject the null 
hypothesis that the variables are not 
co-integrated at 5% significant level and 
accept the alternative hypothesis that 
there is co-integration. Trace test shows 
that there is five co-integrating equation 
while the Maximum Eigenvalue shows 
that there are four co-integrating 

equation. In sum, the test reveals that 
there is co-integrating relationship in the 
model and that there is a long-run relation-
ship between economic growth on one 
hand and company income tax, gross 
capital formation, personal income tax, 
petroleum income tax, human resources 
and value added tax on the other hand.

Due to the normalization process, the 
normalized co-integration coefficient signs 
are always being reverse to enable proper 
interpretation of the model.

Table 6 shows that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and value added tax 
positively influence economic growth in 
Nigeria, while gross capital formation, 
personal income tax and human capital 
adversely affects economic growth in 
Nigeria. 4.6 VECM regression of taxation 
and economic growth

R-square: 0.678; Adj. R-square: 0.589; 
SSR: 0.021; SSE: 0.027; F-stat.: 7.619; LL: 
88.418; AIC:-4.179; SC: -3.792; 

∆〖LOG(RDGP)〗_t  = - 0.343〖ECT〗
_(t-1) + 〖0.269∆LOG(RGDP)〗_(t-1 )– 〖
0.019∆LOG(CIT)〗_(t-1 )+ 〖0.0403∆
LOG(GCF)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.062∆LOG(PIT)
〗_(t-1 )– 〖0.012∆LOG(PPT)〗_(t-1  )+ 〖
0.117∆LOG(HUC)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.002∆
LOG(VAT)〗_(t-1 )+ 0.021

The error correction term is well defined 
as it is negative and significant as the 
t-statistic is greater than two. The co-effi-
cient is -0.343 which implies that 34.3% 
previous periods deviation from the long 
run equilibrium in economic growth is  
been corrected by GCF, PIT, PPT, SSER 

and VAT within one period. 

The above result further revealed that 
company income tax has a negative signifi-
cant effect on Nigeria economic growth in 
the short run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of CIT would lead to 0.019% 
decrease in RGDP on the current year. 

This implies that, as company income tax 
increases, the profit after tax, which is 
supposed to be used to expand the compa-
ny, declines and this in turn adversely 
affects economic growth in Nigeria. This is 
in accordance with the work of Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), but does not conform 
to the apriori expectation.  

Conversely, gross capital formation has a 
positive significant influence on Nigeria 
economic growth in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
GCF would lead to 0.0403% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This means 
that that the more fixed assets are being 
acquired by the country the more the 
economy grows in Nigeria. This conform to 
the apriori expectation.
  

Furthermore, personal income tax has a 
positive significant influence on Nigerian 
economic growth in the short run, i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
PIT would lead to 0.062% increase in 
RGDP in the current year. This implies 
that, as more revenue are being generated 
through personal income tax and the 
revenue are being used for developmental 
projects, the economic grows. This is in 
agreement with the work of Tosun and 
Abizadeh (2005) and conform to the 
apriori expectation.  
Petroleum profit tax had no significant 
impact on economic growth in Nigeria. 
This could be because of the volatility in 

the oil sector for instance when the expect-
ed oil revenue is being used to project 
government expenditure and there is a 
shock in the sector the proposed project 
may not be executed. Therefore, petrole-
um profit tax is not a reliable source of 
revenue. This is in agreement with the 
work of Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018) 
but does not conform to the apriori expec-
tation. 
Human Capital positively and significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria in 
the long-run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of HUC would lead to 
0.117% increase in RGDP on the current 
year. This conform to the apriori expecta-
tion. 

 

Lastly, value added tax enhance economic 
growth in Nigeria in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
VAT would lead to 0.002% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This implies 
that as more revenue are being realized 
through VAT, the economic grows. This is 
in tandem with the work of Uzoka & 
Chiedu (2018), and conform to the apriori 
expectation.  

4.7 Causality Test
A causality test is conducted to examine 
causal relationship between two varia-
bles. There are different methods of inves-
tigating causal relationship, however, this 
study will make use of the Pairwise Grang

er Causality Test. The null hypothesis is 
that there is no causal relationship 
between the two and the alternative 
hypothesis is that there is causal relation-
ship between the two variables. The null 
hypothesis would be accepted if the proba-
bility value is more than 5%, however, if 
the probability value is equal or less than 
5% we reject the null hypothesis and 
accept the alternative hypothesis. 
The Pairwise Granger causality result is 
present in the table 6 below. The result 
reveals the following: (i) there is uni-direc-
tional causality from CIT to RGDP, i.e. 
company income tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria. (ii) there is bi-direction-
al causality between GCF and RGDP, i.e. 
gross capital formation affects economic 
growth in Nigeria vice-versa. (iii) There is 
uni-directional causality from PPT to 
RGDP, i.e. petroleum profit tax significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria. (iv) 
There is uni-directional causality from 
RGDP to HUC, i.e. economic growth in 
Nigeria affects Human capital. (v) There 
is uni-directional causality from VAT to 
RGDP, i.e. value added tax has an impact 
on economic growth in Nigeria. 

volatility nature of the oil sector and conse-
quent unreliability in using it to project 
revenue and expenditure.
2. Government should intensify efforts to 
capture and ensure payment of income tax 
by the informal sector which employs 
more than 50% of the total labor force in 
Nigeria as personal income tax promotes 
economic growth.
3. Government should focus more on VAT 
which has no direct negative impact on 
companies rather enhances economic 
growth and also gives some concessions to 
company income tax to reduce its adverse 
effect on the companies and, in turn, 
deteriorates economic growth as reveled 
in the study.
4. Government should formulate policies 
that would encourage human capital devel-
opment as it enhances economic growth.
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Variables 

LOG(RG

DP) 

LOG(CI

T) 

LOG(GC

F) 

LOG(PI

T) 

LOG(PP

T) 

LOG(HU

C) 

LOG(VA

T) 

 Mean 10.276 3.496 7.479 4.425 5.098 3.416 3.538 

 Std. Dev. 0.573 2.804 1.889 1.783 2.626 0.311 2.498 

 Skewness 0.335 -0.248 -0.292 -0.163 -0.233 -0.016 -0.118 

 Kurtosis 1.588 1.589 1.682 1.721 1.458 2.718 1.553 

 Jarque-Bera 4.071 3.728 3.462 2.902 4.325 0.135 3.579 

 Probability 0.131 0.155 0.177 0.234 0.115 0.935 0.167 

 Observations 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 

TABLE 2: SUMMARY OF DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS
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4.8 Diagnosis Tests
Diagnosis tests or post estimate test were 
conducted to determine how reliable the 
estimates results are. This study conduct-
ed three diagnosis tests namely: VEC 
Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests, VEC 
Residual Normality Tests and VEC Resid-
ual Serial Correlation LM Tests.

A VEC Residual Serial Correlation LM 
test was conducted to determine if there is 
serial correlation in the model. The null 
hypothesis is that there is no serial correla-
tion in the model and this would be accept-
ed when the probability value is greater 
than 0.05%, otherwise we accept the 
alternative hypothesis.  The result shows 
that the probability value is higher than 

0.05% therefore we accept the null hypoth-
esis that there is no serial correlation or 
autocorrelation in the model. 

A VEC Residual Normality Tests was 
conducted using Skewness, Kurtosis and 
Jarque-Bera to determine if the variables 
are normally distributed. The null hypoth

esis is that the residuals are multivariate 
normally distributed and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis.  The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residual is multivari-

ate normally distributed.
A VEC Residual Heteroskedasticity Test 
was conducted to determine if the varia-
bles are Heteroskedasticity.  The null 
hypothesis is that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis. The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity rather they are 
Homoskedastic. 

Summary 
This study investigated the relationship 
between tax structures on economic 
growth in Nigeria between the periods of 
1980 - 2019.  The study adopted the endog-
enous growth model as its theoretical 
framework and specified its model is 
consistent with the theory.  The study 
made use of the Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) and Granger Causality 
estimation technique to analysis the data. 
The result revealed that company income 
tax and petroleum income tax had an 
adverse effect on the economy in Nigeria 
while personal income tax, value added 
tax, human capital and gross capital 
formation promotes economic growth in 
Nigeria. The Granger Causality that 
shows the direction of causality reveal 
that company income tax, value added tax 
and petroleum profit tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria, gross capital formation 
affects economic growth in Nigeria and 
economic growth affects human capital in 
Nigeria. 

Based on the findings, the study recom-
mends the following policy formulation for 
economic growth in Nigeria:

1. Government should diversify the econo-
my and focus less on PPT because of the 

Adequate funding is required for any 
government to efficiently carry out its 
statutory functions. These functions have 
consistently been increasing due to the 
world’s political and economic dynamics 
vis-à-vis the ever changing global econo-
my. In addition to this, the Nigerian 
government is facing explosive popula-
tion growth which needs to be taken care 
of vis-à-vis challenges associated with 
high population. Regrettably, the 
revenue of Nigeria’s government has not 
been increasing to meet the ever increas-
ing expenditure. The major reason for 
this shortfall is the mono-economy 
nature of the country with heavy reliance 
on revenue from crude oil, which is highly 
volatile, and its price being exogenously 

determined. As such Nigeria is at the 
mercy of foreign countries and interna-
tional organizations for aid and loans to 
argument its income and these do come 
with stringent conditions which may not 
be completely good for the receiving econo-
my.  With the recent global financial 
crisis, foreign aid is not flowing as before 
to developing countries, including 
Nigeria, and this is adversely affecting 
different sectors of the economy. There-
fore, there is a need to diversify the econo-
my from oil by looking inward on how to 
finance the budget. Abomaye-Nimenibo 
et al. (2018) argued that taxation has 
been identified as one of the efficient 
ways of mobilizing domestic resources for 
economic growth globally. The need to 

focus on domestic revenue mobilization 
was further re-echoed by the G20 at their 
summit in 2010. Unfortunately, Nigeria 
has not fully harnessed this potential 
revenue as revealed by its tax quota. Tax 
quota is the ratio of total tax revenue to 
GDP and it is the most used indicator to 
measure tax burden. As of 2017 the tax 
quota of Nigeria was 5.7% which is far 
below the average for Africa of 17.2%, 
Latin America Countries average of 22.8, 
OECD average of 34.2%. This shows that 
Nigeria tax revenue to GDP is lower 
when compared to developed countries 
and even fell below the average of African 
and developing countries. This is adverse-
ly affecting the government in perform-
ing its responsibilities and spending in 
critical areas that would have stimulated 
economic growth. It is worthy of note that 
the Nigerian Government has been 
formulating different policies to improve 
its tax revenue among which are the tax 
policy reviews of 1991, 2003, 2012 and 
2017, and amendments of various 
taxation acts in order to suit the current 
realities. Despite all these measures to 
increase tax revenue which were expect-
ed to boost economic growth via adequate 
funding of public expenditure, the econo-
my has not been growing as expected as 
shown in Table 1.

This study is designed to determine the 
actual effect of tax on economic growth. 
Furthermore, there are empirical evidenc-
es on how taxation affects economic 
growth as researchers like Gashi et al. 
(2018), Babatunde et al. (2017), Chimilila 
(2018), and Vatavu, Lobont, Stefea and 
Brindescu-Olariu (2019) argue that 
taxation positively affect economic 

growth, while Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018), and Macek (2014), stated that 
economic growth was adversely affected 
by increment in taxation.  Michael and 
Friday (2018), Ilaboya and Mgbame 
(2012) concluded that taxation had no 
impact on economic growth. Given the 
controversies surrounding how taxation 
affects economic growth this study will 
investigate the way in which taxation has 
been affecting economic growth in 
Nigeria between 1980 and 2019. The 
study will make use of Company Income 
Tax, Personal Income Tax, Petroleum 
Profit Tax, Value Added Tax, human 
capital and gross capital formation as the 
explanatory variables while real Gross 
Domestic Product would be the depend-
ent variable. The data is sourced from 
Federal Inland Revenue Service and 
World Bank indicator. The statistical tool 
to be used for this study is E-view 10 
while the data would be analyzed with 
VECM and Granger Causality Test. The 
remaining part of this paper is structured 
as follow: section 2 is all about literature 
review, section 3 describes the methodolo-
gy which consist of theoretical framework 
and model specification, section four 
presents the data analysis, and lastly 
section 5 consist of summary and policy 
recommendations. 

Literature review
The origin of tax in Nigeria can be traced 
to 1904 when community tax was 
introduced in the Northern Nigeria, this 
was even before the amalgamation of the 
country in 1914 Ola (2001). This was 
later implemented in 1917 and 1921 in 
Western and Eastern region respectively 
Odusola (2006). Taxation is defined as a 
process of collecting taxes while tax is the 
compulsory monetary burden imposed by 
the government against its citizens to 
support in funding public expenditure. In 
Nigeria taxes are being levied on individu-
al, assets, corporate entities and transac-
tion. The National tax policy of 2012 spilt 
taxes being levied on Nigerian citizens on 
the following bases: 

(i) individual’s bases: personal 
income tax and development levy;
(ii) assets bases: property tax;
(iii) corporate entities bases: company 
income tax, education tax, technology 
level and petroleum profit tax; and 
(iv) transactions bases:  value added 
tax, capital gain tax, stamp duty, import 
duty and export duty.

Taxes has enormous important to the 
economy and this cannot be over-empha-
sized, some of the benefit of tax to the 
economy are: first, revenue generated 
from taxes can be used to develop other 
sector of the economy where government 
can generate more funds; second, it  can 
also be used to redistribute income in 
favor of the poor; third, revenue generat-
ed from taxes  can be used to provide 
social security to the indigents and poor 
of poor; fourth, revenue generated from 
taxes can be used to stimulate sectors 
that can create more jobs to the populace 
and create wealth for the junk majority of 
the citizens and develop the economy; 
fifth, revenue generated from taxes can 
be used to stimulate economic growth by 
using the revenue realized from it to 
provide basic infrastructure that can 
attract investors such as electricity, road 
and transportation; and lastly, revenue 
generated from taxes can be used to 
strengthen financial institutions and 
develop effective regulatory system. 
Despite these benefits of tax to the econo-
my, the tax revenue that have usually 
been realized in Nigeria are always short 
of target and this has been adversely 
affecting the implementation of the 
annual budget and economic growth in 
Nigeria. The reason for this low tax 
revenue are summarized below: First, 
high rate of tax avoidance and evasion 
coupled with lopsided tax laws vis-à-vis 
poor enforcement of the law due to 
limited manpower in tax administration 
in Nigeria. Second, the percentage of 
informal sector is higher than that of 
formal sector and in an informal sector 
there is improper record of profit generat-

ed on which tax would be based, also they 
have limited revenue potential so less tax 
can be generated as such the country tax 
base is narrow, i.e. the few working in 
formal sector pays the bulk of the govern-
ment revenue tax. Third, lack of social 
truth on the government, citizens don’t 
want to pay tax because of the fear that 
the fund would not be efficiently utilized 
or even embezzled. Corruption has been 
one of the menaces that is affecting 
Nigeria society as the country is rated the 
thirty-third most corrupt country in the 
world. Lastly, the high rate of tax exemp-
tion giving to investors has been reducing 
the expected tax revenue.  This is report-
ed by Van Parys and James (2009) and 
joint report by the IMF, OECD, UN and 
the World Bank (2011). IFC investor 
surveys reveals that tax incentives are 
not sufficient to attract investment to 
countries, rather a favorable investment 
climate, skills vis-à-vis market size and 
good governance does. Therefore, the tax 
incentives given are not necessary, rather 
it gives room for bribery and corruption in 
the tax administrative system Zee et al. 
(2002), and Fjeldstad and Semboja 
(2001).
  
Even though taxation is good for the 
economy as explained previously, Marina 
(1999), and Engen and Skinner (1996) are 
of the view that higher taxes do have 
adverse effect on the economy growth. 
They gave five ways through which tax do 
negatively affect economic growth as 
highlighted below:
First, higher tax can distort investment 
i.e. an increase in the statutory tax rate 
for income tax, corporate tax and capital 
gain tax would discourage investment. 
Second, higher tax can dwindle labor 
supply growth by discouraging workers 
from increasing their input and they will 
prefer leisure to work.  Third, it can 
dissuade productivity growth when 
expenditure on research and develop-
ment, that could lead to innovation and 
technological advancement, has been 
reduced Forth, tax can affect marginal 

productivity of capital when investors 
from highly taxed sectors to lower taxed 
sectors thereby lowering overall economic 
productivity. Fifth, high taxes on labor 
can distort the efficient use of human 
capital as labor would not be seeking 
employment in sectors with high tax, 
even when the sector has higher social 
productivity.

Empirical review on developed countries
Using a panel data, Stoilova and Patonov 
(2012) investigated the impact of tax on 
27 European Union member countries 
between 1995 and 2010, the result 
showed that direct tax contributed to 
economic growth. Likewise, Vatavu et al. 
(2019), explored how tax affects welfare 
gain and economic growth in the 7 richest 
European countries and 7 Central and 
Eastern Europe Countries.  Using the 
Granger Causality Test, the study 
showed that taxes contributes positively 
to economic. Similarly, Tosun and Abiza-
deh (2005), in their study of OECD 
countries between 1980 and 1999 using 
fixed effect random estimation technique, 
found that personal tax and property tax 
had positive impacts on economic growth 
while corporate tax and international 
trade tax had no significant impact on 
economic growth. 
Conversely, Macek (2014) investigated 
the impact of tax on OECD countries 
using panel dataset between the period of 
2000 and 2011.  Macek found that person-
al income tax, corporate tax and social 
security contribution adversely affects 
economic growth. Likewise, Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), in their study of 25 
rich OECD countries between the periods 
1975 - 2010 found that personal income 
tax and corporate tax inhibits economic 
growth.  Furthermore, Hakim, Karia and 
Bujang (2016), used Arellano-Bond 
dynamic panel GMM estimation 
technique to investigate the impact of 
goods and service tax on economic growth 
in developing and developed countries 
between 2005 and 2012. Their study 

revealed that goods and services tax had 
negative impact on economic growth of 
developing countries, but had positive 
impact on economic growth of developed 
countries.

Empirical review on developing countries
Canavire-Bacarreza et al. (2013), in their 
work, examined the relationship between 
taxation and economic growth in Latin 
America using generalized method of 
moments (GMM) estimation technique 
found that personal income tax, corporate 
tax and consumption tax contributed 
positively to economic growth. Also, 
Babatunde et al. (2017) investigated how 
taxation affected economic growth in 
African countries from 2004 to 2013 
using the panel estimation technique; 
they found that tax revenue promoted 
economic growth. Furthermore, Chimilila 
(2018) examined the long-run effect of 
domestic resource mobilization (tax) on 
economic growth in Tanzania between 
1996 and 2015 using the Autoregressive 
Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. He found that domestic 
resource mobilization (tax) enhanced 
economic growth in the long-run. Similar-
ly, in their study of the impact of tax 
revenue on economic growth in Nigeria 
and Ghana between 2000 and 2016 using 
multiple regression estimation 
technique, Egbunike et al. (2018) 
revealed that tax revenue had positive 
impact on economic growth.  In addition, 
Gashi et al. (2018), investigated the 
impact of tax structure on the economic 
growth of Kosovo between the period of 
2007 and 2015 using Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) analytical tool, the study 
revealed that tax positively influence 
economic growth. 
Contrariwise, Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018) investigated the effect of taxation 
on economic growth of South Africa 
between 1981 and 2916 using Auto-Re-
gressive Distribution Lag (ARDL) estima-
tion technique and found that taxes 
hampered economic growth. Using 

Ordinary Least Square technique to 
investigate the effect of tax on Kenya’s 
economic growth from 1973 to 2010, 
Owino (2019) found that Customs Duty 
(CD) and Excise Duty (ED) instigated 
economic growth while income tax (IT), 
and Value Added Tax (VAT) are insignifi-
cant to economic growth. 
Empirical review on Nigeria
 Umoru and Anyiwe (2013) in their study 
investigated the relationship between tax 
structure and economic growth in 
Nigeria between the period of 1988 and 
2011 using Johansen’s co-integration 
estimation technique. They found that 
direct tax contributed positively to 
economic growth while indirect tax 
deterred economic growth. Furthermore, 
Onakoya and Fintinni (2016) examined 
the relationship between tax revenue and 
economic growth in Nigeria between 
1980 and 2013 using Vector Error Correc-
tion Model (VECM).  They found that 
petroleum profit tax and company income 
tax positively influence economic growth 
while customs and excise duties inhibit 
economic growth. Also, Uzoka & Chiedu 
(2018) explored the impact of tax revenue 
on economic growth in Nigeria from 1997 
to 2016 using Vector Error Correction 
Mechanism (VECM) estimation 
technique, the study showed that PPT, 
CIT, VAT and CED positively influenced 
economic growth, while CGT and EDT 
had no impact on economic growth.
Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018), 
explored how tax affect economic growth 
between the period of 1980 and 2015 
using Johansen co-integration model. 
They found that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and custom and 
excise duties did not affect economic 
growth. This was a similar result to 
Ilaboya and Mgbame (2012) in their 
study to determine the impact of tax on 
economic growth in Nigeria between the 
period of 1980 and 2011 using Autoregres-
sive Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. They found that indirect tax 

has no impact on economic growth. 

Methodology 
Theoretical framework
Endogenous growth model is a conglomer-
ation of various theoretical and empirical 
work and it came into being in the 1980’s, 
Romer (1994). The model opposed the 
neoclassical growth theory which argued 
that long run economic growth is been 
influenced by external influence i.e. 
technology spillover and population 
growth. Endogenous growth model is of 
the view that economic growth is 
determined by the system governing the 
production process rather than by forces 
outside that system, Todaro and Smith 
(2012). The Endogenous growth theory 
states that the changes in technology 
which affects economic growth are a 
result of education, training and invest-
ment in research by private investors 
vis-à-vis government. Furthermore, the 
theory explains how government policies 
encourage incentives to enhance both 
human and physical capital which often 
lead to economic growth. Thus the theory 
explains how changes in government 
policies can influence output and how 
innovation via investments in human and 
physical capital can foster economic 
growth. Mahir and Azra (2017), state that 
this theory made fiscal policy a crucial 
field of study of economic growth by 
incorporating tax and expenditure as 
long-run determinate of growth. The 
model classified tax into distortionary 
and non-distortionary tax. Distortionary 
tax are taxes that dissuade investment 
which consequently reduce economic 
growth while non-distortionary tax does 
not discourage investment and therefore 
has no adverse effect on economic growth. 

Model specification
This study patterns its model specifica-
tion in line with the theoretical frame-
work.
Y=AK      

(1) Where Y means output, A, means 
factors that affects technology and K 
implies both physical and human capital. 
Introducing the tax variable into the 
Equation 1 above leads to the model this 
study uses as specified in Equation 2 
below.
RGDP = f (CIT, PIT, PPT, VAT, SSER, 
GCF).       
(2) RGDP= β_0+β_1 CIT+ β_2 PIT+β_3 

PPT+β_4 VAT+ β_5 HUC+ β_6 GCF+µ_t    
(3)Where: RGDP: Real Gross Domestic 
Product 
CIT: Company Income Tax
PIT: Personal Income Tax
PPT: Petroleum Profit Tax
VAT: Value Added Tax
HUC: Proxy by secondary school 
enrolment rate 
GCF: Gross Capital Formation.
µ_t = error term.
Equation 3 below is the econometrics 
form of equation 2: 
RGDP_t=β_0+β_1 (CIT)_t+ β_2 (PIT)_t+β
_3 (PPT)_t+β_4 (VAT)_t+ β_5 (HUC)_t+ β
_6 (GCF)+µ_t
(4) The variables were log and the logged 
model is presented below.
(5) InRGDP_t=β_0+〖Inβ〗_1 (CIT)_t+ 〖
Inβ〗_2 (PIT)_t+〖Inβ〗_3 (PPT)_t+〖In
β〗_4 (VAT)_t+ 〖Inβ〗_5 (HUC)_t+ Inβ
_6 (GCF)_t+µ_t

3.3 Apriori expectation
All the variables are expected to have a 
positive relationship with economic 
growth.

4.1 Descriptive Analysis
The Table 2 below shows the summary of 
the descriptive analysis. The estimated 
mean which is being used to evaluate the 
pattern of distribution revealed that real 
gross domestic product recorded the 
highest with the value of 10.276 while 
Human Capital recorded the lowest with 
the value of 3.416. The standard devia-
tion which do reveal the volatility of varia-
bles showed that company income tax is 
the most volatile variable, while Human 
Capita is the least. The skewness statis-
tics indicated that only real gross domes-
tic product is positively skewed while 
other variables were negatively skewed. 
The Kurtosis statistics revealed that all 
the variables under study are mesokurtic. 
The Jarque-Bera statistic showed that 
the null hypothesis of normal distribution 
was rejected for all the variables at 5% 
critical value.

4.2 Unit root test

This study conducts Unit Root Test to 
determine the stationarity of each varia-
ble. This is done because most time series 
data are assumed to be non-stationary 
and when regression analysis is conduct-
ed on a  non-stationary variable, it gives 
spurious or nonsense regression (Gujarati 
2011). This study made use of ADF and 
Philip Peron (P-P) test to conduct the 
stationarity test. The two method were 
used to get a more accurate stationarity of 
each variable. The summary of the test is 
presented below in Table 3.

The result from both AD
F and P-P Unit Root Test as displayed 
above show that all the time series data 
being used in this study are integrated of 
order one I(1). Therefore, this study will 
make use of Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) estimation technique as 
the requirement for its usage has been 
met. 

4.3 Lag length selection.
Having established the estimation 
technique to be used, it is logical to 
determine the optimum lag length to be 
used before proceeding to the test. There-
fore, lag selection criterion would be 
conducted to determine the optimum lag 
length for the model. This study used AIC 
criterion.

*indicates lag order selected by the criteri-
on.
From the above table the optimum lag 
using AIC criterion is 2, therefore, this 
study would be using lag 2 in the estima-
tion technique. 
4.4 Johansen Co-integration test,
Having identified the optimal lag length, 
the next thing is to determine if there is 
cointegration in the model using the 
Johansen Co-integration test.

The null hypothesis is that there is no 
co-integration in the model and, where 
there is asterisk, we shall reject the null 
hypothesis that the variables are not 
co-integrated at 5% significant level and 
accept the alternative hypothesis that 
there is co-integration. Trace test shows 
that there is five co-integrating equation 
while the Maximum Eigenvalue shows 
that there are four co-integrating 

equation. In sum, the test reveals that 
there is co-integrating relationship in the 
model and that there is a long-run relation-
ship between economic growth on one 
hand and company income tax, gross 
capital formation, personal income tax, 
petroleum income tax, human resources 
and value added tax on the other hand.

Due to the normalization process, the 
normalized co-integration coefficient signs 
are always being reverse to enable proper 
interpretation of the model.

Table 6 shows that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and value added tax 
positively influence economic growth in 
Nigeria, while gross capital formation, 
personal income tax and human capital 
adversely affects economic growth in 
Nigeria. 4.6 VECM regression of taxation 
and economic growth

R-square: 0.678; Adj. R-square: 0.589; 
SSR: 0.021; SSE: 0.027; F-stat.: 7.619; LL: 
88.418; AIC:-4.179; SC: -3.792; 

∆〖LOG(RDGP)〗_t  = - 0.343〖ECT〗
_(t-1) + 〖0.269∆LOG(RGDP)〗_(t-1 )– 〖
0.019∆LOG(CIT)〗_(t-1 )+ 〖0.0403∆
LOG(GCF)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.062∆LOG(PIT)
〗_(t-1 )– 〖0.012∆LOG(PPT)〗_(t-1  )+ 〖
0.117∆LOG(HUC)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.002∆
LOG(VAT)〗_(t-1 )+ 0.021

The error correction term is well defined 
as it is negative and significant as the 
t-statistic is greater than two. The co-effi-
cient is -0.343 which implies that 34.3% 
previous periods deviation from the long 
run equilibrium in economic growth is  
been corrected by GCF, PIT, PPT, SSER 

and VAT within one period. 

The above result further revealed that 
company income tax has a negative signifi-
cant effect on Nigeria economic growth in 
the short run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of CIT would lead to 0.019% 
decrease in RGDP on the current year. 

This implies that, as company income tax 
increases, the profit after tax, which is 
supposed to be used to expand the compa-
ny, declines and this in turn adversely 
affects economic growth in Nigeria. This is 
in accordance with the work of Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), but does not conform 
to the apriori expectation.  

Conversely, gross capital formation has a 
positive significant influence on Nigeria 
economic growth in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
GCF would lead to 0.0403% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This means 
that that the more fixed assets are being 
acquired by the country the more the 
economy grows in Nigeria. This conform to 
the apriori expectation.
  

Furthermore, personal income tax has a 
positive significant influence on Nigerian 
economic growth in the short run, i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
PIT would lead to 0.062% increase in 
RGDP in the current year. This implies 
that, as more revenue are being generated 
through personal income tax and the 
revenue are being used for developmental 
projects, the economic grows. This is in 
agreement with the work of Tosun and 
Abizadeh (2005) and conform to the 
apriori expectation.  
Petroleum profit tax had no significant 
impact on economic growth in Nigeria. 
This could be because of the volatility in 

the oil sector for instance when the expect-
ed oil revenue is being used to project 
government expenditure and there is a 
shock in the sector the proposed project 
may not be executed. Therefore, petrole-
um profit tax is not a reliable source of 
revenue. This is in agreement with the 
work of Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018) 
but does not conform to the apriori expec-
tation. 
Human Capital positively and significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria in 
the long-run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of HUC would lead to 
0.117% increase in RGDP on the current 
year. This conform to the apriori expecta-
tion. 

 

Lastly, value added tax enhance economic 
growth in Nigeria in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
VAT would lead to 0.002% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This implies 
that as more revenue are being realized 
through VAT, the economic grows. This is 
in tandem with the work of Uzoka & 
Chiedu (2018), and conform to the apriori 
expectation.  

4.7 Causality Test
A causality test is conducted to examine 
causal relationship between two varia-
bles. There are different methods of inves-
tigating causal relationship, however, this 
study will make use of the Pairwise Grang

er Causality Test. The null hypothesis is 
that there is no causal relationship 
between the two and the alternative 
hypothesis is that there is causal relation-
ship between the two variables. The null 
hypothesis would be accepted if the proba-
bility value is more than 5%, however, if 
the probability value is equal or less than 
5% we reject the null hypothesis and 
accept the alternative hypothesis. 
The Pairwise Granger causality result is 
present in the table 6 below. The result 
reveals the following: (i) there is uni-direc-
tional causality from CIT to RGDP, i.e. 
company income tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria. (ii) there is bi-direction-
al causality between GCF and RGDP, i.e. 
gross capital formation affects economic 
growth in Nigeria vice-versa. (iii) There is 
uni-directional causality from PPT to 
RGDP, i.e. petroleum profit tax significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria. (iv) 
There is uni-directional causality from 
RGDP to HUC, i.e. economic growth in 
Nigeria affects Human capital. (v) There 
is uni-directional causality from VAT to 
RGDP, i.e. value added tax has an impact 
on economic growth in Nigeria. 

volatility nature of the oil sector and conse-
quent unreliability in using it to project 
revenue and expenditure.
2. Government should intensify efforts to 
capture and ensure payment of income tax 
by the informal sector which employs 
more than 50% of the total labor force in 
Nigeria as personal income tax promotes 
economic growth.
3. Government should focus more on VAT 
which has no direct negative impact on 
companies rather enhances economic 
growth and also gives some concessions to 
company income tax to reduce its adverse 
effect on the companies and, in turn, 
deteriorates economic growth as reveled 
in the study.
4. Government should formulate policies 
that would encourage human capital devel-
opment as it enhances economic growth.
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  ADF P-P LEVEL OF 

INTEGRATION 
VARIABLE Level First Diff.  Level First Diff.  

LOG(CIT) -1.255 -5.575** -1.403 -10.294** I(1) 

LOG(GCF) -1.559 -9.174** -1.511 -16.454** I(1) 

LOG(PIT) -0.966 -4.776** -0.962 -4.774** I(1) 

LOG(PPT) -1.391 -5.542** -1.679 -5.584** I(1) 

LOG(HUC) -0.335 -6.365** -0.335 -6.359** I(1) 

IN(VAT) -0.787 -4.482** -0.787 -4.363** I(1) 

INRGDP -0.667 -3.934* -0.166 -3.958* I(1) 

TABLE 3: UNIT ROOT TEST RESULT

TABLE 4: LAG LENGTH SELECTION RESULT
Lag LogL LR FPE AIC SC HQ 

0 -106.201 NA 1.27e-06 6.289 6.597 6.396 

1 99.115 319.381 3.78e-11 -2.963 0.467* -3.162 

2 158.330 73.999* 4.08e-13* -5.526* 1.247 -9.868* 

3 253.471 71.264 3.29e-10 -2.395 1.656 -1.536 

4 436.722 69.084 2.27e-10 -1.946 2.238 -1.351 
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4.8 Diagnosis Tests
Diagnosis tests or post estimate test were 
conducted to determine how reliable the 
estimates results are. This study conduct-
ed three diagnosis tests namely: VEC 
Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests, VEC 
Residual Normality Tests and VEC Resid-
ual Serial Correlation LM Tests.

A VEC Residual Serial Correlation LM 
test was conducted to determine if there is 
serial correlation in the model. The null 
hypothesis is that there is no serial correla-
tion in the model and this would be accept-
ed when the probability value is greater 
than 0.05%, otherwise we accept the 
alternative hypothesis.  The result shows 
that the probability value is higher than 

0.05% therefore we accept the null hypoth-
esis that there is no serial correlation or 
autocorrelation in the model. 

A VEC Residual Normality Tests was 
conducted using Skewness, Kurtosis and 
Jarque-Bera to determine if the variables 
are normally distributed. The null hypoth

esis is that the residuals are multivariate 
normally distributed and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis.  The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residual is multivari-

ate normally distributed.
A VEC Residual Heteroskedasticity Test 
was conducted to determine if the varia-
bles are Heteroskedasticity.  The null 
hypothesis is that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis. The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity rather they are 
Homoskedastic. 

Summary 
This study investigated the relationship 
between tax structures on economic 
growth in Nigeria between the periods of 
1980 - 2019.  The study adopted the endog-
enous growth model as its theoretical 
framework and specified its model is 
consistent with the theory.  The study 
made use of the Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) and Granger Causality 
estimation technique to analysis the data. 
The result revealed that company income 
tax and petroleum income tax had an 
adverse effect on the economy in Nigeria 
while personal income tax, value added 
tax, human capital and gross capital 
formation promotes economic growth in 
Nigeria. The Granger Causality that 
shows the direction of causality reveal 
that company income tax, value added tax 
and petroleum profit tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria, gross capital formation 
affects economic growth in Nigeria and 
economic growth affects human capital in 
Nigeria. 

Based on the findings, the study recom-
mends the following policy formulation for 
economic growth in Nigeria:

1. Government should diversify the econo-
my and focus less on PPT because of the 

Adequate funding is required for any 
government to efficiently carry out its 
statutory functions. These functions have 
consistently been increasing due to the 
world’s political and economic dynamics 
vis-à-vis the ever changing global econo-
my. In addition to this, the Nigerian 
government is facing explosive popula-
tion growth which needs to be taken care 
of vis-à-vis challenges associated with 
high population. Regrettably, the 
revenue of Nigeria’s government has not 
been increasing to meet the ever increas-
ing expenditure. The major reason for 
this shortfall is the mono-economy 
nature of the country with heavy reliance 
on revenue from crude oil, which is highly 
volatile, and its price being exogenously 

determined. As such Nigeria is at the 
mercy of foreign countries and interna-
tional organizations for aid and loans to 
argument its income and these do come 
with stringent conditions which may not 
be completely good for the receiving econo-
my.  With the recent global financial 
crisis, foreign aid is not flowing as before 
to developing countries, including 
Nigeria, and this is adversely affecting 
different sectors of the economy. There-
fore, there is a need to diversify the econo-
my from oil by looking inward on how to 
finance the budget. Abomaye-Nimenibo 
et al. (2018) argued that taxation has 
been identified as one of the efficient 
ways of mobilizing domestic resources for 
economic growth globally. The need to 

focus on domestic revenue mobilization 
was further re-echoed by the G20 at their 
summit in 2010. Unfortunately, Nigeria 
has not fully harnessed this potential 
revenue as revealed by its tax quota. Tax 
quota is the ratio of total tax revenue to 
GDP and it is the most used indicator to 
measure tax burden. As of 2017 the tax 
quota of Nigeria was 5.7% which is far 
below the average for Africa of 17.2%, 
Latin America Countries average of 22.8, 
OECD average of 34.2%. This shows that 
Nigeria tax revenue to GDP is lower 
when compared to developed countries 
and even fell below the average of African 
and developing countries. This is adverse-
ly affecting the government in perform-
ing its responsibilities and spending in 
critical areas that would have stimulated 
economic growth. It is worthy of note that 
the Nigerian Government has been 
formulating different policies to improve 
its tax revenue among which are the tax 
policy reviews of 1991, 2003, 2012 and 
2017, and amendments of various 
taxation acts in order to suit the current 
realities. Despite all these measures to 
increase tax revenue which were expect-
ed to boost economic growth via adequate 
funding of public expenditure, the econo-
my has not been growing as expected as 
shown in Table 1.

This study is designed to determine the 
actual effect of tax on economic growth. 
Furthermore, there are empirical evidenc-
es on how taxation affects economic 
growth as researchers like Gashi et al. 
(2018), Babatunde et al. (2017), Chimilila 
(2018), and Vatavu, Lobont, Stefea and 
Brindescu-Olariu (2019) argue that 
taxation positively affect economic 

growth, while Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018), and Macek (2014), stated that 
economic growth was adversely affected 
by increment in taxation.  Michael and 
Friday (2018), Ilaboya and Mgbame 
(2012) concluded that taxation had no 
impact on economic growth. Given the 
controversies surrounding how taxation 
affects economic growth this study will 
investigate the way in which taxation has 
been affecting economic growth in 
Nigeria between 1980 and 2019. The 
study will make use of Company Income 
Tax, Personal Income Tax, Petroleum 
Profit Tax, Value Added Tax, human 
capital and gross capital formation as the 
explanatory variables while real Gross 
Domestic Product would be the depend-
ent variable. The data is sourced from 
Federal Inland Revenue Service and 
World Bank indicator. The statistical tool 
to be used for this study is E-view 10 
while the data would be analyzed with 
VECM and Granger Causality Test. The 
remaining part of this paper is structured 
as follow: section 2 is all about literature 
review, section 3 describes the methodolo-
gy which consist of theoretical framework 
and model specification, section four 
presents the data analysis, and lastly 
section 5 consist of summary and policy 
recommendations. 

Literature review
The origin of tax in Nigeria can be traced 
to 1904 when community tax was 
introduced in the Northern Nigeria, this 
was even before the amalgamation of the 
country in 1914 Ola (2001). This was 
later implemented in 1917 and 1921 in 
Western and Eastern region respectively 
Odusola (2006). Taxation is defined as a 
process of collecting taxes while tax is the 
compulsory monetary burden imposed by 
the government against its citizens to 
support in funding public expenditure. In 
Nigeria taxes are being levied on individu-
al, assets, corporate entities and transac-
tion. The National tax policy of 2012 spilt 
taxes being levied on Nigerian citizens on 
the following bases: 

(i) individual’s bases: personal 
income tax and development levy;
(ii) assets bases: property tax;
(iii) corporate entities bases: company 
income tax, education tax, technology 
level and petroleum profit tax; and 
(iv) transactions bases:  value added 
tax, capital gain tax, stamp duty, import 
duty and export duty.

Taxes has enormous important to the 
economy and this cannot be over-empha-
sized, some of the benefit of tax to the 
economy are: first, revenue generated 
from taxes can be used to develop other 
sector of the economy where government 
can generate more funds; second, it  can 
also be used to redistribute income in 
favor of the poor; third, revenue generat-
ed from taxes  can be used to provide 
social security to the indigents and poor 
of poor; fourth, revenue generated from 
taxes can be used to stimulate sectors 
that can create more jobs to the populace 
and create wealth for the junk majority of 
the citizens and develop the economy; 
fifth, revenue generated from taxes can 
be used to stimulate economic growth by 
using the revenue realized from it to 
provide basic infrastructure that can 
attract investors such as electricity, road 
and transportation; and lastly, revenue 
generated from taxes can be used to 
strengthen financial institutions and 
develop effective regulatory system. 
Despite these benefits of tax to the econo-
my, the tax revenue that have usually 
been realized in Nigeria are always short 
of target and this has been adversely 
affecting the implementation of the 
annual budget and economic growth in 
Nigeria. The reason for this low tax 
revenue are summarized below: First, 
high rate of tax avoidance and evasion 
coupled with lopsided tax laws vis-à-vis 
poor enforcement of the law due to 
limited manpower in tax administration 
in Nigeria. Second, the percentage of 
informal sector is higher than that of 
formal sector and in an informal sector 
there is improper record of profit generat-

ed on which tax would be based, also they 
have limited revenue potential so less tax 
can be generated as such the country tax 
base is narrow, i.e. the few working in 
formal sector pays the bulk of the govern-
ment revenue tax. Third, lack of social 
truth on the government, citizens don’t 
want to pay tax because of the fear that 
the fund would not be efficiently utilized 
or even embezzled. Corruption has been 
one of the menaces that is affecting 
Nigeria society as the country is rated the 
thirty-third most corrupt country in the 
world. Lastly, the high rate of tax exemp-
tion giving to investors has been reducing 
the expected tax revenue.  This is report-
ed by Van Parys and James (2009) and 
joint report by the IMF, OECD, UN and 
the World Bank (2011). IFC investor 
surveys reveals that tax incentives are 
not sufficient to attract investment to 
countries, rather a favorable investment 
climate, skills vis-à-vis market size and 
good governance does. Therefore, the tax 
incentives given are not necessary, rather 
it gives room for bribery and corruption in 
the tax administrative system Zee et al. 
(2002), and Fjeldstad and Semboja 
(2001).
  
Even though taxation is good for the 
economy as explained previously, Marina 
(1999), and Engen and Skinner (1996) are 
of the view that higher taxes do have 
adverse effect on the economy growth. 
They gave five ways through which tax do 
negatively affect economic growth as 
highlighted below:
First, higher tax can distort investment 
i.e. an increase in the statutory tax rate 
for income tax, corporate tax and capital 
gain tax would discourage investment. 
Second, higher tax can dwindle labor 
supply growth by discouraging workers 
from increasing their input and they will 
prefer leisure to work.  Third, it can 
dissuade productivity growth when 
expenditure on research and develop-
ment, that could lead to innovation and 
technological advancement, has been 
reduced Forth, tax can affect marginal 

productivity of capital when investors 
from highly taxed sectors to lower taxed 
sectors thereby lowering overall economic 
productivity. Fifth, high taxes on labor 
can distort the efficient use of human 
capital as labor would not be seeking 
employment in sectors with high tax, 
even when the sector has higher social 
productivity.

Empirical review on developed countries
Using a panel data, Stoilova and Patonov 
(2012) investigated the impact of tax on 
27 European Union member countries 
between 1995 and 2010, the result 
showed that direct tax contributed to 
economic growth. Likewise, Vatavu et al. 
(2019), explored how tax affects welfare 
gain and economic growth in the 7 richest 
European countries and 7 Central and 
Eastern Europe Countries.  Using the 
Granger Causality Test, the study 
showed that taxes contributes positively 
to economic. Similarly, Tosun and Abiza-
deh (2005), in their study of OECD 
countries between 1980 and 1999 using 
fixed effect random estimation technique, 
found that personal tax and property tax 
had positive impacts on economic growth 
while corporate tax and international 
trade tax had no significant impact on 
economic growth. 
Conversely, Macek (2014) investigated 
the impact of tax on OECD countries 
using panel dataset between the period of 
2000 and 2011.  Macek found that person-
al income tax, corporate tax and social 
security contribution adversely affects 
economic growth. Likewise, Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), in their study of 25 
rich OECD countries between the periods 
1975 - 2010 found that personal income 
tax and corporate tax inhibits economic 
growth.  Furthermore, Hakim, Karia and 
Bujang (2016), used Arellano-Bond 
dynamic panel GMM estimation 
technique to investigate the impact of 
goods and service tax on economic growth 
in developing and developed countries 
between 2005 and 2012. Their study 

revealed that goods and services tax had 
negative impact on economic growth of 
developing countries, but had positive 
impact on economic growth of developed 
countries.

Empirical review on developing countries
Canavire-Bacarreza et al. (2013), in their 
work, examined the relationship between 
taxation and economic growth in Latin 
America using generalized method of 
moments (GMM) estimation technique 
found that personal income tax, corporate 
tax and consumption tax contributed 
positively to economic growth. Also, 
Babatunde et al. (2017) investigated how 
taxation affected economic growth in 
African countries from 2004 to 2013 
using the panel estimation technique; 
they found that tax revenue promoted 
economic growth. Furthermore, Chimilila 
(2018) examined the long-run effect of 
domestic resource mobilization (tax) on 
economic growth in Tanzania between 
1996 and 2015 using the Autoregressive 
Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. He found that domestic 
resource mobilization (tax) enhanced 
economic growth in the long-run. Similar-
ly, in their study of the impact of tax 
revenue on economic growth in Nigeria 
and Ghana between 2000 and 2016 using 
multiple regression estimation 
technique, Egbunike et al. (2018) 
revealed that tax revenue had positive 
impact on economic growth.  In addition, 
Gashi et al. (2018), investigated the 
impact of tax structure on the economic 
growth of Kosovo between the period of 
2007 and 2015 using Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) analytical tool, the study 
revealed that tax positively influence 
economic growth. 
Contrariwise, Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018) investigated the effect of taxation 
on economic growth of South Africa 
between 1981 and 2916 using Auto-Re-
gressive Distribution Lag (ARDL) estima-
tion technique and found that taxes 
hampered economic growth. Using 

Ordinary Least Square technique to 
investigate the effect of tax on Kenya’s 
economic growth from 1973 to 2010, 
Owino (2019) found that Customs Duty 
(CD) and Excise Duty (ED) instigated 
economic growth while income tax (IT), 
and Value Added Tax (VAT) are insignifi-
cant to economic growth. 
Empirical review on Nigeria
 Umoru and Anyiwe (2013) in their study 
investigated the relationship between tax 
structure and economic growth in 
Nigeria between the period of 1988 and 
2011 using Johansen’s co-integration 
estimation technique. They found that 
direct tax contributed positively to 
economic growth while indirect tax 
deterred economic growth. Furthermore, 
Onakoya and Fintinni (2016) examined 
the relationship between tax revenue and 
economic growth in Nigeria between 
1980 and 2013 using Vector Error Correc-
tion Model (VECM).  They found that 
petroleum profit tax and company income 
tax positively influence economic growth 
while customs and excise duties inhibit 
economic growth. Also, Uzoka & Chiedu 
(2018) explored the impact of tax revenue 
on economic growth in Nigeria from 1997 
to 2016 using Vector Error Correction 
Mechanism (VECM) estimation 
technique, the study showed that PPT, 
CIT, VAT and CED positively influenced 
economic growth, while CGT and EDT 
had no impact on economic growth.
Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018), 
explored how tax affect economic growth 
between the period of 1980 and 2015 
using Johansen co-integration model. 
They found that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and custom and 
excise duties did not affect economic 
growth. This was a similar result to 
Ilaboya and Mgbame (2012) in their 
study to determine the impact of tax on 
economic growth in Nigeria between the 
period of 1980 and 2011 using Autoregres-
sive Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. They found that indirect tax 

has no impact on economic growth. 

Methodology 
Theoretical framework
Endogenous growth model is a conglomer-
ation of various theoretical and empirical 
work and it came into being in the 1980’s, 
Romer (1994). The model opposed the 
neoclassical growth theory which argued 
that long run economic growth is been 
influenced by external influence i.e. 
technology spillover and population 
growth. Endogenous growth model is of 
the view that economic growth is 
determined by the system governing the 
production process rather than by forces 
outside that system, Todaro and Smith 
(2012). The Endogenous growth theory 
states that the changes in technology 
which affects economic growth are a 
result of education, training and invest-
ment in research by private investors 
vis-à-vis government. Furthermore, the 
theory explains how government policies 
encourage incentives to enhance both 
human and physical capital which often 
lead to economic growth. Thus the theory 
explains how changes in government 
policies can influence output and how 
innovation via investments in human and 
physical capital can foster economic 
growth. Mahir and Azra (2017), state that 
this theory made fiscal policy a crucial 
field of study of economic growth by 
incorporating tax and expenditure as 
long-run determinate of growth. The 
model classified tax into distortionary 
and non-distortionary tax. Distortionary 
tax are taxes that dissuade investment 
which consequently reduce economic 
growth while non-distortionary tax does 
not discourage investment and therefore 
has no adverse effect on economic growth. 

Model specification
This study patterns its model specifica-
tion in line with the theoretical frame-
work.
Y=AK      

(1) Where Y means output, A, means 
factors that affects technology and K 
implies both physical and human capital. 
Introducing the tax variable into the 
Equation 1 above leads to the model this 
study uses as specified in Equation 2 
below.
RGDP = f (CIT, PIT, PPT, VAT, SSER, 
GCF).       
(2) RGDP= β_0+β_1 CIT+ β_2 PIT+β_3 

PPT+β_4 VAT+ β_5 HUC+ β_6 GCF+µ_t    
(3)Where: RGDP: Real Gross Domestic 
Product 
CIT: Company Income Tax
PIT: Personal Income Tax
PPT: Petroleum Profit Tax
VAT: Value Added Tax
HUC: Proxy by secondary school 
enrolment rate 
GCF: Gross Capital Formation.
µ_t = error term.
Equation 3 below is the econometrics 
form of equation 2: 
RGDP_t=β_0+β_1 (CIT)_t+ β_2 (PIT)_t+β
_3 (PPT)_t+β_4 (VAT)_t+ β_5 (HUC)_t+ β
_6 (GCF)+µ_t
(4) The variables were log and the logged 
model is presented below.
(5) InRGDP_t=β_0+〖Inβ〗_1 (CIT)_t+ 〖
Inβ〗_2 (PIT)_t+〖Inβ〗_3 (PPT)_t+〖In
β〗_4 (VAT)_t+ 〖Inβ〗_5 (HUC)_t+ Inβ
_6 (GCF)_t+µ_t

3.3 Apriori expectation
All the variables are expected to have a 
positive relationship with economic 
growth.

4.1 Descriptive Analysis
The Table 2 below shows the summary of 
the descriptive analysis. The estimated 
mean which is being used to evaluate the 
pattern of distribution revealed that real 
gross domestic product recorded the 
highest with the value of 10.276 while 
Human Capital recorded the lowest with 
the value of 3.416. The standard devia-
tion which do reveal the volatility of varia-
bles showed that company income tax is 
the most volatile variable, while Human 
Capita is the least. The skewness statis-
tics indicated that only real gross domes-
tic product is positively skewed while 
other variables were negatively skewed. 
The Kurtosis statistics revealed that all 
the variables under study are mesokurtic. 
The Jarque-Bera statistic showed that 
the null hypothesis of normal distribution 
was rejected for all the variables at 5% 
critical value.

4.2 Unit root test

This study conducts Unit Root Test to 
determine the stationarity of each varia-
ble. This is done because most time series 
data are assumed to be non-stationary 
and when regression analysis is conduct-
ed on a  non-stationary variable, it gives 
spurious or nonsense regression (Gujarati 
2011). This study made use of ADF and 
Philip Peron (P-P) test to conduct the 
stationarity test. The two method were 
used to get a more accurate stationarity of 
each variable. The summary of the test is 
presented below in Table 3.

The result from both AD
F and P-P Unit Root Test as displayed 
above show that all the time series data 
being used in this study are integrated of 
order one I(1). Therefore, this study will 
make use of Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) estimation technique as 
the requirement for its usage has been 
met. 

4.3 Lag length selection.
Having established the estimation 
technique to be used, it is logical to 
determine the optimum lag length to be 
used before proceeding to the test. There-
fore, lag selection criterion would be 
conducted to determine the optimum lag 
length for the model. This study used AIC 
criterion.

*indicates lag order selected by the criteri-
on.
From the above table the optimum lag 
using AIC criterion is 2, therefore, this 
study would be using lag 2 in the estima-
tion technique. 
4.4 Johansen Co-integration test,
Having identified the optimal lag length, 
the next thing is to determine if there is 
cointegration in the model using the 
Johansen Co-integration test.

The null hypothesis is that there is no 
co-integration in the model and, where 
there is asterisk, we shall reject the null 
hypothesis that the variables are not 
co-integrated at 5% significant level and 
accept the alternative hypothesis that 
there is co-integration. Trace test shows 
that there is five co-integrating equation 
while the Maximum Eigenvalue shows 
that there are four co-integrating 

equation. In sum, the test reveals that 
there is co-integrating relationship in the 
model and that there is a long-run relation-
ship between economic growth on one 
hand and company income tax, gross 
capital formation, personal income tax, 
petroleum income tax, human resources 
and value added tax on the other hand.

Due to the normalization process, the 
normalized co-integration coefficient signs 
are always being reverse to enable proper 
interpretation of the model.

Table 6 shows that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and value added tax 
positively influence economic growth in 
Nigeria, while gross capital formation, 
personal income tax and human capital 
adversely affects economic growth in 
Nigeria. 4.6 VECM regression of taxation 
and economic growth

R-square: 0.678; Adj. R-square: 0.589; 
SSR: 0.021; SSE: 0.027; F-stat.: 7.619; LL: 
88.418; AIC:-4.179; SC: -3.792; 

∆〖LOG(RDGP)〗_t  = - 0.343〖ECT〗
_(t-1) + 〖0.269∆LOG(RGDP)〗_(t-1 )– 〖
0.019∆LOG(CIT)〗_(t-1 )+ 〖0.0403∆
LOG(GCF)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.062∆LOG(PIT)
〗_(t-1 )– 〖0.012∆LOG(PPT)〗_(t-1  )+ 〖
0.117∆LOG(HUC)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.002∆
LOG(VAT)〗_(t-1 )+ 0.021

The error correction term is well defined 
as it is negative and significant as the 
t-statistic is greater than two. The co-effi-
cient is -0.343 which implies that 34.3% 
previous periods deviation from the long 
run equilibrium in economic growth is  
been corrected by GCF, PIT, PPT, SSER 

and VAT within one period. 

The above result further revealed that 
company income tax has a negative signifi-
cant effect on Nigeria economic growth in 
the short run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of CIT would lead to 0.019% 
decrease in RGDP on the current year. 

This implies that, as company income tax 
increases, the profit after tax, which is 
supposed to be used to expand the compa-
ny, declines and this in turn adversely 
affects economic growth in Nigeria. This is 
in accordance with the work of Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), but does not conform 
to the apriori expectation.  

Conversely, gross capital formation has a 
positive significant influence on Nigeria 
economic growth in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
GCF would lead to 0.0403% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This means 
that that the more fixed assets are being 
acquired by the country the more the 
economy grows in Nigeria. This conform to 
the apriori expectation.
  

Furthermore, personal income tax has a 
positive significant influence on Nigerian 
economic growth in the short run, i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
PIT would lead to 0.062% increase in 
RGDP in the current year. This implies 
that, as more revenue are being generated 
through personal income tax and the 
revenue are being used for developmental 
projects, the economic grows. This is in 
agreement with the work of Tosun and 
Abizadeh (2005) and conform to the 
apriori expectation.  
Petroleum profit tax had no significant 
impact on economic growth in Nigeria. 
This could be because of the volatility in 

the oil sector for instance when the expect-
ed oil revenue is being used to project 
government expenditure and there is a 
shock in the sector the proposed project 
may not be executed. Therefore, petrole-
um profit tax is not a reliable source of 
revenue. This is in agreement with the 
work of Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018) 
but does not conform to the apriori expec-
tation. 
Human Capital positively and significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria in 
the long-run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of HUC would lead to 
0.117% increase in RGDP on the current 
year. This conform to the apriori expecta-
tion. 

 

Lastly, value added tax enhance economic 
growth in Nigeria in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
VAT would lead to 0.002% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This implies 
that as more revenue are being realized 
through VAT, the economic grows. This is 
in tandem with the work of Uzoka & 
Chiedu (2018), and conform to the apriori 
expectation.  

4.7 Causality Test
A causality test is conducted to examine 
causal relationship between two varia-
bles. There are different methods of inves-
tigating causal relationship, however, this 
study will make use of the Pairwise Grang

er Causality Test. The null hypothesis is 
that there is no causal relationship 
between the two and the alternative 
hypothesis is that there is causal relation-
ship between the two variables. The null 
hypothesis would be accepted if the proba-
bility value is more than 5%, however, if 
the probability value is equal or less than 
5% we reject the null hypothesis and 
accept the alternative hypothesis. 
The Pairwise Granger causality result is 
present in the table 6 below. The result 
reveals the following: (i) there is uni-direc-
tional causality from CIT to RGDP, i.e. 
company income tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria. (ii) there is bi-direction-
al causality between GCF and RGDP, i.e. 
gross capital formation affects economic 
growth in Nigeria vice-versa. (iii) There is 
uni-directional causality from PPT to 
RGDP, i.e. petroleum profit tax significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria. (iv) 
There is uni-directional causality from 
RGDP to HUC, i.e. economic growth in 
Nigeria affects Human capital. (v) There 
is uni-directional causality from VAT to 
RGDP, i.e. value added tax has an impact 
on economic growth in Nigeria. 

volatility nature of the oil sector and conse-
quent unreliability in using it to project 
revenue and expenditure.
2. Government should intensify efforts to 
capture and ensure payment of income tax 
by the informal sector which employs 
more than 50% of the total labor force in 
Nigeria as personal income tax promotes 
economic growth.
3. Government should focus more on VAT 
which has no direct negative impact on 
companies rather enhances economic 
growth and also gives some concessions to 
company income tax to reduce its adverse 
effect on the companies and, in turn, 
deteriorates economic growth as reveled 
in the study.
4. Government should formulate policies 
that would encourage human capital devel-
opment as it enhances economic growth.
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TABLE 5: RESULT OF JOHANSEN CO-INTEGRATION TEST

TABLE 6: NORMALIZED CO-INTEGRATING COEFFICIENTS

Hypothesized 

No. of CE(s) 
Eigenvalue 

Trace 

Statistic 

5% 

Critical 

Value 

Max-

Eigen 

Statistic 

5% Critical 

Value 

None 0.932 293.368* 125.615 99.489* 46.231 

At most 1 0.854 193.878* 95.754 71.307* 40.078 

At most 2 0.762 122.571* 69.819 53.057* 33.877 

At most 3 0.628 69.514* 47.856 36.607* 27.584 

At most 4 0.412 32.906* 29.797 19.669 21.131 

At most 5 0.229 13.237 15.494 9.667 14.264 

At most 6 0.092 3.57 3.841 3.57 3.841 

LOG(RGDP) LOG(CIT) LOG(GCF) LOG(PIT) LOG(PPT) LOG(SSER) LOG(VAT) 

1.000 -4.346  40.061 1.719  -24.004  32.389  -5.029 

 (3.538)  (3.432) (2.663)  (2.392)  (5.909)  (3.766) 
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4.8 Diagnosis Tests
Diagnosis tests or post estimate test were 
conducted to determine how reliable the 
estimates results are. This study conduct-
ed three diagnosis tests namely: VEC 
Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests, VEC 
Residual Normality Tests and VEC Resid-
ual Serial Correlation LM Tests.

A VEC Residual Serial Correlation LM 
test was conducted to determine if there is 
serial correlation in the model. The null 
hypothesis is that there is no serial correla-
tion in the model and this would be accept-
ed when the probability value is greater 
than 0.05%, otherwise we accept the 
alternative hypothesis.  The result shows 
that the probability value is higher than 

0.05% therefore we accept the null hypoth-
esis that there is no serial correlation or 
autocorrelation in the model. 

A VEC Residual Normality Tests was 
conducted using Skewness, Kurtosis and 
Jarque-Bera to determine if the variables 
are normally distributed. The null hypoth

esis is that the residuals are multivariate 
normally distributed and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis.  The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residual is multivari-

ate normally distributed.
A VEC Residual Heteroskedasticity Test 
was conducted to determine if the varia-
bles are Heteroskedasticity.  The null 
hypothesis is that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis. The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity rather they are 
Homoskedastic. 

Summary 
This study investigated the relationship 
between tax structures on economic 
growth in Nigeria between the periods of 
1980 - 2019.  The study adopted the endog-
enous growth model as its theoretical 
framework and specified its model is 
consistent with the theory.  The study 
made use of the Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) and Granger Causality 
estimation technique to analysis the data. 
The result revealed that company income 
tax and petroleum income tax had an 
adverse effect on the economy in Nigeria 
while personal income tax, value added 
tax, human capital and gross capital 
formation promotes economic growth in 
Nigeria. The Granger Causality that 
shows the direction of causality reveal 
that company income tax, value added tax 
and petroleum profit tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria, gross capital formation 
affects economic growth in Nigeria and 
economic growth affects human capital in 
Nigeria. 

Based on the findings, the study recom-
mends the following policy formulation for 
economic growth in Nigeria:

1. Government should diversify the econo-
my and focus less on PPT because of the 

Adequate funding is required for any 
government to efficiently carry out its 
statutory functions. These functions have 
consistently been increasing due to the 
world’s political and economic dynamics 
vis-à-vis the ever changing global econo-
my. In addition to this, the Nigerian 
government is facing explosive popula-
tion growth which needs to be taken care 
of vis-à-vis challenges associated with 
high population. Regrettably, the 
revenue of Nigeria’s government has not 
been increasing to meet the ever increas-
ing expenditure. The major reason for 
this shortfall is the mono-economy 
nature of the country with heavy reliance 
on revenue from crude oil, which is highly 
volatile, and its price being exogenously 

determined. As such Nigeria is at the 
mercy of foreign countries and interna-
tional organizations for aid and loans to 
argument its income and these do come 
with stringent conditions which may not 
be completely good for the receiving econo-
my.  With the recent global financial 
crisis, foreign aid is not flowing as before 
to developing countries, including 
Nigeria, and this is adversely affecting 
different sectors of the economy. There-
fore, there is a need to diversify the econo-
my from oil by looking inward on how to 
finance the budget. Abomaye-Nimenibo 
et al. (2018) argued that taxation has 
been identified as one of the efficient 
ways of mobilizing domestic resources for 
economic growth globally. The need to 

focus on domestic revenue mobilization 
was further re-echoed by the G20 at their 
summit in 2010. Unfortunately, Nigeria 
has not fully harnessed this potential 
revenue as revealed by its tax quota. Tax 
quota is the ratio of total tax revenue to 
GDP and it is the most used indicator to 
measure tax burden. As of 2017 the tax 
quota of Nigeria was 5.7% which is far 
below the average for Africa of 17.2%, 
Latin America Countries average of 22.8, 
OECD average of 34.2%. This shows that 
Nigeria tax revenue to GDP is lower 
when compared to developed countries 
and even fell below the average of African 
and developing countries. This is adverse-
ly affecting the government in perform-
ing its responsibilities and spending in 
critical areas that would have stimulated 
economic growth. It is worthy of note that 
the Nigerian Government has been 
formulating different policies to improve 
its tax revenue among which are the tax 
policy reviews of 1991, 2003, 2012 and 
2017, and amendments of various 
taxation acts in order to suit the current 
realities. Despite all these measures to 
increase tax revenue which were expect-
ed to boost economic growth via adequate 
funding of public expenditure, the econo-
my has not been growing as expected as 
shown in Table 1.

This study is designed to determine the 
actual effect of tax on economic growth. 
Furthermore, there are empirical evidenc-
es on how taxation affects economic 
growth as researchers like Gashi et al. 
(2018), Babatunde et al. (2017), Chimilila 
(2018), and Vatavu, Lobont, Stefea and 
Brindescu-Olariu (2019) argue that 
taxation positively affect economic 

growth, while Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018), and Macek (2014), stated that 
economic growth was adversely affected 
by increment in taxation.  Michael and 
Friday (2018), Ilaboya and Mgbame 
(2012) concluded that taxation had no 
impact on economic growth. Given the 
controversies surrounding how taxation 
affects economic growth this study will 
investigate the way in which taxation has 
been affecting economic growth in 
Nigeria between 1980 and 2019. The 
study will make use of Company Income 
Tax, Personal Income Tax, Petroleum 
Profit Tax, Value Added Tax, human 
capital and gross capital formation as the 
explanatory variables while real Gross 
Domestic Product would be the depend-
ent variable. The data is sourced from 
Federal Inland Revenue Service and 
World Bank indicator. The statistical tool 
to be used for this study is E-view 10 
while the data would be analyzed with 
VECM and Granger Causality Test. The 
remaining part of this paper is structured 
as follow: section 2 is all about literature 
review, section 3 describes the methodolo-
gy which consist of theoretical framework 
and model specification, section four 
presents the data analysis, and lastly 
section 5 consist of summary and policy 
recommendations. 

Literature review
The origin of tax in Nigeria can be traced 
to 1904 when community tax was 
introduced in the Northern Nigeria, this 
was even before the amalgamation of the 
country in 1914 Ola (2001). This was 
later implemented in 1917 and 1921 in 
Western and Eastern region respectively 
Odusola (2006). Taxation is defined as a 
process of collecting taxes while tax is the 
compulsory monetary burden imposed by 
the government against its citizens to 
support in funding public expenditure. In 
Nigeria taxes are being levied on individu-
al, assets, corporate entities and transac-
tion. The National tax policy of 2012 spilt 
taxes being levied on Nigerian citizens on 
the following bases: 

(i) individual’s bases: personal 
income tax and development levy;
(ii) assets bases: property tax;
(iii) corporate entities bases: company 
income tax, education tax, technology 
level and petroleum profit tax; and 
(iv) transactions bases:  value added 
tax, capital gain tax, stamp duty, import 
duty and export duty.

Taxes has enormous important to the 
economy and this cannot be over-empha-
sized, some of the benefit of tax to the 
economy are: first, revenue generated 
from taxes can be used to develop other 
sector of the economy where government 
can generate more funds; second, it  can 
also be used to redistribute income in 
favor of the poor; third, revenue generat-
ed from taxes  can be used to provide 
social security to the indigents and poor 
of poor; fourth, revenue generated from 
taxes can be used to stimulate sectors 
that can create more jobs to the populace 
and create wealth for the junk majority of 
the citizens and develop the economy; 
fifth, revenue generated from taxes can 
be used to stimulate economic growth by 
using the revenue realized from it to 
provide basic infrastructure that can 
attract investors such as electricity, road 
and transportation; and lastly, revenue 
generated from taxes can be used to 
strengthen financial institutions and 
develop effective regulatory system. 
Despite these benefits of tax to the econo-
my, the tax revenue that have usually 
been realized in Nigeria are always short 
of target and this has been adversely 
affecting the implementation of the 
annual budget and economic growth in 
Nigeria. The reason for this low tax 
revenue are summarized below: First, 
high rate of tax avoidance and evasion 
coupled with lopsided tax laws vis-à-vis 
poor enforcement of the law due to 
limited manpower in tax administration 
in Nigeria. Second, the percentage of 
informal sector is higher than that of 
formal sector and in an informal sector 
there is improper record of profit generat-

ed on which tax would be based, also they 
have limited revenue potential so less tax 
can be generated as such the country tax 
base is narrow, i.e. the few working in 
formal sector pays the bulk of the govern-
ment revenue tax. Third, lack of social 
truth on the government, citizens don’t 
want to pay tax because of the fear that 
the fund would not be efficiently utilized 
or even embezzled. Corruption has been 
one of the menaces that is affecting 
Nigeria society as the country is rated the 
thirty-third most corrupt country in the 
world. Lastly, the high rate of tax exemp-
tion giving to investors has been reducing 
the expected tax revenue.  This is report-
ed by Van Parys and James (2009) and 
joint report by the IMF, OECD, UN and 
the World Bank (2011). IFC investor 
surveys reveals that tax incentives are 
not sufficient to attract investment to 
countries, rather a favorable investment 
climate, skills vis-à-vis market size and 
good governance does. Therefore, the tax 
incentives given are not necessary, rather 
it gives room for bribery and corruption in 
the tax administrative system Zee et al. 
(2002), and Fjeldstad and Semboja 
(2001).
  
Even though taxation is good for the 
economy as explained previously, Marina 
(1999), and Engen and Skinner (1996) are 
of the view that higher taxes do have 
adverse effect on the economy growth. 
They gave five ways through which tax do 
negatively affect economic growth as 
highlighted below:
First, higher tax can distort investment 
i.e. an increase in the statutory tax rate 
for income tax, corporate tax and capital 
gain tax would discourage investment. 
Second, higher tax can dwindle labor 
supply growth by discouraging workers 
from increasing their input and they will 
prefer leisure to work.  Third, it can 
dissuade productivity growth when 
expenditure on research and develop-
ment, that could lead to innovation and 
technological advancement, has been 
reduced Forth, tax can affect marginal 

productivity of capital when investors 
from highly taxed sectors to lower taxed 
sectors thereby lowering overall economic 
productivity. Fifth, high taxes on labor 
can distort the efficient use of human 
capital as labor would not be seeking 
employment in sectors with high tax, 
even when the sector has higher social 
productivity.

Empirical review on developed countries
Using a panel data, Stoilova and Patonov 
(2012) investigated the impact of tax on 
27 European Union member countries 
between 1995 and 2010, the result 
showed that direct tax contributed to 
economic growth. Likewise, Vatavu et al. 
(2019), explored how tax affects welfare 
gain and economic growth in the 7 richest 
European countries and 7 Central and 
Eastern Europe Countries.  Using the 
Granger Causality Test, the study 
showed that taxes contributes positively 
to economic. Similarly, Tosun and Abiza-
deh (2005), in their study of OECD 
countries between 1980 and 1999 using 
fixed effect random estimation technique, 
found that personal tax and property tax 
had positive impacts on economic growth 
while corporate tax and international 
trade tax had no significant impact on 
economic growth. 
Conversely, Macek (2014) investigated 
the impact of tax on OECD countries 
using panel dataset between the period of 
2000 and 2011.  Macek found that person-
al income tax, corporate tax and social 
security contribution adversely affects 
economic growth. Likewise, Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), in their study of 25 
rich OECD countries between the periods 
1975 - 2010 found that personal income 
tax and corporate tax inhibits economic 
growth.  Furthermore, Hakim, Karia and 
Bujang (2016), used Arellano-Bond 
dynamic panel GMM estimation 
technique to investigate the impact of 
goods and service tax on economic growth 
in developing and developed countries 
between 2005 and 2012. Their study 

revealed that goods and services tax had 
negative impact on economic growth of 
developing countries, but had positive 
impact on economic growth of developed 
countries.

Empirical review on developing countries
Canavire-Bacarreza et al. (2013), in their 
work, examined the relationship between 
taxation and economic growth in Latin 
America using generalized method of 
moments (GMM) estimation technique 
found that personal income tax, corporate 
tax and consumption tax contributed 
positively to economic growth. Also, 
Babatunde et al. (2017) investigated how 
taxation affected economic growth in 
African countries from 2004 to 2013 
using the panel estimation technique; 
they found that tax revenue promoted 
economic growth. Furthermore, Chimilila 
(2018) examined the long-run effect of 
domestic resource mobilization (tax) on 
economic growth in Tanzania between 
1996 and 2015 using the Autoregressive 
Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. He found that domestic 
resource mobilization (tax) enhanced 
economic growth in the long-run. Similar-
ly, in their study of the impact of tax 
revenue on economic growth in Nigeria 
and Ghana between 2000 and 2016 using 
multiple regression estimation 
technique, Egbunike et al. (2018) 
revealed that tax revenue had positive 
impact on economic growth.  In addition, 
Gashi et al. (2018), investigated the 
impact of tax structure on the economic 
growth of Kosovo between the period of 
2007 and 2015 using Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) analytical tool, the study 
revealed that tax positively influence 
economic growth. 
Contrariwise, Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018) investigated the effect of taxation 
on economic growth of South Africa 
between 1981 and 2916 using Auto-Re-
gressive Distribution Lag (ARDL) estima-
tion technique and found that taxes 
hampered economic growth. Using 

Ordinary Least Square technique to 
investigate the effect of tax on Kenya’s 
economic growth from 1973 to 2010, 
Owino (2019) found that Customs Duty 
(CD) and Excise Duty (ED) instigated 
economic growth while income tax (IT), 
and Value Added Tax (VAT) are insignifi-
cant to economic growth. 
Empirical review on Nigeria
 Umoru and Anyiwe (2013) in their study 
investigated the relationship between tax 
structure and economic growth in 
Nigeria between the period of 1988 and 
2011 using Johansen’s co-integration 
estimation technique. They found that 
direct tax contributed positively to 
economic growth while indirect tax 
deterred economic growth. Furthermore, 
Onakoya and Fintinni (2016) examined 
the relationship between tax revenue and 
economic growth in Nigeria between 
1980 and 2013 using Vector Error Correc-
tion Model (VECM).  They found that 
petroleum profit tax and company income 
tax positively influence economic growth 
while customs and excise duties inhibit 
economic growth. Also, Uzoka & Chiedu 
(2018) explored the impact of tax revenue 
on economic growth in Nigeria from 1997 
to 2016 using Vector Error Correction 
Mechanism (VECM) estimation 
technique, the study showed that PPT, 
CIT, VAT and CED positively influenced 
economic growth, while CGT and EDT 
had no impact on economic growth.
Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018), 
explored how tax affect economic growth 
between the period of 1980 and 2015 
using Johansen co-integration model. 
They found that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and custom and 
excise duties did not affect economic 
growth. This was a similar result to 
Ilaboya and Mgbame (2012) in their 
study to determine the impact of tax on 
economic growth in Nigeria between the 
period of 1980 and 2011 using Autoregres-
sive Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. They found that indirect tax 

has no impact on economic growth. 

Methodology 
Theoretical framework
Endogenous growth model is a conglomer-
ation of various theoretical and empirical 
work and it came into being in the 1980’s, 
Romer (1994). The model opposed the 
neoclassical growth theory which argued 
that long run economic growth is been 
influenced by external influence i.e. 
technology spillover and population 
growth. Endogenous growth model is of 
the view that economic growth is 
determined by the system governing the 
production process rather than by forces 
outside that system, Todaro and Smith 
(2012). The Endogenous growth theory 
states that the changes in technology 
which affects economic growth are a 
result of education, training and invest-
ment in research by private investors 
vis-à-vis government. Furthermore, the 
theory explains how government policies 
encourage incentives to enhance both 
human and physical capital which often 
lead to economic growth. Thus the theory 
explains how changes in government 
policies can influence output and how 
innovation via investments in human and 
physical capital can foster economic 
growth. Mahir and Azra (2017), state that 
this theory made fiscal policy a crucial 
field of study of economic growth by 
incorporating tax and expenditure as 
long-run determinate of growth. The 
model classified tax into distortionary 
and non-distortionary tax. Distortionary 
tax are taxes that dissuade investment 
which consequently reduce economic 
growth while non-distortionary tax does 
not discourage investment and therefore 
has no adverse effect on economic growth. 

Model specification
This study patterns its model specifica-
tion in line with the theoretical frame-
work.
Y=AK      

(1) Where Y means output, A, means 
factors that affects technology and K 
implies both physical and human capital. 
Introducing the tax variable into the 
Equation 1 above leads to the model this 
study uses as specified in Equation 2 
below.
RGDP = f (CIT, PIT, PPT, VAT, SSER, 
GCF).       
(2) RGDP= β_0+β_1 CIT+ β_2 PIT+β_3 

PPT+β_4 VAT+ β_5 HUC+ β_6 GCF+µ_t    
(3)Where: RGDP: Real Gross Domestic 
Product 
CIT: Company Income Tax
PIT: Personal Income Tax
PPT: Petroleum Profit Tax
VAT: Value Added Tax
HUC: Proxy by secondary school 
enrolment rate 
GCF: Gross Capital Formation.
µ_t = error term.
Equation 3 below is the econometrics 
form of equation 2: 
RGDP_t=β_0+β_1 (CIT)_t+ β_2 (PIT)_t+β
_3 (PPT)_t+β_4 (VAT)_t+ β_5 (HUC)_t+ β
_6 (GCF)+µ_t
(4) The variables were log and the logged 
model is presented below.
(5) InRGDP_t=β_0+〖Inβ〗_1 (CIT)_t+ 〖
Inβ〗_2 (PIT)_t+〖Inβ〗_3 (PPT)_t+〖In
β〗_4 (VAT)_t+ 〖Inβ〗_5 (HUC)_t+ Inβ
_6 (GCF)_t+µ_t

3.3 Apriori expectation
All the variables are expected to have a 
positive relationship with economic 
growth.

4.1 Descriptive Analysis
The Table 2 below shows the summary of 
the descriptive analysis. The estimated 
mean which is being used to evaluate the 
pattern of distribution revealed that real 
gross domestic product recorded the 
highest with the value of 10.276 while 
Human Capital recorded the lowest with 
the value of 3.416. The standard devia-
tion which do reveal the volatility of varia-
bles showed that company income tax is 
the most volatile variable, while Human 
Capita is the least. The skewness statis-
tics indicated that only real gross domes-
tic product is positively skewed while 
other variables were negatively skewed. 
The Kurtosis statistics revealed that all 
the variables under study are mesokurtic. 
The Jarque-Bera statistic showed that 
the null hypothesis of normal distribution 
was rejected for all the variables at 5% 
critical value.

4.2 Unit root test

This study conducts Unit Root Test to 
determine the stationarity of each varia-
ble. This is done because most time series 
data are assumed to be non-stationary 
and when regression analysis is conduct-
ed on a  non-stationary variable, it gives 
spurious or nonsense regression (Gujarati 
2011). This study made use of ADF and 
Philip Peron (P-P) test to conduct the 
stationarity test. The two method were 
used to get a more accurate stationarity of 
each variable. The summary of the test is 
presented below in Table 3.

The result from both AD
F and P-P Unit Root Test as displayed 
above show that all the time series data 
being used in this study are integrated of 
order one I(1). Therefore, this study will 
make use of Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) estimation technique as 
the requirement for its usage has been 
met. 

4.3 Lag length selection.
Having established the estimation 
technique to be used, it is logical to 
determine the optimum lag length to be 
used before proceeding to the test. There-
fore, lag selection criterion would be 
conducted to determine the optimum lag 
length for the model. This study used AIC 
criterion.

*indicates lag order selected by the criteri-
on.
From the above table the optimum lag 
using AIC criterion is 2, therefore, this 
study would be using lag 2 in the estima-
tion technique. 
4.4 Johansen Co-integration test,
Having identified the optimal lag length, 
the next thing is to determine if there is 
cointegration in the model using the 
Johansen Co-integration test.

The null hypothesis is that there is no 
co-integration in the model and, where 
there is asterisk, we shall reject the null 
hypothesis that the variables are not 
co-integrated at 5% significant level and 
accept the alternative hypothesis that 
there is co-integration. Trace test shows 
that there is five co-integrating equation 
while the Maximum Eigenvalue shows 
that there are four co-integrating 

equation. In sum, the test reveals that 
there is co-integrating relationship in the 
model and that there is a long-run relation-
ship between economic growth on one 
hand and company income tax, gross 
capital formation, personal income tax, 
petroleum income tax, human resources 
and value added tax on the other hand.

Due to the normalization process, the 
normalized co-integration coefficient signs 
are always being reverse to enable proper 
interpretation of the model.

Table 6 shows that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and value added tax 
positively influence economic growth in 
Nigeria, while gross capital formation, 
personal income tax and human capital 
adversely affects economic growth in 
Nigeria. 4.6 VECM regression of taxation 
and economic growth

R-square: 0.678; Adj. R-square: 0.589; 
SSR: 0.021; SSE: 0.027; F-stat.: 7.619; LL: 
88.418; AIC:-4.179; SC: -3.792; 

∆〖LOG(RDGP)〗_t  = - 0.343〖ECT〗
_(t-1) + 〖0.269∆LOG(RGDP)〗_(t-1 )– 〖
0.019∆LOG(CIT)〗_(t-1 )+ 〖0.0403∆
LOG(GCF)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.062∆LOG(PIT)
〗_(t-1 )– 〖0.012∆LOG(PPT)〗_(t-1  )+ 〖
0.117∆LOG(HUC)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.002∆
LOG(VAT)〗_(t-1 )+ 0.021

The error correction term is well defined 
as it is negative and significant as the 
t-statistic is greater than two. The co-effi-
cient is -0.343 which implies that 34.3% 
previous periods deviation from the long 
run equilibrium in economic growth is  
been corrected by GCF, PIT, PPT, SSER 

and VAT within one period. 

The above result further revealed that 
company income tax has a negative signifi-
cant effect on Nigeria economic growth in 
the short run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of CIT would lead to 0.019% 
decrease in RGDP on the current year. 

This implies that, as company income tax 
increases, the profit after tax, which is 
supposed to be used to expand the compa-
ny, declines and this in turn adversely 
affects economic growth in Nigeria. This is 
in accordance with the work of Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), but does not conform 
to the apriori expectation.  

Conversely, gross capital formation has a 
positive significant influence on Nigeria 
economic growth in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
GCF would lead to 0.0403% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This means 
that that the more fixed assets are being 
acquired by the country the more the 
economy grows in Nigeria. This conform to 
the apriori expectation.
  

Furthermore, personal income tax has a 
positive significant influence on Nigerian 
economic growth in the short run, i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
PIT would lead to 0.062% increase in 
RGDP in the current year. This implies 
that, as more revenue are being generated 
through personal income tax and the 
revenue are being used for developmental 
projects, the economic grows. This is in 
agreement with the work of Tosun and 
Abizadeh (2005) and conform to the 
apriori expectation.  
Petroleum profit tax had no significant 
impact on economic growth in Nigeria. 
This could be because of the volatility in 

the oil sector for instance when the expect-
ed oil revenue is being used to project 
government expenditure and there is a 
shock in the sector the proposed project 
may not be executed. Therefore, petrole-
um profit tax is not a reliable source of 
revenue. This is in agreement with the 
work of Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018) 
but does not conform to the apriori expec-
tation. 
Human Capital positively and significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria in 
the long-run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of HUC would lead to 
0.117% increase in RGDP on the current 
year. This conform to the apriori expecta-
tion. 

 

Lastly, value added tax enhance economic 
growth in Nigeria in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
VAT would lead to 0.002% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This implies 
that as more revenue are being realized 
through VAT, the economic grows. This is 
in tandem with the work of Uzoka & 
Chiedu (2018), and conform to the apriori 
expectation.  

4.7 Causality Test
A causality test is conducted to examine 
causal relationship between two varia-
bles. There are different methods of inves-
tigating causal relationship, however, this 
study will make use of the Pairwise Grang

er Causality Test. The null hypothesis is 
that there is no causal relationship 
between the two and the alternative 
hypothesis is that there is causal relation-
ship between the two variables. The null 
hypothesis would be accepted if the proba-
bility value is more than 5%, however, if 
the probability value is equal or less than 
5% we reject the null hypothesis and 
accept the alternative hypothesis. 
The Pairwise Granger causality result is 
present in the table 6 below. The result 
reveals the following: (i) there is uni-direc-
tional causality from CIT to RGDP, i.e. 
company income tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria. (ii) there is bi-direction-
al causality between GCF and RGDP, i.e. 
gross capital formation affects economic 
growth in Nigeria vice-versa. (iii) There is 
uni-directional causality from PPT to 
RGDP, i.e. petroleum profit tax significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria. (iv) 
There is uni-directional causality from 
RGDP to HUC, i.e. economic growth in 
Nigeria affects Human capital. (v) There 
is uni-directional causality from VAT to 
RGDP, i.e. value added tax has an impact 
on economic growth in Nigeria. 

volatility nature of the oil sector and conse-
quent unreliability in using it to project 
revenue and expenditure.
2. Government should intensify efforts to 
capture and ensure payment of income tax 
by the informal sector which employs 
more than 50% of the total labor force in 
Nigeria as personal income tax promotes 
economic growth.
3. Government should focus more on VAT 
which has no direct negative impact on 
companies rather enhances economic 
growth and also gives some concessions to 
company income tax to reduce its adverse 
effect on the companies and, in turn, 
deteriorates economic growth as reveled 
in the study.
4. Government should formulate policies 
that would encourage human capital devel-
opment as it enhances economic growth.
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TABLE 7: ERROR CORRECTION MODEL RESULT
variable D(LOG(RGDP)) Standard errors t-statistics 

CointEq -0.343 0.01 4.129 

D(LOG(RGDP(-1))) 0.269 0.131 2.047 

D(LOG(CIT(-1))) -0.019 0.009 -2.107 

D(LOG(GCF(-1))) 0.0403 0.008 4.733 

D(LOG(PIT(-1))) 0.062 0.017 3.641 

D(LOG(PPT(-1))) -0.012 0.012 -1.001 

D(LOG(HUC(-1))) 0.117 0.557 2.109 

D(LOG(VAT(-1))) 0.002 0.019 0.093 

C 0.021 0.008 2.396 
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4.8 Diagnosis Tests
Diagnosis tests or post estimate test were 
conducted to determine how reliable the 
estimates results are. This study conduct-
ed three diagnosis tests namely: VEC 
Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests, VEC 
Residual Normality Tests and VEC Resid-
ual Serial Correlation LM Tests.

A VEC Residual Serial Correlation LM 
test was conducted to determine if there is 
serial correlation in the model. The null 
hypothesis is that there is no serial correla-
tion in the model and this would be accept-
ed when the probability value is greater 
than 0.05%, otherwise we accept the 
alternative hypothesis.  The result shows 
that the probability value is higher than 

0.05% therefore we accept the null hypoth-
esis that there is no serial correlation or 
autocorrelation in the model. 

A VEC Residual Normality Tests was 
conducted using Skewness, Kurtosis and 
Jarque-Bera to determine if the variables 
are normally distributed. The null hypoth

esis is that the residuals are multivariate 
normally distributed and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis.  The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residual is multivari-

ate normally distributed.
A VEC Residual Heteroskedasticity Test 
was conducted to determine if the varia-
bles are Heteroskedasticity.  The null 
hypothesis is that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis. The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity rather they are 
Homoskedastic. 

Summary 
This study investigated the relationship 
between tax structures on economic 
growth in Nigeria between the periods of 
1980 - 2019.  The study adopted the endog-
enous growth model as its theoretical 
framework and specified its model is 
consistent with the theory.  The study 
made use of the Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) and Granger Causality 
estimation technique to analysis the data. 
The result revealed that company income 
tax and petroleum income tax had an 
adverse effect on the economy in Nigeria 
while personal income tax, value added 
tax, human capital and gross capital 
formation promotes economic growth in 
Nigeria. The Granger Causality that 
shows the direction of causality reveal 
that company income tax, value added tax 
and petroleum profit tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria, gross capital formation 
affects economic growth in Nigeria and 
economic growth affects human capital in 
Nigeria. 

Based on the findings, the study recom-
mends the following policy formulation for 
economic growth in Nigeria:

1. Government should diversify the econo-
my and focus less on PPT because of the 

Adequate funding is required for any 
government to efficiently carry out its 
statutory functions. These functions have 
consistently been increasing due to the 
world’s political and economic dynamics 
vis-à-vis the ever changing global econo-
my. In addition to this, the Nigerian 
government is facing explosive popula-
tion growth which needs to be taken care 
of vis-à-vis challenges associated with 
high population. Regrettably, the 
revenue of Nigeria’s government has not 
been increasing to meet the ever increas-
ing expenditure. The major reason for 
this shortfall is the mono-economy 
nature of the country with heavy reliance 
on revenue from crude oil, which is highly 
volatile, and its price being exogenously 

determined. As such Nigeria is at the 
mercy of foreign countries and interna-
tional organizations for aid and loans to 
argument its income and these do come 
with stringent conditions which may not 
be completely good for the receiving econo-
my.  With the recent global financial 
crisis, foreign aid is not flowing as before 
to developing countries, including 
Nigeria, and this is adversely affecting 
different sectors of the economy. There-
fore, there is a need to diversify the econo-
my from oil by looking inward on how to 
finance the budget. Abomaye-Nimenibo 
et al. (2018) argued that taxation has 
been identified as one of the efficient 
ways of mobilizing domestic resources for 
economic growth globally. The need to 

focus on domestic revenue mobilization 
was further re-echoed by the G20 at their 
summit in 2010. Unfortunately, Nigeria 
has not fully harnessed this potential 
revenue as revealed by its tax quota. Tax 
quota is the ratio of total tax revenue to 
GDP and it is the most used indicator to 
measure tax burden. As of 2017 the tax 
quota of Nigeria was 5.7% which is far 
below the average for Africa of 17.2%, 
Latin America Countries average of 22.8, 
OECD average of 34.2%. This shows that 
Nigeria tax revenue to GDP is lower 
when compared to developed countries 
and even fell below the average of African 
and developing countries. This is adverse-
ly affecting the government in perform-
ing its responsibilities and spending in 
critical areas that would have stimulated 
economic growth. It is worthy of note that 
the Nigerian Government has been 
formulating different policies to improve 
its tax revenue among which are the tax 
policy reviews of 1991, 2003, 2012 and 
2017, and amendments of various 
taxation acts in order to suit the current 
realities. Despite all these measures to 
increase tax revenue which were expect-
ed to boost economic growth via adequate 
funding of public expenditure, the econo-
my has not been growing as expected as 
shown in Table 1.

This study is designed to determine the 
actual effect of tax on economic growth. 
Furthermore, there are empirical evidenc-
es on how taxation affects economic 
growth as researchers like Gashi et al. 
(2018), Babatunde et al. (2017), Chimilila 
(2018), and Vatavu, Lobont, Stefea and 
Brindescu-Olariu (2019) argue that 
taxation positively affect economic 

growth, while Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018), and Macek (2014), stated that 
economic growth was adversely affected 
by increment in taxation.  Michael and 
Friday (2018), Ilaboya and Mgbame 
(2012) concluded that taxation had no 
impact on economic growth. Given the 
controversies surrounding how taxation 
affects economic growth this study will 
investigate the way in which taxation has 
been affecting economic growth in 
Nigeria between 1980 and 2019. The 
study will make use of Company Income 
Tax, Personal Income Tax, Petroleum 
Profit Tax, Value Added Tax, human 
capital and gross capital formation as the 
explanatory variables while real Gross 
Domestic Product would be the depend-
ent variable. The data is sourced from 
Federal Inland Revenue Service and 
World Bank indicator. The statistical tool 
to be used for this study is E-view 10 
while the data would be analyzed with 
VECM and Granger Causality Test. The 
remaining part of this paper is structured 
as follow: section 2 is all about literature 
review, section 3 describes the methodolo-
gy which consist of theoretical framework 
and model specification, section four 
presents the data analysis, and lastly 
section 5 consist of summary and policy 
recommendations. 

Literature review
The origin of tax in Nigeria can be traced 
to 1904 when community tax was 
introduced in the Northern Nigeria, this 
was even before the amalgamation of the 
country in 1914 Ola (2001). This was 
later implemented in 1917 and 1921 in 
Western and Eastern region respectively 
Odusola (2006). Taxation is defined as a 
process of collecting taxes while tax is the 
compulsory monetary burden imposed by 
the government against its citizens to 
support in funding public expenditure. In 
Nigeria taxes are being levied on individu-
al, assets, corporate entities and transac-
tion. The National tax policy of 2012 spilt 
taxes being levied on Nigerian citizens on 
the following bases: 

(i) individual’s bases: personal 
income tax and development levy;
(ii) assets bases: property tax;
(iii) corporate entities bases: company 
income tax, education tax, technology 
level and petroleum profit tax; and 
(iv) transactions bases:  value added 
tax, capital gain tax, stamp duty, import 
duty and export duty.

Taxes has enormous important to the 
economy and this cannot be over-empha-
sized, some of the benefit of tax to the 
economy are: first, revenue generated 
from taxes can be used to develop other 
sector of the economy where government 
can generate more funds; second, it  can 
also be used to redistribute income in 
favor of the poor; third, revenue generat-
ed from taxes  can be used to provide 
social security to the indigents and poor 
of poor; fourth, revenue generated from 
taxes can be used to stimulate sectors 
that can create more jobs to the populace 
and create wealth for the junk majority of 
the citizens and develop the economy; 
fifth, revenue generated from taxes can 
be used to stimulate economic growth by 
using the revenue realized from it to 
provide basic infrastructure that can 
attract investors such as electricity, road 
and transportation; and lastly, revenue 
generated from taxes can be used to 
strengthen financial institutions and 
develop effective regulatory system. 
Despite these benefits of tax to the econo-
my, the tax revenue that have usually 
been realized in Nigeria are always short 
of target and this has been adversely 
affecting the implementation of the 
annual budget and economic growth in 
Nigeria. The reason for this low tax 
revenue are summarized below: First, 
high rate of tax avoidance and evasion 
coupled with lopsided tax laws vis-à-vis 
poor enforcement of the law due to 
limited manpower in tax administration 
in Nigeria. Second, the percentage of 
informal sector is higher than that of 
formal sector and in an informal sector 
there is improper record of profit generat-

ed on which tax would be based, also they 
have limited revenue potential so less tax 
can be generated as such the country tax 
base is narrow, i.e. the few working in 
formal sector pays the bulk of the govern-
ment revenue tax. Third, lack of social 
truth on the government, citizens don’t 
want to pay tax because of the fear that 
the fund would not be efficiently utilized 
or even embezzled. Corruption has been 
one of the menaces that is affecting 
Nigeria society as the country is rated the 
thirty-third most corrupt country in the 
world. Lastly, the high rate of tax exemp-
tion giving to investors has been reducing 
the expected tax revenue.  This is report-
ed by Van Parys and James (2009) and 
joint report by the IMF, OECD, UN and 
the World Bank (2011). IFC investor 
surveys reveals that tax incentives are 
not sufficient to attract investment to 
countries, rather a favorable investment 
climate, skills vis-à-vis market size and 
good governance does. Therefore, the tax 
incentives given are not necessary, rather 
it gives room for bribery and corruption in 
the tax administrative system Zee et al. 
(2002), and Fjeldstad and Semboja 
(2001).
  
Even though taxation is good for the 
economy as explained previously, Marina 
(1999), and Engen and Skinner (1996) are 
of the view that higher taxes do have 
adverse effect on the economy growth. 
They gave five ways through which tax do 
negatively affect economic growth as 
highlighted below:
First, higher tax can distort investment 
i.e. an increase in the statutory tax rate 
for income tax, corporate tax and capital 
gain tax would discourage investment. 
Second, higher tax can dwindle labor 
supply growth by discouraging workers 
from increasing their input and they will 
prefer leisure to work.  Third, it can 
dissuade productivity growth when 
expenditure on research and develop-
ment, that could lead to innovation and 
technological advancement, has been 
reduced Forth, tax can affect marginal 

productivity of capital when investors 
from highly taxed sectors to lower taxed 
sectors thereby lowering overall economic 
productivity. Fifth, high taxes on labor 
can distort the efficient use of human 
capital as labor would not be seeking 
employment in sectors with high tax, 
even when the sector has higher social 
productivity.

Empirical review on developed countries
Using a panel data, Stoilova and Patonov 
(2012) investigated the impact of tax on 
27 European Union member countries 
between 1995 and 2010, the result 
showed that direct tax contributed to 
economic growth. Likewise, Vatavu et al. 
(2019), explored how tax affects welfare 
gain and economic growth in the 7 richest 
European countries and 7 Central and 
Eastern Europe Countries.  Using the 
Granger Causality Test, the study 
showed that taxes contributes positively 
to economic. Similarly, Tosun and Abiza-
deh (2005), in their study of OECD 
countries between 1980 and 1999 using 
fixed effect random estimation technique, 
found that personal tax and property tax 
had positive impacts on economic growth 
while corporate tax and international 
trade tax had no significant impact on 
economic growth. 
Conversely, Macek (2014) investigated 
the impact of tax on OECD countries 
using panel dataset between the period of 
2000 and 2011.  Macek found that person-
al income tax, corporate tax and social 
security contribution adversely affects 
economic growth. Likewise, Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), in their study of 25 
rich OECD countries between the periods 
1975 - 2010 found that personal income 
tax and corporate tax inhibits economic 
growth.  Furthermore, Hakim, Karia and 
Bujang (2016), used Arellano-Bond 
dynamic panel GMM estimation 
technique to investigate the impact of 
goods and service tax on economic growth 
in developing and developed countries 
between 2005 and 2012. Their study 

revealed that goods and services tax had 
negative impact on economic growth of 
developing countries, but had positive 
impact on economic growth of developed 
countries.

Empirical review on developing countries
Canavire-Bacarreza et al. (2013), in their 
work, examined the relationship between 
taxation and economic growth in Latin 
America using generalized method of 
moments (GMM) estimation technique 
found that personal income tax, corporate 
tax and consumption tax contributed 
positively to economic growth. Also, 
Babatunde et al. (2017) investigated how 
taxation affected economic growth in 
African countries from 2004 to 2013 
using the panel estimation technique; 
they found that tax revenue promoted 
economic growth. Furthermore, Chimilila 
(2018) examined the long-run effect of 
domestic resource mobilization (tax) on 
economic growth in Tanzania between 
1996 and 2015 using the Autoregressive 
Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. He found that domestic 
resource mobilization (tax) enhanced 
economic growth in the long-run. Similar-
ly, in their study of the impact of tax 
revenue on economic growth in Nigeria 
and Ghana between 2000 and 2016 using 
multiple regression estimation 
technique, Egbunike et al. (2018) 
revealed that tax revenue had positive 
impact on economic growth.  In addition, 
Gashi et al. (2018), investigated the 
impact of tax structure on the economic 
growth of Kosovo between the period of 
2007 and 2015 using Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) analytical tool, the study 
revealed that tax positively influence 
economic growth. 
Contrariwise, Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018) investigated the effect of taxation 
on economic growth of South Africa 
between 1981 and 2916 using Auto-Re-
gressive Distribution Lag (ARDL) estima-
tion technique and found that taxes 
hampered economic growth. Using 

Ordinary Least Square technique to 
investigate the effect of tax on Kenya’s 
economic growth from 1973 to 2010, 
Owino (2019) found that Customs Duty 
(CD) and Excise Duty (ED) instigated 
economic growth while income tax (IT), 
and Value Added Tax (VAT) are insignifi-
cant to economic growth. 
Empirical review on Nigeria
 Umoru and Anyiwe (2013) in their study 
investigated the relationship between tax 
structure and economic growth in 
Nigeria between the period of 1988 and 
2011 using Johansen’s co-integration 
estimation technique. They found that 
direct tax contributed positively to 
economic growth while indirect tax 
deterred economic growth. Furthermore, 
Onakoya and Fintinni (2016) examined 
the relationship between tax revenue and 
economic growth in Nigeria between 
1980 and 2013 using Vector Error Correc-
tion Model (VECM).  They found that 
petroleum profit tax and company income 
tax positively influence economic growth 
while customs and excise duties inhibit 
economic growth. Also, Uzoka & Chiedu 
(2018) explored the impact of tax revenue 
on economic growth in Nigeria from 1997 
to 2016 using Vector Error Correction 
Mechanism (VECM) estimation 
technique, the study showed that PPT, 
CIT, VAT and CED positively influenced 
economic growth, while CGT and EDT 
had no impact on economic growth.
Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018), 
explored how tax affect economic growth 
between the period of 1980 and 2015 
using Johansen co-integration model. 
They found that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and custom and 
excise duties did not affect economic 
growth. This was a similar result to 
Ilaboya and Mgbame (2012) in their 
study to determine the impact of tax on 
economic growth in Nigeria between the 
period of 1980 and 2011 using Autoregres-
sive Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. They found that indirect tax 

has no impact on economic growth. 

Methodology 
Theoretical framework
Endogenous growth model is a conglomer-
ation of various theoretical and empirical 
work and it came into being in the 1980’s, 
Romer (1994). The model opposed the 
neoclassical growth theory which argued 
that long run economic growth is been 
influenced by external influence i.e. 
technology spillover and population 
growth. Endogenous growth model is of 
the view that economic growth is 
determined by the system governing the 
production process rather than by forces 
outside that system, Todaro and Smith 
(2012). The Endogenous growth theory 
states that the changes in technology 
which affects economic growth are a 
result of education, training and invest-
ment in research by private investors 
vis-à-vis government. Furthermore, the 
theory explains how government policies 
encourage incentives to enhance both 
human and physical capital which often 
lead to economic growth. Thus the theory 
explains how changes in government 
policies can influence output and how 
innovation via investments in human and 
physical capital can foster economic 
growth. Mahir and Azra (2017), state that 
this theory made fiscal policy a crucial 
field of study of economic growth by 
incorporating tax and expenditure as 
long-run determinate of growth. The 
model classified tax into distortionary 
and non-distortionary tax. Distortionary 
tax are taxes that dissuade investment 
which consequently reduce economic 
growth while non-distortionary tax does 
not discourage investment and therefore 
has no adverse effect on economic growth. 

Model specification
This study patterns its model specifica-
tion in line with the theoretical frame-
work.
Y=AK      

(1) Where Y means output, A, means 
factors that affects technology and K 
implies both physical and human capital. 
Introducing the tax variable into the 
Equation 1 above leads to the model this 
study uses as specified in Equation 2 
below.
RGDP = f (CIT, PIT, PPT, VAT, SSER, 
GCF).       
(2) RGDP= β_0+β_1 CIT+ β_2 PIT+β_3 

PPT+β_4 VAT+ β_5 HUC+ β_6 GCF+µ_t    
(3)Where: RGDP: Real Gross Domestic 
Product 
CIT: Company Income Tax
PIT: Personal Income Tax
PPT: Petroleum Profit Tax
VAT: Value Added Tax
HUC: Proxy by secondary school 
enrolment rate 
GCF: Gross Capital Formation.
µ_t = error term.
Equation 3 below is the econometrics 
form of equation 2: 
RGDP_t=β_0+β_1 (CIT)_t+ β_2 (PIT)_t+β
_3 (PPT)_t+β_4 (VAT)_t+ β_5 (HUC)_t+ β
_6 (GCF)+µ_t
(4) The variables were log and the logged 
model is presented below.
(5) InRGDP_t=β_0+〖Inβ〗_1 (CIT)_t+ 〖
Inβ〗_2 (PIT)_t+〖Inβ〗_3 (PPT)_t+〖In
β〗_4 (VAT)_t+ 〖Inβ〗_5 (HUC)_t+ Inβ
_6 (GCF)_t+µ_t

3.3 Apriori expectation
All the variables are expected to have a 
positive relationship with economic 
growth.

4.1 Descriptive Analysis
The Table 2 below shows the summary of 
the descriptive analysis. The estimated 
mean which is being used to evaluate the 
pattern of distribution revealed that real 
gross domestic product recorded the 
highest with the value of 10.276 while 
Human Capital recorded the lowest with 
the value of 3.416. The standard devia-
tion which do reveal the volatility of varia-
bles showed that company income tax is 
the most volatile variable, while Human 
Capita is the least. The skewness statis-
tics indicated that only real gross domes-
tic product is positively skewed while 
other variables were negatively skewed. 
The Kurtosis statistics revealed that all 
the variables under study are mesokurtic. 
The Jarque-Bera statistic showed that 
the null hypothesis of normal distribution 
was rejected for all the variables at 5% 
critical value.

4.2 Unit root test

This study conducts Unit Root Test to 
determine the stationarity of each varia-
ble. This is done because most time series 
data are assumed to be non-stationary 
and when regression analysis is conduct-
ed on a  non-stationary variable, it gives 
spurious or nonsense regression (Gujarati 
2011). This study made use of ADF and 
Philip Peron (P-P) test to conduct the 
stationarity test. The two method were 
used to get a more accurate stationarity of 
each variable. The summary of the test is 
presented below in Table 3.

The result from both AD
F and P-P Unit Root Test as displayed 
above show that all the time series data 
being used in this study are integrated of 
order one I(1). Therefore, this study will 
make use of Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) estimation technique as 
the requirement for its usage has been 
met. 

4.3 Lag length selection.
Having established the estimation 
technique to be used, it is logical to 
determine the optimum lag length to be 
used before proceeding to the test. There-
fore, lag selection criterion would be 
conducted to determine the optimum lag 
length for the model. This study used AIC 
criterion.

*indicates lag order selected by the criteri-
on.
From the above table the optimum lag 
using AIC criterion is 2, therefore, this 
study would be using lag 2 in the estima-
tion technique. 
4.4 Johansen Co-integration test,
Having identified the optimal lag length, 
the next thing is to determine if there is 
cointegration in the model using the 
Johansen Co-integration test.

The null hypothesis is that there is no 
co-integration in the model and, where 
there is asterisk, we shall reject the null 
hypothesis that the variables are not 
co-integrated at 5% significant level and 
accept the alternative hypothesis that 
there is co-integration. Trace test shows 
that there is five co-integrating equation 
while the Maximum Eigenvalue shows 
that there are four co-integrating 

equation. In sum, the test reveals that 
there is co-integrating relationship in the 
model and that there is a long-run relation-
ship between economic growth on one 
hand and company income tax, gross 
capital formation, personal income tax, 
petroleum income tax, human resources 
and value added tax on the other hand.

Due to the normalization process, the 
normalized co-integration coefficient signs 
are always being reverse to enable proper 
interpretation of the model.

Table 6 shows that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and value added tax 
positively influence economic growth in 
Nigeria, while gross capital formation, 
personal income tax and human capital 
adversely affects economic growth in 
Nigeria. 4.6 VECM regression of taxation 
and economic growth

R-square: 0.678; Adj. R-square: 0.589; 
SSR: 0.021; SSE: 0.027; F-stat.: 7.619; LL: 
88.418; AIC:-4.179; SC: -3.792; 

∆〖LOG(RDGP)〗_t  = - 0.343〖ECT〗
_(t-1) + 〖0.269∆LOG(RGDP)〗_(t-1 )– 〖
0.019∆LOG(CIT)〗_(t-1 )+ 〖0.0403∆
LOG(GCF)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.062∆LOG(PIT)
〗_(t-1 )– 〖0.012∆LOG(PPT)〗_(t-1  )+ 〖
0.117∆LOG(HUC)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.002∆
LOG(VAT)〗_(t-1 )+ 0.021

The error correction term is well defined 
as it is negative and significant as the 
t-statistic is greater than two. The co-effi-
cient is -0.343 which implies that 34.3% 
previous periods deviation from the long 
run equilibrium in economic growth is  
been corrected by GCF, PIT, PPT, SSER 

and VAT within one period. 

The above result further revealed that 
company income tax has a negative signifi-
cant effect on Nigeria economic growth in 
the short run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of CIT would lead to 0.019% 
decrease in RGDP on the current year. 

This implies that, as company income tax 
increases, the profit after tax, which is 
supposed to be used to expand the compa-
ny, declines and this in turn adversely 
affects economic growth in Nigeria. This is 
in accordance with the work of Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), but does not conform 
to the apriori expectation.  

Conversely, gross capital formation has a 
positive significant influence on Nigeria 
economic growth in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
GCF would lead to 0.0403% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This means 
that that the more fixed assets are being 
acquired by the country the more the 
economy grows in Nigeria. This conform to 
the apriori expectation.
  

Furthermore, personal income tax has a 
positive significant influence on Nigerian 
economic growth in the short run, i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
PIT would lead to 0.062% increase in 
RGDP in the current year. This implies 
that, as more revenue are being generated 
through personal income tax and the 
revenue are being used for developmental 
projects, the economic grows. This is in 
agreement with the work of Tosun and 
Abizadeh (2005) and conform to the 
apriori expectation.  
Petroleum profit tax had no significant 
impact on economic growth in Nigeria. 
This could be because of the volatility in 

the oil sector for instance when the expect-
ed oil revenue is being used to project 
government expenditure and there is a 
shock in the sector the proposed project 
may not be executed. Therefore, petrole-
um profit tax is not a reliable source of 
revenue. This is in agreement with the 
work of Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018) 
but does not conform to the apriori expec-
tation. 
Human Capital positively and significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria in 
the long-run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of HUC would lead to 
0.117% increase in RGDP on the current 
year. This conform to the apriori expecta-
tion. 

 

Lastly, value added tax enhance economic 
growth in Nigeria in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
VAT would lead to 0.002% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This implies 
that as more revenue are being realized 
through VAT, the economic grows. This is 
in tandem with the work of Uzoka & 
Chiedu (2018), and conform to the apriori 
expectation.  

4.7 Causality Test
A causality test is conducted to examine 
causal relationship between two varia-
bles. There are different methods of inves-
tigating causal relationship, however, this 
study will make use of the Pairwise Grang

er Causality Test. The null hypothesis is 
that there is no causal relationship 
between the two and the alternative 
hypothesis is that there is causal relation-
ship between the two variables. The null 
hypothesis would be accepted if the proba-
bility value is more than 5%, however, if 
the probability value is equal or less than 
5% we reject the null hypothesis and 
accept the alternative hypothesis. 
The Pairwise Granger causality result is 
present in the table 6 below. The result 
reveals the following: (i) there is uni-direc-
tional causality from CIT to RGDP, i.e. 
company income tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria. (ii) there is bi-direction-
al causality between GCF and RGDP, i.e. 
gross capital formation affects economic 
growth in Nigeria vice-versa. (iii) There is 
uni-directional causality from PPT to 
RGDP, i.e. petroleum profit tax significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria. (iv) 
There is uni-directional causality from 
RGDP to HUC, i.e. economic growth in 
Nigeria affects Human capital. (v) There 
is uni-directional causality from VAT to 
RGDP, i.e. value added tax has an impact 
on economic growth in Nigeria. 

volatility nature of the oil sector and conse-
quent unreliability in using it to project 
revenue and expenditure.
2. Government should intensify efforts to 
capture and ensure payment of income tax 
by the informal sector which employs 
more than 50% of the total labor force in 
Nigeria as personal income tax promotes 
economic growth.
3. Government should focus more on VAT 
which has no direct negative impact on 
companies rather enhances economic 
growth and also gives some concessions to 
company income tax to reduce its adverse 
effect on the companies and, in turn, 
deteriorates economic growth as reveled 
in the study.
4. Government should formulate policies 
that would encourage human capital devel-
opment as it enhances economic growth.
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Null Hypothesis Obs. F-Statistic Prob. 

LOG(CIT) does not Granger Cause LOG(RGDP) 

LOG(RGDP) does not Granger Cause LOG(CIT) 

39 13.019 

1.405 

0.001 

0.244 

LOG(GCF) does not Granger Cause LOG(RGDP) 

LOG(RGDP) does not Granger Cause LOG(GCF) 

39 12.964 

5.108 

0.009 

0.030 

LOG(PIT) does not Granger Cause LOG(RGDP) 

LOG(RGDP) does not Granger Cause LOG(PIT) 

39 0.753 

2.044 

0.391 

0.161 

LOG(PPT) does not Granger Cause LOG(RGDP) 

LOG(RGDP) does not Granger Cause LOG(PPT) 

39 17.167 

6.1E-05 

0.002 

0.994 

LOG(HUC) does not Granger Cause LOG(RGDP) 

LOG(RGDP) does not Granger Cause LOG(HUC) 

39 1.429 

9.741 

0.239 

0.004 

LOG(VAT) does not Granger Cause LOG(RGDP) 

LOG(RGDP) does not Granger Cause LOG(VAT) 

39 18.147 

0.793 

0.001 

0.379 

TABLE 8: PAIRWISE GRANGER
CAUSALITY RESULT
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4.8 Diagnosis Tests
Diagnosis tests or post estimate test were 
conducted to determine how reliable the 
estimates results are. This study conduct-
ed three diagnosis tests namely: VEC 
Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests, VEC 
Residual Normality Tests and VEC Resid-
ual Serial Correlation LM Tests.

A VEC Residual Serial Correlation LM 
test was conducted to determine if there is 
serial correlation in the model. The null 
hypothesis is that there is no serial correla-
tion in the model and this would be accept-
ed when the probability value is greater 
than 0.05%, otherwise we accept the 
alternative hypothesis.  The result shows 
that the probability value is higher than 

0.05% therefore we accept the null hypoth-
esis that there is no serial correlation or 
autocorrelation in the model. 

A VEC Residual Normality Tests was 
conducted using Skewness, Kurtosis and 
Jarque-Bera to determine if the variables 
are normally distributed. The null hypoth

esis is that the residuals are multivariate 
normally distributed and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis.  The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residual is multivari-

ate normally distributed.
A VEC Residual Heteroskedasticity Test 
was conducted to determine if the varia-
bles are Heteroskedasticity.  The null 
hypothesis is that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis. The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity rather they are 
Homoskedastic. 

Summary 
This study investigated the relationship 
between tax structures on economic 
growth in Nigeria between the periods of 
1980 - 2019.  The study adopted the endog-
enous growth model as its theoretical 
framework and specified its model is 
consistent with the theory.  The study 
made use of the Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) and Granger Causality 
estimation technique to analysis the data. 
The result revealed that company income 
tax and petroleum income tax had an 
adverse effect on the economy in Nigeria 
while personal income tax, value added 
tax, human capital and gross capital 
formation promotes economic growth in 
Nigeria. The Granger Causality that 
shows the direction of causality reveal 
that company income tax, value added tax 
and petroleum profit tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria, gross capital formation 
affects economic growth in Nigeria and 
economic growth affects human capital in 
Nigeria. 

Based on the findings, the study recom-
mends the following policy formulation for 
economic growth in Nigeria:

1. Government should diversify the econo-
my and focus less on PPT because of the 

Adequate funding is required for any 
government to efficiently carry out its 
statutory functions. These functions have 
consistently been increasing due to the 
world’s political and economic dynamics 
vis-à-vis the ever changing global econo-
my. In addition to this, the Nigerian 
government is facing explosive popula-
tion growth which needs to be taken care 
of vis-à-vis challenges associated with 
high population. Regrettably, the 
revenue of Nigeria’s government has not 
been increasing to meet the ever increas-
ing expenditure. The major reason for 
this shortfall is the mono-economy 
nature of the country with heavy reliance 
on revenue from crude oil, which is highly 
volatile, and its price being exogenously 

determined. As such Nigeria is at the 
mercy of foreign countries and interna-
tional organizations for aid and loans to 
argument its income and these do come 
with stringent conditions which may not 
be completely good for the receiving econo-
my.  With the recent global financial 
crisis, foreign aid is not flowing as before 
to developing countries, including 
Nigeria, and this is adversely affecting 
different sectors of the economy. There-
fore, there is a need to diversify the econo-
my from oil by looking inward on how to 
finance the budget. Abomaye-Nimenibo 
et al. (2018) argued that taxation has 
been identified as one of the efficient 
ways of mobilizing domestic resources for 
economic growth globally. The need to 

focus on domestic revenue mobilization 
was further re-echoed by the G20 at their 
summit in 2010. Unfortunately, Nigeria 
has not fully harnessed this potential 
revenue as revealed by its tax quota. Tax 
quota is the ratio of total tax revenue to 
GDP and it is the most used indicator to 
measure tax burden. As of 2017 the tax 
quota of Nigeria was 5.7% which is far 
below the average for Africa of 17.2%, 
Latin America Countries average of 22.8, 
OECD average of 34.2%. This shows that 
Nigeria tax revenue to GDP is lower 
when compared to developed countries 
and even fell below the average of African 
and developing countries. This is adverse-
ly affecting the government in perform-
ing its responsibilities and spending in 
critical areas that would have stimulated 
economic growth. It is worthy of note that 
the Nigerian Government has been 
formulating different policies to improve 
its tax revenue among which are the tax 
policy reviews of 1991, 2003, 2012 and 
2017, and amendments of various 
taxation acts in order to suit the current 
realities. Despite all these measures to 
increase tax revenue which were expect-
ed to boost economic growth via adequate 
funding of public expenditure, the econo-
my has not been growing as expected as 
shown in Table 1.

This study is designed to determine the 
actual effect of tax on economic growth. 
Furthermore, there are empirical evidenc-
es on how taxation affects economic 
growth as researchers like Gashi et al. 
(2018), Babatunde et al. (2017), Chimilila 
(2018), and Vatavu, Lobont, Stefea and 
Brindescu-Olariu (2019) argue that 
taxation positively affect economic 

growth, while Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018), and Macek (2014), stated that 
economic growth was adversely affected 
by increment in taxation.  Michael and 
Friday (2018), Ilaboya and Mgbame 
(2012) concluded that taxation had no 
impact on economic growth. Given the 
controversies surrounding how taxation 
affects economic growth this study will 
investigate the way in which taxation has 
been affecting economic growth in 
Nigeria between 1980 and 2019. The 
study will make use of Company Income 
Tax, Personal Income Tax, Petroleum 
Profit Tax, Value Added Tax, human 
capital and gross capital formation as the 
explanatory variables while real Gross 
Domestic Product would be the depend-
ent variable. The data is sourced from 
Federal Inland Revenue Service and 
World Bank indicator. The statistical tool 
to be used for this study is E-view 10 
while the data would be analyzed with 
VECM and Granger Causality Test. The 
remaining part of this paper is structured 
as follow: section 2 is all about literature 
review, section 3 describes the methodolo-
gy which consist of theoretical framework 
and model specification, section four 
presents the data analysis, and lastly 
section 5 consist of summary and policy 
recommendations. 

Literature review
The origin of tax in Nigeria can be traced 
to 1904 when community tax was 
introduced in the Northern Nigeria, this 
was even before the amalgamation of the 
country in 1914 Ola (2001). This was 
later implemented in 1917 and 1921 in 
Western and Eastern region respectively 
Odusola (2006). Taxation is defined as a 
process of collecting taxes while tax is the 
compulsory monetary burden imposed by 
the government against its citizens to 
support in funding public expenditure. In 
Nigeria taxes are being levied on individu-
al, assets, corporate entities and transac-
tion. The National tax policy of 2012 spilt 
taxes being levied on Nigerian citizens on 
the following bases: 

(i) individual’s bases: personal 
income tax and development levy;
(ii) assets bases: property tax;
(iii) corporate entities bases: company 
income tax, education tax, technology 
level and petroleum profit tax; and 
(iv) transactions bases:  value added 
tax, capital gain tax, stamp duty, import 
duty and export duty.

Taxes has enormous important to the 
economy and this cannot be over-empha-
sized, some of the benefit of tax to the 
economy are: first, revenue generated 
from taxes can be used to develop other 
sector of the economy where government 
can generate more funds; second, it  can 
also be used to redistribute income in 
favor of the poor; third, revenue generat-
ed from taxes  can be used to provide 
social security to the indigents and poor 
of poor; fourth, revenue generated from 
taxes can be used to stimulate sectors 
that can create more jobs to the populace 
and create wealth for the junk majority of 
the citizens and develop the economy; 
fifth, revenue generated from taxes can 
be used to stimulate economic growth by 
using the revenue realized from it to 
provide basic infrastructure that can 
attract investors such as electricity, road 
and transportation; and lastly, revenue 
generated from taxes can be used to 
strengthen financial institutions and 
develop effective regulatory system. 
Despite these benefits of tax to the econo-
my, the tax revenue that have usually 
been realized in Nigeria are always short 
of target and this has been adversely 
affecting the implementation of the 
annual budget and economic growth in 
Nigeria. The reason for this low tax 
revenue are summarized below: First, 
high rate of tax avoidance and evasion 
coupled with lopsided tax laws vis-à-vis 
poor enforcement of the law due to 
limited manpower in tax administration 
in Nigeria. Second, the percentage of 
informal sector is higher than that of 
formal sector and in an informal sector 
there is improper record of profit generat-

ed on which tax would be based, also they 
have limited revenue potential so less tax 
can be generated as such the country tax 
base is narrow, i.e. the few working in 
formal sector pays the bulk of the govern-
ment revenue tax. Third, lack of social 
truth on the government, citizens don’t 
want to pay tax because of the fear that 
the fund would not be efficiently utilized 
or even embezzled. Corruption has been 
one of the menaces that is affecting 
Nigeria society as the country is rated the 
thirty-third most corrupt country in the 
world. Lastly, the high rate of tax exemp-
tion giving to investors has been reducing 
the expected tax revenue.  This is report-
ed by Van Parys and James (2009) and 
joint report by the IMF, OECD, UN and 
the World Bank (2011). IFC investor 
surveys reveals that tax incentives are 
not sufficient to attract investment to 
countries, rather a favorable investment 
climate, skills vis-à-vis market size and 
good governance does. Therefore, the tax 
incentives given are not necessary, rather 
it gives room for bribery and corruption in 
the tax administrative system Zee et al. 
(2002), and Fjeldstad and Semboja 
(2001).
  
Even though taxation is good for the 
economy as explained previously, Marina 
(1999), and Engen and Skinner (1996) are 
of the view that higher taxes do have 
adverse effect on the economy growth. 
They gave five ways through which tax do 
negatively affect economic growth as 
highlighted below:
First, higher tax can distort investment 
i.e. an increase in the statutory tax rate 
for income tax, corporate tax and capital 
gain tax would discourage investment. 
Second, higher tax can dwindle labor 
supply growth by discouraging workers 
from increasing their input and they will 
prefer leisure to work.  Third, it can 
dissuade productivity growth when 
expenditure on research and develop-
ment, that could lead to innovation and 
technological advancement, has been 
reduced Forth, tax can affect marginal 

productivity of capital when investors 
from highly taxed sectors to lower taxed 
sectors thereby lowering overall economic 
productivity. Fifth, high taxes on labor 
can distort the efficient use of human 
capital as labor would not be seeking 
employment in sectors with high tax, 
even when the sector has higher social 
productivity.

Empirical review on developed countries
Using a panel data, Stoilova and Patonov 
(2012) investigated the impact of tax on 
27 European Union member countries 
between 1995 and 2010, the result 
showed that direct tax contributed to 
economic growth. Likewise, Vatavu et al. 
(2019), explored how tax affects welfare 
gain and economic growth in the 7 richest 
European countries and 7 Central and 
Eastern Europe Countries.  Using the 
Granger Causality Test, the study 
showed that taxes contributes positively 
to economic. Similarly, Tosun and Abiza-
deh (2005), in their study of OECD 
countries between 1980 and 1999 using 
fixed effect random estimation technique, 
found that personal tax and property tax 
had positive impacts on economic growth 
while corporate tax and international 
trade tax had no significant impact on 
economic growth. 
Conversely, Macek (2014) investigated 
the impact of tax on OECD countries 
using panel dataset between the period of 
2000 and 2011.  Macek found that person-
al income tax, corporate tax and social 
security contribution adversely affects 
economic growth. Likewise, Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), in their study of 25 
rich OECD countries between the periods 
1975 - 2010 found that personal income 
tax and corporate tax inhibits economic 
growth.  Furthermore, Hakim, Karia and 
Bujang (2016), used Arellano-Bond 
dynamic panel GMM estimation 
technique to investigate the impact of 
goods and service tax on economic growth 
in developing and developed countries 
between 2005 and 2012. Their study 

revealed that goods and services tax had 
negative impact on economic growth of 
developing countries, but had positive 
impact on economic growth of developed 
countries.

Empirical review on developing countries
Canavire-Bacarreza et al. (2013), in their 
work, examined the relationship between 
taxation and economic growth in Latin 
America using generalized method of 
moments (GMM) estimation technique 
found that personal income tax, corporate 
tax and consumption tax contributed 
positively to economic growth. Also, 
Babatunde et al. (2017) investigated how 
taxation affected economic growth in 
African countries from 2004 to 2013 
using the panel estimation technique; 
they found that tax revenue promoted 
economic growth. Furthermore, Chimilila 
(2018) examined the long-run effect of 
domestic resource mobilization (tax) on 
economic growth in Tanzania between 
1996 and 2015 using the Autoregressive 
Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. He found that domestic 
resource mobilization (tax) enhanced 
economic growth in the long-run. Similar-
ly, in their study of the impact of tax 
revenue on economic growth in Nigeria 
and Ghana between 2000 and 2016 using 
multiple regression estimation 
technique, Egbunike et al. (2018) 
revealed that tax revenue had positive 
impact on economic growth.  In addition, 
Gashi et al. (2018), investigated the 
impact of tax structure on the economic 
growth of Kosovo between the period of 
2007 and 2015 using Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) analytical tool, the study 
revealed that tax positively influence 
economic growth. 
Contrariwise, Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018) investigated the effect of taxation 
on economic growth of South Africa 
between 1981 and 2916 using Auto-Re-
gressive Distribution Lag (ARDL) estima-
tion technique and found that taxes 
hampered economic growth. Using 

Ordinary Least Square technique to 
investigate the effect of tax on Kenya’s 
economic growth from 1973 to 2010, 
Owino (2019) found that Customs Duty 
(CD) and Excise Duty (ED) instigated 
economic growth while income tax (IT), 
and Value Added Tax (VAT) are insignifi-
cant to economic growth. 
Empirical review on Nigeria
 Umoru and Anyiwe (2013) in their study 
investigated the relationship between tax 
structure and economic growth in 
Nigeria between the period of 1988 and 
2011 using Johansen’s co-integration 
estimation technique. They found that 
direct tax contributed positively to 
economic growth while indirect tax 
deterred economic growth. Furthermore, 
Onakoya and Fintinni (2016) examined 
the relationship between tax revenue and 
economic growth in Nigeria between 
1980 and 2013 using Vector Error Correc-
tion Model (VECM).  They found that 
petroleum profit tax and company income 
tax positively influence economic growth 
while customs and excise duties inhibit 
economic growth. Also, Uzoka & Chiedu 
(2018) explored the impact of tax revenue 
on economic growth in Nigeria from 1997 
to 2016 using Vector Error Correction 
Mechanism (VECM) estimation 
technique, the study showed that PPT, 
CIT, VAT and CED positively influenced 
economic growth, while CGT and EDT 
had no impact on economic growth.
Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018), 
explored how tax affect economic growth 
between the period of 1980 and 2015 
using Johansen co-integration model. 
They found that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and custom and 
excise duties did not affect economic 
growth. This was a similar result to 
Ilaboya and Mgbame (2012) in their 
study to determine the impact of tax on 
economic growth in Nigeria between the 
period of 1980 and 2011 using Autoregres-
sive Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. They found that indirect tax 

has no impact on economic growth. 

Methodology 
Theoretical framework
Endogenous growth model is a conglomer-
ation of various theoretical and empirical 
work and it came into being in the 1980’s, 
Romer (1994). The model opposed the 
neoclassical growth theory which argued 
that long run economic growth is been 
influenced by external influence i.e. 
technology spillover and population 
growth. Endogenous growth model is of 
the view that economic growth is 
determined by the system governing the 
production process rather than by forces 
outside that system, Todaro and Smith 
(2012). The Endogenous growth theory 
states that the changes in technology 
which affects economic growth are a 
result of education, training and invest-
ment in research by private investors 
vis-à-vis government. Furthermore, the 
theory explains how government policies 
encourage incentives to enhance both 
human and physical capital which often 
lead to economic growth. Thus the theory 
explains how changes in government 
policies can influence output and how 
innovation via investments in human and 
physical capital can foster economic 
growth. Mahir and Azra (2017), state that 
this theory made fiscal policy a crucial 
field of study of economic growth by 
incorporating tax and expenditure as 
long-run determinate of growth. The 
model classified tax into distortionary 
and non-distortionary tax. Distortionary 
tax are taxes that dissuade investment 
which consequently reduce economic 
growth while non-distortionary tax does 
not discourage investment and therefore 
has no adverse effect on economic growth. 

Model specification
This study patterns its model specifica-
tion in line with the theoretical frame-
work.
Y=AK      

(1) Where Y means output, A, means 
factors that affects technology and K 
implies both physical and human capital. 
Introducing the tax variable into the 
Equation 1 above leads to the model this 
study uses as specified in Equation 2 
below.
RGDP = f (CIT, PIT, PPT, VAT, SSER, 
GCF).       
(2) RGDP= β_0+β_1 CIT+ β_2 PIT+β_3 

PPT+β_4 VAT+ β_5 HUC+ β_6 GCF+µ_t    
(3)Where: RGDP: Real Gross Domestic 
Product 
CIT: Company Income Tax
PIT: Personal Income Tax
PPT: Petroleum Profit Tax
VAT: Value Added Tax
HUC: Proxy by secondary school 
enrolment rate 
GCF: Gross Capital Formation.
µ_t = error term.
Equation 3 below is the econometrics 
form of equation 2: 
RGDP_t=β_0+β_1 (CIT)_t+ β_2 (PIT)_t+β
_3 (PPT)_t+β_4 (VAT)_t+ β_5 (HUC)_t+ β
_6 (GCF)+µ_t
(4) The variables were log and the logged 
model is presented below.
(5) InRGDP_t=β_0+〖Inβ〗_1 (CIT)_t+ 〖
Inβ〗_2 (PIT)_t+〖Inβ〗_3 (PPT)_t+〖In
β〗_4 (VAT)_t+ 〖Inβ〗_5 (HUC)_t+ Inβ
_6 (GCF)_t+µ_t

3.3 Apriori expectation
All the variables are expected to have a 
positive relationship with economic 
growth.

4.1 Descriptive Analysis
The Table 2 below shows the summary of 
the descriptive analysis. The estimated 
mean which is being used to evaluate the 
pattern of distribution revealed that real 
gross domestic product recorded the 
highest with the value of 10.276 while 
Human Capital recorded the lowest with 
the value of 3.416. The standard devia-
tion which do reveal the volatility of varia-
bles showed that company income tax is 
the most volatile variable, while Human 
Capita is the least. The skewness statis-
tics indicated that only real gross domes-
tic product is positively skewed while 
other variables were negatively skewed. 
The Kurtosis statistics revealed that all 
the variables under study are mesokurtic. 
The Jarque-Bera statistic showed that 
the null hypothesis of normal distribution 
was rejected for all the variables at 5% 
critical value.

4.2 Unit root test

This study conducts Unit Root Test to 
determine the stationarity of each varia-
ble. This is done because most time series 
data are assumed to be non-stationary 
and when regression analysis is conduct-
ed on a  non-stationary variable, it gives 
spurious or nonsense regression (Gujarati 
2011). This study made use of ADF and 
Philip Peron (P-P) test to conduct the 
stationarity test. The two method were 
used to get a more accurate stationarity of 
each variable. The summary of the test is 
presented below in Table 3.

The result from both AD
F and P-P Unit Root Test as displayed 
above show that all the time series data 
being used in this study are integrated of 
order one I(1). Therefore, this study will 
make use of Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) estimation technique as 
the requirement for its usage has been 
met. 

4.3 Lag length selection.
Having established the estimation 
technique to be used, it is logical to 
determine the optimum lag length to be 
used before proceeding to the test. There-
fore, lag selection criterion would be 
conducted to determine the optimum lag 
length for the model. This study used AIC 
criterion.

*indicates lag order selected by the criteri-
on.
From the above table the optimum lag 
using AIC criterion is 2, therefore, this 
study would be using lag 2 in the estima-
tion technique. 
4.4 Johansen Co-integration test,
Having identified the optimal lag length, 
the next thing is to determine if there is 
cointegration in the model using the 
Johansen Co-integration test.

The null hypothesis is that there is no 
co-integration in the model and, where 
there is asterisk, we shall reject the null 
hypothesis that the variables are not 
co-integrated at 5% significant level and 
accept the alternative hypothesis that 
there is co-integration. Trace test shows 
that there is five co-integrating equation 
while the Maximum Eigenvalue shows 
that there are four co-integrating 

equation. In sum, the test reveals that 
there is co-integrating relationship in the 
model and that there is a long-run relation-
ship between economic growth on one 
hand and company income tax, gross 
capital formation, personal income tax, 
petroleum income tax, human resources 
and value added tax on the other hand.

Due to the normalization process, the 
normalized co-integration coefficient signs 
are always being reverse to enable proper 
interpretation of the model.

Table 6 shows that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and value added tax 
positively influence economic growth in 
Nigeria, while gross capital formation, 
personal income tax and human capital 
adversely affects economic growth in 
Nigeria. 4.6 VECM regression of taxation 
and economic growth

R-square: 0.678; Adj. R-square: 0.589; 
SSR: 0.021; SSE: 0.027; F-stat.: 7.619; LL: 
88.418; AIC:-4.179; SC: -3.792; 

∆〖LOG(RDGP)〗_t  = - 0.343〖ECT〗
_(t-1) + 〖0.269∆LOG(RGDP)〗_(t-1 )– 〖
0.019∆LOG(CIT)〗_(t-1 )+ 〖0.0403∆
LOG(GCF)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.062∆LOG(PIT)
〗_(t-1 )– 〖0.012∆LOG(PPT)〗_(t-1  )+ 〖
0.117∆LOG(HUC)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.002∆
LOG(VAT)〗_(t-1 )+ 0.021

The error correction term is well defined 
as it is negative and significant as the 
t-statistic is greater than two. The co-effi-
cient is -0.343 which implies that 34.3% 
previous periods deviation from the long 
run equilibrium in economic growth is  
been corrected by GCF, PIT, PPT, SSER 

and VAT within one period. 

The above result further revealed that 
company income tax has a negative signifi-
cant effect on Nigeria economic growth in 
the short run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of CIT would lead to 0.019% 
decrease in RGDP on the current year. 

This implies that, as company income tax 
increases, the profit after tax, which is 
supposed to be used to expand the compa-
ny, declines and this in turn adversely 
affects economic growth in Nigeria. This is 
in accordance with the work of Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), but does not conform 
to the apriori expectation.  

Conversely, gross capital formation has a 
positive significant influence on Nigeria 
economic growth in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
GCF would lead to 0.0403% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This means 
that that the more fixed assets are being 
acquired by the country the more the 
economy grows in Nigeria. This conform to 
the apriori expectation.
  

Furthermore, personal income tax has a 
positive significant influence on Nigerian 
economic growth in the short run, i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
PIT would lead to 0.062% increase in 
RGDP in the current year. This implies 
that, as more revenue are being generated 
through personal income tax and the 
revenue are being used for developmental 
projects, the economic grows. This is in 
agreement with the work of Tosun and 
Abizadeh (2005) and conform to the 
apriori expectation.  
Petroleum profit tax had no significant 
impact on economic growth in Nigeria. 
This could be because of the volatility in 

the oil sector for instance when the expect-
ed oil revenue is being used to project 
government expenditure and there is a 
shock in the sector the proposed project 
may not be executed. Therefore, petrole-
um profit tax is not a reliable source of 
revenue. This is in agreement with the 
work of Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018) 
but does not conform to the apriori expec-
tation. 
Human Capital positively and significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria in 
the long-run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of HUC would lead to 
0.117% increase in RGDP on the current 
year. This conform to the apriori expecta-
tion. 

 

Lastly, value added tax enhance economic 
growth in Nigeria in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
VAT would lead to 0.002% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This implies 
that as more revenue are being realized 
through VAT, the economic grows. This is 
in tandem with the work of Uzoka & 
Chiedu (2018), and conform to the apriori 
expectation.  

4.7 Causality Test
A causality test is conducted to examine 
causal relationship between two varia-
bles. There are different methods of inves-
tigating causal relationship, however, this 
study will make use of the Pairwise Grang

er Causality Test. The null hypothesis is 
that there is no causal relationship 
between the two and the alternative 
hypothesis is that there is causal relation-
ship between the two variables. The null 
hypothesis would be accepted if the proba-
bility value is more than 5%, however, if 
the probability value is equal or less than 
5% we reject the null hypothesis and 
accept the alternative hypothesis. 
The Pairwise Granger causality result is 
present in the table 6 below. The result 
reveals the following: (i) there is uni-direc-
tional causality from CIT to RGDP, i.e. 
company income tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria. (ii) there is bi-direction-
al causality between GCF and RGDP, i.e. 
gross capital formation affects economic 
growth in Nigeria vice-versa. (iii) There is 
uni-directional causality from PPT to 
RGDP, i.e. petroleum profit tax significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria. (iv) 
There is uni-directional causality from 
RGDP to HUC, i.e. economic growth in 
Nigeria affects Human capital. (v) There 
is uni-directional causality from VAT to 
RGDP, i.e. value added tax has an impact 
on economic growth in Nigeria. 

volatility nature of the oil sector and conse-
quent unreliability in using it to project 
revenue and expenditure.
2. Government should intensify efforts to 
capture and ensure payment of income tax 
by the informal sector which employs 
more than 50% of the total labor force in 
Nigeria as personal income tax promotes 
economic growth.
3. Government should focus more on VAT 
which has no direct negative impact on 
companies rather enhances economic 
growth and also gives some concessions to 
company income tax to reduce its adverse 
effect on the companies and, in turn, 
deteriorates economic growth as reveled 
in the study.
4. Government should formulate policies 
that would encourage human capital devel-
opment as it enhances economic growth.
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TABLE 9: DIAGNOSIS TEST RESULT
 Chi-sq DF Prob. 

VEC Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests 474.871 448 0.1834 

VEC Residual Normality Tests: 

                                           Skewness 

                                           Kurtosis 

                                     Jarque-Bera 

 

 

61.807 

272.249 

334.057 

 

7 

7 

14 

 

0.328 

0.253 

0.487 

VEC Residual Serial Correlation LM 

Tests 

38.700 49 0.854 
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4.8 Diagnosis Tests
Diagnosis tests or post estimate test were 
conducted to determine how reliable the 
estimates results are. This study conduct-
ed three diagnosis tests namely: VEC 
Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests, VEC 
Residual Normality Tests and VEC Resid-
ual Serial Correlation LM Tests.

A VEC Residual Serial Correlation LM 
test was conducted to determine if there is 
serial correlation in the model. The null 
hypothesis is that there is no serial correla-
tion in the model and this would be accept-
ed when the probability value is greater 
than 0.05%, otherwise we accept the 
alternative hypothesis.  The result shows 
that the probability value is higher than 

0.05% therefore we accept the null hypoth-
esis that there is no serial correlation or 
autocorrelation in the model. 

A VEC Residual Normality Tests was 
conducted using Skewness, Kurtosis and 
Jarque-Bera to determine if the variables 
are normally distributed. The null hypoth

esis is that the residuals are multivariate 
normally distributed and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis.  The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residual is multivari-

ate normally distributed.
A VEC Residual Heteroskedasticity Test 
was conducted to determine if the varia-
bles are Heteroskedasticity.  The null 
hypothesis is that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis. The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity rather they are 
Homoskedastic. 

Summary 
This study investigated the relationship 
between tax structures on economic 
growth in Nigeria between the periods of 
1980 - 2019.  The study adopted the endog-
enous growth model as its theoretical 
framework and specified its model is 
consistent with the theory.  The study 
made use of the Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) and Granger Causality 
estimation technique to analysis the data. 
The result revealed that company income 
tax and petroleum income tax had an 
adverse effect on the economy in Nigeria 
while personal income tax, value added 
tax, human capital and gross capital 
formation promotes economic growth in 
Nigeria. The Granger Causality that 
shows the direction of causality reveal 
that company income tax, value added tax 
and petroleum profit tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria, gross capital formation 
affects economic growth in Nigeria and 
economic growth affects human capital in 
Nigeria. 

Based on the findings, the study recom-
mends the following policy formulation for 
economic growth in Nigeria:

1. Government should diversify the econo-
my and focus less on PPT because of the 

Adequate funding is required for any 
government to efficiently carry out its 
statutory functions. These functions have 
consistently been increasing due to the 
world’s political and economic dynamics 
vis-à-vis the ever changing global econo-
my. In addition to this, the Nigerian 
government is facing explosive popula-
tion growth which needs to be taken care 
of vis-à-vis challenges associated with 
high population. Regrettably, the 
revenue of Nigeria’s government has not 
been increasing to meet the ever increas-
ing expenditure. The major reason for 
this shortfall is the mono-economy 
nature of the country with heavy reliance 
on revenue from crude oil, which is highly 
volatile, and its price being exogenously 

determined. As such Nigeria is at the 
mercy of foreign countries and interna-
tional organizations for aid and loans to 
argument its income and these do come 
with stringent conditions which may not 
be completely good for the receiving econo-
my.  With the recent global financial 
crisis, foreign aid is not flowing as before 
to developing countries, including 
Nigeria, and this is adversely affecting 
different sectors of the economy. There-
fore, there is a need to diversify the econo-
my from oil by looking inward on how to 
finance the budget. Abomaye-Nimenibo 
et al. (2018) argued that taxation has 
been identified as one of the efficient 
ways of mobilizing domestic resources for 
economic growth globally. The need to 

focus on domestic revenue mobilization 
was further re-echoed by the G20 at their 
summit in 2010. Unfortunately, Nigeria 
has not fully harnessed this potential 
revenue as revealed by its tax quota. Tax 
quota is the ratio of total tax revenue to 
GDP and it is the most used indicator to 
measure tax burden. As of 2017 the tax 
quota of Nigeria was 5.7% which is far 
below the average for Africa of 17.2%, 
Latin America Countries average of 22.8, 
OECD average of 34.2%. This shows that 
Nigeria tax revenue to GDP is lower 
when compared to developed countries 
and even fell below the average of African 
and developing countries. This is adverse-
ly affecting the government in perform-
ing its responsibilities and spending in 
critical areas that would have stimulated 
economic growth. It is worthy of note that 
the Nigerian Government has been 
formulating different policies to improve 
its tax revenue among which are the tax 
policy reviews of 1991, 2003, 2012 and 
2017, and amendments of various 
taxation acts in order to suit the current 
realities. Despite all these measures to 
increase tax revenue which were expect-
ed to boost economic growth via adequate 
funding of public expenditure, the econo-
my has not been growing as expected as 
shown in Table 1.

This study is designed to determine the 
actual effect of tax on economic growth. 
Furthermore, there are empirical evidenc-
es on how taxation affects economic 
growth as researchers like Gashi et al. 
(2018), Babatunde et al. (2017), Chimilila 
(2018), and Vatavu, Lobont, Stefea and 
Brindescu-Olariu (2019) argue that 
taxation positively affect economic 

growth, while Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018), and Macek (2014), stated that 
economic growth was adversely affected 
by increment in taxation.  Michael and 
Friday (2018), Ilaboya and Mgbame 
(2012) concluded that taxation had no 
impact on economic growth. Given the 
controversies surrounding how taxation 
affects economic growth this study will 
investigate the way in which taxation has 
been affecting economic growth in 
Nigeria between 1980 and 2019. The 
study will make use of Company Income 
Tax, Personal Income Tax, Petroleum 
Profit Tax, Value Added Tax, human 
capital and gross capital formation as the 
explanatory variables while real Gross 
Domestic Product would be the depend-
ent variable. The data is sourced from 
Federal Inland Revenue Service and 
World Bank indicator. The statistical tool 
to be used for this study is E-view 10 
while the data would be analyzed with 
VECM and Granger Causality Test. The 
remaining part of this paper is structured 
as follow: section 2 is all about literature 
review, section 3 describes the methodolo-
gy which consist of theoretical framework 
and model specification, section four 
presents the data analysis, and lastly 
section 5 consist of summary and policy 
recommendations. 

Literature review
The origin of tax in Nigeria can be traced 
to 1904 when community tax was 
introduced in the Northern Nigeria, this 
was even before the amalgamation of the 
country in 1914 Ola (2001). This was 
later implemented in 1917 and 1921 in 
Western and Eastern region respectively 
Odusola (2006). Taxation is defined as a 
process of collecting taxes while tax is the 
compulsory monetary burden imposed by 
the government against its citizens to 
support in funding public expenditure. In 
Nigeria taxes are being levied on individu-
al, assets, corporate entities and transac-
tion. The National tax policy of 2012 spilt 
taxes being levied on Nigerian citizens on 
the following bases: 

(i) individual’s bases: personal 
income tax and development levy;
(ii) assets bases: property tax;
(iii) corporate entities bases: company 
income tax, education tax, technology 
level and petroleum profit tax; and 
(iv) transactions bases:  value added 
tax, capital gain tax, stamp duty, import 
duty and export duty.

Taxes has enormous important to the 
economy and this cannot be over-empha-
sized, some of the benefit of tax to the 
economy are: first, revenue generated 
from taxes can be used to develop other 
sector of the economy where government 
can generate more funds; second, it  can 
also be used to redistribute income in 
favor of the poor; third, revenue generat-
ed from taxes  can be used to provide 
social security to the indigents and poor 
of poor; fourth, revenue generated from 
taxes can be used to stimulate sectors 
that can create more jobs to the populace 
and create wealth for the junk majority of 
the citizens and develop the economy; 
fifth, revenue generated from taxes can 
be used to stimulate economic growth by 
using the revenue realized from it to 
provide basic infrastructure that can 
attract investors such as electricity, road 
and transportation; and lastly, revenue 
generated from taxes can be used to 
strengthen financial institutions and 
develop effective regulatory system. 
Despite these benefits of tax to the econo-
my, the tax revenue that have usually 
been realized in Nigeria are always short 
of target and this has been adversely 
affecting the implementation of the 
annual budget and economic growth in 
Nigeria. The reason for this low tax 
revenue are summarized below: First, 
high rate of tax avoidance and evasion 
coupled with lopsided tax laws vis-à-vis 
poor enforcement of the law due to 
limited manpower in tax administration 
in Nigeria. Second, the percentage of 
informal sector is higher than that of 
formal sector and in an informal sector 
there is improper record of profit generat-

ed on which tax would be based, also they 
have limited revenue potential so less tax 
can be generated as such the country tax 
base is narrow, i.e. the few working in 
formal sector pays the bulk of the govern-
ment revenue tax. Third, lack of social 
truth on the government, citizens don’t 
want to pay tax because of the fear that 
the fund would not be efficiently utilized 
or even embezzled. Corruption has been 
one of the menaces that is affecting 
Nigeria society as the country is rated the 
thirty-third most corrupt country in the 
world. Lastly, the high rate of tax exemp-
tion giving to investors has been reducing 
the expected tax revenue.  This is report-
ed by Van Parys and James (2009) and 
joint report by the IMF, OECD, UN and 
the World Bank (2011). IFC investor 
surveys reveals that tax incentives are 
not sufficient to attract investment to 
countries, rather a favorable investment 
climate, skills vis-à-vis market size and 
good governance does. Therefore, the tax 
incentives given are not necessary, rather 
it gives room for bribery and corruption in 
the tax administrative system Zee et al. 
(2002), and Fjeldstad and Semboja 
(2001).
  
Even though taxation is good for the 
economy as explained previously, Marina 
(1999), and Engen and Skinner (1996) are 
of the view that higher taxes do have 
adverse effect on the economy growth. 
They gave five ways through which tax do 
negatively affect economic growth as 
highlighted below:
First, higher tax can distort investment 
i.e. an increase in the statutory tax rate 
for income tax, corporate tax and capital 
gain tax would discourage investment. 
Second, higher tax can dwindle labor 
supply growth by discouraging workers 
from increasing their input and they will 
prefer leisure to work.  Third, it can 
dissuade productivity growth when 
expenditure on research and develop-
ment, that could lead to innovation and 
technological advancement, has been 
reduced Forth, tax can affect marginal 

productivity of capital when investors 
from highly taxed sectors to lower taxed 
sectors thereby lowering overall economic 
productivity. Fifth, high taxes on labor 
can distort the efficient use of human 
capital as labor would not be seeking 
employment in sectors with high tax, 
even when the sector has higher social 
productivity.

Empirical review on developed countries
Using a panel data, Stoilova and Patonov 
(2012) investigated the impact of tax on 
27 European Union member countries 
between 1995 and 2010, the result 
showed that direct tax contributed to 
economic growth. Likewise, Vatavu et al. 
(2019), explored how tax affects welfare 
gain and economic growth in the 7 richest 
European countries and 7 Central and 
Eastern Europe Countries.  Using the 
Granger Causality Test, the study 
showed that taxes contributes positively 
to economic. Similarly, Tosun and Abiza-
deh (2005), in their study of OECD 
countries between 1980 and 1999 using 
fixed effect random estimation technique, 
found that personal tax and property tax 
had positive impacts on economic growth 
while corporate tax and international 
trade tax had no significant impact on 
economic growth. 
Conversely, Macek (2014) investigated 
the impact of tax on OECD countries 
using panel dataset between the period of 
2000 and 2011.  Macek found that person-
al income tax, corporate tax and social 
security contribution adversely affects 
economic growth. Likewise, Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), in their study of 25 
rich OECD countries between the periods 
1975 - 2010 found that personal income 
tax and corporate tax inhibits economic 
growth.  Furthermore, Hakim, Karia and 
Bujang (2016), used Arellano-Bond 
dynamic panel GMM estimation 
technique to investigate the impact of 
goods and service tax on economic growth 
in developing and developed countries 
between 2005 and 2012. Their study 

revealed that goods and services tax had 
negative impact on economic growth of 
developing countries, but had positive 
impact on economic growth of developed 
countries.

Empirical review on developing countries
Canavire-Bacarreza et al. (2013), in their 
work, examined the relationship between 
taxation and economic growth in Latin 
America using generalized method of 
moments (GMM) estimation technique 
found that personal income tax, corporate 
tax and consumption tax contributed 
positively to economic growth. Also, 
Babatunde et al. (2017) investigated how 
taxation affected economic growth in 
African countries from 2004 to 2013 
using the panel estimation technique; 
they found that tax revenue promoted 
economic growth. Furthermore, Chimilila 
(2018) examined the long-run effect of 
domestic resource mobilization (tax) on 
economic growth in Tanzania between 
1996 and 2015 using the Autoregressive 
Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. He found that domestic 
resource mobilization (tax) enhanced 
economic growth in the long-run. Similar-
ly, in their study of the impact of tax 
revenue on economic growth in Nigeria 
and Ghana between 2000 and 2016 using 
multiple regression estimation 
technique, Egbunike et al. (2018) 
revealed that tax revenue had positive 
impact on economic growth.  In addition, 
Gashi et al. (2018), investigated the 
impact of tax structure on the economic 
growth of Kosovo between the period of 
2007 and 2015 using Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) analytical tool, the study 
revealed that tax positively influence 
economic growth. 
Contrariwise, Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018) investigated the effect of taxation 
on economic growth of South Africa 
between 1981 and 2916 using Auto-Re-
gressive Distribution Lag (ARDL) estima-
tion technique and found that taxes 
hampered economic growth. Using 

Ordinary Least Square technique to 
investigate the effect of tax on Kenya’s 
economic growth from 1973 to 2010, 
Owino (2019) found that Customs Duty 
(CD) and Excise Duty (ED) instigated 
economic growth while income tax (IT), 
and Value Added Tax (VAT) are insignifi-
cant to economic growth. 
Empirical review on Nigeria
 Umoru and Anyiwe (2013) in their study 
investigated the relationship between tax 
structure and economic growth in 
Nigeria between the period of 1988 and 
2011 using Johansen’s co-integration 
estimation technique. They found that 
direct tax contributed positively to 
economic growth while indirect tax 
deterred economic growth. Furthermore, 
Onakoya and Fintinni (2016) examined 
the relationship between tax revenue and 
economic growth in Nigeria between 
1980 and 2013 using Vector Error Correc-
tion Model (VECM).  They found that 
petroleum profit tax and company income 
tax positively influence economic growth 
while customs and excise duties inhibit 
economic growth. Also, Uzoka & Chiedu 
(2018) explored the impact of tax revenue 
on economic growth in Nigeria from 1997 
to 2016 using Vector Error Correction 
Mechanism (VECM) estimation 
technique, the study showed that PPT, 
CIT, VAT and CED positively influenced 
economic growth, while CGT and EDT 
had no impact on economic growth.
Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018), 
explored how tax affect economic growth 
between the period of 1980 and 2015 
using Johansen co-integration model. 
They found that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and custom and 
excise duties did not affect economic 
growth. This was a similar result to 
Ilaboya and Mgbame (2012) in their 
study to determine the impact of tax on 
economic growth in Nigeria between the 
period of 1980 and 2011 using Autoregres-
sive Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. They found that indirect tax 

has no impact on economic growth. 

Methodology 
Theoretical framework
Endogenous growth model is a conglomer-
ation of various theoretical and empirical 
work and it came into being in the 1980’s, 
Romer (1994). The model opposed the 
neoclassical growth theory which argued 
that long run economic growth is been 
influenced by external influence i.e. 
technology spillover and population 
growth. Endogenous growth model is of 
the view that economic growth is 
determined by the system governing the 
production process rather than by forces 
outside that system, Todaro and Smith 
(2012). The Endogenous growth theory 
states that the changes in technology 
which affects economic growth are a 
result of education, training and invest-
ment in research by private investors 
vis-à-vis government. Furthermore, the 
theory explains how government policies 
encourage incentives to enhance both 
human and physical capital which often 
lead to economic growth. Thus the theory 
explains how changes in government 
policies can influence output and how 
innovation via investments in human and 
physical capital can foster economic 
growth. Mahir and Azra (2017), state that 
this theory made fiscal policy a crucial 
field of study of economic growth by 
incorporating tax and expenditure as 
long-run determinate of growth. The 
model classified tax into distortionary 
and non-distortionary tax. Distortionary 
tax are taxes that dissuade investment 
which consequently reduce economic 
growth while non-distortionary tax does 
not discourage investment and therefore 
has no adverse effect on economic growth. 

Model specification
This study patterns its model specifica-
tion in line with the theoretical frame-
work.
Y=AK      

(1) Where Y means output, A, means 
factors that affects technology and K 
implies both physical and human capital. 
Introducing the tax variable into the 
Equation 1 above leads to the model this 
study uses as specified in Equation 2 
below.
RGDP = f (CIT, PIT, PPT, VAT, SSER, 
GCF).       
(2) RGDP= β_0+β_1 CIT+ β_2 PIT+β_3 

PPT+β_4 VAT+ β_5 HUC+ β_6 GCF+µ_t    
(3)Where: RGDP: Real Gross Domestic 
Product 
CIT: Company Income Tax
PIT: Personal Income Tax
PPT: Petroleum Profit Tax
VAT: Value Added Tax
HUC: Proxy by secondary school 
enrolment rate 
GCF: Gross Capital Formation.
µ_t = error term.
Equation 3 below is the econometrics 
form of equation 2: 
RGDP_t=β_0+β_1 (CIT)_t+ β_2 (PIT)_t+β
_3 (PPT)_t+β_4 (VAT)_t+ β_5 (HUC)_t+ β
_6 (GCF)+µ_t
(4) The variables were log and the logged 
model is presented below.
(5) InRGDP_t=β_0+〖Inβ〗_1 (CIT)_t+ 〖
Inβ〗_2 (PIT)_t+〖Inβ〗_3 (PPT)_t+〖In
β〗_4 (VAT)_t+ 〖Inβ〗_5 (HUC)_t+ Inβ
_6 (GCF)_t+µ_t

3.3 Apriori expectation
All the variables are expected to have a 
positive relationship with economic 
growth.

4.1 Descriptive Analysis
The Table 2 below shows the summary of 
the descriptive analysis. The estimated 
mean which is being used to evaluate the 
pattern of distribution revealed that real 
gross domestic product recorded the 
highest with the value of 10.276 while 
Human Capital recorded the lowest with 
the value of 3.416. The standard devia-
tion which do reveal the volatility of varia-
bles showed that company income tax is 
the most volatile variable, while Human 
Capita is the least. The skewness statis-
tics indicated that only real gross domes-
tic product is positively skewed while 
other variables were negatively skewed. 
The Kurtosis statistics revealed that all 
the variables under study are mesokurtic. 
The Jarque-Bera statistic showed that 
the null hypothesis of normal distribution 
was rejected for all the variables at 5% 
critical value.

4.2 Unit root test

This study conducts Unit Root Test to 
determine the stationarity of each varia-
ble. This is done because most time series 
data are assumed to be non-stationary 
and when regression analysis is conduct-
ed on a  non-stationary variable, it gives 
spurious or nonsense regression (Gujarati 
2011). This study made use of ADF and 
Philip Peron (P-P) test to conduct the 
stationarity test. The two method were 
used to get a more accurate stationarity of 
each variable. The summary of the test is 
presented below in Table 3.

The result from both AD
F and P-P Unit Root Test as displayed 
above show that all the time series data 
being used in this study are integrated of 
order one I(1). Therefore, this study will 
make use of Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) estimation technique as 
the requirement for its usage has been 
met. 

4.3 Lag length selection.
Having established the estimation 
technique to be used, it is logical to 
determine the optimum lag length to be 
used before proceeding to the test. There-
fore, lag selection criterion would be 
conducted to determine the optimum lag 
length for the model. This study used AIC 
criterion.

*indicates lag order selected by the criteri-
on.
From the above table the optimum lag 
using AIC criterion is 2, therefore, this 
study would be using lag 2 in the estima-
tion technique. 
4.4 Johansen Co-integration test,
Having identified the optimal lag length, 
the next thing is to determine if there is 
cointegration in the model using the 
Johansen Co-integration test.

The null hypothesis is that there is no 
co-integration in the model and, where 
there is asterisk, we shall reject the null 
hypothesis that the variables are not 
co-integrated at 5% significant level and 
accept the alternative hypothesis that 
there is co-integration. Trace test shows 
that there is five co-integrating equation 
while the Maximum Eigenvalue shows 
that there are four co-integrating 

equation. In sum, the test reveals that 
there is co-integrating relationship in the 
model and that there is a long-run relation-
ship between economic growth on one 
hand and company income tax, gross 
capital formation, personal income tax, 
petroleum income tax, human resources 
and value added tax on the other hand.

Due to the normalization process, the 
normalized co-integration coefficient signs 
are always being reverse to enable proper 
interpretation of the model.

Table 6 shows that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and value added tax 
positively influence economic growth in 
Nigeria, while gross capital formation, 
personal income tax and human capital 
adversely affects economic growth in 
Nigeria. 4.6 VECM regression of taxation 
and economic growth

R-square: 0.678; Adj. R-square: 0.589; 
SSR: 0.021; SSE: 0.027; F-stat.: 7.619; LL: 
88.418; AIC:-4.179; SC: -3.792; 

∆〖LOG(RDGP)〗_t  = - 0.343〖ECT〗
_(t-1) + 〖0.269∆LOG(RGDP)〗_(t-1 )– 〖
0.019∆LOG(CIT)〗_(t-1 )+ 〖0.0403∆
LOG(GCF)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.062∆LOG(PIT)
〗_(t-1 )– 〖0.012∆LOG(PPT)〗_(t-1  )+ 〖
0.117∆LOG(HUC)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.002∆
LOG(VAT)〗_(t-1 )+ 0.021

The error correction term is well defined 
as it is negative and significant as the 
t-statistic is greater than two. The co-effi-
cient is -0.343 which implies that 34.3% 
previous periods deviation from the long 
run equilibrium in economic growth is  
been corrected by GCF, PIT, PPT, SSER 

and VAT within one period. 

The above result further revealed that 
company income tax has a negative signifi-
cant effect on Nigeria economic growth in 
the short run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of CIT would lead to 0.019% 
decrease in RGDP on the current year. 

This implies that, as company income tax 
increases, the profit after tax, which is 
supposed to be used to expand the compa-
ny, declines and this in turn adversely 
affects economic growth in Nigeria. This is 
in accordance with the work of Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), but does not conform 
to the apriori expectation.  

Conversely, gross capital formation has a 
positive significant influence on Nigeria 
economic growth in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
GCF would lead to 0.0403% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This means 
that that the more fixed assets are being 
acquired by the country the more the 
economy grows in Nigeria. This conform to 
the apriori expectation.
  

Furthermore, personal income tax has a 
positive significant influence on Nigerian 
economic growth in the short run, i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
PIT would lead to 0.062% increase in 
RGDP in the current year. This implies 
that, as more revenue are being generated 
through personal income tax and the 
revenue are being used for developmental 
projects, the economic grows. This is in 
agreement with the work of Tosun and 
Abizadeh (2005) and conform to the 
apriori expectation.  
Petroleum profit tax had no significant 
impact on economic growth in Nigeria. 
This could be because of the volatility in 

the oil sector for instance when the expect-
ed oil revenue is being used to project 
government expenditure and there is a 
shock in the sector the proposed project 
may not be executed. Therefore, petrole-
um profit tax is not a reliable source of 
revenue. This is in agreement with the 
work of Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018) 
but does not conform to the apriori expec-
tation. 
Human Capital positively and significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria in 
the long-run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of HUC would lead to 
0.117% increase in RGDP on the current 
year. This conform to the apriori expecta-
tion. 

 

Lastly, value added tax enhance economic 
growth in Nigeria in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
VAT would lead to 0.002% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This implies 
that as more revenue are being realized 
through VAT, the economic grows. This is 
in tandem with the work of Uzoka & 
Chiedu (2018), and conform to the apriori 
expectation.  

4.7 Causality Test
A causality test is conducted to examine 
causal relationship between two varia-
bles. There are different methods of inves-
tigating causal relationship, however, this 
study will make use of the Pairwise Grang

er Causality Test. The null hypothesis is 
that there is no causal relationship 
between the two and the alternative 
hypothesis is that there is causal relation-
ship between the two variables. The null 
hypothesis would be accepted if the proba-
bility value is more than 5%, however, if 
the probability value is equal or less than 
5% we reject the null hypothesis and 
accept the alternative hypothesis. 
The Pairwise Granger causality result is 
present in the table 6 below. The result 
reveals the following: (i) there is uni-direc-
tional causality from CIT to RGDP, i.e. 
company income tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria. (ii) there is bi-direction-
al causality between GCF and RGDP, i.e. 
gross capital formation affects economic 
growth in Nigeria vice-versa. (iii) There is 
uni-directional causality from PPT to 
RGDP, i.e. petroleum profit tax significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria. (iv) 
There is uni-directional causality from 
RGDP to HUC, i.e. economic growth in 
Nigeria affects Human capital. (v) There 
is uni-directional causality from VAT to 
RGDP, i.e. value added tax has an impact 
on economic growth in Nigeria. 

volatility nature of the oil sector and conse-
quent unreliability in using it to project 
revenue and expenditure.
2. Government should intensify efforts to 
capture and ensure payment of income tax 
by the informal sector which employs 
more than 50% of the total labor force in 
Nigeria as personal income tax promotes 
economic growth.
3. Government should focus more on VAT 
which has no direct negative impact on 
companies rather enhances economic 
growth and also gives some concessions to 
company income tax to reduce its adverse 
effect on the companies and, in turn, 
deteriorates economic growth as reveled 
in the study.
4. Government should formulate policies 
that would encourage human capital devel-
opment as it enhances economic growth.
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4.8 Diagnosis Tests
Diagnosis tests or post estimate test were 
conducted to determine how reliable the 
estimates results are. This study conduct-
ed three diagnosis tests namely: VEC 
Residual Heteroskedasticity Tests, VEC 
Residual Normality Tests and VEC Resid-
ual Serial Correlation LM Tests.

A VEC Residual Serial Correlation LM 
test was conducted to determine if there is 
serial correlation in the model. The null 
hypothesis is that there is no serial correla-
tion in the model and this would be accept-
ed when the probability value is greater 
than 0.05%, otherwise we accept the 
alternative hypothesis.  The result shows 
that the probability value is higher than 

0.05% therefore we accept the null hypoth-
esis that there is no serial correlation or 
autocorrelation in the model. 

A VEC Residual Normality Tests was 
conducted using Skewness, Kurtosis and 
Jarque-Bera to determine if the variables 
are normally distributed. The null hypoth

esis is that the residuals are multivariate 
normally distributed and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis.  The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residual is multivari-

ate normally distributed.
A VEC Residual Heteroskedasticity Test 
was conducted to determine if the varia-
bles are Heteroskedasticity.  The null 
hypothesis is that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity and this would be 
accepted when the probability value is 
greater than 0.05% otherwise we accept 
the alternative hypothesis. The result 
shows that the probability value is higher 
than 0.05% therefore we accept the null 
hypothesis that the residuals are not 
Heteroskedasticity rather they are 
Homoskedastic. 

Summary 
This study investigated the relationship 
between tax structures on economic 
growth in Nigeria between the periods of 
1980 - 2019.  The study adopted the endog-
enous growth model as its theoretical 
framework and specified its model is 
consistent with the theory.  The study 
made use of the Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) and Granger Causality 
estimation technique to analysis the data. 
The result revealed that company income 
tax and petroleum income tax had an 
adverse effect on the economy in Nigeria 
while personal income tax, value added 
tax, human capital and gross capital 
formation promotes economic growth in 
Nigeria. The Granger Causality that 
shows the direction of causality reveal 
that company income tax, value added tax 
and petroleum profit tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria, gross capital formation 
affects economic growth in Nigeria and 
economic growth affects human capital in 
Nigeria. 

Based on the findings, the study recom-
mends the following policy formulation for 
economic growth in Nigeria:

1. Government should diversify the econo-
my and focus less on PPT because of the 

Adequate funding is required for any 
government to efficiently carry out its 
statutory functions. These functions have 
consistently been increasing due to the 
world’s political and economic dynamics 
vis-à-vis the ever changing global econo-
my. In addition to this, the Nigerian 
government is facing explosive popula-
tion growth which needs to be taken care 
of vis-à-vis challenges associated with 
high population. Regrettably, the 
revenue of Nigeria’s government has not 
been increasing to meet the ever increas-
ing expenditure. The major reason for 
this shortfall is the mono-economy 
nature of the country with heavy reliance 
on revenue from crude oil, which is highly 
volatile, and its price being exogenously 

determined. As such Nigeria is at the 
mercy of foreign countries and interna-
tional organizations for aid and loans to 
argument its income and these do come 
with stringent conditions which may not 
be completely good for the receiving econo-
my.  With the recent global financial 
crisis, foreign aid is not flowing as before 
to developing countries, including 
Nigeria, and this is adversely affecting 
different sectors of the economy. There-
fore, there is a need to diversify the econo-
my from oil by looking inward on how to 
finance the budget. Abomaye-Nimenibo 
et al. (2018) argued that taxation has 
been identified as one of the efficient 
ways of mobilizing domestic resources for 
economic growth globally. The need to 

focus on domestic revenue mobilization 
was further re-echoed by the G20 at their 
summit in 2010. Unfortunately, Nigeria 
has not fully harnessed this potential 
revenue as revealed by its tax quota. Tax 
quota is the ratio of total tax revenue to 
GDP and it is the most used indicator to 
measure tax burden. As of 2017 the tax 
quota of Nigeria was 5.7% which is far 
below the average for Africa of 17.2%, 
Latin America Countries average of 22.8, 
OECD average of 34.2%. This shows that 
Nigeria tax revenue to GDP is lower 
when compared to developed countries 
and even fell below the average of African 
and developing countries. This is adverse-
ly affecting the government in perform-
ing its responsibilities and spending in 
critical areas that would have stimulated 
economic growth. It is worthy of note that 
the Nigerian Government has been 
formulating different policies to improve 
its tax revenue among which are the tax 
policy reviews of 1991, 2003, 2012 and 
2017, and amendments of various 
taxation acts in order to suit the current 
realities. Despite all these measures to 
increase tax revenue which were expect-
ed to boost economic growth via adequate 
funding of public expenditure, the econo-
my has not been growing as expected as 
shown in Table 1.

This study is designed to determine the 
actual effect of tax on economic growth. 
Furthermore, there are empirical evidenc-
es on how taxation affects economic 
growth as researchers like Gashi et al. 
(2018), Babatunde et al. (2017), Chimilila 
(2018), and Vatavu, Lobont, Stefea and 
Brindescu-Olariu (2019) argue that 
taxation positively affect economic 

growth, while Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018), and Macek (2014), stated that 
economic growth was adversely affected 
by increment in taxation.  Michael and 
Friday (2018), Ilaboya and Mgbame 
(2012) concluded that taxation had no 
impact on economic growth. Given the 
controversies surrounding how taxation 
affects economic growth this study will 
investigate the way in which taxation has 
been affecting economic growth in 
Nigeria between 1980 and 2019. The 
study will make use of Company Income 
Tax, Personal Income Tax, Petroleum 
Profit Tax, Value Added Tax, human 
capital and gross capital formation as the 
explanatory variables while real Gross 
Domestic Product would be the depend-
ent variable. The data is sourced from 
Federal Inland Revenue Service and 
World Bank indicator. The statistical tool 
to be used for this study is E-view 10 
while the data would be analyzed with 
VECM and Granger Causality Test. The 
remaining part of this paper is structured 
as follow: section 2 is all about literature 
review, section 3 describes the methodolo-
gy which consist of theoretical framework 
and model specification, section four 
presents the data analysis, and lastly 
section 5 consist of summary and policy 
recommendations. 

Literature review
The origin of tax in Nigeria can be traced 
to 1904 when community tax was 
introduced in the Northern Nigeria, this 
was even before the amalgamation of the 
country in 1914 Ola (2001). This was 
later implemented in 1917 and 1921 in 
Western and Eastern region respectively 
Odusola (2006). Taxation is defined as a 
process of collecting taxes while tax is the 
compulsory monetary burden imposed by 
the government against its citizens to 
support in funding public expenditure. In 
Nigeria taxes are being levied on individu-
al, assets, corporate entities and transac-
tion. The National tax policy of 2012 spilt 
taxes being levied on Nigerian citizens on 
the following bases: 

(i) individual’s bases: personal 
income tax and development levy;
(ii) assets bases: property tax;
(iii) corporate entities bases: company 
income tax, education tax, technology 
level and petroleum profit tax; and 
(iv) transactions bases:  value added 
tax, capital gain tax, stamp duty, import 
duty and export duty.

Taxes has enormous important to the 
economy and this cannot be over-empha-
sized, some of the benefit of tax to the 
economy are: first, revenue generated 
from taxes can be used to develop other 
sector of the economy where government 
can generate more funds; second, it  can 
also be used to redistribute income in 
favor of the poor; third, revenue generat-
ed from taxes  can be used to provide 
social security to the indigents and poor 
of poor; fourth, revenue generated from 
taxes can be used to stimulate sectors 
that can create more jobs to the populace 
and create wealth for the junk majority of 
the citizens and develop the economy; 
fifth, revenue generated from taxes can 
be used to stimulate economic growth by 
using the revenue realized from it to 
provide basic infrastructure that can 
attract investors such as electricity, road 
and transportation; and lastly, revenue 
generated from taxes can be used to 
strengthen financial institutions and 
develop effective regulatory system. 
Despite these benefits of tax to the econo-
my, the tax revenue that have usually 
been realized in Nigeria are always short 
of target and this has been adversely 
affecting the implementation of the 
annual budget and economic growth in 
Nigeria. The reason for this low tax 
revenue are summarized below: First, 
high rate of tax avoidance and evasion 
coupled with lopsided tax laws vis-à-vis 
poor enforcement of the law due to 
limited manpower in tax administration 
in Nigeria. Second, the percentage of 
informal sector is higher than that of 
formal sector and in an informal sector 
there is improper record of profit generat-

ed on which tax would be based, also they 
have limited revenue potential so less tax 
can be generated as such the country tax 
base is narrow, i.e. the few working in 
formal sector pays the bulk of the govern-
ment revenue tax. Third, lack of social 
truth on the government, citizens don’t 
want to pay tax because of the fear that 
the fund would not be efficiently utilized 
or even embezzled. Corruption has been 
one of the menaces that is affecting 
Nigeria society as the country is rated the 
thirty-third most corrupt country in the 
world. Lastly, the high rate of tax exemp-
tion giving to investors has been reducing 
the expected tax revenue.  This is report-
ed by Van Parys and James (2009) and 
joint report by the IMF, OECD, UN and 
the World Bank (2011). IFC investor 
surveys reveals that tax incentives are 
not sufficient to attract investment to 
countries, rather a favorable investment 
climate, skills vis-à-vis market size and 
good governance does. Therefore, the tax 
incentives given are not necessary, rather 
it gives room for bribery and corruption in 
the tax administrative system Zee et al. 
(2002), and Fjeldstad and Semboja 
(2001).
  
Even though taxation is good for the 
economy as explained previously, Marina 
(1999), and Engen and Skinner (1996) are 
of the view that higher taxes do have 
adverse effect on the economy growth. 
They gave five ways through which tax do 
negatively affect economic growth as 
highlighted below:
First, higher tax can distort investment 
i.e. an increase in the statutory tax rate 
for income tax, corporate tax and capital 
gain tax would discourage investment. 
Second, higher tax can dwindle labor 
supply growth by discouraging workers 
from increasing their input and they will 
prefer leisure to work.  Third, it can 
dissuade productivity growth when 
expenditure on research and develop-
ment, that could lead to innovation and 
technological advancement, has been 
reduced Forth, tax can affect marginal 

productivity of capital when investors 
from highly taxed sectors to lower taxed 
sectors thereby lowering overall economic 
productivity. Fifth, high taxes on labor 
can distort the efficient use of human 
capital as labor would not be seeking 
employment in sectors with high tax, 
even when the sector has higher social 
productivity.

Empirical review on developed countries
Using a panel data, Stoilova and Patonov 
(2012) investigated the impact of tax on 
27 European Union member countries 
between 1995 and 2010, the result 
showed that direct tax contributed to 
economic growth. Likewise, Vatavu et al. 
(2019), explored how tax affects welfare 
gain and economic growth in the 7 richest 
European countries and 7 Central and 
Eastern Europe Countries.  Using the 
Granger Causality Test, the study 
showed that taxes contributes positively 
to economic. Similarly, Tosun and Abiza-
deh (2005), in their study of OECD 
countries between 1980 and 1999 using 
fixed effect random estimation technique, 
found that personal tax and property tax 
had positive impacts on economic growth 
while corporate tax and international 
trade tax had no significant impact on 
economic growth. 
Conversely, Macek (2014) investigated 
the impact of tax on OECD countries 
using panel dataset between the period of 
2000 and 2011.  Macek found that person-
al income tax, corporate tax and social 
security contribution adversely affects 
economic growth. Likewise, Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), in their study of 25 
rich OECD countries between the periods 
1975 - 2010 found that personal income 
tax and corporate tax inhibits economic 
growth.  Furthermore, Hakim, Karia and 
Bujang (2016), used Arellano-Bond 
dynamic panel GMM estimation 
technique to investigate the impact of 
goods and service tax on economic growth 
in developing and developed countries 
between 2005 and 2012. Their study 

revealed that goods and services tax had 
negative impact on economic growth of 
developing countries, but had positive 
impact on economic growth of developed 
countries.

Empirical review on developing countries
Canavire-Bacarreza et al. (2013), in their 
work, examined the relationship between 
taxation and economic growth in Latin 
America using generalized method of 
moments (GMM) estimation technique 
found that personal income tax, corporate 
tax and consumption tax contributed 
positively to economic growth. Also, 
Babatunde et al. (2017) investigated how 
taxation affected economic growth in 
African countries from 2004 to 2013 
using the panel estimation technique; 
they found that tax revenue promoted 
economic growth. Furthermore, Chimilila 
(2018) examined the long-run effect of 
domestic resource mobilization (tax) on 
economic growth in Tanzania between 
1996 and 2015 using the Autoregressive 
Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. He found that domestic 
resource mobilization (tax) enhanced 
economic growth in the long-run. Similar-
ly, in their study of the impact of tax 
revenue on economic growth in Nigeria 
and Ghana between 2000 and 2016 using 
multiple regression estimation 
technique, Egbunike et al. (2018) 
revealed that tax revenue had positive 
impact on economic growth.  In addition, 
Gashi et al. (2018), investigated the 
impact of tax structure on the economic 
growth of Kosovo between the period of 
2007 and 2015 using Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) analytical tool, the study 
revealed that tax positively influence 
economic growth. 
Contrariwise, Khumbuzile and Khobai 
(2018) investigated the effect of taxation 
on economic growth of South Africa 
between 1981 and 2916 using Auto-Re-
gressive Distribution Lag (ARDL) estima-
tion technique and found that taxes 
hampered economic growth. Using 

Ordinary Least Square technique to 
investigate the effect of tax on Kenya’s 
economic growth from 1973 to 2010, 
Owino (2019) found that Customs Duty 
(CD) and Excise Duty (ED) instigated 
economic growth while income tax (IT), 
and Value Added Tax (VAT) are insignifi-
cant to economic growth. 
Empirical review on Nigeria
 Umoru and Anyiwe (2013) in their study 
investigated the relationship between tax 
structure and economic growth in 
Nigeria between the period of 1988 and 
2011 using Johansen’s co-integration 
estimation technique. They found that 
direct tax contributed positively to 
economic growth while indirect tax 
deterred economic growth. Furthermore, 
Onakoya and Fintinni (2016) examined 
the relationship between tax revenue and 
economic growth in Nigeria between 
1980 and 2013 using Vector Error Correc-
tion Model (VECM).  They found that 
petroleum profit tax and company income 
tax positively influence economic growth 
while customs and excise duties inhibit 
economic growth. Also, Uzoka & Chiedu 
(2018) explored the impact of tax revenue 
on economic growth in Nigeria from 1997 
to 2016 using Vector Error Correction 
Mechanism (VECM) estimation 
technique, the study showed that PPT, 
CIT, VAT and CED positively influenced 
economic growth, while CGT and EDT 
had no impact on economic growth.
Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018), 
explored how tax affect economic growth 
between the period of 1980 and 2015 
using Johansen co-integration model. 
They found that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and custom and 
excise duties did not affect economic 
growth. This was a similar result to 
Ilaboya and Mgbame (2012) in their 
study to determine the impact of tax on 
economic growth in Nigeria between the 
period of 1980 and 2011 using Autoregres-
sive Distributed Lag (ARDL) estimation 
technique. They found that indirect tax 

has no impact on economic growth. 

Methodology 
Theoretical framework
Endogenous growth model is a conglomer-
ation of various theoretical and empirical 
work and it came into being in the 1980’s, 
Romer (1994). The model opposed the 
neoclassical growth theory which argued 
that long run economic growth is been 
influenced by external influence i.e. 
technology spillover and population 
growth. Endogenous growth model is of 
the view that economic growth is 
determined by the system governing the 
production process rather than by forces 
outside that system, Todaro and Smith 
(2012). The Endogenous growth theory 
states that the changes in technology 
which affects economic growth are a 
result of education, training and invest-
ment in research by private investors 
vis-à-vis government. Furthermore, the 
theory explains how government policies 
encourage incentives to enhance both 
human and physical capital which often 
lead to economic growth. Thus the theory 
explains how changes in government 
policies can influence output and how 
innovation via investments in human and 
physical capital can foster economic 
growth. Mahir and Azra (2017), state that 
this theory made fiscal policy a crucial 
field of study of economic growth by 
incorporating tax and expenditure as 
long-run determinate of growth. The 
model classified tax into distortionary 
and non-distortionary tax. Distortionary 
tax are taxes that dissuade investment 
which consequently reduce economic 
growth while non-distortionary tax does 
not discourage investment and therefore 
has no adverse effect on economic growth. 

Model specification
This study patterns its model specifica-
tion in line with the theoretical frame-
work.
Y=AK      

(1) Where Y means output, A, means 
factors that affects technology and K 
implies both physical and human capital. 
Introducing the tax variable into the 
Equation 1 above leads to the model this 
study uses as specified in Equation 2 
below.
RGDP = f (CIT, PIT, PPT, VAT, SSER, 
GCF).       
(2) RGDP= β_0+β_1 CIT+ β_2 PIT+β_3 

PPT+β_4 VAT+ β_5 HUC+ β_6 GCF+µ_t    
(3)Where: RGDP: Real Gross Domestic 
Product 
CIT: Company Income Tax
PIT: Personal Income Tax
PPT: Petroleum Profit Tax
VAT: Value Added Tax
HUC: Proxy by secondary school 
enrolment rate 
GCF: Gross Capital Formation.
µ_t = error term.
Equation 3 below is the econometrics 
form of equation 2: 
RGDP_t=β_0+β_1 (CIT)_t+ β_2 (PIT)_t+β
_3 (PPT)_t+β_4 (VAT)_t+ β_5 (HUC)_t+ β
_6 (GCF)+µ_t
(4) The variables were log and the logged 
model is presented below.
(5) InRGDP_t=β_0+〖Inβ〗_1 (CIT)_t+ 〖
Inβ〗_2 (PIT)_t+〖Inβ〗_3 (PPT)_t+〖In
β〗_4 (VAT)_t+ 〖Inβ〗_5 (HUC)_t+ Inβ
_6 (GCF)_t+µ_t

3.3 Apriori expectation
All the variables are expected to have a 
positive relationship with economic 
growth.

4.1 Descriptive Analysis
The Table 2 below shows the summary of 
the descriptive analysis. The estimated 
mean which is being used to evaluate the 
pattern of distribution revealed that real 
gross domestic product recorded the 
highest with the value of 10.276 while 
Human Capital recorded the lowest with 
the value of 3.416. The standard devia-
tion which do reveal the volatility of varia-
bles showed that company income tax is 
the most volatile variable, while Human 
Capita is the least. The skewness statis-
tics indicated that only real gross domes-
tic product is positively skewed while 
other variables were negatively skewed. 
The Kurtosis statistics revealed that all 
the variables under study are mesokurtic. 
The Jarque-Bera statistic showed that 
the null hypothesis of normal distribution 
was rejected for all the variables at 5% 
critical value.

4.2 Unit root test

This study conducts Unit Root Test to 
determine the stationarity of each varia-
ble. This is done because most time series 
data are assumed to be non-stationary 
and when regression analysis is conduct-
ed on a  non-stationary variable, it gives 
spurious or nonsense regression (Gujarati 
2011). This study made use of ADF and 
Philip Peron (P-P) test to conduct the 
stationarity test. The two method were 
used to get a more accurate stationarity of 
each variable. The summary of the test is 
presented below in Table 3.

The result from both AD
F and P-P Unit Root Test as displayed 
above show that all the time series data 
being used in this study are integrated of 
order one I(1). Therefore, this study will 
make use of Vector Error Correction 
Model (VECM) estimation technique as 
the requirement for its usage has been 
met. 

4.3 Lag length selection.
Having established the estimation 
technique to be used, it is logical to 
determine the optimum lag length to be 
used before proceeding to the test. There-
fore, lag selection criterion would be 
conducted to determine the optimum lag 
length for the model. This study used AIC 
criterion.

*indicates lag order selected by the criteri-
on.
From the above table the optimum lag 
using AIC criterion is 2, therefore, this 
study would be using lag 2 in the estima-
tion technique. 
4.4 Johansen Co-integration test,
Having identified the optimal lag length, 
the next thing is to determine if there is 
cointegration in the model using the 
Johansen Co-integration test.

The null hypothesis is that there is no 
co-integration in the model and, where 
there is asterisk, we shall reject the null 
hypothesis that the variables are not 
co-integrated at 5% significant level and 
accept the alternative hypothesis that 
there is co-integration. Trace test shows 
that there is five co-integrating equation 
while the Maximum Eigenvalue shows 
that there are four co-integrating 

equation. In sum, the test reveals that 
there is co-integrating relationship in the 
model and that there is a long-run relation-
ship between economic growth on one 
hand and company income tax, gross 
capital formation, personal income tax, 
petroleum income tax, human resources 
and value added tax on the other hand.

Due to the normalization process, the 
normalized co-integration coefficient signs 
are always being reverse to enable proper 
interpretation of the model.

Table 6 shows that company income tax, 
petroleum profit tax and value added tax 
positively influence economic growth in 
Nigeria, while gross capital formation, 
personal income tax and human capital 
adversely affects economic growth in 
Nigeria. 4.6 VECM regression of taxation 
and economic growth

R-square: 0.678; Adj. R-square: 0.589; 
SSR: 0.021; SSE: 0.027; F-stat.: 7.619; LL: 
88.418; AIC:-4.179; SC: -3.792; 

∆〖LOG(RDGP)〗_t  = - 0.343〖ECT〗
_(t-1) + 〖0.269∆LOG(RGDP)〗_(t-1 )– 〖
0.019∆LOG(CIT)〗_(t-1 )+ 〖0.0403∆
LOG(GCF)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.062∆LOG(PIT)
〗_(t-1 )– 〖0.012∆LOG(PPT)〗_(t-1  )+ 〖
0.117∆LOG(HUC)〗_(t-1 )  + 〖0.002∆
LOG(VAT)〗_(t-1 )+ 0.021

The error correction term is well defined 
as it is negative and significant as the 
t-statistic is greater than two. The co-effi-
cient is -0.343 which implies that 34.3% 
previous periods deviation from the long 
run equilibrium in economic growth is  
been corrected by GCF, PIT, PPT, SSER 

and VAT within one period. 

The above result further revealed that 
company income tax has a negative signifi-
cant effect on Nigeria economic growth in 
the short run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of CIT would lead to 0.019% 
decrease in RGDP on the current year. 

This implies that, as company income tax 
increases, the profit after tax, which is 
supposed to be used to expand the compa-
ny, declines and this in turn adversely 
affects economic growth in Nigeria. This is 
in accordance with the work of Dackehag 
and Hansson (2012), but does not conform 
to the apriori expectation.  

Conversely, gross capital formation has a 
positive significant influence on Nigeria 
economic growth in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
GCF would lead to 0.0403% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This means 
that that the more fixed assets are being 
acquired by the country the more the 
economy grows in Nigeria. This conform to 
the apriori expectation.
  

Furthermore, personal income tax has a 
positive significant influence on Nigerian 
economic growth in the short run, i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
PIT would lead to 0.062% increase in 
RGDP in the current year. This implies 
that, as more revenue are being generated 
through personal income tax and the 
revenue are being used for developmental 
projects, the economic grows. This is in 
agreement with the work of Tosun and 
Abizadeh (2005) and conform to the 
apriori expectation.  
Petroleum profit tax had no significant 
impact on economic growth in Nigeria. 
This could be because of the volatility in 

the oil sector for instance when the expect-
ed oil revenue is being used to project 
government expenditure and there is a 
shock in the sector the proposed project 
may not be executed. Therefore, petrole-
um profit tax is not a reliable source of 
revenue. This is in agreement with the 
work of Abomaye-Nimenibo et al. (2018) 
but does not conform to the apriori expec-
tation. 
Human Capital positively and significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria in 
the long-run, i.e. a percent increase in the 
previous year of HUC would lead to 
0.117% increase in RGDP on the current 
year. This conform to the apriori expecta-
tion. 

 

Lastly, value added tax enhance economic 
growth in Nigeria in the short run i.e. a 
percent increase in the previous year of 
VAT would lead to 0.002% increase in 
RGDP on the current year. This implies 
that as more revenue are being realized 
through VAT, the economic grows. This is 
in tandem with the work of Uzoka & 
Chiedu (2018), and conform to the apriori 
expectation.  

4.7 Causality Test
A causality test is conducted to examine 
causal relationship between two varia-
bles. There are different methods of inves-
tigating causal relationship, however, this 
study will make use of the Pairwise Grang

er Causality Test. The null hypothesis is 
that there is no causal relationship 
between the two and the alternative 
hypothesis is that there is causal relation-
ship between the two variables. The null 
hypothesis would be accepted if the proba-
bility value is more than 5%, however, if 
the probability value is equal or less than 
5% we reject the null hypothesis and 
accept the alternative hypothesis. 
The Pairwise Granger causality result is 
present in the table 6 below. The result 
reveals the following: (i) there is uni-direc-
tional causality from CIT to RGDP, i.e. 
company income tax affects economic 
growth in Nigeria. (ii) there is bi-direction-
al causality between GCF and RGDP, i.e. 
gross capital formation affects economic 
growth in Nigeria vice-versa. (iii) There is 
uni-directional causality from PPT to 
RGDP, i.e. petroleum profit tax significant-
ly affects economic growth in Nigeria. (iv) 
There is uni-directional causality from 
RGDP to HUC, i.e. economic growth in 
Nigeria affects Human capital. (v) There 
is uni-directional causality from VAT to 
RGDP, i.e. value added tax has an impact 
on economic growth in Nigeria. 

volatility nature of the oil sector and conse-
quent unreliability in using it to project 
revenue and expenditure.
2. Government should intensify efforts to 
capture and ensure payment of income tax 
by the informal sector which employs 
more than 50% of the total labor force in 
Nigeria as personal income tax promotes 
economic growth.
3. Government should focus more on VAT 
which has no direct negative impact on 
companies rather enhances economic 
growth and also gives some concessions to 
company income tax to reduce its adverse 
effect on the companies and, in turn, 
deteriorates economic growth as reveled 
in the study.
4. Government should formulate policies 
that would encourage human capital devel-
opment as it enhances economic growth.
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TOURISM POLICY RESEARCH AFTER THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC: 
RECONSIDERING THE ROLE OF THE STATE IN TOURISM

Abstract

James Kennell

Keywords: Tourism policy; COVID-19; neoliberalism; role of the state

Over the last thirty years of research into tourism policy, there has been a dominant 
assumption that the appropriate role of the state in tourism is mostly settled.  The state 
has a legitimate role in the tourism industry, but it is essentially one of ‘steering and not 
rowing’. This assumption has developed against the backdrop of the neoliberal shift 
towards small states, powerful markets and light touch policy interventions in industry. 
This research note argues that the measures that have been taken by governments around 
the world in respect of their tourism industries, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, 
are sufficiently significant and long-term to warrant a re-appraisal of the role of the state 
in tourism. Specifically, this note makes the case for a renewed focus on research into 
tourism policy in non-Western contexts, where the role of the state has not been as 
constrained by the neoliberal shift, and for an increase in international comparative 
policy research, which has been notably absent in the tourism policy field to date.

Over the last thirty years of research into 
tourism policy, there has been a 
dominant assumption that the appropri-
ate role of the state in tourism is mostly 
settled.  The state has a legitimate role in 
the tourism industry, but it is essentially 
one of ‘steering and not rowing’.  In those 
countries where this was not the case it 
was because they had extremely radical, 
or extremely conservative, governments 
and this would most likely only be a 
temporary state of affairs.  That there 
has been a ‘shift from government to 
governance’ (Bramwell & Lane, 2011) in 
the creation and implementation of 
tourism policy has become almost 
axiomatic in the literature.  Ever more 
frequently, the solution to problems at 
every point in the tourism policy cycle 
has been prescribed to be more govern-
ance, and the involvement of an increas-

ingly wide range of stakeholders at all 
stages.  Despite ongoing work in the 
political economy of tourism that has 
engaged with more broad issues of 
tourism’s place in the global economy 
(Bianchi, 2018), tourism policy research 
has mostly made use of functional models 
of tourism policymaking (Airey, 2015) in 
which the state curates a largely 
value-free cycle of policy formulation, 
implementation and evaluation.

In many ways, it is not surprising that 
tourism policy research has continued 
under these assumptions.  Research from 
the core, Western economies has taken 
place against the backdrop of the neoliber-
al shift towards small states, powerful 
markets and light touch policy interven-
tions in industry.  In these contexts, it 
has become dogma for policy makers to 

assert that the private sector knows best 
how to grow the tourism industry and 
that the most important role for govern-
ment is to get out of the way of enterprise 
and to cut ‘red-tape’.   The UNWTO and 
the WTTC, the two most prominent 
international organisations making the 
argument for tourism to policymakers 
and attempting to guide the global 
growth of tourism from public sector and 
private sector perspectives, have been 
instrumental to this.  Accelerating this 
trend, the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) 
that began in 2007 impacted the public 
finances to such an extent, that most 
government tourism policies became 
further distanced from the intrinsic 
benefits of tourism and increasingly 
focused on the ‘hyperneoliberal script’ 
(Amore & Hall, 2017) of restructuring, 
market-driven agendas, public-pri-
vate-partnership (Chaperon, 2017) and 
economic growth as the sine qua non of 
tourism development. The growing excep-
tion to this view over the last decade has 
been the call, from academics and civil 
society, for governments to increase 
regulation in the face of the climate crisis 
(Gossling et al, 2020). However, ongoing 
academic arguments over the ideal 
balance between economic development 
and sustainability (Higgins-Desbiolles, 
2020) mirror the lack of progress on 
addressing the climate crisis in tourism 
policymaking.

More recently, a growing body of research 
into tourism policymaking and evalua-
tion has emerged, where the formulation 
of policy does not conform to these 
assumptions about the role of the state 
and the centrality of governance for 
successful policy outcomes.  Generally, 
these have been positioned as outside of 
the mainstream of tourism policy 
research and have involved the use of 
non-traditional research inquiries 
(Hassan et al., 2020) or have  particularly 
unique development contexts (Jenkins, 
2015). Broadly speaking, this research 
has taken place in developing countries, 

emerging and transition economies, 
postcolonial settings and, importantly, 
China.   In these destinations, combina-
tions of powerful local states, suprana-
tional institutions and quasi-public 
NGOs continue to take the central role in 
tourism policymaking.  This means that 
their tourism development is taking 
place in ways that challenge neoliberal 
convictions about the role of the state and 
its relationship to markets, especially 
outside of the governance frameworks 
that are seen as essential to good 
outcomes in the global North.  Up to now, 
this research has helped to illuminate the 
more hierarchical models of tourism 
governance (Hall, 2011), or at the very 
least has blurred the boundaries between 
these categorizations.  Mainstream 
tourism policy research would suggest 
little could be learnt from these extreme 
cases, and that the states they were in 
would develop incrementally (or through 
upheaval) in a way that would eventual 
conform to the hyperneoliberal script 
that dominates elsewhere.  However, 
various crises and the emergence of 
alternative development paradigms have 
called the dominance of neoliberalism 
into question, and Fukyama’s ‘end of 
history’ may never have been fully 
realized.  The spread of the COVID-19 
pandemic has led to a more widespread 
interruption of the neoliberal perspective 
on the appropriate role for the state 
within tourism, and tourism policy 
researchers must now respond.

The global COVID-19 pandemic caused 
by the SARS-CoV-2 virus began in China 
in 2019 and has progressed to the stage 
where every region of the world has been 
affected. This respiratory disease spread 
quickly through international travel. 
Tourist facilities that brought together 
large numbers of people indoors, such as 
ski resorts and sporting events, have 
been heavily implicated in its transmis-
sion.  As governments around the world 
reacted to the pandemic, tourism became 
one of the most affected sectors.  Between 

January to August 2020, international 
tourist arrivals fell by 70%, meaning that 
there were 700 million fewer tourists 
travelling, leading to a global loss of US$ 
730 billion in revenues, more than eight 
times the amount lost as a result of the 
GFC (UNWTO, 2020).

The impact of COVID-19 on the tourism 
industry has been momentous.  Major 
restrictions have been placed on the 
freedoms of individuals and firms in 
many destinations, and with rolling 
temporary lockdowns this has created a 
hugely challenging and uncertain operat-
ing environment for the industry.  During 
this period, many governments have 
significantly increased their border 
controls with many important tourism 
economies, such as Australia and 
Thailand, imposing temporary bans on 
both inbound and outbound travel.  At 
the start of the pandemic, many National 
Tourism Offices (NTO) and Destination 
Management Organisations (DMO) 
attempted to pivot their strategies 
towards increasing the volume and value 
of domestic tourism, with the hope that 
this would help to mitigate the worst 
impacts of these bans.  Unfortunately, 
the nature of the domestic travel restric-
tions that often followed forced the 
closures of venues, hotels, restaurants 
and attractions, and this has meant 
increasing domestic tourism has only 
been viable in destinations with very low 
levels of local infection, such as Japan.  In 
the United Kingdom, which has been 
badly affected by the virus, domestic 
tourism is projected to fall by 45-50% in 
2020 (OECD, 2020).

Even in the neoliberal economies of the 
Global North, the state has now taken on 
a hugely interventionist role in the 
tourism industry, and this is likely to last 
for some time. Previous crises affecting 
tourism such as those prompted by the 
terrorist attacks in New York in 2001, or 
by the GFC, have been limited in their 
duration, with international tourist 

arrivals rebounding relatively quickly 
along with consumer confidence.  In these 
cases, the most common activities for 
states in the main tourism economies was 
to continue to act through their intermedi-
ary agencies, usually their NTOs and 
DMOs, to support new marketing 
campaigns.  Additional security and 
border controls after 2001 added incon-
venience to international travel, but did 
not prevent it, and had very little impact 
on the industry beyond key transit points.  
Crucially, the impact of these crises was 
short-term and did not lead to long-terms 
reconfigurations of the relationship 
between the state and the tourism indus-
try.  The effects of the COVID-19 pandem-
ic on consumer confidence, the devastat-
ing impact on individual tourism 
businesses, widespread job losses, and 
the industrial restructuring that is likely 
to follow in the wake of the pandemic 
mean that the impacts of the crisis will be 
more enduring, with predictions that 
international tourism arrivals could take 
up to five years to recover.
  
Across the world, the state is now the 
most important actor in tourism policy-
making, exercising its power to open and 
close borders and to open and close 
businesses, in a way that was previously 
only expected of authoritarian regimes.  A 
period of retrenchment from investment 
in tourism in many countries in the wake 
of the GFC is being replaced by enormous 
state intervention in the form of direct 
funding for the sector.  In many 
countries, the state is paying the wages of 
tourism and hospitality workers who 
would otherwise become unemployed, 
and is subsidizing businesses to prevent 
them from failing.  The very real threat of 
a destination losing its capacity to meet 
the demand for future international 
tourism has sharpened the thinking of 
policymakers about the contribution of 
tourism to their economies.  It is no 
longer possible for governments to take 
tourism for granted and state support for 
the post-COVID recovery will need to be 

massive and sustained over the long 
term.  This will have huge implications 
for the relationship between the state 
and the private sector in tourism, as the 
restructuring of the industry after the 
pandemic will be accompanied by innova-
tions in industrial policy at the govern-
ment level.
To fully understand these transforma-
tions, it will be necessary for tourism 
policy researchers to approach them from 
new perspectives.  The previously 
dominant assumption that a hallmark of 
a successful tourism destination would be 
a small, enabling state presence in the 
industry, and the participation of a wide 
range of stakeholders in its governance, 
will need to be re-examined in order to 
make sense of the ‘new normal’ for 
tourism policy.  To do this, it will be neces-
sary to look for examples of successful 
state intervention in tourism. Recent 
tourism policy research from outside of 
the core neoliberal economies will be vital 
in this effort. Case studies abound of 
tourism policy interventions in non-West-
ern and developing country contexts, and 
these previously marginal or extreme 
cases can now become more central in 
helping us to understand the contempo-
rary role of the state in tourism. Much of 
this research has previously been seen as 
highlighting the relationship between 
tourism and development, but its implica-
tions for tourism governance and policy 
should now be much more clear.  For 
example, the ways in which the Chinese 
government has intervened to support 
domestic tourism, creating public 
holidays and directly subsidizing tourism 
development away from the prosperous 
Eastern coast of the country were consid-
ered almost heretical from within the 
neoliberal tourism development script of 
the West.  Now, however, evaluating 
interventions like these and learning 
from them should be a priority for 
tourism policy research that aims to have 
real-world impact.

As state intervention in tourism increas-
es globally, the political character of the 
state will become more influential in 
shaping the tourism industry of a destina-
tion. Ideological differences between 
governments will have more noticeable 
implications for tourism development as 
decisions are made about what and who 
to support, and what the conditions and 
expectations are for this.  With greater 
international diversity in support for 
tourism, more comparative research will 
become possible, and necessary, meaning 
that tourism policy analysis should come 
to draw more heavily on theories and 
tools from the public policy literature and 
especially that dealing with international 
comparative policy analysis, which has 
been noticeably absent in tourism policy 
research to date. Following the 
COVID-19 pandemic, tourism policy 
research will need to reengage with 
debates about the role of the state in the 
tourism industry, and the role of tourism 
within the state.
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Over the last thirty years of research into 
tourism policy, there has been a 
dominant assumption that the appropri-
ate role of the state in tourism is mostly 
settled.  The state has a legitimate role in 
the tourism industry, but it is essentially 
one of ‘steering and not rowing’.  In those 
countries where this was not the case it 
was because they had extremely radical, 
or extremely conservative, governments 
and this would most likely only be a 
temporary state of affairs.  That there 
has been a ‘shift from government to 
governance’ (Bramwell & Lane, 2011) in 
the creation and implementation of 
tourism policy has become almost 
axiomatic in the literature.  Ever more 
frequently, the solution to problems at 
every point in the tourism policy cycle 
has been prescribed to be more govern-
ance, and the involvement of an increas-

ingly wide range of stakeholders at all 
stages.  Despite ongoing work in the 
political economy of tourism that has 
engaged with more broad issues of 
tourism’s place in the global economy 
(Bianchi, 2018), tourism policy research 
has mostly made use of functional models 
of tourism policymaking (Airey, 2015) in 
which the state curates a largely 
value-free cycle of policy formulation, 
implementation and evaluation.

In many ways, it is not surprising that 
tourism policy research has continued 
under these assumptions.  Research from 
the core, Western economies has taken 
place against the backdrop of the neoliber-
al shift towards small states, powerful 
markets and light touch policy interven-
tions in industry.  In these contexts, it 
has become dogma for policy makers to 

assert that the private sector knows best 
how to grow the tourism industry and 
that the most important role for govern-
ment is to get out of the way of enterprise 
and to cut ‘red-tape’.   The UNWTO and 
the WTTC, the two most prominent 
international organisations making the 
argument for tourism to policymakers 
and attempting to guide the global 
growth of tourism from public sector and 
private sector perspectives, have been 
instrumental to this.  Accelerating this 
trend, the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) 
that began in 2007 impacted the public 
finances to such an extent, that most 
government tourism policies became 
further distanced from the intrinsic 
benefits of tourism and increasingly 
focused on the ‘hyperneoliberal script’ 
(Amore & Hall, 2017) of restructuring, 
market-driven agendas, public-pri-
vate-partnership (Chaperon, 2017) and 
economic growth as the sine qua non of 
tourism development. The growing excep-
tion to this view over the last decade has 
been the call, from academics and civil 
society, for governments to increase 
regulation in the face of the climate crisis 
(Gossling et al, 2020). However, ongoing 
academic arguments over the ideal 
balance between economic development 
and sustainability (Higgins-Desbiolles, 
2020) mirror the lack of progress on 
addressing the climate crisis in tourism 
policymaking.

More recently, a growing body of research 
into tourism policymaking and evalua-
tion has emerged, where the formulation 
of policy does not conform to these 
assumptions about the role of the state 
and the centrality of governance for 
successful policy outcomes.  Generally, 
these have been positioned as outside of 
the mainstream of tourism policy 
research and have involved the use of 
non-traditional research inquiries 
(Hassan et al., 2020) or have  particularly 
unique development contexts (Jenkins, 
2015). Broadly speaking, this research 
has taken place in developing countries, 

emerging and transition economies, 
postcolonial settings and, importantly, 
China.   In these destinations, combina-
tions of powerful local states, suprana-
tional institutions and quasi-public 
NGOs continue to take the central role in 
tourism policymaking.  This means that 
their tourism development is taking 
place in ways that challenge neoliberal 
convictions about the role of the state and 
its relationship to markets, especially 
outside of the governance frameworks 
that are seen as essential to good 
outcomes in the global North.  Up to now, 
this research has helped to illuminate the 
more hierarchical models of tourism 
governance (Hall, 2011), or at the very 
least has blurred the boundaries between 
these categorizations.  Mainstream 
tourism policy research would suggest 
little could be learnt from these extreme 
cases, and that the states they were in 
would develop incrementally (or through 
upheaval) in a way that would eventual 
conform to the hyperneoliberal script 
that dominates elsewhere.  However, 
various crises and the emergence of 
alternative development paradigms have 
called the dominance of neoliberalism 
into question, and Fukyama’s ‘end of 
history’ may never have been fully 
realized.  The spread of the COVID-19 
pandemic has led to a more widespread 
interruption of the neoliberal perspective 
on the appropriate role for the state 
within tourism, and tourism policy 
researchers must now respond.

The global COVID-19 pandemic caused 
by the SARS-CoV-2 virus began in China 
in 2019 and has progressed to the stage 
where every region of the world has been 
affected. This respiratory disease spread 
quickly through international travel. 
Tourist facilities that brought together 
large numbers of people indoors, such as 
ski resorts and sporting events, have 
been heavily implicated in its transmis-
sion.  As governments around the world 
reacted to the pandemic, tourism became 
one of the most affected sectors.  Between 

January to August 2020, international 
tourist arrivals fell by 70%, meaning that 
there were 700 million fewer tourists 
travelling, leading to a global loss of US$ 
730 billion in revenues, more than eight 
times the amount lost as a result of the 
GFC (UNWTO, 2020).

The impact of COVID-19 on the tourism 
industry has been momentous.  Major 
restrictions have been placed on the 
freedoms of individuals and firms in 
many destinations, and with rolling 
temporary lockdowns this has created a 
hugely challenging and uncertain operat-
ing environment for the industry.  During 
this period, many governments have 
significantly increased their border 
controls with many important tourism 
economies, such as Australia and 
Thailand, imposing temporary bans on 
both inbound and outbound travel.  At 
the start of the pandemic, many National 
Tourism Offices (NTO) and Destination 
Management Organisations (DMO) 
attempted to pivot their strategies 
towards increasing the volume and value 
of domestic tourism, with the hope that 
this would help to mitigate the worst 
impacts of these bans.  Unfortunately, 
the nature of the domestic travel restric-
tions that often followed forced the 
closures of venues, hotels, restaurants 
and attractions, and this has meant 
increasing domestic tourism has only 
been viable in destinations with very low 
levels of local infection, such as Japan.  In 
the United Kingdom, which has been 
badly affected by the virus, domestic 
tourism is projected to fall by 45-50% in 
2020 (OECD, 2020).

Even in the neoliberal economies of the 
Global North, the state has now taken on 
a hugely interventionist role in the 
tourism industry, and this is likely to last 
for some time. Previous crises affecting 
tourism such as those prompted by the 
terrorist attacks in New York in 2001, or 
by the GFC, have been limited in their 
duration, with international tourist 

arrivals rebounding relatively quickly 
along with consumer confidence.  In these 
cases, the most common activities for 
states in the main tourism economies was 
to continue to act through their intermedi-
ary agencies, usually their NTOs and 
DMOs, to support new marketing 
campaigns.  Additional security and 
border controls after 2001 added incon-
venience to international travel, but did 
not prevent it, and had very little impact 
on the industry beyond key transit points.  
Crucially, the impact of these crises was 
short-term and did not lead to long-terms 
reconfigurations of the relationship 
between the state and the tourism indus-
try.  The effects of the COVID-19 pandem-
ic on consumer confidence, the devastat-
ing impact on individual tourism 
businesses, widespread job losses, and 
the industrial restructuring that is likely 
to follow in the wake of the pandemic 
mean that the impacts of the crisis will be 
more enduring, with predictions that 
international tourism arrivals could take 
up to five years to recover.
  
Across the world, the state is now the 
most important actor in tourism policy-
making, exercising its power to open and 
close borders and to open and close 
businesses, in a way that was previously 
only expected of authoritarian regimes.  A 
period of retrenchment from investment 
in tourism in many countries in the wake 
of the GFC is being replaced by enormous 
state intervention in the form of direct 
funding for the sector.  In many 
countries, the state is paying the wages of 
tourism and hospitality workers who 
would otherwise become unemployed, 
and is subsidizing businesses to prevent 
them from failing.  The very real threat of 
a destination losing its capacity to meet 
the demand for future international 
tourism has sharpened the thinking of 
policymakers about the contribution of 
tourism to their economies.  It is no 
longer possible for governments to take 
tourism for granted and state support for 
the post-COVID recovery will need to be 

massive and sustained over the long 
term.  This will have huge implications 
for the relationship between the state 
and the private sector in tourism, as the 
restructuring of the industry after the 
pandemic will be accompanied by innova-
tions in industrial policy at the govern-
ment level.
To fully understand these transforma-
tions, it will be necessary for tourism 
policy researchers to approach them from 
new perspectives.  The previously 
dominant assumption that a hallmark of 
a successful tourism destination would be 
a small, enabling state presence in the 
industry, and the participation of a wide 
range of stakeholders in its governance, 
will need to be re-examined in order to 
make sense of the ‘new normal’ for 
tourism policy.  To do this, it will be neces-
sary to look for examples of successful 
state intervention in tourism. Recent 
tourism policy research from outside of 
the core neoliberal economies will be vital 
in this effort. Case studies abound of 
tourism policy interventions in non-West-
ern and developing country contexts, and 
these previously marginal or extreme 
cases can now become more central in 
helping us to understand the contempo-
rary role of the state in tourism. Much of 
this research has previously been seen as 
highlighting the relationship between 
tourism and development, but its implica-
tions for tourism governance and policy 
should now be much more clear.  For 
example, the ways in which the Chinese 
government has intervened to support 
domestic tourism, creating public 
holidays and directly subsidizing tourism 
development away from the prosperous 
Eastern coast of the country were consid-
ered almost heretical from within the 
neoliberal tourism development script of 
the West.  Now, however, evaluating 
interventions like these and learning 
from them should be a priority for 
tourism policy research that aims to have 
real-world impact.

As state intervention in tourism increas-
es globally, the political character of the 
state will become more influential in 
shaping the tourism industry of a destina-
tion. Ideological differences between 
governments will have more noticeable 
implications for tourism development as 
decisions are made about what and who 
to support, and what the conditions and 
expectations are for this.  With greater 
international diversity in support for 
tourism, more comparative research will 
become possible, and necessary, meaning 
that tourism policy analysis should come 
to draw more heavily on theories and 
tools from the public policy literature and 
especially that dealing with international 
comparative policy analysis, which has 
been noticeably absent in tourism policy 
research to date. Following the 
COVID-19 pandemic, tourism policy 
research will need to reengage with 
debates about the role of the state in the 
tourism industry, and the role of tourism 
within the state.
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Over the last thirty years of research into 
tourism policy, there has been a 
dominant assumption that the appropri-
ate role of the state in tourism is mostly 
settled.  The state has a legitimate role in 
the tourism industry, but it is essentially 
one of ‘steering and not rowing’.  In those 
countries where this was not the case it 
was because they had extremely radical, 
or extremely conservative, governments 
and this would most likely only be a 
temporary state of affairs.  That there 
has been a ‘shift from government to 
governance’ (Bramwell & Lane, 2011) in 
the creation and implementation of 
tourism policy has become almost 
axiomatic in the literature.  Ever more 
frequently, the solution to problems at 
every point in the tourism policy cycle 
has been prescribed to be more govern-
ance, and the involvement of an increas-

ingly wide range of stakeholders at all 
stages.  Despite ongoing work in the 
political economy of tourism that has 
engaged with more broad issues of 
tourism’s place in the global economy 
(Bianchi, 2018), tourism policy research 
has mostly made use of functional models 
of tourism policymaking (Airey, 2015) in 
which the state curates a largely 
value-free cycle of policy formulation, 
implementation and evaluation.

In many ways, it is not surprising that 
tourism policy research has continued 
under these assumptions.  Research from 
the core, Western economies has taken 
place against the backdrop of the neoliber-
al shift towards small states, powerful 
markets and light touch policy interven-
tions in industry.  In these contexts, it 
has become dogma for policy makers to 

assert that the private sector knows best 
how to grow the tourism industry and 
that the most important role for govern-
ment is to get out of the way of enterprise 
and to cut ‘red-tape’.   The UNWTO and 
the WTTC, the two most prominent 
international organisations making the 
argument for tourism to policymakers 
and attempting to guide the global 
growth of tourism from public sector and 
private sector perspectives, have been 
instrumental to this.  Accelerating this 
trend, the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) 
that began in 2007 impacted the public 
finances to such an extent, that most 
government tourism policies became 
further distanced from the intrinsic 
benefits of tourism and increasingly 
focused on the ‘hyperneoliberal script’ 
(Amore & Hall, 2017) of restructuring, 
market-driven agendas, public-pri-
vate-partnership (Chaperon, 2017) and 
economic growth as the sine qua non of 
tourism development. The growing excep-
tion to this view over the last decade has 
been the call, from academics and civil 
society, for governments to increase 
regulation in the face of the climate crisis 
(Gossling et al, 2020). However, ongoing 
academic arguments over the ideal 
balance between economic development 
and sustainability (Higgins-Desbiolles, 
2020) mirror the lack of progress on 
addressing the climate crisis in tourism 
policymaking.

More recently, a growing body of research 
into tourism policymaking and evalua-
tion has emerged, where the formulation 
of policy does not conform to these 
assumptions about the role of the state 
and the centrality of governance for 
successful policy outcomes.  Generally, 
these have been positioned as outside of 
the mainstream of tourism policy 
research and have involved the use of 
non-traditional research inquiries 
(Hassan et al., 2020) or have  particularly 
unique development contexts (Jenkins, 
2015). Broadly speaking, this research 
has taken place in developing countries, 

emerging and transition economies, 
postcolonial settings and, importantly, 
China.   In these destinations, combina-
tions of powerful local states, suprana-
tional institutions and quasi-public 
NGOs continue to take the central role in 
tourism policymaking.  This means that 
their tourism development is taking 
place in ways that challenge neoliberal 
convictions about the role of the state and 
its relationship to markets, especially 
outside of the governance frameworks 
that are seen as essential to good 
outcomes in the global North.  Up to now, 
this research has helped to illuminate the 
more hierarchical models of tourism 
governance (Hall, 2011), or at the very 
least has blurred the boundaries between 
these categorizations.  Mainstream 
tourism policy research would suggest 
little could be learnt from these extreme 
cases, and that the states they were in 
would develop incrementally (or through 
upheaval) in a way that would eventual 
conform to the hyperneoliberal script 
that dominates elsewhere.  However, 
various crises and the emergence of 
alternative development paradigms have 
called the dominance of neoliberalism 
into question, and Fukyama’s ‘end of 
history’ may never have been fully 
realized.  The spread of the COVID-19 
pandemic has led to a more widespread 
interruption of the neoliberal perspective 
on the appropriate role for the state 
within tourism, and tourism policy 
researchers must now respond.

The global COVID-19 pandemic caused 
by the SARS-CoV-2 virus began in China 
in 2019 and has progressed to the stage 
where every region of the world has been 
affected. This respiratory disease spread 
quickly through international travel. 
Tourist facilities that brought together 
large numbers of people indoors, such as 
ski resorts and sporting events, have 
been heavily implicated in its transmis-
sion.  As governments around the world 
reacted to the pandemic, tourism became 
one of the most affected sectors.  Between 

January to August 2020, international 
tourist arrivals fell by 70%, meaning that 
there were 700 million fewer tourists 
travelling, leading to a global loss of US$ 
730 billion in revenues, more than eight 
times the amount lost as a result of the 
GFC (UNWTO, 2020).

The impact of COVID-19 on the tourism 
industry has been momentous.  Major 
restrictions have been placed on the 
freedoms of individuals and firms in 
many destinations, and with rolling 
temporary lockdowns this has created a 
hugely challenging and uncertain operat-
ing environment for the industry.  During 
this period, many governments have 
significantly increased their border 
controls with many important tourism 
economies, such as Australia and 
Thailand, imposing temporary bans on 
both inbound and outbound travel.  At 
the start of the pandemic, many National 
Tourism Offices (NTO) and Destination 
Management Organisations (DMO) 
attempted to pivot their strategies 
towards increasing the volume and value 
of domestic tourism, with the hope that 
this would help to mitigate the worst 
impacts of these bans.  Unfortunately, 
the nature of the domestic travel restric-
tions that often followed forced the 
closures of venues, hotels, restaurants 
and attractions, and this has meant 
increasing domestic tourism has only 
been viable in destinations with very low 
levels of local infection, such as Japan.  In 
the United Kingdom, which has been 
badly affected by the virus, domestic 
tourism is projected to fall by 45-50% in 
2020 (OECD, 2020).

Even in the neoliberal economies of the 
Global North, the state has now taken on 
a hugely interventionist role in the 
tourism industry, and this is likely to last 
for some time. Previous crises affecting 
tourism such as those prompted by the 
terrorist attacks in New York in 2001, or 
by the GFC, have been limited in their 
duration, with international tourist 

arrivals rebounding relatively quickly 
along with consumer confidence.  In these 
cases, the most common activities for 
states in the main tourism economies was 
to continue to act through their intermedi-
ary agencies, usually their NTOs and 
DMOs, to support new marketing 
campaigns.  Additional security and 
border controls after 2001 added incon-
venience to international travel, but did 
not prevent it, and had very little impact 
on the industry beyond key transit points.  
Crucially, the impact of these crises was 
short-term and did not lead to long-terms 
reconfigurations of the relationship 
between the state and the tourism indus-
try.  The effects of the COVID-19 pandem-
ic on consumer confidence, the devastat-
ing impact on individual tourism 
businesses, widespread job losses, and 
the industrial restructuring that is likely 
to follow in the wake of the pandemic 
mean that the impacts of the crisis will be 
more enduring, with predictions that 
international tourism arrivals could take 
up to five years to recover.
  
Across the world, the state is now the 
most important actor in tourism policy-
making, exercising its power to open and 
close borders and to open and close 
businesses, in a way that was previously 
only expected of authoritarian regimes.  A 
period of retrenchment from investment 
in tourism in many countries in the wake 
of the GFC is being replaced by enormous 
state intervention in the form of direct 
funding for the sector.  In many 
countries, the state is paying the wages of 
tourism and hospitality workers who 
would otherwise become unemployed, 
and is subsidizing businesses to prevent 
them from failing.  The very real threat of 
a destination losing its capacity to meet 
the demand for future international 
tourism has sharpened the thinking of 
policymakers about the contribution of 
tourism to their economies.  It is no 
longer possible for governments to take 
tourism for granted and state support for 
the post-COVID recovery will need to be 

massive and sustained over the long 
term.  This will have huge implications 
for the relationship between the state 
and the private sector in tourism, as the 
restructuring of the industry after the 
pandemic will be accompanied by innova-
tions in industrial policy at the govern-
ment level.
To fully understand these transforma-
tions, it will be necessary for tourism 
policy researchers to approach them from 
new perspectives.  The previously 
dominant assumption that a hallmark of 
a successful tourism destination would be 
a small, enabling state presence in the 
industry, and the participation of a wide 
range of stakeholders in its governance, 
will need to be re-examined in order to 
make sense of the ‘new normal’ for 
tourism policy.  To do this, it will be neces-
sary to look for examples of successful 
state intervention in tourism. Recent 
tourism policy research from outside of 
the core neoliberal economies will be vital 
in this effort. Case studies abound of 
tourism policy interventions in non-West-
ern and developing country contexts, and 
these previously marginal or extreme 
cases can now become more central in 
helping us to understand the contempo-
rary role of the state in tourism. Much of 
this research has previously been seen as 
highlighting the relationship between 
tourism and development, but its implica-
tions for tourism governance and policy 
should now be much more clear.  For 
example, the ways in which the Chinese 
government has intervened to support 
domestic tourism, creating public 
holidays and directly subsidizing tourism 
development away from the prosperous 
Eastern coast of the country were consid-
ered almost heretical from within the 
neoliberal tourism development script of 
the West.  Now, however, evaluating 
interventions like these and learning 
from them should be a priority for 
tourism policy research that aims to have 
real-world impact.

As state intervention in tourism increas-
es globally, the political character of the 
state will become more influential in 
shaping the tourism industry of a destina-
tion. Ideological differences between 
governments will have more noticeable 
implications for tourism development as 
decisions are made about what and who 
to support, and what the conditions and 
expectations are for this.  With greater 
international diversity in support for 
tourism, more comparative research will 
become possible, and necessary, meaning 
that tourism policy analysis should come 
to draw more heavily on theories and 
tools from the public policy literature and 
especially that dealing with international 
comparative policy analysis, which has 
been noticeably absent in tourism policy 
research to date. Following the 
COVID-19 pandemic, tourism policy 
research will need to reengage with 
debates about the role of the state in the 
tourism industry, and the role of tourism 
within the state.
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Over the last thirty years of research into 
tourism policy, there has been a 
dominant assumption that the appropri-
ate role of the state in tourism is mostly 
settled.  The state has a legitimate role in 
the tourism industry, but it is essentially 
one of ‘steering and not rowing’.  In those 
countries where this was not the case it 
was because they had extremely radical, 
or extremely conservative, governments 
and this would most likely only be a 
temporary state of affairs.  That there 
has been a ‘shift from government to 
governance’ (Bramwell & Lane, 2011) in 
the creation and implementation of 
tourism policy has become almost 
axiomatic in the literature.  Ever more 
frequently, the solution to problems at 
every point in the tourism policy cycle 
has been prescribed to be more govern-
ance, and the involvement of an increas-

ingly wide range of stakeholders at all 
stages.  Despite ongoing work in the 
political economy of tourism that has 
engaged with more broad issues of 
tourism’s place in the global economy 
(Bianchi, 2018), tourism policy research 
has mostly made use of functional models 
of tourism policymaking (Airey, 2015) in 
which the state curates a largely 
value-free cycle of policy formulation, 
implementation and evaluation.

In many ways, it is not surprising that 
tourism policy research has continued 
under these assumptions.  Research from 
the core, Western economies has taken 
place against the backdrop of the neoliber-
al shift towards small states, powerful 
markets and light touch policy interven-
tions in industry.  In these contexts, it 
has become dogma for policy makers to 

assert that the private sector knows best 
how to grow the tourism industry and 
that the most important role for govern-
ment is to get out of the way of enterprise 
and to cut ‘red-tape’.   The UNWTO and 
the WTTC, the two most prominent 
international organisations making the 
argument for tourism to policymakers 
and attempting to guide the global 
growth of tourism from public sector and 
private sector perspectives, have been 
instrumental to this.  Accelerating this 
trend, the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) 
that began in 2007 impacted the public 
finances to such an extent, that most 
government tourism policies became 
further distanced from the intrinsic 
benefits of tourism and increasingly 
focused on the ‘hyperneoliberal script’ 
(Amore & Hall, 2017) of restructuring, 
market-driven agendas, public-pri-
vate-partnership (Chaperon, 2017) and 
economic growth as the sine qua non of 
tourism development. The growing excep-
tion to this view over the last decade has 
been the call, from academics and civil 
society, for governments to increase 
regulation in the face of the climate crisis 
(Gossling et al, 2020). However, ongoing 
academic arguments over the ideal 
balance between economic development 
and sustainability (Higgins-Desbiolles, 
2020) mirror the lack of progress on 
addressing the climate crisis in tourism 
policymaking.

More recently, a growing body of research 
into tourism policymaking and evalua-
tion has emerged, where the formulation 
of policy does not conform to these 
assumptions about the role of the state 
and the centrality of governance for 
successful policy outcomes.  Generally, 
these have been positioned as outside of 
the mainstream of tourism policy 
research and have involved the use of 
non-traditional research inquiries 
(Hassan et al., 2020) or have  particularly 
unique development contexts (Jenkins, 
2015). Broadly speaking, this research 
has taken place in developing countries, 

emerging and transition economies, 
postcolonial settings and, importantly, 
China.   In these destinations, combina-
tions of powerful local states, suprana-
tional institutions and quasi-public 
NGOs continue to take the central role in 
tourism policymaking.  This means that 
their tourism development is taking 
place in ways that challenge neoliberal 
convictions about the role of the state and 
its relationship to markets, especially 
outside of the governance frameworks 
that are seen as essential to good 
outcomes in the global North.  Up to now, 
this research has helped to illuminate the 
more hierarchical models of tourism 
governance (Hall, 2011), or at the very 
least has blurred the boundaries between 
these categorizations.  Mainstream 
tourism policy research would suggest 
little could be learnt from these extreme 
cases, and that the states they were in 
would develop incrementally (or through 
upheaval) in a way that would eventual 
conform to the hyperneoliberal script 
that dominates elsewhere.  However, 
various crises and the emergence of 
alternative development paradigms have 
called the dominance of neoliberalism 
into question, and Fukyama’s ‘end of 
history’ may never have been fully 
realized.  The spread of the COVID-19 
pandemic has led to a more widespread 
interruption of the neoliberal perspective 
on the appropriate role for the state 
within tourism, and tourism policy 
researchers must now respond.

The global COVID-19 pandemic caused 
by the SARS-CoV-2 virus began in China 
in 2019 and has progressed to the stage 
where every region of the world has been 
affected. This respiratory disease spread 
quickly through international travel. 
Tourist facilities that brought together 
large numbers of people indoors, such as 
ski resorts and sporting events, have 
been heavily implicated in its transmis-
sion.  As governments around the world 
reacted to the pandemic, tourism became 
one of the most affected sectors.  Between 

January to August 2020, international 
tourist arrivals fell by 70%, meaning that 
there were 700 million fewer tourists 
travelling, leading to a global loss of US$ 
730 billion in revenues, more than eight 
times the amount lost as a result of the 
GFC (UNWTO, 2020).

The impact of COVID-19 on the tourism 
industry has been momentous.  Major 
restrictions have been placed on the 
freedoms of individuals and firms in 
many destinations, and with rolling 
temporary lockdowns this has created a 
hugely challenging and uncertain operat-
ing environment for the industry.  During 
this period, many governments have 
significantly increased their border 
controls with many important tourism 
economies, such as Australia and 
Thailand, imposing temporary bans on 
both inbound and outbound travel.  At 
the start of the pandemic, many National 
Tourism Offices (NTO) and Destination 
Management Organisations (DMO) 
attempted to pivot their strategies 
towards increasing the volume and value 
of domestic tourism, with the hope that 
this would help to mitigate the worst 
impacts of these bans.  Unfortunately, 
the nature of the domestic travel restric-
tions that often followed forced the 
closures of venues, hotels, restaurants 
and attractions, and this has meant 
increasing domestic tourism has only 
been viable in destinations with very low 
levels of local infection, such as Japan.  In 
the United Kingdom, which has been 
badly affected by the virus, domestic 
tourism is projected to fall by 45-50% in 
2020 (OECD, 2020).

Even in the neoliberal economies of the 
Global North, the state has now taken on 
a hugely interventionist role in the 
tourism industry, and this is likely to last 
for some time. Previous crises affecting 
tourism such as those prompted by the 
terrorist attacks in New York in 2001, or 
by the GFC, have been limited in their 
duration, with international tourist 

arrivals rebounding relatively quickly 
along with consumer confidence.  In these 
cases, the most common activities for 
states in the main tourism economies was 
to continue to act through their intermedi-
ary agencies, usually their NTOs and 
DMOs, to support new marketing 
campaigns.  Additional security and 
border controls after 2001 added incon-
venience to international travel, but did 
not prevent it, and had very little impact 
on the industry beyond key transit points.  
Crucially, the impact of these crises was 
short-term and did not lead to long-terms 
reconfigurations of the relationship 
between the state and the tourism indus-
try.  The effects of the COVID-19 pandem-
ic on consumer confidence, the devastat-
ing impact on individual tourism 
businesses, widespread job losses, and 
the industrial restructuring that is likely 
to follow in the wake of the pandemic 
mean that the impacts of the crisis will be 
more enduring, with predictions that 
international tourism arrivals could take 
up to five years to recover.
  
Across the world, the state is now the 
most important actor in tourism policy-
making, exercising its power to open and 
close borders and to open and close 
businesses, in a way that was previously 
only expected of authoritarian regimes.  A 
period of retrenchment from investment 
in tourism in many countries in the wake 
of the GFC is being replaced by enormous 
state intervention in the form of direct 
funding for the sector.  In many 
countries, the state is paying the wages of 
tourism and hospitality workers who 
would otherwise become unemployed, 
and is subsidizing businesses to prevent 
them from failing.  The very real threat of 
a destination losing its capacity to meet 
the demand for future international 
tourism has sharpened the thinking of 
policymakers about the contribution of 
tourism to their economies.  It is no 
longer possible for governments to take 
tourism for granted and state support for 
the post-COVID recovery will need to be 

massive and sustained over the long 
term.  This will have huge implications 
for the relationship between the state 
and the private sector in tourism, as the 
restructuring of the industry after the 
pandemic will be accompanied by innova-
tions in industrial policy at the govern-
ment level.
To fully understand these transforma-
tions, it will be necessary for tourism 
policy researchers to approach them from 
new perspectives.  The previously 
dominant assumption that a hallmark of 
a successful tourism destination would be 
a small, enabling state presence in the 
industry, and the participation of a wide 
range of stakeholders in its governance, 
will need to be re-examined in order to 
make sense of the ‘new normal’ for 
tourism policy.  To do this, it will be neces-
sary to look for examples of successful 
state intervention in tourism. Recent 
tourism policy research from outside of 
the core neoliberal economies will be vital 
in this effort. Case studies abound of 
tourism policy interventions in non-West-
ern and developing country contexts, and 
these previously marginal or extreme 
cases can now become more central in 
helping us to understand the contempo-
rary role of the state in tourism. Much of 
this research has previously been seen as 
highlighting the relationship between 
tourism and development, but its implica-
tions for tourism governance and policy 
should now be much more clear.  For 
example, the ways in which the Chinese 
government has intervened to support 
domestic tourism, creating public 
holidays and directly subsidizing tourism 
development away from the prosperous 
Eastern coast of the country were consid-
ered almost heretical from within the 
neoliberal tourism development script of 
the West.  Now, however, evaluating 
interventions like these and learning 
from them should be a priority for 
tourism policy research that aims to have 
real-world impact.

As state intervention in tourism increas-
es globally, the political character of the 
state will become more influential in 
shaping the tourism industry of a destina-
tion. Ideological differences between 
governments will have more noticeable 
implications for tourism development as 
decisions are made about what and who 
to support, and what the conditions and 
expectations are for this.  With greater 
international diversity in support for 
tourism, more comparative research will 
become possible, and necessary, meaning 
that tourism policy analysis should come 
to draw more heavily on theories and 
tools from the public policy literature and 
especially that dealing with international 
comparative policy analysis, which has 
been noticeably absent in tourism policy 
research to date. Following the 
COVID-19 pandemic, tourism policy 
research will need to reengage with 
debates about the role of the state in the 
tourism industry, and the role of tourism 
within the state.
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Over the last thirty years of research into 
tourism policy, there has been a 
dominant assumption that the appropri-
ate role of the state in tourism is mostly 
settled.  The state has a legitimate role in 
the tourism industry, but it is essentially 
one of ‘steering and not rowing’.  In those 
countries where this was not the case it 
was because they had extremely radical, 
or extremely conservative, governments 
and this would most likely only be a 
temporary state of affairs.  That there 
has been a ‘shift from government to 
governance’ (Bramwell & Lane, 2011) in 
the creation and implementation of 
tourism policy has become almost 
axiomatic in the literature.  Ever more 
frequently, the solution to problems at 
every point in the tourism policy cycle 
has been prescribed to be more govern-
ance, and the involvement of an increas-

ingly wide range of stakeholders at all 
stages.  Despite ongoing work in the 
political economy of tourism that has 
engaged with more broad issues of 
tourism’s place in the global economy 
(Bianchi, 2018), tourism policy research 
has mostly made use of functional models 
of tourism policymaking (Airey, 2015) in 
which the state curates a largely 
value-free cycle of policy formulation, 
implementation and evaluation.

In many ways, it is not surprising that 
tourism policy research has continued 
under these assumptions.  Research from 
the core, Western economies has taken 
place against the backdrop of the neoliber-
al shift towards small states, powerful 
markets and light touch policy interven-
tions in industry.  In these contexts, it 
has become dogma for policy makers to 

assert that the private sector knows best 
how to grow the tourism industry and 
that the most important role for govern-
ment is to get out of the way of enterprise 
and to cut ‘red-tape’.   The UNWTO and 
the WTTC, the two most prominent 
international organisations making the 
argument for tourism to policymakers 
and attempting to guide the global 
growth of tourism from public sector and 
private sector perspectives, have been 
instrumental to this.  Accelerating this 
trend, the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) 
that began in 2007 impacted the public 
finances to such an extent, that most 
government tourism policies became 
further distanced from the intrinsic 
benefits of tourism and increasingly 
focused on the ‘hyperneoliberal script’ 
(Amore & Hall, 2017) of restructuring, 
market-driven agendas, public-pri-
vate-partnership (Chaperon, 2017) and 
economic growth as the sine qua non of 
tourism development. The growing excep-
tion to this view over the last decade has 
been the call, from academics and civil 
society, for governments to increase 
regulation in the face of the climate crisis 
(Gossling et al, 2020). However, ongoing 
academic arguments over the ideal 
balance between economic development 
and sustainability (Higgins-Desbiolles, 
2020) mirror the lack of progress on 
addressing the climate crisis in tourism 
policymaking.

More recently, a growing body of research 
into tourism policymaking and evalua-
tion has emerged, where the formulation 
of policy does not conform to these 
assumptions about the role of the state 
and the centrality of governance for 
successful policy outcomes.  Generally, 
these have been positioned as outside of 
the mainstream of tourism policy 
research and have involved the use of 
non-traditional research inquiries 
(Hassan et al., 2020) or have  particularly 
unique development contexts (Jenkins, 
2015). Broadly speaking, this research 
has taken place in developing countries, 

emerging and transition economies, 
postcolonial settings and, importantly, 
China.   In these destinations, combina-
tions of powerful local states, suprana-
tional institutions and quasi-public 
NGOs continue to take the central role in 
tourism policymaking.  This means that 
their tourism development is taking 
place in ways that challenge neoliberal 
convictions about the role of the state and 
its relationship to markets, especially 
outside of the governance frameworks 
that are seen as essential to good 
outcomes in the global North.  Up to now, 
this research has helped to illuminate the 
more hierarchical models of tourism 
governance (Hall, 2011), or at the very 
least has blurred the boundaries between 
these categorizations.  Mainstream 
tourism policy research would suggest 
little could be learnt from these extreme 
cases, and that the states they were in 
would develop incrementally (or through 
upheaval) in a way that would eventual 
conform to the hyperneoliberal script 
that dominates elsewhere.  However, 
various crises and the emergence of 
alternative development paradigms have 
called the dominance of neoliberalism 
into question, and Fukyama’s ‘end of 
history’ may never have been fully 
realized.  The spread of the COVID-19 
pandemic has led to a more widespread 
interruption of the neoliberal perspective 
on the appropriate role for the state 
within tourism, and tourism policy 
researchers must now respond.

The global COVID-19 pandemic caused 
by the SARS-CoV-2 virus began in China 
in 2019 and has progressed to the stage 
where every region of the world has been 
affected. This respiratory disease spread 
quickly through international travel. 
Tourist facilities that brought together 
large numbers of people indoors, such as 
ski resorts and sporting events, have 
been heavily implicated in its transmis-
sion.  As governments around the world 
reacted to the pandemic, tourism became 
one of the most affected sectors.  Between 

January to August 2020, international 
tourist arrivals fell by 70%, meaning that 
there were 700 million fewer tourists 
travelling, leading to a global loss of US$ 
730 billion in revenues, more than eight 
times the amount lost as a result of the 
GFC (UNWTO, 2020).

The impact of COVID-19 on the tourism 
industry has been momentous.  Major 
restrictions have been placed on the 
freedoms of individuals and firms in 
many destinations, and with rolling 
temporary lockdowns this has created a 
hugely challenging and uncertain operat-
ing environment for the industry.  During 
this period, many governments have 
significantly increased their border 
controls with many important tourism 
economies, such as Australia and 
Thailand, imposing temporary bans on 
both inbound and outbound travel.  At 
the start of the pandemic, many National 
Tourism Offices (NTO) and Destination 
Management Organisations (DMO) 
attempted to pivot their strategies 
towards increasing the volume and value 
of domestic tourism, with the hope that 
this would help to mitigate the worst 
impacts of these bans.  Unfortunately, 
the nature of the domestic travel restric-
tions that often followed forced the 
closures of venues, hotels, restaurants 
and attractions, and this has meant 
increasing domestic tourism has only 
been viable in destinations with very low 
levels of local infection, such as Japan.  In 
the United Kingdom, which has been 
badly affected by the virus, domestic 
tourism is projected to fall by 45-50% in 
2020 (OECD, 2020).

Even in the neoliberal economies of the 
Global North, the state has now taken on 
a hugely interventionist role in the 
tourism industry, and this is likely to last 
for some time. Previous crises affecting 
tourism such as those prompted by the 
terrorist attacks in New York in 2001, or 
by the GFC, have been limited in their 
duration, with international tourist 

arrivals rebounding relatively quickly 
along with consumer confidence.  In these 
cases, the most common activities for 
states in the main tourism economies was 
to continue to act through their intermedi-
ary agencies, usually their NTOs and 
DMOs, to support new marketing 
campaigns.  Additional security and 
border controls after 2001 added incon-
venience to international travel, but did 
not prevent it, and had very little impact 
on the industry beyond key transit points.  
Crucially, the impact of these crises was 
short-term and did not lead to long-terms 
reconfigurations of the relationship 
between the state and the tourism indus-
try.  The effects of the COVID-19 pandem-
ic on consumer confidence, the devastat-
ing impact on individual tourism 
businesses, widespread job losses, and 
the industrial restructuring that is likely 
to follow in the wake of the pandemic 
mean that the impacts of the crisis will be 
more enduring, with predictions that 
international tourism arrivals could take 
up to five years to recover.
  
Across the world, the state is now the 
most important actor in tourism policy-
making, exercising its power to open and 
close borders and to open and close 
businesses, in a way that was previously 
only expected of authoritarian regimes.  A 
period of retrenchment from investment 
in tourism in many countries in the wake 
of the GFC is being replaced by enormous 
state intervention in the form of direct 
funding for the sector.  In many 
countries, the state is paying the wages of 
tourism and hospitality workers who 
would otherwise become unemployed, 
and is subsidizing businesses to prevent 
them from failing.  The very real threat of 
a destination losing its capacity to meet 
the demand for future international 
tourism has sharpened the thinking of 
policymakers about the contribution of 
tourism to their economies.  It is no 
longer possible for governments to take 
tourism for granted and state support for 
the post-COVID recovery will need to be 

massive and sustained over the long 
term.  This will have huge implications 
for the relationship between the state 
and the private sector in tourism, as the 
restructuring of the industry after the 
pandemic will be accompanied by innova-
tions in industrial policy at the govern-
ment level.
To fully understand these transforma-
tions, it will be necessary for tourism 
policy researchers to approach them from 
new perspectives.  The previously 
dominant assumption that a hallmark of 
a successful tourism destination would be 
a small, enabling state presence in the 
industry, and the participation of a wide 
range of stakeholders in its governance, 
will need to be re-examined in order to 
make sense of the ‘new normal’ for 
tourism policy.  To do this, it will be neces-
sary to look for examples of successful 
state intervention in tourism. Recent 
tourism policy research from outside of 
the core neoliberal economies will be vital 
in this effort. Case studies abound of 
tourism policy interventions in non-West-
ern and developing country contexts, and 
these previously marginal or extreme 
cases can now become more central in 
helping us to understand the contempo-
rary role of the state in tourism. Much of 
this research has previously been seen as 
highlighting the relationship between 
tourism and development, but its implica-
tions for tourism governance and policy 
should now be much more clear.  For 
example, the ways in which the Chinese 
government has intervened to support 
domestic tourism, creating public 
holidays and directly subsidizing tourism 
development away from the prosperous 
Eastern coast of the country were consid-
ered almost heretical from within the 
neoliberal tourism development script of 
the West.  Now, however, evaluating 
interventions like these and learning 
from them should be a priority for 
tourism policy research that aims to have 
real-world impact.

As state intervention in tourism increas-
es globally, the political character of the 
state will become more influential in 
shaping the tourism industry of a destina-
tion. Ideological differences between 
governments will have more noticeable 
implications for tourism development as 
decisions are made about what and who 
to support, and what the conditions and 
expectations are for this.  With greater 
international diversity in support for 
tourism, more comparative research will 
become possible, and necessary, meaning 
that tourism policy analysis should come 
to draw more heavily on theories and 
tools from the public policy literature and 
especially that dealing with international 
comparative policy analysis, which has 
been noticeably absent in tourism policy 
research to date. Following the 
COVID-19 pandemic, tourism policy 
research will need to reengage with 
debates about the role of the state in the 
tourism industry, and the role of tourism 
within the state.
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ETHNIC CONFLICTS AND GEOPOLITICS: COVID-19 AUGMENTED 
CHAOS VERSUS EFFORTS TO RESTART TOURISM SECTOR
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By 2019, the Travel and Tourism sector was growing sustainably while compared to any 
other industry in the world. With a contribution of US$8.9 trillion to the world’s GDP 
(10.3% of global GDP), and accounted for around 330 million jobs (1 in 10) worldwide 
(Neufeld, 2020: WTTC, 2020a). But, the outbreak of COVID-19 in December 2019 dramat-
ically changed the entire scenario worldwide. As of now, the global pandemic effects will 
take the travel and tourism sector back to 20 years (Richter, 2020). Reports of UNWTO 
and WTTC forecasted 121 million direct tourism jobs in risk and a decline of around 80% 
in international tourist arrivals in the year 2020 (UNWTO, 2020a; WTTC, 2020b). Many 
studies have discussed that the COVID-19 lead worldwide travel restrictions, internation-
al sanctions and economic crisis, boosted ethnic conflicts and geopolitical tensions at 
local and international level. This article elaborates on trends of the global travel and 
tourism sector before and since the COVID-19 pandemic concerning the ethnic conflicts 
and geopolitics happening around the world. The present research article is based on the 
reports of UNWTO, WTTC and other national bodies besides the scholarly writings 
contributed by Burke, Chetcuti et al., Polo, Seyfi et al., Wilkinson et al., Jawabreh, Mosta-
fanezhad, Timothy and  Rowen. Authors have also attempted to review the news and 
views that appeared in the print and electronic medias.  And whatever the issues and 
trends were noticed have been elaborated in the present research paper supported by 
statements on recent measures by government or non-government agencies to restart the 
tourism sector.

According to the World Bank (2020) 
report, during 2019 alone, the service 
sector has contributed about 61.2 per 
cent to the global GDP. Correspondingly, 
in the same year, Travel & Tourism 
sector’s direct, indirect and induced share 
on global GDP is around 10.3% with a 
growth per cent of 3.5 %, and a total of 
US$ 1.7 trillion visitor exports included 
of 6.8% of total exports, 28.3% of global 

services exports (WTTC, 2020a). Coun-
ties like the US (1.8 trillion), China (1.58 
trillion), Japan, Germany, Italy, UK, 
France, Spain, Mexico, and India ranked 
top in terms of the T&T sector’s contribu-
tion to GDP (Neufeld, 2020). Moreover, 
this sector ensures around 330 million 
jobs, consists of 1 in 10 jobs around the 
world, with more opportunities for 
women, youth, minorities and indigenous 

communities (WTTC, 2020a; 2020c). 
Things changed dramatically by Decem-
ber 2019 with an uncontrolled spread of 
COVID-19 reported in Wuhan, China 
(Liu, 2020). By March 2020 WHO 
declared the COVID-19 (novel coronavi-
rus) as a global pandemic (WTTC, 2020c). 
And of course, it created a lot of chaos in 
every sector including the T&T, most 
compelling evidence by WTTC (2020c) 
gives that in March 2020, 39% of 
countries have closed their borders for 
non-citizens and non-residents. As the 
COVID-19 infection rate kept doubled 
around the world by April 2020, 100% of 
tourism destinations were compelled to 
introduce travel restrictions and new 
emergency sanctions to control the 
spread of the virus (UNWTO, 2020a). 
Complete or partial border closure to 
tourist, destination-specific travel restric-
tions, suspension of flights, visa bans, 
domestic or local travel bans, quarantine 
rules and special medical requirements 
made humans immobile (UNWTO, 
2020c). More specifically travel restric-
tions have been imposed in 100% of 
African, Asian and the Pacific and the 
Middle East destinations, 93% of Europe-
an and 92% of American tourist destina-
tions (UNWTO, 2020c). In the early stage 
itself, the reports of UNWTO (2020a), 
OECD (2020), and WTTC (2020c) 
forecasted that international tourist 
arrivals could drop by around 80% in 
2020. which further reflected in the T&T 
sector with zero demand, mass revenue 
decline, high costs, furloughs, job loss, 
and bankruptcy (WTTC, 2020c). These 
circumstances made a forecast of 121 
million jobs loss and a loss of $3.4 trillion 
in global GDP by the T&T sector alone 
(UNWTO, 2020a; WTTC, 2020b; 2020c).  
Richter (2020) from the World Economic 
Forum quoted that “COVID-19 could set 
the global tourism industry back 20 
years”. The International Labour Organi-
zation (ILO, 2020) expressed thatthree in 
four workers of the tourism sector in Asia 
and Pacific countries are engaged in 
informal jobs. which don’t guarantee any 

job security or they are more vulnerable 
to the negative impacts of the COVID-19 
lead crisis happening now.

Contemporary Issues and Geopoliti-
cal Tensions 
Just like all the other crises, this current 
pandemic has impacted negatively on the 
economy, society, and environment. Over 
and above valuing the monetary losses, 
efforts are to made  to dive deep into 
tangible and intangible social impacts 
happening in the communities too. Many 
researchers have reported different field 
shreds of evidence of sudden growth in 
conflicts and geopolitical tensions around 
the world since the COVID-19 outbreak 
(Burke; Chetcuti et al.; Polo; Seyfi et al.; 
Wilkinson et al., 2020). The sources of 
these ethnic conflicts can be political, 
social, economic and religious, which is 
already deeply rooted before and further 
boosted during COVID-19 (Burke, 2020; 
“Ethnic conflict”, n.d.). Doesn’t matter it 
is Rohingya genocide, Kurdish–Turkish 
conflict, Sri Lankan Civil War or Commu-
nal conflicts in Nigeria, all of these had 
negatively impacted the growth and 
image of the local tourism projects or any 
related international destinations in one 
or another form (“Ethnic conflict”, n.d.). 
Even before the current global pandemic, 
many western countries have imposed 
restrictions on travelling to and from a 
few Middle East countries by considering 
the risk of social or ethnic conflicts 
(Jawabreh, 2020). Not only the civil wars 
of Iraq, Lebanon, and Syria affected 
tourism growth in the Middle East, but 
also it is affected by how the foreign 
media framed the region negatively by 
reporting only wars and conflicts (Butler, 
2019; Jawabreh, 2020). It is indeed that 
even a piece of single fake news on 
disputes will create a negative image for 
any tourist destination forever. On top of 
ongoing ethnic conflicts around the 
world, COVID-19 have made new 
grounds for food scarcity, broken health-
care system and administration, gender 
and race discriminations, domestic 

violence and mass unemployment 
(Burke; Bentley; Chetcuti et al., 2020). 
Few examples underlined by Burke 
(2020) are 1) how few extremist groups in 
the Middle East are using the pandemic 
crisis to spread the propaganda and 
promote new recruitments. 2) how Bang-
ladesh and Malaysia rejected recent 
Rohingyan boats amid the fear of 
COVID-19 spread and resulted as the 
death of many migrants in the sea. 3) 
How India’s online and physical attack 
on minorities by claiming a particular 
community as the only reason for the 
super spread. Polo (2020) stated that the 
world becomes more socially unrest, 
violent and less democratic than what 
was before the detection of global 
pandemic (COVID-19). The case is even 
worse for many countries where the 
existing conflicts have already made the 
citizens not to trust authorities, and 
fewer options to implement any central-
ized command or control approach to 
reduce pandemic spread (Wilkinson et 
al., 2020).
 
In the same fashion, new geopolitical 
tensions have developed as countries 
announced emergency border closures, 
travel restrictions or bans, international 
sanctions, strict visa regulations, 
lockdowns, quarantine rules and other 
measures for the sake of controlling 
pandemic spread (EU Parliament; Seyfi 
et al., 2020). Even before the global 
pandemic, geopolitics have negatively 
impacted the growth of numerous 
tourism destinations, it was mostly by 
the geopolitical tensions between 
countries in the West, Middle East, and 
Asia (Bremmer, 2020; Butler, 2019; 
Rowen, 2016; Timothy, 2019). Conflicts 
on the South China Sea between China, 
Philippines and Vietnam, land disputes 
between China and India for Kash-
mir/Ladakh are a few examples of local 
geopolitics in Asia (Timothy, 2019). 
Report by TIME (Bremmer, 2020) states 
that both the US and China are using 
economic tools like international 

sanctions, export control and boycotts to 
acquire more geopolitical power. At the 
same time, China's political decisions like 
the Passport War of 2012 on Hong Kong 
and Taiwan had negatively impacted the 
peaceful grounds of tourism activities 
within the region (Rowen, 2016). Besides, 
the role played by the tourism sector for 
implementing the state’s geopolitical 
programs of Chinese authorities and how 
tourism has been used as a tool for 
crafting foreign policies and territorial 
projects are also issues affecting the 
industry. In the same manner, US’s 
tourism is being affected by its restric-
tions on citizens' visit to countries like 
Cuba, Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, 
Syria, and Yemen (Seyfi et al., 2020). To 
an extent, the current geopolitical anxie-
ties on tourism are affected by primaeval 
race geographies and recent develop-
ments of geo-economic relations (Mosta-
fanezhad et al., 2020). Belt and Road or 
One Belt One Road is a global infrastruc-
ture development initiative of China, 
which promises a new platform for extend-
ing their geo-economic relations to 
become a global power (EU Parliament, 
2020). In respect of the recent COVID-19 
lead global economic crisis, more geopoliti-
cal tensions have emerged between global 
powers, nations or regions (EU Parlia-
ment; Mostafanezhad et al.; Seyfi et al., 
2020). Many countries have adopted 
Travel Bubble initiatives to reopen the 
borders and resume controlled travels 
between predetermined countries or 
regions. According to the report of Wego 
(2020), as of May 2019 itself, China and 
South Korea lifted travel restrictions by 
linking them. By the end of October 2020, 
the EU has relaxed travel restrictions 
with Australia, Japan, New Zealand, 
Rwanda, Singapore, South Korea, 
Thailand and Uruguay. Similarly, India 
has initiated new bilateral travel arrange-
ments with more than 21 countries. 
Nevertheless, there exist uneven political 
geography of sanctions and policies to 
achieve political goals (Seyfi et al., 2020).

Rethink and Restart the Tourism

Although the COVID-19 has created 
immense chaos in the tourism sector, 
gradually it became a platform to rethink 
and restart the tourism sector. World-
wide travel bans and freezing of tourism 
activities stricken governments, trade 
organizations, industry experts, entrepre-
neurs, policymakers, tourism researchers 
and other stakeholders to rethink travel 
activities and interaction with nature, 
climate and economy.  As recovery meas-
ures from a pandemic crisis, the sector 
needs to focus on the sustainable and 
responsible model of travel experiences 
that ensures the safety of host communi-
ties, travelers and other direct stakehold-
ers. As part of recovery plans, the invest-
ment packages must follow models that 
promote economic empowerment of local 
communities, decent income and benefit 
distributions, more carbon-neutral 
practices and inclusive developments. 
UNWTO (2020d) recommends drafting 
recovery policies which create decent job 
opportunities for youth, women and 
vulnerable communities. It also highlight-
ed five points of the road map to trans-
form tourism during and post COVID-19 
lead crisis. The first and foremost is to 
build confidence by strengthening 
partnerships and solidarity between 
destinations and stakeholders with an 
inclusive approach of protecting 
livelihoods. The second one is to facilitate 
a better business environment and invest-
ment opportunities for local travel SMEs, 
domestic tourism destinations and niche 
tourism markets. Applications of advance 
innovation, digitalization of the tourism 
ecosystem, and enrichment of the 
tourism workforce by updated digital 
skills come as the third point of road map 
to transform tourism. The next two 
points are on fostering sustainability and 
green growth in addition to coordination 
and partnerships to achieve the Sustaina-
ble Development Goals. It also includes 
people-oriented policy making beside the 

involvement of government, development 
partners and other international 
financial institutions. Some of the best 
recovery models that have already been 
adopted around the world to restart the 
tourism industry include
a) Egypt’s postponement of tourism stake-
holder’s dues.
b) Bulgarian government initiatives for 
covering the insurance payments owed by 
the tourism employers. c) suspension of 
tax payments for travel business in Italy. 
According to WTTC (2020c), 80% of the 
tourism sector is an account for Small 
and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs). 
And they are intensively affected by the 
global pandemic. Netherland’s Corona 
Bridging Loan and Portugal’s Mezzanine 
are some of the unique government initia-
tives for boosting travel startups/SMEs to 
survive and recover from the hard-hit of 
the global pandemic lead crisis. Bangla-
desh's Committee for Crisis Management 
and Malaysia’s Tourism Recovery Action 
Council (TRAC) is working on tackling 
problems and designing recovery plans 
within various areas of the tourism 
sector. The best part of these initiatives is 
that it has created a new platform to 
rethink existing tourism models and 
recommend new models to fasten the 
recovery process sustainably. Other 
promising initiatives are ICAO‘s Council 
Aviation Recovery Task Force (CART), 
UNWTO’s Global Tourism Crisis Commit-
tee. Besides its representatives of stake-
holders from government agencies and 
private sector, alongside WHO, ICAO, 
ILO, IMO, WBG, OECD, ACI, CLIA, 
IATA and WTTC are helping to rethink 
and restart tourism activities around the 
world. UNWTO International Network of 
Sustainable Tourism Observatories and 
One Planet Network Sustainable 
Tourism Programme further ensures the 
tourism sector to achieve SDGs in the 
process of the post-COVID-19 recovery. 
WTTCs initiatives to restart travel sector 
includes ‘Safe Travels Protocols and 
Stamp’, ‘Together in Travel’ social media 

campaign (#TogetherInTravel), ‘100 
million jobs’ with G20 nations and 
constant industry update meetings with 
Airports Council International (ACI), 
Cruise Lines International Association(-
CLIA), Duty-Free World Council 
(DFWC), International Air Transport 
Association (IATA), Organization for 
Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD), Pacific Asia Travel Association 
(PATA), United Nations World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO), U.S. Travel 
Association (USTA) and World Economic 
Forum (WEF).

Rapid progress has seen the transforma-
tion of the tourism sector to use technolog-
ical innovations like biometric initiatives 
which ensure seamless, safe and hygiene 
journey experience to everyone. Accord-
ing to WTTC (2020a), the use of biometric 
technology will reduce boarding time by 
66% from 45 minutes to 15 minutes. As 
the global pandemic demands more 
touch-free travel experiences and social 
distance options, the policymakers and 
travelers are adopting the use of biomet-
ric technologies for travel booking, 
documentation, security clearance, board-
ing and more. Henceforth, the tourism 
sector won’t get any better opportunity 
than the current pandemic crisis to 
upgrade airports, public transportations, 
destination centres, front offices, check-
ing points, verification and payment 
systems etc. with international standard 
biometric solutions. Even though digitali-
zation has existed in the tourism sector 
for many years, Post COVID-19 is 
forecasted as an era of digital boom. The 
rise of virtual tourism and contactless 
travel experiences remains the most 
happening trends. Additionally, these 
trends are demanding new skills in 
tourism and hospitality workers. To 
achieve digital skills, one has to 
eliminate the digital divide in many devel-
oping and least developed countries.  An 
early 2011 study by Amadeus (2011) on 

the travel trend of 2020 has highlighted 
the consumer trends towards tourism 
products of health and wellbeing. And the 
same trends have multiplied many times 
because of the global pandemic hit.  COV-
ID-19 has also made more tourists plan 
trips accordingly by including activities of 
health and wellbeing. Now the tourists 
are rethinking themselves to choose 
wellness tourism and health tourism 
destinations instead of mass tourism 
destinations. The governments, tourism 
departments, trade organizations, local 
communities and other primary stake-
holders have started to create participa-
tive policies to boost wellness and health 
tourism to ensure the fast recovery of the 
tourism sector. Another important aspect 
is that the tourism sector plays a signifi-
cant role in connecting counties and 
communities together for peace and 
mutual prosperity. The more people 
travel and interact with other people, the 
more they understand and accept each 
other which further helps to reduce the 
gap created by prejudice, tensions, and 
conflicts (Sonmez and Apostolopoulos, 
2000). Restarting tourism with more 
confidence and cooperation will decrease 
the chaos that existed before the global 
pandemic and augmented during the 
crisis. Not to mention that more oil 
nations have started to invest in the 
service industry like tourism as a future 
economic source compared to earlier 
traditional fossil fuel industries (Becken 
and Friedl, 2018). The same will bring a 
positive outlook towards the environment 
and a new boom of cultural exchange in 
the Middle East region with the help of 
the tourism sector. Before the pandemic, 
in 2019 countries like United Arabs 
Emirates, Qatar and Saudi Arabia have 
shown a good competitiveness power in 
the tourism sector compared to any other 
Middle East countries (Nazmfar et al., 
2019). Recent policies introduced by the 
UAE to boost relationships and connect 
more destinations are giving a new ray of 

hope for world peace and prosperity.

Looking Ahead
Ethnic conflict and geopolitics have affect-
ed the tourism sector even before and 
during the COVID-19 lead crisis, and the 
same trend will continue in one or anoth-
er way for many tourism destinations. To 
put it another way, tourism has to be used 
as a tool to create world peace, better 
social inclusion and to reduce the 
negative impacts of ethnic conflict and 
geopolitical tensions. Despite all chaos 
made by the global pandemic crisis, the 
tourism sector will recover to its boom 
stage again. The essence of the restarting 
activities must be surrounded by environ-
mental responsibility, technological 
advancements in business and consumer 
needs. As mentioned earlier the tourism 
sector won’t get any better chance than 
the global pandemic to rethink their 
products and services. The tourism sector 
has to rethink and redesign activities 
according to the next trends of ‘tech-savvy 
travelers and experiential holidays. 
Hotels and restaurants have to digitize 
every single process to reduce the cost, to 
create a new experience and to ensure 
safety, security and hygiene. Using cloud 
technology in property management 
systems hotels can ensure better perfor-
mance with less cost. Likewise, SMEs can 
improve brand image by utilizing 
user-generated contents and peer to peer 
platform celebrities to attract their niche 
market. The study observes a high 
demand for wellness, health, sports, 
extreme and other experiential tourism 
products. Experiential holidays demand 
every activity from planning to post-tour 
reviews as designed as more experiencea-
ble. The new consumers are demanding 
smart pay systems, non-contact services, 
and smartphone-controlled room facilities 
along with high-end activity-based trips. 
Thus, it is essential to combine both 
aspects of tech and experience while 
designing any components of a tour 

program. It is difficult to arrive at any 
specific conclusions about post-COVID-19 
trends in the tourism sector. But, surely, 
most of the travel trends will emerge 
either due to the digital boom or the 
desire for experiential travel.
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According to the World Bank (2020) 
report, during 2019 alone, the service 
sector has contributed about 61.2 per 
cent to the global GDP. Correspondingly, 
in the same year, Travel & Tourism 
sector’s direct, indirect and induced share 
on global GDP is around 10.3% with a 
growth per cent of 3.5 %, and a total of 
US$ 1.7 trillion visitor exports included 
of 6.8% of total exports, 28.3% of global 

services exports (WTTC, 2020a). Coun-
ties like the US (1.8 trillion), China (1.58 
trillion), Japan, Germany, Italy, UK, 
France, Spain, Mexico, and India ranked 
top in terms of the T&T sector’s contribu-
tion to GDP (Neufeld, 2020). Moreover, 
this sector ensures around 330 million 
jobs, consists of 1 in 10 jobs around the 
world, with more opportunities for 
women, youth, minorities and indigenous 

communities (WTTC, 2020a; 2020c). 
Things changed dramatically by Decem-
ber 2019 with an uncontrolled spread of 
COVID-19 reported in Wuhan, China 
(Liu, 2020). By March 2020 WHO 
declared the COVID-19 (novel coronavi-
rus) as a global pandemic (WTTC, 2020c). 
And of course, it created a lot of chaos in 
every sector including the T&T, most 
compelling evidence by WTTC (2020c) 
gives that in March 2020, 39% of 
countries have closed their borders for 
non-citizens and non-residents. As the 
COVID-19 infection rate kept doubled 
around the world by April 2020, 100% of 
tourism destinations were compelled to 
introduce travel restrictions and new 
emergency sanctions to control the 
spread of the virus (UNWTO, 2020a). 
Complete or partial border closure to 
tourist, destination-specific travel restric-
tions, suspension of flights, visa bans, 
domestic or local travel bans, quarantine 
rules and special medical requirements 
made humans immobile (UNWTO, 
2020c). More specifically travel restric-
tions have been imposed in 100% of 
African, Asian and the Pacific and the 
Middle East destinations, 93% of Europe-
an and 92% of American tourist destina-
tions (UNWTO, 2020c). In the early stage 
itself, the reports of UNWTO (2020a), 
OECD (2020), and WTTC (2020c) 
forecasted that international tourist 
arrivals could drop by around 80% in 
2020. which further reflected in the T&T 
sector with zero demand, mass revenue 
decline, high costs, furloughs, job loss, 
and bankruptcy (WTTC, 2020c). These 
circumstances made a forecast of 121 
million jobs loss and a loss of $3.4 trillion 
in global GDP by the T&T sector alone 
(UNWTO, 2020a; WTTC, 2020b; 2020c).  
Richter (2020) from the World Economic 
Forum quoted that “COVID-19 could set 
the global tourism industry back 20 
years”. The International Labour Organi-
zation (ILO, 2020) expressed thatthree in 
four workers of the tourism sector in Asia 
and Pacific countries are engaged in 
informal jobs. which don’t guarantee any 

job security or they are more vulnerable 
to the negative impacts of the COVID-19 
lead crisis happening now.

Contemporary Issues and Geopoliti-
cal Tensions 
Just like all the other crises, this current 
pandemic has impacted negatively on the 
economy, society, and environment. Over 
and above valuing the monetary losses, 
efforts are to made  to dive deep into 
tangible and intangible social impacts 
happening in the communities too. Many 
researchers have reported different field 
shreds of evidence of sudden growth in 
conflicts and geopolitical tensions around 
the world since the COVID-19 outbreak 
(Burke; Chetcuti et al.; Polo; Seyfi et al.; 
Wilkinson et al., 2020). The sources of 
these ethnic conflicts can be political, 
social, economic and religious, which is 
already deeply rooted before and further 
boosted during COVID-19 (Burke, 2020; 
“Ethnic conflict”, n.d.). Doesn’t matter it 
is Rohingya genocide, Kurdish–Turkish 
conflict, Sri Lankan Civil War or Commu-
nal conflicts in Nigeria, all of these had 
negatively impacted the growth and 
image of the local tourism projects or any 
related international destinations in one 
or another form (“Ethnic conflict”, n.d.). 
Even before the current global pandemic, 
many western countries have imposed 
restrictions on travelling to and from a 
few Middle East countries by considering 
the risk of social or ethnic conflicts 
(Jawabreh, 2020). Not only the civil wars 
of Iraq, Lebanon, and Syria affected 
tourism growth in the Middle East, but 
also it is affected by how the foreign 
media framed the region negatively by 
reporting only wars and conflicts (Butler, 
2019; Jawabreh, 2020). It is indeed that 
even a piece of single fake news on 
disputes will create a negative image for 
any tourist destination forever. On top of 
ongoing ethnic conflicts around the 
world, COVID-19 have made new 
grounds for food scarcity, broken health-
care system and administration, gender 
and race discriminations, domestic 

violence and mass unemployment 
(Burke; Bentley; Chetcuti et al., 2020). 
Few examples underlined by Burke 
(2020) are 1) how few extremist groups in 
the Middle East are using the pandemic 
crisis to spread the propaganda and 
promote new recruitments. 2) how Bang-
ladesh and Malaysia rejected recent 
Rohingyan boats amid the fear of 
COVID-19 spread and resulted as the 
death of many migrants in the sea. 3) 
How India’s online and physical attack 
on minorities by claiming a particular 
community as the only reason for the 
super spread. Polo (2020) stated that the 
world becomes more socially unrest, 
violent and less democratic than what 
was before the detection of global 
pandemic (COVID-19). The case is even 
worse for many countries where the 
existing conflicts have already made the 
citizens not to trust authorities, and 
fewer options to implement any central-
ized command or control approach to 
reduce pandemic spread (Wilkinson et 
al., 2020).
 
In the same fashion, new geopolitical 
tensions have developed as countries 
announced emergency border closures, 
travel restrictions or bans, international 
sanctions, strict visa regulations, 
lockdowns, quarantine rules and other 
measures for the sake of controlling 
pandemic spread (EU Parliament; Seyfi 
et al., 2020). Even before the global 
pandemic, geopolitics have negatively 
impacted the growth of numerous 
tourism destinations, it was mostly by 
the geopolitical tensions between 
countries in the West, Middle East, and 
Asia (Bremmer, 2020; Butler, 2019; 
Rowen, 2016; Timothy, 2019). Conflicts 
on the South China Sea between China, 
Philippines and Vietnam, land disputes 
between China and India for Kash-
mir/Ladakh are a few examples of local 
geopolitics in Asia (Timothy, 2019). 
Report by TIME (Bremmer, 2020) states 
that both the US and China are using 
economic tools like international 

sanctions, export control and boycotts to 
acquire more geopolitical power. At the 
same time, China's political decisions like 
the Passport War of 2012 on Hong Kong 
and Taiwan had negatively impacted the 
peaceful grounds of tourism activities 
within the region (Rowen, 2016). Besides, 
the role played by the tourism sector for 
implementing the state’s geopolitical 
programs of Chinese authorities and how 
tourism has been used as a tool for 
crafting foreign policies and territorial 
projects are also issues affecting the 
industry. In the same manner, US’s 
tourism is being affected by its restric-
tions on citizens' visit to countries like 
Cuba, Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, 
Syria, and Yemen (Seyfi et al., 2020). To 
an extent, the current geopolitical anxie-
ties on tourism are affected by primaeval 
race geographies and recent develop-
ments of geo-economic relations (Mosta-
fanezhad et al., 2020). Belt and Road or 
One Belt One Road is a global infrastruc-
ture development initiative of China, 
which promises a new platform for extend-
ing their geo-economic relations to 
become a global power (EU Parliament, 
2020). In respect of the recent COVID-19 
lead global economic crisis, more geopoliti-
cal tensions have emerged between global 
powers, nations or regions (EU Parlia-
ment; Mostafanezhad et al.; Seyfi et al., 
2020). Many countries have adopted 
Travel Bubble initiatives to reopen the 
borders and resume controlled travels 
between predetermined countries or 
regions. According to the report of Wego 
(2020), as of May 2019 itself, China and 
South Korea lifted travel restrictions by 
linking them. By the end of October 2020, 
the EU has relaxed travel restrictions 
with Australia, Japan, New Zealand, 
Rwanda, Singapore, South Korea, 
Thailand and Uruguay. Similarly, India 
has initiated new bilateral travel arrange-
ments with more than 21 countries. 
Nevertheless, there exist uneven political 
geography of sanctions and policies to 
achieve political goals (Seyfi et al., 2020).

Rethink and Restart the Tourism

Although the COVID-19 has created 
immense chaos in the tourism sector, 
gradually it became a platform to rethink 
and restart the tourism sector. World-
wide travel bans and freezing of tourism 
activities stricken governments, trade 
organizations, industry experts, entrepre-
neurs, policymakers, tourism researchers 
and other stakeholders to rethink travel 
activities and interaction with nature, 
climate and economy.  As recovery meas-
ures from a pandemic crisis, the sector 
needs to focus on the sustainable and 
responsible model of travel experiences 
that ensures the safety of host communi-
ties, travelers and other direct stakehold-
ers. As part of recovery plans, the invest-
ment packages must follow models that 
promote economic empowerment of local 
communities, decent income and benefit 
distributions, more carbon-neutral 
practices and inclusive developments. 
UNWTO (2020d) recommends drafting 
recovery policies which create decent job 
opportunities for youth, women and 
vulnerable communities. It also highlight-
ed five points of the road map to trans-
form tourism during and post COVID-19 
lead crisis. The first and foremost is to 
build confidence by strengthening 
partnerships and solidarity between 
destinations and stakeholders with an 
inclusive approach of protecting 
livelihoods. The second one is to facilitate 
a better business environment and invest-
ment opportunities for local travel SMEs, 
domestic tourism destinations and niche 
tourism markets. Applications of advance 
innovation, digitalization of the tourism 
ecosystem, and enrichment of the 
tourism workforce by updated digital 
skills come as the third point of road map 
to transform tourism. The next two 
points are on fostering sustainability and 
green growth in addition to coordination 
and partnerships to achieve the Sustaina-
ble Development Goals. It also includes 
people-oriented policy making beside the 

involvement of government, development 
partners and other international 
financial institutions. Some of the best 
recovery models that have already been 
adopted around the world to restart the 
tourism industry include
a) Egypt’s postponement of tourism stake-
holder’s dues.
b) Bulgarian government initiatives for 
covering the insurance payments owed by 
the tourism employers. c) suspension of 
tax payments for travel business in Italy. 
According to WTTC (2020c), 80% of the 
tourism sector is an account for Small 
and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs). 
And they are intensively affected by the 
global pandemic. Netherland’s Corona 
Bridging Loan and Portugal’s Mezzanine 
are some of the unique government initia-
tives for boosting travel startups/SMEs to 
survive and recover from the hard-hit of 
the global pandemic lead crisis. Bangla-
desh's Committee for Crisis Management 
and Malaysia’s Tourism Recovery Action 
Council (TRAC) is working on tackling 
problems and designing recovery plans 
within various areas of the tourism 
sector. The best part of these initiatives is 
that it has created a new platform to 
rethink existing tourism models and 
recommend new models to fasten the 
recovery process sustainably. Other 
promising initiatives are ICAO‘s Council 
Aviation Recovery Task Force (CART), 
UNWTO’s Global Tourism Crisis Commit-
tee. Besides its representatives of stake-
holders from government agencies and 
private sector, alongside WHO, ICAO, 
ILO, IMO, WBG, OECD, ACI, CLIA, 
IATA and WTTC are helping to rethink 
and restart tourism activities around the 
world. UNWTO International Network of 
Sustainable Tourism Observatories and 
One Planet Network Sustainable 
Tourism Programme further ensures the 
tourism sector to achieve SDGs in the 
process of the post-COVID-19 recovery. 
WTTCs initiatives to restart travel sector 
includes ‘Safe Travels Protocols and 
Stamp’, ‘Together in Travel’ social media 

campaign (#TogetherInTravel), ‘100 
million jobs’ with G20 nations and 
constant industry update meetings with 
Airports Council International (ACI), 
Cruise Lines International Association(-
CLIA), Duty-Free World Council 
(DFWC), International Air Transport 
Association (IATA), Organization for 
Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD), Pacific Asia Travel Association 
(PATA), United Nations World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO), U.S. Travel 
Association (USTA) and World Economic 
Forum (WEF).

Rapid progress has seen the transforma-
tion of the tourism sector to use technolog-
ical innovations like biometric initiatives 
which ensure seamless, safe and hygiene 
journey experience to everyone. Accord-
ing to WTTC (2020a), the use of biometric 
technology will reduce boarding time by 
66% from 45 minutes to 15 minutes. As 
the global pandemic demands more 
touch-free travel experiences and social 
distance options, the policymakers and 
travelers are adopting the use of biomet-
ric technologies for travel booking, 
documentation, security clearance, board-
ing and more. Henceforth, the tourism 
sector won’t get any better opportunity 
than the current pandemic crisis to 
upgrade airports, public transportations, 
destination centres, front offices, check-
ing points, verification and payment 
systems etc. with international standard 
biometric solutions. Even though digitali-
zation has existed in the tourism sector 
for many years, Post COVID-19 is 
forecasted as an era of digital boom. The 
rise of virtual tourism and contactless 
travel experiences remains the most 
happening trends. Additionally, these 
trends are demanding new skills in 
tourism and hospitality workers. To 
achieve digital skills, one has to 
eliminate the digital divide in many devel-
oping and least developed countries.  An 
early 2011 study by Amadeus (2011) on 

the travel trend of 2020 has highlighted 
the consumer trends towards tourism 
products of health and wellbeing. And the 
same trends have multiplied many times 
because of the global pandemic hit.  COV-
ID-19 has also made more tourists plan 
trips accordingly by including activities of 
health and wellbeing. Now the tourists 
are rethinking themselves to choose 
wellness tourism and health tourism 
destinations instead of mass tourism 
destinations. The governments, tourism 
departments, trade organizations, local 
communities and other primary stake-
holders have started to create participa-
tive policies to boost wellness and health 
tourism to ensure the fast recovery of the 
tourism sector. Another important aspect 
is that the tourism sector plays a signifi-
cant role in connecting counties and 
communities together for peace and 
mutual prosperity. The more people 
travel and interact with other people, the 
more they understand and accept each 
other which further helps to reduce the 
gap created by prejudice, tensions, and 
conflicts (Sonmez and Apostolopoulos, 
2000). Restarting tourism with more 
confidence and cooperation will decrease 
the chaos that existed before the global 
pandemic and augmented during the 
crisis. Not to mention that more oil 
nations have started to invest in the 
service industry like tourism as a future 
economic source compared to earlier 
traditional fossil fuel industries (Becken 
and Friedl, 2018). The same will bring a 
positive outlook towards the environment 
and a new boom of cultural exchange in 
the Middle East region with the help of 
the tourism sector. Before the pandemic, 
in 2019 countries like United Arabs 
Emirates, Qatar and Saudi Arabia have 
shown a good competitiveness power in 
the tourism sector compared to any other 
Middle East countries (Nazmfar et al., 
2019). Recent policies introduced by the 
UAE to boost relationships and connect 
more destinations are giving a new ray of 

hope for world peace and prosperity.

Looking Ahead
Ethnic conflict and geopolitics have affect-
ed the tourism sector even before and 
during the COVID-19 lead crisis, and the 
same trend will continue in one or anoth-
er way for many tourism destinations. To 
put it another way, tourism has to be used 
as a tool to create world peace, better 
social inclusion and to reduce the 
negative impacts of ethnic conflict and 
geopolitical tensions. Despite all chaos 
made by the global pandemic crisis, the 
tourism sector will recover to its boom 
stage again. The essence of the restarting 
activities must be surrounded by environ-
mental responsibility, technological 
advancements in business and consumer 
needs. As mentioned earlier the tourism 
sector won’t get any better chance than 
the global pandemic to rethink their 
products and services. The tourism sector 
has to rethink and redesign activities 
according to the next trends of ‘tech-savvy 
travelers and experiential holidays. 
Hotels and restaurants have to digitize 
every single process to reduce the cost, to 
create a new experience and to ensure 
safety, security and hygiene. Using cloud 
technology in property management 
systems hotels can ensure better perfor-
mance with less cost. Likewise, SMEs can 
improve brand image by utilizing 
user-generated contents and peer to peer 
platform celebrities to attract their niche 
market. The study observes a high 
demand for wellness, health, sports, 
extreme and other experiential tourism 
products. Experiential holidays demand 
every activity from planning to post-tour 
reviews as designed as more experiencea-
ble. The new consumers are demanding 
smart pay systems, non-contact services, 
and smartphone-controlled room facilities 
along with high-end activity-based trips. 
Thus, it is essential to combine both 
aspects of tech and experience while 
designing any components of a tour 

program. It is difficult to arrive at any 
specific conclusions about post-COVID-19 
trends in the tourism sector. But, surely, 
most of the travel trends will emerge 
either due to the digital boom or the 
desire for experiential travel.
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According to the World Bank (2020) 
report, during 2019 alone, the service 
sector has contributed about 61.2 per 
cent to the global GDP. Correspondingly, 
in the same year, Travel & Tourism 
sector’s direct, indirect and induced share 
on global GDP is around 10.3% with a 
growth per cent of 3.5 %, and a total of 
US$ 1.7 trillion visitor exports included 
of 6.8% of total exports, 28.3% of global 

services exports (WTTC, 2020a). Coun-
ties like the US (1.8 trillion), China (1.58 
trillion), Japan, Germany, Italy, UK, 
France, Spain, Mexico, and India ranked 
top in terms of the T&T sector’s contribu-
tion to GDP (Neufeld, 2020). Moreover, 
this sector ensures around 330 million 
jobs, consists of 1 in 10 jobs around the 
world, with more opportunities for 
women, youth, minorities and indigenous 

communities (WTTC, 2020a; 2020c). 
Things changed dramatically by Decem-
ber 2019 with an uncontrolled spread of 
COVID-19 reported in Wuhan, China 
(Liu, 2020). By March 2020 WHO 
declared the COVID-19 (novel coronavi-
rus) as a global pandemic (WTTC, 2020c). 
And of course, it created a lot of chaos in 
every sector including the T&T, most 
compelling evidence by WTTC (2020c) 
gives that in March 2020, 39% of 
countries have closed their borders for 
non-citizens and non-residents. As the 
COVID-19 infection rate kept doubled 
around the world by April 2020, 100% of 
tourism destinations were compelled to 
introduce travel restrictions and new 
emergency sanctions to control the 
spread of the virus (UNWTO, 2020a). 
Complete or partial border closure to 
tourist, destination-specific travel restric-
tions, suspension of flights, visa bans, 
domestic or local travel bans, quarantine 
rules and special medical requirements 
made humans immobile (UNWTO, 
2020c). More specifically travel restric-
tions have been imposed in 100% of 
African, Asian and the Pacific and the 
Middle East destinations, 93% of Europe-
an and 92% of American tourist destina-
tions (UNWTO, 2020c). In the early stage 
itself, the reports of UNWTO (2020a), 
OECD (2020), and WTTC (2020c) 
forecasted that international tourist 
arrivals could drop by around 80% in 
2020. which further reflected in the T&T 
sector with zero demand, mass revenue 
decline, high costs, furloughs, job loss, 
and bankruptcy (WTTC, 2020c). These 
circumstances made a forecast of 121 
million jobs loss and a loss of $3.4 trillion 
in global GDP by the T&T sector alone 
(UNWTO, 2020a; WTTC, 2020b; 2020c).  
Richter (2020) from the World Economic 
Forum quoted that “COVID-19 could set 
the global tourism industry back 20 
years”. The International Labour Organi-
zation (ILO, 2020) expressed thatthree in 
four workers of the tourism sector in Asia 
and Pacific countries are engaged in 
informal jobs. which don’t guarantee any 

job security or they are more vulnerable 
to the negative impacts of the COVID-19 
lead crisis happening now.

Contemporary Issues and Geopoliti-
cal Tensions 
Just like all the other crises, this current 
pandemic has impacted negatively on the 
economy, society, and environment. Over 
and above valuing the monetary losses, 
efforts are to made  to dive deep into 
tangible and intangible social impacts 
happening in the communities too. Many 
researchers have reported different field 
shreds of evidence of sudden growth in 
conflicts and geopolitical tensions around 
the world since the COVID-19 outbreak 
(Burke; Chetcuti et al.; Polo; Seyfi et al.; 
Wilkinson et al., 2020). The sources of 
these ethnic conflicts can be political, 
social, economic and religious, which is 
already deeply rooted before and further 
boosted during COVID-19 (Burke, 2020; 
“Ethnic conflict”, n.d.). Doesn’t matter it 
is Rohingya genocide, Kurdish–Turkish 
conflict, Sri Lankan Civil War or Commu-
nal conflicts in Nigeria, all of these had 
negatively impacted the growth and 
image of the local tourism projects or any 
related international destinations in one 
or another form (“Ethnic conflict”, n.d.). 
Even before the current global pandemic, 
many western countries have imposed 
restrictions on travelling to and from a 
few Middle East countries by considering 
the risk of social or ethnic conflicts 
(Jawabreh, 2020). Not only the civil wars 
of Iraq, Lebanon, and Syria affected 
tourism growth in the Middle East, but 
also it is affected by how the foreign 
media framed the region negatively by 
reporting only wars and conflicts (Butler, 
2019; Jawabreh, 2020). It is indeed that 
even a piece of single fake news on 
disputes will create a negative image for 
any tourist destination forever. On top of 
ongoing ethnic conflicts around the 
world, COVID-19 have made new 
grounds for food scarcity, broken health-
care system and administration, gender 
and race discriminations, domestic 

violence and mass unemployment 
(Burke; Bentley; Chetcuti et al., 2020). 
Few examples underlined by Burke 
(2020) are 1) how few extremist groups in 
the Middle East are using the pandemic 
crisis to spread the propaganda and 
promote new recruitments. 2) how Bang-
ladesh and Malaysia rejected recent 
Rohingyan boats amid the fear of 
COVID-19 spread and resulted as the 
death of many migrants in the sea. 3) 
How India’s online and physical attack 
on minorities by claiming a particular 
community as the only reason for the 
super spread. Polo (2020) stated that the 
world becomes more socially unrest, 
violent and less democratic than what 
was before the detection of global 
pandemic (COVID-19). The case is even 
worse for many countries where the 
existing conflicts have already made the 
citizens not to trust authorities, and 
fewer options to implement any central-
ized command or control approach to 
reduce pandemic spread (Wilkinson et 
al., 2020).
 
In the same fashion, new geopolitical 
tensions have developed as countries 
announced emergency border closures, 
travel restrictions or bans, international 
sanctions, strict visa regulations, 
lockdowns, quarantine rules and other 
measures for the sake of controlling 
pandemic spread (EU Parliament; Seyfi 
et al., 2020). Even before the global 
pandemic, geopolitics have negatively 
impacted the growth of numerous 
tourism destinations, it was mostly by 
the geopolitical tensions between 
countries in the West, Middle East, and 
Asia (Bremmer, 2020; Butler, 2019; 
Rowen, 2016; Timothy, 2019). Conflicts 
on the South China Sea between China, 
Philippines and Vietnam, land disputes 
between China and India for Kash-
mir/Ladakh are a few examples of local 
geopolitics in Asia (Timothy, 2019). 
Report by TIME (Bremmer, 2020) states 
that both the US and China are using 
economic tools like international 

sanctions, export control and boycotts to 
acquire more geopolitical power. At the 
same time, China's political decisions like 
the Passport War of 2012 on Hong Kong 
and Taiwan had negatively impacted the 
peaceful grounds of tourism activities 
within the region (Rowen, 2016). Besides, 
the role played by the tourism sector for 
implementing the state’s geopolitical 
programs of Chinese authorities and how 
tourism has been used as a tool for 
crafting foreign policies and territorial 
projects are also issues affecting the 
industry. In the same manner, US’s 
tourism is being affected by its restric-
tions on citizens' visit to countries like 
Cuba, Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, 
Syria, and Yemen (Seyfi et al., 2020). To 
an extent, the current geopolitical anxie-
ties on tourism are affected by primaeval 
race geographies and recent develop-
ments of geo-economic relations (Mosta-
fanezhad et al., 2020). Belt and Road or 
One Belt One Road is a global infrastruc-
ture development initiative of China, 
which promises a new platform for extend-
ing their geo-economic relations to 
become a global power (EU Parliament, 
2020). In respect of the recent COVID-19 
lead global economic crisis, more geopoliti-
cal tensions have emerged between global 
powers, nations or regions (EU Parlia-
ment; Mostafanezhad et al.; Seyfi et al., 
2020). Many countries have adopted 
Travel Bubble initiatives to reopen the 
borders and resume controlled travels 
between predetermined countries or 
regions. According to the report of Wego 
(2020), as of May 2019 itself, China and 
South Korea lifted travel restrictions by 
linking them. By the end of October 2020, 
the EU has relaxed travel restrictions 
with Australia, Japan, New Zealand, 
Rwanda, Singapore, South Korea, 
Thailand and Uruguay. Similarly, India 
has initiated new bilateral travel arrange-
ments with more than 21 countries. 
Nevertheless, there exist uneven political 
geography of sanctions and policies to 
achieve political goals (Seyfi et al., 2020).

Rethink and Restart the Tourism

Although the COVID-19 has created 
immense chaos in the tourism sector, 
gradually it became a platform to rethink 
and restart the tourism sector. World-
wide travel bans and freezing of tourism 
activities stricken governments, trade 
organizations, industry experts, entrepre-
neurs, policymakers, tourism researchers 
and other stakeholders to rethink travel 
activities and interaction with nature, 
climate and economy.  As recovery meas-
ures from a pandemic crisis, the sector 
needs to focus on the sustainable and 
responsible model of travel experiences 
that ensures the safety of host communi-
ties, travelers and other direct stakehold-
ers. As part of recovery plans, the invest-
ment packages must follow models that 
promote economic empowerment of local 
communities, decent income and benefit 
distributions, more carbon-neutral 
practices and inclusive developments. 
UNWTO (2020d) recommends drafting 
recovery policies which create decent job 
opportunities for youth, women and 
vulnerable communities. It also highlight-
ed five points of the road map to trans-
form tourism during and post COVID-19 
lead crisis. The first and foremost is to 
build confidence by strengthening 
partnerships and solidarity between 
destinations and stakeholders with an 
inclusive approach of protecting 
livelihoods. The second one is to facilitate 
a better business environment and invest-
ment opportunities for local travel SMEs, 
domestic tourism destinations and niche 
tourism markets. Applications of advance 
innovation, digitalization of the tourism 
ecosystem, and enrichment of the 
tourism workforce by updated digital 
skills come as the third point of road map 
to transform tourism. The next two 
points are on fostering sustainability and 
green growth in addition to coordination 
and partnerships to achieve the Sustaina-
ble Development Goals. It also includes 
people-oriented policy making beside the 

involvement of government, development 
partners and other international 
financial institutions. Some of the best 
recovery models that have already been 
adopted around the world to restart the 
tourism industry include
a) Egypt’s postponement of tourism stake-
holder’s dues.
b) Bulgarian government initiatives for 
covering the insurance payments owed by 
the tourism employers. c) suspension of 
tax payments for travel business in Italy. 
According to WTTC (2020c), 80% of the 
tourism sector is an account for Small 
and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs). 
And they are intensively affected by the 
global pandemic. Netherland’s Corona 
Bridging Loan and Portugal’s Mezzanine 
are some of the unique government initia-
tives for boosting travel startups/SMEs to 
survive and recover from the hard-hit of 
the global pandemic lead crisis. Bangla-
desh's Committee for Crisis Management 
and Malaysia’s Tourism Recovery Action 
Council (TRAC) is working on tackling 
problems and designing recovery plans 
within various areas of the tourism 
sector. The best part of these initiatives is 
that it has created a new platform to 
rethink existing tourism models and 
recommend new models to fasten the 
recovery process sustainably. Other 
promising initiatives are ICAO‘s Council 
Aviation Recovery Task Force (CART), 
UNWTO’s Global Tourism Crisis Commit-
tee. Besides its representatives of stake-
holders from government agencies and 
private sector, alongside WHO, ICAO, 
ILO, IMO, WBG, OECD, ACI, CLIA, 
IATA and WTTC are helping to rethink 
and restart tourism activities around the 
world. UNWTO International Network of 
Sustainable Tourism Observatories and 
One Planet Network Sustainable 
Tourism Programme further ensures the 
tourism sector to achieve SDGs in the 
process of the post-COVID-19 recovery. 
WTTCs initiatives to restart travel sector 
includes ‘Safe Travels Protocols and 
Stamp’, ‘Together in Travel’ social media 

campaign (#TogetherInTravel), ‘100 
million jobs’ with G20 nations and 
constant industry update meetings with 
Airports Council International (ACI), 
Cruise Lines International Association(-
CLIA), Duty-Free World Council 
(DFWC), International Air Transport 
Association (IATA), Organization for 
Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD), Pacific Asia Travel Association 
(PATA), United Nations World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO), U.S. Travel 
Association (USTA) and World Economic 
Forum (WEF).

Rapid progress has seen the transforma-
tion of the tourism sector to use technolog-
ical innovations like biometric initiatives 
which ensure seamless, safe and hygiene 
journey experience to everyone. Accord-
ing to WTTC (2020a), the use of biometric 
technology will reduce boarding time by 
66% from 45 minutes to 15 minutes. As 
the global pandemic demands more 
touch-free travel experiences and social 
distance options, the policymakers and 
travelers are adopting the use of biomet-
ric technologies for travel booking, 
documentation, security clearance, board-
ing and more. Henceforth, the tourism 
sector won’t get any better opportunity 
than the current pandemic crisis to 
upgrade airports, public transportations, 
destination centres, front offices, check-
ing points, verification and payment 
systems etc. with international standard 
biometric solutions. Even though digitali-
zation has existed in the tourism sector 
for many years, Post COVID-19 is 
forecasted as an era of digital boom. The 
rise of virtual tourism and contactless 
travel experiences remains the most 
happening trends. Additionally, these 
trends are demanding new skills in 
tourism and hospitality workers. To 
achieve digital skills, one has to 
eliminate the digital divide in many devel-
oping and least developed countries.  An 
early 2011 study by Amadeus (2011) on 

the travel trend of 2020 has highlighted 
the consumer trends towards tourism 
products of health and wellbeing. And the 
same trends have multiplied many times 
because of the global pandemic hit.  COV-
ID-19 has also made more tourists plan 
trips accordingly by including activities of 
health and wellbeing. Now the tourists 
are rethinking themselves to choose 
wellness tourism and health tourism 
destinations instead of mass tourism 
destinations. The governments, tourism 
departments, trade organizations, local 
communities and other primary stake-
holders have started to create participa-
tive policies to boost wellness and health 
tourism to ensure the fast recovery of the 
tourism sector. Another important aspect 
is that the tourism sector plays a signifi-
cant role in connecting counties and 
communities together for peace and 
mutual prosperity. The more people 
travel and interact with other people, the 
more they understand and accept each 
other which further helps to reduce the 
gap created by prejudice, tensions, and 
conflicts (Sonmez and Apostolopoulos, 
2000). Restarting tourism with more 
confidence and cooperation will decrease 
the chaos that existed before the global 
pandemic and augmented during the 
crisis. Not to mention that more oil 
nations have started to invest in the 
service industry like tourism as a future 
economic source compared to earlier 
traditional fossil fuel industries (Becken 
and Friedl, 2018). The same will bring a 
positive outlook towards the environment 
and a new boom of cultural exchange in 
the Middle East region with the help of 
the tourism sector. Before the pandemic, 
in 2019 countries like United Arabs 
Emirates, Qatar and Saudi Arabia have 
shown a good competitiveness power in 
the tourism sector compared to any other 
Middle East countries (Nazmfar et al., 
2019). Recent policies introduced by the 
UAE to boost relationships and connect 
more destinations are giving a new ray of 

hope for world peace and prosperity.

Looking Ahead
Ethnic conflict and geopolitics have affect-
ed the tourism sector even before and 
during the COVID-19 lead crisis, and the 
same trend will continue in one or anoth-
er way for many tourism destinations. To 
put it another way, tourism has to be used 
as a tool to create world peace, better 
social inclusion and to reduce the 
negative impacts of ethnic conflict and 
geopolitical tensions. Despite all chaos 
made by the global pandemic crisis, the 
tourism sector will recover to its boom 
stage again. The essence of the restarting 
activities must be surrounded by environ-
mental responsibility, technological 
advancements in business and consumer 
needs. As mentioned earlier the tourism 
sector won’t get any better chance than 
the global pandemic to rethink their 
products and services. The tourism sector 
has to rethink and redesign activities 
according to the next trends of ‘tech-savvy 
travelers and experiential holidays. 
Hotels and restaurants have to digitize 
every single process to reduce the cost, to 
create a new experience and to ensure 
safety, security and hygiene. Using cloud 
technology in property management 
systems hotels can ensure better perfor-
mance with less cost. Likewise, SMEs can 
improve brand image by utilizing 
user-generated contents and peer to peer 
platform celebrities to attract their niche 
market. The study observes a high 
demand for wellness, health, sports, 
extreme and other experiential tourism 
products. Experiential holidays demand 
every activity from planning to post-tour 
reviews as designed as more experiencea-
ble. The new consumers are demanding 
smart pay systems, non-contact services, 
and smartphone-controlled room facilities 
along with high-end activity-based trips. 
Thus, it is essential to combine both 
aspects of tech and experience while 
designing any components of a tour 

program. It is difficult to arrive at any 
specific conclusions about post-COVID-19 
trends in the tourism sector. But, surely, 
most of the travel trends will emerge 
either due to the digital boom or the 
desire for experiential travel.
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According to the World Bank (2020) 
report, during 2019 alone, the service 
sector has contributed about 61.2 per 
cent to the global GDP. Correspondingly, 
in the same year, Travel & Tourism 
sector’s direct, indirect and induced share 
on global GDP is around 10.3% with a 
growth per cent of 3.5 %, and a total of 
US$ 1.7 trillion visitor exports included 
of 6.8% of total exports, 28.3% of global 

services exports (WTTC, 2020a). Coun-
ties like the US (1.8 trillion), China (1.58 
trillion), Japan, Germany, Italy, UK, 
France, Spain, Mexico, and India ranked 
top in terms of the T&T sector’s contribu-
tion to GDP (Neufeld, 2020). Moreover, 
this sector ensures around 330 million 
jobs, consists of 1 in 10 jobs around the 
world, with more opportunities for 
women, youth, minorities and indigenous 

communities (WTTC, 2020a; 2020c). 
Things changed dramatically by Decem-
ber 2019 with an uncontrolled spread of 
COVID-19 reported in Wuhan, China 
(Liu, 2020). By March 2020 WHO 
declared the COVID-19 (novel coronavi-
rus) as a global pandemic (WTTC, 2020c). 
And of course, it created a lot of chaos in 
every sector including the T&T, most 
compelling evidence by WTTC (2020c) 
gives that in March 2020, 39% of 
countries have closed their borders for 
non-citizens and non-residents. As the 
COVID-19 infection rate kept doubled 
around the world by April 2020, 100% of 
tourism destinations were compelled to 
introduce travel restrictions and new 
emergency sanctions to control the 
spread of the virus (UNWTO, 2020a). 
Complete or partial border closure to 
tourist, destination-specific travel restric-
tions, suspension of flights, visa bans, 
domestic or local travel bans, quarantine 
rules and special medical requirements 
made humans immobile (UNWTO, 
2020c). More specifically travel restric-
tions have been imposed in 100% of 
African, Asian and the Pacific and the 
Middle East destinations, 93% of Europe-
an and 92% of American tourist destina-
tions (UNWTO, 2020c). In the early stage 
itself, the reports of UNWTO (2020a), 
OECD (2020), and WTTC (2020c) 
forecasted that international tourist 
arrivals could drop by around 80% in 
2020. which further reflected in the T&T 
sector with zero demand, mass revenue 
decline, high costs, furloughs, job loss, 
and bankruptcy (WTTC, 2020c). These 
circumstances made a forecast of 121 
million jobs loss and a loss of $3.4 trillion 
in global GDP by the T&T sector alone 
(UNWTO, 2020a; WTTC, 2020b; 2020c).  
Richter (2020) from the World Economic 
Forum quoted that “COVID-19 could set 
the global tourism industry back 20 
years”. The International Labour Organi-
zation (ILO, 2020) expressed thatthree in 
four workers of the tourism sector in Asia 
and Pacific countries are engaged in 
informal jobs. which don’t guarantee any 

job security or they are more vulnerable 
to the negative impacts of the COVID-19 
lead crisis happening now.

Contemporary Issues and Geopoliti-
cal Tensions 
Just like all the other crises, this current 
pandemic has impacted negatively on the 
economy, society, and environment. Over 
and above valuing the monetary losses, 
efforts are to made  to dive deep into 
tangible and intangible social impacts 
happening in the communities too. Many 
researchers have reported different field 
shreds of evidence of sudden growth in 
conflicts and geopolitical tensions around 
the world since the COVID-19 outbreak 
(Burke; Chetcuti et al.; Polo; Seyfi et al.; 
Wilkinson et al., 2020). The sources of 
these ethnic conflicts can be political, 
social, economic and religious, which is 
already deeply rooted before and further 
boosted during COVID-19 (Burke, 2020; 
“Ethnic conflict”, n.d.). Doesn’t matter it 
is Rohingya genocide, Kurdish–Turkish 
conflict, Sri Lankan Civil War or Commu-
nal conflicts in Nigeria, all of these had 
negatively impacted the growth and 
image of the local tourism projects or any 
related international destinations in one 
or another form (“Ethnic conflict”, n.d.). 
Even before the current global pandemic, 
many western countries have imposed 
restrictions on travelling to and from a 
few Middle East countries by considering 
the risk of social or ethnic conflicts 
(Jawabreh, 2020). Not only the civil wars 
of Iraq, Lebanon, and Syria affected 
tourism growth in the Middle East, but 
also it is affected by how the foreign 
media framed the region negatively by 
reporting only wars and conflicts (Butler, 
2019; Jawabreh, 2020). It is indeed that 
even a piece of single fake news on 
disputes will create a negative image for 
any tourist destination forever. On top of 
ongoing ethnic conflicts around the 
world, COVID-19 have made new 
grounds for food scarcity, broken health-
care system and administration, gender 
and race discriminations, domestic 

violence and mass unemployment 
(Burke; Bentley; Chetcuti et al., 2020). 
Few examples underlined by Burke 
(2020) are 1) how few extremist groups in 
the Middle East are using the pandemic 
crisis to spread the propaganda and 
promote new recruitments. 2) how Bang-
ladesh and Malaysia rejected recent 
Rohingyan boats amid the fear of 
COVID-19 spread and resulted as the 
death of many migrants in the sea. 3) 
How India’s online and physical attack 
on minorities by claiming a particular 
community as the only reason for the 
super spread. Polo (2020) stated that the 
world becomes more socially unrest, 
violent and less democratic than what 
was before the detection of global 
pandemic (COVID-19). The case is even 
worse for many countries where the 
existing conflicts have already made the 
citizens not to trust authorities, and 
fewer options to implement any central-
ized command or control approach to 
reduce pandemic spread (Wilkinson et 
al., 2020).
 
In the same fashion, new geopolitical 
tensions have developed as countries 
announced emergency border closures, 
travel restrictions or bans, international 
sanctions, strict visa regulations, 
lockdowns, quarantine rules and other 
measures for the sake of controlling 
pandemic spread (EU Parliament; Seyfi 
et al., 2020). Even before the global 
pandemic, geopolitics have negatively 
impacted the growth of numerous 
tourism destinations, it was mostly by 
the geopolitical tensions between 
countries in the West, Middle East, and 
Asia (Bremmer, 2020; Butler, 2019; 
Rowen, 2016; Timothy, 2019). Conflicts 
on the South China Sea between China, 
Philippines and Vietnam, land disputes 
between China and India for Kash-
mir/Ladakh are a few examples of local 
geopolitics in Asia (Timothy, 2019). 
Report by TIME (Bremmer, 2020) states 
that both the US and China are using 
economic tools like international 

sanctions, export control and boycotts to 
acquire more geopolitical power. At the 
same time, China's political decisions like 
the Passport War of 2012 on Hong Kong 
and Taiwan had negatively impacted the 
peaceful grounds of tourism activities 
within the region (Rowen, 2016). Besides, 
the role played by the tourism sector for 
implementing the state’s geopolitical 
programs of Chinese authorities and how 
tourism has been used as a tool for 
crafting foreign policies and territorial 
projects are also issues affecting the 
industry. In the same manner, US’s 
tourism is being affected by its restric-
tions on citizens' visit to countries like 
Cuba, Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, 
Syria, and Yemen (Seyfi et al., 2020). To 
an extent, the current geopolitical anxie-
ties on tourism are affected by primaeval 
race geographies and recent develop-
ments of geo-economic relations (Mosta-
fanezhad et al., 2020). Belt and Road or 
One Belt One Road is a global infrastruc-
ture development initiative of China, 
which promises a new platform for extend-
ing their geo-economic relations to 
become a global power (EU Parliament, 
2020). In respect of the recent COVID-19 
lead global economic crisis, more geopoliti-
cal tensions have emerged between global 
powers, nations or regions (EU Parlia-
ment; Mostafanezhad et al.; Seyfi et al., 
2020). Many countries have adopted 
Travel Bubble initiatives to reopen the 
borders and resume controlled travels 
between predetermined countries or 
regions. According to the report of Wego 
(2020), as of May 2019 itself, China and 
South Korea lifted travel restrictions by 
linking them. By the end of October 2020, 
the EU has relaxed travel restrictions 
with Australia, Japan, New Zealand, 
Rwanda, Singapore, South Korea, 
Thailand and Uruguay. Similarly, India 
has initiated new bilateral travel arrange-
ments with more than 21 countries. 
Nevertheless, there exist uneven political 
geography of sanctions and policies to 
achieve political goals (Seyfi et al., 2020).

Rethink and Restart the Tourism

Although the COVID-19 has created 
immense chaos in the tourism sector, 
gradually it became a platform to rethink 
and restart the tourism sector. World-
wide travel bans and freezing of tourism 
activities stricken governments, trade 
organizations, industry experts, entrepre-
neurs, policymakers, tourism researchers 
and other stakeholders to rethink travel 
activities and interaction with nature, 
climate and economy.  As recovery meas-
ures from a pandemic crisis, the sector 
needs to focus on the sustainable and 
responsible model of travel experiences 
that ensures the safety of host communi-
ties, travelers and other direct stakehold-
ers. As part of recovery plans, the invest-
ment packages must follow models that 
promote economic empowerment of local 
communities, decent income and benefit 
distributions, more carbon-neutral 
practices and inclusive developments. 
UNWTO (2020d) recommends drafting 
recovery policies which create decent job 
opportunities for youth, women and 
vulnerable communities. It also highlight-
ed five points of the road map to trans-
form tourism during and post COVID-19 
lead crisis. The first and foremost is to 
build confidence by strengthening 
partnerships and solidarity between 
destinations and stakeholders with an 
inclusive approach of protecting 
livelihoods. The second one is to facilitate 
a better business environment and invest-
ment opportunities for local travel SMEs, 
domestic tourism destinations and niche 
tourism markets. Applications of advance 
innovation, digitalization of the tourism 
ecosystem, and enrichment of the 
tourism workforce by updated digital 
skills come as the third point of road map 
to transform tourism. The next two 
points are on fostering sustainability and 
green growth in addition to coordination 
and partnerships to achieve the Sustaina-
ble Development Goals. It also includes 
people-oriented policy making beside the 

involvement of government, development 
partners and other international 
financial institutions. Some of the best 
recovery models that have already been 
adopted around the world to restart the 
tourism industry include
a) Egypt’s postponement of tourism stake-
holder’s dues.
b) Bulgarian government initiatives for 
covering the insurance payments owed by 
the tourism employers. c) suspension of 
tax payments for travel business in Italy. 
According to WTTC (2020c), 80% of the 
tourism sector is an account for Small 
and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs). 
And they are intensively affected by the 
global pandemic. Netherland’s Corona 
Bridging Loan and Portugal’s Mezzanine 
are some of the unique government initia-
tives for boosting travel startups/SMEs to 
survive and recover from the hard-hit of 
the global pandemic lead crisis. Bangla-
desh's Committee for Crisis Management 
and Malaysia’s Tourism Recovery Action 
Council (TRAC) is working on tackling 
problems and designing recovery plans 
within various areas of the tourism 
sector. The best part of these initiatives is 
that it has created a new platform to 
rethink existing tourism models and 
recommend new models to fasten the 
recovery process sustainably. Other 
promising initiatives are ICAO‘s Council 
Aviation Recovery Task Force (CART), 
UNWTO’s Global Tourism Crisis Commit-
tee. Besides its representatives of stake-
holders from government agencies and 
private sector, alongside WHO, ICAO, 
ILO, IMO, WBG, OECD, ACI, CLIA, 
IATA and WTTC are helping to rethink 
and restart tourism activities around the 
world. UNWTO International Network of 
Sustainable Tourism Observatories and 
One Planet Network Sustainable 
Tourism Programme further ensures the 
tourism sector to achieve SDGs in the 
process of the post-COVID-19 recovery. 
WTTCs initiatives to restart travel sector 
includes ‘Safe Travels Protocols and 
Stamp’, ‘Together in Travel’ social media 

campaign (#TogetherInTravel), ‘100 
million jobs’ with G20 nations and 
constant industry update meetings with 
Airports Council International (ACI), 
Cruise Lines International Association(-
CLIA), Duty-Free World Council 
(DFWC), International Air Transport 
Association (IATA), Organization for 
Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD), Pacific Asia Travel Association 
(PATA), United Nations World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO), U.S. Travel 
Association (USTA) and World Economic 
Forum (WEF).

Rapid progress has seen the transforma-
tion of the tourism sector to use technolog-
ical innovations like biometric initiatives 
which ensure seamless, safe and hygiene 
journey experience to everyone. Accord-
ing to WTTC (2020a), the use of biometric 
technology will reduce boarding time by 
66% from 45 minutes to 15 minutes. As 
the global pandemic demands more 
touch-free travel experiences and social 
distance options, the policymakers and 
travelers are adopting the use of biomet-
ric technologies for travel booking, 
documentation, security clearance, board-
ing and more. Henceforth, the tourism 
sector won’t get any better opportunity 
than the current pandemic crisis to 
upgrade airports, public transportations, 
destination centres, front offices, check-
ing points, verification and payment 
systems etc. with international standard 
biometric solutions. Even though digitali-
zation has existed in the tourism sector 
for many years, Post COVID-19 is 
forecasted as an era of digital boom. The 
rise of virtual tourism and contactless 
travel experiences remains the most 
happening trends. Additionally, these 
trends are demanding new skills in 
tourism and hospitality workers. To 
achieve digital skills, one has to 
eliminate the digital divide in many devel-
oping and least developed countries.  An 
early 2011 study by Amadeus (2011) on 

the travel trend of 2020 has highlighted 
the consumer trends towards tourism 
products of health and wellbeing. And the 
same trends have multiplied many times 
because of the global pandemic hit.  COV-
ID-19 has also made more tourists plan 
trips accordingly by including activities of 
health and wellbeing. Now the tourists 
are rethinking themselves to choose 
wellness tourism and health tourism 
destinations instead of mass tourism 
destinations. The governments, tourism 
departments, trade organizations, local 
communities and other primary stake-
holders have started to create participa-
tive policies to boost wellness and health 
tourism to ensure the fast recovery of the 
tourism sector. Another important aspect 
is that the tourism sector plays a signifi-
cant role in connecting counties and 
communities together for peace and 
mutual prosperity. The more people 
travel and interact with other people, the 
more they understand and accept each 
other which further helps to reduce the 
gap created by prejudice, tensions, and 
conflicts (Sonmez and Apostolopoulos, 
2000). Restarting tourism with more 
confidence and cooperation will decrease 
the chaos that existed before the global 
pandemic and augmented during the 
crisis. Not to mention that more oil 
nations have started to invest in the 
service industry like tourism as a future 
economic source compared to earlier 
traditional fossil fuel industries (Becken 
and Friedl, 2018). The same will bring a 
positive outlook towards the environment 
and a new boom of cultural exchange in 
the Middle East region with the help of 
the tourism sector. Before the pandemic, 
in 2019 countries like United Arabs 
Emirates, Qatar and Saudi Arabia have 
shown a good competitiveness power in 
the tourism sector compared to any other 
Middle East countries (Nazmfar et al., 
2019). Recent policies introduced by the 
UAE to boost relationships and connect 
more destinations are giving a new ray of 

hope for world peace and prosperity.

Looking Ahead
Ethnic conflict and geopolitics have affect-
ed the tourism sector even before and 
during the COVID-19 lead crisis, and the 
same trend will continue in one or anoth-
er way for many tourism destinations. To 
put it another way, tourism has to be used 
as a tool to create world peace, better 
social inclusion and to reduce the 
negative impacts of ethnic conflict and 
geopolitical tensions. Despite all chaos 
made by the global pandemic crisis, the 
tourism sector will recover to its boom 
stage again. The essence of the restarting 
activities must be surrounded by environ-
mental responsibility, technological 
advancements in business and consumer 
needs. As mentioned earlier the tourism 
sector won’t get any better chance than 
the global pandemic to rethink their 
products and services. The tourism sector 
has to rethink and redesign activities 
according to the next trends of ‘tech-savvy 
travelers and experiential holidays. 
Hotels and restaurants have to digitize 
every single process to reduce the cost, to 
create a new experience and to ensure 
safety, security and hygiene. Using cloud 
technology in property management 
systems hotels can ensure better perfor-
mance with less cost. Likewise, SMEs can 
improve brand image by utilizing 
user-generated contents and peer to peer 
platform celebrities to attract their niche 
market. The study observes a high 
demand for wellness, health, sports, 
extreme and other experiential tourism 
products. Experiential holidays demand 
every activity from planning to post-tour 
reviews as designed as more experiencea-
ble. The new consumers are demanding 
smart pay systems, non-contact services, 
and smartphone-controlled room facilities 
along with high-end activity-based trips. 
Thus, it is essential to combine both 
aspects of tech and experience while 
designing any components of a tour 

program. It is difficult to arrive at any 
specific conclusions about post-COVID-19 
trends in the tourism sector. But, surely, 
most of the travel trends will emerge 
either due to the digital boom or the 
desire for experiential travel.
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According to the World Bank (2020) 
report, during 2019 alone, the service 
sector has contributed about 61.2 per 
cent to the global GDP. Correspondingly, 
in the same year, Travel & Tourism 
sector’s direct, indirect and induced share 
on global GDP is around 10.3% with a 
growth per cent of 3.5 %, and a total of 
US$ 1.7 trillion visitor exports included 
of 6.8% of total exports, 28.3% of global 

services exports (WTTC, 2020a). Coun-
ties like the US (1.8 trillion), China (1.58 
trillion), Japan, Germany, Italy, UK, 
France, Spain, Mexico, and India ranked 
top in terms of the T&T sector’s contribu-
tion to GDP (Neufeld, 2020). Moreover, 
this sector ensures around 330 million 
jobs, consists of 1 in 10 jobs around the 
world, with more opportunities for 
women, youth, minorities and indigenous 

communities (WTTC, 2020a; 2020c). 
Things changed dramatically by Decem-
ber 2019 with an uncontrolled spread of 
COVID-19 reported in Wuhan, China 
(Liu, 2020). By March 2020 WHO 
declared the COVID-19 (novel coronavi-
rus) as a global pandemic (WTTC, 2020c). 
And of course, it created a lot of chaos in 
every sector including the T&T, most 
compelling evidence by WTTC (2020c) 
gives that in March 2020, 39% of 
countries have closed their borders for 
non-citizens and non-residents. As the 
COVID-19 infection rate kept doubled 
around the world by April 2020, 100% of 
tourism destinations were compelled to 
introduce travel restrictions and new 
emergency sanctions to control the 
spread of the virus (UNWTO, 2020a). 
Complete or partial border closure to 
tourist, destination-specific travel restric-
tions, suspension of flights, visa bans, 
domestic or local travel bans, quarantine 
rules and special medical requirements 
made humans immobile (UNWTO, 
2020c). More specifically travel restric-
tions have been imposed in 100% of 
African, Asian and the Pacific and the 
Middle East destinations, 93% of Europe-
an and 92% of American tourist destina-
tions (UNWTO, 2020c). In the early stage 
itself, the reports of UNWTO (2020a), 
OECD (2020), and WTTC (2020c) 
forecasted that international tourist 
arrivals could drop by around 80% in 
2020. which further reflected in the T&T 
sector with zero demand, mass revenue 
decline, high costs, furloughs, job loss, 
and bankruptcy (WTTC, 2020c). These 
circumstances made a forecast of 121 
million jobs loss and a loss of $3.4 trillion 
in global GDP by the T&T sector alone 
(UNWTO, 2020a; WTTC, 2020b; 2020c).  
Richter (2020) from the World Economic 
Forum quoted that “COVID-19 could set 
the global tourism industry back 20 
years”. The International Labour Organi-
zation (ILO, 2020) expressed thatthree in 
four workers of the tourism sector in Asia 
and Pacific countries are engaged in 
informal jobs. which don’t guarantee any 

job security or they are more vulnerable 
to the negative impacts of the COVID-19 
lead crisis happening now.

Contemporary Issues and Geopoliti-
cal Tensions 
Just like all the other crises, this current 
pandemic has impacted negatively on the 
economy, society, and environment. Over 
and above valuing the monetary losses, 
efforts are to made  to dive deep into 
tangible and intangible social impacts 
happening in the communities too. Many 
researchers have reported different field 
shreds of evidence of sudden growth in 
conflicts and geopolitical tensions around 
the world since the COVID-19 outbreak 
(Burke; Chetcuti et al.; Polo; Seyfi et al.; 
Wilkinson et al., 2020). The sources of 
these ethnic conflicts can be political, 
social, economic and religious, which is 
already deeply rooted before and further 
boosted during COVID-19 (Burke, 2020; 
“Ethnic conflict”, n.d.). Doesn’t matter it 
is Rohingya genocide, Kurdish–Turkish 
conflict, Sri Lankan Civil War or Commu-
nal conflicts in Nigeria, all of these had 
negatively impacted the growth and 
image of the local tourism projects or any 
related international destinations in one 
or another form (“Ethnic conflict”, n.d.). 
Even before the current global pandemic, 
many western countries have imposed 
restrictions on travelling to and from a 
few Middle East countries by considering 
the risk of social or ethnic conflicts 
(Jawabreh, 2020). Not only the civil wars 
of Iraq, Lebanon, and Syria affected 
tourism growth in the Middle East, but 
also it is affected by how the foreign 
media framed the region negatively by 
reporting only wars and conflicts (Butler, 
2019; Jawabreh, 2020). It is indeed that 
even a piece of single fake news on 
disputes will create a negative image for 
any tourist destination forever. On top of 
ongoing ethnic conflicts around the 
world, COVID-19 have made new 
grounds for food scarcity, broken health-
care system and administration, gender 
and race discriminations, domestic 

violence and mass unemployment 
(Burke; Bentley; Chetcuti et al., 2020). 
Few examples underlined by Burke 
(2020) are 1) how few extremist groups in 
the Middle East are using the pandemic 
crisis to spread the propaganda and 
promote new recruitments. 2) how Bang-
ladesh and Malaysia rejected recent 
Rohingyan boats amid the fear of 
COVID-19 spread and resulted as the 
death of many migrants in the sea. 3) 
How India’s online and physical attack 
on minorities by claiming a particular 
community as the only reason for the 
super spread. Polo (2020) stated that the 
world becomes more socially unrest, 
violent and less democratic than what 
was before the detection of global 
pandemic (COVID-19). The case is even 
worse for many countries where the 
existing conflicts have already made the 
citizens not to trust authorities, and 
fewer options to implement any central-
ized command or control approach to 
reduce pandemic spread (Wilkinson et 
al., 2020).
 
In the same fashion, new geopolitical 
tensions have developed as countries 
announced emergency border closures, 
travel restrictions or bans, international 
sanctions, strict visa regulations, 
lockdowns, quarantine rules and other 
measures for the sake of controlling 
pandemic spread (EU Parliament; Seyfi 
et al., 2020). Even before the global 
pandemic, geopolitics have negatively 
impacted the growth of numerous 
tourism destinations, it was mostly by 
the geopolitical tensions between 
countries in the West, Middle East, and 
Asia (Bremmer, 2020; Butler, 2019; 
Rowen, 2016; Timothy, 2019). Conflicts 
on the South China Sea between China, 
Philippines and Vietnam, land disputes 
between China and India for Kash-
mir/Ladakh are a few examples of local 
geopolitics in Asia (Timothy, 2019). 
Report by TIME (Bremmer, 2020) states 
that both the US and China are using 
economic tools like international 

sanctions, export control and boycotts to 
acquire more geopolitical power. At the 
same time, China's political decisions like 
the Passport War of 2012 on Hong Kong 
and Taiwan had negatively impacted the 
peaceful grounds of tourism activities 
within the region (Rowen, 2016). Besides, 
the role played by the tourism sector for 
implementing the state’s geopolitical 
programs of Chinese authorities and how 
tourism has been used as a tool for 
crafting foreign policies and territorial 
projects are also issues affecting the 
industry. In the same manner, US’s 
tourism is being affected by its restric-
tions on citizens' visit to countries like 
Cuba, Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, 
Syria, and Yemen (Seyfi et al., 2020). To 
an extent, the current geopolitical anxie-
ties on tourism are affected by primaeval 
race geographies and recent develop-
ments of geo-economic relations (Mosta-
fanezhad et al., 2020). Belt and Road or 
One Belt One Road is a global infrastruc-
ture development initiative of China, 
which promises a new platform for extend-
ing their geo-economic relations to 
become a global power (EU Parliament, 
2020). In respect of the recent COVID-19 
lead global economic crisis, more geopoliti-
cal tensions have emerged between global 
powers, nations or regions (EU Parlia-
ment; Mostafanezhad et al.; Seyfi et al., 
2020). Many countries have adopted 
Travel Bubble initiatives to reopen the 
borders and resume controlled travels 
between predetermined countries or 
regions. According to the report of Wego 
(2020), as of May 2019 itself, China and 
South Korea lifted travel restrictions by 
linking them. By the end of October 2020, 
the EU has relaxed travel restrictions 
with Australia, Japan, New Zealand, 
Rwanda, Singapore, South Korea, 
Thailand and Uruguay. Similarly, India 
has initiated new bilateral travel arrange-
ments with more than 21 countries. 
Nevertheless, there exist uneven political 
geography of sanctions and policies to 
achieve political goals (Seyfi et al., 2020).

Rethink and Restart the Tourism

Although the COVID-19 has created 
immense chaos in the tourism sector, 
gradually it became a platform to rethink 
and restart the tourism sector. World-
wide travel bans and freezing of tourism 
activities stricken governments, trade 
organizations, industry experts, entrepre-
neurs, policymakers, tourism researchers 
and other stakeholders to rethink travel 
activities and interaction with nature, 
climate and economy.  As recovery meas-
ures from a pandemic crisis, the sector 
needs to focus on the sustainable and 
responsible model of travel experiences 
that ensures the safety of host communi-
ties, travelers and other direct stakehold-
ers. As part of recovery plans, the invest-
ment packages must follow models that 
promote economic empowerment of local 
communities, decent income and benefit 
distributions, more carbon-neutral 
practices and inclusive developments. 
UNWTO (2020d) recommends drafting 
recovery policies which create decent job 
opportunities for youth, women and 
vulnerable communities. It also highlight-
ed five points of the road map to trans-
form tourism during and post COVID-19 
lead crisis. The first and foremost is to 
build confidence by strengthening 
partnerships and solidarity between 
destinations and stakeholders with an 
inclusive approach of protecting 
livelihoods. The second one is to facilitate 
a better business environment and invest-
ment opportunities for local travel SMEs, 
domestic tourism destinations and niche 
tourism markets. Applications of advance 
innovation, digitalization of the tourism 
ecosystem, and enrichment of the 
tourism workforce by updated digital 
skills come as the third point of road map 
to transform tourism. The next two 
points are on fostering sustainability and 
green growth in addition to coordination 
and partnerships to achieve the Sustaina-
ble Development Goals. It also includes 
people-oriented policy making beside the 

involvement of government, development 
partners and other international 
financial institutions. Some of the best 
recovery models that have already been 
adopted around the world to restart the 
tourism industry include
a) Egypt’s postponement of tourism stake-
holder’s dues.
b) Bulgarian government initiatives for 
covering the insurance payments owed by 
the tourism employers. c) suspension of 
tax payments for travel business in Italy. 
According to WTTC (2020c), 80% of the 
tourism sector is an account for Small 
and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs). 
And they are intensively affected by the 
global pandemic. Netherland’s Corona 
Bridging Loan and Portugal’s Mezzanine 
are some of the unique government initia-
tives for boosting travel startups/SMEs to 
survive and recover from the hard-hit of 
the global pandemic lead crisis. Bangla-
desh's Committee for Crisis Management 
and Malaysia’s Tourism Recovery Action 
Council (TRAC) is working on tackling 
problems and designing recovery plans 
within various areas of the tourism 
sector. The best part of these initiatives is 
that it has created a new platform to 
rethink existing tourism models and 
recommend new models to fasten the 
recovery process sustainably. Other 
promising initiatives are ICAO‘s Council 
Aviation Recovery Task Force (CART), 
UNWTO’s Global Tourism Crisis Commit-
tee. Besides its representatives of stake-
holders from government agencies and 
private sector, alongside WHO, ICAO, 
ILO, IMO, WBG, OECD, ACI, CLIA, 
IATA and WTTC are helping to rethink 
and restart tourism activities around the 
world. UNWTO International Network of 
Sustainable Tourism Observatories and 
One Planet Network Sustainable 
Tourism Programme further ensures the 
tourism sector to achieve SDGs in the 
process of the post-COVID-19 recovery. 
WTTCs initiatives to restart travel sector 
includes ‘Safe Travels Protocols and 
Stamp’, ‘Together in Travel’ social media 

campaign (#TogetherInTravel), ‘100 
million jobs’ with G20 nations and 
constant industry update meetings with 
Airports Council International (ACI), 
Cruise Lines International Association(-
CLIA), Duty-Free World Council 
(DFWC), International Air Transport 
Association (IATA), Organization for 
Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD), Pacific Asia Travel Association 
(PATA), United Nations World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO), U.S. Travel 
Association (USTA) and World Economic 
Forum (WEF).

Rapid progress has seen the transforma-
tion of the tourism sector to use technolog-
ical innovations like biometric initiatives 
which ensure seamless, safe and hygiene 
journey experience to everyone. Accord-
ing to WTTC (2020a), the use of biometric 
technology will reduce boarding time by 
66% from 45 minutes to 15 minutes. As 
the global pandemic demands more 
touch-free travel experiences and social 
distance options, the policymakers and 
travelers are adopting the use of biomet-
ric technologies for travel booking, 
documentation, security clearance, board-
ing and more. Henceforth, the tourism 
sector won’t get any better opportunity 
than the current pandemic crisis to 
upgrade airports, public transportations, 
destination centres, front offices, check-
ing points, verification and payment 
systems etc. with international standard 
biometric solutions. Even though digitali-
zation has existed in the tourism sector 
for many years, Post COVID-19 is 
forecasted as an era of digital boom. The 
rise of virtual tourism and contactless 
travel experiences remains the most 
happening trends. Additionally, these 
trends are demanding new skills in 
tourism and hospitality workers. To 
achieve digital skills, one has to 
eliminate the digital divide in many devel-
oping and least developed countries.  An 
early 2011 study by Amadeus (2011) on 

the travel trend of 2020 has highlighted 
the consumer trends towards tourism 
products of health and wellbeing. And the 
same trends have multiplied many times 
because of the global pandemic hit.  COV-
ID-19 has also made more tourists plan 
trips accordingly by including activities of 
health and wellbeing. Now the tourists 
are rethinking themselves to choose 
wellness tourism and health tourism 
destinations instead of mass tourism 
destinations. The governments, tourism 
departments, trade organizations, local 
communities and other primary stake-
holders have started to create participa-
tive policies to boost wellness and health 
tourism to ensure the fast recovery of the 
tourism sector. Another important aspect 
is that the tourism sector plays a signifi-
cant role in connecting counties and 
communities together for peace and 
mutual prosperity. The more people 
travel and interact with other people, the 
more they understand and accept each 
other which further helps to reduce the 
gap created by prejudice, tensions, and 
conflicts (Sonmez and Apostolopoulos, 
2000). Restarting tourism with more 
confidence and cooperation will decrease 
the chaos that existed before the global 
pandemic and augmented during the 
crisis. Not to mention that more oil 
nations have started to invest in the 
service industry like tourism as a future 
economic source compared to earlier 
traditional fossil fuel industries (Becken 
and Friedl, 2018). The same will bring a 
positive outlook towards the environment 
and a new boom of cultural exchange in 
the Middle East region with the help of 
the tourism sector. Before the pandemic, 
in 2019 countries like United Arabs 
Emirates, Qatar and Saudi Arabia have 
shown a good competitiveness power in 
the tourism sector compared to any other 
Middle East countries (Nazmfar et al., 
2019). Recent policies introduced by the 
UAE to boost relationships and connect 
more destinations are giving a new ray of 

hope for world peace and prosperity.

Looking Ahead
Ethnic conflict and geopolitics have affect-
ed the tourism sector even before and 
during the COVID-19 lead crisis, and the 
same trend will continue in one or anoth-
er way for many tourism destinations. To 
put it another way, tourism has to be used 
as a tool to create world peace, better 
social inclusion and to reduce the 
negative impacts of ethnic conflict and 
geopolitical tensions. Despite all chaos 
made by the global pandemic crisis, the 
tourism sector will recover to its boom 
stage again. The essence of the restarting 
activities must be surrounded by environ-
mental responsibility, technological 
advancements in business and consumer 
needs. As mentioned earlier the tourism 
sector won’t get any better chance than 
the global pandemic to rethink their 
products and services. The tourism sector 
has to rethink and redesign activities 
according to the next trends of ‘tech-savvy 
travelers and experiential holidays. 
Hotels and restaurants have to digitize 
every single process to reduce the cost, to 
create a new experience and to ensure 
safety, security and hygiene. Using cloud 
technology in property management 
systems hotels can ensure better perfor-
mance with less cost. Likewise, SMEs can 
improve brand image by utilizing 
user-generated contents and peer to peer 
platform celebrities to attract their niche 
market. The study observes a high 
demand for wellness, health, sports, 
extreme and other experiential tourism 
products. Experiential holidays demand 
every activity from planning to post-tour 
reviews as designed as more experiencea-
ble. The new consumers are demanding 
smart pay systems, non-contact services, 
and smartphone-controlled room facilities 
along with high-end activity-based trips. 
Thus, it is essential to combine both 
aspects of tech and experience while 
designing any components of a tour 

program. It is difficult to arrive at any 
specific conclusions about post-COVID-19 
trends in the tourism sector. But, surely, 
most of the travel trends will emerge 
either due to the digital boom or the 
desire for experiential travel.
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According to the World Bank (2020) 
report, during 2019 alone, the service 
sector has contributed about 61.2 per 
cent to the global GDP. Correspondingly, 
in the same year, Travel & Tourism 
sector’s direct, indirect and induced share 
on global GDP is around 10.3% with a 
growth per cent of 3.5 %, and a total of 
US$ 1.7 trillion visitor exports included 
of 6.8% of total exports, 28.3% of global 

services exports (WTTC, 2020a). Coun-
ties like the US (1.8 trillion), China (1.58 
trillion), Japan, Germany, Italy, UK, 
France, Spain, Mexico, and India ranked 
top in terms of the T&T sector’s contribu-
tion to GDP (Neufeld, 2020). Moreover, 
this sector ensures around 330 million 
jobs, consists of 1 in 10 jobs around the 
world, with more opportunities for 
women, youth, minorities and indigenous 

communities (WTTC, 2020a; 2020c). 
Things changed dramatically by Decem-
ber 2019 with an uncontrolled spread of 
COVID-19 reported in Wuhan, China 
(Liu, 2020). By March 2020 WHO 
declared the COVID-19 (novel coronavi-
rus) as a global pandemic (WTTC, 2020c). 
And of course, it created a lot of chaos in 
every sector including the T&T, most 
compelling evidence by WTTC (2020c) 
gives that in March 2020, 39% of 
countries have closed their borders for 
non-citizens and non-residents. As the 
COVID-19 infection rate kept doubled 
around the world by April 2020, 100% of 
tourism destinations were compelled to 
introduce travel restrictions and new 
emergency sanctions to control the 
spread of the virus (UNWTO, 2020a). 
Complete or partial border closure to 
tourist, destination-specific travel restric-
tions, suspension of flights, visa bans, 
domestic or local travel bans, quarantine 
rules and special medical requirements 
made humans immobile (UNWTO, 
2020c). More specifically travel restric-
tions have been imposed in 100% of 
African, Asian and the Pacific and the 
Middle East destinations, 93% of Europe-
an and 92% of American tourist destina-
tions (UNWTO, 2020c). In the early stage 
itself, the reports of UNWTO (2020a), 
OECD (2020), and WTTC (2020c) 
forecasted that international tourist 
arrivals could drop by around 80% in 
2020. which further reflected in the T&T 
sector with zero demand, mass revenue 
decline, high costs, furloughs, job loss, 
and bankruptcy (WTTC, 2020c). These 
circumstances made a forecast of 121 
million jobs loss and a loss of $3.4 trillion 
in global GDP by the T&T sector alone 
(UNWTO, 2020a; WTTC, 2020b; 2020c).  
Richter (2020) from the World Economic 
Forum quoted that “COVID-19 could set 
the global tourism industry back 20 
years”. The International Labour Organi-
zation (ILO, 2020) expressed thatthree in 
four workers of the tourism sector in Asia 
and Pacific countries are engaged in 
informal jobs. which don’t guarantee any 

job security or they are more vulnerable 
to the negative impacts of the COVID-19 
lead crisis happening now.

Contemporary Issues and Geopoliti-
cal Tensions 
Just like all the other crises, this current 
pandemic has impacted negatively on the 
economy, society, and environment. Over 
and above valuing the monetary losses, 
efforts are to made  to dive deep into 
tangible and intangible social impacts 
happening in the communities too. Many 
researchers have reported different field 
shreds of evidence of sudden growth in 
conflicts and geopolitical tensions around 
the world since the COVID-19 outbreak 
(Burke; Chetcuti et al.; Polo; Seyfi et al.; 
Wilkinson et al., 2020). The sources of 
these ethnic conflicts can be political, 
social, economic and religious, which is 
already deeply rooted before and further 
boosted during COVID-19 (Burke, 2020; 
“Ethnic conflict”, n.d.). Doesn’t matter it 
is Rohingya genocide, Kurdish–Turkish 
conflict, Sri Lankan Civil War or Commu-
nal conflicts in Nigeria, all of these had 
negatively impacted the growth and 
image of the local tourism projects or any 
related international destinations in one 
or another form (“Ethnic conflict”, n.d.). 
Even before the current global pandemic, 
many western countries have imposed 
restrictions on travelling to and from a 
few Middle East countries by considering 
the risk of social or ethnic conflicts 
(Jawabreh, 2020). Not only the civil wars 
of Iraq, Lebanon, and Syria affected 
tourism growth in the Middle East, but 
also it is affected by how the foreign 
media framed the region negatively by 
reporting only wars and conflicts (Butler, 
2019; Jawabreh, 2020). It is indeed that 
even a piece of single fake news on 
disputes will create a negative image for 
any tourist destination forever. On top of 
ongoing ethnic conflicts around the 
world, COVID-19 have made new 
grounds for food scarcity, broken health-
care system and administration, gender 
and race discriminations, domestic 

violence and mass unemployment 
(Burke; Bentley; Chetcuti et al., 2020). 
Few examples underlined by Burke 
(2020) are 1) how few extremist groups in 
the Middle East are using the pandemic 
crisis to spread the propaganda and 
promote new recruitments. 2) how Bang-
ladesh and Malaysia rejected recent 
Rohingyan boats amid the fear of 
COVID-19 spread and resulted as the 
death of many migrants in the sea. 3) 
How India’s online and physical attack 
on minorities by claiming a particular 
community as the only reason for the 
super spread. Polo (2020) stated that the 
world becomes more socially unrest, 
violent and less democratic than what 
was before the detection of global 
pandemic (COVID-19). The case is even 
worse for many countries where the 
existing conflicts have already made the 
citizens not to trust authorities, and 
fewer options to implement any central-
ized command or control approach to 
reduce pandemic spread (Wilkinson et 
al., 2020).
 
In the same fashion, new geopolitical 
tensions have developed as countries 
announced emergency border closures, 
travel restrictions or bans, international 
sanctions, strict visa regulations, 
lockdowns, quarantine rules and other 
measures for the sake of controlling 
pandemic spread (EU Parliament; Seyfi 
et al., 2020). Even before the global 
pandemic, geopolitics have negatively 
impacted the growth of numerous 
tourism destinations, it was mostly by 
the geopolitical tensions between 
countries in the West, Middle East, and 
Asia (Bremmer, 2020; Butler, 2019; 
Rowen, 2016; Timothy, 2019). Conflicts 
on the South China Sea between China, 
Philippines and Vietnam, land disputes 
between China and India for Kash-
mir/Ladakh are a few examples of local 
geopolitics in Asia (Timothy, 2019). 
Report by TIME (Bremmer, 2020) states 
that both the US and China are using 
economic tools like international 

sanctions, export control and boycotts to 
acquire more geopolitical power. At the 
same time, China's political decisions like 
the Passport War of 2012 on Hong Kong 
and Taiwan had negatively impacted the 
peaceful grounds of tourism activities 
within the region (Rowen, 2016). Besides, 
the role played by the tourism sector for 
implementing the state’s geopolitical 
programs of Chinese authorities and how 
tourism has been used as a tool for 
crafting foreign policies and territorial 
projects are also issues affecting the 
industry. In the same manner, US’s 
tourism is being affected by its restric-
tions on citizens' visit to countries like 
Cuba, Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, 
Syria, and Yemen (Seyfi et al., 2020). To 
an extent, the current geopolitical anxie-
ties on tourism are affected by primaeval 
race geographies and recent develop-
ments of geo-economic relations (Mosta-
fanezhad et al., 2020). Belt and Road or 
One Belt One Road is a global infrastruc-
ture development initiative of China, 
which promises a new platform for extend-
ing their geo-economic relations to 
become a global power (EU Parliament, 
2020). In respect of the recent COVID-19 
lead global economic crisis, more geopoliti-
cal tensions have emerged between global 
powers, nations or regions (EU Parlia-
ment; Mostafanezhad et al.; Seyfi et al., 
2020). Many countries have adopted 
Travel Bubble initiatives to reopen the 
borders and resume controlled travels 
between predetermined countries or 
regions. According to the report of Wego 
(2020), as of May 2019 itself, China and 
South Korea lifted travel restrictions by 
linking them. By the end of October 2020, 
the EU has relaxed travel restrictions 
with Australia, Japan, New Zealand, 
Rwanda, Singapore, South Korea, 
Thailand and Uruguay. Similarly, India 
has initiated new bilateral travel arrange-
ments with more than 21 countries. 
Nevertheless, there exist uneven political 
geography of sanctions and policies to 
achieve political goals (Seyfi et al., 2020).

Rethink and Restart the Tourism

Although the COVID-19 has created 
immense chaos in the tourism sector, 
gradually it became a platform to rethink 
and restart the tourism sector. World-
wide travel bans and freezing of tourism 
activities stricken governments, trade 
organizations, industry experts, entrepre-
neurs, policymakers, tourism researchers 
and other stakeholders to rethink travel 
activities and interaction with nature, 
climate and economy.  As recovery meas-
ures from a pandemic crisis, the sector 
needs to focus on the sustainable and 
responsible model of travel experiences 
that ensures the safety of host communi-
ties, travelers and other direct stakehold-
ers. As part of recovery plans, the invest-
ment packages must follow models that 
promote economic empowerment of local 
communities, decent income and benefit 
distributions, more carbon-neutral 
practices and inclusive developments. 
UNWTO (2020d) recommends drafting 
recovery policies which create decent job 
opportunities for youth, women and 
vulnerable communities. It also highlight-
ed five points of the road map to trans-
form tourism during and post COVID-19 
lead crisis. The first and foremost is to 
build confidence by strengthening 
partnerships and solidarity between 
destinations and stakeholders with an 
inclusive approach of protecting 
livelihoods. The second one is to facilitate 
a better business environment and invest-
ment opportunities for local travel SMEs, 
domestic tourism destinations and niche 
tourism markets. Applications of advance 
innovation, digitalization of the tourism 
ecosystem, and enrichment of the 
tourism workforce by updated digital 
skills come as the third point of road map 
to transform tourism. The next two 
points are on fostering sustainability and 
green growth in addition to coordination 
and partnerships to achieve the Sustaina-
ble Development Goals. It also includes 
people-oriented policy making beside the 

involvement of government, development 
partners and other international 
financial institutions. Some of the best 
recovery models that have already been 
adopted around the world to restart the 
tourism industry include
a) Egypt’s postponement of tourism stake-
holder’s dues.
b) Bulgarian government initiatives for 
covering the insurance payments owed by 
the tourism employers. c) suspension of 
tax payments for travel business in Italy. 
According to WTTC (2020c), 80% of the 
tourism sector is an account for Small 
and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs). 
And they are intensively affected by the 
global pandemic. Netherland’s Corona 
Bridging Loan and Portugal’s Mezzanine 
are some of the unique government initia-
tives for boosting travel startups/SMEs to 
survive and recover from the hard-hit of 
the global pandemic lead crisis. Bangla-
desh's Committee for Crisis Management 
and Malaysia’s Tourism Recovery Action 
Council (TRAC) is working on tackling 
problems and designing recovery plans 
within various areas of the tourism 
sector. The best part of these initiatives is 
that it has created a new platform to 
rethink existing tourism models and 
recommend new models to fasten the 
recovery process sustainably. Other 
promising initiatives are ICAO‘s Council 
Aviation Recovery Task Force (CART), 
UNWTO’s Global Tourism Crisis Commit-
tee. Besides its representatives of stake-
holders from government agencies and 
private sector, alongside WHO, ICAO, 
ILO, IMO, WBG, OECD, ACI, CLIA, 
IATA and WTTC are helping to rethink 
and restart tourism activities around the 
world. UNWTO International Network of 
Sustainable Tourism Observatories and 
One Planet Network Sustainable 
Tourism Programme further ensures the 
tourism sector to achieve SDGs in the 
process of the post-COVID-19 recovery. 
WTTCs initiatives to restart travel sector 
includes ‘Safe Travels Protocols and 
Stamp’, ‘Together in Travel’ social media 

campaign (#TogetherInTravel), ‘100 
million jobs’ with G20 nations and 
constant industry update meetings with 
Airports Council International (ACI), 
Cruise Lines International Association(-
CLIA), Duty-Free World Council 
(DFWC), International Air Transport 
Association (IATA), Organization for 
Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD), Pacific Asia Travel Association 
(PATA), United Nations World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO), U.S. Travel 
Association (USTA) and World Economic 
Forum (WEF).

Rapid progress has seen the transforma-
tion of the tourism sector to use technolog-
ical innovations like biometric initiatives 
which ensure seamless, safe and hygiene 
journey experience to everyone. Accord-
ing to WTTC (2020a), the use of biometric 
technology will reduce boarding time by 
66% from 45 minutes to 15 minutes. As 
the global pandemic demands more 
touch-free travel experiences and social 
distance options, the policymakers and 
travelers are adopting the use of biomet-
ric technologies for travel booking, 
documentation, security clearance, board-
ing and more. Henceforth, the tourism 
sector won’t get any better opportunity 
than the current pandemic crisis to 
upgrade airports, public transportations, 
destination centres, front offices, check-
ing points, verification and payment 
systems etc. with international standard 
biometric solutions. Even though digitali-
zation has existed in the tourism sector 
for many years, Post COVID-19 is 
forecasted as an era of digital boom. The 
rise of virtual tourism and contactless 
travel experiences remains the most 
happening trends. Additionally, these 
trends are demanding new skills in 
tourism and hospitality workers. To 
achieve digital skills, one has to 
eliminate the digital divide in many devel-
oping and least developed countries.  An 
early 2011 study by Amadeus (2011) on 

the travel trend of 2020 has highlighted 
the consumer trends towards tourism 
products of health and wellbeing. And the 
same trends have multiplied many times 
because of the global pandemic hit.  COV-
ID-19 has also made more tourists plan 
trips accordingly by including activities of 
health and wellbeing. Now the tourists 
are rethinking themselves to choose 
wellness tourism and health tourism 
destinations instead of mass tourism 
destinations. The governments, tourism 
departments, trade organizations, local 
communities and other primary stake-
holders have started to create participa-
tive policies to boost wellness and health 
tourism to ensure the fast recovery of the 
tourism sector. Another important aspect 
is that the tourism sector plays a signifi-
cant role in connecting counties and 
communities together for peace and 
mutual prosperity. The more people 
travel and interact with other people, the 
more they understand and accept each 
other which further helps to reduce the 
gap created by prejudice, tensions, and 
conflicts (Sonmez and Apostolopoulos, 
2000). Restarting tourism with more 
confidence and cooperation will decrease 
the chaos that existed before the global 
pandemic and augmented during the 
crisis. Not to mention that more oil 
nations have started to invest in the 
service industry like tourism as a future 
economic source compared to earlier 
traditional fossil fuel industries (Becken 
and Friedl, 2018). The same will bring a 
positive outlook towards the environment 
and a new boom of cultural exchange in 
the Middle East region with the help of 
the tourism sector. Before the pandemic, 
in 2019 countries like United Arabs 
Emirates, Qatar and Saudi Arabia have 
shown a good competitiveness power in 
the tourism sector compared to any other 
Middle East countries (Nazmfar et al., 
2019). Recent policies introduced by the 
UAE to boost relationships and connect 
more destinations are giving a new ray of 

hope for world peace and prosperity.

Looking Ahead
Ethnic conflict and geopolitics have affect-
ed the tourism sector even before and 
during the COVID-19 lead crisis, and the 
same trend will continue in one or anoth-
er way for many tourism destinations. To 
put it another way, tourism has to be used 
as a tool to create world peace, better 
social inclusion and to reduce the 
negative impacts of ethnic conflict and 
geopolitical tensions. Despite all chaos 
made by the global pandemic crisis, the 
tourism sector will recover to its boom 
stage again. The essence of the restarting 
activities must be surrounded by environ-
mental responsibility, technological 
advancements in business and consumer 
needs. As mentioned earlier the tourism 
sector won’t get any better chance than 
the global pandemic to rethink their 
products and services. The tourism sector 
has to rethink and redesign activities 
according to the next trends of ‘tech-savvy 
travelers and experiential holidays. 
Hotels and restaurants have to digitize 
every single process to reduce the cost, to 
create a new experience and to ensure 
safety, security and hygiene. Using cloud 
technology in property management 
systems hotels can ensure better perfor-
mance with less cost. Likewise, SMEs can 
improve brand image by utilizing 
user-generated contents and peer to peer 
platform celebrities to attract their niche 
market. The study observes a high 
demand for wellness, health, sports, 
extreme and other experiential tourism 
products. Experiential holidays demand 
every activity from planning to post-tour 
reviews as designed as more experiencea-
ble. The new consumers are demanding 
smart pay systems, non-contact services, 
and smartphone-controlled room facilities 
along with high-end activity-based trips. 
Thus, it is essential to combine both 
aspects of tech and experience while 
designing any components of a tour 

program. It is difficult to arrive at any 
specific conclusions about post-COVID-19 
trends in the tourism sector. But, surely, 
most of the travel trends will emerge 
either due to the digital boom or the 
desire for experiential travel.
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According to the World Bank (2020) 
report, during 2019 alone, the service 
sector has contributed about 61.2 per 
cent to the global GDP. Correspondingly, 
in the same year, Travel & Tourism 
sector’s direct, indirect and induced share 
on global GDP is around 10.3% with a 
growth per cent of 3.5 %, and a total of 
US$ 1.7 trillion visitor exports included 
of 6.8% of total exports, 28.3% of global 

services exports (WTTC, 2020a). Coun-
ties like the US (1.8 trillion), China (1.58 
trillion), Japan, Germany, Italy, UK, 
France, Spain, Mexico, and India ranked 
top in terms of the T&T sector’s contribu-
tion to GDP (Neufeld, 2020). Moreover, 
this sector ensures around 330 million 
jobs, consists of 1 in 10 jobs around the 
world, with more opportunities for 
women, youth, minorities and indigenous 

communities (WTTC, 2020a; 2020c). 
Things changed dramatically by Decem-
ber 2019 with an uncontrolled spread of 
COVID-19 reported in Wuhan, China 
(Liu, 2020). By March 2020 WHO 
declared the COVID-19 (novel coronavi-
rus) as a global pandemic (WTTC, 2020c). 
And of course, it created a lot of chaos in 
every sector including the T&T, most 
compelling evidence by WTTC (2020c) 
gives that in March 2020, 39% of 
countries have closed their borders for 
non-citizens and non-residents. As the 
COVID-19 infection rate kept doubled 
around the world by April 2020, 100% of 
tourism destinations were compelled to 
introduce travel restrictions and new 
emergency sanctions to control the 
spread of the virus (UNWTO, 2020a). 
Complete or partial border closure to 
tourist, destination-specific travel restric-
tions, suspension of flights, visa bans, 
domestic or local travel bans, quarantine 
rules and special medical requirements 
made humans immobile (UNWTO, 
2020c). More specifically travel restric-
tions have been imposed in 100% of 
African, Asian and the Pacific and the 
Middle East destinations, 93% of Europe-
an and 92% of American tourist destina-
tions (UNWTO, 2020c). In the early stage 
itself, the reports of UNWTO (2020a), 
OECD (2020), and WTTC (2020c) 
forecasted that international tourist 
arrivals could drop by around 80% in 
2020. which further reflected in the T&T 
sector with zero demand, mass revenue 
decline, high costs, furloughs, job loss, 
and bankruptcy (WTTC, 2020c). These 
circumstances made a forecast of 121 
million jobs loss and a loss of $3.4 trillion 
in global GDP by the T&T sector alone 
(UNWTO, 2020a; WTTC, 2020b; 2020c).  
Richter (2020) from the World Economic 
Forum quoted that “COVID-19 could set 
the global tourism industry back 20 
years”. The International Labour Organi-
zation (ILO, 2020) expressed thatthree in 
four workers of the tourism sector in Asia 
and Pacific countries are engaged in 
informal jobs. which don’t guarantee any 

job security or they are more vulnerable 
to the negative impacts of the COVID-19 
lead crisis happening now.

Contemporary Issues and Geopoliti-
cal Tensions 
Just like all the other crises, this current 
pandemic has impacted negatively on the 
economy, society, and environment. Over 
and above valuing the monetary losses, 
efforts are to made  to dive deep into 
tangible and intangible social impacts 
happening in the communities too. Many 
researchers have reported different field 
shreds of evidence of sudden growth in 
conflicts and geopolitical tensions around 
the world since the COVID-19 outbreak 
(Burke; Chetcuti et al.; Polo; Seyfi et al.; 
Wilkinson et al., 2020). The sources of 
these ethnic conflicts can be political, 
social, economic and religious, which is 
already deeply rooted before and further 
boosted during COVID-19 (Burke, 2020; 
“Ethnic conflict”, n.d.). Doesn’t matter it 
is Rohingya genocide, Kurdish–Turkish 
conflict, Sri Lankan Civil War or Commu-
nal conflicts in Nigeria, all of these had 
negatively impacted the growth and 
image of the local tourism projects or any 
related international destinations in one 
or another form (“Ethnic conflict”, n.d.). 
Even before the current global pandemic, 
many western countries have imposed 
restrictions on travelling to and from a 
few Middle East countries by considering 
the risk of social or ethnic conflicts 
(Jawabreh, 2020). Not only the civil wars 
of Iraq, Lebanon, and Syria affected 
tourism growth in the Middle East, but 
also it is affected by how the foreign 
media framed the region negatively by 
reporting only wars and conflicts (Butler, 
2019; Jawabreh, 2020). It is indeed that 
even a piece of single fake news on 
disputes will create a negative image for 
any tourist destination forever. On top of 
ongoing ethnic conflicts around the 
world, COVID-19 have made new 
grounds for food scarcity, broken health-
care system and administration, gender 
and race discriminations, domestic 

violence and mass unemployment 
(Burke; Bentley; Chetcuti et al., 2020). 
Few examples underlined by Burke 
(2020) are 1) how few extremist groups in 
the Middle East are using the pandemic 
crisis to spread the propaganda and 
promote new recruitments. 2) how Bang-
ladesh and Malaysia rejected recent 
Rohingyan boats amid the fear of 
COVID-19 spread and resulted as the 
death of many migrants in the sea. 3) 
How India’s online and physical attack 
on minorities by claiming a particular 
community as the only reason for the 
super spread. Polo (2020) stated that the 
world becomes more socially unrest, 
violent and less democratic than what 
was before the detection of global 
pandemic (COVID-19). The case is even 
worse for many countries where the 
existing conflicts have already made the 
citizens not to trust authorities, and 
fewer options to implement any central-
ized command or control approach to 
reduce pandemic spread (Wilkinson et 
al., 2020).
 
In the same fashion, new geopolitical 
tensions have developed as countries 
announced emergency border closures, 
travel restrictions or bans, international 
sanctions, strict visa regulations, 
lockdowns, quarantine rules and other 
measures for the sake of controlling 
pandemic spread (EU Parliament; Seyfi 
et al., 2020). Even before the global 
pandemic, geopolitics have negatively 
impacted the growth of numerous 
tourism destinations, it was mostly by 
the geopolitical tensions between 
countries in the West, Middle East, and 
Asia (Bremmer, 2020; Butler, 2019; 
Rowen, 2016; Timothy, 2019). Conflicts 
on the South China Sea between China, 
Philippines and Vietnam, land disputes 
between China and India for Kash-
mir/Ladakh are a few examples of local 
geopolitics in Asia (Timothy, 2019). 
Report by TIME (Bremmer, 2020) states 
that both the US and China are using 
economic tools like international 

sanctions, export control and boycotts to 
acquire more geopolitical power. At the 
same time, China's political decisions like 
the Passport War of 2012 on Hong Kong 
and Taiwan had negatively impacted the 
peaceful grounds of tourism activities 
within the region (Rowen, 2016). Besides, 
the role played by the tourism sector for 
implementing the state’s geopolitical 
programs of Chinese authorities and how 
tourism has been used as a tool for 
crafting foreign policies and territorial 
projects are also issues affecting the 
industry. In the same manner, US’s 
tourism is being affected by its restric-
tions on citizens' visit to countries like 
Cuba, Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, 
Syria, and Yemen (Seyfi et al., 2020). To 
an extent, the current geopolitical anxie-
ties on tourism are affected by primaeval 
race geographies and recent develop-
ments of geo-economic relations (Mosta-
fanezhad et al., 2020). Belt and Road or 
One Belt One Road is a global infrastruc-
ture development initiative of China, 
which promises a new platform for extend-
ing their geo-economic relations to 
become a global power (EU Parliament, 
2020). In respect of the recent COVID-19 
lead global economic crisis, more geopoliti-
cal tensions have emerged between global 
powers, nations or regions (EU Parlia-
ment; Mostafanezhad et al.; Seyfi et al., 
2020). Many countries have adopted 
Travel Bubble initiatives to reopen the 
borders and resume controlled travels 
between predetermined countries or 
regions. According to the report of Wego 
(2020), as of May 2019 itself, China and 
South Korea lifted travel restrictions by 
linking them. By the end of October 2020, 
the EU has relaxed travel restrictions 
with Australia, Japan, New Zealand, 
Rwanda, Singapore, South Korea, 
Thailand and Uruguay. Similarly, India 
has initiated new bilateral travel arrange-
ments with more than 21 countries. 
Nevertheless, there exist uneven political 
geography of sanctions and policies to 
achieve political goals (Seyfi et al., 2020).

Rethink and Restart the Tourism

Although the COVID-19 has created 
immense chaos in the tourism sector, 
gradually it became a platform to rethink 
and restart the tourism sector. World-
wide travel bans and freezing of tourism 
activities stricken governments, trade 
organizations, industry experts, entrepre-
neurs, policymakers, tourism researchers 
and other stakeholders to rethink travel 
activities and interaction with nature, 
climate and economy.  As recovery meas-
ures from a pandemic crisis, the sector 
needs to focus on the sustainable and 
responsible model of travel experiences 
that ensures the safety of host communi-
ties, travelers and other direct stakehold-
ers. As part of recovery plans, the invest-
ment packages must follow models that 
promote economic empowerment of local 
communities, decent income and benefit 
distributions, more carbon-neutral 
practices and inclusive developments. 
UNWTO (2020d) recommends drafting 
recovery policies which create decent job 
opportunities for youth, women and 
vulnerable communities. It also highlight-
ed five points of the road map to trans-
form tourism during and post COVID-19 
lead crisis. The first and foremost is to 
build confidence by strengthening 
partnerships and solidarity between 
destinations and stakeholders with an 
inclusive approach of protecting 
livelihoods. The second one is to facilitate 
a better business environment and invest-
ment opportunities for local travel SMEs, 
domestic tourism destinations and niche 
tourism markets. Applications of advance 
innovation, digitalization of the tourism 
ecosystem, and enrichment of the 
tourism workforce by updated digital 
skills come as the third point of road map 
to transform tourism. The next two 
points are on fostering sustainability and 
green growth in addition to coordination 
and partnerships to achieve the Sustaina-
ble Development Goals. It also includes 
people-oriented policy making beside the 

involvement of government, development 
partners and other international 
financial institutions. Some of the best 
recovery models that have already been 
adopted around the world to restart the 
tourism industry include
a) Egypt’s postponement of tourism stake-
holder’s dues.
b) Bulgarian government initiatives for 
covering the insurance payments owed by 
the tourism employers. c) suspension of 
tax payments for travel business in Italy. 
According to WTTC (2020c), 80% of the 
tourism sector is an account for Small 
and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs). 
And they are intensively affected by the 
global pandemic. Netherland’s Corona 
Bridging Loan and Portugal’s Mezzanine 
are some of the unique government initia-
tives for boosting travel startups/SMEs to 
survive and recover from the hard-hit of 
the global pandemic lead crisis. Bangla-
desh's Committee for Crisis Management 
and Malaysia’s Tourism Recovery Action 
Council (TRAC) is working on tackling 
problems and designing recovery plans 
within various areas of the tourism 
sector. The best part of these initiatives is 
that it has created a new platform to 
rethink existing tourism models and 
recommend new models to fasten the 
recovery process sustainably. Other 
promising initiatives are ICAO‘s Council 
Aviation Recovery Task Force (CART), 
UNWTO’s Global Tourism Crisis Commit-
tee. Besides its representatives of stake-
holders from government agencies and 
private sector, alongside WHO, ICAO, 
ILO, IMO, WBG, OECD, ACI, CLIA, 
IATA and WTTC are helping to rethink 
and restart tourism activities around the 
world. UNWTO International Network of 
Sustainable Tourism Observatories and 
One Planet Network Sustainable 
Tourism Programme further ensures the 
tourism sector to achieve SDGs in the 
process of the post-COVID-19 recovery. 
WTTCs initiatives to restart travel sector 
includes ‘Safe Travels Protocols and 
Stamp’, ‘Together in Travel’ social media 

campaign (#TogetherInTravel), ‘100 
million jobs’ with G20 nations and 
constant industry update meetings with 
Airports Council International (ACI), 
Cruise Lines International Association(-
CLIA), Duty-Free World Council 
(DFWC), International Air Transport 
Association (IATA), Organization for 
Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD), Pacific Asia Travel Association 
(PATA), United Nations World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO), U.S. Travel 
Association (USTA) and World Economic 
Forum (WEF).

Rapid progress has seen the transforma-
tion of the tourism sector to use technolog-
ical innovations like biometric initiatives 
which ensure seamless, safe and hygiene 
journey experience to everyone. Accord-
ing to WTTC (2020a), the use of biometric 
technology will reduce boarding time by 
66% from 45 minutes to 15 minutes. As 
the global pandemic demands more 
touch-free travel experiences and social 
distance options, the policymakers and 
travelers are adopting the use of biomet-
ric technologies for travel booking, 
documentation, security clearance, board-
ing and more. Henceforth, the tourism 
sector won’t get any better opportunity 
than the current pandemic crisis to 
upgrade airports, public transportations, 
destination centres, front offices, check-
ing points, verification and payment 
systems etc. with international standard 
biometric solutions. Even though digitali-
zation has existed in the tourism sector 
for many years, Post COVID-19 is 
forecasted as an era of digital boom. The 
rise of virtual tourism and contactless 
travel experiences remains the most 
happening trends. Additionally, these 
trends are demanding new skills in 
tourism and hospitality workers. To 
achieve digital skills, one has to 
eliminate the digital divide in many devel-
oping and least developed countries.  An 
early 2011 study by Amadeus (2011) on 

the travel trend of 2020 has highlighted 
the consumer trends towards tourism 
products of health and wellbeing. And the 
same trends have multiplied many times 
because of the global pandemic hit.  COV-
ID-19 has also made more tourists plan 
trips accordingly by including activities of 
health and wellbeing. Now the tourists 
are rethinking themselves to choose 
wellness tourism and health tourism 
destinations instead of mass tourism 
destinations. The governments, tourism 
departments, trade organizations, local 
communities and other primary stake-
holders have started to create participa-
tive policies to boost wellness and health 
tourism to ensure the fast recovery of the 
tourism sector. Another important aspect 
is that the tourism sector plays a signifi-
cant role in connecting counties and 
communities together for peace and 
mutual prosperity. The more people 
travel and interact with other people, the 
more they understand and accept each 
other which further helps to reduce the 
gap created by prejudice, tensions, and 
conflicts (Sonmez and Apostolopoulos, 
2000). Restarting tourism with more 
confidence and cooperation will decrease 
the chaos that existed before the global 
pandemic and augmented during the 
crisis. Not to mention that more oil 
nations have started to invest in the 
service industry like tourism as a future 
economic source compared to earlier 
traditional fossil fuel industries (Becken 
and Friedl, 2018). The same will bring a 
positive outlook towards the environment 
and a new boom of cultural exchange in 
the Middle East region with the help of 
the tourism sector. Before the pandemic, 
in 2019 countries like United Arabs 
Emirates, Qatar and Saudi Arabia have 
shown a good competitiveness power in 
the tourism sector compared to any other 
Middle East countries (Nazmfar et al., 
2019). Recent policies introduced by the 
UAE to boost relationships and connect 
more destinations are giving a new ray of 

hope for world peace and prosperity.

Looking Ahead
Ethnic conflict and geopolitics have affect-
ed the tourism sector even before and 
during the COVID-19 lead crisis, and the 
same trend will continue in one or anoth-
er way for many tourism destinations. To 
put it another way, tourism has to be used 
as a tool to create world peace, better 
social inclusion and to reduce the 
negative impacts of ethnic conflict and 
geopolitical tensions. Despite all chaos 
made by the global pandemic crisis, the 
tourism sector will recover to its boom 
stage again. The essence of the restarting 
activities must be surrounded by environ-
mental responsibility, technological 
advancements in business and consumer 
needs. As mentioned earlier the tourism 
sector won’t get any better chance than 
the global pandemic to rethink their 
products and services. The tourism sector 
has to rethink and redesign activities 
according to the next trends of ‘tech-savvy 
travelers and experiential holidays. 
Hotels and restaurants have to digitize 
every single process to reduce the cost, to 
create a new experience and to ensure 
safety, security and hygiene. Using cloud 
technology in property management 
systems hotels can ensure better perfor-
mance with less cost. Likewise, SMEs can 
improve brand image by utilizing 
user-generated contents and peer to peer 
platform celebrities to attract their niche 
market. The study observes a high 
demand for wellness, health, sports, 
extreme and other experiential tourism 
products. Experiential holidays demand 
every activity from planning to post-tour 
reviews as designed as more experiencea-
ble. The new consumers are demanding 
smart pay systems, non-contact services, 
and smartphone-controlled room facilities 
along with high-end activity-based trips. 
Thus, it is essential to combine both 
aspects of tech and experience while 
designing any components of a tour 

program. It is difficult to arrive at any 
specific conclusions about post-COVID-19 
trends in the tourism sector. But, surely, 
most of the travel trends will emerge 
either due to the digital boom or the 
desire for experiential travel.
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According to the World Bank (2020) 
report, during 2019 alone, the service 
sector has contributed about 61.2 per 
cent to the global GDP. Correspondingly, 
in the same year, Travel & Tourism 
sector’s direct, indirect and induced share 
on global GDP is around 10.3% with a 
growth per cent of 3.5 %, and a total of 
US$ 1.7 trillion visitor exports included 
of 6.8% of total exports, 28.3% of global 

services exports (WTTC, 2020a). Coun-
ties like the US (1.8 trillion), China (1.58 
trillion), Japan, Germany, Italy, UK, 
France, Spain, Mexico, and India ranked 
top in terms of the T&T sector’s contribu-
tion to GDP (Neufeld, 2020). Moreover, 
this sector ensures around 330 million 
jobs, consists of 1 in 10 jobs around the 
world, with more opportunities for 
women, youth, minorities and indigenous 

communities (WTTC, 2020a; 2020c). 
Things changed dramatically by Decem-
ber 2019 with an uncontrolled spread of 
COVID-19 reported in Wuhan, China 
(Liu, 2020). By March 2020 WHO 
declared the COVID-19 (novel coronavi-
rus) as a global pandemic (WTTC, 2020c). 
And of course, it created a lot of chaos in 
every sector including the T&T, most 
compelling evidence by WTTC (2020c) 
gives that in March 2020, 39% of 
countries have closed their borders for 
non-citizens and non-residents. As the 
COVID-19 infection rate kept doubled 
around the world by April 2020, 100% of 
tourism destinations were compelled to 
introduce travel restrictions and new 
emergency sanctions to control the 
spread of the virus (UNWTO, 2020a). 
Complete or partial border closure to 
tourist, destination-specific travel restric-
tions, suspension of flights, visa bans, 
domestic or local travel bans, quarantine 
rules and special medical requirements 
made humans immobile (UNWTO, 
2020c). More specifically travel restric-
tions have been imposed in 100% of 
African, Asian and the Pacific and the 
Middle East destinations, 93% of Europe-
an and 92% of American tourist destina-
tions (UNWTO, 2020c). In the early stage 
itself, the reports of UNWTO (2020a), 
OECD (2020), and WTTC (2020c) 
forecasted that international tourist 
arrivals could drop by around 80% in 
2020. which further reflected in the T&T 
sector with zero demand, mass revenue 
decline, high costs, furloughs, job loss, 
and bankruptcy (WTTC, 2020c). These 
circumstances made a forecast of 121 
million jobs loss and a loss of $3.4 trillion 
in global GDP by the T&T sector alone 
(UNWTO, 2020a; WTTC, 2020b; 2020c).  
Richter (2020) from the World Economic 
Forum quoted that “COVID-19 could set 
the global tourism industry back 20 
years”. The International Labour Organi-
zation (ILO, 2020) expressed thatthree in 
four workers of the tourism sector in Asia 
and Pacific countries are engaged in 
informal jobs. which don’t guarantee any 

job security or they are more vulnerable 
to the negative impacts of the COVID-19 
lead crisis happening now.

Contemporary Issues and Geopoliti-
cal Tensions 
Just like all the other crises, this current 
pandemic has impacted negatively on the 
economy, society, and environment. Over 
and above valuing the monetary losses, 
efforts are to made  to dive deep into 
tangible and intangible social impacts 
happening in the communities too. Many 
researchers have reported different field 
shreds of evidence of sudden growth in 
conflicts and geopolitical tensions around 
the world since the COVID-19 outbreak 
(Burke; Chetcuti et al.; Polo; Seyfi et al.; 
Wilkinson et al., 2020). The sources of 
these ethnic conflicts can be political, 
social, economic and religious, which is 
already deeply rooted before and further 
boosted during COVID-19 (Burke, 2020; 
“Ethnic conflict”, n.d.). Doesn’t matter it 
is Rohingya genocide, Kurdish–Turkish 
conflict, Sri Lankan Civil War or Commu-
nal conflicts in Nigeria, all of these had 
negatively impacted the growth and 
image of the local tourism projects or any 
related international destinations in one 
or another form (“Ethnic conflict”, n.d.). 
Even before the current global pandemic, 
many western countries have imposed 
restrictions on travelling to and from a 
few Middle East countries by considering 
the risk of social or ethnic conflicts 
(Jawabreh, 2020). Not only the civil wars 
of Iraq, Lebanon, and Syria affected 
tourism growth in the Middle East, but 
also it is affected by how the foreign 
media framed the region negatively by 
reporting only wars and conflicts (Butler, 
2019; Jawabreh, 2020). It is indeed that 
even a piece of single fake news on 
disputes will create a negative image for 
any tourist destination forever. On top of 
ongoing ethnic conflicts around the 
world, COVID-19 have made new 
grounds for food scarcity, broken health-
care system and administration, gender 
and race discriminations, domestic 

violence and mass unemployment 
(Burke; Bentley; Chetcuti et al., 2020). 
Few examples underlined by Burke 
(2020) are 1) how few extremist groups in 
the Middle East are using the pandemic 
crisis to spread the propaganda and 
promote new recruitments. 2) how Bang-
ladesh and Malaysia rejected recent 
Rohingyan boats amid the fear of 
COVID-19 spread and resulted as the 
death of many migrants in the sea. 3) 
How India’s online and physical attack 
on minorities by claiming a particular 
community as the only reason for the 
super spread. Polo (2020) stated that the 
world becomes more socially unrest, 
violent and less democratic than what 
was before the detection of global 
pandemic (COVID-19). The case is even 
worse for many countries where the 
existing conflicts have already made the 
citizens not to trust authorities, and 
fewer options to implement any central-
ized command or control approach to 
reduce pandemic spread (Wilkinson et 
al., 2020).
 
In the same fashion, new geopolitical 
tensions have developed as countries 
announced emergency border closures, 
travel restrictions or bans, international 
sanctions, strict visa regulations, 
lockdowns, quarantine rules and other 
measures for the sake of controlling 
pandemic spread (EU Parliament; Seyfi 
et al., 2020). Even before the global 
pandemic, geopolitics have negatively 
impacted the growth of numerous 
tourism destinations, it was mostly by 
the geopolitical tensions between 
countries in the West, Middle East, and 
Asia (Bremmer, 2020; Butler, 2019; 
Rowen, 2016; Timothy, 2019). Conflicts 
on the South China Sea between China, 
Philippines and Vietnam, land disputes 
between China and India for Kash-
mir/Ladakh are a few examples of local 
geopolitics in Asia (Timothy, 2019). 
Report by TIME (Bremmer, 2020) states 
that both the US and China are using 
economic tools like international 

sanctions, export control and boycotts to 
acquire more geopolitical power. At the 
same time, China's political decisions like 
the Passport War of 2012 on Hong Kong 
and Taiwan had negatively impacted the 
peaceful grounds of tourism activities 
within the region (Rowen, 2016). Besides, 
the role played by the tourism sector for 
implementing the state’s geopolitical 
programs of Chinese authorities and how 
tourism has been used as a tool for 
crafting foreign policies and territorial 
projects are also issues affecting the 
industry. In the same manner, US’s 
tourism is being affected by its restric-
tions on citizens' visit to countries like 
Cuba, Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, 
Syria, and Yemen (Seyfi et al., 2020). To 
an extent, the current geopolitical anxie-
ties on tourism are affected by primaeval 
race geographies and recent develop-
ments of geo-economic relations (Mosta-
fanezhad et al., 2020). Belt and Road or 
One Belt One Road is a global infrastruc-
ture development initiative of China, 
which promises a new platform for extend-
ing their geo-economic relations to 
become a global power (EU Parliament, 
2020). In respect of the recent COVID-19 
lead global economic crisis, more geopoliti-
cal tensions have emerged between global 
powers, nations or regions (EU Parlia-
ment; Mostafanezhad et al.; Seyfi et al., 
2020). Many countries have adopted 
Travel Bubble initiatives to reopen the 
borders and resume controlled travels 
between predetermined countries or 
regions. According to the report of Wego 
(2020), as of May 2019 itself, China and 
South Korea lifted travel restrictions by 
linking them. By the end of October 2020, 
the EU has relaxed travel restrictions 
with Australia, Japan, New Zealand, 
Rwanda, Singapore, South Korea, 
Thailand and Uruguay. Similarly, India 
has initiated new bilateral travel arrange-
ments with more than 21 countries. 
Nevertheless, there exist uneven political 
geography of sanctions and policies to 
achieve political goals (Seyfi et al., 2020).

Rethink and Restart the Tourism

Although the COVID-19 has created 
immense chaos in the tourism sector, 
gradually it became a platform to rethink 
and restart the tourism sector. World-
wide travel bans and freezing of tourism 
activities stricken governments, trade 
organizations, industry experts, entrepre-
neurs, policymakers, tourism researchers 
and other stakeholders to rethink travel 
activities and interaction with nature, 
climate and economy.  As recovery meas-
ures from a pandemic crisis, the sector 
needs to focus on the sustainable and 
responsible model of travel experiences 
that ensures the safety of host communi-
ties, travelers and other direct stakehold-
ers. As part of recovery plans, the invest-
ment packages must follow models that 
promote economic empowerment of local 
communities, decent income and benefit 
distributions, more carbon-neutral 
practices and inclusive developments. 
UNWTO (2020d) recommends drafting 
recovery policies which create decent job 
opportunities for youth, women and 
vulnerable communities. It also highlight-
ed five points of the road map to trans-
form tourism during and post COVID-19 
lead crisis. The first and foremost is to 
build confidence by strengthening 
partnerships and solidarity between 
destinations and stakeholders with an 
inclusive approach of protecting 
livelihoods. The second one is to facilitate 
a better business environment and invest-
ment opportunities for local travel SMEs, 
domestic tourism destinations and niche 
tourism markets. Applications of advance 
innovation, digitalization of the tourism 
ecosystem, and enrichment of the 
tourism workforce by updated digital 
skills come as the third point of road map 
to transform tourism. The next two 
points are on fostering sustainability and 
green growth in addition to coordination 
and partnerships to achieve the Sustaina-
ble Development Goals. It also includes 
people-oriented policy making beside the 

involvement of government, development 
partners and other international 
financial institutions. Some of the best 
recovery models that have already been 
adopted around the world to restart the 
tourism industry include
a) Egypt’s postponement of tourism stake-
holder’s dues.
b) Bulgarian government initiatives for 
covering the insurance payments owed by 
the tourism employers. c) suspension of 
tax payments for travel business in Italy. 
According to WTTC (2020c), 80% of the 
tourism sector is an account for Small 
and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs). 
And they are intensively affected by the 
global pandemic. Netherland’s Corona 
Bridging Loan and Portugal’s Mezzanine 
are some of the unique government initia-
tives for boosting travel startups/SMEs to 
survive and recover from the hard-hit of 
the global pandemic lead crisis. Bangla-
desh's Committee for Crisis Management 
and Malaysia’s Tourism Recovery Action 
Council (TRAC) is working on tackling 
problems and designing recovery plans 
within various areas of the tourism 
sector. The best part of these initiatives is 
that it has created a new platform to 
rethink existing tourism models and 
recommend new models to fasten the 
recovery process sustainably. Other 
promising initiatives are ICAO‘s Council 
Aviation Recovery Task Force (CART), 
UNWTO’s Global Tourism Crisis Commit-
tee. Besides its representatives of stake-
holders from government agencies and 
private sector, alongside WHO, ICAO, 
ILO, IMO, WBG, OECD, ACI, CLIA, 
IATA and WTTC are helping to rethink 
and restart tourism activities around the 
world. UNWTO International Network of 
Sustainable Tourism Observatories and 
One Planet Network Sustainable 
Tourism Programme further ensures the 
tourism sector to achieve SDGs in the 
process of the post-COVID-19 recovery. 
WTTCs initiatives to restart travel sector 
includes ‘Safe Travels Protocols and 
Stamp’, ‘Together in Travel’ social media 

campaign (#TogetherInTravel), ‘100 
million jobs’ with G20 nations and 
constant industry update meetings with 
Airports Council International (ACI), 
Cruise Lines International Association(-
CLIA), Duty-Free World Council 
(DFWC), International Air Transport 
Association (IATA), Organization for 
Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD), Pacific Asia Travel Association 
(PATA), United Nations World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO), U.S. Travel 
Association (USTA) and World Economic 
Forum (WEF).

Rapid progress has seen the transforma-
tion of the tourism sector to use technolog-
ical innovations like biometric initiatives 
which ensure seamless, safe and hygiene 
journey experience to everyone. Accord-
ing to WTTC (2020a), the use of biometric 
technology will reduce boarding time by 
66% from 45 minutes to 15 minutes. As 
the global pandemic demands more 
touch-free travel experiences and social 
distance options, the policymakers and 
travelers are adopting the use of biomet-
ric technologies for travel booking, 
documentation, security clearance, board-
ing and more. Henceforth, the tourism 
sector won’t get any better opportunity 
than the current pandemic crisis to 
upgrade airports, public transportations, 
destination centres, front offices, check-
ing points, verification and payment 
systems etc. with international standard 
biometric solutions. Even though digitali-
zation has existed in the tourism sector 
for many years, Post COVID-19 is 
forecasted as an era of digital boom. The 
rise of virtual tourism and contactless 
travel experiences remains the most 
happening trends. Additionally, these 
trends are demanding new skills in 
tourism and hospitality workers. To 
achieve digital skills, one has to 
eliminate the digital divide in many devel-
oping and least developed countries.  An 
early 2011 study by Amadeus (2011) on 

the travel trend of 2020 has highlighted 
the consumer trends towards tourism 
products of health and wellbeing. And the 
same trends have multiplied many times 
because of the global pandemic hit.  COV-
ID-19 has also made more tourists plan 
trips accordingly by including activities of 
health and wellbeing. Now the tourists 
are rethinking themselves to choose 
wellness tourism and health tourism 
destinations instead of mass tourism 
destinations. The governments, tourism 
departments, trade organizations, local 
communities and other primary stake-
holders have started to create participa-
tive policies to boost wellness and health 
tourism to ensure the fast recovery of the 
tourism sector. Another important aspect 
is that the tourism sector plays a signifi-
cant role in connecting counties and 
communities together for peace and 
mutual prosperity. The more people 
travel and interact with other people, the 
more they understand and accept each 
other which further helps to reduce the 
gap created by prejudice, tensions, and 
conflicts (Sonmez and Apostolopoulos, 
2000). Restarting tourism with more 
confidence and cooperation will decrease 
the chaos that existed before the global 
pandemic and augmented during the 
crisis. Not to mention that more oil 
nations have started to invest in the 
service industry like tourism as a future 
economic source compared to earlier 
traditional fossil fuel industries (Becken 
and Friedl, 2018). The same will bring a 
positive outlook towards the environment 
and a new boom of cultural exchange in 
the Middle East region with the help of 
the tourism sector. Before the pandemic, 
in 2019 countries like United Arabs 
Emirates, Qatar and Saudi Arabia have 
shown a good competitiveness power in 
the tourism sector compared to any other 
Middle East countries (Nazmfar et al., 
2019). Recent policies introduced by the 
UAE to boost relationships and connect 
more destinations are giving a new ray of 

hope for world peace and prosperity.

Looking Ahead
Ethnic conflict and geopolitics have affect-
ed the tourism sector even before and 
during the COVID-19 lead crisis, and the 
same trend will continue in one or anoth-
er way for many tourism destinations. To 
put it another way, tourism has to be used 
as a tool to create world peace, better 
social inclusion and to reduce the 
negative impacts of ethnic conflict and 
geopolitical tensions. Despite all chaos 
made by the global pandemic crisis, the 
tourism sector will recover to its boom 
stage again. The essence of the restarting 
activities must be surrounded by environ-
mental responsibility, technological 
advancements in business and consumer 
needs. As mentioned earlier the tourism 
sector won’t get any better chance than 
the global pandemic to rethink their 
products and services. The tourism sector 
has to rethink and redesign activities 
according to the next trends of ‘tech-savvy 
travelers and experiential holidays. 
Hotels and restaurants have to digitize 
every single process to reduce the cost, to 
create a new experience and to ensure 
safety, security and hygiene. Using cloud 
technology in property management 
systems hotels can ensure better perfor-
mance with less cost. Likewise, SMEs can 
improve brand image by utilizing 
user-generated contents and peer to peer 
platform celebrities to attract their niche 
market. The study observes a high 
demand for wellness, health, sports, 
extreme and other experiential tourism 
products. Experiential holidays demand 
every activity from planning to post-tour 
reviews as designed as more experiencea-
ble. The new consumers are demanding 
smart pay systems, non-contact services, 
and smartphone-controlled room facilities 
along with high-end activity-based trips. 
Thus, it is essential to combine both 
aspects of tech and experience while 
designing any components of a tour 

program. It is difficult to arrive at any 
specific conclusions about post-COVID-19 
trends in the tourism sector. But, surely, 
most of the travel trends will emerge 
either due to the digital boom or the 
desire for experiential travel.
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COVID-19 pandemic is one of the most 
unprecedented event in the human 
history as its impact is truly global, 
impacting each and every facet of human 
existence. Commencing as a health 
pandemic, this has had an impact at 
macro as well as micro levels. Right from 
impacting the economy and earnings of 
the nations and individuals, political 
issues within the nations and between 
the nations, inter-personal relations 
within the societies, the new normal is 
making its existence felt and probably it 
will take decades before a new stability 
may be achieved. There have been 
pandemics, economic slowdowns and 

COVID-19 pandemic is one of the most unprecedented event in the human history as its 
impact is truly global, impacting each and every facet of human existence. In this turbu-
lent scenario, education has witnessed a major disruption throughout the world. Online 
teaching has been construed as switching over to the online platforms to deliver the 
lectures, which is a good stop-gap arrangement. If it has to be ingrained into the system, 
then it has to be blended with the operations. Academic leadership catering to vast majori-
ty of the resource deficit population needs to take measures to bridge the digital and 
knowledge divide and the real change will come with bottom-up empowerment.

On the consumption front, there is a notable change in the consumers’ purchasing behav-
iour and some of this change is likely to be permanent. the economic uncertainty and 
instability has fostered transformation in consumer behaviour and there is sustained 
focus on value and frugality. Crisis has also generated interest into spiritualism and the 
consumers are revisiting the traditional wisdom, which might influence their thinking 
and behaviour in the days to come. Consumer research shows that about two-third of the 
consumers may shift back to normal purchase soon after the pandemic while a few others 
who have experienced loss of employment of reduction of their incomes will economize on 
their purchasing. Marketers need to account for this shift in their strategy and need to 
develop the products and their marketing campaigns to accommodate these trends.

wars between nations, but this scenario 
is different because the magnanimity of 
the pandemic induced impacts and the 
disruption of the value chains are the key 
differentiators. The world never came to 
a standstill of this nature for so long and 
it is because of this disruption that the 
fulcrum of delicate balance between the 
subcomponents of the socio-economic 
systems is undergoing a key change.

In this turbulent scenario, education has 
witnessed a major disruption throughout 
the world. Classrooms are seen as the 
boiling pots for fomenting the pandemic 
and their physical closure is taken as a 

viable step to containing the pandemic. 
Surprisingly, most of the other avenues 
such as the markets, gymnasiums, politi-
cal activities, gatherings, etc. with larger 
potential of spreading the pandemic have 
slowly gathered momentum towards 
normalcy, but the education institutions 
remain devoid of students. Despite 
having technology as a major savior to 
reach out to the students, online teaching 
is far from being a substitute for offline 
teaching. Education is not just dissemina-
tion of information from the sender to the 
receiver, but is a tool for shaping the 
individuals, carving them to be true 
professionals and useful members of the 
society. The very act of attending a class 
and learning from the teacher shaped the 
personality of the students, but that new 
normal is still away. 

If the colleges and universities are 
opened without checks and balances, 
they bear the risk of launching an 
exponential spread of the infection as the 
youth may not maintain social distance. 
The facilities such as classrooms, hostels 
and food may not be sterile enough to 
check the spread of infection. Other 
sectors faced similar risks, but the 
phased unlocking can be extrapolated to 
the higher education as well. There are 
several options that can be exercised and 
stepwise measures can help in resuming 
their functioning within the new normal. 
More than the pandemic, it’s the mindset 
that has disrupted the education. 
Academic leadership needs out of the box 
solutions to restore the normalcy and 
newer methods of student engagement 
and evaluation have to be thought of. The 
knowledge divide is far greater than the 
digital divide. Its two batches of students 
who have suffered the most. The cause of 
the problem is that it’s a top-down 
approach and not a bottom-up decentral-
ized strategy, which can be far more 
fruitful. Online teaching has been 
construed as switching over to the online 
platforms to deliver the lectures, which is 
a good stop-gap arrangement. If it has to 

be ingrained into the system, then it has 
to be blended with the operations. 

Scenario Analysis for online teach-
ing
In the present times, three scenarios of 
the growth and control of the pandemic, 
and its impact on the online teaching can 
be predicted. In the first scenario, which 
is optimistic, it is assumed that the 
pandemic will be contained in short run 
as the news of the vaccine will be availa-
ble in the market and we will be able to 
resume the normal offline teaching. In 
such a case, the online teaching can be a 
good supplement to the classroom interac-
tions. In India, even the use of ICT based 
gadgets and tools was facing slow adapta-
tion, but the pandemic has broken that 
mindset and the teachers and students 
have familiarized themselves to this 
newer platform for dissemination of 
teaching.

In the realistic scenario, it is predicted 
that the pandemic will subside, but not to 
the extent that normal classroom teach-
ing can begin, at least for coming two 
sessions as it is difficult to vaccinate 
billions of people within a few months. 
There will be uncertainties and disrup-
tions and in such a case, a blend of online 
and offline interactions is predicted. 
There is a need for out-of-box thinking to 
slowly bring the students back to the 
campuses for enrichment of their online 
teaching experience. By moderating the 
flow of students, the norms of pandemic 
control can be implemented and slowly 
the momentum can be picked up.

The third scenario is pessimistic, in 
which we do not expect the things to get 
better and we have to rely on the herd 
immunity to overcome the pandemic. In 
such a scenario, the resumption of 
normal classroom teaching is less likely 
and our systems have to gear up to 
having more of online teaching and evalu-
ation. Academic leadership catering to 
vast majority of the resource deficit 

population needs to take measures to 
bridge the digital and knowledge divide.
Real change will come with bottom-up 
empowerment. Teacher in class has to 
make use of the online platforms for 
extended learning, beyond the confines of 
the classrooms. Teaching is a highly 
scientific process and a judicious mix of 
the online and classroom interactions has 
to be developed. Merely making the 
digital content is not the end of the story. 
Teachers have to do the handholding of 
the students and explain the concepts in 
online/offline interactions. Online 
platforms have the added advantage of 
flexi-learning, interactivity and handling 
of doubts and teachers have to be trained 
to achieve this purpose. The limitations 
of infrastructure and connectivity are not 
big enough in the present times, which 
cannot be overcome.

Business and consumer research in 
pandemic regime
A seminal research has been done by 
Verma and Gustafsson (2020) analysed 
107 research papers published in Scopus 
and Web of Science indexed journals 
during the period January to May 2020 
using bibliometric study of COVID-19 
research in business and management 
domain. The analysis of the published 
literature identified four main research 
themes and 18 sub-themes. The findings 
and propositions of this study suggest 
that COVID-19 will be the catalyst of 
several long- and short-term policy chang-
es and requires the theoretical and empir-
ical attention of researchers.  The 
subthemes underlying the overall impact 
of COVID-19 on business and manage-
ment entail decision making, risk 
management, supply chain dynamics, 
human behaviour, etc. Researchers have 
also focused on studying the impact on 
value chains, start-ups, trade, employ-
ment and risk. Technology being a major 
enabler during the supply chain disrup-
tion has generated lot of interest of the 
researchers. Similarly, the research on 
service industry, including travel and 

tourism, online education and essential 
services has been interest for the 
researchers. The study envisages further 
research in these broad domains. 
Mehta, Saxena and Purohit (2020) 
observe that the economic uncertainty 
and instability has fostered transforma-
tion in consumer behaviour and there is 
sustained focus on value and frugality. 
Crisis has also generated interest into 
spiritualism and the consumers are 
revisiting the traditional wisdom, which 
might influence their thinking and behav-
iour in the days to come.  A study by 
Accenture reinforce the belief that some 
of the changes in consumer behaviour 
will be permanent and will transform the 
industry’s future. The study found that 
the consumer purchases centred on basic 
needs and people were shopping 
consciously. Digital connect is being 
increasingly relied upon for managing 
isolation and building virtual workforces. 
A study of Fahmy and Sohani (2020) 
observe that there is not a major shift in 
the preferred brands during the pandem-
ic, although there is increase in health 
consciousness and qualitative demands 
on brands due to pandemic affecting 
brand preference. Lee (2020) observes 
thirteen ways that consumer behaviour is 
evolving in the post pandemic scenario. 
There is lesser enthusiasm for in-store 
visits and even the extravagant consum-
ers are concerned about their shopping 
spree. With shifting workplace to home, 
there is a marked shift in the buying 
habits. Consumers have flexible time 
management and increased demand for 
remote work product and technologies. 
Contactless payments, virtual interac-
tions, hunting for value and economizing 
the purchases, increasing acceptability of 
digital platforms is a major development 
and marketers are learning to incorpo-
rate them into their marketing strategy. 
Lee observes the emergence of social 
good, which is gaining the importance in 
the minds of the consumers. These trends 
are going to influence the spending and 
buying habits of the consumers. 

Schachinger (2020) observes that while 
e-commerce, online purchase, media 
consumption, connecting to family and 
concentrating on personal finances are 
some of the most interesting develop-
ments after the pandemic. The top three 
bills of most concern for the consumers in 
the days to come are the utility bills, 
credit cards, and rent followed by auto 
loans, mortgage payments, and student 
loans. This would seem to be a great time 
for financial services and other related 
firms to get creative and continue to stay 
involved with their customers to help 
them weather the storm.

Ernst & Young surveyed consumer behav-
iour sentiment across five markets and 
tracked the spending habits, attitude 
towards COVID-19, data privacy and 
consumer trust. The study found that 
42% of the consumers believe that their 
shopping will fundamentally change. 
Five consumer segments are likely to 
emerge in the post-pandemic scenario. 
These segments include "Keep cutting" 
(13.1%), "Stay frugal" (21.7%), "Get to 
normal" (31.4%), "Cautiously extrava-
gant" (24.7%) and "Back with a bang" 
(9.1%). These segments are arranged in 
order of their propensity to economize 
their purchasing due to pandemic on one 
end, and to resume normal pre-pandemic 
purchase and lifestyle on the other end. 
About two-third of the consumers may 
shift back to normal purchase soon after 
the pandemic while a few others who 
have experienced loss of employment of 
reduction of their incomes will economize 
on their purchasing. Marketers need to 
account for this shift in their strategy and 
need to develop the products and their 
marketing campaigns to accommodate 
these trends.

Nail (2020) advocates that in delivering 
the brand messages in the pandemic 
regime, the marketers should focus on 
three key areas. Firstly, they need to 
explain the brand precautions and ease 

out the fears with operational messaging 
on the expected consumer experience. 
Secondly, there is a need to reinforcing 
product value and its place during 
pandemic with brand messaging and 
thirdly they need to use empathy to 
enrich the brand image with value based 
messaging and positioning the brand as a 
source of comfort and reassurance. Such 
a strategy will contribute to better brand 
building in the post pandemic scenario. 
McKinsey study by Arora et.al (2020) 
finds that pandemic is changing the 
consumer behaviour in at least six differ-
ent ways, which the marketers need to 
adopt. Consumers adoption of digital 
platforms for shopping and entertain-
ment in eight weeks of pandemic 
surpassed the adoption of last five years 
and acceptability of e-services has 
increased. With people working and 
staying at home, there is an increasing 
influence of home on entertainment and 
other such products under consumption. 
With greater community and neighbor-
hood interaction local businesses are 
finding more preference and firms will 
have to manage hyperlocal engagement 
as a part of their strategy. Building trust 
and holding brands to higher standards 
is the key to success of the marketing 
strategy in the post-pandemic scenario.
 
To Sum Up
Pandemic has given a halt to the fast 
moving life and its consequent hedonistic 
consumption behaviour. It has induced 
introspection and generated some 
thoughts for answering the very basic 
questions of human behaviour and 
existence, which we had left far behind in 
the rat race of materialism. This 
paradigm shift has happened with every-
one and the academics and the consumer 
research is a part of this whole process. 
Marketing strategy needs to understand 
this basic shift in consumer thinking and 
behaviour, which is here to stay , at least 
for a few more years until the economy 
gains the momentum again. Technology 

driven marketing strategies, focused on 
value delivery are likely to be far more 
successful than bias for skimming and 
differentiation. To achieve this, then 
entire corporate strategy encompassing 
the product design, operations, pricing 
and value delivery have to work in 
unison. There is an opportunity for the 
local businesses to realign themselves 
and dwell upon the present positive 
consumer sentiment to establish 
themselves into the marketplaces. 
Hopefully, the new normal can contribute 
to a more inclusive distribution of wealth 
and a happier world to live in.
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COVID-19 pandemic is one of the most 
unprecedented event in the human 
history as its impact is truly global, 
impacting each and every facet of human 
existence. Commencing as a health 
pandemic, this has had an impact at 
macro as well as micro levels. Right from 
impacting the economy and earnings of 
the nations and individuals, political 
issues within the nations and between 
the nations, inter-personal relations 
within the societies, the new normal is 
making its existence felt and probably it 
will take decades before a new stability 
may be achieved. There have been 
pandemics, economic slowdowns and 

wars between nations, but this scenario 
is different because the magnanimity of 
the pandemic induced impacts and the 
disruption of the value chains are the key 
differentiators. The world never came to 
a standstill of this nature for so long and 
it is because of this disruption that the 
fulcrum of delicate balance between the 
subcomponents of the socio-economic 
systems is undergoing a key change.

In this turbulent scenario, education has 
witnessed a major disruption throughout 
the world. Classrooms are seen as the 
boiling pots for fomenting the pandemic 
and their physical closure is taken as a 

viable step to containing the pandemic. 
Surprisingly, most of the other avenues 
such as the markets, gymnasiums, politi-
cal activities, gatherings, etc. with larger 
potential of spreading the pandemic have 
slowly gathered momentum towards 
normalcy, but the education institutions 
remain devoid of students. Despite 
having technology as a major savior to 
reach out to the students, online teaching 
is far from being a substitute for offline 
teaching. Education is not just dissemina-
tion of information from the sender to the 
receiver, but is a tool for shaping the 
individuals, carving them to be true 
professionals and useful members of the 
society. The very act of attending a class 
and learning from the teacher shaped the 
personality of the students, but that new 
normal is still away. 

If the colleges and universities are 
opened without checks and balances, 
they bear the risk of launching an 
exponential spread of the infection as the 
youth may not maintain social distance. 
The facilities such as classrooms, hostels 
and food may not be sterile enough to 
check the spread of infection. Other 
sectors faced similar risks, but the 
phased unlocking can be extrapolated to 
the higher education as well. There are 
several options that can be exercised and 
stepwise measures can help in resuming 
their functioning within the new normal. 
More than the pandemic, it’s the mindset 
that has disrupted the education. 
Academic leadership needs out of the box 
solutions to restore the normalcy and 
newer methods of student engagement 
and evaluation have to be thought of. The 
knowledge divide is far greater than the 
digital divide. Its two batches of students 
who have suffered the most. The cause of 
the problem is that it’s a top-down 
approach and not a bottom-up decentral-
ized strategy, which can be far more 
fruitful. Online teaching has been 
construed as switching over to the online 
platforms to deliver the lectures, which is 
a good stop-gap arrangement. If it has to 

be ingrained into the system, then it has 
to be blended with the operations. 

Scenario Analysis for online teach-
ing
In the present times, three scenarios of 
the growth and control of the pandemic, 
and its impact on the online teaching can 
be predicted. In the first scenario, which 
is optimistic, it is assumed that the 
pandemic will be contained in short run 
as the news of the vaccine will be availa-
ble in the market and we will be able to 
resume the normal offline teaching. In 
such a case, the online teaching can be a 
good supplement to the classroom interac-
tions. In India, even the use of ICT based 
gadgets and tools was facing slow adapta-
tion, but the pandemic has broken that 
mindset and the teachers and students 
have familiarized themselves to this 
newer platform for dissemination of 
teaching.

In the realistic scenario, it is predicted 
that the pandemic will subside, but not to 
the extent that normal classroom teach-
ing can begin, at least for coming two 
sessions as it is difficult to vaccinate 
billions of people within a few months. 
There will be uncertainties and disrup-
tions and in such a case, a blend of online 
and offline interactions is predicted. 
There is a need for out-of-box thinking to 
slowly bring the students back to the 
campuses for enrichment of their online 
teaching experience. By moderating the 
flow of students, the norms of pandemic 
control can be implemented and slowly 
the momentum can be picked up.

The third scenario is pessimistic, in 
which we do not expect the things to get 
better and we have to rely on the herd 
immunity to overcome the pandemic. In 
such a scenario, the resumption of 
normal classroom teaching is less likely 
and our systems have to gear up to 
having more of online teaching and evalu-
ation. Academic leadership catering to 
vast majority of the resource deficit 

population needs to take measures to 
bridge the digital and knowledge divide.
Real change will come with bottom-up 
empowerment. Teacher in class has to 
make use of the online platforms for 
extended learning, beyond the confines of 
the classrooms. Teaching is a highly 
scientific process and a judicious mix of 
the online and classroom interactions has 
to be developed. Merely making the 
digital content is not the end of the story. 
Teachers have to do the handholding of 
the students and explain the concepts in 
online/offline interactions. Online 
platforms have the added advantage of 
flexi-learning, interactivity and handling 
of doubts and teachers have to be trained 
to achieve this purpose. The limitations 
of infrastructure and connectivity are not 
big enough in the present times, which 
cannot be overcome.

Business and consumer research in 
pandemic regime
A seminal research has been done by 
Verma and Gustafsson (2020) analysed 
107 research papers published in Scopus 
and Web of Science indexed journals 
during the period January to May 2020 
using bibliometric study of COVID-19 
research in business and management 
domain. The analysis of the published 
literature identified four main research 
themes and 18 sub-themes. The findings 
and propositions of this study suggest 
that COVID-19 will be the catalyst of 
several long- and short-term policy chang-
es and requires the theoretical and empir-
ical attention of researchers.  The 
subthemes underlying the overall impact 
of COVID-19 on business and manage-
ment entail decision making, risk 
management, supply chain dynamics, 
human behaviour, etc. Researchers have 
also focused on studying the impact on 
value chains, start-ups, trade, employ-
ment and risk. Technology being a major 
enabler during the supply chain disrup-
tion has generated lot of interest of the 
researchers. Similarly, the research on 
service industry, including travel and 

tourism, online education and essential 
services has been interest for the 
researchers. The study envisages further 
research in these broad domains. 
Mehta, Saxena and Purohit (2020) 
observe that the economic uncertainty 
and instability has fostered transforma-
tion in consumer behaviour and there is 
sustained focus on value and frugality. 
Crisis has also generated interest into 
spiritualism and the consumers are 
revisiting the traditional wisdom, which 
might influence their thinking and behav-
iour in the days to come.  A study by 
Accenture reinforce the belief that some 
of the changes in consumer behaviour 
will be permanent and will transform the 
industry’s future. The study found that 
the consumer purchases centred on basic 
needs and people were shopping 
consciously. Digital connect is being 
increasingly relied upon for managing 
isolation and building virtual workforces. 
A study of Fahmy and Sohani (2020) 
observe that there is not a major shift in 
the preferred brands during the pandem-
ic, although there is increase in health 
consciousness and qualitative demands 
on brands due to pandemic affecting 
brand preference. Lee (2020) observes 
thirteen ways that consumer behaviour is 
evolving in the post pandemic scenario. 
There is lesser enthusiasm for in-store 
visits and even the extravagant consum-
ers are concerned about their shopping 
spree. With shifting workplace to home, 
there is a marked shift in the buying 
habits. Consumers have flexible time 
management and increased demand for 
remote work product and technologies. 
Contactless payments, virtual interac-
tions, hunting for value and economizing 
the purchases, increasing acceptability of 
digital platforms is a major development 
and marketers are learning to incorpo-
rate them into their marketing strategy. 
Lee observes the emergence of social 
good, which is gaining the importance in 
the minds of the consumers. These trends 
are going to influence the spending and 
buying habits of the consumers. 

Schachinger (2020) observes that while 
e-commerce, online purchase, media 
consumption, connecting to family and 
concentrating on personal finances are 
some of the most interesting develop-
ments after the pandemic. The top three 
bills of most concern for the consumers in 
the days to come are the utility bills, 
credit cards, and rent followed by auto 
loans, mortgage payments, and student 
loans. This would seem to be a great time 
for financial services and other related 
firms to get creative and continue to stay 
involved with their customers to help 
them weather the storm.

Ernst & Young surveyed consumer behav-
iour sentiment across five markets and 
tracked the spending habits, attitude 
towards COVID-19, data privacy and 
consumer trust. The study found that 
42% of the consumers believe that their 
shopping will fundamentally change. 
Five consumer segments are likely to 
emerge in the post-pandemic scenario. 
These segments include "Keep cutting" 
(13.1%), "Stay frugal" (21.7%), "Get to 
normal" (31.4%), "Cautiously extrava-
gant" (24.7%) and "Back with a bang" 
(9.1%). These segments are arranged in 
order of their propensity to economize 
their purchasing due to pandemic on one 
end, and to resume normal pre-pandemic 
purchase and lifestyle on the other end. 
About two-third of the consumers may 
shift back to normal purchase soon after 
the pandemic while a few others who 
have experienced loss of employment of 
reduction of their incomes will economize 
on their purchasing. Marketers need to 
account for this shift in their strategy and 
need to develop the products and their 
marketing campaigns to accommodate 
these trends.

Nail (2020) advocates that in delivering 
the brand messages in the pandemic 
regime, the marketers should focus on 
three key areas. Firstly, they need to 
explain the brand precautions and ease 

out the fears with operational messaging 
on the expected consumer experience. 
Secondly, there is a need to reinforcing 
product value and its place during 
pandemic with brand messaging and 
thirdly they need to use empathy to 
enrich the brand image with value based 
messaging and positioning the brand as a 
source of comfort and reassurance. Such 
a strategy will contribute to better brand 
building in the post pandemic scenario. 
McKinsey study by Arora et.al (2020) 
finds that pandemic is changing the 
consumer behaviour in at least six differ-
ent ways, which the marketers need to 
adopt. Consumers adoption of digital 
platforms for shopping and entertain-
ment in eight weeks of pandemic 
surpassed the adoption of last five years 
and acceptability of e-services has 
increased. With people working and 
staying at home, there is an increasing 
influence of home on entertainment and 
other such products under consumption. 
With greater community and neighbor-
hood interaction local businesses are 
finding more preference and firms will 
have to manage hyperlocal engagement 
as a part of their strategy. Building trust 
and holding brands to higher standards 
is the key to success of the marketing 
strategy in the post-pandemic scenario.
 
To Sum Up
Pandemic has given a halt to the fast 
moving life and its consequent hedonistic 
consumption behaviour. It has induced 
introspection and generated some 
thoughts for answering the very basic 
questions of human behaviour and 
existence, which we had left far behind in 
the rat race of materialism. This 
paradigm shift has happened with every-
one and the academics and the consumer 
research is a part of this whole process. 
Marketing strategy needs to understand 
this basic shift in consumer thinking and 
behaviour, which is here to stay , at least 
for a few more years until the economy 
gains the momentum again. Technology 

driven marketing strategies, focused on 
value delivery are likely to be far more 
successful than bias for skimming and 
differentiation. To achieve this, then 
entire corporate strategy encompassing 
the product design, operations, pricing 
and value delivery have to work in 
unison. There is an opportunity for the 
local businesses to realign themselves 
and dwell upon the present positive 
consumer sentiment to establish 
themselves into the marketplaces. 
Hopefully, the new normal can contribute 
to a more inclusive distribution of wealth 
and a happier world to live in.
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COVID-19 pandemic is one of the most 
unprecedented event in the human 
history as its impact is truly global, 
impacting each and every facet of human 
existence. Commencing as a health 
pandemic, this has had an impact at 
macro as well as micro levels. Right from 
impacting the economy and earnings of 
the nations and individuals, political 
issues within the nations and between 
the nations, inter-personal relations 
within the societies, the new normal is 
making its existence felt and probably it 
will take decades before a new stability 
may be achieved. There have been 
pandemics, economic slowdowns and 

wars between nations, but this scenario 
is different because the magnanimity of 
the pandemic induced impacts and the 
disruption of the value chains are the key 
differentiators. The world never came to 
a standstill of this nature for so long and 
it is because of this disruption that the 
fulcrum of delicate balance between the 
subcomponents of the socio-economic 
systems is undergoing a key change.

In this turbulent scenario, education has 
witnessed a major disruption throughout 
the world. Classrooms are seen as the 
boiling pots for fomenting the pandemic 
and their physical closure is taken as a 

viable step to containing the pandemic. 
Surprisingly, most of the other avenues 
such as the markets, gymnasiums, politi-
cal activities, gatherings, etc. with larger 
potential of spreading the pandemic have 
slowly gathered momentum towards 
normalcy, but the education institutions 
remain devoid of students. Despite 
having technology as a major savior to 
reach out to the students, online teaching 
is far from being a substitute for offline 
teaching. Education is not just dissemina-
tion of information from the sender to the 
receiver, but is a tool for shaping the 
individuals, carving them to be true 
professionals and useful members of the 
society. The very act of attending a class 
and learning from the teacher shaped the 
personality of the students, but that new 
normal is still away. 

If the colleges and universities are 
opened without checks and balances, 
they bear the risk of launching an 
exponential spread of the infection as the 
youth may not maintain social distance. 
The facilities such as classrooms, hostels 
and food may not be sterile enough to 
check the spread of infection. Other 
sectors faced similar risks, but the 
phased unlocking can be extrapolated to 
the higher education as well. There are 
several options that can be exercised and 
stepwise measures can help in resuming 
their functioning within the new normal. 
More than the pandemic, it’s the mindset 
that has disrupted the education. 
Academic leadership needs out of the box 
solutions to restore the normalcy and 
newer methods of student engagement 
and evaluation have to be thought of. The 
knowledge divide is far greater than the 
digital divide. Its two batches of students 
who have suffered the most. The cause of 
the problem is that it’s a top-down 
approach and not a bottom-up decentral-
ized strategy, which can be far more 
fruitful. Online teaching has been 
construed as switching over to the online 
platforms to deliver the lectures, which is 
a good stop-gap arrangement. If it has to 

be ingrained into the system, then it has 
to be blended with the operations. 

Scenario Analysis for online teach-
ing
In the present times, three scenarios of 
the growth and control of the pandemic, 
and its impact on the online teaching can 
be predicted. In the first scenario, which 
is optimistic, it is assumed that the 
pandemic will be contained in short run 
as the news of the vaccine will be availa-
ble in the market and we will be able to 
resume the normal offline teaching. In 
such a case, the online teaching can be a 
good supplement to the classroom interac-
tions. In India, even the use of ICT based 
gadgets and tools was facing slow adapta-
tion, but the pandemic has broken that 
mindset and the teachers and students 
have familiarized themselves to this 
newer platform for dissemination of 
teaching.

In the realistic scenario, it is predicted 
that the pandemic will subside, but not to 
the extent that normal classroom teach-
ing can begin, at least for coming two 
sessions as it is difficult to vaccinate 
billions of people within a few months. 
There will be uncertainties and disrup-
tions and in such a case, a blend of online 
and offline interactions is predicted. 
There is a need for out-of-box thinking to 
slowly bring the students back to the 
campuses for enrichment of their online 
teaching experience. By moderating the 
flow of students, the norms of pandemic 
control can be implemented and slowly 
the momentum can be picked up.

The third scenario is pessimistic, in 
which we do not expect the things to get 
better and we have to rely on the herd 
immunity to overcome the pandemic. In 
such a scenario, the resumption of 
normal classroom teaching is less likely 
and our systems have to gear up to 
having more of online teaching and evalu-
ation. Academic leadership catering to 
vast majority of the resource deficit 

population needs to take measures to 
bridge the digital and knowledge divide.
Real change will come with bottom-up 
empowerment. Teacher in class has to 
make use of the online platforms for 
extended learning, beyond the confines of 
the classrooms. Teaching is a highly 
scientific process and a judicious mix of 
the online and classroom interactions has 
to be developed. Merely making the 
digital content is not the end of the story. 
Teachers have to do the handholding of 
the students and explain the concepts in 
online/offline interactions. Online 
platforms have the added advantage of 
flexi-learning, interactivity and handling 
of doubts and teachers have to be trained 
to achieve this purpose. The limitations 
of infrastructure and connectivity are not 
big enough in the present times, which 
cannot be overcome.

Business and consumer research in 
pandemic regime
A seminal research has been done by 
Verma and Gustafsson (2020) analysed 
107 research papers published in Scopus 
and Web of Science indexed journals 
during the period January to May 2020 
using bibliometric study of COVID-19 
research in business and management 
domain. The analysis of the published 
literature identified four main research 
themes and 18 sub-themes. The findings 
and propositions of this study suggest 
that COVID-19 will be the catalyst of 
several long- and short-term policy chang-
es and requires the theoretical and empir-
ical attention of researchers.  The 
subthemes underlying the overall impact 
of COVID-19 on business and manage-
ment entail decision making, risk 
management, supply chain dynamics, 
human behaviour, etc. Researchers have 
also focused on studying the impact on 
value chains, start-ups, trade, employ-
ment and risk. Technology being a major 
enabler during the supply chain disrup-
tion has generated lot of interest of the 
researchers. Similarly, the research on 
service industry, including travel and 

tourism, online education and essential 
services has been interest for the 
researchers. The study envisages further 
research in these broad domains. 
Mehta, Saxena and Purohit (2020) 
observe that the economic uncertainty 
and instability has fostered transforma-
tion in consumer behaviour and there is 
sustained focus on value and frugality. 
Crisis has also generated interest into 
spiritualism and the consumers are 
revisiting the traditional wisdom, which 
might influence their thinking and behav-
iour in the days to come.  A study by 
Accenture reinforce the belief that some 
of the changes in consumer behaviour 
will be permanent and will transform the 
industry’s future. The study found that 
the consumer purchases centred on basic 
needs and people were shopping 
consciously. Digital connect is being 
increasingly relied upon for managing 
isolation and building virtual workforces. 
A study of Fahmy and Sohani (2020) 
observe that there is not a major shift in 
the preferred brands during the pandem-
ic, although there is increase in health 
consciousness and qualitative demands 
on brands due to pandemic affecting 
brand preference. Lee (2020) observes 
thirteen ways that consumer behaviour is 
evolving in the post pandemic scenario. 
There is lesser enthusiasm for in-store 
visits and even the extravagant consum-
ers are concerned about their shopping 
spree. With shifting workplace to home, 
there is a marked shift in the buying 
habits. Consumers have flexible time 
management and increased demand for 
remote work product and technologies. 
Contactless payments, virtual interac-
tions, hunting for value and economizing 
the purchases, increasing acceptability of 
digital platforms is a major development 
and marketers are learning to incorpo-
rate them into their marketing strategy. 
Lee observes the emergence of social 
good, which is gaining the importance in 
the minds of the consumers. These trends 
are going to influence the spending and 
buying habits of the consumers. 

Schachinger (2020) observes that while 
e-commerce, online purchase, media 
consumption, connecting to family and 
concentrating on personal finances are 
some of the most interesting develop-
ments after the pandemic. The top three 
bills of most concern for the consumers in 
the days to come are the utility bills, 
credit cards, and rent followed by auto 
loans, mortgage payments, and student 
loans. This would seem to be a great time 
for financial services and other related 
firms to get creative and continue to stay 
involved with their customers to help 
them weather the storm.

Ernst & Young surveyed consumer behav-
iour sentiment across five markets and 
tracked the spending habits, attitude 
towards COVID-19, data privacy and 
consumer trust. The study found that 
42% of the consumers believe that their 
shopping will fundamentally change. 
Five consumer segments are likely to 
emerge in the post-pandemic scenario. 
These segments include "Keep cutting" 
(13.1%), "Stay frugal" (21.7%), "Get to 
normal" (31.4%), "Cautiously extrava-
gant" (24.7%) and "Back with a bang" 
(9.1%). These segments are arranged in 
order of their propensity to economize 
their purchasing due to pandemic on one 
end, and to resume normal pre-pandemic 
purchase and lifestyle on the other end. 
About two-third of the consumers may 
shift back to normal purchase soon after 
the pandemic while a few others who 
have experienced loss of employment of 
reduction of their incomes will economize 
on their purchasing. Marketers need to 
account for this shift in their strategy and 
need to develop the products and their 
marketing campaigns to accommodate 
these trends.

Nail (2020) advocates that in delivering 
the brand messages in the pandemic 
regime, the marketers should focus on 
three key areas. Firstly, they need to 
explain the brand precautions and ease 

out the fears with operational messaging 
on the expected consumer experience. 
Secondly, there is a need to reinforcing 
product value and its place during 
pandemic with brand messaging and 
thirdly they need to use empathy to 
enrich the brand image with value based 
messaging and positioning the brand as a 
source of comfort and reassurance. Such 
a strategy will contribute to better brand 
building in the post pandemic scenario. 
McKinsey study by Arora et.al (2020) 
finds that pandemic is changing the 
consumer behaviour in at least six differ-
ent ways, which the marketers need to 
adopt. Consumers adoption of digital 
platforms for shopping and entertain-
ment in eight weeks of pandemic 
surpassed the adoption of last five years 
and acceptability of e-services has 
increased. With people working and 
staying at home, there is an increasing 
influence of home on entertainment and 
other such products under consumption. 
With greater community and neighbor-
hood interaction local businesses are 
finding more preference and firms will 
have to manage hyperlocal engagement 
as a part of their strategy. Building trust 
and holding brands to higher standards 
is the key to success of the marketing 
strategy in the post-pandemic scenario.
 
To Sum Up
Pandemic has given a halt to the fast 
moving life and its consequent hedonistic 
consumption behaviour. It has induced 
introspection and generated some 
thoughts for answering the very basic 
questions of human behaviour and 
existence, which we had left far behind in 
the rat race of materialism. This 
paradigm shift has happened with every-
one and the academics and the consumer 
research is a part of this whole process. 
Marketing strategy needs to understand 
this basic shift in consumer thinking and 
behaviour, which is here to stay , at least 
for a few more years until the economy 
gains the momentum again. Technology 

driven marketing strategies, focused on 
value delivery are likely to be far more 
successful than bias for skimming and 
differentiation. To achieve this, then 
entire corporate strategy encompassing 
the product design, operations, pricing 
and value delivery have to work in 
unison. There is an opportunity for the 
local businesses to realign themselves 
and dwell upon the present positive 
consumer sentiment to establish 
themselves into the marketplaces. 
Hopefully, the new normal can contribute 
to a more inclusive distribution of wealth 
and a happier world to live in.
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COVID-19 pandemic is one of the most 
unprecedented event in the human 
history as its impact is truly global, 
impacting each and every facet of human 
existence. Commencing as a health 
pandemic, this has had an impact at 
macro as well as micro levels. Right from 
impacting the economy and earnings of 
the nations and individuals, political 
issues within the nations and between 
the nations, inter-personal relations 
within the societies, the new normal is 
making its existence felt and probably it 
will take decades before a new stability 
may be achieved. There have been 
pandemics, economic slowdowns and 

wars between nations, but this scenario 
is different because the magnanimity of 
the pandemic induced impacts and the 
disruption of the value chains are the key 
differentiators. The world never came to 
a standstill of this nature for so long and 
it is because of this disruption that the 
fulcrum of delicate balance between the 
subcomponents of the socio-economic 
systems is undergoing a key change.

In this turbulent scenario, education has 
witnessed a major disruption throughout 
the world. Classrooms are seen as the 
boiling pots for fomenting the pandemic 
and their physical closure is taken as a 

viable step to containing the pandemic. 
Surprisingly, most of the other avenues 
such as the markets, gymnasiums, politi-
cal activities, gatherings, etc. with larger 
potential of spreading the pandemic have 
slowly gathered momentum towards 
normalcy, but the education institutions 
remain devoid of students. Despite 
having technology as a major savior to 
reach out to the students, online teaching 
is far from being a substitute for offline 
teaching. Education is not just dissemina-
tion of information from the sender to the 
receiver, but is a tool for shaping the 
individuals, carving them to be true 
professionals and useful members of the 
society. The very act of attending a class 
and learning from the teacher shaped the 
personality of the students, but that new 
normal is still away. 

If the colleges and universities are 
opened without checks and balances, 
they bear the risk of launching an 
exponential spread of the infection as the 
youth may not maintain social distance. 
The facilities such as classrooms, hostels 
and food may not be sterile enough to 
check the spread of infection. Other 
sectors faced similar risks, but the 
phased unlocking can be extrapolated to 
the higher education as well. There are 
several options that can be exercised and 
stepwise measures can help in resuming 
their functioning within the new normal. 
More than the pandemic, it’s the mindset 
that has disrupted the education. 
Academic leadership needs out of the box 
solutions to restore the normalcy and 
newer methods of student engagement 
and evaluation have to be thought of. The 
knowledge divide is far greater than the 
digital divide. Its two batches of students 
who have suffered the most. The cause of 
the problem is that it’s a top-down 
approach and not a bottom-up decentral-
ized strategy, which can be far more 
fruitful. Online teaching has been 
construed as switching over to the online 
platforms to deliver the lectures, which is 
a good stop-gap arrangement. If it has to 

be ingrained into the system, then it has 
to be blended with the operations. 

Scenario Analysis for online teach-
ing
In the present times, three scenarios of 
the growth and control of the pandemic, 
and its impact on the online teaching can 
be predicted. In the first scenario, which 
is optimistic, it is assumed that the 
pandemic will be contained in short run 
as the news of the vaccine will be availa-
ble in the market and we will be able to 
resume the normal offline teaching. In 
such a case, the online teaching can be a 
good supplement to the classroom interac-
tions. In India, even the use of ICT based 
gadgets and tools was facing slow adapta-
tion, but the pandemic has broken that 
mindset and the teachers and students 
have familiarized themselves to this 
newer platform for dissemination of 
teaching.

In the realistic scenario, it is predicted 
that the pandemic will subside, but not to 
the extent that normal classroom teach-
ing can begin, at least for coming two 
sessions as it is difficult to vaccinate 
billions of people within a few months. 
There will be uncertainties and disrup-
tions and in such a case, a blend of online 
and offline interactions is predicted. 
There is a need for out-of-box thinking to 
slowly bring the students back to the 
campuses for enrichment of their online 
teaching experience. By moderating the 
flow of students, the norms of pandemic 
control can be implemented and slowly 
the momentum can be picked up.

The third scenario is pessimistic, in 
which we do not expect the things to get 
better and we have to rely on the herd 
immunity to overcome the pandemic. In 
such a scenario, the resumption of 
normal classroom teaching is less likely 
and our systems have to gear up to 
having more of online teaching and evalu-
ation. Academic leadership catering to 
vast majority of the resource deficit 

population needs to take measures to 
bridge the digital and knowledge divide.
Real change will come with bottom-up 
empowerment. Teacher in class has to 
make use of the online platforms for 
extended learning, beyond the confines of 
the classrooms. Teaching is a highly 
scientific process and a judicious mix of 
the online and classroom interactions has 
to be developed. Merely making the 
digital content is not the end of the story. 
Teachers have to do the handholding of 
the students and explain the concepts in 
online/offline interactions. Online 
platforms have the added advantage of 
flexi-learning, interactivity and handling 
of doubts and teachers have to be trained 
to achieve this purpose. The limitations 
of infrastructure and connectivity are not 
big enough in the present times, which 
cannot be overcome.

Business and consumer research in 
pandemic regime
A seminal research has been done by 
Verma and Gustafsson (2020) analysed 
107 research papers published in Scopus 
and Web of Science indexed journals 
during the period January to May 2020 
using bibliometric study of COVID-19 
research in business and management 
domain. The analysis of the published 
literature identified four main research 
themes and 18 sub-themes. The findings 
and propositions of this study suggest 
that COVID-19 will be the catalyst of 
several long- and short-term policy chang-
es and requires the theoretical and empir-
ical attention of researchers.  The 
subthemes underlying the overall impact 
of COVID-19 on business and manage-
ment entail decision making, risk 
management, supply chain dynamics, 
human behaviour, etc. Researchers have 
also focused on studying the impact on 
value chains, start-ups, trade, employ-
ment and risk. Technology being a major 
enabler during the supply chain disrup-
tion has generated lot of interest of the 
researchers. Similarly, the research on 
service industry, including travel and 

tourism, online education and essential 
services has been interest for the 
researchers. The study envisages further 
research in these broad domains. 
Mehta, Saxena and Purohit (2020) 
observe that the economic uncertainty 
and instability has fostered transforma-
tion in consumer behaviour and there is 
sustained focus on value and frugality. 
Crisis has also generated interest into 
spiritualism and the consumers are 
revisiting the traditional wisdom, which 
might influence their thinking and behav-
iour in the days to come.  A study by 
Accenture reinforce the belief that some 
of the changes in consumer behaviour 
will be permanent and will transform the 
industry’s future. The study found that 
the consumer purchases centred on basic 
needs and people were shopping 
consciously. Digital connect is being 
increasingly relied upon for managing 
isolation and building virtual workforces. 
A study of Fahmy and Sohani (2020) 
observe that there is not a major shift in 
the preferred brands during the pandem-
ic, although there is increase in health 
consciousness and qualitative demands 
on brands due to pandemic affecting 
brand preference. Lee (2020) observes 
thirteen ways that consumer behaviour is 
evolving in the post pandemic scenario. 
There is lesser enthusiasm for in-store 
visits and even the extravagant consum-
ers are concerned about their shopping 
spree. With shifting workplace to home, 
there is a marked shift in the buying 
habits. Consumers have flexible time 
management and increased demand for 
remote work product and technologies. 
Contactless payments, virtual interac-
tions, hunting for value and economizing 
the purchases, increasing acceptability of 
digital platforms is a major development 
and marketers are learning to incorpo-
rate them into their marketing strategy. 
Lee observes the emergence of social 
good, which is gaining the importance in 
the minds of the consumers. These trends 
are going to influence the spending and 
buying habits of the consumers. 

Schachinger (2020) observes that while 
e-commerce, online purchase, media 
consumption, connecting to family and 
concentrating on personal finances are 
some of the most interesting develop-
ments after the pandemic. The top three 
bills of most concern for the consumers in 
the days to come are the utility bills, 
credit cards, and rent followed by auto 
loans, mortgage payments, and student 
loans. This would seem to be a great time 
for financial services and other related 
firms to get creative and continue to stay 
involved with their customers to help 
them weather the storm.

Ernst & Young surveyed consumer behav-
iour sentiment across five markets and 
tracked the spending habits, attitude 
towards COVID-19, data privacy and 
consumer trust. The study found that 
42% of the consumers believe that their 
shopping will fundamentally change. 
Five consumer segments are likely to 
emerge in the post-pandemic scenario. 
These segments include "Keep cutting" 
(13.1%), "Stay frugal" (21.7%), "Get to 
normal" (31.4%), "Cautiously extrava-
gant" (24.7%) and "Back with a bang" 
(9.1%). These segments are arranged in 
order of their propensity to economize 
their purchasing due to pandemic on one 
end, and to resume normal pre-pandemic 
purchase and lifestyle on the other end. 
About two-third of the consumers may 
shift back to normal purchase soon after 
the pandemic while a few others who 
have experienced loss of employment of 
reduction of their incomes will economize 
on their purchasing. Marketers need to 
account for this shift in their strategy and 
need to develop the products and their 
marketing campaigns to accommodate 
these trends.

Nail (2020) advocates that in delivering 
the brand messages in the pandemic 
regime, the marketers should focus on 
three key areas. Firstly, they need to 
explain the brand precautions and ease 

out the fears with operational messaging 
on the expected consumer experience. 
Secondly, there is a need to reinforcing 
product value and its place during 
pandemic with brand messaging and 
thirdly they need to use empathy to 
enrich the brand image with value based 
messaging and positioning the brand as a 
source of comfort and reassurance. Such 
a strategy will contribute to better brand 
building in the post pandemic scenario. 
McKinsey study by Arora et.al (2020) 
finds that pandemic is changing the 
consumer behaviour in at least six differ-
ent ways, which the marketers need to 
adopt. Consumers adoption of digital 
platforms for shopping and entertain-
ment in eight weeks of pandemic 
surpassed the adoption of last five years 
and acceptability of e-services has 
increased. With people working and 
staying at home, there is an increasing 
influence of home on entertainment and 
other such products under consumption. 
With greater community and neighbor-
hood interaction local businesses are 
finding more preference and firms will 
have to manage hyperlocal engagement 
as a part of their strategy. Building trust 
and holding brands to higher standards 
is the key to success of the marketing 
strategy in the post-pandemic scenario.
 
To Sum Up
Pandemic has given a halt to the fast 
moving life and its consequent hedonistic 
consumption behaviour. It has induced 
introspection and generated some 
thoughts for answering the very basic 
questions of human behaviour and 
existence, which we had left far behind in 
the rat race of materialism. This 
paradigm shift has happened with every-
one and the academics and the consumer 
research is a part of this whole process. 
Marketing strategy needs to understand 
this basic shift in consumer thinking and 
behaviour, which is here to stay , at least 
for a few more years until the economy 
gains the momentum again. Technology 

driven marketing strategies, focused on 
value delivery are likely to be far more 
successful than bias for skimming and 
differentiation. To achieve this, then 
entire corporate strategy encompassing 
the product design, operations, pricing 
and value delivery have to work in 
unison. There is an opportunity for the 
local businesses to realign themselves 
and dwell upon the present positive 
consumer sentiment to establish 
themselves into the marketplaces. 
Hopefully, the new normal can contribute 
to a more inclusive distribution of wealth 
and a happier world to live in.
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COVID-19 pandemic is one of the most 
unprecedented event in the human 
history as its impact is truly global, 
impacting each and every facet of human 
existence. Commencing as a health 
pandemic, this has had an impact at 
macro as well as micro levels. Right from 
impacting the economy and earnings of 
the nations and individuals, political 
issues within the nations and between 
the nations, inter-personal relations 
within the societies, the new normal is 
making its existence felt and probably it 
will take decades before a new stability 
may be achieved. There have been 
pandemics, economic slowdowns and 

wars between nations, but this scenario 
is different because the magnanimity of 
the pandemic induced impacts and the 
disruption of the value chains are the key 
differentiators. The world never came to 
a standstill of this nature for so long and 
it is because of this disruption that the 
fulcrum of delicate balance between the 
subcomponents of the socio-economic 
systems is undergoing a key change.

In this turbulent scenario, education has 
witnessed a major disruption throughout 
the world. Classrooms are seen as the 
boiling pots for fomenting the pandemic 
and their physical closure is taken as a 

viable step to containing the pandemic. 
Surprisingly, most of the other avenues 
such as the markets, gymnasiums, politi-
cal activities, gatherings, etc. with larger 
potential of spreading the pandemic have 
slowly gathered momentum towards 
normalcy, but the education institutions 
remain devoid of students. Despite 
having technology as a major savior to 
reach out to the students, online teaching 
is far from being a substitute for offline 
teaching. Education is not just dissemina-
tion of information from the sender to the 
receiver, but is a tool for shaping the 
individuals, carving them to be true 
professionals and useful members of the 
society. The very act of attending a class 
and learning from the teacher shaped the 
personality of the students, but that new 
normal is still away. 

If the colleges and universities are 
opened without checks and balances, 
they bear the risk of launching an 
exponential spread of the infection as the 
youth may not maintain social distance. 
The facilities such as classrooms, hostels 
and food may not be sterile enough to 
check the spread of infection. Other 
sectors faced similar risks, but the 
phased unlocking can be extrapolated to 
the higher education as well. There are 
several options that can be exercised and 
stepwise measures can help in resuming 
their functioning within the new normal. 
More than the pandemic, it’s the mindset 
that has disrupted the education. 
Academic leadership needs out of the box 
solutions to restore the normalcy and 
newer methods of student engagement 
and evaluation have to be thought of. The 
knowledge divide is far greater than the 
digital divide. Its two batches of students 
who have suffered the most. The cause of 
the problem is that it’s a top-down 
approach and not a bottom-up decentral-
ized strategy, which can be far more 
fruitful. Online teaching has been 
construed as switching over to the online 
platforms to deliver the lectures, which is 
a good stop-gap arrangement. If it has to 

be ingrained into the system, then it has 
to be blended with the operations. 

Scenario Analysis for online teach-
ing
In the present times, three scenarios of 
the growth and control of the pandemic, 
and its impact on the online teaching can 
be predicted. In the first scenario, which 
is optimistic, it is assumed that the 
pandemic will be contained in short run 
as the news of the vaccine will be availa-
ble in the market and we will be able to 
resume the normal offline teaching. In 
such a case, the online teaching can be a 
good supplement to the classroom interac-
tions. In India, even the use of ICT based 
gadgets and tools was facing slow adapta-
tion, but the pandemic has broken that 
mindset and the teachers and students 
have familiarized themselves to this 
newer platform for dissemination of 
teaching.

In the realistic scenario, it is predicted 
that the pandemic will subside, but not to 
the extent that normal classroom teach-
ing can begin, at least for coming two 
sessions as it is difficult to vaccinate 
billions of people within a few months. 
There will be uncertainties and disrup-
tions and in such a case, a blend of online 
and offline interactions is predicted. 
There is a need for out-of-box thinking to 
slowly bring the students back to the 
campuses for enrichment of their online 
teaching experience. By moderating the 
flow of students, the norms of pandemic 
control can be implemented and slowly 
the momentum can be picked up.

The third scenario is pessimistic, in 
which we do not expect the things to get 
better and we have to rely on the herd 
immunity to overcome the pandemic. In 
such a scenario, the resumption of 
normal classroom teaching is less likely 
and our systems have to gear up to 
having more of online teaching and evalu-
ation. Academic leadership catering to 
vast majority of the resource deficit 

population needs to take measures to 
bridge the digital and knowledge divide.
Real change will come with bottom-up 
empowerment. Teacher in class has to 
make use of the online platforms for 
extended learning, beyond the confines of 
the classrooms. Teaching is a highly 
scientific process and a judicious mix of 
the online and classroom interactions has 
to be developed. Merely making the 
digital content is not the end of the story. 
Teachers have to do the handholding of 
the students and explain the concepts in 
online/offline interactions. Online 
platforms have the added advantage of 
flexi-learning, interactivity and handling 
of doubts and teachers have to be trained 
to achieve this purpose. The limitations 
of infrastructure and connectivity are not 
big enough in the present times, which 
cannot be overcome.

Business and consumer research in 
pandemic regime
A seminal research has been done by 
Verma and Gustafsson (2020) analysed 
107 research papers published in Scopus 
and Web of Science indexed journals 
during the period January to May 2020 
using bibliometric study of COVID-19 
research in business and management 
domain. The analysis of the published 
literature identified four main research 
themes and 18 sub-themes. The findings 
and propositions of this study suggest 
that COVID-19 will be the catalyst of 
several long- and short-term policy chang-
es and requires the theoretical and empir-
ical attention of researchers.  The 
subthemes underlying the overall impact 
of COVID-19 on business and manage-
ment entail decision making, risk 
management, supply chain dynamics, 
human behaviour, etc. Researchers have 
also focused on studying the impact on 
value chains, start-ups, trade, employ-
ment and risk. Technology being a major 
enabler during the supply chain disrup-
tion has generated lot of interest of the 
researchers. Similarly, the research on 
service industry, including travel and 

tourism, online education and essential 
services has been interest for the 
researchers. The study envisages further 
research in these broad domains. 
Mehta, Saxena and Purohit (2020) 
observe that the economic uncertainty 
and instability has fostered transforma-
tion in consumer behaviour and there is 
sustained focus on value and frugality. 
Crisis has also generated interest into 
spiritualism and the consumers are 
revisiting the traditional wisdom, which 
might influence their thinking and behav-
iour in the days to come.  A study by 
Accenture reinforce the belief that some 
of the changes in consumer behaviour 
will be permanent and will transform the 
industry’s future. The study found that 
the consumer purchases centred on basic 
needs and people were shopping 
consciously. Digital connect is being 
increasingly relied upon for managing 
isolation and building virtual workforces. 
A study of Fahmy and Sohani (2020) 
observe that there is not a major shift in 
the preferred brands during the pandem-
ic, although there is increase in health 
consciousness and qualitative demands 
on brands due to pandemic affecting 
brand preference. Lee (2020) observes 
thirteen ways that consumer behaviour is 
evolving in the post pandemic scenario. 
There is lesser enthusiasm for in-store 
visits and even the extravagant consum-
ers are concerned about their shopping 
spree. With shifting workplace to home, 
there is a marked shift in the buying 
habits. Consumers have flexible time 
management and increased demand for 
remote work product and technologies. 
Contactless payments, virtual interac-
tions, hunting for value and economizing 
the purchases, increasing acceptability of 
digital platforms is a major development 
and marketers are learning to incorpo-
rate them into their marketing strategy. 
Lee observes the emergence of social 
good, which is gaining the importance in 
the minds of the consumers. These trends 
are going to influence the spending and 
buying habits of the consumers. 

Schachinger (2020) observes that while 
e-commerce, online purchase, media 
consumption, connecting to family and 
concentrating on personal finances are 
some of the most interesting develop-
ments after the pandemic. The top three 
bills of most concern for the consumers in 
the days to come are the utility bills, 
credit cards, and rent followed by auto 
loans, mortgage payments, and student 
loans. This would seem to be a great time 
for financial services and other related 
firms to get creative and continue to stay 
involved with their customers to help 
them weather the storm.

Ernst & Young surveyed consumer behav-
iour sentiment across five markets and 
tracked the spending habits, attitude 
towards COVID-19, data privacy and 
consumer trust. The study found that 
42% of the consumers believe that their 
shopping will fundamentally change. 
Five consumer segments are likely to 
emerge in the post-pandemic scenario. 
These segments include "Keep cutting" 
(13.1%), "Stay frugal" (21.7%), "Get to 
normal" (31.4%), "Cautiously extrava-
gant" (24.7%) and "Back with a bang" 
(9.1%). These segments are arranged in 
order of their propensity to economize 
their purchasing due to pandemic on one 
end, and to resume normal pre-pandemic 
purchase and lifestyle on the other end. 
About two-third of the consumers may 
shift back to normal purchase soon after 
the pandemic while a few others who 
have experienced loss of employment of 
reduction of their incomes will economize 
on their purchasing. Marketers need to 
account for this shift in their strategy and 
need to develop the products and their 
marketing campaigns to accommodate 
these trends.

Nail (2020) advocates that in delivering 
the brand messages in the pandemic 
regime, the marketers should focus on 
three key areas. Firstly, they need to 
explain the brand precautions and ease 

out the fears with operational messaging 
on the expected consumer experience. 
Secondly, there is a need to reinforcing 
product value and its place during 
pandemic with brand messaging and 
thirdly they need to use empathy to 
enrich the brand image with value based 
messaging and positioning the brand as a 
source of comfort and reassurance. Such 
a strategy will contribute to better brand 
building in the post pandemic scenario. 
McKinsey study by Arora et.al (2020) 
finds that pandemic is changing the 
consumer behaviour in at least six differ-
ent ways, which the marketers need to 
adopt. Consumers adoption of digital 
platforms for shopping and entertain-
ment in eight weeks of pandemic 
surpassed the adoption of last five years 
and acceptability of e-services has 
increased. With people working and 
staying at home, there is an increasing 
influence of home on entertainment and 
other such products under consumption. 
With greater community and neighbor-
hood interaction local businesses are 
finding more preference and firms will 
have to manage hyperlocal engagement 
as a part of their strategy. Building trust 
and holding brands to higher standards 
is the key to success of the marketing 
strategy in the post-pandemic scenario.
 
To Sum Up
Pandemic has given a halt to the fast 
moving life and its consequent hedonistic 
consumption behaviour. It has induced 
introspection and generated some 
thoughts for answering the very basic 
questions of human behaviour and 
existence, which we had left far behind in 
the rat race of materialism. This 
paradigm shift has happened with every-
one and the academics and the consumer 
research is a part of this whole process. 
Marketing strategy needs to understand 
this basic shift in consumer thinking and 
behaviour, which is here to stay , at least 
for a few more years until the economy 
gains the momentum again. Technology 

driven marketing strategies, focused on 
value delivery are likely to be far more 
successful than bias for skimming and 
differentiation. To achieve this, then 
entire corporate strategy encompassing 
the product design, operations, pricing 
and value delivery have to work in 
unison. There is an opportunity for the 
local businesses to realign themselves 
and dwell upon the present positive 
consumer sentiment to establish 
themselves into the marketplaces. 
Hopefully, the new normal can contribute 
to a more inclusive distribution of wealth 
and a happier world to live in.
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